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THE LAW
WITH BESPECT TO

WILLS.
* CHAPTER XXVII.

CONDITIOlirS.

[*841]

PAGE

I. Conditions, whether Precedent or

Subsequent 841

II. Period Allowed for performing

Conditions 848

III. Of Conditions incapable of Per-

formance 849

IV. Of Conditions void for Repug-

nancy, generally 854

v. Conditions restrictive of Alien-

ation 855

VI. Conditions to defeat Estate on
Bankruptcy, Insolvency, &c. . 864

VII. Conditions avoiding Life Interest

on Voluntary Alienation . . . 877

VIII. Restraint on Anticipation by Mar-
ried Women 879

IX. Conditions in Restraint of Mar-
riage; and as to such Condi-

tions being in terrorem only.

— What amounts to a Perform-

ance of Conditions requiring

Consent, &c 885

X. Condition as to changing or as-

suming a Name 898

XI. Condition requiring " Residence " 900

XII. Conditions as to disputing

Wills, &c 902

I. — Conditions whether Precedent or Subsequent.— Ko precise

form of words is necessary, in order to create conditions Conditions

in wills, any expression disclosing the intention will have '"'^ created,

that effect.i Thus a devise to A., " he paying," or " he to pay 500Z.

within one month after my decease," would be a condi-

tion (a), for breach * of which the heir might enter (by : unless [*842]

(a) 1 Co. Lit. 236 b. But the mere expression of an intention accompanying, a bequest

does not necessarily constitute a condition on which the bequest is to taise effect or be de-

feated, see Yates v'. University College, London, L. R., 7 H. L. 438.

(J) But as to the equitable relief afforded in such cases, see Hayes v. Haj'es, Finch, 231,

and cases cited and commented on, Hayes & Jarm. Cone. Wills, 3d ed. 398, 8th ed. 407;

1 Booth V Baptist Church. 126 N. Y. 215;

Sammis v. Sammis, 14 R. I. 123 ; Robinson e.

Greene, id. 181 ; Cannon v. Apperson, 14 Lea,

653.
2 Inasmuch as a will has no legal force

until after the death of the testator, there can,

VOL. II. 1

it seems, be no valid condition, as such, in the
instrument which, without notice, shall re-

quire of a beneficiary the performance of acts

during the lifetime of the testator, such as
providing for his support. Colwell v. Alger,

5 Gray, 67. It seems clear, however, that a



CONDITIONS. [CH. XXVII.

the property were given over in default by way of executory

devise (c).

and to the cases there cited, add Paine v. Hyde, i Bear. 468 ; Hawkes v. Baldwin, 9 Sim. 315

;

Steuart v. Frankland, 16 jur. 738; Re Hodge's Legacy, L. R., 16 Eq. 92. But what was
once deemed a devise upon condition would now be generally construed a devise in fee upon
trust, and instead of the heir entering for condition broken, the c. q. t. could enforce the
trust, Sug. Pow. 106, 8th ed. ; Wright v. Wilkins, 2 B. & S. 232. In Re Kirk, Kirk v. Kirk,
21 Ch. D. 431, land was devised on condition that the devisee should release a debt due to

him from the testator; the devise lapsed by the death of the devisee in the testator's lifetime;

it was held by the Court of Appeal that the condition nevertheless bound the land. A con-
dition annexed to a legacy may likewise be enforced, Rees ». Engelback, L. R., 12 Eq. 225;
Middleton v. Windross, L! R., 16 Eq. 212. In Re Wellstead, 25 Beav.612, a bequest towards
the endowment of a church, in consideration of which testator's nephew and his heirs were to

nominate every third incumbent, was held not a condition, but a purchase of the right; and
the bishop declining to concede the right, the legacy failed. But if a legacy be to A. on con-
dition that he convey a particular estate to B., and A. conveys accordingly, the analogy of
purchase will not extend to give him a lien on the estate for his legacy, this being due from
the executor, Barker v. Barker, L. K., 10 Eq. 438.

(c) See Ch. XXVI.

gift made upon agreement with the donee for-

the performance of certam acts during the
testator's lifetime might properly be made,
and that failure to perform the agreement
might disentitle the donee to the bounty.
Burleyson v. Whitley, 97 N. C. 295 (citing

Lefler v. Rowland, Phil. Eq. 143). See Mar-
tin V. Martin, 131 Mass. 647. So, too, if a
condition of similar import were brought by
the testator to the notice of the beneficiary, it

would seem that the same should be valid.

But as such a condition would be unusual, it

would devolve upon the party seeking to take

advantage of it to show the notice. Clearly

the donee would not be bound in the first in-

stance (i.e., before evidence of notice) to prove

performance of the condition Colwell ».

Alger, supra. Of course a testator may in

his will provide that a gift shall be condi-

tional, or fail of taking efEect, upon some act

to be performed by himself personally. Such
a provision would not amount to a reserva-

tion of a right to alter or revoke the will by
an unattested paper (a subject spoken of in

Vol. I., p. 98, note). Langdon v. Astor, 16

N. Y. 9, 26. See Yates v. Universitv Col-

lege, L. R., 7 H. L. 438; s. v. L. R., 8 Ch.
454.

But the mere expression of an intention in

the testator to do some act personally (or in-

deed to have some one else do an act) does

not necessarilj' amountto acondition. L. R.,

7 H. L. 438, 444, Lord Cairns. Whetlier or

not a condition iias been prescribed is gener-

ally (an exception will be mentioned present-

ly), in the absence of unmistakable language,

matter of construction to be applied for ascer-

taining the intention. Id. See Martin v.

Martin, 131 Mass. 547. Indeed, it has re-

cently been laid down that to an estate al-

ready clearly given, it is not possible to annex
a condition from words which are capable of

being interpreted as mere description of what
must occur before the estate given can arise.

Edgewortli v. Edgeworth, L. R.,4 H. L. 35,

41, Lord Westbury.
Description of itself clearly cannot in gen-

eral amount to condition. Thus, it has been

held that a gift to " one of the executors of

this my will " cannot be treated as conditional
upon the donee's accepting the position of ex-
ecutor. In re Denby, 3 De G. F. & J. 250.

Secus, where it is left to the executor "for
his trouble" as such. Lewis v. Matthews,
L. R., 8 Eq. 277; Slaney v. Watney, L. R., 2
Eq. 418; Morris v. Kent, 2 Edw. 174. The
statement, however, of the Vice-Chancellor
in Lewis v. Mathews, and the similar one in

Jervis v. Lawrence, L. R., 8 Eq. 345, and in

other cases infra, that a legacy given to an
executor, and nothing more, is presumed to

have been given in respect of his office, so as

to be conditional upon his acceptance, ap-
pears to be opposed to the express decision of

the Lords Justices in In re Denby, supra; a
case not noticed either in Lewis v. Mathews
or in Jervis v. Lawrence. Statements in other
cases, like that in Lewis v. Mathews, were •

quoted with approval in Kirkland v. Narra-
more, 105 Mass. 31, where the gift was to a
trustee. But the terms of the will there

clearly implied a gift to the trustee in office.

It must be admitted, however, that the lan-

guage of the cases generally supports the
proposition fully that a gift to an executor
(or perhaps to a testamentary trustee), whe-
ther by such designation or not, is presump-
tively a gift to the party in office; i. c, it is

conditional upon his acceptance of the posi-

tion. See Rothmahler v. Cohen, 4 Desaus.
215; Billingslea v. Moore, 14 Ga. 370; Abbot
V. Massie, 3 Ves. Jr. 148; Read v. Devaynes,
3 Brown, Ch. 95; Calvert v, Sebbon, 4 Beav.
222; Stackpoole v. Howell, 13 Ves. 417;
Hawkins's 'Trust, 33 Beav. 570; Angermann v.

F.rd, 29 Beav. 349; In re Reeve's Trusts,
4 Ch. D. 841 ; ». c. 46 L. J. Ch. 412.
Si ill, where the testator's purpose is not ex-
presslj' declared, the question is often even
here one of construction, and, as the cases
supra show, it may be decided upon sliglit

indications of intention. See e.;., Bubb v.

Yelverton, L. R., 13 Eq. 131; In re Reeve's
Trusts, supra; Brand v. Chaddock, 19 Week.
R. 378, Stuart, V.-C. ; Gadbury «. Sheppard.
27 Miss. 203. But if the Court cannot decide,
the gift fails, according to these cases.

Clearly there can be no presumptive con-



CH. XXVII.] CONDITIONS WHETHER PRECEDENT OR SUBSEQUENT. 3

Conditions are either precedent or subsequent ; in other words,

either the performance of them is made to precede the vesting of an
estate, or the non-performance to determine an estate

con^itjong
antecedently vested.i But though the distinction be- precedent and

tween these two classes of cases is sufficiently obvious ^''''sequent,

in its consequences
;
yet it is often difficult, from the ambiguity and

dition in the case of a gift to a person under
an office or a designation named that he shall

assume tlie same, unless the testator is at least

shown to have been interested in having the
donee assume it; for there would be no mo-
tive for the condition. Parol evidence, it

may be added, would doubtless be admissible
in all such cases to aid in ascertaining the

testator's intention. But though an estate be
given in express and apt terms, still if the

fift be followed, or indeed if it be preceded,

y clear words (not of mere description, but)

ol condition, the condition must stand if not
repugnant to the estate. Edgeworth v. Edge-
worth, supra. Lord Hatherley; Maddison tf.

Chapman, 4 Kay & J. 709.

Where the question is of the existence of a
condition or not, and not between a condition
and something else, such as a charge, the

language of the will is not construed as con-
ditional unless it is clear that the testator in-

tended that the gift should operate or continue
only in a certain event. Slcipwith v. Cabell,

19 Gratt. 758, 782. If by reasonable inter-

pretation the testator's language can be re-

garded as meaning that he referred to the
contingent event as the reason merely for

making the will, then the gift is not condi-

tional. In re Porter, L. R., 2 P. & D. 22, 24;
In re Dobson, L. R., 1 P. & D. 88; In re Mar-
tin, id. 380 ; Skipwith ». Cabell, supra.

In the English cases just cited the question
of the condition went to the existence of the
whole will; but it was held in Skipwith v.

Cabell, supra, that the doctrine declared in

them, or rather in In re Dobson, was equally
applicable to the case of a particular one of

several gifts of a testator. In Skipwith v.

Cabell the gift in question was thus ex-
pressed: "In case of a sudden and unex-
pected death, I give the remainder of my
property," &c. The clause was construed as

not creating a conditional gift. Upon the

subject of conditional wills, see, in addition

to the cases above cited, Roberts v. Roberts,

2 Swab. & T. .337; In re Winn, id. 147; In re

Thoi'ue, 4 Swab. & T. 36; Parsons v. Lanor,
1 Ves. Sen. 90; Strauss v. Schmidt, 3 Phillim.

209; Ingram v. Strong, 2 Phillim. 294; Bur-
ton V. Collingwood, i Hagg. 176; Jacks v.

Henderson, 1 Desaus. 543; Damon v. Damon,
8 Allen, 192 ; Tarver ». Tarver, 9 Peters, 174;
Bonner v. Young, 68 Ala. 35 (Icgacv for a
particular purpose not conditional); Stewart
V. Stewart, 5 Conn. 317 ; Pitkin v. Pitkin, 7
Conn. 315 ; Card «. Alexander, 48 Conn. 492
{gift to wife not conditional on her remaining
such; divorce not avoiding it); Wagner »,

McDonald, 2 Har. & J. 346: Likefield v.

Likefield, 82 Ky. 589 ; Dougherty ». Dough-

erty, 4 Met. (Ky.) 25: Maxwell v. Maxwell,
3 Met. (Kv.) 101: Augustus v. Seabolt, id.

155; Cowley v. Knapp, 42 N. J. 297; Bur-
leyson v. Whitlev, 97 N. C. 295 ; Morrow'^
Appeal, 116 Penn. St. 440 (citing Todd's Ap-
peal, 2 Watts & S. 145) ; Eitter's Appeal, 59
Penn. St. 9 ; Frederick's Appeal, 52 Penn.
St. 338; Ex parte Lindsay. 2 Bradf. 204;
Thompson e. Connor, 3 Bradf. 366.

Within the above-stated rule that to con-
stitute a condition it should be clear that the
testator intended the gift to take effect or
continue only in a certain event, the gift of
property to a town "for the support of the

Congi'egational minister, who shall exercise
tlie duties of that office, where the meeting-
house now stands, forever," is not condi-
tional. Brown v. Concord, 33 N. H. 285.

1 There is no distinction in the way of tech-

nical words between conditions precedent and
conditions subsequent ; the distinction is mat-
ter of construction, dependent upon the inten-

tion of the testator as manifested by the will.

See 4 Kent, Com. 124; Finlay v. King, 3
Pet. 346. But if a condition may be per-
formed instanter it is held precedent; while
if time is required for performance, it is held
subsequent. Tappan's Appeal, 52 Conn. 412.
But these rules will yield to intention at vari-
ance with them.
The legal result of the distinction is in

nothing more striking than in the fact (1)
that equity cannot interfere to relieve from
the consequence of a failure to perform a con-
dition precedent (4 Kent,, Com. 125), while
nothing is more common than for that court,
acting upon motives of conscience and jus-
tice, to grant relief when the unperformed
condition is subsequent; and (2) that, accord-
ing to recent authority, not even the consent
of the testator himself who has imposed the
precedent condition can dispense with it

without remodelling the devise or legacy,
while the contrary is true of a subsequent
condition. Davis «. Angel, 31 Beav. 223,
226, Sir John Eomillv, M. R. ; affirmed on
appeal, 4 De G. F. & J. 524, Lord West-
bury. The case cited is a forcible illustration
of this proposition. The condition of the gift
was that the donee should marry A., other-
wise over. The donee, with the testator's
consent, married B., but it was held that the
condition was not dispensed with. Lord
Westbury, however, conceded that the case
would probably be different where a testator
contemplating"a future event (after his death)
should merely give certain directions concern-
ing, c. g., the marriage of A., and then A.
should marry in the testator's lifetime with
his consent.
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vagueness of the language of the will, to ascertain -whether the one or

the other is in the testator's contemplation ; i. e., whether he intend

that a compliance with the requisition which he has chosen to annex to

the enjoyment of his bounty shall be a condition of its acquisition, or

merely of its retention.

As on questions of this nature general propositions afford but little

assistance in dealing with particular cases of difficulty {d), we shall

proceed to adduce some instances, first of conditions precedent ; and,

secondly, of conditions subsequent.
' In an early case (e), where a man devised a term to A. if he lived

- , , to the age of twenty-five, and paid to his eldest brother a
Instances of . .

^
conditions Certain sum of money ; it was agreed that no estate passed
precedent.

^a.tH that age and payment of the money.
Legacy go where (/) A. charged his real estate with 500Z. to

fand^given be P^iid. to his sister H. within one month after her mar-
upon marriage plage, but SO as she married with the approbation of his

brother J., if living : and, in case she married without

[*843] his consent, the 500Z. was not * to be raised. H. married in

the lifetime of J., and without his consent ; and it was held

that, this being a condition precedent, nothing vested.

Again, where ($r) V. devised to his sister A. a rent-charge, to be

paid half-yearly out of the rents of his real estate, during her life

;

Kent-charge and, by a codicil, declared that what he had given to her

thauhe dtvi°°
should be accepted in satisfaction of all she might claim

isee releases. out of his real or personal estate, and upon condition

that she released all her right or claim thereto to his executors. The
Court held it was a condition precedent, and that an action, which

the husband as administrator had brought for the arrears, could not

be sustained. Willes, C. J., observed that no words necessarily

Wiiat makes made a condition precedent ; but the same words would
a condition make a condition either precedent or subsequent, accord-
prece ent.

^^^ ^^ ^j^^ nature of the thing and the intent of the par-

ties.^ If, therefore, a man devised one thing in lieu or consideration

of another, or agreed to do anything, or pay a sum of money in con-

sideration of a thing to be done, in these cases that which was the

consideration was looked upon as a condition precedent. There was

(he said) no pretence for saying, in the present case, that the devisee

could not perform the condition before the time of payment of the

(d) But see some general rules laid down by Willes, C. J., in Aoherley i). Vernon, Willes,

153, infra.

(e) Johnson v. Castle, cit. Winch, 116. 8 Vin. Ab. 104, pi. 2.

(/) Reves ». Heme, 5 Vin. Ah. 343, pi. 41.

(,9) Acherley u. Vernon, Willes, 153. See also Gillett v. Wrav, 1 P. W. 284; Harvey v.

Aston, 1 Atk. 361, Com. Rep. 726.

1 See Birmingham «. Lesan, 77 Maine, 494; dition precedent in a deed may be a condition

s. c. 76 Maine, 482; Merrill 1). Wiacousin Col- subsequent in a will. Casey v. Casey, 65

lege, 74 Wis. 415. What would be a con- Vt. 518.
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annuity ; for the first payment was not to be until six months after

the testator's decease, and she might as well release her right in six

months, as at any future time. Besides, the penning of the clause

afforded another very strong argument that this was intended to be a

condition precedent; for all the words were in the present tense.

The testator willed that this annuity be accepted in satisfaction and

upon condition that "she release," which is just the same as if he had

said, " I give her the annuity, she releasing," which expression had

been always holden'to make a condition precedent, as appeared from

Large v. Cheshire (A), where a man agreed to pay J. S., 50^., he mak-

ing plain a good estate in certain lands.

Again, in Randall v. Payne {i), where a testator, after giving cer-

tain legacies to J. and M., added, "If either of these other cases of

girls should marry into the families of Gr. or K., and conditions

have a son, I give all my estate to him for life (with re-

mainder over) ; and if they shall not marry," then he gave

the same to other persons. * Lord Thurlow held this to be a [*844]

condition precedent ; and that nothing vested in the devisees

over while the performance of the condition by J. or M. was possi-

ble, which was during their whole lives (k) ; and that their having

married into other families did not preclude the possibility of their

performing the condition, as they might survive their first husbands.

So in Lester v. G-arland (I), where L. by his will bequeathed the

residue of his personal estate to trustees, upon trust that, in case his

sister S. P. should not intermarry • with A. before all or any of the

shares thereafter given to her children should become payable ; and
in case his sister should, within six calendar months after his de-

cease, give such security as his trustees should approve of that she
would not intermarry with A. ; or, in case she should so marry after

all or any of the shares bequeathed to her children should be paid to

him, her, or them, that she would, within six calendar months after

such marriage, pay the amount, or cause such child or children who
should have received his, her, or their share or shares, to refund;
then and not otherwise, the trustees were directed to pay such resid-

uary estate to the eight children of S. P. at the age of twenty-one or

marriage, with benefit of survivorship; and the testator provided,

that in case his said sister should intermarry with A. before all or

any of the shares should be payable, or should refuse to give such
security as aforesaid, then he directed 1,000Z. a-piece only to be paid
to the children

;
and subject thereto, gave his residuary computation

estate to the children of another sister. It was agreed of time.

(A) 1 Vent. 147,
(i) 1 B. C. 0. 55.

(k) As to this, see Page ». Hayward, 2 Salic. 571, stated infra, p. 846; Lowe «. Manners,
5 B. & Aid. 917; Davis v. Angel, 4 D. F. & J. 524.

(0 15 Ves. 248,
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Period allowed that this was a Condition precedent ; and Sir W. Grant,

Sudftim3 ^- ^-J considered that the computation of the six months
to be exclusive -was inclusive or exclusive of the day of the testator's de-

testat^or's^
" cease, as the legatee could not reasonably be supposed to

death. have any opportunity of beginning, on the day of L.'s

death, the deliberatioa which "was to govern the election ultimately

to be made (m).

So in Ellis v. Ellis (ra), where a testator bequeathed to his grand-

daughter, " if she be unmarried, and does not marry without

[*845] the consent of my trustees," the sum of 400^. ; one * moiety
to be paid upon her marriage, if her marriage should be made

with consent, and the other in one year afterwards ; but if she were
then married, or should marry without such consent, then the 400i. to

" sink in the personal fortune." Lord Eedesdale was of opinion that

marriage was a condition precedent, and that the legacy was wholly
contingent until that event.^

One of the earliest examples of a condition subsequent in wills is

afforded by Woodcock v. Woodcock (o), where W. devised a leasehold

Cases of coa-
^^^^^ to J. for her life ; and if she died before S. then

ditions subse- that S. should have it upon such reasonable composition
^"^"

as should be thought fit by his overseers (i. e., his execu-

tors), allowing to his other executors such reasonable rates as should

be thought meet by his overseers. It was agreed by the Court that

this condition was subsequent, as the overseers might make agree-

ment with him at any time.^

(m) See also Gorst ». Lowndes, 11 Sim, 434.

In) 1 Sch. & Lef. 1. Cf . Wheeler v. Bingham, 3 Atk. 364. See further as to conditions

precedent, Fry v. Porter, 1 Ch. (,'as. 138; Semphill v. Bayly, Pre. Ch. 562; Pulling v. Eeddy,
1 Wils. 21; Elton v. Elton, id. 159; Garbut v. Hilton, 1 Atk. 381; Reynish V. Martin, 3 Atk.
330; Long v. Dennis, 4 Burr. 2052; Stackpole v. Beaumont, 3 Ves. 89, s. c, 3 R. E. 52;
Latimer's case. Dyer, 596; Atkins v. Hiccocks, 1 Atk. 500; Morgan ». Morgan, 15 Jur. 319,

20 L. J. Ch. 109.

(0) Cro. El. 795.

1 The following cases contain examples of while in the case of a limitation over upon the

conditions precedent ; Nevins v. Gourlev, 97 breach, the limitation itself, in the absence of

111. 365 ; s. c. 95 111. 206 ; Marston v. Mars- a different intention, defeats the prior condi-

ton, 47 Maine, 495 ; Minot v. Prescott, 14 tional estate, as soon as the breach occurs. 4

Mass. 495 ; Caw v. Robertson, 1 Seld. 125

;

Kent, Com. 126. Again, at common law
Ely V. Ely, 20 N. J. Eq. 43 ; Reynolds ». only the heir in the case of a will can take

Denman, id. 218 ; Campbell v. McDonald, 10 advantage of a breach of condition (id. See
Watts, 179 ; Maddox v. Price, 17 Md. 413

;
Hooper v. Cummings, 45 Maine, 359 ; Bangor

Isaac 1'. West, 6 Rand. 652 ; Vaughan v. v. Warren, 34 Maine, 324) ; while, of course, a
Vaughan. 30 Ala. 329 ; Davis v. Angel, 31 stranger can have the benefit {without entry)

Beav. 223. of a conditional limitation. Id.

2 When a condition subsequent is followed But even a condition may, it seems, be such

by a gift over upon non-performance or other that a breach will alone, without entry, oper-

breach, it becomes a conditional limitation, ate to defeat the estate, where the intention of

4 Kpnt, Com. 126. See Brattle Square Church the testator is sufficiently clear to that effect.

V. Grant, 3 Gray, 142 ; Woodward v. Wal- See Woodward v. Walling, supra. In the

ling, 31 Iowa, 533; Hanna's Appeal, 31Penn. absence of evidence of such an intention, a
St. 53 ; Fox V. Phelp«, 20 Wend. 437. The provision for the benefit of A. to be carried

practical difference following the estate is that out by B., a devisee, is regarded as creating a
the mere condition does not defeat the estate trust or charge upon the land in his favor,

until entry by the party entitled upon the rather than a limitation upon the estate de-

breach, i. e., the heir in" the case of a will

;

vised. Id. Fox v. Phelps, 17 Wend. 393;
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So, in Popham v. Bampfield {p), -where one E. devised real estate

lo trustees for payment of debts, and, after his debts paid, then in

trust for A. and his heirs male ; but declared that A. should have no

benefit of this devise, unless his father should settle upon him a

(p) 1 Vern. 79, 1 Eq. Ca. Ab. 108, pi. 2.

s. c. 20 Wend. 437; Woods v. Woods, 1 Busb.

290 ; Taft ». Morse, 4 Met. 523 ; Hanna's
Appeal, 31 Penn. St. 53 ; Luckett v. White,
II) Gill & J. 480 ; Sands e. Chainplin, 1 Storv,

376; Ward B. Ward, 15 Pick. 511 ; Slieldon

V. Purple, id. 528 ; Veasev «. Wliitehouse, 10

N. H. 409 , Jennings v. .fennings, 27 III. 518.

See also Meakia «. Duvall, 43 Md. 372 ;

Donnelly v. Edel.-n, 40 Md. 117.

Indeed, a provision imposing a burden upon
the devisee B. in favor of A., such, for exam-
ple, as that B. shall pay over to A. a certain

portion of the valued amount of the property

given him, or merely a certain sum " out of

the estate," is treated as amounting only to a

charge upon the estate, and not as a condi-

tion the breach of which will give the heir a
right of entry. Fox «. Phelps, supra ; Taft v.

Morse, supra.

One of the con.sequences of this is, that the

person for whom the burden is created has a
remedy to enforce performance both against

the devisee or legatee (Livingston v. Gordon,
84 N. Y. 136, vol. i. p. 390, note), and also

against all terre-tenants who have purchased
the estate with notice of the charge. Taft v.

Morse, supra. (A mere charge is not a legal

interest in the land ; and hence, it is said,

subsequent holders of the estate would not be
liable without notice. Id. Nothing is said,

however, of the need of notice to the purchaser
in Meakin v. Duvall, 43 Md. 372, or in Don-
nelly V. Edelen, 40 Md. 117. The record of

the will is sufficient notice.) What makes the
requirement a charge in such a case, instead

of a condition, is that the payment is to be
made " out of the estate " devised. Taft v.

Morse, supra ; Gardner ». Gardner, 3 Mason,
178 ; «. c. 12 Wheat. 498. The mtention of

the testator in such a case is deemed to be to

provide a security for the payment, but a se-

curity only, for nothing more is required.

Where, however, the testator has not pro-

vided a security for compelling the perform-
ance of the requirement, then to prevent a
failure of his purpose it will be held that the
provision amounts to a condition ; thus giv-

ing a right of entry to the heir upon a breach.

Tafti). Morse, supra. It is with this qualifi-

cation that the rule is to be understood that if

a man devise land to another ad faciendum
or ea intentione that he should do a particular

thing, or ad solvendum, this makes a good
condition. Coke Litt. 204, 236 ; Crickmere's
Case, Croke Eliz. 146 ; s. c. 1 Leon. 174

;

Boraston's Case, 3 Coke, 20 ; Portington's

Case, 10 Coke, 41 ; Taft v. Morse, supra.

If the heir should refuse to enter, the rem-
edy, it seems, would be against the devisee

personally (to compel payment), to be pur-

sued, according to the more common practice,

in equity. Eland v. Eland, 1 Beav. 235 ; s. c.

4 Mvlne & C. 420 ; Taft v. Morse, supra
;

Swasey ti. Little, 7 Pick. 296 ; Fox v. Phelps,

20 Wend. 437, 443 ; or by an action ex con-

tractu; Gridlev v. Gridley, 24 N. Y. 130;
Spraker v. Vaii Alstyne, 18 Wend. 200 ; Taft
V. Morse ; Swasey v. Little. Or perhaps
equity would decree a sale of the property to

make payment. Fox v. Phelps, supra.

The mere right, under the will, of an exec-
utor to sell upon breach by the devisee of the

testator's requirement does not, it seems,

make the devise technically an estate upon
condition or a conditional limitation, if there

be no direction that the estate shall vest in

the heir or in the executor on default of the

devisee. Hanna's Appeal, 31 Penn. St. 53.

Indeed, the effect of the decision referred to

is that such a right of sale, without further

provision, is by implication inconsistent with

a right of entry in the heir. Still, a right of

that kind given the executor would no doubt
suffice for the legatee in a case in which it

was not, as to the legatee, virtually nullified,

as it was in Hanna's Appeal, by other circum-
stances. See infra.

The foregoing remarks suppose of course a
gift of realty. In the case of a gift of person-
alty to one who is simply required b}' the tes-

tator to pay a certain sum of money to
another, without making the payment a
charge or providing for a forfeiture or other
penalty upon refusal, the remedy of the in-

tended beneficiary must be confined to pro-
ceedings against the donee in personam, since
there is no subject-matter "for an entry. But
there is another aspect of this subject. It

sometimes happens that a devise is charged
with the payment of legacies, and that there
is also left by the testator with his executor a
sufiiciency of personal assets to pay the lega-
cies. Now it is laid down that the rule even
in such a case is that the personalty must, in
the absence of evidence of a different inten-
tion, be treated as the fund out of which the
legacies are to be paid ; and it is further held
that though such fund be misappropriated by
the executor, the disappointed legatee cannot

,
look to the land charged. Hanna's Appeal,
31 Penn. St. 53. The charge upon the land,
in this view, appears to be created by way of
caution merely, against a possible deficiency
of personal assets. But of course this rule
will give way to any clear manifestation of
intention at variance with it, whether by ex-
press language that the land devised is"to be
treated as the primary fund for satisfying the
legacies, or by providing for a forfeiture or a
gift over on non-payment. Id. See further

as to charging legacies upon land, post.
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certain estate ; and in default thereof, or if A. died without issue,

then over. It was held that this was a condition subsequent, and

was performed by the father devising his estate to the son.

So, in Peyton v. Bury (g), where one bequeathed the residue of his

personal estate to S., provided she married with the consent of A. and

B., his executors in trust, and if S. should marry otherwise, he be-

queathed the said residuum to W. A. died ; after which S. married

without the consent of B. The M. E. observed, it was very clear

that, in the nature of the thing, and according to the intention of the

testator, this could not be a condition precedent ; for, at that rate, the

right to the residue might not have vested in any person whatever

for twenty or thirty years after the testator's death, since both of the

executors might have lived, and S. have continued so long unmarried,

during all which time the right to the residue could not be said to be

(beneficially) in the executors, they being expressly mentioned to

be but executors in trust {r) . Of this case Sir W. Grant ob-

[*846] served, that the bequest over showed what the testator * meant
by making marriage with consent a condition in the previous

gift, namely, that marriage without consent was to be a
Cases of condi- ? / .

.

; > mt, i, i. t

tion subse- forfeiture (s). The case seems somewhat analogous in
qaent. principle to those (t) in which a devise or bequest, if the

object shall attain a certain age, with a gift over in case he shall die

under that age, has been held to be immediately vested.

Again, in Page v. Hayward (m), where a testator devised lands to

M. and the heirs male of her body, upon condition that she married

and had issue male by a Searle ; and, in default of both conditions he

devised the lands to E. in the same manner, with remainders over

:

it was held that M. and E. took estates tail, which did not determine

by marrying another person, inasmuch as they might survive their

first husband, and marry a Searle. In this case the limitation was,

in effect, and seems to have been regarded by the Court, as a devise

in special tail to M. and E. successively, i. e., to them, and the heirs

male of their bodies, begotten by a Searle.

So, in Aislabie v. Eice (x), where a testator devised certain lands

and furniture to H. and her assigns for her life, in case she continued

unmarried ; and, after her decease, he devised the lands and furniture

to such persons as she should by deed or will appoint, and, for want

of appointment, then over ; but in case H. should marry in the life-

time of the testator's wife, and with her consent, or, after her death,

with the consent of A. and B. or the survivor, then H. should enjoy

(q) 2 p. W. 626. See also Gulliver « Ashby, 4 Burr. 1929, stated post, p. 848.

(r) Nor would the intermediate beneficial interest have belonged to them if they had not.

It would have gone in augmentation of the contingently disposed of residue.

(s) Knight II. Cameron, 14 Ves. 392.

(() Ante, Vol. I., pp. 766, 767

(u) 2 Salk. .WO.

(x) 3 Mad. 256.
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the lands and furniture in the same manner as she would hare done if

she had continued unmarried. The testator's wife and A. and B. all

died ; after which H. married. She and her husband sold the property

in question ; and the purchaser objecting to the title, Sir W. Grant,

M. E., sent a case to the Court of Common Pleas, on the question as

to what estate H. took under the will. The Court certiiied that H.

took an estate for life, with a power of appointment over the fee,

subject, as to her life estate only, to the condition of her remaining

sole and unmarried, which condition was qualified by the proviso, that

a marriage with the consent of the persons mentioned should not

determine her life estate ; that the condition was a condition subse-

quent, and as the compliance with it was, by the deaths of those

persons, become impossible by the act of God, her estate for

life became absolute {y), and she might * execute the power. [*847j

Sir J. Leach, V.-C, in conformity to this certificate, decreed

a specific performance of the contract. The Court must, in this case,

have considered the limitation as being, in effect, a devise of an
entire estate for life, subject to the condition of marry-

ing (if at all) with consent, which being rendered im- Aislabie «.

practicable by the death of the persons whose consent ^^''^•

was required, the estate became absolute ; not (as the language would
seem to imply) a devise of two distinct estates, the one to cease on
marriage, under any circumstances, and the other to commence on
marriage with consent.

Of course, where an interest is given to certain persons, with a
direction that, on a prescribed event, as their marriage without con-

sent, it shall be forfeited, such a direction operates merely to divest,

and not to prevent the vesting of the interest so given (s). So where
a rent-charge was given to A. for life, or as long as her conduct was
discreet and approved by B., it was held, that the gift was vested and
that the condition was subsequent (a). And a condition may be sub-
sequent though the estate or interest which it is to defeat is contin-
gent, and can in no case vest before the condition takes effect ; for a
contingent gift or interest has an existence capable, as well as a vested
interest or estate, of being made to cease and become void (6).*

{y) A3 to this, see infra, p. 850.
{z) Lloyd V. Branton, 3 Mer. 108.
(a) Wynne ». Wynne, 2 M. & Gr. 8. See Webb ». Grace, 2 Phill. 701.
(6) Egerton v. Earl Brownlow, 4 H. L. Ca. 1. This case (which involved also a question

of public policy) was decided by D. P., upon the advice of Lords Lyndhurst, Brouffham
Truro, and St. Leonards, against the opinion of all but two of the Judges, and overruling the
decision of Lord Cranworth, V.-C. (1 Sim. N. S. 464), who as L.-C. retained his original
opinion. °

1 The following cases may be referred to Hogeboom v. Hall, 24 Wend. 146 ; Jones v
as containing examples of conditions subse- Stites, 19 N. J. Eq. 324 ; Taylor v Sutton 15
qiient

: Hooper v. Cummmgs, 45 Maine, 359

;

Ga. 103 ; Kirkman v. Mason, 17 Ala 134
Ihomas i). Record, 47 Maine, 500 ; Smith v. Lindsev v. Lindsev, 45 Ind. 552; Calkins v
Jewett, 40 N. H. 530; Tilden v. Tilden, 13 Smith,"41 Mich. 409 ; Jennings ». Jennings,
Gray, 103 ; Havden v. Stoughton, 5 Pick. 27 111. 618.
628 ; Brigham v. Shattuck, 10 Pick. 306 ;
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It would seem, from the preceding cases, that the argument in favor

of the condition being precedent is stronger where a gross sum of

Conclusions
money ia to be raised out of land (c) than where it is a

from the pre- devise of the land itself ; where a pecuniary legacy is
ceding cases,

given, than a residue (d) ; where the nature of the inter-

est is such as to allow time for the performance of the act before its

usufructuary enjoyment commences, than where not (e) ; where the

condition is capable of being performed instanter, than where time

is requisite for the performance (/) ; while, on the other hand, the

circumstance of a definite time being appointed for the

[*848] performance of the condition, but none for the vesting * of

the estate, favors the supposition of its being a condition,

subsequent (g').-'

Period allowed II. — Period Allowed for performing Conditions.— It

c3uo™'°^ is often difficult, from the absence of declared intention

whether with- on the point (A), to determine what is the period allowed
inconvenient /• .1 j? j? j-j.* * T_j.ii.T-j
time or tor the performance or a condition ; i. e., whether tne de-
donee's whole visee is bound to perform the act within a convenient

time after the vesting of the interest (i) or has his whole

life for its performance.^ One of these conclusions seems to be inevi-

(c) Indeed, such cases seem to fall a fortiori tinder the principle of the cases (referred to

ante, Vol. I. p. 792) in which such charges were held to fail, from the death of the devisee

before the time of payment.

(4) Peyton v. Bury. 2 P. W. 626, ante, p. 845.

(e) Acherley v. Vernon, Willes, 153.

(/) Gulliver d. Corrie ». Ashby. 4 Burr. 1940.

(a) Thomas v, Howell, 1 Salk. 170, as to which, see infra, p. 850 : and see per Lord Hard-

wicke, Avelyn v. Ward, 1 Ves. 422 ; Walker v. Walker, 2 D. F. & J. 255, 29 L. J. Ch. 856.

See, howeve'r, Eoundell v. Currer, 2 B. C. C. 67 ; Eobinsou «. Wheelwright, 6 D. M. & G.

5.35. .

(A) Or from the ambiguity of the declaration. See, for instance, Langdale ti. Briggs, 3

Sm. & Gif. 255, 8 D. M. & G. 391 ; Blagrove v. Bradshaw, 4 Drew. 230.

(i) This is generally requisite where another is prejudiced by delay. See n. (T 1), 1 Rep.

25 b.

1 Duddy «. Gresham, 2 L. E., Ir. 442. On the other hand, where time is prescribed

This is especially true where, in addition to for performance, the fact that the conditional

time, the consent and approval of others are devisee or legatee, being e. g., abroad, did not

required in order to caTry out the condition, know of the existence of the condition or of

Id Ball, C. the will until the time had expired, gives him
2 Contrary to the dictum of Chief Justice no further opportunity. Powell ». Kawle, L.

Marshall, in Finlay ». King, 3 Peters, 346, R., 18 Eq.243; Burgess ». Robinson, 3 Meriv.

376, that, when no time for the performance 7; In re Hodges's Legacy, L. R., 16 Eq. 92.

of a condition is specified in the will, the party See Stover's Appeal, 77 Penn. St. 282.

has his lifetime. Such appears to be the case Forfeiture, however, does not necessarily

only when it is the meaning of the will, either follow unless there is a gift over upon nori-

froin construction of the language or from the performance of the condition. If there be no
nature of the condition. Clearly, where the such disposition, the act, though made prece-

condition is precedent (it was subsequent in dent by the will, may sometimes be performed

Finlay v. King, though that would probably afterwards, if a proper reason appear for its

make no difference), performance must be non-performance within the time prescribed.

made within a reasonable time, to be deter- Hollinrake v. Lister, 1 Russ. 500, 508 ; Tav-

mined by the nature of the case. Drew o. lor ». Popham, 1 Brown, Ch. 167. But this

Wakefield, 54 Maine, 291 ; Ward v. Patterson, is true only when equity can put the parties

46 Penn. St. 372 ; Carter v. Carter, 14 Pick, in the same situation as if the condition had
424

i
Ross ti. Tremain, 2 Met. 495. been perfonned. Id. The common state-
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table, for the nature of the ease hardly admits of any other alternative.

Page V. Hayward (k) is an instance of the devisee having his whole

life for the performance of the condition j and in Gulliver v. Ashby (l),

where a devise in tail was declared to be upon condition that the de-

visee assumed a certain name, Ashton, J., thought the devisee had his

whole life for taking the name, and Lord Mansfield said that the

Court would perhaps incline against the rigor of the forfeiture, though

the condition remained unperformed three years after the estate de-

volved upon the devisee, when he suffered a common recovery, and
though some of the expressions in the will certainly favored a more
rigid construction ; the testator's requisition being, that, whenever it

should happen that the estate should come to any of the persons

thereinbefore named (there being several successive limitations),

the person or persons to whom the same should from
*time to time descend or come, did and should "then" [*849]

change, &c. But the point was not decided ; the Court hold-

ing that the plaintiff, who was the next remainderman, was not en-

titled to take advantage of the breach, if there was one. If the estate

was not divested at the time of the recovery, of course such recovery

destroyed the condition; which leads us to observe, that to render

effectual such conditions imposed upon tenants in tail, they should

(so far as is practicable, consistently with the rule against perpetui-

ties) be made to precede the vesting ; for, if subsequent, whether ac-

companied by a devise over or not, they are, as we have seen, liable

to be defeated by the act of the person to whose estate they are an-

nexed (m). For this reason. Lord Mansfield thought that such a con-
dition annexed to an estate tail could never be meant to be compulsory

;

and Yates, J., in the last case, said the condition could only operate
as a recommendation or desire. But where a condition not to mow a

(k) 1 Salk. 570.

(0 1 W. Bl. 607, 4 Burr, 1929. In Davies v. Lowndes, 2 Scott, 67, 1 Bing, N. C. 597, in
the event of the testator's lawful heir not being found withhi a year after his decease, he de-
vised certain lands to A., " upon condition he changes his name to S." A. did not change
his name to S. within the year, but he did so after the date of a final decree m a suit in
Chancery, which gave him the possession of the property ; and this was adjudged sufficient.
And see Bennett «. Bennett, 2 Dr. & Sm. 275,
As to what amounts to a compliance with particular requisitions, see Montague v. Beau-

clerk, 3 B. P. C. Toml, 277 ; Roe d. Sampson v. Down, 2 Chittv's Gas. t. Mansfield, 529 ;

Doe d. Duke of Norfolk », Hawke, 2 East, 481 ; Tanner v. Tebbiitt, 2 Y. & C. C. C. 225
;Ledward v, Hassells, 2 K. & J, 370 i Priestlv «, Holgate, 3 id. 286 ; Woods v. Townley, 11

Hare, 314. Whether neglect amounts to refusal, see 2 East, 487, and Lord EUenboroueh's
judgment in Doe d, Kenrick v. Lord Beauclerk, 11 East, 667 ; Re Conington's will, 6 Jur.
N. S. 992. Condition that A, shall convey on the request of B. ; if B, do not make the re-
quest in A.'s lifetime, the condition becomes impossible. Doe d. Davies v. Davies, 16 Q. B.
951. Option to purchase within one year after the death of tenant for life (who died before
testator) held well exercised within one j'ear after testator's death, Evans u. Stratford. 1 H.
& M. 142.

'

(m) Page v. Hayward, 2 Salk. 570; Watson i;. Earl of Lincoln, Amb. 328; Driver d.
Edgar v, Edgar, Cowp. 379.

ment that conditions precedent must be derstood with that qualification. HoUinrake
strictlv complied with to prevent a forfeiture v Lister, supra,
(Nevins v. Gourley, 95 HI. 206), is to be un-
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park was annexed to an estate for life, without any gift over on breach,

the condition was enforced by injunction (ji).

III.— Conditions incapable of Performance.— Condi-

becom/ng' tions precedent and subsequent differ considerably in

incapable of regard to the effect of events rendering the performance
performance. ^ . i

. , • i i
^ x

of them impracticable.

It is clear that where a condition 'precedent annexed to

be precedent, a devise of real estate or of a charge on realty becomes
estate never impossible to be performed, even though there be no de-
arises. ^ x 7 o

fault or laches on the part of the devisee himself, the

devise fails (0).^

Thus where a testator (^), being seised in fee of certain lands, and
of other lands for life, under the will of C, devised both estates to

trustees, to be conveyed to other trustees, to the use of E.. (who was
tenant in tail next in remainder under the will) for life ; remainder

to his first and other sons in tail male, remainders over. The devise

was upon express condition that R. should within six months suffer a

recovery, and bar the remainders in C.'s will, and convey all her

estates to such uses, &c., as were declared by his (testator's) will as

to his own estates, and no conveyance of his estates was to he made
before R. had suffered the recovery ; and, in default of his suffering

such recovery, to convey his (testator's) estates to other uses.

[*850] He *also directed E.. to take the name of C, and declared this

to be a condition precedent to the vesting of his estate. E..,

on the testator's death, entered, and was preparing to suffer the re-

covery, when he died. Sir LI. Kenyon, M. R., appeared to consider

this to be in the nature of a condition precedent, and decreed that,

the act directed by the testator not being done, the estates created by

him never arose. In answer to the argument that there was scarcely

an opportunity, and that there was no neglect, and that if it was pre-

vented by the act of God, it should be held as done, his Honor said

that there were many cases where the act is rendered impossible to be

done, and yet the estate should not vest ; as an estate given to A. on

condition that he shall enfeoff B. of Whiteacre, and B. refuses to

accept, the estate would not vest in A.

So, in Boyce v. Boyce {q), where a testator devised Ms houses to

trustees, in trust to convey to his daughter M. such one of the houses

as she should choose, and to convey and assure all the others which

(ra) Blagrave v. Blagrave, 1 De G. & S. 252.

(0) Co. Lit. 206 b.

Ip) Roundel v. Currer, 2 B. C. C. 67; 1 Swanst. 38.3, n. See also Bertie v. Falkland, 3
Ch. Cas, 129, 2 Vern. 340, 1 Eq. Ca. Ab. 110, pi. 10 i Robinson v. Wheelwright, 6 D. M.
& G. 535; Earl of Shrewsbury t>. Scott, 29 L. J. (C. P.) 34, 6 Jur. N. S. 452, 472.

(?) 16 Sim. 476. See also thilpott v. St. George's Hospital, 21 Beav. 134.

1 And in general the fact that the bene- performance of the condition makes no ditter-

ficiary-on-condition Is not at fault for non- ence. Johnson v. Warren, 74 Mich. 491.
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M. should not choose to his daughter C. ; M. died in the testator's

lifetime, and Sir T>. Shadwell, V.-C, considering the gift to C. to be

of those houses that should remain provided M. should choose one of

them {r), held that the condition having become impossible by M.'s

death, the gift to C. failed.
^^ condition

On the other hand, it is clear that if performance of a subsequent is

condition subsequent be rendered impossible, ^ the estate '°™P*^'^„°g

to which it is annexed whether in land or money legacies estate becomes

becomes by that event absolute.
absolute.

Thus, in Thomas v. Howell (s), where one devised to his eldest

daughter, on condition that she should marry his nephew on or before

she attained the age of twenty-one years. The nephew died young

;

and after his death, the devisee, being then under twenty-one, married

another. It was held, that the condition was not broken, its per-

formance having become impossible by the act of God. It is not,

indeed, expressly stated in this case that the Court held the condition

to be subsequent ; but, as it seems fairly to bear that construction,

and the decision would otherwise stand opposed to the doctrine

under consideration, it may reasonably be inferred that such was the

opinion of the Court.

This rule has been often laid down in very general terms,
* sufficient, indeed, to include a case where the property is [*851]
given over on non-performance : and Graydon v. Hicks {t)

might seem to countenance its application even to such

a case. A testator there gave 1,000Z. to his only daugh- suggested"

ter M. to be paid at her age of twenty-one, or day of ^'i?>'« "'^'«

"

marriage, provided she married with the consent of his

executors ; but, in case she died before the money became payable
upon the conditions aforesaid, then he gave the same over. The ex-

ecutors died. M. afterwards married ; and Lord Hardwicke held that,

notwithstanding the gift over, the death of the persons whose con-

sent was necessary relieved her from the restriction.

It does not appear whether the claimant had reached the age of

twenty-one : but it will be observed that marriage with consent was
not the only condition on which the legacy was to be „ ,

payable (w) ; it only accelerated the payment ; so that it Graydon ».

was impossible for the Court to declare, as was asked, ^''=''^-

that the legacy was forfeited by marriage without consent. This

(r) As to this part of the decision, see ante, Vol. I., p. 335.

(«) 1 Salk. 170. See also Aislabie t). Rice, 3 Madd. 256, 2 J. B. Moo. 358; Burchett v.

Woolward, T. & R. 442; Walker v Walker, 2 D. F. & J. 255, 29 L. J. Ch. 856 (legacy).
(t) 2 Atk. 16. Also Peyton ». Bury, 2 P. VV. 626; but see infra.

(u) See King v. Withers, 1 Eq. Ca. Ab. 112, pi. 10.

1 As by the death, in the lifetime of the condition. Parker v. Parker, 123 Mass. 584;
testator, of the person who was, after the Merrill ». Emerj', 10 Pick. 507, 511; Collett «.

testator's death, to perform the subsequent Collett, 35 Beav. 312. See 4 Kent, Com. 130,
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case, therefore, leaves the question untouched (a:). However, the

The distinction point was decided in Collett v. CoUett (y), where a tes-
rejeoted. tator gave a share of his real and personal estate to his

daughter, her heirs, executors, &c., and declared that it should be-

come payable at her age of twenty-one or day of marriage, provided
such marriage should be with the consent of his wife ; but in

[*852] case of * the daughter's death " without having attained

twenty-one or been so married " then over. The wife died

;

after which the daughter married, and was still under age. Lord
Eomilly said the question depended on whether the condition re-

quiring consent was precedent or subsequent. He thought it was
subsequent ; that the death of the wife having made it impossible,

compliance was dispensed with ; and that the gift over (in which he
read "or" as "and") did not take effect. A doubt had been ex-
pressed (he said) whether, in the case of a gift over, the gift over
would not take effect if the condition, though a condition subsequent,
were not specifically performed, whatever might be the reason of the
failure. But he thought Graydon v. Hicks waa an authority to show
that the gift over would not take effect if the performance of the con-

dition had become impossible by the act of God. He thought this

was " the proper conclusion to be drawn from the cases which decided
that, where the performance of the condition in toto had not taken
place because the performance of a portion of the condition had be-

come impossible through no act or default of the person who had to

perform it, the. performance of that portion of the condition would be
dispensed with." He therefore ordered the property to be transferred

to the trustees of the daughter's settlement (made under 18 & 19
Vict. c. 43), although she had not attained twenty-one.

So, where the condition is impossible in its creation, as, to go to

(a;) The reasons for the distinction were thus stated in 1st ed. Where property is devised
to a person, with a proviso divestirg his estate in favor of another, if he (the ffrst devisee)
do not marrjr A., or do not enfeoff A. of Whiteacre, within a given period, and A in the
mean time dies, or refuses to marry the devisee, or be enfeoffed of Whiteacre, these are con-
tingencies inseparably incident to such a condition, and maj' therefore be supposed to have
been in the testator's contemplation when he imposed it; and having said tliat the estate

shall be divested in case the act be not performed (not merely on its not being attempted to be
performed) he is presumed to mean that it shall be divested if the act, under whatever cir-

cumstances, is not performed though it may have been rendered impracticable by events over
which the devisee has no control. But it may be said that this reasoning applies to all cases
of conditions subsequent, as well as those which are not, as those which are, accompanied by
a gift over; and that, in regard to the former, the doctrine in question is fully established.
The stronger argument, therefore, in favor of the distinction suggested, because it is applicable
exclusively to the latter class of cases, is, that where there is a devise over on non-performance,
the Court, by making the estate of the first devisee absolute, would take the property from
the substituted devisee in an event in which the testator has given it to him. If the gift had' been
simply to B., in case A. do not marry C, or enfeoff C. of Whiteacre, it could not have been
maintained for an instant that B.'s estate did not arise, in the event of the death or refusal
of C. ; and why should the result be different because A. happens to be the prior devisee?
There seems to be no solid ground for treating with such unequal regard these respective
objects of the testator's bount}': and the cases on marriage conditions afford (as we shall
presently see) abundance of authority for the principle which ascribes this kind of efficiency

to a bequest over. '

(y) 35 Beav. 312.
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Eome in a day ; or illegal, as to kill a man, or to convey Conditions

land to a charity;* or necessitates the omission of a ^possibieab
•'

. . , . « initio or

duty ; if the condition is precedent, the devise, being of illegal.

real estate, is itself void (a) ; if the condition is subse-

quent, the devise, whether of real or personal estate, is absolute (a).

But with respect to legacies out of personal estate, the civil law,

which in this respect has been adopted by Courts of Equity differs

in some respects from the common law in its treatment

of conditions precedent ; the rule of the civil law being ;„ case of

that where a condition precedent is originally impos- personal

sible (6), or is made so by the act or default, of the

testator (c), or is illegal as * involving malum prohibitum (d), [*853j
the bequest is absolute, just as if the condition had been sub-

sequent. But where the performance of the condition is the sole mo-
tive of the bequest (e), or its impossibility was unknown to the

testator (/), or the condition which was possible in its creation has

since become impossible by the act of God {g), or where it is illegal

as involving malum in se, in these cases the civil agrees with the

common law in holding both gift and condition void (A).

Where a legacy is charged both on the real and personal estate,

it will, so far as it is payable out of each species of
J{^Ig yf\^^^^

property, be governed by the rules applicable to that legacy comea
/.v out of both

Species(t). realty and
Conditions subsequent which are intended to defeat a personalty,

vested estate or interest, are always construed strictly. Conditions

and must therefore be so expressed as not to leave any are construed

doubt of the precise contingency intended to be provided strictly,

for. This is a clearly established rule which we have already seen il-

(z) Shep. Touch. 132, 133.

(«) Shep. Touch. 132, 133; Co. Lit. 206; Mitchell ». Reynolds, 2 P.W. 189; Poor «. Mial,
6 Mad. 32 (charity); and the following cases on provisions for separation of husband and
wife:— Cartwnght v. Cartwright, 3 D. M. & G. 982; H t). W., 3 K. & J. 382, Bean v
Griffiths, 1 Jur. N- S. 1045; Wren v. Bradley, 2 De G. & S. 49; Wilkinson v. Wilkinson,,
L. R.j 12 Eq. 604. In Shewell v. Dwarris, Johns. 172, the condition was upheld on the ground
that it had regard only to the state of circumstances at the testator's death and therefore
could have no influence on future conduct.

(6) 1 Ed. 115, 116; 1 Wils. 160.

(c) Parley v. Langworthv, 3 B. P. C. Toml. 359; Gath v. Burton, 1 Beav. 478.
(d) Brown v. Peck, 1 Ed. 140; Harvey v. Aston, Com. Rep. 738; Wren ». Bradley, 2

De G. & S. 49. See Re Moore, Traffard v. Machonochie, 39 Ch. D. 128, as to the distinction
between gifts on condition of this nature, which condition may be rejected, and gifts by
limitation in a wav not permitted by law, whiqh are absolutely void.

(c) Wms. ExecJ 6th ed. p. 1174; Rishton v. Cobb, 5 My. & C. 145.

(/) 1 Swinb. pt. iv., s. vi., pi. 8, 9.

{<l) 1 Swinb. pt. iv., s. vi., pi. 14; Lowther v. Cavendish, 1 Ed. 99 ; 1 Eop. Lee. 755. 4th ed.
Priestly v. Holgate, 3 K. & J. 286.

(A) i Swinb pt. iv., s. vi., pi. 16.

(i) 3 Atk. 335.

1 Or that a woman shall not live with her rated from her husband is held valid. Bom
husband; such a condition being void on v. Horstraan, 80 Cal. 452 (citing Thaver v.

grounds of public policy. Conrad v. Long, Spear, 58 Vt. 327, and distinguishing firown
33 Mich. 78. But a provision in favor of v. Peck, 1 Eden, 140; Wren v. Bradley, 2
one in the event cf becoming lawfully sepa- De G. & S. 49; Conrad v. Long, supra).
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lustrated in a former chapter (A) ; it will suffice here to refer to some

of the later cases, in which it has been asserted and followed (Q.*

Here it may be observed, that where the devisee, on whom a con-

dition affecting real estate is imposed, is also the heir-at-law of the

Devisee, if testator, it is incumbent on any person who would take

testato/'raust
advantage of the condition, to give him notice thereof

;

have notice of for as he has independently of the will, a title by descent,
t e condition.

^^ ^^ ^^^ necessarily to be presumed, from his entry on the

land, that he is cognizant of the condition (m) ; and the fact of notice

must be proved ; it will not be inferred {n) . It is otherwise where

the devisee is a stranger ; for as he claims only under the will, he

must comply with its provisions, and ignorance of them how-

[*854] ever * arising is no excuse for non-compliance. And in the

case of personalty non-performance of a condition, through ig-

norance of its existence, always works a forfeiture (o).

IV.—Of Conditions void for Repugnancy, generally.—Conditions

Kepugnant that are repugnant to the estate to which they are
conditions. annexed, are absolutely void. " Thus, if a testator, after

(Jc) Vol. I., p. 784.

(0 Clavering v. Ellison, 3 Drew. 451, 7 H. L. Ca. 707; Kiallmarfc v. Kiallmark, 26 L. J.

Ch. 1; Bean v. (Jnffiths, 1 Jur. N. S. 1045, Langdale v. Briggs, 8 D. M. & G. 429, 430;
Hervey-Bathurst v. Stanley, 4 Ch. D. 272. And see post, pp. 859, 860. It is essential to the
validity of such conditions that they should be so framed as to render it capable of ascer-

tainment at any given moment of time whether the condition has or has not taken effect : see

Ee Viscount Exmouth,Viscount Exmouth v. Praed, 23 Ch. D. 158. Where a testator gave an
annuity to his wiie "yearly during her life " so long as she and his son should live together,

Bacon, V.-C., held that the annuity did not cease by the death of the son, SutclifEe v. Richard-
son, L. R., 13 Eq. 606. See also post, p. 901.

(m) Doe d. Kenrick v. Lord Beauclerk, 11 East, 667.

(m) Doe d. Taylor v. Crisp, 8 Ad & El. 778.

(o) Lady Frv's case, 1 Vent. 199: Burgess v. Robinson, 3 Mer. 7; Carter v. Carter, 3

K. & J. 618; Se Hodges' Legacy, L. R., 16 Ec]. 92; Powell v. Rawle, L. R., 18 Eq. 243;
Astley V. E. of Essex, id. 290. It has been decided, that where there is a testamentary
gift to such members of a class as shall claim within a specified time, a general decree for the
administration of the estate before the time specified is equivalent to a claim by the legatees,

though they may not be parties to the suit, Franco v. Alvares, 3 Atk. 342, ToUner v. Mar-
riott, 4 Sim. 19. But it has been held by North, J., that this rule does not apply to an order
for limited administration made on summons, Re Hartley, Steeman v. Dunster, 34 Ch. D.
742.

1 Duddy V. Gresham, 2 L. E., Ir. 442, 471; will not in ordinary cases avail to take away
Clavering" u. Ellison, 3 Drew. 451; Egertou from an estate qualities which the law attaches
1). Brownlow, 7 H. L. Cas. 721. The condi- to it, still provisions may be operative to carry
tion must be such that the courts can see out a similar purpose when they are framed
from the beginning, precisely and distinctly, as limitations to the estate; thus serving to

upon the happening of what event it is that show that what without them might be a larger
the vested estate is to determine. Lord Cran- estate was intended to be a smaller interest,

worth in Egerton v. Brownlow, supra. So, Sheet's Estate, 52 Penn. St. 257; Urich v.

also, when a prior estate is vested by a Merkel, 81 Penn. St. 332. Thus a condition
devise, but subject to be divested on the against alienating an estate clearly and fully
happening of a contingencj', the event must given is, as will be seen on the next page, re-

take place literally or the prior estate will pugnant to the estate; but an estate niar be
not be divested. Illinois Land Co. v. Bonner, given (i. e. limited) until an attempt shall be
75 111. 315. made to alien it, and then over. Lear *. Leg-

2 Friedman v. Steiner, 107 III. 125; Bir- gett, 1 Russ. & M. 690; Ex parte Evston,
mingham v. Lesan, 76 Maine, 482; s. o. 77 7 Ch. D. 145; Pace v. Pace, 63 N." Car.
Maine, 494; Moore v. Sanders, 15 S. C. 440; 119; Dick v. Pi.tchford, 1 Dev. & B. Eq. 480;
See the notes of the American editor in chap. Mebane i>. Mebane, 4 Ired. Eq. 131. See
12, Vol. I. pp. 326, 378. See also chap. 15. Sparhawk ti. Cloon, 125 Mass. 263, 266; post,

But while special provisions or conditions p. 86S.
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giving an estate in fee, proceeds to qualify the devise by a proviso or

condition,' which is of such a nature as to be incomparable with the

absolute dominion and ownership, the condition is nugatory, and

the estate absolute." Such would, it is clear, be the fate of any

clause providing that the land should forever thereafter be let at a de-

finite rent (p), or be cultivated in a certain manner, or be kept vacant

and unoccupied (q) ; this being an attempt to control and abridge the

exercise of those rights of enjoyment which are inseparably incident

to the absolute ownership. But, of course, a direction that

the rents of the existing tenants should not be raised, or * that [*855]

certain persons should be continued in the occupation (r),

would be valid ; as this merely creates a reservation or exception out

of the devise in favor of those individuals. So, if there be a de-

vise in fee upon condition that the wife shall not be endowed, or the

husband be tenant by the curtesy, the condition is void, because re-

pugnant to the estate devised (s). And it was said by Lord Hard-

wicke, that a gift over in case devisee in fee or in tail should com-

mit treason within a given number of years, would be void as abroga-

ting the law (i).

(p) Att.-Gen. v. Catherine Hall, Jac. 395 ; Att.-Gen. v. Greenhill, 33 Beav. 193. To this

principle, it is conceived, may be referred the case of Insliip v. Lade, in Chancery, 16th

June, 1741, 1 W. Bl. 428, Amb. 479, Butler's n. to Kearne, 0. E. 530, where Sit John Lade,

by will dated the 17th August, 1739, devised all his real estate to trustees, their heirs and
assigns, to the use of his cousin John Inskip for life, with remainder to the use of the

trustees for the life of John Inskip to preserve contingent remainders, with remainder to

the use of the first and other sons of John Inskip in tail male, with remainder to thi» use of

several other persons and their issue, in strict settlement, in like manner; and the testator

directed, that while John Inskip should be under the age of twentj'-six, and so often and
duriny such time as the person for the time being, in case he had not vtherioise directed,

would, by virtue of his will, have been entitled to the said devised premises, or the trust thereof,

as tenant for life in his own right, or tenant in tail male, should be severally under the age

of twenty-six years, his said trustees should enter upon the same premises, and receive the
rents and profits thereof, and should thereout maintain the person under age, and accumulate
the residue, and invest the accumulations in purchasing other land to be settled to the same
uses. On the 14th of November, 1760, Lord Northington sent a case to the Court of K. B.,

with the question, whether upon the death of John Inskip the cousin, leaving his eldest son
under the age of twenty-six, the trustees took any and what estate under the proviso. The
answer of the judges was in the negative; and their certificate was confirmed b}' the L. C.

It does not appear what was the precise ground of the decision — whether the proviso was
adjudged to be invalid, as being repugnant to the several estates conferred hy the devise,

eras being obnoxious to the rule against perpetuities; on either ground, it seems open to

exception : but the latter appears to be the true ground, see Butler's n. cited above.

(?) Brown v. Burdett, 21 Ch. D. 667.

(r) Tibbetts v. Tibbetts, 19 Ves. 656.

(s) Portington's case, 10 Rep. 36; Mildmay's ease, 6 id. 40 a.

(i) Carte v. Carte, 3 Atk. 180. As to forfeiture for treason, see Vol. I., p. 45.

1 So of a gift in remainder after an es- that the testator has attempted to exclude
tate in fee. Ramsdell v. Ramsdell, 21 Maine, certain designated persons and their descend-
288; Rona v, Meier, 47 Iowa, 607; McEae v. ants from participation in the advantages of

Means, 34 Ala. 349; Jackson v. Robins, 16 the bounty. Nourse v. Merriam, 8 Cush. 11.

Johns. 537; Ide v. Ide, 5 Mass. 500; Picker- Such a condition would be void not merely
ing». Langdon, 22 Maine, 413; McKenzie's on the ground of the practical difficulty in

Appeal, 41 Conn. 607; Harris v. Knapp, 21 the way of carrying it out, but also and
Pick. 412; Homer v. Shelton, 2 Met. 194; chiefly, it is said, because it strikes at the
Lynde v. Esterbrook, 7 Allen, 68; Fiske «. equality uprm which citizenship rests and
Cobb, 6 Gray, 144; Barbank «. Whitney, 24 upon which the gift itself is made. Id. (The
Pick. 146. condition in the particular case cited seems to

2 A gift expressed to be for the common have been void on grounds of public policy,

good, as to a town for educational purposes, rather than of repugnancy.)
may be attended by a repugnant condition in

VOL. II. 2 .
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Where a testator devised real estate to his son and his heirs and
then declared that, in case his son should die without leaving lawful
Devise in fee issue, then the estate should go over to the son's heir-at-

c«i death with"^ law to whom he gave and devised the same accordingly ;

out issue. it ^as held by the Court of Appeal that the contingency

referred to death at any time, and that the son took an absolute es-

tate in fee simple (w) . In another case, a devise over on a similar

contingency, with a prohibition against alienation, was rejected, as

being an attempt to abridge the estate in fee simple by altering the

course of its devolution (x).

So, where a testator bequeathed the residue of Ms personal estate

absolutely, with a direction that it should not be deliv.

ered to him till the completion of his twenty-fifth year,

it was held that the son was entitled to payment on

attaining twenty-one, the direction being rejected as re-

pugnant to the enjoyment of a vested interest (y).

Condition
postponing
enjoyment of
vested interest

beyond
twenty-one.

General
restraint on
alienation by
devisee in fee

is void.

So of aliena-

tion in speci-

fied mode.

V.— Conditions restrictive of Alienation,— A power
of alienation is necessarily and inseparably incidental to

an estate in fee. If, therefore, lands be devised to A. and

his heirs, upon condition that he shall not alien (s),' or

charge them with any annuity (a), the condition is void.

And a condition restraining the devisee from aliening by
any particular mode of assurance is bad. Thus, where (6) a

[*856] testator devised lands to A and his heirs forever, *and in

case he offered to mortgage or suffer a fine or recovery of the

whole or any part, then to B. and his heirs : it was held, that A. took

an absolute estate in fee, without being liable to be affected by his

mortgaging, levying a fine, or suffering a recovery. And a condition

(u) Re Parrv and Daggs, 31 Ch. D. 130.

(a:) Corbett'i;. Corbett, 13 P. D. 136, 140; s. c. aff. 14 P. D. 7.

(y) Rocke v. Rocke, 9 Beav. 68 ; see Re Young's Settlement, 18 Beav. 499 ; Ee Jacob's

Wills, 29 Beav. 402 ; Gosling v. Gosling, Johns. 265, See post, pp. 1017, 1018.

(z) Co. Lit. 206 b, 223 a. The rule applies equally to legal and equitable estates, see

Corbett v. Corbett, 14 P. D. 7. See also Re Dugdale, Dugdale v. Dugdale, 38 Ch. D. 176, in

'which case Kay, J., discussed the authorities on the question of conditional limitations in

restraint of alienation.

(o) Willis V. Hiscox, 4 My. & C. 201.

(b) Ware v. Cann, 10 B. & Cr. 433.

i Conger v. Lowe, 124 Ind. 368 (citing

Allen V. Craft, 109 Ind. 476; McCleary v.

Ellis, 64 Iowa, 311); Bennett v. Chapin, 77

Mich. 527; Mandlebaum v. McDonell, 29

Mich. 78; Oxley ?). Lane, 35 N. Y. 345;

Norris v. Beyea, 3 Kern. 273 ; Kelfsnyder v.

Hunter, 19 Pena. St. 41-, Walker v. Vincent
id. 369; Yard's Appeal, 64 Penn. St. 95;

Karken's Appeal, 60 Penn. St. 141; Sheets's

Estate, 52 Penn. St. 257; Gleason ». Fayer-

weather, 4 Gray, 348; Blackstone Bank v.

Davis, 21 Pick. 42; Lane v. Lane, 8 Allen,

350; Jones v. Bacon, 68 Maine, 34; Williams

V, Williams, 73 Cal. 99 ; Norris v. Hensley,
27 Cal., 439 ; Pace v. Pace, 73 N. Car, 119.
See also Claflin v. Claflin, 149 Mass. 19;
Hageman o. Hageman, 129 111. 164. A
restriction against a division of property
between co-devisees is a restriction upon
alienation, and therefore is invalid. Lovett
II. Gillender, 35 N. Y. 617 ; Oxley v. Lane,
id. 340, 346. See Lane v. Lane, 8 Allen, 350.

When the restriction is personal, it has no
force as against subsequent holders, though
it should be deemed valid as to the first

taker. McKinster v. Smith, 27 Conn. 628.
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not to alien except by -way of exchange or for reinvesting in other

land is equally bad (c).

So, if lands be devised to A. and his heirs, with a gift over if he

die intestate, or shall not part with the property in his lifetime, the

gift over is repugnant and void ; since, in the first case, Gift over if

it would not only defeat the rule of law which says, that
f„^™;^,^;f/

upon the death intestate of an owner in fee simple his without sell-

property shall go to his heir-at-law, but also deprive him '"S 's voi .

of the power of alienation by act inter vivos ; and, in the second case,

it would take away the testamentary power from an owner in fee {d). ^

And if the devised interest is transmissible, it is immaterial that it is

contingent: the gift over on death intestate is still void (e).

If, in the case put, A. dies in the testator's lifetime, so that the

devise to him lapses, the land is undisposed of (/). This position

has, indeed, been questioned by a learned judge {g), on -whether the

the ground that there can be no repugnance where the
''^^^Jf^^

original gift never took effect at all. It is submitted, devisee dies

however, that the position is defensible in law. It is before testator,

diflacult indeed to apply such a gift over to the period antecedent to

the testator's death, or to suppose that he intended it to be so applied

;

since until after the testator's death, A. can neither devise the land,

nor, in any proper sense of the condition, die intestate of it :
compli-

ance and non-compliance are both equally out of his reach {h).

But assuming that the gift over is applicable to the period before as

well as to the period after the testator's death, the limitation

* must, to support the learned judge's view, be split up and [*857]

remodelled so as to introduce, first, an alternative gift to take

(c) Hood V. Oglander, 34 Beav. 51-3.

(d) Holmes v. Grodson, 8 D. M. & 6. 152 ; Gulliver v. Taux, Serj. Hill's MSS. in Line.

Inn Library, lib. x., fo. 282, to the same effect, cited in Holmes v. Godson ; Barton v. Barton,

3 K & J. 512; Shaw». Ford, 7 Ch. D. 669. Eeal and personal estate are for this purpose

classed together, Go. Lit. 223 a; Metcalfe •». Metcalfe, 43 Ch. D. 633, 639. Doe d. Stevenson

». Glover, 1 C. B. 448, must be treated as overruled.

(e) Barton v. Barton, 3 K. & J. 516, per Wood, V.-C.

(/) Hughes V. Ellis, 20 Beav. 193 (personalty) ; Greated v. Greated, 26 Beav. 621.

(g) James, L. J., Ee Stringer's Estate, 6 Ch. D. 15. Baggallay and Bramwell, L. JJ.,

were silent on this point. Jessel, M. E., had followed Hughes v. Ellis, without full argu-

ment, l3ut without any inclination to differ from it, 6 Ch. D. 7. On appeal, it became un-

necessary to decide the point, because the court spelt out of the context an alternative gift, by
implication, in the event of the devisee dying before the testator, as well as a gift over in the

event of his surviving him, but not disposing of the devised estate.

(A) If tlie original donee is the testator's ivife (as in Hughes v. Ellis) who, if she dies before

him, necessarily dies altogether intestate— this is an additional and distinct, but (it is sub-

mitted) not an essential, reason, against such an application of the gift over.

1 Sir George Jesael, M. E., has said that Downea, 125 Mass. 509, 512. But it may
while a man could direct his property to go appear, upon a proper construction of the

according to any series of limitations, he will, that the testator has by sufficiently ap-

could not create a new mode of devolution by propriate language so limited the estate in

operation of law. Thus, in the case of "a question that the clause, though inconsistent

gift in fee, the donor could not say that in with expressions literally interpreted con-

the event of the donee dying intestate, the cerning the estate, is not out of harmony with
estate should descend not to his eldest but it; in which case the clause is of course good,
to his youngest son. In re Wilcock's Settle- upon the principle that the testator's inten-

ment, 1 Ch. D. 229. See to the same effect tion must prevail when not contrary to law.

Boss V. Boss, 1 Jac. & W. 154 ; Holmes v. See Hill i). Downes, supra.

Gibson, 8 De G. M. & G. 152, 165 ; Hill v.
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effect if the original gift never vests, i. e. if A. dies before the tes-

tators ; and, secondly, an executory gift to take effect in defeasance of

the original gift after the latter has vested. To such a process the

case of Andrew v. Andrew (i) seems in principle to be strongly op-

posed. In that case a testator bequeathed consumable articles to his

sister for her life, or so long as she should remain unmarried, " in

either events then to go over to " A. The sister married in the tes-

tator's lifetime. It was held by Sir J. K. Bruce, V.-C, that the gift

over was void. There was no express reference, he observed, to the

happening of any event in the testator's lifetime : the testator meant
death or marriage whensoever happening, not death or marriage hap-

pening only in his lifetime. " The words were intended to operate

by way of remainder. It is a gift to her so long as she shall be liv-

ing unmarried, and then over. How the gift of consumable articles

to a woman so long as she shall be living unmarried is the gift of an
absolute interest (J). The gift over, therefore, is void, nor rendered

valid by the circumstance of the legatee having survived the testator

and married in his lifetime."

Similarly, a condition that a devisee in fee if he desires to sell shall

offer the estate to a particular person at a fixed price below its full

Condition to
value is wholly void as being repugnant to the devise,

offer estate to So, where (/<;) a testator devised his real estates to his

person at a son in fee, provided always, that if his said son, his heirs,
fixed price. qj. devisees, or any person claiming through or under him
or them, should desire to sell the estates or any parts thereof in the

lifetime of the testator's wife, she should have the option to purchase

the same at the price of 3,000Z. for the whole, and a proportionate

price for any part or parts thereof, and the same should accordingly

be first offered to her at such price or proportionate price or prices :

it was admitted in the special case that the value of the estates was
at the date of the will, and the time of the testator's death, 15,000^*

and upwards : it was held by Sir J. Pearson, J., that the condition

was in effect an absolute restraint on sale during the life of the

widow ; that, notwithstanding the limitation in point of time, the

restraint was repugnant to the devise, and void accordingly
; and that

the son was entitled to sell the estates as he pleased without first

offering them to the widow at the price named in the will.

[*858] * But such a partial restraint on the disposing power of a

^ . tenant in fee may be imposed, as that he shall not alien

alienation by to such a one. Or to the heirs of such a one,* or that he
denseei in shall not alien in mortmain (I).

valid. It appears too that a condition imposed on a devisee in

(i) 1 Coll. 690. (j) Vide Ch. XXVI. ad fin.

(k) Re Rosher, Rosher v. Rosher, 26 Ch. D. 801.

(0 Co. Lit. 223 a. As to Ludlow v. Bunbury, 35 Bear. 36, qa.

1 Crawford i>. Thomp'on. 91 Ind. 266; Langdon «. Ingram, 28 Ind. 360 ; McWilliams
V. Nisly, 2 Serg. & R. 507, 513.
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fee not to alien except to particular persons is good. Thus, where (m)

a testator devised to his twp daughters A. and H. his lands in the

county of Y. (subject to some legacies), to hold to them, condition not

their heirs and assigns, as tenants in common, " upon to ali™ but to

this special proviso and condition," that in case his said clasTheld'''

daughters, or either of them, should have no lawful issue, good-

that then, and in such case, they or she, having no lawful issue as

aforesaid, should have no power to dispose of her share in the said

estates so above given to them, exeept to her sister or sisters, or to their

children ; and the testator devised the residue of his real estate to his

said two daughters in fee. A. married W., and levied a fine of her

moiety, declaring the uses in trust for W. in fee, and died without

having had any issue. It was held, that this occasioned a forfeiture

entitling the heir to enter. Lord EUenborough— " We think that the

condition is good ; for, according to the case of Daniel v. TJbley (w),

though the judges did not agree as to the effect of, a devise 'to a wife,

to dispose at her will and pleasure, and to give to which of her sons

she pleased ;
' Jones, J., thinking it gave an estate for life, with a

power to dispose of the reversion among the sons ; the other Judges,

according to his report, thinking it gave her a fee simple in trust to

convey to any of her sons
;
yet, in that case, it was not doubted but

that she might have had given her a fee simple conditional to convey
it to any of the sons of the devisor ; and, if she did not, that the heir

might enter for the condition broken ; which estate Jones thought the

devise gave, if it did not give a life estate with a power of disposing

.of the reversion among the sons. And Dodderidge said (o), ' he con-

ceived she had the fee, with condition, that if she did alien, that then
she should alien to one of her children

;

' and concluded his argument
on this point, by saying, that * her estate was a fee, with a liberty to

alienate it if she would, but with a condition that if she did alienate,

then she should alienate to one of her sons.' And there is a
case {p) to this effect :

' A devise to a * wife to dispose and [*859]
employ the land on herself and her sons at her will and
pleasure :

' and Dier and Walsh held she had a fee simple, but that
it was conditional, and that she could not give it to a stranger ; but
that she might hold it herself, or give to one of her sons."

But the limit within which a restraint of this nature is good, is

shown by Muschamp v. Bluet {q), where it was held, that a condition
not to alienate to any but J. S., imposed on a devisee in condition to

fee simple, was void : * " for," it was said, " to restrain al'en to none

generally, and that he shall alien to none but J. S., is Musciiamp^e'.

all one ; for then feoffor may restrain from aliening to ^'"^'•

(m) Doe d. Gill .». Pearson, 6 East, 173. (») Sir W. Jones, 137, Latch, 9, 39, 134.
(o) Latcli, 37. {p) Dalison, 58.

(2) J. Bridgm. 132, 137.

1 Schennerlom v. Negns, 1 Denio, 448.
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any but himself, or such other person hy name whom he may -well

know cannot nor never will purchase. . . . Neither is there any
authority to warrant this restraint, for Littleton leaves the feoffee

at liberty to alien to any but J. S."

In Attwater v. Attwater (r), Sir J. Eomilly held that this principle

Attwater v. was applicable to a devise of land to A. in fee subject to
Attwater. «an injunction never to sell it out of the family, but if

sold at all it must be to one of A.'s brothers hereafter named" and that
" notwithstanding Doe v. Pearson," the condition was void.

There is certainly a distinction between a case like Doe v. Pearson,

where alienation is restricted to an unascertained class, and one like

Attwater v.
Attwater V. Attwater, where it is restricted to named or

Attwater ascertained persons ; for in the latter case all might be
ques lone

. selected paupers. But though the condition in Daniel

V. Ubley was of the latter kind (" to dispose of to such of my sons as

she thinks best"), the judges took no objection to it, as a condition,

on that ground; and in Ee Macleay (s). Sir G-. Jessel,

M. E., while apparently approving of the principle of

Muschamp v. Bluet (since you might not do that indirectly which
you might not do directly), dissented from his predecessor's applica-

tion of it. According to the old books, he said, the test was whether

the condition took away the whole power of alienation substantially.

The condition before him (viz. " not to sell out of the family ") did not

do so ; for it permitted of a sale {C), not to one person only,

[*860] but to a class, many of whom were named in the will ; it * was
probably a large class, and was certainly not small : the re-

striction was therefore limited, and consequently valid.

On the principle that a restraint is good which does not substan-

Eestrainton tially take away all power of alienation, it has been
alienation thought on the authority of some early decisions that

stated period, a Condition might be supported which prohibits aliena-
whether Talid.

-jjjqjj until after a defined and not too remote period of

time (w),' that is to say, a reasonable time, not trenching on the law
of perpetuities (a;).

(?•) 18 Beav. 330.

(s) L. E., 20 Eq. 189.

\t) The M. R. observed it was a limited restriction in this also, that a sale only and not any
other mode of alienation was prohibited. But see Ware v. Cann, 10 B. & Cr. 433, cited above.
See also the observations of Pearson, J., in Ke Eosher, Kosher v. Eosher, 26 Ch. D. 801, 811
et seq., where the authorities on the point as to limited conditions in restraint of alienation
are fully considered.

(m) Large's case, 2 Leon. 82, 3 Leon. 182; Burnett v. Blake, 2 Dr. & Sm. 117.

\x) See Mr. Preston's note to Shep. Touchst, 7th Ed., p. 130.

1 Blacks^one Bank v. Davis, 21 Pick. 42
;

But see Hall ». Tufts, 18 Pick. 45B, in -which
Simonds «. Simonds, 3 Met. 562 ; Jackson v. it was held that a restraint imposed upon
Shutz, 18 Johns. 184 (but see as to this case remainder-men after a life-estate against
De Peyster ». Michael, 6 N. y. 467) i

Langdon alienation during the life-estate -was void.
». Ingram, 28 Ind. 360; McWilliHmsD. Nisly, And in Mandlebaum e. McDonell, 29 Mich.
2 Serg. & K. 607, 513 ; Stewart «. Brady, 78, the whole doctrine of the right to restrict

2 Bush, 623 j Stewart v. Barrow, 7 Bush, 868. the power of alienation, even for a day, i3
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It would, however, seem clear that a condition limited in point of

time in restraint of alienation of real estate would not be upheld at

the present day {y). The point has more frequently occurred with

regard to personal estate (s) ; but in no case where the condition has

been held good did it aim at restraining alienation of the property

after the period of payment or distribution.

On the principles already stated, a condition requiring alienation

within a given time is void ; e. g., a condition that A. condition

and B., tenants in common in fee, shall make partition requiimg

during their joint lives ; for it is a right incident to within a

their estate to enjoy in undivided shares (a). S'^'en nme.

Conditions restraining alienation by a tenant in tail are also void,

as repugnant to his estate (b), to which a right to bar the entail by
means of a fine with proclamations, and the entail and
,, ... m. . Restraints
the remainders by surtering a common recovery, was, on alienation

before the abolition of these assurances, inseparably Jiy t?°*"''"

incident (c). And the right of a tenant in tail to en-

large his estate into a fee by means of a disentailing assurance en.

rolled under the Fines and Recoveries Act (d), cannot be

restricted by any condition or gift over (e). * So a restraint [*861]

or alienation does not prevent a married woman from enlarg-

ing her estate tail into a fee with her husband's concurrence under

(tf) It is said in Churcliill ». Marks, 1 Coll. 445, tliat an eminent conveyancer, in answer to

a question put to him by the Court, stated his opinion to be that a gift to A. in fee, with a
proviso that if A. aliens in B.'s lifetime, the estate shall shift to B., is valid. But this

doctrine has been much questioned, see Davidson's Conveyancing, 3rd Ed. Vol. iii., Pt. 1, p.

Ill, n. ; and the contrary has now been expressly decided in Re Rosher, Rosher v. Rosher, 26
Ch. D. 801, cited ante, p. 857. See Renand v. Tourangeau, L. R., 2 P. C. 4, 18 ; Re Dugdale,
Dugdale v. Dugdale, 38 Ch. D. 176; Corbett v. Corbett, 14 P. D. 7. See also Powall «.

Boggis, 35 Beav. 535.

(z) See Churchill v. Marks, 1 Coll. 44.1 ; Re Payne, 25 Beav. 556 (in both of which the
bequeathed interest was during the specified period contingent as well as reversionarv) ; Kiall-

mark v. Kiallmark, 26 L. J. Ch. 1; Pearson v. Dolman, L. R., 3 Eq. 320 See also Samuel v.

Samuel, 12 Ch. D. 152 ; Graham ». Lee, 23 Beav. 388 (in both of which the validity of such a
condition was unquestioned). But see Re Spencer, Thomas v. Spencer, 30 Ch. D. 183 (as
regards the shares of the unmarried daughters).

(a) Shaw «. Ford, 7 Ch. D. 669.

(4) Pierce v. Win, 1 Vent. 321, Pollex. 435.

(c) lOKep. 36; Fea, C. R. 260.

(d) 3 & 4 Will. 4, c. 74.

(e) Dawkins ». Lord Penrhyn, 4 App, Ca. 51.

denied in an exhaustive opinion by Mr. a good conveyance. Hetzel v. Barber, 69 N.
Justice Christiancy; who there reviews all Y. 1. Thus, if land should be vested by
the authorities from Lflrge's Case, 2 Leon, 82, descent or by devise in A., subject to a power
and 3 Leon. 182, down, including the cases of sale in fi., to be exercised after a definite
above cited. The conclusion reached was, time for the benefit of C., the beneficiary C.
that the rule was not to be sustained in prin- could unite with A. in a warranty deed to D.,
ciple and rested upon but a slender basis of before the arrival of the time for the execu-
authority. See also Oxl&v v. Lane, 35 N. Y. tion of the power bv B., and make a good
340, 347; Roosevelt v. Thurman, 7 Johns, title. The power could not afterwards be
Ch. 220. executed, because the person entitled to the
But a power of sale in a trustee may some- benefits of the sale had anticipated the result

times be restricted for a definite term without and deprived himself of the right to claim
infringing the rule as to repugnancy. Such the proceeds. Garvey v. McDevitt, 72 N.
a restriction does not necessarily cut oil the Y. 556, 563, Earl, J. Or C. could release his
power of alienation ; since the beneficiary right to A. Id, ; Hetzel ti. Barber, supra,
himself may be able in many cases to make
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that Act (/). It was indeed, held, that a tenant in tail might be re-

strained from making a feoiiment or levying a fine at common law,

i. e. without proclamations, or any other tortious alienation ; and also,

it seems, from granting leases under the stat. 32 Hen. 8, c. 28, or a

lease for his own life (g). The invalidity of any restraint on the

power of a tenant in tail to enlarge his estate into a fee simple, how-

ever, being once established, it is of little avail to fetter him even

with such conditions as are consistent with his estate, since he may
at any time, by barring the entail, emancipate himself from all re-

strictions annexed to it. At one period, the attempts to restrain the

aliening power of a tenant in tail were numerous ; and as it was appar-

ent that it was too late to defeat the estate tail on the suffering of the

recovery, since by that act the condition itself was defeated, the next

contrivance was to declare the estate to be determined, on the tenant

in tail taking any preparatory steps for the purpose, as agreeing or

assenting to, or going about, any act, &c. (h), but which, of course,

was equally void on the principle already stated.

An attempt to interfere indirectly with the power of alienation in-

cidental to an estate tail, occurs in Mainwaring v. Baxter (i), where

Trust to lands were limited by deed to A. for life, remainder to
charge lands trustees for 1000 years, remainder to B. for 99 years, if

by tenant in he should SO long live, remainder to trustees during his
tail, void.

ijfg^ ^Q preserve, &c., remainder to his first and other

sons in tail male, with remainders over ; and the trusts of the term of

1000 years were declared to be, to the intent that it should not be in

the power of any person to destroy or prevent the estate or benefit of

him or them appointed to succeed; and that the trustees, after any
contract touching the alienation of the premises, should raise 5000Z.

for the benefit of the person whose estate was so defeated. It was

held by Sir E. P. Arden, M. E., that the trusts of the term were void,

as being inconsistent with the rights of the tenants in tail.

And an attempt to secure the same object, by imposing on

[*862] * the tenant in tail himself a " trust " to preserve the remain-

ders, is equally ineffectual. As, where a .testator devised land

to A. in tail, on special trust and confidence that, if A. should have

Devise in taU ^° i^^"® lawfully begotten, he would do nothing to pre-

on trust not vent the remainders from taking effect ; and then limited

remlindersf
^ the remainders in default of issue of A. It was held,

void. that the " trust " was void. It was not properly a trust

(for A. was beneficial as well as legal owner in tail), but a clause in-

tended to defeat tne estate of the tenant in tail if he barred the

(/) Cooper ». Macdonald, 7 Ch. D. 289.

(«) Co. Lit. 223 b.

(h) Mary Portington's case, 10 Rep. 36; Corbet's case, 1 Eep. 83 b; Jermyn «. Arscot,

cit. 1 Rep. 85 a; Mildmay's case, 6 Eep. 40; Foy v. Hynde, Cro. Jao. 696 j all stated Fea.

C. R. 253, et seq.

(i) 5 Ves. 458. The same principle applies to wills.
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remainders ; and by no form of words could sucli a restriction be ef-

fectually imposed (k).

Here it may be noticed, that an objection is advanced in some of

the early cases, and has been adopted by text writers of high reputa-

tion {I), to conditions or provisos which are intended to . . . .

defeat an estate tail, on the ground that the estate is de- over as if

clared to cease, as if the tenant in tail were dead, not as
^"re^^'arfOiot

if he were dead without issue ; or, as we are told, would dead without

be most correct (m), as if the tenant in tail were dead,
"*"*'•

and there was a general failure of issue inheritable under the entail.

A. limitation over in the terms iirst mentioned is, it is said, contrari-

ant, and on that account void, inasmuch as it amounts to saying, that

the estate shall be determined as it would be in an event which might
not determine it. But it seems questionable, whether much reliance

can at the present day be placed on the objection. The Courts would,

it is conceived, supply the words "without issue," as in an early

case (n) (the principle of which seems not very dissimilar), where a

devise to a person in tail, with a limitation over " if he die," was
read if he die without issue. It is to be observed, too, that in the

cases in Avhich the doctrine in question was advanced (o), the proviso

was void on the ground of repugnancy; and it is remarkable, that

even Mr. Fearne, its strenuous advocate, completely disregarded the

point in the opinion given by him on Mr. Heneage's will {p) ; the

proviso in which, so far as it respected the sons of the tenant for

life, was obnoxious to this objection.

However, in Bird v. Johnson {q), Sir W. P. Wood, V.-C., treated

the objection as valid, and as being applicable to that
* case, which was as follows : A testator gave personal 'prop- [*863]
erfcy in trust for his daughter for life, and after her death for

her children, payable at the age of twenty-one, or at the decease of

the daughter, which should last happen, with a proviso, that if any
of the legatees should become bankrupt before his share was payable,

his interest should " cease and determine as if he were then dead ;

"

it was held tha* a child who became bankrupt in the lifetime of his

mother did not thereby forfeit his interest, the terms of the condi-

tion not fitting to the previous gift. " If," the V.-C. said, " the inte-

rest given had been an annuity, which would naturally be at an end
on the death of the annuitant, such a clause would be operative ; but

{Tc) Dawkins v. Lord Penrhyn, 6 Ch. D. 318, 4 App. Ca. 51. See also Hood v. Oglander,
34 Beav. 513, 522.

(I) Fea. C. R. 253, Harg. & Butl. Co. Lit. 223 b, u. 132, Sand. Uses, ch. 2, s. iv., 4. See
also Vai'zey on Settlements, Vol. ii. p. 1289.

(m) Mr. Butler's n., Fea. C. R. 254.

(n) Anon., 1 And. 33, pi. 84.

(o) Corbet's case, 1 Rep. 83 b; Jermyn v. Arscot, cit. ib. 85 a; Mildmay's case, 6 Rep. 40;
Foy V. Hvnde, Cro. Jac. 696.

(p) Butl. Fea. 618, App.
(j) 18 Jur. 976. See also Ee Catt's Trusts, 2 H. & M. 46.
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here it is an absolute interest whicli is given, and if the donee were

dead, the only effect would be to give the fund to his executors or

administrators. ... As to real estate, the old cases have quite set-

tled the law upon this point. With regard to estates tail, it has been

decided that it is a condition repugnant, and therefore void if it does

not state that the interest is to cease as if the donee were deceased

without issue, or without issue heritable under the entail, as the

case may be; for that such a condition would not determine the

estate tail."

There is, however, an obvious difference between the case of an

estate tail where the words " as if," &c., may reasonably be under-

stood as pointing to the regular determination of the estate, and
where there is no doubt what words are wanting to express that

meaning (r), and the case of a fee simple, or perpetual interest in

personalty, of which there is no regular determination, and where it

is uncertain what other mode of determination is contemplated. In
Astley V. Earl of Essex (s), where the devise was to A. in tail, with a

proviso that in a given event his estate should cease and the

[*864] property devolve as if he were naturally * dead, the words
" without issue " were (in effect) supplied by Sir G. Jessel,

M. E., in order to effect the declared intention that in the ease con-

templated the estate of A. should cease.

The principle which precludes the imposition of restrictions on the

aliening powers of persons entitled to the inheritance of lands, applies

to the entire or absolute interest in personalty (*). It is

ing alienation clear, therefore, that if a legacy were given to a person,
by legatee of jjjg executors, administrators, or assigns, with an in-
personalty. . .

' ..', °. .

junction not to dispose of it, the restriction would be

void ; and a gift over, in case of the legatee dying without making
any disposition (u), or of what he should not spend (sc), would also

(?) This construction would of course be excluded if a clear intention were expressed that

the interest of the defaulting tenant in tail alone should cease, and not that of the heirs of his

body. But the intention would fail of effect, since such a partial defeasance of the estate is

not permitted by the law, Seymour ». Vernon, 33 L. J., Ch. 690, 10 Jur. N. S. 487. See

Vol. I., p. 824. n. {I).

(s) L. R., 18 Eq.-290, 296. See also Bund V. Green, 12 Ch. D. 819. In Jellicoe v. Gardi-

ner, 11 H. L. Ca. 323, estate X. stood settled in remainder on testator's sons in tail male: the

testator devised his own estates to his sons in tail male, remainders to their children in tail

general; and provided that, if any of his sons, &c. should become entitled to the X. estate,

the testator's own estate should shift to the person next in remainder, as if the son, &c. so be-

coming entitled were dead without issue. This was read "dead without issue male," so as

not to exclude issue female, who were next in remainder, and to whom the X. estate could

never devolve.

(«) Co. Lit. 223 a. Metcalfe v. Metcalfe, 43 Ch. D. 633.

(m) Bradley v Peixoto, 3 Ves. 324, Rishtnn v. Cobb, 5 Mv. & C. 153; Ross v. Ross, 1 J.

& W. 164; Green v. Harvey, 1 Hare, 428 ; Watkins v. Williams, 3 Mac. & G. 622; Re Yal-

den, 1 D. M. & G. 63; Hughes v. Ellis, 20 Beav. 193 (as to which vide ante, p. 856); Re
Mortlock's Trust, 3 K. & .1. 456; Bowes v. Goslett, 27 L. J. Ch. 249; Re Wiloock's Estate,

1 Ch. D. 229 ; see Re Newton's Trusts, 23 Oh. D. 181. The cases show that repugnancy is

the true ground of the decision, and not. as suggested by Lord Truro in Waikins «. Williams,

the difficulty or impossibility of ascertaining whether any, or what part, of the fund remained
undisposed of.

(x) Henderson ». Cross, 29 Beav. 216. A condition in a policy of life assurance that the
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be rejected as a qualification repugnant to the preceding absolute

gift (jj). But, as already noticed («), a prohibition against aliena-

tion at any time before the property falls into possession has fre-

quently been upheld.

And the law of England does not (like that of Scotland) admit of

the creation of personal inalienable trusts for the purpose of main-

tenance, or otherwise, except in the case of a woman under coverture.

So, where a life annuity was given payable by trustees half-yearly,

with a gift over on the death of the annuitant of so much " as should

remain unapplied as aforesaid," the gift over was held void on the

same principle as a gift over, after an absolute bequest, in case the

legatee has not disposed of the legacy (a).

VI.— Conditions to Defeat £i3tate on Bankruptcy,

Insolvency, &c.— Upon the principle which forbids the not'^e'^given'to

disposition of property divested of its legal incidents, it !!•
man exempt

is clear that no exemption can be created by the author operation of

of the gift from its liability to the debts of the donee :
i bankruptcy,

and property cannot be so settled as to be unaffected by bank-
ruptcy or insolvency, which is a transfer by * operation of [*865]

law of the whole estate ; and it is immaterial for this purpose
what is the extent of interest conferred by the gift, the principle

being no less applicable to a life interest than to an absolute or

transmissible property (b). Whatever remains in the bankrupt or

insolvent debtor at the time of his bankruptcy or insolvency, becomes
vested in the person or persons on whom the law, in such event, has
cast the property.

Thus, in Brandon v. Eobinson (c), where a testator, after devising
his real and personal property to trustees, upon trust to sell and
divide the produce among his children, directed that the share of his

son should be invested at interest in the names of the trustees during
his life, and that the dividends and interest thereof, as the same be-

assured shall not assign, has been held valid as merely to prohibiting assignment at law under
the Stat. 30 & 31 Viet. c. 144, but not as precluding the assured from dealing with his bene-
ficial interest. Re Turcan, 40 Ch. D. 5.

(s) See note («).

(z) Ante, p. 860.

(a) Re Sanderson, 3 Jur. N. S. 809.

(b) Brandon v. Robinson, 18 Ves. 429, 1 Rose, 197; Graves v. Dolphin, 1 Sim. 66; Rooh-
ford V. Hackman, 9 Hare, 475; all referred to post.

(c) 18 Ves. 429, 1 Rose, 197.

I Blackstone Bank v. Davis, 21 Pick. 42; ridge ». Cavender, id. 452; Rife v. Gever, 59
Keyser's Appeal, 57 Penn. St. 236; iluber's Penn. St. 393; Shankland's Appeal, 47Penn.
Appeal. 80 Penn. St. 348. But bothm Massa- St. 113; Holdship v. Patterson, 7 Watts. 547;
chusetts and Pennsylvania, and in some other Barnes ». Dow, 10 Atl. Rep. 258 (Vt.) ; White
States, gifts upon what are called "spend- «• White, 30 Vt. 338 : Pope w. Elliott, 8 B. Mon.
thrift trusts " may provide against aliena- 56 ; Garland w. Garland, 87 Va. 758 ; Nichols
tion. Broadway Bank v. Adams, 133 Mass. v. Eaton, 91 U. S. 716; Hyde «. Woods, 94
170 ; Foster v. Foster, id. 179 ; Pacific Bank U. S. 523. See 2 Bigelow, Fraud, 222-224,
V. Windram, id. 175 ; Baker v. Brown, 146 where the cases contra, which it is conceived
Mass. 369 ; Slattery v. Wason, 151 Mass. are the better, are cited. As to the law of
266 ; Lampert v. Haytlel, 96 Mo. 439 ; Part- New York, see 2 Bigelow, Fraud, 222, nola.
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came payable, should be paid by them from time to time into his

own proper hands, or on his order and receipt, subscribed with his

own proper hand, to the intent that the same should not be grant-

able, transferable, or otherwise assignable, by way of anticipation of

any unreceived payment or payments thereof, or of any part thereof

;

and upon his decease, the principal, together with the interest thereof,

to be paid and applied to such persons as would be entitled to any
personal estate of A.'s said son, if he had died intestate. The legatee

became bankrupt.

On a bill filed by the assignees against the trustees of the will, to

have the benefit of the bequest, the latter demurred. It was argued

for the defendants that it could not be disputed that a testator might
limit a personal benefit strictly, excluding any assignee either by
actual assignment or operation of law. He might limit the enjoy-

ment up to a particular period or event, and then to be forfeited or

transferred to some other person. If the testator has a right so to

limit, he may direct the trustees, who are to take the absolute legal in-

terest, to dispose of it from time to time in a particular manner, to pay
into the hands of the legatee personally from time to time, and to no
other. Such a disposition, it was contended, is not opposed by any prin-

ciple of law or public policy. The son acquires nothing until each
payment becomes due. When he actually receives, and then only, the

trust is executed ; and the effect of a decision that the payment is

to be made, not to him personally, but to others who by repre-

[*86,6] sentation are become at law entitled to his rights, would * be
making another will for the testator. It was contended for

the assignees that this case was not to be distinguished from the case

of a lease with a proviso not to assign without license, which would
pass by the assignment under a commission of bankruptcy or might

be sold under an execution. The voluntary act is re-
Life-interest strained, but not the act of law in invitum. Lord Eldon,
jnav be made ' '

to cease on C., " There is no doubt that property may be given to a
bankruptcy. ^^^ ^^^^^ j^^ ^-^aM become bankrupt (d) ;

^ it is equally

(d) Though his Lordship's dictum on this point is expressed in general terms, it must ap-
parently be taken as intended to apply to cases similar to that then before him, which was
that of a life interest, see post, p. 869.

I This of course proceeds upon the distinc- White v, Chitty, L. E., 1 Eq. 372, for an
tion between a condition and a limitation, illustration.

Ante, p. 845, note. An estate maybe limited As to what will come within the terms of a
to A. until his bankruptcy, and then over to limitation over upon bankruptcy or insol-

some one else ; but it cannot be given to A, vency, so as to cause a forfeiture, it has re-

absolutely or for a term, without being liable cently been held that the execution by the

for his debts. Ante, p. 854, note. In ordi- donee of a composition deed containinga re-

nary cases of the kind referred to in the text, cital that he was unable to pay his debts in

the purpose of the testator being to have the full was sufficient, and that the donee could

benefit enure to the donee, the courts will not, not afterwards dispute the recital. Hillson v.

merely as against him, decree a forfeiture if Crofts, L. R., 15 Eq. 314. See also Ayl-
the terms of the will in that respect be am- win'sTnists, L. E., 16Eq. 685; Ex parte Eys-
biguous and consistent with a different re- ton, 7 Ch. I). 145, where failure to answer
Bult. Samuel v. Samuel, 12 Ch. D. 125. See a debtor's summons, which was followed hy
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clear, generally speaking, that if property be given to a man for his

life, the donor cannot take away the incidents to a life estate ; and a

disposition to a man until he shall become bankrupt, and after his

bankruptcy over, is quite different from an attempt to give it to him
for his life, with a proviso that he shall not sell or alien it. If that

condition is so expressed as to amount to a limitation reducing the

interest short of a life estate, neither the man nor Ms assignees can

have it beyond the period limited. In the case of Foley v. Bur-

nell (e), this question afforded much argument. A great variety of

clauses and means was adopted by Lord Foley, with a view of de-

priving the creditors of his sons of any resort to their property. But
it was argued here, and, as I thought, admitted, that if the property

were given by Lord Foley to his sons, it must remain subject to the

incidents of property, and it could not be preserved from the credit-

ors, unless given to some one else." And his Lordship further re-

marked : " This is a singular trust. If upon these words it can be
established that he had no interest until he tenders himself personally

to the trustees to give a receipt, then it was not his property till then
;

but if personal receipt is in the construction of this Court a necessary

act, it is very difficult to maintain that if the bankrupt would not
give a receipt during his life, and an arrear of interest accrued during
his whole life, it would not be assets for his debts. It clearly would
be so. Next, is there in this will evidence to show that as the inter-

est is not assignable by way of anticipation of any unreceived pay-
ment, therefore it cannot be assigned and transferred under the
commission of bankruptcy? To prevent that it must be given to some
one else (/) ; and unless it can be established that this by implica-

tion amounts to a limitation, giving this interest to the re-

siduary egatee, it is an equitable * interest capable of being [*867]
parted with. The principal at the death of the bankrupt will

be under very different circumstances. The testator had a right to

limit his interest to his life, giving the principal to such person as

may be his next of kin at his death, to take it as the personal estate^

not of the son, but of him the testator ; not as if it was the son's per-

sonal estate, but as the gift of the testator. The demurrer must,
upon the whole, be overruled."

In Graves v. Dolphin {g), where a testator directed trustees to pay
an annuity of 500Z. to his son I. for his life, and declared that it was

[;

e) 1 B. C. C. 274. (/) As to this, vide post, p. 877.

g) 1 Sim. 66.

an adjudication of bankruptcy, ^ras held as meaning of the word "permit;" the judge
coming within a proviso of the will that if in the lower court thinking that a hostile
the donee should " at any time do or permit bankruptcy could not have been intended,
any act, deed, matter, or thing whatsoever See Lear «. Leggett, 1 Russ. & M. 690. The
whereby the same shall be aliened, charged, term " bankruptcy " was, in Robins v. Ro.se,
or incumbered in any manner," the gift (an 43 L. J. Ch. 334, deemed to have been cut
annuity) should be forfeited. The question down by a particular intention of the testator.
in that case, however, turned largely on the
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, . . intended, for his personal maintenance and support ; and
bankruptcy should not, on any account or pretence whatsoever, be

benefi^Ar Subject or liable to the debts, engagements, charges, or

trust for incumbrances of his said son, but that the same should,
maintenance.

^^ ^^ became payable, be paid over into the proper hands

of him, the testator's said son, and not to any other person or persons

whomsoever ; and the receipts of the son only were to be suiScient

discharges. The son became bankrupt, and it was held by Sir J.

Leach, V.-C, that the annuity belonged to his assignees.

In Ee Machu (h), certain freehold, copyhold, and leasehold houses

and lands were devised and bequeathed to the use of A., her heirs,

Eeference in executors, administrators, and assigns, for her separate
gift will not use, "subject nevertheless to the proviso hereinafter

subsequent contained for determining her estate and interest in the
proviso deter- event hereinafter mentioned." In a subsequent part of

in fee on the will was contained a proviso that in case A. should
bankruptcy.

g^|. g^j ^img ^,e declared a bankrupt, then and henceforth

the devise thereinbefore made to her should be void, and the premises

should thenceforth go, remain, and be to the use of her children. Part

of the property having been taken by a railway company, the pur-

chase-money was ascertained under the Lands Clauses Act, and paid

into Court ; and A. presented a petition for payment out of the fund

to her as being absolutely entitled thereto. It was argued on behalf

of the children that the proviso was made by reference a part of the

gift itself, and that therefore the gift and the proviso must be read

together, so that the proviso would act as a conditional limitation, and
would be good. But Sir J. Chitty, J., was of opinion the reference

in the gift did not make any difference in the construction,

[*868] but that the condition contained in the latter *part of the

will was a condition pure and simple, and consequently re-

pugnant and void.

And the vesting in trustees of a discretion as to the mode in which
income is to be applied for the benefit of a cestui que trust, does not

Notwithstand- t^^® i* out of the operation of bankruptcy or insolvency

;

ing trustees to effect which the discretion of the trustees must ex-

tionastomode tend, not merely to the manner of applying the income
of application, f^j. q^q benefit of the cestui que trust, but also to the

enabling of them to, apply it either for his benefit, or for some other

purpose.

Thus, in Green v. Spicer (i), where a testator devised certain estates

to trustees, upon trust to pay and apply the rents and profits to or for

the board, lodging, maintenance, and support and benefit of his son

E., at such times and in such manner as they should think proper, for

his life ; it being the testator's wish, that the application of the rents

Ih) 21 Ch. D. 838; see also Re Dugdale, Dugdale v. Dugdale, 38 Ch. D. 176.
(i) 1 K. & My. 395, Taml. 396.
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and profits for the benefit of his said son, might be at the entire dis-

cretion of the said trustees ; and that his son should not have any
power to sell or mortgage or anticipate in any way the same rents

and profits. R. took the benefit of an insolvent act, whereupon his

interest was claimed by the assignee. Sir J. Leach, M. E., held

the assignee to be entitled, on the ground that the insolvent was the

sole and exclusive object of the trust. The trustees were bound, he

said, to apply the rents for the benefit of K., and their discretion ap-

plied only to the manner of their application.

So in Snowden v. Dales (k), where A. vested a money fund in trus-

tees, in trust during the life of B., or during such part thereof as the

trustees should think proper, and at their will and pleas- -y^]^ ^f

ure, but not otherwise, or at such other time or times assignees in

and in such sum or sums as they should judge proper, to not excfuded

allow and pay the interest into the proper hands of B., ^y discretion

sGcminsrlv
or otherwise, if they should think fit, in procuring for given to

him diet, lodging, wearing apparel, and other neces- '''"^tees.

saries ; but so that he should not have any right, title, claim, or

demand in or to such interest, other than' the trustees should, in

their or his absolute and uncontrolled power, discretion, and inclina/-

tion, think proper or expedient ; and so as no creditor of his should
or might have any lien or claim thereon, or the same be in any way
subjecb or liable to his debts, dispositions, or engagements ; with a
direction that a proportionate part of the interest should be paid up
to the decease of B. ; and after his decease the fund, and all

savings and accumulations, * should be in trust for his chil- [*869]
dren, &c. B. became bankrupt. Sir L. Shadwell, V.-C, held,

that the assignees were entitled to the life interest ; for he thought
there was no discretion to withhold and accumulate any portion of
the interest during the life.-'

But in Twopeny v. Peyton (I), where the trustees had a discretion

to apply the whole or such part of the income as they should think fit,

for the maintenance and support of the cestui que trust,

who (the testatrix recited) had become a bankrupt and npo*n^special

insane, and for no other purpose whatsoever; Sir L. terms of the

Shadwell, V.-C, held, that the assignees took no interest."

Oc) 6 Sim. 524. See also Piercy ». Roberts, 1 My. & K. 4; Youughusband ». Gisbome. 1

Coll. 400.
'

(0 10 Sim. 487. The bankrupt was uncertificated, so that this propertj' was liable. See
Yarnold ». Moorhouse, 1 R. & Mj-, 364, stated post; also The Queen ». The Judge of the
County Court of Lincolnshire, 20 Q. B. D. 167, where the trustees of a will similarly worded
obtained a prohibition against the judge who had ordered them to pay part of the income to
a receiver until judgment in an action was satisfied.

1 SeeEasterlyi;. Keney, 36Conn. 18; John- Lew, 5 Wall. 433; Campbell v. Foster, 35
son V. Connecticut Bank, 21 Conn. 148. N. Y. 361; Williams v. Thorn, 70 N. Y. 270.

2 See ante, p. 864, note; Huber's Appeal, The New York cases, it should be noticed,
80 Penn. St. 348, 357, Rife v. Geyer, 59 Penn. proceed upon statutory law. It is there held
St. 393; Vaux v. Parke, 7 Watts & S. 19; under statutes that the income set apart for
Nichols 'v. Eaton, 91 U. S. 716; Nichols v. the beneficiary, above what is necessary for
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If the trusts of the property be declared in favor of several, as a

Assignees man, his wife, and children, to be applied for their

entitled to

bankrupt's
undivided
share.

except
in special

cases.

claim (ri).

i may
be excluded
where the
trustees have a
discretion to

exclude the

bankrupt.

benefit, at the discretion of the trustees, the man's
assignees, in case of his bankruptcy, are entitled to as

much of the fund as he would himself have been separ-

ately entitled to, after providing for the maintenance of the wife and
children (m). But if he was entitled to nothing separ-

ately, but only to an enjoyment of the property jointly

with his wife and children, then his assignees have no
And where the trustees of a settlement had a discretionary

power of excluding any of the objects of the trust, their

power was held to continue after the insolvency of one

of such objects (o). It was said, however, that any ben-

efit which the insolvent might take would belong to his

assignees (j)). And if the trustees decline (as by
paying the fund into Court) to exercise their power of

exclusion, the power is gone, and the assignees are entitled to the

whole or an aliquot portion of the fund, according as the bankrupt

was the only cestui que trust or not {q).

But though a testator is not allowed to vest in the object of his boun-

ty an inalienable interest exempt from the operation of bankruptcy-

yet there is no principle of law which forbids his giving a life

[*870] interest in real or personal property, with a proviso, mak-
ing it to cease on such event: for whatever objection there

may be to allowing a person to modify his own property, in such man-

(m) I'age v. Way, 3 Beav. 20 ; Kearsley v. Woodcock, 3 Hare, 185 ; Eippon v. Norton, 2
Beav. 63; Lord v. Bunn, 2 Y.& C. C. C. 98; Wallace ». Andereon, 16 Beav, 633. Some of

these cases arose on deeds, but the same principles seem to apply to wills.

(m) Godden ». Crowhurst, 10 Sim. 642. The principle for which this case is cited is recog-

nized in Kearsley 1). Woodcock, 3 Hare, 185; and by the Court of Appeal in Re Coleman,
Henry v. Strong, 39 Ch. D. 443 ; but the decision itself in Kearsley v. Woodcock has been
questioned; see Younghusband v. Gisborne, 1 Coll. 400.

(o) Lord V. Bunn, 2 Y. & C. C. C. 98.

Ip) Per Sir K. liruce, V.-C, id. See Re Coleman, supra; Re Neil, Hemming », Neil,

W. N. 1890, p. 92.

(g) Re Coe's Trust, 4 K. & J. 199.

a suitable support and maintenance, may be
reached in equity by creditors. Williams ».

Thorn, supra (denying the individual opin-

ion of Wright, J., in Campbell v. Foster,

supra). See also Hallett v. Thompson, 6
Paige, 586 ; Rider v. Mason. 4 Sandf . Ch. 351

;

Sillick V. Mason, 2 Barb. Ch. 79 ; Bramhall v.

Ferris, 14 N. Y. 41; Scott u. Nevins. 6 Duer,

672; Graff V. Bonnett, 31 N. Y. 9; Nickell ».

Handly, 10 Gratt. 336; Johnston v. Zane, 11
Graft. 552. This doctrine prevails where no
discretion is given the trustee concerning the

Bum to be paid to the beneficiary, Williams
». Thorn, supra.

But apart from statute, where the trustee is

clothed with a discretion a'! to making pay-
ments to the beneficiary, the trust estate de-

vised cannot be reached by creditors ; they can
only reach what has been paid over to the

cestui que trust. Kevaer v. Mitchell, 67 Penn.
St. 473; Nichols v. Eaton, supra; Easterly v.

Keney, supra. Nor is the case of Williams
I'. Thorn opposed to this proposition. A. dif-

ferent rule would virtually require the courts
to exercise the discretion which the testator
has properly confided to the trustee; compel-
ling the trustee to set apart from an estate
upon which they have no just claim a sum tn

be availed of by creditors. Of course a gift
of the income of property, to cease upon the
insolvency or bankruptcy of the donee, will
take effect according to such limitation as
well as though it were a gift of the bodv of
the property. Nichols v. Eaton, 91 Ul S,
716, 722; Demmill D.Bedford, 3Ves. Jr. 149;
Brandon v. Robinson, 18 Ves. 427; Rockford
V. Hackmen, 9 Hare, 476; Tillinghast «. Brad-
ford, 6 R. I 206.
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ner as to be divested on bankruptcy or insolvency
(f),

it Life interest

seems impossible, on any sound, principle, to deny to a
^^^a''se?n'^^

third person the power of shifting the subject of his bankruptcy,

bounty to another, when it can no longer be enjoyed by its intended

object. The validity of such provisions was established in the early

case of Lockyer v. Savage (s), where 4,000^ was settled by the father

of a feme coverte, for the use of the husband for life, with a direction

that if he failed in the world, the trustees should pay the produce to

the separate maintenance of his wife and children-; and the latter

trust was held to be good {t).

Indeed, this principle is now so well settled, that the only point

on which any doubt can arise is, whether the clause is so framed as to

apply to bankruptcy, which we shall see has often been a subject of

controversy.

It appears that bankruptcy is a forfeiture, under a proviso prohibit-

ing alienation, if the terms of such proviso extend to alienations by
operation of law, as well as those produced by the act of the devisee

;

bankruptcy being regarded as an alienation of the former kind.

Thus, in Dommett v. Bedford (u), where a testator, „„
after giving an annuity, charged on real estate, to A. for ruptcy is a

life, directed that it should from time to time be naid to
f°''f^'ture

,.,„ , Tiii j_ 11- ,
under a clause

himself only, and. tnat a receipt under his own hand, and restraining

no other, should be a sufficient discharge for the pay-
^''*"^'"'"-

ment thereof ; the testator's intent being that the said annuity, or
any part thereof, should not on any account he alienated for
the whole term of his life, or for any * part of said term ; and, [*871]
if so alienated, the said annuity should cease. A. having
become bankrupt, it was held that the annuity had determined.

So in Cooper v. Wyatt (a;), where the overplus of the rents of a
moiety of the testator's real estate was directed to be paid into the
hands of S., but not to his assigns, for the term of his natural life

for his own sole use and benefit, with a limitation over if the devisee
should, by any ways or means whatsoever, sell, dispose of, or incumber

(r) As to this, see Wilson v. Greenwood, 1 Sw, 481 ; Ex parte Maclsay, L E 8 Ch 643-
Ex parte Williams, 7 Ch. D. 138.

> • i

(a) 2 Slra. 947, This case (among many others) shows that there is not (as sometimes con-
tended) any real distinction between a trust for A. until bankruptcy and a trust for A for
life, with a proviso determining the life interest on bankruptcy

; each is equally valid
'

Of
course clauses of this nature do not affect arrears of income, Ee Stulz's Trusts 4 D M '& G
404. See also South Wales Loan -Company v. Robertson, 7 Q. B. D. 17, where a" chanrins
order under a judgment whs held effectual against arrears of income in the hands of trustees
It would seem clear on general principles (see ante, p. 855) that a limitation of a fee si'mple
to A. until bankruptcy would be no more valid than a devise of the fee to him subject to a
condition purporting to determine his estate on bankruptcy; as to which see ante p 864
(0 Where property is given in tnist for a person until bankruptcy, and "in case of his bank-

ruptcy a discretionary trust is vested in trustees to apply for his benefit the whole or anv part
of the income, with a gift over, the Court will not interfere with an honest exercise of that
discretion, and if the trustees do not apply the whole of the income, the unapplied surnlus
goes to those entitled under the gift over, Re Bullock, Good v. Lickorish W N IRQl n fi2
See Re Coleman, Henry v. Strong, 39 Ch. D. 443.

' '
'

^'

(u) 3 Ves. 149, 6 T. 'E. 684.
(x) 5 Mad. 482.

'vol. II. 3
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the right, benefit, or advantage, he might have for life, or any part

thereof : Sir J. Leach, V. C, held that bankruptcy was a forfeiture

;

considering that the expressions of the testator denoted that the

devisee's interest was to cease when the property could be no longer

personally enjoyed by him.

On the other hand, in Wilkinson v. Wilkinson (y), where a testa-

tor, after giving certain annuities and other life interests to several

Bankruptcy
persons, provided that in case they should "respec-

held not to be tively assign or dispose of or otherwise charge or incumber
a fo eiture.

^^^ jj^g estates, the annuities, and provisions so made to

and for them during their respective lives as aforesaid, so as not to he en-

titled to the personal receipt, use, and enjoyment thereofj then the annu-

ity, life estate, or interest, of him, her, or their heirs respectively («),

so doing, or attempting so to do," should cease, and should immedi-
ately thereupon devolve upon the persons who should be next enti-

tled thereto. Sir W. Grant, M. E., was of opinion, that the testator

had not with sufficient clearness expressed an intention that the life

estate, which he had given to his son, should cease upon bankruptcy.

So in Lear v. Leggett (a), where a testator after bequeathing to his

son and daughters the dividends of certain stock for their respective

lives, declared, that their provisions should not be subject to any
alienation or disposition by sale, mortgage, or otherwise, in any man-
ner whatsoever, or by anticipation of the receipt. And in case they,

or any or either of them, should charge or attempt to charge, affect,

or incumber the same, or any part or parts thereof respectively, then

such mortgage, sale, or other disposition, or incumbrance so to be

made by them, or any or either of them, on his, her, or their

[*872] interest, should operate as *a complete forfeiture thereof,

and the same should devolve as if he, she, or they were then

dead. The son became bankrupt, and Sir L. Shadwell, V.-C, decided

that the bankruptcy was not a forfeiture. He observed, that the

words declaring that the gift should not be subject to any aliena-

tion or disposition, did not create any forfeiture. And the subsequent

words referred to a voluntary alienation only, and bankruptcy was
not such. He commented on the difference of the language of the

clause here, and in Cooper v. Wyatt (b), the authority of which had
been much pressed on the Court. Lord Lyndhurst, C, affirmed the

decree of the V.-C, observing, that the prohibition in Dommett v.

Bedford (c) was expressed in niuch more general and comprehensive

terms than in the case before him, and might well be construed to

extend to alienations by act of law.

Where the language of a clause restrictive of alienation does not

(y) Coop. 259, 3 Sw. 515, see 528.

hi) Sic orig. as reported.

\a) 2 Sim. 479, 1 E. & Mr. 690. See also Whitfield v. Priclsett, 2 Kee. 608; Graham v.

Lee, 23 Beav. 391 ; Re Pixley, Ex parte Harvev, 60 L. T. 710; 37 W. R. 620.

(6) Ante, p. 871.

(c) 6 T. R. 684, ante, p. 870.
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extend to an alienation in invitum, it seems that the seizure of the

property under a judicial process sued out against the devisee or lega-

tee does not occasion a forfeiture.

Thus in Eex v. Robinson (d), where an annuity of 400Z. was be-

queathed to W. as an unalienable provision for his personal use and

benefit, for his life, and not otherwise ; and so that the Sale under

same annuity, or any part thereof, should not be subject
f^'wry held'no

or liable to be alienated, or be or become in any manner forfeiture,

liable to his debts, control, or engagements; and the
ing'^pos^tiva''

annuity was made to cease in case W. should " at any act.

time sell, assign, transfer, or make over, demise, mortgage, charge, or

otherwise attempt to alienate," the annuity or any part thereof, or

should " make, do, execute, or cause or procure to be made, done, and

executed, any act, deed, matter, or thing whatsoever, to charge, alien-

ate, or affect, the said annuity," or any part thereof. A creditor of

the legatee sued him to outlawry. Macdonald, C. B., held, on the

authority of Dommett v. Bedford (c), and Doe d. Mitchinson v. Car-

ter (e), that the seizure of the annuity under the outlawry,

* at the suit of the Crown, arising merely from the negative, [*873]

and not the positive acts of the party, was not a forfeiture

on the words of the bequest, which required a positive act. He con-

sidered the words, in the present case, were not so large as in

Dommett v. Bedford, but were more conformable to those in Doe

V. Carter.

These cases show that when it is intended to take away a benefit

as soon as it cannot be personally enjoyed by the devi- clause re-

see, it should be made to cease on alienation, not only by
g^™u?d'extend

his own acts, but by operation of law (/). To " do or to involuntary

suffer" (ff), or to "do or permit" (h), any act causing alienation,

alienation has been held to include an act done in invitum.

It seems that formerly taking the benefit of an insolvent act might

be an alienation, when bankruptcy would not, as it required certain

(c) Supra.
(d) Wightw. 386.

(e) 8 T. R. 57. A lessee having covenanted not to let, set, assign, transfer, or make over,

&c. the indenture of lease, a warrant of attorney to confess judgment, given without any
special intent to evade the restriction on alienation, was held not to create a forfeiture under
a proviso for re-entry on breach of any covenant. It afterwards appeared that the warrant of

attorney was given for the express purpose of enabling the creditor to take the lease in execu-
tion, and this was held (8 T. E, 300) to be a fraud on the covenant, and to enable' the landlord

to recover in ejectment. Lord Kenyon said, "If the lease had been taken by the creditor

under an adverse judgment, the tenant not consenting, it would not have been a forfeiture;

but here the tenant concurred throughout, and the whole transaction was performed for the
very purpose of enabling the tenant to convey his term to the creditor." This distinction

was recognized in Doe «. Hawkes, 2 East, 481 ; and Avison v. Holmes, 1 J. & H. 530. See
also Seymour v, Lucas. 1 Dr. & Sm. 377. And as to contrivances to evade such a clause, see

Oldham v. Oldham, L.' E.. 3 Eq. 404.

(f) Since the stat. 33 & 34 Vict. c. 23, whereby forfeitures for treason and felony were
abolished, a conviction for felony does not now deprive a person of the enjoyment of his prop-
erty by operation of law, Ee Dash, Darley v. King, W. N., 1887, p. 142.

(a) Roffey v. Bent, L. E., 3 Eq. 759. ^ee also Montefiore v. Behrens, 35 Beav. 95; Dixon
V. Kowe, W. N. 1876, p. 266 (sequestration).

(A) Exparte Eyston, 7 Ch. D. 145.
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Taking benefit acts On the part of the insolvent (viz., the filing of a
of Insolvent petition, Schedule, &c.), constituting it a voluntary ali-

a voluntary enation, as distinguished from a bankruptcy, which par-
ahenation. |.qq]j more of the nature of a compulsory measure (i).

And a petition by the debtor himself for adjudication

ruptcy on under the Bankruptcy Act, 1861 (/c), or for liquidation
debtor^ °^™ under the Bankruptcy Act, 1869 (l), were voluntary acts,

no less than taking the benefit of an insolvent act for-

merly was, and equally productive of forfeiture under clauses prohib-

iting such acts.

[*874] * Sometimes the question arises, whether a proviso of this

nature extends to bankruptcy or insolvency occurring in the

lifetime of the testator. If such event has left the after-acquired

property of the bankrupt or insolvent exposed to the

bankruptcy in claims of his Creditors, then a forfeiture would take place
lifetime of under words sufiiciently strong to determine the interest

of the devisee or legatee, when the property becomes ap-

plicable to any other purpose than the benefit of the cestui que trust.

As in Yarnold v. Moorhouse (m), where a testator bequeathed the

dividends of certain stock to his nephew, solely for the maintenance

of himself and family, declaring that such dividends should not be

capable of being charged with his debts or engagements ; and that he
should have no power to charge, assign, anticipate, or incumber them

;

but that if he should attempt so to do, or if the dividends by bank-

ruptcy, insolvency, or otherwise, should be assigned or become pay-

able to any other person, or be, or become, applicable to or for any
other purpose than for the maintenance of the nephew and his family,

his interest therein should cease, and the stock be held upon trust

for his children. Subsequently to the execution of the will, and

prior to a codicil confirming it, the nephew took the benefit of the

Insolvent Act (1 Geo. 4, c. 119) in the usual way: afterwards the

(t) See this distinction recognized, 2 Sim 479 ; 9 Hare, 484. In tlie following cases a for-

feiture was held to have been incurred by taking the benefit of an insolvent act :—where the
gift was of an annuity for life but to cease if he should sign or execute an3' instrument

*' whereby he should authorize or intend to authorize any person or persons to receive the

same,'* Shee v. Hale, 13 Ves. 404; the insolvent was not at th:it time as in bankruptcy com-
pellable to part with the annuity (but see 1 & 2 Vict. c. 110, s. 36, and Pj-m v. Lockyer, 12

Sim. 394), but the signing of the petition and schedule was a clear act. So, where the gift

was to cease if the donee should "incumber or anticipate an annuity,** Brandon v. Aston,
2 Y. & C. C. C. 24. So also where the gift was subject to a proviso that the donee should
not " sell or part with " it till it should be divided, with a gift over in case of non-compli-
ance, Churchill v. Marks, 1 Coll. 441. In each of the two last cases, the insolvent stated in

his schedule that he had no power to assign the property in question. But the V.-C. held
this to be immaterial. See also Martin v. Margham, 14 Sim. 230; Rochford ». Hackman, 9

Hare, 475 ; Townsend v. Earlv, 34 Beav. 23.

(i) I.loydf). Llovd, L. R.,"2 Eq. 722.

(0 Ee Amherst's Trusts, L. E., 12 Eq. 464 ("part from "). But a mere declaration of in-

solvency, though voluntarv, is no more a forfeiture than any other act of bankruptcy,
Graham v. Lee, 23 Beav. 388.

(m) 1 R. & My. 364. So in Seymour v. Lucas, 1 Dr. & Sm. 177, though the words were
"thereafter become bankrupt; " Trappes t>. Meredith, L. E., 7 Ch. 248, reversing 10 Eq. 604.

In Metcalfe v. Metcalfe, (1891) 3 Ch. 1, the L. .IJ. felt themselves bound with regret to follow
these decisions, as establishing the position that the common forfeiture clause applies to a
bankruptcy esisting at the testator's death.
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testator died. As it appeared that tlie act gave to the Insolvent

Debtors' Court a control over stock in the public funds, and the

future property generally of a discharged prisoner (n), the V.-C.

held that the insolvency operated as a forfeiture of the legatee's life

interest in the stock ; and his decree was afl3.rmed by Lord Lynd-
hurst, who thought that, as the dividends were subject, at the discre-

tion of the creditors, to be charged with the payment of their debts,

the interest was forfeited under the words carrying over the bequest

in the event of its being or becoming in any manner applicable to or

for any other purpose than for the maintenance of the legatee.

* So, in Manning v. Chambers (o), where the income of [*875]

property was given to one for life or " until he shall become
bankrupt " or assign his interest, and after his death or upon his becom-
ing bankrupt or assigning, over, and the legatee was already a bankrupt

at the date of the instrument, the gift over took effect immediately.

The words of futurity, in these cases, are not permitted to operate

so as to defeat what upon the will itself appears to be the manifest

intention, namely, that the gift shall be a personal benefit to the

legatee, and shall not become payable (through him) to any other

person (p).
Conversely if the status or act of the legatee still leaves him in the

personal enjoyment of the gift, there is no forfeiture. Therefore if,

after having become bankrupt, the legatee, before the first No forfeiture

payment of income falls due, procures an annulment of payment is"'''

his bankruptcy, forfeiture is avoided (§'). So, where a due, the bank-

fund was given to one for life, and afterwards to A., with annulled;

a clause of forfeiture in case A. should in the lifetime of
bJance ia^n^d

the tenant for life become bankrupt, or do anything which off.

(n) The insolvent had also executed to the provisional assignee a warrant of attornej-, as
required by the act ; but this fact, though very prominently set forth in the Master's report,

seems not to have been material, since property of this nature could not, in the then state of
the law, be seized under any execution which could have been obtained by virtue of such
warrant of attorney

.

(o) 1 De G. & S". 282. See an analogous case. Re "Williams, 12 Beav. 317.

(p) See per Lord Hatherley, L. K.. 7 Ch. 252; per Jessel, M. R., 12 Ch. D. 159.

(q) White v. Chitty, L. R., 1 Eq. 372; Llovd v. Lloyd, L. R., 2 Eq. 722; Trappes v. Mere-
dith, L. R., 9 Eq. 229 ; Re Parnham's Trusts]' 46 L. J. Ch. 80; Ancona v. Waddell, 10 Ch. D.
157 (though the annulment was not formally completed till long after). It is otherwise if

any pavment has fallen due: Re Parnham's Trusts, L. R., 13 Eq. 413; Robertson D.Richardson,
30 Ch."D. 623; Re Broughton, Peat v. Broughton, W. N., 1887, p. 109. So in Hurst ».

Hurst, 21 Ch. D. 278, Fry, J., said (at p. 288), " If a cliarge or a bankruptcy, or any other
impediment to the personal reception of the income has been created, but has been validly
extinguished before the period of distribution or the period at which the right to receive any
portion of the money has accrued, there is no forfeiture." In that case it was held by the
Court of Appeal (affirming the decision of Fry, J.) that a forfeiture was incurred by a charge
of a defeasible life estate, notwithstanding that the chargee immediately on hearing of the
forfeiture clause disclaimed the charge and took other securitv. So where a testator be-
queathed certain reversionary interests in personalty in trust for his children, suuject to a
proviso for forfeiture if by act or operation oC law the interests should be aliened whereby the
same should vest in any other person ; one of the children was a bankrupt at the time of the
testator's death, but within a year afterwards and before the interests fell into possession she
became entitled to other property by the sale of which she paid off all her debts and costs,

but the bankruptcy was not annulled till two years after such payment: it was held by Keke-
wich, J., that as the p ersonal enjoyment by 'the legatee as regards the reversions had not
been interfered with, there was no forfeiture, Metcalfe v. Metcalfe, 43 Ch. D. 363, affirmed on
another point (1891) 3 Ch. 1, see ante, p. 874, note (m).
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would vest the fund in any other person ; A. mortgaged his reversion,

but having paid off the mortgage before the death of the tenant for

life, he was held not to have forfeited his interest (r).

But in Cox V. Fonblanque («), it was held that this principle was
not applicable where the condition of solvency was precedent.

[*876] * In that case, a testator directed his executors to invest

so much of his residuary estate as would produce lOOZ. a year,

and to pay the same to A. (if not at the testator's death an uncertifi-

cated bankrupt or otherwise disentitled to receive and enjoy the same)

Distinction during his life, or until he should become bankrupt or
where solvency assign the annuity, or do or suffer'something whereby the

precedent, qu.; same would bccome payable to some other person ; and

after the determination of that trust, or in the event of its fail-

ure, then, after the testator's death, to sink into the residue. A. was

an ' uncertificated bankrupt at the testator's death ; but within six

months afterwards the bankruptcy was annulled. It was held by Lord

Eomilly, M. E., that the gift nevertheless failed. " The gift was only

made (he said) provided the donee was not a bankrupt ; that was a

condition precedent annexed to the gift ; he was a bankrupt, he did

not fulfil the condition, consequently there was no gift. The cases

cited (i) do not appear to me to have any application to this case

;

those were cases of conditions subsequent, in which the annulment of

the bankruptcy prevented the effect of the condition, but here no

subsequent annulment could prevent him from having been a bank-

rupt at the testator's death."

But was not the true question here precisely the same as in the pre-

vious cases, viz. was the donee bankrupt within the meaning of the

—where the condition? and must not the meaning be the same wheth-
prohibited act gr the condition is precedent or subsequent? The case

demlde'the is different where the prohibited act is not in its nature
legatee. g^gj^ 3,3 to deprive the legatee of the personal enjoyment

of the legacy, e. g. a composition with creditors. Here personal enjoy-

ment is not made the criterion. If, therefore, the legatee compounds,

though without touching the bequeathed interest, the
.
forfeiture

takes effect (m).

(r) Samuel v. Samuel, 12 Ch. D. 152.

(s) L. R., 6 Eq. 482.

(«) White ». Chitty, Lloyd ». Lloyd, sup. „„ „, t. ,„„ ,.

(m) Sharp i). Cosserat, 20 Beav. 470. See Nixon «. Verry, 29 Ch. D. 196, where a com-

position under the Bankruptcy Act, 1869, was held a cause of forfeiture under a limitation

until "insolvent under some Act for the relief of insolvents." A colonial bankruptcy is

within the term " bankruptcy," Townsend i). Early, 34 Beav. 23 ; Re Aylwin's Trusts, L. E.,

16 Eq 590. As to insolvency in the colony of Victoria, Australia, see Waite ». Bingley, 21

Ch. D. 674; Ee Levy's Trusts, 30 Ch. D. 119. But in Montefiore v. Enthoven, L. E., 5 Eq.

35, it was held bv Malins, V.-C, upon the context, that executing an inspection deed under

the Bankruptcy Act, 1861, not assigning any property, was not within a clause prohibiting
'

' taking the benefit of an act for the relief of insolvent debtors." Cf . Billson u. Crofts, L. R.,

16 Eq. 314. So the filing of a petition under the Bankruptcy Act. 1883, by a debtor, and the

execution by him of a composition deed were held not to work a forfeiture of a life interest de-

terminable ifhe should assign, charge, or otherwise dispose of the income, " or do or suffer any-

thing whereby the income should become vested in any other person," Ex parte Dawes, 17 Q.
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* Wtere " insolvency " is made a cause of forfeiture, it is [*877]

not generally necessary that the legatee should have <• insolvency

"

taken the benefit of any act for the relief of insolvent
?J^^"'p°y''ij['

debtors. It is enough that he is unable to pay his debts tii\.

in full (x) .

Lord Eldon is sometimes supposed to have intended in Brandon v.

Robinson (y) , to lay it down that a limitation over to some third per-

son is in all cases essential to the validity of a condition As to validity-

making a life interest to cease on bankruptcy. His re- deteraiin^g

marks, however, are not to be taken as going to that legatee's in-

extent (s) ; and Dommett v. Bedford (a), and Joel v. there irno'

Mills (6), in which the life interest was held to cease upon S'^ ""'"er.

the proviso for cesser without any gift over, are direct authorities to

the contrary.

VII.— Conditions avoiding Life Interest on Voluntary Aliena-

tion.— But although a life interest cannot be made to adhere to any

person (except a married woman (c) ) in spite of his or
j^.^^ ^^^^^

her own voluntary acts of alienation, yet as it may be may be made

made to cease on bankruptcy or insolvency (d), so it may ^"ofun^^f

be determined on voluntary alienation (e). alienation.

B. D. 275. So also, where a Scotch sequestration was issued but recalled before a trustee had
been appointed, as by the law of Scotland the property is not divested from the debtor until

the appointment of a trustee, Clutterbuck v. James, W. N., 1890, p. 66, 62 L. T. 454. But
where the gift was to cease on the donee suffering anything whereby the income should cease

to be "payable to him," it was held that a receiving order, on which no further proceedings

had been taken, caused a forfeiture, Re Sartoris' Estate, Sartorisu. Sartoris, W. N., 1891, p. 112.

(x) De I'astet v. Tavernier, 1 Kee. 161; Re IVIuggeridge's Trusts, Job. 625; Freeman ».

Bowen, 35 Beav. 17. The legatee is estopped by a recital of such inability contained in a
composition deed executed by him, Billson v. Crofts, L. R., 15 Eq 314.

(y) 18 Ves., see p. 435; and see per Wood, V.-C, Stroud v. Norman, Kay, 330.

(z) See per Turner, V.-C, Rochford v. Hackman, 9 Hare, 481, 482.

(a) 6 T. R. 684.

(6) 3 K. & J. 458.

(c) See post. Sect. viii.

(d) See ante, Sect. vi.

(e) Lewes v. Lewes, 6 Sim. 304; Carter v. Carter, 3 K. & J. 618: Hurst v. Hurst, 21 Ch.
D. 278, where a prohibition of charge was said by Lindley, L. J., to include any attempt to

charge. Questions frequentlv arise as to the effect of particular acts in occasioning forfeiture

under clauses of this description. Where an annuity was to cease if the annuitant should do
any act with a view to assign, charge, incumber, or anticipate, it was held to be forfeited by
his giving an unstamped memorandum charging the annuity with an annuity which he had,
contracted to grant, Stephens v. James, 4 Sim. 499.

But mere negotiation for an assignment is no breach, Jones v. Wyse, 2 Kee. 285; and an
attempt to alien (where " attempts *^ are prohibited) must be such an act as but for the pro-
hibition would be an alienation, Graham v. Lee, 23 Beav. 391. A power of attorney given to

a creditor to receive dividends is irrevocable, and is therefore a clear violation of a clause
against incumbering them, Wilknison D.Wilkinson, 3 Sw. 515; unless arrears then due cover
the debt. Cox v, Bockett, 35 Beav. 48. As to which see South Wales Loan Company v. Rob-
ertson, 8 Q. B. D 17. So is an authority by agreement with the creditor given to trustees to

pay dividends to the creditor, Oldham v. Oldham, L. R , 3 Eq. 404; and so held notwith-
standing an arrangement between debtor and creditor that the authority should be binding in
honor only, this being considered a mere contrivance to evade the condition, id. In Craven
V. Brady, L. R., 4 Eq. 209, 4 Ch. 296, niarriage was held an act whereby a woman was de-
prived of "the right to receive or the control over " rents of real estate." But in Bonfield v.

Hassell, 32 Beav. 217, a personal annuity to a woman with a clause prohibiting any act
whereby it might " vest or become liable to vest" in any other person, was field not forfeited

by marriage. Of course this question cannot now arise in cases within the Married Women's
Property Act, 1882, ss. 2 & 5.
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[*878] * But where a sum. of money is given to be invested in tiie

purchase, in the names of trustees, . of an annuity for the

„, ,., life, and for the benefit, of A., it has been doubted
May a life '

,

.

. , , ....
annuity, to be whether a gift over on alienation or bankruptcy is valid

;

with'gross ^^ *^® ground that, apart from the gift over, it is an abso-

sum,beso lute interest in A., and that the gift over is consequently
etermme

repugnant. Now, in form, and so far as the testator's

intention is concerned, the gift of a sum to purchase an annuity

for A. is not an absolute gift to him of the sum; but the conclusion

that A. is absolutely entitled to the sum is arrived at in this way.

The trust to purchase is first taken to have been actually executed

(for it is a perfectly lawful trust), and seeing from that point of view

that A. may immediately sell the annuity, the Court dispenses with

the actual purchase, and holds that A. is entitled to immediate pay-

ment of the sum. But where the annuity when purchased is to be

subject to a gift over, the same point of view does not necessarily pre-

sent the same conclusion. The case would then seem to be the same

as if the testator, being possessed of an annuity pur autre vie, had

bequeathed it in trust for the cestui que vie, with a gift over in case

of alienation.

The question was raised in Hatton v. May (/), and it was held by Sir

K. Malins, V.-C, that the gift over on alienation was good. And Sir

„ R. Kindersley, V.-C, appears to have been of the same

May. opinion : for in Day v. Day (g) where, after a life estate

in the whole, the trust of one share of residue was to
Day V. ay.

purchase a government annuity for the life of C, and to

pay the same to him as it became due and not by anticipation ; but if

C. should either before or after the testator's death become bankrupt

or incumber the annuity, then over ; C. died in the lifetime of the

tenant for life without having incumbered or become bankrupt, so that

the exact point did not arise ; but in dealing with the question

[*879] * whether or not C.'s representatives were entitled to the

share, the V.-C. had to consider the effect, as a matter of con-

struction, of the gift over ; and he distinguished between the restraint

on anticipation, which (he said) apart from the gift over, would have

been void in law, and the gift over, which he treated as an effectual

provision, without a hint that he thought it open to any objection in

point of law.

But if the testator directs the annuity to be purchased in the name

Br deed one may settle even his own property on himself for life, with an efEectual proviso

for cesser on voluntary alienation, Brooke v. Pearson, 27 Beav. 181; Knight v. Browne, 30

L.J. Ch. 619; oron {wuoZM«(a?'y alienation by process»f law in favor of a particular creditor,

Ke Detmold, Detmold v. Detmold, 40 Ch. D. 585 ; but not on involuntary alienation in favor
of creditors generally resulting from bankruptcy, Ex parte Stephens, 3 Ch. D. 807.

(/) 3 Ch. D. 148. See also Power v. Hayne, L. R., 8 Eq. 262, the conflict between which
and Day v. Day, inf., is upon another point (vide ante, Vol. I., p. 368) and not, it is sub-
mitted, on the point here dealt with.

^g) 22 L. J. Ch. 878, 17 Jur. 586; also, but too shortly reported, 1 Drew. 569.
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of the annuitant, the purchase would no sooner he made, than all

control over the annuity would be gone, as completely as if the will

had contained no gift over: the annuitant therefore is entitled to

immediate payment of the value (A).

VIII.— Restraint on Anticipation by Married Women.— The gen-

eral rule which renders nugatory and unavailing an at- „
,

tempt to vest in a person an interest which shall adhere trusts not per-

to him, in spite of his own voluntary acts of alienation,
™e!fge ^f

™'''

is subject to an important exception in the case of women married

under coverture, who it is well known may be restrained
^''™'"'!

from anticipation.

And a restriction on the aliening power of an unmarried woman is

no less inoperative than a similar restraint on the jus disponendi of a

man. This was distinctly admitted in Barton v. Bris-
i,ut not ex-

coe (i), where a sum of money was vested in trustees, cepting the
'

. , ,

,

1 J J. 1. case of an un-
upon trust to pay the annual produce to such persons as married

A. (a feme coverte) should, notwithstanding her covert- woman,

ure, appoint, but not so as to deprive herself of the benefit thereof by
sale, mortgage, charge, or otherwise, in the way of anticipation ; and
in default of such direction, into her own proper hands, for her separ

rate use, exclusively of B. her husband ; and after her decease, upon
trust to transfer the fund as A. by will should appoint, and in default

of such appointment to M., the only child of A. A. survived her

husband, and now with M. filed a bill to obtain a transfer of the fund,

which Sir T. Plumer, M. E., decreed, on the ground that the restric-

tion was confined to coverture, and that when a married woman be-

comes discoverte, she has the same power of disposition over her

property as other persons.

As the restriction was evidently confined to the existing coverture,

the case cannot be considered as an authority on the gen- n ,

. - . , ,
•'

,
° Remark on

eral question, concerning which, however, there is no Barton «.

doubt either upon authority or principle. Bnscoe.

* Thus, in Jones v. Salter (Jc), where the income of a money [*880]
fund was bequeathed in trust for A., the wife of B., for her life,

for her separate use {I), so that the same should not be subject to

(h) Hunt-Foulston v. Furber, 3 Ch. D. 285.

(»') Jae. 603.

(i) 2 R. & My. 208.

\l) Wliat wor'ds create a trust for separate use, has often been a subject of dispute. The
principle of construction, in cases not within the Married Women's Propertj' Act, 1882, Is

stated to be that the marital right is not to be excluded, except bv expressions which leave
no doubt of the intention ; 5 Ves. 521; 9 id. 377; 1 Mad. 207; 2 R". & My. 188; 2 My. & K.
181, 188. But in Willis v. Kymer, 7 Ch. D. 181j a precatory trust for children, simpliciter,
was held by Jessel, M. R., to authorize the trustee to add a 'trust for separate use ; as if the
trust had been executory.

In Kirk v. Paulin, at the Rolls (1737), 7 Vin. Abr. 95, pi. 43, A. bequeathed household
goods, &c., to his daughter B., then the wife of C, to be at her own disposal, and to do
therewith as she should think fit: the bequest was held to be for her separate use. See also
Prichard «i. Ames, T. & R. 222; Bland v. Dawes, 17 Ch. D. 794 (''sole use and disposal.")
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[*881] * the debts, dues, or demands, and should be free from the control

or interference of B;, or of any other husband or husbands, with

In Darley v. Darley, 3 Atk. 399, Lord Hardwicke ruled that an estate given to the husband

for the livelihood of the wife created a trust for her separate use. But assuming the report to be
correct, this may have depended on the husband being sole trustee (as to which vid. inf.): in

the case itself a leasehold estate was conveyed to the wife direct, and the decision was the re-

verse of the dictum, see n. by Sanders, 3 Atk. 399, and per Arden, M. R., 3 B. C. C. 383.

In Packwood v. Maddison, 1 S. & St. 232, Leach, V.-C, said, that by a gift " for the sup-

port" of a feme coverte a trust for her separate use was not created. And see Gilchrist v.

Cator, 1 De G. & S. 188 ; and per Hall, T.-C, Austin v. Austm, 4 Ch. D. 236. In Cape v.

Cape, 2 Y. & C. 543, a gift by codicil for the support and maintenance of the wife of A. was
held to be for her separate use, probably because the will had contained a bequest of the same
fund to A. himself, which was expressfy revoked by the codicil.

In Lee v. Priaux, 3 B. C. C. 381, the trust, in a will, was to pay certain dividends to A.,

but the trustee was not to " be troubled to see to the application of any sum or sums paid to the

said A., but her receipt in wHiiny should be a si^cient discharge " to the trustee for the

sums so paid. Arden, M. R., was of opinion, that the words were sufficient to give an abso-

lute power to the wife independently of her husband. See also Re Lorimer, 12 Beav. 521,

where a legacy was directed to be paid "into the proper hands of A., and upon her smgle
receipt for the same."

In Dixon v. Olmius, 2 Cox, 414, a bequest to the testator's niece. Lady W,, of certain se-

curities owing from Lord W., with a direction that they should be delivered up to her when-
ever she should demand or require the same, was held, by Lord Loughborough, to be a gift to

her separate use ; because Lord W. could not have obtained them from the executors without
a demand made by Lady W. The same principle evidently applies to a direction that a
feme legatee shall not sell without her husband's consent, Johnes v. Lockhart, 3 B. C. C.
383, n., Belt's ed.

In Hartley v. Hurle, 5 Ves. 540, Arden, M. R., held that a trust to pay income into the

proper hands of A. was a trust for separate use. But in Tyler v. Lake, 4 Sim. 144, Shad-
well, V.-C, made a contrary decision on the same words. There was a similar gift to a
male legatee iu the same will; but his Honor seems not to have wholly relied on this circum-
stance: and the decision was afBrmed by Lord Brougham, 2 R. & My. 183, and reluctantly
followed by Wigram, V.-C, iu Blacklow v. Laws, 2 Hare, 49 (where the trust was "to pay
an annuity into the proper hands of A. for her own proper use and benefit"). See also Ry-
croft V. Christy, 3 Beav. 238. But a gift in trust for a woman, she " to receive the rents

herself while she lives, whether married or single,'^ with a clause forbidding a sale or mort-
gage during her life, was in Goulder v. Camm, 1 D. F. & J. 146, held to create a trust for

her separate use.

Of course, a trust or direction to pay the rents or income of property, real or personal,

simply to a married woman for life creates no trust for her separate use. Brown v. Clark, 3
Ves. 166; Lumb v. Milnes, 6 Ves. 517; Jacobs®. Ainyatt, 1 Mad. 376, n.; and the addition

of the words " for her own use and benefit" has been repeatedly held not to vary the con-

struction, Wills V. Sayer, 4 Mad. 409; Roberts v. Spicer, 5 Mad. 491; Beales v. Spencer, 2 Y.
& C C C. 651; and in Taylor v. Stainton, 2 .Jur. N. S. 634, it was admitted that a residuary

bequest to a married woman "for her own proper use and benefit," did not create a separate

trust.

"Separate" is the proper technical word for excluding the marital right: "sole" is not
equivalent; and prima facie a devise or bequest direct to a single woman (including the

testator's widow) for her sole use will not create a separate use, Gilbert v. Lewis, 1 D. J.

& S. 38; Lewis v. Mathews, L. R., 2 Eq. 177. Nor will the mere circumstance that the

property is vested in trustees, as where all the testator's estate is given to trustees for

the general purposes of the will, affect the result. Massy v. Rowen, L. R., 4 H. L. 288. It is

a question of construction on the whole will in each case : and where the machinery of a tru-^t

was creat"d for the special benefit of a married woman (Green v. Britten, 1 D. J. & S. 649;
Re Amies' Estate, W. N., 1880, p. 16), and of a single woman for whose possible marriage
the testator was providing (Re 'Tarsey's Trusts, L. R., 1 Eq. 561). a trust for the sole use
was held to exclude the husband. In Re Tarsey's Trusts the allusion to marriage was not
in connection with the very legacy upon which the question arose, but with another given by
the same will distinctly for the same legatee's separate use ; and the exclusion of the husband
from one fund by clear words was considered to increase the probability that by tiie use of

the word " sole " it was intended to exclude him from the other (see also L. R., 4 H. L. 302)

:

a fortiori, where one bequest was to be enjoved together with the other, as a house with its

furniture. Ex parte Killick, 3 M. D. & D. 480.

Income being more commonly devoted to separate use than corpns (and in Troutbeck v.

Boughey, L. R., 2 Eq. 534, the separate use was held upon the construction of the will to

attach on the income only, although the woman was devisee in fee), "sole" may more
readily be understood as intended to annex such a use to income than to corpus, per Lord
Cairns, L. R., 4 H. L. 301; and see Adamson v. Annitage, Coop. 283, 19 Ves. 416 (where
there was also a special trust created) ; Inglefield v. Coghlan, 2 Coll. 247. But if a testator
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* whom she might at any time thereafter intermarry, and [*882j

without any power to charge, incumber, anticipate, or assign

after directing that the Income bequeathed to females shall be "under their sole control"
(words which standing alone would clearly exclude the marital right), show by the context
that the expression has reference to the possible control of some person other than the hus-
band, the words will be inoperative to modify the mterest. Massey v. Parker, 2 My. & K.
174. Ex parte Ray, 1 Mad. 199, where, in default of children, the trust of corpus was for

the sole use, benefit, and disposition of a woman, arose on her marriage settlement; so that
an intention to exclude the husband might be readily inferred from the nature of the instru-

taient. But some dicta in this and other cases previous to Gilbert v. Lewis, especially in Ex
parte Killick, ascribe greater force to the word '*sole'* than is consistent with late cases;
with which also Cox v. Lyne, Young, 562, and Lindsell v. Thacker, 12 Sim. 178, are difficult

-to reconcile.
' The construction is wholly uninfluenced by any extrinsic circumstances in the situation of
the cestui que trust, which might seem to render a trust of this nature reasonable or conven-
ient, as that of her being indigent, or living separately from her husband, or both, Palmer
V. Trevor, 1 Vern. 261, Raithby's ed. , unless the circumstances are expressly referred to m the
will, as where "in case husband and wife should not at testator's death be living together,'*

the bequest was to the wife " absolutely," Shewell v. Dwarris, Job. 172. But the fact of the
husband being one of the trustees, Kensington ». DoUond, 2 My. & K. 184, or even that of
the prior trust being for him determinable on bankruptcy, &c., the trust in that event being
simply to pay " unto " the wife, Stanton «. Hall, 2 R & My. 175, does not afford ground for

inferring a separate trust. If the husband be made sole trustee the inference might be
stronger, per Leach, V.-C, Ex parte Beilby, 1 GI. & J. 167.
Where the gift was to A. and B. (one a married woman, and the other her infant daughter),

to be equally divided between them, " for their own use and benefit, independent of any other
person; " it was held, that these words meant "independent of'' all mankind, and, therefore,

included the husband, Margetts v Barringer, 7 Sim. 482. But a general exclusion of all,

was by Lord Hatherley, L R., 4 H. L. 298, distinguished from the particular exclusion of
a husband.

In Wardle v. Claxton, 9 Sim. 524, a direction to trustees to pay the interest to the testator's
wife, to be by her applied for the maintenance of herself and her children, was held not to
create a trust for separate use; the words "to be applied," &c., referring not only to the
widow, but to all the children. But this circumstance will not control tlie force of a clear
trust for separate use. Bain v. Lescher, 11 Sim. 397, for, as K. Bruce, V.-C, said (2 Coll.
421), "a case might arise in which the words ' sole use ' applied to a class of men and women,
might not be held indiscrimmately applicable to each." See also Froseatt v. Wardell. 3
De 6. & S. 685.

Where a trust for separate use is created, but no trustee is appointed, the husband becomes
a tnistee for his wife, Bennett v. Davis, 2 P, W. 316 ; see also 9 Ves, 375, 683. The point had
been doubted by Lord Cowper in Harvey v. Harvey, 1 P. W. 125.
The several questions above noticed will gradually lose their former importance as the

operation of recent legislation comes more fully Into force.
Under the Married Women's Property Act, 1882 (44 & 45 Vict. c. 75), s. 2. Everj' woman

married after the commencement of this Act (1st of January, 1883), may hold as her separate
property and dispose of as if she were a feme sole, all real and personal property belonging
to her at the time of marriage or acquired by or devolving upon her after marriage. And by
s. 5 of the same Act, every woman married before the commencement of the Act may hold
and dispose of in manner aforesaid as her separate property all real and personal property
her title to which accrues after the commencement of the Act. The title is deemed to accrue
at the date when such title, whether vested or contingent, was originally acquired, not the
date at which the property falls into possession: see Reid v. Reid, 31 Ch. D. 402, overruling
Baynton v. Collins, 27 Ch. D. 604; Re Thompson and Curzon. 29 Ch. D. 177; and Re Hughes,
W. N., 1885, p 62; and affirming Re Adame's Trusts, 33 W. R. 834, W. N. 1885, p. 153:
Re Tucker, Emmanuel v. Parfitt, 33 W. R., 932, W. N., 1885, p. 148; and Re Hobson, Web-
ster V. Rickards, 34 W. R., 195, W. N., 1885, p. 218.
To the complete efficiency of a trust for the separate use, a restraint on the anticipation

of future income is essential as a protection against marital influence. Hence, to ascertain
by what terms a restrictive provision of this nature may be created is a point of much import-
ance. The intention must be clear: and therefore a direction to pay the income from time to
time, or as it shall become due, or into the proper hands of the feme coverte, Pybus v. Smith,
3 B. C. C. 340, 1 Ves. Jr. 189; Parkes v. White, 11 Ves. 222; Acton v. White, 1 S. & St.
429; Glyn v. Raster, 1 Y. & J. 329; or even upon her personal appearance and receipt, Ross's
Trust, 1 Sim. N. S. 196; cf. Arden v. Goodacre, 11 C. B. 883; will not take away the power
of anticipation. In Alexander v. Young, 6 Hare, 393, the principle was carried to its full

extent, Wigram, V.-C, holding that a trust for the separate use of a married woman for her life

;

and after her death, as she should appoint, but no appointment by deed to come into operation,
until after her death, did not forbid anticipation.

But no technical form of words is necessarj'. In Field v. Evans, 15 Sim. 375, Shadwell,
y.-C, decided, that, under a trust for the separate use of a married woman, and a declaration
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[*883] the growing *payments thereof; and after her decease, in

trust for other persons. B., the husband, died, and A., the

Inalienable widow, and the ulterior cestuis que trust, petitioned for

mafried
"°" ^ transfer of the fund. Sir W. Grant, M. E., after some

woman not consideration, made the order.
admissible. g^ jjj Woodmeston V. "Walker (m), part of a residue was
What words to be laid out in the purchase of a life annuity for A., for

for separate ^^^ Separate use, and independent of any husband she
"se. might happen to marry, with a direction that her receipts,

notwithstanding her coverture, should be good and sufficient dis-

charges for the same, and to be for her personal benefit and mainte-

nance, and without power for her to assign or sell the same by way of
anticipation, or otherwise. A. was a widow at the date of the will,

and not having married again, applied for payment of the fund. Sir

J. Leach, M. E., held that A. was not entitled to the absolute interest,

inasmuch as the gift was subject to the contingency of a future mar-

that the receipts of herself or the persons to whom she should app6int the income, after the
same should become due, should be effectual, she was restrained from anticipating. See also
Baker ». Bradley, 7 D. M. & G. 697 ; Ee Smith, Chapman v. Wood, W. N., 1884, p. 181. In
Steedman v. Poole, 6 Hare, 193, a gift of property for the separate use of a feme coverte, "and
not to be sold nor mortgaged," was similarly construed; and under a bequest to children,
"the girls' shares to be settled on themselves strictly," it was held, that an executory trust
for separate use without power of anticipation wa.s created, Loch v. Bagler, L. E., 4 Eq. 122.
In Brown ti. Bamford, 1 PhiU. 260, it was decided bj' Lord Lyndhurst (reversing 11 Sim.
127), that a bequest in trust to pay the income to such persons as a married woman should
appoint, but not by way of anticipation, and in default of appointment, into her proper hands
for her separate use, created a valid restraint against anticipation, extending not onlv to the
express power but to the trust in default of appointment. So, Moore v. Moore, 1 Coll. 54;
Harnett v. M'Dougall, 8 Beav. 187; Spring i;. Pride, 4 D. J. & S. 395. And in Ee Law-
renson, Payne-Collier u. Vyse, W. N , 1891, p. 28, a restranit on anticipation attached to an
annuity was held to extend to a share of the testator's residue given to the annuitant. But
in Marshall v. Aiglewood, W. N., 1881, p. 3, where residue was given on certain trusts for
testator's children and their issue, the shares of daughters and female issue to be for their
separate use, a valid restraint on anticipation was held not to be annexed to the shares of
daughters by a superadded clause prohibiting alienation by any of the children during
their lives.

It was formerlj' considered that the restraint was inapplicable to a fund which was not
producing income, and that in such a case the corpus was payable to the feme coverte during
coverture, Re Croughton's Trusts, 8 Ch. 460, and see Armitage v. Coat«s, 35 Beav. 1. Secus,
as to the inheritance of land, or the corpus of an income-bearing fund. Baggett v. Meux,
1 Coll. 138, 1 Phill. 627 ; Re Ellis' Trusts, L. E., 17 Eq . 409 ; at least, not without a reserva-
tion of the income during coverture, see per Jessel, M. E., Cooper v Macdonald, 7 Ch. D.
288, 298. But the Court of Appeal have laid down that under a bequest to a married woman
for her separate use, friUowed by a clause restraining anticipation, the efficacy of the restraint
depends not on whether the gift is of an income-bearing fund or of cash, but on whether the
testator has or has not shown an intention that the trustees of his will shall keep the fund
and only pay the income, if any, to the married woman ; Ee Bonn, O'Halloran v. King,
27 Ch. D. 4li. See further as to the nature and scope of clauses in restraint on anticipation)
Ee Spencer, Thomas v. Spencer, 30 Ch. D, 183, Re Currey, Gibson v. Way, 32 Ch. D. 361;
Ee Grev's Settlements, Acasen v. Greenwood, 34 Ch. D. 85, Ee Tippett's and Newbould's
Contract, 37 Ch. D. 444. ,

For the purposes of a clause of this nature there is no distinction between a restraint on
anticipation and a restraint on alienation; 8 Ch. D. 463; 27 Ch. D. 414; 32 Ch. D. 365.
With the ordinary proviso against anticipation, income accruing de die in diem, but not

yet actually payable, cannot be dealt with. Re Brettle, 1 D. J. & S. 79 ; but overdue arrears
are not protected, Pemberton v. M'Gill, 1 Dr. & Sm. 266. A feme coverte may bar an entail
in land notwithstanding a restraint on anticipation. Cooper v. Macdonald, supra. A restraint
on anticipation does not create a separate use by implication, Stogdon v, Lee, W. N., 1891,
p. 47.

(m) 2 E. & My. 197.
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riage, when the restriction would be operative. The decree was re-

versed by Lord Brougham, C, on the authority of Barton v. Briscoe.

After laying down the doctrine, that equity allows a restriction to be

imposed on the dominion over separate estate, as a thing of its own
creation, the better to secure it for the benefit of the object, he ob-

served, that the operation of the clause against anticipation, where

there was no limitation over, rested entirely on its connection with the

coverture, and on its being applied to a species of interest

which was itself the creature of equity ; that * the present [*884]

was not a case where there was a coverture, but a possibility

only of coverture ; and it would be going farther than the authorities

warranted, and be violating legal principle, to give effect to an inten-

tion of creating an inalienable estate in a chattel interest, conveyed to

the separate use of a feme sole (which estate, till her marriage, or after

the husband's decease, she might otherwise deal with at discretion),

simply because, at some after period, she might possibly contract a
marriage.

The next point is of great and general importance, namely, whether
a restriction or alienation, extending generally to future coverture, is

valid. Formerly the validity of such restrictions was
not supposed to admit of doubt. To the surprise of the as to™usr^r
profession, however, a restriction or alienation applied separate in-

flllGTlAniP lisp

to future coverture, was pronounced by Sir L. Shadwell during future

to be invalid in Newton v. Eeid (w), and Brown v.
"overture.

Pocock (o), though without much consideration. Lord Brougham,
too, in Woodmeston v. Walker (p), expressed his strong doubt of the
capacity of a testator or settlor to create a -fetter on alienation which
should attach during future coverture, and from time to time fall off,

when such coverture determines.

Happily, the subsequent cases of Tullett v. Armstrong (q), and
Scarborough v. Borman (r), have established beyond dispute the val-

idity of a trust for the separate unalienable use of woman y jj^-. .

during future coverture. In each of those eases Lord trust for sepa-

Langdale, M. E., and on appeal, Lord Cottenham, held a aUe^naSfe use
trust of this nature to be valid. " After the most anx- during future

ious consideration," said the L. C, in concluding an finliiy^esta-

elaborate judgment in the former case, " I have come to •'''shed.

the conclusion that the jurisdiction which this Court has assumed in
similar cases, justifies it in extending it to the protection of the sepa-
rate estate, with its qualification and restrictions attached to it

throughout a subsequent coverture ; and resting such jurisdiction
upon the broadest foundation, and that the interests of society re-

(«) 4 Sim. IfiO.

(0) 5 Sim. 663.

(p) 2 R. & My., at p. 206.

(?) 1 Beav. 1, 4 My. & Cr. 390, and Sweet's Cases on Separata Estate, 28.
(r) 1 Beav. 34, 4 My. & Cr. 378.
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quire that this should be done. When this Court first established the

separate estate it violated the laws of property as between husband

and wife ; but it was thought beneficial, and it prevailed (s).

[*886] It * being once settled that a wife might enjoy separate estate

as a feme sole, the laws of property attached to this new es-

tate ; and it was found, as part of such law, that the power of aliena-

tion belonged to the wife, and was destructive of the security intended

for it. Equity again interfered, and by another violation of the

laws of property supported the validity of the prohibition against

alienation (<)."

Forfeiture not Where there is a gift of a life interest to a married
effected by woman without power of anticipation, with a gift over

a°tempt"to '^^ ^^^ death or " on her anticipating " her interest, any
anticipate. attempted assignment of her life interest is simply in-

operative, and accordingly does not effect a forfeiture (u).

IX.— Conditions in Restraint of Marriage. — The numerous and
refined distinctions on the subject of conditions in restraint of mar-

„. . . . riage do not apply to devises of, or pecuniary charges

regard to real upon, real estate (x), but are confined exclusively to

esfeitr"""*'
personal legacies and money arising from the sale of

lands (y) ; and with regard to the latter, they owe their

introduction to the ecclesiastical courts, who, in the exercise of the
jurisdiction they once possessed over personal legacies, it is well
known, borrowed many of their rules from the civil law.
By this law, all conditions in wills restraining marriage, whether

precedent or subsequent, whether there was any gift over or not,

Rule of the and however qualified, were absolutely void («) ; and
civilJaw. marriage simply was a suflcient compliance with a
condition requiring marriage with consent, or with a particular
individual, or under any other restrictive circumstances (a); but
this doctrine did not apply to widows.
Our Courts, however, while they equally deny validity to con-

(s) Even trusts for separate use during future coverture seemed exposed at one time to
some peril by the often cited doctrine in Massey v. Parker, 2 My. & K. 274; but the appre-
hensions on this subject had considerably abated, even before the cases of Tullett v. Arm-
strong, and Scarborough v. Borman, post, had established beyond controversy the validity of
restrictions on alienation extending to future coverture; Davies v. Thornj'oroft, 6 Sim. 420-
Johnson v. Johnson, 1 Kee. 648.

'

(«) As to whether a trust for separate use is intended to applv to all future covertures, or only
to an existing or contemplated coverture, see Beable v. Dodd" 1 T. E. 193 ; Re Gaffee 1 Mac.
& G. 541; and the cases there cited; Hawkes v. Hubback, L. R., 11 Eo. 5: Ejnff »'. Lucas'
23 Ch. D. 712 (settlement).

i
.

s "

(k) Re Wormald, Frank v. Muzeen, 43 Ch. D. 630.
(x) Reves «. Heme, 5 Vin. Ab. 343, pi. 41; Hervev v. Aston, 1 Atk. 361; Regnish v.

Martin, 3 Atk. 330. ,

(y) Bellairs v. Bellairs, L. R., 18 Eq. 510, 516, per Jessel, M. R. The case was one of a
mixed fund, and was held governed by the rule respecting peraonaltv.

(z) Godolph, Orph. Leg. p. 1, c. 15.
r b r J

(a) Id. p. 3, c. 17.
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ditions in general restraint of marriage, though accom- what are valid

panied by a gift over (6), yet have not adopted the
j^l'™^^^^";

rule of the civil law in its unqualified extent, but the law of

have subjected it to various modifications. " By the law ^'S'»°'i-

of England," says an eminent Judge, * "an injunction to ask [*886]

consent is lawful, as not restraining marriage generally (c).^

A condition that a widow shall not marry, is not unlawful (d). An
annuity during widowhood (e), a condition to marry or not to marry

T., is good (f).
A condition prescribing due ceremonies and place of

marriage is good
(ff)

; still more is the condition good which only lim-

its the time to twenty-one (A), or any other reasonable age (i)," pro-

vided it be not used as a cover to restrain marriage generally" (A).'

Conditions not to marry a Papist (I), or a Scotchman {m) ; not to

marry any but a Jew (m), and that a man shall not marry again (o),

have also been held good.*

(b) Moriey «. RennoMson, 2 Hare, 570; Lloyd v. Llo3'd, 2 Sim. N. S. 255; Bellairs v.

Bellairs, L. E., 18 Eq. 510.

(c) Sutton V. Jewk.s, 2Ch. Rep. 95; Creaghe. Wilson, 2 Vern. 573; Ashton v. Ashton, Pre.

Ch. 226; Chaunoey v. Graydon, 2 Atk. 616 ; Hemming3 v. Munckley, 1 B. C. C. 303 ; Dash-
wood V. Bulkeley, 10 Ves. 230.

(d) Barton v. Barton, 2 Vern. 308; Lloyd v. Lloj'd, 2 Sim. N. S. 255; whether the bequest

be by the- husband or another, Newton v. Marsden, 2 J. & H. 356. Where a testator devised

his real estate to his wife "during her life, provided she shall so long remain my widow,"
and he directed his trustees after the decease or re-marriage of his wife to sell the real estate,

and declared that the trustees shall out of the proceeds of sale " from and immediately after

the decease" of his wife raise and pay certain legacies: it was held by North J., that the

legacies were payable on the re-marriage of the wife, Ee Tredwell, Jaffray v. Tredwell, W.
N., 1891, p. 35.

(e) Jordan v. Holkham, Amb. 209.

(/) Jervoise v, Duke, 1 Vern. 19. See also Randall v. Payne, 1 B. C. C. 55, ante, p. 843;
Davis V. Angel, 4 D. F. & J. 524.

(g) In Haughton v. Haughton, 1 Moll. 611 (a case of real estate), a condition requiring

marriage to be according to the rites of the Quakers was held valid.

(A) Stackpole v. Beaumont, 3 Ves. 89.

(i) Yonge v. Furse, 8 D. M, & G. 756 (twentv-eight).

(k) Per Lord Thurlow, in Scott v. Tyler, 2 B. C. C. 488.

(I) Duggan V. Kelly, 10 Ir. Eq. Eep. 295.

(m) Perrin V. Lyon, 9 East, 170 (real estate).

(n) Hodgson v. Halford, 11 Ch. D 959. See also Re Knox, 23 L. E. Ir. 542.

(o) Allen 1). Jackson, 1 Ch. D. 399.

1 Collier e. Slaughter, 20 Ala. 263 ; Hogan MoCIoskey v. Gleason, 56 Vt. 264. See
1). Curtin, 88 N. Y. 163 (condition against Luigart v. Ripley, 19 Ohio St. 24; Clark, v.

marriage under twenty-one without consent Tennison, 33 Md. 85; Duncan v. Philips, 3

held good). Head, 415; Hughes «. Boyd, 2 Sneed, 512;
2 See KeufE v. Coleman and Hogan v. Vaughan v. Lovejoy, 34 Ala. 437 ; Snider v.

Curtin, supra. Newson, 24 Ga. 139; Chapin v. Marvin, 12
8 See Phillips v. Ferguson, 85 Va. 509; Wend. 538; Scott t). Tyler, 2 Brown, Ch. 487;

Eeuff 1). Coleman, 30 W. Va. 171. Phillips v. Medbury, 7 Conn. 568; Pringle v.
i Upon the general subject see a note by DunkW, 14 Smedes & M. 16: Dumey v.

the present writer in 1 Story, Eq. pp. 276-280, Schoefffer, 24 Mo. 170, 177 ; Allen v. Jack-
13th ed. Conditions imposed by a testator son, 1 Ch. D. 399. Contra, Levengood v.

in a gift of realty in restraint of marriage on Hoople, 124 Ind. 27 (citing Coon v. Bean, 69
the part of his widow are, by the general Ind. 474; Stilwell i). Knapper, id. 558). See
current of authority, valid. Duddy v. Gres- Phillips v. Ferguson, 85 Va. 509. And the

ham, 2 L. R. Ir. 44"2, 464; Commonwealth v. same rule applies to the second marriage of a
Stauffer, 10 Barr, 350; Cornell v. Lovett, 35 man as to that of a woman. Allen v. Jack-
Penn. St.100; Knight «. Mahoney, 152 Mass, son, supra. The condition in such case is

623 (overruling Parsons v. Winsfow, 6 Mass. probably good, though there be no limitation

169); Gaven». Allen, 100 Mo. 293; Bover «. over. Cornell ». Lovett, 35 Penn. St. 100,

Allen, 76 Mo. 498; Little v. Giles, 25 Neb. 104; Commonwealths. StaufEer, 10 Barr, 350.

313 (see Giles v. Little, 104 U. S. 291)

;

In gifts of legacies, however, the condition
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On the other hand, a condition not to marry a man of a particular

profession (^p), or a man who is not seised of an estate in fee, or of

(p) 1 Eq. Ca. Ab. 110, pi. 1, n. in marg. But in Jenner v. Turner, 16 Ch. D. 188. Bacon,
V.-C, upheld a condition subsequent in restraint of marriage with any person who was or
had been a domestic servant.

would be held void by those courts which
have followed the doctrines of the English
Ecclesiastical Court. Id. See Jones v. Jones,

intra ; Marples ». Bainbridge, 1 Madd. 590

;

Buddy V. Gresham, 2 L. R. Ir. 44,2, 465;
Banuerman t>. Weaver, 8 Md. 517; Gough w.

Manning, 26 Md. 347, 362; Waters v. Taze-
well, 9 Md. 292.

This is the m ierrorem doctrine of the

judges who " have never felt very sure of the

ground upon which they were treading.'*

Dickson's Trust, 1 Sim. N. S. 37, Lord Oran-
worth ; Selden v. Keen, 27 Gratt. 576, 581.

In such cases a gift during widowhood be-

comes a gift for lite. Bannerman v. Weaver,
supra. The better opinion appears to be that

in those states in which the ecclesiastical law
has not been adopted, the condition even in a
gift of personalty would be valid. See Mc-
Krow ». Painter," 89 N. C. 437 (where, how-
ever, the condition is spoken of as a limita-

tion), and the reasoning in Commonwealth v.

Stauffer, supra. In many of the cases, how-
ever, the condition has been followed by a gift

over upon breach ; and this has always been
held to make the condition good ; a distinc-

tion which is criticised infra. As to the law
of Indiana, see Harmon v- Brown, 53 Ind.

207; Mack v. Mulcahy, 47 Ind. 68.

In regard to the marriage of others than
the testator's widow, a condition, without a
gift over, should, it is held, be limited to the

forbidding of marriage with a particular

person, or under a certain age, or without the

consent of certain persons. Duddy v. Gres-
ham, supra; Maddox v. Maddox, 11 Gratt.

804; Williams ». Cowden, 11 Mo. 211;
Cornell v. Lovett, supra. If, however, the
gift be made in the form of a limitation of the
estate, as where land is devised to A. " until

marriage," or to A., " and in the event of

marriage," then over, the gift over is by the
general current of authority deemed good.
riles V. Little, 104 U. S. 291; Kaufman v.

Breckenridge, 117 111. 305; Green ». Hewitt,
97 111. 113; Levengood v. Hoople, 124 Ind.

27 (citing Harmon v. Brown, 58 Ind. 207;
Tate V. McLain, 74 Ind. 493; Wood v.

Beasley, 107 Ind. 37); Summit ». Young, 109
Ind. 506; Hibbits v. Jack, 97 Ind. 570; Nash
V. Simpson, 78 Maine, 142 (citing Dole v.

Johnson, S Allen, 364) ; Knight i). Malionev,
152 Mass. 523 ; Otis v. Prince, 10 Gray, 581

;

Bodwell 1'. Nutter, 63 N. H. 446; Morgan i>.

Morgan, 41 N. J. Eq. 235; Selden i\ Keen,
27 Gratt. 576; Lloyd v. Branton, 3 Meriv.

108; Morley v. Kennoldson, 2 Hare, 670;
Harmon v. Brown, 53 Ind. 207 (overruling,

on statutorv law, Spurgeon d. Scheible, 43
Ind. 216); Randall v. Marble, 69 Maine, 310
(case of a deed); Maddox ». Maddox, 11

Gratt. 804 ; Dawson v. Oliver-Massey, 2

Ch. D. 753. A testator may give another
as small an estate as he will, and clearly the
donee cannot take a larger interest, to the
detriment of the later donee, in the absence
of evidence in the will of any purpose in the
testator to enlarge the first gift in any case.

The courts cannot give a devisee or legatee
an estate which the testator did not express
an intention to give ; and the rights of the
later donee in such a case are to be respected
as much as those of the earlier.

But the limitation over must be valid, or
the prior taker will hold the estate free from
it. Otis V. Prince, supra; Randall v. Marble,
supra. And inasmuch as there cannot be an
heir of a living person, it was held in Otis v.

Prince that a limitation over to the " heirs "

of the donee upon his marriage, in the absence
of evidence in the will to show that the term
was not used in its technical sense, was void;
and an attempt to forfeit the donee's interest

in his lifetime in favor of his " heirs " failed.

In Randall r>. Marble, which arose under a.

grant, a broader ground was taken ; the court
declaring that a limitation over to one's heirs

was of no effect, because the estate would
descend to the heirs in case of forfeiture

whether there was a limitation or not. Hence,
forfeiture to the donor's heirs was no for-

feiture. The gift over must be to a stranger.

Compare Williams v. Cowden, 11 Mo. 211.
And see ante, p. 845 n., as to the distinction

between a condition and a limitation in the
matter of forfeiture.

The question may sometimes be difficult to

decide whether the testator intended to impose
a general (and, therefore, unlawful) restraint

upon marriage, or merely to provide for the
donee while unmarried," a provision to the
latter effect being, of course, a mere limit

fixed upon the estate given. See Jones v.

Jones, 1 Q. B, D. 279, a case in which the
court considered that the testator did not
intend to impose a restraint upon marriage.
It was also afiirmed in that case that there

,
is no authority for holdii g that the validity
of a gift of land may turn upon the question
whether the disposition amounts to a (condi-

tional) limitation or not, though the validity
of a gift of personaltj' might, perhaps, turn
upon such a question. And it was said tliat

the general doctrine concerning gifts in re-

straint of marriage had been borrowed from
the ecclesiastical law (Commonwealth v.

Stauffer, 10 Ban-, 350, 354; Cornell e. Lovett,
36 Penn. St. 100, 101, 103), and that the
consequences had sometimes been so incon-
venient that the courts had resorted to many
nice distinctions between conditions and
limitations to escape the rule. Common-
wealth V. Stauffer, supra: Cornell ». Lovett,
Bupra. See also Parsons ». Winslow, 6 Mass.
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perpetual freehold of the annual value of 5001. (q), is said to be too

general, and therefore void.

But a bequest during celibacy is good ; " for the pur- Limitation

pose of intermediate maintenance will not be interpreted ""*'' marriage,

maliciously to a charge of restraining marriage" (r). "This is not

a subtlety of our law only : the civil law made the same distinc-

tion" (s). * And no gift over is required to make the restric- [*887]

tion in this form effectual (t).

Generally in the law of personalty (u) to make effectual a condition

to ask consent there must be a bequest over in default, otherwise

the condition will be regarded as in terrorem only (v). "Different

(g) Keilv v. Monck, 3 Eidg. P. C. 205.

(r) Scott V. Tvler, Dick. 722; Heatii v. Lewis, 3 D. M. & G. 954; Potter v. Richards, 24
L. J. Ch. 488, 1 Jur, N. S. 462; Evans v. Rosser, 2 H. & M. 190. And see Bullock v.

Bennett, 7 D. M. & G 283; Webb v. Grace. 2 Phill. 701; Re Paine, W. N., 1882, p. 77.

(») Per Wilraot, C. J., Wilm. Op. 373. But the distmctiou does not hold in gifts of real

estate, Jones v. Jones, 1 Q. B. D. 274, stated infra.

(0 Heath v. Lewis, 3 D. M. & G. 954.

(u) In the case of real estate a gift over is not essential to the validity of conditions

in partial restraint of marriage, Haughton v. Haughton, 1 Moll. 611. As to whether the rule

applies where real and personal estates are given together, see Duddv «i. Gresham, 2 L. R., Ir.

443.

(») 2 Ch. Rep. 95; 2Freem. 41; 2 Eo. Ca. Ab. 212, 1 Ch. Cas. 22; 2 Freem. 171; 2 Vern.
357; 2 Vern. 452; Pre. Ch. 562 ; 2 Eq. Ca. Ab. 213; Sel. Cas. inCh. 26; 1 Atk. 361; Willes,

83; 2 Atk. 616; 3 id. 330; 1 Wils. 130; 3 Atk. 364; 19 Ves. 14. Two cases, indeed, may-
be cited which may seem to militate against the rule ascribing this effect to a bequest over—
Underwood v. Morris, 2 Atki 184; and Jones v. Suiiolk, 1 B. C. C. 528; but the authority of

the former was doubted by Lord Loughborough, in Hemmings v. Muncklev, 1 B. C. C. 303,
1 Cox, 39 ; and denied by Lord Thurlow, in Scott v. Tyler, 2 B. C. C. 488 ; and in the other
(Jones V. Suffolk) it is to be inferred from the judgment, though the fact is not distinctly

stated, that one of the persons whose consent was required was dead, and consequently the
gift over on marriage without consent failed ; and even if the general rule were not (as,"how-
ever, it seems that it is) that where the act or event which is to give effect to the gift over
and defeat the prior defeasible gift becomes impossible, the former is defeated, and the latter

IS rendered absolute (ante, p. 851), yet where the effect of a contrary construction would be, as
in the present case, to impose a general restraint on the marriage of the first devisee or legatee,
al'ter the death of the person whose consent is required, the case seems to fall withm the
principle on which conditions restraining marriage generally have been considered as void

;

the necessary consequence of which would be, that the first legacy is absolute, and the sub-
stituted gift fails. The same observations apply to Peyton ti. Bury, 2 P. W. 626.

169, 181; 4 Kent, Com. 127, doubting the over to restrain A. from marrying; as to
soundness of a distinction based upon a mere which it seems there should be some clear
gift over in such cases. evidence— something beyond the mere form

It will be observed that cases of this kind of a gift in language— like that of the
differ widely from cases of restrictions upon examples, except perhaps in the case of a
alieniition and the like. In those cases the gift to the testator's widow. If such evidence
rights of creditors are concerned, and the appear, then A. should take in fee in dis-
distinction between a bare, repugnant condi- regard of the limitation,

tion and a limitation of the estate becomes However, it may be too late in America to
most important; in the case nnder considera- make this suggestion even on the authoritj' of
tion, however, the real question, supposing, Jones v. Jones, supra, although in all 'the
with the authorities, that an attempt to distinctions taken, and in the actual conflict
impose a general restraint upon marriage is of authoritj', there has never, it is apprehend-
void, should be whether a purpose to impose ed, been any doubt that if the provision as to
Buch a restraint is apparent from the will. If marriage could be construed as not desiipied
that purpose is apparent, then in principle it (even though tending) to impose restraint
should be immaterial in what form, whether upon marrying, it must be sustained. And if

by a simple condition or by a limitation, the the question were open,there might be ground
purpose is expressed. Thus, in case of a gift to inquire whether conditions in restraint of
of Blackacre to A. m fee, but upon A.'s mar- marriage generally were contrarj- to public
riage, then over to B., the question, notwith policy. See Commonweallh v. Stnuffer,
standing the existence of a limitation, should supra ; Alien d. Jackson, 1 Ch. D. 399, 405 ;

be whether the testator mtended by the gift Jones v. Jones, supra.
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Gift over is reasons have been assigned for allowing this operation
necessary, to ^q a bequest Over. Some have said that it afforded a

condition to clear manifestation of the intention of the testator not
ask consent. ^ make the declaration of forfeiture merely in terro-

rem, which might otherwise have been presumed. Others have said

that it was the interest of the legatee over which made the difference,

and that the clause ceased to be merely a condition of forfeiture, and
became a conditional limitation, to which the Court was bound to give

effect. Whatever might be the real ground of the doctrine, it was
held that where the testator only declared, that in case of marriage

without consent, the legatee should forfeit what was before given, but

did not say what should become of the legacy, in such case the dec-

laration was wholly inoperative " (x).^

T . This observation, it will be seen, refers to conditions
In terrorem ..,...'
doctrine as to Subsequent, and certainly it is m regard to them only

subsequent- *^^* ^* ^^^ ^^ made with confidence
;
for though in many

of the cases already cited the condition was precedent,

yet there are, on the other hand, not a few such cases

[*888] in which a compliance with a condition * to marry with

consent, though unaccompanied by a bequest over, has been

enforced.

On examining these cases, however, it seems that in each of them
there was some circumstance which afforded a distinction ; and though

some of these distinctions may appear to savor of exces-
Conditions . ~

i. j 1 •ji.j.i.xj
precedent sive refinement, and were not recognized by the Judges
wiien not in -^i^q decided the cases, yet in no other manner than by
tfiiTorciu

their adoption can many of the modern cases be recon-

ciled with the stream of general authorities. But it is impossible that

the reader should receive without some degree of jealousy a plan for

reconciling these cases, when an eminent Judge (y) expressed an opin-

ion that they were so contradictory as to justify the Court in coming
to any decision it might think proper. With diffidence, therefore, the

writer submits that, according to the authorities, conditions precedent

to marry with consent^ unaccompanied by a bequest over in default,

will be held to be in terrorem, unless in the following cases.

Pirst, Where the legatee takes a provision or legacy in the alternar

tive of marrying without the consent, Creagh v. Wilson (s), Gillet v.

Wray (a). In Creagh v. Wilson this principle is not

legatee takes expressly Stated to have governed the decision, but it can
an alternative fce accounted for only on this ground. The smallness of
provis

. ^j^^ alternative legacy could make no difference, if the

(«) Per Sir W. Grant, in Lloyd v. Branton, 3 Mer. 108.

(v) See Lord LonghborouRh's judgment in Stackpole v. Beaumont, 8 Yes. 93.

(z) 2 Vern. 573, 1 Eq. Ca. Ab. Ul, pi. 6.

(a) 1 P, W. 284.

1 See Hogan v. Cortin, 88 N. T. 163.
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principle be, as apparently it is, that the testator, by providing for

the event of the condition being broken, shows that he did not intend

it to be in terrorem only. In Gillet v'. Wray, the alternative provision

was an annuity of 10^. ; and Lord Cowper held, that as the legatee was

provided for, equity could not relieve (b).

Secondlv, Where marriage with consent is only one of Where legacy

-1 n 1 • 1 ,1 1 J -n 1 i-j.1 J IS given upon
two events, on either oi which the legatee will be entitled an alternative

to the legacy ; as where it is given on marriage with con- ®'*^™'-

sent, or attaining a particular age, Hemmings v. Munckley (c), Scott

V. Tyler (d). In these cases neither of the events happened.

In Hemmings v. * Munckley, the legatee married without con- [*889]

sent, and died before attaining the required age. In Scott v.

Tyler the alternative event was reaching a particular age unmarried,

and the legatee defeated the gift quSunque via by marrying without

consent before that age.

Thirdly, Where marriage with consent is confined to minority,

Stackpole v. Beaumont (e). Lord Loughborough, in his judgment
in this case, observed, that it was perfectly impossible to

-v^here mar-

hold that restraints on marriage under twenty-one could riage with

be dispensed with, now (i. e., since the Marriage Act of restricted to

26 Geo. 2, c. 33) that such marriage was contrary to the minority,

political law of the country, unless (if by license) with the consent

of parents : and the testator merely places trustees in the room of

parents (/).
In all such cases, therefore, the legatee must comply with the con-

dition imposed on him by the will, although there is no bequest over.

They certainly show the anxiety of the Judges of later „,
Observations

times to limit as much as possible the rule adopted from
the civil law, which regards such restraining conditions as being in

terrorem only ; and suggest the necessity of great caution in its appli-

cation to all other cases of conditions precedent, since it is not easy

to calculate whether future Judges will adopt the distinctions which
modern cases present, or treat them as getting rid altogether of the

(J) Hicks V. Pendarvis, 2 Freem. 41, 2 Eq. Ca. Ab. 212 pi. 1, in which this principle is
denied, is of no authority. In Holmes v. Lysaght, 2 B. P. C. Toml. 261, the circumstance of
another legacy being given free from any such condition of marrving with consent was not
regarded as an alternative provision so as to bring it within this exception. Against this
decision, however (of the Irish Court of Exchequer), there was an appeal to D. P., which was
comoromised. But Eeynish v. Martin, 3 Atfc. 330, seems to go to the same point.

(c) 1 B. C. C. 303, 1 Cox, 39. See also Re Brown's Will, 18 Ch. D. 61.
(d) 2 B. C. C. 431. And see Gardiner v. Slater, 25 Beav. 609, where, however, there was

also a gift over.

(e) 3 Ves. 89. See also Hemmings v. Munckley, 1 B. C. C. 303, referred to supra, where
the age on which the legatee was to become entitled, independentlv of the condition of marry-
ing with consent, was eighteen ; and Scott v. Tyler, 2 B. C. C. iSl, where it was, as to one
moiety twenty-one, and the other twenty-five.

(/) The Courts seem to have inclined greatly to confine marriage conditions to marriage
during minority or within the period fixed for the myment of the legacy, Knapp ». Noyes,
Amb. 662; Osborn v. Brown, 5 Ves. 527; King v. Withers, Cas. t. Talb. 117, 1 Eq. Ca. Ab.
112, pi. 10; Duggan v. Kelly, 10 Ir. Eq. Eep. 473; West v. West, 4Gif. 198.
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in tertorem doctrine, as applicable to conditions precedent (^). Such,

indeed, we may collect was the intention of Lord Loughborough, who
in Stackpole v. Beaumont made a general and indiscriminate attack

on the qualified adoption of the rule of the civil law, as applicable

either to personal legacies or legacies charged on real estates, condi-

tions precedent or subsetjuent. His decision may, and it is conceived

does, rest on solid grounds; but his observations do not evince that

respect for authority and established principles which has character-

ised his successors. However, in Yonge v. Furse (A), a condition pre-

cedent not to marry under twenty-eight was held effectual,

[*890] * though there was no gift over, and no other circumstance to

bring it within either of the three categories mentioned above.

But it should be remembered that no question exists as to the appli-

cability of the in terrorem doctrine to conditions subsequent (t). And

Marriage ^®^® ^^ '^^J ^® observed, that, admitting it to the fullest

necessary, extent in regard to conditions precedent
;
yet, in such a

ease a legacy given on marriage with consent cannot b6
claimed by the legatee while uninarried, as the doctrine dispenses

only with the consent, not with the marriage itself (k).

It has been decided that where a condition of this nature is an-

nexed to a specific or pecuniary bequest, a residuary clause in th6

same will is not equivalent to a positive bequest over, in

bequest does rendering the condition effectual (Z), unless there is an
not amount to express direction that the forfeited legacy shall fall into

the residue (m). And it was held in Keily v. Monck (w).
Neither does that a direction that a forfeited legacy should fall into a
a direction „, ,. ..ti-.-.
tiiatiegacjr luud created for payment of debts and legacies, there

fund for pay-
^^^^"8 ^° deficiency in the general personalty to occasion,

ing debts, if a resort to that fund, was not equivalent to a gift over

:

debts."'^^

™ ^^^ ^ dictum to the same effect of Lord Keeper Har-

(g) Such a conclusion would overturn Eeynish v. Martin, 3 Atk. 330, and many other cases
decided upon great deliberation.

{h) 8 D. M. & G. 756.

(!) See Marples ». Bainbridge, 1 Mad. 590 (second marriage of widow) ; "Wheeler v. Bing-
ham, 3 Atk. 368 (marriage with consent). W. v. B. , 11 Beav. 621, where the condi-
tion was not to marry any daughter of A., seems also referable to this ground; for " and "

could not (as appears to have been argued) be changed into " or " so as to understand a gift

over, on breach of one alternative during the life of T., to T.'s widow ; while, without the
change, there was no gift over corresponding accurately with the condition.

{h) Garbut v. Hilton, 1 Atk. 381. See also Gray v. Gray, 23 L. R. Ir. 399.

(0 SemphillD.Baj'ly, Pre. Ch. 562; Pa.getu. Hey wood, cit. 1 Atk. 378 ; Scott ». Tyler, as
reported Dick. 723 ; which overrule Amos d. Horner, 1 Eq. Ca. Ab. 112, pi. 9.

(m) Wheeler «. Bingham, 3 Atk. 364; Lloyd «. Branton, 3 Mer. 108, overruling the dictum
in Reves». Heme, 5 Vin. Ab. 343, pi. 41, and Mr. Roper's suggestion, 3 Rop. Leg. 327. See
also Ellis V. Ellis, 1 Sch. & Lef. 1 ; Stevenson v. Abington, 11 "W. E. 935.

(m) 3 Ridg. P. C. 205. Legacies, charged on real in aid of the personal estate, were there
given to the testator's daughters, payable on the respective davs of marriage, subject to a
proT'iso, that if either married without coiisent, br a man not seised of an estate in fee or of
perpetual freehold of the annual value of 500i., she should forfeit her legacy, which was then to
sink as in the text; one daughter married with consent, but her husband had not the requisite
estate. Lord Clare was of Opinion that she was nevertheless entitled to her legacy on either
of two grounds ; first, that the legacy was pecuniary and there was no gift over ; of secondlj',
that even it it were held that the legacy was a charge on the realty, the condition was illegal
at common law, being too generally in restraint of marriage.
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court (o), was cited in support of that opinion. The ground of

this opinion was, that ia order to constitute such a gift over,

there must appear a clear distinct right vested in a third person;

hut as there was no necessity to resort to the fund, there was no per-

son who had such a right ; there was therefore no gift over.

* It is conceived, however, that this reasoning could not be [*891j
applied to a case where a clear undoubted gift over lapses.

As the rule which denies effect to a condition restraining marriage,

unless accompanied by a bequest over, is (we have seen), confined

to bequests of personal estate and money arising from Effect where

the sale of land, it follows that where a condition of this legacy is

nature is annexed to a legacy which is charged on real ^ "and per"

estate, in aid of the personalty, the condition will, so far s™*^ estate,

as the latter (which is the primary fund) is capable of satisfying the

legacy, be invalid; while, to the extent that it becomes an actual

charge on the real estate, it will be binding and effectual (j>).

It is remarkable, that in the early cases of conditions to marry
with consent annexed to devises of land, no attempt was made to

argue that the condition was not broken or rendered
-v^iiether

impossible by marriage without consent, as the devisee dition re-

might survive his wife or her husband, and then be in
riaerwith*"^'

a situation to comply with the condition. Upon this consent is

principle Lord Thurlow, in Eandall v. Payne {q) held J°si marriage

that a gift in case J. and M. did not marry into cer- without con-

tain families did not arise on their marrying into other

families, as they had their whole life to perform the condition ; but
in a modern case (r), a devise subject to a condition of this nature

was held to be forfeited by marriage into another family. There
were circumstances distinguishing it from Eandall v. Payne, particu-

larly a legacy payable at twenty-one or marriage, by the way of

alternative provision, which showed that the testator had a first

marriage in contemplation.

The same argument might arise with regard to a bequest of per-

sonal estate if the case were one of those in which a condition prece-

dent may be enforced without a gift over (s). Thus in Clifford v. Beau-
mont {t), where a legacy was given by the testator to his daughter L.,

payable upon her marriage " with such consent and approbation as
aforesaid," (the reference being to a clause requiring marriage " if

before twenty-one, with the consent of trustees " ) : the legatee

married under twenty-one and without consent,, and Lord Lough-
borough decided that the legacy was not then payable (m), After-

(o) Pre. Ch. 350.

(p) Eeynish v. Martin, 3 Atk. 330.

(?) 1 B. C. C. 55, ante, p. 843. See also Page v. Heywood, 2 Salk. 570.
(r) Lowe i). Manners, 5 B. & Aid. 917.

(«) Vid. ante, p. 887.

b) 4 Ru^<8. 325.

(u) Stackpole v. Beaumont, 3 Yes. 89.
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wards, having attained twenty-one, she married a second husband,

and claimed the legacy ; but Sir J. Leach, M. R., thought himself

precluded from allowing the claim by the previous decision.

[*892J That decision, however, appears *in fact to have left the

point untouched ; and Sir J. Leach's judgment has conse-

quently been questioned (x).

But, even in regard to devises of real estate, it seems to be

generally admitted (though the point rests rather on principle than

General re- decision), that Unqualified restrictions on marriage are

marriag^Ts ^°^^' °^ grounds of public policy. Though (y), where
to real estate, lands were devised to A. in fee, with an executory limi-

tation over if she married with any person born in Scotland, or of

Scottish parents, the devise over was held to be valid, as not falling

within this principle ; it is evident, from Lord EUenborough's few
remarks, that he would have considered a devise over, defeating the

estate of the prior devisee on marriage generally, to be void.

In Jones v. Jones (s), too, it was said by Blackburn, J., that there

was strong authority that where the object of the will was to restrain

marriage and to promote celibacy, the Court would hold such a condi-

tion to be contrary to public policy and void. In that case a testator

devised land to three women, A., B., and C, to possess and enjoy the

same jointly during their lifetime, and when any or some of them
should die he gave their shares to be possessed and enjoyed

by D. and her daughter E., during their lifetime, provided that

E. continued single; otherwise if she should marry her share

was to go to the others, share and share alike. E. married ; and it

was held that her estate thereupon ceased ; for that there appeared

to be no intention to promote celibacy, but only that if E. married

she should be maintained by her husband. Blackburn, J., said, the

will " comes to this, ' I have left to three women enough to live upon,

and if one of them dies I bring in D. and E. ; but if E. (I suppose as

the youngest she was most likely to change her state) happens to

marry, her husband must maintain her, and her share shall pass to

the rest.' . . . Looking at the object of this will and the fact that

the testator probably thought that his property was not more than

enough for these women to live upon together, his direction that the

one who married should lose her share cannot be said to be contrary

to public policy."

It was argued that the distinction between a limitation and a con-

dition was established by authority and was fatal to the condition in

this case ; but it was held that those authorities were inapplicable to

devises of real estate, and that as this will showed the testa-

[*893] tor's object not to be restraint of marriage it was * immaterial

(») See Beaumont «. Squire, 17 Q. B. 906. (y) Perrin v. Lyon, 9 East, 170.

(«) 1 Q. B. D. 279.
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that the disposition was in form a condition : what he intended was

a limitation during celibacy.

Public policy is equally violated by a condition the natural effect

of which is to promote celibacy, whether the testator intended it so to

operate or not ; but if it is a question of intention, it is certainly more

agreeable to general rules to collect that intention from the whole

context than to insist on its being manifested by a particular form

of words (a).

It has been decided, that a requisition to marry with consent, im-

posed by a testator on his daughters, then spinsters, did not apply to

a daughter who afterwards married in the testator's life- ^
. . -1 . 1 • T ,1 ^7x mi 1 Legatee mar-

time, and was a widow at his death (o). The contrary ryingintes-

construction would have produced the absurdity of obli- 'ator's hfe-

ging the legatee to marry again, in order to provide for

her children, if any, by her first husband. And in such a case, it

seems, if the legatee marry with her father's consent, or even his

subsequent approbation (c), she will be entitled to all the benefit

attached by him to marrying with the consent required; as it is

impossible to suppose that a testator could intend to place a daugh-

ter, marrying with his own consent, in a worse situation than if she

had married with that of his trustees (cZ) . The substance of the con-

dition is to guard against an improvident marriage, and to this end
the control of the testator himself is equivalent to that of his depu-

ties : the condition is substantially performed. But a condition not

to marry before a given age (e), or requiring marriage with A. (/), or

not to marry again (g), is in no sense performed by the testator giv-

ing his consent to a marriage before the prescribed age, or to a mar-

riage with some one else than A., or to a second marriage (as the case

may be). Possibly he intended the legacy to stand freed from the

condition ; but he could only effect that object (at least since the stat.

1 Vict. c. 26) by some means authorized by that statute (h).

*It seems that the assent of trustees will sometimes be [*894]

presumed from the non-expression of their dissent, according

(o) In Right V. Compton, 9 East, 267, stated ante, Vol. I., p. 461, a limitation until
marriage was assumed to be valid.

(6) Crommelin v. Crommelin, 3 Ves. 227.

(c) Wheeler v. Warner, 1 S. & St. 304.

(d) Clarlie v. Berkeley, 2 Vern. 720; Pariiell ». Lyon, 1 V. & B. 479 ; Coventry v. Higgius,
14 Sim. 30; Tweedale «. Tweedale, 7 Ch. D. 633.

(e) Yonge v. Furse, 8 D. M. & G. 756.

(/) Davis V. Angel, 4 D. F. & J. 524.

(g) Bullock V. Bennett, 7 D. M. & G. 283; West v. Kerr, 6 Ir. Jur. 141. The circum-
stance that the restriction was in the form of a limitation during widowhood appears not to
have been essential to these decision?.

(A) In Smith v, Cowdery, 2 S. & St. 358, before the act, a condition not to marry A. was
held dispensed with by testator consenting to marriage with A. This case was relied on by
Wood, V.-C, in Violett v. Brookman, 26 L. J. Ch. 308, as authority for holding, upon a will
dated 1850, that forfeiture for breach of a condition, not to dispute another document, had
been waived by the testator's acts. Sed qu. The V.-C. also held that simple confirmation
of the will by codicil subsequently executed set up the gift free from the condition.
Sed qu.
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to the maxim, qui tacet consentire videtur, especially if

marriage, the express assent were withheld with a fraudulent in-

when pre- tgnt (i) ; and, in the absence of direct evidence, assent

will be presumed, where no objection to the legatee's

title is taken for a long period of time after the alleged forfeiture

has taken place (k). But where the consent is required to be in

Consent in Writing/, it is not clear that any misconduct on the part
writing. Qf ^ijg trustees would be a ground for dispensing with
it. Thus in Mesgrett v. Mesgrett (Z), though the trustee was actuated

by the motive of inveigling the legatee into a match without his con-

sent, in order to transfer the portion to one of his own children, yet
the Lord Keeper laid some stress on the circumstance that a consent

in writing was not required ; and Lord Eldon, in Clarke v. Parker (m),

observed that it would be difficult to support the decision if it had
been. On the other hand. Lord Hardwicke, in Strange v. Smith (n),

held that the mother, whose consent in writing was required, had,

by making the offer to, and permitting the addresses of the intended

husband, given consent to her daughter's marriage, which she could

not retract, though there appears to have been no written consent ; a
circumstance to which his lordship does not once advert, nor, which
is still more singular, does Lord Eldon, in his comments on this and
the other cases, in Clarke v. Parker, notice it. Sir J. Leach (o),

thought that the accidental omission of a trustee, who approved the

marriage, to give a consent in writing, would not have invalidated it

;

but in the case before his Honor, the requisite consent was held to

have been contained in a letter written by the trustee before the mar-

riage, though a more formal writing was in his contemplation {p).

The Courts are disposed to construe liberally the expressions of

persons whose consent is required {q), especially if they have sanc-

tioned, by their acquiescence, the growth of an attachment

[*895] * between the parties (r). In Pollock v. Croft (s), where, un-

der the circumstances, consent was not required to be in

Expressions
Writing, a general permission to the legatee to marry

of consent, according to her discretion, appears to have been deemed
how construed,

guffioient, without any further consent.

A consent to a marriage with A., of course, is no consent to a

marriage with B., though B. should, for the purpose of the marriage,

(i) Messrette. Mesgrett, 2 Vern. 580; Berkley v. Eider, 2 Ves. 533.

\k) Re Bircli, 17 Beav. 358.

\l) 2 Vern. 580.

(m) 19 Ves. 12.

(n) Amb. 263.

(o) Worthinpton ». Evans, 1 S. & St. 165.

(p) See also Le Jeune i>. Budd, 6 Sim. 441.

(a) Dalev v. Desbouverie, 2 Atlt. 261; but as to which, see Clarke v. Parker, 19 Ves. 12:
D'Aguilar 'v. Drinkwater, 2 V. & B. 225 ; Re Smith, Keeling v. Smith, 44 Ch. D. 654.

(r) D'Asuilar v. Drinkwater, 2 V. & B. 225.

\s) 1 Mer. 181 ; see also Mercer v. Hall, 4 B. C. C. 326.
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and with the fraudulent design of deceiving the trus- As to mar-

tees as to his identity, assume the name of A. {t) (sup- "*^e'"
^™°^

posing the marriage, under such circumstances, to be

lawful) (u).

* It seems, that if trustees withhold their consent from a [*896j

Ticious, corrupt, or unreasonable cause, the Court will in-

terfere (x) ; but in such a case the onus of proof would
Xj„gtgeg

lie on the complaining party, and it would not be in- withholding

cumbent on the trustee to assign any reason for his "°"^®° •

dissent, even although the person whose consent is required be the

devisee over (y), notwithstanding the doubt thrown out by Lord
Hardwicke, in Harvey v. Aston (s), and by Lord Mansfield, in Long
V. Dennis (a) ; but of course the refusal of such a person would be

viewed with particular jealousy. And where a trustee refuses either

(*) Where (as sometimes occurs) a person drops his real name and assumes another, with-
out any authority, a marriage by the adopted name (being the name by which he is generally
known) is clearly valid. And even the adoption of a false name, pro hao vice, will not,

under the statute of 3 Geo. 4, c. 75, invalidate a marriage, unltss the inisnomer is known to

both parties.

And here it may be observed that a gift by will to a person described as the husband or
wife or widow of another is not in general affected by the fact of the devisee or legatee not
actually answering the description, by reason of the invalidity of the supposed marriage, or
by reason of the second marriage, of the supposed widow or otherwise : Giles v. Giles, 1 Kee.
685; Doe d. Gains u. Kouse, 5 0. B. 422; Eishton v. Cobb, 5 Mv. & C. 145 ; Ee Petts, 27 Beav.
576; LepinetJ. Beau, L. K., 10 Eq. 160; In the goods of Howe, 33 W. E. 48. See Ee Bodding-
ton, Boddington v. Clairat, 25 Oh. D. 685, where the Court of Appeal (affirming the decision
of Fiy, J. ) held that a lady whose marriage with the testator had been annulled was entitled
to a legacy given to her by his will under the description of his w?i/e, but not to an annuity
given to her so long as she should continue his widow. As regards the effect of a dissolution
of the marriage. Fry, J., held in Bullmore v. W3"nter, 22 Ch. D., 619, that a husband who
had obtained a divorce was entitled to property devised after the death of the wife in trust
for any husband with whom she might intermarry, if he should survive her, for his life.

But Kay, J., in Ee Morrison, Hitchins v. Morrison, 40 Ch. D. 30, expressed his dissent from
this decision, and held that a divorced wife was not entitled to a life interest in property
bequeathed in trust for " any wife " of the testator's son. As to the effect of a divorce upon
a bequest of an annuity to A., and his wife B. jointly, and if A. should predecease B. to B.,
see Knox ». Walls, 48 L. T. 655, 31 W. E. 559; W. N. 1883, p. 59. And, on the same
principle, a legacy to a person described as the testator's intended wife has been held to be
payable, atlhough the testator did not eventually marry her ; Schloss v. Stiebel, 6 Sim. 1.*
A different rule prevailed, however, whe/e a fraud had been practised on a testatrix, the
discovery of which, there was reason to suppose, would have destroyed the motive for the
gift. As, in Kennell )'. Abbott, 4 Ve.s. 804, where the testatrix, under a power, bequeathed
a legacy to a man whom she described and with whom she lived as her husband : the mar-
riage was invalid, on account of his having a wife at the time, but the fact was never known
to the testatrix. Under these circumstances, the legacy was held to be void. See also
Wilkinson ®. Joughin, L. E., 2 Eq. 319, where the gift to the fraudulent "wife " failed, but
that to the innocent "step-daughter" was upheld. But these cases are properly within the
exclusive jurisdiction of the Probate Court, ante, Vol. I., p. 27.

(«) Dillon V. Harris, 4 Bli. N. S. 329. In this case, the marriage was had with a person
whom the testator had prohibited the legatee from associating with or having any further
knowledge of: expressions which Lord Brougham appeared to think did not necessarily
extend to marriage ; but Lord Tenterden (whom Lord Brougham consulted) seems to have
inclined to a contrary opinion. However, this point did not arise, according to the adjudged
construction.

(x) See judgments in Clarke v. Parker, 19 Vea. 18; Daahwood v. Lord Bulkeley, 10 Vea.
245; Pevton v. Bury, 2 P. W. 628.

(j) 19' Ves. 22.

(z) 1 Atk. 380.

(a) 4 Burr. 2052.

» This was before the act 1 Vict. c. 26, under which the marriage would, if it had taken
place, have been a revocation of the bequest, ante, Vol. I., p. 112.
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to assent or dissent, the Court will itself exercise his authority, and

refer it to the Master to ascertain the propriety of the proposed

marriage (b).

It seems that consent once given, with a knowledge of the circum-

stances, and where there is no fraud, cannot be retracted (c), without

Retracting an adequate reason, unless it be given upon a condition (as

consent. that of the intended husband making a settlement (d)),

which is not performed ; but actual withdrawal in such a case must
be unnecessary, since a conditional consent is no consent until the per-

formance of the condition.

Where the consent of several persons is required, all must concur

;

and the consent of two out of three, the third not expressly dissent-

Consent of
iii&j is insufficient (e). But the weight of authority in-

all, clines, after some fluctuation, towards dispensing with
Renouncing the concurrence of a renouncing executor or trustee.

tfusteeTMs*^ Lord Hardwicke, in Graydon v. Hicks (/), held that a
consent not consent, which was to be obtained of the testator's " ex-

ecutor," was not rendered unnecessary by his renunci-

ation. On the other hand. Sir J. Leach, V.-C, (before whom Lord
Hardwicke's decision was not cited,) held (g), in accordance with an
intimation of Lord Eldon's opinion in Clarke v. Parker, that where
the marriage was to be with the consent of " trustees," the concur-

rence of one who had not acted, and had renounced the executorship

(he being also executor), was not necessary. And this was
[*897] followed by Lord * Plunket, C. Ir., in Boyce v. Corbally (A)

where, though Graydon v. Hicks was cited, he held that a
legacy with a gift over in case of marriage without the consent of

the executors " after named," was not forfeited by marriage without

the consent of one of the persons named who had declined to act.

A consent, required to be given by several persons nominatim, of

course, cannot be exercised by survivors ; and in Peyton v. Bury (i),

Whether i* ^^^ ^° decided, though the persons were also appointed

survivors can executors, whose office survives ; in which, however, Lord
give consent. rpj^^y^Q^ seems not to have fully concurred (k); his opin-

ion being, that the required consent of " guardians," might be given

by a survivor, though he admitted that it was collateral to the office (I).

(h) Goldsmid v. Goldsmid, Coop. 225, 19 Ves. 368.

(c) Lord Strange v. Smith, Amb. 263 ; Merry v. Ryves, 1 Ed. 1 ; Le Jeune i". Budd, 6 Sim.

441.

(d) Dashwood v. Lord Bulkeley, 10 Ves. 230. It seems that a settlement after marriage is

sufficient to satisfy such a conditional consent, id. 244; Daley v. Desbouverie, 2 Atk. 261.

(e) See Clarke v. Parker, 19 Ves. 1.

(/) 2 Atk. 16.

(o) Worthington ». Evans, 1 S. & St. 165.

(%) 2 LI. & Go. 102. See also Ewens v. Addison, 4 Jur. N. S. 1034.

(t) 2 P. W. 626.m See Jones v. Earl of Suffolk, 1 B. C. C. 528.

\l) See this point, in regard to powers generally, 1 Powell Dev., Jarm. 239.
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And with this agrees the decision in Dawson v. Oliver-Massey (rri),

where it was held that a condition precedent to marry with consent

of " parents," was well performed after the death of the father by
marrying with the consent of the mother. The Court read the will

as requiring marriage to be " substantially with proper parental con-

sent, — with the consent of the parents or parent, if any." On this

principle it has been held that a condition not to marry A. without

the written consent of the testator applies only to marriage during the

testator's lifetime ; and that marriage with A. after the testator's

death, and without any written consent being left by him, was no
breach (ji). Where, however, the consent of guardians is required to

marriage, then, if there are no guardians, an application must be made
to the Court for the appointment of guardians, and the consent of the)

guardians so appointed must be obtained to satisfy the condition. The
consent of a guardian appointed by the infant would not be sufficient (o).

It seems to be clear, that approbation subsequent to a subsequent

marriage is not in general a sufficient (p) compliance with approbatioa.

a condition requiring consent ; but Lord Hardwicke, in Burleton v.

Humfrey (g'), took a distinction between the words " consent

"

and * " approbation," holding the latter to admit subsequent [*898]
approval, where coupled with the former disjunctively ; but

he decided the case principally on another ground, and in regard to

the admission of subsequent consent the authority of the case has

been questioned (r).

Where a term was limited to trustees, upon trust to raise portions

for daughters upon marriage with consent, and upon condition that

the husband should settle property of a certain value : , ^ *
T , . , . f T

^, ' . . , ' Instance of
and the marriage was had with the requisite consent, but equitable

the settlement was omitted by the neglect of the trustee ; *'

the Court relieved against a forfeiture, upon a settlement being ulti-

mately made (s).

It remains only to be observed, that in a case {t) in which the devise

was on marrying wi^A consent, and the limitation over „, . .„

on marrying against consent, the word " against " was consent, con-

construed without, to make it alternative to the other
s'^eii ««''*»«'•

gift.

(m) 2 Ch. D. 753. See also per Lord Eldon, Grant v. Dyer, 2 Dow. 84. In Peyton v. Bury,
sup., the condition was subsequent: so that the efEect of the decision was to make the legacy
absolute. The power of giving or withholding consent does not generally pass to the repre-
sentative of a last-surviving executor or trustee, per Lord Eldon, sup.

(n) Booth V. Meyer W. N. 1877, p. 224.

(o) Re Brown's Will, 18 Ch. D. 61. See as to the appointment of guardians generally
Byth. & Jarm. Conv. (4th Ed. by Bobbins), Vol. I., pp. 796, et seq.

(p) Frv ». Porter, 1 Ch. Cas. i38 ; Reynish v. Martin, 3 Atk. 330.

(q) Amb. 256.

(r) See Clarke V. Parker, 19 Ves. 21.

(») O'Callaghan v. Cooper, 5 Ves. 117.

(0 Long V. Eicketts, 2 S. & St. 179. See also Creagh v. Wilson, 2 Vern. 673, 1 Eq. Ca.
Ab. Ill, pi. 5.
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X. ^- Condition to assume a Name.—An obligation is frequently

impoaed on a devisee or legatee to assume the testator's name ; and in

such case the question arises, whether the condition is satisfied by the

voluntary assumption of the name, or requires that the devisee or

legatee should obtain a license or authority from the Crown, or the

still more solemn sanction of the legislature, unless (as commonly
happens) the instrument imposing the condition prescribes one of

those modes of procedure.

In Lowndes v. Davies (m), where a testator constituted A. his law-

ful heir, on condition he changed his name to G., it was held that A.'s

unauthorized assumption of the name was sufficient. So,
Whether
satisfled by in Doe d. Luscombe v. Yates (a;), where a condition was
voluntary imposed upon devisees not bearing the name of Licscombek
assamptioa. , , , .

,

. , . ,

,

,., i • .

that they, within three years after being m possession,

should procure their names to be altered to Luscombe by act of Par-

liament ; it was held that this requisition did not apply to an indivi-

dual who, before he came into possession (j/), had voluntarily

[*899] and without * any special authority assumed the name of Lus-

combe ; he being, it was considered, a person " bearing the

name " within the meaning of the will (a).

But in Barlow v. Bateman (a), a testator gave a legacy of 1,000Z. to

his daughter, upon condition that she married a man of the surname

of Barlow, to be paid her on the day of such her marriage with a

Barlow aforesaid ; but if she died unmarried, or married a person not

bearing the surname of Barlow, he gave the legacy to another. The
daughter married a person whose name was Bateman, but who, at the

time of the marriage, assumed the name of Barlow, and this was held

to be a compliance with the condition by Sir J. Jekyll, M. B.., who
said, that the usage of passing acts of Parliament for the taking upon
one a surname was but modern, and that any one might take upon him
what surname, and as many surnames as he pleased, without an act

of Parliament. It was suggested that the husband might, after re-

ceiving the legacy, resume his old name, and the Court was requested

to make an order that he should retain it, but this was refused. The

(m) 2 Scott, 71, 1 BiDg. N. C. 597.

(x) 1 D. & Ey. 187, 5 B. & Aid. 543. See also Hawkins v. Luscombe, 2 Sw. 375. And
as to a direction to quarter the testator's arms, see Austen v. Collins, W. N., It86, p. 91.

(«) He was under age at the time, and this perhaps is not an immaterial circumstance, as
Abbott, C. J., observed that " a name assumed by the voluntary act of a young man at his

outset into life, adopted by all who know him, and by which he is constantly called, becomes,
for all purposes that occur to my mind, as much and effectually his n.<ime as if he had ob-
tained an act of Parliament to confer it upon him." But see 3 Dav. Conv. 360, n., 3rd ed.

(z) As to gifts to persons of a prescribed name, vide Jobson's case, Cro. El. 576, and other
oases cited, Ch. XXIX. ad fin. And as to the period at which the conditions for the assump-
tion of a name are to be performed, see Gulliver v. Ashby, 1 W. Bl. 607, 4 Bur. 1940, ante,

p. 848 ; Lowndes «. Davies, 2 Scott, 74 i Pyot v. Pyot, 1 Ves 335, post ; Cro. El. 632, 576 ;

Langdale v. Briggs, 8 D. M. & G. 391 (construction of " in possession or receipt of the rents "
where the devised estate was reversionary).

Whether the assumed name is to stand last, or alone, as surname, see B'Eyncouit v. Greg*
ory, 1 Ch. D. 441 ; Bennett v. Bennett, 2 Dr. & Sm. 276.

(o) 3 P. W. 66.
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decision of the M. R. was, however, reversed in the House of Lords,

probably on the ground urged in argument that the testator intended

a person of his own family, and originally bearing the name of

Barlow (b).

A condition imposing an obligation to take and use a particular

•name cannot be attached to a devise of an estate in fee simple. So

where (c) a testatrix settled her freehold property in such a manner

that, in the events which happened, a share of it became vested in

L., in fee ; and the will contained a proviso that any person becoming

entitled in possession to the property should within one year there-

after take and use the name of J., and that in case any such person

should refuse or neglect or discontinue to use the name of J., then from

and after the expiration of the year, the estate limited to him or her

should be void and should first go to C. (since deceased) for her life,

and afterwards to the person or persons next in remainder

under the * trusts of the will as if the person refusing or [*900]

neglecting were dead : it was held that the gift being in fee

simple there could be no person entitled in remainder, and that, con-

sequently, the name clause was absolutely void, and that the property

belonged to L. free from any condition.

It follows that a tenant in tail may, by barring the entail and

thereby enlarging his estate into a fee simple, defeat a condition

for taking and using a testator's name and arms. But where (d)

personal estate was settled by will upon trusts intended to correspond

with the limitations of real estate thereby devised in strict settlement

so far as the nature of the personal estate and the rules of law and
equity permit, with a separate name-and-arms clause, whereby on
discontinuance of user of the prescribed name and arms within the

period of twenty-one years by any person entitled under the will to

an absolute beneficial interest in possession by purchase in the per-

sonal estate, his interest should cease, and the personal estate should

go over to the person or persons who would have been entitled to

the real estate under the will in case the person whose estate should

cease being tenant for life of the real estate were dead or being ten-

ant in tail were dead without issue : it was held by Sir J. Pearson, J.,

that the forfeiture clause was valid as to the personalty, notwith-

standing that the real estate had been disentailed.

XI.— Condition requiring " Residence."— Another condition fre-

quently imposed on a devisee is that he shall " reside " in a particular

house. The terms of the will are generally such as to leave no doubt

that personal residence to some extent is required (e) ; but where no

(b) 2 B p. C. Toml. 272.

(c) Musgrave v. Brooke, 26 Ch. D. 792.

(d) Re Cornwallis, Cornwallis v. Wykeham Martin, .32 Ch. D. 388.

(e) See oases, ante. Vol. I., p. 741. A direction that a testator's widow may reside rent

free in his residence does not entitle her to let the house and retain the rents for her own
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period is fixed for the duration of the residence, it is almost impos-

sible to enforce the condition ; for on the one hand it may be con-

tended that the devisee must live in the house always ; and, on the

other, that if he constantly keeps up an establishinent there it will

be suf&eient if he goes there only once in his life (/). In

[*901] Fillingham v. Bromley (g), this *difB.culty was held insur-

mountable, and a purchaser was compelled by Lord Eldon to

take a title depending on the invalidity of the condition. " Suppose
[said the L. C] the devisee had been a member of Parliament, and
had had a house in London, would you say he did not live and reside

at J. ? " Even should the devisee be required to reside in the house
during a defined period (A), or to make it his principal or usual place

of abode (i), the condition may still be frustrated, for personal pres-

ence in the specified place for any part of a day is sufficient residence

for that day ; and it is not necessary to pass the night of that day
there (k). It will depend on the particular terms of the will whether
a forced absence or departure from the house, as where the devisee

becomes bankrupt and the assignees sell to a purchaser who turns the

devisee out (I), is a breach of the condition. In a case where a life

estate was given to a married woman on condition that she should

within eighteen months cease to reside at S., a place where her hus-

band carried on a business which required his residence there, the

condition was held void, as obliging her to neglect the performance

of a duty, sc. living with her husband (m). And of course a life

annuity given to A., to cease when A. and B. should cease to reside

together, was held not to be determined by the death of B. (n).

In this connection, regard must be paid to sects. 51 & 62 of the

Settled Land Act, 1882 (o), the effect of which is that a clause requir-

Effect of the ^^S residence and forfeiting the estate in the event of
Settled Land non-residence when annexed to the estate of a tenant for

conditions a" life Or person having the powers of a tenant for life, is

to residence. regarded as a provision which puts him into a position

inconsistent with the exercise of his statutory powers ; a tenant for

benefit, May v. May, 44 L. T. 412. As to the construction of a bequest to a class of persons
" residing in this country," see Dale v. Atlcinson, 3 Jur. N. S. 41 ; Woods v. Townley, U
Hare, 314.

(/) Per Wood, V.-C, Kay, 545. See, however. Stone v. Parker, 29 L. J. Ch. 874, where
this difficulty was not alluded to. As to what length of residence is required bv a condition
to "return to England," see Re Arbib and Class and Pennrick's Contract, W. N.", 1891, p. 22.

(o) T. & R. 530. See also T Beav. 443 ; 24 L. J. Ch. 488.

(A) Walcot V. Botfield, Kay, 534 ; Re Moir, Warner v. Moir, 25 Ch. D. 605.
(i) Wynne «. Fletcher, 24 Beav. 430 ; Dunne v. Dunne, 3 Sm. & Gif. 22, 7 D. M. & G. 207.
(h) Per Wood, V.-C, Walcot v. Botfield, Kay, 550 ; per Jessel, M. R., Astlev i>. Earl of

Essex, L. R.J 18 Eq. 295. In Re Moir, Warner v. Moir, 25 Ch. D. 605 ; Bacon, V.-C, held
that a condition to reside in a house " for at least six months (but not necessarily consecu-
tively) in ever}' year " was satisfied by keeping up an establishment and occasionally visiting
the house.

• (Z) Doe V. Hawke. 2 East, 481 -, Doe d. Shaw v. Steward. 1 Ad. & Ell. 300.
(m) Wilkinson v. Wilkinson, L. R., 12 Eq. 604, citing Mitchel v. Reynolds, 1 P. W. 181.
(re) Sutcliffe v. Richardson, L. R., 13 Eq. 606.

(o) 45 & 46 Vict. c. 38.
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life may therefore sell or demise a property, including (provided lie

obtains the consent of the trustees or an order of the Court) the

mansion house, &c., notwithstanding a clause of forfeiture on non-

residence, and, he will be entitled for his life to the income

arising * from the proceeds of such sale, or to the rents aris- [*902]

ing under such demise (^). But in Re Haynes, Kemp v.

Haynes (q), Sir F. North, J., held that such a restriction, although

inoperative to prevent the exercise of any of the statutory powers by
a tenant for life, had the effect of determining the interest of a ten-

ant for life where the non-observance of the restriction preceded any
attempted exercise of any statutory power.

XII.— Conditions as to Disputing Wills, &o.— Sometimes a tes-

tator imposes on a devisee or legatee a condition that he n^^^^^^ jj, *

shall not dispute the will. Such a condition is regarded a legatee shall

as in terrorem only, at least, where the subject of dis-
^"fifJ^''"o per-*

position is personal estate ; and, therefore, a legatee will sonal estate,

not, by having contested the validity or effect of the will, wfthout^a gift

forfeit his legacy, where there was probabilis causa litar o^?""-

gandi (r), unless, it seems, the legacy be given over upon breach of

the condition (s).

But this doctrine has never been applied to devises of real estate

;

on the contrary, in Cooke v. Turner (t), it was expressly decided that

such a condition annexed to a devise of land was valid gecus, as to

and effectual without a gift over on breach.* It was real estate,

argued that the condition was void as being contrary to the liberty of

the law (m) ; but it was answered by the Court, that it was no more
so than a condition not to dispute a person's legitimacy, which was
good (v) : that, in truth, there was not any policy of the law on the
one side or the other : that conditions said to be void as trenching on
the liberty of the law were such as restrained acts which it was the
interest of the state should be performed, as marriage, trade, agricul-

ture, and the like ; but it was immaterial to the state whether land
was enjoyed by the heir or the devisee, and, therefore, the condition
was good, and the devisee had, by disputing the will, forfeited the
devise in her favor.

(p) Re Paget'a Will, 30 Ch. D. 161.

(q) 37 Ch. D. 306.

(r) Powell V. Morgan, 2 Vern. 90 ; Lloyd v. Spillett, 3 P. W. 344 : Morris v. Burroughs, 1
Atk. 404.

(i) Cleaver v. Spurting, 2 P. W. 528 ; 1 Rep. 304 ; Stevenson v. Abington, 11 W. R. 935.A gift to the executors of the first legatee will not suffice, Cage v. Russell, 2 Vent. 352.
(0 15 M. & Wei. 727, 14 Sim. 493.
(m) Citing Shep. Touchst. 132 ; which, however, says only that conditions which are

against the liberty of the law are invalid, not that a condition not to dispute a will is against
the liberty of the law. And see Anon., 2 Mod. 7.

(!>) Stapilton v. Stapilton, 1 Atk. 2.

I Hoit V. Hoit, 42 N. J. Eq. 388 (citing 45 Penn. St. 228) ; «. c. 40 N. J. Eq. 478 :

Powell ». Morgan, 2 Vern. 90 ; Bradford v. Thompson v. Gaut, 14 Lea, 310. Further, sea
Bradford,19 Ohio St. 646 ; Chew's Appeal, Donegau v. Wade, 70 Ala. 601.
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The argument and judgment both turned on the legality of the

condition, and no doubt seems to have been entertained that if it

was legal it must also be effectual. That this ought to be

[*903] * the sole criterion in all cases where the effect of a condi-

tion is brought in question, can scarcely be doubted ; and that

as no gift over will give effect to a condition in itself illegal (as a

condition in total restraint of marriage (w)), so a legal condition

should never be rendered ineffectual by the absence of such a gift.

The validity of a condition that the devisee shall not dispute another

testator's will was assumed in Violett v. Brookman (x), although there

was no gift over on breach : the only question was whether the testa-

tor had by concurring in the acts alleged as a breach waived the con-

dition ; and it was held, that he had (?/) ; and further, that he had
not re-imposed it by subsequent codicils, which simply confirmed the

will.

In Adams v. Adams (»), a testator devised his real estate to trus-

tees in trust to pay certain annuities to his only son with a condition

Frivolous °^ forfeiture on interference with the management of the
actions against testator's real or personal estate, and after the son's

death in trust for his unborn sons in fee. Fry, L. J.,

held that the annuitant had incurred a forfeiture by bringing frivo-

lous and groundless actions against the trustees, alleging non-payment
of the annuities, and that the trustees had wasted the estate. His

lordship considered that if the actions had been bona fide in defence

of the annuity no forfeiture would have been incurred.

And even with regard to personal estate, the in terrorem doctrine

is not admitted in cases arising on other conditions than those relat-

ing to marriage and disputing a will. Thus, in Re Dick-

cases of son's Trusts (a), where a testator bequeathed to his
personal daughter a life interest in 10,000?., and by a codicil, pro-

vided that if she should become a nun she should forfeit

Trust"'^'"'"'^
the legacy : there was no gift over ; but Lord Cranworth,

V.-C, held that the condition being legal was effectual,

[*904] and that the daughter having become a * nun had forfeited

the legacy. So, in the earlier case of Colston v. Morris (fi),

(w) Morlev v. Rennoldson, 2 Hare. 570 ; Lloyd v. Lloyd, 2 Sim. N. S. 255.

(x) 26 L. i. Ch. 308. Evanturel v. Evantnrel, L. R., 6 P. C. 1 (Canadian appeal) may be
usefully perused with reference to such conditions, and with reference to the question whether
legal proceedings are a breach if abandoned before judgment. A devise on condition not to

take any proceedings at law or in equity relating to the testator's estate is too wide : it would
prevent the devisee from asserting or defending his right to the devised estate against a
wrongdoer, and is absurd and repugnant, Eliodes v. Muswell Hill Land Company, 29 Beav.
560. A condition not to make any claim against a testator's estate was held not to prohibit
the legatee from continuing a litigation pending between them at the testator's death. War-
brick V, Varley, 30 Beav. 347. A breach must of course be proved by the person alleging it,

Wilkinson v. Dyson, 10 W. R. 681 (•condition not to interfere in administration).

(«) But as to "this, see above, p. 843.

h) 45 Ch. D. 426.

(n) 1 Sim. N. S. 37. And see per Wood, V.-C, Re Catt's Trusts, 2 H. &. M. 52.

(4) Jac. 257, n.
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where a testator gave a legacy, and declared that if the legatee

should ever interfere with the management of trustees appointed for

the education of the legatee's daughter, then he revoked Colston «.

the legacy : there was no gift over, and it was argued Morris,

that the declaration or condition was therefore in terrorem only ; but

it was held by Sir J. Leach, V.-C, that the legatee was not entitled to

the legacy unless he undertook to comply with the condition.

Where the legatee has taken his legacy with a legal condition of

any kind annexed, he is, of course, estopped by his own act from
afterwards insisting on rights, which by the terms of the Acceptance of

condition he is bound to release (c), or from declining legacy makes

a duty which he is thereby required to perform. This condition

principle was applied in Att.-Gen. v, Christ's Hospital {d), binding-

where a testator bequeathed to the governors of the hospital (who
had power to accept such gifts) an annuity of 400^. forever, upon con-

dition that his trustees should be at liberty to send a certain number
of children to be educated at the school ; and in case and as often as

the governors should refuse to admit the children, the trustees were
empowered to apply the annuity towards the education of the chil-

dren elsewhere. For some years the governors of the hospital re-

ceived the annuity and admitted the children, but afterwards resolved

to do so no longer. Sir J. Leach, M. E., said, the question was whether
this was a gift of the annual sum so long as they should receive

the children, or a gift upon condition that they should receive them ?

He thought it clear the latter was the true construction, and that
having accepted it they were bound by the condition. The proviso
gave an authority to the trustees, without releasing the governors
from their engagement.

(c) Effg V. Devey, 10 Beav. 444.

Id) Taml. 393. And see Gregg v. Coates, 23 Beav. 33.

VOL. II.
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I.— General Principles of Construction of Gifts to the Heir,— Crifts

to the heir, whether of the testator himself, or of another, are so fre-

Gifts to
quently found in wills, and where these instruments are

" heir," how the production of persons unskilled in technical language,
construed.

^j^^ term heir is so often used in a vague and inaccurate

sense, that to ascertain and fix its signification in regard to real and
personal estate respectively, whether alone or in conjunction with

other phrases which most usually accompany it, is a point of no in-

considerable importance. Like all other legal terms, the word heir,

when unexplained and uncontrolled by the context, must be inter-

preted according to its strict and technical import ; in which sense it

obviously designates the person or persons appointed by law to suc-

ceed to the real estate ^ in case of intestacy.'' It is clear, therefore,

1 Though personal estate is included, the

rule is the same, unless a different Intention

appears. Lincoln ». Perry, 149 Mass. 368
(citing Fabens v. Fabens, 141 Mass. 395, 399)

;

White ». Stanfield, 146 Mass. 424, 434 ; Mer-
rill «. Preston, 135 Mass. 451 ; Lombard v.

Boyden, 5 Allen, 249 ; Clarke v. Cordis, 4
Allen, 466.

But used as to personalty alone, " heirs "

means next of kin. White ». Stanfield, supra
(citing Houghton v. Kendall, 7 Allen, 72 j

Sweet e. Dutton, 109 Mass. 589).
2 Three cardinal rules exist, the application

of one or other of which will be necessary to

the solution of ordinary questions concerning
the meaning of the word " heirs," or indeed

of any other technical term of double import.

1. An intention actually expressed, or to be

gathered from the language used, will prevail
over any technical meanmg attached to the
word, unless that intention be opposed to
some absolute rule of law, such as the rule in
Shelly's Case. See Sears v. Russell, 8 Gray,
86, 94 ; Knowlton v. Sanderson, 141 Mass.
323 ; Gifford v. Choate, 100 Mass. 343 ; Ide «.

Ide, 5 Mass. 500; Bowers v. Porter, 4 Pick.
198 ; Morton v. Barrett, 22 Maine, 257 ; Bennett
V. Evans, 26 Ohio St. 409 ; Fulton v. Harman,
45 Md. 251

I
Smith V. Schultz, 68 N. T. 41

;

Thurber v. Chambers, 66 N. Y. 42 ; Scott v.

Guernsey, 48 N. Y. 106 ; Cushman v. Horton,
59 N. Y." 149 ; Heard ». Horton, 1 Denio, 168

;

Carne v. Koche, 7 Bing. 226 ; Vannorsdall v.

Van Deventer, 61 Barb. 137 ; Bond's Appeal,
31 Conn. 183 ; Roberts v. Ogbourne, 37 Ala.
174 ; Reek's Appeal, 78 Penn. St. 432 ; Swann
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that where a testator devises real estate simply to his heir, or to his

heir-at-law, or his right heirs, the devise will apply to the person or

V. Poag, i S. Car. 16. 2. Where an intention
appears to make a gift sucti as ttie law per-
mits, and a technical term is used the intended
meaning of which is not explained by any
language of the will, the technical meaning
of the term will be applied, whether the re-

sult be to annul the gift, or to enlarge or cut
it down as contrasted with the effect of attach-
ing some secondarv meaning to the word.
Eand v. Butler, 48 Conn. 293 ; Heard v. Har-
ton, 1 Denio, 165; Thnrber v. Chambers, 66
N. Y. 42 ; Campbell v. Eawdon, 18 N. T.
412 ; Cushman v. Horton, 59 N. Y. 149, 154;
Simms v. Garrot, 1 Dev. & B. Eq. 393 ; Sears
V. Russell, 8 Gray, 86, 94 ; Clarke v. Cordis,

4 Allen, 466 ; Abbott v. Bradstreet, 3 Allen,

587 ; Eand v. Sanger, 115 Mass. 124 ; Bas-
sett V. Granger, 100 Mass. 348 ; Richardson
V. Martin, 55 N. H. 45 ; Reinders v. Koppel-
man, 68 Mo. 482 ; Duncan t>. Harper, 4 S.

Car. 76 ; Clark v. Moseley, 1 Rich. Ec[. 396.

3. As a corollary to these two rules, it is held
that when a word is used more than once, it

is to receive the same construction in each
case ; with this exception, that a word having
a technical legal meaning, when accompanied
in one clause by a context which shows an
intention that it should be understood in a
different sense, and used in another distinct

clause, in reference to a different subject,

without such explanatory context, must re-

ceive in the latter clause its technical meaning.
Lloyd V. Rambo, 35 Ala. 709 ; Carter v. Ben-
tall, 2 Beav. 522 ; Doe d. Cadogan v. Ewart,
7 Ad. & E. 636 ; State Bank v. Ewing, 17
Ind. 68.

Difficulty, however, is not removed in all

cases, if in most of them, by the statement of

the chief rules that are to govern ; the ques-
tion oftener is, how to apply a rule to the

particular case, or which of the several rules

the case falls within. When, for instance, to

refer to the first of the foregoing propositions,

has the testator, by the context of the will,

attached to the word "heirs" a meaning at

variance with its technical signification ? No
rule can be laid down for the answer of this

question for all cases. One or two rules,

however, relating to the effect of the language
of the context, have been found possible and
serviceable. Thus, when the word " heirs,"

as used by the testator, is used in evident ref-

erence to a set of children elsewhere mentioned
as a whole, or elsewhere described individu-

ally, the word is to be treated as used merely
for convenience, or to avoid repetition, and to

be understood in the sense of that for which
it stands. Ex parte Artz, 9 Md. 65. Again,
technical words in the explanatory context
are doubtless to be treated there, in the inter-

pretation of the main term in question, just

as they would be treated if tney were the
main subject of examination.
But there are many cases of language in

the context which fall without the limits of

such rules ; cases, indeed, which cannot be
embraced within any rule whatever, save the

general one that, as to non-technical lan-

guage, good sense and the natural and ob-

vious meaning should be observed. Each case

of this kind must, of course, be considered by
itself, and the interpretation of the technical

term in question, unassisted by special rules

as to the application of the particular context,

governed accordingly. The following cases,

among many others, may be referred to as

illustrating this observation ; in most of

which it is held that the accompanying lan-

guage of the testator did not modify the tech-

nical meaning of the word " heirs." Porter's

Appeal, 45 Penn. St. 201 ( " the whole ofheirs

named," some being named who were not
heirs, means only those who would take in

case of intestacj') ; Eby's Appeal, 50 Penn.
St. 311 {" heirs and distributees according to

the law of the land"); Clark w. Scott, 67
Penn. St. 446 (" the heirs, executors, or ad-
ministrators of said legatees or devisees") ;

Keeler v. Keeler, 39 Vt. 550 ("male heirs at

law who mav then live in S. H.") ; Gibbon
V. Gibbon, 40 Ga. 562 (•' heirs of the lull

blood ") ; Feltman «. Butts, 8 Bush, 115 (" to

his heirs " construed to his children living).

See further Quick v. Quick, 21 N. J. Eq. 13 ;

Kiser v, Kiser,- 2 Jones Eq. 23 ; Baskin's
Appeal, 3 Barr, 304 ; Rand v. Sanger, 115
Mass. 124 ; Dove v. Torr, 128 Mass. 38 ;

Vinson v. Vinson, 33 Ga. 454. In Lord v.

Bourne, 63 Maine, 368, it is held that " all the
residue ... I give to my legal heirs " does
not include the testator's widow, overruling
Mace V. Cushman, 45 Maine, 250. With Lord
1). Bourne agree Richardson v. Martin, 55 N.
H. 45 ; Rusiug v. Rusing, 25 Ind. 63 ; Holt v.

Wall, 3 Ves. 247 ; Bailey v. Bailey, 25 Mich.
185 ; and, it is apprehended, all the common-
law authorities, in cases in which there is no
indication that the word "heir" is not used
in its technical sense. Contra by statute.

Gibbon v. Gibbon, 40 Ga. 562 ; Furguson v.

Stuart, 14 Ohio, 140 ; Rawson v. Rawson, 52
111. 62. And the widow is treated as an heir
under the statute of Indiana defining compe-
tent witnesses. Peacock v. Albin, 39 Ind. 25.
The second rule, which permits a lawful

gift to be annulled or modified, by reason of
the failure of the testator to provide some
legal means for interpreting the word
" heirs " in a secondary sense, is illustrated
by a gift to the " heirs " of a living person,
but not indicated in the will to be living.

Now "viventis nemo est hjeres," and for this

technical reason the gift is void. Heard v.

Horton, 1 Denio, 168 ; Goodright v. Whit",
2 W. Black. 1010 ; Carne v. Roche, 7 Bing.
226 ; Campbell v. Eawdon, 18 N. Y. 412,
417 ; Simms v. Garrot, 1 Dev. & B. Eq. 393.

ThiSj It seems, proceeds upon the ground
of the inadmissibility of parol evidence in aid
of the gift attempted. There is no latent am-
biguity in the will to justify the introduction
of evidence to explain that the ancestor of the
"heir*" was living, and that the testator

therefore contemplated a gift to the heir.s as
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persons answering this description at his deatli,i and who,

[*906] under the statute regulating the law of inheritance (a) * will

(a) 3 & 4 Will. 4, c 106, s. 3. It has been held by North, J., that there is nothing repug-

nant to law in a gift of real or personal propertj- to A. for his own life and the life of his heir;

on the death of £.., his heir would be an ascertained person ; and on the death of the heir of

children. But the rule results, no doubt, in

annulling the intention (a perfectly legal in-

tention, too) of the testator; and hence, when
anything can be discovered m the will which
indicates that he contemplated a gift to the

persons called heirs, in the lifetime of their

ancestor, that will be laid hold of. How far,

indeed, the courts will go to uphold the gift

maj' be seen in Oarne v. Roche, 7 Bing. 226,

where the fact that the will described the an-

cestor of the " heir '* as " of Butterhill " was
considered to imply that the person was con-

templated as living at the testator's death.

The same conclusion was necessarily

reached in Goodright v. White, 2 W. Black.

1010, from the fact that the testator left a

term and a subsequent annuity to the ances-

tor. To the same effect, Simms v. Garrot, 1

Dev. & B. Eq. 393, And, of course, there is

an end of question when the testator in terras

describes the ancestor as living. Heard v.

Horton, 1 Denio, 168. But in the absence of

expressed intention, the rule that a ^ift to

the " heirs " of a person described or indicated

to be living, is meant to be a gift to the chil-

dren or other persons intended of the living

donee, rather than to those who may be his

heirs in the legal sense (that is, at his death),

applies only when those heirs are to take
presently upon the testator's death, and not
where the gift to them follows a gift to some
one else. Campbell v. Rawdon, 18 N. Y. 412.

The second rule iinds further illustration

in the case so often cited in the present note,

Campbell v. Rawdon. In that case those who
had been described as "heirs" would have
taken only a life-estate had the term been
construed to mean children. As it was, con-

struing the word, in the absence of explana-

torj- context, in its primary sense, they took

an 'estate in fee simple. It may be added that,

under the law which has prevailed in New
York since 1830, the same designation under
either interpretation would give the donees a

fee. 18 N. Y. 416.

The primary, i. e. technical, sense of the

word "heirs," as may be inferred from an
observation already made concerning the first

rule (that a contingent estate may be given

by the context or by express terms), signifies

not merely those who are or would be heirs,

at the time of the ancestor's death, as con-

trasted with persons in being in his lifetime,

but also those who would be heirs at the death

of the ancestor, in contrast with those who
would be his heirs at a later period. Minnt
V. Tappan, 122 Mass. 535 ; Dove v. Torr, 128

Mass. 38. This, indeed, is only a more spe-

cific way of saying that vested "are preferred

over contingent interests. Vol. I., p. 756.

If, however, a different intention appear in

the will, that must prevail, if lawful. Id. ;

Sears v. Russell, 8 Cfray, 86, 94 ; Donohue v.

McNichol, 61 Penn. St. 73. Still, if the tes-

tator's intention should be obnoxious to some
prohibition of law, such as the rule against
perpetuities, the purpose would fail altogether.

The courts could not fall back upon the tech-
nical meaning of the word to uphold the
gift. Sears v. Russell, supra ; Donohue v.

McNichol, supr.a.

The term "heir" has no technical sense
as applied to gifts of personalty. Kiser v.

Kiser, 2 Jones Eq. 28; Sweet v. Dutton, 109
Mass. 589. It should naturally be construed
to mean those who would be entitled to take
under the statutes of distribution, unless a
different intention appear. Id. ; Houghton
V. Kendall, 7 Allen, 72; Nelson v. Blue, 63
N. Car. 659. But in some cases it is held
that the construction of the term is to be gov-
erned by the nature of the property. Sweet
V. Dutton, supra; Gittings v. McCermott, 2
My. & K. 69. But the testator's intention is

to govern if it can be ascertained. Id.; De
Beauvoir ». De Beauvoir, 3 H. L. Cas. 524

;

Clark V. Cordis, 4 Allen, 466, 480; Collier ».

Collier, 3 Ohio St. 369; Walker v. Dunshee,
38 Penn. St. 430. See post, p. 930. It may
be added that the primary sense of untechni-
cal terms generally, such as the words " hus-
band," "wife," and "relations" (post, p.
972) is the ordinary popular sense ; and this

is to be applied in the absence of evidence
showing that the testator used it in some other
sense. The first rule is also exemplified in
the large class of cases dwelt upon in Chap.
XXV. (Vol. I., p. T56), In which, by force

of express terms, or of the context, an estate

to "heirs" has been .held contingent until

the happening of a particular event, rather
than vested at the death of the ancestor.

In some slates the word "heirs," "heirs of
the body," "lineal heirs," &c., have a statu-

tory meaning. Craig v. Ambrose, 80 Ga.
134. See Ford ti. Cook, 73 Ga. 215 ; Guerard
V. Guerard, id. 505.

1 Wood ». Bullard, 151 Mass. 324 ; Fargo
». Miller, 150 Mass. 225 ; Whall v. Converse,
146 Mass. 345 ; Dove v. Torr, 128 Mass. 38 ;

Minot V. Tappan, 122 Mass. 535; Abbot r.

Bradstreet, 3 Allen, 587. In the last cited

case it is said to have been held some-
times that if there is a gift to one for life, re-

mainder to testator's next of kin, and the life

tenant is sole next of khi at testator's death,
the remainder will be considered given to the
person answering the description at the ter-

mination of the life estate, but that such cases
were exceptional. See Fargo v. Miller, supra.
A devise to heirs designate? not only the

persons who are to take, out the manner and
proportions in which they are to take. Cum-
mings V. Cummings, 146 Mass. 501 (citing
Rand v. Sanger, 115 Mass. 124); Kelley v.

Vigas, 112 111. 242.
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take the property in the character of devisee, and not, as for-

merly, by descent. And if the heirship resides in, and is divided

among, several individuals as co-heirs or co-heiresses, the circum-

stance that the expression is heir (in the singular) creates no diffi-

culty in the application of this rule of construction ; the word "heir"

being in such cases used in a collective sense, as comprehending any
number of persons who may happen to answer the description (6),i

and which persons, if there are no words to sever the tenancy, will

be entitled as joint tenants (c).

As regards all wills made or republished since 1838, a devise to

the heir, in the singular, or to the heirs, in the plural,
p^yj^g ^^ ^gi^

will equally confer on the person or persons answering or heirs passes

the description an estate in fee simple {d)

.

^^ ^™P ^'

It is well settled, that a devise to the heirs of the body of the testator

or of another confers an estate tail ; which estate, it is to be observed,

will (unless stopped in its course by the disentailing
jjeirgofthe

act of the tenant in tail), devolve to all persons who sue- body as pur-

cessively answer the description of heir of the body (e). *^
*^^"'

the devisee or legatee, the property would go over to the heir or next of kin of the testator,

or to his residuary devisee or legatee, as the case may be, Re Amos, Carrier ». Price (1891),
3 Ch. 159.

(b) Mounsey v. Blamire, 4 Rnss. 384.

(c) Lit. s. 254.
{d) 1 Vict. c. 26, s. 28. A devise to heiri in the plural, had the same effect under the old

law, Co. Lit. 10 a. See also per Pollexfen, arguendo in Burchett v. Durdant, Sltinn. 206
;

Marsiiall v. Peascod, 2 J. & H. 73 (deed). Semble, the same rule applied to a devise, by
will made before 1838, to the lieir in the singular, notwithstanding Coke's reasoning (Co.
Lit. 8 b.), see Beviston v. Huissey, Skin. 385, 563 ; Marshall v. Peascod, 2 J. & H. 75. Dis-
tinguish between such a devise and a will thus, " I make A. heir of my land "

: which gives
A. the fee simple, " for such estate as the ancestor hath such is A. to inherit," Spark v. Pur-
nell. Hob. 75 ; Jenkins v. Lord Clinton, 26 Beav. 108, 8 H. L. Ca. 571 (Jenkins v. Hughes)

;

ante. Vol. I., p. 327, n. (d).

(e) The cases cited in support of this proposition (see next note) are all cases either of deeds
or of wills made before 1838. There appears to be no reported decision affirming this rule as
still in force as regards wills coming under the present law. The generally received opinion
of the profession appears to be that the rule is still applicable to such cases so as not to bring
them within s. 28 of tlie Wills Act. See e. ^., the unqualified statement of the rule in the
text, and by Mr. Theobald (Law of Wills, p. 255). The ground for this opinion seems to be
tliat it is con.sidered that though a devise in the terms stated in the text has no " words of
limitation " superadded to it, yet that the expression " heirs of the body " must be regarded
as of itself necessarily importing words of limitation, creating an estate tail which (unless

barred) will be carried on to successive generations, so as to except the devise from the oper-
ation of s. 28. Otherwise, it may be asked, how could such a devise have carried an estate

of inheritance before the Wills Act ? The argument is analogous to that used for a some-
what different purpose by Taunton, J., in Doe d. Winter v. Perrott, post, p. 908. On the
other hand, if the point should arise in practice, it might, perhaps not altogether unreason-
ably, be urged that the grounds of the decision in Mandeville's case are not very fully re-

corded, and that the estate held to have been created in that cuse seems somewhat anomalous
(see 2 Drew. 455 ; 31 Ch. D. 99) ; that the adoption of the rule by judges before the Wills
Act, may probaljly be attributed to their anxiety as far as established rules would permit, to

construe expressions liberally, so as to givo estates of inheritance in accordance with the pre-

1 When the word "heirs" is taken as a where in the case of a gift to A. for life, re-

word of limitation, it is collective, and signi- mainder to his "lawful heirs," the words
fies all the descendants in all generations ; quoted are followed by words of partition and
but when it is taken as a word of purchase, it distribution inconsistent with the devolution

may denote particular persons answering th^ of the estate by inheritance, the estate for life

description at a particular time , and in a spe- cannot be enlarged to a fee simple by the term
cial sense, according to circumstances. Ful- "lawful heirs." Id.

ton V. Harman, 45 Md. 251. For example,
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[*907] *The leading authority for this doctrine is Mandeville's

case (/), the circumstances of which aptly illustrate the pecu-

Mandeviile's li^r mode of devolution in such cases. John de Mande-
<^*s'i- ville died, leaving issue by his wife, Eoberge, two children,

Eobert and Maude. A. gave certain land to Eoberge, and to the heirs

of John de Mandeville, her late husband, on her body begotten ; and it

was adjudged that Eoberge had an estate but for life, and the fee tail

vested in Eobert (heir of the body of his father, being a good name of

purchase), and that then, when he died without issue, Maude, the

daughter, was tenant in tail of the body of her father, per formam
doni. "In which case it is be observed," says Lord Coke, "that

albeit Eobert being heir, took an estate tail by purchase, and the

daughter was no heir of his (John's) body at the time of the gift, yet

she recovered the land per formam doni, by the name of heir of the

body of her father, which, notwithstanding her brother was, and he

was capable at the time of the gift ; and, therefore, when the gift was
made, she took nothing but in expectancy, when she became heir per

formam doni."

Whether a devise to the heir of the body in the singular ought to

be held to confer an estate tail by purchase on the person or persons

"Heir of the
^'^* answering the description of heir of the body, is a

body" (ittthe question which does not appear to be precisely covered
singular).

^^^ judicial decision. In Chambers v. Taylor (g), Lord
Cottenham, though he treated the decisions upon gifts to A. and the

heir of his body as authorities applicable to the question what estate

was conferred by a devise to the heir of the body of A. by purchase,

drew from those decisions the conclusion that a devise to heir of the

body in the singular by purchase would not confer an estate tail.

After noticing the decisions upon devises to A. and the

[*908] *heir of his body in the singular, the L. C. said, "These
cases prove that the word heir in the singular number has

sometimes the same effect as the word heirs in the plural ; but if

sumed intentions of testatora, and that all reason for such anxiety has now been done away
with ; that the language of s. 2S is explicit and general, and makes no exception in favor of
the well-known rule in Mandeville's case ; and that the effect of maintaining the exception
as regards wills under the present law, would be not to enlarge, but to cut down the estate
contrary to the spirit as well as the letter of the enactment.

(/) Co. Lit. 26 b. See also Southcote v. Stowell, 1 Mod. 226, 237, 2 Mod. 207-211,
Freem. 216, 225; Wills v. Palmer, 5 Burr. 2615,2 W. Bl. 687; Wright v. Vernon, 2 Drew.
439, 7 H. L. Ca. 35, 4 Jur. N. S. 1113. The entail must be traced as if limited originally to
the testator or other person so as to be descendible from him to the claimant. It may of
course be general or special, but must not be eccentric or invented to suit the occasion, All-
good V. Blake, L. E., 7 Ex. 363; per Bosanquet, J., 9 CI. & Fin. 625. See Moore v. Simkins,
31 Ch. D. 95 (deed of settlement, see post, p. 923), where Mandeville's case was cited and
observed on bv Pearson, J.

(g) 2 My. & C. 376. In that case land was settled by deed to the use of the settlor and his
wife successively for life, remainder to the use of the heir female of the body of the settlor on
the body of his "said wife already begotten and then living or which might be begotten there-
after, and in default of such issue to the use of the heir male of the body of the settlor on the
bodv of his said wife to be begotten, and in default of such issue to the right heirs of the
settlor. At the date of the deed the settlor and his wife had four daughters living, but no
issue male : at his death the four daughters and several sons of the marriage survived.
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words of limitation are superadded to the word heir, it is considered

as conclusively showing that the word is used as a word of purchase.

When that is not the case, it is considered in construing wills as

nomen coUectivum for the purpose of creating an estate tail in the

first taker, and not as creating an estate tail in the person answering

the description of heir. If the word heir would per se give an estate

of inheritance to the party answering the description, there would be

no reason for any distinction whether words of limitation or inheri-

tance were or were not superadded. These cases therefore prove that

the daughters would not have taken estates of inheritance as pur-

chasers under a will ; and it is not pretended that their parents took

more than estates for life " {h).

But assuming that a devise to the heir of the body in the singular

would confer an estate tail by purchase on the person or persons first

answering the description of heir of the body it would still remain

undecided whether the property would devolve successively to every

individual who should answer the description of heir of the body, in

like manner as under a devise to heirs of the body in the plural, or

whether the estate would vest in and be confined to the individual

who should first answer the description of heir of the body, and who
would take an estate tail by purchase. The latter was evidently the

opinion of Taunton, J., in Doe d. Winter v. Perratt {i), who, after

citing Mandeville's case (k), and Southcote v. Stowell (I), said :
" In

these instances the estate tail arises out of proper words of limitation

in the ^plural number denoting a certain continuous line of posterity

' heirs of the body,' But no such effect can be given to the word
'heir,' 'heir of the body,' 'right heir,' or 'next,' or 'first heir,' where
they constitute only a mere designatio personae" (m). The
case, however, did not raise this precise point, * as the words [*909]
" first male heir " occurring in the will then before the Court

were held to mean first male descendant, in which sense they could

not operate to confer an estate tail by force of the doctrine under
consideration any more than those words themselves would if em-
ployed by the testator. It seems difiicult, however, to whitelook ».

reconcile with this doctrine the case of Whitelock v. Heddon.

(Ti) Lord Cottenham's reasoning would seem to suggest that, under the present law, a de-
rise to the heir (in the singular) of the body of A., would vest in the person answering that
description, an estate in fee simple under L Vict. c. 26, s. 28.

(»•) 9 CI. & Fin. 616.

(i) Ante, p. 907.

(0 1 Mod. 226, 237; 2 Mod. 207, 211.

(m) May not this mean that where (i. e. assuming that) the expressions in question, in the
singular, constitute only designatio personae, they not only do not confer such an estate as
was exemplified in Mandeville's case, but no estate of inheritance whatever? The tenor of
the learned judge's remarks seems to be rather to the effect that the words in question regu-
larly confer a life estate only ; but it was not necessary for him to go further than to say that
such was their eiiect when (as in the case he was considering) they amounted only to jesig-
natio personse. In Doe d. Sams «. Garlick, 14 M. & W. 698, a devise to " the person orperr
sons as at my death shall be the heir or iieirs-at-law of A.," was held a mere designatio
personae, and to confer a life estate only.
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Heddon (re), where A. devised to his grandson C. all his estates, to

him, his heirs, and assigns, except as thereinafter mentioned ; that is

to say, provided that in case his (testator's) son B. should have any-

son or sons begotten or born in lawful matrimony, then he devised

the said estates to such (o) male issue as his son B. should or might
have at the time of G.'s attaining the age of twenty-one years ; but in

Devise to male case his said son B. should have any male issue, then he
issue. directed that C. should receive the rents, until twenty-

one, as above mentioned: it was held, that a son of B., in ventre

matris on G.'s attaining his majority (and who was the eldest son in

esse at that period, the first being dead), took an estate tail by force

of the word "issues," and not a fee simple by the effect of the

word " estates." Eyre, C. J., said, as the objects were the sons

of the testator's son, who, it appeared, were to have his bounty in

preference to the son of his daughter (for such C. was), and as
" issue " was a collective term, capable of being descriptive of either

person or interest, or both, he thought it reasonable to understand the

word " issue " in its largest sense, so as to deem it descriptive of an
estate tail male to the sons of B., as many as there should be, in order

of succession.

It is evident that the Court did not construe the words "male
issue" as altogether synonymous with heirs male of the body (p),

inasmuch as the devise was to take eii'eet in favor of the

Whiteiock v. SOU of B. in the lifetime of his father, so that the words
Heddon. were read as importing heirs ap2>arent of the body, a

mode of construction which seems to bring the case into direct col-

lision with Doe v. Perratt in regard to the nature of the estate con-

ferred by the devise, this point Whiteiock v. Heddon (but which,

unfortunately, was not cited in Doe v. Perratt) must be considered as

overruled.

'

[*910] * II. — Gift to the Heir with Superadded Qualification.—
Where a testator has thrown into the description of heir an

additional ingredient or qualification, the devisee must answer the

description in both particulars. Thus a devise to the right heirs male

" Heir " with
°^ *^® testator, or to the right heirs of his name, is,

superadded according to the early cases, to be read as a devise to the
auaUfication.

j^g-^.^ provided he be a male, or provided he be of the tes-

(») 1 B. & P. 243.

(o) Eyre, C. J., reasoned upon the word "such," as if it meant such sons before men-
tioned; but the expression was " such male issue as my said son shall or may have." The
word, therefore, evidently had reference to the succeeding words of the context.

(p) For an instance of the words being so construed, see AUgood v. Blake, L. E., 7 Ex.
339, 8 Ex. 160.

1 The following is held to create an estate heir." Brownell v. Brownell, 10 E. I. 509.

tail in the first taker : "I give my house in See Cuffee v. Milk, 10 Met. 366 ; Canedy v.

F. to my daughter L. during her life, and at Haskins, 13 Met. 389.

her decease I oequeath It to her oldest male
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tator's name (as the case may be) ; and, consequently, on the prin-

ciple just stated, if the character of heir should happen to devolve

to a person not answering to the prescribed sex or name, the devise

would fail.

Thus, in Ashenhurst's case (q), where the devise was to the right

heirs male of the testator forever ; it was held both in B. E. and in

the Exchequer Chamber, that, as the testator died, leav- < Right heirs

ing no other issue than three daughters (who were, of ^^^^^'^^^"^

course, his heirs general), the devise failed, and did not

apply to his next collateral heir male.

So, in Counden v. Gierke (r-), where a testator, having issue a son

and daughters, and two grand-daughters the issue of his daughter,

devised an annuity out of certain lands to his grand-children, and a

legacy to his brother ; and then declared that the land should descend

unto his son, and if he died without issue of his body, then to go

unto his (the testator's) right heirs of his name and
^^

posterity, equally to be divided, part and part alike ;
and of my name

then to his grand-daughters he devised another annuity andposter-

out of the land. The question was, whether the devise

to the right heirs of his name and posterity was a good devise to the

testator's brother, who was of his name, but was not his heir. It was

held, that the brother was not entitled, and that the devise was

void (s). And the principle of these decisions was * adopted [*911]

in Wrightson v. Macaulay (t), where it was held, that under

a devise to the testator's " right heirs being of the name of H.," the

person who was his nearest relation of that name, but not his heir,

had no claim.

It remains to be considered how far the doctrine of the preceding

cases is applicable to limitations to heirs of the body. Sir Edward

(?) Cited Hob. 34.

(r) Moore, 860, pi. 1181, Hob. 29. See also Starling v. Ettrick, Pre. Ch. 54; Lord Ossul-
ston's case, 3 Salk. 336, 11 Mod. 189, Co. Lit. 25 a; Dawes v. Ferrers, 2 P. W. 1, 8 Vin. Ab.
317, pi. 13, Pre. Ch. 589.

(s) But is there not ground to contend that a devise to the heirs male of the testator oper-

ates as a devise to tlie heirs male of his body, seeing that it has been long settled that a devise

to A and his heirs male, or to A. and his heirs female, confers an estate tail special (Baker
V. Wall, 1 Ld. Raym. 185) ; and such is likewise the effect of a devise to A. for life, and after

his death to his right heirs male forever (Doe d. Lindsey v. Colyear, 11 East, 548) ; the word
" heirs " being in these several cases construed to mean heirs oj the body. Indeed, the opin-

ion of the Court seems to have been in favor of such a construction in Lord Ossulston's case,

3 Salk. 336, Co. Lit. 25 a, where one Ford, having issue three sons and a daughter, and also

a brother, devised to his three sons successively in tail male, with remainder to his own right

heirs male forever; and the three sons being dead without issue, the whole Court held that

the brother could not take as male heir— first, because a devise to heirs male operates as a
limitation to heirs male of the body, and the brother could not be heir male of the devisor's

body ; secondly, because the remainder to the heirs male were words of purchase, and by pur-
chase the brother could not take as heir m»le, his niece being the heir at common law. As
the case on the latter ground accords with the antecedent authorities above stated, it would
not be safe or correct to treat it as an adjudication on the first point; though if the Court had
been called upon to decide the case, it is pretty evident what the decision would have been.
The doctrine of these cases was recognized in Doe d. Winter v. Perratt, 5 B. & Cr. 65, 3 M.
& Sc. 605, 9 CI. & Fin. 606, where, however, the question before the Court was (as we shall

presently see) different. See also Doe d. Angell v. Angell, 9 Q. B. 328.

if.) 14 M. & Wei. 214. And see Thorpe v. Thorpe, 1 H. & C. 326.
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Whether de- Coke («) lays down the following distinction: "That

^fth*°b"d"
where lands are given to a man and his heirs females of

male orfe- ' his body, if he dieth leaving issne a son and a daughter,

to^'i'pe^soa"'
tlie daughter shall inherit ; for the will of the donor, the

not heir statute working with it, shall be observed. But in the
genera

.

^^^^ ^^ ^ purchase, it is otherwise ; for if A. have issue

a son and a daughter, and a lease for life be made, the remainder

to the heirs female of the body of A., and A. dieth, the heir female

can take nothing, because she is not heir ; for she must be heir and
heir female, which she is not, because her brother is heir."

The latter branch of this proposition has been the subject of n;iuch

controversy. Lord Cowper, in the well-known case of Brown v-

Barkham (a;), denied it to be law, and so decided; and though the

propriety of his determination was questioned by Lord Hardwicke,

Heir male of
before whom the case was brought by a bill of review (y),

body as pm-- and though Mr. Hargrave has defended the position of

entSied''^ his author with his usual acuteness and learning (»), yet
though not subsequent cases appear to have established, in opposi-
eir genera

. ^^^^ ^^ Coke's doctrine, that a limitation, either in a will

or deed, to the heirs special of the body by purchase, will take effect

in favor of the designated heir of the body (if any) though he or she

be not the heir general of the body. Thus in Wills v. Palmer (a), it

was held, that, under a devise in remainder to the heirs male of the

body of A. (a person who had no estate of freehold under the will),

the second son of A. was entitled as heir male of the body,

[*912] though * he was not heir general of the body, which charac-

ter belonged to a grand-daughter, the child of a deceased

elder son.

This case was followed by Evans d. Weston v. Burtenshaw (&), in

which the same construction was applied to the limitations of a mar-

riage settlement. In this state of the authorities, it seems unneces-

sary to encumber the present work with a statement of the numerous

early cases on the subject (c), which (conflicting as they are) cannot

exert much influence on a question which has been the subject of

three distinct adjudications of a comparatively recent date, all con-

curring to support the more convenient and liberal construction. It

r«) Co. Lit. 24 b.

(k) Pre. Ch. 442, 461. 1 Stra. 35, 2 Vern. 729, and see per Hale, C. J., Pybus v. Mitford,

1 Freem. 869.

(«) Amb. 8.

h) Co. Ut. 24 b, n. (3).

(a) 5 Burr. 2617.

lb) Co. Lit. 164 a, n. (2).

(c) The reader who wishes to examine these cases will find the authorities on one side fully

stated in Mr. Hargrave's note above referred to, and those on the other in Mr. Powell's Trea-

tise on Devises, vol. i., p. 319, -^d ed. ; these authors having both displayed much industry in

the search for cases to support their respective views. It should be observed that Mr. Har-

grave's strictures were written before the cases of Wills v. Palmer and Evans v. Burtenshaw,

and that in many of the cases cited by him the devise was to the heirs general ; as to which

it is not attempted to impugn the doctrine for which he contends.
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is probable, indeed, that a Judge less abhorrent of technical and rigid

rules of construction than Lord Mansfield, would have hesitated to

decide, as he did in Wills v. Palmer, and Evans v. Burtenshaw, in the

teeth of the high authority of Lord Coke ; but it is still more proba-

ble that the Courts, at the present day, would refuse to set the ques-

tion again afloat, by attempting to overrule those cases, even if they

disapproved of the principle on which they were decided (t^.

And here it may be proper to notice, that, in order to entitle a per-

son to inherit by the description of heir male or heir female of the

body, it is essential not only that the claimant be of the g-gj^ ^^^ „f

prescribed sex, but that such person trace his or her de- the body

scent entirely through the male or female line, as the di^nlfmust
case may be. Thus, it is laid down by Littleton (e), that ^laim through

" if lands be given to a man and the heirs male of his

body, and he hath issue a daughter, who has issue a son, and dieth,

and after the donee die, in this case the son of the daughter shall not

inherit by force of the entail ; for whoever shall inherit by force of a

gift made to the heirs male, ought to convey his descent wholly by heirs

male."

It is otherwise, however, in the case of gifts to the heir male or

female by purchase ; for, if lands be devised to A. for life, and, af-

ter his decease, to the heirs male of the body of B., and
* B. have a daughter who dies in his lifetime, leaving a son, [*913]
who survives B. (all this happening in the lifetime of A., the

tenant for life), such grandson is entitled, under the de- . ,.,

vise, as a person answering the description of heir male heirs taking

of the body of B., he being not only the immediate heir ^^ purchase.

of B. (though the heirship is derived through his deceased mother (/)),
but being also of the prescribed sex (gr).

It should be observed, however, that, in Oddie v. Woodford Qi),

which arose on the will of Mr. Thellusson, and also in Bernal v. Ber-
nal (i), a devise to male descendants was held to be confined to males
claiming through males, and not to comprise descendants of the male
sex claiming through females ; but in neither of these cases does the

(d) la Wrightson v. Macaulay, 14 M. & W. 231, the Court treated Colce's rule on this point
as no longer law.

(e) Sect. 24.

//) Hob. 31 ; Co. Lit. 25 b.

(0^ This distinction, however, seems to have been lost sight of by Taunton, J., in Doe
d. winter v. Perratt, 3 M. & Sc. 594-, who on the authority of the above-cited passage in
Littleton seems to have considered, that even nnder a devise to the heir male of the body iy
purchase, the heir must derive his title entirely through males, n.nd that the male issue of a
deceased daughter could not under any circumstances support a claim. The case, however,
did not raise the point; and others of the learned Judges ra the same case expressly recog-
nized the distinction stated in the text. But in Lywood v. Ember, 29 Beav 38, Romilly,
M. E., rejected the distinction. And see 3 Dav. Conv. 347, n. (3d ed.), on the difficulties in-
volved in the distinction if the devisee takes an estate tail.

(h) 3 My. & Or. 584.

(i) 3 My. & Or. 559. This is rather a decision who shall inherit, than who can claim as
purchaser a legacy given to male children (construed descendants); in which view it agrees
with the general rule, that the descent is to be traced wholly tlirough males.
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rule in question seem to hare been impugned, tlie decision having,

in each instance, been founded on the context. In Oddie v. Woodford,

Lord Eldon dwelt much on the association of the word " lineal " with
male descendant; the expression being "eldest male lineal descen-

dent " (k) . The word " lineal," indeed, may seem, in strictness, not

to materially add to the force of the word " descendant ; " but his Lord-

ship considered that, having regard to all parts of the will, and to the

rule which imputes to a testator an additional meaning for each ad-

ditional expression, the anxious repetition' of the word "lineal," in

every instance, indicated an intention to confine the devise to persons

of male lineage. But though neither Lord Eldon nor Lord Cotten-

ham questioned the rule of construction, which reads a devise simply

to the male descendant of A. as applying to the male issue of a female

line
;
yet their respective decisions teach the necessity of caution in

the application of the rule, and of a diligent examination of the con-

text, before such a hypothesis is adopted (I).

[*914] * Since, therefore, the son of a deceased female may take by
purchase under the description of heir male, it follows that sev-

eral individuals, as grandsons, may become entitled under a devise to

heirs male, or even (as several co-heirs make but one heir) to heir

Devise to heir male in the singular. As where a testator devises real

"i*''to°9everal
®s*^t^ *° *^6 heir male of his body, and dies without leav-

grandsons. ing any son or daughter surviving him, but leaving grand-

sons the issue of several deceased daughters, the sons of the several

daughters respectively, or, if more than one, the eldest sons of the

several daughters, are concurrently entitled, under such devise, as the

heir or heirs male of the testator. Under such circumstances, how-
ever, considerable difB.culty is occasioned, if the testator has prefixed

to the word " heir " any expression showing that he had in his view

„ „ , . a single individual ; as in the case suggested by Lord
male, " how Coke (m), who says, " If lands be devised to one for life,
construed as ^rj^e remainder to the next heir male of B., in tail, and B.
between sons ' '

of several hath issue two daughters, and each of them hath issue a
daughters.

^^^^ ^^^ ^j^g fathers and the daughters die ; some say
the remainder is void for uncertainty ; some say the eldest shall take,

because he is the worthiest ; and others say that both of them shall

take, for that both make but one heir."

A question of this nature was elaborately discussed in Doe d. Win-
ter V. Peratt (n), where a devise in remainder was "to the first male

"Hrstmaie ^^^^ °^ *^® branch of my uncle Richard Chilcott's fam-
lieiT " in simi- Hy ; " the facts being that, at the date of the will in 1786,
or case.

^^^ ^j^^ death of the testator in 1787, the uncle was dead,

(h) "Eldest" was afterwards held to mean prior in line, not senior by birth, Thellusson v.

Eendlesham, 7 H. L. Ca. 429 (same will).

(l) See also Doe d. Angell v. Angell, 9 Q. B. 328.

(m) Co. Lit. 25 b.

(ra) 5 B. & Cr. 48 ; in D. P. 3 M. & So. 586, 10 Bing. 198, 9 CI. & Fin. 606, 6 M. & Gr. 314.
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leaving five daughters, of whom the eldest died before the remainder

fell into possession (which happened in July, 1820), leaving several

daughters, one of whom (who was living) had a son born in 1795
;

the uncle's second daughter (who was also living) had a son born

in 1763 ; and the fourth (who was dead) a son born in 1768. It

was agreed, both in the Court of King's Bench and ia the House of

Lords, that the devisee must be a single individual ; but as to the

meaning of the word " first,'' the only point decided was that the sec

ond daughter's son, though first in priority of birth, was not the

first male heir within the meaning of the will (o). * That con- [*9153

struction was upheld indeed by two of the Judges, but opposed

by nine others ; of whom two favored the claim of the eldest daugh-

ter's grandson as being first in priority of line; five, with Lord
Brougham, were of opinion (diss. Lord Cottenham and six Judges)

that the son of the fourth daughter was entitled, because, by the de-

cease of his mother, he had first acquired the character of male heir,

in the strict sense of the word (ji), while the remaining two held the

will void for uncertainty {q).

III.— Word " Heir " when construed " Heir Apparent."— It is

clear, that no person can sustain the character of heir, properly so

called, in the lifetime of the ancestor, according to the Nemo est

familiar maxim, nemo est heeres viventis. Therefore, hares viventis.

where (r) a man having two sons, devised lands to the younger son

and the heirs of his body, and, for want of siich issue, to the heirs of

the body of his elder son, and the younger died without issue in the

lifetime of the elder ; it was held, that the son of the elder could not

take under the devise (s)

.

The great struggle, however, in cases of this nature, has generally

(o) This was the only question before D. P. on appeal in ejectment, on the demise of the
second daughter's son. In favor of the claim of the stock of the eldest daughter, some re-
liance appears to have been placed on Harper's case, which is thus stated in Hale's MSS
Co. Lit. 10 b, n. (2) : "Harper having a son and four daughters, namely. A., B., C, and
D., devises to the son in tail, remainder to B. and C. for life, remainder proximo consanguini-
tatis et sanguinis of the devisor; and in Easter, 17 James, by two justices against one, the
remainder vests in all the daughters when the son dies without issue; but afterwards
Michaelmas, 20 James, per totam curiam, it vests in the eldest daughter only, and not in ali
the daughters; first, because proximo; secondly, because an express estate is limited to two
of the daughters." Perriraan v. Pierce, Palm. 11, 303, 2 Roll. Rep. 256; nom. Perim v. Pearce,
Bridg. 14, O. Bendloe, 102, 106 . It was also observed, that though the course of descent among
females is to all equally, yet that for some purposes the elder is preferred, as in the case of an
advowson held in co-parcenary, in which the first right to present is conceded to the elder;
and so under a partition made by a third person among parceners, in which the elder has the
choice of several lots.

(p) As to this, see next paragraph.

(q) " Heir of a family " was said to be art expression not known to the law ; but in Horse-
field V. Ashton, 1 W. R. 259, Lord Cranworth was of opinion that a devise in remainder to the
" heir of the testator's family " was not void for uncertainty. See also Tetlow v. Ashton, 20
L. J. Ch. 53, 15 Jur. 213.

(!•) Challoner v. Bowyer, 2 Leon, 70. See also Archer's case, 1 Co. 66; Anon., Dyer, 99 b.
pi. 64 ; Frogmorton d. Robinson v. Wharrey, 2 W. BI. 728, 3 Wils. 125, 144, And the same
principle holds good as to personaltv, so that no person can sustain the character of next of
kin of a living person, per Kay, J., Re Parsons, Stockier v. Parsons, 45 Ch. D. 51, 63.

(«) It will be observed that the failure of the devise in this case was a consequence of the
rule which required that a contingent remainder should vest at the instant of the determi-
nation of the preceding estate. But see now 40 & 41 Vict, c, 33, ante, Vol. I. p. 832.
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been to determine whether the testator uses the word " heir " accord-

ing to its strict and proper acceptation or in the sense of heir appa-

rent, or in some inaccurate sense.

Sometimes the context of the will shows that he intends the person

described as heir to become entitled under the gift in his an-

[*916] castor's lifetime ; the term being used to designate the * heir

apparent, or heir presumptive (t).^ As, in James v. Eichard-

„ . . son (u), where a man devised lands to A. and his heirs
Hfiir wtiGn cori"

strued to mean during the life of B., in trust for B., and, after the de-
heir apparent cease of B., to the heirs male of the body of B. now liv-
or heir '

. r i t.iii
presumptive, ing, and to such other heirs male or female as B. should

Heirs male have of his body, the words "heirs male of the body
" ""'^ living." jjQ^ living " were held to be a good description of the

son and heir apparent, living at the time of the making of the will,

to which period the word " now " was considered to point {x)

.

So, in Lord Beaulieu v. Lord Cardingham (t/), a bequest of personal

estate to the heir male of the body of A., to take lands in course of

descent, being followed by a gift in default of such heir male to A.

himself for life, the testator was considered to have explained him-

self to use the words " heir male " as descriptive of the son or heir

apparent.

Again, in Came v. Roch (s), where a testator gave his real and
personal estate to the heir-at-law of A., and in case such heir-at-law

"Heir at should die without issue, then he devised the same to

]aw," held to the next heir-at-law of A., and his or her issue, and in

son by force of case all the children of A. should die without issue, then
context. over. A. was living at the date of the will, and at the

death of the testator; and it was held, that her eldest son had an

estate tail under the will.

In this case, it was probably considered, that the testator had, by
the word " children," explained himself to use the words " heir-at-

(t) The reader scarcely need be reminded of the difference between an heir apparent and
an heir presumptive. An heir apparent is the person who will inevitably become heir in case

he survives the ancestor. The heir presumptive is a person who will become heir in the same
event, provided his or her claim is not superseded by the birth of a more favored object.

Thus, if a man has an eldest or only son, such son is his heir apparent. If he has no child,

but has a brother or sister, or any other collateral relation, such relation is his heir presump-
tive, because liable to be postponed by the birth of a child ; so, if his onlv issue be a daughter,
such daughter, being liable to be superseded by an after-born son, is lieir presumptive. If

the ancestor dies intestate leaving a daughter, and his wife enceinte, who is afterwards de-

livered of a son, the daughter takes the rents accrued due in the mean time, Richards v. Rich-
ards, Job. 754.

(«) T. Jon. 99, 1 Vent. 334, 2 Lev. 232, 3 Keb. 832, Pollex. 457, Raym. 330; Bnrchette.
Burdant, on same will, Skin. 205, 2 Vent. 311, Carth. 154. See also Rittson v. Stordy, 3 Sm.
& Gif. 230. Where the person was otherwise clearly designated, his being an alien, and con-
sequently (before 33 Vict. o. 14, s. 2) incapable of holding land, did not alter the construc-
tion, 8. c.

(x) Ante, Vol. I. p. 288.

(«) Amb. 533.

iz) 4 M. & Pay. 862, 7 Bing. 226.

1 Morton v. Barrett, 22 Maine, 257; Stuart v. Stuart, 18 W. Va. 676.
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law " as synonymous witli eldest son. And this construe- Remark on

tion has prevailed in some other cases where the indi- Came ». Koch,

cation of intention was less decisive and unequivocal.

As, in Darbison d. Long v. Beaumont (a), where the testa-

tor * after creating various limitations for life and in tail, [*917]
devised his estates to the heirs male of the body of his aunt

E. L. lawfully begotten, remainder to the testator's own right heirs

;

he also gave lOOZ. to his said aunt E. L. , and 500Z. to her children ; he
likewise gave to D. (who was his heir-at-law) an annuity „„ . „ , ,

•,

out of the said hereditaments, and a legacy to her chil- to mean heir

dren. The prior limitations determined in the lifetime of "i'i"""'™*-

E. L., upon which the question arose, whether A., the eldest son of E.
L., could take ; to whose claim it was objected, that, his mother being

living, he was not heir. But it was adjudged in the Court of Ex-
chequer, which judgment (after being reversed in the Exchequer
Chamber) was ultimately aflSlrmed in the House of Lords, that A. was
entitled under this devise ; it being evident from the whole will, that

the eldest son was the person designed to take by the appellation of

the heir male of the body of the testator's aunt E. L. ; and that al-

though the word " heir," in the strictest sense, signified one who had
succeeded to a dead ancestor, yet, in a more general sense, it signified

an heir apparent, which supposed the ancestor to be living ; that the
testator took notice that the sons of E. L. were living at that time, by
giving them legacies, and also that E. L. was likewise living, by giving
her a legacy (b) ; and, therefore, he could not intend that the first

son should take strictly as heir, that being impossible in the lifetime

of the ancestor ; but, as heir apparent, he might and was clearly in-

tended to take.

So, in Goodright d. Brooking v. White (o), where the testator, after

devising certain life annuities to three daughers, and an annuity to

M., another daughter, during the joint lives of herself and the testar

tor's only son R., gave the estate (subject to the annuities) to his

daughter M. for two years, with remainder to R., his son, for ninety-

nine years, if he should so long live ; and subject thereto, he devised
the same to E.'s heirs male, and to the heirs ofhis daughr «tt • « \.\a

ter M., jointly and equally, to hold to the heirs male of to mean heir

E. lawfully begotten, and to the heirs of M. jointly and trc^T^l-
equally, and their heirs and assigns forever; and for 'ext.

want of heirs male lawfully begotten of the body of R, at the time
of his decease, the testator devised the same, charged as aforesaid, to

the heirs and assigns of M, lawfully begotten of her body, to hold

(b) Bu
I P. W. 229, 3 B. P. C. Toml. 60, et vid. James ». Richardson, supra.
But might not the testator have calculated on E. L. surviving him, and afterwards dying

before the remainder to her heir took effect in possession? This and the next case were dis.
approved by Lord Brougham, 9 CI. & Fin. 693.

(c) 2W.B1.1010.
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to tte heirs and assigns of M. forever. E.. the son, had,

[*918] * at the date of the will, a son and two daughters ; and M.,

the testator's daughter, then had one son. R. died in the

lifetime of M. It was contended, that the devise to the heir of M.
was void, his mother being alive at the expiration of the preceding

estates ; but the Court held, that her son was entitled. De Grey, C. J.,

said, that the testator took notice that M. was living, bi/ leaving her

a term and a subsequent annuity, and meant a present interest should

vest in her heir, that was, her heir apparent during her life. Black-

stone, J., thought that, as the testator had varied the tenure of M.'s

annuity from that of the other sisters, theirs depending on their own
single lives, and hers on the joint lives of herself and her brother E..,

it was plain the testator had in his contemplation that she might sur-

vive B., as in fact, she did ; and therefore, the word " heir " must be

construed as equivalent to issue, in order to make him take in her

lifetime, agreeably to the intent of the testator.

In Doe d. Winter v. Perratt (d), a testator devised lands to his

kinsman, John Chilcott, or his male heir, and, in default of male

heir by him, directed the lands to fall to the first male
** To first male j j j

heir of the ^6*'' of t^© branch of his (the testator's) uncle, Richard
branch of R._ Chilcott's family, paying unto such of the daughters of

. 3
ami y. ^^ ^^^^ ^ Chilcott, as should be then living, the sum

of lOOZ. each, at the time of taking possession of the said estates.

John Chilcott died without issue. R. Chilcott was dead when the

testator made his will, having left five daughters, several of whom
(including the eldest) died before the remainder fell into possession.

The eldest daughter left several daughters, one of whom had a son,

who was the only male descendant of the eldest daughter. Each of

the other deceased daughters left sons, and each of the living daugh-

ters had also sons, some of whom were born before the grandson of

the eldest daughter. The question between these several stocks was
which of them was entitled under the denomination of " first male

heir." Holroyd and Littledale, JJ., held that the son of the daiigh-

ter who first died leaving male issue was entitled; dissentiente

Bayley, J., who was of opinion that the son of the eldest of the daugh-

ters, who had a son, was entitled, whether such daughter

heir " held to Were living or dead, and without regard to the relative

mean male ages of the SOUS of the Several daughters ; thinking that

" heir " here meant heir apparent of the eldest daugh-

[*919] ter. The case was brought by writ of error into the * House
of Lords ; and the House submitted to the Judges the ques-

tion (among others), whether the expression " first male heir " was
used by the testator to denote a person of whom an ancestor might

be living. Four out of the ten Judges (namely, Littledale, Maule,

(d) 5 B. & Cr. 48 ; in D. P. 3 M. & Sc. 586, 10 Bing. 198, 9 CI. & Fin. 606, 6 M. & 6r. 314.
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and Coltman, JJ., and Parke, B.) answered this question in the nega-

tive, thereby supporting the judgment of K. B., and with them agreed

Lord Brougham. The opinion of the other six Judges (Taunton,

Bosanquet, Bayley, Patteson, Williams, JJ., and Tindal, C. J.), with

whom Lord Cottenham concurred, was in the af6.rmative; and this

opinion was founded on the circumstances of the testator's knowl-

edge of the state of his uncle Eichard's family ; that his uncle was
then dead ; that he had left no heir male, but only daughters ; that

legacies were given to such of the daughters as should be living when
the remainder vested, to be paid by the person who was to take under

the description of " first male heir," not " of my daughters," or " of

daughters," or of any one daughter specifically, but " of the branch

of my uncle Eichard Chilcott's family ;
" all of which it was consid-

ered amounted to a demonstration that the testator used the word
" heir " to denote a person of whom the ancestor might be living. It

ultimately appeared that the precise point was not before the House,
and it was therefore not decided.

On the other hand, in Collingwood v. Pace (e), where lands were de-

vised to the heir of A. and to the heirs of the said heir, and an annuity
was bequeathed to A. for the bringing up A.'s eldest „ „ . „

j^ j^
son ; it was held that, A. being alive at the testator's not to mean

death, the devise to his heir failed; for, though it was "^^ir apparent,

strongly argued for the eldest son of A. that by giving A. an annuity
the testator showed that he expected him to survive, and therefore,

the devise being immediate, could not have used the word " heir " in

its technical sense
;
yet (it was answered) there was nothing to show,

in case A.'s eldest son died in the testator's lifetime, whether a sec-

ond son was to take ; and that, if the eldest was intended, it might
have been so expressed, as it was in another part of the will.

And in Doe d. Knight v. ChafEey (/), a devise to husband and wife
for their lives, remainder to their son A. in fee ; but in case
* he should die without issue in their lifetime, then to " their [*920]
next heir " in fee, was held to give the estate to the true heir

of the husband and wife, and not to the child born next after A.

IV.— The word " Heir " explained by the Context of the Will to
denote a Person who is not the Heir-general.— Where a testator
shows by the context of his will that he intends by the
term "heir" to denote an individual who is not heir-gen- pinned by^"

eral, such intention, of course, must prevail, and the devise context to de-

will take effect in favor of the person described. Thus, not\eir-"°'^

if a testator says, " I make A. B. my sole heir," or, " I general.

(e) Bridg. by Ban. 410. Assuming " heir " to have its proper sense, this devise would at
the present day be construed as an executory devise to the person who should be the heir of A.
at his death, and the testator's heir would be entitled durmg A.'s life, the old distinction be-
tweengifts per verba deprassenti and per verba de future being now exploded, Fea. C. B.
635; Bfarris v. Barnes, 4 Burr. 2157.

"
' .

if) 16 M. & Wei. 658.

VOL. II, 6
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give Blaekaere to my heir male, which is my brother, A. B. ; " this is,

it seems, a good devise to A. B., although he is not heir-general (g)
*

Again (A), it is laid down, that " if a man, having a house or land in

borough English, buy lands lying mthin it, and then, by his will,

give his new-purchased lands to his heir of his house and land in

borough English, for the more commodious use of it, such heir in

borough English will take the land by the devise as hseres factus,

not natus or legitimus ; for the intent is certain, and not conjectural
5

and it is said (i), that if a man having lands at common law and other

lands in borough English or gavelkind, devise his common-law lands

to his heir in borough English, or heirs in gavelkind, such customary

heir or heirs shall take them by the devise, though not heir at com-

mon law.

So, in the case cited by Lord Hale in Pybus 'V. Mitford (k), where

a man, having three daughters and a nephew, gave his daughters

2,000Z., and gave the land to his nephew by the name of his heir

male, provided that, if his daughters "troubled the heir," the devise

of the 2,000^. should be void ; it was adiudged that the
Term *' heir"

J j o

applied by a dcvise to the nephew was good, although he was not
testator to a heir-general (because the devisor expressly took notice

that his three daughters were his heirs) ; and that the

limitation to the brother's son by the name of heir male was a good
name of purchase.

Again, in Baker v. Wall (I), where the testator, having issue

[*921] * two sons, devised to A., his eldest son, his farm called Dum-
sey, to him and his heirs male forever ; adding, " if a female,

my next heir shall allow and pay to her 200^. in money, or 12Z. aryear

,
. . „ out of the rents and profits of Dumsey, and shall have

held to denote all the rest to himself, I mean my next heir, to him and

h ^r-^°n °°i
^^^ heirs male forever.'^ A. died leaving issue a daughter

only ; and the question now was, whether in event C,
the youngest son of the testator, was entitled. And the Court held
that he was : first, because it was manifest that the devise to A. was
an estate tail male ; secondly, that it was apparent that the devisor

had a design, that if A. had a daughter, she should not have the
lands ; for the words, " if a female, then my next heir," &c., must be

(0) Hob. 33. See also Dormer v. Phillips, 3 Drew. 39 ; Parker v. Nickson, 1 D. J. & S. 177.
(n) Hob. 34. But a devise of customary lands to the heir simpliciter giyes them to the

common-law heir, Co. Lit. 10 a; post, p. 922.
(i) Pre. Ch. 464, per Lord Cowper.
(k) 1 Vent. 381.

(0 1 Ld. Eaym. 185, Pre. Ch. 468, 1 Eq. Ca. Abr. 214, pi. 12. See also Rose v. Rose, 17
Ves. 347, where the phrase " my heir under this will " was hel^ in reference to certain pecuni-
ary legacies, to point to the testator's residuary legatee. See Thomason v. Moses, 6 Bear. 77,
ante Vol. I. p. 345.

1 See the following cases for illustration: end of this chapter, of wife or husband taking
Bradlee «. Andrews, 137 Mass. 50; Minot ». as "heir."
Harris, 132 Mass. 528 ; and cases cited at the
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intended as if he had said, "But if my son A. shall have only issue a

female, then that person who would be my next heir, if such issue

female of A. was out of the way, shall have the land ;
" and, to make

his intent more inanifest, the testator gave a rent to such female out

of the lands ; for she could not have both the land and a rent issuing

out of it. By the words, " to him," it was apparent that he intended

the male heir ; so that it was the same thing as if he had said, " I

mean my next heir male." And as to the objection, that C. was
male, but not heir (for J. D., a female, was right heir to the devisor),

the Court said, that if the party take notice that he has a right heir,

and specially exclude him, and then devise to another by the name
of heir, this shall be a special heir to take.

But in Goodtitle d. Bailey v. Pugh (m), where the devise was to

the eldest son of the testator's only son, begotten or to be begotten,

for his life ; and the testator added, " and so on, in the same manner,

to all the sons my son may have ; if but one son, then all the real

estate to him for his life, and for want of heirs in him, to the right

heirs ofme (the testator) forever, my son excepted, it being
,

m,y will he shall have no part of m,y estates, either real heirs of me,

or personal." The testator left his son and three daugh- my son ex-

ters. The son died without issue, having enjoyed the

lands for his life. The daughters contended, that they were the per-

sonae designatee under the devise to the testator's own right heirs, his

son excepted ; for that the son, who was the proper heir, was plainly

and manifestly excluded by the express words. And of this opinion

were Lord Mansfield and the rest of the Court of King's Bench, who
held, that the words were to be interpreted as if the testator

* had said, " Those who would be my right heirs, if my son [*922]
were dead." This judgment, however, was reversed in the

House of Lords, with the concurrence of the Judges present, who
were unanimously of opinion that no person took any estate under
the will by way of devise or purchase.

This is an extraordinary decision ; and high as is the authority of

the Court by which it was ultimately decided, its soundness may be
questioned, as the will contains not merely words of ex- „1- -a , ,1 y 1 • , •., Remarks upon
elusion in reference to the son (which, it is admitted, Goodtitle o.

would not alone amount to a devise), but a positive and ^"^''"

express disposition in favor of the person who would be next in the
line of descent, if the son were out of the way. In this case, we
trace but very faintly the anxiety, generally imputed to judicial

expositors of wills, ut res magis valeat quam pereat.

But if a person truly answers the special description contained in

the wUl, the fact that he is also heir-general affords no pretext for

(m) 3 B. P. C. Toml. 454, Bull. Fea. 573, cit. 2 Mer. 348.
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Capacity of his exclusion; and therefore where a testator devised

noraffected by *^® ultimate interest in his property to his right heirs

his being on the part of his mother, his co-heirs at law, who were

ffao!'*
'*"

^^3° ^^^ heirs ex parte maternS, were held entitled under

the devise (w). It scarcely requires notice that wherever

the heir-general is a descendant, or the brother or sister, or descend-

ant of a brother or sister of the testator, he will be heir ex parte

materna as well as ex parte paternS.

V.— Construction of the Word " Heir " varied by the Nature of the

Property.— It is next to be considered how far the construction of

the word " heir " is dependent upon, or liable to be varied by, the

nature of the property to which it is applied.

If the subject of disposition be real estate of the tenure of gavel-

kind, or borough English, or copyhold lands held of a manor in which
" Heir " in ^ course of descent different from that of the common
reference to la^sr prevails, it becomes a question, whether, under a
gavelkind or ... ..i i-i- t

borough Eng- disposition to the tcstator's heir as a purchaser, the m-
hsh lands

; tended object of gift is the heir-general at common law,

or his heir quoad the particular property which is the subject of the

devise ; and the authorities, at a very early period, established the

claim of the common-law heir (o) ; supposing, of course, that there is

nothing in the"context to oppose the construction.

[*923] * If a testator seised of lands by descent from his mother
devises them to his heir, and die leaving different persons his

heir ex parte maternS and his heir ex parte paternS, (who both claim
— as between at common law), the question, which is entitled, will de-

and pars*™* pend on whether the devise is sufficient according to the
materna: principles of the old law to break the descent. Thus, in

Davis V. Kirk (p), a testator devised all his real estate (part of which

had descended to him ex parte maternS) to a trustee, his heirs and
assigns, upon trust to sell part, and to pay the income of the residue

to the testator's widow for life, and after her death "upon trust to

convey the said residue unto such person as should answer the de-

scription of the testator's heir-at-law." It was held by Sir W. P.

Wood, V.-C, that the descent was broken by the devise, and that the

(n) Foster ii. Sierra, 4 Ves. 766; Rawlinson v. Wass, 9 Hare, 673. See Gundry v. Pin-
niger, 14 Beav. 94, 1 D. M. & G. 502.

(o) Co. Lit. 10 (adevise to heir of stranger); Rob. Gavelk. 117, 118 ; Garland v. Beverley,

9 Ch. D. 213; Thorp «. Owen, 2 Sm. & Gif. 90 (devise in 1841 to heir male of testator); per
Romillv, M. R., Polley v. Polley, 31 Beav. 363 (gift to heir of stranger of money to arise oy
sale of borough English lands). In Sladen v. Sladen, 2 J. & H. 369, the claim of the com-
mon-law heir was fortified by the circumstance that leaseholds were mixed with the gavel-
kind land in the same set of limitations.

(p) 2 K. & J. 391. The will was dated in 1845, and was therefore subject to stat. 3 & 4
Will. 4. c. 106, 8. 3— a circumstance noted by the V.-C. on a subsecjuent occasion, 1 J. & H.
674. But that statute appears to give no help in determining who is the person to take, but
only, if the heir ex parte materna is found to be the person intended, to direct liow he
takes it. «•
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heir ex parte paternS, was therefore entitled. In Moore v. Simkin (q),

by a marriage settlement executed in 1810, real estate of the wife was

settled to certain uses which determined or failed, with an ultimate

limitation to the use of the right heirs of the wife's mother then de-

ceased forever ; at the date of the settlement the wife was entitled to

the estate settled, as to part as heiress-at-law of her deceased mother,

and as to the remainder as one of the coheiresses of a deceased ma-
ternal great-uncle : it was held by Sir J. Pearson, J., that the de-

scent was not broken by the settlement, and that under the ulterior

limitation the wife took the estate as part of her old estate which she

had before the settlement.

With respect to the personalty, too, it is often doubtful whether
the testator employs the term " heir " in its strict and proper accepta-

tion, or in a more lax sense, as descriptive of the person — in reference

or persons appointed by law to succeed to property of e^tatr how
this description (r). Where the gift to the heirs is by construed,

way of substitution, the latter construction generally prevails. Thus,

in Vaux v. Henderson (s), where a testator bequeathed to A.
* 2001., " and, failing him by decease before me, to his heirs ; " [*924]

the legacy was held to belong to the next of kin of A. living

at the death of the testator. And a similar decision was made in

Gittings V. M'Dermott (t). Of this case Lord St. Leon- uxo a. or his

ards observed (m) that the gift over was " to prevent a heirs " (by

lapse. The argument was a very fair one, that as the
5"''**'""^''°)'

property in one case would have gone to the party absolutely, and
from him to his personal representatives, so when the testator spoke
there by way of substitution, of the heir of the body, it was under-
stood that he meant the same person who would have taken after
him in case there had (qu. not) been a lapse." This principle has
since been followed in other cases (a;), including one where real
estate was combined with personalty in a gift to the testatrix's sis-

ters as tenants in common for life, or until marriage, with survivor-
ship, and upon the death or marriage of all "to be divided in equal
shares between my brothers and sisters then living or their heirs • "

it was held by Sir C. Hall, V.-C, that this limitation to heirs, by way
of substitution, contained within itself that which required that the
property should go to heirs upon whom the property would devolve
by law, that is to say, as to the real estate the heir-at-law, and as to

(q) n Oh. D. 95.
(r) I. e. under the Statute of Distribution ; including the widow, Doody v. Higgins 2 K& J. 729, and cases there cited; but not the husband, Re Walton's Trusts, cor. V.-C. Kin-

dersley, 8 D. M. & G. 174, and cited in Doody v. Higgins. As to this see Ch. XXIX.
(s) IJ. & W. 388, n.

h) 2 My. & K. 69.

(«) De Beauvoir ». De Beauvoir, 3 H. L. Ca. 557.
(x) Doody V. Higgins, 9 Hare, App. 32. 2 K. & J. 729 ; Jacobs v. Jacobs, 16 Beav. 557; Re

Porter's Trusts 4 18:. & J. 188; Re Philp^s Will, L. R., 7 Eq. 151; Finlavson v. Tatlock,
h. K., 9 Eq. 258; Parsons v. Parsons, L. R., 8 Eq. 260 (perpetual personal annuity).
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the personalty the statutory next of kin according to the Statute of

Distribution {y).

So in Ee Newton Trusts (s), where a testator bequeathed one-

seventh of his personal estate " to my brother A., his heirs and
assigns forever," another seventh "to my brother B., his heirs and
assigns forever," and so on, and the remaining seventh " to the heirs

and assigns forever of my late sister C. now deceased : " it was held

by Sir W. P. Wood, V.-C, that this last was quasi substitutional and
went to the next of kin ; that by the previous gift the testator showed
how he supposed personal estate would devolve, and wished to put
the representatives of C. in the same position as if C. had been alive,

and her share had thus devolved from her.

[*925] * Where the substituted gift is to heirs of the body such of

" Heirs of the *^® next of kin will be entitled as are descended from
body" con- the propositus, i. e., issue (a).
strued next of .. j-j.-j.t-ti .n-i-
kin being Again, a direction to divide a legacy amongst the heirs
'^^"^- of the testator or another person indicates an intention to

give concurrent interests to several ; which can seldom be satisfied

by understanding "heirs " in its primary sense (under which one per-

" To be di-
^^'^ ^^^^' '^^^^ ^^^^ exceptions, be entitled to the whole)

;

Tided amone^^ but which wiU generally be satisfied by construing
tiieheirsofA."

((j^gji-gW ^0 mean next of kin. Thus in Ee Steevens'

Trusts (b), where a testator directed his' trustees to divide a sum of

money " amongst the heirs of my late brother J. S." (J. S. being
dead leaving one person his heir and the same person and others his

next of kin), it was held by Sir J. Bacon, V.-C, that " heirs " meant
next of kin. And in Low v. Smith (c), where a testator gave all his

real and personal estates upon trusts which implied conversion (d),

and to be divided among his nephews, grand-nephews, and nieces, the
several shares to be invested and the income applied for their main-
tenance until the age of twenty-one, " except my grand-nephew A.,

and he only to receive the interest of his portion until the age of
thirty. Afterwards if my executors think him capable of using one-
half in his business, let it be done, the remaining half to be con-

tinued in the stocks the income of which he is to receive during his

life, and at his death to be equally divided among his legal heirs."

(y) Wragfieia o. Wingfield, 9 Ch. D. 658. See also Keay v. Boulton,'25 Ch. D. 212. See
post. p. 930, n. (6).

(z) L. R., 4 Eq. 171. A gift to the heirs and assigns of A. has been held to give A. a gen-
eral power of disposition, Quested v. Michell,24 L. J. Ch. 722: (see also per Shadwell, V.-C,
Waite V. Templer, 2 Sim. 542 j and cf. Brookman v. Smith, L. R., 6 Ex. 291, 305, 7 Ex. 271);
and will sometimes he words of limitation where " heirs " alone would have described a
legatee by substitution. Re Walton's Estate, 8 D. M. & G. 173.

(«) Pattenden v. Hobson, 22 L. J. Ch. 697, 17 Jur. 406; Price v. Lockley, 6 Beav. 180
(children held entitled as "heirs lawfully begotten," but whether as children or next of kin
does not appear). See also Re Jeaffreson's Trusts, L. R., 2 Eq. 276, stated below.

(6) L. E., 15 Eq. 110.
(c) 25 L. J. Ch. 503, 2 Jur. N. S. 344.

(d) By the trust to invest all the shares, see Affleck v. James, 17 Sim. 121.
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It -was held by Sir E. T. Kindersley, V.-C, that at the death of A. his

share went to his next of kin.

In the former of these two cases the decision has the additional

support of the circumstance that A. was, to the testator's knowledge,

actually dead at the date of the will, leaving one person his heir and
several his next of kin. It must, however, be admitted that in

neither case were the grounds to which they are here referred dis-

tinctly alluded to by the Court. In Ke Steevens' Trusts the V.-C.

treated the authorities as hopelessly confused ; while in Low v.

Smith the Court relied on the cases of substitution already

noticed, and adverted particularly to the * form of the gift, [*926]

which was in the iirst place to the^ grand-nephew, as one of

the class absolutely, and was then restricted for the sole apparent

purpose of better securing the beneiit of it to the legatee himself (e).

The effect of words of distribution is more clearly exemplified in

Ee Jeaflreson's Trusts (/), where personalty was bequeathed to

trustees in trust for A. for life, and after her death " for the benefit

of the heirs of the body of A., first to educate at their discretion the

said heirs, and lastly to pay to the said heirs the said residue at their

respective ages of twenty-one in such proportions as A. might by deed
or will " appoint. Sir W. P. Wood, V.-C, held that the words " heirs

of the body " were not used in the technical sense of all descendants

ad infinitum and did not operate as words of limitation so as to give

an absolute interest to A. (g), but indicated the interests of a set of

persons co-existing, and that the next of kin of A. descended from
her and living at her death were entitled (A).

In Ee Gamboa's Trusts (i), where a testator bequeathed a legacy
" to the heirs of his late partner for losses sustained during the time
that the business of the house was under my sole con- "Heirs" ex-

trol," Sir W. P. Wood, V.-C, held that the next of kin P'ained by

according to the statute were entitled, founding his deci- for mafing"'

sion on the expressed reason of the bequest, which would *® bequest,

be unmeaning if the testator intended to benefit the heir strictly so

called. "Had it been 'to the heirs of my late partner' simply,"

added the V.-C, " I should not have felt so clear upon the point."

And here may be noticed a case where a bequest of personalty to
" the heirs or next of kin of A. deceased " was held to be a gift to the

(e) See "White v. Briggs, 2 Pliil. 583. In Powell ». Boggis, 35 Beav. 535, the word
" heirs " was construed legal personal representatives.

(/) L. R., 2 Eq. 276.
(o) See Ch. XLIV.
(A) See also Bull v. Comberbaeh, 25 Beav. 540, stated below. In Ware v. Rowland, 15

Sim. 587, 2 Phil. 635, Shadwell, V.-C, expressed an opinion that under a gift at the death
of A. to " my heirs-at-!aw share and share alike " the heir proper was entitled. But as A.
was both heir-at-lai^ and sole next of kin the point did not arise. The words " share and
share ahke " were referred to in argument for the purpose only of showing that A., a known
individual, could not have been intended to take either as heir-at-law or next of kin, and
that the words imported a class to be ascertained at the death of A. ; as to which vide post.

(i) 4 K. & J. 756.
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"Heirs or next of kin of A. according to the Statute of Distri-

A ^dece^ed""
^ution :

" Or " not signifying an alternative between

two classes (wMeh. T^ould have made, the gift void for

uncertainty), but the one description being explanatory of tha

other {J).

It need not be pointed out that in all the. foregoing cases

[*927] special * grounds were a,ssigned for departing from the proper.

sense of the word '.' heirs ;
" and they will not be understood to.

warrant the general position that the word " heirs " in relation to per-

" Heirs" u - ^onal estate imports next of kin, especially, if real estate

explained, be combined with personalty in the same gift; which

strued'in'be-
circumstance though not conclusive {k), yet according

quests of per- to the principle laid down by Lord Eldon in Wright v.
y. Atkyns (V) affords a ground for giving to the word in

wiieve'realty reference to both species of property the construction

and personalty which it would receive as to the real estate if that were
om ne

.

^^^^ ^^-^^ Subject of disposition.

Thus in Gwynne v. Muddock (m), where a testator gave all his

real and personal estate to A. for life, adding, after her death "my

"To my
nighest heir-at-law to enjoy the same;" Sir W. Grant,

nigiiest heir at- M. E., held that the heir-at-law took laoth the real and
'*"'"

personal estate, not the realty only, the testator, having

blended them in the gift. Here it will be observed the word used

was " heir '' in the singular. So in Tetlow v. Ashton (w), where a testar

„ . tor devised and bequeathed his real and personal estate,

lawof iny upon failure of certain previous limitations, to the heirr
family." at-law.of his family whosoever the same might be ; Sir

J. K. Bruce, V.-C., said " The testator has used words which no per^

son, professional or unprofessional, cajU misunderstand. ... If there

were any correcting or explanatory context the case might be dif-

ferent. I give no opinion, how the case would have stood if the word
' heirs ' had been vised instead of 'heir.' " And he held, that the next

of kin had no color of title.

In De Beauvoir v. De Beauvoir (o), the word used was *< heirs " in

the plural. A testator devised his estates in the funds of England,

Ultimate and his freehold, copyhold, and leasehold property to

^fmyow*" several persons and their soiis in strict settlement, re-

light heirs." mainder to his own right heirs ; and empowered his trus-

(/) Ee Thompson's Trusts, 9 Ch. D. 607.

(*) See Wingfield v. Wingfleld, 9 Ch. D. 658, stated sup. ; and per Lord Oottenham, White
V. Bri^s, 2 Phil. 590.

(/) Coop. Ill, 12.3. See also Pyot v. Pyot, 1 Ves. 3.35, where, however, the words of the

Tfill being applicable rather to personalty, the construction which obtains in regard to this

species of property predominated as to both real and personal estate.

Im) U Ves. 488.

(») 20 L. J. Ch. 5,3. 15 Jur. 213,

(o) 15 Sim. 163, 3 H. L. Ca. 524. See also Boydell v. Golightly, 14 Sim. 327. In Mac-
pherson v. Ste;vfart, 28 L. J. Ch. 177, a direction to, trustees to invest the testator's property
for the benefii of his Aeir< was held to mean persons entitled under the will.
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tees to invest the residue of Hs personal estate in the purchase of

freehold land, to be settled to the same uses. It was held by Sir L.

Shadwell, V.-C, and on appeal by the House of Lords, that the inten-

tion to be collected from the whole will, especially from the

power to invest, was * to give both realty and personalty, as a [*928]

blended property, to the same set of persons throughout, and
that the whole property therefore went ultimately to the heir-at-law.

Lord St. Leonards, after stating the general rule as to personal es-

tate (jj), said (cj), " Then we come to the mixed cases. I quite agree

that as to th^m the argument is still stronger against the appellant

(the next of kin), for if the law is settled when you can collect the

intention, as regards personal estate, the argument that it is so must, a
fortiori, have more operation when you come to blended property,

consisting of real and personal estate ; for as to so much of the prop-

erty which consists of real estate, there can be no doubt but the per-

son who is described as * heir ' is intended to take in that character.

You, therefore, at once in speaking of heir impress upon the gift, or

upon him who is to take it, his own proper charactej,^- that of heir.

When you are dealing, therefore, with the same disposition, though

of another part of the property, you are relieved from the difB.culty

which you labor under in the more naked case of personal property,

and having found that the testator meant what he has expressed as

regards that portion which is real property, you may more readily in-

fer the same intention as regards the other portion of the same gift

depending upon the same words, and you, therefore, allow the whole,

disposition the same operation as you would give to it if it had been,

confined to real estate alone."

So in Henderson v. Green (r), where a testator devised and be-_

queathed to his daughter a house and the interest of 8.00Z. for her life,

and if she died leaving issue he directed 600^. to be paid .ixo my next

to them, and that the remainder, that is 300Z., and the lawful heirs."

house, should revert to his next lawful heirs ; it was held by Sir J.

Eomilly, M. E., that the case was within De Beauvo^r v. De Beauvoir,

and that the heir, and not the next of kin, was entitled to the house
andtheSOOZ. '

'

And even where the entire subject of gift is personal, the word
"heir," unexplained by the context, must be taken to

,^

be used in its proper sense. Thus it is laid down (s), eiplalned"'

that if one devise a term of years to J. S., and after his strictly con-

death that the heir of J. S, shall have it; J. S. shall bequest" of

have so many years of the term as he shall live, and the personal estate.

heir of J. S. and the executor of * that heir shall have the re- [*929]
mainder of the term. So, in Danvers v. Lord Clarendon (i),

(p) Vide infra. {q) 3 H. L. Ca. 557.
(r) 28 Beav. 1. See also Re Dixon, 4 P. D. 81. (s) Shep. Touch. 446.
(«) 1 Vem. 35. See a,lso Southgate v. Clinch, 27 L. J. Ch. 651, 4 Jur. N. S. 428; Ee

Bootes, 1 Dr. & Sm. 228. . '
. .
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where a testator bequeathed all his goods in C. house to A. for life,

and after her death to the heir of Sir J. D. ; the only question raised

was whether he that was heir of Sir J. D. at the time of his death or

at the time of A.'s death was entitled.

Nor will the construction be varied by the circumstance, that the

gift is to the heir in the singular, and there is a plurality of persons

conjointly answering to the description of heir (m). Thus, under the

words "to my heir 4,000^.," three co-heiresses of the testator were

held to be entitled ; Sir J. Leach, M. E., observing, " Where the

word is used not to denote succession, but to describe a legatee, and

there is no context to explain it otherwise, then it seems to me to be

a substitution of conjecture in the place of clear expression, if I

am to depart from the natural and ordinary sense of the word
'heir'" (v).

And although the word used, in a gift of personal estate only, is

" heirs " (a;), in the plural, it will, unless explained by the context

"Heirs," in retain its proper sense, Sir R. P. Arden, in HoUoway

simi^ady'con-
'*'• HoUoway (y), was strongly disposed to construe it

strued.

"

next of kin; though his opinion on another question

rendered the point immaterial.* But in De Beauvoir v. De Beau-

voir («), Lord St. Leonards did not approve of this construction. He
reviewed the authorities, and without distinguishing between those

where the word used was " heir," and others where it was " heirs,"

said, "As far as the authorities go with respect to personal estate,

whether the gift be an immediate gift, or whether it be a gift in

remainder, the cases appear to me to be uniform,— to give to the

words the sense which the testator himself has impressed upon
them,— that if he has given to the heir, though the heir would not

by law be the person to take that property, he is the person who
takes as persona designata. It is impossible to lay down any other

rule of construction." ^

[*930] * One of the authorities noticed by Lord St. Leonards was
Pleydell v. Pleydell (a), where a testator, after making sev-

eral contingent dispositions of a sum of money, gave the ultimate

interest to his own right heirs (in the plural) ; and it was held that

the testator's heir was entitled, not his executor.

(m) See 2 Ld. Lavm. 829.

(t>) Mounsey v. Blamire, 4 Buss. 384. Jessel, M. R., is reported, 10 Ch. D. 114, to have
disapproved of this case ; but the context would seem to indicate that what he disapproved of

was the half-admission, made arg. gr. by Sir J. Leach, that in cases of succession " heir "

meant next of Itin.

(x) " Heirs-at-Iaw " has been thought less flexible than "heirs," L. R., 15 Eq. 113; but
see 15 Sim. 593.

(y) 5 Ves. 403.

(«) .S H. L. Ca. 524, 557, disapproving of Evans ». Salt, 6 Beav. 266, which nevertheless

has since been sometimes cited as law, 25 L. J. Ch. 504; L. R., 15 Eq. 114; sed qu., see 29

Beav. 198.

(a) 1 P. W. 748.

1 See 4 Kent, 537, note. (explaining Fabens v. Fabens, 141 Mass. 395),
2 But see White v. Stanfield, 146 Mass. 424 and other cases ante, p. 905.
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And in Smith, v. Buteter (h), where personalty was given in trust

to be equally divided amongst " the children of A. during their lives,

and on the decease of either of them his or her share of j^ several for

the principal to go to his or her lawful heir or heirs ;
"

'If
**'

,"
""J^ *?

it was held by Sir Gr. Jessel, M. E., that the words were either to his

not, by analogy to the rule in Shelley's case, to be read lawful heir or

as words of limitation, and that neither the next of kin,

nor the legal personal representatives, of a deceased child were en-

titled to his share, but his heir-at-law.

VI.— Words "Heirs," &c., construed "Children,"— The words

"heirs" and "heirs of the body," applied to personal "Heirs" held

estate, have been sometimes held to be used synony- to mean

mously with " children " — a construction which of regard to'"

course, requires an explanatory context.^ personalty.

As, in Loveday v. Hopkins (c), where the words: "Item I give

to my sister Loveday's heirs 6,000Z." — "I gave to my sister

Brady's children equally 1,000^. At the date of the will, Mrs.

Loveday had two children, one of whom was a married daughter,

who afterwards died in the lifetime of the testatrix, leaving three

children. Mrs. Loveday was still alive, and her surviving child

claimed the legacy. Sir Thomas Clarke, M. E., was clearly of opin-

ion, that the testatrix intended to give the 6,000Z to the children of

Mrs. Loveday, the same as in the subsequent clause to Brady's chil-

dren, and had not their descendants in view ; or if she had, yet as

she had not expressed herself sufficiently, the Court could not con-

strue the will so as to let them in to take. He therefore, held the

surviving child to be entitled to the legacy.''

(6) 10 Ch. D. 113. See also Hamilton v. Mills, 29 Beav. 193 (deed). It will be observed
that in Smith «. Butcher, the " heir or heirs " took by way of remainder, which appears to
distinguish that case from Wingfield v. Wingfield (ante, p 924), and Keay o. Boulton, 25
Ch. D. 212, where there was an independent gift by way of substitution to the heirs of de-
ceased children.

(c) Amb. 273.

1 In the following recent cases " heirs " McKelvey, 43 Ohio St. 213; Oyster v. KnuU.
has been construed, or shown capable of be- 137 Penn. St. 448; Stambaugh's Estate, 135
ing construed, to mean children: Summers Penn. St. 585.

V. Smith, 127 111. 645; Bland v. Bland, 103 2 Brailsford r. Heyward, 2 Desaus. 18;
111. 11; Levengood ». Hoople, 124 Ind. 27 Bowers ». Porter, 4 Pick. 198 ; Richardson «,

(citing Underwood v. Robbins, 117 Ind, 308); Wheatland, 7 Met. 173, 174. Under a devise
Conger v. Lowe, 124 Ind. 368; Pate ». French, to A, and his heirs, and to B., who is one of
122 Ind. 10; Underwood v. Robbins, 117 Ind, the heirs of A., B. takes as devisee and also
308; Allen V. Craft, 109 Ind. 476 (citing as heir. Stowe v. Ward, 1 Dev. 67; s. c. 3
Ridgeway v. Lauphear, 99 Ind. 251 ; Shimer Hawks, 604. But where a father, by his will,

V. Mann, id. 190; Hadlock v. Gray, 104 Ind, gave one child a specific legacy, and added,
596); Hochstedler v. Hoohstedler, 108 Ind. "with which she must be contented without
506, Brumfleld v. Drook, 101 Ind. 190; Chew receiving any further dividend from mves-
V. Keller, 100 Mo. 362 (citing Landon v. tate," and then devised his land to ^'my
Moore, 45 Conn. 422 ; Thurber v. Chambers, children," the words were held to be con-
66 N. Y. 42; Linton v. Lavcock, 33 Ohio St. strued "the rest of my children." Hoylei).
136 ; Haverstick's Appeal, 103 Penn. St. 394)

;

Stowe, 2 Dev. 318.
Eldridge i). Eldridge, 41 N. J. Eq. 89; Davis
IT. Davis, 39 N. J. Eq. 13; McKelvey v.
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And in Bull v. Comberbacli {d), where a testator devised

[*931] lands * to trustees in trust for six persons equally for their

lives, and after the death of all, in trust to sell the land and
divide the money equally "amongst their several heirs," Sir J.

Eomilly, M. E., held that heirs meant children. He said, " I am at

a loss to conceive why he should direct the property to be sold,

except for the purpose of division amongst a larger class than the
tenants for life ; he does not think that six persons are too many to

hold and enjoy it in common, but he does think it necessary to direct

that after their deaths it shall be sold for the purpose of division."

And added, " Where there is a gift of personalty to one for life, and
after his death amongst his ' heirs,' I should have no doubt that the

expression ' heirs ' would apply to children."

This construction is equally applicable to a devise of real estate.

Thus, in Milroy v. Milroy (e), where a testator, after giving a life in-

Same con- terest to his daughter, and directing that after her death

applied?!! the *^^ proceeds of his real and personal estate should be
case of real applied for the benefit of her children during their mi-

nority, and that afterwards the personalty should be
assigned to them, ordered his trustees to convey his freehold and
leasehold estates to " the heir or heirs who should be legally entitled

to the same ; " but, in case his daughter left no children, he gave all

the property over; Sir L. Shadwell, V.C., thought the words "heir or

heirs " evidently meant the children of the daughter.

VII. — Period when the object of a Devise to the Heir is to be
ascertained — What is the period at which the object of a devise to

the heir is to be ascertained, is a question of frequent

period the occurrence, in the determination of which, the rule that
heir la to ^e estates shall be construed to vest at the earliest possible

period consistent with the will, bears a principal part.

it*i, „= -^D immediate devise to the testator's own heir vests, of

tor's death, coursc, at his death, and the interposition of a previous

case of a^!ft
limited estate to a third person does not alter the case.

totestator's Thus, in Doe d. Pilkington v. Spratt (/), where a tes-
^"'

tator devised to his son A. and M. his wife, and B. and
N. his wife, or the survivor of them, for their lives, with remainder

to the male heir of him the said testator, his heirs and assigns

[*932] forever, *the remainder was held to vest at the testator's

(rf) 25 Beav. 540. No claim was made for next of kin other than children. See also
Roberts ». Edwards, 33 Beav. 259. So, " heirs of the body,'' Symers v. Jobson, 16 Sim. 267;
Gummoe ». Howes, 23 Beav. 184. In Fowler v. Cohn, 21 Beav. 360, " heirs" was construed
issue in a power to appoint among " the children of A. and their heirs for such estates," &c.
See also Speakman v, Speakmaa, 8 Hare, 180.

(e) 14 Sim. 48. See also MIcklethwait v. Micklethwait, 4 C. B. N. S. 790. And compare
Spence v- Handford, 27 L. J. Ch. 767, 4 Jur. N. S. 987.

(/) 5 B. & Ad. 731. See also per Bayley, J., Doe v. Martyn, 8 B. & Cr. 511.
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death in Ms eldest son C, who was his male heir-at-law at that

time.

On the same principle an executory gift to the heir of another

person vests as soon as there is a person who answers that de-

scription, namely, at the death of the person named; _ , ,

and if the gift is postponed till the determination of a gift to the

limited interest given to a third person, still the death ^^^'^^^

of the propositus is the time for ascertaining the person

of the devisee. Thus, in Danvers v. Earl of Clarendon (gi), where

goods were bequeathed to A. for life, remainder to the heir of B., B.

having died in A.'s lifetime, the question was, whether the person to

take the remainder was he who was B.'s heir at his death or at the

death of A., and judgment was given in favor of the former.

This case also shows, that though the rule which requires the ear-

liest possible vesting of an interest so given in remainder is, in a

great measure, founded on a reason applicable only to

legal estates in real property ; namely, that it is (or was) to real and

in the power of the owner of the prior particular estate PYTe"*'

to defeat a contingent remainder (A)
;
yet that the rule

also holds good generally with regard to personal property for the

purposes of the present question.

And since a departure from the rule leads to frequent inconven-

iences, slight circumstances or conjectural probability will not pre-

vent an adherence to it. Thus it is not enough that the

heir has an express estate in the same property limited devise to the

to him in a previous part of the will. In Eawlinson v. beiroutof
S£11116 TjroDGrtv

Wass (i), under a devise in trust for the testator's no cause for

"

daughter (who was his heir-at-law) for life, remainder an exception,

as she should appoint, and, in default of appointment, for the testar

tor's heirs and assigns, as if he had died intestate, the daughter was
held entitled to an immediate conveyance of the estate from the trus-

tees. It is true the words "as if he had died intestate" point ex-

pressly to the period of the testator's death, and in an even balance

of arguments must weigh in favor of the general rule (k). But this

ground was wanting in other cases, in which, nevertheless, the ex-

press provision for the heir, though aided by other circumstances,

was held insufficient to exclude the general rule. Thus, in Boydell

V. Golightly (I), where a testator devised real estates in trust

* for the maintenance of his son J. (who was his heir appar- [*933]
ent during his life, remainder to his sons successively in tail,

with remainders over in strict settlement to other persons and their

(a) 1 Vera. 35.

(A) Vide ante, Vol. ]., p. 831.
(s) 9 Hare, 673.

(h) Doe ». Lawson, 3 East, 278; Jenkins v. Gower, 2 Coll. 637; Smith v. Smith, 12 Sim.
317; Southgate v. Clinch, 27 L. J., Ch. 651, i Jur. N. S. 428.

(0 14 Sim. 327.
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issue with an ultimate remainder to the testator's right heirs ; and
power was given to the trustees to hmit a jointure to any wife of J.,

and to raise portions for his children ; the intermediate remainders

having failed, it was argued, that the testator had clearly shown an
intention that his son J. should not take the fee, not only by the ex-

press provision for him, but by the subsequent clauses in the will

;

but Sir L. Shadwell, V.-C, held, that there was no such indication

of intention as he could act upon, to prevent the estate vesting in

the testator's heir at his death.

Again, in Wrightson v. Macaulay (m), where a testator devised an

estate to his son E. (who was his heir apparent) for life, and after

several intermediate limitations, remainder in default of issue of the

last devisee " to the male heir who should be in possession of and
lawfully entitled for the time being to the estate at M. for his life,

remainder to his issue, and for default of a male heir being in posses-

sion and entitled to the M. estate at the time thereinbefore for that

purpose mentioned, or in default of issue male of such heir male,

then to his own right heirs, and his, her, and their heirs and assigns

forever." It was contended, upon the determination of all the estates

preceding the ultimate remainder, that the express provision for K.,

the words of contingency introducing the ultimate devise, and the

words " his, her, or their " applied to the testator's heir,— terms

which he could not mean to apply to his own son and heir,

—

showed that the testator referred to some future period for the ascer-

tainment of the heir entitled under the will ; but it was held that

the evidence of such an intention was not clear enough to control the

rule of law, and that the remainder vested in E. immediately on the

testator's decease.

But in Doe d. King v. Prost (n), where a testator devised lands to his

__, . _ son W. (who was his heir apparent) in fee, and if he should

cient to cause have no children, child, or issue, "the said estate is,

f/°''tr°rie °" ^^^ decease, to become the property of the heir-at-

law, subject to such legacies as W. may leave by will to

[*934] the younger branches * of the family ; " and it appeared that

at the date of the will the testator had a daughter who had
five children ; it was held that the person who at the time of the de-

cease of W., without issue, should then be the heir-at-law of the tes-

tator, was the person entitled under the executory devise. This

decision was based on the state of the family to which the testator

was thought to be specifically referring, and on the consideration

that W. himself could not have been meant, since that would make

(m) 14 M. & Wei. 214.

(«.) 3 B. & Aid. 546. (The gift over was held to be an execiitorr devise in the event of
the son dying without leaving issue at his death, post, Chap. XLI.) See also Locke v. South-
wood, 1 My. & C. 411 ; Cain v. Teare, 7 Jur. 567; and the analogous cases on devises and
bequests to next of kin in the next chapter.
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the executory devise nugatory, and the power to give legacies

unnecessary.

Of course, if the contingency of the devise consists in the uncer-

tainty of the object, as if lands be devised to the person
Dg^isg ^ t^g

who shall, at a specified time, be the testator's heir of person who

the name of H., no person will be duly qualified to at a future'

take under the will unless he bears the name at that '™^-

time (o).*

(o) Wrightson v. Macanlay, 14 M. & Wei. 214 (answer to second question) ; Thorpe v.

Thorpe, 1 H. & C. 326.

1 The following recent cases treat of the
word "heirs": Anthony v. Anthony, 55
Conn. 256 ; Turrill v. Northrop, 51 Conn. 33;
Evan V. Allen, 120 111. 648 ; Waters e. Bishop,
12'2 Ind. 516 ("heirs of the body "); KeJley
V. Vigas, 112 111. 242; Brown v. Harmon, 73
Ind. 412 ; s. c. 68 Ind. 207 (widow may be
heir under statute) ; Buck v, Paine, 75 Maine,
582 (husband not a " legal heir," citing Lord
V. Bourne, 63 Maine, 368) ; Albert v. Albert,

68 Md. 352; Gambrill v. Forest Grove Lodge,
66 Md. 17; Hardy v. Wilcox, 58 Md. 180;
Kendall v. Gleason, 152 Mass. 457 ("legal
heirs ''^distributees, citing White v. Stan-
field, 146 Mass. 424. But see Tillman v.

Davis, infra) ; Wood v. Ballard, 161 Mass.
324; Wyeth v. Stone, 144 Mass. 441 (adopted
child not an " heir.'' See Jenkins v, Jenkins,
64 N. H. 407, adopted illegitimate child of

testator not "issue"); Lavery ». Egan, 143
Mass. 389; Morrison v. Sessions, 70 Mich.
297 (adopted child not a "lawful heir," cit-

ing Reinders v. Koppelman, 94 Mo. 344);
Hascall v. Cox, 49 Mich. 435; Greenwood v.

Murray, 28 Minn. 120 ; Irvine v. Newlin, 63
Miss. 192; Wilkins v. Ordway, 59 N. H. 378
(widow not "heir," citing Richardson v.

Martin, 55 N. H. 45); Chadwick v. Chad-
wick, 37 N. J. Eq. 71 ; In re Bartles, 33 N. J.

Eq. 46 ; Woodward v. James, 115 N. Y. 346

;

Tillman v. Davis, 95 N. Y. 17 (husband or
wife not "heir," citing Dodge's Appeal, 106
Penn. St. 216; Murdook v. Ward, 67 N. Y.
387; Luce v. Dunham, 69 N. Y. 36; Keteltas

V. Keteltas, 72 N. Y. 312, and declining to

follow McGill's Appeal, 61 Penn. St. 46;

Eby's Appeal, 84 Penn. St. 241; Sweet v.

Dutton, 109 Mass. 589; Welsh v. Crater, 32
N. J. Eq. 177; Freeman v. Knight, 2 Ired.

Eq. 72; Croom v. Herring, 4 Hawks, 393;
Corbitt V. Corbitt, 1 Jones, Eq. 114 ; Hender-
son V. Henderson, 1 Jones, 221; Alexanders.
Wallace, 8 Lea, 569; Collier w. Collier, 3 Ohio
St. 369); Lawton v. Corlies, 127 N. Y. 100;
Woodward v, James, 115 N. Y. 346; Leathers
V. Gray, 101 N. C. 162 (overruling s. c. 96
N. C. 548); King v. Utley, 85 N. C. 59;
Weston V. Weston, 38 Ohio St. 473 (widow an
" heir," citing Rawson v, Rawson, 52 111. 62;
Richards v. Miller, 62 III. 417; Brower v.

Hunt, 18 Ohio St. 311); Comly's Estate, 136
Penn. St. 153 ("by weight of authority''
word " heirs " means " those entitled under
the statutes of distribution," citing Morton
V. Barrett, 22 Maine, 264; Mace v, Cushman,
46 Maine, 250, 261; Houghton v. Kendall, 7
Allen, 72, 77; Sweet v. Dutton, 109 Mass.
589; Finlason v. Tatlock, L. R., 9 Eq. 258.
But see Tillman v. Davis, supra) ; Ashton's
Estate, 134 Penn. St. 390 (same point as in
Comly's Estate, supra) ; Cochran v. Cochran,
127 Penn. St. 486; Bassett v. Hawk, 118
Penn. St. 94; Reed'sAppeal, id. 215; Little's

Appeal, 117 Penn. St. 14; Cockins's Appeal,
111 Penn. St. 26; Ivins's Appeal, 106 Penn.
St. 176; McKee's Appeal, 104 Penn. St. 671;
(same point as in Comly's Estate, supra);
Barnett's Appeal, 104 Penn. St. 342; Muhlen-
berg's Appeal, 103 Penn. St. 507; Pierce v.

Pierce, 14 R. I. 614; Alverson «. Randall,
13 R. I. 71; Wallace v. Minor, 86 Va. 550;
Webster v. Morris, 66 Wis. 366.
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I.— Gifts to Family. — The word " family " has been variously con-

^ . strued according to the subject-matter of the gift and

of the word the context of the will. ^ ' Sometimes the gift has been
"family." j^g}^ ^q be void for uncertainty."

As, in Harland v. Trigg (a), where a testator after devising certain

leaseholds to the same uses as certain freholds devised by his father's

will to his brother, J. H., with remainder to his issue in

"familv" strict settlement, so far as by law he could, gave certain
when void for other leaseholds to " J. H. forever, hoping he will con-
uncer am y.

^jj^^g them in the family," Lord Thurlow thought it too

indefinite to create a trust, as the words did not clearly demonstrate

an object.

So, in Doe d. Hayter v. Joinville (5)", where a testator devised and
bequeathed residuary real and personal estate to his wife for life,

and, after her decease, one half to his wife's "family," and the

(a) 1 B. C. C. 142. His lordship also considered that the expression " hoping " was pre-
catory not imperative. See ante. Vol. I., p. 358.

(b) 3 East, 172.

1 The acceptation of the word " family

"

may be narrowed or enlarged by the context

of the will, so as in some instances to mean
children, or in others, heirs, or 'it mav even
include relations by marriage. See t'helps

V. Phelps, 143 Mass." 570 ; Bradlee v. Andrews,
137 Mass. 50: Bates v. Dewson, 128 Mass.

334; Bowditch v. Andrew, 8 Allen, 339, 342;

Langmaid t'. Hurd, 64 N. H. 526 ; Stuart v.

Stuart, 18 W. Va. 675; Whelan v. Reilly, 3

W. Va. 507; Heck V. Cleppenger, 5 B'arr,

385; Blackwell v. Ball, 1 Keen, 176; Woods
V. Woods, 1 Mylne & C. 401 , Grant v. lyj-man,

4 Russ. 292 ; Doe v. Flemming, 2 Cr. M!. & R.

638; 2 Story, Eq.§ 1065,b., § 1071; Harland
V. Trigg, 1 Bro. G. C. (Perkin's ed.) 142-
144, and notes ; MacLeroth v. Bacon, 5 Ves.
(Sumner's ed.) 168, and note(n); Walker v.
Griffin, 11 Wheat. 375. In Lambe v. Eames,
L. E., 6 Ch. 597, the word " family " was held
to include an illegitimate child.

2 See Tolson v. Tolson, 10 Gill & J. 169;
Harper v. Phelps, 21 Conn. 259 ; Yeap Cheah
Neo V. Ong Cheng Neo, L. R., 6 P. C. 381.
"The members of my familv" held suffi-

ciently certain. Hill'i). Bow"man, 7 Leigh.
650. ^ '
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other half to his " brother and sister's family," share and share

alike; and it appeared that, at the date of the will, the testator's

"wife had one brother who had two children, and the testator had
one brother andj one sister, each of whom had children, and there

were also children of another sister, who was dead. Upon
these facts, it was held, that both the devises * were void, [*936]

from the uncertainty in each case as to who was meant by
the word " family ; " and in the latter case, also, from the uncertainty

whether it applied to the family as well of the deceased, as of the

surviving sister ; and also whether it referred to the brother's family

;

which, however, the Court thought it did not.

Again, in Robinson v. Waddelow (c), where a testatrix, after be-

queathing certain legacies in trust for her daughters, who were mar-
ried, free from the control of any husband, for life, and r^,^ .

f
,

after their decease for their respective children, gave held void for

the residue of her effects to be equally divided between "^certainty.

her said daughters and their husbands and families j Sir L. Shadwell,
V.-C, after remarking that, as, in the gift of the legacy, " any " hus-

band extended to future husbands, in the bequest of the residue the

word " husbands " must receive the same construction, declared his

opinion to be, that such bequelst as to the husbands and families was
void for uncertainty. " The word ' family,' " he said, " is an uncer-

tain term ; it may extend to grandchildren as well as children. The
most reasonable construction is to reject the words 'husband and
families.' " It was accordingly decreed that the daughters took the

residue absolutely as tenants in common (^d).

It will be observed, that, in Harland v. Trigg, and Robinson v.

Waddelow, the subject of gift was personal estate ; and in Doe v.

Joinville, it consisted of both real and personal property, and not of

real estate exclusively,— a circumstance which we shall see has been

deemed material.

Sometimes the word " family " or " house " (which is considered as

synonymous) has been held to mean " heir." A leading authority for

this construction is the often-cited proposition of Lord "Family"
Hobart, in Counden v. Gierke (e) that, if land be devised aynonvmous

to a stock, or family, or house, it shall be understood of ^" ^"''

the heir principal of the house.

So, in Chapman's case (/), where C, seised in fee of three houses,

devised that which N. dwelt in to his three brothers amongst
them, and K. to dwell still in it, and they to raise no * ferme

; [*937]
and willed his house that T., his brother, dwelt in, to him,

(c) 8 Sim. 134. " I cannot say that that case is quite satisfactory to mv mind," per Lord
Cranworth, V.-C, 1 Sim. N. S. 246. See also Stubbs v. Sargon, 2 Kee. 253.

(d) No doubt the testator's real intention was to assimilate the residuarj' bequest to the
legacies, so far as the children are concerned^ but the V.-C, seems to have considered that
this hTOothesis savored too much of mere conjecture.

(e) Hob. 29.

(/) Dyer, 333 b.

VOL. II. 7
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and he to pay C 31. 6s. to find Mm to school with, and else to remain
to the house : the words " and else to remain to the house " were
construed to mean the chief, most worthy, and eldest person of the

family (g).

These authorities were recognized and much discussed in Wright ;;.

Atkyns (A), which was as follows:—A testator devised all his

manors, &c., as well leasehold as freehold and copyhold,

" familv

"

in certain places, and all other his real estate, unto his
means Aeir. mother, C, and her heirs forever, in the fullest confi-

dence that, after her decease, she would devise the proj)erty to his

family. The question was, what estate the mother took. It was
contended for her, on the authority of Harland v. Trigg, that the word
" family " was too indefinite to create a trust in favor of any par-

ticular objects, and, therefore, that she took the fee. But Sir W.
Grant, M. E., relying on the early authorities before referred to, held,

there was no uncertainty in the object. It was a trust for the tes-

tator's heir. He said: "Cases relative to personal property, or to

real and personal comprised in the same devise, or where the

meaning is rendered ambiguous by other expressions or dispositions,

will not bear upon this question. In Harland v. Trigg, Lord Thurlow
doubted whether ' family ' had a definite meaning. The authorities

above alluded to were not cited. The case related to leasehold estate,,

and it was, by other dispositions in the will, rendered uncertain in

what way the testator willed the family to take the benefit of the
leasehold estates, it being contended, he meant to give them to the
same uses to which the real estate was settled."

On appeal. Lord Eldou admitted the general rule, that, if a man
devises lands to A. B., with remainder to his family, inasmuch as the

,
Court will never hold a devise to be too uncertain, unless

judgment in no fair Construction can be put upon it, the heir-at-law,

Atkvnl
"' ^^ *^® worthiest of the family, is the person taken to be

described by that word. But several circumstances em-
barrassed the question in this case ; one was, that leaseholds were
included, which was not noticed at the Soils ; another was, that it was
not a trust simply, but a power which might be exercised at any time

during the life of the donee, before which period the object

[*938] might * be dead; and the remaining circumstance was
founded on the objection, why should the testator have given

this lady a power of devising, if by the words " his family," he only
meant his heir-at-law ? As to the first of these circumstances, his

Lordship was of opinion that the word family, as had been decided
with regard to relations (i), used in a devise of both real and per-

(o) But was not the word " house " used in the same sense as in the former part of the
will, the eiiect of the clause being merely to declare that the charge should merge or sink ia
the property which was the subject of the devise? 17 Ves. 257, n. : 19 Ves. 300.

(A) 17Vea. 255.

(i) Coop. Ill, 19 Ves. 299. See also T. & K. 143.
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sonal estate, must receive the same construction as to "Family " in

both ; and he denied the authority of the case, cited 1 f„^ personal

Taunt. 266, in which, under a limitation to the family of estate similarly

J. S., the real estate was held to go to the heir-at-law, both.™^

and the personalty to the next of kin. In regard to

the two other circumstances, he thought they could not vary the con-

struction (j) ; for it was merely what might happen in the case of a
similar power to appoint among relations, where all the relations

might die before the exercise of the power, or there might originally

be but one relation ; and it could not be contended, that these circum-

stances would make any difference in the construction ; and, therefore,

not in the present case (k). Lord Eldon, accordingly, affirmed the

decree at the Rolls.

In the next case (I), the word family, applied to real estate,

was construed to mean heir apparent. A very illiterate testator

devised lands "into my sister C.'s family, to go in heir-

ship forever ;
" and it was held, that the eldest son and heidTo mean

heir apparent of C. was entitled, though it was admitted ^^" apparent,

that the word " family," in another part of the will, and a,pplied to

personal property, meant children ; the Court thinking it no objection,

that the same word, when elsewhere applied to a different subject,

would receive a different construction.

In Griffiths v. Evan ( j), where a testator devised to
'^Nearest

his daughter m tail, with power to her, in default of family " held

issue, to appoint to the testator's " nearest family ; " it *" ™^*" ^^^''•

was held, that this was a power to appoint to the heir.

In Lucas v. Goldsmid (to), where a testator devised real estate, "to
be equally divided between my two sons, who shall enjoy the interest

thereof, and then go to their respective families accord-

ing to seniority;" the questions were whether each 50,^^''?°'''"

of the testator's sons took as tenant in common in tail, seniority "

or for life only, with remainder by purchase
;
and, if the XtheTody.*'"

latter, whether the remainder was to the eldest child in

tail, or to all the children ; * and it was held by Sir J. Eomilly, [*939]

M. E.., that the testator's sons were entitled as tenants in

common in tail. He said there was no case relating to real estate

simpliciter in which the word " family " had not been held to imply

inheritance, or that species of succession which belongs to inheri-

tance, or in which " family " had been held to mean " children," as

distinguished from children who took by inheritance : the property

was to go in the same way that the law would direct («), except that

it was to go by seniority, that is to say, in tail.

( j) 5 Beav. 241.

(A) Tliis is a very brief summary of the jadgment, which deserves perusal.

(/) Doe d. Chattaway v. Smith, 5 M. Sel. 126.

(m) 29 Beav. 657.
(n) Note that the words of division did not (as in the next case) point directly to a separa-

tion between the families.
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The declaration tliat the estate should go according to seniority,

distiDguishes this ease from Burt v. Hellyar (o), where a testator

,
devised his real and personal estate to his wife for life,

construed and after her death " to his son C. and to his heirs ; in
"children " on

(ja,se C. should die leaving no issue, then my freehold

• estate shall be equally divided among my surviving

children or their families.'' Sir J. Wickens, V.-C, held, that " fami-

lies " meant " children." He thought the nature of the gift made it

almost impossible to construe it as meaning anything but descend-

ants, or some class of descendants. The words of division imported

a separation between the families, which excluded any such construc-

tion as that of heirs general or blood relations generally. It might
have meant "heirs of the body," if the testator's object had been to

keep an estate together in a particular line ; but this was an imnatu-

ral construction of the word as there used. If it meant descendants

generally, a descendant would take with its parent if alive; which
was an improbable intention. His conclusion was that it meant
"children," which was in accordance with common usage.

It is evident that the construction, which reads the word "family"
as synonymous with heir, only obtains where real estate is included

Influence
^^ *^® disposition ; it certainly never would be applied

which the to a bequest of personalty only : and with regard to a

propeHy faaa S^^^ Comprehending both real and personal estate, the
upon the con- point is far from being clear ; for though Lord Eldon

appears, by Sir Geo. Cooper's report of Wright v. Atkyns,
to have argued (and most convincingly) that the gift was to be con-

strued as if it had actually embraced in its operation both species of

property
;
yet as this is at variance with Mr. Vesey's report of the

same case, and as the learned Judge, who originally decided it, treated

the gift as comprising real estate exclusively, and it was
[*940] cited as a *case of that kind by Lord Ellenborough in

Doe d. Chattaway v. Smith (p), it cannot confidently be re-

garded as an authority for applying the construction in question to

a gift comprising both real and personal estate. Moreover, the doc-

trine ascribed to Lord Eldon, that the word family used in a devise

of both species of property must receive the same construction as to

both, was denied by Lord Cottenham in White v. Briggs (q), where
a testator gave his real and personal property to his wife for life, and
after her death, his nephew to be heir to all his property ; but, appre-

hending his nephew might require control, he directed it to be secured

for the benefit of the nephew's family: the L. C. was of opinion,

that the testator's object was simply to secure, against the supposed

(o) L. K., 14 Eq. 160 (will dated 1854).

Ip) 5 M. & Sel. 129. The case of Wright t). Atkyna appears to decide that where the
principal subject is realty, the construction as to that will not be varied by the presence of
personalty: it leaves undecided what will become of the latter.

(j) 15 "Sim. 17, 2 Phill. 583. See also Wingfield v. Wingfield, 9 Oh. D. 658, ante, p. 924.
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improvidence of Ms nephew, the succession to each species of prop-

erty in the course prescribed by law ; and that by the word " family "

he intended to designate the heir as to real estate and the next of kin

as to personal.

Sometimes " family " has been construed children with little aid

from the context. As, where (r) a testator devised the remainder of

his estate to be equally divided between " brother L.'s Where word

and sister E.'s family," it was held, by Sir W. Grant, to*d"s"jnate

^"^

M. R., that the children of L. and E. took as well the children.

real as the personal estate, per capita. In this case, the only ques-

tions in regard to the objects of the gift were, whether the children

took per stirpes, and whether L. and E. were included ; both which
were decided in the negative.

The word " family " has also been construed as synonymous with
relations, Thus, in Cruwys v. Colman (s), where a testatrix, after

bequeathing her property to her sister, a spinster, for Where

life, whom she made executrix, declared it to be her conXued"
desire, that she (the sister) should bequeath "at her relations.

own death, to those of her own family, what she has in her own
power to dispose of that was mine." Sir W. Grant, M. E., held, that

the expression "of her own family," was equivalent to of
her own kindred, or her * own relations ; and she, not having [*941]
exercised the power, it was, therefore, a trust for her next of

kin excluding all beyond the statutory limit.

It is observable with respect to the two sets of cases last referred

to that where the word " family " was construed to mean children, no
one was interested in insisting on its receiving the more enlarged sig-

nification of relations ; and on the other hand that where it was con-

strued to mean next of kin, there were no children (t), and the sit-

uation of the parties made it improbable that there should be any,

or that the birth of any was contemplated. But later primary sense

authorities have decided that, in a gift of personal estate ?' "family"

to the " family," either of the testator (u) or some other sonalty^is''"'

person (v), the primary meaning of the word " family " children,

is " children ;
" and that there must be some peculiar circumstance,

arising either on the will itself or from the situation of the parties,

to give it to another (x) : so that generally children will be entitled

(r) Barnes v Patch, 8 Ves. 604. See also M'Leroth v. Bacon, 5 Ves. 159; and Doe d.
Chattawav v. Smith, 5 M. & Sel. 126; Woods v. Woods, 1 My. & Cr. 401.

(s) 9 Ves. 319. See also Grant v. Lynam, i Euss 292; Re Maxton, 4 Jar. N. S. 407.
But a trust "for such of her own family" as A. (a spinster) should appoint does not confine
the selection to statutory next of kin. Cruwys v. Colman, 9 Ves. 324; Grant v. Lynam, 4
Euss. 292; Snow v. Teed, L. E., 9 Eq. 622.

(t) See this circumstance mentioned as making " children " an improbable construction, by
Komilly, M. E., 19 Beav. 581.

(«) f>ig? V. Clarke, 3 Ch. D. 672.

(») Wood V. Wood, 3 Hare, 65.

(x) See the other cases cited on this page; and Re Terry's Will, 19 Bear. 680; ReavK.
Eawlinson, 29 Beav. 88 ; Owen v. Penny, 14 Jur. 359 1 Morton v. Tewart, 2 Y. & C. C. C."67,
81. Sir W. M. James, L. J., would appear disposed to comprehend in the ordinary meaning
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to the exclusion of a husband {y), of a wife («), of parents (a), of col-

lateral relations (6), and of remoter descendants ; and as to these last

whether, as representing their deceased parents, they would (c), or by
reason of their parents being alive, they would not (d), have partici-

pated if " family " had meant relations.

Every case however must depend upon its particular circumstances.

" Family " is not a technical word, and is of flexible meaning (e). It

may mean ancestors (/). "In one sense it means the whole house-

hold, including servants and perhaps lodgers {g). In another

[*942] it means everybody descended from a * common stock, i. e.,

all blood relations ; and it may perhaps include the husbands

and wives of such persons (A). In the sense I have just mentioned

the family of A. includes A. himself; A. must be a member of his

own family {i). In a third sense the word includes children only

;

thus when a man speaks of his wife and family he means his wife

and children. Now every word which has more than one meaning

has a primary meaning ; and if it has a primary meaning, you want

a context to find another. What then is the primary meaning of

' family ' ? It is ' children ' : that is clear upon the authorities which
have been cited ; and independently of them I should have come to

the same conclusion " (h).

In Williams v. Williams {I) the context was such as to give to the

word " family " a meaning wider even than relations. The testator by

"Famil "c -
^^^ ^"^ bequeathed personal property to his wife abso-

strued "de- lutely. By a codicil addressed to her he added "using
scendants." y^^j. judgment where to dispose of it amongst your chil-

dren when you can no longer enjoy it ; but I should be unhappy if I
thought any one of your family should be the better for what I feel

confident you will so well direct the disposal of." At the date of his

death, which followed soon after the date of his codicil, the testator

had two sons and two daughters. The younger daughter was mar-
ried. His wife was of advanced years and had no children but by
her marriage with the testator. In this state of things, Lord Cran-
worth, V.-C, held that the words " of your family " as used in the

of the word persons beyond the limits of the Statutes of Distribution, Snow v. Teed, L. E.,
9 Eq. 622; Lamb v. Eames, L. R., 6 Ch. 597,600, including in the latter case even an illegiti-
mate child ; but the weight of opinion seems toJustify the position in the text.

(v) Per Arden, M. E., M'Leroth v. Bacon, 5 Ves. 159.
(z) Ee Hutchinson and Tenant, 8 Ch. D. 640.
(a) Ee Mulqueen's Trusts, 7 L. E. Ir. 127.

(6) Wood V. Wood, 3 Hare, 65.

(c) Pigg V. Clarke, 3 Ch. D. 672.
(d) Gregory v. Smith, 9 Hare, 708; Burt v. Hellyar, L. E., 14 Eq. 160, ante, p. 939.
(e) Per Kindersley, V.-C, Green «. Marsden, 1 Drew. 651.(/)"-"- ^

" - —./) Per Eomilly, M.E., Lucas v. Goldsmid, 29 Beav. 660. And see James v. Lord Wrn-
ford, 3 Sm. & G. 350, where upon a devise of lands "except such as I may derive from'A.
or from any of her family," A.'s father was held included in her " family."

(o) But a very improbable sense in a bequest to a man's " family."
(A) See ace. M'Leroth v. Bacon, 6 Ves. 159 ; Blackwell v. Bull, 1 Kee. 176.
(i) But this is not the general rule in a gift to A. and his family, Barnes ti. Patch, 8 Ves.

604, stated sup. ; Gregory v. Smith, 9 Hare, 708.
(it) Per Jessel, M. E., Pigg ». Clarke. 3 Ch. D. 674.

(0 1 Sim. N. S. 353.
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codicil were not confined to children, but were equivalent to " of your
blood," that is " your posterity, your descendants ;

" so that if there

was a trust for the " family," issue of every degree would be included,

and parents and children would take together. The improbability

that this was intended, coupled with the precatory language of the

codicil, led the Court to conclude that no trust was intended.

It should seem, then, that a gift to the family either of the tes-

tator himself, or of another person, will not be held to Qg^g^^j ,(.. i

be void for uncertainty, unless there is something spe- mark on pre-

cial creating that uncertainty. The subject matter and <=«*'°g ^a^es.

the context of the will are to be taken into consideration, and
generally where personal * estate is given to A. and his [*943]
family, the word " family " will not be rejected as surplusage,

or (which amounts to the same thing) treated as a word > to a. and his

of limitation, but will give a substantive interest to the family."

children (m) or other persons indicated.

Whether effect can be given to a devise to the " younger branches

of a family " must of course chieily depend on the state of the family

at the date of the will. In Doe d. Smith v. Fleming (n),

where a testator disposed of the ultimate remainder of .. younger*

his estates to the younger branches of the family of A. l'™"<='i<?s",«f

and their heirs as tenants in common, and in default of

such issue to the elder branches of the same family and their heirs

as tenants in common. There were living at the date of the will,

and of the testator's death, two daughters of A., four children of one

of those daughters and children of two deceased sons of A., and the

devise being thus ambiguous was held void. But in Doe d. King v.

Frost (o), where a testator devised his real estates to his son W. in

fee ; but if he should die without issue living at his decease (which

happened), to I. S., " subject to such legacies as W. might leave to

any of the younger branches of the family :

" and it appeared that

besides his only son W. the testator had issue one daughter, who at

the date of the will had five children ; Abbott, C. J., and Bayley, J.,

agreed that by the term " the younger branches of the family," the

testator meant his daughter's younger children : the daughter herself

and her eldest son being in the event contemplated successive heirs

apparent to W., and therefore excluded from any claim to the

legacies.

II. — Gifts to Descendanta.— A gift to descendants re- ^^^.^ „ j^_

ceives a construction answering to the obvious sense of scendanta,"

the term; namely, as comprising issue of every degree.^
ow construe .

(m) Parkinson's Trusts, 1 Sim. N.S. 242; Beales s.Crisford, 13 Sim. 592. On the ques-

tion whether children take concurrently with their parent, or in remainder, vide post, Ch.
XXXVIII. .s. i.

(n) 2 U M. & E 638.

(o) 3 B. & Aid. 546.

1 See Houghton v. Kendall, 7 Allen, 72; 89 Ind. 529 (husband not a " descendant" of

Bates V. Gillett, 132 III. 287; West v. West, his wife, citing Prather v. Prather, 58 Ind.
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In Crossley v. Clare (p), a devise of real estate "to the descendants

of A. now living in or about B., or hereafter living anywhere else,"

and a bequest of personalty in the same words, were held to apply to

all who proceeded from A.'s body, so that grandchildren and great-

grandchildren were entitled, and a great-great-grandchild was not in-

cluded, only because born after the date of the will, the words

[*944] " now living " excluding him. * In Legard v. Haworth ( q),

the word " descendants " was held to refer to children and
grandchildren who were objects of an antecedent gift.

In Craik v. Lamb (r), where a testator gave the residue of his real

and personal property "unto and equally amongst all his relations

"Relations
^^° might prove their relationship to him by lineal de-

by lineal scent ; " it appeared that the testator was a widower, and
descent. -^^ ^^ issue, but several first cousins, his next of kin,

and it was held by Sir J. K. Bruce, V.-C, that, as the testator had not

required his devisees to prove their descent from him, he might be

understood to mean lineal descent from a common progenitor, and
therefore that his cousins were entitled to the residue.

But if the person to whose descendants the gift is made is speci-

fied, it would seem to require a strong case to enable collateral relar

tions to participate. In Best v. Stonehewer (s), where a

collaterals testator dcviscd real estate to his sister B. and two other

™T d^d
persons successively for life, and afterwards to be sold,

and directed the proceeds to be paid " to such person or

persons as shall at the death of the survivor of them be the nearest

in blood to me as descendants from my great-grandfather J. S. and
whose kindred with me originates from him ; " and at the date of the

will the only lineal descendants of J. S. were the testator and his

sister B., who were both so advanced Ln years as to make it highly

improbable that either of them would have issue ; it was held by Sir

J. Eomilly, M. E.., that the testator meant collateral descendants

(children and grandchildren of a brother) of J. S., and that this was
warranted by legal and popular usage, and by the definition of " de-

scendant " given by Coke and Blackstone. The " definition " referred

to however is of " descent," quoad real estate, not of " descendant" (t)
;

and, it is submitted, affords no ground for concluding that, because an

<p) Amb. 397, 3 Sw. 320, n. See Re Flower, Matheson v. Goodwyn, 62 L. T. 216.
(o) 1 East, 120.

(r) 1 Coll. 489.

(«) 34 Beav. 66, 2 D. J. & S. 537.

(«) Co. Lit. 10 b, 13 b, 237 a ; 2 Bl. Com. Ch. xiv. If the meaning of a gift to '
' descend-

ants " is to be determined by the meaning of " descent," it might, since the Inheritance Act,
1834, include not only colIateraU, but father, grandfather, &c.

141; Gray ». Bailey, 42 Ind. 349; Holbrook Gray, 101; West ». West, supra. In Georgia,
V. MoCleary, 79 Ind. 167); Morse «. Hayden, " descendants " is held to mean next of kin
82 Maine, 227. The word does not include, under the Statute of Distributions. Walker
prima facie, collateral relations. Tan Beuren v. Walker, 25 Ga. 420. Comp. cases in note,

V. Dash, 30 N. Y. 393; Baker v. Baker, 8 ante, p. 934.
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estate is properly said to " descend " to a collateral heir, it is proper
or customary to speak of a person being descended, or being a de-

scendant, from his uncle, his nephew, or his brother. Sir J. K. Bruce,

L. J., dissented from the construction put on the will by the M. E.

;

and it was not approved by Sir G. Turner, L. J., though he upheld
the decision on distinct grounds (m).

* Under a gift to descendants equally, it is clear that the [*945]
issue of every degree are entitled per capita, i. e. each indi-

vidual of the stock takes an equal share concurrently with, not in the
place of, his or her parent (x). And even where the gift qj^ ^
is to descendants simply, it seems that the same mode of descendants

distribution prevails; unless the context indicates that take per
°^'

the testator had a distribution per stirpes in his view, capita,

as in Eowland v. Gorsuch (y), where the testator, as to the residue of

his fortune, willed that the descendants or representatives

of each of his first cousins deceased should partake in "re tcftakfaa

equal shares with his first cousins then alive; Sir LI. " representa-

tlV6S
Kenyon, M. E., considered that the gift applied to first '

'

cousins, and all persons who were descendants of first cousins, and
who, in quality of descendants, would be entitled, under the Statutes

of Distribution, to represent them. He had some doubt whether they

were to take per capita, or per stirpes ; but upon the whole, he thought

that no person taking as representative could take otherwise than as

the statute gives it to representatives, i. e. per stirpes. So if descend-

ants are expressly desired to take in the proportions
^^ ^^ ^^^

directed by those statutes, they cannot take concurrently statutorjr

•with, but only in the place of, their parents («). And in P™?''''"'"^.

one case (a), where a testator gave the residue of his real and personal

property to .his wife for life, and after her death to the brothers and

sisters of himself and his said wife and to their descendants in such

proportions as she should by will appoint, an intention was held to

be implied that no descendants should take but by substitution for a

parent (brother or sister) who died before the wife.

Where the distribution is to be per stirpes the principle of repre-

sentation will be applied through all degrees, children never taking

concurrently with their parents (S). In a case (c) where
^^^^ ^ ._

the gift was " to the descendants of A. and B. per sion per

stirpes," Sir J. Eomilly, M. E., thought A. and B. were ^^'-^P^'-

the stirpes in the first instance to be considered, so that the primary

(m) Fe read the will (diss. K. Bruce, L. J.) as describing not one set of persons, but two;

first, descendants of J. S. ; secondly, those whose kindred with the testator originated from

J. S.

(x Bufler ». Stratton, 3 B. C. C. 367.

(y) 2 Cox, 187.

(z) Smith V. Pepper, 27 Bear. 86, marg. note.

(a) Tucker v. Billing, 2 Jur. N. S. 483.

(b) Ralph V. Carrick, 11 Ch. D. 873, stated below.

(c) Robinson v. Shepherd, 32 Beav. 666, on app. 10 Jur, N. S. 53; 4 D. J. & S. 129.
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division sliould be into two parts. But Lord Westbury held tbat you

must look to the number of families or stirpes descended either from

A. or B. and existing at the testator's death, and divide the

[*946] fund primarily * into a corresponding number of parts. How-
ever in a subsequent case the M. E. acted on his own opinion,

which appears to have been acquiesced in (cZ). If the gift were to

the descendants of one person, per stirpes, it must necessarily be

dealt with on Lord Westbury's principle.

The mode of division according to Lord Westbury's decision was

adopted by Sir F. North, J., in Re Wilson, Parker v. Winder (e). In

that case a testator gave a fund, subject to a life interest therein of

his wife, in trust for his cousins (the children of the testator's de-

ceased aunts and uncles named in the will) living at the determina-

tion of the life interest and such issue then living, if any, of his said

cousins then dead according to the stocks. It was held that the

" stocks " were the cousins, living and deceased, themselves, and not

the aunts and uncles.

III.— Gifts to Issue .— 1. " Issue " generally means Descendants of

every Degree ; Mode of Division.— The word issue, though its popu-

Be uest to
^^^ sense is said to be children (/), is technically, and

"issue," how when not restrained by the context, co-extensive and
construed. synonymous with descendants, comprehending objects

of every degree (gf).* And here the distribution is per capita, not

per stirpes. Davenport v. Hanbury (K) presents a simple example.

The bequest was to M., or her issue. M. died in the lifetime of the

testator, leaving one son living, and two children of a deceased

(d) Gibson v. Fislier, L. E., 5 Eq. 51. See also Booth v. Vicars, 1 Coll. 6.

(e) 24 Ch. D. 664.

(/) 11 Ch. D. 882, 885.

{g) Haydon v. Wilshere, 3 T. E. 372; Hockley v. Mawbev, 1 Ves. Jr., 150, 1 E. E. 93;
Wvthe V. Thurlston, Amb. 555, 1 Ves. 195, more correctlv 3 Ves. 268; Horsepool v. Watson,
3 Ves. 383; Bernard v. Montague, 1 Mer. 434; Hall ». Nalder, 22 L. J., Ch. 242, 17 Jur. 224;
South V. Searle, 2 Jur. N. S. 390; Ee Jones' Trusts, 23 Beav. 242; Maddock v. Legg, 25
Beav. 531; Hobgen v. Neale, L, E., 11 Eq. 48; Ee Corlass, 1 Ch. D. 460. "Offspring" is

synonymous with " issue," see Thompson v. Beasley, 3 Drew. 7; read as a word of limitation

in a gift to " A, and her offspring," Young v. Davies, 2 Dr. & Sm. 167; confined to children
in an executory trust to settle. Lister v, Tidd, 29 Beav. 618. In a bequest to the issue male
of A., it was held that the claim must be wholly through males, Lywood r. Kimber, 29 Beav.
38, vide ante, p., 913, n. {g).

(A) 3 Ves. 257, 3 E. E. 91.

1 On the word " issue " see Jackson t). Jack- nerbaok's Estate, 133 Penn. St. 342; Carroll
son, 153 Mass. 374; Hills «. Barnard, 152 Mass. v. Burns, 108 Penn. St. 386; Wistar d. Scott,

67; Dexter v. Inches, 147 Mass. 324; Hall v. 105 Penn. St. 200; Hill v. Hill, 74 Penn. St.

Hall, 140 Mass. 287; Gabouey v. McGovern, 173; Taylor e. Taylor, 63 Penn. St. 481 ; Mil-
74 Ga. 133; Henderson v. Henderson, 64 Md. ler's Appeal, 52 Penn. St. 113. See Chelton
185; Dicksoni). Satterfield, 53Md. 317; Kim- v. Henderson, 9 Gill, 432, as casting doubt
ball V. Penhallow, 60 N. H. 448 ; Palmer v. upon the soundness of the general interpreta-
Dunham, 125 N. T. 68; Palmer v. Horn, 84 tion of the term. The word "offspring" is

N. X. 516; Parkhurst v. Harrower, 142 Penn. held to be a word of limitation, prima facie,

St. 432; Shalters i>. Ladd, 141 Penn. St. 349; and not of purchase. Allen v. Markle, 36
Hackney v. Tracy, 137 Penn. St. 53; Man- Penn. St. 117.
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daughter. Sir E. P. Arden, M. E., held, that these three objects

were entitled per capita; and, there being no words -ly j ni

of severance, they took as joint-tenants. ful issue"

In Leigh v. Norbury'(*), the same mode of construe- prisVcWldren
tion was applied to a deed. In consideration of an in- and grand-

tended marriage, A. assigned to trustees all his personal " '
'^"''

estate, upon trus,t to permit him to enjoy the same during his

life, and after his decease, * in trust for such persons as he [*947]

should appoint, and in default of appointment, for the lawful

issue of A. A. made no appointment, and died leaving several chil-

dren, some of whom had children. Sir W. Grant, M. E., held that

the property was divisible among all the children and Distribution

grandchildren per capita. He said, it was clearly set- P^'' capita,

tied, that the word " issue," unconfined by any indication of inten-

tion, includes all descendants. Intention, he said, was required for

the purpose of limiting the sense of that word to children.

In Freeman v. Parsley (A), a testator devised and bequeathed a
moiety of his personal estate, and of the proceeds of his real estate

(which he directed to be sold), to T., his heirs, &c., to Gift to issue

be divided among A., B., C, and D. : " but in case of cMidienVnd
their decease, or of any of them, such deceased's share grandcMidien.

to be divided among the lawful issue of such deceased, and, in

default of such issue, such share to be equally divided among the

survivors." B., C, and D. died in the testator's lifetime, leaving

children and grandchildren. Lord Loughborough held, that all

were entitled, though he expected that it was contrary to the in-

tention. He regretted that there was no medium between the total

exclusion of the grandchildren and admitting them to share with

their parents.

It will be perceived that in all the preceding cases the subject

of disposition was personal estate, or (which is identical for this pur-

pose) the produce of realty. Probably, however, the Devise of real

construction of the word " issue " would not be varied estate to issue,

when applied to real estate. It is true, indeed, that the word " issue,"

when preceded by an estate for life in the ancestor, is frequently con-

strued (as we shall hereafter see) as synonymous with heirs of the

body, and as such conferring an estate tail, on the ground that this is

the only mode in which the testator's bounty can be made to reach

the whole class of descendants born and unborn ; and it must be con-

fessed, that the same reasoning applies, to a certain extent, in the

case now under consideration ; for to adopt any other interpretation

narrows the range of objects, by confining the devise to issue living

at a given period, and thereby excluding, it may be, an unlimited

succession of unborn descendants, on whom an estate tail would, if

(j) 13 Ves. 340. (Jc) 3 Ves. 421.
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not barred, devolve (as in Mandeville's case {V) ) . But whatever may-

be plausibility of force of such analogical reasoning, it has re-

[*948] ceived but little * countenance from the cases ; there being,

it is believed, no direct adjudication in favor of such a con-

struction, while positive authority may be cited against it : as in Cook

" To the issue v. Cook (m), where it was held, that, under a devise to

of J. S." the issue of J. S., the children and grandchildren took

concurrently an estate for life.

Seeing that the construction which obtained in this case has

the merit of letting in all the existing issue concurrently, instead of

Remark on Vesting the property in the eldest or only son ( as would
Cook V. Cook, generally be the effect of the alternative construction

above suggested), it seems probable that it will be hereafter followed

in a similar case ; especially now that, under such a devise (if con-

tained in a will made or republished since the year 1837), the issue

would take the fee.

At all events, if the devise to the issue not only confers an estate

Effect where ii^ f^^j but also contains words of distribution (which are
the devise is obviously inconsistent with holding the word " issue "

tenants in to be synonymous with heirs of the body), it is clear that
common in fee. issue of every degree are entitled as tenants in common.

Thus, in Mogg v. Mogg (re), where, under a devise to trustees, to pay
profits to the children begotten and to be begotten of M. for their

lives (which vested the legal estate pro tanto in the trustees), and
after the decease of such children, the testator devised the estate to

the lawful issue of such children, to hold unto such issue, his, her, and
their heirs, as tenants in common, without survivorship (and which
was held to execute the use in the issue), the court of K. B., on a case

from Chancery, certified (o) that the issue of such of M.'s children

as were living at the testator's decease took the re?n,ainder in fee, ex-

pectant on the estatepur autre vie of the trustees, as tenants in common;
and this certificate was confirmed by Sir W. Grrant, M. B.

It is equally clear, on the other hand, that if the context manifests
an intention to keep the devised estate together in a single owner.
Effect of ex- the issue will take successively in tail, as in Mandeville's
press desire to _,, , , •,-, ^ , -, j_„„
keep estate case. Thus, where by Will, dated 1780, a testator de-
together. vised his " estates " in formerly strict settlement to sev-

eral of his sons and daughters in tail male, " and in default of such
issue to all and every other the issue of my body, and for default of
such issue to my own right heirs," his desire being " to prevent the

dispersion of his estates, and to keep up his name and family

[*949] in * one person ;" the devise to issue was read as a devise to

the heirs of the body (j)).

(l) Ante, p. 907. (m) 2 Vem. 545.

(») 1 Mer. 654. (o) See answer to the query,! Mer. 689.

(p) Allgood V. Blake, L. B., 7 Ex. 339, 8 Ex. 160. See also Whitelock ti. Heddon, 1
B. & P. 243, ante, p. 909.
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III.— 2. "Issue" construed "Children."— The word "Issue"

« issue," however, may be, and frequently is, explained meaStfrcn.

by the context to bear the restricted sense of children}

Where a will declares that in the event of the deaths of original

devisees or legatees before a specified time, their issue shall take the

shares which the father or mother of such issue would have taken if

then living, it is obvious that issue must be construed to mean chil-

dren {q). And a clause substituting issue for iHaeii parents, it seems,

has such effect, the word " parent " so used being considered to im-

port, according to its ordinary meaning, father or mother, as distin-

guished from, and in exclusion of, a more remote ancestor.

Thus in Sibley v. Perry (r), where a testator gave a sum of 1,000^.

Stock to each of several persons, if living at his decease, and if not,

he directed that their lawful issue should take that gibiev v.

1,000Z. Stock which their respective parents, if living. Perry,

would have taken ; and he made other bequests to the lawful issue,

living at certain periods, of other persons ; Lord Eldon thought it

was clear, as to the former class, that children were intended, and
that this was a ground for giving to the word " issue " the same con-

struction as the other bequests (s).

But if in such a case there follows a gift over on a general failure

of " issue " of the original legatee, this construction is excluded.

Thus, in Ross v. Eoss (t), where a testator bequeathed a share

of a money fund to his niece C. for life, and after her *death [*950]

to her children living at her death, and the issue then living

of children then dead, each surviving child to take an
Distinction

equal share, "and the issue, if more than one," of de- where there is

ceased children "to take equally amongst them the gift"ovCT*ou

share which their parent would have been entitled to failure of

if he or she had survived C, and if but one, then to

{q) Buckle v. Fawcett, 4 Hare, 536, 544; Martin ». Holgate, L. E., 1 H. L. 175.

(?) 7 Ves. 522; Pruen ». Osbome, 11 Sim. 132; Bradshaw v. Melling, 19 Beav. 417 (real

estate); Smith v. Horsfall, 25 id. 628 ; Maynard v. Wright, 26 id. 285 (real estate) ; Stephen-
son 1). Aljingdon, 31 Beav. 305; Lanphier v. Buck, 2 Dr. & Sm. 484; Heasman v. Pearse,
L. R., 7 Ch. 275; Ee Smith, 58 L. J. Ch. 661. But see Birdsall ». York, 5 Jur. N. S. 1237.
In Crozier v. Crozier, 3 D. & War. 386, where a testator devised lands to the "issue male
and female of J. C, now begotten or to be begotten on the body of his present wife," issue
was held to mean children.

(s) See also Eidgway v. Munkittrick, 1 D. & War. 84; Edwards v. Edwards, 12 Beav. 97;
Rhodes v. Rhodes, 27 Beav. 413. It is not, however, a necessary fesult of the word "issue "

being used in the sense of children in one clause, that it is to be similarly construed in
another clause, where it is surrounded by a different context. Carter ». Bentall, 2 Beav. 551

;

Head ». Randall, 2 Y. & C. C. C. 231 ; Hodges ii. Harpur, 9 Beav. 479; Caulfield v. Maguire,
2 Jo. &Lat. 176; Williams);. Teale, 6 Hare, 2.39. Still less can " issue " be restricted to "chil-
dren " merely to make two different bequests correspond, Waldrone. Boulter, 22 Beav. 284.

(t) 20 Beav. 645.

1 McPherson v. Snowdon, 19 Md. 197; Munf. 440; McGregor v. McGregor, 1 De G.
Hall 1). Hall, 140 Mass. 267; King v. Sav- F. & J. 63. See Clifford v. Koe, 5 App.
age, 121 Mass. 303; Ballentine ». De Camp, Cas. 447, 458; Daniel v. Whartenby, 17 Wall.
39 N. J. Eq. 87; Parkhurst i). Harrower, 142 639. Under Pennsylvania statutes "lawful
Penn. St. 432; Hill v. Hill, 74 Penn. St. 173; issue" will embrace illegitimate children who
Taylor «. Tavlor, 63 Penn. St. 481; Kleppner have been legitimated. Miller's Appeal, 52
V. Laverty, 70 Penn. St. 70 ; Edwards v. Bibb, Penn. St. 113.

43 Ala. 666; Merrymans v. Merrymans, 5
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take the child's share ; " the other parts of the fund were then given

in similar terms to other nieces and their respective children and
issue ; " and in case all my said nieces should die without leaving a

child or issue of a child living at their respective deaths, then " to

sink into the residue. Sir J. Romilly, M. R., recognized the rule

deduced from Sibley v. Perry, but held that it was inapplicable to

the case ; for although issue if more than one were to take their ^ar-

ent''s share, yet if there was but one, that one took, not a parent's, but

a child's share. The collocation of the word " parent " with the word
" issue," which was the foundation of the rule, was wanting in this

branch of the clause, so that up to this point it was uncertain in what
sense the word " issue " had been used. Then came the gift over on

general failure of issue, in which per se there was nothing to restrict

tiie meaning of the word to children, and which put a construction on
what was ambiguous in the previous part of the will. Suppose none

but children were entitled under the original gift ; then, if you re-

stricted the meaning In the same manner in the gift over, that gift

would take effect, and disappoint remoter issue, if any ; or if you re-

tained the wider meaning in the gift over, that gift would fail, and
there would be an intestacy. It was impossible to suppose the tes-

tator had meant that. The M. R. therefore held that " issue " re-

tained its primary meaning in the original gift. As between a parent

and his issue, " issue " meant " children " ; but " parent " meant
" child " or '' grandchild " according to circumstances ; so that on
the death of a parent of any degree, his children (whether chil-

dren, grandchildren, or remoter issue of C.) took his share, but not

letting in issue of a remoter degree to share with issue less re-

mote (m). In other words, the substitution would take place ac-

cording to circumstances through all the degrees of issue.

So in Ralph v. Carrick (a;), where a testator bequeathed a
[*951] portion * of his residuary personal estate, after the death of

his wife, to the children of his late aunt W. equally, the de-

scendants, if any, of those who might have died being entitled to the
benefit which their deceased parent would have received if alive ; and
gave the other portions to other aunts and their descendants in like

manner ;
" and should there be no children or lawful descendants of

any of my said aunts at the time these bequests should become pay-
£lble, then the portion destined for such to be placed in the general

residuary fund, and bestowed as part thereof as above pointed

out " (y) : Sir C. Hall, V.-C, held, that descendants were confined

(«) That^ where "issue" is tinfestrictcd, issue of several degrees taking by substitution-
will not take concurrently, see also Robinson v. Sykes, 23 Beav. 40: Amson v. Harris, 19'

Beav. 210; Re Orton'S Trusts, L. R., 3 Eq. 378; Gibson v. Fisher, L. B., 5 Eq. 61. But see
Birdsall v. York, 5 Jur. N. S. 1237.

(x) 5 Ch. D. 984, 11 Ch. D. 873.

ly) This appears to be an effectual disposition of any portion of which the primary trusts
failed, see Atkinson v. Jones, Job. 246; and'cf. Lightfoot v. Burstall, 1 H. & M. 546.
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to children by force of the word "parents"; observing that Eoss v.

Ross must be considered an exceptional case, and as depending alto-

gether on the peculiar wording of the passage relating to " a child's

share." But this decision was reversed by the L. JJ. They thought,

indeed, that " descendants " could not be so easily controlled by the

context as " issue." But if the word used had been " issue," Sir W.
James thought it would have been impossible to distinguish the case

from Eoss v. Eoss. " Here (he said) we have a gift over of all the

funds provided for the aunts and their descendants, which gift over

is not to take effect except on failure of all the descendants of the

aunts ; and this appears to me to exclude the limited construction

which it is sought to give to the original gift. That was decided in

Eoss V. Eoss, and it seems to me rightly decided." And Sir H. Cot-

ton observed, that in the gift over " descendants " could not be re-

stricted to children, for it was expressly distinguished from the latter

word ; and he added, " it is a sound "principle, that when there are

ambiguous words in the original gift, you should not construe the gift

over in a restrictive sense which it does not otherwise bear, but should

construe the ambiguous words in the previous gift so as to agree with

the unambiguous words contained in the gift over."

Where the gift is to issue, and the testator proceeds to speak of

" issue " of that issue, it is clear that he did not, in the first instance,

use the word " issue " in its most comprehensive sense ; and if he

has further called the first " parents " of the second, the sense to'

which the word is limited must be that of " children " («). Even
without the latter circumstance it is difficult to see how, if

* restricted at all, the term can mean anything but chil- [*952]

dren (a), unless it means issue living at a particular period.

Again, in Hampson v. Brandwood (5), it was considered that a

limitation in a deed to the first male issue, lawfully begotten by A.,

was restricted to sons ; but the construction seems to <« issue be-

have been aided by the context, the next limitation being got'en by A."

expressly to daughters, and the father having a power, in case there

were any such male issue to inherit, to charge the property in favor

of his other children. It has been frequently decided, that the words
" lawfully begotten by A." are not per se enough to limit a bequest

"to the issue of A." to his children (c). But in a case upon articles

for a settlement on husband and wife successively for life, with re-

mainder to their issue as they should appoint, and in default of ap-

pointment, then in equal shares, if there were more than one of such

issue, born in the husband's lifetime or in a reasonable time after Ms

(s) Pope V. Pope, 14 Beav. 593; Williams v. Teale, 6 Hare, 239; Fairfield v. Buahell, 32
Beav. 158.

(a) See per Maule, J., 8 C. B. 880.

(b) 1 Madd. 381; Gordon ». Hope, 3 De G. & S. 351.

(c) Caulfield v. Maguire, 2 Jo. & Lat. 176; Evans v. Jones, 2 Coll. 516; Haydon v. Wil-
there, 3 T. R. 372. And see King v. Melling, 1 Vent. 230.
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death, it wa,s held by Sir E. Sugden that the word " issue " meant

children (d).

A gift to issue may also be restricted to children by a codicil (e),^

Gift to issue or another clause of the will (/) referring to it as a gift

"^IftTo ciiU-*^
*° " children," or by declaring the trusts by reference to

firen. trusts for children (jr).

Difficulty, however, often arises from the testator having used the

words " issue " and " children " synonymously, rendering it necessary,

therefore, in order to avoid the failure of the gift for

words " issue " uncertainty, that the prevalency of one of these terms
and "ciiii- should be established. Lord Hardwicke thought that,
dren" are

, i .,. . . n
used indif- where the gift was to several, or the respective issues of
ferentiy.

their bodies, in case any of them should be dead at the

time of distribution ; viz., to each, or their respective children one-

fourth, followed by a gift to survivors, in case any of them should be

dead without issue, the word "children" was not restrictive of "issue"

previously mentioned, the videlicet being merely explanatory of the

shares to be taken, and not of the objects to take. The word " chil-

dren," therefore, was to be construed as meaning issue, and not

"issue " abridged to children (A) "

[*953] * IV.— Gifts to Next of Kin.— A devise or bequest to next

of kin creates a joint tenancy {J) in the nearest blood-relations

in equal degree of the propositus ; such objects being determined with-

out regard to the Statutes of Distribution.' This rule, however, more

(</) Thompson «. Simpson, 1 D, & War. 459, 480.

(e) Macgregor v. Macgregor, 1 D. B'. & J. 63.

(/) Baker v. Bayldon, 31 Beav. 209.

(o) Marsliall v. Balder, id. 608 (deed).

(h) Wytli V. Blackman, 1 Ves. 198, Arab. 555 (deed). See also Horsepool ». Watson, 3
Ves. 383; Royle v. Hamilton, 4 Ves. 437) Dalzell v. Welch; 2 Sim. 319, stated post; Doe d.
Simpson v. Simpson, 5 Scott, 770, 4 Bing. N. C. 333, 3 M. & G. 929, stated post; Harley v.
Mitford, 21 Beav. 280. In CancHllor v. Cancellor, 2 Dr. & Sim. 194, the testator sometimes
used both words together, " children and issue," sometimes " children " only, and all degrees
were held entitled. In Cursham v. Newland, 2 Scott, 105, 2 Bing. N. C. 58, 4 M. & Wei.
104, both words being used indifferently, and "issue" was restrar ed to children. See also
Jennings v. Newman, 10 Sim. 219; Goldie v. Greaves, 14 id. 348; Benn v. Dixon, 16 id 21-
Earl of Oxford v. Churchill, 3 V. & B. 67; Bryan v. Mansion, 5 De 6. & S. 737; Farrant v.
Nichols, 9 Beav. 327; Edwards v. F.dwards, 12 id. 97; Re Heath's Settlement, 23 Beav. 193-
Bryden v. Willett, L. R., 7 Eq. 472; Re Hopkins' Trusts, 9 Ch. D. 131; Re Warren's Trusts
26 Ch. D. 208, and other cases, post, Ch. XXXIX., s. ii., sub-s. 4.

'

(i) Withy V. Mangles, 4 Beav. 358, 10 CI. & Fin. 215, 8 Jur. 69; Baker v. Gibson 12
Beav. 101; Lucas «. Brandreth, 28 Beav. 274 (deed). In Dugdale v. Dugdale, 11 Beav. 402,
a bequest, equally among next of kin, both maternal and paternal, was distributed per capita)
not in moieties between the next of kin ex parte materna and ex parte paterna. So a gift to
next of kin of testator and his wife. Rook v. Att.-Gen., 31 Beav. 313.

1 So of the word "issue" in a codicil. » The English courts have, in later times
King 0. Savage, 121 Mass. 303; Edwards v. departed from the old rule of interpretation
Edwards, 12 Beav. 97. which considered "next of kin'' to mean

3 To eifect the manifest intention of the those who would take under the statute ; and
testator, the word "children" maybe taken they now hold that, in the absence of the
as synonymous with issue. Merrj-mans ti. mahifostation of any different purpose in the
Merrymans, 5 Munf. 440. See Bates v. Gil- will, the term means nearest of kin, though
lett. 132 III. 287, on "children and descend- such person would be postponed to another
ants." under the statute. By this rule a brother or
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particularly as it affects the rights of persons who claim by Gift to next

representation under the express clause of the statute (k)) °* H°' ^S"^V '' C0IlStrU6Q»

entitling the children of the brothers and sisters of an

intestate to stand in the place of their deceased parents, was the

subject of many conflicting dicta and determinations. In favor of the

claim of these representatives were the dictum of Lord Kenyon (l),

and the decisions of Buller, J. (m), and Sir J, Leach (n). On the

other side were ranged the strongly expressed opinions of Lord Thur-

low (o), Lord Eldon {p), and Sir W. Grant (q), and a decision of Sir

T. Plumer (r).

Such was the perplexing state of the authorities prior to Elmesly

V. Young, which was as follows : A fund was settled by indenture,

upon trust, after failure of certain previous trusts, for
-^^^^ ^j ^.^

such persons as should, at the decease of A., be his next confined to

of kin. A. died, leaving a brother, and the children of "^Hi^^y ^^.

a deceased brother. Sir J. Leach, M. E., held, that the swering to

children of the deceased brother were entitled to partici- * " " *™*'*®'"

pate in (i. e., to take a moiety of) the fund ; his opinion being, that the

words " next of kin " imported next of kin according to the Statutes

of Distribution (s). The case was then brought, by appeal, before

Lords Commissioners Shadwell and Bosanquet, who, after a full ex-

amination of the conflicting authorities, held, that the trust

* applied to the next of kin in the strictest sense of the term, [*954]
excluding persons entitled by representation under the statute,

and consequently, that A.'s surviving brother was entitled to the

whole fund (t).

(k) 22 & 23 Car. 2, c. 10, explained by 29 Car. 2, c. 30.

(/) Stamp V. Cooke, 1 Cox, 234.

(m) Phillips V. Garth, 3 B. C. C. 64.

in) Hinckley v. Maclarens, 1 My. & K. 27.

(o) Phillips V. Garth, 3 B. C. C. 64.

(p ) Garriok v. Lord Camden, 14 Ves. 372.

(}) Smith V. Campbell, Coop. 275.

(r) Brandon v. Brandon, 3 Sw. 312.

(s) 2 My. & K. 82.

(*) 2 My. & K. 780. See also Avison v. Sirap'on, Joh. 43; Halton v. Foster, L.R., 3 Oh.
505. A gift to " next of kin in equal degree '

' had been twice held to exclude representatives.
Wimbles v. Pitcher, 12 Ves. 433; Anon., 1 Mad. 36.

sister would take in preference to a nephew tion of "next of kin," the father would be
or niece. Harris v. Newton, 36 L. T. N. S. entitled to share equallj' with the son.
173 ; s. c. 46 L. J. Ch. 268 ; Withy v. Man- Houghton v. Kendall, 7 Allen, 72, 77. But
gles, 4 Beav. 358 ; «. c. 10 Clark & F. 215

;
where the question arises solely under the

Elmesley v. Young, 2 Mylne & K. 780, revers- Statute of Distributions, the statute, it seems,
ing id. 82. See also, to the same effect, Har- should be regarded concerning the persons
rison v. Ward, 5 Jones, Eq. 236; Jones v. who are to take and what they are to take.
Oliver, 3 Ired. Eq. 369; Simmons v. Goodjng, Houghton v. Kendall, supra: Horn ». Cole-
5 Ired. Eq. 382; Redmond v. Burroughs, 63 man, 1 Small & G. 169; Hinckley v. Mc-
N. Car. 242; Rook t). Att.-Gen., 31 Beav. 313; Larens, 1 Mvlne & K. 27; Anonymous, 1
4 Kent, 537, note; Wright o. Methodist Epis. Madd. 36; Booth v. Vickars, 1 Colly. 6.
Church, Hoff. 202, 213. And see Wilson v. Further, see Swasey v. Jaques, 144 Mass.
Atkinson, 4 De G. J. & S. 455, where, by 135; Wilkins v. Ordway, 59 N. H. 378;
force of the will, an illegitimate child took Pinkham v. Blair, 57 N. H. 226.
estate ag next of kin. Under this interpreta-

8
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So all who are of equal degree •will be included in such, a gift,

though some of them may be beyond the statutory limit. Thus in

Parents and Withy V. Mangles (m), where the question was who was
children, entitled under the ultimate limitation in a marriage set-

inTmiai
" tlement in favor of " such persons or person as shall be

degree, take the next of kin of E. M. at the time of her decease ; " E.

"neKtol M. died, leaving a child, and also her father and mother,
''"^•" who claimed each an equal share of the property with

the child ; Lord Langdale, M. E., decided that the parents, though
postponed to children by the Statutes, were here entitled concurrently

with the child, as being of equal degree. " All writers on the law of

England (he said) appear to concur in stating, that, in an ascending

and descending line, the parents and children are in an equal degree

of kindred to the proposed person (a;) ; and I think that, except for

the purposes of administration and distribution in cases of intestacy,

and except in cases where the simple expression may be controlled

by the context, the law of England does consider them to be in an
equal degree of consanguinity. The law of England gives a prefer-

ence to the child over the parent in distribution; but I think we
cannot, therefore, conclude with respect to every distribution of prop-

erty, made in words to give the same to persons equally next of kin,

the parents are to be held more remote than the child." The House
of Lords affirmed the decision, and thus finally settled this long-

agitated question (y).

But a reference to the statute, whether express (s), or

statute of dia- implied from a mention of intestacy (a), will admit all

'"ferr'd°t'^
kindred who are within the statutory limit (6). And if

a testator describes the objects of gift by express refer-

ence to the statute, as next of kin under or according to the

[*955] statute, and does not expressly State * how they are to take,

they take according to the mode and in the shares directed

by the statute, so. per stirpes and as tenants in common (c). This
mode of distribution would be excluded by an express direction to

divide in equal shares (d), but not by a mere direction to take as

tenants in common, without specifying the shares (e), nor by the cir-

(m) 4 Beav. 358, 10 CI. & Fin. 215, 8 Jur. 69.
(x) 2 Bl. Com. 50i. The degrees are to be reckoned according to the civil law, Cooper v.

Deuison, 13 Sim. 290 ; by which law the half-blood stands on equal ground witli the whole-
blood, Cotton ». Scarancke, 1 Mad. 45; Grieves «. Rawley, 10 Hare, 63.

(tf) And see Cooper v. Denison, 13 Sim. 290 (brothers and sisters admitted with grand-
children).

(z) Nichols V. Haviland, 1 K. & J. 504. See also 4 Beav, 368.
(a) Garrick v. Lord Camden, 14 Vea. 372, 385, 386.

(6) Exclusive of husband or wife, vide post, s. vi.

(c) Bullock V. Downes, 9 H. L. Ca. 1; Re Ranking's Settlement, L. R., 6 Eq. 601 : contra.
Re Greenwood's Will, 3 Git. 390; 31 L.J. Ch. 119, sedqu.

(rf) Per Lord Langdale, 3 Beav. 132, and per Wood, V.-C, Joh. 47. And see correspond-
ing cases on gifts to " relatives," post, s. vi.

(e) Mattison v. Tanfield, 3 Beav. 131 ; Lewis v. Morris, 19 Beav. 34. Contra Richardson e.
Richardson, 14 Sim. 526, and Godkin v. Murphy, 2 Y. & Q. C. C. 351 ("persons entitled
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cumstanoe that the description excludes a person (viz- the widow)
who would have taken a share in case of actual intestacy, the whole

fund being divided among the others as if they alone had been en-

titled under the statute (/). A gift to the " next of kin " of a married

woman "as if she had died unmarried" has been held too doubtful a

reference to the statute to let in any but the nearest relations (g).

Upon a bequest to the next of kin ex parte maternS,, a person who
happens to be next of kin on the father's as well as the mother's side

will be entitled (h), unless the testator has expressly ex- Construction

eluded the former (t). Where a bequest was to the per-
°J fi^ ex

°^^'

sons exclusive of A., who under the statute would, at parte patema,

the death of X., have been entitled to the testator's per- ^ "ei't™Ain,

sonal estate, if he had died at that time intestate ; A. exclusive of A.

was in fact his sole next of kin at that time, and it was argued that

this was a gift to a class " except " to the sole member of it, and
therefore void ; but it was held to be a valid bequest to the artificial

class of persons who, if A. were out of the way, would have been

the testator's next of kin had he died immediately after X. (A).

It seems never to have been decided whether in

case an additional term of description be annexed to a of kin of a

gift to next of kin, as if property be given to next of particular

kin of a particular name, and the true next of kin do

not bear that name, the nearest relations who do bear it can

take under the will (1). The question was discussed, * but a [*956]

decision expressly avoided, in Doe d. Wright v. Plumptre (m).

In Boys v. Bradley (n), a testator, who died a bachelor, leaving

several brothers and sisters his nearest relations, gave personal estate

to be accumulated for the term of twenty-one years, and " Next of kin

then to go to " his then nearest of kin in the male line j? *-^ ™*^8,
° ,,.,,..,, 1 J- n I'D^i in pref-

in preference to the female line." At the end of the ereucetothe

term the property was claimed by a sister, the sole sur- *6™«le line."

vivor at that time of the nearest relations ; by his nephews, the sons

of sisters, claiming simply as male representatives of the family;

under the statute"); but both cases were i)lainly disapproved, 9 H. L. Ca. 28, 29, and the

former was questioned by the judge who decided it, 8 Hare, 307.

(/) Bullock V. Downes, dub. Lord Wensleydale, 9 H. L. Ca. 1, 22, 26.

(g) Halton v. Foster, L. E., 3 Ch. 505. See also Lucas ». Brandreth, 28 Beav. 274; Ee
Webber, 17 Sim. 221, but qu. as to the ratio decidendi.

(h) Gundry v. Pinniger, 14 Beav. 94, 1 D. M. & G. 602.

(i) See Say v. Creed, 5 Hare, 580. A bequest to "next of kin in the male line in prefer-
ence, to the female line," does not exclude but onlv postpones the latter, semb. Boys v.

Bradley, 10 Hare, 399, 4 D. M. & G. 68; 5 H. L. Ca. 892, 900.

(k) White V. Springett, L. E., 4 Ch. 300.

(J) See the corresponding cases on gifts to the heir, p. 910.

(m) 3 B. & Aid. 474 (deed). The decision was that plaintiff's wife answered neither

branch of the description. If " name " was to be literally understood (as to which,
post, s. viii.) she did not bear it at the prescribed time: if "name" meant " family," there

was another of that family more nearly related. Shadwell, V.-C, is reported to have
taken a difEerent view of the decision, Carpenter v. Bott, 15 Sim. 609 ; but see s. c. 16 L. J.

Ch. 433.

(n) 10 Hare, 389, 4 D. M. & 6. 58, 5 H. L. Ca. 873, 25 L. J. Ch. 593 (Sayers v. Bradley).
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and by a more remote male relation claiming wholly through males.

It was held by Sir W. P. Wood, V.-C, that the will was not void for

uncertainty, but meant nearest relations ex parte patern§., and did

not require the legatee to be a male or to claim wholly through males.

The sister, therefore, answered all parts of the description. An ap-

peal by the remote relation was dismissed first by the L. JJ. K. Bruce

and Turner, and afterwards by the House of Lords, it being considered

clear that he was not the person designated. Lord Cranworth, C, gave

more weight than Lord St. Leonards appears to have done to the mere

fact that the appellant was not the nearest nor one of the nearest of

kin. But he and the Judges (who were consulted) agreed that it was

much easier to say of any particular person that he was not the per-

son designated, than to say who was. Sir J. K. Bruce, L. J., had no

doubt that the sister was related to the testator " in the male line,"

but was not satisfied that this expression, though used in contradis-

tinction to "female line," was equivalent to the phrase "ex parte

paternS, ; " since one might be allowed to speak of all his maternal

kindred as his relatives in the female line, whether related to his

mother on his father's side or otherwise ; but it would be incorrect to

speak of being related in the male line to all his father's relations.

"Next male In Ee Chapman, Ellick v. Cox (o), a testator devised
^"'•" freeholds in certain proportions to two persons, "and in

the event of either dying, the deceased's share to revert to the

[*957] next male kin." It * was held by Sir F. North, J., that all

the nearest of kin of the testator, being males, living at his

death, took as joint tenants in fee simple in reversion expectant on
the death of the tenants for life.

In Williams v. Ashton {p), a testator devised land to her "nearest
of kin by way of heirship," and the heir not being one of the nearest

"Nearest of
^^ ^^°' ^* ^^^ argued that he was not entitled; but Sir

kin \>j way of W. P. Wood, V.-C, decided that he was, that the word
heirship." heirship must be referred to the subject of gift, which was
realty, and that the testatrix meant the nearest in the line through
which real estate would descend ; in short (though it was a eircuit-

" Heir or ous way of expressing it) the heir.^ And on the other
next of kin." hand, a gift of personalty to "the heirs or next of kin of
A. deceased " was held a bequest to the persons who would by law
succeed to property of that description, viz., the statutory next of
kin(g').

(o) W. N., 1883, p. 232, 32 W. R. 424; 49 L. T. 673.

(p) IJ. & H. 115.

(cf) Ke Thompson's Trusts, 9 Ch. D. 607, following Lowndes v. Stone, 4 Ves. 649 as ex-
plained by Lord Cottenham, 10 CI. & Fin. 253. See ante, p. 926.

'

1 In determining who is the next of kin the blood of the person fi-om whom the ea-
of the intestate " of the blood of the person tate came by immediate descent. Morris v.
from whom the estate came or descended," Potter, 10 R. I. 58; Gardner v. Collins 2
the persons entitled are the next of kin of Peters, 58.

'
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V.— Gifts to Legal or Personal Representatives, Ezecutors, or Ad-

ministrators :— 1. How construed generally.— The construction of

the words "legal representatives " (r), or "personal rep- ,

resentatives," has presented another perplexing and eentatives " or

fruitful topic of controversy.' Each of these terms, in ^gPjgg™t\'.

its strict and literal acceptation, evidently means "ex- tivea," how

ecutors," or " administrators," who are, properly speak-
«°°^*™^°^-

ing, the "personal representatives" of their deceased testator or

intestate ;
" but as these persons sustain a fiduciary character, it is

improbable that the testator should intend to make them beneficial

objects of gift; and almost equally so, in some cases, that he should

mean them to take the property as part of the general personal estate

of their testator or intestate, which is, in effect, to make him the

legatee. Accordingly, in numerous cases, the term " legal represen-

tative," or " personal representative," has been construed as synony-

mous with next of kin, or rather as descriptive of the person or

persons taking the personal estate under the Statutes of Distribution,

who may be said, in a loose and popular sense, to " represent " the

deceased."

Thus, in Bridge v. Abbot (s), (which is a leading authority
* for this construction), a testatrix made a bequest to certain [*958]

persons, and, in case of the death of any of them before her

(the testatrix), to his or her legal representatives; and Sir R. P. Ar-

den, M. E., held the next of kin to be entitled. This construction

has also been adopted in several recent cases. As in " Legal repre-

Cotton V. Cotton (i), where a testator bequeathed the
iie^dT^en

residue of his property to his executors, to be divided be- next of kin.

tween the gentlemen thereafter named, or the legal representatives of

the said gentlemen, in the proportion that the sums set against their

names bore to each other. The testator wrote the names of twelve

persons, opposite to which he placed different figures. One of these

persons was dead at the date of the will, having left a will. Lord

(r) This term was thought by K. BrucBi V.-C. less precise than "personal" or "legal

personal representatives." Toppmg^o. Howard. 4 De G. & S. 268; Smith v. Barneby, 2 Coll.

736. But see 2 Hare, 523, 524; 2 Drew. 235; 4 De G. & J. 484.

(s) 3 B. C. C. 224. See also Long «. Blackall, 3 Ves. 486; Jacob v. Catling. W. N., 1881,

p 105; Re Thompson, W. N., 1886, p. 130. See Hewitgon ». Todhunter, 22 L. J. Ch. 76,

where, however, the universal legatee, not the next of kin, of the original legatee, was held

entitled, sed qu. See also Re Horner, Eagleton ». Horner, 37 Ch. D. 695, 712. If next

of kin take, they take per stirpes, Rowland «. Gorsuch, 2 Cox, 187 ; Booth ». Vicars, 1

Coll. 6.

(0 2 Beav. 67.

1 See DaviesD. Davies. 55 Conn. 319 (citing « Cox «. Curwen, 118 Mass. 198. See
Palin V. Hills, 1 Mvlne & K. 470; Cotton v. Gourdin v. Shrewsbury, 12 S. Car. 1, 27.

Cotton, 2 Beav. 67; Walter*. Makin, 6 Sim. » See Brokaw v. Hudson, 27 N. J. Eq.
148; Tillman U.Davis, 95 N.Y. 17; Brokawo. 1-35; Drake »;. Pell, 3 Edw. 270; Thompson
Hudson, 27 N. J. Eq. 135); Rivenetts. Bour- v. Young, 25 Md. 450; Gibbons v. Fairlamb,
quin, 53 Mich. 10; Halsey v. Paterson, 37 16 Penn. St. 217; Ware ii. Fisher, 2 Yeates,
N. J. Eq. 445; Greenwood v. Holbrook, 111 678; Stock's Appeal, 20 Penn. St. 349.

N. Y. 465, reversing 42 Hun, 623.
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Langdale, M. E., held that the next of kin of the deceased person

named by the testator, not the residuary legatee, were entitled.

In these two cases the gift to the person named was immediate ; a

circumstance which will be observed upon in the sequel (m).

Again, in Baines v. Ottey {x), where a testator gave certain real and
personal estate to trustees, in trust for such persons as A. (a married

"Personal" woman) should appoint, and in default of appointment,
or " legal rep- for her Separate use, and, at her decease, to convey the

heid"to mean real estate to such person or persons as would be the heir-
next of kin. at-law of the Said A., and to assign the personal estate to

or amongst such person or persons as would be the personal represen-

tatives of the said A. ; Sir J. Leach, M. E., held the next of kin to be

entitled.

And in Smith v. Palmer (y), where a testator, after the death of his

wife, gave his property to A. " if he should be then living, but if he

should be then dead, to his legal representative or representatives, if

more than one, share and share alike; " Sir J. Wigram, V.-C, held these

words to mean next of kin according to the Statute of Distribution.

So, in Atherton v. Crowther («), where there was a residuary be-

quest to the testator's wife for life, remainder to the children of A.

living at A.'s death, " but if any of the said children should

[*959] * die in A.'s lifetime, then for the personal representatives of

such child or children to take per stirpes and not per capita; "

and in another clause there was a gift " in case there should be no
"Personal rep- such children nor any representatives of such children

heM°to'mefn" ^^^^'°-S ^t A.'s death, then to the persons who should be
descendants. the testator's next of kin ; " it was held by Sir J.

Eomilly, M. E., that the words " personal representatives " meant
descendants (a).

Again, in Jennings v. Gallimore (b), where, by deed, a fund was
vested in trustees, in trust to pay it to such persons as A. should by

(m) At pp. 962, 963.

(x) 1 My. & K. 465, 2 Coll. 733 n.

(y) 7 Hare, 225; see also Wilson v. Pilkington, 11 Jur. 537; King v. Cleaveland, 26 Beav.
26, 4 De G. & J. 477; Holloway v. Katcliffe, 23 Beav. 163.

(n) 19 Beav. 448.

(a) The sense of next of kin was held to be excluded by the context, because the provision
that the legatees should take per stirpes was less applicable to next of kin than to descend-
ants, and in the subsequent clause the words " personal representatives " and " next of kin "

were contrasted, where the former could not be held to mean executors or administrators
without leading to the absurdity that that gift was to depend on whether administration was
taken out in the lifetime of A. It may be added that the children, being legitimate, could
scarcely die " without any representatives " in the sense of next of kin. See also Styth v.

Monro, 6 Sim. 49; Ee Knowles, Eainford v. Knowles, 59 L. T. 359. In Horsepool v. Wat-
son, 3 Ves. 383, "representatives" was construed "issue." In Re Booth's Estates, W. N.
1877, p. 129, "legal representatives of children," who were to take "their parents' shares,"
was construed " grandchildren."

(6) 3 Ves. 146, 3 E. R. 77. See also Briggs v. Upton, L. R., 7 Oh. 376; Re Grylls' Trusts,
L. R., 6 Eq. 589, where, however, a trust by will for a married daughter's relations as she
should appoint, and in default for " the per.sons who would be her personal representatives
in case she had died unmarried," was referred to by codicil as a trust for the daughter's " re-

lations and next of kin." Moreover, her executor or administrator wae not before the Court.
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deed or will appoint, and, in default of appointment, then " Legal repre-

to "the legal representatives of A., according to the
accOTtogto

course of administration." A. by his will appointed the the course of

fund " to be paid by the said trustees unto my legal rep- ^o"
V."'"^

resentatives according to the course of administration,"

and gave all the rest of his property to B., and appointed B. and C.

executors; it was held by Sir R. P. Arden, M. E., that the next of

kin of A. were entitled under the appointment. " The testators (he

said) would never have made such a will if he had thought all the

words he had used came to nothing more than executing the power
by giving the fund to B.,"— i. e., by giving it to the executors for

them to administer by paying it, as in due course they would have
been bound to do, to B.

In the four last cases the direction as to the mode in which the

trust fund was to be paid, shared, or enjoyed, was held to be sufficient

evidence that the testator did not use the words " personal represen-

tatives " in their strict sense.

And as a testator is supposed to have a different meaning whenever
he uses a different expression, it is always a circumstance favorable

to the construction which reads the words " legal " or " per-

sonal representatives " as denoting next of * kin, that there [*960]
is elsewhere in the same will, and in reference to another

subject of disposition, a gift to the executors or admin- Effect of

istrators of the same individual. limitation to

GXGCutors or
Thus, in Walter v. Makin (c), where a testator gave administrators

450^. to trustees, in trust for his son for life, and, after '" '^"^ "'"•

his son's decease, to pay thereout two legacies of 1001. each to two of

his daughters, and to pay the residue to the leffal representatives of

his son ; and he gave the residue of his personal estate to his son, his

executors, administrators, and assigns; Sir L. Shadwell, V.-C, held,

that the words " legal representatives " meant next of kin.

So, in Robinson v. Smith (d), where the bequest was to M., his

executors, &c., in trust to pay the interest to the testator's daughter,

S., wife of M., for her separate use for life, and after her
^^

decease to pay the trust moneys to such persons as S. by resen^tet^ve™^"

will should appoint, and, in default, to her personal rep- construed next

resentatives. S. died in her husband's lifetime, without

having made any appointment, and her husband claimed the fund as

her administrator ; but Sir L. Shadwell, V.-C, decided that the next

(c) 6 Sim. 148. The opposite inference is obviously deducible from the circumstance of

"personal representatives "being elsewhere used in the sense of "executors," Dixon »
Dixon, 24 Beav. 129.

(d) 6 Sim 47. See also Nicholson ». Wilson, 14 Sim. 549; Walker v. Marquis of Camden,
16 Sim, 329; Booth v. Vicars, 1 Coll. 1011; per Wickens. V -C, L. R., 7 Ch. 378 n. But see

Saberton v. Skeels, 1 R. & My. 587; Hinchlifte v. Westward, 2 De 6. & S. 216; and per
Kindersley, V.-C, Re Crawford, 2 Drew. 240. In Philps v. Evans, 4 De G. & S. 188. " per-

sonal representatives " were mterpreted by the words " or next of kin " subjoined. See also

Baker v. Gibson, 12 Beav. 101.
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of kin of the wife were beneficially entitled : the husband was the

trustee, and was to pay the fund.

And a still stronger argument for the same oon-

'*'^?d "nexl;"
struction is derived from the word "next" being pre-

prefixedto fixed to "legal representatives," that being a word

s'entativeT™'
which has no connection with the character of executor

or administrator (e).

Indeed, so strong has been the leaning sometimes in favor of the

construction which gives to words pointing at succession or represen-

" Executors tation the sense of next of kin that even a gift to exeow-

or adminis- tors or administrators has been thus construed (/). But

to*mean next it is clear that at the present day such a gift would be

of kin. construed as a gift to the executors or administrators of

the deceased legatee to be held by them as part of his estate (g).

[*961] * From cases of this description, however, we must carefully

distinguish those in which the words " executors and admin-

istrators," or "legal representatives," are used as mere words of

" Executors limitation. As in the common case of a gift to A. and
or administra- i^ig executors Or administrators, or to A. and his legal

words of limi- representatives, which will, beyond all question, vest the
tation. absolute interest in A. (A).

The same construction, too, in some instances, has been applied in

cases of a more doubtful complexion ; as where the bequest was to

A. for life, and, after his decease, to his executors or administrators (i)

or personal representatives (fc). So, in numerous instances, where a

testator has given a fund in trust for A. for life (frequently a mar-

ried woman), with power to appoint it after her death, and, in default

of appointment, to the "executors and administrators," or to the
" personal representatives " of A., the words have received this their

proper interpretation. A. was considered to be the only object of

bounty, and the words were held to be in effect mere words of limi-

tation (I). And a trust for children which fails (m), or a clause of for-

ce) Booth V. Vicars, 1 Coll. 6; Stockdale v. Nicholson, L. R., 4 Eq. 359.

(/) Palin V. Hills, 1 My. & K. 470; and see Bulmer v. Jav, 4 Sim. 48, 3 Mv. & K. Ifl7.

(g) Re Clay, Clay v. Clay, W. N. 1885, p. 22, 32 W. ft. 516, 52 L. T. 641. See also
Wallis V. Taylor, 8 Sim. 241, stated post, p. 965; Long v. Watkinson, 17 Beav. 471, post,

p. 963; Webb v. Sadler, L. R., 8 Ch. 419, 429 (settlement). Palin v. Hills must be regarded
as overruled.

(A) Lugar ». Harman, 1 Cox, 250; Taj-lor v. Beverley, 1 Coll. 108; Appleton v. Rowley,
L. R., 8 Eg. 139.

(0 Co. Lit. 54 b; Socket v. Wray, 4 B. C. C, 483. See other cases, post, Chaj). XXXVI.
Nurse v. Oldmeadow, 5 L. J. Ch. 300, cor. Shadwell, V.-C, is contra, unless distinguishable
on the ground that the limitation was to the executor, in the singular. Sed qu.

(*) Alger V. Parrott, L. R., 3 Eq. 329.

(0 Saberton v. Skeels, 1 R. & My. 587. Att.-Gen. v. Malkin, 2 Phill. 64; Devall ».

Dickens, 9 Jur. 550 ; Page v. Soper, 11 Hare, 321 (settlement). If A. becomes bankrupt the
trustee is entitled to the fund as part of A.'s estate. Re Seymour's Trusts, Joh. 472; and see
Webb V. Sadler, L. R., 8 Ch. 419; Mackenzie v. Mackenzie, 3 Mac. & 6. 559 (appointment
of policy on appointor's life to his own executors); Re Onslow, Plowden v. Gavford, W. N.
1888, p. 167 (settlement, f. c. since M. W. P. Act, 1882).

(m) Allen v. Thorp, 7 Beav. 72 (settlement); Re Wyndham's Trusts, L. R., 1 Eq. 290; Re
Best's Trusts, L. R., 18 £q. 686 (settlement).
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feiture on alienation or bankruptcy -virMoli is not called into action (n),

interposed between the life estate and the ultimate trust, will not

affect the construction.

And it should seem that where the word "assigns " is subjoined to

" executors and administrators," they are always read as

words of limitation, and not as designating next of kin. executors" ad-

Thus, in Grafftey v. Humpage (o), where a sum of 4,000Z. ministrators,

was bequeathed by A. to trustees, in trust for his wife "" ««*5»»-

and daughter and the survivor for life, for their separate use,

and after the decease of the * survivor, in trust for the daugh- [*962J
ter's children, if any, and if none, then the testator gave one
moiety of the 4,000Z. to his brother I., and the other moiety to such
persons as the daughters should by deed or will appoint, and in de-

fault, Ho the executors, administrators, or assigns of the daughter.

The daughter died in the lifetime of her husband, childless, and
without having made any appointment : and the husband was, on the

ground above mentioned, held to be entitled as her administrator.

But the strict or literal construction of the words " executors " or
" representatives " is not confined to cases where they are thus in form
mere words of limitation. It will also generally obtain

where there is a prior gift to A., and the gift to his execu- ^fentatiyes^'

tors or representatives is in the form of a substitution for bj' substitu-

him in case of his death. Thus, in Price v. Strange {p),
'°°'

a testator devised real estate to his wife during widowhood, and at

her death or marriage, to trustees upon trust for sale, and directed

that, in case the death or second marriage of his wife should not

happen until his youngest child, being a son, should have attained

twenty-three, or, being a daughter, should have attained that age, or

be married with consent, his trustees should, immediately after the

receipt of the money arising from the said real estates, pay and divide

the same among such of his children as should be then living, and the

legal representative or representatives of him, her, or them, as should

be then dead; and in case such death or marriage of his said wife

should happen during the minority of any of his said children, then

the testator directed the trustees to pay an equal proportion of the

said' money to such of his children as should, at that time, be entitled

to receive their shares, in case he, she, or they had been then living,

and if dead, then to his, h^er, or their legal representatives : Sir J.

Leach, V.-C, held, that legal representatives must be understood in

their ordinary sense of "executors or administrators," and that this

(«) Webb V. Sadler. L. E., 8 Ch. 419.
(o) 1 Beav. 46. See also Hames v. Hames, 2 Kee. 646; Howell «. Gavler, 5 Beav. 157;

Hollowaj- V. Clarkson, 2 Hare, 521 ; Spence v. Handford, 27 L. J. Ch. 767,"4 Jur. N. S. 987;

cf. Re Newton's Trusts, L. R., 4 Eq. 171, stated ante, p. 924.

(jo) 6 Madd. 159. See also Corbyn v. French, 5 Ves. 418; Hinchliffe v. Westwood, 2 De G.
& S. 216; Taylor v. Beverlev, 1 Coll. 108; Ee Crawford, 2 Drew. 230; Ee Henderson, 28
Beav. 656 ; Chapman ®. Chapman, 33 Beav. 556 ; Ee Turner, 2 Dr. & Sm. 501 ; Ee Ware,
Cumberlege v. Cumberlege-Ware, 45 Ch. D. 269.
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made it equivalent to a direction to pay at the death of the widow to

the children, their executors or administrators ; or, in other words,

gave a vested interest to the children.

It will be observed, that in this case, and in the others cited with
it, the gift to the legatees or their representatives was to take effect

after a previous life estate, i. e. the event contemplated

[*963] * was the legatee surviving the testator, but dying before the

tenant for life (q). A distinction was drawn by Sir E. Kin-
dersley, V.-C. (r), between such a case and that of an immediate gift

to A. or his representatives without a previous life estate. In the

. former case, he thought there was no improbability in

regard to supposing the testator to have intended that the legacy

between'im-
sliould go to the legatee's executors or administrators as

mediate and part of his personal estate ; for then the legatee got the
uture gift.

benefit of the bequest as a reversionary legacy, though he
might not live to receive it. But, in the latter case, the testator was
providing for the event of the intended legatee dying in his (the tes-

tator's) lifetime. In such event the intended legatee could not under
any construction which could be put on the words " legal represen-

tatives" derive any advantage from the bequest; indeed, he would
never even know of it. The V.-C. thought it highly improbable that

the testator should intend the legacy to go to the executors or admin-
istrators as part of the legatee's general assets, perhaps to benefit no
one but the legatee's creditors. He therefore held that in such a
case the term " representatives " was properly construed next of kin,

and that Bridge v. Abbot (s) and Cotton v. Cotton (t) were thus con-

sistent with the other authorities.

But, although the gift is immediate, the context may, of course,

show that the words have been used in their proper sense. Thus, in
Long V. Watkinson (m), where a testator bequeathed the residue of
his estate to A., but in case of her death then " to the executors or
executrixes whom A. may appoint ; " A. died in the testator's life-

time, and Sir J. Komilly, M. R., said he could not reconcile Palin v.

Hills with the later authorities, and decided that neither the residu-

ary legatee nor the next of kin of A. took the residue as personse
designatse, but that it went to her executrix as part of her personal
estate. Besides that " executors " is a less ambiguous term than
"personal representatives" («), it may be noted that the words
" whom A. may appoint " were very inappropriate to describe her

(?) If, in such case, the legatee died in the testator's lifetime, the legacy would lapse, Cor-
byn V. French, i Ves. 418. See post, Ch. XUX.

(r) Re Crawford. 2 Drew. 242.

(s) 3 B. C. C. 224, ante, p 957.

(() 2 Beav. 67, ante, p. 958.

(») 17 Beav. 471. See Re Clay, Clay *. Clay (C.A.), W. N., 1885, p. 22, 32 W. R. 516,
52 L. T. 641.

(«) See per Lord Cottenham, Dmiel v. Dudley, 1 Phil. 6; and per Sir J. Romilly, M. R.,
Atherton v. Crowther, 19 Beav. 450, 451. And see ante, p. 960.
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next of kin; for of course A. could not appoint who they should

be.

So in Ee Valdez's Trusts (x), where a testator gave his

* residuary real and personal property to M. and J., and in [*964]

case of their decease bequeathed what he had bequeathed to

them to their executors or administrators. Both M. and J, died in

the lifetime of the testator, J., by her will, after making certain

specific bequests, gave the residue of her property to the testator.

It was held that the effect of the will was to give to the executors or

administrators of each of them, M. and J., as part of her personal

estate, one-half of the testator's property ; and further that the moi-

ety of J. was held by her executors in trust for the testator himself

as residuary legatee under her will ; and that such moiety had by the

death of J. in the testator's lifetime lapsed, and accordingly was un-

disposed of, and went to the testator's next of kin.

Again, a gift to such of a class as shall be living at a time stated,

and "the executors or administrators of such of them as shall be
then dead," will, prima facie, go to the legal personal Giftto"exe-

representatives, and not to the next of kin (y). This,
?i"'eprese'nta-

perhaps, might be considered to be quasi substitutional, tives " of A.,

But a gift to the " executors " or " representatives " of S'ly con-

A., simpliciter, without any previous gift or suggestion strued.

of gift to A., and whether A. is dead at the date of the will («), or

whether (as it should seem) he survives the testator (a), will gen-

erally receive the same construction.

Supposing the words " executors " or " administrators " not to be

used as words of limitation, nor as descriptive of next of kin, the

question arises (which has been in some measure antici-

pated), whether the property so given vests in the per- cutors or ad-

sons answering such description for their own benefit, or
™'°g^'[,tf'd'

is to be administered as part of the personal estate of for their own

the testator or intestate. ™® ''

The former result, indeed, is so manifestly contrary to probable in-

tention, that the case of Evans v. Charles (b), in which this construc-

tion prevailed, has been generally condenined ; and the Judge, whose

solitary approbation the decision has elicited, did not choose to follow

its authority (c) ; and such a construction would be the more palpa-

bly absurd, now that, by express enactment (d), executors are

excluded from taking beneficially, by * virtue of their o£B.ce, [*965]

(x) 40 Ch. D. 159.

ly) Re Seymour's Trusts, Job. 472.

(z) Trethewy v, Helyar, 4 Ch. D. 53; Leak v Macdowall, 33 Beav. 238, where the de-

clared motiye for the bequest was that A. and B (partners in trade) had lost a like amount
by the testator, and it was held not a bequest to the firm so as to pass to the successors in

business. As to this, see-Kerrison v. Reddington, 11 Ir. Eq Rep. 451.

(a) Morris v. Howes, 4 Hare, 599 (limitation in a settlement to the executor3,administrators,

and assigns of A.).

(b) I Anstr. 128. See also Churchill v. Dibben, Sugd. Pow 8th ed. 313.

c) See Long v. Blackall, 3 Ves. 483.

d) 1 Wm. 4, 0. 40.

(c)
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even the undisposed-of personal estate of their testator. Accord-

ingly, it is established, that, unless a contrary intention appears

by the context, whatever is bequeathed to the executors or adminis-

trators of a person vests in them as part of the personal estate of the

testator or intestate.

Thus, where (e) a testator bequeathed 500Z. to B. after the death of

A., and if B. died in A.'s lifetime, then to such persons as P. should

by will appoint, and, in default of appointment, to his executors or ad-

ministrators ; Lord Langdale, M. E., held that the executor of B. was

bound to apply the legacy according to the purposes of the will. It

is singular that no claim was advanced by the next of kin, on the

authority of the case of Palin v. Hills.

And, notwithstanding the case last mentioned, the same rule pre-

vails though the original gift is immediate, and the legatee dies in

the testator's lifetime (/), or is dead at the date of the will (g).

It has also been held applicable to the case of real estate, the gift

— in case of ^^ t^** ^^^^ being held equivalent to a declaration that

real estate. the estate shall be held by the executors as part of the

personal estate of the person named (h).

On the same principle property given to the executors or adminis-

trators (i) or to the personal representative (k) of the testator himself

C struction
forms part of his general personal estate in the hands of

of gift to the his legal personal representatives ; Sir J. K. Bruce, V.-C,

tSator^
"^ holding that it was not enough to exclude the rule that

himself. by declaring them to be trustees the bequest to them was

mere surplusage (Z).

If, however, the testator explicitly declares that the

cutors " fo?" executors or administrators shall be entitled for their

their own qwu benefit, this construction must prevail against any
suggestion as to the improbability of such a mode of

disposition.

As, in Wallis v. Taylor (m), where a testatrix bequeathed a fund

to trustees in trust to pay the interest for the separate use

(e) Stocks V. Dodsley, 1 Kee. 325; see Collier v. Squire, 3 Russ. 467; Mbrria v. Howes, 4
Hare, 599 (deeds).

( f) Long V. Watkinson, 17 Beav. 471: ante, p. 963. See also Re Clay, W. N., 1885, p. 22,
32 W. R. 516, 52 L. T. 641.

(a) Re Valdez's Trusts, 40 Ch. D. 159; Leak «. Macdowall, 33 Beav. 238; Trethewye,
HeWar, 4 Ch. D. 53.

(h) Per Romilly, M. R., Dixon v. Dixon, 24 Beav. 135; Wellman v. Bowring, 2 Russ. 374,
3 Sim. 328.

(i) Andrew V. Andrew, 1 Coll. 686. And see Mackenzie v. Mackenzie, 3 Mac. & G. 559.
(jfe) Smith V. Barnebv, 2 Coll. 728.

(0 See Hinchliffe w.Westwood, 2 De G. & S. 216.
(m) 8 Sim. 241. See also Sanders v. Franks, 2 Mad. 147. But see as to marriage settle-

ments, Hames v. Hames, 2 Kee. 646; Marshall v. Collett, 1 T. & C 232; Meryon v. CoUett,
9 Beav. 386 ; Johnson v. Routh, 27 L. J. Ch. 305. In Smith ». Dudley, 9 Sim. 125, an ulti-

mate limitation in a settlement of the wife's property to " the executors and administrators of

her own family" was held to carry it to her next of kin as personte designatae, although the
ultimate limitation of the husband's property to the executors and administrators of his own
family was held to give the husband the absolute interest.
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* of her daughter for life, and, after her decease, upon trust [*966]

to transfer the principal to her executors or administrators,

to and for his, her, or their use and benefit absolutely forever ; Sir L.

Shadwell, V.-C, held that the husband of the daughter, on his taking

out administration, was absolutely entitled for his own benefit.

In this case, the point of contention was not so much whether the

administrator was entitled in his own right beneficially, or in his

representative character (this being, in regard to a hus- „ ,

band-administrator, a matter of no importance, unless WaiiistJ.

there are creditors, as he retains the property for his '^^y'or-

own benefit), but whether, according to the case of Palin v. Hills, the

bequest was not to be construed as applying to the next of kin. The
testator's intimation, that the legatees should take for their owu
benefit, was not only consistent with, but perhaps, was rather favor-

able to this construction, as tending to show that the testator had in

his view persons who might reasonably be presumed to be intended

as beneficial objects of gift.

The conclusion is that under a gift simply to " representatives,"
" legal representatives," " personal representatives," and to " execu-

tors and administrators," the hand to receive the prop- General con-

erty is that of the person constituted representative by fusion,

the proper Court, and that it lies on those maintaining a different

construction to show that the testator's intention is clearly so ; but
that the person so constituted will in the absence of a clear intention

to the contrary take the property as part of the estate of the person

whose representative he is, and not beneficially (re).

v.— 2. Gifts to Executors, when annexed to the office.— When a

testator gives to his executors, describing them as such, a specific or

pecuniary legacy, which is clearly beneficial, the general Beneficial

rule, in the absence of indication of intention to the con- legacy to

trary, is to regard the legacy as given to the persons so eraiiypre?*"'

described in their character of executors. And accord- sumed to be

ingly no such person will be entitled to claim the legacy him in that

unless he undertakes the duties of the office to which he «ii»™<^te''.

has been appointed. "Nothing is so clear as that if a legacy is

given to a man as executor, whether expressed to be for care and
pains or not, he must, in order to entitle himself to the legacy, clothe

himself with the character of executor " (o).

So if a testator says " I give 60?. to A. as my executor "
(p),

* or " I appoint A. my executor desiring him to accept 100?. {q), [*967]

(re) Per Wigram, V.-C, Holloway v. Clarkson, 2 Hare, 523.
(o) Per Lord Alvanley, M. E., in Harrison v. Rowley, 4 Ves., at p. 216. See also Free-

man V, Fairlie, 3 Mer. 31.

{p) Abbot V. Massie, 3 Ves. 148, 3 R. R. 79.

(cj) Reed v. Devaynes, 2 Cox, 285, 3 B. C. C. 95, 2 R. R. 48; but see the remarks on thia
decision, post, p. 968, note (c).
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or if he appoints A. h s executor and in a subsequent part of

the will gives a legacy to " the said A." (r), or if he gives a legacy to

A. and B. " my executors hereinafter named," and in a subsequent

part of the will appoints A. and B. executors of his will (s), in all

such cases the legacy is regarded as annexed to the executorship.

So if a testator by will or codicil appoints a person as executor and
gives him a legacy, and, by a subsequent codicil revokes the appoint-

Eevocation of ment, the legacy is deemed to be revoked by virtue of
appomtraent tjjg revocation of the appointment; and if several leg-

revokes acies are given by the will or by a codicil thereto to a
legacy. person named executor whose appointment is revoked by
a subsequent codicil, all such legacies will be deemed to be revoked,

though such codicil expressly revokes only one of the legacies (t).

But the presumption that a legacy to a person appointed executor

is given to him in that character may be rebutted, if the legatee can

The presump- Satisfy the Court that it was the intention of the testar

tion may be tor that he should take the legacy independently of the

indication "of
executorship. If he should succeed in doing so, he will

contrary inten- be entitled to receive his legacy, though he refuse to

undertake the office. So in Stackpoole v. Howell (u),

Sir W. Grant, M. E., said, " The question is whether you must not
find circumstances to show that the legacy was intended for the exe-

cutor in a distinct character ; otherwise, the presumption is prima
facie that it is given to him as executor."

A renouncing executor will be entitled to claim his legacy, if he
can show that the testator intended him to take independently of

Wh t 11 h
^^^ office by the context of the bequest, or by indica-

sufficient to tions of such intention appearing in other parts of the

faaryfntention.
^^^^' °^ even, as has been said (a;), by adducing parol

evidence of such intention.

The presumption may, accordingly, be rebutted, if the bequest
itself contains expressions indicating that the testator's motive in
giving the legacy was that of personal regard and affection, and not
to provide a remuneration for trouble in administering the estate.

So in Gockerell v. Barber (y), a testator, after giving a
[*968] * legacy to his « friend and partner P.," appointed him one

of the executors of the will, and made other devises and be-

Wordsexpres- <liests in his favor, so that P. was entitled under the
sive of regard will to much greater benefits than any of the other exe-
and attection. , -. °

,. ., . ,.,
cutors (s). By a codicil, in which P. was referred to as

(r) Calvert v. Sibbon, 4 Beav. 222 ; Hanbury v. Spooner, 5 Beav. 630.
(s) Slaney v. Watnev, L. R,, 2 Eq. 418.

(«) Walne v. Hill, W. N., 1883, p. 171. But see Burgess v. Burgess, 1 Coll. 367, post,
p. 968.

(u) 13 Ves. 417.

(x) Per Sir. H. Cotton, L. J., In Re Appleton, Barber v. Tebbit, 29 Oh. D. 895, dubitante
Sir E. Fry, L. J., at p. 898.

(y) 2 liuss. 585.

iz) See, however, on this point, post, p. 970.
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one of the executors, a further legacy was given to him. It was held

by Lord Eldon, C, that all the legacies were given to P. indepen-

dently of his character of executor.

So also in Biibb v. Yelverton (a), where a testator appointed his

"friend" P. his executor, and gave him a legacy "as a remembrance,"

it was held by Lord Eomilly, M. E., that P. was entitled to the

legacy, though he did not prove the will nor act as executor. In the

earlier case of Re Denby (6) before the Lords Justices of Appeal it

was held that a legacy " to my friend A., one of the executors of my
will," was not conditional on the acceptance of the ofBce of executor,

though there were no other indications in the bequest or will of such

intention.

Again, in Burgess v. Burgess (e), a legacy was given to each of the

testator's trustees, naming them, as a mark of his respect for them, and
the testator appointed his wife and the legatees executors of his will.

Sir J. L. Knight Bruce, V.-C, held that the legacies were not revoked

by a codicil appointing other trustees and executors in the room of

those originally appointed, and giving legacies of equal amount to the

newly appointed trustees and executors in similar language.

Similarly, the description of a legatee named as executor by his

degree of relationship to the testator has been held sufiicient to rebut

the presumption that the legacy is annexed to the office. Mention of

Thus in Dix v. Reed (d) a testator named two persons testator's rela-

to be his executors, and bequeathed to them 501. each legatee-execu-

upon condition of their taking upon themselves certain *"'

trusts, and in a subsequent part of the will was contained a bequest

in these words :
" I give to my cousin T. K. 501., whom I appoint joint

executor." It was held by Sir J. Leach, M. R., that the legacy to T.

K. was intended to be in respect rather of the legatee's relationship

than of his o£6.ce, and that he was entitled thereto, although

he had * declined to act in the trusts of the will. So also [*969]

where (e) a testator gave several legacies to C. his executor,

describing him in some places as " my brother C. my executor,"

and elsewhere merely as " my brother C." it was held by the same

learned judge that C. was entitled to all the legacies though he did

not prove, nor act under the will.

Next, as to indications of intention arising on other parts of

the will.

(a) L. R., 13 Eq. 131.

(6) 3 De G. F. & J. 350.

(c) 1 Coll. 367. On the other hand, in Reed v. Devaynes, 2 Cox, 285, 3 B. C. C. 96, where

a testator appointed A. and B. his executors " desiring them to accept WOl. each, as a mark
of my gratitude for the friendship they have shown me," Lord Alvanley, M. R., seems to

have'paid no attention to these expressions of personal regard, but to have told B. that he

would not have the legacy unless he proved. But this may be regarded as inconsistent with

tie more recent authorities.

(d) 1 Sim. & St. 237.

(e) Compton v. Bloxham, 2 Coll. 201.
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It would seem that if a legacy giTen to a person named executor

T ^ . is intended to be paid immediately on the testator's de-
Legacy to be

. , ^ . .

' -J. 1

paid immedi- cease, or Without waiting for the expiration of twelve
ately- months thereafter, the legatee will be entitled though

he does not prove, nor act under the will (/).

The presumption has in seveial cases been held to be rebutted where
a legacy to a person named executor was given in remainder ex-

Legacy sub-
pectant on the determination of a life-interest. Thus (g),

iect to prior where a testator, by a codicil, gave to M. a legacy of
1 e-in crest.

2001. and appointed him an executor, and in case the

testator's son should die a lunatic, then he gave 200L to the said M.,

Sir J. Stuart, V.-C, held that the latter gift was at any rate not an-

nexed to the office, and that M. took it though he had not proved

the will ; and his Honor thought that, whatever might have been the

case as to the first legacy if it had stood by itself, putting the two
passages together, M. was entitled to both (A).

So where (i) a testatrix gave the residue of her personal estate

upon trust to pay the income to M. for her life, and after her decease

upon trust to pay thereout a legacy of 100^. to P., and, subject thereto

upon certain further trusts, and she appointed P. one of her execu-

tors ; it was held by Sir G. Jessel, M. E., that the fact of the legacy

having been given to P. after the death of M., rebutted the presump-

tion that it was given to him in his character of executor.

It has been held in an' Irish case {k) that a direction that in the

event of the executor-legatee's death before the testator, the legacy

shall go to his next of kin, will rebut the presumption that the legacy

is given to him in his character of executor.

[*970] * Sir L. Shadwell, V.-C, held in two cases (l) that the pre-

sumption that a gift to a person named executor is attached

to the office does not arise where the gift is of residue, or of a share

of residue. And the Vice-Chancellor said that there was
no case which decided that an executor should be de-

prived of his right to a residue or a share of a residue given to him,

because he did not prove the will (w).

(/) Humberston v. Huraberston, 1 P. Wms. 332; Brj'dges v. Wotton, 1 V. & B. 134.
(ff) Wildes V. Davies, 1 Sm. & G. 575, 22 L. J. Ch. 497.

(«) Tlie same learned V.-C. decided differently in Slaney v. Watnev, L. R., 2 Eq. 418; but
in that case further legacies were given in a subsequent part of the will to the persons named
executors " as an additional acknowledgment " for their trouble.

(i) Re Reeves' Trust, 4 Ch. D. 841.
(h) Re Bunbury, I. R., 10 Eq. 408.

(I) Griffiths «. Pruen, 11 Sim. 202; Christian v. Devereux, 12 Sim. 264. See also Parsons
V. Saffery, 9 Pri. 578.

(m) 12 Sim. at p. 269. But only a few years previously, in Barber ii. Barber, 3 My. & Or.
688, a case where a residue, consisting of proceeds of a mixed fund, was in the events which
happened, given equally among four persons who were appointed executors. Lord Langdale,
M. R., had held that one fourth share, in consequence of one of such persons having re-
nounced probate, devolved upon the three other legatees as tenants in common. On appeal
before Lord Cottenham, C, the question of the right of the renouncing executor to his share
was not raised, but his Lordship reversed the decision of the M. R. as to the devolution of the
share, holding that it lapsed and went to the next of kin. See as to this, ante, Vol. I., p.
312, note f,d).
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The presumption that a legacy given to a person who is appointed

executor is annexed to the office will not be rebutted by the mere fact

that the legacy is given to him by name without describ- Legacy to

ing him as executor, and that his appointment as executor
n^me

'"'^ ^^

occurs in a subsequent part of the will (n), or that the

.appointment is made by the will and the legacy is given by a codicil

to the person so appointed, merely naming him (o).

Nor will the fact' that the legacies to several persons appointed

executors differ in amount or subject-matter be enough of itself to

rebut the presumption. The decision in Cockerell v. ^.„

Barber [p) seems to have been partly influenced by this between

consideration. But in Ee Appleton, Barber v. Tebbit, it f^^'to*
was laid down by Sir H. Cotton, L. J. (g-), that it must executors,

not be taken as a general rule " that a difference either in the nature

or the amount of the legacies given to the persons named as executors

is of itself sufficient to show that the gift is not attached to the

office."

Where a testator confers on his executors a power in where a

the nature of a trust, the exercise of which is not part of 'enouncing
' ^ executor may

the duty of executors as such, the question, whether an exercise a

executor, who renounces probate, will nevertheless con-
fe'^^e,! by"tiie

tinue a trustee for the purpose of exercising the power, will,

will depend on whether, on the construction of the particular

will, it appears that the power was * intended to be exercised [*971J
by the executors as individuals, or whether it is annexed to

their office (r).

The next question with regard to legacies to persons
-whatissuffi-

appointed executors is as to what will amount to a suffi- cient assump-

cient assumption of the character of an executor to enti- torship to

^'^"'

tie them to claim their kgacies. support claim
^"^

TO 1g^3.CV

It is clear that if the legatee proves the will with a

bona fide intention to act as executor, that will be sufficient to entitle

him to his legacy, even though he should die before the business of

administering the estate is completed (s). And he may prove at any

time before the estate is fully administered (t). Proving the will is

prima facie regarded as an acceptance of the trust (m).

It will also be a sufficient assumption of office if the legatee,

though he does not prove the will, unequivocally shows by his con-

(n) Piggott ». Green, 6 Sim. 72; Re Appleton, Barber e. Tebbit, 29 Ch. D. 893.

(o) Stackpoole v. Howell, 13 Ves. 417.

(p) 2 Russ. 685; stated ante, p. 967.

(o) 29 Ch. D. at p. 896. The decision of Sir W. M. James, V.-C, in Jewis v. Lawrence,

L. R., 8 Eq 345, must be regarded as overruled.

(7-) Crawford D.Forshaw (1891), 2 Ch.261 (C. A.), reversing the decision of Keltewich, J.,

43 Ch. D. 643.

(s) HoUingsjrorth v. Grasett, 15 Sim. 52 ; Angermann v. Ford, 29 Beav. 349.

(t) Reed v. Devavnes, 2 Cox, 385, 2 R. R. 48.

(u) Mucltlow V. fuller, Jac. 198.

VOL. II. 9
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Acting as duct that he intends to perform his duty as executor,
executor. Thus, in Harrison v. Rowley (a;), an executor, who died

before probate, Was held entitled to a legacy given to him as executor

for his care and loss of time in the execution of the trusts reposed in

him, by having concurred with the other executors in directions for

the funeral and in paying certain expenses for that occasion. So

also in Lewis v. Mathews (y), an executor to whom a legacy was left

for his trouble, being in Australia at the death of the testator, sent

home a power of attorney under which another person administered

the personal estate and received the rents of the real estate. The
executor died without proving the will. It was held by Sir E. Malins,

V.-C, that the executor had sufBoiently shown his intention to act as

such so as to entitle his representatives to the legacy.

But in order to entitle an executor-legatee to his legacy he must

Incitpacity to either prove or act under the will. He will not be enti-
*"' tied to the legacy, by its being shown that he was inca^

pacitated from undertaking the office by age and infirmity {»}, or

illness (a), or by death before he had time to prove the will (5).

But the mere fact of proving a will will not support an executor's

claim to his legacy if it appears that ho procured probate merely
in order to claim the legacy and without any bona fide

[*972] * intention to act in the trusts of the will ; k fortiori if in

consequence of misconduct as executor he is restrained from

Probate interfering in the administration of the estate (c).

fraudulently Sometimes a testator gives an annuity to his executors

for their trouble in administering his estate, and events

may occur raising the question as to whether the annuity should

Cesser of cease to be payable. Thus in Baker v. Martin (d), a

to exeTut^i™" testator dictated that lOOZ. should be annually paid to
for his trouble, one of his executors, for his trouble in superintending

his concerns, until a final settlement of his affairs should take place.

The executor proved and acted. Some time after the testator's death
a suit was instituted for the administration of his estate, but no re-

ceiver was appointed, and some of the assets were Still ontstanding,

Sir L. Shadwell, V.-C, held that the annuity did not cease on account
of the institution of the suit.

VI. — Gifts to " Relations." — The word " relations " taken in its

Gifts to rela-
widest extent embraces an almost illimitable range of

tions, how objects : for it comprehends persons of every degree of
construed. -i. -l I ni -i

consanguinity, however remote, and hence, unless some
line were drawn, the effect would be, that every such gift would be

te) 4 Ves. 212. (J) L. E., 8 Eq. 277.
(e) Hanburv v. Spooner, 5 Beav. 630. (a) Re Hawkins' Trusts, 33 Beay. 570.
(b) Griffiths v. Pruen, 11 Sim. 202. (c) Harford v. Browning, 1 Cox, 303.
(d) 8 Sim 25.
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void for uncertainty. In order to avoid this consequence, objects of a

recourse is had to the Statutes of Distribution: and it giftto/fla-
. ' tions deter-

has been long settled, that a bequest to relations applies mined by

to the person or persons who would, by virtue of those
c^tribution.

Statutes, take the personal estate under an intestacy,

either as next of kin, or by representation of next of kin (e).^

It was formerly doubted whether this construction extended to de-

vises comprising real estate only, but the aifirmative was decided in

Doe d. Thwaites v. Over (/), where a testator devised all as to real

his freehold estates to his wife for life, and, at her de- estate,

cease, to be equally divided a'mong the relations on his side ; and it

was held, that the three first cousins of the testator, who were his

next of kin at his death, were entitled. A counter claim was
made by the heir-at-law, who was the child of a deceased

first * cousin, and who contended that the devise was void [*973]

for uncertainty. One Of the first cousins, who was the

nearest paternal relation, also claimed the whole, as being designated

by the words " on my side ; " but the Court was of opinion that those

words did not exclude the maternal relations, they being as nearly re-

lated to the testator as the relations ex parte pateriia.

The rule which inakes the Statutes of Distribution the guide in

these cases is not departed from on slight grounds. Thus, the excep-

tion out of a bequest to relations, of a nephew of the testator (who
was the son of a living sister), was not considered a valid ground for

holding the gift to include other persons in the same degree of rela-

tionship, and thereby let in the children of a living sister, to claim

concurrently with their parent and other surviving brothers and
sisters, and the children of a deceased brother, of the testator {g).

(e) 2 Ch. Rep. 77; Pre. Ch. 401; Gilb. Eq. Ca. 92; 1 Atk. 469; Ca. t. Talb. 251; 2 Eq. Ab.
368, pi. 13; Dick. 50, 380 ; Amb 70; IT. R. 435, n., 437, n.; 1 B. C. C. 31; 3 id. 234: 4 id.

207; 8Tes.38; 9 id. 319 ; 16 id. 27; 19 id. 423 ; 3 Mer. 437,689; overruling Jones ». Beale,

2 Vern. 381. So " friends and relations," 2 Tes. 87, 110 ; 2 Dr. & Sm. 527. But as to powers
of selection in favor of relations, vide ante, p. 940, n. (s). The exclusion of "relatives"
from all benefits under a will does not prevent relatives from taking undisposed of property
of the testator as his statutory next of kin, Re Holmes, Holmes v. Holmes, 62 L. T. 383.

(/) 1 Taunt. 263.

(g) Rayner v. Mowbray, 3 B. C. C. 234.

1 Varrell v. Wendell, 20 N. H .431 ; Drew ». Distribution of some, if not all, of the states,

Wakefield, 54 Maine, 291 ; Green v. Hnward, means relations by blood. Elliot ». Fessen-

1 Bro. G. C. (Perkins' ed.) 33, note (a); Lees den, 83 Maine, 197 (citing Keniston v. Adams,
V. ."VTassey, 3 De G. F. & J. 113; McNeillPdge 80 Maine, 290); Cleaver v. Cleaver, 39 Wis.

V. Galbraith, 8 Serg. & R. 43 ; McNeilledge 96 ; Esty v. Clark, 101 Mass. 36 ; Kimball v.

V. Barclay, 11 Serg. & R. 103; Rayner «. Slorv, 108 Mass. 382. If there be two equally

Mowbray', 3 Bro. C. C. (Perkins' ed.> 235, appropriate interpretations of a will, so far a's

note O-);^ Williams, Ex. (6th Am. ed.)1208. mere language is concerned, in the case of a

See Grant ». Lynam, 4 Russ. 92; 4 Kent, 537, contest between one of kin with the testator

note ; Wright V. Methodist Epis. Church, 1 and a stranger, that one will be adopted

Hoff. Ch. 213 f M'Cullough ». Lee, 7 Ohio, which prefers the kin, especially where the

15; Devisme v. Mellish, 5 Ves. (Sumner's kin is heir-at-law. Quinn v. Hardenbrook,

ed.) 529, note (a). 54 N. Y. 83. As to "nearest relations " see

The term "relations" in the Statutes of Lock v. Lock, 45 N. J. Eq. 97.
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On the other hand, in Greenwood v. Greenwood (h), where a testar

trix gave the residue "to be divided between her relations, that is,

the Greenwoods, the Everits, and the Dows : " the testatrix had her-

self explained her meaning, and, therefore, the Everits, although not

within the degree of relationship limited by the statute, were held to

take jointly with the Greenwoods and Dows, who were.

There is, it seems, no difference in effect between a gift to rela-

tions in the plural, and relation in the singular; the former would

T 11^ 1 f. ,. apply to a single individual, and the latter to any larger

in the number ; the term " relation " being regarded as nomen
singular.

coUectivum. And this construction obtained in one

case (i) where the expression was " my nearest relation of the name

Di3tribntioii of the PyotS."

*'heirf"or
^^ ^ S^^^ to °6xt of kin expressly according to the

"representa- Statutes of Distribution, the statutes, as already noticed,

uJder'the °°* °°^y determine the objects of gift, but also regulate

statute. the manner and proportions in which they take {k). And
agiftto "heirs"(i) or "legal representatives "(m), where either

[*974] expression is construed * statutory next of kin, is brought by
the implied reference to the statute under the same rule.^

A gift to " relations," though not so plainly pointing to succession

ab intestato, might perhaps have been thought to fall within the

But amone reason of the rule (n),. By construction such a gift is

"relations" limited to those enfcibled as next of kin under the stat-
is per capita.

^^^ ^^^ ^ ^^^ bhough tliis is founded on the inconvenience

of a wider interpretation (p), still it is a rule of construction, and as

such supposes the testator to have the statute in his contemplation.

But authority, though not perfectly distinct, inclines to an opposite

Tiffin ». view. Tlius in Tiffin v. Longman (g'), where a testator
Longman, gave personaJty to his daughter for life, and if she died

(k) 1 B. C. C. 32, II. See Stamp v. Cooke, 1 Cox, 234, stated post; Griffith v. Jones, 2
Freein. 96.

(i) Pvot V. Pyot, 1 Ves. 337; and see per Lord Loughborough, Marsh v. Marsh, 1 B. C. C.
294. So of the words "inheritor," "party," &c., Boys v. Bradley, 10 Hare, 389, 4 D. M. &
G. 58.

(k) Ante, p. 955.

(I) Jacobs 1). Jacobs, 16 Beav. 557. And see Doodv v. Higgins, 2 E. & J. 729; Re Porter's
Trust, 4 K. & J. 188; Re Thompson's Trusts, 9 Ch. D. 607.

(m) See Booth v. Vicars, 1 Coll. 6; Rowland v. Gorsueh, 2 Cox, 187, ante, p. 945; Alker v.

Barton, 12 L. J. Ch. 16. Walker v. Marquis of Camden, 16 Sim. 329, is contra, sed qu. ; and
in Stockdale v. Nicholson, L. R., 4 Eqj. 359, a gift to " next personal representatives " was
treated as a ^ft to " next of kin " (totidem verbis), and as creating a joint tenancy; sed qu.,

see Booth p. vicars, sup.

(») See the Author's note to 1 Pow. Dev. 290, maintaining this view, chiefly on the au-
thority of Pope D. Whitcombe, 3 Mer. 689 : it afterwards appeared that the report of that case
was inaccurate, and that the facts of it did not raise the question, Sug. Pow. 8th ed. 660.
However, the Author re-stated his former view, though without reference to any authoritv,
1st ed. of this work, Vol. IL p. 46. And see per Kindersley, V.-C, 2 Sim. N. S. Ill, 112.'

(o) Gilb. Eq. Ca. 92.

(p) 1 B. C. C. 33.

(g) 15 Beav. 275.

1 Tillinghast v. Cook, 9 Met. 143, 147; Daggett v. Stack, 8 Met. 450. See Kean r.

Roe, 2 Hairing. 103.
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without issue (which happened) he directed that advertisements

should be published for the information of his relations, and gave the

property to such of them as should make their claim within two
months after such advertisements, to be divided among them accord-

ing to the discretion of his executors (who died without exercising

it) ; it was held by Sir J. Eomilly, M. K., that the class was to be

ascertained at the death of the daughter, that it consisted of those

who would have been the testator's statutory next of kin if he had
then died intestate, and that the property must be divided between

the class equally, per capita.

Trom the express direction to divide per capita it is to be inferred

that the facts of the case (which in this respect are not given) actually

called for a decision of the material question whether distribution

should or should not be according to the statute, i. e., per stirpes. It

is observable, however, that the objects of gift were what has been

called an artificial class created by the testator and to be ascertained

at a time other than the death of the propositus — a circumstance

which, even where the gift is to " next of kin " with an express ref-

erence to the statute, is considered to deprive the reference of much
of its force beyond ascertaining the persons who are to take (r).

Again in Eagles v. Le Breton (s), where a testatrix gave

all her * property to her sisters A. and B., and by codicil [*975]

directed that at their death it should " pass to her relations in

America." Her relations in America at her death consisted of thir-

teen persons, all being her first cousins. One of them Eagles v. Le

died before B. (who survived the testatrix). It was Breton,

held by the same judge that the thirteen cousins were entitled, and

that they took, not as tenants m common, as they would have taken

under the statute, but as joint tenants. He said it was settled that

under a gift of this description the class was to be ascertained at the

testator's death (i) ; also that " relations " meant the persons who
would take under the statute ; that it was true that where there was
an express reference to the statute they would take as tenants in

common in the shares in which they would have taken on an in-

testacy. But that when there was no express reference to the stat-

ute the case was different. There was nothing then to prevent the

ordinary rule from applying, that under a gift to a class without

words of severance all the members of the class took as joint tenants.

Here again the class was an artificial one, being limited to those in

America, and excluding the surviving sister (m). This limit happened

(»•) See per Selwyn, L. J, L. R., 4 Ch. 303; per Lord Cairns, i App. Ca. 451.

(«) 42 L. J. Ch. 362; also reported, bat less fully and with some variations, L. R., 15 Eq,

148 (where " tenant for life " in the judgment is an erratum for " testatrix ").

(() As to this see below.

(«) The cousins not being properly next of kin, ihey would have been entitled if the gift

had been to " next of ito in America." See Doe v. Plumptre, ante, p. 956. In Smith v.

Campbell, 19 Ves. 400, upon a gift to "nearest relations in Ireland," Grant, M. R., held the

words " in Ireland" to Ije demonstratio merely, not limitatio.
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to be the same as (putting the sister aside) was imposed by the stat-

ute. But the statute was not thereby prevented from applying ; for

the circumstances might have been different at the death of the

testatrix, and a gift to relations in a particular country might often

be as indefinite as a gift to relations simpliciter. In denying to any
but an express reference to the statute the effect of importing the

statutory mode of distribution, the M. E. probably intended to speak
only of a case where (as here) the term used was "relations," and not

to deny the sufficiency of an implied reference in case where the

terms used were " next of kin " or " heirs," which would have been
to contradict a previously expressed opinion (x) and a previous deci-

sion (a) of his own.

If the testator^ has introduced into the gift expressions pointing

at equality of participation, of course the statutory mode of distri-

bution is excluded, and all the objects of every degree are

[*976] *'entitled in equal shares (h), whether the gift be to "relar

A fortiori
tions " or (where either of these terms is construed stat-

where there utory next of kin) to "legal representatives" (c), or,

direrhn/equal it may be presumed, to "heirs" (d).

distribution. 'Yh^ objects of a gift to " relations " are not varied by
its being associated with the word " near " (e). But where the gift is

to the " nearest relations," the next of kin will take, to the excliision

"Near" and
°^ those who, under the statute, would have been entitled

"nearest" by representation. Thus, surviving brothers and sisters
relations. would exclude the children of deceased brothers and
sisters (/), or a living child or grandchild, the issue of a deceased

child or grandchild. And on the other hand, all who stand in the

same degree must take under the will, though only some of them
would have been entitled under the statute {g). Where, however, the

Nearest reia- testator added to a devise to nearest relations, the words
tions, "as «as sisters, nephews, and nieces," Sir LI. Cenvon, M. E..
sisters, _!..,. ^. j j 9

nephews, and directed a distribution according to the statute ; and they
nieces." were held to take per stirpes, though it was contended,

{x) In Lucas v. Brandreth, 28 Beav. 278.
(a) Jacobs v. J?.cobs, 16 Beav. 557, ante, p. 973.
(6) Tboinas v. Hole, Cas. t. Talb. 251; Green ». Howard, 1 B. 0. C. 31: Earner v Mow-

bray, 3 id. 234
i
Butler v. Stratton, id. 369.

(c) Smith V. Palmer, 7 Hare, 225. In HoUoway «. Kadcliffe, 23 Beav. 163, "equally"
was neutralized by " in like manner as under the statute ; " so, Fielden v. Ashworth, L. R.,
20 Eq. 410. In Booth v. Vicars, 1 Coll. 6, where the gift was to "next legal representatives
of A. & B. share and share alike," the words "share and share alike" were held to refer to
A. and B. only, so as to make equal division between the stocks.

(rf) Low II. Smith, 25 L. J. Ch. 503, 2 Jur. N. S. 344, ante, p. 925. The difficulty (there
mentioned) " that in that sense the property would not go equally," was apparently put by
the Court as suggesting that reference to the statute, which directs that objects shall take per
stirpes, could not have been intended, and, consequently, as an objection (which yet it over-
came) to construing " heirs " in the sense of statutory next of kin, not as intimating that,
if it was BO construed, the objects would not take in equal shares.

(«) Whithorne ». Harris, 2 Ves. 527. See also 19 Ves. 403.

(/) Pyot «• P.voti 1 Ves. 335; Marsh v. Marsh, 1 B. C. C. 293; Smith v. Campbell, 19
Ves. 400, Coop. 275. But see Edge v. Salisburv, Arab. 70

(ff) See Withy v. Mangles, 4 Beav. 358, 10 <jl. & Fin. 216, ante, 954.
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that all the relations specified should take per capita, including the

children of a living sister. He thought, however, that the testator

had a distribution according to the statute in his view ; at all events,

that the contrary was not sufficiently clear to induce him to depart

from the common rule. The children of the living sister, therefore,

were excluded (A).

As relations by the half-blood are within the statute, so they are

prima facie comprehended in gifts to next of kin and to relations

;

and a bequest to the next of kin of A. "of her own Relations of

blood and family as if she had died sole, unmarried, and Uie half-blood,

intestate," has received the same construction (i).

* A gift to next of kin or relations, of course, does not ex- [*977]

tend to relations by aifinity (A), unless the testator has sub-

joined to the gift expressions declaratory of an intention to include

them.^ Such, obviously, is the effect of a bequest ex- Relations by
pressly to relations " by blood or marriage " (l), or of a affinity,

gift by a married man " to nephews and nieces on both sides " (m).

It is clear that a gift to next of kin or relations does not include a
husband (n)^ or wife (o),' nor is a wife included in a bequest to " my
next of kin, as if I had died intestate " (p) ; the latter Husband or

words being i3onsidered not to indicate an intention to "'*»•

(h) Stamp V. Cooke, 1 Cox, 234.

(i) Cotton V. Scarancke, 1 Mad. 45. The presumption may be rebutted by the context of
the wjII, Re Eeed, 36 W. E. 682.

(i) Maitland v. Adair, 3 Ves. 231 ; Harvey v. Harvev, 5 Beav. 134. See Craik v. Lamb,
1 Coll. 489, 494.

(I) Devisme v. Mellish, 5 Ves. 529.

(m) Frogley ». Phillips, 30 Beav. 168, 3 D. F. & .1. 466. As to what will or will not
suffice to include particular relations by affinity, see post, Ch. XXX. s. ii., and Hibbert v.

Hihhert, L. R., 15 Eq. 372.

(n) Watt V. Watt, 3 Ves. 244; Anderson v. Dawson, 15 id. 537; Bailev v. Wright, 18 id.

49, 1 Sw. 39.

(u) Nicolls ». Savage, cit. 18 Ves. 53; Re Parry, Scott v. Leak, W. N. 1888 p. 179.

(p) Garrick v. Lord Camden, 14 Ves. 372. See also Davies v. Bailey, 1 Ves. 84; Worsely
V. Johnson, 3 Atk. 758, Cholmondeley i). Lord Ashburton, 6 Beav. 86; Kilner k. Leech, 10
Beav. 362; Lee v. Lee. 29 L. J. Ch. 788. In Re Collins' Trusts, W. N. 1877, p. 87, the

widow was upon the context held entitled to share, sed qu. In Ash v. Ash, 10 Jur. N. S.

142, the widow was admitted to a share because the will was thought to amount to a declara-

tion of intention to die intestate. In Hawkins v. Hawkins, 7 Sim. 173, a fund belonging to

the wife (who was illegitimate) was settled in default of issue in trust for her next of kin

;

she died without issue in her husband's lifetime, and it was held against the Crown that the

settlement was exhausted, and that the husband administrator was entitled for his own benefit.

1 A step-son of the testator is not a rela- ham, 69 N. Y. 36; Townsend ». Eadcliife,

tion of his under the Massachusetts Gen. 44111. 446; Jones w. Oliver, 3 Ired. Eq. 369;
Stat. c. 92, § 28. Kimball v. Story, 108 Watt v. Watt, 3 Ves. Jr. (Sumner's ed.)

Mass. 382. 244, note (o) : Whitaker v. Whitaker, 6
2 A man may take as "husband" though Johns. 112; Hoskins v. Miller, 2 Dev. 360;

his marriage was unlawful, and though a Dennington v. Mitchell, 1 Green, Ch. 243;
lawful husband be living. Hardy ». Smith, Byrne v. Stewart, 3 Desaus. 135; Storer v.

136 Mass. 328. Wheatlev, 1 Penn. St. 508. See Cleaver v-

8 3 Kent, 136; Clark v. Esty, 101 Mass. Cleaver, 39 Wis. 96; Kimball v. Story, 108
36; Harraden v. Larrabee, 113 Mass. 430; Mass. 382, as to relations under the Statutes of

Wetter v. Walker, 62 Ga. 142, 145; Withy v. Distribution; and compare ante, p. 934, note,

Mangles, 4 Beav. 358; s. c 10 Clark iSi F, as to whether the wife can take as "heir " of

215; Keteltas v. Keteltas, 72 N. Y. 312; Mur- thejiusband.
dock V. Ward, 67 N. Y. 387; Luce v. Dun-
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give to the persons entitled under the statute at all events ; i. e.,

whether next of kin or not. But under a bequest to the persons who
under the statute would be entitled as on an intestacy (q), or to

"legal" or "personal representatives" (where those words are held

to mean persons entitled as upon an intestacy (r)), in either of these

cases a wife is entitled to a share, for these terms do not imply con-

sanguinity. In neither case would a husband be entitled. The refer-

ence, whether express or implied, to the statute excludes

[*978] him (t) ; for he is not of kin and does not take * his wife's

estate under the Statutes of Distribution (m), but by a right

paramount (x).

A difficulty in construing the word " relations " sometimes arises from

the testator having superadded a qualification of an indefinite nature

;

Gifts "to poor ^ where the gift is to the most deserving of his rela-

reiations," tions : or to his poor or necessitous relations. In the
how construed. » j.i. jj'j.- • j- j j i. j.

former case, the addition is disregarded, as being too un-

certain (y) ; and the better opinion, according to the authorities is,

that the word " poor " also is inoperative to admit relations beyond the

limits of the statute. Thus in Widmore v. Woodroffe (a), a testator

bequeathed one-third of his property to the most necessitous of his

relations by his father's and mother's side. He left a niece his sole

next of kin according to the statute, and more remote relations ; and
it was argued for the latter that in consequence of the use of the

word " necessitous " the gift ought not to be confined to those who
were within the statute ; but Lord Camden said " several cases have
been cited, all making the statute the rule, to prevent an inquiry

which would be infinite. Thus it would clearly stand upon the

word ' relations ' only, the word 'poor ' being added makes no differ,

ence. There is no distinguishing between the degrees of poverty."

That is to say, unless limited by the statute, an inquiry who are poor

(j) Martin v. Glover, 1 Coll. 269; Jenkins v. Gower, 2 Coll. 537: Starr v. Newberry. 23
Beav. 436.

'

(r) Cotton V Cotton, 2 Beav. 67, 10 Beav. 365 n ; Smith v. Palmer, 7 Hare, 225; Hollowav
r. RadclifEe, 23 Beav. 163, Although in Booth v. Vicars, 1 Coll. 6, K. Bruce, V.-C, used
the word " consanguinity," he expressly guarded himself on a subsequent occasion, Wilson v
Pilkington, 11 Jur. 537, against the supposition that he intended thereby to exclude the
widow. Robinson v. Smith, 6 Sim. 49, proceeded on special grounds, as did Bulmer v. Jay.
4 Sim. 48, 3 My. & K. 197.

f b , i,

(t) King*. Cleaveland, 26 Beav. 166, 4 De G. & J. 477; and see Re Walton's Estate,
25 L. J. Ch. 569. Bat why should a reference to the statute be implied ? Why should not the
words be construed those who are entitled to the personal estate in case of intestacy ? Gen-
erally those persons must be ascertained by reference to the statute ; but is not that acci-
dental ? There is nothing importing consanguinity. If a woman dies leaving a husband,
why should his beneficial title be worse because he is also the legal personal representa-
tive in the strict legal sense ? However, the point is settled.

(m) Milne V. Gilbart, 2 D. M. & G. 715, 5 D. M. & G. 510. And see Watt v. Watt, 3
Ves. 244.

'

(x) Per Lord Cranworth, L, J,, Milne v. Gilbart, 2 D M. & 6. 722. " It may be that he
is entitled to administer under the statute of 31 Edw. 3, o. 11, but this is a different right " id.

(y) Doylev v. Att.-Gen., 4 Vin. Abr. 485, pi. 16, 2 Eq. Ca. Abr. 194, pi. 15.
(i) Amb. 636, citing Carr v. Bedford, 2 Ch. Rep. 146; Griffith v. Jones, id. 394; and Isaac

» Defriez, and Brunsden ». Woolredge, both stated below. A fortiori, if the term be " near-
est relations/' Goodinge v. Goodinge, 1 Yes. 231.
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relations would be as " infinite " as the inquiry who are relations.

This decision may be considered to have overruled the earlier case of

Att.-Gen. v. Buckland (a), in which a gift to foor relations was ex-

tended to necessitous relations beyond the Statutes of Distribution.

In Widmore v. Woodroffe, as there was only one relation within

the statute, the question whether the word " poor " had any operation

in still further qualifying the word "relations" did not arise (h).

But authority is not wanting to show that as between those who are

within the statute the qualification is not to be disregarded. The in-

quiry is then not who are poor or poorest of an infinite num-
ber (which Lord Camden said there * was no distinguishing), [*979]

but who are comparatively so among a limited number.

In an early case (c) it was said that the word " poor " was frequently

used as a term of endearment and compassion, as one often says, "my
poor father," &c.; and accordingly a countess, who was " a relation as

near as any to the testator," but it seems had not an estate equal to

her rank, was held to be entitled to a share under a bequest to " poor

relations." This, however, is no authority upon the question what is

the effect of the word " poor " when it imports poverty.

In Brunsden v. Woolredge {d), where, by will dated 1734, B. be-

queathed 600Z. on a certain event, to be distributed among his moth-
er's poor relations. Also W. (the brother of B.) by will dated 1757,

devised real estates to A. and his heirs, in trust to sell to pay debts,

and pay the overplus to such of his mother's poor relations, as A.,

his heirs, &c., should think objects of charity ; Sir T. Sewell, M. E.,

held that the gift was confined to those who were within the statute

;

and that the true construction of both wills was, "' such of my moth-

er's relations as are poor and proper objects.'' He said the difference

was, that the latter gave a discretionary power to the executor, and
the former did not.

In several cases gifts to poor relations seem to have been regarded

as charitable (e). But in most of them the intention was to create a

perpetual fund. Thus, in Isaac v. Defriez (/), where a

testator bequeathed an annuity to his sister for life, and reiations''wh'eii

after her death to his own and his wife's poorest relar regarded as

tions, to be distributed proportionably share and share

(a) Cited 1 "Ves. 231, Amb. 71, n., Blunt's ed. .„ „ „ .

(A) The Author (Vol. II. 51, 1st ed.) thought the decision regarding the •will of B. in

Brunsden v. Woolredge irreconcilable with Widmore v. WoodrofFe. But see a valuable

note, Lewin, Trusts, p. 838, 8th ed.

(c) Anon, 1 P. W. 327. „ , ^ „ .^ ,

(d) Amb. 507, Dick. 380, E L. 1764 A., fo. 536. See also Carr v. Bedford, Griffith ti.

Jones, both sup. ; Gower «. Mainwaring, 2 Ves. 87, 110, as to which see Lewin, Trusts,

p 836, n., 8th ed. ...
(e) When this is the case " poor " bears the specific meaning attached to it in chanty cases,

see Vol. I. p 172. That charitv was not the ground of Sir T. Sewell's judgment in Bruns-

den V. Woolredge is clear; for the subject of gift under the will of William (dated 1757) was

land, or money to arise bv sale of land, a gift of which to charitable uses would have been

void by 9 Geo. 2, c. 36 (1736).

(/) Amb. 595, more correctly in n. by Blunt, and 17 Ves. 373 n.
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alike at the discretion of his executors ; he further gave the interest

of his stock to his wife for life, and after her death directed all

money then on any securities should so continue, and one half-year's

interest he gave to one poor relation of his own, the management
thereof to be at the discretion of his executors, and the other one-

half to one poor relation of his wife in like manner ; it was treated as

a charity, and appears not to have been restricted to relations

[*980] * within the statute (gr) ; an impracticable restriction, indeed,

where the trust, as here, was to have perpetual continuance.

Again, in White v. White (A), a legacy of 3,000i. " for the purpose

of putting out our poor relations " apprentices, was supported as a
charity. The decree directed objects who were ready to be put out,

and the fund to be laid out from time to time. And in Att.-Gen. v.

Price (i), where a testator by his will, dated 1581, devised land to A,
and his heirs in trust that he and they should forever distribute ac-

cording to his and their discretion amongst the testator's poor kins-

men and kinswomen and their issue, 201. by the year. Sir W. Grant
held it to be a charity. " It is to have perpetual continuance in favor

of a particular description of poor, and is not like an immediate
bequest of a sum to be distributed among poor relations."

These authorities were followed by Sir J, Wickens, V.-C, in G-illam

V. Taylor (k), where the trust was to invest in the names of the trus-

tees, the interest to be from time to time given to such of the lineal

descendants of testator's uncle E. as they may severally need, and
the trustees were directed to make such provision as would insure the

continuance of the trust at their decease.

But although the gift is of a sum in gross, the context may show
that charity is intended. Thus, in Mahon v. Savage (I), a testator

bequeathed to his executor 1,000^., to be distributed among his (the

testator's) poor relations, or such other objects of charity as should be
mentioned in his private instructions. He left no instructions ; and
it was held by Lord Redesdale that the testator's design was to give
to them as objects of charity, and not merely as relations, that a re-

lation within the statute who had become rich before distribution was
not entitled to a share, and that a share was not transmissible to
representatives (i. e., of an object who died before distribution). He
also thought that the executors had a discretionary power of distribu-

Eemarkon *'°^' ^^^ ^^^^ ^°* include all the testator's poor rela-
Mahon v. tions, and that poor relations beyond the statute might
^"^"26. be admitted.

(g) Amb. 596, n. (2).

h) r Ves. 423.
(i) 17 Ves. 371. So in Hall v. Att.-Gen., Rolls, 28 July, 1829, Leach, M. R., held that a

devise of real estate to trustees '' in trust to pay the rents to such of mv poor relations as my
trustees shall think most deserving" was a charitable trust, and therefore void as a gift of an
Interest in land.

(k) L. R., 16 Eq. 581; but as to the meaning of ' poor" in charity cases, see Att.-Gen v
Duke of Northumberland, 7 Ch. D. 745.

" '' /
,

au uea. v

(I) 1 Sch. & Lef. 111.
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This case is clearly distinguishable from a simple gift to

poor * relations ; for the additional words denoted that charr [*981]

ity was the main object of the testator.

VII.— At 'VT'hat Period Relations, Nezt of Kin, &c., are to be ascer-

tained.— This question, however, which more than any other has been

the subject of controversy in gifts to next of kin and relations, refers

to the period at which the objects are 'to be ascertained ; in other

words, whether the person or persons who happen to answer the

description at the testator's death, or those to whom it applies at a

future period, are intended.' Where a devise or bequest j^ * {%
is simply to the testator's own next of kin, it necessarily dmpiiciter

applies to those who sustain the character at his death,
"^i^"^

^°^^

It is equally clear that where a testator gives real or testator's

personal estate to A. (a stranger) during his life, or for '* '

any other limited interest, and afterwards to his own next of kin,

those who stand in that relation at the death of the testator will be

entitled, whether living or not at the period of distribution (m), there

being nothing in the mere circumstance of the gift to the next of kiii

being preceded by a life or other limited interest to vary the construcr

tion ; the result in fact being the same as if the gift had been " to my
next of kin, subject to a life interest in A." The death of A. is the

period, not when the objects are to be ascertained, but when the gift

takes effect in possession.''

In Wharton v. Barker {n) the gift (after a previous life estate and
failure of children) was of one half to the persons " who shall then

be considered as my next of kin " according to the statute, and of the

other half to the persons " who shall then be considered as the next

of kin (by statute) of my deceased wife." Sir W. P. Wood, V.-C,

(m) Harrington v. Harte, 1 Cox, 131. See also 3 B. C. C. 234 ; 4 id. 207; 3 East, 278;
Taml. 346 ; i Jur. N. S. 407.

(») 4 K. & J. 483. The decision on the former half was influenced by the construction

made as to the latter ; without this some of the V.-C.'s remarks would seem to show more
reliance on existing circumstances than is perhaps quite consistent with modern authority.

See also Philps v. Evans, 4 De G. & Sm. 188. In Re Eees, Williams v. Davies, 44 Ch. D.

488, the gift was to the persons who would have become entitled to the estate of the husband
of the testatrix if he had died intestate, and ^'without leaving any widow kim surviving :

"

Stirling, J., considered that the concluding words of the gift took the case out of the rule in

Wharton v. Barker.

1 Prima facie the next of kin at the death 25 Beav. 54 ; s. c. 9 H. L. Gas. 1 ; Lees v.

of the testator are meant ; and the indication Massej, 3 De 6. F. & J. 113 ; Martin v. Hol-

should be clear to overcome the presumption, gate, L. E., 1 H. L. 175; Heaseman v. Pearse,

Moss V. Dunlop, Johns. 490; Wharton v. L. R., 7 Ch. 660 ("then living"); In re

Barker, 4 Kay & J. 483 (where the presump- Ridge's Trusts, id. 665 ; Penny v. Clarke, 1

tion was overcome by the words ''shall then De G. F. & J. 425; Dove v. Torr, 128 Mass.

be considered "
) ; Long v. Blackall, 3 Ves. 38 ("then entitled" as heirs of the testator);

486 (presumption overcome) ; Harrison v. Thompson v. Ludington, 104 Mass. 193

Harrison, 28 Beav. 21; Finder v. Pinder, id. ("then living," importipg contingency).

44 (presumption overcome by limitation to " Jones «. Oliver, 3 Ired. Eq. 369; Whar-
next of kin of wife after death of snn'iving ton v. Barker, 4 Kay & .T. 483 ; Eayner v.

husband and failure of children) ; Chalmers Mowbray, 3 Brown, Ch. 234.

V. North, 28 Beav. 175 ; Downes v. Bullock,
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thus stated the rule applicable in such cases :
" According to Phil-

ips V. Evans a bequest to the next of kin of a person who is dead at

the date of the will must, under ordinary circumstances, receive an
interpretation analogous to that adopted in the case of a bequest to

the testator's own next of kin as regards the period for ascer-

[*982] taining who are the * persons intended ; and if there be noth-

ing in the context to make the words applicable to a class to be
ascertained at any other time than that of the testator's death, those

who at the testator's death are the next of kin of the deceased person

named in the will would naturally be the' persons to take."

Where the gift is to "the next of kin " of a person then actually

dead, or who happens to die before the testator, the entire property

Next of kin (^* least, if there be no words severing the joint-tenancy)

of deceased vests in such of the objects as survive the testator (o).
person. -g^^ where (p) a testator directed a sum of money to

be " divided between and amongst the relations of his late wife in

such manner, shares, and proportions as would have been the case if

she had died possessed of the said sum, a spinster and intestate ;

"

the wife had left sixteen nephews and nieces, her statutory next of

kin, five of whom died before the testator ; and it was argued that

this was a gift to a class, and that the whole vested in those who
survived the testator. Sir E. Kindersley, V.-C, agreed that it would
have been so, if the gift had been simply to the wife's relations (§) ;

.

but there was also a direction that they were to take in the manner,

shares, and proportions prescribed by the statute:, this they could

only do by reading the will as a gift to all the relations of the wife

living at her death as tenants in common ; for if the survivors took

the whole they would take in different shares from those prescribed

by the statute {r). The shares of those who died before the testator

therefore lapsed.

It will be remembered, however, that in Bullock v. Downes the

exclusion of the widow was held not to prevent the statute from
governing the distribution of the whole fund among the others, as if

they had been the only persons who would have been entitled in case

of intestacy. And in Ke Philps' Will (s), where the gift was to the
testator's children living at the death of his wife, " or their

[*983] heirs " (which is a gift to the persons entitled * under the

(o) Vaux V. Henderson, IJ. & W. 388, n. There being no words of severance, the ques-
tion, whether it was a gift to such of the next of kin as survived the testator, did not arise,

as they were entitled qu^cunque vi^ ; see, however, infra, n. (s). See further Philps v.

Evans, 4 DeG. & S. 188 ; where, however, the only question was between the next of kin at
the testator's death and those at the death of the tenant for life. And see Wharton v. Bar-
ker, 4 K. & J. 502.

(p) Ham's Trust, 2 Sim. N. S. 106.

(j) See Lee v. Pain, 4 Hare, 2B0, and other cases cited post, Ch. XXX. s. iii.

(r) See per Hall, V.-C, Sturge ». Great Western Rail. Co., 19 Ch. D. 449.

(») L. R., 7 Eq. 151. The gift in Vaux v. Henderson, also was to " heirs "
; but the effect

of a reference to the statute had not then been decided. Neither that case nor Ham's Trust
was cited in Re Philps' will.
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statute in the statutory proportions) (t), it was held by Sir J.

Eomilly, M. E., that the next of kin of children who were dead at

the date of the will must be ascertained, not at the death of the chil-

dren, but at the death of the testator, because the will did not take

effect until then.

If the gift be to the next of kin or relations of a person who out-

lives the testator, of course the description cannot apply to any indi-

vidual or individuals at his (the testator's) decease, or at _ of person

any other period during the life of the person whose next who survives

of kin are the objects of gift (u) " There is no such ^°
*'°'^'

character in law as the heir of a living person, or as his statutory next

of kin " (v). The vesting must await his death, and will apply to those

who first answer the description, without regard to the fact whether

by the terms of the will the distribution is to take place then or at a

subsequent period (w).

The rule of construction which makes the death of the testator the

period of ascertaining the next of kin is adhered to notwithstanding

the terms of the will confine the gift to such of the next of kin as

shall be living at the period of distribution ; for this merely adds an-

other ingredient to the qualification of the objects, and makes no fur-

ther change in the construction. Indeed, it rather affords an argument
the other way. Thus, where (x) a testator directed per- jj^^^^ ^j ^j^^

sonal estate, and the produce of real estate, to be laid living at a

out for accumulation for ten years, and then a certain *^"''"'® penod.

part thereof divided among such of the testator's next of kin and
personal representatives as should be then living, Lord Thurlow held,

that the next of kin at the testator's death, surviving the specified

period, were entitled
; for it was plain that the testator meant some

class of persons, of whom it was doubtful whether they would live ten

years.

The same construction prevails, though the tenant for life, at whose

death the distribution is to be made, is himself one of the next

of kin. As where (y) a testator bequeathed 5,000Z. in trust * for [*984]

his daughter for life, and after her decease for her children

(t) Ante, pp. 924, 973.

(«) Danvers «• Earl of Clarendon, 1 Vern. 35.

(v) Per Kay, J., Re Parsons, Stookley v. Parsons, 45 Ch. D. 51, 63.

(w) Cruwys «. Coltnan, 9 Ves. 319 ; Smith ». Palmer, 7 Hare, 225; Gnndry i). Pinniger,

14 Beav. 94, 1 D. M. & G. 502; Walker v. Marquis of Camden, 16 Sim. 329. As to Booth v.

Vicars, 1 Coll. 6, and Godkin v. Murphy, 2 Y. & C. C. C. 351, see 1 D. M. & G. 504 ; 8

Hare, 307.

(x) Spink ». Lewis, 3 B. C. C. 355; Bishop ». Cappel, 1 De 6. & S. 411. The contrary

construction appears to have been assumed in Destouohes ». Walker, 2 Ed. 261, where how-
ever, the gift was to such of testatrix's relations, &c. —as to which vide inf. p. 986,

n. (d).

(y) Holloway v. HoUoway, 5 Ves. 399; Harrington v. Harte, 1 Cox, 131 ; Masters v.

Hooper, 4 B. C. C. 207; Doe d. Gamer v. Lawson, 3 East, 278 ; Lasbury v. Newport, 9 Beav.

376 ; Jenkins «. Gower, 2 Coll. 537; Wilkinson v. Garrett, id. 643; Wilson v. Pilkington, 11

Jnr. 537 (settlement); Holloway v. Radcliffe, 23 Beav. 163; Starr v. Newberry, id. 436; Re
Greenwood's will, 31 L. J. Ch. 119, the report of which 3 Gif. 390 is wrong, see R. L., A.
1861, fo. 2402.
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living at her decease, id stieli shares as she should ap-

fo" We^ him- point ; and in case she should leave no child, then as to
self one of the 1 OOOZ., part thereof, in trust for the executors, adminis-
next of kin

' ' -e^
.

? '

trators, and assigns of the daughter ; and as to ifiOOL,

the remainder, in trust for the person or persons who should be his

heir or heirs-at-law. The daughter died without leaving children.

She and two other daughters were the testator's heirs-at-law. Sir

E. P. Arden, M. R., held the heirs at the time of the testator's death

to be entitled, from the absence of expression showing that these

words were necessarily confined to another period, which, he said,

required something very special. He thought the word " heirs " was
to be construed: as next of kin, but this it was unnecessary to deter-

mine, the daughters being entitled qui,cunque viS..

So far the law has long been clearly settled. But notwithstanding

the generality of the principle asserted by Sir E. P. Arden, it was
made a question whether, if the person taking the life

legatee'forTife interest was the sole next of kin at the death of the tes-

Ss sole next tator, an intention was not ipso facto shown that the gift

should vest in the person answering the description at

the death of the tenant for life. And several authorities are to be

found favoring this distinction, of which one of the first in time and
importance was Jones v. Colbeck («), where a testator devised the

residue of his estate to the children of his daughter M., and until she

should have children, or if she should survive them, then to the sepa-

rate use of M. during her life ; and after the decease of his said daugh-

ter and her children, in case they should all die under twenty-one,

that the residuum should go and be distributed among his relations in

a due course of administration. The daughter was the only next of

kin at the testator's death. Sir W. Grant, M. E., thought it was clear

that the testator intended to speak of relations not at the time of his

own death, but at that of his daughter or her issue under twenty-one.

He deemed it impossible that the testator could mean that the rela-

tions who were to take in that event were the daughter herself, who
the testator evidently thought would survive him, and to

[*985] whom the * expression " my relations " was in the opinion of

the M. E., quite inappropriate.

Again, in Briden v. Hewlett (<x), where a testator bequeathed all his

personalty in trust for his mother for life, and after her decease, unto

Bffect where such persons as she by will should appoint ; and in case
prior legatee his mother Should die without a will, then to such ver-
for life was ,, , ,•,-, t , ,-, , .

sole next of ^on or persons as would be entitled to the same oy virtue
'""• of the Statute of Distributions. The mother was the tes-

tator's sole next of kin at his death; and Sir J. Leach, M. R., held

(z) 8 Ves. 38. " That case has the singular property of being often cited as an authority,
always considered as open to observation, and never followed,' per Staart, V.-C., 1 Sm. &
Gif. 122.

(a) 2 My. & K. 90. But see Harvey ». Harvey, 3 Jur. 949, post.
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that she was not entitled absolutely in this character, and that the

property devolved to the testator's next of kin at the time of the

decease of the mother. " It is impossible," said his Honor, " to con-

tend that this testator meant to give the property in question abso-

lutely and entirely to his mother, because he gives it to her for life,

with a power of appointment. In case of her death without a will,

the testator gives his property to such person or persons as would be

entitled to it by virtue of the Statute of Distributions. Entitled at

what time ? The word ' would ' imports that the testator intended

his next of kin at the death of his mother."

So where property was given to a testator's next of kin in defea-

sance of a prior gift in favor of persons, who, if they survived him,

would be his next of kin at his death, the gift was con-

sidered as pointing to next of kin at a future period. As feasance of a*'

where (J) a testator bequeathed the residue of his per- P™"" g'*t '"

sonal estate, upon trust (among other things) to raise who are pre-

the sum of 200^., and pay the same to his son J., and he ^f^jP,""^
°^^'

gave the interest of the residue of the personalty to his

(testator's) widow for life ; and, after her decease, one moiety to his

son C, and the other moiety to J. By a codicil he declared, that in

case his son C. should die in the lifetime of the testator's widow, and
his son J. should be living, he gave to J. the share of C. ; but, in case

C. and J. should both die in the lifetime of the testator's wife, he
.directed that, after her decease, the whole of the residue of his per-

sonal estate, after securing a certain annuity, should go to and be

divided among all and every his (the testator's) next of kin in equal

shares. C. and J. survived the testator, and died in the lifetime of

the widow. Sir W. Grant, M. K., held that, as the testator had given

by express bequest to his sons, who were his next of kin living at his

death, he must, when he used the term " next of kin," have meant

his next of kin at some other period than at his decease,

* and, therefore, that the next of kin at the death of the [*9862

widow, and not at the death of the testator, were entitled.

It is to be observed, however, that the sons, even if they
i{en,ark on

survived the testator, were not necessarily his sole next Miller ».

of kin at his death, as he might have had other children. ''"'"

And the circumstance, that the prior legatee, whose interest on his

death without issue, or other such contingency, is divested in favor of

the ulterior gift to the testator's next of kin, was one of

such next of kin at the time of his (the testator's) death,
fji^ifpmo™

has been deemed a strong ground for construing the was one of

words to import next of kin at the happening of the

contingency.

Thus, in Butler v. Bushnell (c), where a testator bequeathed certain

(J) Miller v. Eaton, Coop. 272. (c) 3 My. & K. 232.
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shares in his residuary estate to his daughters, and directed that their

respective shares should be held in trust for their separate use for

their lives, and after their respective deceases, for their children;

and in case there should be no child or children of his daughters

respectively who should attain twenty-one or marry, then in trust for
such person or persons who should happen to be his (the testator's)

next of kin according to the Statute of Distributions. One of the

daughters, who survived the testator, died without issue ; and Sir J.

Leach, M. K., decided that her share devolved to the testator's next

of kin at the decease of the daughter, and not to the next of kin at

his own death, on the ground of the improbability that the testator

should mean to include, as one of his next of kin, the person upon
whose death, without issue, he had expressly directed that the prop-

erty should go over, and of the prospective nature of the words, " who
should happen to be."

In none of the cases, indeed, except Miller v. Eaton, was the fact

of the prior legatee being the sole next of kin at the testator's death

Remark on
*^® "^^^ ground relied upon. In Jones v. Colbeck, the

the preceding M. K. remarked on the inapplicability of the term " my
'^^^^"

relations " (d) to an only daughter ; and in Briden v.

Hewlett, Sir J. Leach laid much stress on the words " would be," as

importing a future contingency upon which the next of kin were to be

ascertained. In Butler v. Bushnell, too, which, from his own point of

view, is a weaker case than the others (since the tenant for

[*987] life was only one of the next of kin) he laid similar stress * on.

the words " should happen to be." But the effect given to

those additional grounds of argument is scarcely to be reconciled

with the principle which may be considered to be now established,

that, as infinite variations may take place in the expectant next of

kin, either by deaths, or births, or both, in the interval between the

making of the will and the death of the testator, it is not to be

assumed, in the absence of a clear context, that the testator lost

sight of the probability of such variation ; and without that assump-
tion the testator's supposed intention in favor of or against particular

persons as his next of kin can possess little or no weight. The argu-

ment drawn from the inapplicability of the description used to the

person eventually answering to it thus falls to the ground ; since the

testator may have chosen to give to that person by a description which,

if he died in his lifetime, would carry his bounty to other objects.

Again, words which are expressive of futurity without pointing to any
definite period are satisfied when referred to the time of the testator's

death ; and, being themselves ambiguous, ought not to be allowed to

(rf) It was held by Romilly, M. R., in Tiffin v. Longman, 16 Beav. 275, ante, p. 974, that
"relations" had not such necessary reference to the time of the death of the propositus as
" next of l(in ; " and the like of '' legal personal representatives," in HoUoway v. Radcliffe,

23 Beav. 163.
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control the known, legal meaning of such words as " next of kin." At
the present day it is not probable that such decisions would be made
as those in Briden v. Hewlett and Butler v. Bushnell (e).

One of the earliest cases in which these principles were practically

enforced was Pearce v. Vincent (/), where a testator devised lands

to his cousin, T. Pearce, for life, and, after his decease, ^ j^^,

to such of the testator's relations of the name of Pearce life being sole

(being a male) as his cousin T. Pearce should by deed JeM not's'u&-

appoint, and, in default of appointment, to such of the dent to ex-

testator's relations of the name of Pearce (being a male) j^g^^ devise

as T. Pearce should adopt, if he should be living at the to "next of

time of the decease of T. Pearce ; and, in case T. Pearce

should not have adopted any such male relation of the testator, or, in

case he should have done so, and there should not be any such male
relation living at the decease of T. Pearce, then the testator devised

the property to the next or nearest relation or nearest of kin of him-

self of the name of Pearee {being a male), or the elder of such male

relations, in case there should be more than one of equal degree, who
should be living at the testator's decease, his heirs, executors, admin-

istrators, and assigns, forever. The will also contained a power
to T. Pearce to lease for any term not exceeding seven
* years. T. Pearce, the tenant for life, died without issue, [*988]

and without having executed the powers of appointment or

adoption given by the will. The nearest of kin of the testator living

at the time of his decease (which occurred in 1814) were — first,

his cousin T. Pearce (the devisee for life) aged sixty-seven ; secondly,

his cousin Eichard Pearce, the son of another uncle, and who was

aged sixty-six; and thirdly, William Pearee, a younger brother

of Eichard. The testator had a brother named Zaehary, who, if

living at his death, would have been his nearest of kin ; but it ap-

peared that he went to sea, and had not been heard of since 1795.

The question was, what estate, assuming Zaehary to have died with-

out issue in the lifetime of the testator, Thomas or Eichard took

under the ultimate limitation ? On a case from Chancery the Court

of Exchequer certified that Thomas took an estate in fee in the real

estate, and the absolute interest in the personalty. Sir J. Leach, M.

E., being dissatisfied with this, sent a case to the Court of Common

Pleas, the Judges of which were of the same opinion; and these cer-

tificates, after some argument, were confirmed by Lord Langdale (who

had in the mean time succeeded Sir J. Leach at the EoUs), and whose

judgment contains, a- very clear statement of the principle of the

decision. He said, " The question is, whether Thomas Pearce, being

U) See Holloway v. Holloway, 5 Ves. 399; Doe d. Garner i). Lawson, 3 East, 278; Stert ».

Platel 5 Bine. N. C. 434: Re Greenwood's will, 31 L. J. Ch. 119.

(/) 1 Cr. & M. 598, 2 My. & K. 800, 2 Scott, 347, 2 Bing. N. C. 328, 2 Kee. 230.

vr>T. TT. 10
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devisee for life, and filling the character of the person to whom the

testator has given his estates in certain events, is, because he is tenant

for life, to be excluded from taking under the description in the ulti-

mate limitation, which he afterwards filled ? It is tolerably clear,

that a vested interest was given to the person who should, at the time

of the testator's death, answer the description in the ultimate limita-

tion, which vested interest might have been divested by the appoint-

ment of Thomas Pearce or by his adoption of a male relation of the

name of Pearce, but was, in default of such appointment or direction,

to take effect. If it should so happen that Thomas Pearce, the de-

visee for life, should also at the death of the testator answer the de-

scription of the person who is to take under the ultimate limitation,

ought he, because he, fills the two characters, to be excluded from
taking under that limitation ? It is argued that he ought, because

the gift to Thomas Pearce for life and the restrictions put upon him
in his character of tenant for life are wholly inconsistent with an
intention on the part of the testator to give him the absolute power

over the estate. But the testator could not have had in his

[*989] view and knowledge that the ultimate gift, which is * limited

to a person unascertained at the date of his will, would go
to Thomas Pearce. The argument derived from intention does not

apply to this case ; and I am of opinion that upon the true construc-

tion of the will, Thomas Pearce took under the ultimate limitation,

not because he was the individual person intended by the testator to

take, but because he answers the description of the person to whom
the estates are ultimately given."

That bequests of personalty are subject to the same rule of con-

struction is also clearly decided. Thus in Urquhart v. Urquhart (g),

Same construe- where a testator bequeathed his personal estate to his
tion with daughter if she survived her mother and had issue, but
rG^£Lrd to

bequest of if she died before her mother, then on the wife's death
personalty. qjjq moiety to belong to his own nearest of kin, and
the other moiety to his wife's nearest of kin ; at the date of the will

and of the testator's death the daughter was his sole next of kin,

she never had issue, and died before the wife, and her representative

was held entitled under the ultimate bequest of the first moiety. The
V.-C. said, " The rule is that the persons who are designated by any
description, must be the persons who answer that description accord-

ing to the legal sense of those words, unless on the face of the instru-

ment you find that the testator himself has put a construction on those
words, and shown that he does not mean to use them in their natural
ordinary and legal sense :

" and he thought there was nothing to con-

trol that sense except the mere surmise arising out of the previous
bequest to the daughter.

So, in Seifferth v. Badham (A), where a testator gave personal prop-

to) 13 Sim. 813. (A) 9 Beav. 370.
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erty in trust, after the decease of Ms wife, for his children (who were

then and at his death his sole next of kin), but if they should die with-

out leaving issue, to assign the property " unto and equally between

his next of kin according to the statute," it was held by Lord Lang-

dale, M. E., that the children were entitled under the ultimate

gift.

Again, in Nicholson v. Wilson (i), where the bequest was in trust

for the testator's daughter A. for life, remainder to such of his chil-

dren B., C., and D. as should be living at the death of A., and if only

one then living, to that one ; but if all his children were then dead,

then to his personal representatives : it was contended that as "then^'

was here clearly used as an adverb of time, the representatives must
be such as answered the description when the specified con-

tingency happened ; but Sir L. Shadwell, V.-C, * thought [*990]

the argument was founded entirely upon conjecture, and that

conjecture did not authorize the Court to depart from the plain mean-
ing of the words which were found in the will, and which meant next

of kin at the testator's death.

These and other similar cases (j) have settled the law on this much
disputed point.

In all the foregoing cases the bequests were to the testator's own
next of kin. A similar rule prevails where the gift is to the next of

kin of a third person preceded by an express devise to

the individual who is such person's expectant next of devfs™istothe

kin. Thus, in Start v. Platel (k), where lands were de- next of kin of

vised to E. H. for life, remainder to his sons successively

in tail, remainder to A. D. H. for life, remainder to his sons in like

manner, remainder to " such person bearing the name of H. as shall

be the male relation nearest in blood to E. H." (I) : it was held by the

Court of Common Pleas, that A. D. H. being the nearest relation of

E. H. at the time of the testator's death, had an immediately vested

remainder under the ultimate limitation in the will. It will be ob-

served that the same individual being the nearest relation of E, H. at

his death and at the death of the testator, no person was concerned to

raise the question at which of those two periods the remainder should

be held to vest (m).

It remains to consider those cases in which, independently of the

circumstance that the gift to next of kin is preceded by a gift to the

(i) 14 Sim. 549.

) Ware v. Rowland, 15 Sim. 587, 2 Phill. 635; Baker ii. Gibson, 12 Beav. 101; Murphy
«. Donegan, 3 Jo. & Lat. 534; Bird v. Luckie, 8 Hare, 301; Jennings v. Newman, 10 Sim.
219; Re Barber's Will, 1 Sm. & Gif . 118; Gorbell v. Davison, 18 Beav. 556; Markham v.

Ivatt, 20 id. 579; Harrison ». Harrison, 28 id. 21; Re Lang's Will, 9 W. R. 589; Mortimore
V. Mortimore, 4 App. Ca. 448. And in the case of settlements, Elmslev v. Young, 2 My. &
K. 82, 780; Smith v. Smith. 12 Sim. 317; Allen v. Thorp, 7 Beav. 72.

(k) 5 Bing. N. C. 434.

(0 These terms were considered equivalent to a bequest to next of kin, see per Bosanquet,
J., 5 Bing. N. C. 441.

Cm) Ante, p. 983.
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individual who happens to answer that description at the

sions'authorize death of the testator or other ancestor, the context has
a departure been held to show an intention to refer to some other

persons than those who answer the description at that

time. Bird v. Wood (n) is generally cited on this point, but it ap-

pears to be an instance rather of the exclusion by force of the context

of the true next of kin in favor of more remote relations than of the

postponement of the period at which the legatees should be ascer-

tained. The bequest was to the testatrix's daughter for life, and after

her death, as she should appoint, and in default of appoint-

[*991] ment, to her (the * testatrix's) next of kin, to be considered as

a vested interest from the testatrix's death, except as to any
child afterwards born of her daughter. The daughter having died

childless and without making any appointment. Sir J. Leach, V.-C,

held that by the exception the testatrix had shown what class she

meant to designate as her next of kin, namely, her grandchildren

;

and they were to take vested interests at her (the testatrix's) death : the

daughter was therefore excluded (o).

But the mere exception from a gift to the next of kin of persons who
if the tenant for life were out of the way would, as matters stand at

the date of the will, be included among the next of kin, is not suffi-

cient reason for departing from the general rule : for this would be

to assume that the testator expected the state of his family to remain

the same at his death as at the date of the will, an assumption which
we have already seen ought not to be made. It may very well be

that the testator introduced the exception with this view, that if the

tenant for life should die in his lifetime and his next of kin should

consist of the class to which the excepted person belonged, those per-

sons should be excluded from the bequest, and if the matter is thus

left in doubt the general rule prevails (p).

In Cooper v. Denison (q), where a residue was bequeathed in trust,

in case the testator's daughter survived her mother, for her at het

mother's death ; and in case the mother survived the daughter (which
event happened) then in trust for the mother for life, and at her de-

cease, a third part to be paid and applied according to her will, and
the other two-thirds to his o^Aer- the next of kin of his paternal line.

The daughter was sole next of kin ex parte paterna at the death, and
the V.-C. held, first, that she was excluded by force of the word
" other ;

" and, secondly, that as it was clear that all the persons

who were to take at the mother's death were meant to be ascertained

(n) 2 S. & St. 400, corrected 2 My. & K. 86, 89.

(o) See also Eagles v. Le Breton, L. R., 15 Eq. 148, ante, p. 974.

(;;) Lee v. Lee, 1 Dr. & Sm. 85. Although the facts were found not to raise the point,
Kindersley, V.-C, expressed a clear opinion upon it. Cf. Re Crawhall's Trust, 8 D. M. &
G. 480 (gift to " children, except issue of A," who was a deceased child).

(o) 13 Sim. 290. In Minter v. Wraith, id. 52, the next of kin were ascertained at the
period of distribution, for reasons similar to those which were rejected in Urquhart v. Urqu-
hart, sup. See 4 K. & J. 600.
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simultaneously, while those who were to take her one-third could not

(owing to the power) be ascertained until her death, it followed that

the persons to take the other two-thirds were also to be ascertained

at the mother's death.

Clapton V. Bulmer (f) involved the construction of a pecu-

liarly * worded instrument. The testator bequeathed his resi- [*992]

due to trustees in trust for his daughter for life, and after her

death for her children ; but if she died without leaving any children,

he directed his trustees upon her decease to raise and pay 3,000Z. as

she should by will appoint, and if his wife survived his daughter and
his daughter died childless, then his trustees were to raise and pay
the further sum of 2,000?. to his wife, and " assign and transfer the

residue to the nearest of kin of his own family forever." Sir L.

Shadwell, V.-C, understanding "family" to mean children,. held the

bequest to be to the next of kin of the daughter. Upon appeal. Lord
Cottenham thought this might have been the testator's meaning, but

if not, it meant his own next of kin at his daughter's death, for in no
case was there such strong demonstration to be found that the legatee

was to be ascertained at a future period. Between these two construc-

tions it was unnecessary to decide, since the same individual answered
both descriptions.

Where there is an express gift in remainder to next of kin, subject

to a power of appointment in the legatee for life, the objects of the

gift are of course to be ascertained without regard to the
., i!j.i. i.t,i •jT. Rule where

existence of the power, which, unless exercised, has no gift to next of

operation on the question. But where such a gift is im- ^'' '^ implied

plied from a power to appoint by will, then the death of

the donee is the period to be regarded, whether the power be one of

selection (s), or only of distribution (t).

Of course, if property be given upon certain events to

such persons as shall then be next of kin or relations of to'next^oiTki/

the testator, the person standing in that relation at the a' * *!''"''«

period in question, whether so or not (ii), or not solely

so {x), at the death of the testator, are, upon the terms of the

(r) 10 Sim. 426, 5 My. & C. 108.

(s) Att.-Gen. ». Doyfey, 4 Vin. Abr. 485; Harding v. Glyn, 1 Atk. 469, cit. 5 Ves. 501;
Cooper V. Denison, 13 Sim. 290.

(t) Pope V. Whitcombe, 3 Mer. 689, corrected Sug. Pow. 953, 8th ed., ante, "Vol. I., p. 520.

(m) Long V. Blockall, 3 Ves. 486; Horn v. Coleman, 1 Sm. & Gif. 169. See Sturge v. The
Great Western Rail. Co., 19 Ch. D. 444. In Wharton v. Barker, 4 K. & J. 483, ante, p. 981,

the decision on the former half of the gift was apparently influenced by the construction made
as to the latter. In Wheeler v. Addams, 17 Beav. 417, " then " was construed " in that case,"

not " at that time." It should be observed that Jnnes v. Colbeck and Miller v. Eaton have
been cited by a respectable text writer, as authorities for the position that a bequest to the
next of kin, after a life interest, refers to those who answer the character nt that time, 1 Rob.
on Wills, 3rd ed. 432. This is not only directly opposed to the general principles which
govern the vesting of estates (ante. Vol. I., p. 756), but also to the strong line of authorities

before cited in support of the contrary general rule; to which maybe added Holloway v,

Holloway, and other cases of the same class before mentioned. It is, moreover, inconsistent

with theprinciple on which Sir W. Grant rested his decision in each of the first-mentioned

cases themselves, as will be seen bv a perusal of his judgments.
(x) Boys, V. Bradley, 10 Hare, 389, 4 D. M. & G. 58.
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[*993] gift, entitled. But if tlie * gift is, not to those who will then

be, but to those who will (or would) then be entitled as, next

of kin by statute, the word " then " will be understood as referring to

the period when they will be entitled in possession. The persons to

take will be, not those who would have been entitled if the testator

had then died {y), but those who would then be entitled if the testator,

" Th n" not
"^^^^ ^^ died, had died intestate {«). Moreover, "then"

always an ad- has more meanings than one, each equally common : ^ it
verb of time. ^^^ ^^^^ « ^^ ^j^^^^ ^- j^g „ ^^ „ •

j^ ^.j^^^^^ ^^^^ „ ^^^ . ^^^ ^_
less the latter meaning be excluded by the context, it will be adopted

rather than construe " next of kin according to the statute " (the

statute being expressly referred to), as meaning something different

from what the statute says it means. Thus, in Cable v. Cable (b),

where a testator bequeathed a fund in trust for his wife for life, and
at her death to be paid to his children ; but if he left no children at

his decease, then to become the property of the person or persons who
would then become entitled to take out administration as his personal

representative or representatives, under the statute of distribution, as if

he had died intestate and " unmarried." The testator left no children,

and Sir J. Eomilly, M. K., held that, as the word " unmarried " showed
that the testator was contemplating a period before his wife's death,

the word " then " should be construed as " thereupon," in order to

make the whole consistent (c).

VIII.— Gifts to Persons of Testator's Blood or Name. — Sometimes
it is made part of the description or qualification of a devisee or

Gifts to per-
legatee, that he be of the testator's name. The word

sons of testa- " name," so used, admits of either of the following in-
tor s name.

terpretations :— First, as designating one whose name
answers to that of the testator (which seems to be the more obvious

sense) ; and, secondly, as denoting a person of the testator's family

;

the word " name " being, in this ease, synonymous with " fam-

[*994] ily " or * " blood." The former, as being the more natural

construction, prevails in the absence of an explanatory con-

iy) If the case is expressly put of the propositus dying at some time other than that at
which he actually died, all doubt would seem to be removed, Pinder ». Pinder, 28 Beav. 44;
Chalmers v. North, id. 175; Bessant v. Noble, 26 L. J. Oh. 236, 2 Jur. N. S. 461, Clarke v.

Havne, 42 Ch, D. .529. But see Druitt v. Leaward, 31 Ch. D. 234, and Re Bradlev, W. N.
188'8, p. 83, 58 L. T. 63.

(z) Bullock ». Downes, 9 H. L. Ca. 1, 19; Mortimore v. Mortimore, 4 App. Ca. 448, affirm-
ing Mortimer v. Slater, 7 Ch. D. 322; Mitchell e. Bridges, 13 W. E. 200; Ee Morley's Trusts,
25 W. R. 825, W. N. 1877, p. 159, is contra, sed qu.

(a) See 7 H. L. Ca. 119.

(b) 16 Beav. 507; see also Wheeler v. Addams, 17 Beav. 417; Lees v, Massey, 3 D. F. &
J. li3; Moss ». Dunlop, Job. 490 (" next of kin for the time being").

(c) But did not " then " refer to the period last mentioned, namely, the testator's own
death without leaving children? Archer v. Jegon, 8 Sim. 446.

1 As to the word "then," see Dove ». Long v. Blackall, 3 Ves. 486, Heasman v.

Ton, 128 Mass. 38; Thomson v. Ludington, Pearse, L. E., 7 Ch. 660; Pinder v. Pinder
104 Mass. 193; Sears v. Russell, 8 Gray, 86; 28 Beav. 44; Chalmers v. North, id. 175.
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text; and such is most indisputably its meaning, when found in

company with some other term or expression, which would be

synonymous with the word " name," if otherwise construed ; for no
rule of construction is better established, or obtains a more unhesitat-

ing assent, than that where words are susceptible of several inter-

pretations, we are to adopt that which will give effect to every
expression in the context, in. preference to one that would reduce

some of those expressions to silence.

Thus, where a testator gives to the next of his kin or descendants of

his name (d), or to the next of his name and blood (e), it is evident

that he does not use the word " name " as descriptive of ^o next of

his relations or family only, because that would be the testator's

effect if the mention of the name were wholly omitted o?"hi of hu' -

and the gift had been simply to his next of kin or the name,

next of his blood ; and hence, according to the principle of construc-

tion just adverted to, it is held that the testator means additionally

to require that the devisee or legatee shall bear his name. Where,
on the other hand, the testator gives to the next of his name (/),
there is ground to presume that he intends merely to point out the

persons belonging to his family or stock, without regard to the sur-

name they actually bear. Such was the construction which prevailed

in Pyot V. Pyot (g), where a point of this nature underwent much
discussion. A testatrix devised her estate, real and personal, to trus-

tees, and their heirs, executors, administrators, and assigns in trust,

first for her daughter Mary, and her heirs, executors, administrators,

and assigns forever
;
provided that, if she (Mary) died

I. J. . .
' ^ . ^T, J. i.i. J Tothe"near-

betore twenty-one or marriage, then in trust to convey and est relation of

assign all the residue of her estate to her nearest rela- *{j^
°^™^

"jf

tion of the name of the Pyots, and to his or her heirs,

executors, administrators, and assigns. Mary died under twenty-one,

and unmarried. At the death of the testatrix there were three per-

sons then actually of the name of Pyot, namely, the plaintiff,

* and also his two sisters who were then unmarried, but who [*995]

married before the happening of the contingency. There

was also a sister, who, prior to the making of the will, was married,

and, consequently, at the death of the testatrix was not of that name.

{d) Jobson's case, Cro. Eliz. 576. See" Ee Roberts, Eepington v. Eoberts-Gawen, 19 Ch.
D. 520, post, p. 997.

(e) Leigh v. Leiglr, 15 Te3. 92.

(/) But see Bon «. Smith, Cro. El. 532, where a declaration by the testator, that, in a
certain event, lands should remain to the next of his name, was considered to require that

the devisee should have borne the testator's name. The pomt, however, did not call for

adjudication, and the propriety of the dictum was (as we shall see) questioned by Lord
Hardwicke, in Pyot v. Pyot, 1 Ves. 337, post, who seems to have included in his condemna-
tory strictures Jobson's case, Cro. El. 576, where the language of the will was different; the

devise being "to the next ofhn of my name," and which, therefore, according to the reason-

ing in the text, was propern* construed as importing that the devisee should, in addition to

being of the testator's family, bear his name.

(g) 1 Ves. 335, Belt's ed.
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An elder brother of these persons had died before the testatrix, leav-

ing a son also of the name of Pyot, who was her heir-at-law, but who,

of course, was one degree more remote than the others. On behalf of

the heir-at-law, it was insisted,— First, that this devise to the " near-

est relation " was void for uncertainty, because the word " relation "

was not nomen coUectivum ; for no words were of that description,

except such as had no plurals : Secondly, that if it was not void,

then the heir-at-law was the person meant by " nearest relation; " for

the testatrix had in view a single person, and could not intend to

give it to all her relations. But Lord Hardwicke said, that a devise

was never to be construed absolutely void for uncertainty, unless from
necessity j and if this necessarily related to a single person, it would
be so, as there were several in equal degree of the name of Pyot.

But he did not take it so : the term " relation " was nomen coUectivum

as much as heir or kindred. " Then," continued he, " taking this to

be nomen coUectivum, as I do, there is no ground in reason or law to

say, the plaintiff should be the only person to take ; because there is

no ground to construe this description to refer to the actual bearing

the name at that time, but to refer to the stock ' of the Pyots.' If it

refers to the name, suppose a person of nearer relation than any of

those now before the Court, but originally of another name, changing

it to Pyot by Act of Parliament, that would not come within the

description of nearest relation of the name of Pyot ; for that would
be contrary to the intention of the testatrix ; and yet that description

is answered, being of the name of Pyot, and, perhaps, nearer in blood

than the rest. Then suppose a woman nearer in blood than the rest,

and marrying a stranger in blood of the name of Pyot ; that would
not do ; and yet, at the time of the contingency, she would be of the

name. In Jobson's Case, and in Bon v. Smith (which was a case put
at the bar by Serjeant Glanville, which was often done in those times,

but cannot be any authority), it is next of kin of my name (h), which
is a mere designation of the name, and is expressed differently here.

It may be a little nice ; but, I think, ' the Pyots ' describe

[*996] * a particular stock, and the name stands for the stock ; but
yet it does not go to the heir-at-law, as in the case of Dyer (i),

because it must be nearest relation, taking it out of the stock ; from
which case it also differs, as the personal is involved with real ; and
it was meant that both should go in the same manner ; and shall the

personal go to the heir-at-law ? Then this plainly takes in the plain-

tiff and his two sisters unmarried at the time of making the will,

although married before the contingency ; and I think the other sis-

ter, not before the Court, is equally entitled to take with them ; the

change of name by marriage not being material, nor the continuance

of the name regarded by the testatrix."

(h) This is not accurate; vide nnte, p. 994, n. {/).
(«} Chapmaa's case, Dyer, 333 b, ante, p. 936.
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So, in Mortimer v. Hartley (k), where a testator devised lands to

his son J., on condition that neither he nor his heirs should sell the

same, " it being the testator's desire that they should be to be kept in

kept in the Westerman's name ; " and if J. died without ^^^^^^''^h
leaving lawful issue, then the testator's daughter A. to to mean

have her brother's share subject to the same restrictions,
^^'"'y-

'

it was held that the word " name " must be construed to mean " fam-
ily " or " right line," for the son J. was held to take an estate tail,

and the daughter was to take subject to the same restrictions, that is,

an estate tail also, in which case the lands would devolve upon per-

sons not bearing the name of Westerman.
It seems to have been thought in Carpenter v. Bott (Z), that the word

" surname " was more easily convertible with " family " or " stock "

than the word " name." T. Crump, the testator in that
.p^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^

case, bequeathed a fund, in the event (which happened) kin of the sur-

of his niece dying without leaving issue, " amongst his
"^""^ "

next of kin of the surname of Crump, who should be living at the

decease of his niece, in like manner as if his said next of kin had
become entitled thereto under the Statute of Distributions.'' At the

death of the testator, his sole next of kin bearing the name of Crump,
was a lady who afterwards married the plaintiff during the life of

the niece, and Sir L. Shadwell, V.-C, thought the expression " of the

surname " was to be taken in the sense attributed by Lord Hardwicke
to the words " of the (name of the) Pyots," namely, " of the stock :

"

and therefore that Mrs. Carpenter was entitled (m).

* Where a gift to persons of the testator's name is held, ac- [*997]
cording to the more obvious sense, to point to persons whose
names answer to that of the testator, of course it does not apply to a

female who was originally of that name, but has lost it by marriage.

As in Jobson's case (n), often before cited, which was a
^^^^ j^ females

devise of lands in tail, the remainder to the next of kin losing name

of the testator's name. The next of kin, at the date of ^^ ""arriage.

the will, and also at the death of the testator, was his brother's daugh-

ter, who was then married to J. S. ; and, on the death of the tenant

in tail, without issue, the question was, whether she should have the

land ? and it was held, that she should not, because she was not then

of the name of the devisor. But if a person has acquired Name assumed

a new name by royal license or by Act of Parliament, he
V't''7'p^ i'

has not therefore lost his original name, for the license ment may be

or statute is simply permissive, and leaves the person at '*"^ ^*"^^'

liberty to resume his original name : so that a new name so acquired

(k) 6 Exoh. 47.

(I) 15 Sim. 606.

(hi) The question whether it would have been necessary that the surname (if literally con-

strued) should be borne at the niece's death was not decided. As to this question, see end of

this Chapter.
(n) Cro. El. 576. See also Bon c. Smith, id. 332; Doe d. Wright v. Plumptre, 3 B. &

Aid. 471.
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would probably be held no obstacle to his taking by a description of

which the old name was a part (o).

Another question is, whether gifts of this nature apply in cases the

converse of the last, i. e., to a person who, being originally of another

name, has subsequently acquired the prescribed name by marriage, or

by voluntary assumption, either under the authority of a royal license,

or the still more solemn sanction of an Act of Parliament, or without

any such authority (p).
In the absence of any express or implied indication to the contrary

appearing in the will, a gift to such of the testator's next of kin or

descendants who shall bear a particular name will not be confined to

persons entitled by birth to that name, but will include a person who
has assumed or obtained authority to use the name {q)

In Leigh v. Leigh (r), the testator, after limiting estates to his two
sisters and their issue in strict settlement, devised the property, on

T« ^o™«r,= „f failure of those estates, to the first and nearest of his kin-
10 persons oi

^
' ^

testator's name dred, being male and of his name and blood, that should
°° ™ be living at the determination of the estates before de-

vised, and to the heirs of his body ; Lord Eldon, with Thompson, B.,

and Lawrence, J., held, that a person, who answered the other parts

' of the description, but of another name, was not qualified, in

[*9983 * respect of the name, by his having, before the determina-

tion of the preceding estates, obtained a royal license that he

and his issue might use the surname of Leigh instead of his own
name, and having since assumed it. That the design of the testator,

in this case, was the exclusion of the female line, and that he was
not influenced solely by attachment to the name (one of which ob-

jects he must have had in view), appeared from his not having im-

posed the obligation of assuming his name upon the issue of his

sisters taking under the prior limitations.

j^i -^hat
^^^^ remaining question, applicable to the gifts under

period legatee consideration, is, at what time the devisee or legatee

prescribed must answer the prescribed qualification or condition in
description. regard to the name, supposing the will to be silent on
the point.

If the devise confers an estate in possession at the testator's de-

cease, that obviously is the point of time to which the will refers

;

and even where the devisee might, in other respects, take at the tes-

tator's decease an absolutely vested estate in remainder, it should
seem that the same construction prevails. Such was the unanimous
opinion of the Court in the two early cases of Bon v. Smith (s), and
Jobson's case (t), where lands were devised to A. in tail, with remain-

Co) See per Lord Eldon, Leigh v. Leigh, 15 Ves 100.

(p) As to the voluntary assumptioTi of a name, ante, p. 8f)8.

(j) Ee Roberts, Repington v. Eoberts-Gawen, 19 Ch. D. 520,
(r) 15 Ves. 92.

(s) Cro. El. 5.32.

{«) Cro. EI. 576.
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der to the next of the testator's name, or the next of kin of his name

;

and it was admitted, in both cases, that the testator's daughter, if

she had answered the description at the death of the testator, would
have been entitled.

But in Pyot v. Pyot (m), Lord Hardwicke considered that a differ-

ent rule is applicable to executory devises, which are fettered with

such a condition. The devise there was (as we have seen) to A. and
her heirs, and, in case she should die before twenty-one or marriage,

then to the testator's nearest relation of the name of the Pyots ; and
his Lordship expressly distinguished the case before him from Job-

son's case, where he said it was not a contingent limitation over upon
a fee devised precedent, nor was it a contingent but a vested remain-

der, and therefore referred to the time of making the will (qusere, the

death of the testator ?) ; whereas, in the case before the Court, the de-

scription of the person must refer to the time of the contingency hap-

pening, viz., such as, at that event, should be the testator's nearest

relation of the name of the Pyots (a;).

If such a construction can be sustained, it must embrace
all * executory gifts to persons answering a prescribed charac- [*999]

ter, as, to next of kin, heir, and other such persons ; for it is

difficult to perceive any valid reason for making the gifts under con-

sideration the subject of any peculiar rule in this respect
; Remarks upon

and, as general doctrine, his Lordship's proposition would Lord Hard-

have to contend with a large amount of authority, includ- doctrine in

ing those cases in which (as we have seen) the words ^y°^ "• ^y"'-

" next of kin " have been held to designate the next of kin at the

time of distribution, on other special grounds (y), for it would have
been idle to discuss the question, whether an executory gift to the

next of kin applied to the person answering the description of next

of kin when such gift took effect in possession, on the special ground

that the prior legatee was sole next of kin, or one of the next of kin

at the death of testator, if, by the general rule, an executory bequest

to next of kin applied to the persons answering the description when
the bequest took effect in possession.

(u) 1 Ves. 335, Belt's ed.; ante, p. 994.

(x) See further, on this point, Gulliver v. Ashby, 4 Burr. 1940 ; Lowndes v. Davies, 2 Scott,

74; ante, p. 898.

(y) Ante, p. 983.
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or per capita 1050
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having or leaving Children 1055

XIV. Gifts to younger Children . . 1058

XV. Gifts to "eldest," "first," or

"second" Son 1071

I.— Who are included in the Expressions "Children," "Grand-

children," &o,—The legal construction of the word " children " accords

Children how ^i*^ i*^ popular signification (a) ; namely, as designat-

construed. ing the immediate offspring; for, in all the cases in

-which it has been extended to a wider range of objects, it was used

Whether it
synonymously with a word of larger import, as issue (5).

«''t«"''s to It seems, however, that a gift to children extends to

and"whe'n.'^
"' grandchildren, where there is no child (c).* Thus, in

(a) The French word "enfans" received the same construction in Duhamel v. Ardouin, 2
Ves. 162. But see Martin ». Lee, 9 W. R. 522.

(b) Wythe r. Blackman, Amb. 555, 1 Ves. 196; Gale v. Bennett, Arab. 681; Chandless v.

Price, 3 Ves. 99; Royle v. Hamilton, 4 Ves. 437; and other cases, ante, p. 952, n. (A).

(c) Per Kay, J., in Re Smith, Lord v. Hayward, 35 Ch. D. 558, stated infra.

1 " Children " presumptively is to be taken
in its strict sense. Pu£;h v. Pugh, 105 Ind.

552; Palmer v. Horn, 84 N. Y. 516, The
word does not embrace grandchildren, prima
facie. In re Schedel, 73 Cal. 594; Pugh v.

Pugh, supra (citing Cummings v. Plummer,
94 Ind. 403) ; Osgood v. Lovering, 33 Maine,
464; Thomson i). Ludington, 104 Mass. 193;
Tillinghast v. De Wolf, 8 R. I. 69 ; Low v.

Harmony, 72 N. Y. 408; Gable's Appeal, 40

Fenn. St. 231; Castner's Appeal, 83 Fenn.

St. 478; Feit v. Vanatta, 21 N. J. Eq. 84;
Turner v. Withers, 23 Md. 18; Taylor v.

Watson, 35 Md. 519; Moors v. Sto'ne, 19
Gratt. 130; Denny v. Closse, 4 Ired. Eq.
102; Ward ». Sutton, 5 Ired. Eq. 421 : Willis

V. Jenkins, 30 Ga. 167; Walker v. William-
son, 25 Ga. 549 ; Hopson v. Skipp, 7 Biisli,

644; Churchill ». Churchill, 2 Met. (Ky.) 466;
Turner t), Ivie, 5 Heisk, 252; Morton v. Mor-
ton, 2 Swan, 318. Nor step-children. Cromer
V. Pinckney, 3 Barb. Ch. 466, 475 ; Barnes t>.
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Crooke v. Brooking (d), though, the claim of grandchildren to be

entitled in conjunction with a surviving child under a bequest

to " children," was rejected, yet the Lords Commissioners

considered, that, if there had been no child, they might *have [*1001]

taken. Lord Alvanley, too, in Eeeves v. Brymer (e), laid

it down, that " children may mean grandchildren, where there

can be no other construction, but not otherwise." Sir W. Grant,

also, seems rather to have assented to than denied the doctrine,

though he refused to apply it to a case (/) in which there was a gift

to the children of several persons deceased equally per stirpes, and
one of the persons was, at the making of the will, dead, leaving grand-

children, but no child ; his Honor being of opinion, that, as there were

children living of the other persons, as to whom, therefore, the gift

was clearly confined to those objects, he was precluded from giving

the word a different signification in the other instance. The same
Judge, on another occasion (g), refused to let in a great-grandchild

under the description of " grandchildren," there being grandchildren;

though he admitted, that " where there is a total want of children,

grandchildren have been let in, under a liberal construction of

'children'" (h).

(d) 2 Vera. 106.

(e) 4 Ves. 698. See also his judgment in Eoyle v. Hamilton, 4 Ves. 439.

(/) Eadcliffe v. Buckley, 10 Ves. 198 ; Moor v. Eaisbeck, 12 Sim. 123.

ig) Earl of Orfbrd v. Churchill, 3 V. & B. 59.

(A) No previous decision on the point, however, it is conceived, can be found; and the
doctrine appears to have, at that time, rested on the dicta of the Lords Commissioners who
decided Crooke v. Brooking, Lord Alvanley, and Sir W. Grant.

Greenzebach, 1 Edw. 41; Sydnor v. Palmer, "Children," though presumptively a word
29 Wis. 226 ; Cutter v. Doughty, 23 Wend, of purchase, may be a word of limitation, so

513; In re Hallett, 8 Paige, 375. (See Kim- as to mean descendants. Prowitt «. Rodman,
ball V. Story, 108 Mass. 382, that a step-son 37 N. Y. 42; Meson v. Ammon, 117 Penn.
is not a "relative.") Nor adopted children. St. 127; Tyrone v. Waterford, 1 De G. F. &
Sohafers. Eneu, 54 Penn. St. 304; Russell ». J. 637; Robinson v, Robinson, 1 Burr. 38;
Russell, 84 Ala. 48. See Commonwealth v. Hodges v. Middleton, 2 Doug. 431; Doe v.

Nancrede, 32 Penn. St. 389. Compare John- Webber, 1 B, & Aid. 713; Doe v. Simpson, 3
son's Appeal, 88 Penn. St. 346. Man. & G. 929; Parkman v. Bowdoin, 1
When grandchildren are included in the Sumn. 359, 368; Haldeman r. Haldeman, 40

term, see In re Schedel, 73 Cal. 594; Bowker Penn. St. 29; Guthrie's Appeal, 37 Penn.
V. Bowker, 148 Mass. 198; Minot v. Harris, St. 9. But primarilv it is, of course, a word
132 Mass. 628 ; Houghton v. Kendall, 7 Allen, of purchase. Hill v. Thomas, 11 S. Car. 346,

72 (gift to children "who may be surviv- 357; Hannan ». Osborn, 4 Paige, 336 ; Sisson
ing heirs"); In re Paton, 111 N. Y. 480; ». Seaburv, 1 Sumn. 235.

Hunt's Estate, 133 Penn. St. 260; Sorver ». Further, Butler v. Ralston, 69 Ga. 485;
Berndt, ' 10 Barr, 213 (children " or legal White v. Rowland, 67 Ga. 546 ; Lewis v.

heirs"); Neave v. Jenkins, 2 Yeates, 414; Lewis, 62 Ga. 265; Elliott t). Elliott, 117 Ind.
Long V. Labor, 8 Barr, 229; Whitehead v. 380 ("children" construed illegitimate in

Lassiter, 4 Jones, Eq. 79; Hughes d. Hughes, preference to legitimate children); Chenault
12 B. Mon. 115, 121; Ewing v. Handler, 4 «. Chenault, 88 Ky. 83; Heald ». Heald, 66
Litt. 349; Drayton c. Drayton, 1 Desaus. 327; Md. 301; Stump ». Jordan, 54 Md. 619; Stone-
Devaux ». Barnwell, id. 499; Smith «. Cose, braker v. Zollicoffer, 62 Md. 164; White's
2 Desaus. 123, n. See also Mowatt v. Carow, Estate, 135 Penn. St. 341; McCulIoch's Ap-
7 Paige, 328; Izard ». Izard, 2 Desaus. 308; peal, 113 Penn. St. 247; Affolter v. May, 115
Tier v. Pennell, 1 Edw. 354; Marsh v. Hague, Penn. St. 54; Jones ». Cable, 114 Penn. St.

id. 174; Hone v. Van Shaick, 3 Edw. 474; 586; Webb v. Hitchins, lOo Penn. St. 91;
Hallowell v. Phipps, 2 Whart. 376; Dickin- Ovster v. Ovster, 100 Penn. 538; Smith v.

son V. Lee, 4 Watts, 82; Phillips ». Beall, 9 Fox, 82 Va."763.
Dana, 1 ; Robinson v. Hardoastle, 2 Brown,
Gh. 344 ; Clifford v. Koe, L. R., 5 App. Cas. 447.
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In Ee Smith, Lord v. Hayward (i), a testator gave his residuary-

real and personal estate upon trust for sale and to divide the proceeds

"Children" of sale into six shares, and to pay one of such shares

"IranddiT " equally between all the children" of his "late sister

dren " where B." who should be living at his death, and he gave the

hving at date other five-sixths in similar terms to the children of five

of will. other deceased persons. At the date of the will, as was
well known to the testator, there were no children of B. living, but

there were two grandchildren of B. who survived the testator. It

was held by Sir E. Kay, J., that the two grandchildren took the one-

sixth given to the "children" of the deceased sister. He thus

stated the law on the point under discussion :
" The law seems to

stand thus. If the testator on the face of the will gives a legacy to

the children of a deceased person, mentioning that person as being

dead, and at the date of the will there are no children of that person,

but there are grandchildren, then the Court, on the principle ut res

magis valeat, holds that the gift takes effect in favor of the grand-

children. On the other hand, if the testator mentions the children

of the late A. B., the late C. D., and the late E. F., and some of these

have left children, and one has left grandchildren only, then the

Court considers there is a difficulty in holding that the word
[*1002] *

' children ' only once used can have a different meaning

where there are in one case children and another case grand-

children. Again, if on the face of the will the testator shows an
intention to use the wotd 'children' in its normal and ordinary

meaning, by himself having mentioned ' grandchildren,' as well as

'children,' there, again, the Court feels itself obliged to read the

word 'children' in its ordinary sense" (k). His Lordship laid stress

on the point that, in the case before him, the testator, instead of

giving his residue in the mass to the children of the late A. B., and
C, as in Radcliffe v. Buckley, divided it into six shares, and gave
one-sixth to the children of the late A., and another sixth to the chil-

dren of the late B., and so on, describing in each case the class who
were to take.

The extension of gifts to children to more remote descendants is,

as it would seem, confined to cases in which, but for this construe-

Where the tion, the gift, according to the state of events at the time
gift otherwise gf {fg inception (i. e., of the making of the will), never
never could ',,,-^,}- ',. .,, „ .„
have had an could have had an object, as in the case of a gift to
object.

^.jjg children of A., a person then being, to the testator's

knowledge (J), dead, leaving grandchildren only (m). It is evident,

(») 35 Ch. D. 558.

(k) See Loring e. Thomas, infra, p. 1004.

(0 This knowledge must be proved ; it cannot be presumed, per Lord Cranworth, Crook v.

Whitley, 7 D. M. & G. 496.

(m) Which, as before suggested, occurred in respect of one class of children, in Radcliffe

V. Buckley. The case of Lord Woodhouselee v. Dalrymple, 2 Mer. 419, stated next Chapter,
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that a strong argument in favor of this doctrine as so limited, is to

be drawn from cases in which words have been carried beyond their

ordinary signification, from the want of other persons or things more
nearly answering to the terms of description used (w), in order to

avoid the evident absurdity of supposing the testator to

have made a gift without an actual or possible object, construction is

Such were the circumstances and such the decision in confined to

Fenn v. Death (o). But this reasoning does not apply to a
'

case in which the gift, being to the children of a person living, might
in event include objects subsequently coming in esse ; so that no in-

ference, that the testator does not mean children properly so called,

arises from the fact of there being no child when he makes
the gift. To apply the doctrine * in question to such a case, [*1003]

is to allow the construction to be influenced by subsequent

circumstances, in opposition to a well-known rule. Besides, it denies

to a testator the power of giving to children, to the exclusion of de-

scendants of another generation (which is certainly a possible inten-

tion), without using words of exclusion, though he might reasonably

suppose the intention to exclude them was sufficiently apparent by
the mention of another class of objects, and hot of them. In the case

of a gift to A., and after his death, to his children living at his de-

cease, and if he dies without leaving children, to B. and his children

;

the testator may choose to prefer A. and his children to B. and his

children ; but it does not follow that he intends the same preference

to extend to the grandchildren of A. {p).

In Pride v. Fooks {q), where a testator bequeathed his residuary

estate in trust for "such child or children as his niece and two
nephews, A., B. and C. should leave at their respective deceases,"

one-third to the " child or children " of A., and the two other thirds

to the " child or children " of B. and C. in like manner ; with cross

executory limitations in case the niece or either of the nephews should

die without leaving any " children or child," to the " children or child "

of the other or others " leaving children or a child ;
" and in case all of

them, his said nephews and niece, should die without leaving " any

issue " lawfully begotten, the testator directed the whole of the resi-

would probably be considered as aiding the argument for an extension of the bequest to

grandchildren in such a case.

(n) Dav V. Trig. 1 P. W. 286, ante, Vol I. p. 358; Doe d. Humpbrevs v. Roberts, 5 B. &
Aid. 407,'ante, Vol. I. p. 752; Gill v. Shelle.v, 2 R. & My. 336.

(o) 23 Beav. 73. See also Berry v. Berrv, 3 Gif . 134. In general, if the word " children "

extends beyond its primary meaning, it witl include issue of every degree. See per Turner,

L. J; Pride v. Fooks, 3 De G. & J. 275, and per Lord Cranvrorth, 'Crook v. Whitley, 7 D. M.
& G. 496. In Fenn v. Death, great-grandchildren appear to have been excluded; sed qu.

(p) In Loveday v. Hopkins, Amb. 273, Sir T. Clarke, M. R., held that grandchildren were
not entitled under a bequest to " heirs," because the term appeared by the context of the will

to be used in the sense of children. Sir E. Sugden, has shown, (Pow. 8th ed. 664), that a
power to appoint among children cannot be exercised in favor of grandchildren. He does
not advert to any distinction in the ca.se of there being no children. According to the doctrine

which the present writer has endeavored to refute, such a power would in that event extend
to grandchildren.

(;) 3 De G. & J. 232.
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due to be divided between the three " children " of X. equally, or in

case of either of them being then dead, to the survivors or survivor

and the " issue " of such as might be dead, such " issue " taking per

stirpes and not per capita. The nephews and niece survived the tes-

tator, and died without leaving any children living at their respective

deceases, but the niece left several grandchildren and one great-grand-

child, and it was contended, that, there being in event no children, the

bequest to " children " must be extended to remoter issue : but it was
held by K. Bruce and Turner, L. JJ., that the construction of the will

could not thus be made dependent on subsequent events. This

[*1004] being so, * and the case not being one in which the gift over

without issue could be read " without such issue " (r), the resi-

due was undisposed of.

And even where, according to the state of facts at the date of the

will, the gift could never have taken effect in favor of children, the

may be context may be such as to exclude remoter issue. Thus,
excluded even jn Loring V. Thomas (s), where a testatrix bequeathed

cases, by con- one part of her residue to the children of her deceased
*®^'* aunt A., and another part to the grandchildren of her

deceased aunt B., and added a proviso giving certain directions in

case the children of A. or the grandchildren of B. should die in her

lifetime : there was no child of A. living at the date of the will, but

there were grandchildren, who claimed the part given to the children

of A. Sir E. Kindersley, V.-C, held that they were not entitled. He
observed that it was said the testatrix must have used the word
" children " inadvertently, and meant grandchildren. That must mean
either that she intended to have written grandchildren, or that she

used the word " children " as co-extensive with it. But this could

not be maintained, since not only there, but in the proviso, he found
that she clearly knew the distinction between children and grand-

children : she made the very distinction {t).

The word " grandchildren " must, on the same principle, be confined

to the single line or generation of issue, which it naturally imports.

Whether Lord Northington, indeed, in Hussey v. Berkeley (m), ex-
" grandchild- pressed an opinion that the word " grandchildren " would,
rcn, includss
great grand- without further explanation, comprehend great-grand-
children. chUdren,* the term being, he thought, in common par-

(r) As to this, vide post, Ch. XL.
(s) 1 Dr. & Sm. 497, 508. See also Stephenson v. Abingdon, 31 Beav. 305, stated post,

p. 1008.

(0 The V.-C. added, "A third alternative construction would be that she thought the
grandchildren really were children ; but that would be inconsistent with the evidence which
proved that she was acquainted with the state of the family."

(«) 2 Ed. 194, Arab. 603 (Hussey v. Dillon).

1 See Eoyle v. Hamilton, 4 Ves. (Sumner's unless it plainly appears that such was the
ed.) 437. Great-grandchildren do not take intention. Hone «i. Van Shaick, 3 Edw. 474;
under the designation of grandchildren, Teates v. Gill, 9 B. Mon. i204; Dooling v.
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lance used rather in opposition to children, than as isonfined to the

next generation. But, in the case before his Lordship, the testator

had explained this to be his construction, by applying in another part

of his will the term " grandchild " to a great-grandchild (x). And
the contrary of Lord Northington's doctrine was determined by Sir

W. Grant, in Earl of Orford v. Churchill (y), in which, however, it

is remarkable, that neither his Lordship's dictum nor decision was
noticed.

It should be observed, however, that, in a considerable

class of * cases («), the word " child " or " children " has re- [*1005]
ceived an interpretation extending it beyond its more precise

and obvious meaning, as denoting immediate offspring, and been con-

sidered to have been employed as nomen collectivum, or
•i-r, J J ^ 1 • 1.- 1, "Children"

as synonymous with issue or descendants ; ' m which gen- ^hen srnony-

eral sense it has often the efEect, when applied to real '."""^ ^'"^

estate, of creating an estate tail. Where this construc-

tion prevailed, however, it has generally been aided by the context.

But even if the fact were otherwise, those cases Ivould afford no au-

thority for extending the word " children " to grandchildren in the

cases under consideration. There it was synonymous with issue in

all events ; here it is to be so construed only in certain events, leaving

the signification of the word, therefore, dependent on circumstances

arising subsequently to the making of the will, or, it may be, to the

death of the testator. The cases, therefore, are not analogous.

Under a gift to the children of a person, his children by different

marriages will generally be entitled ;
^ and it is not necessary to show

that the testator had in view a future marriage, but only "Children"

that the terms of the will are not so wholly inconsistent
J.^'jj^j?!^ ^f

with such a notion as necessarily to limit the generality different mar-

of the word " children " (a), in which latter case effect will "^s«s.

of course be given to the testator's language (5). In a case of Stavers

V. Barnard (c), where a testator bequeathed his personal estate to

trustees, in trust to apply the interest thereof "in the maintenance

(x) Bnt as to this, see pp. 1005, 1006.

(«) 3 V. & B. 59.

(z) Vide post, Ch. XXXVIII. ; and TRe Crawhall's Trusts, 8 D. M. & G. 480 (gift " to the

children of my sister A. (except the issue of her daughter X.) and of my sister 13.," held to

include grandchildren of B.).

(a) Barrington v. Tristram, 6 Ves. 345; Critchett v. Taynton, 1 R. & Mv. 541; Peppin v.

Bickford, 3 Ves. 570; Ex parte Ilchester, 7 Ves. 368 ; Re Pickup's Trusts, IJ. & H. 389

;

Isaac V. Hughes, L. R., 9 Eq. 191. See also Nash v. Allen, 42 Ch. D. 54, where it appearing
from the terms of the gift over that children of a future marriage were intended to participate,

it was held that an after-taken husband was also intended to be benefited.

(i) Stopford V. Chaworth, 8 Beav. 331.

(4 2 Y. & C. C. C. 539; and see Lovejov v. Crafter, 35 Beav. 149; Ee Parrott, Walter v.

Parrott, 33 Ch. D. 274.

Hobbs, 5 Harr. (Del) 405 ; Heyward «. v. Haldeman, 40 Penn. St. 29 ; Guthrie's

Hasell, 2 S. Car. 509; Pemberton v. Parke, 5 Appeal, 37 Penn. St. 9 ; Parkman v. Bowdoin,
Binn. 601. 1 Sumn. 359.

1 See Dunlap v. Shreve, 2 Duval, 335; 2 See Carroll t). Carroll, 20 Texas, 731.

Prowitt II. Rodman, 37 N. Y. 42 ; Haldeman

VOL. II. U
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bf his children until the youngest attained twenty-one, and then to

divide the same equally between A., B., C, and D., children by his

former wife, and E. and ¥., children by his then present wife, and
such other child or children as might be living, or as his said wife

might be enceinte with at his decease." Sir J. K. Bruce, V.-C, held

that two children by the first marriage, not named in the will, but

living at the date of the will and of the testator's death, were not

entitled under the latter words of the bequest.

[*1006] * It remains to be observed that a gift to children does not
extend to children by affinity; consequently a grandson's

Children by widow has been held not to be entitled under a devise to

?nSd.°' grandchildren (d).

II. — Gifts to Classes of Nephe'ws, Nieces, Cousins, &c.— Gifts to

other classes of relations, as nephews, nieces, cousins, are subject

"Nephews," to like rules.^ Thus great-nephews and great-nieces are

'•""f «f"'d not included in a gift to "nephews and nieces" (e),' nor

not 'include a great grand-nephew in a gift to " grand-nephews "
(/).

orseconS''^"' So descendants of first cousins will not take under a gift

cousins. to " first cousins or cousins german "
(g) ; nor a first cou-

mSw fiAt sin once removed under a gift to second cousins (h). And
cousins. "cousins" prima facie means first cousins (i). Again,

relations by affinity do not, without the aid of a context (A), take

under a gift to " relations " generally (I), or to relations of a particu-

lar denomination, as, nephews and nieces (m).' And a gift to

nephews or nieces will not_ include all great-nephews or great-

(d) Hussev «. Berkeley, 2 Ed. 194.

(e) Shelley v. Bryer, Jac. 207; Falknert). Butler, Amb. 514.

(/) Waring v. Lee, 8 Beav. 247.

(q) Sanderson v. Bayley, 4 My. & C. 56.

(A) Corporation of Bridgnorth v. Collins, 15 Sim. 541 ; Ke Parker, Bentham v. Wilson, 15
Oh. D. 528, 17 Ch. D. 262.

(j) Stoddart v. Nelson, 6 D. M. & 6. 68 ; Stephenson v. Abingdon, 31 Beav. 305; over-
ruling contrary dictum of Shadwell, V.-C, Caldecott v. Harrison, 9 Sim. 457.

(k) Vide ante, p. 977; see also Cloak v. Hammond, 34 Ch. D. 255.

(I) Hibbert v. Hibbert, L. R., 15 Eq. 372.

(m) Wells V. Wells, L. R., 18 Eq. 504; Grant v. Grant, L.R., 5 C. P. 880, 727, 2P. & D. 8,

contra, is opposed to the general current of authority.

1 " To each of ray nephews, one and all," no nephews or nieces of his own blood, those
includes those to whom legacies have already of his wife were held entitled. See also
beengivenby the will. Bartlett ». Houdlette, Adney ».' Greatrex, 38 L. J. Ch. 414, dis-
147 Mass. 25 (citing Gushing «. Burrell, 137 tinguishing Smith v. Lidiard, 3 K. & J. 252.
Mass. 21). On the admissibility of declarations of the

2 Goddard B. Amory, 147 Mass. 71; In re testator as to the person intended, see id.;
Woodward, 117 N. Y. 522 (citing Low ji. Grant v. Grant, L. R., 5 C. P. 380, 727,
Harmony, 72 N. Y. 408) ; ShuU v. Johnson, criticised in note m. supra. See further
2 Jones, Eg. 202; Cromer ». Pinckney, 3 Morrison's Estate, 139 Penn. St. 306; Appel
Barb. Ch. 466. Nephews and nieces ""on «. B)'ers, 98 Penn. St. 479 ; Sherrattc. Mount-
both sides" will include those such by mar- ford, supra; Gill v. Shelley, 2 Russ. & M.
riage. Frogley ». Phillips, 3 De G. F. & J. 336; Leigh v. Byron, 1 Sm. & 6. 486;
466. And in Hogg v. Clark, 32 Beav. 641, Thompson v. Robin«on, 27 Beav 486; Crook
and Sherratt v. Mountford, L. R., 8 Ch. 928, ti. Whitley, 7 De G. M. & G. 490.

«. c. L. R., 15 Eq. 305, where the testator had « Green's Appeal, 42 Fenn. St. 25.
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nieces (n), or all nephews or nieces by marriage (o), merely because

in another part of the will the testator has misdescribed one or more
of them as a nephew or niece. Generally, indeed, it will not include

even the individuals thus misdescribed (jp).

But the intention of a testator to use any of these appellations in

a less accurate sense will of course prevail, if clearly

indicated by the context.'' Thus, in James v. Smith {q), context proves

where a testator, after describing a great-niece as his ? different

" niece A., daughter of his nephew B." bequeathed his
'

residue to his nephews and nieces. Sir L. Shadwell, V.-C, held that

the testator had unequivocally shown that he meant the

child of a nephew or niece * to take, as well as a nephew or [*1007]

a niece, and that not only A. but all others in the same
degree were entitled to share. He distinguished Shelley v. Bryer :

" There the testator spoke of a person as his niece who in fact was
great-niece, but he did not show that he knew her to be the child of

a nephew or niece ; he spoke at random." It may be doubted, how-
ever, whether the judges who decided Smith v. Lidiard and Thomp-
son V. Eobinson would accept inadvertence as a sufficient distinction

between those cases and James v. Smith. Again, in Weeds v. Bris-

tow (r), where by his will a testator bequeathed his residue equally

amongst his nephews and nieces ; and by codicil he gave to his

"nephew A." (who was in fact a great-nephew), 100^., which he de-

clared was to be in addition to the share of residue given to him
by the will— (thus far like Shelley v. Bryer)— and that he was to

receive first the lOOZ., and afterwards, in addition thereto, the said

share of residue ; it was held by Sir J. Stuart, V.-C, that the testator

had put his own construction on his language, and that not only A.,

but all other great-nephews and great-nieces were let in. As to A.,

the concluding passage of the codicil constituted of itself a gift to

A. ; for of course a gift to an individual otherwise sufficiently de-

scribed is not invalidated by a misstatement of his relationship (s)
;

but as to the others, the case goes beyond James v. Smith ; for there

the testator used the word " niece " of " the daughter of a nephew ;
"

here he used it only of " A."

So if at the date of the will there is not, and it is impossible

there ever should be, a nephew or niece, properly so called, and the

(n) Shellev v. Brver, Jac. 207 ; Thompson «. Robinson, 27 Beav. 486. See also Ee
Blower's Trusts, L. R., 6 Ch. 351, reversing s. c. L. R., 11 Eq. 97; Re Standley's Estate, L.

R., 5 Eq. 303.

(o) Smith V. Lidiard, 3 K. & J. 252; Wells v. Wells, L. R., 18 Eq. 504.

ip) See cases in last two notes, and Hibbert ». Hibbert, L. R., 15 Eq. 372. See also Merrill

e Morton, 17 Ch. D. 382.

(5) 14 Sim. 214.

(r) L. R., 2 Eq. 333.

(«) Stringer v. Gardiner, 4 De G. & J. 468.

I Shepard v. Shepard, 57 Conn. 24; Goddard ». Amory, 147 Mass. 71.
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—or the testator knows tlie fact, the nephew or niece of a hus-

gift strictly ^^^ ^f^ oj. ^ife (m) may be entitled. So if the gift be

^eSer'^couid to " nephews and nieces " (in the plural), and there is

ob^ct"^*'^
*° not and cannot be more than one nephew and one niece,

° ^'^ "

nephews and nieces by marriage may take (a;). And

under corresponding circumstances first cousins once re-

[*1008] moved may take under a gift to " second cousins " (y). * But

in these cases it must be proved that the testator knew the

facts («).

And the larger construction may after all be excluded by the con-

text ; as in Stephenson v. Abingdon (a), where by will the bequest

was to "my cousins living at my death and the children of my cous-

ins then dead," and by codicil the testator excluded from the be-

quest the only four persons who then were or could ever become

his "cousins," it was nevertheless held that the children of those

cousins, i. e., first cousins once removed, could not take, for the

testator had by expressly mentioning children of deceased cousins

provided for such first cousins once removed as he meant to

include.

Conversely, the full force of. any term of relationship may be so

Full meaning limited by the context as to exclude some of those who
curtailed. Would naturally be included in the class (b). And it is

to be observed that a bequest to " first and second cousins " has been

Gift to "first
decided to comprehend all who are within the same de-

and second gree (the sixth) as second cousins ; and therefore to ad-
cousins."

^^^ great-nieces and first cousins once (c), or twice (d)

removed.

(*) Sherratt v. Mountford, L, R., 8 Ch. 928.

(m) Hogg V. Clark, 32 Beav. 641; Sherratt v. Mountford, L. R., 8 Ch. 928.

Ix) Adney v. Greatrex, 38 L. J., Ch. 414. It was assumed that a woman aged 60 was past
child-bearmg.

(y) Slade v. Fooks, 9 Sim. 386. It is presumed that the state of facts ifound was that

which existed at the date of the will. See also Re Bonner, Tucker v. Good, 19 Ch. D- 201;
Wilks V. Bannister, 30 Ch, D. 512. If, however, there are persons who strictly answer the
description of second cousins, evidence is not admissible that the testator was accustomed to
call his first cousins once removed "second cousins," per Cotton, L. J., in Re Parker, Ben-
tham V. Wilson, 17 Ch. D. at p. 265.

(z) Crook V. Whitlev, 7 D. M. & 6. 490.

(o) 31 Beav. 305,

(6) Caldecott«. Harrison, 9 Sim, 457, where the V.-C. held that "cousins" was restricted

by the context to first cousins. The principle is of course clear, though the V.-C.'s construc-
tions of " cousins" has not been followed, sup,

(c) Mavott V. Mayott, 2 B. C. C. 125. But in Re Parker, Bentham ». Wilson, 15 Ch. D.
528, this laxity of construction was disapproved of by Jessel, M. R„ who said that Mayott ».

Mayott had been mistaken in the subsequent cases; that by " first and second cousins '* the
testator, in Mayott v. Mayott, referred to some living persons whom he knew (as "anybody
reading the will could see "), and that, as there were no second cousins then living, he must
have meant somebodv else. The M. R. drew no distinction between one gift to '' first and
second cousins," and distinct gifts (as in the case before him), one to first cousins, and the
other to second cousins. The decision of the M. R., was afiirmed by the Court of Appeal, 17
Ch. D. 262, see ante, p. 1006, n. (A).

(d) Silcox V. Bell, 1 S. & St. 301; Charge v. Goodyer, 3 Russ. 140. But see contra, Slade
V. Fooks, 9 Sim. 386.
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Again, a gift to brothers and sisters extends to half A gift to a

brothers and sisters (e),* and a gift to nephews and nieces j^*^' mciudea

to the children of half brothers and sisters (/) : and so thoae of the

with regard to every other degree of relationship.
half-blood.

III.—'What Class of Objects, as to Period of Birth, as to class of
" Children " comprehend, generally, — But the question children en-

which has been chiefly agitated in devises and bequests ' '
'

to children is, as to the point of time at which the class is

to be ascertained, or in other words, as * to the period within [*1009]

which the objects must be born and existent j^ supposing

(e) The point was adverted to, arguendo, in Leake v. Robinson, 2 Mer. 363, which did not
require its determination.

(/) Grieves v. Kawley, 10 Hare, 63; Re Hammersley, Kitchin v. Myers, W. N. 1886, p. 64.

1 But see Wood ». Mitcham, 92 N. Y. 375,

contra.
2 A devise to a class of persons takes effect

in favor of those who constitute the class at

the death of the testator, unless a contrary
intention can be inferred from some particular

language of the will, or from some such
extrinsic facts as may be entitled to considera-

tion in construing its provisions. Russell v.

Russell, 84 Ala. 48 (citing HoUingsworth v.

Hollingswortfa, 65 Ala. 321) ; Campbell ».

Rawdon, 18 N. Y, 412 ; Jenkins v. Freyer, 4
Paige, 47; LoriUard d. Coster, 5 Paige, 172

;

Chasmar v. Bucken, 37 N J. Eq. 415 ; Lom-
bard V. Willis, 147 Mass. 13 ; Minot ».

Taylor, 129 Mass. 160; Upham v, Emerson,
119 Mass. 509 ; Worcester v. Worcester, 101
Mass. 128 ; Lombard v. Boyden, 6 Allen, 249

,

Whitney ». Whitnej', 45 N. H.311; Gross's

Estate, iO Barr, 360; Chase v. Lockerman, 11

Giil& J. 185 ; Young v. Robinson, id. 329,

Shotts V. Poe, 47 Md. 513, Shinn e. Motley,
3 Jones, Kq. 490; Bvittoii w Miller. 63 N.
Car 268; Gillespie t). Schuman, 62 Ga. 252

;

Springer B. Congleton, 30 6a. 977; Goodwin
V. Goodwin, 48 Ind. 584, Wren v. Hvnes, 2

Duv. 129; McClung v. McMillan, 1 Heisk.

655; In re Coleman, L. R. 4 Ch. D. 165.

See Lewis ». Lewis, 62 Ga. 265. And in the

case of a gift to tenants in common, the snr-

vivors at the time of the testator's death,

some of the number having previously

deceased, gain, prima facie, no benefit from
the diminution of donees. Upham v. Emer-
son, 119 Mass. 509, Lombard v. Boyden, 5

Allen, 249. (It would be otherwise if the

donees were to take jointly. Holbrook v.

Harrington, 16 Gray, 102. See post, Ch.
xxxn.)
Thus it is a general rule that when an

aggregate fund is given to several, to be di-

vided among them nominatim, in equal shares,

if one of them dies before the testator his

share, if not otherwise disposed of, will lapse.

Workman v. Workman, 2 Allen, 472, Jack-
son V. Roberts, 14 Grav, 546; Stedman v.

Priest, 103 Mass. 293. "See Kelly v. Kellv,

61 N. Y. 47; Haward d. Peavey, i28 111. 430,
Thompson v. Ludington, 104 Mass. 193

,

Blanchardi), Blanohard, 1 Allen, 223. Still,

the mere fact that the testator mentions by
name the individuals who make up the class

is not conclusive, and if an intention to give
a right of survivorship may be collected from
the remaining provisions, applied to the
existing facts, such intention must prevail.

Stedman v. Priest, 103 Mass. 293 ; Hood v.

Boardman, 148 Mass. 330 (citing Wright v.

White, 136 Mass. 170: Dove v. Johnson, 141
Mass. 287); Towne v. Weston, 132 Mass. 513.

So, too, where the question of right by sur-
vivorship arises upon the termination of a
prior estate given by the testator, if there be
words which show an intention that those
living at that time shall take the whole estate,

then, though the interest of each was vested
when the testator died, such interest would not
be transmitted by the death of a child during
the existence of the prior estate, but would
go by survivorship to the others. McClung
V. McMillan, 1 Heisk. 655; Bridgewater v.

Gordon, 2 Sneed, 5,

On the other hand, where a gift to a class

is to take effect after the testator's death, the
estate given will be cut down by the birth of

others who come within the description before
the period or event upon which the gift is to

take effect or the distribution is to be made

;

such will be included as within the probable
intention of the testator. Thus, in the case
of a gift to grandchildren, any grandchild of

the testator who might be born after his death
would be entitled to a share of the fund.
McArthur i). Scott, 113 U. S. 340, Doe v.

Considine, 6 Wall 458, Webster v. Welton,
53 Conn. 183; Hall v. Hall, 123 Mass. 120;
Fosdick V. Fosdick, 6 Allen, 41; Worcester v.

Worcester, 101 Mass. 128; Hatfield v. Sohier,

114 Mass. 48, Nichols v. Denny, 37 Miss.
59; Yeaton v. Roberts, 28 N. H. 459; Haskins
V. Tate, 25 Penn. St. 249; Teed v. Morton, 60
N. Y. 502, Sinton v. Boyd, 19 Ohio St. 30;
Myers v Myers, 2 McCord, Ch. 256.
But if the period is left indefinite, or if the

fift is per verba in prsesenti, none but those
orn before the death of the testator can take.

Myers v. Jlyers, supra ; Jenkins v. Freyer, 4
Paige, 47 , Van Hook », Rogers, 3 murph.
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tlie testator himself not to have expressly fixed the period of ascer-

taining the objects, which, of course, takes the ease out of the gene-

ral rule ; for example, a gift to children " now living " applies to

such as are in existence at the date of the will (g), and those only

;

and a gift to children living at the decease of A. will extend to chil-

dren existing at the prescribed period, whether the event happens in

the testator's lifetime (supposing that they survive him), or after his

decease (h). These, however, are still gifts to classes, and if any of

the children " now living," or " living at the death of A." (supposing

A. to die before the testator) should die in the testator's lifetime, the

share which such child would have taken will not lapse, but the sur-

viving children will take the whole. Classes fluctuate both by dimi-

nution and by increase : here it would be by diminution only (i).^

(g) James ». Richardson, 1 Vent. 334, 2 Vent. 311; Bureheti). Durdant, T. Eaym. 330.

See also Att.-6en. v. Bary, 1 Eq. Ca. Ab. 201,' Crosley v. Clare, 3 8w. 320 n.; Abney v.

Miller, 2 Atk. 593 ; Blundell v. Dunn, 1 Mad. 433.

(A) Allen v. Callow, 3 Ves. 289; Turner v. Hudson, 10 Beav. 222. Where a testator

gave a legacy to A. his daughter for life, and after her death to his grandson B., and if he
should die in the lifetime of A., then to the children of C. who should be then living ; it was
held that the bequest was confined to the children of C. living at the death of A., and that the
point was so clear, that the costs of the suit occasioned by the refusal of the executor to pay
the legacy without the opinion of the Court, must fall on himself, Harvey v. Harvey, 3 Jur.
949. See also Sturge v. Great Western Kail. Co., 19 Ch. D. 444 ; Re Milne, Grant v. Heysham,
57 L. T. 828. See further as to " then living," ante. Vol. I., p. 809, n. And here it may'
not be amiss to observe, that a child who is made a legatee for life is not thereby incapaci-

tated from claiming under a bequest of the ulterior interest to the testator's children living

at his (the testator's) decease, Jennings v. Newman, 10 Sim. 219. See also Almack v. Horn,
1 H. & M. 630; and see Woods v. Townley, 11 Hare, 314; Carver v. Burgess, 18 Beav. 541,

7 D. M. & G. 97; Eeay «. Rawlinson, 29 Beav. 88.

(i) Lee v. Pain, 4 Hare, 250 ; Leigh v. Leigh, 17 Beav. 605 ; Cruse v. Howell, 4 Drew. 215.

See also Viner v. Francis, 2 Cox, 190; Dimond v. Bostock, L. E., 10 Ch. 358. See further
as to gifts to a class. Vol. I., pp. 232, 310 et seq. The head-note to Spencer v. Wilson, L. R.,

16 Eq. 501, erroneously states that in that case Leigh v. Leigh was "not followed." The
two cases were very different, as pointed out in the latter by Malins, V.-C, who in Ee Smith's
Trusts, 9 Ch. D. 119, cited Leigh v. Leigh as an authority.

178. See Hansford v. Elliott, 9 Leigh, 79; living when he made his will, the learned
Meares v, Meares, 4 Ired. 192. To let in judge thought that he would have named
children born after the death of the testator, them, or used words to show that he meant
some subsequent period of distribution must so to limit it. Annable v. Patch, 3 Pick. 363.
be fixed, or the result must depend on some In this case S. A. and her four children, living
contingency, and not be left inedefinite. at the time of the testator's death, took an
Swinton v. Legare, 2 McCord, Ch. 440

;
estate together in fee-simple in the real

Jenkins ». Freyer, 4 Paige, 47; Battel v. property,— in the part in which the widow
Onimaney, 4 Euss. 70. See Turner v. Patter- had a life-estate, a vested remainder, which
son, 5 Dana, 292. A testator devised all the opened to let in the two after-born children,
remainder of his estate, both real and per- and in the rest a qualified fee so limited as to

sonal, to his daughter S. A. and the children admit their claims by way of executory de-
born of her body, including all estate his wife vise. See Dole ». Keyes, 143 Mass. 237 (cit-

had the improvement of during her life, after ing Weston v. Foster. 7 Met. 297 ; Hatfield
the decease of his said wife. S. A. had three ». Sohier, 114 Mass. 48 ; Gibbens v. Gibbens,
children when the will was made, and a fourth 140 Mass. 102) ; Bruce v. Bissell, 119 Ind. 525.
was born afterwards in the testator's lifetime. And it seems that the after-born children
all of whom survived the testator, and two were entitled to share in the personal property
more were bom after his decease. It was bv wav of executory devise. See Dingley v.
held that " the children of her body " meant Dingley, 5 Mass. 535, 537 ; Ballard v. Ballard,
all the children she might have. Mr. Justice 18 Pick. 41; Parkman «. Bowdoin, 1 Sum.
Wilde said this was not a strained construe- 366 ; Weston v Foster, 7 Met. 300 ; Yeaton
tion of the words when it is observed that, as v. Roberts, 28 N. H. 459; Phillips ». Johnson,
to part of the property, the devise was pro- 14 B, Mon. 172; Ward w. Saunders, 3 Sneed,
spective, it bem^ a remainder after a life- 387; Gardner «. James, 6 Beav. 170.
estate to the widow. If the devisor had i It is laid down that, by the weight
intended to limit his bounty to the children of authority, when an estate is given to a class
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But if the testator after a gift to "children" proceeds to name
them (k), or if he specifies their number, as by giving "to the five

children of A." (I), this is a designatio personarum, and is a bequest

to those who are named, or to the five in existence at the date

of the will, and the shares of any who die before the * tes- [*1010]
tator lapse. So where the bequest was to the testator's

brothers and sister and his wife's brothers and sister, the testator

and his wife each having one sister at the date of the will (m), and
in another case even where the bequest was to E., the eldest son of

J. S. and the other children of J. S., he having three other children

at the date of the will, it was held that the terms " children," " broth-

ers," &c., were to be understood as confined to those living at the date

of the will (n).

The following are the rules of construction regulating the class of

objects entitled in respect of period of birth under general gifts to

children.

IV.—What Class of Objects comprehended where the Gift is imme-
diate. — An immediate gift to children {i. e., a gift to take effect in pos-

session immediately on the testator's decease), whether immediate

it be to the children of a living (o) or a deceased per- g'f'! confined
to cDildrBn

son (j)), and whether to children simply or to all the living at death

children (q), and whether there be a gift over in case of °* testator.

the decease of any of the children under age or not (r), comprehends
the children living at the testator's death (if any), and those only;

(i) Bain «. Lescher, 11 Sim. 397. And see Burrell s. Baskerfield, 11 Beav. 525 ; Re Hull's
Estate, 21 Beav. 314; Spencer v. Wilson, L. R., 16 Eq. 501. But a gift to several children,
nominatim in one part of the will, does not confine the generality of a bequest to " children,"
in another part, Moffat v. Burnie, 18 Beav. 211. See also FuIIford v. Fullford, 16 Beav. 565:
Fitzrov V. Duke of Richmond, 27 id. 186. Cf. White ». Wakley, 26 id. 23.

(0 lie Smith's Trusts, 9 Ch. D. 117; Jacob v. Cattling, W. N. 1881, p. 105.
(m) Havergal ». Harrison, 7 Beav. 49. And see Hall «. Robertson, 4 D. M. & G. 781.
(re) Leach v. Leach, 2 T. & C. C. G. 495. See also Ramsey v. Shelmerdine, L. R., 1 Eq.

129, and qu. Cf . Goodfellow v. Goodfellow, 18 Beav. 356 ; Re Stanliope's Trusts, 27 id. 201
Re Jackpon, Shiers v. Ashworth, 25 Oh. D. 162. In Re Stansfield, 15 Ch. D. 84, a testator
gave certain property to his wife for life, remainder "to his nine children," and gave the
residue to "all his children" equally, except that the eldest, by reason of his taking some
realty as heir to his mother, was to have 30i. less than each of the others. It was held by
Bacon, V.-C., that the residuary gift was given to the same children as were objects of the
previous gift, as designated persons.

(o) 2 Vern. 105; lEq. Ca. Ab. 202, pi. 20; Pre. Ch. 470; 2 Vern. 545; 1 Ves. 209: 2 Ves.
83; Amb. 273; id. 348, 1 B. C. C. 532, n.; id. 529; 1 Cox, 68; 2 Cox, 190; 2 B. C. C. 658;
3 B. C. C. 352; id. 391; 14 Ves. 576.

(/>) Viner v. Francis, 2 Cox, 190, 2 R. R. 29.

(?) Heathe v. Heathe. 2 Atk.. 121; Singleton v. Gilbert, 1 B. C. C. 542, n., 1 Cox, 68;
Scott V. Harwood, 5 Mad. 332.

(r) Davidson v. Dallas, 14 Ves. 576 ; Scott ». Harwood, 5 Mad. 332. But as the gift over
necessarily suspends the distribution as to all until the eldest attains twenty-one, as to which,
however, see Fawkes v. Grey, 18 Ves. 131, ought not the children born in the interval to have
been let in, seeing that these rules always aim at including as many objects as possible ?

described as survivors such estate does not "survivor" has reference to that period un-
vest until the time designated for beginning less a'different intention appears. Cheney v.

of enjoyment by that class, and t£e word Teese, 108 111. 473.
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notwithstanding some of the early cases, which make the date of the

will the period of ascertaining the objects (s).^

It is scarcely necessary to observe, that this and the succeeding rules

apply to issue of every degree, as grandchildren, great-grandchildren,

&C., though cases to the contrary are to be found, especially

[*1011] at an early period. As in Cook v. Cook (t), where, * under
an immediate devise (i. e., a devise in possession) to the issue

of J. S. (which was held to apply to the children and grandchildren),

a son born after the death of the testator was allowed to participate.

V. — What Class of Objects is comprehended Tvhere there is an

anterior Gift. — Where a particular estate or interest, is carved out,

In future gifts ^ith a gift over to the children of the person taking that
children born interest, Or the children of any other person, such gift

of disl^ribuSon 'wiU embrace not only the objects living at the death of
1®' '" the testator, but all who may subsequently come into ex-

istence before the period of distribution {u).^ Thus in the case of a

devise or bequest to A. for life, and after his decease to his children,

or (which is a better illustration of the limits of the rule, since, in

the case suggested, the parent being the legatee for life, all the chil-

dren who can ever be born necessarily come in esse during the pre-

(s) See Northey v. Strange, 1 P. W. 341; ». c. nom. Northey v. Burbage, Gilb. Rep. Eq.
136, Pre. Ch. 4T0.

(t) 2 Vern. 545. See Weld v. Bradbury, 2 Vern. 705, and the notes to that case.

(u) 9 Mod. 104; 1 Atk. 509; 2 Atk. 329 ; Arab. 334; 1 Ves. Ill; 1 Cox, 327; Cowp. 309,

1 B. C. C. 537, 542; 3 B. C. C. 852, 434; 5 Ves. 136; 8 Ves. 375; 15 Ves. 122; 10 East, 503;

1 JMer. 654; 2 Mer. 363; 1 Ba. & Be. 449; 3 Uow, 61 ; 5 Beav. 45.

^ Biggs V. McCarty, 86 Ind. 352; Merriam legacy takes effect, in point of right at one
V. Simonds, 121 Mass. 198 ; Gardiner v. Guiler, time and in point of enjoyment at a later time,

106 Mass. 25; Yeaton v. Roberts, 28 N. H. all who are embraced in the class at the tnne
459; Post V. Herbert, 12 C. E. Green, 540; of distribution, or when the legacy takes

Downing ». Marshall, 23 N. Y. 373 ; Tucker effect in enjoyment, will take. Jones's

V. Bishop, 16 N. Y. 402; Mowat v. Carow, Appeal, 48 Coun. 60.

7 Paijie, 339; Gross's Estate, 10 Barr. 361. ^'Ridgewayi;. Underwood, 67 III. 419; Biggs
See also Springer v. Congleton, 30 Ga. 977

;
v. McCarty, 86 Ind. 352 (citing Jones' Appeal,

Ce.'isna t). Cessna, 4 Bush, 516. Ofcoursethe 48 Conn. 60); Hall v. Hall, 123 Mass. 120;
date of the will may be made the time for Worcester!). Worcester, lOl Mass. 132; Pike
ascertaining the objects, whether by specific «. Stephenson, 99 Mass. 188 ; Bowditch v.

1 inguage or by reasonable interpretation, the Andrews, 8 Allen, 342 ; Moore v. Weaver, 16
presumption that the will speaks from the Gray, 305; Parker u. Converse, 5 Gray, 336;
death of the testator being prima facie only. Wirislow v. Goodwin, 7 Met. 381 ; Harris v.

Dingley v. Dingley, 5 Mass. 535 ; Morse v. Alderson, 4 Sneed, 250 ; Nichols v. Denny,
Morse, 11 Allen, .36; Britton v. Milbr, 63 N. 37 Miss. 59 ; Hill v. Rockingham Bank, 15
C. 270; Whitehead v. Lassiter, 4 Jones, Eq. N. H. 270; Carroll i). Hancock, 3 Jones, 471;
79; Shinn v. Motley, 3 Jones, Eq. 499

; Simms v. Garrot, 1 Dev. & B. Eq. 393. It
Henderson v. Womack, 6 Ired. Eq. 441 ; may be remarked that the question who are
Ballard v. Conners, 10 Rich . Eq. 389 ; Harris eventually to take in cases of this kind is not
V. Alderson, 4 Sneed, 254 ; Unsworth v. to be confounded with the question when the
Speakman, 4 Ch, D. 620 (denying Stew- estate given vests in the donees. It is of
art V. Jones, 3 De G. & J. 532, in which, course perfectly consistent with the vesting
however, the principle was not disputed) ; In of an estate at the death of the testator that
re Potter's 'Trusts, L. R., 8 Eq. 52, 60; that estate should afterwards open to receive
Haberghani v. Ridehaigh, L. R., 9 Eq. 395. after-born objects, and that it should not re-

in general, legacies to a class go to those ceive its final character until the happening
and those only who compose the class at the of some event to tr.inspire after the testator's

time the legacies take effect. But where a death ; at least in the case of a gift of realty.
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ceding interest) to A. for life, and after his decease to the children of

B., the children (if any) of B. living at the death of the testator, to-

gether with those who happen to be born during the life of A., the

tenant for life, are entitled, but not those who may come into ex-

istence after the death of A. (x). And a gift over in case of the

decease of any of the children under age will not affect the construc-

tion (y). The rule is the same where the life interest is not of the

testator's own creation, but is anterior to his title (s). Where the

prior estate determines by bankruptcy or some other event, the class

must as a general rule be ascertained at the time of the determination

of the estate (a). But the rule will not apply if there are

expressions in the context of the will indicating * that the [*1012]

class should not be so restricted. So where a testator gave a

fund upon trust for his son for life, and after his death to be divided

among " all the children which such son might have," and in a sub-

sequent part of the will was contained a proviso that as and when
they should respectively attain twenty-one years, if the son should,

inter alia, be adjudicated a bankrupt, the fund should henceforth im-

mediately go and be payable and applicable for the benefit of the

child or children " of the son, in the same manner as if he was natu-

rally dead ; " the son was adjudicated bankrupt ; it was held by the

Court of Appeal (b) that the testator did not mean by the proviso to

disturb the previous gift ; and, accordingly, that children born after

the adjudication were entitled to share in the fund.

In cases falling within the rule, the children, if any, living at the

death of the testator, take an immediately vested interest in their

shares, subject to the diminution of those shares {i. e., to children take

their being divested pro tanto), as the number of objects vested shares,

is augmented by future births, during the life of the divested pro

tenant for life ; and, consequently, on the death of any **"'"

of the children during the life of the tenant for life, their shares (if

their interest, .therein is transmissible) devolve to their respective

(fc) Ayton v. Ayton, 1 Cox, 327.

(y) Berkeley v. Swinburne, 16 Sim. 275, corresponding with Davidson v, Dallas, sup.

;

the gift over was treated as confirming the rule. But see per Cur. in Re Emmet's li^state, 13
Ch. D. 489, 491, 492. See also the' order in Re Smith, 2 J, & H. 601, which favors a
different rule, since in terras it admits all children born before the gift over operated. The
only point decided, however, was that no child born after its father's bankruptcj' (upon
which the prior estate ceased) was entitled; and as, in fact, no child was born between that
event (184i) and the eldest son's majority (1848), the other point did not arise.

(z) Walker v. Shore, 15 Ves. 122. The same rules are applicable to an appointment
under a power ; and though the power anthorizes an appointment to children living at the
donee's death only, the Court will not on th^t account, and to make the appointment fit on to

the power, restrain the generality of the expressions used, Harvey «. Stracey, 1 Diew. 7.3,

122. That appointments by will are generally to be construed in' the same way as simple
bequests, see Oke v. Heath, 1 Ves. 1.35; Easum u. Appleford, 5 My. & C. 56 ; Freme «.

Clement, 18 Ch. D. 499.

(n) Re Smith, 2 J. & H. 594; Re Avlwin's Trusts, L. R., 16 Eq. 590.
(S) Re Bedson's Trusts, 28 Ch. D. 523, affirming the decision of Pearson, J., 25 Ch. D. 458.

In the Court of Appeal Lord Esher, M. R., expressed an opinion that the rule could be less

strictly applied in the case of personalty than in the case of realty, but Sir H. Cotton, L. J.,

expressly dissented from this view. See also Brandon v. Aston, post, p. 1016.
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representatives (c) ; though, the rule is sometimes inaccurately stated,

as if existence at the period of distribution was essential {d).

The preceding rule of construction applies not only where the fu-

ture devise {i. e. future in enjoyment) consists of a limitation of real

Con truction
estate by way of remainder, or a corresponding gift of

applicable to personalty (of which there cannot be a remainder, prop-
e^ecuto,-2, gifts,

^^^j SO called), but also to executory gifts made to take

effect in defeasance of a prior gift. Therefore, if a legacy be given

to B., son of A., and, if he shall die under the age of twenty-one, to

the other children of A., it is clear that on the happening of the con-

tingency all the children who shall then have been born (including,

of course, the children, if any, who may have been living at

{*1013] the testator's death), are entitled (e). The principle, * in-

deed, seems to extend to every future limitation ; e. g. to a

gift to the testator's children, to be divided among them at the end

of twenty years after his death (/).
But the subjecting of lands devised to trust for partial purposes, as

the raising of money, payment of annuities, or the like, by which the

vesting in possession is not postponed, does not let in children born

during the continuance of those trusts.

Thus, in Singleton v. Gilbert {g), where A. devised her real estate

to trustees for 500 years, to raise 200Z., and then to other trustees for

Mere charging 1000 years, Out of the rents to pay the interest thereof,
of lands does and certain life annuities ; and, subject to the said terms,

future she gave the estate to all and every the child and children
children. gf j^gj. brother T. in tail, as tenants in common. One ques-

tion was, whether a child born after the death of A., but in the life-

time of the annuitants, could take jointly with two others born before

A.'s death. It was insisbed, on behalf of such child, that the devise

was to be considered as vesting at the time when the trusts of the

term were satisfied, and, consequently, that it let in all such children

of T. as were then alive. Lord Thurlow admitted that where the

legacy is given with any suspension of the time, so as to make the gift

take place either by a fair or even by a strained construction (for so,

he said, some of the cases go), at a future period, then such children
shall take as are living at that period. But this was an estate given
directly, although given charged with the terms, and therefore he
could not consider the after-born children as entitled.

(c) Att.-Gen. «. Crispin, 1 B. C. C. 386; Devisme «. Mello, id. 537; IVIiddleton ». Me^isencer
5 Ves. 136; Cooke ti. Bowen, 4 Y. & C. 244; Watson v. Watson, U Sim. 73; Looke'»
Bradley, 5 Beav. 593; Salmon v. Green, 13 Jur. 272; Evans v. Jones, 2 Coll. 516 524-
Pattison v. Pattison, 19 Beav. 638.

'

(d) See judgment in Matthews v. Paul, 3 S\v 339; Houghton v. Whitegreave, IJ. & W.
150. See also Grooke v. Brookeing, 2 Vern. 106; Baldwm v. Karver, Cowp. 309.

(e) Haughton v. Harrison, 2 Atk. 329; Ellison v. Airey, 1 Ves. Ill; Stanley v. Wise 1
Cox, 432; Baldwin u. Rogers, 3D M. & G. 649.

(f ) Oppenheim «. Henry, 10 Hare, 441.

(g) 1 Cox, 68, 1 a. C. C. 542, n.
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The same rule is applicable to personal estate ; so that where a tes-

tator directs that a particular sum shall be set apart for a temporary

purpose (as a life-annuity), and. that it shall afterwards

fall into the residue, and the residue is bequeathed to the struction as to

children of A., those children who are in existence at the charge o^^^-

time of the testator's death are alone entitled to the par-

ticular sum (subject to the temporary purpose), as well as the residue (A).

The rule was applied in Coventry v. Coventry (i), where
the * general estate was devised subject to a life estate in [*1014]

part. A testator devised certain freehold and other estates

in trust out of one moiety of the annual proceeds to pay one-half of

his debts, &c., and the remainder of that moiety he gave to his wife

for life, and at her death directed that the said moiety should go into

and form part of his residuary estate, and be held upon the same
trusts ; and out of the other moiety to pay the other half part of his

debts, &c., and accumulate the remainder until 1875 (twenty-one years

from his death), when the second moiety was to fall into and become
part of, and be disposed of in like manner as, his residuary estate : he
also gave his wife a life interest in certain specific portions of his per-

sonalty, which at her death were also to fall into his residuary estate :

and he gave the residue of his real and personal estate to his son A., his

daughter-in-law B., his widow, and all his grandchildren, share and
share alike. Sir E. Kindersley, V.-C, held that the same class of grand-

children were entitled to the property in which the wife had a life inter-

est as to the ge^ieral residue, viz. those living at the testator's death.

The result might be different if the context showed an intention to

treat the funds separately. As an example of such treatment, though
not involving the exact point in question, reference may

-^^hgther the

be made to King v. Cullen (k), where a testator directed construction

a fund to be set apart to answer an annuity for his wife, fSSds are*^*™

for her life ; at her death to sink into the residue ; and be- treated as

queathed the residue to his children as tenants in com-

mon
;
provided that in case any of them should die either in his life-

time or after his decease, before their shares should become vested

interests leaving issue, such issue should have their parents' share.

One of the children who survived the testator died in the widow's

lifetime, leaving a daughter ; and Sir J. K. Bruce, V.-C, held, that

although the deceased child took absolutely such part of the residue as

was not set apart for the annuity, yet her share in the fund that was
so set apart went to her daughter. The ground of this decision would

(h) Hill V. Chapman, 3 B. C. C. 391, 1 Ves. Jr. 405; see Cort v. Winder, 1 Coll. 320.
(i) 2 Dr. & Sni. 470. See also Lill v. Lill, 23 Beav. 446; Hagger v. Payne, id. 474 ; Bortoft

V. Wadsworth, 12 W. R. 523. On a somewhat similar principle the same class of children as
take the original share of a fund given to their parent for life have sometimes been held to
take accruing shares coming by failure of another stirps; as to which see further Ch. XLTII.;
Re Ridge's Trusts, L. R., 7 Ch. 665 ; Heasman v. Pearse, id. 660.

(h) 2 De G. & S. 252. See also Gardner v. James, 6 Beav. 170, where distribution was by
the will expressly postponed.
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seem to have been that by no other construction could the gift over

have any operation, since no child could die after the testator's decease

without attaining a vested (l) interest in the general residue.

[*1015] * The rule which makes a gift to children comprehend all

who come into existence before the time of distribution is

Gifts to other not peculiar to that class of relations ; for, that which
classes of jg 2jg][^ g^ ^jgg J,^Jg -^yith regard to one grade of relation-

governed by ship must also be so held with regard to another (m).
same rule. rpj^yg

g, gift to A. for Ufe and after his death to his

brothers, will include the brothers born during the life of A. (n) ; and
the same has been held with regard to nephews and nieces (o), and
cousins (p) ; but with regard to other classes of objects the gift

would clearly apply and be confined to those who were living at the

death of the testator (q).

VI.— What Class of Objects is comprebended iwhere Possession is

Postponed till a given Age.— It has been also established, that where
the period of distribution is postponed until the attain-

distribution is ment of a given age by the children, the gift will apply
postponed to ^q those who are living at the death of the testator, and
a given age. " '

who come into existence before the first child attains

that age, i. e. the period when the fund becomes distributable in

respect of ani/ one object, or member of the class (r) ^ And the re-

sult is the same where the expression is "all the children " (s).

This rule of construction must be taken in connection with, and

not as in any measure intrenching upon the two preceding rules.

Does not clash
Thus, where a legacy is given to the children, or to all

with the pre- the children, of A., to be payable at the age of twenty-one,
ceding rules.

^^ ^^ r^
^^^ Yxi^, and after bis decease to the children of

(i) The word " vested " was held to mean vested in possession, on the same ground.
(m) See per Turner, L. J., 3 D. M. & G. 656.

(n) Devisme v. Mello, 1 B. C. C. 537; Doe d. Stewart i). Sheffield, 13 East, 526. See also

Leake v. Robinson, 2 Mer. 363

(o) Balm V. Balm, 3 Sim. 492. See also Shuttleworth v. Greaves, 4 My. & C. 35; Cort o.

Winder, 1 Coll. 320; Re Partington's Trusts, 3 Gif. 378.

(p) Baldwin u. Rogers, 3 D M & G. 649.

(q) As to gifts to next of kin, depending as they do on peculiar considerations, see ante, p.
981. Many cases might be suggested in which a gift to objects in esse would open and let in

future objects; as to A. and the heirs of the body of B., a person living, or to A. and any
wife whom he shall marry. See Mutton's case, Dv. 274 b.

(r) 1 Ves. Ill; 1 B. C. C. 530; id. 582; 3 B. C. C. 401; id. 416; 2 Ves. Jr. 690; 3 Ves.
730; 6 Ves. 345; 8 Ves. 380; 10 Ves. 152. 11 Ves. 238; 3 Sim. 417, 492; 2 Beav. 221; 1
Beav. 352; 12 id. 104; 7 Hare, 473, 477. But see 5 Sim. 174; 2 Ves. 83. And see as to

income, post, p. 1023.

(s) Whitbread ». Lord St John, 10 Ves. 152.

1 In Hubbard v. Lloyd, 6 Cush. 522, it was Gh. 401; Leake v. Robinson, 2 Meriv 393;
held that a bequest of a residue " unto all the Defflis v. Goldschmidt, 1 Meriv. 417; Hand-
children of B equally, when they shall sev- burv«. Doolittle, 38 111. 206; Hempstead v,

erally attain the age of twenty-five years," in- Dickson, 20 111, 193; Wmslow v. Goodwin, 7
eluded all the children born before one at- Met. 375; Emerson v. Cutler, 14 Pick 108;
tsined that age, though born after the death Collin v Collin, 1 Barb Ch. 636 ; Doubleday
of the testator, but did not include those born v. Newton, 27 Barb. 431; Simpson r. Spence,
after one attained that age. See Curtis v. 5 Jnnes, Eq. 208; Buckley v. Read, 15 Penn.
Curtis, 6 Madd. 14; Gilbert v. Boorman, 11 St. 83; Heisse ii. Markland, 2 Rawie, 274.

Ves. 238 ; Andrews v. Partington, 3 Brown,
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A., to be payable at twenty-one, and it happens that any child in the

former case at the death of the testator, and in the latter at the death

of Z., have attained twenty-one, so that his or her share would be

immediately payable, no subsequently born child will take ; but if

at the period of such death no child should have attained twenty-

one, then all the children of A. who may subsequently
* come into existence before one shall have attained that [*1016]

age will be also included (t) : in short, whichever event

happens last marks the period of distribution and for ascertaining

the class. So in Brandon v. Aston (m), where a fund was given in

trust for A. for life or until alienation, and in either event, for such of

A.'s children as should attain twenty-one, to be paid to them on at-

taining that age, if the same should happen after the death of A.,

and if he should be then living, to be paid on his death. A.'s in-

terest having ceased by his alienation, two of his children who were
adult claimed immediate payment of their shares ; but this was re-

fused by Sir J. K. Bruce, V.-C, since that would prejudice any claim

which after-born children of the father might have.

And the construction is not varied so as to hasten the ascertainment

of the class, by the circumstance of the trustees being empowered to

apply all or any part of the shares of the children for
Ascertainment

their advancement before the distribution (the word of class not

" shares " being considered as used in the sense of "pre- advancement''

sumptive shares " (as) ) ; nor is any such variation pro- out of chil-

duced by a clause of accruer, entitling the survivors or ^"^ ^ ^
''™''

a single survivor, in the event of the death of any or either of the

"said children," as the expression "said children," so occurring,

means the children designated by the prior gift, whoever they may
be, and is therefore, applicable no less to an after-born child, whom
the ordinary rule of construction admits to be a participator, than to

any other {y).

The rule in question, as it respects the exclusion of children born

after the vesting in possession of any of the shares, has been viewed

with much disapprobation ; and Lord Thurlow, in An-
jy^j^j^j

drews v. Partington (s), said he had often wondered how opinions upon

it came to be so decided ; there being no greater incon-
^^^l^^^^f^

venience in the case of a devise than in that of a mar- cinidren bom

riage settlement, where nobody doubts that the same attams'twenty-

expression means all the children. In marriage settle- one.

(() Clarke v. Clarke, 8 Sim. 69. See also Matthews «. Paul, 3 Sw. 328 ; Eobley v. Kidings,

11 Jur 813 ; Gillman v. Daunt, 3 K. & J. 48 ; Ee Emmet's Estate, 13 Ch. D. 484.

(u) 2 Y. & C. C. C. 24, 30, see minute of decree. Cf. Ee Bedson's Trusts, ante, p. 1012.

(x) Titcorab v. Butler, 3 Sim. 417 As to the effect of such a clause to postpone the

ascertainment of the class, see below, p. 1020

(«) Balm ». Balm, 3 Sim. 492; cf. Matchwick v. Cock, 3 Ves 611 ; Freemantle v. Taylor,

(z) 3 b' C. C. 401. See also per Lord Rnsslyn, Hoste v. Pratt, 3 Ves. 732 j
per K. Bruce,

V.-C., Brandon v. Aston, 2 Y. & C. C. C. 30; Darker v. Darker, 1 Cr. & M. 850.
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ments, however, one at least of the parents generally takes

[ *1017 ] a life interest, so that the shares do * not vest in possession

until the number of objects is fixed. The rule has gone. Lord

Eldon remarked (a), upon an anxiety to provide for as many children

as possible with convenience. Undoubtedly it would be very incon-

venient, especially in the case of legacies payable instanter, if the

shares of the children were, by reason of the possible accession to the

number of objects by future births, unascertainable during the whole

life of their parent ; and though this inconvenience is actually in-

curred, as we shall presently see, in some cases (b), in which the gift

runs through the whole line of objects, born and unborn, even after

vesting in possession in the existing children, yet it will, be found in

such cases either that the construction was adopted ex necessitate rei

(there being no alternative but either to admit all the children, or

hold the gift to fail in toto for want of objects), or, that the admis-

sion of all the children was compelled by some expressions of the

testator. '

The principle of the rule under consideration seems to apply to all

cases in which the shares of the children are made to vest in posses-

sion on a given event, as on marriage ; in which case the marriage of

the child who happens to marry first, is the period for ascertaining

the entire class (c).

When the legacy is not to vest until the period of distribution, all

children, born before the eldest acquires a vested interest,— which he
does upon the happening of the contingency as to him

Construction individually,— may by possibility be participators in the

of vesting is fund (d). Younger children as to whom the contingency

tribufion.*^'^'
^^^ '^°* happened are, of course, not entitled to anything
while the contingency is in suspense: it is uncertain,

therefore, by how many the class ultimately entitled may fall short

of the number of children living when the contingency happens as to

the eldest ; but as the class cannot, in consequence of the application

of the rule, be enlarged, the minimum of each share is immediately
fixed.

Construction The foregoing rules, which admit all children coming

"h'
^^'?'* i'^ ®sse before the period of vesting or of possession, will

leadfto're- (like Other rules of construction) be generally adhered
moteness. ^q, although the gift may in consequence fail for remote-

ness, as, where the gift is to the children of a living person
[*1018] to vest at the age of * twenty-two (e). But if a distinct

(a) In Barrington ii. Tristram, 6 Vea. 348.

(i) See post, pp. 1021, 1022.

(c) Dawson v. Oliver-Massey, 2 Ch. D. 753, aco.
(d) Clarlie v. Clarke, 8 Sim. o9; Gillman v. Daunt, 3 K. & J. 48 : Locke o. Lambe, L. E.,

4 Eq. 372.

(e) Leake v. Robinson, 2 Mer. 363, 383; Arnold t). Congreve, 1 R. & My. 209; Comport v.

Austen, 12 Sim. 218; Boughton t>. James, 1 Coll. 43, 1 H. L. Ca. 406. See Pearks ». Moselev,
6 App. Ca. 714, 719; Re Mervm, Mervinu. Grossman (1891), 3 Ch. 197. If any one of the
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vested gift be followed by a direction postponing distribution be-

yond the legal period, the direction will be rejected as void, and the

gift left intact, as in Kevern v. Williams (/), where a

testator bequeathed the residue of his personal estate in j?j*'
remainder

trust for A. for life, with remainder to the grandchildren to children of

of B., " to be by them received in equal proportions when twentv-five f
they should severally attain the age of twenty-five class held as-

years." On the question of remoteness being raised, it death of A.

was held by Sir L. Shadwell, V.-C, that the grandchil-

dren who had come in esse before A.'s death were alone entitled. He
distinguished Leake v. Robinson because there the time of gift was
not distinct from the time of enjoyment.

Again, in the case of Elliot v. Elliot (g), where there was a residu-

ary bequest to the children of A., " as and when they should attain

their respective ages of twenty-two years," and the tes-

tator directed the interest on their respective shares to dren of A. at

be accumulated and to be paid to them as and when the
v^'fj^t'"-^".' ^

principal should be payable ; it was argued that the gift children living

being contingent was void for remoteness ; but the same
death'oniv^

learned Judge saw no objection in principle to holding

that by this description the testator meant those children who were
then living, or might be living, at his death ; and then there was no
objection to the gift. But though this case is an authority that, where
the terms are thus general, the Court may, of two possible construc-

tions of a will, choose that which renders it valid, that course is

denied if the testator has, in express terms, denoted an intention to

comprehend after-born children in the description (A).

But an important exception obtains in the case of
, . 1 • 1 . i r j.1. 1 T Exception as
legacies which are to come out of the general personal to general

estate, and are made payable at a given age (say twenty- legacies,

one) ; in which case it seems that the bequest is confined to children

in existence at the death of the testator, on account of the

inconvenience of * postponing the distribution of the general [*1019]

personal estate until the majority of the eldest legatee, which

would be the inevitable effect of keeping open the number of pecuniary

legatees (i) ; and if there is no child in existence at the testator's

death, the legacies fail altogether (A). But this argument of incon-

tlass has attained the age in the testator's lifetime, the gift is good, because no after-born

child is admissible, Ficken v, Matthews, 10 Ch. D. 264.

(/) 5 Sim. 171, cited 16 Sim. 285.

(g) 12 Sim. 276; followed by Stirling, J,, in Ee Coppard's Estate, Hewlett ii. Hodson, 35
Ch. D. 350. The direction as to interest in Elliot v. Elliot, was apparently regarded as vest-

ing the shares of the children of A. as from the testator's death (as to which see ante, Vol. I.,

p. 800), so as to bring the case within Kevern t).Williams, per Stirling, J., Re Mervin, Mervin
V. Grossman (1891), 3 Ch. 197, 204.

(A) Boughton v. James, 1 Coll. 43, 1 H. L. Ca. 406.

(i) Ringrose v. Bramham, 2 Cox, 384, 2 E. R. 84 ; Peyton v, Hughes, 7 Jur. 311 j Mann e,

Thompson, Kay, 638. And see Storrs v. Beubow, 2 My. & K. 46.

(A) Rogers v. Mutch, 10 Ch. D. 25.
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venience, it is obvious, does not apply where the number of objects

affects the relative shares only, and not the aggregate amount (l), nor

where a definite sum is directed to be set apart to answer the legar

cies, and the legacies are to come only out of that sum (m)

.

The rule in question, so far as regards the exclusion of children

born after the vesting in possession of any one of the distributive

shares, has been sometimes departed from upon grounds

which the which Can scarcely be considered as warranting that
rule has been departure. Thus, where (n) a testator bequeathed 3001.
departed from. ,

^ "^ •*

to the children of his sister S., to be equally divided at

their respective ages of twenty-one or marriage, with interest, and fail-

ing the share of any, to the survivors, and failing the share of all,

then to Or. One of the questions was, whether the legacy belonged

to a child of S., born, at the making of the will, to the exclusion of

those since born, or to be born ? Lord Hardwicke thought it was
meant for the benefit of all the children S. should have ; for the tes-

tator, knowing she had but one then, had yet given it to children, had
pointed out survivors, and given it over to another branch of the
family, which he could not mean, till all failed.

It is clear that none of these circumstances would now be held to

Remark on
tdike the bequest out of the ordinary rule. Its being to

Maddison v. children in the plural, with a provision for survivorship,
° ''^^'

was consistent with that construction ; as was the word
" all," which was satisfied by referring it to the children of any class

who took shares.

Lord Loughborough seems to have thought that where a devise or

Gift over in
bequest of the nature of those under consideration is fol-

case parent die lowed by a gift over in case the parent die without issue,
issue. ^^ children, without reference to the period of vesting in

possession, are entitled. Thus, where (o) a testator devised, on a cer-

tain event, the produce of the sale of certain freehold estates to be
divided between the children of his daughters E. and R., such

[*1020] of the * children as should be sons to he paid at their respec-

tive ages of twenty-one, and such as should be daughters at
their respective ages of twenty-one, or days of marriage respectively

;

and he bequeathed the residue of his personal estate to be equally
divided between the child and children of his said two daughters, in
like manner as the money to arise from his real estate ; and, in case
any child of his said daughters should marry and die in the lifetime
of their respective mothers, then he directed that the issue of such
child should stand in the place of their parent ; and, in case his said

11) Gilmore v. Severn, 1 B. C. C. 682.

(m) Evans v. Harris, 5 Beav. 45. But until the nnmber of legatees is finallv ascertained
there n always a possibility of the fund proving deficient. As to abatement in such a case
vide id. and 19 Ves. 670.

(n) Maddison v. Andrew, 1 Ves. 58.

(o) Mills V. Norris, 5 Ves. 335.
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daughters should die without issue, or such, issue should die without

issue in the lifetime of his said daughters, then over. It appeared, in

the consideration of another question, that Lord Loughborough had
previously decided, that the latter disposition extended to all the chil-

dren of testator's daughters without reference to the age of twenty-

one, by force of the clause limiting it over in case of the failure of

issue of the daughters.

It is not easy to perceive any solid ground for allowing to these

words such an effect upon the construction. They either mean a fail-

ure of issue generally, in which case the gift over is void,
g^^j^jj ^^

or, which seems to be the better construction, they refer Mills v. Nor-

to children {p), and according to the opinion of Sir E.. "''

P. Arden in Godfrey v. Davis {q), and the established rules of con-

struction, the words importing a failure of issue are referable to the

objects included in the previous gift.

It is to be observed, that Maddison v. Andrew, and Mills v. Norris,

were decided at a period when the rule against which they seem to

militate was not so well settled, or at all events, they show that 'it

was not so uniformly adhered to, as it now is. The uncertainty in

which these cases tended to involve the doctrine has been completely
removed by subsequent decisions (r)

.

If, however, the shares are directed to vest at twenty-one, and main-
tenance and advancement are expressly authorized out

of vested as well as out of presumptive shares, children advfuicement

born after the eldest has attained twenty-one will be ad- °"' "f vested

mitted ; for it is clear that the trustees were to retain

the fund after some had attained a vested interest (s).

But a power of maintenance out *of the interest of pre- [*1021]
sumptive shares of course has no such effect {t).

Again, the rule is not applicable where the vesting in possession is

postponed until the youngest child attains a prescribed age. Where
distribution is directed generally at twenty-one, there is e;ft t^

no doubt about the time of payment ; it is certain that as children when

soon as any child attains the age, the testator intended atfams""^^^

him to have his share, and after-born children are un- twenty-one.

avoidably excluded. But it is very doubtful whether by youngest
child (in the case supposed) the testator means anything but youngest
whenever born : in the absence of an explanatory context, it is mere
conjecture that the youngest for the time being in esse, or the young-

{p) See Vandergucht v. Blake, 2 Ves. Jr. 534, and other cases treated of in Ch. XL.
(?) 6 Ves. 50.

(r) See cases referred to, ante, p. 1015.

(j) Iredell v. Iredell, 25 Beav. 485; JSateman v. Gray, L. R., 6 Eq. 315. See also Berry v.
Briant, 2 Dr. & Sm. 1, where distribution was postponed after the age of vesting by reason
of the whole income being given for the common maintenance of the legatees (named) during
the life of their parent. So also, where distribution is postponed by a trust for accumulation.
Watson V. Young, 28 Ch. D. 436.

- .' .

(t) Gimblett ». Purton, L. E., 12 Eq. 427.

VOL. 11. 12
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est living at the death of the testator, was meant, admitting those

born before, but excluding all born after, such youngest has attained

the age.

Thus, in Mainwaring v. Beevor (m), where a testator bequeathed the

residue of his stock to trustees in trust thereout to maintain his

Gift to grand-
" grandchildren, the children of his sons A. and B., until

children when they should Severally attain twenty-one," and accumu-

attained late the surplus dividends, " and when and so soon as all

twenty-one. a,nd every his said grandchildren should have attained

twenty-one," in trust to pay and divide the fund among them, Sir J.

Wigram, V.-C, refused to decree an immediate division of the fund,

merely because the youngest grandchild for the time being had at-

tained the age of twenty-one. He adverted to the inconvenience

which arose as soon as the elder children attained twenty-one, viz. that

the provision for the maintenance of those children ceased, though, as

it could not be certainly said that the youngest child had attained

twenty-one, they could not claim a distribution of the fund ; and con-

tinued, " The question is, how long is the eldest child or the other

children to wait ? If the objects of the testator's bounty can be con-

fined to children of his sons living at his death,— which, independent-

ly of the fact that one son had no children at that time, I am clear

cannot be done in this case,— it might be possible to get at the con-

clusion that, the moment the eldest attained twenty-one, the period

pointed out for division arrived. If it be once admitted that a child

born after the death of the testator may take, all the incon-

[*1022] venience is let in, and the eldest * child may have to wait an
indefinite time, so long as children may continue to be born.

How in that case is it possible to limit the class entitled in the way
suggested, which is, the moment the youngest child in esse attains

twenty-one, there is to be a division, although there may be an un-

limited number of children born afterwards ? I do not see how the
inconvenience can be avoided. The words of the will do not require

an immediate distribution."

In Hughes v. Hughes (x), a testator gave real and personal estate

in trust to pay the income for the maintenance of all the children of

Gift to grand- ^^ three daughters A., B., and C, share and share alike,
children when until the youngest of his said grandchildren should at-
youngest ^-^ / i. #.ii,rt
attains tain twenty-one ; and in case of the death of any of them
twenty-one. before the youngest of those living should attain twenty-
one, leaving children, then to such children, and when the youngest
grandchild living should have attained twenty-one, then he^ gave one
full proportionable share to such of his said grandchildren as should
be then living, and the children of such as should be then dead. A
question arose on the claim of the subsequently-born grandchildren

u
8 Hare, 44. See also Bateman v. Foster, 1 Coll. 118, 126.
3 B. C. C. 352, 434.
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to be admitted, to a participation with those living at the testator's

death. Lord Thurlow, during the argument, said, when the gift is

general, it is always confined to the death of the testator. Where
there is a gift for life, or the distribution is postponed to a future

time, then children born during the life or before that time are let in.

On a subsequent day he decided in favor of the after-born grand-

children, the gift being to all the grandchildren. He distinguished

the cases where the time for vesting the property in possession was
perfectly marked out by the testator, and the distribution con-

sequently was confined to those who had come in esse at that time :

whereas here was a general gift not narrowed or controlled by any
words the testator had used. By the decree it was declared that the

residue should be divisible among the grandchildren of the testator

who were living at his death, and that had been born since and that

should be born, until the youngest of such grandchildren should

attain the age of twenty-one {y).

* The expression " all the children," noticed by Lord Thur- [*1023]

low, has been held, we have seen, to be inadequate to en-

large the construction (s). The case subsequently came on a petition

for rehearing before Lord Eldon (a), who varied the decree by declar-

ing that the residue was divisible "among such of the testator's

grandchildren (except T. C. H,), whether living at the testator's

death or born afterwards, as were living at the time the youngest of

such grandchildren shall appear to have attained the age of twenty-

one years " (h).

Lastly, this rule being one " of convenience," applies only to dis-

tribution of corpus where the aliquot share of each member of a class

cannot be ascertained until the class is closed, and has The rule does

no bearing on a gift of income, which is payable peri-
gj'ftg^of'^

'°

odically. In the case of a gift of income, members of income.

(y) This apparently coniined the class to those who had come in esse when the youngest
for the time being attained twentj'-one; and the word "living," as used in the trusts of the

income, seems to require that construction ; but the facts, so far as they can be collected, did

not require a decision between that and letting in every child whenever born. The testator

died 3d June, 1782, R. L. 1791, A. fo. 215. Wigram, V.-C, thought (8 Hare, 50) the decree

might mean every grandchild whenever born. But that is moonsistent with the clause "that

should be born until the youngest of such grandchildren should attain twenty-one," for none

could be born after the birth of the absolute youngest. Mr. Jarman thought " such " referred

to the grandchildren living at the testator's "death, and that thus "the seeming inaccuracy of

the case was corrected." But that is not the grammatical sense. Moreover it appears" (14

Ves. 258) to have been assumed that John Erasmus Adlam, a grandchild born after the testa-

tor's death, who attained twenty-one in 1806, and was the youngest for the time being, was
the voungest "living" within the meaning of the will.

{£) Whitbread o. St. John, 10 Ves. 152, see ante, p. 1015; see also Heathe v. Heathe, 2

Atk. 121; Singleton v. Gilbert, 1 Cox, 68,1 B. C. C. 542, n.; Scott v. Harwood, 5 Mad.
332

(a) 14 Ves. 258.

(6) K. L. 1807, A. fol. 1091. It is remarkable that nothing is said in Lord Eldon's declara-

tion as to shares of grandchildren who might die leaving issue. Probably the point had
become immaterial, the youngest grandchild having attained twenty-one years, and those

who had died would appear from the reeitals in the order of 1807 to have died without
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the class coming into esse after the first member has attained the

given age will be admitted to share in the distribution (o).

VII.— Effect where no Object exists when Gift falls into Fosses-

sion.— 1. Where the Gift is Immediate.— We are now to consider

Rule where no the effect upon immediate and future gifts to children

at'period 0? °^ ^ failure of objects at the period when such gift would
distribution. have vested in possession. With regard to immediate

gifts {d), it is well settled that if there is no object in esse at the death

of the testator, the gift will embrace all the children who may
~. , subsequently come into existence, by way of executory

gift is imme- gift.

afterwards
Thus, in Weld V. Bradbury (e), a testator bequeathed

born entitled, certain moneys to be put out at interest ; one moiety to

be paid to the younger children of M. living at his (the tes-

[*1024] tator's) death, and * the other moiety to the children of S.

and N. Neither S. nor N. had any child living at the date

of the will (/), or at the death of the testator. It was held to be

an executory devise (qu. bequest ?), to such children as they or

either of them should at any time have.

So, in Shepherd v. Ingram (g), a gift of the residue of the testator's

real and personal estate to such child or children as A. should have,

taking upon them the name of S., was held to embrace all after-born

children, there being no child at the testator's death.

In these cases there was nothing to show that less than all must
be admitted, if any. But if the shares are directed to vest, or to be

But if distri- paid, when the children respectively attain twenty-one, it

bution post- would Seem to agree best with the principle of the preced-

twentv-one, ing rules, and still more closely with the rule presently

afte?eMest
mentioned, of which Whitbread v. Lord St. John (A), is

attains twenty- the leading example, that only those children should be
°'^^-

admitted who have come into existence before the eldest

attains the prescribed age. In Armitage v. Williams (i) the income

of certain securities was directed " to be applied to the education of

the children of A. and B. in equal shares, and on their attaining the

age of twenty-one years the whole to be sold and divided equally

among them. Should the said A. and B. die without issue the fund
was given on the same conditions to the children of C. and D. It

(c) Ee Wenmoth's Estate, Wenmoth ». 'Wenmoth, 37 Ch. D. 266.

(d) Where a person taking a preceding life interest dies in the testator's lifetime, the gift

is of course treated as immediate.
(e) 2 Vem. 705. See also Haughton v. Harrison, 2 Atk. 329.

(/) This was immaterial.

(o) Amb. 448.

(h) 10 Ves. 152, post, p. 1037.

(i) 27 Beav. 346. No reasons are reported. The judgment is more fully reported, 7 W. R.
650, but with a statement of the "rule of the Court for ascertaining theperiodof distribu-
tion," which must not be taken as the general rule.
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was held by Sir J. Eomilly, M. E., that all the children whenever
born were entitled : but this was apparently because the will was con-

sidered to direct a division when aU the children had attained the

age, and thus to bring the case within Mainwaring v. Beevor.

Devises and bequests of this nature have given rise to two ques-

tions : First, as to the destination of the income between the period

of the testator's death and the birth of a child ; secondly, as to the

appropriation of the income between the birth of the first and the

birth of the last child.

With respect to the first, if the subject of gift be a sum of money,
it is sufficient to say that the legacy is not payable until the birth of

a child. It is also clear, that where a residue of personalty

is given in this manner, the bequest will carry the * inter- [*1026]

mediate produce as part of such residue (k). On the other

hand, if it were a devise of real estate, the rents accruing between
the death of the testator and the birth of a child would devolve upon
the heir as real estate undisposed of, unless there was a ^^ ,. ^. ,

, . ,, ' , . Destination of

general residuary devise (J) ; nor would the circumstance income until

of there being an immediate devise of the real estate to ''"^"^ °^ '''"''^"

trustees (m) vary the principle, the only difference being, that the

heir would take the equitable, instead of the legal interest. The
great difficulty, however, in these cases, is to determine whether
the will indicates an intention to accumulate the immediate rents

for the benefit of unborn objects. A question of this kind was much
considered in Gibson v. Lord Montfort (n), where A. gave his free-

hold and personal estate to trustees, in trust to pay certain annuities

and legacies out of the produce of his personal, and, in case of defi-

ciency, out of his real estate, and he gave the residue of his real and
personal estate to such hild or children as his daughter Immediate

B. should have, whether male or female, equally to be S™o ami-
divided between or among them. If B. .should die with- mulate.

out issue of her body, then over. By another clause, A. directed,

that, upon the deaths of the persons to whom the annuities for lives

were given, such annuities as should fall in from time to time should

go back to the residue, and go to those in remainder over. By a codicil

he added, provided his daughter died without issue, but if she should

leave a child or children, such annuities as fell in should he divided

among them, share and share alike. B. having no child at the death

of the testator, it became necessary to determine the destination of

the immediate income. It was admitted, that, as to the personal

estate, it passed by the residuary clause, but the accruing profits of

the real estate subject to the charges were claimed by the heir as un-

<Tc) Harris v. Lloyd, T. & E. 310. See Bullock v. Stones, 2 Ves. 521.

(0 Harris v. Lloyd, T. & R. 310, and Hopkins i>. Hopkins, Cas. t. Talb. 44.

(m) Bullock 1). Stones, 2 Ves. 521.

(«) 1 Ves. 485.
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disposed of. Lord Hardwicke, after a long argument on the terms of

the will, and, after admitting that the heir was entitled to what was

not given away by express words or necessary implication, held that

the intermediate profits passed to the trustees for the benefit of the

devisees ; thinking, upon the whole, that there was an intention to

accumulate ; for which he relied partly on the fact of the real and per-

sonal estate being comprised in one clause (o), and on the expression

in the will and codicil respecting the annuities.

The other question arising on these gifts to children is, as

[*1026] to * the destination of the income accruing in the interval

between the births of the eldest and the youngest child, with

respect to which it is settled (nor could it have been

the time being doubted upon principle), that the children for the time
take the whole i,eing take the whole.

This question came before Lord Horthington, in Shep-

herd V. Ingram (p), on the construction of the will already stated, at

the instance of three of the children of the testator's daughter, who
had come into existence since the former hearing of the case, and

now prayed (their parent being yet alive) to have an account of the

profits, and that so much as became due from the birth of the first

child, until the second was born, might be declared to belong to the

first, and after the birth of the second, until a third was born, to be-

long to the first and second child, and so on to the others ; and his

Lordship was very clearly of opinion, that the children (q) took a

defeasible interest in the residue, suggesting the case of a legal devise

of a residue to the daughters, with a subsequent clause declaring, that

if all the daughters should die in the lifetime of their mother, than

the residue should go over ; that would be an absolute devise with a

defeasible clause, and the daughters in that case would be clearly

entitled to the interest and profits till that contingency happened.

So, in a subsequent case (r), it was held by Lord Loughborough
that a child subsequently born was not entitled to a share in the

by-gone income, in equal participation with children antecedently in

existence ; the special terms of the gift, which expressly comprised
the "interest and produce," being considered insufficient to control

the general rule, which was also followed by Lord Langdale (s) and
Sir J. Wigram (t).

If the bequest be contingent, a child only presumptively or contin-

gently entitled is, for the purpose of answering either of the above

(o) On this point, vide Genery v. Fitzgerald, Jac. 468, and other cases commented on
Vol. I. p. 615.

(p) Amb. 448, ante, p. 1024.

(?) The word in the report is "daughters;" but this was evidently used in mistake for
children.

(r) Mills V. Norris, 5 Ves. 335.

m Scott V, Earl of Scarborough, 1 Beav. 154.

(<) Mainwaring ii. Beevor, 8 Ilare, 44, see minute of decree, p. 61 ; Ellis v. Maxwell, 12
Beav. 104.
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questions, to be considered as not in existence ; so that

in the first case the intermediate profits will go to the income before

next of kin or heir-at-law, or to the residuary legatee or eontiugent
' "^ " legacy vests.

devisee (u), and in the second, to the children who have

attained a vested interest, notwithstanding the existence of chil-

dren who have not yet but may hereafter become entitled to a

share (x).

* 2. Where the Gift is in Remainder, -r- The next inquiry is [*1027]

as to the rule of construction which obtains, where the gift

to the children is preceded by an anterior interest, and no object

comes into existence before its determination ; as in the Effect where

case of a gift to A. for life, and after his decease, to the there is no

children of B. ; and B. has no chUd until after the death before time of

of A. It is clear that in such a case, if the limitation to distribution,

the children of B. were a legal remainder of freehold lands, it would
unless saved by stat. 40 & 41 Vict. c. 33, fail by the determination of

the preceding particular estate before the objects of the remainder

came in esse (y). This rule, however, originating in feudal principles,

is not applicable to .. equitable limitations of freehold estate, and ac-

cordingly it has been held, that in a similar devise by way of trust,

the ulterior limitation does not fail by the non-existence of objects

during the life of A., the tenant for life, but takes effect in favor of

such objects whenever they come into existence. Thus in Chapman v.

Blisset («), where lands were devised to trustees upon certain trusts

during the life of A., and at his decease as to one moiety in trust for

such child or children of A. as he should leave, and as to the other

moiety in trust for the children of B., not repeating the words " as he

shall leave." B. had no child born until after the decease of A. ; and

it was held that such after-born child was entitled to the latter moiety

;

Lord Talbot observing, that, " in regard to trusts, the rules are not so

strict as at law ; for the whole legal estate being in the trustees, the

inconvenience of the freehold being in abeyance, if the particular es-

tate determines before the contingency (upon which the remainder

depends) does happen, is thereby prevented." The same doctrine

would seem to hold in regard to bequests of personal estate ; to which

it is obvious none of the rules governing contingent remainders are

applicable. As some of the positions, however, advanced by a very

learned Judge in Godfrey v. Davis (a), may seem to be inimical to

such a conclusion, it will be necessary to examine that case.

(m) Hanghton v. Harrison, 3 Atk. 329; Shaw v. Cnnliffe, i B. C. C. 144-

(x) This seems a necessary conclusion, see Furneaux v. Eucker, W. N. 1879, p. 135, See

also Stone v. Harrison, 2 Cfoll. 715; and Re Jeftery, Burt v. Arnold (1891), 1 Ch. 671, in

which case the principle stated in the text was applied, so as to hold that the statutory pro-

visions as to maintenance contained in sect. 43 of the Conveyancing and Law of Property

Act, 1881 (44 & 45 Vict. c. 41), do not apply to a gift to members of a class contingently on
attaining twenty-one years. „ ^ « t,

(y) See per Jessel, M. R., Re Roberts, Repington i). Eobefts-Gawen, 19 Ch. D. at p. 530.

And see ante, Vol. I., pp. 226, 831.

(z) Cas. t. Talb. 145.

(ffl) 6 Ves. 43.
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A. bequeathed annuities to several persons for life, and directed

Godfrey v
^^^^ *^® ^^^^ annuity that dropped in should devolve

Davis, con- upon the eldest child male or female for life of H. ; and
Bidered. -^^ directed that as the annuities dropped in, they should

go to increase the annuities of the survivors, and so to the

[*1028] last survivor, except * as to two individuals named; and when
the said annuitants were all dead, the whole property to de-

volve upon the heirs male of P. At the death of the first annuitant,

H. had no legitimate child (the claim of a natural child was dis-

allowed (J)) ; but he afterwards married, and had a child, who claimed

the annuity. Sir R. P. Arden, M. E., said, " It is clearly established

by Devisme v. Mello (c), and many other cases, that where a testator

gives any legacy or benefit to any person, not as persona designata,

but under a qualification and description at any particular time, the

person answering the description at that time is the person to claim

;

and, if there are any persons answering the description, they are not

to wait to see whether any other persons shall come in esse, but it is

to be divided among those capable of taking, when by the tenor of

the will he intended the property to vest in possession (d). That
case was much considered by Lord Thurlow, and seems to have
settled the law upon the subject. The first question is, whether
it is clear the testator meant any given set of persons should take

at any given time : if so, it is clear that all persons answering that

description, whether born before or afterwards (e), shall take ; but if

there are no such persons, it shall not suspend the right of others,

but they shall take as if no such persons were substituted. Before

that case, this point was not quite so clear (/). Where the gift is to

all the children of A. at twenty-one, if there is no estate for life, it

will vest in all the children coming into existence until one attains

the age of twenty-one {g). Then that one has a right to claim a
share, admitting into participation all the children then existing. So
if it is to a person for life, and, after the death of that person, then
to the children of A., the intention is marked, that until the death
of the person entitled for life no interest vests (qu. in possession ?).

When that person dies, the question arises whether there are then
any persons answering that description; if so they take, without
waiting to see whether any others will come in esse answering the
description. If it is given over in the event that there are no children,

and there are no children at that period, the person to whom it is given
over takes. It is clear this testator meant these annuities to com-
mence at his death, and that each annuitant should receive a pro-

See next chapter.
1 B. C. C. 637.

d) This is indisputable, see ante, p. 1010.
(e) The words "or afterwards" are not consistent with the preceding position or with the

general rule.

(/) Singleton v. Singleton, Ayton v. Ayton, 1 B. C. C. 542, u,

(y) See ante, p. 1015.
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portionable share of his fortune, with benefit of survivor-

ship and right of accruer, subject upon the * death of the [*1029]
first annuitant to the substitution of the eldest child of H.
Upon the death, therefore, of the first annuitant, unless there was
some person who had a right of substitution in the room of that

person, and there was no such person, it was to go among the sur-

vivors. The person substituted, namely, the first child of H., cannot

now claim. That construction is much fortified by the manner in

which it is given over, for it is perfectly clear that he meant the

persons to whom it was given over, under the description of the heirs

of P., to take upon the death of the persons to whom it was first given

over. If the first construction contended for is to prevail, those per-

sons, supposing all the other annuitants claiming by survivorship were
dead, must wait not only the death of the survivor, but also the death

of H., for during his life there would be a possibility that a child

might be born who upon that construction might say he was the

survivor."

It is evident, therefore, that the judgment of the M. E.. was partly

founded upon the particular circumstances of the case ; and yet no
one can read that judgment without seeing that in his opinion the

rule was universal, that a bequest to children as a class, to fall into

possession on the determination of an anterior interest, failed, if

there was no object at that period : and he seems to have considered

this as a necessary consequence of holding that such objects (if any)

would have taken to the exclusion of subsequently born children.

That the one proposition is not invariably a corollary of the other, is

established, we have seen, by the cases respecting immediate gifts to

children, which although they extend only to such children (if any)

as are in existence at the death of the testator, yet, in case of there

being at that period no child, will embrace the whole range of unborn

children (h). Upon what principle a different construction could be

supported in the case of an executory bequest preceded by a bequest

for life, it is difficult to discover, unless it were for the
Sn„™sted

sake of assimilating the construction to that of a legal result of the

remainder, but which is decisively negatived by the con-
"*^^^'

struction that has been applied to equitable limitations, as to which

we have seen the rule is different ; and the inevitable conclusion, it is

conceived, is that, by analogy to the latter class of devises, a bequest

to A. for life, and after his death to the children of B., is not defeated

by the non-existence of an object at the death of A., but will

take * effect in favor 0/ all the subsequently bom children as [*1030]

they arise ; assuming, of course, that the terms of the be-

quest do not bring it within the restrictive rule stated in the third

division of the present section.

The doctrine above suggested is tacitly recognized in Wyndham v.

(h) Ante, p. 1021
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Wyndham (t), where a testator bequeathed the residue of his estate

to A. for life, but if she shall die leaving any child or children, then

the trustees were to pay the principal to them ; but if A. should die

without any child or children, then he left the residue to the younger
children of B., if he should have any, and if not, he left it to C. A.

died without children before B. had any, and B. afterwards died with-

out having had a child ; and the question in this case was, as to what
became of the income in the interval between the deaths of A. and
B. ; which question of course assumes, that the property did not go
over to C. immediately on the death of A. without a child, but re-

mained in expectancy during the whole life of B., to await the event

of his having children.

This view of the subject, too, seems to derive some
n(ft^defeate(fby Support from a more recent decision, establishing that

*' te*^^ 'tVft
^^ executory bequest to children, to arise on an event

Uie time of which was to defeat a prior gift, did not fail by the ab-

Jessiol.'"
^°^" sence of any object at the determination of such prior

interest.

In the case {k) alluded to a testator devised the reversion in a moi-

ety of certain real estate to his sister A., subject to a charge in the
following terms: "The sum of 600Z. I also deduct out of the said

part of my estate to my niece M., daughter of my brother R., to be
paid when most convenient to my sister A., bearing interest three
months after my decease. Whenever this 500^. shall be paid by my
sister A., I do require that it be put into government or any other se-

curity by her trustee P., whom I appoint to act as such, as he shall

think most to her advantage ; and that the said M. shall receive the
said 500Z., with the accumulated interest, either on the day of mar-

riage or at the age of twenty-one as shall be thought best.

[*1031] Should the said M. not * survive either of those periods, and
there be no child or children of the said R., then I would

havf, the'said sum of 600Z. revert to my sister A.; but, in case of other
children of R., I would have the said sum equally divided, share and
share alike." M. died under age, and unmarried. R. had no other
children at that time, but other children were born afterwards ; and
the question was, whether such subsequently-born children were en-
titled. Sir T. Plumer, V.-C, adverted to Godfrey v. Davis as having
been decided upon the principle, that a period being distinctly fixed
when the distribution was to take place, the children born after that
period were not entitled. "Are there (he said) any words in this
will fixing the time when a share is to vest, so as to exclude after-

(i) 3 B C. C. 58 See Shawe v. Cunliffe, 4 B. C. C. 144, where a gift to the children of
A. after the death (without children) of B., and in default of children of A. to fall into the
residue, was construed a gift to the chidren who survived A., bv the controlling force of a
prior gift, made expressly to such last-mentioned cliildren. B. having died in the lifetime of
A., the same question, and consequent recognition of the doctrine advocated in the text
occurred here as in Wyndham v. Wvndham. See also Conduitt v. Soane 4 Jur N S 502 '

(i) Hutcheson v. Jones, 2 Mad. 124 ; Haughton v. Harrison, 2 Atk. 329
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bora children ? The property is not given on the children attaining

twenty-one, or marriage ; it is a reversionary fund, 'which is a strong

circumstance, and the gift to A. is expressed in unambiguous terms.

If the after-born children are excluded, it must be in the teeth of the

words of the will, which only give it to A. ' if there be no child or

children of the said E. (Z).' " He accordingly decided in favor of the

children of E.

This case shows that an executory bequest, in derogation of a pre-

ceding gift, does not fail for want of objects at the period of taking

effect (though, if there had been any such, it would have Remark on

been confined to them (m) ) ; and that, in the opinion of Hutcheson «.

the learned Judge who decided it, the case of Godfrey v.
'°°^''

Davis sustains no general doctrine to the contrary, but is referable to

its special circumstances.

In another case (n), where lands were by settlement limited to A.

for life, remainder to B. for life, remainder to trustees for 500 years,

in trust to raise lOOOZ. for such persons as B. should appoint, and, ia

default of appointment, to the executors, administrators, and assigns of

C. J and A. and B. d.ied in the lifetime of C, without any appoint-

ment by B., it was argued that there was at the determination of their

estates no object of the trust of the term, since C. could have no ex-

ecutor or administrator in her lifetime, and, therefore, that the limi-

tation failed, as in the case of a devise of real estate to the heirs of a

person living at the determination of the prior estates ; but Sir T.

Plumer, M. E.., said, he did not see that the analogy could be applied.

The case, however, was not distinctly decided upon this point.

* So, in the earlier case of Lord Beaulieu v. Lord Cardi- [*1032]

gan (o), where the testator bequeathed an Exchequer annu-

ity, which was granted for a term of years, to his grandson, Lord

Montague, for so many years as he should live, and after his death

for such person as, " at the time of Lord Montague's death, should be

heir male of Lord Montague's body, to take lands of inheritance from

him by course of descent, for the residue of the term ; and in case

there should be no such heir male, then in trust for such person as

should be heir male of the body of Duke John, to take lands by course

of descent, for the residue of the term
;
and in case there should be

no such person as should be such heir male, then in trust for Duke
John for life, with remainder to such person and persons as should be

entitled by virtue of his said will to the rents of the real estate

thereby devised." Lord Montague died without issue before Duke
John had a son; and it was held by Lord Northington, that the

gift in question took effect in favor of a son who was born six years

(Z) As to this, see post, p. 1033.

(m) Ellison v. Airey, 1 Ves. Ill, and other cases cited ante, p. 1012, n. (e).

(n) Horseman v. Abbey, IJ. & W. 381.

(o) Amb. 633.
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after tMs event; observing, that if the limitation to the son of Duke
John was to depend on the words " living at the time of the death

of Lord Montague" it would defeat the intention of the testator ; for

he meant that the sons of Duke John should take after (qu. in sub-

stitution for ?) the sons of Lord Montague.

The weight of authority, therefore, is decidedly in favor of the po-

sition, that all gifts to children, preceded by an anterior interest, wUl

Q J „. embrace the objects existing at the death of the testator,

elusion from and those who may come in esse before the determina-
easea.

xi(ya, of such interest ; and that in all such oases, except

in the instance of a legal remainder of real estate (p), if there be no

object at the tim,e of the vesting in possession, all the children subse-

quently born will be let in, unless the terms of the gift restrict it to a

narrower class of objects.

The doctrine, however, of the preceding cases may seem to be en-

countered by some remarks occurring in Bartleman v. Murchison {g),

where an annuity was bequeathed to A. for life, and, after her de-

cease, to B., " if a widow, but not otherwise, but to revert back to any
child or children after her death ;

" and it was held, that B., who was
married at the death of A., and afterwards became a widow,

[*1033] was not entitled on such subsequent * widowhood ; Lord
Brougham, observing :

" Although, in construing bequests of

personal, the same technical strictness does not prevail as in devises

of real estate, the same rules are to a great extent applicable ; " and
then, after adverting to the construction of bequests to children, as

comprehending the same persons as devises to these objects, he re-

marked : " It is only following out the same principles, to hold, that

a person, to whom a legacy is given in a particular character, and by
a particular description, shall not be entitled to it, unless he be
clothed with that character and answer that description at the mo-
ment when the legacy might vest in possession."

It will be observed, that, in this case, the bequest was to an indivi-

Eemark on '^^^^ named, if then answering a certain description and

MureSn
*' '^°* *° ^ class, though perhaps the principle applicable to

the respective cases is not widely different.

And here the student should be reminded, that where, in the pre-
ceding observations, mention is made of the objects at the period of

distribution, this is not intended to designate children

to't'ime of dis- existing at that period ; for it has been already shown,

^^^''sar'
'"'' *^^* ^^^ ^^° ^^^® existed in the interval between the

death of the testator and the period of distribution,

whether living or dead at the latter period, are objects of the gift,

( p) /. e., a legal remainder not protected by stat. 40 & 41 Vict. c. 33, ante. Vol. I. p. 832.
Unless the rule is a" stated in the text, this statute giyes effect to certain legal remainders of
real estate, which, if limited with regard to person^ estate, would fail.

(j) 2 E. & My. 136.
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and may therefore not improperly be termed objects at that period ;

their decease before the period of distribution having no other effect

than to substitute their respective representatives, supposing, of

course, the interest to be transmissible.

It is to be observed, that the rules fixing the class of objects en-

titled under gifts to children are not in general varied by a limitation

over, in case the parent should die without children, or

in case all the children die, &c., as these words are con- over in^dSault

strued merely to refer to the objects of the preceding of children

gift. It is true, indeed, that in Hutcheson v. Jones some of objects

stress was laid by Sir T. Plumer, V.-C, on the words entitled. _

giving the property over in default of child or children, as importing
that the ulterior gift was not to take effect unless in the event of the

failure of all the children ; but in Andrews v. Partington (r) a pecu-

niary legacy to all the children of A., payable at twenty-one or

marriage, with a bequest over in case all the children died before

their shares became payable, was confined to children who were in

esse when the first share became payable. So, in Scott v.

* Harwood (s), where the devise was to the use and behoof [*1034]
of all and every the child and children of A. lawfully be-

gotten, and their heirs forever ; and in case the said children of A.
should all die before they attained the age of twenty-one years, then

over ; Sir J. Leach, V.-C, held, that the children of A. living at the

testator's death were exclusively entitled, and that in the devise over

" the testator must, by necessary inference, be considered as speaking of
the children to whom the estate is given." If it be ob- Remark on
jected that in this case the expression "the said chil- Scott «.Har-

dren " required such a construction, the answer is, that ^°° '

the preceding gift being to all the children, the referential expres-

sion had the same force as if the same terms were repeated, and con-

sequently the effect of the whole would be, according to Sir T.

Plumer's doctrine in Hutcheson v. Jones, that the estate was not to

go over until the failure of all the children.

VIII.—Effect of Words " born," or " begotten," or " to be born," &o.

— We are now to consider how the construction is affected by the

words " to be born " or " to be begotten " annexed to a de-

vise or bequest to children; with respect to which the dren (oie'iom

established rule is, that if the gift be immediate, so that "
*°f^

it would, but for the words in question, have been con-

fined to children (if any) existing at the testator's death, they will

have the effect of extending it to all the children who y,.

shall ever come into existence ; since, in order to give extend the

to the words in question some operation, the gift is ne- '''*^°"

cessarily made to comprehend the whole.

(r) 3 B. C. C. 401. (t) 5 Mad. 332.
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Thus, iTX Mogg V. Mogg (t), where a testator devised the Mark

Estate to trustees, in trust to pay the rents toward the support and

maintenance of the child and children begotten and to be begotten, of

his daughter, Sarah Mogg: it was contended that, notwithstanding

the words " to be begotten," the devise could apply only to the chil-

dren born before the testator's death, as those words might be satis-

fied by letting in the children born after the date of the will before

the death of the testator ; but the Court of K. B. (on a case from

Chancery) certified that all the nine children of Sarah Mogg, includ-

ing five who were born after the death of the testator, took under the

devise; and Sir W. (Jrant, M. E., expressed his concurrence in the

certificate.

[*1035] * Aud in GrOQch v. Gooch (m), where a testator devised

lands to trustees in trust " during the lives and life of the

survivor or longest liver of all the children which his daughter A.

hath or shall have," to apply the rents for the support of A, and "of

all her children which she shall from time to time have living; " and

when his grandchildren, the children of his said daughter, should

have attained the age of twenty-one, the testator directed the rents

to be paid among the said children, and the issue of such as should

die leaving issue, and the survivors and survivor of them, during the

life of the longest liver of the said children ; Sir J. Romilly, M. R.,

on the authority of Mogg v. Mogg (in which he expressed his con-

currence), held that children born after the death of the testator

were entitled under the trust for children during the minority of the

youngest. He also held, however, that the time up to which such

after-born children were admissible was, not the death of A., but the

period when the youngest child for the time being attained the age of

twenty-one years ; upon the special ground (besides a variety of ex-

pressions tending to the same conclusion) that the will had provided

for the event of the youngest child attaining that age in the lifetime

of A., and that it was inconsistent with the provision that it should

in all events remain a matter of uncertainty until' the death of A.,

which was or might be her youngest child. This decision was aflS.rmed

on both points by Lord Cranworth.

This rule of construction, however, does not apply to general pecu-

... niary legacies, where the effect of letting in children

regard to born after the death of the testator would be to postpone
general pecu- ^\^q distribution of the general estate (out of which the
niary legatees ; , . ii»-ii ,,»,

legacies are payable), until the death of the parent of

the legatees.

(0 Mogg 1). Mogg, 1 Mer. 654, 658, In the marginal note of the report, these words are
omitted. The case is deserving of attentive perusal, as it illustrates almost every rule regu-
lating the class of children entitled under immediate and future devises.

(m) 14 Beav. S65, 3 D. M, & G. 366. As to the meaning in a gift of this nature, of the
words "born in due time after" the testator's death, see Re Wass, Marshall v. Mason,
W. N., 1882, p, 188.
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Thus, in Storrs v. Benbow (x), -where a testator bequeathed
* 500^. " to each child that may he, horn to either of the chil- [*1036]

drea of either of my brothers, lawfully begotten, to be paid

to each of them on his or her attaining the age of twenty-one yeara,

without benefit of survivorship ; Sir J. Leach, M. R., held, that the

gift was confined to children living at the testator's death. He
thought that the words " may be born," provided for the birth of

children between the making of the will and the death of the testa-

tor; and observed, that to give a different meaning to the words
would impute to the testator the inconvenient and improbable inten-

tion that his residuary personal estate should not be distributed until

the deaths of his brothers' children (y).

It seems to be established, too, that the expression children to b&

born or children to be begotten, when occurring in a gift,

under which some class of children born after the death ^ere distri-

of the testator would, independently of this expression '"^''°n
''\''^^"a

of futurity, be entitled, so that the words may be satis-

fied without departing from the ordinary construction, that construc-

tion is unaffected by them.

(x) 2 My. & K. 46, affirmed 3 D. M. & G. 390, and Townsend v Early, 28 Beav. 429, 3

D. F. & J. 1 (same will). See also Butler v. Lowe, 10 Sim. 317. In DeffSis v. Goldschmidt,
19 Ves 566, 1 Mer. 417, it was admitted (improperly as it now appears) that legacies to each
of the children of the testator's sister " whether born or hereafter to be born," would include

every child whenever born unless the will showed a contrary intention , and proceeding on
that" admission, Sir W. Grant held that this contrary intention had not been shown-, and
he relied on the provision that if the sister should die before all her children had attained

twenty-one, the interest of the legacies provided for such children as should be under age, or

a competent part thereof, should be applied in their maintenance; whereby he considered

that the testator had shown that in his view she could not die leaving any child who would
not be entitled to maintenance, and consequently to a legacy. But in Butler v Lowe, 10

Sim. 317, a similar provision was disregarded,

(y) The reason last assigned by the M. R. is the only one which characterizes this class of

excepted cases. The fonner argument would apply equally to cases within the general rule

stated ante, p. 1034. It has indeed been suggested that these excepted cases furnish the

general rule, from which Mogg v. Mogg. and Grooch ». Gooch, as relating only to real estate,

are themselves the exception, Dias b De Livera, 5 App. Ca. 134, 135. No reason is given

why there should be any such distinction between real and perponal estate, unless a vague
allusion to the feudal system was so intended, A distinction derived from this source would,

however, tell the other way, since feudal law accelerates the vesting of estates and (by conse-

quence) the ascertainment of classes,

Spracklinga. Ranier. 1 Dick. 344, was also cited (5 App. Ca. 133) as a "direct authority"

Uiat the words in question do not enlarge the class. But in that case the gift was to G. "for

life, and afterwards to his sons and daughters, and their children, if any then dead, equally,

per stirpes; and if G. should die without issue, then to the sons and daughters of M-., law-

fullj' begotten or to be begotten, and their children, in case any of them should be then dead
leaving issue, equally, per stirpes. G. died without issue in the testator's lifetime. At the

death of G„ M. had' three children, and after the testator's death gave birth to a fourth. It

was held by Sir T, Clarke, M. R., that only such of the children of M- as were living at the

death of G. were entitled. " The Court (he said) will sometimes extend the words ' then liv-

ing' to those living at the time of the will, but never further than the death of the testator."

It is plain, therefore, that the decision turned on the word "then " tying down the class to

the death of G., and that the case has no bearing upon the question under consideration.

It is true that Butler v. Lowe was treated by Sir L Shadwell as a case within " the general

rule ; " but, having regard to the argument in that case, this must have meant " the general

rule respecting distinct legacies."

It may be added that Oias v. De Livera did not, and could not, raise the precise point.

That case turned on the construction of a mutual will, executed by husband and wife ac-

cording to the Roman-Dutch law of Ceylon, and operating at different times on the different

moieties of the joint property; a verj- different instrument from an English will.
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Thus, in Paul v. Compton («), where a testator bequeathed

[*1037] the * residue of his personal estate in trust for his wife for life,

and after her decease unto such of his daughters and such

of their children- as she should by will appoint, recommending her

Construction of
"*° provide for such child or children as may hereafter

a.future gift Jg hom of my said two daughters ; " and in default of

wordf"\o be such disposition, then in trust for the children of the
torn;

"

daughters ; Lord Eldon held that this power to the wife

did not authorize her to appoint to children not born in her lifetime.

So, in Whitbread v. Lord St. John (a), he decided that a bequest

unto and among the child and children of A. born and to he born, as

many as there might be, when and as they should attain their age of
twenty-one years or be married with consent, was confined to his chil-

dren living at the death of the testator and those who afterwards

came in esse before the first share vested in possession, according to

the rule before adverted to (5).

So in Parsons v. Justice (c), where the gift was to A. for life, and
after her death to all the children of B. who should be living at the

testator's death or be born afterwards who should at-

the"worls " to tain twenty-one ; it was held by Sir J. Eomilly, M. R.,

be born after that the class was to be ascertained on the happening of
my death

the latter of the two events, viz. the eldest child attain-

ing twenty-one and the death of A., and that no child born after the

death of A., which happened last, could participate. This decision

is the more emphatic because the will contained a provision that " no
child attaining twenty-one should be excluded from his share in con-

sequence of any other child or children having previously attained

a vested interest in his share or shares, but that each child attaining

in B.'s lifetime a vested interest in his share should thenceforth dur-

ing B.'s life be entitled to receive the whole income of his vested

share for the time being, subject to the contingent right of any after-

born child to such vested share."

But if the bequest is to " such children as shall hereafter be born
during the lives of their respective parents," of course this construc-

tion is excluded by the express terms of the will, and all the after-

born children will be let in, whether born before the period of
distribution {d) or not.

It has been decided, too, that the words "which shall be begot-
ten" or "to be begotten," annexed to the description of

[*1038] * children or issue, do not confine the devise to future chil-

(«) 8 Ves. 375.

(o) 10 Ves. 152.

lb) See ante, p. 1016. In Eddowes i). Eddowes, 30 Beav. 603, the bequest was not so con-
fined ;

Whitbread ». St. John, however, was not cited.

(c) 34 Beav. 598.

(d) Scott V. Earl of Scarborough, 1 Beav. 166.
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dren ; but that the description will, notwithstanding these Do not confine

words, include the children or issue in existence before (u™ 'children,

the making of the will (e).

This doctrine is as old as the time of Lord Coke, who says (/),
that as procreatis shall extend to the issues begotten afterwards, so

proereandis shall extend to the issues begotten before. And in Al-

mack V. Horn (g), where a testator devised real estate to his daughter
A., a widow, and his granddaughter B., and the survivor for life, re-

mainder to all the children of A. and B. lawfully to be begotten as

tenants in common in tail ; B. was the only child of A. ; but notwith-

standing this (Jh), and the apparently future import of the expression
" to be begotten," it was held by Sir W. P. Wood, V.-C, that she was
entitled with her own children to share in the remainder ; the correct

view in his opinion being that the expression had no reference at all

to time, but merely pointed out the stirps.

And it seems that even the words " hereafter to be born " will not

exclude previously-born issue (i), a construction first applied to cases

Cthough not now confined to them) where the word
** Hereafter to

" heirs " or " issue," to which the phrase in question was be born " does

added, was a word of limitation, not giving an estate «»« exclude ex-

by purchase to any other person than to him whose heirs

were mentioned ; and this Lord Talbot said was to prevent the great

confusion which would arise in descents by letting in the younger

before the elder. But, as a rule of construction, it must be founded

on presumed intention ; it supposes that the testator, by mentioning

future children, and them only, does not thereby indicate an intention

to exclude other objects, and in this view is certainly an exception to

the maxim, expressio unius est exclusio alterius.

In a case {j) where by a codicil a testatrix revoked a legacy given

by her will to her sister A., and gave a like sum in trust for her dur-

ing her life, and after her death for " the child or, if more than one,

for all and every the children of A., whether by her present

or any future husband," it was held by Sir W. P. Wood * that [*1039]

a child, who was the only child of A. by a former husband

(who was dead at the date of the will) was entitled. "Ifeither in-

ternally nor externally," said the V.-C, " was there any evidence of

an intention to exclude this child by a former husband. The testa-

trix, who had by her will given the legacy to her sister absolutely, re-

voked by codicil the absolute gift, and after giving her a life interest,

(e) Doe d. James ». Hallett, 1 M. & Sel. 124. See the same principle applied to a deed,

Hewet V. Ireland, 1 P. W. 426, 2 Coll. 344, n.

(/). Co. Lit. 20 b.

(a) 1 H. & M. 630.

(A) See analogous cases upon gifts to next of kin, ante, pp. 983, 984.

(t) Hebblethwaite v. Cartwright, Cas. t. Talb. 31; which seems to overrule the position of

Lord Hale, that the words " in posterum proereandis " exclude sohs born before, on account

of the peculiar force of "in posterum; " Hal. MSS. cit. Co. Lit. 20 b, n. 3; 3 Leon. 87.

0' ) Re Pickup's Will, IJ. & H. 389.

VOL. II. 13
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introduced the provision for the children. She knew that her sister

had one child living. There might be more, and it was immaterial

to her whether those others should be by the present or any future

husband of her sister" (A;).

Sir W. Grant thought {I) that a gift over, in case certain persons

" shall happen to die in my lifetime," though strictly importing fu-

"Sia« happen turity, might be understood as speaking of the event at
to die." whatever time it may happen, whether before or after

the will ; applying the rule that the prior limitation being, by what
means soever, out of the case, the subsequent limitation takes place.

But the context may require expressions of this kind to be con-

strued strictly as importing time future. Thus, in Early v. Ben-

bow (m), where a testator gave legacies of SOOZ. each to
Unless the v /? o o

will show an A-., B., C, and D., four of the grandchildren of his brother
intention to Henrv, and bv a codicil bequeathed 500^. "to each child
6XCllld6 til6Ql>

t/ / »/ .L

that may be born to either of the children of either of

my brothers lawfully begotten ; " it appeared that at the date of the

codicil and of the testator's death, there were living, to his knowl-

edge, several grandchildren of his brothers besides A., B., C., and
D. (and for whom no provision was made except by the codicil), and
several children of brothers, one at least of which brothers survived

the testator. Under these circumstances. Sir J. K. Bruce, V.-C, held

that neither of the legatees named in the will was intended to take

any benefit by the codicil so as to give double legacies ; and appeared

to entertain an opinion equally adverse to all grandchildren

[*1040] living at the date of the codicil, although not * named. Sir

J. Komilly, M. E.., before whom the latter point was after-

wards argued (w), decided it in conformity with that opinion: he
thought it was concluded in principle by the previous decision, in

which he concurred. And both decisions were upheld by the Court
of Appeal (o).

The preceding citation from Lord Coke has anticipated the obser-

vation (which properly finds a place here), that a gift to children
"born" or "begotten" will extend to children coming in esse sub-

(*) Compare the principle of these cases with that of Shuldam ». Smith, 6 Dow. 22, ante,
Vol. I., p. 779. The cases in the text strongly exemplify the anxiety of the Courts to avoid
fiving devises to children an operation that will restrict them to certain classes of children,
ee judgment in Matchwick v. Cock, 3 Ves. 611, where after-born children were admitted

to participate in a provision for maintenance out of income in favor of " children " general! v,
though the disposition of the property itself, out of which the income was to arise (and the
objects of which, it might be presumed, were intended to be the same as those of the main-
tenance provision), was confined to the existing children. Freemantle v. Tavlor 16 Ves
36-3.

'
'

(/) In Christoph^rson ». Naylor, 1 Mer. 326. See also Ee Sheppard's Trusts, 1 K. & J. 269.
(m) 2 Coll. 342. It will be observed that the gift in this case was not to children as a

class. And see Wilkinson v. Adam, IV. & B. 422, 468; Locke v. Dunlop, 39 Ch D
387.

(n) Karly v. Middleton, 14 Beav. 453.

(o) Townsend v. Early, 1 D. F. & J. 1, affirming 28 Beav. 428.
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sequently to the making of the will, and even after the ^°''**„

death of the testator, where, the time of distribution un- "begotten" do

der the gift being posterior to that event, the gift would °»* *
tonf

*

by the general rule of construction include such after- children,

born children.

Thus, where (p) a testator beq^ueathed certain funds to trustees in

trust for his wife for life ; and, after her decease, in trust to transfer

the same unto and among all and every the child and children law-

fully begotten of the testator's nephews and niece by their then or

their late respective wives and husband : Sir J. Leach, V.-C, held

that the bequest comprehended children born after the death of the

widow, i. e., it is presumed (for she died before the testator so that

the gift to the children was, in event, immediate), in the interval

between her death and his.

So, in Eingrose v. Bramham (q), children born in the interval

between the making of the will and the death of the testator were

let in under a bequest to A.'s children ; " 501. to every
L^g^cy to

child he hath by his wife E., to be paid to them by my every child E.

, .-i in J! )) Tj- hath extended
executors as they shall come of age." It was even con- t^ future

tended that the bequest extended to children born after children,

the death of the testator and before the majority of the eldest ; and

Sir R. P. Arden rested his objection to this construction, not solely

on the force of the word " hath," but on other grounds
;
particularly

that it would have the effect of postponing the distribution of the

general residue, until the number of pecuniary legatees could be

ascertained.

It is not to be inferred, however, that because the Courts in the

preceding cases have refused to allow the claims of after-

born * children to be negatived by expressions of a loose [*1041]

and equivocal character, they would deny all effect to words

studiously inserted with the design of restricting a gift to children to

existing objects, though the reason or purpose of the restriction may
not be apparent : as in the instance of a gift to children " now
living," which we have seen is confined to children in existence at

the date of the will (r). And effect has sometimes been given to the

word " born " or " begotten," by considering it as intended to apply

to objects not strictly or prima facie included in the class, where
otherwise the word would have been inoperative (s).

And here it may be observed that, under a devise to children born

at a particular time, children take a vested interest immediately on

(p) Browne v. Groombridge, 4 Mad. 495.

(?) 2 Cox, 384, 2 R. R. 84. See also Doe d. Burton v. White, 1 Ex. 526, 2 Ex. 797, where,
however, the only question was whether an immediate gift to "children who have issue,"

included children'who had no issue until after testator's death; and it was held that it did

not, but meant "have at testator's death."
(r) Vide ante, Ch. X.
(s) See next chapter.
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Gift to chil- their birth, not subject to be divested by death before

time named ;" the specified period (t). But it is otherwise, of course,
they need not jf the gift is to children living at the time. In Fox v.

Garrett (m), where the gift was to A. for life, and if he

should die (as he did) without children, then to the children of B.

and C, who should be living at the decease of himself, the testator,

and A. ; it was held that this meant living at the death of the sur-

vivor of the testator and A.

IX.— As to Children " en ventre."— It should be observed, that in

the application of the preceding rules, and, indeed, for all purposes of

Children en
construction, a child en ventre sa rnhve is considered

ventre, when as a child in esse ^ if it will be for its own benefit to be
included.

^^ considered. This was finally established in Doe v.

Clarke (x), which was an ejectment directed by Lord Thurlow, in

consequence of a difference of opinion between himself and Sir LI.

Kenyon, M. E., on the claim of a posthumous child under
Held to take j j

' ir

as objects a gift to all the children of C. who should be living at
limng at a ^he time of his death ; the former maintaining the com-
£riv6ii period*

petency, and the M. E. the incompetency, of the chUd en
ventre sa mere to take as a " living child " (y).

The case of Clarke v. Blake afterwards came before Lord Lough-
borough (»), on the equity reserved, and, in conformity to

[*1042] * the decision of C. P., he held the posthumous child to be
entitled. Indeed so completely is the point now set at rest,

that the claim of a child en ventre sa mfere under a bequest " to the
child and children begotten and to be begotten on the body of A.,

who should be living at B.'s decease," was admitted sub silentio in

the much-discussed case of Mogg v. Mogg (a).

(0 Paterson v. Mills, 18 L. J. Ch. 449, 14 Jur. 126.

(«) 28 Beav. 19.

(a;) 2 H. Bl. 399, 3 R. R. 431.

(y) Clarke v. Blake, 2 B. C. C. 321 (overruling Pierson v. Gamett, 2 B. 0. C. 47; Cooper
II. Forbes, id. 63; Freemantle v. Freemantle, 1 Cox, 248). The child en ventre is supposed to
be actually born at the period of distribution ; if on that supposition he would have been
illegitimate, as, if his mother is then unmarried, he will not -take, although the mother may
be married before his actual birth, Re Corlass, 1 Ch. D. 460.

(2) 2 Ves. Jr. 673.
(a) 1 Mer. 654. See also Rawlins «. Rawlins, 2 Cox, 425. These cases demonstrate that

1 Hall ti. Hancock, 15 Pick. 255 ; Stedfast guage is used, and the intention of the
V. Nicoll, 3 Johns. Cas. 18; Marsellis v. Thai- testator is to govern. In Re Emery 3 Ch.
himer, 2Paige, 36; Petway «. Powell, 2 Dev. D. 300; Starling v. Price, 16 Ohio St 29*

& B. Eq. 312; Swift V. Duffield, 5 Serg. & The designation of the children to take as
R. 38; Barker v. Pearce, 30 Penn. St. 173; "the three children" of A., of course cuts
Laird's Appeal, 85 Penn. St. 339; Burke v. ofE a posthumous child not specially referred
Wilder, 1 McCord, Ch. 551; Pratt ». Flamer, to. In Re Emerv, supra. But a posthumous
5 Harr. & J. 10; Crook v. Hill, 3 Ch. child will be included under the words " chil-
D. 773; s. c. L, E., 6 H. L. 265; Oocleston dren," or "sons" or "daughters" of A.
V. Fullalove, L. R., 9 Ch. 147 (the last three though the language be qualified by such
being cases of illegitimate children). Of terms as "now living" or "born." Starling
course the question may be one of interpre- v. Price, supra,
tation or of construction when particular Ian-
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It being thus settled that children en ventre were entitled under

the description of children living, the only doubt that remained was
whether they would be held to come under the description q^iM en

of children born; and that question also has been de- ventre entitled

cided in the ai&rmative (b). The result then is to read "Sn^of chii-^

the words "living," and "born," as synonymous with drenio™.

procreated: and, to support a narrower signification of such terms,

words pointedly expressive of an intention to employ them in a spe-

cial and restricted sense must be used (c).

The rule of [construction prevails wherever it makes the unborn

child an object of gift, or of a power of appointment (cZ), or pre-

vents a gift to it (e), or an estate otherwise vested in it, cj^iia g^

as by descent (/), from being divested. But it is limited ventre is not

to cases where the unborn child is benefited by its appli- esse^ except for

cation. Thus in Blasson v. Blasson (^), where a testatrix ''^ °w benefit,

directed a fund to be accumulated, and when the youngest of the chil-

dren of A., B., and C. who should have been born and should be liv-

ing at her death should attain twenty-one, to be divided among such

of the children of A., B., and C, as should then be living : two chil-

dren who were en ventre at the death of the testatrix were held by
Lord Westbury not to be " born and living " at her death, because,

although by holding them to be then born and living, the period of

accumulation would have been extended, and the class of children

consequently enlarged, that construction was not needed for the pur-

pose of admitting the individuals who were en ventre to share in

the fund.

* It should be observed, that in Bennett v. Honeywood (K), [*1043]

Lord Apsley considered that the admission of children en

ventre was confined to devises to children, and refused whether chil-

to let in such a child under a devise to relations. This ^r^" «° ventre

decision does not appear to have been expressly over- gift to rda-

ruled; but it is conceived that the present doctrine, and *"""'

the principle upon which the late cases have proceeded, that a child

en ventre sa mere is for all purpose a child in existence, and even

bom, conclusively negative any such distinction (i).

the distinction laid down in Northey ». Strange, 1 P. W. 341, between a devise to children

generally and to children living at a" given period, with reference to the admission of children

en ventre, is unfounded; nor would it have been deemed worthy of remark had not the case

been cited (1 Belt's Ves. 113, Editor's note) without an explicit denial of its authority.

(4) Trower v. Butts, 1 S. & St. 181. See also Whitelock v. Heddon, 1 B. & P. 243.

(J) See as to indications of such intention, Wallis v. Wallis, 13 L. R., Ir. 258.

(d) Re Farncombe's Trusts, 9 Ch. D. 652.

(e) Pearce v. Carrington, L. R., 8 Ch. 969.

(/) Burdet «. Hopegood, 1 P. W. 485, and see other cases cited 1 S. & St. 182, 183.

(0) 2 D. J. & S. 665.

(1) Amb. 708.

(i) See ace. Sugd. Pow. 653, 8th ed. Re Gardiner's Estate, L. R., 20 Eq. 647 (gift to

brothers and sisters), is contra. The V. C. (Bacon) would even appear to have denied gen-
erally the doctrine that in applying the preceding rules a child en ventre is to be deemed in

esse : sed qu.
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It has also been suggested (k), that a child en ventre is not a child

— under a in existence for the purpose of applying the second branch

and'Ms'cMl- °^ *^® ^^^^ ^°- Wild's case (I), according to which, if one
dren. deviscs land to A. and his children, and A. has children

at the time of the devise, they take jointly with A. But the case

did not require a decision on this point.

X.— Clauses substituting Children for Parents.— Sometimes ques-

tions arise on the construction of clauses substituting the children

Clauses of of legatees who die before the period of distribution or
substitution. enjoyment.i Most of these questions will be found in

other parts of the present work, especially in a subsequent chapter,

which treats of the period to which words providing against the

death of a prior devisee or legatee, coupled with a contingency, are to

be considered as referring (m). But there is one point which it is

convenient to notice in this place, because at one time the authorities

were conflicting, some of them maintaining a construction which
seemed to be hardly reconcilable with the principles of analogous

Whether
cases, and to be peculiar to clauses of substitution in

shaves of chil- favor of children. The point occurs where children are

necessar^fm- substituted for legatees dying before a given period
plication sub- (usually the period of distribution), without any express

same'contin- requisition that the children thus substituted shall sur-

gency as their yiye such period : and the question is, whether the substi-

tuted gift is by necessary intendment to be construed as

applying only to such issue as may happen to be living at such

period, or whether the issue surviving the parents are abso-

[*1044] lutely entitled ; in other words, * whether the gift to the

issue is by implication subject to the same contingency of

survivorship as the gift to the parents. The prevalent notion before

any adjudication on the subject, seems to have been, that in such

cases it was not allowable to engraft on the gift to the issue an im-

plied qualification, in order to assimilate their interest to that of their

parents ; and this strictness of construction was considered to be war-

ranted by the apparently analogous cases establishing that accruing

shares were not, by necessary implication, subject to clauses of ac-

cruer which the testator had in terms applied to original shares only

;

there being, it was thought, no such irresistible inference that the tes-

(4) By Kelly, C. B., Roper v. Roper, L. R., 3 C. P. 32.

(0 Post, Ch. XXXVIII.
(m) Ch. XLIX. ; also Ch. XXXII., s. 1, ad fin.; Ch. XL.

1 A residuary bequest in the words, viz. living ; if not, then that their children were
" to my six brothers and sisters, and to their substituted legatees, excluding their grand-
respective heirs of their bodies, but no fur- children, Vaughan v, Dickens, 2 Dev. & B.
ther, and these must be alive at the death of Eq. 52^ See Price v. Lockley, 6 Beav. 180;
my wife," was held to mean, that the brothers Salisbury v. Petty, 3 Hare, 86.

and sisters were to take if they were then
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tator has the same intention in regard to original and the accruing

shares, as to supply the defect of expression. The application of this

strict rule was, however, sometimes supposed to defeat the probable

intention, and the more liberal construction was accordingly adopted

of extending to the children the qualification affecting the shares of

the original objects of gift (w).

It is probable, however, that the testator does not contemplate the

precise event, and "a judge is not justified in departing from the

plain meaning of words which admit of a rational interpretation, for

the purpose of giving effect to an assumed intention, which appears

to him to be more rational, or more consistent with the rest of the

will " (o). Moreover, even if the testator did contemplate the event,

it^is not clear that his real intention would be carried into effect by
the construction adopted in those cases. " It is said," observed Sir

W. P. Wood, V.-C. (p), " that there is no satisfactory reason why a

condition of survivorship should attach to a parent and not to a

child,— a remark with which I cannot altogether agree, for there is

very considerable difference in the positions of the parents and their

issue. It is intelligible that a gift to children should be limited to

those who survive the tenant for life, there being a gift over to their

issue ; but in the case of issue, why a share should be distributed

among surviving issue, giving nothing to the representatives

of those who may be dead, is not so clear. If * all are to [*1045]

participate, any of them, in making arrangements on mar-

riage, or otherwise, may rely upon this, that should he die before the

share falls in, his family will take it. This observation does not ap-

ply to the case of children, under a condition that they must survive

the tenant for life, with substituted gifts to issue, because, notwith-

standing the condition of survivorship, their families are provided

for. On the construction that would limit the issue entitled to those

who survive the tenant for life, the objects of the testator's bounty

are placed in a position which is not such as the testator would

desire. To these "considerations must be added the inclination of the

Court to avoid the suspense of shares, as far as can be done consist-

ently with the expressed intention, and to favor early vesting."

These considerations were, in repeated instances, held children not

to outweigh the authority of the decisions above referred required to

-.-.i I'll i_i.T survive toe

to, and it is now settled that children are not by impli- period of dis-

cation required to survive the period of distribution as
^'ongh their

expressed with regard to their parents in whose place parents are.

(n) Bennett ». Merriman, 6 Beav. .360; Macgregor v. Macgregor, 2 Coll. 192; Penny v.

Clarke, 1 D. F. & J 425; Re Corrie's Will, 32 Beav. 420; and other cases to the same effect

cited in Martin v. Holgate, L. R., 1 H. L. 175. Eyre «. Marsden, 2 Kee. 664, may perhaps

be supported by the reference ( " in the same manner," &c.) to the gift to the parents: see

Smith V. Palmer, 7 Hare, 229. Turner v. Sargent, 17 Beav. 515, was an executory tVust.

(o) Per Lord Westbury, L. R., 1 H. L. 189.

(p) Re Wildman's Trusts, IJ. &H. 302, approved by Turner, L. J., Re Pell's Trust, 3 D.

F. & J 293.
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In what cases they stand, whether the gift to the issue be original

—

the children
3,8 where it is to such of a class of legatees as survive

must survive ........ , ,
i,

their own the period of distribution, and the issue of such as are
parents. then dead (q)— or strictly substitutional, i. e., divesting

a previous vested gift to the parent (r). And though the child dies be-

fore its parent, it will still be entitled, if the gift to it be original (s)

;

but not, it seems, if the gift be substitutional (t). And where

[*1046] * the gift to issue is original, it has been held that if it be to

the issue of such of the prior legatees as die leaving issue,

issue who predecease their parent will not be entitled (u). But the

better opinion appears to be that if any issue survive the parent, the

interest of all, whether they survive or not, will be preserved (x).

XI. — Mis-statement as to Number of Children.— It often happens,

that a gift to children describes them as consisting of a specified num-

Eule where ber, which is less than the number found to exist at the
"""iber of (Jate of the will. In such cases, it is highly probable that

erroneously re- the testator has mistaken the actual number of the chil-
ferred to. dren ; and that his real intention is, that all the children,

whatever may be their number, shall be included. Such, accordingly,

is the established construction, the numerical restriction being wholly

disregarded.^ Indeed, unless this were done, the gift must be void

for uncertainty, on account of the impossibility of distinguishing

which of the children were intended to be described by the smaller

number specified by the testator.''

(q) Martin v. Holgate, L. R., 1 H. L. 175. See also Re Orton's Trusts, L. E., 3 Eq. 375;
Ke Bratt's Trusts, W. N., 1883, p. 54. The previous decisions were Stanley v. Wise, 1

Cox, 432; Lvou v. Coward, 15 Sim. 287; Barker v. Barker, 5 De G. & S. 753; Bellamv v.

Hill, 2 Sm. "& Gif. 328; Re Bennett's Trusts, 3 K. & J. 280; Crause v. Cooper, 1 J. &' H.
207, Re Wildman's Trusts, id. 299; Harcourt v. Harcourt, 26 L. J. Ch. 536 (deed); Lanphier
V. Buck, 34 L. J. Ch. 650, also reported 2 Dr. & Sm. 484, where the marginal note mis-states

the gift.

(!) Re Turner, 2 Dr & Sm 1,01; Hodgson « Smithson, 21 Beav 354. See also Masters
». Scales, 13 Beav. 60; Buckle v Fawcett, 4 Hare, 536 545; Re Pell's Trust, 3 D. F. & J.

291, in which three cases the gift was to tlie parents, or such of them as survived and the
issue of such as were dead, which is a vested gift, subject to be divested in favor of issue if

any, and if none in favor of survivors. And see Re Merrick's Trusts, L. E., 1 Eq. 551,
which was treated by Wood, V.-C, as a substitutional gift to issue, but see the definition

given by Kindersley, V.-C, 2 Dr. & Sm. 494, and by Lord WeStbury, L. R., 1 H. L. 181.

Pearson V- Stephen, 6 Bli. N. S. 203,2 D. & CI. 328, has been cited contra; but though
the decree as drawn up appears to support the doctrine that in a case of substitution the issue

are impliedly subject to the same conditions as their parent, the only point argued in the case
was whether, under a gift of personalty to several and their issue per stirpes, " issue " was a
word of limitation or purchase, i. e., whether the parents took absolutely, or for life only
with remamder to their children. See per Kindersley, V.-C, 34 L. J. Ch. 659.

(s) Lxnphier v. Buck, 2 Dr. & Sm. 484; Ee Smith's Trusts, 7 Ch. D. 665; notwithstanding
Humfrey v. Humfrey, 2 Dr. & Sm. 49.

(t) Ee Turner, 2 Dr. & Sm. 501; Hurrv v. Hurry, L. E., 10 Eq. 346. And see Re Ben-
nett's Trusts, 3 K. & J. 280; Crause v Cooper, IJ. & H. 207; Re Merrick's Trusts, L. R.,

1 Eq. 561, all decided by 'Wood, V.-C , as cases of substitutional trusts.

(a) Thompson ». Clive, 23 Beav. 282; per Kindersley, V.-C, Lanphier v. Buck, 2 Dr. &
Sin. 499.

(x) Re Smith's Trusts, 7 Ch. D 665; and see cases Ch. XLIX., ad fin.

1 Kalbfleisch v. Kalbfleisch, 67 N. Y. 354; 2 Id., Wrightson v. Calvert, 1 Johns, ^H.
Shepard v. Wight, 5 Jones, Eq. 22. 250. See also as to this ground of the rule.
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Gift to A.'s
three children,

there being
four, held to

comprehend
all.

Thus ia Tomkins v. Tomkins (y), where a testator, after bequeath-

ing 20/. to his sister, gave to her three children 50/.

each ; and the legatee had four ; Lord Hardwicke held

that they were all entitled.

So, in Scott V, Fenoulhett («), a bequest to C. of 500/.

" and the like sum to each of his daughters, if both or

either of them should survive Lady C," was held to belong to three

daughters who were living when the will was made. It was con-

tended, in this case, that the bequest was intended for two daughters
who resided very near the testator, the third living at a great dis-

tance from him ; but as the point had not previously been raised in

the cause, and it appeared that the testator knew the last-mentioned

daughter. Lord Thurlow refused an inquiry.

Again, in Stebbing v. Walkey (a), where a testator bequeathed
certain stock unto " the two daughters of T. in equal shares,"

* during their lives ; and if either of them should die, then [*1047]

to pay the whole to the survivor during her life, and in case

hoth should depart this life, then the whole to fall into the residue.

At the date of the will T. had three daughters, all of Bequest to the

whom were held to be entitled
; Sir LI. Kenyon, M. E., oTt^^S"

declaring that he yielded to the authority of the cases, being three,

and not to the reason of them.

So, in Garvey v. Hibbert (&), Sir W. Grant, on the au- Pecuniar}-

thority of the last case, held four children to be entitled legacy given

under a bequest " to the three children of D." of 600/. Ihafthe
'"'"'^

each. In this case a question arose whether, in the fourtiitook

adoption of this construction, the aggregate amount of amount.*^"*

the three legacies was to be divided among the four, or each of the

four was to take a legacy of the same amount as was given to each of

the three : the counsel for the legatees contended only for the former

;

but the M. R., on the authority of Tomkins v. Tomkins (c), adopted

the latter construction.

And in M'Kechnie v. Vaughan (d), where 500/. was bequeathed " to

(y) Cit. 2 Ves 564, cit 3 Atk. 257, and stated from the Register's Book, 19 Ves. 126

;

Morrison v. Martin, 5 Hare, 507; Spencer v. Ward, L. R., 9 Eq. 507; Re Basset's Estate, L.
K., 14 Eq. 54. See the same principle applied to bequests to servants, in Sleech v. Thoring-
ton, 2 Ves. 561.

{z) 1 Cox, 79, cit. 2 B. C. C. 86, where it is erroneously stated to be a bequest to two
daughters.

(a) 2 B. C. C. 85, 1 Cox, 250; Lee v. Pain, 4 Hare, 249; Lee i). Lee, 10 Jur. N. S. 1041.

(6) 19 Ves. 125.

(c) Supra, p. 1040.

(d) L. K., 15 Eq. 289.

Spencer ». Ward, L. R.,9 Eq. 507; Stebbing
V. Walkey, 2 Brown, Ch. 86L A testator de-

vised his "estate to his wife and three children,

if his wife should not be enceinte at his death,

but, if she should be, then to her and his four

children. He lived, had the fourth child, and
bis wife was enceinte with the fifth. All the

children were allowed equal shares of the es-

tate. Adams v. Logan, 6 T. B. Mon. 175.
Devise of the testator's farm to his two
nieces, the daughters of J. V., and his grand-
son. J, V. had three daughters, nieces of the
testator. The three took two-thirds of the
farm. Vernor v. Henry, 6 Watts, 192.
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each of my four nieces the daughters of my
Gift to /oar ^^*^ brother A.," and at the date of the will there were
with a Wank five, Sir W. James, V.-C, held that each of the five was

names!"there entitled to a legacy of 5001. It was argued that the
being five. blank showed an intention to select particular nieces,

and that this not being effectually done, the gift was void for uncer-

tainty ; but the V.-C. thought that the blank was much more prob-

ably due to the testator being ignorant of the state of the family, and

was not enough to take the case out of the general rule.

Again, in Berkeley v. Pulling (e), where a testator directed his pro-

perty to be " divided into eight equal shares, and disposed as follows

among the children of A. and B.," and then proceeded

eighT,°ttiere° to givc to some two shares, and to others one, but enu-
being seven merating seven shares only ; Lord Gifford, M. E.., con-

jeo s on y.
gjjjgj^jjg tj^g^t ^j^jg -^^^g evidently a mistake, held that the

property should be divided into seven shares.

In cases the converse of the preceding, i. e., where the number of

" To the five
children mentioned in the will exceeds the actual number,

daughters of of course there is no hesitation in holding all the children

being onr to be entitled ; and, in Lord Selsey v. Lord Lake (/), a
daughter and trust for the five daughters of the testator's niece, E., and

the survivors and survivor of them, was held to apply to

[*1048J a daughter of E. (and * who was the only daughter at the

date of the will, and not to sons, of whom there were five at

the date of the will ; it being considered, it should seem, that the

mere correspondence of number was not sufficient to indicate that

the word " daughters " was written by mistake for sons.

But, in Lane v. Green (g), under a bequest of 100^. each to the four

To the four sons of A., A. having, in fact, three sons and a daughter
;

sons of A., Sir J. K. Bruce, V.-C, thinking it clear that the testator

three so^s^and intended to give four legacies of lOOZ., held the daughter
one daughter, entitled to a legacy as well as the sons.

The case of Harrison v. Harrison (A) presents an example both of

overstatement and of understatement of the true number ; the bequest

being to " the two sons and the daughter of T. L., 501. each." There
were one son and five daughters living at the date of the will, all of

whom were held to be entitled.

The ground on which the Court has proceeded is that it is a mere
slip in expression (i), and the circumstance that the tiestator knows

Testator's the true number of children is not a sufficient reason for
knowledge of departing from the rule. Thus, where a testatrix be-

ber does not
,

queathed to the three children of her niece, A., 5001.
affect the rule, each, knowing that A. had nine children, all the children

(e) 1 Russ. 496. (/) 1 Beav. 151.

(o) 4 De G. & S. 239.

(A) 1 R. & My. 72. And see Hare v. Cartridge, 13 Sim. 165.

(i) Per Grant, M. B., 19 Ves. 126.
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were held entitled to a legacy (k). Evidence was offered that when
A. had only three children, the testatrix being aware of that fact had
made a will in the terms stated above, and had, in the intervals after

the births (of which she was regularly informed) of a fourth and ninth

child, made a second and third will, and finally the will which was in

question : and all these wills were in the same words. But Sir J. K.
Bruce, V.-C, thought that assuming the admissibility of the evidence

(which he purposely avoided deciding), it was not sufficient to exclude

the claim of the six younger children.

And in Yeats v. Yeats (I), where a testator bequeathed 40Z. a year
" to each of the seven children now living of A. :

" it was proved that

a year before the date of the will the testator had been informed, as

the fact was, that A. then had seven children. But in the interval

two more were born ; and it was held, that the general rule must
prevail, and that all nine were entitled to annuities.

* But, as was implied in the very statement of the rule, it [*1049]

is not applicable where the context, with such aid if any

from extrinsic facts as may be necessary and admissible, points out

which of the children the testator intended to describe Rule inap-

by the smaller number. There is then no uncertainty, pi'cabie unless

,, /•• T 1 there is un-
and the presumption of mistake and the consequent re- certainty in

jection of the numerical restriction are inadmissible. ^^^ objects.

Thus a gift equally among " my four nephews and niece, namely,

A., B., C. and D.," there being four nephews besides D. the niece, was

held to include only those named (m). So where the testator gave a

legacy to the two grandchildren of A., adding, " they live at X.," and

A. had three grandchildren, but only two lived at X., it was held that

only these two were entitled (n).

Again, in Hampshire v. Peirce (o), where a testatrix gave lOOZ.

" to the four children of my late cousin E. B. equally to be divided

;

if any of them should die under twenty-one or unmar- Gift to four,

ried, their share or shares shall go to the survivors of
four®of^o°f

them ; " at the date of the will there were living two marriage and

children of E. B. by P. a former husband, both then of
^•^'"'f a°<>'her.

age, and four children by B., all infants, and it was urged that " four "

ought to be rejected. But Sir J. Strange, M. E., said, " I should have

had some doubt if it had not so entirely corresponded with the circum-

stances and situation of the family at that time. Here were not six

children by one and the same husband, as it was in Tomkins v. Tom-

kins, but two broods of children by different husbands ; therefore it

was natural, in pointing out the number, to understand her pointing

(k) Daniell v. Daniell, 3 De G- & S. 337 ; Scott v. Fenoulhett, 1 Cox, 79.

(0 16 Beav. 170.

(m) GlanviUe v Glanville, 33 Beav. 302. So a gift 'Ho all the children of A., namely,"

&c., was confined to those named, in Re Hull's Estate, 21 Beav. 314.

(n) Wnghtson v. Calvert, IJ. & H. 250.

(o) 2 Ves. 216.
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out that particular brood of number four ; and so there is not that

uncertainty as if all the children had been by the same husband."

He also adverted to the clause of survivor if any should die under

twenty-one, which the P. children could not, being both of age. It

must be observed that the M. E. thought there was still some uncer-

tainty left, and that to remove it he admitted evidence of declarw-

tions by the testatrix that she intended the four B. children only.

" It may be well doubted," said Lord Abinger, in Doe v. Hiseoeks (p),
" whether this was right, but the decision on the whole case was un-

doubtedly correct ; for the circumstances of the family and

[*1050] their ages, which no doubt * were admissible, were quite suffi-

cient to have sustained the judgment without the question-

able evidence."

So, in Newman v. Piercey (q), where a testatrix bequeathed " to

Mrs. Walden, widow of the late William Walden, 1001.,

and to each of her three children a like sum of lOOZ. ; " at the

date of the will there was no person answering the description

" Mrs. W.," &c., consequently parol evidence of the cir-

cumstances was admissible to explain that. This evidence showed
that William Walden, a half brother of the testatrix, had died leav-

ing a widow and three children ; and that she had since married P.

and (as the testatrix knew) had some children by him. It was held

by Sir G. Jessel that the P. children did not answer the description

in the will, for at no period of their lives could they be described as

the children of " Mrs. W., widow of the late W. W. :" they were the

children of Mrs. P. and not of the widow of W. Taking the descrip-

tion and the evidence together, he thought it clear that the children of

Mrs. W., by W. W., were alone intended to take. One of those three was
dead at the date of the will, but it appeared probable, and was assumed,

that she did not know it : as far as she knew, there were still three.

Of course, if the number mentioned by the testator agree with the

number existing at the date of the will, there is no ground for ex-

tending the gift to an after-born child (r), although en ventre sa mkie
at the date of the will (s).

Ou the same principle as that which governed the preceding

cases, it has been decided, that where (t) a testator bequeathed the

Gift totes- residue of his personal estate to be divided equally

chiidr'enr"
among his seven children, A., B., C, D., E., and F. (nam-

raming only ing only six), and it turned out that he had eight chiL

bfing''f"fact
dren when he made his will, but from other parts of his

eight. will it appeared that he considered one of his children

as fully provided for ; the seven other children were entitled.

Ip) 5 M. & W. 371, ante, Vol. I., p. 407.

(q) i Ch. D. 41. It is singular that Hampshire v. Peirce was not cited in this case,
(r) Sherer v. Bishop, 4 B. C. C. 55.

(») Re Emery's Estate, 3 Ch. D. 300.

(«) Humphreys v. Humphreys, 2 Cox, 184. See also Garth v. Memck, 1 B. C. C. 30: Ed-
dels i;. Johnson, 1 Giff. 22.
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XII. — Whether children take per stirpes or per To the children

capita. —Where a gift is to the children of several per- °^^- a°<iB.

sous, whether it be to the children of A. and B. (u), or to

the children of A. * and the children of B. (a;), they take [*1051]

per capita, not per stirpes.^

The same rule applies, where a devise or bequest is made to a
person and the children of another person (y) ;

^ or to a person
described as standing in a certain relation to the testa^ To A. and the

tor, and the children of another person standing in the <''''''J"'^" °* ^
same relation as to " my son A. and the children of my son B." (s) ;

'

in which case A. takes only a share equal to that of one of the chil-

dren of B., though it may be conjectured that the testator had a

distribution according to the statute in his view.* So if the gift be to

(m) Weld V. Bradbury, 2 Vern. 705; Lugar v. Harman, 1 Cox, 250; Pattison v. Pattison,

19 Beav. 638; Armitage'i;. Williams, 27 id. 346.

(x) Ladv Lincoln i'. Pelbam, 10 Ves. 166 ; see also Barnes v. Patch, 8 Ves. 604 ; Walker v.

Moore, 1 feeav. 607 ; Bolger v. Mackell, 5 Ves. 509 ; Eccard v. Brooke, 2 Cox, 213 ; Heron v,

Stokes, 2 D. & War. 89.

(y) Butler v. Stratton, 3 B. C. C. 367; Dowding v. Smith, 3 Beav. 541; Rickabe v. Gar-
wood, 8 id. 579; Paine v. Wagner, 12 Sim. 184; Amson v. Harris, 19 Beav. 210.

(z) Blackler v. Webb, 2 P. W. 383; Williams v. Yates, 1 C. P. Coop. 177, 1 Jur. 510;
Hvde V. Cullen, id. 100; Linden v. Blackmore, 10 Sim. 626; Tomliu v. Hatfield, 12 Sim.
167; Tyndale v. Wilkinson, 23 Beav. 74; Payne v. Webb, L. R., 19 Eq. 26. In Blackler v.

Webb, "Lord King, C, said that A. and the children of B. "should each of them take per
capita, as if all the children had been named by their respective names." This is not to be
understood as limiting the class of children capable of taking to those living at the date of
the will ; on the contrary, the general rule applies by which all children born before the
period of distribution are admitted to share, Dowding v. Smith, 3 Beav. 541; Linden v. Black-
more, 10 Sim. 626; Cooke v. Bowen, 4 Y. & C. 244. But see Parkinson's Trust, 1 Sim. N.
S. 242; where, however, the point seems not to have been noticed. Scott v. Scott, 15 Sim.
47, went apparently upon the rule m Wild's case.

1 McCartney v. Osbum, 118 III. 403; Hill yields to the manifestation of a different in-

V. Bowers, 120 Mass. 135 ; Campbell v. Clark, tention, as stated in the text. Young's Ap-
64 N. H. 328; Hall v. Smith, 61 N. H. 144; peal, supra. Of course donees by name prima
Farmer v. Kimball, 46 N. H. 435; Benedict facie take per capita. Crawford v. Redus,
V. Ball, 38 N. J. Eq. 48; In re Verplanck, 91 64 Miss. 700; Nichols v. Dennv, 37 Miss. 59.

N. Y. 439; Howell v. Tyler, 91 N. C. 207; Gift of real and personal estate to the heirs

Ex parte Leith, 1 Hill.'Ch. 153; Balcom v. of A., whose heirs are two children of a de-

Havnes, 14 Allen, 204 ; Shaffer v. Kettell, id. ceased sister and three children of a deceased
528"; Brittain «. Carson, 46 Md 186 ; Thomp- brother. The personalty should be divided

son V. Young, 25 Md. 461 ; Brown v. Ramsey, per capita and the realty per stirpes. Haves
7 Gill, 347; Maddox v. State, 4 Har. & .J. v. King, 37 N. J. Eq. 1. See Mills v. Thorne,

639 ; Hoxton V. Griffith, 18 Gratt. 674; Smith 95 N. C. 362 ; Woodward v. James, 115 N.Y.
V. Curtis, 5 Dutch. 345; Post v, Herbert, 27 346, referring to the rule whicli obtains in

N. J. Eq. 640; Shull ». Johnson, 2 Jones, Eq. many states compelling a reference to the

202; Young's Appeal, 83 Penn. St. 69; Mo- statute as a ^uide to the manner and propor-

Neillage v. Galbraith, 8 Serg. & R. 42 ; Mc- tion of division, in the case of a devise to

Neillage v. Barely, 11 Serg. & R. 103
;

heirs, and citing Richards v. Miller, 62 111.

Risk's Appeal, 52 Penn. St. 269. So where 417; Bassett v. Granger, 100 Mass. 348; Bas-

a devise is made to children and grand- kin's Appeal, 3 Penn. St. 304; Bailey ».

children, or to brothers and sisters, and Bailey, 25 Mich. 185; Cook v. Catlin, 25

nephews and nieces, to be equally divided be- Conn. 387.

tween them, and the devisees are individu- ^ Pitney ». Brown, 44 111. 363; Vincent «.

ally named, they take per capita and not per Newhouse, 83 N. Y. 505.

stirpes. Kean v. Roe, 2 Harring. 103 ; ShuU » McCartney v. Osbum, 118 111. 403; Allen-

e. Johnson, 2 Jones, Eq. 202. See Brewer ». der v. Keplinger, 62 Md. 7; Campbell v.

Opie, 1 Call, 212; Kimbro v. Johnson, 15 Clark, 64 N. H. 328; Farrer v. Pyne, 81 N.
Lea, 78. Indeed, whenever a testator desig- Y. 281; Osburn's Appeal, 104 Penn. St.

nates the objects of his bounty by their rela- 637.

tionship to a living ancestor, ibey take equal < Henry v. Thomas, 118 Ind. 23. The per

shares per capita. Young's Appeal, and capita rule, it is rather strongly declared in

other cases supra. But this rule readily this case, has been so departed from, that it
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A. and B. and their children, or to a class and their children, every

individual coming within the terms of the description, as well chil-

dren as parents, will take an equal proportion of the fund ; that is,

the distribution will be made per capita (a).

But this mode of construction will yield to a very faint glimpse of

a different intention in the context.' Thus the mere fact, that the

(o) Cnnningliam v, Murray, 1 De G. & S.' 366; Abbav v. Howe, id. 470; Northey ».

Strange, 1 P. W. 340; Murray o. Murray, 3 Ir. Ch. Eep. 120; Law«. Thorp, 4 Jur. N. S.

447, 27 L. J. Ch. 649. So where a gift is implied from a power to appoint to children or
issue, Re White's Trust, Joh. 656. As to the question whether the parents take an equal
share with their children, or a life interest in the whole with remainder amongst the children,

see post, Ch. XXXVIII.

has no longer any practical force ; the weight
of authority being that the beneficiaries take
per stirpes unless a contrary intention ap-

pears. Id. (citing Minter's Appeal, 40 Penn.
St. Ill; Fissel's Appeal, 27 Penn. St. 65;
Clark V. Lynch, 46 Barb. 68 ; Vincent ». New-
house, 83 N. T. 505 ; Bool v. Mix, 17 Wend.
119; Alder B. Beall, 11 Gill & J. 123). See
also Farrer v. Pyne, 81 N. T. 281, referring

to the same protest against the per capita

rule ; Kimbro v. Johnson, 15 Lea, 78.

1 Woodward «. James, il5 N.Y, 346 (citing

Farrer v. Pyne, 81 N. Y. 284); Vincent d.

Newhouse, 83 N. Y. 505 (citing Lock hart v.

Lockhart, 3 Jones, Eq. 205; Fisher v. Skill-

man, 3 C. E. Green, 229 ; Hoppock v. Tucker,
59 N. Y. 202); Howell v. Tvler, 91 N. C.

207; Balcora v. Haynes, 14 Allen, 204; Ray-
mond V. Hilihouse, 45 Conn. 467; Hoxtoni.
Griffith, ISGratt. 574; Hamlett v. Hamlett,
12 Leigh, 350; Gilliam v. Underwood, 3
Jones, Eq. 100; Lockhart v. Lockhart, id.

205; Alder v. Beall, 11 Gill & J. 123; Lack-
land V. Downing, 11 B. Mon. 32; Fissel's

Appeal, 27 Penn. St. 55; Young's Appeal, 83
Penn. St. 59.

Thus, in a case where the testator devised
the residue of his estate as follows, "to be
equall}- divided between the children of my
8i.<iter B. and their heirs forever, and the chil-

dren of my sister C. and their heirs forever,"
and C. survived the testator, B. being dead,
the latter having seven children and the for-

mer four, it was held that the residue of the
estate should be divided into two equal por-
tions, between the children of B. and C. Al-
uer V. Beall, 11 Gill & J. 123. See Bool v.

Mix, 17 Wend. 119; Walker v. Griffin, 11
Wheat. 375; Roome v. Counter, 1 Halst. 111.

So where the devise was of propertj- to be di-

vided as follows, " between the children ofmy
brother J., deceased, and the children or heirs
of my sister C, deceased, and my brother Ja-
cob, or his hen's or legal representatives," it

was held, that the children described took per
stirpes and not per capita. Fissel's Appeal,
27 Penn. St. 55; Lookwood's Appeal, 55 Conn.
157; Raymond v. Hilihouse, 45 Conn. 467;
Henry v. Thomas, 118 Ind, 23; Wood v. Rob-
ertson, 113 Ind. 323; Houghton v. Kendall,
7 Allen, 72. So a bequest of a certain fund
" to the bodily heirs of my three daughters
B., C, and K." passes the fund to be shared

per stirpes and not per capita. Lowe v. Car-
ter, 2 Jones, Eq. 377. So a devise to A. and
B. and their heirs and assigns, to share alike

between them (A. and 6.) and their heirs and
assigns, is a gift to take effect per stirpes.

Miller's Appeal, 35 Penn. St. 323. Indeed,
the word " heirs " prima facie indicates that
the gift is to take effect per stirpes. Balcom
V. Haynes, supra; Houghton v. Kendall, 7
Allen, 72; Daggett v. Black, 8 Met. 450; Til-
linghast «. Cook, 9 Met. 143 ; Cook v. Catlin,
25 Conn. 387.

But this rule, too, readily gives way. Thus,
it is held that the words "to be distributed
equally between my lawful heirs," or "share
and share alike," give to the heirs per capita
and not per stirpes. Parrish v. Groomes, 1
Tenn. Ch. 581; Puryear v. Edmonson, 4
Heisk. 43; Richards v. Miller, 62 111. 417;
Tuttle V. Puitt, 68 N. Car. 543 ; Ward v. Stow,
2 Dev. Eq. 509; Freeman v. Knight, 2 Ired.

Eq. 72. And see Balcom v. Haynes, supra;
Holbrook v. Harrington, 16 Gray, 102 ; Risk's
Appeal, 52 Penn. St. 269; Stevenson «. Les-
ley, 70 N. Y. 612; Purnell v. Culbertson, 12
Biish, 369. It matters not whether the do-
nees are relations or strangers in blood to the
testator. Purnell v. Culbertson, supra.

It is, however, held that where a testator
gives to his next of kin in classes, leaving it

doubtful in what proportions thej' are to take,
he will be presumed, in the absence of evi-
dence of a different purpose, to have intended
the donees to take under the Statute of Dis-
tributions, and the classes will take per stir-

Pes and not per capita. Harris's E.<!tate, 74
enn. St. 452. See Risk's Appeal, 52 Penn.

St. 269. But thS expressed or implied pur-
pose of the testator must govern. Harris's
Estate, supra. In Lyon v. Acker, 33 Conn.
222, it was held that the words "share and
share alike " referred to a division per stirpes,
because the donees were deemed to have been
designated as a class. By a devise for the ben-
efit of the four children of the testator's sister
S., during their lives, "and upon the decease
of either of them, the principal of his or her
share shall be equally divided among the
heirs-at-law of such deceased person," the
heirs take per stirpes according to the Sta-
tutes of Distribution. King ». Savage, 121
Mass. 303; Daggett v. Slack, 8 Met. 450;
Tillinghast v, Cook, 9 Met. 143.
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annual income, until the distribution of the capital, is Construction
wJifirc contcxii

applicable per stirpes, has been held to constitute a indicates

sufficient ground for presuming that a like principle different

was to govern the gift of the capital (6). And the

same effect was held by Sir *J. K. Bruce, V.-C, to be [*1052]

produced by the share of one stirps being, in the case of

its failure before the period of distribution, given over to the others,

per stirpes (c). And a residue given to the children of a testator's

son and daughters. A., B., C, and D., was held by Sir L. Shadwell,

V.-C, to be divisible per stirpes, by reason of a gift over of the

shares of any of the son and daughters (who had previous life-

interests) dying without leaving issue, to the survivors and their

issue (d). By this clause the testator showed he did not intend a

distribution per capita, since, in that case, the whole residue would,

by force of the original gift, have gone among the children of those

who had children in equal shares (e).

Children will also generally take per stirpes where the gift to them
is substitutional, as in the case of a bequest to several or their chil-

dren (/). So, where a testator bequeathed the residue of his personal

estate to A. for life, and after his decease, unto and equally amongst
all the children of. A., except his eldest son J., and amongst the

issue of any children of A. who should be then dead, and also among
the issue of the said J., such issue taking their respective parents'

share, it was held, that the issue of J. took, per stirpes, with the

other childxen of A. (g). And where residue was bequeathed " to be
equally divided between my sisters J. and M. and the issue of my
deceased sisters E. and A. in equal shares if more than one of such

respective issue;" it was held by Lord Westbury that the word
" respective " showed there was to be a subdivision of what was taken

by the issue of E. and A.— i. e. there must be two sub-
j,^ ^ ^^^ g

divisions; consequently two subjects of subdivision: for their lives,

hence the primary division was to be per stirpes (A). thd?'chndren

:

This question often arises upon devises or bequests to whetiier chil-

two or more persons for their lives, with remainder to capita^or per'

their children. The conclusion then depends in a great stirpes.

measure upon.whether the tenants for life take jointly or as tenants

(6) Brett «. Horton, 4 Beav. 239; see Crone v. Odell, 1 Ba. & Be. 449, 3 Dow. 61; Overton

V. Bannister, 4 Beav. 205. Otherwise, it seems, where so much only of the income as the

trustees may think sufiBcient is so applicable, Nockolds v. Locke, 3 K. & J. 6.

(c) Nettleton v. Stephenson, 38 L. J. Ch. 191. See also Archer v. Legg, 31 Beav. 187.

(d) Hawkins v. Hamerton, 15 Sirn. 410.

(e) Smith v. Streatfield, 1 Mer. 358; Bolger v. Mackell, 5 Ves. 509; Armitage v. Asliton,

W. N., 1869, p. 64 (combined effect of will and codicil); Ee Campbell's Trusts, 33 Ch. D.

98

(f) Price V. Lockley, 6 Beav. 180; Armstrong ». Stockham, 7 .Tur. 230; Shailer i). Groves,

6 flare, 162; Burrell v. Baskerfield, 11 Beav. 525 ; Congreve v. Palmer, 16 Beav. 435; Timins

V. Stackhouse, 27 id. 434. But see Atkinson v. Bartrum, 28 Beav. 219.

(d) Minchell v. Lee, 17 Jur. 726.

(A) Davis V. Bennet, 31 L. J. Ch. 337, 8 Jur. N. S. 269. See also Hunt i). Dorsett, 5 D.

M. & G. 570; Shand v. Kidd, 19 Beav. 310.
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in common. If the latter, then, as the share of any one will,

[*1053] on his decease, go over * immediately, without waiting for

the other shares,^ it is probable that the testator intended it

to continue separate and distinct from the other shares, and conse-

quently, to devolve on the children per stirpes (i)." If

A. and B. are otherwise, then it would follow that the different shares
tenants in would go to different classes of children : for, after the
conmioii

death of the tenant for life who first died, another might
have more children, who would be entitled to participate in a share

of any tenant for life who died afterwards.

But such an intention, however improbable, must of course prevail

if clearly indicated. Thus, in Stephens v. Hide (k), where a portion

of the residue was bequeathed in trust for the testator's two daugh-

ters for their lives, as tenants in common, " and afterwards to their

or either of their child or children," and for default of such issue,

over ; one of the daughters died leaving a son, and the other without

children; and it was held that the son was entitled to the whole

fund, since the testator had used plain words to show his intent, that

whether there was one or more children, in either case the child or

children should take the whole. So in Abrey v. Newman (I), where
a testator bequeathed property "to be equally divided between A.

and B. for the period of their natural lives, after which to be equally

divided between their ohildren, that is to say, the children of A. and
B. above named." Sir J. Eomilly, M. E., held, that on the death of

A. one-half of the fund was divisible per capita among the children

of both A. and B. : he thought the last words of the bequest pre-

vented him from reading the preceding words as their respective

children.

Where the property is given to several for life and afterwards to

(t) See accordingly Pery v. While, Cowp. 777 ; Taniere ». Pearkes, 2 S. & St. 383 ; Willes
V. Douglas, 10 Beav. 47; t'llnn v. Jenkins, 1 Coll. 365; Arrow v. Mellish, 1 De G. & S. 355;
Doe d. Patrick v. Rovle, 13 Q. B. 100; Re Laverick's Estate, 18 Jur. 304; Bradshaw v. Mel-
ling, 19 Beav. 417; Sunt «. Dorsett, 5 D. M. & G. 570; Coles v. Witt, 2 Jur. N. S. 1226;
Turner v. Whittaker, 23 Beav. 196; Archer v. Legg, 31 Beav. 187; Milnes v. Aked, 6 W. E.
430 ; Wills v. Wills, L. R., 20 Eq. 342 ; Re Hutchinson's Trusts, 21 Ch. D. 811.

(k) Ca. t. Talb. 27. See also Swabey ». Goldie, 1 Ch. D. 380. But see Waldron «. Boulter,
22 Beav. 284.

(/) 16 Beav. 431. See also Peacock v. Stockford, 3 D. M. & G. 73.

1 Woolston e. Beck, 34 N. J. Eq. 74. Gift decease' as meaning 'when all the life ten-
to children as tenants in common shows that ants shall have died ' rather than ' as they re-
it is not to them as a class. Parker v. Glover, spectively die,' Loring v. Coolidge, 99 Mass.
42 N. J. Eq. 559 (citing Herbert v. Post, 11 191, 192, although in that case the limitation
C. E. Green, 278; s. c. 12 C. E. Green, 640). over wa.s not to children of the life tenants.
See also Delafield ». Shipman, 103 N. Y. 463. But when this interpretation is adopted, the
On the other hand a class is not made separa- reason for the English rule ceases, because the
ble by the fact that the will provides that the whole fund goes over together instead of in
members shall take per capita. Coggins's separate shares at difEerent times." Dole v.

Appeal, 124 Penn. St. 10. Keyes, supra, Holmes, J. It was accordingly
2 See Dole v. Keyes, 143 Mass. 237. " Per- held in that case that the children of the ten-

haps this Court has gone further than the ants in common took per capita. See also
English Courts would go, in reading ' at their Weston v. Fuller, 7 Met. 297.
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the children of some only of the tenants for life, the
-ypjjgfefe-

children are entitled per capita. So, where a testator mainder is

gave property, the interest to be divided among four fren'of°somV

named persons for their lives, and the property " to de- only of the

volve " on the children of three of those persons equally, ^°^" ^
'"''*

it was held, that on the death of each of the tenants for life

their shares, then set free, went over at once to * the chil- [*1054]

dren of the three per capita (to). In such a case it is ob-

vious that there may be some additional members of the class at the

time each share falls in, but that is an inconvenience (if it be one)

which frequently arises on wills of this description (n).

On the other hand, if the tenants for life take jointly, or (which is

for this purpose equivalent) as tenants in common with express or

implied survivorship, the whole subject of the devise re-

mains undivided until the death of the survivor, and where A.'and

then goes over in a mass. In this case there is but one ^' ^'"j J°'"*

period of distribution, and presumably one class of obj ects

;

who therefore prima facie take per capita (o). And the same argu-

ment is applicable although the life interest does not survive, if the

general distribution among the children is postponed until after the

death of the last surviving tenant for life (p) ; that is to say, if the

property is a money fund, easily divisible at once. But not so, if

the property be realty and given in specie until the death of the sur-

viving tenant for life, and then directed to be sold (q).

The case of Smith v. Streatfield (r), may perhaps be referred to a

similar principle. A legacy was there given in trust to pay one-half

of the income to A. and the other half to B., for their lives, " and as

their lives drop and expire, I direct that the principal and interest

be reserved, and be equally divided among their children when they

shall severally attain the age of twenty-one years ; " A. died child-

less, and it was held by Sir W. Grant, M. E., after some hesitation,

that the children of B. (who had all attained twenty-one) were en-

titled to the whole sum. The reasons of this decision do not appear,

but were probably those which were urged in argument, that the

direction to reserve and divide at twenty-one rendered the limita^

tion over independent of the periods when the previous interests

determined.

Where (s) a testator bequeathed his "fortune" to be equally

(m) Swan v. Holmes, 19 Beav. 471.

(re) Per Eomilly, M. E., ibid., at p. 478.

(o) Malcolm v. Martin, 3 B. C. C. 50 s Pearce v. Edmeades, 3 T. & C. 246; Stevenson v.

Gullan, 18 Beav. 590; Parker «. Clarke, 6 D. M. & G. 110; Parfitt v. Hember, L. E., 4 Eq.
443; Taaffe V. Conmee, 10 H. L. Ca. 64. Compare Shand v. Kidd, 19 Beav. 310; Begley v.

Cook, 3 Drew. 662.

(p) Nockolds «. Locke, 3 K. & J. 6.

(q) Ee Campbell's Trnsts, 33 Ch. D. 98.

(r) 1 Mer. 358j ex rel.

(») Wicker v. Mitford, 3 B. P. C. Toml, 442. And see Malcolm v. Martin, 3 B. C. C. 60.

VOL. II. 14
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To the divided between any second or younger sons of Ms
younger sons brother J. and his sister S. ; and in case his said brother

J. having
' and sister should not leave any second or younger son,

none.
^j^g testator gave and bequeathed his said fortune to his

[*1055] said brother and sister ; it was * held, that there being no

son of J., and but one younger son of S., such younger son

took the whole.

Here it may be observed, that where the gift is to A. and B.'s chil-

dren, or to " my brother and sister's children " (the possessive case

Gift to A. and being confined to B. and the sister), it is rpad as a gift

B.'s children, ^g A. and the children of B., or to the brother and the

children of the sister, as it strictly and properly imports, and not to

the respective children of both, as the expression is sometimes inac-

curately used to signify (t).

So a bequest of a residue to be divided among "the

children of my children of my late cousin A., and my cousin B., and
cousin A. and their lawful representatives," has been held to apply to

B., not to his children (u).

To make the bequest clearly applicable to the children of B., the

word " of " ought to have been repeated before the words " my cousin

B." (x). But the sentence was not strictly accurate, even as a gift to

B., and not to his children. It ought, for that purpose to have run,

" to the children of my late cousin A. and to my cousin B." An in-

tention that the sentence should be read as a gift to the children of

B., has therefore been inferred from slight circumstances, as from a

bequest, in another part of the will, of equal legacies to the parents

A. and B. (y)— a circumstance which was taken to show that they

were to be on an equality, and which distinguished the case from
Lugar V. Harman (m), where A. was dead at the date of the will, and
was so described.

Whether XIII — Limitation over, as referring to having or leav-
dying without ing Children. — Another subject of inquiry is, whether a
children means -»., • n 'j* ij_-i' • ,i
having or

' gii'' Over, in casc of a prior devisee or legatee dying with-
leaving a child, out children (s); means without having had or without
leaving a child.

(0 See Doe d. Hayter v. Joinville, 3 East, 172. If, however. A. and B were husband and
wife (as if the bequest were to John and Marv Thomas's children), no doubt the construction
would be different; it would apply to the children of both,

(«) Lugar V. Harman, 1 Cox, 250. See also StummvoU v. Hales, 34 Beav. 124 ; Re Ingle's
Trusts, L, R., 11 Eq 678, 590 (where the construction was aided by a reference to " the legacy
left to B."); Hawes « Hawes, 14 Ch. D. 614; Re Featherstone's Trusts, 22 Ch. D. 111.
And see Trail v. Kibblewhite, 12 Sim. 5, where a gift to "the aunts of A. and his sister B."
was held not to entitle B. to a legacy. But see Re Davies' Will, 29 Beav. 93.

(x) Peacock v. Stockford, 3 D. M. & G. 73 (" for the benefit of the children of A. and of

(y) Mason v. Baker, 2 K. & J. 567.

{«) Of course this question may arise where the person whose issue is referred to is not the
prior legatee, but it happens rarely to have presented itself in such a shape.
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In Hugtes v. Sayer (a), a testator bequeathed personalty

to * A. and B., and upon either of them dying without chil- [ *1056]

dren, thSn to the survivor ; and if both should die without
children, then over ; and it was held to mean children living at the

death. The great question in this case was, whether the

word "children" was not used as synonymous with B.''both dyLg
issue (b) indefinitely, in which case the bequest over

'^^?!jf"'

would have been void ; and the M. R. seems to have
thought that, whether it meant issue or children, it referred to the

period of the death (c).

So, in Thicknesse v. Liege (d), where a testator devised the residue

of his estate in trust for his daughter for life, and after her decease

among her issue, the division to be when the youngest jt a i,

should attain twenty-one ; and if any of them should be to die without

then dead, leaving lawful issue, the guardian of such ^^^ '^'"''^'

issue to take his or her share. But if his daughter happened to die

without any child, or the youngest of them should not arrive to

twenty-one, and none of them should have left issue, then over. The
testator's daughter at the time of his death had one child, who
had four children, but they, as well as their mother, all died in

the lifetime of the daughter, so that she died without leaving

issue at her death ; and it was also held that the devise over took

effect.

And this construction is more easily adopted when, in another part

of the will, the testator has used other words signifying death with-

out having ever had any children (e).

But the words without having children are construed
^ij(,oy|. jj^^.

to mean, as they obviously import, without having had ing children,

a child.
how construed.

Thus, in Weakley d. Knight v. Eugg (/), where leasehold property

was bequeathed to A., " and in case she died without having children,"

over ; it was held that the legatee's interest became indefeasible on

the birth of a child.

In Wall V. Tomlinson (g), a residue which was given to A. " in case

she should have legitimate children, in failure of which," over, was

held to belong absolutely to A. on the birth of a child, who died

before the parent. " Failure " here evidently referred not to the

child, but to the event of " having children."

So, in Bell v. Phyn (A), where the bequest was to the testator's

(a) 1 P. W. 634.

(6) As to which, see Doe d. Smith v. Webber, 1 B. & Aid. 713, and ante, p. 946.

(c) But see Massev ». Hudson, 2 Mer. 135.

(rf) 3 B. P. C. Toml. 366.

(e) Jeffrevs v Conner, 28 Beav. 328.

(/) 7 T. 'k. 322. See also Stone v. Maule, 2 Sim. 490; Findon n. Findon, 1 De G. & J.

380 i Jeffreys v. Conner, sup.

(«) 16 Ves. 413.

(A) 7 Ves. 453.
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three children A., B., and C, but in case of the death of

[ *1057] * any of them without being married (i) and having children

then OTer, Sir W. Grant, M. E., held that the share of A, was

absolutely vested in her upon the birth of a child.

The word "leaving" obviously points at the period of death (A;).

Thus a gift to such children or issue as a person may leave is held to

refer to the children or issue who shall survive him, in

"leaving" exclusion of such objects as may die in his lifetime ;
and

refers to period tj^jg construction was applied in a case {I) where there
° ** was a gift to the lawful issue of A. and B., or of such of

them as should leave issue, the latter words being considered as ex-

plaining, that the word "issue," in the first part of the sentence,

meant those who were left by the parent ; the consequence of which

was, that the children who did not survive the parent were not en-

titled to participate with those who did.

Although, as we have seen, the word " leaving " prima facie points

"

to the period of death, yet this term, like all others, may receive a

Sometimes different interpretation by force of an explanatory con-

construed
^

text. Where a gift over is to take effect in case of a prior

as not'tf'
"° legatee for life whose children are made objects of gift,

divest previous dying without leaving children, it is sometimes construed
^'

' as meaning, in default of objects of the prior gift, even
— or inde- though such gift should not have been confined to chil-

to create an dren living at the death of the parent (m). And in the
entail. gg^gg Qf g, devise of a real estate, a limitation over if the

devisee should die without leaving children, may sometimes give him
an estate tail («).

In case of two Where the gift over is in the event of two persons,
persons, hus- husband and wife, not leaving children, the question

leaving no ' arlses, whether the words are to be construed in case
children.

]3o|;}i shall die without leaving a child living at the death

of either, or in case both shall die without leaving a child who shall

survive both.

As in Doe d. Nesmyth v. Knowls (o), where the devise was to

William, Smyth and Mary his wife, and the survivor of them, during
their lives, then to Mary, their daughter, or, if more children by
Mary, equal between them; and, in ease they leave no children, to

their heirs and assigns forever ; it was held that the fee

[ *1058] simple became vested under the last devise, when the * sur-

vivor of William, and Mary (namely William), died leaving

(i) " Without being married " was construed to mean " without having ever been mar-
ried; " and the word " and " as " or,'' ante, Vol. I., p. 485.

(ft) Read ». Snell, 2 Atk. 647.

(/) Cross D. Cross, 7 Sim. 201.

(m) Maitland v. Chalie, 6 Mad. 24-3, and other cases, Ch. XLIX., ad fin.

\n) See Raggett v. Beatt}', 5 Bing. 243, and other cases stated post, Ch. XXXVIII. The
same may be said of the words "dying without children," Bacon ». Cosby, 4 De G. & S.261,
stated post, same chap.

(0) 1 B. & Ad, 324.
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no children of their marriage surviving him, though a child was
living at the death of Mary ; Bayley, J., observing,— " they cannot be
said to leave no child till both are gone."

If the several persons, on whose decease without children the gift

over is to take effect, be not husband and wife, the obvious construc-
tion is to read the words as signifying, " in case each or

every such person shall die without leaving a child living wherTthey
at his or her own decease," supposing, of course, that the »" "»' h"^'

testator is not contemplating a marriage between these
persons, and their having children, the offspring of such marriage

;

a question which can only arise when the persons are of different

sexes and not related within the prohibited degrees of consanguinity

;

for the law will not presume that a marriage between such persons,

i. e., an illegal marriage, was in the testator's contemplation.

XIV. — Gifts to Younger Children.— We are now to consider the

construction of gifts to younger children, the peculiarity of which con-

sists in this, that as the term " younger children " generally com pre-

bends the branches not provided for of a family (younger sons being

excluded by the law of primogeniture from taking by descent), the

supposition that these are the objects of the testator's contemplation

so far prevails, and controls the literal import of the language of the

gift, that it has been held to apply to children who do
1 .

srr J Where the
not take the family estate, whether younger or not (p ), g,(t is by a

to the exclusion of a child taking the estate, whether parent,

elder or not ( q). Thus the eldest daughter, or the eldest means "' un-

son being unprovided for, has frequently been held to provided for."

be entitled under the description of a younger child.

As where a parent, having a power to dispose of the inheritance to

one or more of his children, subject to a term of years for raising

portions for younger children, appoints the estate to a younger son,

the elder will be entitled to a portion under the trusts of the term (r)
;

and, by parity of reason, the appointee of the estate, though a

younger son, will be excluded.

The principle is that the elder shall be deemed a younger child,

and the younger shall be deemed an elder in respect of

*the interests derived under a particular settlement or [*1059]

will (s). So that if father and eldest son, tenant for life

and in tail, execute a disentailing deed and acquire the fee simple, a

younger son cannot afterwards become an elder within the meaning

of the rule ; for the settlement is destroyed, and though he becomes

(p) Cbadwick v. Doleman, 2 Vern. 528; Beale v. Beale, 1 P. W. 244; Butler v. Duncombe,
id. 451; Heneage v. Hunloke, 2 Atk. 456; Pierson i). Garnett, 2 B. C. C. 38.

(?) Bretton v. Bretton, Freem. Ch. 158, pi. 204, 3 Ch. Rep. 1, 1 Eq. Ca. Ab. 202, pi. 18.

(r) Duke v. Doidge, 2 Ve.i. 203.

<s) See per "Wood, V.-C, Sing ti. Leslie, 2 H. & M. 87
;
per Lord Langdale, Peacocke v.

Pares, 2 Kee. 699.
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eldest in fact, it can never give him the estate ; and should he after-

wards acquire the estate by a new title, as by descent or devise from

the elder brother, yet as this will not be under settlement, it will not

exclude him from participating in portions provided by the will or

settlement for younger children (t). But the eldest son, who has con-

curred with his father in re-settling the property, will be excluded, if

by the re-settlement he takes back substantially what the settlement

gave him ; as a life-estate with remainder to his issue in tail, instead

of the estate tail in himself ; or the property burdened with a charge

of which he has had the benefit (u). And the fact that the estate

charged proves to be of less value than the portions, or even of no

value at all, will not give to the eldest son any right to participate in

the portions (x).

It was formerly doubted whether the rule applied to a legal devise

Rule applies of lands to younger children (y). But in Ee Bayley's
to devise of Settlement («), it was applied to a legal limitation of

" younger lauds by Settlement to younger children as tenants in
ciiiidren." common in tail, on the ground that the same construc-

tion must be given to the words by Courts of Law as by Courts of

Equity.

But it should be observed, that where the portions are to be raised

for children generally, the child taking the estate is allowed to partici-

pate (a) ; and where the will purports to exclude these only

[*1060] who come into possession of the estate, a child (or his * ex-

ecutor) will not be excluded if he dies before coming into

possession, although the estate devolves on his heir-in-tail (h).

The rule under consideration, however, applies only to gifts by
parents or persons standing in loco parentis, and not to dispositions

R 1 fi d ^y strangers, in which the words "younger children"

to parental receive their ordinary literal interpretation (c), unless
provisions.

^j^g context Supplies actual evidence of an intention to

(*) Spencer v. Spencer, 8 Sim. 87 ; Macoubrey v. Jones, 2 K. & J. 684, virtually overrul-
ing Peacocke v. Pares, 2 Kee. 689. A fortiori where the portions are for '' children other than
an eldest son entitled under the limitations contained in " the will or settlement. See Sing
V. Leslie, 2 H. & M. 68. So where A. was eldest son, but, in .consequence of forfeiture in-
curred by his father, was not "entitled under the limitations of the will," he was not excluded
from a portion, Johnson v. Foulds, L. R., 5 Eq. 268.

(u) CoUingwood v. Stanhope, L. R., i H. L. 43. And see per Lord Selborne, Meyrick ti.

Laws, L. R.,9 Ch. 242 ; and per Kay, J., Domvile «. Winnington, 26 Ch. D. 386.
(k) Reid t". Hoare, 26 Ch. D. 363 (settlement), where an estate charged with 5,000/. for por-

tions for children other than an eldest son, was sold for 2,5002. before the eldest son came in
possession.

(y) By Lord Hardwicke, Heneage Ji. Hunloke, 2 Atk. 457.

(2) L. R., 9 Eq. 491, 6 Ch. 590. In Hall v. Luckup, 4 Sim. 5, this construction was aided
by the context. And see now the Judicature Act, 1873, s. 25.

(a) Inoledonj). Northcote, 3 Atk. 438.

(4) WyndhamB. Fane, 11 Hare, 287. Whether the word " entitled " (alone) means entitled
in possession, see Chorley v. Loveband, 33 Beav. 189 ; Re Grylls' Trusts, L. R., 6 Eq. 589

;

Umbei-s v. Jaggard, L. R., 9 Eq. 200.

(c) See Lord Teynham v. Webb, 2 Ves. 197 ; Hall v. Hewer, Amb. 203 ; Lady Lincoln v.

Pelham, 10 Ves. 166. It is said, Sug. Pow. 680, 681,8th ed., that this distinction does not ap-
pear to be attended to at the present day ; but it was recngnized in Wilbraham v. Scarisbrick,
4 Y. & C. 116, 1 H. L. Ca. 167, and in Sandeman v. Mackenzie, 1 J. & H. 623.
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adopt the rule. Thus ia Livesey v. Livesey {d), a testatrix be-

queathed a nominal legacy to " the eldest son of my daughter E.
who shall be living at my decease," declaring that she gave him
no more because he would have a handsome provision from the
estates of his grandfather and father. She then gave a moiety of

the residue of her estate to the children of E. " (except her eldest

son, or such of her sons as shall by the death of an elder brother be-

come an eldest, it being my will that the son who is or shall become
an eldest son shall not be entitled to take anything under this devise)

eqiially to be divided among them when the youngest shall attain

twenty-one." By a subsequent clause, if all the children but one, a
daughter, should die under twenty-one, she also excepted that daugh-
ter. The eldest son at the decease of the testatrix was provided for as

mentioned by her. He died before the second son attained twenty-one
;

but the latter, although he had thus become the eldest son, did not
succeed to the provision made for his elder brother ; he therefore

contended that he was entitled to a share of the residue, since the

declared motive for excluding the eldest was inapplicable to him.
But it was held that he was not so entitled : it might be that the
motive was as alleged ; but if so, the testatrix should have excluded
not any son who might at any time have become an eldest son, but
(in the terms of the former clause) the eldest son, or such other son
as should be eldest at the time of her death : besides, she had ex-

cluded the eldest daughter, for whom no provision was made by the

grandfather's will :
" eldest " must therefore be read in its ordinary

sense, and without reference to the succession to property.
* Nor is every gift by a parent a parental provision within [*1061]

the meaning of the rule. The ground of the rule is that an
intention is manifested to provide for all the children

without permitting any one child to take a double pro- prov^isionsTre

vision at the expense of another (e). Generally the same "<>' within the

instrument settles the estate and provides the portions
;

or the instrument providing the portions refers on the face of it to

the instrument which settles the estate (/). If the will of a parent

provides only for younger children and no provision appears to have

been made for the eldest, the ground of the rule fails, and " younger
children " must, it would seem, be literally construed.

(d) 13 Sim. 33, 2 H. L. Ca. 419. See also Lyddon v. Ellison, 19 Beav. 565.

{e) See per Lords Hatherley and Westbury, CoUingwood v. Stanhope, L. E., i H. L. 52, 55,
57.

(/) As in CoUingwood v. Stanhope, sup. ; Re Bayley's Settlement, L. E., 9 Eq. 491, 6 Ch.
590 ; and (by implication) in Bathurst v. Errington, 4 Ch. D. 251, 2 App. Ca. 698. In the
last case, a shifting clause was to take effect if A., B., or C, described as second, third, and
fourth sons of " Sir T. M. of H. in the county of C, Bart., should become the eldest son of the

said Sir T. M.," and this was held (overruling Jessel, M. R.) to imply "eldest son and as such
heir apparent to the title and to the family estate." It followed that the event must happen
if at all in the lifetime of the father. A distinction was drawn between " eldest son " quoad
the father and " eldest son " quoad the brothers. See also Domvile v. Winnington, 26 Ch. D,
387, where there was no reference to the settlement of the estate.
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In the case of Wilbraham v. Scarisbrick (g), a father devised his

estates A., B., and C, for the benefit of his children, giving to the

eldest and his issue estate A., to the second and his issue estate B.,

and estate C. to the third son and his issue, with remainders in each

case to the testator's other sons and daijghters, and a clause shifting

estate C. away from the third son if he should become entitled to es-

tate B. and any younger son should be then living ; the second son

having died in the testator's lifetime, the third son became entitled

to estate B., and it was then contended that estate C. went over to

the eldest son, as being younger in regard to the limitations of that

estate, though elder by birth. But it was held that the natural sense

of " younger " was younger in order of birth ; the devise was not a
provision by a parent for his family, but an attempt to found three

families ; and that as there was nothing in the will to show that it

was more in accordance with the testator's intention that when that

attempt failed the eldest son should have estates A. and C, than that

the third should have B. and C, the word could not be understood in

the sense contended for.

The rule in question is one not of law but of construction, and it

must give way to the meaning of the will, having regard to the lan-

guage in which it is expressed. So in Ee Pryterch, Pryth-

[*1062] erch * v. Williams (h), a testator devised real e3tate on trust

for his four sons A., B., C, and D., and their issue male suc-

The rule will
cessively in strict settlement. He bequeathed his personal

yield to con- estate upon trust to pay the income to his wife during

indKate/by" ^^^ Hie, and after her death upon trust thereout to pay
w>"- to his "younger children," namely, B., C, D., E., T., G.,

H., K. and L. (the last six being daughters) " so that the share or in-

terest of each of them, my said younger children, shall be absolutely

vested at his or her age of twenty-one years, whether the preceding

trust shall be determined or not." A. and B. died in the lifetime of

the testator's widow without issue male. C. attained twenty-one
years in the lifetime of B., and succeeded to the settled real estate.

It was held by Sir F. North, J,, that 0. was entitled to share in the

legacy of 14,000^.

It may be observed, that a bequest to "the youngest child of" A,

Only child ^^ been held to apply to an only child (z). An only son
held to take as has also been held to be excluded by an exception of " the
youngu c i

. g^^gg^ g^^ » fjom a devise to " second, third, and other
sons " {k).

As to period of
Another question, which has been much agitated in

ascertaining construing gifts to younger children, respects the period

"younger ^* which the objects are to be ascertained,

ehildren." It is clear that an immediate devise or bequest to

<g) I H, L. Ca. 167. (h) 42 Ch. D. 690.

(») Emery v. England, 3 Ves. 232. (A) Tuite v. Bermingham, L.R.,T H. L. 634.
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younger children applies to those who answer the de- immediate

scription at the death of the testator, there being no

other period to which the words can be referred (I),

It might seem, too, not to admit of doubt upon principle, that

where a gift is made to a person for life, and after his decease to

the younger children of B., it vests at the death of the Gifts by way
testator in those who then sustain this character, subject °* remaiuder.

to be divested pro tanto in favor of future objects coming in esse

during the life of the tenant for life.

In Lady Lincoln v. Pelham (m), the bequest was to A. for life, and,

after her death to her children ; and, in case she should have none,

or they should all die under twenty-one, then to the younger children

of B. ; and A. having no child, the younger children of B. at the death

of the testator were held entitled to a vested interest. Lord
Eldon, however, seems to have thought * that this construe- [*1063]
tion was aided by the terms of another bequest ; and he laid

some stress on the circumstance that the bequest did not proceed

from a parent, or one in loco parentis.

In regard to parental provisions of this nature, certainly a pecu-

liarity of construction seems to have obtained, the leading authority

for which is Chadwick v. Doleman (re), where a father,

having a power to appoint portions among his younger sjon fo*
P™^'"

children, to be raised within six months after his death, voungercMl-
dr6ii

by deed appointed 2,600^., part of the entire sum, to his

son T., describing him as his second son. No power of revocation

was reserved. T. afterwards became an elder son, where- Appointment

upon the father made a new appointment in favor of an-
*^i-[j"e'Jf^eld

other son ; and the Lord Keeper Wright held that the subject to im-

seeond was valid, the first appointment being made upon
of the?" nofbe^

the tacit or implied condition of the appointee not be- coming elder,

coming an elder son before the time of payment.

It may, then, be regarded as settled (o), that a gift by a father or a

person assuming the parental office, in favor of younger children, is,

without any aid from the context, to be construed as ap-

plying to the persons who shall answer the description certa^ned wh*n
at the time when the portions became payable. The ob- portions are

ject of thus keeping open the vesting during the suspen-
^^^^

sion of payment, probably is to prevent a child from taking a portion

(0 Coleman v. Seymour, IVes. 209. So, a gift to " unmarried " daughters, Jubber ».

Jubber, 9 Sim. 503.

(m) 10 Ves. 166.

(n) 2 Vern. 528. See also Loder v. Loder, 2 Ves. 531 ; Broadmead v. Wood, 1 B. C. C. 77 ;

Savage V. Carroll, 1 Ba. & Be. 265 ; Macoubrey v. Jones, 2 K. & J. 692. It is immaterial
tbat an appointment is made to a child by name, Broadmead v. Wood, 1 B. C. C. 77 ; Sav-
age V. Carroll, 1 Ba. & Be. 265. In Jermyn v. Fellows, Ca. t. Talb. 93, a child named in the

power as an object did not lose his share as younger child, though he afterward became
eldest ; but as to this case, see Sug. Pow. 679, 8th ed.

(o) Per Kay, J., Keid v. Hoare, 26 Ch. D. 363, 369.
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as younger child, who has become, in event, an elder child, and also,

perhaps, to prevent the inheritance (-which is often charged with por-

tions to younger children) from being burdened with the payment of

portions which are not eventually wanted.

Thus, suppose lands to be devised to A. for life with remainder to

his first and other sons in tail, charged with portions to his younger

children to vest at twenty-one, but not to be paid until the death of

A. A. has several sons, who all attain twenty-one in his lifetime.

The eldest then dies in A.'s lifetime without issue : the second son,

having thus become the eldest, and as such entitled to the

[*1064] estate, will not take a share of the portions (j>), * but the

representatives of the deceased eldest son will (q). It

would be otherwise if the eldest son left issue (r), or had joined his

father in barring the entail so as substantially to enjoy the estate (s)
;

for the second son would not in either case have become eldest within

the rule, namely, the son taking the estate.

In Windham v. Graham (t), it was held that an express limitation

over, in case of a younger son becoming the eldest before the age of

jj
, twenty-one, prevented his being excluded by becoming

excluded by the eldest under other circumstances, by force of the
gift over.

often-cited principle, exclusio unius est inclusio alterius.

But the Court did not rely solely on this ground, and Ee Bayley's

Settlement decides that it will not generally authorize a departure

from the rule, but may be referred to the event of a younger son who
is under age at the period of distribution dying after that period

without attaining the age.

(p) Ellison V. Thomas, 1 D. J. & S. 18 (trust for "children other than an eldest son for the
time being entitled in possession ") , Swinburne v. Swinburne, 17 W. R. 47 (a similar trust)

;

Davies v. Huguenin, 1 H. & M. 730 (''children other than an eldest son "); Re Bavlev's
Settlement, L. R., 9 Eq. 491, 6 Ch. 590 (" all sons except eldest"). In Wood v. Wood, L. li.,

4 Eq. 48, where personally was bequeathed in trust for the testator's son A. for life, remainder
in strict settlement for " F. the eldest son of A." and the children of F., and in default of
children, for F.'s younger brothers and their children ; and a share of residue was given to
the children of A. " except F." : the case was treated as one of parental provision ; but the
rule was held not to apply, the exclusion being considered personal and not applicable to a
younger brother who by A.*s death had become eldest.

In Leake v. Leake, lOVes. 477, there was a proviso that if any younger child should he ad-
vanced by its parent such advance should go in satisfaction of its'portion ; a younger child
having been advanced was not compelled to refund on becoming eldest. In Glyn v. GIvn, 3
Jur. N. S. 179, 26 L. J. Ch. 409, a clause excluding an eldest son from a share of residue in
case he became entitled to the family estate, was beld not to operate after the time for dis-
tributing the residue had arrived. See also Stares v. Penton, L. R., 4 Eq. 40.

((/) Ellison «. Thomas and Davies v. Huguenin, sup. ; which appear to overrule Grav v
Earl of Limerick, 2 De G. & S. 370, at least as a general authority. In Ellis v. Maxwell, 3
Beav. 594, where the estate was entailed first on A. and his issue, and, failing them, on B.
and her issue, and B. had children, but A. as yet had none, it was held that B.'s eldest son
had not, while he continued first remainderman, an indefeasible right to a younger child's por-
tion ;

but it was said bv Lord Langdale that if A. had a son born, B.'s eldest son would ac-
quire a younger child's rights.

(r) See per Wood, V.-C, 2 K. & J. 698. This confirms the Author's opinion expressed
1st ed. ii. 119, n.

,

(s) Collingwood v. Stanhope, L. R., 4 H. L. 43. See also Bathurst » Errington, 4 Ch. D
251, 2 App. Ca. 698 (shifting clause).

(«) 1 Ruas. 331, cited again infra, p. 211. The case arose on the construction of a marriage
settlement, but the principle seems not to be different on that account : and see per Romillv
M. R., L. R., 9 Eq. 496 ace.

'

'
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Shutting out of view these particular cases of parental provision

(the propriety of which it is too late to question), and applying to be-

quests to younger children the principles established by the

cases respecting gifts to children in general, it * would seem, [*1065]

that, in every case of a future gift to younger children,

whether vested or contingent, provided its contingent quality did not

arise from its being limited in terms to the persons who should be

younger children at the time of distribution (x), or any Whether ob-

other period, the gift would take effect in favor of those
jfa'lntarg^ft

who sustained the character at the death of the testator, must sustain

and who subsequently came into existence before the at^perfod'of

'

contingency happened, as in the case of gifts to children distribution,

generally ; and, consequently, that a child in whom a share vested at

the death of the testator, would not be excluded by becoming an elder

before the period of distribution. With this conclusion, however, it

is not easy to reconcile the two following cases.

Thus, in Hall v. Hewer (y), A., having devised lands to trustees, to

raise 6,000Z., afterwards wrote a letter (which was proved as a codi-

cil) to J., one of his trustees, which contained the fol-

lowing passage :
" I have given you and W. a power to

mortgage for payment of 6,000Z., and I beg that that sum may be lent

to W. , and that you will take such securities from him as he can give

to indemnify you and your children from payment of it ; and in case

of your death without children, I desire it may be secured to the younger

children of W." Lord Hardwicke held that the 6,000Z. did npt vest

until the death of J. ; then, and not till then, it became a charge ; and
vested then in such persons as were at that time younger children of

W. ; and, consequently, that a younger child who became an elder

during the life of J. was excluded. The grounds of this decision are

wholly unexplained, and are not apparent.

In Ellison v. Airey (s), 300Z. was bequeathed to E., to be paid at her

age of twenty-one or marriage, and' interest in the mean time for her

maintenance and education ; but if she died before Ellison ».

twenty-one or marriage, then to the younger children of -^-'^y-

testatrix's nephew F., equally to be divided to or among them, the eld-

est son being excluded from any part thereof. Lord Hardwicke was

of opinion that it meant such as should be younger children at the

death of E. before twenty-one or marriage, the legacy being contingent

until that period.

But as the fact of there being younger children at the pe-

riod * of distribution was no part of their qualification, could [*1066]

(x) TJvesev v. Livesey, 13 Sim. 3.3, 13 Jur. 371, n., 2 H. L. Ca. 419.

(y) Amb. 203.

(z) 1 Vea. 111. This case has been frequently cited in the present Chapter as an authority

for admitting children born before the time of distribution. As such, it is unquestionable,

and has alwavs been regarded as a leading case ; but this is quite distinct from the point

now under consideration.
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it properly form a ground for varying the construction ? In the

case of a devise to A. in fee, and if he die under twenty-

Hau" Hewer, o^e, to B. it has long been established that B. takes
and Ellison ». an executory interest, transmissible to his representa-

tives (a), and it cannot be material whether the execu-

tory devise is in favor of a person nominatim, or as the member of

a class upon whom the interest has devolved at the death of the tes-

tator, or at any subsequent period before the happening of the

contingency (b).

It does not appear that Ellison v. Airey involved the application of

the peculiar rule respecting parental provisions, or that Lord Hard-

wicke so regarded it ; any more than Hall v. Hewer, which he ex-

pressly noticed was the case of a stranger, and not between parent

and child; nor is it even clear that he considered the construction

exclusively applicable to gifts to younger children ; for it will be re-

membered that in Pyot v. Pyot (c) he laid down the rule generally,

that an executory or contingent gift to persons by a certain descrip-

tion applied to such of them only as answered the description at the

happening of the contingency. If there is any such rule, of course

the cases under consideration do not exist as a distinct class. But
there is no such general rule (d). We are too much in the dark as to

the ground of decision in Hall v. Hewer, and Ellison v. Airey, to

found any general conclusion upon those cases, nor, on the other

hand, is it safe wholly to disregard them. It seems probable that the

former turned, partly at least, on the rule which then prevailed, that

a legacy charged on land was in no case to be raised if the legatee

died before the time of payment (e). And with regard to the latter,

it is worth observing that no child of F. was excluded by the con-

struction adopted ; for none died before E., E. herself dying the day
after the testatrix. No child was born in that short interval ; but

there was one born after the death of E., who claimed a share. The
only points decided in the case were that the class (younger children)

was not confined to those living at the date of the will, so as to ex-

clude one who was born between that date and the death of the tes-

tatrix, but that it did not include the child born after the death
of E. (/).

[*1067] * It is clear, however, that an express exclusion of the son
who shall be elder at the tiwie of the death of the tenant

elder^son'at /"'' ^if^) '^^^^ have the effect in like manner of restricting

the time of a gift to younger children to such as shall then sustain
distribution. , , , , ^ , ,the character (g).'^

(a) Goodtitle v. Wood, Willes, 21.

(J) As to the general distinctions between gifts to classes and individuals, see ante, Ch. XI.
(c) Ante D 994.

(d) Per Turner, L. J., Bolton v. Beard, 3 D. M. & G. 612. (e) Ante, Vol. I., p. 791.

(/) E. L., 1747 A. fo. 700 b. {g) Billingsley v. Wills, 3 Atk. 219 .

1 A testator bequeathed legafies to the two and after the death of one of them made a
oldest children of a person, not naming them, codicil confirming his will so far as not altered
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And tlie same construction was given to tlie expression Expression an

"an eldest son," in Matthews v. Paul (A), whicli de- construed to

serves some consideration. A testatrix gave to trustees ™^'l°
elder son.,,, ,,..,, at time of dis-

certam bank stock, upon trust to pay the dividends to tribution.

her daughter M. for life, and after her decease to P. her Matthews ».

husband for his life, and after his decease upon trust to ^*"''

transfer the said stock unto all the children of M., if more than one

{except an eldest son), share and share alike, the same to be vested in-

terests, and transferable at their, his, or her age or age of twenty-one

years, and in the mean time to invest their respective shares of the

dividends for such children's future benefit; and in case any such

children or child should die under the said age, leaving any children

or child, then the share of every such child to go among their, his, or

her children ; otherwise to go to the survivors or survivor, and to be

transferable in like manner as their original share ; and in case M.
should leave no children or child at her decease, or, leaving such, they

should all die under the age of twenty-one years without children as

aforesaid, then over. The testatrix then gave certain terminable im-

perial annuities and other stock to the same trustees, in trust to re-

ceive the dividends, and invest the same in government Stock, to

accumulate until the expiration of the imperial annuities, and there-

upon to transfer all such stock, as well original as accumulated, unto

and among all and every the children of her said daughter, if more
than one {except an eldest son) equally, share and share alike ; and
if but one, then the whole to such one or only child, the same to be

vested interests and transferable at such times and in such manner
as the bank stock thereinbefore given. One of the younger children

became an elder between the periods of the death of the testatrix and

the expiration of the imperial annuities) but before any younger child

had attained twenty-one, which raised the question as

to the point of time to which the exception of an elder ?'"'® °* ^^^^

son was referable. Sir T. Plumer, M. E., held, first, that

the shares vested when one of the younger children at- " Eldest son,"

tained twenty-one, and not before. With respect to the
reflraWer"*"^

period at which the phrase "an eldest son" was to be

applied, he considered that three different times might * be [*1068]

proposed : the date of the will, the death of the testatrix,

and the time when the fund was directed to be distributed. After

showing that neither the first nor the second could be intended, he

came to the conclusion, that, in all cases of legacies payable to a

class of persons at a future period, the constant rule has been, that

all persons coming in esse, and answering the description at the

(h) 3 Sw. 328.

by the cndicil, and took no notice of the lejfa- dren living at the testator's death should take

cies. It was held th&t the two oldest chil- the legacies. Miles v. Boyden, 3 Pick. 213.
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period of distribution, should take. The same rule must, he thought,

be applied to persons excluded. There could not be one time for as-

certaining the class of those who are to take, and another to ascertain

the character which excludes.

But it is to be observed, that though in gifts to children, the time

of distribution is the period of ascertaining the number of objects to

_. ^. be admitted, yet it is not necessary to wait until this
Observations . , . , . 1,1 1 • 1 i -

. ,

upon Matthews period in Order to see whether children living at the
0. Paul. death of the testator, or at any other period to which
the vesting is expressly postponed, be objects or not; and it would
seem, therefore, upon the principle of his Honor's own reasoning, to

be equally unnecessary to wait until the period of distribution, in

order to know whether an elder son, in existence at the time of the

Gifts to
vesting, would be excluded. In the case of a gift to A.

younger chil- for life, and after his death to the children of B., to vest
™'''

at twenty-one, it may be affirmed of every child who has

attained twenty-one in the lifetime of B., that he is an object (i)

;

and, by parity of reasoning, it would seem to follow that if any child

who would, but for the clause of exclusion, have been an object,

comes in esse, the exception is ascertained to apply to him (k).

It is singular, that though the M. E. took some pains to show that

the legacy did not vest until one at least of the younger children at-

Whether tained twenty-one, and he used the fact as an answer to

EigTs^n'otThe*'
*^® argument for applying the description to the death

time to ascer- of the testator, yet he never once addresses himself to

excluded as an t^® inquiry, whether the period of vesting was not that
elder child. to which the term "eldest son" was to be referred. It

is submitted, upon the general principles which govern these cases,

and which were applied by Lord Eldon to a bequest to younger chil-

dren, in Lady Lincoln v. Pelham, that this was the period of

[*1069J ascertaining * the individual upon whom the character of

eldest son had devolved, whether he was marked out as the

sole object of the gift, or for the purpose of being excluded from it.

If the gift had been to A. for life, and after her decease to an " eldest

son " of A. to be vested and transferable when the younger children

or child of A. should attain twenty-one, it could not have been

doubted for a moment that the person who was eldest son at the

period of vesting, whether in the lifetime of A. or not, was absolutely

entitled ; and yet this is precisely Matthews v. Paul, substituting a

gift for the exception. Another remark occurs on this judgment

:

that though at the outset his Honor treats the case as one in which

(i) Ante, p. 1015.

(k) But if the youngest were excepted, it would obviously be necessary to wait until the
period of distribution, in order to know who would be the youngest, the exception embracing
the last born object of the class. See the observations on the decision in Matthews ». Paul,
made by Sir E, Kay. J., in Domvlle v. Winnington, 26 Ch D. at p. 388,where his Lord-
ship expressed his concurrence with the criticisiUb iu the text.
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the provision proceeded from a stranger (being by a grandmother in

the lifetime of a parent, without any indication of an intention to

stand in loco parentis), yet he afterwards cites, in support of his

decision, Chadwick v. Doleman, and other cases of provisions by
parents.

And here it may be remarked, that where there is a gift to the

elder son in terms which would carry it to the eldest for the time

being, and there is another gift in the same will to

younger children generally, the latter will receive a to fhe elder

similar construction, to prevent the same individual tak- ^™ ^°J
."^^

tini6 osinsTc

ing under each character (T). Such seems at least to be

the effect of Bowles v. Bowles, though in the judgment of Lord

Eldon no general position of this nature is distinctly advanced.

Indeed Lord Gifford, even in a case which was within the rule re-

garding parental provisions (in), was of opinion that a declaration

that the children attaining twenty-one, &c., in the lifetime of the

parent should take vested interests, was sufficient to entitle a child

who was a younger child at this period but subsequently became the

eldest. This conclusion, it is conceived, goes far to support the doc-

trine which has been here contended for in opposition to Matthews

V. Paul ; for as the doubt is not as to the period of vesting, but

whether such period is the time of ascertaining the object to be ex-

cluded, the declaration in question seems not to be very material.

Besides, whatever is its effect, the declaration as to vesting in Mat-

thews V. Paul seems to be equivalent in principle. The result of

Lord Gifford's determination is, that in the case of gifts to younger

children, not involving the peculiar doctrine applicable to

parental provisions, the time * of vesting is the period of [*1070]

ascertaining who are to take under the description of

younger children, and who is to be excluded as an elder child.

That this is the rule in regard to devises of real estate appears by

Adams v. Bush (n), where a testator devised freehold estate to his

uncle A. for life, remainder to the wife of A. for life,
^. ^ ^

remainder to all and every the child and children of A., an^eldest"
"

other than and except an eldest or only son, and their
J^\'fj/^f"^'^

heirs, and if there should be no such child other than an vesting in

elder or only son, or being such, all should! die under ^3^^^^'^"
."*

"'^"^

twenty-one, then over. At the death of the testator A.

had two sons, B. and C. ; B. died in A.'s lifetime, and it was contended

that according to the cases respecting gifts to younger children, es-

pecially Matthews v. Paul, C. was not entitled, as he did not answer

the description of younger child when the remainder vested in pos-

(/) Bowleg v. Bowles, lOVes. 177. See Sansbury v. Read, 12 Ves. ITS, where younger

children were held to be entitled on a very obscure will,

(m) Windham v. Graham, 1 Russ. 331, ante, p. 1064.

(») 8 Scott, 405, e'Bing. N. C. 164.
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session ; but on a case from Chancery the Court certified that C. took,

on his father's death, an estate in fee simple in possession defeasible

on his dying under the age of twenty-one.

The same principle was applied to the construction of a settlement

of personalty, in Ee Theed's Settlement (o), where the trusts of a

— in a set-
^"^"^ °^ money were for H. for life, and if (as happened)

tiement of he should have no child, then for M. for her life, and
persona ty.

after her death to pay it to all the children of M. except

her eldest or only son, in equal shares, at twenty-one. The eldest-

born son died, and the second attained twenty-one, both in the life-

time of H. (who survived M.), and it was argued that the second son,

being eldest at the period of distribution (H.'s death), was excluded

by the exception ; but it was held by Sir W. P. Wood that the inter-

est which vested in him at twenty-one was not divested by his after-

wards becoming eldest son.

And where one child has been excluded as being the

exhausted on eldest SOU at the period of vesting, the clause of exclu-
»ny eldest son gJQjj jg exhausted, and the next son, when he attains
being excluded

.

'

<. i •

at period of twcnty-one, IS not excluded by reason of his becoming,
vesting

; ^^ g^^^^, ^j^g gj^gg^. g^j^ ^^y
These cases, and others to the like effect (y), relieve the point of

construction which has been the subject of discussion in the preceding

remarks from much of the uncertainty which previously existed, and
decide that in cases not within the peculiar rule regarding

[*1071] parental provisions the time of vesting is the time for * as-

certaining the class entitled under devises and bequests to

younger children. They do not indeed cover the precise point which
appears to have arisen in Hall v. Hewer and Ellison v. Airey, viz.

_ina that of a transmissible contingent interest; but the
bequest of a doubts expressed above, concerning the soundness of

Contingent those authorities, are strongly confirmed by the decision
interest

;

^^ Bryan V. Collins (?•), where a testatrix bequeathed a
legacy in trust for the eldest daughter of M. D., to be paid when she
attained her majority, and if there should be no such daughter, then
to the eldest daughter of G. B., payable in like manner ; G. B. had a
daughter A., who was born soon after the death of the testatrix, but
died in 1827, and another daughter B., who was still living ; and M.
D. having died unmarried in 1851, the second daughter claimed to be
the eldest within the meaning of the will, but Sir J. Eomilly, M. R.,

decided that the legacy vested in A. at her birth liable only to be
divested on the birth of a daughter to M. D.

The context, however, may show an intention that the class to be

(o) 3 K. &'J. 375

(p) Domvile v. Winnington, 26 Ch. D. 382

I
q) Adams v. A-dains, 25 Beav, 652 ; Sandeman v. Mackenzie, 1 J, & H. 613.
r) 16 Beav. 14. See also Lady Lincoln v Pelbam, sup, p. 1063.
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included, or the individual to be excluded, shall be determined at the

time of distribution, and not at the time of vesting.

Thus, where the gift was to A. for life, with remainder where context

to the two eldest children of B., C, and D. respectively, ?l>»ws contrary

the two eldest living at the death of A. were held to be
entitled by reason of a gift over m case there should be only one

child then living (s).

XV.—Gifts to eldest, first, or second son.—As in a gift to younger
children, or in an exception of the eldest son, so also in a gift to the

eldest or to the first or second son of A., the reference is prima facie

to the order of birth (t). But of course this construction is excluded

if at the date of the will the first (or second) born son is to the tes-

tator's knowledge dead (tt), or if he speaks of a son who is not first-

born " becoming eldest " {x), or of the eldest at a given period ( y),

or for the time being (s).

If at the date of the will a son is living who answers the descrip-

tion, he takes as persona designata (a) ; so that if he dies

* before the testator the gift lapses {b) ; unless it is within [*1072J
the protection given by stat. 1 Vict, c 26, ss. 32, 33 (c) ; or

unless the testator has, in the event, disposed of the subject other-

wise, as in Thompson v. Thompson {d), where a testator gave a share

in his property to the eldest son of his sister A., and "First" son
another share to the eldest son of his sister B., and it livmg at date

appeared that each sister had living at the date of the ^g ^'rsona^^

will an eldest son, and other children, but that the eldest designata.

son of A. died before the date of a codicil whereby the testator (who
knew of A.'s death) bequeathed a legacy to all the children then liv-

ing of A. and B., except the two provided for in the will. Sir J. K.
Bruce, V.-C, without saying what he might have thought right, had
the codicil not existed, held that the eldest son of A. who survived

the testator became entitled under the bequest.

If the gift be to the " first," or the " second " son, and there is no son

who answers the description living at the date of the will, or at the

(s) Madden v. Ikin, 2 Dr. & Sm. 207. See- also Stevens ». Pyle, 30 Beav. 284 ; Harvey o.

Towell, 7 Hare, 231, better rep. 12 Jar. 242 ; Livesey ti. Livesey, 13 Sim. 33, 2 H. L. Ca.
419 ; and see Cooper v. Macdonald, 'L. E., 16 Eq. 272.

(0 2 Vem. 660 ; 2 Dr. & Sm. 275 ; 12 Ch. D. 170.

(«) King 17. Bennett, 4 M. & Wei. 36.

\x) Bathurstr. Errington, 2 App. Ca. 698, 709 (shifting clause).

\y) Livesey v. Livesey, 13 Sim. 33, 2 H. L. Ca. 419.

(z) Bowles V. Bowles, 10 Ves. 177.

(a) Meredith ». Treifrv, 12 Ch. D. 170 ; Saunders v. Richardson, 18 Jur. 714 (settlement).

(i) Per Hall, V-C, Meredith ». Treffrey, sup.

(c) Id. But as to implying an estate tail from the gift over " in default of issue

male "
( as was there suggested), vide post, Ch. XLI.

(d) 1 Coll. 388. See Perkms v. Micklethwaite, ante, Vol, I. p. 159, n. ; cf. id. p.
302.

VOL. II, 15
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Devise to time of the testator's death, the first who afterwards
"second son" comes in esse and answers the description is entitled,

date of will or Thus, in Trafford v. Ashton (e), where a testator, ahout
testator's

^jjg time of his daughter's marriage, devised his estate

mean'second- in trust for her for life, remainder to the second son of
^°™" her body in tail male, and so to every younger son ; and

added, that he did not devise the estate to the eldest son, because he

expected his daughter would marry so prudently that the eldest son

would be provided for; Lord Cowper said the second son was the

second in order of birth, and held such son to be entitled, though not

born until after the death of the first.

But a son who comes into existence after the date of the will, and
dies before the testator, is not reckoned. Thus, in Lomax v. Holm-

den (/) a testator devised land to the first son of C. in

in esse after tail, remainder to his second and other sons (without
the will and words of limitation), and in default of such issue, over.

testator not At the date of the will C. had no son, but afterwards
rec oned.

-j^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ before the testator, and then another,

A., who was the eldest son living at the testator's death. Lord
Hardwicke decided that A. took the estate; because "the

[*1073] making and the death only, not the intermediate * time, were

to be regarded in construing wills," and the idea that the

testator meant a first son in being at the date of his wUl was ex-

cluded by the fact that there was then no son of C.

So, in King v. Bennett (gf), where, after successive life estates to

A. and her husband B., the testator devised lands to their second son

in fee, and it appeared that of three sons which A. and B. had had,

the third alone survived at the date of the will ; that they afterwards

had a fourth son, who died in the testator's lifetime ; and subse-

quently a fifth, who survived him ; it was held, upon the principle of

the last case, that the fifth son, being second at the date of the tes-

tator's death, took under the devise. It was thought clear that the

testator did not mean the second in order of birth, because at the

date of the will that son had died.

In West V. Primate of Ireland (h), Sir Septimus R. desired that

his executor would, at his (the executor's) decease, bequeath 1,000

Bequest to guineas to Lord C. "for the use of his seventh, or
"

^im^est'
"' youngest child in case he should not have a seventh

child;" child living." At the date of the will Lord C. had six

vivingl'bSt'
children living; and had had a seventh who had died,

eighth born, but it did not appear that the testator knew of this : at

entitled. ^^^ death of the executor, he had ten. The executor be-

(e) 2 Vern. 660. See also Alexander ii, Alexander, 16 C. B. 59 ; Bennett «. Bennett, 2
Dr. & Sm. 266 ; Driver V. Frank, 3 M. & Sel. 25, 8 Taunt. 468.

(/) 1 Ves. 290.

(o) 4M. & Wei. 36.

(A) a Cox, 258, 3 B. C. C- 148.
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queathed the money in the words of the original will, and Lord Thur-

low held that the seventh child living at the executor's death, being

in fact the eighth born, could not take by the description of seventh

child, and decreed in favor of the youngest child then living (i).

The present chapter will be concluded with the case of Langston

V. Langston (k), which is remarkable for the great difference of opin-

ion that existed in regard to the true construction of the will. The
question was, whether the first son of the testator's son A. was ex-

cluded under a clause which directed trustees to convey to him (A.)

for life, with remainder to trustees to preserve, with re- Devise to first

mainder to the second, third, fourth, fifth, and all and every
by",^"iifcrtkm

other son and sons of A. successively, as they should be from the entire

in seniority of age and priority of birth, in tail male, ^' '

with remainder to the testator's second and other sons suc-

cessively in tail male, with numerous remainders * over. [*1074]

The eldest son of A. claimed an estate tail male expectant

on the decease of A. The Court of K. B., on a case from Chancery,

certified that he took no estate. Sir J. Leach, M. E. (being, as

it should seem, dissatisfied with this opinion), sent a case to the

Judges of C. P., who certified that the first son of A. took an estate

tail male, and the M. E.. decreed accordingly, at the same time re-

commending that the case should be carried to the House of Lords,

which was done ; and that House, after much consideration, aflrmed

the decree of the Court below. Lord Brougham founded his conclu-

sion, that the eldest son took an estate tail male immediately after

the death of A. (I) partly upon the general context of the will, in

which various terms of years and limitations were made dependent

on the existence or non-existence of an eldest son, in a manner which
rendered them in the highest degree absurd if the eldest son took no

estate, and he even considered that the language of the particular de-

vise itself bore out the construction, as the words " other " sons ex-

tended to the whole range, including the eldest (m) ,
" But it is said,"

he observed, " that ' other ' always means ' younger,' ' posterior,' and

I leaned at first towards this view of the subject ; it is a very plaus-

ible argument, and in ordinary cases it is true in point of fact. If

you were to say (in the usual way) first, second, third, fourth, and

other sons, ' other ' must mean the sons after the fourth. But why
does it mean those after the fourth? Only because you had before

enumerated all that came before the fourth, for you had said first,

(i) But did not the language of the bequest import that the youngest was only

to become entitled in case there was no seventh child at the time of ascertaining the

object?

(h) 8 Bligh, N. S. 16. 2 CI. & Fin. 194.
, , ,

(I) If he took at all the context showed he took m priority. In Eastwood v. Lookwood,

L. R., 3 Eq. 495, it was said that without an explanatory context it was doubtful whether
" next survivor according to seniority" (among brothers) meant next elder or next younger.

(m) See ante, Ch. XVI., s. i.
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Devise to sccond, third, and fourth. But suppose you had hap-
^^^"land pened to omit the first, and instead of saying first,

includes tiie second, third, fourth, and other sons, you had said sec-
first, semble. q.^^^ third, fourth, and other sons, leaving out the first,

then it is perfectly clear that ' other ' no longer is of necessity con-

fined to the fifth, sixth, and seventh ; but rather, ex vi termini, in-

cludes the first, because the first is literally the one who answers the

description of something other than the second, third, and fourth (n).

The word 'other' would then just as grammatically, as strictly, and
as correctly, describe the first as the fifth, sixth, or seventh son, be-

cause the eldest son is a son other than the second, other

[*1075] than the third, other than *the fourth. The only reason

why ' other ' in all ordinary cases, and in the common strain

of conveyancing, means a younger son, is, that no one ever thinks

of leaving out the elder. If it were the custom to leave out the

elder and to begin with the second, then ' other ' would of course

always suggest to one's mind the idea of the unnamed elder son,

as well as the unnamed younger sons."

(n) Of course this construction will not be adopted if there are in the context indications of
a contrary intention, as if the testator refers to the eldest son as otherwise provided for, see
liOcke V. Dunlap, 39 Oh. D. 387.



*CHAPTEE XXXI. [*1076]

DEVISES AND BEQUESTS TO ILLEGITIMATE CHILDREN.

I. Illegitimate Children in Existence

when the Will is made capable of

taking. What is a sufficient De-

scription of them 1076

PACE

II. Gifts to Children en ventre . . . 1102

III. Gifts to Children not in esse . . 1107

IV. General Conclusion from the Cases 1114

I. — niegitimate Children in Existence when the Will is made capa-

ble of taking. 'What is a Sufficient Description of them. — Illegiti-

mate childreu, born at the time of tlie making of the

will, may be objects of a devise or bequest, by any de- git/matf chil-

seription which will identify them (a). Hence, in the dren capable

case of a gift to the natural children of a man or of a

woman, or of one by the other, it is simply necessary to prove that

the objects in question had, at the date of the will, acquired the rep-

utation of being such children. It is not the fact (for that the law

will not inquire into), hut the reputation of the fact, which entitles

them. The only point, therefore, which can now be raised in relation

to such gifts is, whether, according to the true construction of the

will, it is clear that illegitimate children were the intended objects of

the testator's bounty.

Tor, though illegitimate children in esse may take under any dis-

position by deed or will adequately describing them, yet it has long

been an established rule, that a gift to children, sons, Gifts to chii-

daughters, or issue, imports, prima facie, legitimate chil- ^^^?< P^ma

dren or issue, excluding those who are illegitimate, agree- legitimate

ably to the rule, " Qui ex damnato coitu nascuntur, inter
"='''''^''*°-

liberos non computentur " (b). * And the same rule applies [*1077]

(o) Mefham v. Duke of Devon, 1 P. W. 529.

(b) Hart v. Durand, 3 Anst. 684, post, p. 108 1. See also Cartwright ». Vawdry, 5 Ves.
530. Harris ». Stewart, cit. 1 V. & B. 434 ; Re Ayles' Trusts, 1 Ch. D. 282 ; Ellis v. Hous-
toun, 10 Ch. D. 236 ; Ke Brown, Penrose ». Manning, 63 L. T. 159. A surrender of copy-
holds to the use of a will was never supplied in equity in favor of illegitimate children,

Fursaker v. Robinson, Pre. Cha. 475 ;
Tudor v. Anson, 2 Ves. 582. As to admission of evi-

dence to rebut the presumption as to legitimacjr, see Hawes v. Draeger, 23 Ch. D. 173.

In the case of real estate, whether under an intestacv or a devise, the question of legitimacy

is determined by the law of England. So a person bom in Scotland of parents domiciled

there, but not married till after its birth, though legitimate by the law of Scotland, was held

not to be capable of taking as heir real estate in England, Doe d. Birtwhistle v. Yardhill, 7
CI. & Fin. 395 ; 6 Bing. N. S. 385 ; see also Atkinson v. Anderson, 21 Ch. D. 100 (a succes-

sion duty case).

With regard to personalty, the question is one of greater complexity. If the testator and
the legatees described as children or the next-of-kin are all domiciled in this country, no
difficulty arises, as, of course, the question of legitimacy must be determined by English law.

In the will of a Jew domiciled in England the expression "children " either of himself or of
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where words deEoting any degree of kinship are used in a will.

The description child, son, issue, every word of that species must
be taken prima facie to mean legitimate child, son, or issue" (c)

Nor will expressions or a mode of disposition affording mere conjec-

ture of intention be a ground for their admission.'

another Jew similarly domiciled means legitimate children according to English law, Levy
V. Solomon, 25 W. R. 842.

So also, on the principle that the devolution of personalty is regulated by the law of the
domicile, the children or next-of-kin of a foreign testator or intestate domiciled abroad mean
hU legal children or next-of-kin according to the law of the foreign domicile; and the same
rule would apparently apply to an Englishman who had acquired a foreign domicile at the
ti ne when the children or next-of-kin came into existence, see Barlow v. Orde, L. R., 3 P.
0. 164. In the case of a foreigner domiciled in this country, the legitimacy of his children

would, it is conceived, depend upon whether they were legitimate at birth, or by subseguent
legitimation, at the time when their father acquired his English domicile. If a domiciled
Englishman dies intestate, leaving relatives resident in a foreign country, it has been decided,
aft--r much conflict of judicial opinion, by the Court of AppeafCotton and James, L JJ.,diss.

Lush, L. J., that the legitimacy of such relatives, so as to entitle them to share as his next of

kin under the Statutes of Distribution, depends on the law of the place where their parents
were domiciled at the time of the birth of such children, Re Goodman's Trusts, 17 Ch. D.
266, reversing the decision of Jessel, M. E., 14 Ch. D. 619, and overruling on this point Boves
V. Bedale, 1 H. & M. 798; Re Wright's Trusts, 2 K. & J. 595. See also Re Lindo, Forfes-
tier t'. Buddicom, W. N., 1881, p. 144. If a child claims to have been legitimated by a sub--

sequent marriage the domicile of the parents must have been such at the birth of the child
and also at the time of the marriage as to allow of such legitimation. Re Grove, Vaucher v.

Solicitor to Treasury, 40 Ch. D. 216. And the " children " of a British subject domiciled
abroad will include children born before marriage (if he was so domiciled at the time of their

birth, but not otherwise, see Udney v. Udney, L. R., 1 H. L. Sc. 441), and afterwards legiti-

mated according to the law of the country of domicile ; Scottowe v. Young, L. R., 11 Eq. 474
(a legacy duty case) ; Re Andros, Andros v. Andros, 24 Ch. D. 637. But a foreign tribunal
has no foreign jurisdiction to annul an English marriage, so as to render legitimate the issue

of one of the parties by a subsequent marriage. Re Wilson's Trusts, L. R., 1 Eq. 247, 3 H. L.
55 (nom. Shaw v. Gould). As to evidence of legitimacy according to the law of a foreign
country, see Lyle v. Elwood, L. R., 19 Eq. 98. See further on the question of legitimacy as
affected by domicile. Story, Confiiot of Laws, § 484. As to the law of Trinidad, see Escailier
V. Escailier, 10 App. Ca. 312.

(c) Per Lord Eldon, C, in Wilkinson v. Adam, 1 V. & B. 422. See also Re Standley'S
Estate, L. R., 2 Eq. 303 (next-of-kin) ; Re Brown, Brown v. Brown, 37 W. R., 472 (niece).

1 Gardner ». Heyer, 2 Paige, 11 ; Kent v. description of children, if the will itself

Barker, 2 Gray, 535; Heater v. Van Auken, manifests an intent to include them in the
14 N. J. Eq. 159; Kirkpatrick v. Rogers, 6 term, either by express designation or by
Ired. Eq. 135; Ferguson i'. Mason, 2 Sneed, necessarv implication. Wilkinsons. Adam,
618 ; Bennetts. Cane, 18 La. An. 690; Holt 1 Ves. &. B. 422, 462; ». c. 12 Price, 470.
V. Sin'lrey, L. R. 7 Eq. 170. But see Hughes The proof of the intent to include natural
V. Knowlton, 37 Conn. 429. Further see children in the term "children," must, gen-
Dane v. Walker, 109 Mass. 179 ; Kent v. erally speaking, come fi'om the will only;
Barker, 2 Gray, 535; Doggett v. Moseley, 7 extrinsic evidence being inadmissible to raise
Jones, 587; Lee v. Shankle, 6 Jones, 313 ; a construction by circumstances, except for
MoGunnigle v. McKee, 77 Penu. St. 81

;

the purpose of sliowing that illegitimate chil-
Steckel's Appeal, 64 Penn. St. 493; Grubb's dren have, at the date of the instrument, ac-
Appeal, 58 Penn. St. 55. quired the reputation of the children of the
The testator devised a part of his estate to testator or the person named iu the instru-

his " mother" for life, and, at her death, to ment. Wilkinson «. Adam, 1 Ves. & B. 422
;

her children; and devised another part oC his Swaine u. Kennerley, id. 469; Gardner v.
estate to a sister. The testator and the sister Heyer, 2 Paige, 11 ; Collin-* ». Hoxie, 9 Paige,
were illegitimate children of the mother, 88; Shearman ti. Angel, Bail. Eq. .351: or, to
who, at her death, left two other legitimate show that there were none but illegitimate
children surviving her. It was decided that, children either when the will was made or
describing the mother and her illegitimate when the testator died. See Gardner v.
daughter by the terms " mother " and " sis- Hever, 2 Paige, 11.

ter," did not sufficiently manifest the inten- (Quaere, if there were legitimate children
tion of the testator to include the latter in the when the will was executed, who had de-
devise to the children of the former; and that ceased without issue at the time of the testa-
the legitimate children alone were entitled to tor's death, whether an illegitimate child
take. Shearman v. Angel, Bail. Eq. 351. would take ? It seems not, unless he had
But natural children may take under this been recognized by the father as his child;
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This is well illustrated by Cartwright v. Vawdry (at), where A. hav-

ing four children, three legitimate and one illegitimate (the latter

being an ante-nuptial child of himself and his wife), be- Not extended

queathed to all and every such child or children, as he *? illegitimate

1.1 .1 f-ii,. . cliildren upon
might happen to leave at his death, for maintenance un- mere conjec-

til twenty-one or marriage, and then in trust to pay such *""'

child or children one-fourth part of the income of his estates ; but in

case there should be only one such child who should attain

that age or marriage as * aforesaid, then to pay the whole [*1078]

income to such only child, if the others should have died

without issue ; and there was a limitation to survivors in case of the

death of any of the children under age, unmarried and without issue.

It was contended that the distribution into fourths plainly indicated,

that the illegitimate daughter was in the testator's contemplation,

there being four children including her when the will was made, and
that all the expressions applied to females, showing that he meant
existing daughters, not future issue, which might be male or female.

But Lord Loughborough decided against the illegitimate daughter.

He said it was impossible that an illegitimate child could take equally

with lawful children in a devise to children. This decision has been
commended by Lord Eldon, who, in a subsequent case, addressing him-

self to the argument urged on behalf of the illegitimate daughter (e),

observed, " That the direction to apply the income in l„,3 Eldon'a

fourths only aiforded conjecture ; as if between the time observations

of his will and his death one or two of these children had wright v.

'

died, the division into fourths would have been just as in- "bawdry,

applicable as it was in the case that happened. The question, therefore,

only comes to this, whether the single circumstance of his directing the

maintenance in fourths compelled the Court to hold, by necessary im-

plication (/), that the illegitimate child was to take by implication

(d) 5 Ves. 530.

(e) See judgment in Wilkinson v. Adam, 1 V. & B. 464, which is replete with learning on
this subject.

(/) In Crook v. Hill, L. K., 6 Ch. 315, James, L. J., explained " necessary implication "

though the fact that the will was not changed Sneed, 618; Doggett v. Moseley, 7 Jones,
might, under some circumstances, tend the 587; Owen v. Bryant, 2 De G. M. & G. 697

;

other way. Again, though there were none Savage v. Robertson, L. R., 7 Eq. 176 ; God-
but illegitimate children at the date of the frey v. Davies, 6 Ves. 48.

will, if lawful issue were subsequently born, An illegitimate child, en ventre sa mfere,

they would be entitled to take un3er the may take by particular description. Dawson
designation of " children," unexplained. And v. Dawson, Madd. & G. 292 ; Evans v. Mas-
if the testator can fairly be supposed to refer sey, 8 Price, 22 ; Gordon v, Gordon, 1 Meriv.
to the future birth of lawful issue, an illegiti- 141; Crook*. Hill, 3 Ch. D. 773; s. c,
mate child in being when the will was made L. R., 6 H. L. 265 ; Occleston v. Fullalove,

will be excluded, though no other child L. R., 9 Ch. 147 ; Holt *. Sindrey, L. E., 7

should afterwards be torn. Durrant v. Eq. 170. But not an illegitimate child "to
Friend, 5 De G. & S. 343. See further Har- be begotten." Holt v. Sindrey, supra. On
ris )i. Lloyd, Turn. & E. 310; Mortimer v. the other hand the fact that a donee, as e. g.

West, 3 Russ. 370 ; Cooley v. Dewey, 4 Pick, the brother of the testator, is illegitimate, and
93; Brewer ». Blaugher, 14 Peters, 178; that the testator was ignorant thereof, will

Hughes V. Knowlton,'37 Conn. 429; Heath ». not invalidate the gift. Dane v. Walker, 109
White, 5 Conn. 228; Ferguson «. Mason, 2 Mass. 179.
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with the others, as much as if she had been in the plainest and clear-

est terms persona designata ; and my opinion is that this circumstance

is hy no means sufficient. The will would have operated in favor of

all his children, however numerous they might have been, and in favor

of subsequent legitimate children, even if every legitimate child he
had before had died. It was therefore impossible to say he necessarily

means the illegitimate child ; as it is not possible to say he meant those

legitimate children. That will would have provided for children liv-

ing at the time of his death, though not at the date of his will. It

could not be taken to describe two classes of children, both legitimate

and illegitimate. Without extrinsic evidence, it was impossible to

raise the question. The will itself furnished no question whether
legitimate or illegitimate children were intended; the question upon
which the Court was to decide was furnished by matter arising out of,

not in the will."

[*1079] * These observations afford a more satisfactory explanar

tion of the grounds of Lord Loughborough's decision, than
is to be found in his own judgment. It will be useful to keep in

view the circumstances of the case, and Lord Eldon's comment upon
them, when we proceed to examine some later adjudications noticed

in the sequel.

Iile itimat
^^^ ^^ ^^ clear that the fact of there being no other

children not than illegitimate children when the will takes effect, or

from absenra ^* ^^J other period, SO that the gift, if confined to legiti-

of other mate children, has eventually failed for want of objects,
o jecta.

^ggg ^^^ warrant the application of the word " children"

to the former objects.

Thus, in Godfrey v. Davis (g), where a testator, after giving

certain annuities, desired that the first annuity that dropped in might
devolve upon the "eldest child male or female for life of W." At
the time the will was made W. had several illegitimate children, who
were known to the testator, but no others ; and he had no legitimate

child then, or when the first annuitant died (A). Sir E. P. Arden, M.
E., held that there was not sufficient to entitle any of the illegitimate

children ; for, whatever the real intention of the testator might be,

and though it could hardly be supposed he had not some children

then existing in his contemplation, yet as the words were "the eldest

child," such persons only could be intended as could entitle themselves

as children by the strict rule of law ; and no illegitimate child could
claim under such a description, unless particularly pointed out by the
testator, and manifestly and incontrovertibly intended though in

point of law not standing in that character.'

to mean "not natural necessity, but so strong a probability of intention that a contrary in-
tention cannot be supposed." See also Re Browne, Raggett v. Browne, 61 L. T. 463.

(a) 6 Ves. 43.

(A) As to question arising out of this, ante, p. 1027.

1 See Holt v. Sindrey, L. R., 7 Eq. 170, 175 j Gardner v. Heyer, 2 Paige, 11.
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So, in Kenebel v. Scrafton (i), where a testator being unmarried

directed that, in case he should have any child or children by M.
(a •woman -with whom he cohabited), a sum of money should be

raised for such child or children ; it was held that he contemplated a

marriage with her, and making a provision for the issue of such mar-

riage; and consequently that the will was not revoked by his

marriage with M. (j), and the birth of a child. Lord Eldon, in

reference to this case (A), has said, "We may conjecture that he

meant illegitimate children if he did not marry, yet notwithstanding

that may be conjectured, the opinion of the Court was, as

mine is, that where an unmarried man, * describing an un- [*1080]

married woman as dearly beloved by him, does no more than
make a provision for her and her children, he must he considered as

intending legitimate children, as there is not enough upon the will

itself to show that he meant illegitimate children; and my opinion is,

that such intention must appear hy necessary implication upon the-

will itself."
^

Again, in Harris v. Lloyd (Z), a trust "for all and Testator's

every the child and children " of the testator's son, was recognition of

held not to apply to illegitimate children, though he had chMr™ not

no other than illegitimate children at the date of the sufficient,

will, and these had always been treated and recognized by the testa-

tor as his grandchildren.

And in Warner v. Warner (m), where a testator bequeathed a share

of the residue of his personal estate in trust for his son C. for life,

" after his death in trust for the maintenance of his wife and the

education of his children; at his wife's death the principal to be

equally divided among his children then living." At the date of the

will C. was living with a woman named M., who was not married to

him, and had by her four illegitimate children (who it was proved
had always been called and treated by the testator as the children of

C), and no legitimate children; but Sir J. K. Bruce, V.-C, observed

that, assuming all those facts and the testator's knowledge of them,

the question still was, whether, if the testator had meant that legiti-

mate children only should take, he could have expressed himself more
clearly than he had done. He observed that " wife," as „ „

here used, was a name rather of the character than of

(t) 2 East, 53(1 ; see also Dover v. Alexander, 2 Hare, 275 ; Wilkinson v. Wilkinson, 1 T.
& C. C. C. 657 (settlements).

( )) As to this, ante, Vol. I., p. 111.

(*) In Wilkinson v. Adam, 1 V. & B. 465. See, however, id. 456, 457.

h) T. & R. 310.

(m) 15 Jur. 141. See also Osmond v. Tindall, 5 Ves. 534 c, n. ; Dnrrant v. Friend, 5 De G.
& S. 343; Re Davenport's Trust, 1 Sm. & Gif. 126; Be Overhill's Trust, id. 362; Kelly ».

Hammond, 26 Beav. 36; Dorin «. Dorin, L. R., 7 H. L. 568, stated post; Re Brown, Penrose
V. Manning, 63 L. T, 159, where the testatrix had always believed that the parents were
married. And see post, p. 1095.

1 Shearman v. Angel, Bail. Eq. 351. Parol evidence of intention is not admissible, Id.

;

Gardner v. Heyer, 2 Paige, 11,
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the individuality, and decided that the illegitimate children were not

entitled (n).

So, in Mortimer «. West (o), where a testator, after bequeathing an
annuity to his wife and M. (a woman with whom he lived), created a

trust of his real and personal estate in favor of certain illegitimate

children of M. by himself, naming them, and describing them as the

children of M., " together with every other child born of the body of

the said M. ; " it was held, that this description did not embrace two
illegitimate children of M. born subsequently to the will

[*1081] and before the exectition of a codicil *(which was contended

to be a republication of the will, thereby bringing the terms

of the description down to the date of the codicil) ; Lord Lyndhurst,

C, being of opinion that there was nothing to show by necessary im-

plication that the testator intended the bequest to be to illegitimate

children.

„ . .

J
And even if the testator, in such codicil, recognize as

an illegitimate his own an illegitimate child born since the execution

sub^quent °^ ^^^ ^'^^' *^^® ^^ ^°^ Sufficient to entitle such child to

codicil not ciaim under a bequest in the will in favor of the future
su cien .

children of the testator by a particular woman (j>).

But, perhaps, the strongest case of this kind is Bagley v. Mol-
lard {q), where a testator gave the residue of his property equally

between the children of his son W. and of two other children ; and

Or even in the i* '^^^ ^^1*1 ^^^^ ^^ illegitimate child of W. was not enti-

will itaelf. tied to share in the residue ; though the testator, in the

same will, had made a specific bequest to her, by the description of the

only surviving child of his son.

In all the preceding cases, the terms Of the gift were perfectly

satisfied by referring them to legitimate children only : and this (ac-

Principle not cording to the principles of construction already laid

fact^of 'te t'^t
<io^ii) "w^^s fatal to the claim of the illegitimate chil-

being unmar- dren. In none of the wills was there such a manifesta-
"*^-

tion of an intention to use the word " children " in any

(n) As to the effect npon the meaning of the word " children " of a clear reference to the
individual by name as well as by character, as " A. the wife of B.," A. not beins the lawful
wife of B., see Hill d. Crook, L. R., 6 H. L. 265, 285, stated post.

(o) 3 Russ. 370.

(p) Arnold ». Preaton, 18 Ves. 288.

(?) 1 R & My. 581. See Megson v. Hindle, 15 Ch. D. 198, where Jessel, M. R , in his
judgnient referred with approval to Bagley v. Mollard. See also Re Hall, Branston ».
Weightman, 35 Ch. D. 551, where a testator appointed two persons to be executors of his will
describmg them as 'Jmy nephews R. W. and H. B.,» and gave a part of his residue to the
"children" of his sister S. B. in equal shares; R. W. was an illecptimate son of S. B who
had legitimate issue, H. B. and three other children ; Kav, J., held that the description of
R. W. as "nephew" did not entitle him to participate in the residue. See also Re Goodall
Elsmore v. Bradbury, W. N., 1888, p. 69. But in Re Brvon, Drummond v. Leigh, 30 Ch. d'.
110, Bacon, V.-C, relied on repeated expressions descriptive of kinship to the testator ap-
plied, in the will and a codicil thereto, to an illegitimate daughter of his nephew, as indicat-
ing an intention that she should participate in the residue given by the will to " all and everv
the children and child " of the nephew, who was living at the date of the will See also
Owen V. Bryant, 2 D. M. & G. 697, post, p. 1090j Smith v. Jobson, W. Jf., 1888, p. 184 59
L. T. 397, post, p. 1091. '
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Other than its ordinary legal signification (namely, legitimate offspring),

as could form the ground of a judicial determination ; and they show
that the circumstances of the testator being a bachelor, and having

illegitimate children at the time of the will, and of some of such

children being the express objects of his bounty, and described as the
" children " of the person to whose " other " children the gift in ques-

tion is made, are not sufficient to divert the word from its established

signification. In such cases the conjecture, though highly
* reasonable, that the testator meant by the devise to dis- [*1082]

charge the moral obligation of providing for his illegitimate

offspring is sacrificed to the general principle that " children " in its

primary and unexplained sense, imports legitimate children only.

It is of course no objection to the claim of illegitimate children

that they are styled children, if they are otherwise iden-

tified, as in the case of a legacy to " my son John," or under'dLcrip-
" my granddaughter Mary," the testator having no child ti"" of J^hii-

or grandchild of those names, except such as are ille- '

gitimate (r).

It is equally clear, that where the devise is to the chil-
^^j^ ^^ ^^^^_

dren "now living" of a person who has no other than dren "now-

illegitimate children at the date of the will, they are """S-

entitled (s)}

So in Gabb v. Prendergast (t), where the ultimate limitation in a

settlement was ''to all the children as well those already born as

hereafter to be born of A. and B. his wife," and it appeared that B.

had illegitimate children living at the date of the settlement, of

whom A. was the reputed father, but no legitimate children by him.

Sir W. P. Wood, V.-C, held the illegitimate children to be entitled.

" There are numerous authorities (he said) deciding that the word
' procreandis ' may be read ' procreatis,' and vice versa (u) ; but there

is no authority deciding that when both these words are used either

of them has been considered to be ineffective or inoperative." There

seems to be no difference in this respect between a deed and a will,

since, with reference to the objects of gift, a will, like a deed, speaks

from its date, not from the testator's death (v).

(r) Rivers's ca=e, 1 Atk. 410 ; Re Browne, Walsh v. Browne, 62 L. T., 899.

(s) Blundell v. Dunn. cit. 1 Mad. 433, though the construction was somewhat aided by the

context.
(t) 1 K. & J. 439.

(u) Ante, pp. 1040, 1041.

(v) Ante, Vol. I., p. 302. It is proper to add that a different opinion was expressed by the

V.-C. " The difficulty (he said) would be greater in the case of a will than of a settlement.

If the description in the will were ' all the children born or to be born,' pointing to a time

which would include as a class all those children in esse at the death of the testator, it would
occasion some surprise to the testator if he were told that by such a gift he had included all

the illegitimate children which the parent referred to might have had." This seems to as-

sume that with reference to the objects of gift a will speaks from the testator's death ; and so

1 Gardner v. Heyer, 2 Paige, 11 j Beachcroft v. Beachcroft, 1 Madd. 430.
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And where (x) a testator, who at the time he made his will cohab-

ited with a woman named A., and had by her two children

[*1083] * W. and E., gave a sum of money in trust to pay to A. the

annual interest " during her life or until she married, for the

support of her children W. and E. ; and in case of her death or mar-

Gift to a per- riage to apply it to the use of her children; and, on
son till mar- their coming to the age of twenty-one to divide the same

he?children. Sum between them ; " it was held that the only children

intended by the testator to take the capital were those named in the

provision for support during A.'s lifetime. It could not mean chil-

dren by marriage, for the right of the children to the present enjoy-

ment of the fund was to depend on the happening of the very event

from which the legitimate children were to spring.

Upon the same principle, a gift to " the children of the

deceased
° "

late C," a person who, at the date of the will, was dead,
person

;

leaving illegitimate, but no legitimate, children, has been

held to be good as to such illegitimate children {y).

^rlnlwho And a gift to the children of A. by B. (who are within

cannot lawfully the prohibited degrees) must necessarily mean illegiti-
'""'^'

mate children, since A. and B. cannot contract a lawful

marriage (s).

Whatever the language used, if the intention is manifest to benefit

objects existing at the date of the will, and there are no legitimate

children then in existence, illegitimate children will be entitled.

Some of the cases, as might be expected, run very near each other

:

thus a gift to " the first-born son of my daughter A." (a spinster)

was held not to designate an existing illegitimate son (a) ; but a gift

to " my sister A. (who was a spinster) and her two youngest daugh-

ters," was held to designate individuals then in existence, and conse-

quently to entitle the two youngest of three existing illegitimate

daughters of A. (b).

The characteristic feature of these cases, as distingished from
those of the former class, is, that, according to the state of facts

indeed the V.-C. had lately decided, 1 K. & J. 315; but this was reversed, 7 D. M. & 6. 283.
And see further on the words in question. Holt i». Sindrey, L. E., 7 Eq. 170; Ee Nixon, 2
Jur. N. S. 970; and though James, L. J., spoke slightingly of their efficacy, it was in a case
where he did not need their aid to make out the title of the illegitimate child. Crook v. Hill,

L. E., 6 Ch. 317.

(x) In re Connor, 2 Jo. & Lat. 456.

(y) Lord Woodhouselee v. Dalrymple, 2 Mer. 419. The terms of the bequest show that the
fact of C.'s death was known to the testator. Otherwise it should be proved aliunde, see Ee
Herbert's Trusts, 1 J. & H. 121. How far the testator's knowledge of the material facts

may be presumed without actual proof, see id. and Milne ». Wood, 42 L. J., Ch. 545. The
presumption that a woman of advanced age, who at the date of the will has no legitimate
children, is past childbearing, has never been made, so as to let in illegitimate children. In
Ee Overhill's Trust, 1 Sm. & Gif. 362, the age of 49 was deemed insufficient, and so in Paul
V. Children, L. R., 12 Eq. 16, was the age of 50. The analogous cases on the rule against
perpetuitv are against admitting the presumption in any case, ante, Yol. I., p. 241, But see
Adney v'. Greatrex, 38 L. J., Ch., 414, ante, p. 1007.

(s) Re Goodwin's Trust, L. R., 17 Eq. 345.

(a) Durrant e. Friend, 6 DeG. & S. 343.

(6) Savage v. Eobertson, L. R., 7 Eq 176.
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* existing when the will was made, legitimate childrea never [*1084]

could have claimed under the gift.

In some instances, however, of gifts to the children of

a deceased person, illegitimate obj ects have been excluded, ^^ t^e plural)

though such exclusion was not called for by the principle of » deceased

which negatives the claim of objects of this description, 6eing only oue

if in any event such claim might have come into compe- le^it™ate

tition with, and have been superseded iDy, the claim of

legitimate children.

As, in Hart v. Durand (c), where the bequest was "to the sons and
daughters of the late J. D.," and there was only one legitimate child

(a daughter), to whom, it was contended, the words " sons and daugh-

ters " in the plural could not apply, and, consequently, that an illegiti-

mate son and daughter then existing might be admitted ; but the

Court decided against their claim ; Macdonald, C. B., observing that

the introduction of these objects would not satisfy both the words, i. e.,

sons and daughters.

So, in Swaine v. Kennerley (d), Lord Eldon decided that, under a
devise to all and every the child and children of the testator's laie

son, a single legitimate child was entitled, to the exclusion of two
children who were illegitimate, but all of whom were living at the

date of the will ; and he refused to receive extrinsic evidence, to show
that the illegitimate children were intended.

It will be observed, that, in both these cases, as there was only one

legitimate child living at the time of the making of the will, the

terms of the gift, which embraced a plurality of objects. Remark upon

could not be liatisfied without letting in the illegitimate
^^^[^^ ^^^

children ; and the argument (which is conclusive in the Swaine 'v.

case of a gift to the children of a livinc/ person (e) ) that Kennerley,

the testator may have contemplated an accession to the number of

objects by future births, or their total change by means of births and

deaths, is inapplicable where (as in this instance) the parent was dead

when the will was made. These cases, therefore, appear to have car-

ried the exclusion of illegitimate children a step too far ; and it is

not surprising to find that they have been since departed from.

Thus, in GiU v. Shelley (/), where A. by a testamentary appoint-

ment' gave her real and personal estate to her husband M. for his

life, and directed that, after his death, such residue should be

divided amongst certain classes of persons mentioned in her

*will; adding, "amongst whom I include the children of [*1085]

the late Mary Gladman." Mary Gladman was then dead,

having left two children, one legitimate, and the other (being born

before her marriage) illegitimate. Sir J. Leach, M. E., said that if

(c) 3 Anst. 684, (d) 1 V. & B. 469.

(e) Ke Yearwood's Trusts, 5 Ch. D. 545. (/) Stated Wigram, Wills, pi. 66.
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Swaine v, Kennerley and Hart v. Durand had not been distingishabl©

from the case before him, he should hare felt no hesitation in over-

ruling them; and decreed that the illegitimate child was entirtled to

share in the residue.

Of Swaine v. Kennerley the M, R. is reported to have said that the

expression there was " the child or children, &e.," and that this im-

plied a doubt in the mind of the testator whether his late son had
_ , more than one child ; and of Hart v. Durand, that the
Kemarks on . /. i t i i n
Gill V. Shelley, expression " to every of the sons and daughters of my
nwtiy^and^"' ^^*® cousin J, D.,» manifested that the testator was ig-

Hart V. norant of the actual state of J. D.'s family (g). But
Durand.

neither distinction appears to have satisfied him; and
indeed the former proceeded on a mistake; for the expression in

Swaine v. Kennerley is " child and (not or) children ; " so that the

only apparent distinction between that case and Gill v. Shelley, is,

that in the former the bec[uest was to child and children, but which,

it is conceived, makes no real difference, since the testator evidently

uses the singular number, not with a view to the then existing state

of the class, but in contemplation of the possible event of its being

reduced to a single object in the interval between the making of the

will and the death of the testator. In Leigh v. Byron (h), where a

testator made a bequest unto and equally amongst all and every the

children of his late nephew A. who should be living at the time of

the testator's decease, and should attain twenty-one ; and if there

should be but one such child, then to such one child ; and it appeared

that A. was dead at the date of the will, having left one legitimate

and two illegitimate children : Sir J. Stuart, V.-C, held the two latter

entitled to share in the bequest; considering that the words "if

there should be but one such child" only cut down the previous

words of gift in the event of all the other children afterwards dying
under twenty-one.

As to Sir J. Leach's explanation of Hart v. Durand, it is to be ob-

served that the testator's knowledge of J. D.'s death, and the absence

in fact of legitimate sons, almost necessarily excluded the idea

[*1086] that he intended to benefit possible legitimate sons (i). *And
in Edmunds v. Fessey (f), where a testator gave a legacy

" to each, of the sons and daughters of his late cousin living at his

(the testator's) death," and there were two legitimate and two ille-

gitimate sons, and one illegitimate but no legitimate daughter of the
cousin. Sir J. Romilly, M. E., without further evidence of the tes-

tator's knowledge of the facts, held that it was impossible to exclude
the illegitimate daughter,

(a) 2 R. & Mv. 342.

(h) 1 Sm. & Gif. 486, 17 Jur. 822.
<i) See judgment of Wood, V.-C, Re Herbert's Trusts, IJ. & H. 121.

(j) 29 Beav. 233. Of course the illegitimate sous were excluded. See also Tugwell v.

Scott, 24 Beav. 141.
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It is submitted, therefore, that the cases of Swaine v. Kennerley,

and Hart v. Durand may be considered as overruled (k).

So also in a recent case (I) a testatrix bequeathed to A. "the eldest

daughter of my deceased daughter S. my gold watch," and she be-

queathed other property to trustees " in trust for such of the children

of my said deceased daughter S. as shall attain the age of twenty-one

years, absolutely, equally share and share alike, the shares of such of

them as shall be daughters to be for their sole and separate use."

There were two legitimate children of S., a son and a daughter, and
one illegitimate daughter, namely A. Sir F. North, J., after observ-

ing that the decisions in Bagley v. Mollard, and Megson v. Hindle (m),

precluded him from holding that A. was entitled by reason only of

her being described as " the eldest daughter " of S., said, " But then

come these additional words, ' the shares of such of them as shall be

daughters to be for their sole and separate use.' What light does

this throw upon the matter ? It seems to me to show that the word
' children ' was intended to include daughters ; it is an adoption of

the fact that the word ' children * would include daughters ; and it

would be impossible that daughters should take unless the illegiti-

mate, Eor otherwise there would be only one daughter." His Lord-

ship considered that he was not at liberty to reject this clause as

common form, especially as in the present case there was the special

reason for referring to the clause in the gift which spoke of daugh-

ters in that A. had been already described as " the eldest daughter of

my deceased daughter S,
; " and he held that, looking at the whole

will, it was the intention of the testatrix that A. should take under

the gift to the children of S.

Where before the stat. 1 Vict. c. 26 a testator, married or

* unmarried, gave to his children by a woman not then his [*1087]

wife, he was presumed (the contrary not appearing) to mean
legitimate children, and, by necessary consequence, to contemplate

marriage with her. But it was settled, that if a married man, after

making a disposition in favor of his children by a par-
-^yjjat shows

ticular woman, showed by the context of the will that that testator

he expected both his wife and the woman in question to template

survive him, this, being incompatible with the gupposi- marriage,

tion of his contemplating marriage with her, was considered to

indicate that he meant illegitimate children only.

Thus, in the well-known case of Wilkinson v. Adam {n), where a

testator, being married, but having children by a woman named Ann

(k) Yet in Adney v. Greatrex, 38 L. J. Ch. 418, the M. R. said Swaine v. Kennerley, and
Hart ». Durand both appeared to him to be " remarkably good law."

(/) Re Humphries, Smith e. Millidge, 24 Ch. D. 691.

(m) Ante. p. 1081.

(«) 1 V. & B. 422. Of this case, Sir J. K. Bruce said it had often been considered to go
to the extreme verge of the law, Warner v. Warner, 15 Jur. 142.
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Lewis, devised to his wife for life a certain mansion-house, and after

her decease, to Ann Lewis (who then lived with him) for life, pro-

vided she continued single and unmarried; and, subject thereto, he

devised the whole of his estate (after limiting a term of years there-

out), in trust for the children which he might have by the said Ann
Lewis and living at his decease, or born within six months after, share

and share alike, and to his, her, and their heirs forever ; and, in default

of such child or children, over. He also bequeathed to Ann Lewis
an annuity for the care, management, and guardianship of each of

the children. By a codicil (but which, being unattested, was inopera-

tive to affect the construction of the devise (o)), the testator declared

that his meaning was to include three children of the said Ann Lewis

(naming them). The question was, whether the illegitimate children

of the testator by Ann Lewis, living at the time of the making of the

will, could take under the devise in the will. It was contended, on
the authority of the preceding cases, that the testator must be con-

sidered to contemplate the events of his wife dying and his marrying

Ann Lewis and having legitimate children by her ; that the intention

was clear that after-born children should take, and it would be ex-

tremely difficult on the words to hold the devise good as to those

already born, and not as to those afterwards born. But Lord Eldon,

assisted by Thompson, B., and Le Blanc, J., and Gibbs, J., held that

the three children were entitled by the effect of the whole will. The
judges grounded their opinion on the manner in which the

[*1088] testator described the children themselves, and Ann * Lewis,

their mother, as living with him whilst his wife was then

alive, the mode in which he appointed her guardian of such children,

the limiting her annuity, and her compensation for the guardianship,

to the time of her continuing single and unmarried (p), with many
other passages in the will; and they laid particular stress on the

Where testator devise of the mansion to the testator's wife for life, and

Ei3 wff?/nd
^^*^^ ^^^ decease, to Ann Lewis for her life, and then to

his children by the children ; for, supposing these devises to take place

w°oma*n in
^'^ *^^ Order in which they stood, the wife of the testator

same will. must have survived him, and his children by Ann Lewis
m,ust consequently have been illegitimate (q). Lord Eldon concurred
generally with the Judges as to illegitimate children being intended

;

and, with regard to the objection that they could not take as a class,

though they might by a description amounting to designatio persona-

<o) See Vol. I., p. 77.

( p) These circumstances alone were clearly insufficient to vary the construction. As to the
appointment of guardians of illegitniiate children bv a putative father, see Ward v. St. Paul,
2B. C. C 583; Pecliham v. Pecltham, 2 Cox, 46; Chatteris v. Young, 1 J. & W. 106.

( j) Unless in the case of a divorce, which a man, especially when making a provision for
his wife, can hardly be supposed to contemplate. It is singular, however, that this possible
event was not adverted to in a case which underwent such elaborate discussion.
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rum, lie considered that, viz. that they might take as a Illegitimate

class, as decided by Metham v. Duke of Devon {r), what- ^"e'^a™ daL.
ever might have been his opinion if it were res Integra.

In concluding an elaborate judgment, he expressed his opinion, that

it was iTnpossihle that the testator, a married man, with a wife, who,

he thought, would survive him, providing for another woman to take

after the death of his wife, and for children by that woman, could

mean anything hut illegitimate children. They took, therefore, by
necessary implication, on the face of the will (s).

Lord Eldon's doctrine, that the intention to give to illegitimate

children (as distinguished from legitimate children) must appear by
necessary implication on the face of the will, is not to p^^^] evidence

be understood as precluding all inquiry into the state of admissible, to

the testator's family. Thvis, in the case of a devise to ^ ^ extent

" my children now living " {t), or " to the children of A. " a deceased

person (u), it is not known by a mere perusal of the will

whether legitimate *or illegitimate children were intended; [*1089]

and yet, when it is ascertained that there were no other than

the latter objects in existence, the conclusion that he meant illegiti-

mate children is irresistible.

The characteristic of these cases is, that, according to the events

existing at the mahvng of the will, legitimate children never could

have claimed under the bequest, and, therefore, could
illegitimate

not have been in the testator's contemplation. But may take with

"necessary implication," once allowed, does not stop ihlidren'under

there. It admits illegitimate children whenever it dis- designatio

covers on the face of the will a clear intention to make api?iicabl'e"to

them the objects of gift, although legitimate children ''°'h;

are also intended to participate. Thus, legitimate and illegitimate

children may of course be comprehended in the same devise under a

designatio personarum applicable to both ; as, where a testator, hav-

ing four children, two of each kind, gives to his four children then

living. This would be a gift to them, not as a fluctuating class, with

a possibility of future accessions, but to four designated individuals
;

and it being found that, to make up the specified number, it was

necessary to include as well those who strictly and properly an-

swered to that character, as those who had obtained a reputation of

being such persons, the inevitable conclusion is, that the latter were

included in the testator's contemplation. It is equally clear that

where a testator includes an illegitimate child, by name amongst "his

(r) 1 p. W. 529. The gift was " to all the natural children of testator's son by Mrs. H."
So, Bentley v. Blizard, 4 Jur. N. S. 652 ("the natural children of A."). See further instances

of illegitimate children talting as a class, Barnett v. Tugweli and following cases stated

below.
(s) This is a very brief summary of the grounds of the judgment, which should be perused

by every inquirer into this subject.

(() Blundell v. Dunn, cit. 1 Mad, 433, ante, p. 1082.

(u) Lord Woodhouselee v. Dalrymple, 2 Mer. 419, ante, p. 1083.

VOL. II. 16
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children " and then gives property to " his said children," the illegiti-

mate child is entitled to share with the legitimate, it being the same
thing as if the testator had repeated the names (a:).

A similar result has sometimes been attained without the aid of an
express term of reference such as the word " said." Thus, in Mere-
— under dith v. Farr (y), a testator first bequeathed a sum of

-chMren," ^^^- ^^ ^^^^ ^°^ ^^^ daughter E. W. for life, and after

where; the her death to be equally divided amongst the children of

explained by ^^^ daughters M. and C, that was to say, one moiety
context. between the children of M., and the other moiety be-

tween the children of C. He then gave a second sum of 300Z. in

trust for C. for life, and after her death " in trust for all and every

the children and child of C., namely, William, John, Angelina,

Sarah." And he gave a third sum of 300Z. in trust for M.
[•1090] for life, and after her death " for all and * every the chil-

dren and child lawfully to be begotten of M., and including

her daughter Elizabeth, aged about fourteen." Of the enumerated
children of C. William was legitimate, the three others illegitimate.

And M., besides Elizabeth (who was illegitimate), had at the date of

the will several legitimate children, and another illegitimate child,

Keziah. It was held by Sir J. K. Bruce, V.-C, that the three illegiti-

mate children of G. took shares in the first bequest of 3001. as well

as William the legitimate son of C, but that M.'s daughter Elizabeth,

named under the word " including " in the third bequest, was not en-

titled to share in the first bequest (s), the V.-C. observing that " it

would be too dangerous " to let her in. Keziah, who was not named
at all, took nothing under the wiU ; which agrees with another case

where it was held that the express exception, from a bequest to chil-

dren, of one illegitimate child, did not raise a necessary implication

that another illegitimate child was intended to take a share (a) ; in

other words', by styling some illegitimate children of A. his "chil-

dren," the testator does not necessarily prove that he means all ille-

gitimate children of A. to be viewed in the same light (&). The dis-

tinction made between Elizabeth and the illegitimate children of C,
with regard to their admission to the first bequest, corresponds with
the difference in grammatical sense, which in strictness exists be-

tween the words "namely" and "including." "Namely" imports
interpretation, i. e., indicates what is included in the previous term

;

but " including " imports addition, i. e., indicates something not in-

cluded. But this is narrow ground.

(aO Evans v: Dayies, 7 Hare, 498. And see Hartley v. Tribber, 16 Beav.. 510 ; Ee Jodrell,
Jodrell V. Seale, 44 Ch. D. 590, affirmed in D. P., sub nom. Seale-HajTie ». Jodt«U (1891)
A. C. 304.

"

(«) 2 Y. & 0. C. C. 525.

(z) See also Hibbert v. Hibbert, L. R., 15 Eq. 372.

(a) Re Wells' Estate, L. R., 6 Eq. 599.

(6) See per WiRram, V.-C, Dover «. Alexander, 2 Hare, 281 1 Edmunds v. Feasey, 29
Beav 233 (as to the illegitimate sons).
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Again, in Owen v. Bryant (c), where a testator reciting that

he * had nine children by his then present wife, " namely, [*1091]
A., B., &c.," and that he had made certain provisions for q^^^ ^
his four married daughters, and wished to make a similar Bryant,

provision for his unmarried daughters, which he accordingly did in

manner appearing by the will, proceeded to give the proceeds of his

residuary real estate in trust for his wife for life, remainder between
,all and every his children by his said present wife who should be

living at her decease, and directed his trustees to hold the shares of

such of his said children as should be daughters upon certain speci-

fied trusts. It appeared that the testator was not married to his wife

until after the birth of their daughter A. ; but it was held by the

L. JJ., that she was entitled to share in the residuary bequest. Lord
Cranworth said he rejected the notion of there being a rule that ille-

gitimate children cannot, under any circumstances, participate with

legitimate children in the benefit of a gift to children generally. But.

he based his decision on the passage containing the words " said chil-

dren," coupled with the passage whioh, as he said, preceded it, and in

which the testator enumerated his children by name : but for the

words speciiied he would have thought that legitimate children only

were intended. However, the last antecedent was, " children of my
present wife," in the sentence immediately preceding. Sir J. K.
Bruce thought the intention of the testator sufficiently apparent

without the aid of the words " said children," and that consistently

with the authorities, except, perhaps, Bagley v. Mollard, the case

might be decided according to the plain intention of the testator.

In Smith v. Jobson (d) a testator made two devises in favor of E.,

who was illegitimate, describing her in each devise as "my eldest

daughter," then followed a gift to " my four youngest
,j^^ general

daughters," naming them, and further dispositions, after rule that

which the testator proceeded :
" And I particularly direct means'^oSy

that should any of my children die without having chil- legitimate

dren lawfully begotten, their share, whether land or- not apply to'a

money, shall be divided equally among my surviving S'^ "^sf-

children." E. survived the testator, but died without issue, leaving

(c) 2 D. M. & 6. 697, 21 L. J. Ch. 860. See also Worts v. Cubitt, 19 Beav. 421 (which
turned on the words " all my daughters," followinK a gift to " my natural daughter A. and
my other daughters"). Butc'f. Smith ». Lidiard, 3 K. & J. 252; Thompson v. Robinson, 27
Beav. 486. Allen v. Webster, 2 Gif. 177, was " not a case of illegitimate children at all,"

but a gift to the testator's "grandchildren; " and a bastard son being once recognized, all

hi-' legitimate children were of course included.

In Re Standiey's Estate, L. E., 5 Eq. 303, a testator divided his estate among his illegiti-

mate son and daughters by name, settling the shares of daughters, so that on the death of

either without children her share was to gb to her statutory next>of-kin, and providing that
the share to which any daughter might become entitled by virtue of the provisions tlierein-

before contained nt next-of-kin of the son or other daughters should be settled likewise. One
daughter died without children. The question seems to have been whether the testator had
made his intention plain, that in ascertaining the next-of-kin (which prima facie meant legiti-

mate kindred) the brother and sisters were to be deemed legitimate (as in Wilson v. Atkln-
son, 4 D. J. & S. 455). Wood, T.-C, held that he had not.

id) W. N. 1888, p. 184, 59 L. T. 397.
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his other children surviving her. Sir E. Kay, J., held that the ex-

pression "children" in the will was evidently intended to

[*1092] include E., who had twice been called * by name the
" daughter " of the testator ; and further, that the general

rule that a gift to "children" prevents illegitimate children from
taking with legitimate, in the absence of expressions to the contrary,

does not apply to a gift over on death of children.

_ . In Ee Haseldine, Grange v. Sturdy (e), Sir C. Bowen
of word and Sir E. Fry, L. JJ. (diss. Sir H. Cotton, L. J.), being

Tcotoir"'" of opinion that the word "children" was used by the

follows that of testator in his will so as to include illegitimate persons,
* ° ^' held that the word must bear the same interpretation in

a codicil to the will.

Although in some of these cases the bequest may have been to a

class admitting of increase to its legitimately-born members, in all of

.„ . . ^ them the illegitimate members were included by indi-
IllegUimate .,,,.°. _ .. . tici
may, upon the vidual designation. It was considered a doubtful point

wUM^githnate whether if there were no such designation, legitimate

children as a and illegitimate children could, under any circumstances,
" *^''

take together under the general description of children

as a class (/). But it is now clear, in accordance with Lord Cran-

worth's observation just cited, that they can ; and that in all cases,

although there is a very strong presumption that the word " children "

means only legitimate children, yet it may denote a class including

illegitimate as well as legitimate children, if by necessary implication,

or (more intelligibly) upon a just and proper construction of the

words, you find in the context an expression of intention that the

illegitimate children shall take (g).

Such an intention was shown in the most unmistakable way in

Barnett v. Tugwell (A), where a testator bequeathed one-third of his

II 1,-ij
property to his sister A. and her husband for their lives,

legitimate or and after their death to their surviving children ; and if

iiieptimate of
jjq such children then to be " equally divided amongst
the children legitimate or illegitimate of H." At the

date of the will H., as the testator knew, had several illegitimate

children. There were five of them ; and H. had no more afterwards.

Of these five three only survived the testator. After the testator's

death H. married and had nine legitimate children, three of whom
died before A. A. survived her husband and died without

[*1093] leaving * children. It was held by Sir J. Eomilly that the

one-third was divisible equally among the three illegitimate

(e) 31 Ch. D. 511, stated post, p. 1095.

(/ ) 1 v. & B. 452, 457, 468 ; 22 Beav. 339.

(<7) Per Lord Cairns, Hill v. Crook, L. R., 6 H. L. 283 ; per Mellish, L. J., Crook v. Hill,

L. R., 6 Ch. 318. And see per Stuart, V.-C, Holt v. Sindrey, L. R., 7 Eq. 174; perMalins,
V.-C, Dorin v. Dorin, L. E., 17 Eq. 474 ; and per Lord Halsfiur}', C, Ee Jodrell, Jodrell ».

Seale, 44 Ch. D. 607.

(A) 31 Beav. 232.
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and the nine legitimate children of H. He said " Wilkinson v. Adam
determines that natural children existing at the date of the will may
take as a class, and not only so, but that they may take as a class

under words plainly importing the testator's intention that after-born

natural children should be included in this class " (an intention which
the M. E., held could not be lawfully fulfilled (i)) : and he added,
" If this be so, I am unable to see in what manner I can alter the

meaning of these words, as so interpreted by Lord Eldon, because

legitimate children are united to take as a class with a class of ille-

gitimate children then in existence As therefore the existing

natural children of H. take as a class, those only who survived the

testator form that class (k). As to the legitimate children of H., it

became vested in the children as soon as they came in esse, subject

to be divested pro tanto for the purpose of admitting any additional

child as a member of the class."

On the same principle in Bayley v. Snelham (l), where a testator,

_
reciting that he had lately married in Scotland Jane W., the sister of

his late wife, bequeathed personal estate in trust for his „^jj, .

said wife Jane for life, and after her decease to the testator's

children begotten and to be begotten by him upon the
tlke^whether

body of his said wife Jane ; and he declared that his tis marriage

said wife Jane and her children should take the pro-
^e valid or not.

visions thereinbefore made for them in the same manner as if she

had been married to him according to the usage of the Church of

England and such marriage had been valid according to the English

law. It was alleged and was assumed that the marriage was void ac-

cording to the law of Scotland, and the question was, whether the

child born at the date of the will, being illegitimate, could take under

the bequest ; which Sir J. Leach, V.-C, decided in the af3.rmative.

He observed that he had at first intended to direct an inquiry as to

the validity of the marriage, but that it had been argued that this

was not necessary, seeing that the gift was conveyed in terms which

intended to give the benefit of it to the children of Jane, though she

should turn out not to be his lawful wife. The V.-C. added

that he was much struck with the language of the * will, [*1094]

and was of opinion that no inquiry was necessary, since ad-

mitting for the sake of argument that the marriage was not valid,

still the testator had made an express gift to children who had
acquired the reputation of being his, and their illegitimacy was not

made a condition of the gift but was merely a description of the

persons.

(i) As to this vide post, s. iii.

(h) See some further consequences of the gift being a class-gift, post, s. iii.

(l) 5 Ves. 534, n., also shortly reported 1 S. & St. 78, where the decision is made to turn
on the words "begotten and to be begotten," as constituting a specific reference to the child
already born, although those words are omitted from the statement of the gift.
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Even though it were clear (and it would certainly be difficult to deny)

that had the testator subsequently married Jane W. and had legiti-

mate children by her (m), they would have taken under the bequest

;

the ease, it is conceived, forms no exception to or contradiction of

the doctrine that " children " prima facie means legitimate children

;

since it is evident the illegitimate child took, not by virtue of the

bequest to children simply as such, but under the clause providing

for the event of the marriage proving to be invalid, and which must
be considered as extending the bequest to illegitimate as well as

legitimate children. In effect, therefore, it was a gift to the children

legitimate or illegitimate of A.

So, in Hill v. Crook (n), John Hill, having a daughter Mary, who
(as he knew) had married J. Crook, her deceased sister's husband,

To " the chil-
^^"^ ^^"^ issue by that connection, made his will, dated

dren of my 1859, forgiving a debt due to him from " his son-in-law

wtfe^of B.
"' J- Crook," and devising leaseholds in trust " for his

testator know- daughter Mary, the wife of the said J. Crook," for her

marriage was separate use, " independent of her present or any after-
invalid, taken husband," and afterwards in trust for " the child,

Hill V. Crook, if only one, or all the children if more than one, of his

said daughter Mary Crook," with other clauses referring to his

daughter as " Mary Crook ; " it was held in the House of Lords that,

although there was no reason why legitimate children might not take

under the bequest, yet that two children of the testator's daughter by
J. Crook, who were born before the date of the will, and had acquired

the reputation of being the children of J. Crook, were entitled. Lord
Chelmsford said : " I know of no objection in law to a gift to children,

with a clear intention that it shall apply to existing illegiti-

[*1096] mate children, being so applied, * although after-born illegiti-

mate children must be excluded, and the gift be extended to

future legitimate children." Lord Colonsay said it was clear to him
that the testator intended the children of his daughter's union with J.

Crook should be dealt with as if they were legitimate. Lord Cairns

treated it as clear that a testator might "use the generic term 'chil-

dren ' so as to include illegitimate children along with legitimate chil-

dren." The only question was, did the will in that case, upon a just

and proper construction of its terms, show an intention so to use it.

In his opinion it did. He said :
" The terms ' husband ' and ' wife,'

' father ' and ' mother,' and ' children,' are all correlative. If a father

knows that his daughter has children by a connection which he calls

a ' marriage ' with a man whom he calls her ' husband,' terming the

(m) Before 5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 64, such marriages were in England voidable only. By that
statute they are made absolutely void ; therefore now a gift by a woman to her children by
A. who was her deceased sister's husband, necessarily means illegitimate children only. Re
Goodwin's Trusts, L. R., 17 Eq. 345. Otherwise, if a testator, whose marriage is invalid,
refers only to the paternity, as if he gives a legacy to "all and every ray child and children,"
and illegitimate children will not be entitled to take, by reason of his having in the will de-
scribed their mother as " my wife," Re Bolton, Brown v. Bolton, 31 Ch. D. .542.

(n) L. B., 6 H. L. 26S, affirming 6 Ch. 311.
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daugliter the ' wife ' of that husband, I am at a loss to understand the

meaning of language if you are not to impute to that same person,

when he speaks of the 'children ' of his daughter, this meaning, that

as he has termed his daughter and the man with whom she was living

' wife ' and ' husband,' so, also, he means to term the offspring born of

that so-called marriage the children according to that nomenclature.

If you find that that is the nomenclature used by the testator, taking

his will as the dictionary from which you are to find the meaning of

the terms he has used, that is all which the law, as I understand the

cases, requires." (o)

It is to be observed that in this case it appeared, though the decision

does not seem to be altogether dependent on the fact, that the testator

was aware that a valid marriage could not possibly be contracted

between Mary Crook and John Crook. But the mere description of

A. as " the wife " of B., will not bring their illegitimate children

within the terms of a bequest to " the children of A." where there

has been no marriage, valid or invalid, and where it does not appear

that the testator knew the actual nature of the connection between

A. and B. ; for non constat that he used the word " wife " in any but

its legal sense, or intended any but legitimate children to take {p).

The decision in Ee Haseltine, Grange v. Sturdy {q), seems

to * carry still further the principle of admitting not only [*1096]

the language of the will itself, but extrinsic evidence of cir-

cumstances under which it was made, to show intention thai; illegiti-

mate children should take under the description of "children." In

that case, a testator made his will in October, 1860,

whereby he bequeathed "the following legacies to the
^'f,'|j*°J'*®

following persons, that is to say ; " then followed lega- a," testator

cies to persons named; and he continued, "to each of
hernwL"'*''

the children of M. A. L. the sum of 51. for mourning, the children were

same to be paid into the hands and on the receipt of the
carriage'.''*

said M. A. L., their mother, for them, notwithstanding

her coverture and their minority." On the 6th of August, 1881, he

made a codicil by which he bequeathed 400^., on the death of an an-

nuitant, " unto and equally between all the children who shall then

be living of M. A. L., share and share alike," and confirmed hig

will in all other respects. The testator died two days after ex-

ecution of the codicil. M. E. L. was sister-in-law to the testator,

having been married seven years at the date of the will ; she never

had any child after her marriage, but she had at that time three

(o) See the observ-ations of Lord Halsbury, C, Re Jodrell, Jodrell v. Seale, 44 Ch. D. 605,

606. See also Dillev v. Matthews, 11 Jnr. N. S. 425 ;
Holt v. Sindrey, L. E., 7 Eq. 170 ;

Lepine v. Beane, L. ft., 10 Eq. 160 ; Ee Brown's Trust, L. E., 16 Eq. 239 ; Perkins v. Good-
win, W. N., 1877, p. 111.

(p) Ee Avles' Trusts, 1 Ch. D. 282; and see Warner v. Warner, ante, p. 1080. But see

Ee Horner, iaffleton v. Hmner, 37 Ch. D. 695, where it was proved that the testator was well

aware of the nature of the connection.

(j) 31 Ch. D. 511.
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children by her husband before marriage, who lived with their

parents and were treated as legitimate. At the date of the will

M. E. L. was nearly forty-five, and the youngest child was eleven

years of age. It further appeared from the evidence that the testator

was very intimate with M. E. L. and her husband, that he was seized

with a dangerous illness in 1860, while on a visit to them ; that he

m3.de his will under the advice of his medical attendants, that he

was nursed by M. E. L. and her three children during his illness, and
that he remained with them till his death. Sir E. Kay, J., thought

the case governed by Dorin v. Dorin (r), and held that the illegitimate

children were not entitled to take. On appeal Sir H. Gotten, L. J.,

was of the same opinion, and held that in the present case no repug-

nancy or inconsistency in the will would result from giving the word
" children " its proper sense of legitimate children. But Sir C. Bowen
and Sir E. Fry, L. JJ., came, not without some doubt, to a different

conclusion. They considered that the language of the will, as ex-

plained by the evidence of surrounding circumstances, was sufficient

to show that the testator in the will referred, whether exclusively or

not, to the existing children, and that, the codicil having been

executed during the same illness, the testator could not be taken
to have intended to exclude from it those who were

[*1097] * treated as children by the will. With regard to the will

Sir E. Fry, L. J., said, " The language appears to me to be

insensible if 'children' be taken in its strict primary sense, but

sensible if we understand the word as used in its secondary sense."

The rule then (expressed in accommodation to the cases) may be

stated thus : In order to let in illegitimate children under a gift to

Rule with
children, it must be clear upon the terms of the will when

suggested applied to the state of facts at the making of it, that
qua

1
cation,

legitimate children never, could have taken ; or that its

terms, when so applied, never could have had full effect if confined

to legitimate children (s). This, it is submitted, forms a test by which
the claim of illegitimate children is always to be tried. Unfortu-
nately, however, this principle has not been invariably adhered to.

Thus, in Beachcroft v. Beachcroft {t), where a testator who resided

in the East Indies, and was a bachelor, and had had several children

" To my hy a native woman, bequeathed as follows : — "To my
children;" children, the sum of pounds sterling, 5,000 each; to the

(r) L E., 7 H. L. 568, post, p. 3099.
(s) See per Lords Cairns and Hatherley in Dorin «. Dorin, L. R., 7 H. L. 573, 575 ; per

K. Brace, V.-C, Warner v. Warner, 15 Jur. 141 ;
per Stuart, V.-C, Re OverhiU's Trust, 1

Sm. & G. 366, 367.

(<) 1 Mad. 430. See also Laker v. Hordern, 1 Ch. D. 644, where the testator baring no
legitimate children, a gift to " my daughters " was held to mean existing Illegitimate daugh-
ters, upon txlnndc evidence that he always treated them as his daughters, and so described
them in the instructions for his will. It is submitted that the case is undistinguishable from
Dorin «. Dorin, post, and that the decision cannot be supported. " Daughters " is not more
appropriate than " children" to describe illegitimate daughters. Per Wood, V.-C, Re Her-
bert's Trusts, IJ. & H. 123.
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mother of my children, the sum of sicca rupees, 6,000, which I request

my executors will secure to her in the most advantageous i, ,^^ ^^^

way." The question was, whether the illegitimate chil- mother of my

dren were entitled ? Sir T. Plumer, V.-C, decided in the "''"'^''^° '

"

affirmative. He referred to Goodinge v. Goodinge (m), and Crone v.

Odell (a;), as authorities that parol evidence was admissible as to the

state of the testator's family when he made his will ; and observed

that, in the case of a latent ambiguity, parol evidence was admissible

to prove the identity of the person intended to take, whether an in-

dividual or a class. That it had been established by _ j^ ,4

.

Metham v. Duke of Devon, and Wilkinson v. Adam, that extend to

illegitimate children might take as a class ; that if the
chu^ren*'*

words had been " my present children," they might have

taken as a class, to be ascertained by evidence, and being

unmarried (y), he must have meant * his illegitimate chil- [*1098]

dren. His Honor admitted that the word "present" was
not introduced in this will ; but he observed that the general presump-

tion is, that a man sitting down to make his will designs
j^agnient id

a benefit to some existing object, and it was extravagant Beachcroft v.

to suppose that the testator had only future possible ^*°
'"'° ''

children in view, disregarding those whom he was in the habit of de-

nominating and treating as his children. Giving to each a definite

portion, 5,O0OZ., and the ultimate residue to his collaterals, showed that

he had a definite number in view, and that he recognized his legiti-

mate relatives as having a preferable title to a part of his fortune.

That was rational enough if he was providing for illegitimate chil-

dren, but was very unlikely if he was providing for future legitimate

children. " For all these reasons," said his Honor, " I think it is

reasonable to interpret the words ' my children ' in the same way as

if he had said, ' my present children.' But this construction of the

will does not depend merely upon the first clause of it ; for the next

clause clearly shows what was meant, ' To the mother of my children

the sum of sicca rupees 6,000, which I request,' &c. Was that a

provision proper for the intended wife of a man of his fortune ? Is

it probable that, after giving one whom he thought fit to be his wife

so small a sum, he should think it necessary that his executors should

secure it for her ? («). Did anybody ever describe his wife by the

term ' mother of my children ?
' If she had no children she would

not have taken under this bequest. The second clause of the will is

explanatory of the first ; for, when once it is understood he therein

meant to describe some person who had already become the mother

(u) 1 Ves. 231.

(x) 1 Ba. & B. 481.

(y) That this circumstance alone will not let in illegitimate children, see Kenebel v. Scraf-

ton, 3 East, 530.

(z) Compare the general scope of this reasoning with that of Lord Eldon, in Wilkinson
V. Adam, 1 "V. & B. 460.
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of Ms children he then had, he must, under the term ' children,' have
comprehended children already born, and consequently, as he was
unmarried, his illegitimate children ; and he must be supposed to have
used the same word ' children ' in the preceding clause in the like

sense. I think, therefore, it is clear that existing persons were meant,

and that they take, as in the case of Wilkinson v. Adam, as designated

persons."

A case more embarrassing to a Judge could hardly have occurred.

Strictures on ^'^^ ^° man, reading this will with the knowledge of the

Beachcrofti). testator's situation, could really entertain a doubt as to
eac cro

. illegitimate children being the objects intended ; but that

[*1099] there was * ground for holding judicially that such objects

were " upon the face of the will " manifestly and incontro-

vertibly pointed out, is not equally clear. The circumstance of the

amount of the bequest to the children and their mother, and the terms

in which it was given, as differing from the mode in which a testator

would refer to and provide for his future wife and her children, fur-

nished exactly that species of conjecture, which in Cartwright v. Vaw-
dry (a) was held insufficient to let in the illegitimate child. Indeed

the division into fourths in that case supplied a stronger argument
than the frame of the will in the ease under consideration ; and with

respect to the argument founded on the bequest to the mother of the

children, as showing that the testator referred to existing children,

that is, children then having a " mother," it is to be observed that the

bequest to the mother is wholly dependent on, and is regulated by, the

construction of the gift to the children ; for, if the gift to the children

standing alone would extend to future legitimate children, then the

gift to their mother would be a gift to the mother of the testator's

legitimate children, — in other words, to his wife.

In the course of his judgment the V.-C. is made to say, " That no
case has been found, where, when the word ' children ' has been used in

Construction ^^^ "^^^^ o^ ^ putative father who has no legitimate chil-

not to be made dren, it has been held that illegitimate children cannot

the fac"
°'^ take ;

" but such a case now exists in Dorin v. Dorin (b),

whether where a man, having two illegitimate children, afterwards

children come married their mother, and next day made his will,
m ease. wherein he called her his " wife," giving his property to

her for life and afterwards to " his children " by her ; he died without
lawful issue, and it was held in the House of Lords that the remainder
failed. Lord Hatherley said, " It is not because you find in the out-

ward circumstances that there are some children whom you think the

testator ought to have provided for, that the will must be taken to

mean that they are to be provided for, when the words in the will can

(o) Ante, p. 1077.

(i) L. R., 7 H. L. 568, reversing L. E., 17 Eq. 463. Godfrey v. Davis, 6 Ves. 43, ante, p.
1079, has been cited for the same point; but there the will was not by the putative father.
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have full and complete effect given to them if you interpret them in

another and a legal sense without altering a single word." And Lord
Cairns said : " Supposing it had been in the testator's mind not to take

any notice of these children in his will, but to make a provision for

them in some other way, and to use his will to designate merely any
legitimate children who might be afterwards bom, would not every

word in the will be satisfied ? "

* Since the statute 1 Viet. c. 26, a will not operating as an [*1100]

appointment is under all circumstances absolutely revoked
by marriage (c), and gift by a bachelor t o his children can never,

therefore, take effect in favor of legitimate children. It ^g^^^ „{

seems not unreasonable to impute to a bachelor having i Vict. c. 26

illegitimate children a knowledge of this law, and thence of gifts' by a°"

to infer an intention in favor of the illegitimate children, badieior tohia
cuildrsii

And this was so held in Clifton v. Goodbun (d).

Another case which is difficult to reconcile with the principles

deducible from the general current of the authorities is Fraser v.

Pigott (e), where a testator, after bequeathing certain bank illegitimate

annuities to legitimate and illegitimate children by name children held
entitldd under

of his two sons William and John, gave the residue of his gift to chil-

estate to his said sons equally, and directed that if either of ^^^^'

them should die in his lifetime the moiety of his deceased son should

go to his children ; but if both his sons should die in his lifetime, he
gave the same to and amongst all their children equally. Both the sons

died in the testator's lifetime, John leaving three legitimate and two
illegitimate children, and William leaving three illegitimate but no
legitimate children. It was held, that the illegitimate children of

John were not entitled to share with the legitimate children in the

residue, but that the illegitimate children of William, who left no
legitimate child, were to be admitted. Lord Lyndhurst, C. B., said,

" It seems to be clear, upon the eases, that where there are any legiti-

mate children to answer this description of children, then, according to

the rule of law, the legitimate children only will take. If there be no
legitimate children, then extrinsic evidence may be given of the persons

who were intended ; but where there are legitimate and illegitimate

children, legitimate children only will take under the description

(c) Ante, Vol. I. p. 112.

(d) L. R., 6 Eq. 278. See also Re Hastie's Trusts, 35 Ch. D 728, -vrhere a testator gave a
fund in trust for " my four natural children by M. M.," naming them, " and all and every
other children and child which may be born of the said M. M., previous to and of which she
may be pregnant at my death ; " it was held by Stirling, J., that illegitimate children

born after the date of the will and before the death of the testator were entitled. Apparently
this argument would not apply where the testator erroneously supposes his marriage to be
valid, per Bowen, L. J., He Bolton, Brown v. Bolton, 31 Ch. D. at p. 553. The point appears
to have been overlooked in Pratt v. Mathew, 22 Beav. 340; although in a former page (338)
it had been referred to as it affected a gift to a "wife." Beachcroit v. Beachcroft has even
been cited in support of the same general proposition before the statute, Preston on Legacies,

201
i
but the ratio decidendi in that case was that the special context of the will pointed to

present children.

(e) You. 354, disapproved by Shadwell, V.-C, 14 Sim. 216.
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[*1101] of children. In this case the illegitimate children *of
William Fraser, and the legitimate children only of John

Eraser, appear to me to be entitled."

This decision, so far as it operated to admit the illegitimate chil-

dren of William to participate in the residue, stands directly opposed

Remarks on *° ^^^ principles and doctrines of the long line of cases

Fraser v. treated of in this, chapter, from Cartwright v. Vawdry to
'^° Bagley v. Mollard, including a decision of the C. B. him-

self, when chancellor (/). To say that illegitimate children can take

under a bequest which would have applied to legitimate objects if

there had been any such, makes the construction of the will depen-

dent on subsequent events, as the testator's son William, who was then

living, might have had legitimate children in the interval between

the making of the will and the testator's deatli ; and as such children

would have taken, the illegitimate children, according to the estab-

lished doctrine of the cases, clearly could not. The remark as to the

admissibility of extrinsic evidence is no less exceptionable than the

decision. The oflB.ce of extrinsic evidence in these cases is, to ascer-

tain the state of facts existing at the date of the will, which often

throws light upon a testator's intention, and is properly admissible

for that purpose (g). But if this eminent Judge is to be understood

to mean, that because in event no legitimate child happens to claim

under a bequest to children, extrinsic evidence is admissible to show
that the testator actually meant to comprise illegitimate children

under the description of children, his position is directly encountered

by a crowd of decisions and dicta, including those of Lord Eldon,

who we have seen, in his elaborate judgment in Wilkinson v. Adam,
earnestly and repeatedly inculcated the doctrine, that the intention

in favor of illegitimate children must appear by necessary implica-

tion on the face of the will itself. If the testator's sons, John and
William, had been dead at the date of the will, the decision would
have been consistent with antecedent adjudications ; and as they are

called in the statement of the will, in the report of the case, the tes-

tator's late sons, a cursory perusal of the case is likely to lead to an
impression that such was the fact ; but from the tenor of the whole
statement it is evident that the sons died after the making of the
will, and therefore the attempt in this manner to reconcile the case
with anterior determinations fails.

[*1102] * II.— Gifts to Illegitimate Children en ventre.— It is now
clear that a gift to a natural child of which a particular

woman is enceinte, without reference to any person as the father, is

good. Thus, in Gordon v. Gordon (A), where a testator recited that he

(/) Mortimer v. West, 3 Russ. 3T0.

(g) Ante, Ch. XIII.
(A) 1 Mer. 141. See also judgment in Earle v. Wilson, 17 Ves. 532: Dawson t'. Dawson

6 Mad. 292.
'
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had reason to believe that A. was then pregnant by him, illegitimate

and subsequently directed that the child ofwhich she was <=i"ldren eu

then pregnant (not repeating the words " by me ") should

be sent to England, and the expense paid for by an annuity, &c. Two
questions were raised; first, whether the bequest was not void, on
the principle of the early authorities, as a gift to an wiierede-

unborn bastard ; secondly, whether it was not invalid scribed as the

.,,..,.,, ^ children or the
as a gift to an illegitimate child en ventre sa mere by mother only,

a particular man. Lord Eldon said, "Upon the first of S'fts valid,

these, which is the general question, I remain of my former opinion,

that it is possible to hold, consistently with the opinion of Lord Coke,

that, if an illegitimate child en ventre sa mere is described so as to

ascertain the object intended to be pointed out it may take under that

description. Then, with regard to the application of that principle

to the present case, I studiously abstain from expressing any opinion

as to what it would be if the words were 'to my child,' while I decide

that the words being only ' the child with which A. is now pregnant,'

those words will do, so as to give effect to the will in its favor."

The distinction between the preceding case and those in which
the paternity forms part of the description is obvious. Where the

gift is to the child with which a particular woman is

enceinte, generally, the fact of birth is the sole ground where de-

of title, and that is easy of ascertainment. On the other
ghUdren^bv

hand, a gift to the child with which a woman is enceinte a particular

by a particular man, introduces into the description of ™*°'

the object a circumstance which the law treats as uncertain (a bastard

being, in respect to his paternal parent at least, filius nullius), and

which it cannot properly permit to be inquired into ; and the devise

is therefore, unless the fact in question can be assumed, necessarily

void. And this principle, it seems, extends even to gifts by a testa-

tor to his own child, if the fact of his parental relation to the object

be unequivocally made part of the qualification.

Thus, in Earle v. Wilson (i), where a testator bequeathed to " such

child or children, if more than one, as M. may happen to

* be enceinte of by me," Sir W. Grant held it to be void. [*1103J
There was no gift, he said, to the child of which M. might be

enceinte, except as the child of the testator. It was not a matter of

indifference to him whether that child should have been begotten by
him or another man ; therefore he could not do what was such a gift

required, that is, reject the words " by me " as superflu-
J'^^^

invaUd,

ous. " Suppose," he observed, " the words ' as she may ceeding from

happen to be enceinte of by me,' could be taken to mean, *''® father.

* as she is now enceinte of by me,' in which there is considerable diffi-

culty
;
yet if the rule of law does not acknowledge a natural child to

have any father before its birth, the change of phrase would not have

(t) 17 Vea. 528.
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tlie effect of making the bequest good. He means to give to an un-

born bastard by a description wbich the law says such person cannot

answer ; and if you take away that part of the description, non

constat that the gift would ever have been made."

It will be observed that Lord Eldon in Gordon v. Gordon (k) cau-

tiously abstains from giving an opinion on the point decided by Sir

W. Grant in Earle v. Wilson, and had, it seems, obtained the concur-

rence of that learned Judge in the opinion he then pronounced. But

the authority of Earle v. Wilson has been since questioned in Evans

Evans v. ^^ Massey (I), in which a testator, who resided in India,

Masaey. devised as follows :— " Having two natural children, and
the mother supposed to be now carrying a third child, I bequeath the

whole of my property in England at this time, or now on the seas

proceeding to England, to be divided equally between them : that is

to say, if another child should be born by the mother of

gitimate child ^^e other two, in proper time, that such child is to have
en ventre one-third of such property." The testator appointed eer-

^ "
'

tain persons guardians of his children, and in the bequest

of the residue expressed himself thus, " after paying my natural chil-

dren as aforesaid." The question was, whether the bequest to the

child en ventre sa m^re was made to it as the child of the testator,

or whether, on the other hand, it was not to the child with whieb the

woman was enceinte, without reference to the father as an essential

part of the description. Richards, C. B., was of opin-

son' questioned ion that the bequest was good. He considered the case
W Richards, to be distinguished from Earle v. Wilson, as to which,

however, he observed, that he did not understand the

grounds upon which it proceeded, and therefore could not entirely

accede to it ; that the decision excited surprise at the time,

[*1104] and that * some of the Judges had intimated upon several oc-

casions dissatisfaction with it. After adverting to what fell

from Lord Eldon in Gordon v. Gordon, he proceeded :
" We have there-

fore only to inquire, in this case, whether there be in the terms of the

present bequest, worded as it is, such a condition precedent annexed
to it by the testator as by necessary construction requires, that in

order to give effect to the bequest, the child must be shown to be the

testator's child, and that he meant to give it only in case the child

should be his ; and that not only by matter of implication or argu-

ment, but of clear illustration. The testator's words are, 'Having
two natural children, and the mother supposed to be now carrying a
third child.' Now he does not say, ' with which she is pregnant by

me,' but merely that she is supposed to be pregnant generally, and th©

time of her delivery would prove that fact ; then he bequeaths to

such child the legacy in question. It is quite clear that there is

(Tc) 1 Mer. 141, stated ante, p. 1102. (l) 8 Pri. 22.
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nothing in the words of the bequest so far, asserting that the child

was his, or that he thought so; for, although there can be no
doubt that he did think so, yet he does not in terms make such sup-

position the obvious and sole motive of the bequest. The words are

quite general, merely particularizing the child that she was then sup-

posed to be carrying, and that would certainly have excluded an after-

begotten child, if his then supposition should turn out to have been
incorrect. Now the only difficulty arises from the testator having
afterwards, in alluding to the children, called them Ms ; and upon that

it has been considered that this case is within the reasoning and the
principle of the decision in Earle v. Wilson, because the testator, it

is said, plainly means to assert that the children are his, and that the

legacy is given to the unborn child as one of his children, and that it

is given to it entirely on that consideration, as the basis and condition

precedent of the gift. I do not, however, think that these subsequent
words can be considered as so applying to the bequest itself, as to

modify and control it. They were merely a reference to it, and were
not intended to have any effect upon it. The allusion does not show
that he meant the child to take only in case of its being his, nor does

it amount to an assertion that the child was his, or that the testator

considered he was giving to it the legacy solely as his child."

It is to be inferred from the observations of the C. B. that the

principle upon which he founded his objection to Earle v. Wilson is

this : that where a testator gives to the child or children

* with which a particular woman is enceinte by him, although [*1105]

he describes the child as his own, yet that he intends to make
it the object of his bounty at all events, assuming his parental relation

to the child as a fact not farther to be inquired into ; but, p ,

as the learned Judge thought that in the case before him Evans v.

the child was not so described, Earle v. Wilson remains ^^^^y-

uncontradicted by his decision. It is clear, however, that the Court

will not act upon the principle of that case, unless the testator's in-

tention to make the fact of his parentage to the unborn infant an

essential part of its description be unequivocally demonstrated.

It has been said, however, that a child en ventre sa mere is a child

in esse, and may have a name by reputation (m). If so, a reputation

regarding its paternity acquired at the date of the will whether

by a child en ventre should be as efficacious as a reputa- 'hild en

tion then acquired by a child previously born, to bring havea™araB

it within the description of a child by a particular bj- reputation,

father. But all the cases were argued and decided on the opposite

assumption, and Lord Eldon laid it down clearly that until born a

child has no reputation («). There appears, at least, to be no case

(m) By Sir E. Sudgen, 2 Jo. & Lat. 460; also by Romilly, M. E., 22 Bear. 339, 340.

(ffi) 1 Mer. 152, agreeing with Lord Macclesfield, Metham v. Duke of Devon, 1 P. W. 529,

where dictum as well as decision referred to children by a particular father.
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in which reputation acquired before birth has been recognized, and

Sir W. James, L. J., has intimated that, in his opinion, there would

be great if not insuperable difficulties in the way of proving it (o).

The question would seem to have been involved in the facts of

Crook V. Hill ( j) ), where, besides the two children born before the

Crooks Hill
^^^ °^ *^^ ^^^^' *^® testator's daughter Mary had

cor. Hail, ' another child born after the testator's death, which (as
^"^"

the testator is stated to have known) was en ventre sa

mfere at the date of the will. There was no specific reference to that

child ; but it was held by Sir C. Hall, V.-C, that it came within the

class described as " the children of my daughter Mary Crook." He
observed that as a general rule (*. e., in case of a lawful marriage) a

child en ventre is included in a trust for children, and continued,

" The case, both before the L. JJ. and in the House of Lords, has

proceeded on the view that the testator had thought proper to make
a will based on the assumption that the union of his daugh-

[*1106] ter with J. Crook was a legal marriage, and all his * dis-

positions for the objects to take under his will are framed

upon this footing. It is clear then that, meaning as he did by the

word ' children ' the issue of that union, he must be taken to have

meant to include a child en ventre sa m^re."

That is to say, the testator meant this child to be included if it

was a child o/that "union." Now, the marriage being invalid, the

only admissible evidence that the child was the issue of that union

was reputation ; for, of course, the testator could not cause his

assumption of the validity of the union to prevail so far as to dispense

with this evidence. But no allusion was made to this point, and no
such evidence was asked for ; and the decision seems to require the

further assumption that the testator intended every child of his

daughter born during that " union " to be taken to be a child of that
" union : " thereby, in effect, eliminating the question of paternity

altogether (q). In this respect the decision appears to depart from
the ground taken in the House of Lords. The reputed paternity of

the two elder children was their proved (i. e. admitted on demurrer),

and was, it is submitted, essential to their claim ; for though the gift

was to the children of Mary Crook (without saying " by J. Crook "),

yet this would have been completely satisfied by applying it to her
legitimate children (who, it will be remembered, were considered to

be included), and to them alone, if the Court had not found on the

face of the will an intention to include her illegitimate children by

J. Crooh. It is to be observed, however, that the claim of the child

en ventre was virtually unopposed.

(o) In Occleston v. Fullalore, L. R., 9 Ch. 158. And see Re Bolton. Brown ». Bolton, 31
Ch. D. 542, 663.

(p) 3 Ch. D. 773, will stated ante, p. 1094.

(}) See per Bowen, L. J., 31 Ch. D. 650.
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But if the child -which is en ventre at the date of the will is after-

wards born, and before the testator's death acquires the reputation

of being child of the person described as father, the p,-,^ ..

diflculty would seem to be removed. Unless the fact of wards bom

paternity be clearly made a condition of the gift, there
repute before

appears to be no reason for making a distinction in this testator's

respect between a gift specifically to a child en ventre,
^^*"^"

and a gift to children generally, described as by a particular father

;

and with regard to the latter, as we shall hereafter see, reputation,

acquired at any time before the death of the testator, when the will

comes into operation, has been held sufficient (r).

* III.— Gifts to Illegitimate Children not in esse.— The pre- [*1107]

ceding sections leave untouched the question respecting the

validity of a devise or bequest to the illegitimate children,

not in esse, of a particular woman, without reference to to bastardi'

the father. The state of the law on the subiect seems to °°'i°
^^^

*' good,
be this : the early authorities are opposed to gifts to such

subjects, on the ground " that the law will not favor such a generation,

nor expect that such shall be " (s). Dicta, however, have been thrown
out by recent Judges which cast a doubt upon the bold opinion. In
Wilkinson v. Adam (t), Lord Eldon observed, that he knew no law
against such a devise ; but he afterwards said (w) that whether the

cases in Lord Coke (a;), which were all cases of deeds, had necessarily

established that no future illegitimate child could take under any de-

scription in a will, whether that was to be taken as the law it was not

(r) Occleston v. Fullalove, L. R., 9 Ch. 147, 159, 170: Re Goodwin's Trust, L. R., 17 Eq.
345. Perkins v. Goodwin, W. N., 1877, p. Ill (testator not the father); Re Hastie's Trusts,

35 Ch. D. 728. See post, pp. 1110, 1111. In Gordon v. Gordon, 1 Mer. 150, the question of
subsequent recognition of the cliild was mentioned, but not determined, her claim being up-
held on other grounds. In Earle v. Wilson and Evans v. Massey the child was not born until

after testator's death. Lord Selbome is reported (L. R., 9 Ch. 158) to have said, "In
Metham v. Duke of Devon the child en ventre at the date of the will was born and in the tes-

tator's lifetime acquired the same reputation (i. e. of being the Duke's child by Mrs. H.), but
this child as well as all others born still later, was excluded : " which if correct would put that

case in opposition to those cited above. The italicized portion of the statement is not con-

tained in 1 P. W. 529, nor in R. L. 1718, B. fo. 215. According to the latter book there were
but six children of the Duke (the original defendant) by Mrs. H. The plaintiff alleged that

five only, mcluding herself, were born before the date of the deed-pool (will), but that Henri-
etta, the sixth, claimed a share, though born after the death of the testator. Henrietta an-
swered that all six '' were born at the time of the said deed, or at leastwise before the said

(testator's) death, and the said Duke owned them all" (not saying in the testator's lifetime).

The declaration, extracted 1 P. W. 530, n., is followed by a direction for an inquiry " what
children or reputed children of Lord C. (the Duke) by the said Mrs. H. were living at the

date of the said deed-pool." No mention is made in R. L. of one of the children bemg en
ventre at the date of the deed. This fact depends on P. W. ; and Henrietta, being the only

one whoste claim was disputed, was doubtless that child; but that she had in the testator's

lifetime acquired the reputation of being a child of the Duke by Mrs. H. or that there were
any " other children born still later " does not appear by either book : nor is the date of the

testator's death given. The report does not intimate that the inquiry led to any further

hearing.
(s) See Blodwell v. Edwards, Cro. El. 510.

(() 1 V. & B. 446. But the context shows that he was speaking only of such as were be-

gotten in the testator's lifetime and born " within the longest period allowed for gestation."

(a) 1 V. & B. 468.

(a;) Co. Lit. 3 b.

VOL. II. 17
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necessary to decide in that case. He would leave that point where

he found it, without any adjudication.

Undoubtedly, if the objection to gifts of this description was
referable simply to the ground of uncertainty, there would be no

difficulty in saying, in opposition to the early authorities, that

such a devise might be sustained, as it is evident that a gift

to the future illegitimate children of a woman does not involve

greater uncertainty than such a devise to legitimate chil-

[*1108] dren. *But it is conceived that there remains a serious

objection to the validity of such dispositions, on grounds

of public policy.

To support the great interests of morality is part of the policy of

every well-regulated State, and has long been a principle of the law
of England, which has uniformly refused validitv to

Obiection on . ? '™
. j- . • 1- . • ^i.

grounds of provisions offering a direct incentive to vice ; as in the
public policy; Q^se of bonds given with a view to cohabitation, the fate

of which is well known. The same principle, it may be contended,

applies to gifts in favor of the objects in question. It is true that

here the unoffending offspring, and not the delinquent parent, is the

subject of them ; but it requires no great insight into the ordinary

springs and motives of human action, to perceive that bounty to the

offspring may act as a powerful engine to subvert the chastity of the

parent. Suppose a large estate to be devised to every future illegiti-

mate child of an indigent woman, would not such a provision hold

out a strong encouragement to incontinency ? Cases might be sug-

gested which would place the argument of immoral tendency in a

strong point of view ; but since in gifts to future illegitimate children

they are generally described as the offspring of a particular man,

which as regards those begotten after the testator's death renders

them indisputably void, the writer will only further observe, that the

view which has been taken of the subject is not at all prejudiced by
the decisions establishing the validity of gifts to bastards en ventre

;

for as in these cases the immoral act, which it is the policy of the

law to discourage, has been done, the argument on which the objec-

tion is founded, does not apply, and they fall within the principle

which allows validity to provisions founded on the consideration of

past cohabitation.

Lord St. Leonards expressed a clear though extrajudicial opinion

that public policy, and not uncertainty, was the ground of objection

to gifts to future illegitimate children. Eeferring to his own argu-

ment in Mortimer v. West, he said he still retained the same opinion

as he had then formed after a careful search into the authorities.

According to his impression of the authorities, they authorized the

position that it made no difference whether the father was referred

to or not. That it was on the ground of public policy that such gifts

were held to be void, not because of the difiRculty or indelicacy which
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might ensue in pursuing an inquiry as to tlie paternity of the

child (y).

* As regards provisions for children to be begotten after [ *1109 ]

the instrument comes into operation, i. e. as to deeds the time

of execution, and as to wills the time of testator's death, this doctrine

is nowhere denied : such children, whether described as the issue of

the woman, or of the woman by a particular man, cannot _ ^^ ^^

take («). But as to a will there is yet another period to children be-

be considered, viz. that which comes between its execution fe°s'atorV"

and the testator's death. Testamentary provisions for death ;

children to be begotten during this period also were held void, as

being contra bonos mores, by Sir J. Romilly, M. E. (a), and Sir W.
P. Wood, V.-C. (b). Indeed no distinction between the two cases was
ever expressly drawn (though it is probably what Lord _
Eldon hinted at in the passage cited above) until it came as to children

to be discussed in Occleston v. Fullalove (c), where a ^^1""
the^will

testator gave real and personal estate in trust for his and testator's

" sister-in-law " M. L. (with whom he had gone through '^®**'

the form of marriage) for life, and after her death for Occleston v.

"his reputed children C. and E., and all other the chil- Fu"alove.

dren he might have, or be reputed to have, by the same M. L. then

born or thereafter to be born." A third child of M. L., which was
en ventre sa mere at the date of the will, was born before the testa-

tor's death, and was by him acknowledged and described in the reg-

ister of births as his. Sir J. Wickens, V.-C, held that this child was
not entitled to share. On appeal, the Court was divided ; Lord Sel-

borne agreed with the V.-C. ; but James and Mellish, L. JJ., differed

from him on the technical ground that a will was always revocable

during the testator's life, and could therefore be no inducement to

himself to continue an immoral life, or at any rate that this was too

uncertain to be made a ground of decision. As to the woman, there

was no evidence that she knew the will was made, and if she did, she

must also have known that it could be revoked at any moment.

Sir W. James gave a new turn to the familiar reflections on the

duty of providing for " the unfortunate beings of whose existence

one is the author." Those reflections are usually (and particularly

by Lord Eldon) (d) applied only to children begotten before

the date of the will ; but the L. J. extended them to * chil- [*11 10]

dren afterwards to be begotten; he thought it a shocking

(«) Re Connor, 2 Jo. & Lat. 459.

(2), Per James and Mellish, L. JJ., 9 Ch. D. 160, 166, 167, 171 Crook v. Hill, 3 Ch. D. 773

(as to Edward).
(n) Medworth v. Pope, 27 Beav. 71, and Lepine v. Bean, L. R., 10 Eq. 160 (gifts by re-

puted father). See also Pratt v. Mathew, 22 Beav. 334, and per Lord Chelmsford and Colon-

sav, L. R., 6 H. L. 278, 280.

"(J) Howarth v. Mills, L. R., 2 Eq. 389 (gift bj- mother).

(c) L. R., 9 Ch. 147; followed in Re Hastie's Trusts, 35 Ch. D. 728.

(d) 1 Mer. 148, 149.
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and perverse thing to deny to a man " living in an unhallowed con-

nection," which he means to continue, the right of making a will

beforehand in favor of the illegitimate children which " in the course

of nature " he expects to beget, and Vhich the L. J. pictured as

becoming, in consequence of that denial, " pariah outcasts infesting

the public streets" (e). But if this denial is of such serious con-

sequence, the deterrent force of it must be admitted; and Lord
Selborne said, " In however forcible a light the difference for this

purpose between a gift by deed and such a gift by will may be pre-

sented, I am not satisfied that the distinction can be practically

established without a material encroachment upon the principle

which is admitted to stand in the way of a prospective provision by
deed for future illegitimate children." But the decision was reversed

in obedience to the opinion of the majority of the Court.

As to the sufficiency of the description to identify the objects of

gift, reliance was placed by Sir W. James on the gift being to the testa-

. .
tor's " reputed " children, as relieving the case from the

between gift difficulty which would have existed if the gift had been
to " chil- « to my future children by A. B.," which he thought
" to reputed would have annexed the condition that they shall be
children " of really his children. But Lord Selborne considered that
a man. *>

this made no difference, the identity of the objects being

in both cases equally proved by evidence of reputation ; and in B,e

Goodwin's Trust (/), where a testatrix bequeathed personalty in

trust for A. (who had been her late sister's husband) for his life, and
after his death for " all my children by A.," it was held by Sir G.

Jessel, M. E., that an illegitimate child of the testatrix born several

years after the date of the will, and registered by A. as the son of

himself and the testatrix, was entitled to share. The M. E. said the

principle of Occleston v. Eullalove was that a gift by a man or woman
to one of his or her children by a particular person was good if the

child had acquired the reputation of being such child as described in

the will before the death of the testator or testatrix.

[*1111] *But in Ee Bolton, Brown v. Bolton (g), Sir H. Cotton, L.

J., expressly dissented from this view ; he said, " I cannot

find such a rule laid down in Occleston v. Fullalove, and I do not

think that this was the ratio decidendi in that case. It only decided

that the child came within the description in the will of children

whom he might be reputed to have by a particular woman, and that

there was no rule of public policy which prevented the child from

(e) The L. J. added, "what appeared to him a reductio ad absurdum of this supposed rule

of public policy. Take the case of a gift to a concubi^e of the man's property charged with

the maintenance and education of her offspring described as in that will; did morality require

that this Court should give her the whole, leaving her if she pleased to throw the offspring on

the streets ?" Now the law has provided for such a case bv rendering a woman so doing

punishable as a rogue and a vagabond (7 & 8 Vict. c. 101, s. 6).

( n L. E., 17 Eq. 345. See also Re Hastie's Trusts, 35 Oh. D. 728.

(g) 31 Ch. D. 552.
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taking." In Ee Bolton, by a will made a year and a half before the

testator's death, residuary personalty was given to B., a woman
with whom the testator had gone through the ceremony of marriage,

by the description of his wife, and after her death, to all and every

his child and children ; at the testator's death B. was enceinte of her

only child. The Court of Appeal (af&rming the decision of Sir E.

Kay, J.) held that the child could not take. Sir H. Cotton, L. J.,

expressed the opinion that the word " child " cannot be treated as

denoting a man's reputed child unless a particular child is referred

to in the will ; otherwise, evidence of paternity would have to be ad-

mitted, which the law does not permit. And Sir C. Bowen, L. J.,

and Sir E. Ery, L. J., concurred in this view. The result of this de-

cision would seem to be to re-aihrm the rule that a future illegitimate

child described only by reference to paternity cannot take, as the law

will not inquire into the fact, and that an illegitimate child en ventre

sa mere at the testator's death, and not particularly referred to, being

incapable of acquiring the reputation of being his child during his

lifetime, cannot take as his reputed child (h).

In Occleston v. FuUalove (i), Lord Selborne, having delivered his

opinion that the gift was void as to the general class of children who
might be born after the date of the will, held that as a

-gj^f.^^ where

necessary consequence it was void also as regarded the the class m-

child en ventre at the date of the will, " for the reasons as well as ex-

which were well stated by Lord Romilly in Pratt v. >sting children

Mathew (^j), against separating from the general class of after-born

children a child who was en ventre sa mfere when the will was made,

but to whom there is no gift otherwise than as a member of that gen-

eral class." Sir G-. Mellish, L. J., also with reference (it would seem)

to this point, distinguished the case where the will was that

of the * putative parent from Metham v. Duke of Devon and [*1112]

Hill V. Crook, where it was the will of a third person, and

where therefore the word " children " might (so far as the construc-

tion of the will was concerned) have included children begotten after

the death of the testator, which children he did not deny would be

prevented from taking on grounds of public policy.

But in Pratt v. Mathew, Lord Eomilly was dealing with a different

case from Occleston v. EuUalove. He rejected the claim of the child

en ventre in the case before him, not on account of its supposed in-

separability from the general class as a member of which it must (if

at all) be admitted, but expressly because in his opinion the class in-

cluded legitimate children only. He decided against the child en

ventre because it was not a member of the class ; Lord Selborne be-

(h) See per Stirling, J., in Ke Hastie'a Trusts, 35 Ch. D. at p. 736; see ante, p. 1110,

note (d).

(j) L. E., 9 Ch. U7, 157.

(j ) 22~Beav. 334, 340.
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cause it was. But claiming under a general gift to " after-born chil-

dren " does not make the child en ventre (who ex hypothesi is suffi-

ciently described by it) less a child in esse, though the rest of tha

class not being in esse are incapacitated by law. The words are the

same for all, but the things signified are different. Why should not

the child in esse (provided it acquires the necessary reputation in

the testator's lifetime) have the benefit of the general rule which

General rule regulates gifts to a class, viz., that those members who
that capable at the testator's death, or at any time between that

cia33 take the event and the period of distribution, are capable of
whole fund. taking, take the whole, and that those members who
are incapable, whether by dying in the testator's lifetime, or by at-

testing the will, or by some other operation of law, take nothing (k).

Lord Selborne's opinion was limited in terms, and it would appear

designedly so, to cases where the general class is restricted in point

of expression or description, to future-born children (Z) ; and in that

respect it differs from the opinion suggested in the distinction taken

by Sir G. Mellish ; for this applies to cases where the class might in-

clude, though it is not restricted to, after-born children. But in

Crook V. Hill (m) no objection to the right of the child en ventre at

the date of the will was suggested on the ground of its supposed in-

separability from those who were begotten after the testa-

[*1113] tor's death ; nor, it * is conceived, could any such objection

have been maintained consistently with the decision pre-

viously made in the House of Lords in favor of the two elder

children.

In further illustration of the doctrine that under a gift to illegiti-

mate children as a class, including after-born children who are incap-

Lepine v.
^'^le of taking, those take (i. e., form the class) who are

Bean. capable, and take the whole, reference may be made to

Lepine v. Bean (n), where a, testator, having a wife of advanced age,

from whom he lived separate, gave real and personal estate in trust

for M., a woman with whom he cohabited and whom he called his

wife, for her life or widowhood, and afterwards for his children

(which upon the context was held to include his natural children by
M.) as tenants in common : at the date of the will he had one ille-

gitimate child by M. living, namely L., and afterwards had another

;

it was held that the latter could not lawfully take (o), and it was con-

tended that there was consequently an intestacy as to a moiety ; but
Lord Komilly, M. E., observed that although the testator might have

(i) See 4 Ch. D. 173.

(0 He remarked (L. R., 9 Ch. 152), that the child en ventre "took if she took at all only
as a member of the class of future reputed children," as if these were to be reckoned a dis-
tinct class from the other children. It is submitted, however, that there was but one class,
and that this class included the two children who were named as well as all the others.

(m) 3 Ch. D. 773.

(») L. R., 10 Eq. 160.

(o) This was before Occleston v, FulhiloTe, sup.
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intended after-born children by this woman to be included, in con-

templation of law he had none ; and he held that L., as the sole mem-
ber of the class, took the whole (p).

So in Perkins v. Goodwin (q), where by will dated 1851, a testator

gave real and personal estate in trust for his wife for life, " then for

his sister Mary, wife of B.. P., for her separate use inde- perkins v.

pendent of her present or any future husband, for life, Goodwin,

and after her death for such children of his (testator's) said sister as

should then be living.'' Mary had gone through the form of marriage

with E. P., who was her brother-in-law. By him she had in the tes-

tator's lifetime two children, one born before the date of the will, the

other several years after, both of whom acquired in the testator's

lifetime the reputation of being children of Mary by E. P. These
facts were known to the testator. The two children survived their

mother, and being sufficiently designated within Hill v. Crook (r),

were held by Sir G. Jessel, M. E.., to be entitled in equal shares.

* IV.— General Conclusion from the Cases. — Upon the [*1114]

whole, the general conclusions from the cases seem to be :
—

1st. That illegitimate children may take by any name or description

which they have acquired by reputation at the time of General con-

the making of the will ; but that, elusion.

2d. They are not objects of a gift to children, or issue of any
other degree, unless a distinct intention to that effect be manifest

upon the face of the will (s) ; and if, by possibility, legitimate chil-

dren alone would have satisfied the terms of such gift, illegitimate

children cannot take; though children, legitimate and illegitimate,

may take concurrently under such a gift if the terms of it cannot be

satisfied without including the latter.

3d. That a gift to an illegitimate child en ventre sa mdre without

reference to the father, is indisputably good.

4th. That a gift by a testator to his own illegitimate child en ventre

sa m^re has been decided in one instance (Earle v. Wilson) to be void

;

but the point admits of considerable doubt.

6th. That a gift to the future illegitimate children of a man, or of

a woman by a particular man, i. e., children not begotten at the tes-

tator's death, is clearly void.

6th. That a gift to future illegitimate children in the same sense

(p) Thus the M./E. did not adhere to the suggestion which he threw out in Chapman v.

Bradley, 33 Beav. 65, 66, viz. that some intended members of the class being disabled from
taking, the gift to the class failed altogether, on the princiijle of Leake v. Robinson, 2 Mer.

363. Such cases appear to be distinguishable : in them the intended period of distribution is

too remote, and never arrives.

(?) W. N. 1877, p. 111.

(r) Ante, p. 1094.

{s) The cases cited in this Chapter show considerable diversity of judicial opinion as to

what will be sufficient to indicate such intention ; but, on the whole, the more recent decisions

seem to show an inclination to regard as sufficient language in wills which formerly would
not have been so accepted for that purpose.
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of a particular woman, even irrespective of tlie father, cannot be

sustained, against the objection founded on the immoral tendency of

such a disposition.

7th. But it would seem that a gift by a man or woman to the ille-

gitimate children of himself or herself, or of another, by a particular

person, is good if they are born, and sufficiently described in the will,

and have acquired the reputation of being such children before the

death of the testator or testatrix.
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I.— Joint Tenancy, Tenancies by Entireties, and Tenancy in Com-
mon. — Under a devise or bequest to a plurality of persons concur-

rently, it becomes necessary to consider whether they , • ^ ^•" "'
.

•' Joint-tenancy
take jomt or several interests ; and that question derives and tenancy

its importance mainly from the fact, that survivorship ™ common.

is incidental to a joint-tenancy, but not to a tenancy in common (a).*

A devise to two or more persons simply, it has been long settled,

makes the devisees joint-tenants (6)," but it should be observed, that

(a) Any joint-tenant may, however, by his own conveyance sever the tenancy as to his

own share, and consequently destroy the jus accrescendi between himself and his companions.
If a woman joint-tenant ot freehold or leasehold land (May v. Hooli, Co. Litt. 246 a, n. (1)

)

or of reversionary interest m personalty (Ke Barton's Will, 10 Hare, 12; Armstrong v.

Armstrong, L. E., 7 Eq. 518) marries, this is no severance ; and the same rule applies to a
chose in action (e. g., Bauk Stock) not reduced into possession by the husband, Ke Butler's

Trusts, Hughes v. Anderson, 38 Ch. D. 286 (C. A.), disapproving the decision of Malins,

V.-C, Baillie v. Treharne, 17 Ch. D. 388. See Buruaby «. Equitable Reversionary Interest

Society, 28 Ch. D. 416, where Pearson, J., held that a settlement on marriage containing a
covenant to settle present and after-acquired property of the wife severed the joint-tenancy

in a sum of bank annuities to which she was entitled jointly with other persons. Marriage
formerly severed a joint-tenancy as to chattels personal in possession (Bracebridge v. Cooke,

Plowd. 416), as the husband had the right to take them, and so to divest the property out of

the wife. But this distinction is apparently done away with by the operation of the Married
Women's Property Act, 1882, as regards cases falling within that Act. See Ke Butler's

Trusts, sup., at p. 291.

(6) A hmitation to two persons and the survivor of them, and the heirs of such survivor,

103 Mass. 489; Mav's Appeal, 41 Penn. St.

512; Martin v. Lachasse, 47 Mo. 591); Hol-
brook V. Harrington, 16 Gray, 102 ; Jackson
«. Roberts, 14 Grav, 546. See also ante.

Vol. I., p. 321, note.'

In America, the title by joint-tenancy is

much reduced in extent, and the incident of

survivorship is still further cut down, and
generally limited to cases in which it is prop-

er and necessary; as, to cases of titles held

by trustees, and to cases of conveyance or

devise to husband and wife. See 4 Kent, 361,

362; Hill ii. Jones, 65 Ala. 214, Sacketta
Mallorv, 1 Met. 355; Burghardt v. Turner, 12

Pick. 534; Boston Franklinite Co. v. Condit, 4
C. E. Green, 394; Hunt v. Satterwhite, 85 N.
C. 73; Yard's Appeal, 86 Penn. St. 125;
Oilman v. Morrill, 8 Vt. 77,

2 See Jacobs v. Bradley, 36 Conn. 365;
Hannon v. Christopher, 23 N. J. Eq. 459;

1 Where a devise or bequest is made to a

number of persons as tenants in common, if

one of them dies in the testator's lifetime his

share does not pass, because, having given to

each a certain proportion of his property, it

would not be consistent with the testator's

declared intention to give to the survivors a

larger proportion; and where there is a be-

quest to more persons than one, by words

showing that their enjoyment of the same is

to be several and not joint, the share of one

who dies before the testator does not pass,

but remains as undevised estate. Upham »

Emerson, 119 Mass. 509, Devens, J.; Lom-
bard V. Boyden, 5 Allen, 249. See Fussey v.

White, 113 111 637. Secus where the gift is to

persons jointly, as in the case of a gift to a

class as such. Eockwell v. Smith, 59 Conn. 289

(citing Prescott v. Prescott, 7 Met. 141 , Lor-

iug V. Coolidge, 99 Mass. 191 ; Dow v. Doyle,
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Devisees where the objects of the devise are husband and wife,
joint-tenants, -^^j^q g^jg jjj i^-^ regarded for many purposes as one per-

son, they take not as joint-tenants, but by entireties ;
'

Husband and the consequence of which is, that neither can, by his or

by entireties, her own separate conveyance, affect the estate of the
T'hen

; other (c). The same rules have been held applicable to

personalty (d).

[*1116] * Another consequence of this unity of person in husband
and wife is, that where a gift is made to them concurrently

with other persons, they are considered as, and take the share of, one

— and take ^^^J- Thus, if property be given to A., and B. his wife,

the share of and C. (a third person), A. and B. will take one moiety,
one only

;

^^^ ^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ j^ ^^^ ^ two-thirds, and C. the

remaining third (e).

It was said by Popham, C. J., that if the gift were to husband and

wife and another as tenants in common,'ihej would each take a third

— although P^'it (/) ; ^^^ so thought Sir J. Eomilly, M. R.
(ff), and

the bequest apparently Sir L. Shadwell also (A). But in Warrington

tenancy in V. Warrington (t). Sir J. Wigram, V.-C, rejected the
common. distinction, thinking that the quantity which the hus-

band and wife took as between them and third parties, was a different

question from how they took as between each other. And in Re
Wylde (_;) they were held entitled to a moiety only between them,

although in another part of the will an equal legacy was given to

each of the three persons, husband, wife, and stranger. Some nice

distinctions depending upon the husband and wife being named after

the other legatee, the omission of the word " and " before the hus-

band's name, and the near relationship to the testator of both hus-

does not create a joint-tenancv ; it gives a contingent remainder to the survivor, Vick v.

Edwards, 3 P. W. 372 ; Re Harrison, 3 Anst. 836. But if the gift were to two and the sur-

vivor, and their heirs, they would probably be held to take jointly, Oakeley v. Young, 2 Eq.
Ca. Ab. 537, pi. 6; Doe d. Young v. Sothernn, 2 B. & Ad. 628.

(c) Doe d. Freestone v. Parratt. 5 T. R. 652; Back v. Andrew, 2 Vern. 120, Pre. Ch. 1.

(d) Atoheson v. Atcheson, 11 Beav. 485 ; Moffat v. Burnie, 18 Beav. 211; Ward v. Ward,
14 Ch. D. 506.

(e) See Lewin v. Cox, Moore, 558, pi. 759; Anon., Skinn. 182; Co. Lit. 187 a; Bricker v.

Whatley, 1 Vern. 233. This rule is not altered by the operation of the Married Women's
Property Act, 1882 (45 &46 Vict. c. 75), see Re March, Mander v. Harris, 27 Ch. D. 166 (G.

A.), reversing the decision of Chittv, J., s. c. 24 Ch. D. 222; see al.so Re Jupp, Jupp v. Buck-
wall, 39 Ch. D. 148. Would it make any diiference, as regards this doctrine, that the wife
was described without reference to her conjugal character .' It is conceived not. The doc-
trine is peculiar to English law, Dias v. De Livera, 5 App. Ca. 123.

(J") Lewin v. Cox, Moo. 558.

(g) Marchant v. Cragg, 31 Beav. 398.

(A) Paine v. Wagner, 12 Sim. 184.

(») 2 Hare, 54.

0) 2 D. M. & G. 724.

Dana v. Mnrry, 122 N. Y. 604; Purdy v. 78 ; Thomas ». DeBaum,l McCart. 37 ; French
Hayt, 99N. Y.446. v. Mehan, 56 Penn. St. 286; CrisweU's Ap-

1 Jones «. Chandler, 40 Ind. 588; Marburg peal, 41 Penn. St. 288; Berrigan v. Fleming,
V. Cole, 49 Md. 402; Draper v. Jackson, 16 2 Lea, 271.

Mass. 480; McDermott v. French, 2 McCart.
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band and wife, and not of one of them only, have been thought
sufficient in some cases (k) to authorize a departure from this rule,

so as to treat the husband and wife as each entitled to share equally

with the other legatees. How far such distinctions can be relied

upon may be thought doubtful (l).

But an exception to the rule, that a devise to two or more creates

a joint-tenancy, exists in certain cases where the estate conferred by
the devise is an estate tail ; for where lands are devised

to several persons and the heirs of their bodies, who are taiulnants in

not husband and wife de facto, or capable of becoming common,

such de jure, either from their being of the same sex, or
'

standing related * within the prohibited degrees, inasmuch [*1117]
as the devisees cannot either in fact or in contemplation of

law (as the case may be) have common heirs of their bodies, they are

"by necessity of reason," as Littleton says, "tenants in

common in respect of the estate tail" (m). As this made'jmnt-
reason, however, applies only to the inheritance in tail, tenants of the

and not to the immediate freehold, the devisees are

joint-tenants /or life, with several inheritances in tail, so that on the
death of one of them, whether he leave issue or not, the surviving

devisee becomes entitled for life to his share under the joint-ten-

ancy (w), and the inheritance in tail descends to the issue (if any)
subject to such estate for life (o).

Nor are those cases within the rule where the devise pevise to

is to the first, second, and other sons of A. in tail, for " first, second,

this form of gift is held to imply succession (p). they take

A bequest of chattels, whether real or personal, to a successively,

plurality of persons, unaccompanied by any explanatory Joint-tenancy

words, confers a joint, not a several interest (q), and that " <=l»a"els;

(h) Warrington v. Warrington, 2 Hare, 54; Paine v. Wagner, 12 Sim. 184. See Bricker ».

Whatlev, 1 Vem. 233 ; Re Dixon, Bvram v. Tull, 42 Ch. D. 306.

(0 Gordon v. Whieldon, 11 Beav." 170; Ee Ju]5p, Jupp v. Blackwell, 39 Ch. D. 148; but
see the observations of North, J., on this decision in Re Dixon, sup., at p. 309.

(m) Co. Lit. 183 a,' 184 a. See also Huntley's case. Dyer, 326 a; Cook v. Cook, 2 Vem.
545; Pery v. White, Cowp. 777; Forrest v. Whiteway, 3 Exch. 367; De Windt v. De
Windt, L. E., 1 H. L. 87.

(ra) Wilkinson v. Spearman, in D. P., cit. Cook v. Cook, 2 Vem. 545, and Cray v. Willis,
2 P. W. 629. See also Co. Lit. 182 a ; Edwards v. Champion, 3 D. M. & G. 202; Tufnell v.

Borrell, L. R., 20 Eq. 194.

(o) Sometimes a result of this kind is produced bv the terms of the will, of which an ex-
ample is afforded in Doe d. Littlewood v. Green, 4 M. & Wels. 229, where a testator devised
his real estates to his nieces E. & J., equally between them, to take as joint-tenants and
their several and respective heirs and assigns forever; and it was held they took estates as joint- •

tenants for life, with remainder, expectant on the decease of the survivor, to them as tenants
in common. See also Folkes v. Western, 9 Ves. 456; Ex parte Tanner, 20 Beav. 374;
Haddelsey v. Adams, 22 id. 266.

( p ) Cradock v. Cradock, 4 Jur. N. S. 626, citing Lewis d. Orniond v. Waters, 6 East, 336.
In the latter case it was said it would be different if the gift were to "all and every the
sons; " and see Surtees v. Surtees, L. R., 12 Eq. 400, ace. In Allgood v, Blake, L. R., 7
Ex. 355, 8 Ex. 166, the words " all and every the issue " were construed by the context to be
words of limitation equivalpnt to "heirs of the bodv."

(?) Lit. s. 381; Shore v. Billingsley, 1 Vem. 482"; Willing v. Baine, 3 P. W. 113; Barnes
•. Allen, 1 B. C. C. 181.
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whether the gift be by way of trust or not (r) ; and notwithstanding the

disposition of the Courts of late years to favor tenancies

niary legacies in Common, the same rule is now established as to money
and residues of legacies, and residuary bequests (s), in opposition to

some early authorities {t), and the doubts thrown out

by Lord Thurlow in Perkins v. Baynton (m). It is observ-

[*1118] able, however, that in another case (v) he relied * wholly

upon the words of severance, as constituting the legatees of

a money legacy tenants in common ; from which Lord Alvanley in-

ferred that he had never made the observations imputed to him (a;)
;

but Lord Eldon has referred to them in a manner which leaves no

doubt of the fact, although he has placed the general question

beyond controversy, by stating his own opinion generally to be,

"that a simple bequest of a legacy or a residue of personal prop-

erty to A. and B., without more, is a joint-tenancy " (y).

The rule that a gift to two or more simply creates a joint-tenancy,

applies indiscriminately to gifts to individuals abd gifts to classes («),

including, it should seem, dispositions in favor of chil-

to^^\o^^ dren, notwithstanding Lord Hardwicke's objection in
children as a Eigden V. Vallier (a) to apply the construction to pro-

'

visions by a father for his children, on account of its

subjecting them to be defeated by survivorship. It also applies to a

— althoueh
^it* *o children in remainder, or quasi remainder, after

members of a prior estate for life (b). Such a gift, it has been seen,

become e™*^ vests the property in such of the children as are living

titled at differ- at the death of the testator, with a liability to be divested

pro tanto in favor of objects coming into existence dur-

ing the prior life estate, each of whom takes a vested interest at his

own birth, and conse'quently, at a different time from the rest. In a

conveyance at common law such a limitation, according to Lord Coke,

creates a tenancy in common. Thus, " if lands be demised for life,

(»•) Aston V. Smallman, 2 Vera. 556; Bustard v. Saunders, 7 Beav. 92.

(s) 1 Vern. 482; 2 P. VV. 347, 529-, 3 id. 113; 4 B. C. C, 15; 3 Ves. 629, 632; 6 Ves. 129;
9 Ves. 197; 2 Y. & C. C. C. 372.

(0 Cox V. Quantoch, 1 Cii. Gas. 238; Sanders v. Ballard, 3 Ch. Rep. 214; 2 P. W. 489;
Taylor v. Shore, T. Jones, 162.

(a) 1 B. C. G. 118. Warner v. Hone, 1 Eq. Ca. Ab. 292, pi. 10, cited by his Lordship,
does not apply, as it was the bequest of a leasehold house, and th6re 'were words of
severance.

(») Jolliffe V. East, 3 B. G C. 25.

(x) See Morlev v. Bird, 3 Ves. 630.

(y) Crooke «. De Vandes, 9 Ves. 204.

(z) " Family," Wood v. Wood, 3 Hare, 65; Gregory v. Smith, 9 Hare, 708. "Next of
km," Withv v. Mangles, 4 Beav. 358 ; Baker v. Gibson, 12 Beav. 191. " Issue," Hill ».

Nalder, 17 Jur. 224; Williams v. Jekyll, 2 Ves. 681; Ee Corlass, 45 L. J. Ch. 119, 1 Ch. D.
460.

(ffl) 2 Ves 258.

(b) Gates d. Hatterley v. Jackson, 2 Str. 1172 ; Mence v. Bagster, 4 De G. & S. 162 ; Ken-
worthv ». Ward, 11 Hare, 196; Williams v. Hensman, 1 J. & H. 546; M'Gregor v. M'Gregor,
1 D. (. & J. 63; Ruck v. Barwise, 2 Dr. & Sm. 510; Re Corlass, 45 L. J. Ch. 119, 1 Gh^ D.
460 (issue); Amies v. Skillern, 14 Sim. 428, also is generally cited as in point; but if (as the
V.-G. held) the fund there vested m all the children at the' same moment, t". e., at the death
of the tenant for life, the question did not arise: and so in Bridge v. Yates, 12 Sim. 645 and
Noble V. Stow, 29 Beav. 409.
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the remainder to the right heirs of J. S. and J. !N"., J. S. hath issue, and

dieth, and after J. N. hath issue and dieth, the issues are not joint-

tenants, because the one moiety vested at one time, and the other

moiety vested at another time " (c). But his doctrine has been usually

considered as not applying to conveyances to uses (d) or to

wills, * a distinction thus explained by Sir W. P. Wood, [*1119]

V.-C. :
" Under a limitation in remainder of a use to chil-

dren, they are not, as they come in esse, let in with other persons

who have not the whole interest ; but the whole body always hold the

whole interest, letting in other members of the body as they come in

esse. But at common law, when the interest has once vested in re-

mainder, the interest must vest either wholly or in a moiety ; it must
be either the one or the other, and there is no mode, as there is in a

use, of getting the entirety into the remainderman, and then taking

it out of him afterwards by the springing use as soon as the cestui

que use comes in esse. Therefore, you have at once and for all to

ascertain whether he would take the whole or a moiety : the intent

being that he should take a moiety and not the whole ; if he took the

whole it would be against the intent. The result is, he takes a moiety

and holds it in common with the donee of the other moiety. A devise

stands on the same footing in this respect as a conveyance to uses

;

and in the case of a trust a Court of Equity will follow what is said

to be the reason of the rule on use and devises, viz. the intent

;

and the intent, as appearing by the words, is to create a joint-

tenancy " (e).

Thus, in Oates d. Hatterley v. Jackson (/), where lands were de-

vised to A. for life, remainder to B. and her children and their heirs

;

it was held that B. took as joint-tenant with her children, and that it

was no objection that the estates might commence at different times.

So in M'Gregor v. M'Gregor (g), where a testator gave his personal,

and the money to arise by sale of his real, estate in trust to pay the

income to his children living when the youngest of them should at-

tain twenty-one in equal shares for their respective lives, and after

the death of any of them, then as to an equal portion of the fund pro-

portionate to the number of children then living, in trust for the

issue of the child so dying : it was held that the issue (construed

children) took as joint-tenants. And where the gift, after a life in-

terest to A., was to all and every her child and children, and his, her,

and their executors, &c., the same construction prevailed (A).

(c) Co. Litt. 188 a.

\d) Matthews v. Temple, Comb. 467, 1 Ld. Raym. 311, nom. Earl of Sussex v. Temple;

Stratton v. Best, 2 B. C. C. 233; Doe d. Allen i). Ironmonger, 3 East, 533; Sugd. Gilb. Uses,

134, 135. and n. (10).

(e) 11 Hare, 196. See Samme'e case, 13 Rep. 65; Shelley's case, 1 Rep. 101.

(/) 2 Str. 1172.

(g) 1 D. F. & J. 63.

(h) Morgan v. Britten, L. B., 13 Eq. 23. See also Surtees v. Snrtees, L. R., 12 Eq. 400,

406.
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But where the remainder is limited to vest in such only of the

class as attain twenty-one, then of necessity a tenancy in

[*1120] * common is created; for there may be several children,

—but not
some of age, others not, and those who have contingent

if the gift interests cannot take as joint-tenants with those who
It dMerent*™ have vested interests since there is no mutuality of
ages. survivorship (i).

But where a fund is given to several or their issue share and share

alike, or to be divided among such as may be living at a stated time

Tenancy in ^nd the issue of such as may then be dead, the issue (in

common not either case) to take their parents' share, the general rule

substituted is to read the words of severance as affecting the inter-

s'*'; ests of the parents only. Thus, in Bridge v. Yates (Jc),

where a testator gave the produce of his real and personal estate in

trust for his wife for life, and after her death " to be equally divided

among his children who should be then living, and the issue of such

of them as should be then dead, such issue taking only " the deceased

parent's share ; it was held that the terms of severance referred only

to the children, and that the issue of a deceased child, though taking

in common with the surviving children, yet inter se were joint-ten-

ants of their parent's share. It is otherwise if the words of sever-

— nor in
^^°® ^^^ repeated and would be tautologous unless ap-

giftofac- plied to the issue (Z). So, accruing shares will not be
crumg s ares,

j^^^^ ^^ common merely because that quality is attached
—nor from ^q ^jjg original shares (m). Neither will words import-

connected by ing a tenancy in common in one bequest be extended by
" aiTo!"

implication to another bequest which is connected with
the former by the term " also " (n).

under g«t to
Reference should here be made to those cases, more

A. and his fully discussed hereafter (o), where a gift to A. and his

take concur-^ children has, on slight grounds, been held not to create
,

rently.
g, joint-tenancy in parent and children, which is its

primary effect, but to make A. tenant for life, with remainder to his

children. It has been already seen that where one devises

[*1121] his lands to A. in fee, and in another * part of his will de-

(j)
Woodgate «. Unwin, 4 Sim. 129, as explained 1 D. F. & J. 74; see also Hand v. North,

Trusts LR 2 E 282 283 '"
'''" ^^ °™® "*^ *^^ """^ "' *^^ "^' ^^ Jeaffreson's

-ni*^ ^^J'™- ®i^' r" *'^° ^™'^' "• Skillern, 14 Sim. 428; Penny v. Clarke, 1 D. F. & J
425^ per lurner, L. J.; Leak v. Macdowall, 32 Beav. 28; Coe v. Bim, 1 X. R. 53B; Lannhier

T ?"'!?,?'• * ^?-,fJl\.^S^^'!'^'' "• P^«"^' ^- ^< " ^1- 522, 7 Ch. 276; Re Yates, Ros-
tock V. D'Eyncourt, (1891) 3 Oh. 53. But see Shepherdson v. Dale, 12 Jur. N. S 156 •

Croathwaite v. Dean, W. N. 1879, p. 93.
'

(I) Lyon V. Coward, 15 Sim. 287: and see Att.-Gen. ». Fletcher, L. R., 13 Eg. 128- Hodires
V. Grant, L. R., 4 Eq. 140. > -i

.
i"ub<==

(m) Webster's case, 3 Leo. 19, pi. 45; Jones ti. Hall, 16 Sim. 500; Leigh v. Mosley 14

(») Cookson «. Bingham, 17 Beav. 262; and see cases cited Vol. I., p 464
(o) See Newill v. Newill, L. R., 7 Ch. 253, and other cases post, Ch. XXXVIII.
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vises the same lands to B. in fee, the weight of authority _. . .,

inclines to a joint-tenancy between A. and B. {p). o£ same lands

It should be observed, that, in carrying into effect p°
f,^'^"'"*

executory trusts, the Courts will not make the objects creates a joint-

joint-tenants, without a positive and unequivocal expres- ™*"'^y-

sion of intention to that effect. Thus, where (q) trustees Executory

were directed, as soon as the testator's three daughters

attained their respective ages of twenty-one, to convey to them and

the heirs of their bodies and their heirs as joint-tenants, and, for want

of such issue, over ; Lord Hardwicke decreed that the conveyance

should be made to the daughters as tenants in common in tail, with

cross-remainders, which he thought was the best mode of giving effect

to these words. And in Alloway v. Alloway (r), where 6,000^. having

been given to and among such children as A. should appoint, A.

made her will thus : " Eobert give three of the GflOOl. I wish to have

given to the two elder girls ;
" on the ground that this was a direction

to Eobert to deliver to each of the two appointees her separate share,

it was held that they took in common.

II.— What Words create Tenancy in Common.— It may be stated

generally, that all expressions importing division by
equal or unequal (s) shares, or referring to the devisees create a*"^

^

as owners of respective or distinct interests, and even tenancy in

words simply denoting equality, will create a tenancy in

common. Thus, it has been long settled that the words " equally to

be divided " (t), or " to be divided " (u), will have " To be

this effect; and so, of course, will a direction that f/^'^f*!*"

the subject of gift shall "be distributed in joint and equal propor-

equal proportions " (a;).^ tions."

(p) Vol. I., p. 440.

(<7) Marryatu. Townly, 1 Ves. 102. See also Synge v. Hales, 2 Ba. & Be. 499; Taggart
V. Tagtfart, ISch. & Lef. 84; Owen v. Penny, 14 .Jur. 359; Head v. Randall, 2 Y. & C. C. C.
231 ; Mayn v. Mavn, L. R., 5 Eq. 150. But see White v. Briggs, 2 Phill. 585 ; and a trust to
settle or convev (be Havilland v. De Saumarez, 14 W. R. 118; Re Bellasis' Trusts, L. R.,

12 Eq. 218) or"that property shall "be left" (Mence v. Bagster, 4 De G. & S. 162; Noble v.

Stow, 29 Beav. 409) is not necessarily executory. See further on this subject post, Ch.
XXXVI. s. ii.

(r) 4 Dr. & War. 380. See Mathews v. Bowman, 3 Anst. 727.

is) Gibbon «. Warner, 14 Vin. Ab. 484, 485.

«) 3 Rep. 39 b. 1 Salk 226; 1 Vern. 65; 2 Vern. 430; 1 Eq. Ca. Ab. 292, pi. 6; Moore,
594; IP. W. 34, 14; 1 Ld. Raym. 622 ; 12 Mod. 296; 2 P. W. 280; 3B. P. C. Toml. 104; 1
Wils. 165; 1 Ves. 13, 165; 1 Atk. 493, 494; 3 B. C. C. 25; id. 215; 1 D. & Ryl. 52 ; 5 B. &
Aid. 464, 636.

(a) Chapman v. Peat, 1 Ves. 542; Ackerman v. Burrows, 3 V. & B. 54.

(x) Ettricke v. Ettricke, Amb. 656. As to whether under a gift to certain persons and their

issue or descendants, with words creating a tenancy in common, the issue or descendants will

take as tenants in common as between themselves, see Re Quirk, Quirk v. Quirk, W. N.,
1889, p. 148; Re S. Smith's Trusts, ibid., p. 164; Re Flower, Matheson v. Flower, 62 L. T.
216.

1 See Griswold ». Johnson, 5 Conn. 363; ber v. Dowling, 65 Miss. 259; Mead v. Jen-
Dunn «. Bryan, 38 Ga. 154; Whiting v. nings, 46 Mo. 91 ; Dickson ». Dickson, 70 N.
Cook, 8 Allen, 63; Emerson v. Cutter, 14 C. 487; Weir «. Humphries, 4 Ired. Eq. 264;
Pick. 108; Parker D. Knowlton, id. 244; Re- Stoutenburgh v. Moore, 37 N. J. Eq, 63;
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[*1122] *A devise or bequest to seYeral persons, " equally amongst

them "
{y), or " equally " («),' or " in equal moieties " (o), or

"Equally." "share and share alike" (b), or "respectively" (c), or

" Kespec- '^''i*^ ^ limitation to their heirs " as they shall severally

"tiveiy." die " (d), or " to each of their respective heirs " (e), or

"Severally." «to their executors and administrators respective-

» Each of
^ ly)) (y)^ or to several "between" {g), or "amongst"

tive'hdra.''' them (A), or to " each " of several persons 0, has been

"Between." held, in contradiction of some of the very early

"Amongst." cases (ft), to make the objects tenants in common. And
" Each " of a similar construction has been given Q) to a devise to
several. several their heirs and assigns, " all to have part alike,

"^'aHkf"^ ^^^ ^'^^'y °* *^^™ *° ^^'^^ ^^ rauch as the other." So,

&c. ' where (m) the devise was to A. and B. of lands, " to be

enjoyed alike," Lord Mansfield held that they were tenants in com-

mon, considering that word as synonymous with equally.

Again, where (n) A. bequeathed a term of years to her two

daughters, they paying yearly to her son 251. by quarterly pay-

Charge upon ments, viz. each of them 121. 10«. yearly out of the rents

moietls'^^^
™ °^ *^® premises, during his life, if the term so long con-

(y) Warner v. Hone, 1 Eq. Ca. Ab. 293, pi. 10.

(z) Lewen v. Dodd, Moore, 558, pi. 759 ; Cro. El. 443, 695 (Lewen v. Cox) ; Denn v. Gaskin,

Cowp. 657.

(o) Harrison «. Foreman, 5 Ves. 206.

(4) Rudgee. Barker, Ca. t. Talb. 124; Heathe v. Heathe, 2 Atfc. 122; Perry «. Woods, 3

Ves. 204.

(c) Torrett V. Frampton, Sty. 434; Stephens v Hide, Ca. t. Talb. 27; Folkesu. Western, 9

Ves. 456. See also Marrvat v. Townly, 1 Ves. 102; Hawes v. Hawes, id. 13, 1 Wils. 165;

Vanderplank v. King, 3 flare, 1.

(d) Shcppard v. Gibbons, 2 Atk. 441.

(c) Gordon v. Atkinson, 1 De G. & S 478. Compare Ex parte Tanner, 20 Beav. 374.

(/) Ee Moore's Trusts, 31 L. J. Ch. 368.

(o) Lashbronk v. Cock, 2 Mer. 70, Att.-Gen. v. Fletcher, L. E., 13 Eq. 128.

(A) Campbell v. Campbell, 4 B. C. C. 15; Richardson v. Richardson, 14 Sim. 526.

(i) Bales v. Cardigan, 9 Sim. 384; Hatton v. Finch, 4 Beav. 186.

(i) See Lowen v. Bedd, 2 And. 17. But from the correspondence in date (Mich. T. 37, 38
Eliz.), this seems to be the same case as Lewen v. Dodd, in C. B. Cro. Eliz. 443, in which
latter report it appears that Anderson, C. J. (the reporter of Lowen v. Bedd), and Walmes-
ley, J., were for the joint-tenancy, against Owen and Beaumont, JJ. In Toth. 143, is cited a
case of Lowen ii. Lowen, also apparently the same case, and held a tenancyin common.
(0 Thorowgood v. Collins, Cro. Car. 75. See also Page v. Page, 2 P. W. 489.

(m) Loveacres d. Mudge v. Bligh, Cowp. 352.

(n) Kew V, Eouse, 1 Vern. 353, 1 Eq. Ca. Ab. 292, pi. 7. See also Milward v. Milward
cited 2 Atk. 309.

Witmer ». Ebersole, 5 Barr, 458; Ii-win ». to be equally divided between them," creates

Dunwondy, 17 Serg. & E. 61 ; Swinburne, a tenancy in common, by virtue of Mass. Stat.

Petitioner, 16 E. I. 208j note 1, p. 1122. 1785, c. 62, § 4, if not at common law. Burg-
1 The words, "the same to be equally hardt v. Turner, 12 Pick. 634. So "jointly

divided between them, both in quantity and and severally," under the same statute,

quality," &c. in a devise of real estate, bj* a Miller v. Miller, 16 Mass. 61. The words
father to his sons, creates a tenancv in com- "equally to be divided in equal shares," in a
mon. Stoutenburgh v. Moore, 37 N. J. Eq. will, create a tenancy in common. Drayton
63; Walker v. Dewing, 8 Pick. 520; Burg- v. Drayton, 1 Desnus. 329. So the words
hardt ». Turner, 12 Pick. 534 i Eliot ». Carter, " shareand share alike." Bunch ». Hun-it, 3

12 Pick. 436; Emerson v. Cutler, 14 Pick. Desaua. 288. See also Woodgate t). Unwin,
108; Griswold i). Johnson, 6 Conn. 363. A 4 Sim. 129; Westcott v. Cady, 5 Johns. Ch.
grant of land in fee to two persons " jointly, 334.
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tinued ; Jefferies, L. C, held this to be a tenancy in common, the

251. being to be paid by the daughters in moieties.

In another case (o), A. bequeathed his personal estate to his sons

E. and J., and provided that if J. should be desirous to be put out

apprentice, a competent sum should be raised "in part

*of the share" to which he would become entitled; and [*1123]

Macdonald, C. B., held that the latter words were decisive

of the testator's intention to create a tenancy in com- .

mon. Again, where by will residue was given to A. and respect of one

B., and by codicil the testator desired that C. should If^^are''

" participate " with them, it was held they were all

tenants in common (p), and a gift to two, with survivorship as to

one moiety, has been held to negative the general right of survivor-

ship characteristic of a joint tenancy, and to create a tenancy in

common (y).

The preceding cases evince the anxiety of later judges to give ef-

fect to the slightest expressions affording an argument in favor of a

tenancy in common ; an anxiety which has been dictated by the con-

viction that this species of interest is better adapted to answer the

exigencies of families than a joint-tenancy, of which the best quality

is that the right of survivorship may, at the pleasure of either of the

co-owners (if personally competent), be defeated by a severance of the

tenancy.

This leaning to a tenancy in common was acknowledged in a

case (r) where a testator bequeathed to A. and B. 10,000Z., to be

equally divided between them when they should arrive

at twenty-one years, and to carry interest until they fat^OTof
'"

should arrive at that age. It was contended that the tenancy in
°

, •.i common.
fund was to be divided at twenty-one, the legatees m the

mean time taking it jointly ; and that, therefore, by the death of one

under age, it survived to the other; but Lord Thurlow decided other-

wise ; observing that the Court decrees a tenancy in common as much
as it can.

So where a testator bequeathed a sum to trustees in trust " to pay,

assign, and divide the same equally between all the children " of his

daughter, " if more than one as joint-tenants, and if but one then to

that one child " (s) ; Sir J. Stuart, V.-C, held that the children took

as tenants in common, although the testator had elsewhere bequeathed

the residue of his estate unto and equally between two of his grand-

children " as tenants in common."
However, in Barker v. Giles (t), where a testator devised " to A.

(o) Gnat V. Laurence, Wight. 395. See also Ive v. King, 16 Beav. 46 ; Jones ». Jones, 29

W. E., 786, 44 L. T. 642.

(p) Robertson v. Fraser, L. R., 6 Ch. 696.

(ff) Paterson v. Rolland, 28 Beav. 347; Ryves v. Ryves, L. E., 11 Eq. 639.

(r) Jollifife V. East, 3 B. C. C. 25.

(j<) Pooth V. Alingtnn, 27 L. J. Ch. 117, 3 Jur. N. S. 836.

(0 2 P. W. 280, 3 B. P. C. Toml 104.

TOL. II. 18
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and B., and the survivor of them, and their heirs and assigns, to be
equally divided between them, share and share alike," it was

[*1124] held that the words " equally to be divided " referred * only to

the heirs, and, therefore, that A. and B. were joint-tenants

for life, with several inheritances to them in common. But the terms
of gift are not often capable of being thus split up, and words of sur-

vivorship will not generally be held to defeat the tenancy in common,
but rather to point out a particular period for ascertaining who are

to be the devisees ; leaving such devisees, when ascertained, to take

as tenants in common (m).

In a gift to the children of several persons "respectively," the

word may have the effect only of attributing to each

of several parent his own children, and of causing the property to
parents "re- devolve per stirpes ; the children taking inter se as

joint-tenants (a;).

When annuities are given to two or more persons in terms which
constitute a tenancy in common, the interests of the annuitants wiU.

Annnit t
^°^ ^^ Varied merely by reason of the annuities being

several in given " for their lives and for the life of the survivor ;

"

theiritves and these words are sufficiently satisfied by their literal in-

the life of the terpretation as fixing the duration of the annuities, and,

therefore, upon the death of each annuitant his annuity

will devolve upon his representative during the life of the survi-

vor (y). But where an annuity was given to each of two persons " for

their lives, or the life of the longest liver of them, for their or her own
absolute use and benefit," it was held that reddendo singula singulis,

the two annuities were to be for the benefit of the annuitants during

their joint lives ; and after the death of either, then during the life

of the other both were to be " for her own use and benefit " («).

Of course expressions which, standing alone, would create a tenancy

in common, may be controlled and neutralized by the context : and
such, it seems, is the effect of the testator's postponing the enjoyment
of an ulterior devisee or legatee until the decease of the survivor of

the several co-devisees or legatees for life, which, it is

[*1125] thought, demonstrates an intention * that the property shall,

in the mean time, devolve to the survivors under the jus

accrescendi which is incidental to a joint-tenancy.

(«) Bindoni!. Earl of Suffolk,! P. W. 96; Perrvu. Woods, 3 Ves. 204; Russell ». Long
4Ves. 651; Smith v. Horlook, 7 Taunt. 129; Ash'ford v. Haines, 21 L.J. Ch. 496. But see
Moore ». Cleghorn, 10 Beav. 423, as to which qu. Haddelsey ». Adams, 22 id. 266. In
Brown v. Oakshot, 24 Beav. 254, there was a devise of a term to trustees upon trust to pay
certain annuities, and the surplus to A. and B. in equal shares, and subject thereto a devise
to A. and B. in fee, and it was held they took the surplus rents during the term as tenants in
common, but the fee as joint-tenants.

{x) Re Hodgson's Trust, 1 K. & J. 178; Hnbgen v. Neale, L. R., 11 Eq. 48. And see
Davis ». Bennet, 31 L. J. Ch. 337 (where further words of severance created a tenancy in
common) ; and cf. Re Moore's Trust, id. 368, ante, p. 1122.

(«) Jones V. Randall, 1 J. & W. 100; Eales v. Cardigan, 9 Sim. 384; Bryan v. Twige, L.
E., 3 Ch. 183, stated Vol. I., p. 610.

(«) Hatton V. Finch, 4 Beav. 186.
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Thus, in Armstrong v. Eldridge (a), where a testator devised the

residue of his real and personal estate to trustees, in trust to sell, and

apply the interest from time to time to the use of his „ , ,^^ '*
. Words Great-

grandchildren, F., C, E., and M., equally/ between them ing a tenancy

share and share alike, for and during their several and
Jeig^tTcTby

respective natural lives, and after the decease of the sur- force of con-

vivor of them, in trust to apply the principal to and '^^

'

among the children of his grandchildren : Lord Thurlow said that

although the words " equally to be divided," and " share and share

alike," were, in general, construed in a will to create a tenancy in

common, yet where the context showed a joint-tenancy to be intended,

the words should be construed accordingly ; and in this case the in-

terest was to be divided among four while four were living, among
three while three were living, and nothing was to go to the children

while any of the mothers were living.

And the same construction has prevailed even where the ulterior

devise was not, in terms, after the decease of the survivor, but after

the decease or the deceases of the prior legatees ; it being considered

that the property is not to go over until the decease of all the lega-

tees, though the words, especially in the latter case, might seem to

admit of being construed after the " respective " deceases, if the

Court had felt particularly anxious to avoid the rejection of the

words creating a tenancy in common.
Thus, in Tuckerman v. JefEeries (b), where the testator devised to

A. and B., to be equally divided between them during their

* natural lives, and after the decease ofA. and B. to the right [*1126]

heirs of A. forever ;
^ it was held that they were joint-tenants,

notwithstanding the words " equally to be divided ; " it being considered

that the whole was to go over to the heirs of A. at once on the decease

of the survivor, not that they should take by moieties at several times.

So, in Pearce v. Edmeades (e), where a testator bequeathed the resi-

due of his estate to trustees, in trust to pay the interest dividends

(a) 3 B. C. C. 215. See also Doe d. Calkin », Tomkinson, 2 M. & Sel. 165; Cranswick v.

Pearson, 31 Beav. 624, as to which see per Roll, L. J., L. R., 3 Ch. 186.

(6) 3 Bac. Ab. Joint-Tenants (F), 681, 6th ed.. Holt, 370, 11 Mod. 108-9. See also

Stephens v. Hide, Ca. t. Talb. 27; Malcomb v. Martin, 3 B. C. C. 50 (but as to which see

cases post, p 1128, n. (f) ); Townlej- ». Bolton, 1 Mv. & K. 148; M'Dermott v. Wallace, 5

Beav. 142; Alt » Gregorv, 8 D. M. & G. 221: Begley v. Cook, 3 Drew. 662. See and of.

Re Drakeley's Estate, 19 Beav. 395. There will be no implied survivorship where such a

Rift over is preceded by separate gifts of distinct properties for life, Swan v. Holmes 19

Beav. 471: Sarel «. Sarel, 23 Beav. 87; Lill ». Lill, id. 446; Brown v. Jarvis, 2 D, F. & J.

168 (where the gift over was, "after the decease of every of them "); Stevens v. Pyle, 28

Beav. 388: nor, if there is no limitation expressly for the lives of the donees, but the gifts

are still separate; in such case the interest passes to the respective representatives till the

gift over takes effect, Bicnold v. Giles, 4 Drew. 343. An express gift to the survivors in

one event would seem to exclude an implied gift to them in the alternative event, Coates v.

Hart, 32 Beav. 349. But if the share of one co-tenant for life is given (until the final gift

over) to his children, if any; this leaves the implication in favor of survivors untouched if

there are no children. Walmsley v. Foxhall, 1 D. J. & S. 605.

(c) 3 Y. & C. 246; Ashley v. Ashley, 6 Sim. 358,

1 See Fussey v. White, 113 111. 637.
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"After de- and produce thereof to his daugMer M. for life, and after

aM 6°" read
^®^ decease unto and between her two children E. and G.

after decease and Gr. G., during their respective lives in equal shares ;
of survivor. ^^^ from and after the decease of the said E. G. and G.

G., upon further trust to pay or transfer and divide the same unto and
between all and every the child or children, if more than one, of

the said E. G. and G. G. in equal shares ; and if but one then to

such only child, and if there should be no child of the said E. G.

and G. G. living at the time of their decease, or born in due time

after the death of the said G. G., then upon further trust for the

testator's legal personal representatives. The testator and E. G.

died, the latter leaving children, whereupon the entire income was
claimed by G. G. as the only survivor ; and Lord Abinger, C. B., held

that he was entitled. " It has been settled (he said) by a series of

decisions, that the words ' respectively,' and in ' equal shares,' when
not controlled by other words in a will, shall be taken to indicate the

nature of an estate or interest bequeathed, and shall constitute a ten-

ancy in common. But when these words are combined with or fol-

lowed by others which would make a tenancy in common inconsistent

with the manifest design of the subsequent bequest of the testator,

they may be taken to indicate, not the nature, but the proportion of

the interest each party.is to take. In the present case the bequest to

G. G. and E. G. during their lives, is of the interest and dividends

only of the residue of the testator's estate. The corpus of the resi-

due is not to be divided or possessed by the legatees till after the de-

cease both of G. G. and E. G. ; and then it is to be divided amongst such

of their children only as shall be living at the death of the survivor.

It is clear, therefore, that the mass of the property is to be divided

amongst the children who might survive both the parents, per capita

and not per stirpes. This would be quite inconsistent with a

[*1127] tenancy in * common of the parents. Again, the testator, by
his care in pursuing this property through three generations,

and bequeathing it, upon failure of these, to his then personal repre-

sentatives, shows that he meant to die intestate of no part of it ; but

as the interest and dividends only are devised to his grandchildren,

G. G. and E. G., and nothing is devised to their children till the death

of both, it would follow that if G. G. is not entitled to the whole in-

terest and dividends accruing after the death of E. G. during his life,

the portions of interest and dividends which she took in her lifetime

would be undevised during the remainder of G. G.'s life."

As in the three preceding cases no act had been done to sever the
joint tenancy (if any) between the several devisees or legatees, it was

Remark on
^°* necessary to determine whether the effect of the will

preceding was to Confer a joint-interest, with its incidental right of
'^^^^'

survivorship, or to create a tenancy in common with an
implied gift to the survivor for life. Indeed, no allusion is made to
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the latter point, except in Pearce v. Edmeades, and even there it does

not appear to have formed the prevailing ground of determination,

though perhaps less violence is done to the language of the will by
implying a positive gift to the survivor than by rejecting the words

of severance (d).

But the Court will not construe the will as postponing the distri-

bution of every part until the death of the surviving tenant for life,

unless an intention so to do is clearly indicated ; although intention

the gift in remainder is in terms of the whole fund, and ™"^' ^^ ''^^"^

appears therefore to have a simultaneous distribution in view, yet, if

a tenancy in common is more consistent with the gen- q^ over " at

eral context, it will be established especially in favor of their deatli."

children, in spite of the apparently antagonistic terms («).

And this construction *is readily hiade where, after the [*1128]

gift to several for life, the remainder is not "after their

death," but " at their death ; " for the literal meaning, viz. the simul-

taneous death of all, could not have been contemplated, and " at their

respective deaths " is a meaning more likely to suit the intention than

"at the death of the survivor" (/).'

Where the will creates a tenancy in common with express surviv-

orship, there is, of course, no pretence for implying a joint-tenancy(g'),

and each devisee or legatee will have, not a severable in-
xg„am,„ j^

terest, but an interest with a contingent gift over to be common, with

ascertained only by the event. But in Cookson v. Bing- yTTOrship^'

ham (A), where a testator devised his estates to his daugh- not a joiut-

ters. A., B., and C, to be jointly and equally enjoyed or
^°*°'^y-

divided in the case of the marriage of any of them ; and they, or the

survivor in case of death, were authorized to dispose of the same by
will or assignment as they should think proper : it was held by Sir

J. Eomilly, M. E., that the three daughters took as joint tenants in

(d) Hurd V. Lenthall, Sty. 211, 14 Vin Ab. 182, pi. 5. Where the objects are more than
two, the implication, in order to complete the purpose of filling up a chasm which would
otherwise occur between the decease of the first and last of the tenants for life, must either

give joint estates carrying the right of survivorship, or, which would seem better, must, on
the decease of each tenant for life after the first, deal with the accruing share or shares of

such deceased tenant or tenants for life in like manner. For instance, suppose the devise to

be to A., B., and C, as tenants in commnn for life, and after the decease of the survivor,

over. A. dies; upon which A.'s share passes to B. and C, it is presumed, as tenants in

common. Next B. dies; his original share devolves by implied devise to C, but unless his

accruing share ( i. e. the one half of A.'s share which came to B. on A.'s decease) can pass

to C., such share would be undisposed of during the remainder of his (C.'s) life. The im-

plication, therefore, if admissible at all, must, it is presumed, in order to complete its purpose,

give B.'s accruing share, as well as the original one, to 0. Minton v. Cave, 10 Jur. 86. See

also Marryat v. Townly, 1 Ves. 102.

(e) Hawkins v. Hamerfon, 16 Sim. 410; Ewington v. Fenn, 16 Jur. 398: Doe d. Patrick v.

Eoyle, 13 Q. B. 106: and see Atkinson v. Holtby, 10 H. L. Ca. 313, 325; Re Hutchinson's

Trusts, 21 Ch. D. 811.

(/) Arrow v. Mellish, 1 De G. & S. 355; Willes v. Douglas, 10 Beav. 47; Re Laverick's

Estate, 18 Jur. 304; Turner v. Whittaker, 23 Beav. 195; Archer v. Legg, 31 Beav. 187;

Wills V. Wills, L. R., 20 Eq. 342.

(o) Doe d. Borwell ii. Abey, 1 M. & Sel. 428; Hatton v. Finch, 4 Beav. 186; Haddelsey
V. Adams, 22 Beav. 275; Minton v. Minton, 9 W. R. 586; Taaffe v. Conmee, 10 H. L. Ca.

64, 78.

(A) 17 Beav. 262, 3 D. M. & G. 668.

I See Fussey v. White, 113 III. 637.
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fee, and that A. and B. being dead, tlie whole had survived to C.

;

and Lord Cranworth inclined to the same opinion ; but as he thought

;

that if it were not so the survivor alone had power under the latter

clause to dispose of the fee by will, it was unnecessary to decide the

point.

III.— Lapse and other Miscellaneous Questions.— It follows as a

„. . . consequence of the survivorship which is incidental to a

between joint- joint-tenancy, that if the devise fail as to one of the de-

tenancy in^ visees, from its being originally void (i), or subsequently
common as to revoked (k), or by reason of the decease of the devisee
apse, c.

in the testator's lifetime (Z), the other or others will take

the whole.* But the rule is different as to tenants in com-

[*11293 mon, whose shares, in case of the failure (m) * or revocation

of the devise to any of them, descend to the heir-at-law or

residuary devisee of the testator (n) : unless the devise be to the ob-

jects as a class, in which case the individuals composing the class at

the death of the testator are entitled among them, whatever be their

number, to the entirety of the subject of gift (o).^

Here it may be observed, that where, in the absence of an express

gift, a trust is raised by implication in default of execution of a

Gift implied power of distribution (p), it is now settled that the

from power objects take as tenants in common (q), and it should

tena'fcVia seem that under an implied gift resulting from a power
common. of selection the same rule prevails (r).

(i) Dowset V. Sweet, Amb. 175 (void for uncertainty); Young v. Davies, 2 Dr. & Sm. 167

(devisee attesting witness).

(*) Humphrey v. Tayleur, Amb. 136; Larkins ». Larltins, 3 B. & P. 16; Short v. Smith, 4

East, 419; Ramsay v, Shelmerdine, L. R., 1 Eq. 129, cited ante, p. 1010; and see Vol. I.,

p. 303.

(0 Davis V. Kemp, Cart. 2, 1 Eq. Ca. Ab. 216, pi. 7; Buffar v. Bradford, 2 Atk. 220;

Morley v. Bird, 3 Ves. 628.

(!») Owen V. Owen, 1 Atk. 494; Norman v. Frazer, 3 Hare, 84. It has been held that an
appointment void as to an ascertained part (as beii^ to a stranger) follows this rule though
in terms which generally create a joint-tenancy. Re Kerr's Trusts, 4 Ch. D. 600.

(n) Creswell v. Gheslyn, 2 Ed. 123, 3 B. P. "C. Toml. 246; Boulcott v. Boulcott, 2 Drew. 25.

(o) Shaw V. M'Mahon, 4 Dr. & War. 431; Clark v. Phillips, 17 Jur. 886; Knight v. Gould,

2 My. & K. 295; Dimond v. Bostock, L. R., 10 Ch. 360; Fell v. Biddolph, L. R., 10 C. P.

701; Re Coleman and Jarrom, 4 Ch. D. 165; Lepine v. Bean, L. E., 10 Bq. 160. See also

Vol. I., pp. 290, 310. But see and consider Re Chaplin's Trusts, 33 L. J. Ch. 183, cited ante,

Vol. I., p. 232, n. Re Featherstone's Trusts, 22 Ch. D. Ill; and Ee Allen, Wilson v. Atter, 29

W. R. 430, 44 L. T., 240.

(p ) See Vol. I., p. 517.

(o) Reade v. Reade, 5 Ves. 744; Casterton v. Southerland, 9 Ves. 445; Re Phene's Trusts,

L. R., 5 Eq. 346 (to trustees "for the children of A. to do what the trustees think best")
;

over-ruJing Maddison ». Andrew, 1 Ves. 57, and Lord Hardwicke's dictum in Duke of Marl-

borough V. Lord Godolphin, 2 id. 81.

()•) j\.tt.-Gen. 1). Doyley, 4 Vin. Ab. 485, pi. 16 ; Harding v Glyn, 1 Atk. 469 ; Ee White's

Trusts, Joh. 656 ("for such of my children as my trustees may think fit.")

1 BoUes V. Smith, 39 Conn. 219; Dow v. v. Kettell, 14 Allen, 528; Sackett v. Mal-

Dovle 103 Mass. 489; Jackson ». Roberts, 14 lorj', 1 Met. 355; Hoppock ». Tucker. 59 N.

Grav 550; Stephens ii. Milnor, 9 0. E. Y. 202; Magraw v. Field, 48 N. Y. 668;

Green 358. Downing *. Marshall, 23 N, Y. 366; Todd v.

2 See BoUes «. Smith, 39 Conn. 219; Trott, 64 N. C. 280; Frovenchere's Appeal,

Springer i). Congleton, 30 Ga. 977 ; Schaffer 67 Penn. St. 463.
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Where a power is given by will to appoint property among several

objects, and the subject, in default of appointment, is given to them
individually (and not as a class) as tenants in common, a

question sometimes arises whether, by the death of any power "STapse
of the objects, the power is defeated in respect of the of some of the

shares of those objects. The established distinction

seems to be, that if all the objects survive the testator, and one of

them afterwards dies in the lifetime of the donee of the power, the

power remains as to the whole (s). But, on the other hand, if any
object dies in the testator's lifetime, by which the gift lapses pro

tanto, the power is defeated to the same extent (t).

* If, however, under the gift in default of appointment, [*1130]

the objects are joint-tenants, or the gift is to a class, of

course the decease of any object, even in the testator's lifetime, as it

does not occasion any lapse, leaves the power wholly unaffected.

It may be observed, that as an appointment cannot be made in

favor of a deceased child whose share under the gift over had vested,

the only mode by which the testator's bounty can be made to

reach his representatives is to leave a portion of the fund unap-

pointed; in which case the representatives of the deceased child

will take his share (but of course only his share) in the unappointed

portion. Lord Eldon, it is true, expressed his disapproval of this

"devise," in Butcher v. Butcher (u) ; but he appears to have objected

to it as proceeding upon the erroneous notion that it was necessary to

enable the donee to appoint the remainder of the fund to the surviv-

ing objects : whereas, according to Boyle v. Bishop of Peterborough,

his power is extended over the whole fund. To avoid all such ques-

tions, powers have usually been framed so as to authorize an exclu-

sive appointment to one or more of the objects ; but this authority is

now conferred by statute (a;) on the donee of every power of distribu-

tion (though created before the statute), except so far as the power
expressly requires a specific amount or share to be appointed to any

of th& objects.

(s) Bovle V. Bishop of Peterborough, 1 Ves. Jr. 299,2 B. R. 108; Butcher v. Butcher, 9

Ves. 382^ 1 V. & B. 79 ; Paske v. Haselfoot, 33 Beav. 125; Re Ware, Cumberlege v. Cumber-
lege-Ware, 45 Ch. D. 269.

(t) Rcade v. Reade, 5 Ves. 744 ; see also Sugd. Pow. 8th ed. 419, where great pains have
been taken to establish the position in the text, in opposition to some remarks of the present

writer in his volume appended to Powell, Dev. 3d ed. 374, which remarks he has not here re-

peated; for though he is still unable to discover any solid ground for the alleged difEerence

of effect in regard to the power, where the partial failure of the gift takes place before and
where it takes place after the death of the testator, yet as the cases commented on by the

distinguished writer in question seem to favor such a doctrine, and as it is really of more
importance that the rules on such points should be certain than that they should &e decided
in the manner mo=t consistent with principle, he has not felt disposed to revive the discussion.

(u) 1 V. & B. 92.

(x) 37 & 38 Vict. c. 37. Before this statute a nominal share at least must, notwithstanding
1 Will. 4, c. 46, have been appointed, or left to devolve, to every object.



[*1131] * CHAPTER XXXIII.

ESTATES IN FEE WITHOUT WOKDS OF LIMITATION.

I. Enlargement of indefinite Devises

under the Old Law by Charges of

Debts, &c., Devises over, or Use
of particular Words 1131

II. Effect of Stat. 1 Vict. c. 26, s. 28 . 1135

I. — Enlargement of indefinite Devises under the Old La^v by

Proper mode
of limiting an
estate in tee.

Charges of Debts, &c, Devises over, or Use of particu-

lar Words. — The proper and teclinical mode of limiting

an estate in fee simple is to give the property to the

devisee and his heirs, or to him his heirs and assigns forever (a).

Nothing was better settled than that a devise of messuages, lands,

tenements, or hereditaments (not estate), without words of limita-

Necessity for tioii> Occurring in a will v?hich was not subject to the
words of limi- statute 1 Vict. c. 26, conferred on the devisee an estate

the old law. for life only.^ A conviction that the rule was generally

(a) Or by a devise to A. for life, remainder to his heirs, by the operation of the rule in

Shelley's case, post, Ch. XXXVI. So where the remainder is to the heir (in the singular),

unless fonnal words of limitation are superadded; see this treated of, Ch. XXXV., with re-

gard to estates tail (Archer's case).

1 Sargent v. Towne, 10 Mass. 303, 307,

note (a); Farrar v. Ayres, 5 Pick. 404, 408;
Jackson v. Embler, 14 Johns. 198; Jackson
D.Wells, 9 Johns. 222; Ferris v. Smith, 17

Johns. 221 ; Hall v. Goodwin, 2 Nott & McC.
383; Clayton «. Clayton, 3 Binn. 476; Steele

V. Thompson, 14 Serg. & R. 84; Mosberrv v.

Marge, 2 Munf. 453; Parker, C. J., in Cook
V. Holmes, 11 Mass. 531 ; Shaw, C. J^ in Grod-

frey ». Humphrey, 18 Pick. 539; Kellett v.

Kellett, 3 Dow, 248; Edelen o. Smoot, 2 Har.
& G. 285; Owings ». Reynolds, 3 Harr. & J.

141 ; Lyles v. Digges, 6 Harr. & J. 364; Smith
V. Poyas, 1 Desaus. l56.

Introductory words to a will, cannot vary
the construction, so as to enlarge the estate

to a fee, unless there bd words in the devise
itself sufficient to carry the interest. Such
introductory words are like a preamble to a
statute, to be used only as a key to disclose

tlie testator's meaning. See Kent, 540, 541.

Further see Beall v. Holmes, 6 Harr. & J.

205; Finlay v. King, 3 Peters, 346; Van-
derzee v, Vanderzee, 30 Barb. 331, s. c.

36 N. Y. 231; Bullard v Goffe, 20 Pick.

252, 258; Varney v. Stevens, 22 Maine,
331; Davies v. Miller, 1 Call, 127; Gernet ».

Lynn, 31 Penn. St. 94; Goodrich v. Harding,

3 Rand. 280; Clark v. Mikell, 3 Desaus. 168;
Winchester «. Tilghman, 1 Harr. & M'H.
452 ; Harvey ». Olmsted, 1 Barb. 105 ; s. c.

1 Comst. 48"3; Vanderwerker «. Vanderwer-
ker, 7 Barb. 221 ; Weidman v. Maish, 16
Penn. St. 504. But the introductory words
may often be important in showing the tes-
tator's intention. Geyer v. Wentzel, 68 Penn.
St. 84.

That words of inheritance are unnecessary
to carry a fee by will is everywhere held.
For illustrations see Whorton ». Moragne,
62 Ala. 211 ; White v. White, 52 Conn.
618; Wetter ». Walker, 62 Ga. 142; Siddons
V. Cockrell, 131 III. 653 ; Giles e. Anslow,
128 111. 187; Walker v. Pritchard, 121 111.

221; Morgans.McNeeley, 126Ind. 537; Len-
nen v. Craig, 95 Ind. 167 ; Bulferi). Willigrod,
71 Iowa, 620; Bromlev v. Gardner, 79 Maine,
246 ; Pratt v. Leadbetter, 38 Maine, 9 ; Rus-
sell V. Elden, 15 Maine, 193; Goodwin v.
McDonald, 153 Mass. 481 : Lincoln v. Lincoln,
107 Mass. 590; Tatum v. McLellan, 50 Miss.
1 ; Small v. Field, 102 Mo. 104: Lummus ».
Mitchell, 34 N. H. 39; Hance v. West, 32
N J. Eq. 233; Grain ». Wright, 114 N. Y.
307; Radley v. Knhn, 97 N. Y. 26; Flick-
inger t>. Saum, 40 Ohio, St. 591; Piatt v.
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subversive of the actual intention of testators, always induced the

Courts to lend a willing ear whenever a plausible pretext for a de-

parture from it could be suggested (b).

(i) Only the leading principles are here adverted to, which formerly influenced the Courts

to imply an enlargement of the devisee's estate, from the general scope of the will, or par-

ticular expressions therein, where the proper terms of limitation had not been used by the

testator. For a full consideration of this subject, the reader is referred to the 4th Editi'oo of

this Work, Vol. II., pp. 267, et seq.

Sinton, 37 Ohio, 353; Drennan's Appeal, 118
Penn. St. 176 (personalty for life, with no
limitation over, citing lierkel's Estate, 109
Penn. St. 235; Morris v. Potter, 10 R. I. 58;
Bell V. Alexander, 22 Texas, 350).

If an estate be given to a person generally

or indefinitely, with an absolute power of dis-

position, it carries a fee ; but where an estate

for life is first created, and then a power of

disposition over the remainder is given to the

tenant for life, the express limitation for life

will control the operation of the power, and
prevent it from enlarging the estate to a fee,

unless there be a general intent to ^ive a
fee, inconsistent with such particular intent.

Welschw. Belleville Bank, 94 111. 191; Funk
V. Eggleston, 92 111. 515, 533; Markillie v.

Ragland, 77 111. 99; Pickering v. Langdon,
22 Maine, 413; Ramsdell v. Ramsdell, 21
Maine, 293; Swope o. Swope, 5 Gill, 225;
Spooner v. Lovejov, 108 Mass. 529; Tatum
e. McLellan, 50 Miss. 1 ; Cook v. Couch, 100

Mo. 29; Burleigh v. Clough, 52 N. H. 267;
Downey v. Borden, 7 Vroom, 460; s. c. 6

Vroom, 74; De Peyster v. Howland, 8 Cowen,
277 ; Jackson v. Robins, 16 Johns, 587 ; Jack-
son «. Babcock, 12 Johns. 389 ; Dillin v.

Wright, 73 Penn. St. 177; Reformed Church
17. Disbrow, 52 Penn. St. 219; Cockrill v.

Maney, 2 Tenn. Ch. 49 ; McGavock v. Pugs-
ley, 1 Term. Ch. 410; Downing v. Johnson,
5 Coldw. 229. See ante. Vol. I., pp. 326, 378
(where some special phases of the subject are

considered).

Thus, a residuary devise and bequest to the

testator's wife " to her use, and to be disposed
of at her decease according to the terms of

any will that she may leave " vests the whole
of the residue in her absolutely. Spooner v.

Lovejov, 108 Mass. 529.

But "the qualifying clause of the foregoing

rule, " unless there be a general intent to

give a fee," is often applied to enlarge the

life-estate accordingly. Dillin o. Wright,
supra; Reformed Church v. Disbrow, supra;
Gleason v. Fayerweather, 4 Gray, 348; Bell

V. Alexander, 22 Texas, 350 ; Bean u. Myers,
1 Coldw. 226. Thus, in the last-named case

(which, however, appears to have gone to the

verge of the authorities, perhaps indicating a
tendency, elsewhere observable also, to break
away from the older cases, and to seize upon
any manifestation of a general intent in addi-
tion to the power of disposal) a gift to the

testator's wife for life, with power to sell and
use the property for payment of debts, for

her support, and for all other legal purposes,
was held to be a gift of the estate absolutely.

So an estate for life is enlarged to a fee when

the purpose of the testator as seen in the will

cannot be carried out with a less estate. Bell
V. Alexander, supra.

But, on the other hand, it is held that an
estate for life is not enlarged to a fee by a
power of disposal of the same as the donee
" may find needful for the purpose " of her
support during life. Smith v. Snow, 123
Mass. 323. So it is declared that the gift

of an estate to the testator's widow "for the
tenn of her natural life, to be disposed of as
she may think proper for her own use and
benefit according to the nature and qualitv
thereof," carries only a lite-estate with full

power of enjoyment of the property in

specie. It gives her no testamentary power
over the estate. In re Thompson's I'-state,

15 Ch. D. 263 (Court of App.). So even a
gift of land to the testator's wife for life

" with power to sell all or any portion there-
of, and to reinvest the proceeds in any way
that to her seems proper, and generally to

act in all things pertaining to said estate as
she deems best, without accountability," has
recently been held not to give the devisee a fee
simple. Cockrill v. Maney, 2 Tenn. Ch. 49.

So though the power of disposal be contin-
gent, as, for example, upon its being neces-
sary for the convenience and support of the
tenant for life, the fact that the decision of
the existence of the contingency is left to the
tenant for life will not enlarge the lite-estate.

Cockrill V. Maney, supra; Deaderick v. Ar-
mour, 10 Humph. 588; Pillow d. Rye, 1 Swan,
185; Downing 9. .Johnson, 5 Coldw. 229. In-

deed, even a gift to the testator's widow " in

fee simple absolute, forever," may by ex-
planatory words of the context, when clear

and exact, be cut down to a life-estate. Sieg-
wald V. Siegwald, 37 111. 430. See Vol. L,
pp. 326, 378, notes.

See further as to the effect of a power of

disposal in such cases, Ackerman v, Gorton,

67 N. Y. 63; May v. .Joynes, 20 Graft. 692;
Bradley v. Westcott, 13 Ves. 445; Boyd v.

Strahan, 36 111. 355 ; Brant v. Virginia Coal
Co., 93 U. S. 326; Word v. Morgan, 5 Coldw.
407; Burleigh v. Clough, 52 N. H. 267;
Welsch «. Belleville Bank, 94 111. 191; Wes-
ton V. Jenkins, 128 Mass, 663. In Burleigh
V. Clough, supra, it was said that most of the
authorities which apparently go to the extent
of holding that a power of disposition an-
nexed to an estate for life enlarges the estate

to a fee are cases in which the life-estate is

not conferred by express terms, but arises

from implication ; such implication being
deemed essential in the particular case in

order to give effect to the intention of the
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Thus it was settled that where a devisee, whose estate was unde-

fined was directed to pay the testator's debts or legacies, or a specific

testator. Ramsdell v. Ramsdell, 21 Maine,
288; Pickering v. Langdon, 22 Maine, 213;
Burbank v. Whitney, 24 Maine, 146; Wliite

V. Wliite, 21 Vt. 250. The expressions in the
fiillowiug were deemed mere dicta : Harris v.

Knapp, 21 Pick. 412: Hale v. Marsh, 100
Mas.s. 468; Uodge o. Moore, id. 335; Stroud
V. Morrow, 7 Jones, 463.

But while a life-estate is not enlarged to a
fee by a mere power of sale, still, when it is

not clear whether the intent was to create a
life-estate or a fee, the fact that a power of

sale is given is regarded as showing an niteu-

tion to give the fee. Lewis v. Palmer, 46
Conn. 454; fde v. Ide, 5 Mass. 500; Harris v,

ICnapp, 21 Pick. 412 ; Burbank v. Wliitijig,

24 Pick. 146; Jackson v. Coleman, 2 Johns.
391: Heliner v. Shoemaker, 22 Wend. 137;
McKenzie's Appeal, 41 Conn. 607. See, how-
ever. Smith V. Bell, 6 Peters, 74; Brant v,

Vn-ginia Coal Co., 93 U. S. 326; Boyd v. Stra-
han, 36 lit. 355. So, too, notwithstanding the

limit to the estate under the devise, it is held
by many authorities that if the power of sale

is exercised by the life-tenant, the purchaser
will take an estate in fee. Lewis v. Palmer,
46 Conn. 454, 458; Hull v. Culver, 34 Conn.
403; Ramsdell ii. Ramsdell, 21 Maine, 288;
Shaw V. Hussev, 41 Maine, 495; Gifford v.

Choate, 100 Mass. 343, 346; Hale v. Marsh,
id. 468; Cummings v. Shaw, 108 Mass. 159.
But see Bradley v. Westcott, 13 Ves. 445

;

Smith J). Bell, 6 Peters, 68 ; Brant v, Virgmia
Coal Co. 93 U. S. 326.

Where a devisee of an estate not defined
is required to pay the testator's debts or lega-

cies, or a certain sum in gross, he takes in

fee, on the ground that if he took for life

only he might be prejudiced by the deter-

mination of his interest before reimbursement
of his outlay. Robinson v. Randolph, 21 Kla.

629; Kastman ». Couch, 29 W.Va. 784; Foote
V. Sanders, 72 Mo. 616 ; Fahrney v. Holsinger,
65 Penn. St. 388; Whorton v. Moragne, 62
Ala. 201, 210. But where the charge is on
the esiate, and there are no words of limita-

tion, the devisee takes an estate for life only;
it is where the charge is on the person of the
devisee in respect to the estate in his hands
that he takes a fee. Jackson v. Bull, 10
Johns. 148; Jackson v. Martin, 18 .Johns. 31;
Jackson v. Merrill, 6 Johns. 185; Spraker v.

Van Alstyne, 18 Wend. 200 ; Harris ». Fly,

7 Paige, 421 ; McLellan v. Turner, 15 Maine,
436; Gibson v. Horton, 6 Harr. & J. 177;
Beall V. Holmes. 6 Harr. & J. 208; Lithgow
V. Kavenagh, 9 Mass. 161; Gardner v. Gard-
ner, 3 Mason, 309, 312; Cook v. Holmes, 11
Mass. 528; Bowers v. Porter, 4 Pick. 198.

203; Wait v. Belding, 24 Pick. 129; Parker
V. Parker, 5 Met. 134; Lindsay v. M'Cor-
mack, 2 A. K. Marsh. 229; Ferguson ».

Zepp, 4 Wash. C. C. 645. A gift of a
dwelling-house to the testator's widow will

not be out down to a mere right of occu-

pancy by the fact that the testator stages in

the will that bis purpose in giving her the

house is to provide her with a suitable resi-

dence. Tobias v. Cohn, 36 N. Y. 363. Nor
is a gift to the testator's widow to be cut
down in favor of the "heir by the use of terms
which are capable, in a strict technical sense, of

bein-g construed against her, where the gen-
eral intention of the testator appears opposed
to such a construction. Kelly v. Reynolds, 39
Mich. 464. See Stineman's Appeal, 34 Penn.
St. 394; Adamson v. Ayres, 6 N. J. Eq. 349.

If there be a devise to one generally of free-

hold and personal estates without any words
of limitation, he will take an estate for life

only in the freehold, but the persrfhal proper-
ty absolutely. Newton v. Griffith. 1 Harr. &
G. Ill ; Hawleyv. Norihaniptoii, 8 Mass, 3 ;

Bailey v. Duncan, 4 T. B. Moii. 257 ; Jones v.

Die, 1 Scam. 276 ; Jackson v. Wells, 9 Johns.
222; Jackson t>. Embler, 14 Johns. 198 ; Jack-
son V. Bull, 10 Johns. 148; Conoway v. Piper, 3
Harr. 482 ; Wheatun v. Andress, 23 Wend.
452 i Hall V. Goodwyn, 4 McCord, 442 ;

Scanlan v. Porter, 1 Bailey, 427 ; Wright v,

Deun, 10 Wheat. 204. Ijnless, in respect to

the real estate, there be a manifest intention

to give a fee. Wait ». Belding, 24 Pick. 129,
133 ; Cook v. Holmes, 11 Mass. 528, 531 ; 4
Kent, 5-7 ; Harris v. Harri^^, 8 Johns. 141

;

Jackson v. Wells, 9 Johns. 222 ; Jackson v,

Embler, 14 Johns. 198 ; Ferns v. Smith, 17
Johns. 221 ; Morrison v. Semple, 6 Binn. 94;
Steele v. 'Thompson, 14 Serg. & R. 84 ;

Wright V. Dean, 10 Wheat. 204 ; Beall v.

Holmes, 6 Harr. & J. 209, 210. It should
affirmatively appear that a greater than a life

estate was intended by the testator to make a
fee simple. Cleveland u. Spilman, 25 Ind. 95.
How ready the courts are to discover such in-

tention may be seen in Johnson v. Johnson, 1
Munf. 549 ; Waring v. Middleton, 3 Desaus.
249 ; Clark v. Mikell, 3 Desaus. 168 ; Whaley
V. .lenkins, 3 Desaus. 80 ; Engle v. Burns, 5
Call, 463 ; Brailsford v. Heyward, 2 Desaus.
290 ; Josselyn v. Hutchinson, 21 Maine, 340 j

Godfrey v. liumphrev, 18 Pick. 539 ; Jackson
V. Babcock, 12 Johns. 389; Fogg i). Clark, 1
N, H. 163 ; Butler v. Little, 3'Greenl. 239 ;

Bradstreet «. Clark, 12 Wend. 602 ; Baker v.

Bridge, 12 Pick. 27 ; 4 Kent, 5-7 ; Id. 536,
et seq. ; Beall v. Holmes, 6 Harr. & J. 205

;

Johnson v. Johnson, 1 McMull. 346 ; Sar-
gent V. Towne, 10 Mass, 303 ; Dunlap v.
Crawford, 2 McCord, 171 ; Dice v. Sheffer. 3
Watts & S 419 ; Areson v. Areson, 5 Hill
410 ; Cordrys. Adams. 1 Harr. 439 ; Russell
V. Elden, 15" Maine, 193 ; Smith v. Berrv, 8
Ohio, 365; Parker v. Parker, 5 Met. 134 ;"Fox
V. Phelps, 17 Wend. 593 ; Den w, Bowne, 3
Harrison, 210 ; Allen «i, Hovt, 5 Met. 324 j
Pattison v. Doe, 7 Ind, 282 ; Pratt v. Lead-
better, 38 Maine, 9; Lummus v. Mitchell,34 N.
H. 39, The words, "I give my lands ;" "all
the rest, residue, and remainder of my real
estate s" "all my real estate," have beeii held
severally to pass a fee without other words of
limitation or inheritance, Lowrie », Ryland,
65 Iowa, 584 ; Smith v. Berry, 8 Ohio, 365 ;
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sum in gross, either personally or out of tlie lands de- Charges of a

vised, he took an estate in fee, on the ground that if he
f^°'^ .v"iSe°"

took an estate for life only he might be damnified by
the determination of his interest before reimbursement of his ex-

penditure
; and the fact that actual loss was rendered highly

improbable by the * disparity in the amount of the sum [*1132]
charged relatively to the value of the land, did not prevent
the enlargement of the estate (c). And the future or contingent
nature of the charge did not prevent it from enlarging the estate (d).

Secus, where the charge was merely on the land generally (e), or
where there was in the will another devise without words of limita-

tion, not subject to a charge (/).
The same principle applied to annual sums charged on real estate

which, if directed to be paid by the devisee of an undefined estate

enlarged that estate to a fee simple, whether the will di- as to annual

rected the annual sum to be paid to the devisee, without changes,

more, or by the devisee out of the land
(ff) ; but not so if the annuity

was simply imposed on the devised lands (A).

Where the annuity and the estate of the devisee were both indefi-

nite, the alternative presented itself either to restrict whether an-

the annuity to the life of the devisee of the land, or to ""''3' enlarged

enlarge the estate of the devisee of the land to a fee ; visee or ceased

and the latter alternative was adopted, as being most at b's death.

consistent with probable intention (t).

(c) Co. Lit. 9 b; 6 Rep. 16 a; Cro. El. 379; Com. Rep. 323; "Willes, 138; 8 T. R. 1; 4
East, 496; 2 K. & J. 400, Lloyd v. Jackson, L. E., 1 Q. B. 571, 2 Q. B. 269 (direction to

devisee to educate and settle testator's children). For cases where the devisee was also

executor, see 6 Mad. 9; 3 B. & Ad. 753; L. R., 7 Ex. 105.
(d) 3 Russ. 350; 3 B. & Ad. 753.

(e) Denn v. Mellor, 5 T. K. 558; s o. in D. P. 2 B. & P. 247: see also Pre. Ch. 67; Moae,
240 ; 14 M. & Wels. 698; 3 Ell. & Bl. 219 ; 3 K. & J. 170.

(/) 9 East, 207; 33 L. J. Ex. 202.

(g) Cro. Jac. 527; Cro. Eliz. 744, 3 Burr. 1533; Willes, 650; W. Bl. 1041; 5 T. R. 13; 9
East, 267, overruling Cro. Car. 157; 3 D. & War. 384; 2 Jones, Ir. Exch. 719. And see
Pickwell 1). Spencer, L. R., 6 Ex. 190, 7 Ex. 105 (direction to pay yearly wages to A).

(A) 8 East, 141; 11 Exch. 37.

(i) In the case of an express devise for life, of course, the charge of the annuity would not
formerlv, nor will it now enlarge the devisee's estate, Willis v. Lucas, 1 P. Wms. 472; Doe di
Burdett V. Wrighte, 2 B. & Ab. 710. See also Bolton d. Bolton, L. R., 5 Ex. 145.

Lincoln «. Lincoln, 107 Mass. 590 ; Parker v. Tennessee, Massachusetts, and in other states,

Parker, 5 Met. 134 ; Godfrey ». Humphrey, it has been declared, by statute, that a devise

18 Pick. 537. See Josselyn v. Hutchinson, of lands shall be construed to convey a fee

2i Maine, 339. By statute in Virginia, simple, unless it appears, by express words
Kentucky, Mississippi, Missouri, Alabama, or manifest intent, that a less estate was in-

and New York, and in other states, the tended. 4 Kent, 8; id. 537,538, and notes;

word "heirs," or other words of inheritance, 1 Harr. & G 138, note; Denn v. Smilcher, 2
are no longer necessary to create or convey Green, 63, Fay v. Fay, 1 Cush. 93; Siddons v.

an estate in fee; and every grant or devise Cockrell, 131 111. 653.

of real estate, made subsequent to the statute, A fee simple may be cut down to a life es-

passes all the interest of the grantor or tes- tate by accompanying words. Johnson v,

tator, unless the intent to pass a less estate Johnson, 98 Mass. 564 (citing Bergan v.

or interest appears in express terms, or by CahiU, 58 III. 160).
necessary implication. See 4 Kent, 7, 8; Ful' Devise of income of real estate perpetually
ler V. Yates, 8 Paige, 325. In New Jersey, carries a fee. Sampson v. Randall, 72 Maine,
Maryland, North Carolina, South Carolina, 109. So of personalty. Id.
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The fee simple was also held to pass by an indefinite devise where it

was succeeded by a gift over in the event of the devisee

to a fee by dying under the age of twenty-one years, or any other
effect of devise specified age ; ^ such devise over being considered to de-

note that the prior devisee was to have the inheritance

in the alternative event of his attaining the age in question, since, in

any other supposition, the making the ulterior devise dependent on
the contingency of the devisee dying under the prescribed age would

have been capricious if not absurd (A). So, also, where
[*1133] * there was a devise over on the prior devisee dying without

leaving issue, whether under a specified age Q) or not (m).

Where lands were devised to trustees in fee, in trust for a person

or a class without any words of limitation, it was set-

Jee^in trust for ^^^^ t^^* unless a contrary intention appeared by the
B. indefinitely, context, the cestui que trust took an equitable interest
gave

.

a ee.
(jQ.ej-tgQsiyg -wifh the legal estate of the trustees, i. e.,

a fee (n).

Conversely, where lands were devised to trustees, without words of

inheritance, upon trust for one in fee, the trustees took the fee (o).

Even under wills made before 1838, an estate in fee simple might

have been created by any expressions, however informal, which de-

noted the intention. Thus, the inheritance in fee was held to pass

by a devise to A. in fee simple (p), to A. forever {q), or to him and
his assigns forever (r) (but not to a person and his assigns simply,

which gives an estate for life only (s)), or to A. and his successors (t),

or to A. et sanguini sua (u) ; to A. and his house, or A. and his

family (x), or stock (y), to A. or his heirs («), to A. and his execu-

(4) 9 East, 400; 2 V. & Sel. 608; 6 Pri. 179, Ha. 232. Tlie rule holds as well where the
prior devise is contingent as where it is vested, Ke Harrison's Estate, L. R., 5 Ch. 408; and
as well where the gift over is implied as where it is express, Andrew v. Andrew, 1 Ch. D.
410.
As to the extent of the rule, see 3 Burr. 1618, 1 W. Bl. 535; 6 Pri. 179; 9 East, 400.

(0 10 East, 460.

hn) See Moone v. Heasetnan, Willes, 142; Re Harrison's Estate, L. R., 5 Ch. 408; Holland
V. Wood, L. R., 11 Eq. 91 (where the gift over was found in the elliptical expression " chil-

dren or issue"); also Hutchinson v. Stephens, 1 Kee. 240; Claridge v. Arnold, W. N., 1880,
p. 141. But see per Lord Cairns, in Coltsmann v. Coltsmann, L. R., 3 H. L. 133, 155.

(n) 8 T. R. 597; 3 M. & Gr. 92, 3 Scott. N. R. 409; 12 Jur. 591, 17 L. J. Ch. 400; 14 Sim.
658; 11 C. B. N. S. 121. See Yarrow v. Kp.ightly, 8 Ch. D. 736.

(o) 2 Str. 798.

(p) And. 518, 8 Vin. Ab. 206, pi. 8.

(g) Co. Lit. 9 b; 8 Vin. Ab, 206, pi. 6; 2 Ld. Raym. 1152; Cro. Car. 129, Jones, 195;
1 B. C. C. 148.

(r) Co. Lit. 9 b.

(s) Id.

(t) Roll. Rep. 399, pi. 25, 8 Vin. Ab. 209, pi. 1; 3 Bulst. 194; 10 Beav. 517.

(«) Co. Lit. 9 b ; 8 Vin. Ab. 206, pi. 10.

(x) Try. 333; 17 Ves. 261. See Lucas v. Goldsmid, 29 Beav. 657, where "family" was
explained to mean heirs of the body.

(y) Hob. 33.

(a) 2 Atk. 645; and see Plowd. 289.

1 Devise to A. when he becomes of age, (citing Boraston's Case, 2 Coke, 19; Hanice
with no contingent limitation over, gives A. v. Manice, 43 N. T. 381).

a fee simple. Radley v. Kuhu, 97 N. T. 26
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tors (a), to two et heredibus (omitting suis) (h) ; to a man and his,

and to do what he will with it (c), and even to him and his sim-

ply (d) ; to A. to give and sell (e) ; to A. to give and sell, and do

therewith at his will andpleasure (/), or to a person to her own use,

to give away at her death to whom she pleases (g) ; or to be at the dis-

cretion of a person (h).

* But the words " freely to be possessed and enjoyed " [*1134]

have been decided to pass, under the old law, only an estate

for life (i).

It has been long established that a devise of a testator's " estate "

or " estates " included not only the corpus of the property, but the

whole of his interest therein (k).^ And the same effect .^p. . „

has been given to such words as " property " (l)," " in- tate " carries

heritance " (m), " reversion " or " remainder " (w),* " right * *'^' '^hen.

and title" (o),* "all my interest" (p), or "real effects" (q). And it

was ultimately settled that the words "estate," "property," &c.,

would carry the inheritance, though accompanied by words of local-

ity (r), or referring to occupancy (s), or other expressions referable

exclusively to the corpus of the property (t).

(a) 3 Burr. 1881; and see 10 Beav. 21.

(6) Br. Estates, pi. 4 ; 8 Vin. Ab. 208, pi. 18.

(c) Latch, 36, Benloe, 11, pi. 9.

(d) Id. In some manors, copyholds are so limited.

(e) Co. Lit. 9 b ; 8 Vin. Ab. 206, pi. 7.

(/) Br. Dev. pi. 39, 1 Leon. 156, 8 Vin. Ab. 234, pi. 2; id., 1 Leon. 283.

(g) 2 Atk. 103. Where such a phrase is added to an express estate for life, it confers a
power only. See 1 P. W. 149, 1 Salk. 239 ; 10 East, 438: and as to personalty, '4 Buss. 263;
but see 24 Beav. 246 ; and for cases since 1 Vict. c. 26, see infra.

(A) 1 Leon. 156, 8 Vin. Ab. 235, pi. 7. See also 2 Wils. 6.

(i) 11 East, 220; 2 C. M. & R. 23; 9 Ha. 378 ; see also L. R., 2 Q. B. 269.

(k) 2 Lev. 91; 3 Keb. 180; 1 Mod. 100; 3 Mod. 45, 228; 3 Keb. 49; 4 Mod. 89; 1 Show.
349; 1 Salk. 236 ; 1 Com. 337 ; 2 Vern. 690; Pre. Ch. 264; 2 Vern. 564; 12 Mod. 594; 2 Ld.
Ravm. 1324; 2 P. W. 524; 1 Eq. Ca. Ab. 178, pi. 18; 3 P. W. 294; Cas. t. Talb. 157; Amb.
181"; 2 Atk. 38, 102; 3 Atk. 486; 1 Ves. 10; 2 id. 48; 2 W. Bl. 938; 1 H. Bl. 223; Willes,

296 ; Lofft. 95, 100; 4 T. R. 89 : 1 B. & P. N. R. 335; 11 East. 518 ; 3 V. & B. 160; 3 Br. &
B. 85; 2 Sim. 264; 8 Bing. 323; 1 Moo. & Sc.466; 9 Ad. & Ell. 719; 1 Per. &D. 472; 15

Q. B. 28 ; 1 Exch. 414.

As to " estates " (in the plural) see Amb. 181 ; 2 T. R. 656; 4 M. & Sel. 366 ; 3 K. & J. 652.

See also 1 Cox, 362.

(0 16 East, 221; 18 Ves. 193; IJ. & W. 189; 11 Ad. & Ell. 1000; 3 Per. & D. 578; 2
Drew. 7 ; 19 Beav. 225 : L. R., 3 H. L. 121.

(m) Hob. 2, Godb, 207, Moore, 873, ca. 1218.

in) 1 Lut. 755 ; 1 Ld. Ravm. 187 ; 2 Ves. 48. Not so if the word " remainder " is used in

the sense of residue, Mose. 240; 5 T. R. 558, 2 B. & P. 247.

(o) 4 M. & Pav. 445; 6 Bing. 630.

(p) 5 T. R. 292.

(?) Hogan V. Jackson, Cowp. 299, 3 B. P. C. Toml. 388, stated Vol. I.,p. 677; Coop. 241;
22 L. J. Uh. 236. See also Grayson v. Atkinson, 1 Wils. 333, stated Vol. I., p. 678.

(r) Amb. 181; Cas. t. Talb. 157; 2 P. W. 523; 2 Atk. 37, Barn. Ch. Rep. 9; 1 T. R. 411;
4 Taunt. 176, 4 Dow. 92: 4 Taunt. 177; 6 Taunt. 317, 7 East, 259, 2 Ed. 115; 3 Sim. 398;
3 K. & J. 652; 3 D. M. & G. 668.

(s) 3 J. B. Moo. 565, 1 Br. & B. 72. See also 5 M. & Sel. 408.

(0 7 Taunt. 35; 2 Ves. 48; 6 Ex. 510.

1 Evans's Appeal, 51 Conn. 435; Lowrie v. Maine, 109. So "possessions," Chapman v.

Rvland, 65 Iowa, 584; Chapman v. Chick, 81 Chick.
Maine, 109. ' Evans's Appeal, 51 Conn. 435. See

2 White V. White, 52 Conn. 618 ; Robinson Chapman v. Chick, 81 Maine, 109 (" rest and
V. Randolph, 21 Fla. 629; Morgan v. McNee- residue ").

ley, 126 Ind. 537; Chapman v. Chick, 81 « Id.
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It was at one time a question whether under a devise by a testator

of "his moiety," "his part," or "his share," of lands the devisee

When words would take an estate in fee, but it seems ultimately to

''part,"_ have been settled that he would (m); unless a contrary

"moiety," intention appeared by the will, as, where the indefinite
carried a fee. gjft ^3,8 one in the midst of a regular series of limita-

tions expressed as remainders one to another (x). The words, how-

ever, had this force only where the moiety, part, or share belonged as

such to the testator himself (y).

[*1135] * An estate in fee was sometimes held to be given by
virtue of words of exception. So, a devise of an " estate at

B." except a particular house, passed the fee in the house («).

But the word " estate," or other words of similar signification must

have been contained in the disposition part of the will. Such words

Words of ex- occurring merely iu the introductory clause in the will,

ception. by which the testator professed in the usual manner his

intention to dispose of all his estate, did not have the effect of en-

larging the subsequent devises in the will (a). And of course such

words might be restricted by the context (b).

II. — Effect of Stat. 1 Vict. c. 26, s. 28.— By s. 28 of the act 1

Vict. c. 26, it is enacted " That where any real estate shall be devised

A devise with- to any person without any words of limitation, such de-
out words of yige shall be construed to pass the fee simple, or other

pass the fee. the whole estate or interest which the testator had power

to dispose of by will in such real estate, unless a contrary intention

shall appear by the will." *

The effect of the enactment, it will be observed, is not wholly to

preclude, with respect to wills made or republished since the year

Kemarks on 1837, the question whether an estate in fee will pass
the rule. -without words of limitation, but merely to reverse the

former rule. Formerly, nothing more than an estate for life would
pass by an indefinite devise, unless a contrary intention could be

gathered from the context. Now, an estate in fee will pass by such

a devise, "unless a contrary intention shall appear by the will."

The onus probandi (so to speak), under the present law, lies on those

who contend for the restricted construction ; and is not discharged

by showing that another devise in the will contains formal words of

(u) 3 C. B. 274; 3 Jo, & Lat. 47; 1 Drew. 646, 653 ; L. R., 1 Ex. 235.
(x) Re Arnold's Estate, 33 Beav, 163.

(y) 2 Vern. 388; Cro. Eliz. 62; 19 Beav. 135, 2 D. & Ry. 678, 1 B. & Cr. 688. And in
Beiitlev V. Oldfield, 19 Beav. 225, the fee passed by the words " share ni property

y

(z) 6 Scott, 308. 4 Bing. N. C. 455. And see 2 Dr. & Sm. 273; 2 J. & H. 634 (annuitv,
perpetual or for life).

(a) 6 Taunt. 317 ; 8 East, 141 ; 1 Cr. & Mee. 39.

(ft) Cowp. 235; 3 B. & Ad. 473; 1 Q. B. 229; 15 Ves. 564; 5 J. B. Moo. 1; 4 D. M & G 73;
1 D. F. & J. 613 ; 9 App. Ca. 890.

1 So generally in this country. See note 1, p. 1131, ante.
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limitation (c), or that a special power of appointment is (in terms)

given to the devisee (d) ; though if the same land be given in one

part of the will to A., and in another to B., the presence of words of

limitation in the latter gift, and their absence from the for-

mer, are material to correct the * apparent contradiction, pil36]
and to tjhow that the testator meant a gift to A. for life,

with remainder to B. in fee (e).

This rule of construction has been held not to apply to interests

created de novo; thus a devise of a rent-charge to A. simply, has

been held to give him a rent-charge for life only (/). The rule does

And where a testator devised to A. " the house she lives ?«' ^PP'y ^°

in and grass for a cow in G. field," and gave his D. estate created de

(which included G. field) to X., it was held that A. took »»™-

the fee simple in the house, but not in the easement ; the Court being

of opinion that grass for a cow was not necessary for the enjoyment
of the house, and that the extent of interest in the one was not gov-

erned by the other (g).

A devise of rents and profits or of income of land now
jy^^i^^ „{

carries the fee simple (h), under the old law it carried income of

only an estate for life unless words of inheritance were

added (t).

In conclusion, it may be noticed that where copyholds Yee simple

of a manor, in which there is no custom to entail, are conditional in

devised in terms which, if applied to freeholds, would within stat.

create an estate tail, the devisee takes a fee simple con- D® Donis.

ditional, which becomes absolute on the birth of issue inheritable

under the limitation (k), and the same rule applies to a or in a

similar gift of a personal inheritance ; -v^hich cannot be personal

J. -1 J /7\ inheritance.
entailed (I).

(c) Wisden v. Wisden, 2 Sm. & Gif. 396.

(d) Brook v. Brooli;, 3 Sm. & Gif. 280. See also Weale v. Ollive, 32 Beav. 421; and as to

personalty Re Mortlock's Trusts, 3 K. & J. 456. Where the prior devise is expressly for life

the question whether the further words give the absolute interest or onlv a power is the same
as before the act, Freeland v. Pearson, L. K., 3 Eq. 658; Pennock v, Pennocfc, L. E., 13 Eq.
144.

(e) GraTCnor ». Watkins, L. R., 6 C. P. 500. But for the words of limitation A. and B.

would be joint-tenants. Vol. I., p. 440.

(/) Nichols V. Hawkes, 10 Hare, 342. As to what words are sufficient to create a per-

petual rent^charge, see Mansergh v. Campbell, 25 Beav. 544, 3 De G. & J. 232.

(ff)
Reay v. Rawlinson, 29 Beav. 88. As to the construction where property is devised to

one in fee,' and there follows an indefinite gift of an easement which is necessary to its enjoy-

ment see Pvm v. Harrison, 32 L. T. N. S. 817, revd. 33 id. 796 fwill before 1838).

(h) Plenty «. West, 6 0. B. 201; Mannox v. Greener, L. E., 14 Eq. 456. See ante. Vol. I.,

p. 741.

(i) 14 Sim. 571.

(k) Doe d. Simpson v. Simpson, 4 Bing. N. C. 333, 5 Scott, 770; Doe d. Blesard v. Simp-

son. 3 Scott, N. R. 774, 3 M. & Gr. 929; Doe d. Spencer v. Clarke, 5 B. & Aid. 458.

(0 StaSord v. Buckley, 2 Ves. 170; Turner v. Turner, 1 B. C. C. 316.
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I.—1. When Trustees take the Legal Estate.— General Principles.—
The question whether a devise to uses operates by virtue of the

Whether Statutes of Wills alone, or by force of those statutes
devises are concurrently with the Statute of Uses, has been the

Statute of subject of much learned controversy (a). The pre-
Uses. vailing, and, it is conceived, the better opinion is in

favor of the latter hypothesis (b) ; the only objection to which seems

to be, that, as the Statute of Uses preceded the Statutes of Wills,

uses created under the testamentary power conferred by the latter

statutes could not, at the time of the passing of the Statute of Uses,

have been in the contemplation of the legislature. The futility of

this objection has been so often exposed, that it is not intended here

to revive the discussion, more especially as the point has not, in

general, any practical influence on the construction of wills ; for

even those who assert that the Statute of Uses does not apply,

admit, and the authorities conclusively show (c), that a

[*1138] * devise to A. and his heirs, simply to the use of B. and his

heirs, would vest the fee simple in B., if not by force of the

statute, yet in order to give efiEect to the manifest intention of the

testator. Such intention, however, seems to be apparent only when
examined through the medium of the Statute of Uses. We must
suppose the testator to be acquainted with the effect of that statute,

in order to gather from such a devise an intention to confer the legal

(a) 1 Sand. Uses, 19B; 2 Fonbl. Treat, Eq. 24; and Sngd. Pow. 8fh ed. 146.

(b) But contra per Jessel, M. R , L. R.. 20 Eq. 171, 3 Ch. D. 400, 20 Ch. D. 478.

(c) Symson ». Turner, 1 Eq. Ca. Ab 383. pi. 1, n. : Harris v. Pufch, 4 Ring. 335, 12 J. B.

Moo. 677. And see Hawkins v. Lusconibe, 2 Sw, 392; Doe ti. Field, 2 B. & Ad. 564.
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estate on the ulterior devisee. On the other hand, it is clear that

a devise to the use of A. and his heirs, in trust for or for the use of

B. and his heirs, would vest the legal inheritance in A. in trust for

B., and not carry it on to B. Either this must be by the effect of the

Statute of Uses forbidding the limitation of a use upon a use, or,

supposing that statute not to operate upon wills, it must be (as in the

former case) the result of presuming the testator to intend by the

devise in question to produce the same effect as such limitation intro-

duced into a deed would have done by force of that statute. It is

evident, therefore, that in such cases the question whether the Statute

of Uses applies to wills does not arise. And in practice little or no

attention seems to have been paid to the diificulty suggested by an
eminent writer {d), that, under a devise to A. and his heirs, to the

use of B. and his heirs, if A. should die in the testator's lifetime, the

devise to B. might possibly, under the Statute of Uses, fail at law for

want of a seisin to serve the use. Indeed the writer in question

himself observes, in solution of his own difficulty, that, as every tes-

tator has a power to raise uses either by the joint operation of both

statutes, or by force of the Statutes of Wills only, possibly the Courts

would, in favor of the intention, construe the devise as a disposition

not affected by the Statute of Uses, but as giving the fee to B. im-

mediately. Perhaps, however, there would be some difficulty, in

principle, in adopting this construction; for, if, in the event of A.

surviving the testator, the use would have been executed by the

operation of the Statute of Uses, to hold the result to be different in

consequence of the death of A. in the lifetime of the testator would

be to make the construction of the devise dependent on events subse-

quent to its inception. Supposing the devise to be void at

law, it is clear that equity * would compel the heir to con- [*1139]

vey ; but probably the Courts would struggle hard against

adopting a construction which would invalidate it even at law. The
occurrence of the question may of course be easily avoided by devis-

ing the estate immediately to uses, and not to a devisee to uses (e).

Where property, in which a testator has an estate of freehold, is

devised to one person in trust for or for the benefit of another, the ques-

tion necessarily arises whether the legal estate remains in
principle

the first-named person, or passes over to, and becomes which deter-

vested in, the beneficial or ulterior devisee. If the devise ^r"onrappa^'

is to the use of A., in trust for B., the legal estate (we have gently so, are
trusti66s

seen) is vested in A., even though no duty may have

been assigned to him which requires that he should have the estate.

Where, however, the property is devised to A. and his heirs, to the

use of, or in trust for, B. and his heirs, the question whether A. does

(d) Batl. Co. Lit. 272 a, VIII. 1; and 1 Sugd. Pow. 7th ed. 173, but omitted, 8th ed. 148.

(e) See further on this subject, Sugd. Pow. 8th ed. 148, where it is shown that an import-
ant question on the construction of powers created by will depends upon this point.

VOt. II. 19
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or does not take the legal estate depends chiefly on the fact whether

the testator has imposed upon him any trust or duty the performance

of which requires that the estate should be vested in him.'' If he

1 The difficulty arising under the Statute

of Uses, by which the legal title is vested in

the usee, does not arise in the case of an
active or special trust; such being without
the purview of the statute. Kirkland v. Cox,
94 111. 400; Chapin v. Universalist Soc, 8
Gray, 580; Striker v. Mott, 2 Paige, 387;
Wood D. Wood, 5 Paige, 596 ; Perry, Trusts,

§ 305. That is, as the writer just cited states,

if any agency, duty, or power is imposed
upon the trustee, such as to pay the rents, or
to apply the income of the estate in any par-
ticular way, or to raise money, the operation

of the statute is excluded, and the equitable

estate stands good. See Robinson v. Grev,
9 East, 1 ; Doe v. Homfray, 6 Ad. & E. 206

;

Leggett V. Perkins, 2 Comst. 297 ; Brewster
V. Striker, id. 19; Moore v. Hegeman, 72
N. Y. 376; Garvey v. McDevitt, id. 556; Heer-
mans v. Robertson, 64 N. Y. 332; Newell v.

Nichols, 75 N. Y. 78; Fay v. Fay, 1 Gush.
93. 105; Shanklaad's Appeal, 47 Penn. St.

113; Kirkland i). Cox, 94 111. 400; Morton v.

Barrett, 22 Maine, 261; Doe v. Edlin,4Ad. &
E. 582; Vail v. Vail, 4 Paige, 317; Exeter v.

Odiorne, 1 N. H. 232 ; Ashhurst i'. Given, 5
Watts & S. 323; Vaux v. Parke, 7 Watts &
S. 19; Nickell v. Handlj;, 10 Gratt. 336.

Where, however, the duty is merely passive,

as to permit and suffer the usee to occupy the

estate or to receive the rents, the statute

becomes operative, and defeats the trust.

Perrv, Trusts, §306: Verdin v. Slocum, 71
N. t. 345; Parks v. Parks, 9 Paige, 107;
Jarvis v. Babcock, 5 Barb. 139 ; Beekman v.

Bousor, 23 N. Y. 298, 314.

Great diiEculty arises sometimes, however,
in deciding whether the trust is purely pas-

sive, as was the case in Heermans y. Robert-
son, 64 N. Y. 332. But the rule seems to be
that it, though apparently passive, it in re-

ality involves the exercise of some active

duty, as where the direction is that the trus-

tee shall permit the beneficiary to take the

net rents or the clear rents, the statute is ex-
cluded and the trustee takes the legal estate.

Perrv, § 307 ; Barlcer v. Greenwood, 4 Mees,
& W. 421; Keene ». Deardon, 8 East, 248;
White V. Parker, 1 Bing. N. C. 673. So, too,

it is settled in New York that a direction to

pay over the rents and profits to the benefi-

ciary is a direction to " apply " them, and is

good under the statute of that state. Vernon
V. Vernon, 53 N. Y. 351, 359; Leggett v. Per-
kins, 2 Comst. 297; Heermans v. Robertson,
64 N. Y. 332. The fixing a mere charge, on
the other hand, upon the estate, will not pre-

vent the statute from executing the use.

Perry, § 308; Doe v. Claridge, 6 Com. B. 657,
post, p. 1145.

But the courts in recent times have in cer-

tain cases, if not generally, felt disposed to

look more liberally than formerly towards
effectuating the purposes of testators in the

matter of the construction of trusts. Thus,
in all cases of devises in trust for the separate

use of married women, the courts, with less

regard than formerly to rigid rules as to what
constitutes an active trust, will now construe
the trust, if possible, so as to vest the legal

estate in the trustee, because this will best
promote the testator's purpose. Bowen v.

Chase, 94 U. S. 812 ; s. c. 98 U. S. 254;
Rife V. Georges, 59 Penn. St. 393; Wares.
Richardson, 3 Md. 505, commenting upon
Williams v. Waters, 14 Mees. & W. 166, and
Douglas V, Congreve, 1 Beav. 59, and deny-
ing South V. Alleine, 1 Salk. 229. With re-

gard to such cases, the true principle was, in

Ware v. Richardson, supra, declared to be
that where lands are devised in trust as to the
rents and profits, for the sole and separate use
of a married woman, it is immaterial whether
the trust is declared to be to ^ay the rents and
profits to her, or to permit her to receive
them ; the use is not executed in either case,

and the trust is good. See also Harton v.

Harton, 7 T. R. 652; Hawkins v. Luscombe,
2 Swanst. 391; Ayer v. Aver, 16 Pick. 327;
Francisous e. Reigert, 4 Watts, 109 ; Eschea-
tor V. Smith, 4 McCord, 452. Compare
Heermans v. Robertson, 64 N. Y. 332 ; Leg-
gett V. Perkins, 2 Comst. 297; Leggett v.

Hunter, 19 N. Y. 445, 454.

It should further be observed that the
courts, especially of England, have gener-
ally felt less difficulty in construing wills in
aid of the written intention than in so con-
struing deeds. 4 Kent, Com. 216 ; Whorton
V. Moragne, 62 Ala. 201, 209. Several of the
cases above cited, as Bowen v. Chase, Ware
V. Richardson, Ayer v. Ayer, and Escheator
V. Smith, were cases of deeds. The doctrine
of the cases appears to be unaffected by the
married women enabling acts; and it prob-
ably has a wide significance, one not con-
fined to trusts in favor of married women.
In Heermans ». Robertson, 64 N. Y. 332, 342,
it is laid down that the operation of the New
York statute is excluded or not according to
the question ot' the necessity of a legal estate

in the trustee ; and that when such necessity
does not exist, the trust is to be executed as
a power.

It may be added that if there be several in-

dependent trusts in the will, the invalidity of

one or more will not destroy those which are
otherwise good. Van Schuyver v. Mulford,
69 N. Y. 426; Parks ». Parks, 9 Paige, 107;
Oxley V. Lane, 35 N. Y. 340; Harrison v.

Harrison, 36 N. Y. 543 ; Schettler v. Smith,
41 N. Y. 328; Manice v. Manice, 43 N. Y.
303. All the trusts will, however, be affected
by such invalidity when they are so far depen-
dent upon each other or upon the invalid part
as not to be separable from that which is

void. Van Schuvver ». Mulford, supra ; Knox
V. Jones, 47 N. Y. 389. The Statute of Uses
does not apply to chattel interests, even in

land. Harley v. Platts, 6 Rich. 310; Schley
V. Lyon, 6 Ga. 330; Denton ». Denton, 17
Md. 403; Slevin v. Brown, 32 Mo. 176. Tha
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has not, the legal ownership passes to the beneficial devisee, and the

first-named person is regarded as a mere devisee to uses, filling the

same passive office as a releasee to uses 'in an ordinary conveyance by
lease and release. And the fact that the testator, in a series of limita-

tions, employs sometimes the word " use," and sometimes the word
" trust " is not considered to indicate that he had a different intention

in the respective cases.

Thus, where (/) a testator devised lands to A. and his heirs, in

trust and for the several uses and purposes after-mentioned, viz. to

pay the rents to certain persons for the life of B., and after Words " use "

her decease to the use of C. and D. during their lives and ^"*
'!
'™^'

"

the life of the longest liver, remainder to the use of difierently.

A. and his heirs during the lives of C. and D. and the life of the

longest liver, to preserve contingent remainders ; and after the several

deceases of C. and D., then in trust for the heirs male of the bodies

of C. and D. ; remainder to the use of T. in fee. After B.'s death, C.

and D. suffered a recovery, which it was contended was void, on the

ground that the limitation to the heirs male of their bodies

was equitable, and therefore did not make them * tenants in [*1140]

tail (a point which is discussed in a future chapter) ; but

Lord EUenborough observed, that the testator employed the words
" use " and " trust " indifferently, and both were within the operation

of the statute (gr).

So, it is clear, that the mere change of language, in a

series of limitations, by substituting words of direct gift changing

to the persons taking the beneficial interest, for the language of

phrase " in trust for," will not clothe such persons with inTroducing
^

the legal estate, if the purposes of the will, in any pos- JP^^^ °t

sible event, require that the legal estate should be in the

trustees (h).

But the Courts are strongly inclined to give the devise such a con-

struction as will confer on the trustees estates co-extensive with those

interests which are limited in the terms of trust estates, if the other

parts of the will can by any means be made consistent.^

{/) Doe d. Terr}' »• Collier, 11 East, 377.

(a) It is evident, therefore, that his Lordship concurred in the doctrine that uses created by
will are within the Statute of Uses.

(A) Doe d. Tomkyns v. Willan, 2 B. & Aid. 84 ; Murthwaite v. Jenkinson, 3 D. & Ryl.

765, 2 B. & Cr. 357. See also Sandford v. Irby, 3 B. & Aid. 654; Blagrave v. Blagrave,

4 Ex. 550; Hodson v. Ball, 14 Sim. 658; Watson v. Pearson, 2 Ex. 581; Smith v. Smith, 11

C. B. (N. S.) 121; Collier v. Walters, L. R., 17 Eq. 252.

Engli<fh statute itself has never been in force Young v. Bradley, 101 U. S. 782 ; Doe v. Con-

in some of the states, as in Ohio. Helfen- aidine, 6 Wall. 458; Neilson v. Legrow, 12

stine V. Garrard, 7 Ohio, part 1, 275. How. 98; Webster v. Cooper, 14 How. 499;

1 Two fundamental rules, one of exten- Ward v. Amory, 1 Curt. 419; Morton v. Bar-

sion, the other of restriction, are laid down rett, 22 Maine, 257; Cleveland v. Hallett, 6

by the authorities as governing the quantum Cush.403; Welch ». Allen, 21 Wend. 147; Wil-

of estate of the trustee : 1. For every good liams Presbyterian Soc, 1 Ohio St. 478 ;
Liv-

trust, a legal estate sufficient for the execu- ingston v. Murray, 68 N. Y. 485, 495 ;
Kirk-

tion thereof shall, if possible, be implied, land j;. Cox, 94 111. 400 ; Noble ». Andrews, 37
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Restrictive

operation of
vrords of

direct gift.

Thus, where (t) the testator's real estate was devised to trustees,

their survivors or survivor, and their or his heirs, &c., to secure a

life annuity (which was to be paid out of the annual in-

come), and then in trust for the testator's children, until

they should attain twenty-one, " and then unto and among
them, share and share alike, as tenants in common, and

not as joint-tenants ; " and the will contained clauses empowering the

trustees to grant leases of the estates, and, if they should think it

advisable, to sell any part thereof, at any time after his (the testa-

tor's) decease. It was held, notwithstanding this expression, that the

estate of the trustees was confined to the minority of the children,

being so restricted by the express devise to them.

A devise of copyhold lands in trust for a minor, and to he trans-

Deviae of ferred to him at twenty-one, has been held to give to the

copyholds trustees a chattel interest only, determinable at the ma-

ferred^"'to a' joi"ity of the cestui que trust ; the Court thinking that
at majority. the words " to be transferred," did not refer to a legal

(i) Doe d. Budden v. Harris, 2 D. & Ryl. 38. See also Goodtitle d. Haward v. Whitby
1 Burr. 228; Edwards V. Syinons, 6 Taunt. 212, Ackland v. Lutley, 1 Per. & D. 636, 9 Ad.
& Ell. 879 ; Tucker v. Johnson, 16 Sim. 3« ; Plenty v. West, 6 C."B. 201 ; Doe d. Kimber v.

Cafe, 7 Ex. 675; Baker v. White, L. R., 20 Eq. 176; Richardson d. Harrison, 16 Q. B. D. 85,

108. See also Godefroi on Trusts (2d ed.), 11, 12.

Conn. 346. 2. The legal estate in the trustee

shall not be carried further than is required
for the complete execution of the trust.

Lewin, Trusts (6th Eng. ed.), 189; Young ».

Bradley, supra; Norton v. Norton, 2 Sandf.
296; Williman v. Holmes, 4 Rich. Eq. 475;
Smith V. Metcalf, 1 Head, 64; Ellis v. Fisher,

3 Sneed, 231; Farrow v. Farrow, 12 S. Car.
168. The writer cited gives many illustra-

tions of each of these rules.

As to the first rule, he shows inter alia that

the legal estate may be supplied in toto for

the sake of an intended trust not fully set

out. Thus, in case of a devise to a feme
coverte of the issues of certain property, to be
paid by the executors, the land itself is

deemed to have been given to the executors
in trust for effecting the purpose. Bush v.

Allen, 5 Mod. 63; Doe v. Homfray, 6 Ad. &
E. 206. Or the legal estate may, if necessary,
be enlarged, rather than that the trust should
fail. Doe v, Simpson, 5 East, 162.

As to the sectind rule, an illustration is

found in the case of a devise to A. and his

heirs (the language of a fee simple) in trust

to pay the rents to B. for his life, and on his

death the estate to C. in fee. Here the legal

estate for B.'s life is in the trustee, and the
legal estate of the remainder is vested in C.

Adams v. Adams, 6 Q. B. 8S0; Cook «.

Blake, 1 Exch. 220. So, too, though a fee

simple be given in appropriate terms to trus-

tees, and though appointees or heirs are to

take interests only upon the happening of a
conlingency, still, when that contingency
happens, if the trust has then been fully per-

formed, the appointees or heirs, as the case
may be, will at once take a legal estate of the
extent given by the will as purchasers. Ward
V. Amory, 1 Curt. 419, 428. See Pearce v.

Savage, 45 Maine, 90. On the other hand, the
death of the person for whose benefit a trusl

has been created, does not necessarily termin-
ate the trust in the absence of a specific limi-

tation to that effect. Slevin v. Brown, 32 Mo.
176. Compare Scott «. Rand, 115 Mass. 104.
(But ordinarily it will. Post, p. 1156, note.)

Nor where the trust is to terminate upon the
performance of some act to be done at a time
left to the discretion of the trustee can a third

person, against whom the trustee is proceed-
ing to recover trust property, object that the
trustee has been negligent in omitting to per-
form the act, and that therefore his trust is

to be deemed as at an end. Cumberland v.

Graves, 9 Barb. 595. With regard to both of

the abov^e-atated rules, the courts will be
guided, in determining upon the amount of
interest in a trustee when the limits of his es-
tate are not accurately defined by the testator,

by the principle that the quantity of estate

taken by the trustee is to be governed by the
purposes of the trust, ascertainable from the
will. Wards. Amory, 1 Curt. 419; Coulter
V. Robertson, 24 Miss. 278; Norton v. Norton,
2 Sandf. 296. Whatever he the general
terms of the trust, the nature and duration
thereof are, in the absence of clear language
defining its limits, determined by its require-
ments. Young V. Bradley, supra; Doe v.

Considine, supra.
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transfer of the estate by surrender (in -wMeh case the trus-

tees must have taken the fee to * enable them to make such [*1141 ]

surrender), but merely to the delivery of possession, and
admission on the rolls of the manor {k).

I.— 2. Legal Estate by Implication from Direction to apply Kents,

&c.— Where the person to whom the real estate is de- Trustee takes

vised for the benefit of another is intrusted with the ap- i^gai estate,

plication of the rents, he must, aeeording to the principle to apply the

before laid down, take the legal estate, in order that he •'^"'^'

may have a command over the possession and income.

In Shapland v. Smith (T) the trust was out of the rents, after de-

ducting rates, taxes, repairs, and expenses, to pay such clear sum as

remained to S. during his life, and after his death to the _ ^^ ^^

use of the heirs male of his body. The question was pay taxes and

whether the use for life was executed in S., who, if it '*P*"'^'

were, was tenant in tail male, by force of the rule in Shelley's case (m).

Eyre, B., sitting for Lord Thurlow, thought there was no difference

between a trust to pay the rents to a person, and a trust to permit

him to receive them (see contra in the sequel), and, therefore, that

the use in this case was vested in S. ; but Lord Thurlow, on resuming

his seat, determined that as the trustees were to pay taxes and re-

pairs, the legal estate during the life of S. was in them.

In Silvester v. Wilson (») the testator devised that the trustees

should yearly during the life of his son J. W. receive _ or to ap-

the rents: and he ordered that they should be applied ply rents for

for the maintenance of the said J. W. The Court thought of cestui que

that it was intended that the trustees should have a sort *''"^''

of discretion in the application of the money, and, therefore, that

they took the legal estate during the life of J. W.
Indeed, without regard to the exact degree of discretionary power

lodged in the trustees, the mere fact that they are made agents in the

application of the rents is sufficient to give them the lega,l estate, as

in the case of a simple devise to A. upon trust to pay the

rents to B. And it is immaterial in such a * case that there [*1142]

is no direct devise to the trustees, if the intention that they

(J) Doe d. Player ». Nicholls, 1 B. & Cr. 336. Cf. ikaden «. Taylor, 45 L. J. Ch.
569.

(I) 1 B. C. C. 74. See also Brnwne «. Eamsden, 2 J. B. Moo. 612; Tenny d. Gibbs v.

Moody, 3 Bing. 3, 10 J. B. Moo. 252.

(m) The question whether the trustees take anv and what estate is often raised in this

manner. See Jones «. Lord Say and Sele, 8 Vin.'Ab. 262, pi. 19, 1 Eq. Ca. Abr. 383, pi. 4,

as to which case see per Lawrence, J., 5 East, 167, Fearne, C. R. 54, n. bv Butler; Silvester

d. Law V. Wilson, 2 T. E. 444 ; Curtis ». Price, 12 Tea 89; Wvkham »."Wykham, 18 Ves.

395; Biscoe v. Perkins, 1 T. & B. 485 ; Adams v. Adams, 6 Q. B". 860 ; Collier v. Walters, L.

E., 17 Eq. 252.

(») 2 T. R. 444. See also Doe fl. Ironmonser, 3 East. 533 ; Revnell ». Eej-nell, 10 Beav.
21; Berry v. Berry, 7 Ch. D. 657 ; and see Plenty v. West, 6 C. S. 201.
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— or to pay shall take the estate can be collected from the will,

rents to a Hence a devise to the intent that A. shall receive the
T)6rsoii>

rents and pay them over to B. would clearly vest the

legal estate in A. (o).

But where real estate is devised to one person upon trust to per-

mit and suffer another to receive the rents, the beneficial devisee

To permit takes the legal estate and not the trustee {p). The dis-

receipt of tinction between a direction to pay the rents to a person,

trustee^no*' and a direction to permit him to receive them, though
^si^^^- often condemned, cannot now be questioned. In Doe d.

Leicester v. Biggs (^), Sir James Mansfield said it was miraculous how
it came to be established, since good sense requires in each case that

it should be equally a trust, and that the estate should be executed in

the trustee ; for how could a man be said to permit and suffer who
has no estate and no power to hinder the cestui que trust from

receiving ?

Where the expressions to "pay unto " and " permit and siiiler

to receive " are both used, it seems that the construction will (in

Effect whe
conformity to a rule discussed in a preceding chapter (»)),

both expres- be governed by the posterior expression. Thus, in Doe
sions are used.

^_ Leicester V. Biggs (s), where the trust was "to pay
unto or permit and suffer A. to receive the rents," it was held that

the words "permit and suffer," coming last, controlled the former

trust, " to pay," and consequently that the estate was vested in A. (t).

In the proposition that a devise to a person upon trust to permit

Trust to per- another to receive the rents, vests the legal estate in the

with othCT' latter, it is assumed that no duty is imposed on the
active duties; trustee, either expressly or by implication, requiring that

he should have the estate, for in such case it is clear the trustees will

take the legal estate.

Thus, in Biscoe v. Perkins (u), where a testator devised his real

estate to his executors, their heirs, &c., for the life of his

[*1143] * son A., to the intent to support the contingent remainders

— as to after limited, but in trust, nevertheless, to permit and
preserve suffer his Said son to receive the rents for his own use

remainders; during his natural life ; and after his decease the testa-

(0) Doe V. Homfray, 6 Ad. &' Ell. 206. See also cases cited post, p. 1154.

(p) Eight d. Phillips w. Smith, 12 East. 455; Doe d. Noble v. Bolton, 11 Ad. & Ell. 18S ;

but see Gregory v Henderson, 4 Taunt. 772, post, p. 1143.

(q) 2 Taunt. 109 ; and see 1 Ed. 36, n., and 1 B. C. C. by Eden, 75, n.

(r) Ch. XV.
(s) 2 Taunt. 109 ; so in Baker r>. White, L. E., 20 Eq. 166. See also Ee Allsop and Jov, 61

L. T. 213.

(() But might not the alternative terms of the devise in such a case have been considered

as giving the trustees an option V This would have avoided the repugnancy. In Ee Tan-
queray-Willaume and Landau, 20 Ch. D. at p 478, Jessel, M. B- , said that such a case as

Doe V. Biggs, decided on such narrow grounds, cannot be treated as establishing any
principle applicable to other cases.

(«) 1 V. & B. 485. See also White v. Parker, 1 Bing. N. C. 673, 1 Scott, 542.
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tor devised the same to the first son of A. in tail. Lord Eldon held

that A. did not take the legal estate, as the purpose of preserving the

contingent remainders required that it should be in the trustees.

So in Ee Tanqueray-Willaume and Landau (v), where there was a

devise to the testator's wife and son, their heirs, and assigns, upon
trust to pay the rents, &c., or permit the same to be re- _ ^^ ^^

ceived by the wife during her life, and, after her de- raise and pay

cease, to raise and pay out of the property certain lega-
^sacies

;

cies, and as to the residue to the testator's son in fee. The Court of

Appeal held that the wife and son took the legal estate as joint ten-

ants in fee.

Upon the same principle, it has been often decided that _ ^^ ^^^^^

a trust to permit a feme covert to receive the rents for separate use

her separate use, vests the estate in the trustees (ee). " '^'

And where {y) a trust to permit and suffer the testator's wife to

receive the rents during her widowhood was followed by
a direction, that her receipts, with the approbation of any theTpproba-

one of his trustees, should be good ; it was held that the tion of trustees

legal estate was vested in the trustees, it being clearly

intended that they should exercise a control.

And a similar construction was given to a direction that the trus-

tees should permit the beneficial devisee to receive the net rents and
profits ; this term being used, it was thought, in contrar

,^^ permit A
distinction to the gross profits, which were intended to be to receive met

received by the trustees, and the surplus paid over to the
^^'^^^'

person beneficially entitled, both purposes evidently requiring that

the trustees should have an estate (2).

I.—3. Legal Estate by Implication from Direction to sell and con-

vey.— Where the duty imposed on the devisee is to sell or

* convey (a) the fee simple, he is held to take the inherit- [*1144]

ance to enable him to comply with the direction,'' though in

(») 20 Ch. D. 465.

(x) Harton v. Harton, 7 T. R. 662; Doe d. Woodcocli v. Bartlirop, 5 Taunt. 382. See also

Doe d. Stephens v. Scott, 4 Bing. 505, 1 M. & Pay. 317; a fortiori, wliere the direction is to

pay them to her, Nevil ». Sanders, 1 Vern. 415, I'Eq. Ca. Ab. 382, pi. 1 ; Robinson v Grey,
9 East, 1; Hawkins v. Luscombe, 2 Sw. 375; and see Toller v. Attwood, 15 Q. B. 929; Plenty
V. West, 6 C. B. 201 ; but as to a deed, see Williams v. Waters, 14 M. & Wels. 166.

(y) Gregory v. Henderson, 4 Taunt. 772, which compare with Broughton v. Langlev, Sails.

679, 2 Ld. Raym. 873, 1 Lutw. 823.

(z) Barker v. Greenwood, 4 M. & Wels. 421.

(a) Garth v. Baldwin, 2 Ves. 646; Doe d. Booth v. Field, 2 B. & Ad. 564; Doe d. Shelley
». Edlin, 4 Ad. & Ell. 582. See the rule, as stated in the text, approved of, and commented
on by Lord Esher, M. R., in Richardson v. Harrison, 16 Q. B. D. at p. 105.

1 A devise of an estate generally, or in- v. English Church, 53 N. T. 500; Briggs ».

definitely, with power to conveym fee, carries Davis, 21 N. Y. 574. It is otherwise, if the
a fee. Doe ». Howland, 8 Cowen, 277 ; Bell power be to devise merely. Id. But where
V. Humphrey, 8 W. Va. 1 ; 4 Kent, 319. A the estate is given for life only, the devisee
fortiori when the trustee is also directed to takes only an estate for life, though a power
take possession and manage the estate and of disposition, or to appoint the fee by deed
pay the taxes thereon until the sale. Duvall or will, be annexed; unless there should be
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Direction to sucli a case it is too mucli to affirm that the testator's in-

E-lverieear^^
tention cannot in any other manner be effected ; for, by-

estate to means of a power, the trustee might be authorized to
devisee. convey without himself having an estate. It seems to

be a more reasonable conclusion, however, that the testator, by devis-

ing the property to the person who is directed to make the convey-

ance or sale, intended not merely to, make him the medium or in-

strument through which to vest the estate in the beneficial devisee,

but that he should take an estate commensurate with the duty which
was assigned to him ; and the ground for this construction is obvi-

ously strengthened, when there are other purposes requiring that the

trustee should have soine estate.

In Bagshaw v. Spencer (5), a devise to trustees and their heirs,

(A) 1 Ves. 142, 2 Atk. 570. See also Gibson v. Rogers, Amb. 93; Sanford v. Irby, 3 B. &
Aid. 654 ; Watson s. Pearson, 2 Ex. 581; Blagrave v. Blagrave, 4 Ex. 550 ; Reynell v.

Revnell, 10 Beav. 21 ; Rackham «. Siddall, 1 M. & Gord. 607, 2 H. & Tw. 44; Doe d. Noble
V. Bolton, 11 Ad. & Ell. 188; Underbill v. Roden, 2 Ch. D. 499 ; but see Hawker ». Hawker,

some manifest general intent of the testator,

which would be defeated by adhering to this

particular intent. See 4 Kent, 319, 320;
Jackson v. Robins, 16 Johns. 588; Flintham's
Case, 11 Serg. & R. 16.

In cases of devises to executors, the earlier

decisions established the distinction that a
devise of land to executors to sell pas'feed the
interest in it ; but a devise that executors
shall sell, or that the lands shall be sold by
them, gave them but a power. This distinc-

tion was taken as early as the time of Henry
VI., and it has received the sanction not only
of Littleton and Coke, but also of modern
judges. Litt. § 169; Co. Litt. 113 a, 181 b

;

I'ay ». Fay, 1 Cush. 93, 105; Bergen ».

Bennett, 1 Caines Cas. 16 ; Jackson v.

Scauber, 7 Cowen, 187 ; Peck v, Henderson,
7 Yerg. 18; Bogert v. Hertell, 4 Hill, 492;
Greenough ». Welles, 10 Cush. 571. So it is

said that a devise of the land to be sold by
the executors confers ^ power, and does not

five any interest. Ferebee v. Proctor, 2 Dev.
; B. 439 ; s. o. Dev. & B. Eq. 496 ; Patten

V, Crow, 26 Ala. 426; 4 Kent, 320, notes.

But compare Shippen v. Clapp, 29 Penu. St.

365.

Mr. Chancellor Kent has well observed that

the distinctions on this subject appear over-
strained; 4 Kent, Com. 321, note; and it may
be added that the effort of judges and writers

has sometimes indicated a stronger desire to

lay down an artificial rule of law, however
arbitrary, than to carry into effect the testa-

tor's intention. When, however, the power
to sell is connected with directions to apply
the proceeds upon trusts, it is then in the

nature of a trust and becomes imperative upon
the executors. They must sell and apply the

proceeds according to the directions. Green-
ough V. Welles, 10 Cush. 571, 576 ; Gibbs ».

Marsh, 2 Met. 243, 251. See Moore v. Hege-
mau, 72 N. Y. 376 ; Leggett v. Perkins, 2

Comst. 297; Mitchell v. Speuce, 62 Ala. 450;
Patten v. Crow, 26 Ala. 431. So a devise at

common law to executors by name, with di-

rections to sell, intercepted the descent to the
heir, coupling an interest with the power.
Mitchell V. Spence, supra. But if there is

only a direction to the executors to sell and
apply the proceeds in a particular manner,
and there are no duties or trusts devolved
upon them which render it necessary to imply
a grant of the legal estate, the heirs-at-law
will take the legS estate, subject to be di-

vested immediately upon the execution of

the power. Greenough v. Welles, supra. See
also Bruner». Meigs, 64 N. Y. 506; Heermans
V. Robertson, id. 332.

In regard to the exercise of a power, where
a testator directs his estate to be disposed of
for certain purposes without declaring by
whom the sale is to be made, and the proceeds
are to be distributed by the executor, the
direction is good, and the power to sell is

vested by implication in the executor. Quee-
ver 1). Trew, 6 Heisk. 59. In the case of

discretionary powers, it may be observed, the
power is not transmitted to an administrator
with the will annexed, under the statutes of

Alabama. Mitchell v. Spence, 62 Ala. 450;
Anderson r. McGowan, 42 Ala. 285 ; Tarver
V. Haines, 55 Ala. 503.

Under the statutes of New York, when an
executor takes for administration the growing
crops of land well devised, as he mav do
(Stall V. Wilbur, 77 N. Y. 158), and it turns
out that there are no creditors of the estate,

then, inasmuch as the crops cannot in such
cases be sold to pay legacies (Stall w. Wilbur,
supra), the executor holds them by a mere
naked trust : and the whole title to the crops,
legal and equitable, vests at once in the
devisee. He could, therefore, by an order of
the surrogate, or by a suit in equity, compel
the executor to deliver them to him. Stall t>.

Wilbur. And if the executor in such a case
has sold the crops and converted the avails to

his own use, tiie devisee may at once sue him
for the value thereof. Id.
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upon trust out of the rents or by sale or mortgage to raise so much
as should be sufficient for the payment of debts, legacies, and funeral

expenses ; and then as to one moiety upon trust for and to the use of

B. for life, remainder to trustees to preserve contingent uses, &c., was
held by Lord Hardwicke to vest the fee in the trustees, as they were
" to sell the lands " by virtue of their estate.

In this case the testator evidently intended the trustees to take the

inheritance, as they were to raise the money either out of the rents

or by sale or mortgage of the estate, and the former pur-

pose could not be answered by a mere power ; though it Bagshaw v.

is observable that the construction adopted by the Court Spencer,

rendered nugatory the remainder in trust for preserving contingent

remainders.

Even a devise to trustees and their heirs, in trust for " in trust and

several persons as tenants in common for life, and af-
^eved ac-

terwards for their children, and if any tenant for life cordingiy."

should die without issue (^. e., such issue, viz. children), then

his share to " go to the * survivor or survivors of them and [*1145]

their heirs, and to be conveyed and assured to them and their

heirs accordingly," was held to give them the fee simple to enable

them to convey in the event mentioned (c).

But a formal devise to trustees in fee to successive uses in settle-

ment (with a limitation to the trustees after each life estate to pre-

serve contingent remainders) will not give the legal fee to the trustees

(thereby converting all the uses into equitable interests) merely be-

cause the will contains a power authorizing them to "convey in ex-

change or on partition," although there are contingent remainders

which in the result are not effectually preserved {d).

In Richardson v. Harrison (e) a testatrix devised freeholds to trus-

tees, their heirs and assigns, upon trust for her daughter during her

life, and after her decease for her children as she
Dg^iseto

should by deed or will appoint, and in default of such trustees in fee

appointment, in trust for the daughter's right heirs. The discretionary

testatrix directed that the daughter's receipt should be a authority

sufficient discharge to the trustees, and that the property

should be enjoyed by her free from the debts or control of any hus-

band, and further directed that it should be lawful for the trustees,

with the consent of the daughter or other beneficiaries, to sell the

property. The daughter survived the testatrix but died unmarried.

It was held by the Court of Appeal that the trustees took under the

3 B. & Aid. 537. A direction to convey without anv words of devise gives a power only, Doe
V. Shotter, 8 Ad. & Ell. 905; Queen v. Wilson, 3 B. & S. 201 (copyhold): so a direction to

settle, Knocker v. Bunbury, 6 Bing. N. S. 306, 8 Scott, 414.

(c) Maden v. Tavlor, 45 L. J. Ch. 569. Cf. Doe v. NichoUs, 1 B. & Or. 336, ante, p. 1140;

see and consider Fowlce v. Draycott, 29 Ch. D. 996, 1002.

(d) Cunliffe v. Brancker, 3 Ch. D. 393.

(e) 16 Q. B. D. 85.
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will a legal estate in fee simple, and that tlie estate for life devised to

the daughter and the remainder to her right heirs coalesced pursuant to

the rule in Shelley's case (/), so as to give the daughter an equitable

estate in fee simple in the property. Sir H. Cotton, L. J. {g), distin-

guished the case of CunlifEe v. Brancker, on the ground that there

the whole will was framed on the footing of the beneficial interest

being united with the legal interest, and there was an express limita-

tion of a term to the trustees.

Lands being I.— 4. Effect of Charge of Debts.— The mere fact,

debte and'"''
that the devised property is charged with debts or legar

legacies will cies, wiU not vest the legal estate in the trustees, unless

estate in\he ^^^7 ^^^ directed to pay them, or the will contains some
trustees. other indication of an intention to create a trust for the

purpose.

[ *1146] * Thus, where (A) the testator, as to his real and personal

estate, subject to his debts, legacies, and funeral expenses,

devised the same as follows, that is to say : unto M. and W. and
their heirs, upon trust and to and for the several uses, &c., following,

that is to say : to the intent that they the said M. and W. or the survivor

of them or the heirs, executors, and administrators of such survivor

should in the first place apply the testator's personal estate in dis-

charge of debts, funeral expenses, and such legacies as he might direct

;

and to his real estates, subject to his debts and such charges as he

might then or thereafter think proper to make, he gave and devised

the same unto P. for his life, with remainders over. The Court held

that the estate was executed in P. for his life. Lord Alvanley, C. J.,

said, " unless it appeared manifestly that the testator intended that

the trustees should be active in paying the debts, the legal estate

would not vest in them. The question was, whether there were such

apparent intention on the face of this will. It would, indeed, be

much more convenient that the legal estate should be vested in trus-

tees for the payment of the debts, than that the trust should be ex-

ecuted by the devisee under the direction of a Court of Equity ; for a
Court of Equity could not enable the devisee to make a complete title

to the estate (i). But this," he added, " was only an argument ab in-

convenienti, from which we cannot construe the testator to have said

what, in fact, he has not said."

But if the testator has devised the land to the trustees in fee

simple and has appointed them executors, and directed them to

pay the debts which he has charged on the land, the legal estate in

fee will vest in the trustees (k). But a direction to pay debts will

(y ) See as to this, post, p. 1177.

Iq) n Q. B. D. at p. no.
(h) Kenriclc v. Lord Beauclerk, 3 B. & P.^78.
(i) Tiiis deficiency is now supplied by 1 Will. 4, c. 47, s. 12, 13 & 14 Vict. c. 60, and 15

and 16 Vict. c. 55.

(h) Creaton v. Creaton, 3 Sm. & G. 386; Spence i). Spence, 12 C. B. (N. S.) 199 ; Smith ».
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not enlarge an estate pur autre vie, given to trustees, to a fee

simple (I).

Here, it may be observed, that wliere real estate is devised to

trustees for the payment of debts and legacies, though „ , ,

.

the property becomes applicable only in case of the defi- in aid"of

ciency of the personal estate, the trustees take the legal P^'^so"*^'^-

estate in fee instanter, independently of the fact of the per-

sonalty proving * deficient (m). But it is otherwise where [*1147]
the devise is in terms made contingent on this event (the

language of the will being, " in case my personal estate shall not be

sufacient to pay debts, &c., then I devise, &c." (n)).
-where (^cotsb

But even in such case the trustees, on the happening is in terms

of the contingency, take an absolute fee simple in the pereona™y
""

whole which continues in them as to the residue of the being in-

property, after they have, by a sale of part, raised suffi-

cient money to answer the charge (o).

In Hawker v. Hawker (p), where an estate was made salable by
trustees, in the event of the proceeds of another estate proving defi-

cient, which th&y did not, to pay the testator's debts, it
-where trust

appears to have been considered, that having regard to is contingent

the terms in which the estate was given to the beneficial "^ erent.

devisees in the event of its not being wanted (such devises being
framed in the manner of regular and formal limitations of the legal

estate, including one to trustees for preserving contingent remain-

ders), the trustees did not take the fee. As, however, the estate was
in the first instance actually given to the trustees and their heirs,

the point seems to have been one of great nicety and difficulty, and
the propriety of the decision has been questioned by an eminent
writer {q).

A different construction prevailed in Doe d. Cadogan v. Ewart (r),

where a testator devised to A., B., and C, and the survivors or sur-

vivor of them and the heirs of such survivor (s), all his Trustees held

real estate, charged with the payment of a life annuity *" '»l^« the

and so much of his debts, legacies, funeral expenses, standing

and the costs of proving his will, as his personal estate expressions

should not extend to, upon the trusts following : upon conferring a

trust to pay the rents to his wife during widowhood, Po^^roniy.

Smith, 11 C. B. (N. S.) 121; Ee Tanqueray-Willaume and Landau, 20 Ch. D. 465, 479; Mar-
sliall D. Gingel!, 21 Ch. D. 790.

(1) Doe d. Muller i'. Claridge, 6 C. B. 641 ; the estate of the trustees may have been re-

stricted to the life on the principle of Bolton v. Bolton, L. K., 5 Ex. 145, ante, p. 1152, -where
the devise was without words of limitation with a gift over on the devisee's death.

(m) Murthwaite v. Jenkinson, 2 B. & Cr. 357, 3 D. & Ey. 765. See also Doe ». Field, 2
B. & Ad. 564.

(») Goodtitle d. Hart ». Knott, Cowp. 43.

(o) Doe d. Cadogan «. Ewart, 7 Ad. & Ell. 636. But here the trust only was contingent.

\p) 3 B. & Aid. 5.37.

(}) Sugd. Pow. 8th ed. 111. See also per Jervis, C. J., Poad v. Watson, 6 Ell. & Bl. 619.
(r) 7 Ad. & Ell. 636, 3 Nev. & P. 197. But see Doe v. Shotter, 8 Ad. & Ell. 905.
(s) These words make the trustees joint-tenants for life, with a contingent remainder in

fee to the survivor. See ante, p. 1115, n. (i).
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and after her decease or marriage again, upon trust to apply the rents

for the maintenance of his daughter J. until she should attain twenty-

five, and after her attaining that age, upon trust, charged as aforesaid,

for her and her heirs and assigns ; but in case she should die with-

out leaving issue lawfully begotten, then the testator gave

[*1148] the said * real estate to D. and E., their heirs and assigns

forever. And the testator ordained that the trustees, for

the performance of his will, in order to raise money for the payment
of his debts, funeral expenses, and legacies, should, with all conven-

ient speed after his decease, in case the residue of his personal estate

should be insufficient for that purpose, bargain and sell and alien in

fee simple any part of Ms freehold lands before mentioned ; for the

doing whereof he gave to his trustees and the survivors, &c., and
the heirs, &c., full power and authority to grant, alien, bargain and
sell, convey and assure the same premises or any part thereof to any
person or persons and their heirs forever in fee simple, by all such

lawful ways and means in the law as to them should seem fit. And
the testator authorized the trustees and the survivors, &c., and the

heirs, &c., to give receipts for the purchase-money ; and did commit
the management of the estates and fortunes of his daughter to his

trustees and executors until she should attain twenty-five. The
testator's widow died in his lifetime. The personal estate proved

insufficient to pay the debts, and it was held that in this event the

trustees took an absolute fee in the real estate, and not (as had been
contended) a mere estate of freehold until the testator's daughter

attained twenty-five, with a power to sell for the payment of debts

and legacies (t) : and further, that as the will did not confine the

power to sell to so much as should be sufiicient to pay the debts, and
as there was no devise over of such parts as should remain unsold,

the trustees retained the fee simple in the unsold part.

Although the Court appeared to rely on the fact that the contin-

gency mentioned in the trust had actually happened, the principle

of their decision was that the fee originally devised to the trustees

was to be cut down only if a less estate would (without reference

to subsequent events) have certainly enabled them to fulfil all the

trusts (u). This principle has been frequently enunciated in later

cases (a;), and would seem to make it immaterial whether
[*1149] the contingency mentioned in the trust *does or does not

happen. And with regard to the trust not being confined
to selling so much as should be sufficient to answer the charge, the

(t) Sometimes a trust or a power of sale is to be exercised during the continuance of the
trusts, and the question arises as to what is to be deemed a " contanuauce " thereof. It is
clear that the mere fact of the estate being outstanding in the trustees by reason of their
neglect to convey at the proper period does not prolong their power. Wood ». White, 3 Kee.
664; but as to this case, see 4 M. & Cr. 460.

(v) 7 Ad. & Ell. 666, 667, citing Dob ». Edlin : see also Doe d. Kimber v. Cafe, post, p. 1162.
(x) See Poad v. Watson, 6 Ell. & Bl. 606; Maden ». Taylor, 4S L. J. Ch. 569 (trust to

convey in one event).. This principle appears to have been overlooked in Ward v. Burbury,
18 Beav. 190; but that case has been said to stand alone, per Jessel, M. E., L. R., 17 Eq. 257.
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mere possibility of tlie whole being required for the debts was suffi-

cient in Lord Hardwicke's opinion "to consider them as trustees

throughout " (y).

I.— 6. Effect of Power to Lease.— An authority to

grant leases of an indefinite duration has been in some grant"iea"ses

cases considered to supply an argument for holding trus- when it con-

tees to take the inheritance, scarcely less cogent than a

direction to sell.

Thus in Doe d. Tomkyns v. Willan («), where a testator devised to

trustees, their heirs, executors, administrators, and assigns, all his real

and personal estates, in trust to let the freehold estates
-Qoe d

for any term they should think proper, at the best im- Tomkyns v.

proved yearly rent, and to pay one-third of the rents of '
""

the freehold estates to the testator's wife for life, and to pay the

rents of the other two-thirds, and after the death of the wife, the re-

maining third to his daughter E. Longman for her separate use, and
after her death the testator devised his freehold and two-thirds of

his personal estate to his daughter's children, to be equally divided

amongst them, and to be paid them at their respective ages of twenty-

one years ; and if his daughter died without leaving issue, then the

testator devised his freehold estates to his wife for life, and after her

death to his heir-at-law as if he had died intestate, it was contended

that the trustees took an estate determinable at the decease of the

daughter, when the piirposes of the trusts were satisfied ; and that

the authority to make leases for any term conferred a power and was
not a measure of their estate. It was held, however, that the trus-

tees took the fee. Bayley, J., observed, "There are no words here

which distinctly create a power in the trustees ; and it seems to me,

that when an estate is devised upon a trust, and the trustees are to

demise for any term they think proper (although at the best improved

rent), the true construction is, that they are to create a term out of

their interest ; and if so, they must have a reversion after that term

entirely ceases." He next adverted to the trusts respecting the ap-

plication of the rents during the lives of the testator's wife

and daughter, and said, " Then comes a limitation * to her [*1150]

[the daughter's] children, and it is said that that limitation

gives to them the legal estate, and that in that part of the will there

is a change of language which shows that at that period of time all

the former purposes of the trust were to cease. The language there

used is not so clear as to satisfy my mind that that was necessarily

the intention of the testator. That the interest, if defeasible, would

continue until the death of E. Longman and would not end when her

(y) Gibson v. Kogers, Amb. 95. A gift over of what might remain unsold, though relied

on in some other cases (see Glover v. Monckton, 3 Bing. 13, presently noticed), would seem
equally ineffectual as against this possibility.

(z) 2 B. & Aid. 84.
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first husband died, seems to me to receive some confirmation from

this, that if E. Longman had no child by her first husband, the limi-

tation to her children, as far as it regarded children by a future mar-

riagCj would have been a contingent remainder, and if the trustees

did not take an interest co-extensive with her life, but one which

might determine on the death of her first husband, that contingent

remainder might have been defeated by the acts of E. Longman in

her lifetime (a). The estate, therefore, to the trustees seems neces-

sary for the purpose of protecting the interests of the children ; and

inasmuch as the words ' to them and their heirs ' are calculated to

give them the fee, I am not prepared to say that they took less than

the whole legal estate."

So, in Doe d. Keen v. Walbank (Jb), where a testator devised lands

to trustees and their heirs, upon trust to permit his daughter to en-

Indefinit ^°^ *^® Same and take the rents during her life, exclu-

power of sively of her husband ; and after her decease upon trust
leasing.

^^ ^j^g ^^^^ ^^^ ^-^q}^ child or children and for such estate as

she, notwithstanding her coverture, should by any deed or will ap-

point ; and for want of such appointment, then to the use of the heirs

of her body : and for default of such issue, to his own right heirs for-

ever. Then, after several other devises to the trustees in the like

terms, the testator concluded thus : — " And I hereby will, &c. that the

said trustees and each of them shall, may, and do in every respect

give receipts, pay money, and demise the aforesaid premises or any

part thereof as shall be consistent with their duty and trust or other-

wise." It was held that the trustees took the fee simple in the lands

devised to them. Lord Tenterden, C. J., observed, in answer to the

argument that the words might be held to confer a power of leasing,

that the language of the clause was unlike that of any clause by
which a leasing power had been given, and that it specified no limit

or qualification as to duration, rent, or other matter, but

[*1151] seemed intended to authorize any lease that * would not

be considered in a Court of Equity as a violation of the

duty of a trustee.

And where the authority to lease is accompanied by a direction to

p , discharge taxes or other outgoings out of the rents and
with direction ' profits, the ground for giving to the trustees the legal
to pay taxes,

estate is still more conclusive.

Thus, in White v. Parker (e), where a testator devised property to

two trustees, in trust, as to three fourth parts, to pay or permit and
suffer his wife and two daughters respectively to receive each one-

fourth of the clear yearly rents and profits to their respective sole

and separate uses during their respective lives ; and as to the other

(a) As to this vide, post, p. 1162.

(6) 2 B. & Ad. 65i. See also Riley v. Garnett, 3 De G. & S. 629.
(c) 1 Scott, 642, 1 Biug. N. C. 573.
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fourth, in trust to pay to or permit and suffer Hs son to receive the

clear yearly rents and profits for life, with a contingent remainder

;

and the trustees were empowered to demise the premises for any term

not exceeding seven years, reserving the best rent, and were directed

out of the rents and profits to pay and discharge all outgoings for

taxes or otherwise in respect of the premises, and to keep the prem-

ises in repair. It was held that the legal estate in the whole vested

in the trustees, but whether beyond the lives mentioned it was un-

necessary to decide.

But in Ackland v. Lutley (d), where a testator devised lands to A.

and B. upon trust that they and their heirs should set and let the

premises, and out of the rents and profits in the first _ ,

1 11, • 1 ,1 J , , , T«- 1 • Remarks on
place pay a debt owing by the testator to M. ; and in Ackiaud v.

the next place pay certain legacies, which were to be ^""^y-

paid as soon as the clear rents and profits would admit thereof ; and
from and after the debt and legacies were paid and discharged, the

testator gave the same to C, his heirs and assigns forever. It was
contended that, according to the recent authorities, the indefinite

power of leasing constituted a ground for the trustees taking the fee

;

but the Court of Queen's Bench decided that the estate of the trustees

terminated on the discharge of the debt and legacies, and the Court
of Common Pleas afterwards came to the same decision on the same
will (e). The latter Court distinguished the preceding cases on the

ground that no one could suppose at the death of the testator that

the trustees could require more than a chattel interest, and that

of a very limited extent, to make the specific ascertained pay-

ments which they were directed to make out of the rents of the

estate (/).
* In Doe V. Willan (as here) the disposition in favor of the [*1152]

beneficial devisees was in the language not of a trust but of

an independent devise : but, besides the distinction drawn in C. P.

(the soundness of which has been questioned (g) ), there were in Doe
V. Willan other purposes, besides the power of leasing, requiring the

trustees to take some estate (and it would seem an estate pur autre

vie, the trust being for the separate use of a woman) which did not

exist in the case just stated. The same remark applies to Doe v. Wal-
bank. In this state of the authorities it seems too much to afiirm that

the giving to trustees an indefinite power to grant leases constitutes

of itself an adequate ground for holding them to take the fee.

Still, the general rule now constantly acted upon is that where an
estate is given to trustees all the trusts must prima facie be per-

formed by them by virtue or out of the estate vested in them ; and it

(d) 9 Ad. & Ell. 879, 1 Per. & D. 636.

(e) Ackland v. Pring, 2 M. & Gr. 937, 3 Scott, N. R. 297.

(./) See also Doe d. White v. Simpsou, 5 East, 162; Heardson v. Williamson, 1 Kee. 33,
both stated post.

(g) By Jessel, M. E., L. E., 17 Eq. 257.
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seems to follow that if the devise is in. fee, and there is a trust to

grant leases of indefinite duration, the trustees will prima facie have

the legal estate in fee, being the only estate which will enable them
to perform the trust out of the estate vested in them (K). The case

is no doubt stronger where there are other trusts which clearly re-

quire the trustees to take some estate ; for " it would be a strange

and artificial construction to hold first that the natural meaning of the

words should be cut down because they would ' give an estate more
extensive than the trust required, and then when the trust does re-

quire the whole fee simple that it must be supplied by way of power
defeating the estate of the subsequent devisees, and not out of the

interest of the trustees " (i).

To rebut this prima facie construction it must be shown on the face

of the will what less estate of definite duration will enable the trus-

T, „ .. tees to serve the trusts out of their interest and not by
Definite power

t , . ,.
to lease held way of power; and this not according to subsequent

only du^ring
cvents, but according to events possible at the testator's

other (clear) death (Ic). Thus in Doe d. Kimber v. Cafe (V), where a
rusts.

testator devised a house to trustees, their heirs and as-
oe V. a e.

gjgQs, in trust to pay the rents to his daughter E. for

life for her separate use, and after her death to apply them

[*1153] for the maintenance of her children * during their minority,

and upon the youngest living attaining twenty-oiie the tes-

tator devised the property to the children then living. Another es-

tate was devised to the same trustees, in trust for the testator's

grandson W. until he attained twenty-one, and then to W. in fee.

And power was given to the trustees to lease both estates for twenty-

one years. Pollock, C. B., delivered the judgment of the Court, and

observed that' a power to lease afforded an argument of weight in

favor of the legal estate (in fee) being intended to be given to the

trustees, especially if it was an indefinite power as in Doe v. Wal-

bank, but that it was not conclusive : and they held that the purposes

of the trust did not require the estate of the trustees to continue after

the youngest child had attained twenty-one, and that the power to

lease was a power only to be exercised during the continuance of this

estate so limited. " The authority to lease (said the C. B.) extends

to all the houses devised to them, and in one of the devises an estate

in fee is devised to the grandson on attaining twenty-one ; and it can-

not be supposed it was meant they should lease for twenty-one years

in the event of that estate coming into possession."

The argument in favor of giving the fee to the trustees afforded by
the power to lease for a limited term was thus treated as not differing

(h) See per Jessel, M. E., Collier «. Walters, L. B., 17 Eq. 265.

(j) Per Parke. B., Watson v. Pearson, 2 Ex. 581.

(*) Id. ; per Holroyd, J., 4 B. & Aid. 93.

(I) 7 Ex. 676.
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in kiud from that afforded by an indefinite power ; and it is not im-

mediately obvious what estate of defined duration less than a fee the

Court would hold sufficient in order that a lease even for a limited

term might take effect out of the interest of the trustees, and not by
way of power.

A power for trustees to accept surrenders of leases, though capable

of a different interpretation if the context requires it, means prima
facie the acceptance of the particular estate by a person

having an estate in reversion (to). And a trust to apply to^ccep?"^

rents and the value of mature timber in payment of debts surrenders

implies such an estate in the trustees as will authorize

them to cut the timber, that is the fee («).

I.— 6. Effect of informal Expressions. — The case of Trent v. Han-
ning (o) is remarkable for the difference of opinion which prevailed

in regard to the effect of some very ambiguous words. The will was
in the following terms : " I do hereby give unto my wife 2001. per

annum during her natural life in addition to her jointure "

(which was an annuity secured to her before marriage *out [*1154]
of his real estate), " my just debts being previously paid, and

I do give unto my younger children 6,000Z. each, to be paid when they

severally come to the age of twenty-one ; and I do appoint B., C, and
D. as trustees of inheritance for.the execution thereof." The Court of

Common Pleas, on a case from Chancery, held that the trustees took

no estate, and had no power to create any ; but Lord Eldon being dis-

satisfied with this opinion, and considering that upon this point turned

the question, whether the annuity debts and portions were a charge

upon the real estate, sent a case to the Court of King's Bench, three

Judges of which (EUenborough, Grose, and Le Blanc, dissentiente

Lawrence) certified that the trustees took an estate in fee ; they

being of opinion that the words " trustees took of inheritance " -were

equivalent to the words " trustees of my inheritance " or " trustees to

inherit my estates for the execution of this my will." Lord Eldon
decided in conformity with this certificate, and his decision was finally

affirmed in the House of Lords {p).

Again, in Plenty v. West (§'), the words " I appoint W. executor of

this my will so far as is necessary to the performance of the trusts

relating to my real estate " occurring in a testamentary

paper purporting to dispose only of real estate, and con- of persons to

taining no direct devise (r), but only a direction as to P®''*"?™ t^s's

the division of such real estate, were held to give W. an
'

(m) Blagrave v. Blagrave, 4 Ex. 550.

(re) Collier v. Walters, L. R., 17 Eq. 265.

(o) 1 B. & P. N. E. 116, 10 Ves. 495, 7 East, 97.

(p) 1 Dow. 102.

(?) 6 C. B. 201.

(r) There was in fact a devise vesting the fee in trustees, but this was omitted in the case

sent from Chancery for the opinion of the Court of C. P. See 16 Beav. 175.

VOL. II. 20
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estate in fee simple. And an appointment of A. and B. " to be trus-

— "tobe tees as also their heirs and assigns to both will and

*^"^'th^-*'
codicil " (both of which instruments dealt with real and

heirs and personal estate), was held by Sir E. Kindersley, V.-C, to
assigns."

gj^g ^jjg legal fee to the trustees (s).

But where there was a direct devise to two in trust, a subsequent

appointment of these two and a third " to be trustees and executors "

was held not to make the third a joint devisee (t).

Direction to A direction that annual or gross sums shaU be paid out

pay'certai'n
°^ ^^ estate by persons who are appointed executors of

sums out of the estate (m), or of the will (x) or trustees "to see
estate.

justice done "
(y), or the direction alone without such

[*1155] appointment (z), is, it seems, an * implied devise of the fee

to those persons ; so also a direction for payment of debts,

&c., and distribution of the residue, without saying by whom such

payment and distribution is to be made, has been held to give the

legal estate in fee to the executors (a). And a direction to executors

to manage leaseholds and pay the clear rents to- A. for life is a devise

of the legal estate to the executors during the life of A. (b). So an
appointment by codicil of a trustee in the place of a trustee named
in the will, operates as an implied gift to the former of the trust

estate (c).

II.— Determination of the Nature and Quantity of Estates of Trus-

tees. — 1. General Principles.— The reader will have perceived

Principle (though the position has not hitherto been distinctly
which regu- advanced), that the same principle which determines

quantity of whether the trustees take any estate, regulates also the
estate. nature and duration of that estate ; the established doc-

trine being (subject to certain positive rules of construction, pro-

pounded by the legislature, and which will be presently considered)

that trustees take exactly that quantity of interest which the purposes

of the trust require ; and the question is not whether the testator has
used words of limitation, or expressions adequate to carry an estate

of inheritance : but whether the exigencies of the trust as they ap-

pear on the face of the will, without reference to events subse-

quent to the testator's dea;th, demand the fee simple, or can be satis-

fied by any and what less estate (d). Those cases however in which

(») Bennett ». Bennett, 2 Dr. & Sm. 272.

(*) Sidebotham v. Watson, 11 Hare, 170.

(tt) Doe d. Gillard v. Gillard, 5 B. & Aid. 785.
ix) Gates v. Cooke, 3 Burr. 1684, 1 W. Bl. 543.

(j) Anthony v. Rees, 2 Cr. & J. 75.

(8) Doe d. Beezley «. Woodhouae, 4 T. R. 89. See also Ex parte Wynch, 5 D. M. & 6.
220; Re Boyce, 33 L. J. Ch. 390; and cf. London and South Western R^ail Co. ». Brideer, 10
Jur. (N. S.) 660.

(a) Davies to Jones and Evans, 24 Ch. D. 190.

(4) Stevenson v. Mayor of Liverpool, L. R., 10 Q. B. 81.

14 Re Hongh's Will, 4 De G. & S. 371 ; Re Turner, 2 D. F. & J. 627.

Id) 8 Vin. lb. 262, pi. 19, 3 B. P. C. Toml. 113, 1 Eq. Ca. Ab. 388, pi. 4; 3 Taunt. 326,
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it is laid down that the Courts look solely to the trusts to be per-

formed, even where there are words of inheritance, must be read with

this qualification, that those words are to have their natural effect to

give a fee simple unless the context shows that it is cut down to an

estate terminating at some time ascertained at the time of the testa-

tor's death. If no precise period for the termination can be shown,

it remains an estate in fee (e).

Thus, in the case of a devise to a trustee and his heirs, upon trust

to pay and apply the rents for the benefit of a person for

*life, and after his decease to hold the lands in trust for [*1156]

other persons ; the direction to apply the rents being limited

to the cestui que trust for life, the estate of the trustee

will terminate at his decease {/)? And it seems that a trustees com-

limitation to trustees and their heirs may be restrained
™ft^^"['^^i®s

by implication to an estate pur autre vie even in a

deed (g), if necessary to prevent inconsistency or contradiction (A).

Again, in Adams v. Adams (i), there was a devise to trustees and
their heirs upon trust to permit and suffer J. to take the rents during

his life, " subject with this proviso to pay my wife or her .p^ j;^^

assigns an annuity of four guineas during her life ; if annuity out

J. die before my wife, to permit my wife to enjoy the '^"'^'

lands during her life," and after the decease of J. and the testator's

wife, the lands were devised to the heirs male of the body of J. The
wife died in the lifetime of J. It was held, assuming that the annu-

ity to the wife was not a legal rent-charge {k) and that the trustees

and Fea. C. E. 54, Butl. n.; Lucas' Eep. 523, 10 Mod. 518; 2 Str. 798; Willes, 650; Cas. t.

Talb. 145; 1 Ves. 485; 3 Burr. 1684; 2 T. B. 444; 7 id. 433, 652; 3 East, 533; 9 East, 1; 1

V. & B. 485; 2 Sw. 375; 3 Bing. 13, 10 J. B. Moo. 463; 5 J. B. Moo. 143, 1 B. & Cr. 721, 3

p. & Rv. 58 ; 7 B. & Cr. 206 ; 4 Ad. & Ell. 589 ; 4 B. & Aid. 93.

(e) Per Parke, B., Blagrave v. Blagrave, 4 Ex. 550; per Coleridge, J., Poad v. Watson, 6

E. & B. 617 ; and per Jessgl, M. E., Collier v. Walters, L. E., 17 Eq. 261.

(/) Doe d. Hallen v. Ironmonger, 3 East, 533; Robinson v. Grey, 9 East, 1; Cooker,
Blake, 1 Ex. 220 (where the remainder was limited in terms of direct devise) ; Playford v.

Hoare, 3 Y. & J. 175. Farmer ». Francis, 2 Bing. 151, 9 J. B. Moo. 310, seems contra, but

the attention of the Court was directed exclusively to another point. See also Re Hart's

Estate, Orford ». Hart, W. N., 1883, p. 164, stated post, p. 1180, note (y).

(g) Venables v. Morris, 7 T. E. 342, 438; Blaker «. Anscombe, 1 B. & P., N. R. 25; Curtis

V. f'rice, 12 Ves. 89.

(A) Lewis V. Rees, 3 K. & J. 132; Cooper v. Kynock, L. E., 7 Oh. 398.

(i) 6Q. B. 860, 9Jur. 300.

(k) Where lands are devised to trustees, " subject to " or " charged with " the payment of

a yearly sum of money, a legal rent-charge is, it seems, created. Buttery v. Eobinson, 3 Bing.

392; Ramsay v. Thorngate, 16 Sim. 576. And that, notwithstanding the use of the word
"bequeath," Patchings. Barnett, 45 L. T. 292. But where real and personal property to-

1 A gift to A. in trust for B. during her 191; Provost ». Provost, 70 N. Y. 141;

life, and at her death the property to be Stevenson v. Lesley, id. 512; Farrow v. Far-

divided equally among her living children row, 12 S. Car. 168. If other duties of an

terminates the trust estate at the death of B. active nature remain to be performed, either

in the absence of any further duties to be under the express terms of the will or as a

performed, and the entire estate, legal and necessary implication from the testator's Ian-

equitable, becomes vested in the children, guage, the trust will continue till thej- are

Belote V. White, 2 Head, 703. See Simonds completed. See Slevin v. Brown, 32 Mo.
V. Simonds, 112 Mass. 167 ; s. c. 121 Mass. 176; Scott v. Band, 116 Mass. 104.
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took some estate in order to enable them to pay the annuity, that such

estate lasted only during the life of the annuitant ; J. therefore had
at all events, a previous estate of freehold which, joined to the sub-

sequent limitation to the heirs male of his body, gave him an estate

tail.

But if the annuity is charged on the corpus of the estate, the trus-

tees take the fee, because the trust may continue after the death of

the annuitant, or arrears may be raised by sale or mortgage (Z).

And, as the estate of the trustees ceased when there was no longer

any necessity for them to retain it, so it did not commence before

there was a necessity that they should have it ; as, under

[*1157] * a devise to trustees upon trust to permit the testator's wife

to receive the rents and proiits till her son attained the age

of twenty-one, and then upon trust to convey to the son

mencement i^ fee, it was held that although the trustees must take
of estate of tiie legal estate in order to convey it to the son when of

age, the wife took a chattel interest during the son's

minority («i).

II.— 2. Effect of Devise " to the Use of" Trustees.— Though (as

we have seen) where the devise is to the use of the trustees, they take

Indefinite de-
*^® legal estate independently of the evidence of inten-

vises to the use, tion supplied by the nature of the trust ; and though by

susceptfbie of ^ necessary consequence of this principle the extent of
enlargement their estate must, if the will is clear and express on the

point, in like manner be regulated by the terms of the

will
;
yet, if the testator has affixed no express limit to its duration,

such estate will, as in other cases, be measured by the exigencies of

the trust or duty (if any) which is imposed on the devisees (w).

Where a will takes effect as an appointment under a power to ap-

point the use, any devise which it contains will vest the legal estate

Rule as to
^^ ^^^ devisee, irrespectively of any purpose or duty re-

appointments quiring that he should have the estate, as such devise
er powers.

a^jQQ^n^g ^q g, mere declaration of the use of the instrument

creating the power, in other words, a mere nomination of the cestui

que use ; consequently any limitation engrafted on the devise oper-

ates only on the equitable interest, though it be in terms to the use of

the person or persons intended to take the estate beneficially.

And the result is the same in the case of devises of copyhold

land (o), as wills of such property take effect merely as instruments

fether
are so given, it is a personal annuity, Taylor v. Martindale, 12 Sim. 158 ; Parsons v.

arsons, L. E., 8 Eq. 260 ; unlike rent reserved on a demise of realty and chattels, which
issues out of the land alone. Farewell v. Dickinson, 6 B. & Cr. 251, 9 D. & Rv. 245.

{I) Fenwick «. Potts, 8 D. M. & 6. 506. As to when a direction to raise money out of
"rents and profits" charges the corpus, see Ch. XLV.
(m) Doe d. Noble v. Bolton, 11 Ad. & Ell. 188.

(«) See Curtis v. Price, 12 Ves. 89, where the limitations wern in a depd, which makes the
case stronger. And see per K. Bruce, V.-C, Riley v Garnett, 3 De G. & S. 633.

(«) See Houston v. Hughes, 6 B. & Cr. 403, 9 D. & Ry. 464.
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directory of the uses of the previous surrender to the use As to devises

of the -will, which was formerly essential to the validity of °* copyholds,

the devise, and the operation of which is now, by the statutes dis-

pensing with the necessity of such surrender {p), transferred to the

will itself. It is clear, therefore, that a devise of copyhold lands

simply to A. and his heirs, in trust for B. and his heirs, would vest the

legal inheritance in A. for the benefit of B., in fee {q). Still,

however, it should seem, according to the principle *just [*1168]

stated in regard to devises of freehold lands to the use of

trustees, that the extent and duration of an estate conferred by an

indefinite devise of copyholds would, like that of a devisee cestui que

use of freeholds (whose estate is undefined), depend upon, and be

regulated by, the nature of the trust reposed in the devisee.

But in Houston v. Hughes, it was argued at the bar, and assumed

by the Court, that as the copyholds included in the devise were not

within the Statute of Uses, the trustees necessarily took indefinite de-

the entire fee; however, this point does not appear to JJ'*,^°]*'°P7j

have been much canvassed, and the doctrine is not only by nature of

irreconcilable with the principles of the analogous *''"^'-

cases just stated, but is in direct opposition to Doe d. Woodcock v.

Barthrop (r), which was not cited, and is as follows : — A. devised

copyhold lands to B. and C, and their heirs, in trust to permit D.

or her assigns to occupy the same, or to pay to or permit her or her

assigns to receive the rents, for her natural life for her separate use,

and, subject to such estate and interest of D., the testator devised the

premises to such uses as D. should by her will appoint, and, in de-

fault of appointment, to her right heirs ; it was held that under the

limitation to B. and C. and their heirs, though not restricted in terms

to the life of D., the estate was vested in B. and C. and their heirs

for the life of D. only, on whose decease the legal estate vested in

the appointee of D. (who exercised her power), and such appointee

accordingly recovered in ejectment against the persons claiming under

the surrenderee of the trustees.

The same question may arise, and the same principle, it is con-

ceived, would apply, with respect to leaseholds for years, which, it is

well known, are not within the Statute of Uses (s).
ggn^ggjgof

Thus, a bequest of property of this description to A., leaseholds,

simply in trust for B., would unquestionably vest the
influenced

legal estate in A., although no duty or office were cast by nature

on him requiring that he should have the legal owner-

(p) 55 Geo. 3, c. 192, and 1 Vict. c. 2R. s. 3; ante, Vol. I., pp. 56, 57.

(y) Houston v. Hushes, 6 B. & Cr. 403.

(r) 6Taunt.382. SeealsoBakeri). White, L.R., 20Eq. 177; Allenw. Bewsey.7Ch. D. 457.

(s) Not a little practical inconvenience has arisen from the exclusion of chattel interests

in land from the operation of the Statute of Uses, whatever mav have been the real ground
of that exclusion; which is a point on which an entire coincidence of opinion appears not
to exist. The stat. 22 & 23 Vict. c. 35, s. 21. which enables any person to assign chattels real

directly to himself and another, has removed one fruitful source of this inconvenience.
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sMp ; and, by necessary consequence, A. must, in such a case, take

the entire term, there being nothing to restrict or qualify his estate.

It does not follow, however, that where a definite duty or

[*1159] office is imposed on the trustee, he * would take the entire

legal estate in the term ; for, as the law allows chattel in-

terests in lands to be made the subject of an executory bequest after

a prior limitation, not exhausting the whole term, even though the

prior interest were an estate for life, it seems to be a necessary

result of this doctrine, that such an executory bequest may be made
ulterior to the partial or limited estate of a trustee ; and it cannot be

material whether the restriction of the trustee's estate was in express

terms, or resulted from the nature of the duty imposed on him. For

instance, if a term of years were bequeathed to A., until B. should

attain the age of twenty-one years, in trust for the maintenance of

B., and when he attained the age of twenty-one, then to B., there can

be no doubt that the estate of the trustee would terminate at the

majority of B., from which time the property would vest in posses-

sion in B. And it is conceived that the effect would be the same if

the bequest were in the following terms :
—" I give my leasehold estate

called A., to B., his executors or administrators (without any speci-

fication of estate), upon trust to pay the rents to C. during his

minority, and when he shall attain twenty-one, then I give the same
to C." The estate of B. would cease at the majority of C, when the

purposes of the trust would be at an end, although the bequest of

B. leaves undefined the nature and extent of his estate (t).

And here it may be observed that where a testator has an equita-

ble interest only in the land which is the subject of a devise in trust,

and such devise would, if the testator had the legal owner-

teteto!^ who s^^P) carry the dry legal estate only, unaccompanied by
apparently any duty or office, the .trustee takes nothing under the

trust, has an devise ; the effect being the same as if the land had been
equitable devised directly to the cestui que trust. If, however, the
iQt6r6st onlv.

trusteeship created by the will is of a nature to involve

the performance of any office or duty (as a trust to sell or grant lease),

the devise, though failing so far as it purports to vest the legal es-

tate in the trustee, has the effect of onerating him with the prescribed

duty in respect of the devised equitable interest, no less than if the
legal estate had passed under it. For instance, supposing the testator

to devise lands in which he has only an equity of redemption to A.

in fee Simple, in trust for B., the devise would not confer any estate,

or impose any duty on A., but the entire beneficial interest

[*1160] would pass directly to B. If, on the * other hand, the tes-

tator had devised such equity of redemption to trustees,

upon trust for sale, though the trustees would not have acquired any

(() See ace. Stevenson v. Mayor of Liverpool, L. E., 10 Q. B. 81.
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actual estate at law (the testator himself having none), yet the property

would be salable by the trustees in the same manner as if the legal

ownership had become vested in them.

II.—3. Whether a Devise to pay Debts, &c., passes the Fee or only a
Chattel Interest.— Under the old law before 1838 a devise to persons,

without words of limitation, to pay debts and legacies,

raise a sum of money, secure a jointure, or the like was Sustees*with-

held, in numerous cases to give them a chattel interest out words of

only until the purpose was performed (u). But this con- pay' debt",' &c.,

struction proved to be so inconvenient in its consequences, ™'i«'' "^^ "'"^

and so difficult in its application, that its exclusion was
made one of the objects of the statute 1 Vict. c. 26 (x).

Even under the old law there was no case where, if the devise was
in the first instance to trustees and their heirs, they were held to

take an indefinite chattel interest (jj). Under such a de-

vise, they were in some cases held to take a base fee to take a

determinable on payment of the charges, whether those determinable

charges were to be raised out of annual rents (») or by
sale or mortgage of the estate (a). That construction, however, was
inconsistent with the rule afterwards more fully recognized, that the

express fee remained unless cut down by the context to a less estate

of definite duration, and the cases in which it had been adopted were

ignored (6) : their very existence was lately denied (c).

It is further to be observed that, even under the old
Trustees held

law, it was held that if the purposes of the trust could to take a fee,

not be satisfied by an estate pur autre vie, or by such an trustPwas not

estate with a chattel interest superadded, the trustees took strictly com-

the fee, though the prescribed purposes did not require

and could not exhaust the entire fee simple {d).

* The case of Wykham v. Wykham (e) presents a remark- [*1161j

able instance of contrariety of judicial opinion as to the

estate authorized to be created by a power to jointure, p^^^^. ^^ jj^.^.

A. devised lands to his eldest son for life, remainder to an estate as a

that son's first and other sons in tail male, with remain- J"'"'"''^-

(u) Cordall's Case, Cro. Eliz. 316. See also 1 P. Wms. 505, 2 Eq. Ca. Ab. 224, pi. 5, 6, 3

B. P. C. Toml 64; 2 Vern. 403, Pre. Ch. 133; 5 East, 162; 1 Kee. 33; 9 Ad. &EU. 879.

(x) See post, p. 1165.

\y) The case of a defined chattel interest either expressly limited, Warter v. Hutchinson, 2

B. & Bing. 349, 1 B. & Cr. 721, or implied from the trusts. Doe d. Kimber v. Cafe, 7 Ex.
675, must of course be distinguished.

(2) Wellington v. Wellington, 4 Burr. 2165, 1 W. Bl. 645. See also Doe d. Brune v.

Martyn, 8 B. & Cr. 497.

(n) Glover v. Monckton, 3 Bing. 13.

(i) Blagrare v. Blagrave, 4 Ex. 550. And see Poad v. Watson, 6 Ell. & Bl. 606.

(c) By Jessel, M. R., Collier v. Walters, L. R., 17 Eq. 261. See this question more fully

discussed in the 4th Edition of this Work, Vol. II., pp. 313, et seq.

(rf) Harton ». Harton, 7 T. R. 652. See also Hawkins ». Luscombe, 2 Sw. 391 ; Toller v,

Atwood, 15 Q. B. 929. Andcf. Brown v. Whitewav, 8 Hare, 145.

(e) 11 East. 458, 3 Tauut. 316, 18 Ves. 395: Blarrave ». Blagrave, 4 Ex. 550. As to a
direction to settle, see Knocker v. Bunbury, 8 Scott, 414, 6 Bing. N. C. 306.
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ders to the testator's other sons and their sons in like manner.

The will contained a power to the devisor's sons, as they should

become entitled in possession, " from time to time to grant, convey,

limit, and appoint all or any parts, &c., to trustees, upon trust by the

rents and profits thereof to raise and pay any yearly rent-charge, not

exceeding 1,000^., as a jointure for any wife or wives that he or they

should thereafter marry, for and during the term of such wife's

natural life only." The devisor's eldest son B. in exercise of his

power conveyed and appointed the lands so devised to him to trus-

tees and their heirs, upon trust to raise and pay certain yearly rent-

charges (amounting to 1,000^.), to his intended wife as a jointure.

After the death of B., but during the life of the jointress his widow,

the next tenant in tail, who was let into possession, suffered a re-

covery, the validity of which depended upon this, whether the ap-

pointment did or did not vest in trustees an estate of freehold for

the life of the jointress. If it did, the recovery was void for want of

the immediate freehold, which was, in that case, outstanding ; but in

every other event, i. e., if the appointment passed no estate, or a

chattel interest only, or the fee, it was good, in the former case as

a legal, and in the latter as an equitable recovery. Lord Eldon sent

, , , a case to the Court of King's Bench, who certified that

diversity of the trustees took a fee. The same question was then
judicial gg^^ ^q ^]^g Court of Common Pleas, and that Court was of
opinion.

1 r^
opinion that the trustees took iw estate. On the conflict-

ing certificates Lord Eldon held that the recovery was good, and that the

estate which the trustees should have taken was a term of years, with

a proviso for cesser of it on payment of the rent-charge during the life

of the jointress and all arrears thereon at the time of her death, as

that would not have gone to disturb any of the subsequent uses (/).
It is observable that, greatly as the several opinions varied in the

construction of the devise, they all conducted to the same conclusion

as to the recovery, which, quacunque via, was good.

[*1162] *II.—4. As to Devises to Trustees for preserving Contingent

Remainders. — With regard to estates limited to trustees

for preserving contingent remainders, it may be observed that . al-

though they may not be (as such estates usually are) in terms con-

fined to the life of the person taking the immediately preceding

estate of freehold, yet they will be so restricted in construction, if

the will disclose no other purpose which requires that the trustees

should take a larger estate.

Thus, in Doe d. Compere v. Hicks (g), where a testator devised

lands, after the decease of his wife, to his father A. for life, with

remainder to B. for life, and after the determination of that estate,

unto trustees and their heirs, in trust to preserve contingent remainders

(/) See Sugd. Pow. 399, 924, 8th. ed.

(g) 7 T. B. 433. And see Haddelsey v. Adams, 22 Beav. 266.
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from, heing defeated, and to make entries, and nevertheless to permit

B. to receive the rents and profits during his life, and after his de-

cease, unto the first and other sons of the body of B. in tail male

successively, and in default of such issue, unto his (testator's) brother

C. for life, and after that estate determined, unto the trustees and their

heirs to preserve the contingent remainders in manner aforesaid (with

various remainders limited in a similar manner). On an ejectment

brought by one of the beneficial devisees it was contended that the

fee was in the trustees under the unrestricted limitation to them and
their heirs. But the Court was of opinion that, taking the whole in-

strument together, it appeared that the testator intended the trustees

to take only an estate for the lives of the several tenants for life, in

order to protect the contingent remainders. If the trustees had
taken the whole interest in the estate, it was not necessary for the

testator again to give them the same estate after all the subsequent

estates for life.

This decision has been noticed with approbation by Sir W.
Grant (h), and seems to be abundantly sustained by the principles of

analogous cases. Lord Kenyon in the course of his ^ ^^^^
judgment, however, in allusion to Venables v. Morris (i) Doe d. Com-

(which had been urged as an authority for holding the P^" " ^"''"•

trustees to take the fee), suggested that the result would be different

where, under the limitations in question, any person had a power
of appointment, which, his Lordship considered, would render it

necessary that the fee should be in the trustees, with a view to the

possibility of the donee creating under the power contingent remain-

ders lohieh m,ight require protection. In Venables v. Morris,

* the limitations (in a deed) were to the use of A. for life, [*1163]

with remainder to the use of trustees and their heirs for the

life of A., to preserve contingent remainders, remainder to the use of

B. (wife of A.) for life, remainder to the use of the same trustees

and their heirs, in trust to support the contingent uses, and permit B.

and her assigns to receive the rents ; and after the decease of A. and

B., to the use of the first and other sons of the marriage successively

in tail, with remainder to the use of the first and other daughters

successively in tail, remainder to the use of such persons as B. should

by deed or will appoint, and, in default of appointment, to the use of the

right heirs of B. B., by a deed-poll, appointed the estate to the right

heirs of A. The contest was between the heirs of A. and the heirs of

B. the former claiming under the limitation in the appointment, and

the latter under the settlement. One of the points contended for by

the heir of B, was that, the remainder in fee being in the Reservation

trustees, an equitable interest only passed to the heirs of appmntment

A. under the appointment, and which could not unite ^eid a ground
lor crivincr

with the estate for life of A. under the settlement; trustees the fee.

(A) See 12 Ves. 100. (J) 7 T. E. 342 and 437.
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but the Court was of opinion that the heir of A. was entitled

qiiS,cunque viS. ; for if the limitation to the heir of A. under the ap-

pointment was a legal limitation, it united with A.'s estate for life

under the settlement, and conferred the fee ; but if it did not, then

it was a contingent remainder in equity to the heir, and he took by
purchase. Lord Kenyon subsequently expressed a more decided

opinion that the legal estate in fee was in the trustees and the certi-

ficate of the Court (it being a case from Chancery) was in conformity

to this opinion.

The ground on which Lord Kenyon rested the certificate of the

Court involves a very extensive and no less novel doctrine, and one

which, in the absence of any confirmatory decision, can-

doctrine of not be relied on. To hold that the mere circumstance of
Venabies v. there being included in the limitations a power of ap-

pointment, by virtue of which contingent remainders

might be thereafter created, constitutes of itself a ground for vesting

Whether the the fee simple in the trustees, is evidently going much

contingent
farther than making trustees take the fee because con-

remainders is tingent remainders are actually created by the instru-

giving"trus" meut Containing the limitation to them ; though even
tees the fee. the latter more moderate doctrine has not been invari-

ably countenanced by the authorities.

Thus, in Heardson v. Williamson (Je) Lord Langdale, M.
[*1164] E., * does not appear to have regarded the fact that the will

contained a contingent remainder of the devised estate as a
sufficient ground for holding the fee to be in the trustees.

On the other hand, in Cursham v. Newland {I) trustees were held

to take the fee under a will which appeared to supply no other

ground for such a construction ; and in Doe v. Willan (m) and Hous-
ton V. Hughes (n), Bayley, J., considered that the circumstance of

contingent remainders being created by the will favored the conclu-

sion that the trustees took the legal inheritance. In Barker v. Green-

wood (o), too, it seems to have been regarded by Parke, B., in the

same point of view, though this able Judge disclaimed any reliance

on the point ; because the question in that ease was not whether the

trustees took the fee, but whether they took an estate pur autre vie,

and he considered it to be doubtful whether the trustees of such an
estate would be bound, in the absence of an express trust, to preserve

contingent remainders, a point which has since been decided in the

negative (p), their estate being created diverso intuitu.

At all events, the mere existence of contingent remainders will not

(%) 1 Eee. 33.

(I) 2 Scott, 113, 2 Bing. N. C. 64. But sea CunlifEe v. Brancker, post.
(m) 2 B. & Aid. 84, ante, p. IMS.
(n) 6 B. & Cr. 420.

(o) 4 M. & Wels. 431.

(,p) Collier ». Walters, L. E., 17 Eq. 265, 266.
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give the legal fee to the trustees where the will contains express

limitations to them of particular estates (including estates pur autre

vie in trust to preserve) which would be nugatory if they already had
the fee (q). It is also clear that an express direction to trustees to

preserve contingent remainders will not have any influence on the

construction, if the will contains no such remainder (r) ; nor where
the subject of devise is a copyhold estate, as contingent remainders

created of such property are not destructible, and therefore do not

require any limitation of this nature for their preservation (s) ; nor,

it is presumed, where the contingent remainder is protected by stat.

40 & 41 Vict. c. 33 (0-
It seems that where a will is so expressed as to leave „, , ^.^

it doubtful whether the testator intended the trustees to includes other

take the fee or not, the circumstance that there is in-
^"^h^trustees

eluded in the same devise other property which neces- take the legal

sarily vests in the trustees for the whole of the testator's
^^'*'®-

interest, affords a ground for * giving to the will the same [*1165]

construction as to the estate in question (m).

If all the active trusts, together with all the ulterior limitations

fail ab initio, as, by lapse, the devise to the trustees, if where trust

sufficient to carry the fee, will operate to the full extent, ^^^^ ^^ '"'''"•

and they will hold in trust for the heir, if there be one ; or if not, for

their own benefit (x).

II.— 5. Enactments of the Statute 1 Vict. c. 26, sects. 30, 31. — Of
all the adjudged points connected with the subject, that which has

been deemed the least satisfactory is the doctrine of those de-

cisions (y) which, in certain cases, gave to trustees whose estate was
undefined a term of years (either with or without a prior estate for

life), determinable when the purposes of the trust should be satisfied.

To exclude the application of this inconvenient and very refined

rule of construction, two enactments have been introduced into the

statute 1 Vict. e. 26. Sect. 30 provides, " That when stat. i Vict.

any real estate (other than or not being a presentation c-2G,ss. 30, 31.

to a church) shall be devised to any trustee or executor, such devise

shall be construed to pass the fee simple, or other the whole estate

or interest which the testator had power to dispose of by will, in

such real estate, unless a definite term of years, absolute or deter-

minable, or an estate of freehold, shall thereby be given to him
expressly or by implication."

(q) Cunliffe v. Brancker, 3 Ch. D. 401.

(r) Nash ». Coates, 3 B. & Ad. 839.

(s) See Doe d. Wnodcock v. Barthrop, 5 Taunt. 382.

(<) Vol. I., p. 832.

(«) Houston 1'. Huches, 6 B. & Cr. 403; Baker ». Parsons, 42 L. J. Ch. 228. But the

argument was ridiculed bv Jessel, M. R., Baker v. White, L. R., 20 Eq. 173.

(x) Cox V. Parker, 22 Beav. 168, 25 L. J. Ch. 873.

(y) Ante, p. 1160.
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Sect. 31 provides, "That where any real estate shall be devised to

a trustee, without any express limitation of the estate to be taken

by such trustee, and the beneficial interest in such real

trustTOs" if
estate, or in the surplus rents and profits thereof, shall

not expressly not be given to any person for life, or such beneficial in-

either free- terest shall be given to any person for life, but the pur-
hold or an poses of the trust may continue beyond the life of such

person, such devise shall be construed to vest in such

trustee the fee simple or other the whole legal estate which the tes-

tator had power to dispose of by will in such real estate, and not an
estate determinable when the purposes of the trust shall be satisfied."

These clauses have been the subject of much criticism (a)

[*1166] It * is not easy to perceive why the provision regulating the

estates of trustees should have been split into two sections,

and still more difficult is it to give to each of those sections such a

_ , construction as will preserve it from collision with the
Remarks on m, -, i, nn i • , •

Stat. 1 Vict. other. The design of s. 30 would seem to be simply to
c. 26, S3. 30, 31. negative the construction which, in certain cases (a),

gave to a trustee an undefined term of years, for it allows him to

take an estate of freehold, or a definite term of years, either ex-

pressly or by implication ; but s. 31 takes a wider range, as it admits

of neither of these exceptions, nor that of a devise of the next pres-

entation to a church. Its effect is to propound, in regard to wills

made or republished since the year 1837, the following general rule

of construction : that whenever real estate is devised to trustees (and

it would seem to be immaterial whether the devise is to the trustees

indefinitely or to them and their heirs, or to them and their ex-

ecutors or administrators), for purposes requiring that they should

have some estate, without any specification of the nature or duration

of such estate, and the beneficial interest in the property is not de-

vised to a person for life, or being so devised, the purposes of the

trust may endure beyond the life of such person, the trustees take

(not, as in Carter v. Barnardiston, an estate for years, or, as in Doe
V. Simpson, an estate for life, with a superadded term for years, but)

an estate in fee simple. The result, in short, is that trustees whose
estate is not expressly defined by the will must, in every ease, and
whatever be the nature of the duty imposed on them, take either an
estate for life or an estate in fee.

It is observable that this section allows the trustees to take an
estate of freehold, not whenever the purposes of the trust require

such an estate, but only in the specified case of the " surplus rents

and profits being given to a person for life," making no provision,

(«) See H. Sugd. Wills, 127; Sweet on WUls Act, 154; Sugd. R. P. Stat. 380. "I be-
lieve the real history of the two sections is that they are two drafts dealing with the same
Bubject, though both remain in the Act," per Jessel, M. R., Freme v. Clement, 18 Ch. D. 514.

(a) Ante, p. 1160.
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therefore, for the case (a possible though not a frequently occurring

one) of a trust of any other kind being created for a purpose co-exten-

sive with life ; for instance, a trust to keep on foot a policy of life in-

surance. Possibly it would be held that such a case is excluded from
s. 31 by the exception in s. 30, and thus some effect would be given

to this otherwise apparently idle clause of the statute ; farther than

this (even if so far), it is presumed the exceptive part of s. 30 could

not be construed to qualify or control the operation of s. 31, but

decision alone can settle the point.

* The enactments in question do not, beyond the particular [*1167]

cases which have been pointed out, interfere with the general

doctrines of construction discussed in the present chapter. Even
under wills made or republished since the year 1837, it may still be

questionable whether trustees take any estate or only a poj^ts not

power (6) ; also whether they take an estate limited to excluded

the lives of the tenants for life of the beneficial interest, ^

or an estate in fee simple; and consequently there should be no

relaxation in the anxious care of framers of wills to preclude ambi-

guity in this particular. It cannot, however, according to the sug-

gested construction of s. 31, under such wills become a question,

whether trustees take an estate in fee, or a chattel interest, in order

to raise money, or for any other purpose.

The present doctrine would not, it is conceived, preclude the con-

struction that trustees take an estate pur autre vie, with a power of

sale over the inheritance. The writer is not aware, however, of any

adjudged instance of such a construction, for where an estate is de-

vised to trustees indefinitely, the authorities conduct to the conclu-

sion, that whatever duty is subsequently imposed on them must be

in virtue of their estate, the quality and duration of which are to be

measured accordingly. The point, of course, depends on the conclu-

sion to be fairly drawn from the entire will (c).

Similar questions may arise regarding other powers, as, to lease, or

to apply rents for the maintenance of minors. Thus in Ee Eddels'

Trusts (dC), where a testator devised real estate to trus- „

tees, to hold unto them and the survivor of them, his separate use

heirs and assigns, upon trust for his wife for her sepa-
po^er'to lease

rate use for life ; and after her death for his niece for for twenty-

her separate use for life ; and after the death of the niece """^ ^^"^

'

upon trust for such of her children as should attain twenty-one ; and
he declared that it should be lawful for his trustees, with the consent

of his wife during hjcr life, to lease the property for any term not

exceeding twenty-one years at the best rent ; it was held by Sir J.

Bacon, V.-C, that the trustees took the legal estate in fee, apparently

(i) See e. g., Spence «. Spence, 12 C. B. N. S. 199, cited ante, p. 1146.

(c) See per Jessel, M. R., Re Tanqueray-Willaume and Landau, 20 Ch, D. 479.
(d) L. R., 11 Eq. 559.
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on the ground that any lease granted by them must be in virtue of

their estate, and that this purpose might require an estate in them
beyond the lives of the tenant for life.

[*1168] * So in Berry v. Berry (e), where a testator devised real

estate to trustees, " their heirs and assigns, to the use of

"

A. for life; remainder "to use of" such children of A. as should

attain twenty-one in fee, with an alternative remainder in fee ; and

— to apply ^^ directed that A. should keep buildings insured and
rents during repaired, and in default that the trustees should receive
minori y. ^^^ rents and thereout pay the cost of repairing and
insuring, and pay the residue to A. ; he also empowered the trustees

to apply all or any part of the income for the maintenance of any
infant devisee during his minority. By a codicil the testator devised
" unto and to the use of " his trustees certain lands he had agreed

to sell, in trust to complete the sale. Sir C. Hall, V.-C, held that

whether the trustees had the legal estate during the life of A. or

not (/), the provision for maintenance constituted a trust of the

rents which the terms of that provision showed were to be received

by them, not by virtue of a power of entry, but by force of an estate

vested in them under the devise, and that the estate which they so

took was the fee, whether considered under the old law or under

s. 31 of the statute. He thought that the devise in the codicil, not-

withstanding its different form, and that, according to his construc-

tion of the will, the codicil was unnecessary, was not enough to show
that all the limitations in the will were to be legal uses.

(e) 7 Ch. D. 657.

(/) As to the estate of trustees not commencing until wanted, vide sup. p. 1156.
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law of primogeniture, in the otlier upon the females as co-parceners.

If the estate tail be general, it will run in this manner through both

lives, in their established order of succession.

But though these are the correct and technical terms of limiting an

estate tail, yet such an estate may be created in a will by less formal

What informal language ; indeed by any expressions denoting an inten-

cStte^an"^ tion to give the devisee an estate of inheritance, descend-

estate tail. ible to his Or some of his lineal, but not to his collateral

heirs, which is the characteristic of an estate tail as distinguished

from a fee simple. The former is transmissible to lineal descendants

only ; the latter in default of lineal devolves to collateral and now to

ascendant heirs.

A devise to A. and his heirs male forever (b), or to A. and his heirs

Limitation to male living to attain the age of twenty-one (c), or to A.

or''"'ri ht^^'"
^^^ ^^^^> ^^^ after his death to his heirs male, or his right

heirs male, heirs male, forever (d), has been held to confer an estate
orever,"

^^^^ male ; the addition of the word "male," as a qualifi-

[*1170] cation of " heirs," * showing that a class of heirs less exten-

sive than heirs general was intended (e). Of course a

heirs by a ' devisc to A. for life with remainder to his right heirs
particular wife, by a particular wife forever gives A. an estate tail spe-

cial, " heirs by " a particular wife being equivalent to " heirs of the

body by " a particular wife (/).
It has even been decided that a devise to one, et hseredibus suis

legitime procreatis, creates an estate tail (g), though the addition

To A. and "his
i^ierely describes a circumstance which is included in the

heirs lawfully definition of heir simply, an heir being ex justis nuptiis
egotten.

procreatus. Such was the doctrine of the early author-

ities, and it was recognized and followed in Nanfan v. Legh (A), where

a devise to H. when he should attain twenty-one, " and to his heirs

lawfully begotten forever," was held to make the devisee tenant in

tail only. In the same will other property was devised to H. and
his heirs simply, which it was contended afforded an argument in

favor of construing the devise in question to give an estate tail ; in-

asmuch as the testator, in varying the phrase, must have had a differ-

ent intention. Being a case out of Chancery, we are not in posses-

sion of the reasons upon which the opinion of the Court was founded

;

but probably it was considered that the testator, by adding the ex-

pression " lawfully begotten," intended to engraft some qualification

(6) Baker v. Wall, 1 Ld. Eaym. 185, 1 Eq. Ca. Ab. 214, pi. 12, stated ante, p. 920.
?<•) Doe d. Tremewen v. Permewen, 3 Per. & D. 303, H Ad. & Ell. 431.

(a) Lord Ossulston's case, 3 Salk. 336; Doe d. Earl of Lifidsey ». Colvear, 11 East, 648.
(e) The line of descent of lands cannot be qualified, except througli the medium of an

entail, Co. Lit. 27 b.

(/) Wright V. Vernon, 2 Drew. 439, 7 H. L. Ca. 36, 4 Jur. N. S. 1113.
' Church V. Wj'atf, Moore. 637, Co. Lit. 20 b, Harg. n. 2.

2 Marah 107, 7 Taunt. 85.n
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on the description of heir, and consequently must have meant an
estate tail. In Good v. Good (i), Lord Campbell, C. J., said it was a

rule of construction long established and universally ^^ ^ ^^^ y,
recognized, that such words created an estate tail. But "lawful

the words "lawful heirs" standing alone will not be
^^^^'

construed heirs of the body {j).

A devise to A., with a direction that neither he nor his heirs to

the third generation should mortgage or sell the devised
"Heirs to the

property, will, it seems, create an estate tail (k). And third genera-

a devise " to the first and other sons of A. successively *'™"

according to priority of birth and their respective heirs '^° several and

forever," was held to give the sons successive estates in " succes-

tail, as the only way of satisfying the intention that they sively."

should take in succession (Z).

* It is clear that the words " heir of the body " (in the [*1171]

singular) operate as words of limitation, and consequently

confer an estate tail. Thus, it has been held that under
,j,^ j^^j^ ^^ ^.^^

a devise to A. for life, and after his decease to the heir body in the

of his body forever, A. is tenant in tail (m) ; and a de-
^""sular.

vise to A. and such heir of her body as shall be living at her de-

cease (n), or to A. and his heir male living to attain twenty-one, and
for want of such issue male the inheritance to go over (o), has received

the same construction.

Nor is the effect varied by the word " next " or " first " being prefixed

to "heir." * Thus, in Burley's case {p), a devise to A. for life, re-

mainder to the next heir male ; for default of such male
JJ^J^^^

»

heir, then to remain, was adjudged to give an estate tail next or first

male to A. So, where {q) the devise was to M. and his ^^" ™*'*"

wife for their lives, remainder to the next heir male of their two
bodies, it was held that M. and his wife were tenants in tail male.

Again, a devise to A. for life, and after his death to the first heir male
of his body, remainder over, has been adjudged to create an estate

tail male (r).

(t) 7 Ell. & Bl. 295.

(,/) Matthews v. Gardner, 17 Beav. 254 ; Simpson i). Ashworth, 6 Beav. 412 ; and see Strat-
forcl V. Powell, 1 Ba. & Be. 1; but see per Bushe, C. J., in Moffet i>. Catherwood, Ale. &
Nap. 472.

(ft) Mortimer v. Hartley, 6 Ex. 47, 3 De G. & S. 316; but see s. c. 6 C. B. 819, contra.

{I) Hennessey v. Bray, 33 Beav. 96, and post, Ch. XL.
(m) Paw.'sev v. Lowdall, Sty. 249, 273. See also Wilkins «. Whitine, 1 Bulst. 219, 1 Roll.

Ab. 836; Glei-k alias Cheek v. Day, Cro. Eliz. 314; White v. Collins, 1 Com. Rep. 289.
(n) Richards ». Bergavennv, 2 Vern. 324.

(o) Doe d. Tremewen i). Permewen, 3 Per. & D. 303, 11 Ad. & Ell. 431.

{p) Cited 1 Vent. 230.

Cq) Miller*. Seagrove, Rob. Gavelk. 122, 16 Vin. Ab. Parols (H), pi. 4, n.; and seelVes.
337.

(r) Dubber d. Trollope v. Trollope, Amb. 453, Lee t. Hardw. 160; and see Goodright v.

PuUyn, 2 Ld. Ray. 1437, 2 Stra. 729; O'Keefe i;. Jones, 13 Ves. 412.

1 Deviseto testator's "son W. and his oldest male heir forever ' gives an estate tail to
W. Cuffeeu.Milk, lOMet. S66.

VOL. II. 21
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II.— Hule in Archer's Case.— But though a devise to the next heir

male simply, following a devise to the ancestor for life, does not confer

To "next on the heir an estate by purchase (the words being con-
heir male," strued as words of limitation), yet if the testator has

added words engrafted words of limitation on the devise to the next
of limitation, jjgj^ male, he is considered as indicating an intention to

nse the term " heir " as a mere descriptio personae ; in other words, as

descriptive merely of the individual who fills the character of heir

male at the ancestor's decease ; the superadded words of limitation

having the effect of converting the expression " next heir male " into

words of purchase,— an effect, however, which (as will be shown at

large in the sequel) does not, in general, belong to such superadded

expressions of this nature. This rule of construction is founded on the

authority of Archer's case (s), where lands were devised to

[*1172] A. for life, and after to the next heir male and the * heirs male
of the body of such next heir male, and it was unanimously

agreed by the Court that this was a contingent remainder

male and the to ^^ heir, and that A. was but tenant for life, and he hav-
heirs male of jug made a feoffment of the devised lands, it was held

that such contingent remainder was destroyed.

But it should seem that this construction is not peculiar to such a

case as Archer's ; namely, where the word " next " is prefixed, and
words of limitation are superadded to " heir male ; " for a similar

construction was adopted in Willis v. Hiscox (t), where the former

circumstance was wanting. The devise was upon trust for the testa-

tor's son W. for life, and after his decease for the heir male of his

body begotten on an European woman, and the heirs of such heir

male, and in case the son should die without leaving such heir male
of his body, the trustees were to pay the rents equally between the

testator's daughters M. and A. for their lives, and the whole to the

survivor ; and after the decease of the survivor, upon trust for the

heir male of the body of M. and the heirs of such heir male, and in

default of such heir male of her body, upon trust for the
*' To heir .

male of the ^^ir male of the body ofA. and the heirs ofsuch heir male.
body," and "w. and M. both died without issue ; after which A., con-
nig hgirg,

ceiving herself to be tenant in tail, suffered a recovery.

A bill was filed by the heir male of the body of A. to compel a con-

veyance from the trustee ; and Lord Cottenham considered his title so

clear that he not only decided in his favor, but compelled the defend-

ant trustee to pay the costs (u) of the suit which was occasioned by

(s) 1 Rep. 66.

(0 4 My. &Cr. 197.

(a) This seems rather hard upon the trustee, as there was no authority directly in point,

and the cases which had decided that a devise to the heir of the body (in the singular) of the
devisee for life, without words of limitation engrafted thereon, operated to confer an estate

tail (ante p. 1171), and also that superadded words of limitation had no effect In turning
heirs male, in the plural, into words of purchase, afforded an argument In favor of the con-

struction which the Court rejected, sufficiently plausible, one should have thought, to justifv
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his refusal to convey without the direction of the Court. His Lord-

ship said, " The mother has an estate expressly for life ; and after her

death the devise is to the heir male of her body, in the singular num-
ber, with words of limitation to the heir general of such heir, which,

it is clearly settled, gives an estate for life only to the parent, and
the inheritance by purchase to the heir of the body, as was de-

cided in Archer's case (a;) and assumed by Hale in King v.

* Melling (y) and subsequent cases. If, indeed, that propo- [*1173]

sition were doubtful as a general rule, all doubt would have

been removed in the present case ; for the words of the limitation are

the same as those used in the prior devise to the testator's son ; and
the particular description of the heir of that son proves that he must
have taken by purchase."

To have this effect, however, the superadded words must be dis-

tinct words of inheritance. For, as we have seen, a devise to A. for

life, remainder to the heir of his body for ever, makes A. tenant in

tail ; the words " for ever," though capable of creating a fee, being in-

sufficient to show that the heir was intended to be a new stirps («).

But it is not necessary, as sometimes contended, that the superadded

words should change the course of descent. This appears from Ar-

cher's case itself, and was expressly so decided by Sir E. Kindersley,

V.-C. (a). Nor is it necessary that the first estate should be ex-

pressly an estate for life : a devise " to A. and the heir male of his

body, and the heirs and assigns of such heir male," gives A. an es-

tate for life merely, with a contingent remainder in fee to his heir

male (b).

Again, a devise to A. for life, and after his death " to the heir male
of his body lawfully begotten, during his life," gives A. „.j,^ ^^.^ ^^^j^

an estate for life, with remainder for life to the person of the body

who at his death happens to be his heir male (c).
""^ '

®'

'

A devise to A. et semini suo (d), or to A-.- and his issue, clearly

the trustee's refusal to convey without judicial sanction. The tendency of such decisions is

to increase the reluctance which is now very commonly felt by cautious and well-informed

pereons to talie trusteeships.

(x) 1 Rep. 66.

(y) 1 Vent. 214 ; and see Feame, C. R. p. 148.

{z) Pawsey v. Lowdall, Sty. 249, 273, stated above. See also Fuller v. Chamler, L. E., 2

Eq. 682, 35 L. J. Ch, 774 ; the latter report supplies the material information that the de-

visees for life were treated as joint tenants notwithstanding the words " equal shares; " so

that the entire property was in the sole survivor.

(a) Greaves v. Simpson, 33 L. J. Ch. 641, 10 Jiir. (N. S.) 609.

(6) Chamberlavne ii. Charaherlayne, 6 Ell. & BI. 625.

(c) White V. Collins, 1 Com. Eep. 289. See Pedder v. Hunt, 18 Q. B. D. 565, 672.

(d) Co. Lit. 9 b.

1 An estate tail arises in Massachusetts, as v. Burrell, 15 Pick. 104, 114 ; Cote v. Von
at common law, by virtue of a devise to sev- Bonnhorst, 41 Penn. St. 243. Adeedtohua-
eral in equal parts, with a provision that if band and wife, executed before the Revised

one of them die without issue the estate given Statutes of Massachusetts took effect, convey-

him shall go to the testator's heirs. Haj'- ing land to be held by them during their lives

ward V. Howe, 12 Gray, 49. A devise to one and the life of the survivor, and by the hefrs

and his children, he having no children at the of their bodies, created an estate tail in the

time, is equivalent to a devise to him and his grantees. Steel v. Cook, 1 Met. 281.

issue, and creates an estate tail. Nightingale
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To A. "et semi- creates an estate tail, as is shown more at large in

"LndhisTssue^" ^ Subsequent chapter (e). A devise to A. and his off-

er " offspring," spring (/), and a devise to A. and his family accord-

according'Vo ing to Seniority (g), have also been held to create an
seniority." estate tail general.

So, where a testator, in the first instance, devises lands to a person

and his heirs, and then proceeds to devise over the property in terms

which show that he used the word " heirs " in the prior devise in the

restricted sense of heirs of the body ; such devise, of course,

[*1174] confers only an estate tail, the effect being the * same as if

the latter expression had been originally employed. Thus,

To A. and his if lands are devised to A., or to A. and his heirs, and if

Jeirs, and if lie shall die without heirs of his body, or without heirs -

without heirs male of his body, or without an heir or an heir male of
of his body. j^jg body,' then over to another, such devise vests in the

devisee an estate tail general, or an estate tail male, as the case

may be (h).

Indeed so well has this been settled from an early period, that to

found an argument in favor of a contrary construction, recourse is

Direction to
always had to special circumstances. Thus, where (i)

grant a fee a testator devised lands to his wife for life, and after

co™iusfve°°* lisr death to J., his eldest son, and his heirs, upon con-

against an dition that J., as soon as the land should come unto him
in possession, should grant to S., testator's second son,

and his heirs an annual rent of il., and that if J. should die without

heirs of his body the land should remain to S. and the heirs of his

body; it was contended that the intent was shown that J. should

have a fee, otherwise he could not legally grant such a rent to have

(e) Chap. XXXIX.
U) Young I). Davjes, 2 Dr. & Sm. 167.

(q) Lucas «. Goldsmid, 29 Beav. 657. "To A. and his family" simply gives a fee simple,

ante, p. 1133.
(A) Tracy v. Glover, cit. 3 Leon. 130, pi. 183, Grodb. 16 ; and see Blaxton v. Stone, 3 Mod.

123 ; Denn v. Slater, 5T, K. 335. The rule is also applicable to deeds, Co. Lit. 21 a. Where
a testator devised real estate, in the events which happened, to the sons of L. " in succession,"

it was held that the effect of these words was to cut down the estate in fee which would other-

wise have pa;ssed by the indefinite devise to the sons, so as to give them successive estates in

tail, Studdert II. Von Steiglitz, 23 L. R., Ir. 564. And in wills it holds where the devise over
is if the prior devisee " die without issue," Browne v. Jervas, Cro. Jac. 290 ; Chadock v. Cow-
ley, id. 695 ; Doed. Neville v. Rivers, 7 T. R. 276 ; Doed. Ellis v. Ellis, 9 East, 382 ; Bid-
dulph V. Lees, Ell. Bl. & Ell. 289 ; Bowen v. Lewis, 9 App. Ca. 890 ; and see ante, Ch. XVII.
s. vi. See as to deeds, Morgan v. Morgan, L. R., 10 Eq. 499. In Cane v. James, cit. Skinn.
19, where the devise was to A. and his heirs, and if A. die without heirs of his body that his

sister should have 600/., it was held that A. took the fee. It will be observed that there was
no devise over of the land itself. But if the dying without heirs male or without issue be
coupled with any other contingency, as " dying without heirs male in the lifetime of A.," the

first devisee takes not an estate tail, but an estate in fee, with an executonr devise over. Pells

V. Brown, Cro. Jac. 590; Dastman ». Baker, 1 Taunt. 179 ; Denn ti. Eemeys, 9 East, 366

;

Doe V. Chaffey, 16 M. & Wels; 656, ante, p. 919. As to the effect of stat. 1 Vict. c. 26 on de-
vises of the above kind, see Vol. I., p. 560, and post, Ch. XLI.

(i) Dutton V. Engram, Cro. Jac. 427.

1 See Hawley v. Northampton, 8 Mass. 3.
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continuance after his death ; but it was resolved to be an estate tail

;

for being limited that if he died without issue then it should be to S.

and his heirs of his body, showed what heirs of J. were intended, tIz.

heirs of his body ; and though he was to make a grant of the rent,

yet this, being by appointment of the donor, was not contra formam
donationis, but stood with the gift, and it should bind the issue in

tail. The Court evidently considered the direction to grant the

fee farm rent as conferring a power, or rather, perhaps, a trust

coupled with a power, in which view it was consistent with an estate

tail.

* III.— Effect of Gift over.— Where real estate is devised [*1175]

over in default of heirs of the first devisee, and the ulterior

devisee stands related to the prior devisee so as to be in the course

of descent from him, whether in the lineal or collateral _ .... Devise over
line and however remote, as the prior devisee in that on failure of

case could not die without heirs while the devisee over
gon inline'^of"

exists, the word " heirs " is construed to means heirs of descent creates

the body, and accordingly the estate of the first devisee, *^'*'* * "

by the effect of the devise over, is restricted to an estate tail, and the

estate of the devisee over becomes a remainder expectant on that

estate {k). This construction is induced by the evident absurdity of

supposing the testator to mean that his devise over should depend on
an event which cannot happen without involving the extinction of its

immediate object.

But the Court will not so construe the word " heirs " where the de-

vise over is to a stranger, however plausible may be the conjecture

that it was so intended, and consequently the devise otherwise

over is void for remoteness (l) ; and formerly a relation
Granger ia

of the half blood or a parent or grandparent was, for blood,

this purpose, considered as a stranger, such person being then ex-

cluded from taking directly by descent (m) ; but the law, as to per-

sons dying since the 31st of December, 1833, is now regulated by the

statute 3 & 4 W. 4, c. 106, which has admitted relations of the half-

blood, and parents and other ancestral relations in the ascending line,

to the heirship (n).

In Harris v. Davis (o), the gift over in default of heirs of the first

(Je) 1 Roll. Ab. 836 ; 2 Lev. 162 ; Cro. Jao. 416 ; 1 Freem. 74 ; 2 Eq. Gas. Ab. 306, pi. 2,

3 Lev. 70 ; 2 Stra. 849 ; Amb; 363 ; 2 Ed. 2D7; Cas. t. Talb. 1 : Willes, 164, 369 ; 1 P. W.
23 ; Doug. 266 ; Cowp. 234 ; 3 T. R. 491, 488, n. ; 2 Marsh. 170, 6 Taunt. 485 ; 6 Beav. 412;
A few early decisions to the contrary, such as Hearu v. Allen, Cro. Car. 67, are overruled by
the current of authorities.

(!) Grumble ». Jones, 2 Eq. Ca. Ab. 300, pi. 15, 11 Mod. 207, Willes, 166, n., 1 Salk. 238
nora. Aumble v. Jones ; Att.-Gen. j). Gill, 2 P. W. 369 ; Griffiths t>. Grieve, 1 J. & W. 31.

(m) Tilbnrgh v. Barbut, 1 Ves. 88, 3 Atk. 617 ; and see Preston d. Eagle v. Funnell,

Willes, 164 : MofEet ». Catherwood, Ale. & Nap. 472.

(n) See 1 Haj-es's Introd. 5th ed. p. 319.

{<>) 1 Coll. 416.
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To several, devisee was to several other persons, one of whom was not

is'a stran'e™
related to the first devisee, but as all the others were re-

in Wood. lated to him, he was held to take an estate tail. It would

seem, therefore, sufficient to give the first devisee an estate tail that

any one of a number of devisees over was related to him.

Of course the limiting of the estate over, in default of heirs of the

body or issue, to the right heirs of the devisee, does not

[?1176] vary *the construction further than to give the devisee the

remainder in fee expectant on the estate tail. Thus,

tioVoveTto^ where (p) a testator devised certain lands unto his son

the right heirs p. and his heirs forever, on condition that he paid W.
30^. within one year after the death of the testator's

wife, and he gave other tenements to other sons, adding the follow-

ing clause :— " Item. My will and mind is, that in case any of my
said children unto whom I have bequeathed any of my real or copy-

hold estates shall die without issue, then I give the estate of him or

her so dying unto his or their right heirs forever ;
" and it was

held that the children took estates tail, with remainder in fee to

themselves.

Sometimes an estate tail general is cut down to an estate tail spe-

cial by implication. As where (q) the devise was to the use of the

testator's eldest son John and his heirs forever, and

geoeral cut failing issue of John, to the use of James the second

taite Sil°
^°^ ^^^ ^^^ heirs forever, and failing issue of that son,

special by to the use of the third son George and his heirs forever,
implication.

g^^^ failing his issue, to the use of every other son the

testator should or might have, according to priority of birth ; and
failing his (testator^s) issue male, then to his issue female and their

heirs forever, and for want of issue female, then to the use of his (the

testator's) heirs forever: it was argued that the testator evidently

intended to postpone the female to the male line of issue, and that

the latter part of the will was explanatory of the devise to the sons,

showing that they were to take estates tail male only ; for that the

intent of postponing the issue female could not be answered without

postponing his granddaughters as well as daughters, who were both
comprehended under the general expression of his issue female ; and
of this opinion appears to have been the House of Lords, confirming

a decree of the Irish Court of Exchequer (r).

(p) Brice ». Smith, Willes, 1.

(q) Fitzgerald v. Leslie, 3 B. P. C. Toml. 154. This seems to be the converse of Tuck v.

Frencham, Moore, 13, pi. 50, 1 And. 8, and Doe d. Hanson v. Fyldes, Cowp. 833, stated Vol".

I., p. 485.

(r) But there would be obvious diflSeuIty in working out the case on this principle ; for
pari ratione the daughters should have taken estates tail female. The case is mentioned
doubtjnglv by Lord St. Leonards, 4 H. L. Ca. 280.

This Chapter, it is obvious, does not exhaust the general subject of which it professes to treat.

The numerous instances in which the words "heirs of the body," accompanied by e.\plan-
.*„™,.^r,..o==inn= anHfhownriiQ " .-hiMron " " =«„ " and " issiie " have Operated to Confer ar

,
to which, therefore, the reader is referred.

X LLC illlillC* V/liO ILlOfcwmjvu Hi IT uiuii. uiiu •• m u,i:i u\.ll o

atory expressions, and the words " children, " " son," and " issue " have operated to confer an
estate tail, are fully discussed in subsequent chapters, t

• • - -



*CHAPTEE XXXVI.

ETJLE IN Shelley's case.

[*1177]

The Rule as applied to Direct

Limitations: —
1. Nature of tlie Rule . . , 1177

2. What is a sufficient Estate

of Freehold in the Ances-

tor 1181
3. What Limitations to the

Heirs are sufficient . . 1184

n.

in.

4 Questions where one or both

of the Limitations relate

to several Persons . . . 1186

The Rule as applied to Execu-
tory Limitations 1189

Practical Effect of the Rule con-

sidered 1202

I. — The Rule as applied to Direct Limitations.— 1. Nature of the

Rule. — The rule in Shelley's case is a rule of law, and not of con-

struction {a). ' The rule simply is, that, where an estate of freehold is

(a) The comprehensive nature of the present work renders it impossible to present more
than a brief outline of the chief practical points connected with the rule in Shelley's case,

which require the attention of the student or the practitioner ; and this plan is the more wil-

lingly submitted to, since the subject has received an elaborate investigation from several
writers, who have brought great learning and abilities to the task.

In Bowen v. Lewis, 9 App. Ca. p. 907, Lord Cairns said that in his opinion the rule is " not
a technical rule, but a rule ofsubstance to give effect to the Intention," i.e., an Intention gath-
ered from the whole will that the estate shall travel through the issue generally of a certain

person.

1 The familiar words of inheritance em-
ployed in conveyancing were, in the Latin
form et suis hseredlbus, first brought mto
common use in England in the 12th or late in

the 11th centurj'; following upon the estab-
lishment, effected towards the close of the
11th century, of the feudal tenures, or, to

speak more exactly, of the tenure by knight
service. At the same time, iu immediate con-
nection with the words of inheritance, recip-

rocal words declaring that the feud was to be
held of the donor "and his heirs" were
introduced into general use. The gift con-
templated a relation In perpetuum between
the donor and his descendants and the donee
and his descendants. And there are indica-

tions that with this gift of an estate of inheri-

tance the heir apparent, not without some
further ground in earlier though irregular

practice, came, and for a long time continued,
to think himself in some way included in the
gift itself, either as dormant tenant with the
ancestor, or as having some other sort of in-

terest of which he ought not to be deprived by
any gift of his ancestor alone. That is, as
would be said in later times, he considered
either that he took by purchase from the
donor, or that the gift ambunted to an entail.

Some of the many indications to this effect

may be pointed out. In the Custumal known
as the Laws of Henry the First, a work of the

first half of the 12th century, it is said that

one who has bookland (land of Inheritance

granted by writing out of the public domain)
given him by his " parentes " should not
convey it away from his family. Hen. 1, c.

70, § 21.; Placita Anglo-Normannica, Introd.

44, 45, note. In the reign of the same Henry
the First (1100-1135) a son confirms (or rather

makes anew) a gift of land made by his

father in frankalmoign, which had been
adjudged good against the son. I'lacita

Anglo-Normannica, 128, 129. See also 2

Hist. Mon, Abingdon, 136, anno 1104. In a
record of about the year of 1160, an action is

stated to have been brought by the Abbot of

Abingdon against one Pagan, "cum filio

quern heredem habuit " to recover certain

fiefs alleged to have been forfeited by Pagan
the father ; the litigation being terminated
with a concord by wlilch the plaintiff gave to

Pagan " et heredlbus suis, jure heredltario

... in perpetuum," the land In question

upon certain conditions, which I'agan "et
Alius suns" promised to perform. PI. A.-N.
208, 209. GlanvIUe, writing about twenty
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Natare of the
rule in Shel-

ley's case.

limited to a person, and the same instrument contains

a limitation, either mediate or immediate, to his heirs

or the heirs of his body, the word " heirs " is a word of

five years later, says that a man may make a
will in his last illness '*with the consent of

his heir ;
" that he cannot "without his heir's

consent," give any part of his inheritance to

a younger son ; and that he cannot disinherit
*' his son and heir,'* even as to land which he
has bought, though if he have no heir of his

body he may do as he will with such land.

Lib. 7, c. 1. He might, however, convey a
reasonable part of purchased property with-
out the consent of his bodily heir. Id. And
see further, as to the limits upon alienation.

Magna Charta, c. 39 (Henry 3, A. D. 1217),
with Coke's comments, 2 Inst. 66.

. This relation of the heir to his father's feud
did not long survive the 12th century, though
traces of it apparently are seen in Bracton,

whose treatise is thought by Sir Travera
Twiss to have been written all along between
about the years 1227 and 1257. By that time
a feoffment to a man and his heirs enabled
the feoffee to convey the feud absolutely as

against the heir; but a lingering assertion of

the position of the heir may perhaps be seen
in the remark by Bracton, in speaking of
gifts to a man and the heirs of his body
(which was then a gift in fee conditional upon
procreation, and not, as later, an estate tail),

that '' some think the heirs were feoffed with
their fathers," which, he adds, is not true.

Lib. 2, c. 6, fol. 17 b. The only or the chief

difference at that time between a gift to a man
and his heirs genera], and one to a man and
the heirs of his body, was this, that, while in

the first case the feoifee could convey the fief

without his heir's consent, in the second he
was deemed to have taken the fief upon con-
dition of having an heir of his body; failing

which the estate reverted at his death to the

donor. But if an heir were born to him, then
he hsld as in the first case, and could alien

accordingly to the disherison of the heir;

though this is afterwards declared by the

statute De donis conditionalibus (confirming

so far what has already been stated), to have
been contrary to the will of the donor and
the express form of the gift. The statute

referred to, passed in the year 1285, changed
all this, and declared that the intention of the

donor in a conditional gift should thereafter

prevail; thus, without altering the form of

the gift, creating estates tail. No change
was made as to gifts to a man and his heirs

general ; such remaining alienable by the an-
cestor against the heir, as they had been long
before.

The growth, it may be here remarked, of

a right of alienation against the heir, which
terminated in one particular with the statute

De donis, may have been promoted by the

right of the ancestor to alien absolutely his

purchased property, other than at first his

fief (Hen. 1, c. 70, § 21); but the exercise

of the right must have been greatly and di-

rectly furthered by the introductiori into the

feudal gift itself, early in the 13th or late in

the 12th century, of the word "assigns," the
feoffment now, as in modern times, often
running to the feoffee, "his heirs and as-

signs." The assign would now be protected
against the heir by the feoffor's warranty.
Thus far of the earlier history of the word

" heirs." Now, it was no mere matter of

words when, in Bracton's time, it was said by
some that the heir was feoffed with his an-
cestor. Upon the decision of that contention
hung, in the logic of lawyers whose acute-

ness has scarcely been surpassed, the chief

feudal rights of the donor of the feud. If the
heir was then feoffed, he was then admitted
to seisin, and the right to claim the payment
of reliefs for admission to the inheritance was
gone, and with it, perhaps, primer seisins

and the emoluments of wardship. This could
not be tolerated, and hence the heir was
deemed to take by descent from his ancestor,

and not by purchase from the donor of the

feud. Whether the rule in Shelley's Case
of later times (A. D. 1581) was influenced by
this consideration, is not clear ; it is com-
monly thought to have been, and the sugges-
tion is not improbable.
But Shelley's Case, as the report itself

shows, enunciated no new doctrine, and some
of the earlier cases show that other consider-

ations were operating in the same direction.

The same doctrine had been laid down as

early as the year 1325, more than two and a
half centuries before Shellev's Case. M. 18
Edw. 2, 577 ; Hargrave's Law Tracts, 601.

In his opinion in Perrin v. Blake, Law Tracts,

501, Mr. Justice Blackstone largely quotes
this very early case, as showing that one of

the grounds of the rule by which an estate to

a man for life, with remainder to his heirs,

was deemed to give the fee to the ancestor
was that of facilitating the alienation of land

;

a result, however indirect, of the judgment
in the case referred to (M. 18 Edw. 2), by
which the lands of the ancestor thus given
were after his death held to be still charged
with his debts. Another ground stated bj'

Mr. Justice Blackstone, and enforced by the
same case, was that the rule was necessary
to prevent an abeyance of the inheritance, a
thing which would have been attended with
serious inconvenience.
The old policy, however, which dictated

the rule, though founded upon or influenced
by all these considerations, has long since

ceased to be of force ; and the practical re-

sult, so far as this country is concerned, is

that, even in those states in which the rule, in
Shelley's Case prevails, every reasonable op-
portunity is embraced to find an e-^cape from
the application of the doctrine. Aside from
plain and long-recognized distinctions, such
as that the two parts must be of like quality,
both legal or both equitable, in order to coa-
lesce in the ancestor, the tendency of the
American cases in such states is strongly in
the direction of giving effect to the intention
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limitation, i. e., the ancestor takes the whole estate comprised in this

term. Thus, if the limitation be to the heirs of his body, he takes a

fee-tail ; if to his heirs general, a fee simple (6).

(6) Shelley's case, 1 Rep. 93, 104 a. The question was not directly raised in this case,

but was incidentally much discussed. Gavelkind lands are within the rule, Doe d. Bosnall
V. Harvey, 4 B. & Cr. 610. See some observations on the nature and origin of the rule, Fea.
C. R., and Hayes's Supplem. ; Prest. Est., Vol. I., c. 3. See also Earl of Bedford's case, Moore,
718 ; Whiting v. Wilkins, 1 Bulstr. 219; Eundale v. Eeley, Cart. 170 ; Broughton v. Lang-
ley, 2 Ld. Ray. 873, 2 Salk. 679, and cases passim in the next chapter. A gift to A. and at
his death to the next heir of the name of A., gives to A. a fee simple conditional, Re Catling's
Estate, W. N., 1890, p. 75.

of the testator (to narrow the subject now to

wills) wherever there is indication, however
indirect, of a knowledge of the existence of
the rule, and of a purpose to escape its conse-

quences
;
provided the language of the will is

sufficient for that purpose. See Lytic v.

Beveridge, 58 N. Y. 592, 600 ; Huber's Ap-
peal, 80 Penn. St. 348 ; Dodson v. Ball, 60
Penn. St. 492 ; Kife v. Gever, 59 Penn. St.

393 ; Criswell's Appeal, 41 Penn. St. 288

;

Gernet v. Lynn, 31 Penn. St. 94 ; Steacy v.

Rice, 27 Penn. St. 76 ; Yarnall's Appeal, 70
Penn. St. 335; George v. Morgan, 16 Penn.
St. 95 ; Guthrie's Appeal, 37 Penn. St. 9 ;

Chew's Appeal, id. 23 ; Newman's Appeal,
35 Penn. St. 339 ; Brown v. Lj'nn, 2 Seld.

419 ; Simpers v. Simpers, 15 Md. 160 ; Chil-

ton V. Henderson, 9 Gill, 432 ; Moore v.

Brooks, 12 Graft. 135 ; Thompson v. Mitch-
ell, 4 Jones, Eq. 441 ; Griffith v. Derringer,

5 Harr. (Del.) 284 ; Russ v. Russ, 9 Fla. 105;
Vaden v. Hance, 1 Head, 300; Cooper v,

Coursey, 2 Coldw. 416 ; Williams v. Sneed,

3 Coldw. 533 ; Dudley v. Mallery, 4 Ga. 52
;

Sice'ioff V. Redman, 26 Ind. 251 ; Crockett v.

Riibinson, 46 N. H. 454 ; Kennedy v. Ken-
nedy, 5 Dutch. 185: Norris v. Hensley, 27

Cai: 439.

Of course there need be no further evidence

of a recognition by the testator of the rule

than is involved in the use of such language

as will permit a departure from its controlling

effect. But the mere fact that a purpose to

give an estate for life to the ancestor is mani-
fest, is not deemed sufficient, where the rule

in Shelley's Case prevails, to justify a depar-

ture from the rule. Such a purpose appears,

indeed, in most cases that clearly fall within

the rule : there must be .npt language to ex-

clude a fee in the ancestor. See, e. g. Moore
V. Brooks, 12 Graft. 135 ; Huber's Appeal,

80 Penn. St. 348 ; Criswell's Appeal, 41

Penn. St. 288 ; Guthrie's Appeal, 37 Penn.
St. 9 ; and other cases, supra. But it is

enough to prevent an enlargement of the

life-estate, by the general current of the au-

thorities, that the will has designated certain

persons as the objects of the ulterior bounty
of the testator, though they may be the same
as the heirs-at-law. Huber's Appeal, supra.

See McKee v. McKinley, 33 Penn. St. 92.

In those states in wliich the rule in Shel-

ley's case does not prevail, the intention to

give an estate by purchase to the heir may,
of course, more easily prevail ; and language
which, under that rule, would give a fee to

the ancestor, may be sufficient to give a re-

mainder to his child. Putnam v. Gleason,
99 Mass. 454 ; Carter v. Reddish, 32 Ohio
St. 1 ; Bunnell v. Evans, 26 Ohio St. 409

;

Williamson v. Williamson, 18 B. Mon. 329.
See Flournoy v. Flournoy, 1 Bush, 515.

However, even in such states the intention
must be shown by such language as the law
deems appropriate for the purpose. Carter
V. Reddish, supra. A man maj', in

point of fact, intend to give a remainder
to the heir of A. in a gift to "A. and his

heirs," according to the natural and original
meaning of those words ; but such is

the universally established interpretation put
upon that language, that, unless the indica-

tion be very clear, by otlier language of the
will, that ttie testator intended to limit to A.
an estate for lil'e, he will take the property
absolutely. Nor can the case be difierent

even where, as in New York, the use of the

word '* heirs " is unnecessary in deeds as well
as in wills to create an estate in fee. The
presumption is universal that the word
" heirs " is a word of limitation, and not of
purchase. And so at common law, of " heirs

of the body." Guthrie's Appeal, 37 Penn.
St. 9. Contra by statute in Illinois. Butler
V. Heustis, 68 111. 694.

The word " heirs " being therefore, prima
facie, a word of inheritance, it is perfectly

clear that (in applying the rule in Shelley's

Case) the test as to whether the estate is

given to the ancestor absolutely, or for life

only, arises in connection with the use of this

word. If the primary sense of the word
"heirs" has not been afiected by the terms
of the will, it cannot be a word of purchase

;

and the entire fee is given to the ancestor.

If, however, the strict meaning of the word
is modified by the context, the persons re-

ferred to will take by purchase, and the es-

tate of the ancestor will be limited by so

much. See Physick's Appeal, 50 Penn. St.

128; Nice's Appeal, id. 143.

The rule in Shelley's case formerly pre-

vailed in most, if not in all, of the older

states. See Steel v. Cook, 1 Met. 282; Bow-
ers V. Porter, 4 Pick. 206; Crockett v. Robin-
son, 46 N. H. 454; Dennett v. Dennett, 43

N. H. 499; Cooper v. Cooper, 6 R. I. 261;
Thurston v. Thurston, id. 296; Williams v.

Angell, 7 R. I. 145; .Tillson v. Wilcox, id

616; Manchester v. Durfee, 5 R. I. 549;
Bishop V. Selleck, 1 Day, 299 ; Lvtle v. Be-
veridge, 58 N. Y. 592, 601; Brant ». Gelston,
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Only applies The rule is usually stated in the above general terms,
to limitations ^j^t by the word " limitation," we must understand a

remamder. limitation by way of remainder, as distinguished from
limitation by way of executory devise or a shifting use,

[*1178 ] which, though it be to the heirs of * a person taking a

previous estate of freehold. Tests in the heir as a pur-

chaser (c).

The rule is well illustrated in the celebrated case of Perrin v.

Blake (d). There A. by his will declared that if Ms wife should be

enceinte with a child at any time thereafter (but which

never happened), and it were a male, he devised his real

and personal estate equally to be divided between the said infant and
his son W., when the infant should attain twenty-one ; and he de-

clared it to be his intent that none of his children should dispose of

his estate for longer than his life ; and to take intent he devised all

his estate to the said W. and the said infant, for the term of their

natural lives ; remainder to G. and his heirs for the lives of the said

Perrin v.

Blake.

(c) Llovd ». Carew, Pre. Ch. 72, Show. P. C. 137 ; per Lord Cranworth, C, Coape v. Arnold,
4 D. M. & G. 589 ; Fea. C. E. 276 ; Gilb. Uses, 21 ; Hayes on Limitations, 4, 51, 52. This
was questioned by Malins, T.-C, in White and Hindle's contract, 7 Ch. D. 203. In this case
Crofts ». Middleton, 2 K. & J. 194, was cited arg. as deciding that under a devise to A. for

life, remainder to her children in fee, with alternative remainder to her heirs if (as happened)
she should have no children, the life-estate and the remainder to heirs would not coalesce.

This is, of course, not law, and found no favor with Malins, V.-C. ; nor was it, indeed, so laid

down or suggested in the case cited. The question there was whether the remainder to the
heirs, which, by the operation of the rule in Shelley's case, was executed in A., was vested
or contingent. Wood, V.-C, held that it was contingent, and, consequently, that A., being
f. c, had not effectuall}'' disposed of it by the means she had used. On appeal (S D. M. &; G.
192) the question whether the remainder was vested or contingent was left undecided ; as to

which see Egertoni). Massey,3 C. B. N. S. 338, ante. Vol. I., p. 611.

(d) 4 Burr. 2579, 1 W. Bl. 672, 1 Coll. Jur. 283, Harg. Law Tracts, 489, n., Hayes's In-

quiry, 227, n.

2 Johns. Cas. 384; Kingsland v. Bapelye, 3

Edw. 1; Quick ». Quick, 21 N. J. Eq". 13;
Ackers v. Ackers, 23 N. J. Eq. 26; List v.

Kodney, 83 Penn. St. 483; Huber's Appeal,
80 Penn. St. 348; Griffith v. Derringer, 5
Harr. (Del.) 284; Simpers w. Simpers, 15
Md. 160; Moore v. Brooks, 12 Gratt. 135;
Payne «. Sale, 3 Battle, 455; Davidson v.

Davidson, 1 Hawks, 163; Swain v. Rascoe,
3 Ired. 200; Dott v. Cunningham, 1 Bay,
453; Carr ». Porter, 1 McCord, Ch. 60; Dud-
lev V. Mallery, 4 Ga. 251; Euss v. Russ, 9

Fla. 105; Carter v. Reddish, 82 Oliio St. 1;
McFeely v. Moore, 5 Ohio, 466; iSiceloff ii.

Redman, 26 Ind. 251; Helm v. Frisbie, 59
Ind. 626; Williamson ti. Williamson, 18 B.
Mon. 329; Polk v. Faris, 9 Yerg. 209; Set-

tle ». Settle, 10 Humph. 474; Ward v. Saun-
ders, 2 Swan, 174; s. c. 3 Sneed, 387;
Williams ». Sneed, 3 Coldw. 533 ; Turner v.

Ivie, 5 Heisk.222; Williams v. Williams, 10

Heisk. 566; Williams v. Williams, 11 Lea,

652 ; Butler u. Heustis, 68 111. 594; Baker v.

Scott, 62 III. 86 ; Tesson v. Newman, 62 Mo.
198. But in nearly all of these states the

rule has either been abolished or modified by
statute, as the cases just cited show. It re-

mains in force in many of the states. Car-
penter V. Van Olinder, 127 111. 42; Belslav v.

Engel,107 111. 182; Earn hart ». Earnhart,"l27
Ind. 397; Millett ». Ford, 109 Ind. 159; Al-
len V. Craft, id. 476: Hockstedler i). Hock-
stedler, 108 Ind. 506; Shimer v. Mann, 99
Ind. 190; Eidgeway v. Lamphear, id. 251;
Warner v. Sprigg, 62 Md. 14; Dickson v.

Satterfield, 53 Md. 317; Parsgrove v. Com-
fort, 58 Miss. 644; King v. Utlev, 85 N. C.
S9; Mannerback's Estate, 133 Pe'nnl St. 21;
List V. Rodney, 83 Penn. St. 483; Huber's
Appeal, 80 Penn. St. 348; Burges ». Thomp-
son, 13 R. I. 712; Molntyre v. Mclntyre,
16 S. C. 290; Chipps «. Hall, 23 W. Va. 504.

It may be added that it is only after the
intention has been discovered that "the rule in
Shelley's Case can be invoked. The rule can-
not be used as a means of discovering the
intention. List v. Rodner, supra; Evans v,

Evans, 1892, 2 Ch. 173, 184, 188.

As to what will take a case out of the rule,

see, among the many cases, Trumbull B.Trum-
bull, 149 Mass. 200 f Millett v. Ford, and other
Indiana cases, supra; Mannerback's Estate,
and other Pennsylvania cases, supra; Rife «.

Geyer, 59 Penn.'St. 393.
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W. and the infant ; remainder to the heirs of the bodies of the said W.
and the said infant lawfully begotten or to be begotten ; remainder
to the testator's daughters for the term of their natural lives, equally

to be divided between them ; remainder to G. and his heirs during the

lives of the daughters ; remainder to the heirs of the bodies of the

said daughters, equally to be divided. The question was, what estate

W. took. Lord Mansfield, with Ashton and Willes, JJ. (Yates, J.,

diss.), held that he was tenant for life only; but their judgment was
reversed by a majority of the Judges in the Exchequer Chamber, who
held that W. took an estate tail. An appeal was brought in the

House of Lords, but was compromised.

Since this solemn determination (e) the rule in question has been
regarded as one of the most firmly established rules of jjule nerer

property, and, strictly speaking, no instance can be ad- infringed,

duced of a departure from it. Undoubtedly, in. many cases a

devise to a * person for life, and after his death to the heirs [*1179]

of his body, has been held by force of the context to give an

estate for life only to the ancestor (/) ; but this has been the result

not of holding the heirs of the body, as such, to take by purchase,

but of construing those words to designate some other class ofpersons

generally less extensive. The rule, therefore, was excluded, not

violated, by this interpretation.

Whether the testator, by this or any other expression, mean to

describe heirs of the body, is a totally distinct inquiry,
preiuniuary

and has therefore in the present treatise been separately question of

discussed (ff). The blending of the two questions tends
'=°"*"'"'''"'°-

to involve, both in unnecessary perplexity.

The principle of the rule in Shelley's case applies to The rule

limitations of copyholds (h) and of estates pur autre applies to

. . * ' ^ ' ^ copyholds and
Vie (t;

.

estates pur

An analogous relation subsists between a man and his ^^^^^ "^

personal representatives ; thus Lord Coke says (k), " If a man make
a lease for life to one, the remainder to his executors for

twenty-one years, the term for years shall vest in him, ufe, remainder

for even as ancestor and heir are correlativa as to inheri- *° *"* '=^^-

. cutors.

tance (as if an estate for life be made to A., the remain-

der to B., in tail, the remainder to the right heirs of A., the fee vesteth

in A. as it had been limited to him and his heirs), even so are testa-

tors and executors correlativa as to any chattel " (I). But this would

(e) An interesting statement of the circumstances and progress of this case may be found
in Mr. Hargrave's Law Tracts, and in Mr. Holliday's Life of Lord Mansfield.

(./) See next Chapter

(g) As to where heirs of the body, children, sons, and issue, are used as words of limitation,

see post.

(h) Busby ». Greenslade, 1 Str. 445.

(i) Low V. Burron, 3 P. W. 262; Forster ». Forster, 2 Atk. 259.

(k) Co. Lit. 54 b.

(Z) See accordingly Kirlcpatrick v. Capel, Sugd. Pow. p. 75, 8th ed. ; Holloway v. Clark-

son, 2 Hare, 521 ; Deyall v. Dickins, 9 Jur. 550 ; Page v. Soper, 11 Ha. 321.
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seem to be rather a rule of construction, in order to promote the

intention.

To attract the rule in Shelley's case the limitations to the ancestor,

and to his heirs, must be created by the same instrument. Therefore,

Limitations' where (m) A. had, on the marriage of B. his son, settled

must be lands on the son for life, remainder to the sons of that

same^instru- marriage successively in tail male, reversion to himself
ment. jji fgg, and by will devised the same to the issue of B. by

any other wife in tail male ; it was held that this devise did not

make B. tenant in tail, but gave his heir of the body an estate tail

by purchase.

Will and But a will, and a schedule to it, are considered as one
schedule. instrument for the purposes of this rule (m) ; and the

[*1180] same principle * undoubtedly applies to a will and a codicil,

or several codicils.

It was contended by Mr. Feame (o) that where one limitation is

contained in au instrument creating a power, and the

CTeatfngand Other in an appointment under such power, the rule

exercising would apply (p) ; but the position has been, with much
powers.

reason, questioned by other learned writers (q).

The rule in Shelley's case applies to equitable as well as legal in-

terests (r) ; but the estate of the ancestor, and the limitation to the

T
J

J,
heirs, must be of the same quality, i. e., both legal or

equitable both equitable. It frequently happens that a testator
interests.

devises land in trust for a person for life, and after his

death in trust for the heirs of his body, but gives the trustees some
ofiice in regard to the tenant for life that causes them to retain the

legal estate during his life, but which, ceasing at his death, does

not prevent the limitation to the heirs of the body from being exe-

cuted in them. In such cases, by the rule just stated, they take as

purchasers (s). The converse case of course may, but it rarely does,

occur (f).

Where the limitations to the devisee for life, and to the heirs of his

body, both carry the legal estate, the fact that one of them is subject

(m) Moore v Parker, Ld. Raym. 37, Skinn. 558.

(m) Haves d. Foorde v. Foorde, 2 W. Bl. 698.

(0) C. fe. 75. And so Sug. Pow. 472, 8th ed.; Hayes on Limitations, 61.

(p) Venables «. Morris, 7 T. R. 342.

Iq) Butl. n. to Co. Lit. 299 b; 1 Prest. Est. 324.

(r) Reynell v. Reynell, 30 Beav. 21; Fearne, C. R. 124, et seq. See also Richardson ji.

Harrison, 16 Q. B. I). 85. And there are no degrees of equity, Nouaille v. Greenwood,
T. & R. 26; Re White and Hindle'a contract, 7 Ch. D. 201.

(<) Ante, p. 1141.

h) An unsuccessful attempt to support such a construction was made in Nash ti. Coates
3 B. & Ad. 839, ante, p. 1164, where it is observable that the trustees had not any office to
perform except to preserve the contingent remainder, and there was no such remainder unless
the words " heirs of the body " were construed children ; and the Court, by rejecting this con-
Btruction, destroyed the force of the argument. This case serves to show that the Courts are
not disposed to strain the rules of construction for the purpose of preventing the application
of the rule in Shelley's case.
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to a trust does not prevent the application of the rule. Legal estate

Mr. Fearne, indeed, seems to have been of a contrary ^ trust'''*
opinion (u) ; but the affirmative has been successfully

maintained by his learned editor and Mr. Preston (x), on the -well-

known principle, that trust estates were not objects of the jurisdic-

tion of Courts of Law.
In Douglas v. Congreve {y) real and personal estate were

given * to a feme covert for life for her separate use, and after [*1181]

her decease to her husband for life, with remainder to the

heirs of her body in tail, accompanied by a declaration Limitation of

that the aforesaid limitations were intended by the tes- ^'^^ ^^^^^ '°
'

, separate use
tator to be in strict settlement; and it was contended of married

that as the testator had created a trust for the separate woman,

use of the devisee, she had merely an equitable interest (the husband

being a trustee for her), with which the legal limitation to the heirs

would not unite ; but Lord Langdale conclusively answered this rea-

soning by observing that the legal estate was vested in the wife,

and that the power which the law gave to the husband over the real

estate of his wife did not alter the nature or quality of that estate.

I. — 2. What is a sufficient Estate ofFreehold in the Ancestor.— The
estate of freehold may be an estate for the life of the devisee himself,

or of another person, or for the joint lives of several per-

sons, and may be either absolute or determinable on a sidered in

contingency, as an estate durante viduitate (z), and may relation to

?, , -, . , . ,. . „i / N
estatefor life.

arise either by express devise, or by implication of law (a).

which must be, we have seen, a necessary implication (b).

In what cases the freehold shall be said to result by operation of

law is a preliminary question of construction. In Coape v. Arnold (c),

there was a devise to Gr. H., the testator's eldest son, for

ninety-nine years if he should so long live, and subject resulting

to the said term to trustees and their heirs during the '""^ 1'*^-

(«) C. R. 35.

(x) Treat, on Estates. Vol. I., p. 311.

(y) 1 BeaT. 59. See Verulam v. Bathurst, 13 Sim. 386. But see Re Hart's Estate, Or-
ford V. Hart, W. N., 1883, where Kay, J., held, upon the construction of the whole will, that

a devise to trustees to the use of a married daughter for life for her separate use, gave her
only an equitable life-estate so as not to coalesce with an ultimate devise " in trust for" the
right heirs of the daughter. The ultimate limitation was apparently regarded as clothing the
heirs with the legal estate notwithstanding the use of the word "trust," on the principle that
the estate of trustees is commensurate with their duties, as there were no directions to sell or
other duties imposed on the trustees beyond the life of the daughter. See on this point,

ante, p. 1156; and see 16 Q. B. D. at p. 108.

(z) Merrill v. Rumsey, 1 Keb. 888, T. Ravra. 126; Fea. C. R. 31; Curtis v. Price, 12 Ves.
89; Griffiths «. Evan, 5 Beav. 241.

(a) Pj'bus V. Mitford. 1 Ventr. 372, Freeffl. K. B. 351, 369, T. Raym. 228; Hayes d.

Foorde v. Foorde, 2 W. Bl. 698; and see Fearne, C. R. 40, et seq.

(4) Ante, Chap. XVII.
(c) 2 Sm. & Gif. 311, 4 D. M. & G. 574. See a letter (7 Jur. N. S. Pt. II. 264) signed

" W. H." where the writer disputes the possibility of a. particular estate resulting to the heir
(see the same author to the same efEect more at large, Hayea on Limitations, p. 63), and sup-
ports the decision on independent grounds.
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Coape V. life of G. H., upon trust only to support tlie contingent
Arnold. remainders thereinafter limited (but not expressly upon

trust for Gr. H.), and after the determination of the said estates unto

the heirs of the body of G. H., and for want of such issue, the tes-

tator devised to his second son, and to the same trustees, and to the

heirs of the body of the second son, in like manner, with re-

[*1182] mainders over. By a * codicil the testator confirmed his

will, and devised all his freehold and copyhold estates to

four trustees, upon trust to convey to the trustees of his marriage

settlement such part as with the provision in the settlement would

make up 1,200Z. jointure for his wife, and he empowered his trustees

to sell, convey, and exchange or mortgage his said estates, and he

charged them with payment of his debts. It was admitted that un-

der the will standing alone the heirs of the body of the eldest son

would have taken by purchase since the legal estate was devised to

them ; but it was contended that, as by the codicil the legal estate

was vested in the trustees, the limitation to the heirs of the body of

the eldest son became an equitable limitation and united with the

equitable freehold which descended or resulted to the eldest son under

the trust for preserving contingent remainders, and that he thus be-

came equitable tenant in tail. Sir J. Stuart, V.-C, however, decided

that the eldest son did not take an estate tail. He said, " As there

is an express devise of the beneficial interest to G. H. for ninety-nine

years if he should so long live, if an equitable freehold resulted to

him by operation of law, the codicil having made all the devises in

the will equitable estates, either the term for ninety-nine years must
be merffed in the resulting freehold, or G. H. must have had two
equitable estates co-existing in him, one for the term of ninety-nine

years if he so long live, the other the freehold said to result by oper-

ation of law. There are difficulties in holding, consistently with de-

cided cases, that the freehold can result by implication to the heir,

to whom an express estate is given for a term of years." He then
cited authorities (d) to show that on a conveyance no estate could by
implication of law result to the settlor which would be inconsistent

with or annihilate an estate expressly limited to him.

But it is submitted that, both term and life-estate being equitable,

there need have been no merger (e) ; and if it had been otherwise,

still as the heir takes without, and even in spite of, intent, whatever
is not well given to some one else (/), merger furnishes no valid

argument against his title. Where was the beneficial interest during

(d) Particularly Adams v. Savage, and Eawley d. Holland, stated Fea. C. E. p. 42; Pres-
ton on Merger, pp. 212 and 514; but with the result in those cases of making the whole con-
veyance void and leaving the whole estate in the grantor,

(e) Prest. Merg. 557.

(/) Ante. Ch. XVIII.
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the life of G. H., if not in him ? The trustees of the term were ex-

pressly excluded (5^).

* But the V.-C. relied on this further ground, that when [*1183]

the particular purpose of the codicil, viz., raising the

jointure and debts, was satisfied, the trustees of the codicil would

be bound to re-convey according to the limitations of the will, and

in its very language. And on this latter ground exclusively the

decision was afB.rmed. Lord Cranworth's judgment con-

tains some observations which, taken alone, might seem north's judg-

to favor the doctrine that the rule would not apply if it ™^°t in Coape

could be collected that the testator did not intend that it

should operate ; which would in effect make it a rule of construction.

But he added, " The short ground of my decision is that the only

effect of the codicil was to transfer the legal estate to the trustees,

upon trust, after making due provision for the jointure and debts, to

put the estate in precisely the same course of enjoyment as that in

which it would have gone if no codicil had been made; and this

certainly did not give G. H. an estate which enabled him to defeat

the remainder, limited to the heirs of his body. I must not be under-

stood as at all impugning the doctrine that the rule in Shelley's case

does not depend upon, and cannot be controlled by, the intention of

the testator ; if the estates created are such -as to bring the rule into

operation, the rule will prevail even against a declared intention to

the contrary. But where the question is, what estates, upon the true

construction of the will, were meant to be created,— did the testator

mean to create an estate of freehold, or only an estate for years ?—
there intention may and must be regarded ; and here, looking to the

intention of the testator, I cannot doubt that he meant to give to the

first taker an estate for years only, with the express object of

avoiding the operation of the rule. In such a case it is, I think, the

duty of the Court to give effect to the intention."

It would seem, therefore, that the L. C. treated the trust as ex-

ecutory (A). He is reported, indeed, to have disclaimed this ground

;

but if the conveyance, when made by the trustees, would have altered

the sense of the words as they stood in will and codicil, it matters

little whether this was by adhering to the letter or by changing it.

On no other ground could the Court have avoided deciding what

became of the beneficial interest during the life of G. H.

It is to be observed, too, that words, however positive and
* unequivocal, expressly negativing the continuance of the [*1184]

ancestor's estate beyond the period of its primary express

(ff) The V.-C.'s opinion wouH seem to have been that they had the equitable estate during

the' life of 6. H. (2 Sm. & G. 325); but it is difficult to concede this against the express de-

claration of trust. It follows (as there are no degrees of equity) that they took no estate

whatever.
(A) As to which see below, s. ii.
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Expressions limitation, will not exclude the rule (t) ; for this inten-

negativing a tjon js as clearly indicated by the mere limitation of a
larger estate ,.„ ,, ., , ,

"^

tt,. i

thaa for life. life-cstate, as it can be by any additional expressions

;

and the doctrine, let it be remembered, is a rule of

tenure, which is not only independent of, but generally operates to

subyert, the intention.^

Upon the same principle, neither the interposition of a trust estate

to preserve contingent remainders, between the estate for life and the

Interposition limitation to the heirs of the body (k), nor a declaration

of trustees to that the first taker shall have a power of jointuring (n),

tiast^t\a-"^' or that his estate shall be without impeachment of

mainders, &c. -^faste (o), or, if a woman, for her separate use (p), or

that the devisee shall have no power to defeat the testator's intent,

will prevent the remainder to the heirs attaching in the ancestor (g-).

I.— 3. What Limitation to the Heirs is sufficient. — With respect

to the limitation to the heirs of the body, it is (as before suggested)

„ , . , immaterial whether they are described under that or any
Eule m regard , , ... -x i xi. j.

•

to limitation other denomination, since it is clear that m every case in
to the heirs.

-^v^Jiich the word "issue" or "son" is construed to be a

word of limitation, and follows a devise to the parent for life or for

Immaterial ^"7 other estate of freehold, such parent becomes tenant

under what in tail by force of the rule in Shelley's case (r). The

heh-s'are*"°° words in question are read as synonymous with heirs of
described. ^f^g body, and consequently, the effect is the same as if

those words had been actually used. Upon the same principle, in the

converse case, i. e, where the words "heirs of the body " are explained to

mean some other class of persons, the rule does not apply (s).

[*1185] * It is clear, too, that the limitation to the heirs of the body
may arise by implication; as (if the will is subject to the

(i) Robinson ». Robinson, 1 Burr. 38, 2 Ves. 225, 3 B. P. C. Toml. 180 nom. Rooinson v.

Hicks, stated infra; Perrin v. Blake, 4 Burr. 2579, ante. p. 1178; Haves d. Foorde e. Foorde,
2 W. Bl. 698; Thong V. Bedford, 1 B. C. C. 313; Roe d. Thong v. Bedford, 4 M. & Sel. 362.

(k) Coulson V. Coulsoa, 2 Stra. 1125; Hodgson v. Ambrose, Doug 337, 3 B. P. C. Toml.
416; Saver ». Masterman, Amb. 344; Measure v. Gee, 5 B. & Aid. 910.

(n) iCing D. Melling, 2 Lev. 58, 1 Ventr. 225, 3 Keb. 42.

(o) Papillon v. Voice, 2 P. W. 471; Denn d. Webb v. Puckey, 5 T. R. 299, 2 R. R. 601;
Frank v. Stovin, 3 East, 548; Jones v. Morgan, 1 B. C. C. 206; Bennett v. Earl of Tanker-
ville, 19 Ves. 170.

(p) Lady Jones V. Lord Say and Sele,8 Vin. Ab. 262, pi. 19, 3 B. P. C. Toml. 113; though
in this case it was held that the estate for life was equitable, and the gift to the heirs carried
the legal estate. See also Roberts v Dixwell, 1 Atk. 607.

(j) Roe d. Thong v. Bedford, 4 M. & Sel. 362, 1 B. C. C. 313.

(r) Robinson v. Robinson, 1 Burr. 38, 2 Ves. 225; Mellish v. Mellish, 3 B. & Cr. 633. 3 D.
& Ey. 804; Griffiths «. Evan, 5 Beav. 241; Harvey v. Towell, 7 Hare, 231, see s. c. 12 Jur.
242; Tate V. Clarke, 1 Beav. 100; Doe ». Rucastle, 8 C. B. 876; Lewis v. Puxlej-, 16 M. &
Wels. 733 ; and see Ch. XXXVIII.

(s) See post, Ch. XXXVIL, s. 3, and Brookman «. Smith, L. R., 7 Ex. 305, where a limi-

tation to " the heirs and assigns of A. as if she had not been married " (which excluded her
lineal descendants) was held not within the rule. See also Allgood ». Blake, id, 363.

1 Huber'3 Appeal, 80 Penn. St. 348.
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old law) in the case of a devise to A. for life, and in case he shall die

without heirs of his body, or without issue, then to B. Limitation to

Such a case (in which the first taker, beyond all doubt, the heirs by-

has an estate tail (t) ) is an exemplification of the rule in ""^

Shelley's case. A gift to the issue or to the heirs of the body is

implied ; and the effect is that the devise is read as a gift to A. for

life, and after his death to his issue or heirs of the body (u), which
brings it to the common case illustrative of the rule. These posi-

tions are indisputable, but the first and third appear to be frequently

lost sight of.

As no declaration, the most positive and unequivocal, that the

ancestor shall take only, or his estate be subiect to the .

As to declara-
incidents of, a life-estate, will exclude the rule, so a tion that heirs

declaration that the heirs shall take as purchasers is shall take by

equally inoperative to have such effect (x).

The rule in Shelley's case applies where the limitation

to the heirs of the body is contingent. Thus, under a contingent

devise to A. and B. for their ioint lives, with remainder limitation
to llL6 x1611*S

to heirs of the body of him who shall die first, the heir

takes by descent (y).

It seems, however, that the mere possibility of the estate of free-

hold determining before the ancestor has heirs of his body (i. e. before

his decease, since nemo est hseres viventis) does not ren- ^^^^ limita-

der the limitation contingent. Thus, where (s) lands tioncontin-

were limited to A. during widowhood, and, after her ^^°'' ^ ™'

death, to the heirs of her hody (in which case it is evident that, by
the marriage of A., her estate would be determined before she could

have any heirs of her body). Sir W. Grant, M. E., held that an abso-

lute estate tail was executed in her ; and this accords with the reso-

lution of the Jadges in the early case of Merrill v. Eumsey (a).

The difference between these and the former cases is, that there the

limitation is contingent in the very terms of its creation, and

the rule, therefore, does not alter it in this respect ; * but in [*1186]

the latter cases, the limitation is merely contingent by the

application of a principle of law governing remainders ; and when
the rule under consideration operates to prevent its Possibility of

taking effect as a remainder, it destroys its contingent f/eehold

,.° „, ..,. Tii-.T determining
quality. The same principle is applicable in the case in lifetime of

of a devise to A. for the life of B., remainder to the ancestor.

heirs of his body ; for as the limitations operate by force of this rule

to give an executed estate tail, that estate is not affected by the cir-

See ante, Vol. I., p. 521.

u) See Lord Hardwicke's judgment in Lethieulller ». Tracy, as reported 1 Ken. 56.
'

I See Harg. Law Tracts, 562.

Co. Lit. 378 b, and see 1 Prest. Est. 316.
x) See Harg. Law Tracts, 562.

(y) Co. Lit. 378 b, and see 1 P:

\z) Curtis V. Price, 12 Ves. 09.

(a) T. Ray. 126, 1 Keb. 888. But see 1 Sid. 2i7.

VOL. U. 22
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cumstance of B., the cestui que vie, dying in the lifetime of A., and,

consequently, before he has any heir of his hody (J).

I.— 4. Questions where one or all of the Limitations relate to several

persons.— It is essential to the operation of the rule in Shelley's case,

...... ^ that the heirs of the body should proceed from the per-

heirs of son taking the estate of freehold, and from that person

freehold and ^^^J ' ^^^' ^^ *^^ devisB be to A. for life, and after his

6f another decease, to the heirs of the body of A. and of another
person.

person, who might have a common heir of their bodies,

it is a contingent remainder in tail to the heirs.

To wife for
Thus in Gossage v. Taylor (c), where the limitations

life, remain- were to the wife for life, remainder to the heirs to be

fhebotol'^of* begotten on the body of the wife by the husband, the

husband and heirs were held to take by purchase. And the same con-

struction prevailed in Frogmorton d. Eobinson v. Whar-

rey (d), where S. surrendered copyholds to the use of M., his then

intended wife, and the heirs of their two bodies lawfully

heira'of body to be begotten ; although the limitation to the heirs was
of husband not expressed to be by way of remainder, and the estate

of the wife was not limited expressly to a life estate.

It may be observed, that, under such limitations, if the person

taking the estate for life die in the lifetime of the other, the con-

tingent remainder to the heirs fails (e) ; for, as there could be no

, heir of their bodies until the death of both (nemo est haeres viventis),

the failure of the particular estate before that period defeats the

remainder (/).

But if, in such a case, the tenant for life and the other person to

whose heirs the limitation is made are of the same sex, or

[ *1187] * being of different sexes, are not actually married, and are

so related by consanguinity or affinity, that they cannot have,

or be presumed to have common heirs of their bodies, the effect is

obviously different; for as the testator cannot mean heirs
Distinction issuing from them both, the limitation is to be read as a

could not be limitation to the heirs of the body of A., the tenant for

the"bodies.°*
life, and to the heirs of the body of the other person

respectively. The consequence is, that the former be-

comes, by force of the rule, tenant in tail of one undivided moiety,

and the heir of the latter takes the other moiety by purchase.

(J) See Perkins, a. 337 ; Mei-rill v. Eumsey, 1 Keb. 888, T. Ray. 126, Fea. C. R. 31.

(c) Sty. 325, cited again post, p. 1188.

(d) 3 Wils. 125, 144, 2 W. Bl. 728. See also Lane » Pannell, 1 Roll. Rep. 238, 317,
438.

(e) Lane v. Pannell, 1 Roll. Rep. 238, 317, 438; Anon., Dy. 99 b.

(/) See this rule adverted to, ante, Ch. XXVI.; and remember stat. 40 & 41 Vict. c. 33,

by virtue of which contingent remainders are now capable of talting effect in such cases as

executory devises.
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Pari ratione, if A. and B. were tenants in common for Where

life, with remainder, as to the entirety, to the heirs of
^"nantTu"

the body of A., A. would be tenant in tail of one un- common of

divided moiety, and there would be a contingent re- '^^ ° '

mainder in tail to the heirs of his body in the other moiety.^

Where the freehold is limited to husband and wife concurrently

(and the same principle seems to apply in regard to persons capable,

de jure, of becoming such), with remainder to the heirs of their

bodies, the heirs, by the operation of the rule in question, take by
descent (gr). And the effect, it should seem, would be the same, if

successive estates for life were limited to the husband and wife, or to

persons capable of becoming such, with remainder to the heirs of

their bodies (h).

Here it may be observed, that where there is a limitation to two
persons jointly, with remainder to the heirs of the body of one of them,

the disentailing assurance (now substituted for a common
recovery) of the latter will acquire the fee simple in a heirs of one

moiety (i). Where these persons are husband and wife Joj?'"'?"^?'

, , .... ,,,-, , , , , of freehold;
they are tenants by entireties ; but the husband alone,

without the concurrence of his wife, could formerly have — where

conveyed the whole freehold and made a good tenant to JJfe are

*°

the praecipe, and therefore could have barred the entail tenants by
• GIltlT6tl6S

where the remainder was limited to the heirs of his body
only. If the remainder was limited to the heirs of the body

of both, both must have been vouched (k). *But now by 3 [*1188]

& 4 Will. 4, c. 74 (I), where the husband is seised in right

of his wife, the husband and wife together are the protectors of the

settlement. The case where husband and wife are tenants by en-

tireties does not seem expressly provided for, though perhaps by a

liberal interpretation it might be considered as included under ss. 23

and 24 taken together (m).

Questions of this kind have most frequently occurred under limita-

tions in marriage settlements, but they may of course arise under

(g) See Roe d. Aistrop v. Aistrop, 2 W. Bl. 1228.

(k) Stephens v. Britridge, 1 Lev. 36, T. Ray. 36. And see 1 Preston, Est. 336.

(t) Marquess of Winchester's case, 3 Rep 1.

(k) Cuppledike's case, 3 Rep. 6; Fitzwilliam's case, 6 Rep. 32; 1 Prest. Conv. 55; but
though the husband could make a good tenant to the praecipe, a recovery had against himself

as tenant to the praecipe was bad, on the ground that the benefit of the recompense would not

then enure to the proper parties; and it could not be good for a moiety, for the remainder
depends on a joint and indivisible estate, which the husband could not sever, Owen's case, or

Owen 11. Morgan, And. 162, Moore, 210, 3 Rep. 5, a. See also Green d. Crew i'. King, 2 W.
Bl. 1211 ; Doe d. Freestone v. Parratt, 5 T. K. 664; Clithero v. Franklin, 2 Salk. 568; 1 Prest.

Conv. 58, 124.

(0 Sect. 24.

(ire) See 1 Phil. 261.

1 Devise to the testator's wife and infant heirs, now creates only a life-estate in the
daughter jointly, on the death of either the daughter, the heirs taking by purchase,
survivor to take the whole, and on the death Dean v. Hart, 62 Ala. 308. See Putnam v.

of both, remainder to the daughter's legal Gleason, 99 Mass. 454.
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wills. In deciding on the application of the rule to such

observations cases, the first object should be to see out of whose body
on limitations tjje heirs are to issue ; and if it be found that they are to

proceed from any person who takes an estate of freehold,

and him or her only, such person becomes tenant in tail. If from a

person who takes an estate of freehold jointly with another, it seems

the former will take an estate tail sub modo only (n). If from a

person who takes an undivided estate in common, he will then, we
have seen, take an estate ta.il to the extent of that undivided interest

;

but if the heirs of the body are to proceed from two persons as hus-

band and wife, and one of them only takes an estate for life, the heirs

will be purchasers.

If the limitation is to husband and wife and the heirs to be be-

gotten on the body of the wife by the husband, this will be an estate

Distinction
**^^ ^^ ^^''^ (") ' ^°^> ^^ *^® heirs are not in terms re-

between heirs quired to be of the body of either in particular, the con-

and'heirs'OTi struction is the same as if they were to issue from both;

the body to be and, accordingly, we have seen that where such a limita-
^^° "'

tion occurred after an estate for life to the wife only, it

was held, that she did not take an estate tail (p).

On the other hand, if the devise be to the wife for life, and then to

the heirs of her body to be begotten by the husband, she takes an

estate tail special, by force of the rule under consideration (q). The
distinction, it will be perceived, is between heirs on the body and

heirs of the body.

So if the limitation were to the husband for life, remainder to the

heirs of the body of the husband on the wife to be begotten, he

would, by the application of the same principle, have an estate tail

special (r). But if, in the former case, the estate for life

[*1189 ] had * been limited to the husband, and, in the latter, to the

wife, the heirs of the body would have taken by purchase.

Under limitations in special tail, if the tenant in tail survive the

other person from whom the heirs are to spring, and there be no

issue, such surviving tenant in tail becomes, as is well

after possi-''' known, tenant in tail after possibility of issue extinct,

bility of issue Jq Piatt V. Powles (s) it was decided that such was the

situation of the testator's widow, to whom lands were
devised for life, and after her decease to the heirs of her body by him,

at the expiration of the period during which she might have had issue

by the testator, namely, nine or ten months after his death. During

1^'

(n) See Tea. C. R. 36.

o) Stephens v. Britridge, 1 Lev, 36, T. Ray. 36; Denn d. Trickett v. Gillot, 2 T. R. 431,
^ R. 516.

(p) Gossage v. Taylor, Stv. 325.

(q) Alpass v. Watkins, 8 f. R. 516.

()•) Roe d. Aistrop v. Aistrop, 2 W. Bl. 1228.
, Watkins, 8 T. R. 516
.istrop

Is) 2 M. & Sel. 65
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that time, issue being, in contemplation of the law, possible (irre-

spective of age), and the devisee, therefore, being tenant in tail, she

might have acquired the fee by means of a common recovery.

II.— The Rule as applied to Executory Iiimitations.— It has been

already observed, that the rule in Shelley's case applies as well to

equitable limitations as to legal estates.^ Mr. Fearne Rule con-

has labored to establish this conclusion, in opposition to sidered in

the case of Bagshaw v. Spencer (t), which was decided executory

by Lord Hardwicke on the ground of the difference of trusts,

construction applicable to legal and equitable interests ; a doctrine

which has been overruled in a long series of cases (u), including a

subsequent decision of this eminent Judge himself (x).

The preceding remarks, it should be observed, apply only to exe-

cuted trusts ; for between trusts executed and executory there is a very

material difference, which requires particular examination.

A trust is said to be executory or directory where the objects take,

not immediately under it, but by means of some further act to be

done by a third person, usually him in whom the legal Executory

estate is vested. As where a testator (y) devises real '"*'' ^''**-

estate to trustees in trust to convey it to certain uses, or directs money
to be laid out in land to be settled to certain uses which are indicated

in improper or informal terms («). In these cases the direc-

tion to convey or settle is considered merely in the * nature [*1190]

of instructions, or heads of a settlement, which are to be exe-

cuted, not by a literal adherence to the terms of the will, which would
render the direction to settle nugatory, but by formal limitations

adapted to give effect to the purposes which the author of the trusts

appears to have had in view (a).

Thus, where a testator devises lands to trustees with a direction to

settle them, or bequeaths a money fund to be laid out in the purchase

of lands to be settled to the use of A. for life ; remainder ^^^ in t
'

t

to trustees during his life to preserve contingent remain- settlement,

ders; remainder to the heirs of the body of A. (limita-
«'''«" directed.

tions under which, if literally followed, A. would be tenant in tail,

by force of the rule in Shelley's case). Courts of Equity, presuming

that the testator could not have so absurd an intention as that a

conveyance should be made vesting in the first taker an estate which

(0 1 Ves. 142, 2 Atk. 246, 570. S77; see Fea. C. R. 124 et seq.

(u) Bale V. Colman, 2 Vem. 670, 1 P. W. 142; Papillon v. Voice, 2 P. W. 471, 477; Wright
V. Pean-ion, 1 Ed. 119; Austen v. Tavlor, id. 361, Amb. 376; Jones v. Morgan, 1 B. C. C.

206. See also Jervoise v. Duke of Northumberland, IJ. & W. 659, inf. ; Kegnell v. Regnell,

10 Beav. 2L
(x) Garth v. Baldwin, 2 Ves. 646.

(«) See Hayes's Inquiry, 248, 249, and 270.

(z) Earl Stamford v. Hobart, 3 B. P. C Toml. 33.

(o) Cited with approval by Lord Cairns, L. R., 4 H. L. 572.

1 See Tallman v. Wood, 26 Wend. 9, 4 Kent, 219.
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woiild enable him immediately to acquire the fee simple by means of

a disentailing assurance, execute the trust by directing a strict settle-

ment, i. e., limitations to the use of A. for life ; remainder to trustees

to preserve contingent remainders, remainder to his first and other

sons successively in tail (b).

So, in Leonard v. Earl of Sussex (c), vrhere lands were devised to

trustees and their heirs for payment of debts and legacies, with a

direction afterwards to settle what should remain unsold,

be made on A. One moiety to the testatrix's son H. and the heirs of

of his'bod"^'
his body by a second wife, with remainder over; and
the other moiety to the testatrix's son P. and the heirs

of his body, with remainders over ; taking special care in such settle-

ment that it should never be in the power of either of the sons to dock

the entail of either of their moieties (d) :— it was held, that, in exe-

cuting the settlement, the sons must be made only tenants for life,

and should not have estates tail conveyed to them, but their estates for

life should be without impeachment of waste (e) : because here the

estate was not executed, but only executory, and therefore the

[*1191] * intent and meaning of the testatrix was to be pursued:

she had declared her mind to be, that her sons should not
have it in their power to bar their children, which they would have
if an estate tail were to be conveyed to them. And the Court took it

Direction tiiat ^ ^® ^^ strong in the case of an executory (trust in a)
it should not devise, for the benefit of the issue, as if the like pro-

power to dock vision had been contained in marriage articles ; but had
the entail. ^jie testatrix by her will devised to her sons an estate

tail, the law must have taken place; and they might have barred

their issue, notwithstanding any subsequent clause or declaration in

the will that they should not have power to dock the entail (/).

So, in Lord Glenorchy v. Bosville {g), where the devise was to

trustees and their heirs, in trust, till the marriage or death of A., to
receive the rents and pay her an annuity for her mcin-

A.im\\S:
*° tenance, and as to the residue, to pay testator's debts and

without im- legacies, and after payment thereof in trust for A. ; and
&o!%emainder if she married a Protestant, after her age, or with con-
to issue of her gent, &c., then to convey the estate after such marriage to

the use of her for life, without impeachment of waste,

remainder to her husband for life, remainder to the issue of her body,

(6) Papillon ». Voice, 2 P. W. 471. See also Leonard «. Earl of Sussex, 2 Vem. 52fi; Earl
Stamford v. Hobart, .3 B. P. C. Toml. 31; Lord Glennrchv v. Bosville, Cas. t. Talb. 3; Ashton
V. Ashton, 1 Coll. Jur. 402; White v. Carter, 2 Ed. 366, Ainb. 670; Home v. Barton, Coop. 257;

(c) 2 Vem. 626.

(d) See also Thompson ». Fisher, L. R., 10 Eq. 207. But see observation infra.

(e) For the rights of the first taker are to be cut down only so far as necessary to prevent
a ienation by him ; but where the executorj- trust in terms gives the first taker a life estate,
he is not made dispunishable for waste, Davenport v. Davenport, 1 H. & M. 775; Stanley ».

Coulthurst, L. B., 10 Eq. 259.

(/) As to this, see ante, p. 860.

(<;) Cas. t. Talb. 3. See also Ashton v. Ashton, 1 Coll. Jur. 402, 525.
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with, remainders over : Lord Talbot held, that though A. would have

taken an estate tail, had it been the case of an immediate devise, yet

that the trust, being executory, was to be executed in a more careful

and more accurate manner ; and that a conveyance to A. for life, re-

mainder to the husband for life, with remainder to their first and
every other son, with remainder to the daughters, would best serve

the testator's intent.

Again, in White v. Carter (A), where a testator gave his personal

estate to trustees to purchase land, to be settled and assured as coun-

sel should advise unto and upon the trustees and their to be pur-

heirs, upon trust and to and for the use of A. and his is- *^?^? ^"4

sue in tail male, to take in succession and priority of and his issue

birth ; and there was a direction to the trustees to pay '" '*'^ "*'®-

the dividends of the moneys until the purchase to A. and his sons and
issue male, Lord !N"orthington decreed a strict settlement. This de-

cree was affirmed by Lord Camden upon a rehearing (i), who observed

that the latter clause put it out of doubt ; the testator had there

explained his meaning by making use of the words, "sons and
issue."

* And in Eoberts v. Dixwell (k), where a testator directed [*1192]

his trustees to convey lands in trust for the separate use of

his daughter for her life, and so as her husband should _ ,

To be con-
not intermeddle therewith, and, after her decease, in veyed to A.

trust for the heirs of her body, Lord Hardwieke held this *'"'" ^"
•J ' separate use

to be an executory trust ; and therefore, to prevent the for life, and

husband becoming tenant by the curtesy (which he decease^to the

could not be consistently with the testator's intention heirs of her

that he should have no manner of benefit from the es- °
^'

tate), he decreed that the daughter should be made tenant for life

only and not tenant in tail.

Again, in Parker v. Bolton (Z), where the testator devised lands to

A. and directed him to settle them upon himself and his issue male

by his lawful wife, and for want of such issue upon B. ^^ ^^ settled

and his lawful issue, it was held by Pepys, M. E., that upon A. and

A. was tenant for life only.
his issue.

And in Shelton v. Watson (m), the testator directed an estate " to

be purchased and made hereditary and settled upon my here consti-

(h) 2 Ed. 366.

(i) Amb. 670.

(Te) 1 Atk. 607, cited 2 Ves. 652, nom. Sands v. Dixwell.
(I) 5 L. J. N. S. Ch. 98 Compare Seale v. Seale, stated post. In Sweetapple v. Bindon,

2 Tem. 536, it does not appear to have been argued that the daughter ought to have taken
only a life estate under the settlement. The two cases last stated in the text seem opposed
to the subsequent decision of Samuel v. Samuel, 14 L. J. Ch. 222, 9 Jur. 222, where a testa-

tor directed that personalty should be settled on A, for the sole use of A. and her lawful

issue, and Sir L. Shadwell held that A. was absolutely entitled. It is evident that if the

subject of gift had been real estate, he would have held A. to be tenant in tall.

(m) 16 Sim. 542.
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To be pur- tuted heir, and to descend to his heirs, or dying without

"''ttrdonA
issue as I shall now provide, and I hereby constitute

his heirs and' W. S. my heir and successor, and the said estate when

thrdirect
'° purchased to be settled on him, his heirs and successors

male line. in the direct male line lawfully begotten. In case W. S.

die without issue," a similar settlement was directed with

respect to the two brothers of W. S. successively, the testator express-

ing his intent that the estate should never pass out of his name and
family. Sir L. Shadwell, V.-C, held that W. S. and his brothers

were to be made tenants for life only.

But a distinction has been sometimes taken between the effect of a

clause directing the trustees to purchase land and settle

tinctfon where *^) ^s in Papillon V. Voice and White v. Carter, and a di-

testator him- rection to them simply to purchase, the testator him-

uaes of lands Self declaring the uses of the land so to be purchased.

'h''^d"'
Thus, in Austen v. Taylor {n), where the testator devised

lands to A. for life with impeachment of waste, re-

[*1193] mainder to trustees to preserve contingent * remainders, re-

mainder to the heirs of the body of A. ; and bequeathed
personal estate to be laid out in land, which should rcTnain, continue,

and be to the same uses as the land before devised ; Lord Northing-

ton, after observing in reference to Papillon v. Voice and Leonard v.

Earl of Sussex, that there the trustees were directed to settle, and that

an estate tail would have been no settlement, held that the case before

him was distinguishable, inasmuch as the testator had referred to no
settlement by the trustees, but had declared his own uses and trusts

;

which being declared, he knew no instance where the Court had pro-

ceeded so far as to alter or change 'them; accordingly, A. was to be
tenant in tail in the lands to be purchased.

This case is stated by Mr. Ambler to have been dissatisfactory to

the profession, which is denied by Lord Henley (o) ; but Lord Eldon

Disapproved ^^^ spoken of the decision in terms which imply doubt
by Lord of its Soundness (p). He also observed that the Judges

°°' who decided Papillon v. Voice and Austen v. Taylor
agreed in the principle, but differed in the application of it. The
distinction upon which the latter case is founded (or at least is usually

Disregarded in supposed to be founded) certainly has not been invari-
certain cases,

g^-jjjy adopted ; for in Meure v. Meure (g-), where lands

were devised to trustees in trust to sell, who with the money arising

(b) 1 Ed. 361, Amb. 376.

(o) See note, 1 Ed. 369.

(p) See Green v. Stephens, 17 Ves. 76 ; Jervoise v. Duke of Northumberland, 1 J. & W.
574.

(q) 2 Atk. 265. The issue will generally take successive estates tail, Grier v. Grier, L. R.,
5 H. L. 707 J even though words of limitation be superadded to "issue," Pliillips «. James,
2 Dr. & Sm. 404, aft. (diss. K. Bruce, L. J.), 3 D. J. & S. 72. In Hadwen v. Hadwen, 23
Beav. B51, words were added importing a tenancy in common, and the children were held to

be tenants in common in tail.
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from the sale were to purchase other freehold lands, or some stock

in the public funds, and then to permit A. and his assigns to receive

the interest and profit for his life, and after his de- Devise of

cease to permit the plaintiff and his assigns to receive lands to be

the interest and profits of the said money as aforesaid, i^fonTfe,'"
or the rents and profits of the said land if unsold, or remainder to

such other lands as should be purchased during his natu-

ral life, and after his decease, then in trust for the use of the issue

of the body of the plaintiff lawfully begotten, and in default of such
issue over ; Sir J. Jekyll, M. E., held that, in executing the trust, lands

should be purchased and the plaintiff made tenant for life only.

Here the lands to be purchased were devised immediately to these

limitations, without any express direction to settle ; and the terms
used would, if applied to lands directly devised, clearly

* have made A. tenant in tail (r), and yet he was held to be [*1194]
tenant for life only.

So, in Harrison v. Naylor (s), where the testator directed his ex-

ecutors to purchase a freehold estate, and gave and devised such
estate, when purchased, to A., to him and the heirs male ^ ^. .

of his body forever ; and if A. should die without issue lands to be

male, then he gave and devised the said estate to the ^"'and«iV°
heir male of his (testator's) daughter E., but if E. had heirs male of

no issue, then he gave and devised the said estate, on a '"^ '^°'^^''

certain condition, to his (testator's) next heir-at-law ; and reciting

that he was not certain whether it was possible to entail an estate

not yet purchased, he directed his executors to consult some eminent

lawyers ; and if they held that such entail as was expressed in the

will was repugnant to law, then his personal estate should be equally

divided between T. and E. Lord Thurlow said it was
impossible to argue against A.'s having an estate tail, b^s'impiy"*^^

and that the money must be invested (in lands to be set- interposing

tied) to the use of A. and the heirs of his body, with a preserve

contingent remainder in tail to the person who should contingent

answer the description of heir male of E. at the time of

her death, with remainder to the right heir of the testator ; but coun-

sel suggesting that, as this was an executory trust, the Court would
interpose, after the estate tail to A., a limitation to trustees to preserve

the contingent remainder to the heir male of E., the daughter, his

Lordship was of opinion that such a limitation should be inserted

;

and declared that the uses were to be to A. and his heirs in tail male,

with remainder to trustees to support contingent remainders, remainder

to the heirs male of E., the daughter, in fee ; and if she should have

no heirs male, then to the heir-at-law of the testator in fee.

By interposing the estate in the trustees Lord Thurlow evidently

(r) See post, Chap. XXXIX. («) 2 Cox, 247.
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treated the trust as executory, though, the testator had in direct

terms devised the purchased lands. In this respect, therefore, the

Austen i)
"^^^ ^^ another authority against Austen v. Taylor, of

Taylor which, however, it may be observed, that to have made
explained.

j^ tenant for life only of the lands to be purchased,

would have created a diversity between them and the lands devised,

which the testator evidently intended should be held to-

[*1195] gather (*). This * distinguishes the case from and reconciles

it with those just stated.

But even where there is a clear direction to the trustees to frame

Indication ^^^ settlement, the doctrine of some of the cases requires
that testator tii^t, to Warrant the introduction of limitations in strict

an estate tail, Settlement, it should be indicated by the context that the
required. testator did not intend an estate tail to be created ac-

cording to the technical effect of the expressions used.

Thus, in Scale v. Scale (m), where a testator bequeathed money to

be laid out in the purchase of lands, to be settled on A. and the heirs

male of his body, Lord Cowper held that A. was abso-

settie on°A? lutely entitled to the money not laid out ; and, though

^?r*h ''f'"^^
^* ^^^ suggested that the Court would order a strict set-

tlement, his Lordship observed that in marriage articles

the children are considered as purchasers, but in the case of a will

(as this was), where the testator expresses his intent to give an estate

tail, a Court of Equity ought not to abridge the bounty given by the

testator.

This principle was carried to a great length in Blackburn v. Sta-

bles (x), where the testator devised the remainder of his real and
personal estate in trust to his nephew J., and to M. his executor, for

the sole use of a son of the said J., at the age of twenty-four ; if he
had no son, to a son of testator's great-nephew J. ; but if neither of

those had a son, then to a son of testator's great-niece's daughter E.,

with a direction to take his (testator's) name: but on whomsoever
such his disposition should take place, his will was that he should

not be put in possession of any of his effects till the age

" proper entail ^f twenty-four, nor should his executors give up their
be made to the trust till a proper entail were made to the male heir hv

' him (the person so being entitled). J., the nephew,

had no son born at the testator's death, but his wife was then en-

ceinte with a son, who was afterwards born, and attained twenty-four

:

Sir W. Grant, M. E., said, " It is settled that the words ' heir,' or

(() But a direction to settle land, to pfo with a dignity which is limited to A. and the heirs

of his body, will be executed by making A. tenant for life; for notwithstanding the llmita-

tioh the dignity is whollj' inalienable, Sackville-West v. Holmesdale, L. R., 4 H. L. 543.
See also Bankes v. Le Despencer, 10 Sim. 676, 11 Sim. 508 ; Montague «. Lord Inchiqum,
23 W. R. 592. And the same rule applies to a direction to settle chattels to go with a title.

Re Johnston, Cockerell v. Earl of Essex, 26 Ch, D. 538, 619.

(«) Pre. Ch. 421, 1 P. W. 290.

(a;) 2 V. & B. 367.
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' heir male of the body,' in the singular number, are words of limitar

tion, not of purchase, unless words of limitation are superadded, oi

there is something in the context to show that the testator did not

mean to use the words in their technical sense. But there is nothing
in the context of this will from which that can be collected

;

there is an absence of every * circumstance that has com- [*1196]
monly been relied on as showing such an intention. The word
is ' heir,' not 'issue.' There is no express estate for life given to the

ancestor
; no clause that the estate shall be without impeachment of

waste ; no limitation to trustees to preserve contingent remainders ; no
direction so to frame the limitation that the first taker shall not have
the power of barring the entail. Everything is wanting estate tail

that has furnished matter for argument in other cases :
directed,

the words are therefore to be taken in their legal acceptation, and
the son of J. is entitled to have the conveyance made to him in

tail male."

So, in Marshall v. Bousfield (y), where a testator devised to his

wife and her heirs, upon trust that she should enjoy the estates dur-

ing her life, and, after her decease, that the same should he settled hy

able counsel, and go to and amongst the grandchildren of the male
kind and their issue in tail male, and for want of such issue, upon his

female grandchildren who should be living at his de- ^o be settled

cease : but the testator declared that the shares and pro- "ppn grand-

portions of the male and female grandchildren, and their theaeir issue m
respective issues, should be in such proportions as his '^'^ "'*'«•

wife should by deed or will appoint ; and, for want of such appoint-

ment, to the testator's own right heirs forever. The wife appointed

in favor of the testator's grandson W. and the heirs male of his body,

It was objected that this was an executory trust, under which W.
would be made tenant for life, with remainder to his issue in strict

settlement: but Sir T. Plumer, V.-C, held that the words "in tail

male " applied to the grandchildren, and that no language was used

which had been held in other cases to give only an estate for life.

He observed, that unless the grandchildren took an estate tail, the

limitation, so far as regarded a grandson who was born after the tes-

tator's death, would be void, as being too remote («).

The latter circumstance constitutes a peculiarity in this case, which

otherwise afforded strong arguments in favor of a strict „ ,

settlement. The estate was to be settled by able coun- Marshall v.

sel(a), and the word was "issue," not "heirs of the ^°^^f"'^'^-

body " (b). Confidence in the case, too, is weakened by the fact, that

(y) 2 Mad. 166.

(z) But there was ground to contend that, as the limitation to the female grandchildren
was confined to those living at his death, the same construction might be given to the gift

to the male grandchildren.
(o) See White v. Carter, 2 Ed. 366, Amb. 670; Bastard v. Froby, 2 Cox, 6.

lb) See judgment in Meure v. Meure, 2 Atk. 265. And Blackburn v. Stables, 2 Y. & B.

367, ante, p. 1195.
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[*1197] another determination *of the same Judge on a question

of this nature has been impeached (c)

.

The reader should suspend any conclusion he may be disposed to

draw from Blackburn v. Stables and Marshall v. Bousfield, until he

.
has carefully weighed them with Lord Eldon's decision

to be entailed in the subsequent case of Jervoise v. Duke of North-
upon his male umberland (d), where the words were, " To my son E.

I leave all my estates at " B. &c., " to he entailed upon
his male heirs ; and, failing such, to pass to his next brother, and
so on from brother to brother, allowing 2,600^. each to be raised

upon the estates for female children. The above-named estates

are to be liable to all my debts at my decease, and to the for-

tunes left to my younger children, unless otherwise discharged. I

direct my estates at M. to be sold, in order to raise money for

the above-named legacies, and what falls short to be raised or charged

on the other property at " B., &c. The legal estate was not in the

testator. In a suit for declaring the right of all parties, Sir T.

Plumer, V.-C, decreed that R. was entitled to an estate tail. The
estate was afterwards settled on the marriage of E., and was pur-

chased under a power of sale in the settlement ; but the purchaser ob-

jecting to the title, a bill was filed to enforce specific performance,

not a clear
'-* ^^^ contended for him that the trust was merely direc-

estate tail in tory, and that the Court, in executing it, would mould the

limitations in the nature of a strict settlement ; and Lord
Eldon thought the contrary so doubtful, that he could not compel a

purchaser to take the title. His Lordship, indeed, expressed a strong

opinion that the trust was directory ; and his observations leave us

not much room to doubt that, if called upon to execute it, he would
have decreed a strict settlement, and not have given E. an estate

tail (e).

Lord Eldon in this case intimated that he did not think that the

circumstances of the power being given to the devisee to charge a

sum of money on the estate was a conclusive argument

tenants'Slfil that he was to be only tenant for life, since, in many
power to cases, powers are usefully given to a tenant in tail, en-

abling him to do certain acts more conveniently than by
destroying the entail.

Most of the cases of this kind have arisen on marriage arti-

cles (/), to which the same principles are applicable as to

[*1198j * executory trusts by will, with this difference, that, as it is

in every case the object of marriage articles to provide for

the issue of the marriage, the nature of the instrument affords a

(c) See Jervoise v. Dake of Northumberland, IJ. & W. 559.

(d) IJ. & W. 559.

(c) But see Lowrv v. Lowrv, 13 L. R. Ir. 317.

(/) See Fea. C. S. 90) 1 trest. Est. 354.
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presumption of intention in favor of the issue, which. Distinction

does not belong to wills ; and Lord Eldon, in the last
rfaTelrtioler

case {g), intimated that the observations imputed to him and wills.

in Countess of Lincoln v. Duke of Newcastle (A), ques-

tioning the distinction, were to be received with this qualification (i).

The preceding cases do not clearly demonstrate the precise ground

on which Courts of Equity will execute a trust of the nature of those

under consideration by the insertion of limitations in „
G6n6ra,l

strict settlement. It has sometimes been thought that observations

the principle extends to every case in which the testator "P°'' "'®
_ cases.
has left anything to be done ; and that the Court only

requires it to be shown that the trust is executory, in order to mould
the limitations in this manner. Some of Lord Eldon's observations

in Jervoise v. Duke of Northumberland have been supposed to go to

this length (k) ; and perhaps it is difflcidt to place the doctrine, con-

sistently with the liberty which has been taken with the testator's

expressions, upon a narrower basis (I) ; but, in the actual state of the

decisions, it is too much to hazard a general position of this nature.

No case has yet determined that a trust in a will to settle land simply

on A. and the heirs of his body, authorizes the Court to limit estates in

strict settlement. Leonard v. Earl of Sussex, it is true, had only the

additional circumstance of a direction that it should not be in the

power of A. to dock the entail, with respect to which the writer fully

concurs in the observation of a learned friend (m), " that this rather

weakened than strengthened the presumption, that the testator in-

tended A. to be merely tenant for life ;
" the direction seeming rather

to import that A. was to take an estate tail, without the power of

docking it. The case, however, was decided, and has been since gen-

erally referred to, as standing upon this ground ; and it

is to be observed also that Scale v. * Scale (n) is a direct [*1199]

authority against applying the doctrine to the simple case

suggested.

Indeed some Judges have denied its application even to the case

of a direction to settle lands upon A. for life, and after his death

to the heirs of his body. Such was the opinion expressed by Sir

ig) IJ. & W. 571, 574.

(/() 12 Ves. 227, 230.

(i) See Rochford v. Fitzmaurice, 1 Con. & L. 158, 2 D. & War. 1; Sackville-West v.

Holmesdale, L. R., 4 H. L. 543.

{k) See Hayes's Inq. 262, n.

(i) If tlie Courts are bound to require an indication that the testator intended only an

estate for life, -would it not seem that by parity of reason they are obliged to adhere to the

testator's language, ultra this object, provided the will contain no further evidence that he

does not mean an estate tail, i. e., by giving the ancestor an equitable freehold, and the heirs

a legal remainder, thus making the 'heirs purchasers? Their not having done this certainly

affords an argument in favor of the hypothesis suggested.

(m) Hayes's Inq. 262, n.

(n) 1 P". W. 132, ante, p. 1195. See also Sweetapple v. Bindon, 2 Vem. 536; Harrison

». Naylor, 2 Cox, 247 ; Marryatt V, Townly, 1 Ves. 102; Randall v. Daniel, 24 Beav.

193.
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Whether a J- JekjH in Meure v. Meure (o), and Sir W. Grant in

direction to Blackburn v. Stables, though the former decided that

for life, re- ' a different construction was to be given to the word
mainder to the « issue, " and the latter, we hare seen, was disposed to

body, autho- yield to a declaration that the estate should be without

settiemInT'
impeachment of waste, or that there should be a limita-

tion to trustees to preserve contingent remainders (p).

This distinction is certainly very refined. How can a testator intimate

that he intends the object of the trust to be tenant for life more strongly

than by expressly so limiting the estate ? If the rule in Shelley's case be

objected as destroying that inference of intention, the answer is, that

neither of the other circumstances, to which this potency of operation

is admitted to belong, prevents the application of that rule. In this

respect they are all equally inoperative, though they all indicate an in-

tention to confer an estate for life only. Even, therefore, if we hesi-

tate to subscribe to the more general (though perhaps the more
reasonable) doctrine, that a direction to settle authorizes the Court to

adopt its own mode of settlement, without regard to the particular

force of the terms used by the testator, and require distinct indication

ofintention that the testator did not mean that the legal effect of those

terms should be followed, yet even upon this principle the case under

consideration would warrant the Court in moulding the limitations.

In fact. Bastard v. Proby (g) is a direct authority in favor of the

affirmative. A testator devised lands to trustees, in trust to lay out

the rents for the benefit of his daughter J. until twenty-

^fbT^h d*
one or marriage ; and, on her attaining that age, directed

by Bastard that the trustees should, as counsel should advise, convey,
V. Proby.

settle, and assure the lands unto or to the use of, or in

trust for, the said J. for her life, and, after her death, then on the

heirs of her body lawfully issuing ; and, Sir LI. Kenyon, M. E,., di-

rected that conveyances should be executed limiting uses in strict

settlement.

[*1200] * Where the testator, instead of employing technical terms,

as in the cases jiist noticed, expresses himself in very brief

Obaervation informal language by directing a,n entail to be made, as

bS?"!)?'*"""
i'^ Blackburn v. Stables and Jervoise v. Duke of North-

Stables, umberland, it is useless to look for a specification of

particulars, as that the devisee shall be tenant for life, &c. ; the

general indefinite nature of the testator's language forbids it ; he

may be supposed to have intended to exclude a strict interpretation

by the use of terms the farthest removed from technicality, and which,

in their popular sense, certainly mean something very different from

placing the estate in the power of the first taker. No conveyancer

(o) 2 Atk. 265, ante, p. 1193.

(.p) I. e., he relied on the absence of these and other clauses.

(2) 2 Cox, 6.
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receiving instructions for a settlement in these terms would hesitate

to insert limitations in strict settlement; and the principle upon
which Courts of Equity proceed in the execution of directory trusts is

not very widely different. Considering Lord Eldon's determination

in Jervoise v. Duke of Northumberland, and more especially the

doctrines advanced by him in his elaborate judgment in that case, it

seems unsafe to rely on Blackburn v. Stables, to which it is extraor-

dinary that, in his comment upon the cases, he makes no . .

allusion (r). Where lands are directed to be settled "on A. and

on A. and his heirs in strict entail, there seems little
''tjiJ^fgntan "

doubt that A. ought to be made tenant for life only (s).

" All trusts, " said Lord St. Leonards (t), " are in a sense executory,

because a trust cannot be executed, except by conveyance, and there-

fore there is something always to be done. But that is

not the sense which a Court of Equity puts upon the ^ M^n^ey'do''e"

term ' executory trusts.' A Court of Equity considers not make a

an executory trust as distinguished from a trust execut- j™^,'
execu-

ing itself, and distinguishes the two in this manner :
—

Has the testator been what is called his own conveyancer ? Has he

left it to the Court to make out from general expressions what his in-

tention is, or has he so defined that intention that you have

nothing to * do but to take the limitations he has given [*1201]

you, and to coHvert them into legal estates ? "

It is clear, that where a testator devises real estate to trustees upon

trusts, and then directs, that, in certain events, they shall convey the

estate in a prescribed manner, the fact that the will con-

tains such a direction does not constitute a ground for p^uy direct

regarding the whole series of trusts as executory, and ^'^^ partly

for applying to the former that liberality of construction

which is peculiar to trusts of this nature (u).

The Court will, of course, execute directions for any settlement

that can legally be made, whether such directions are specific or gen-

eral, provided the intention is apparent ; but will not, in
.pi^^ ^^^^ ^jjj

order to tie up the estate for a longer period than would not appoint

be secured by making the first taker tenant for life with P'''''®'='°"-

()•) See further, as to executory trusts, post, Ch. XLIV. ; Fea. C. R. 113; Prest. Est. 387;
1 Sand. Uses, 310; 1 Fonbl. Eq. 407, n.; Hayes's Inq. 264, where see strictures upon tlie

observations of the other writers referred to.^ "Lord Eldon, in Jervoise v. Dulse of Northum-
berland, intimated his assent to the conclusions of Mr. Feame on the subject of executory
trusts, which is one of the many tributes of respect paid to the labors of this very eminent
writer by those whose profound knowledge of the laws of real property enabled them to

appreciate those labors. See also Stonor v. Curwen, 5 Sim. 264; Boswell v. Dillon, 1 Dru.
291.

(s) Graves v. Hicks, 11 Sim. 536; Woolmore «. Burrows, 1 Sim. 526.

(() Egerton v. Brownlow, 4 H. L. Ca. 210, 23 L. J. Ch. 406, 18 Jur. 104 ; and see East v.

Twyford, 9 Hare, 733; Herbert v. Blunden, 1 D. & Wal. 90; Randall ». Daniel!, 24 Beav.
193; Doncaster v. Doncaster, 3 K. & J. 35; Fullerton ». Martin, 1 Dr. & Sm. 31 (person-
alty).

(u) Franks v. Price, 3 Beav. 182. See also Jackson v. Noble, 2 Kee. 590 ; Re Nelley's
Trusts, W. N., 1877, p. 120.
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remainder to Ms sons successively in tail male, &c., appoint any per-

sons protectors of the settlement (v).

It is beyond the scope of the present chapter to deal with the sub-

ject of carrying into effect executory trusts, except as it bears on the

rule in Shelley's case ; but it may be convenient to refer

authorized ^o the cases which decide that usual powers of manage-
by executory ment, such as leasing, sale, and exchange, and the ap-

pointment of new trustees, may generally be inserted,

whether " usual " powers are authorized or not (a;) ; unless the testa^

tor's meaning appears to have been fully expressed in detail, and not

to admit of addition (y) ; or unless by expressly authorizing particu-

lar powers the context impliedly excludes others («). But powers to

jointure and to charge with portions, however usual, cannot be in-

serted without express authority, for want (it is said) of a certain

guide to the amount (a).

[*1202] * III.— Practical Effect of the Rule considered. —^ It may
be useful here to state the practical bearings of the alterna-

tive whether the heir takes by descent or by purchase ; which will be

best shown by suggesting a case of each kind. Suppose, then, a

devise to A. for life, remainder to the heirs of his body

;

ings'orthe rule ^^^^ Suppose another devise to the use of trustees for the
ill Shelley's Ufg of B., in trust for B., remainder to the use of the

heirs of his body. In the former case, the ancestor

being tenant in tail, the heirs of his body claim derivatively through

him by descent per formam doni, but if A. die in the
sto apse.

lifetime of the testator, the heir now takes as if the

death of the ancestor had happened immediately after the death of

the testator (h).

On the other hand, in the latter supposed case, if B. should die in

the testator's lifetime, it would not affect his heir, who claims not

derivatively through his ancestor, but originally in his own right by

(«) Bankes v. Le Despencer, 11 Sim. 508; but see 'Woolmore d. Burrows, 1 Sim. 527.

(a;) Turner v. Sargent, 17 Beav. 515; Wise «. Piper, 13 Ch. D. 848. And see Lindowc.
Fleetwood, 6 Sim. 152.

(«) Wheate v. Hall, 17 Ves. 80. See also Home f. Barton, Jac. 437.

(2) Hill «. Hill, 6 Sim. 144; Pearse i>. Barron, Jac. 158.

{a) Grier v. Grier, L. K., 5 H. L. 688. See Sackville-West v. Holmesdale, L. E., 4 H. L. 543,

where the settlement was to be with such powers as the trustees should think proper. In this

case Lord Cairns said, p. 577, "I cannot think thatj if an executory instrument on its proper
construction authorizes the insertion of powers of jointuring and "portioning, the absence of
any mention of amount ought to be an insurmountable difficulty."

As to the effect of a direction that the legacies or shares of daughters shall be "settled on
their marriage," or "on themselves strictly," see Magrath v. Morehead, L. R., 12 Eq. 491;
Loch V. Bagley, L. E., 4 Eq. 122. And as to adding a restraint on anticipation by f. c, Sy-
monds «. Wilkes, 11 Jur. 'S. S. 659 (articles).

(6) See 1 Vict. c. 26, s. 32. Under the old law the heir would have taken nothing, as the
devise to his ancestor would have lapsed. Brett ». Eigden, Plow. 340'; Hartop's case, Cro.
El. 243 ; Hutton ». Simpson, 2 Vern. 722; Hodgson v. Ambrose, Dougl. 3.37, 3 B. P. C. Toml.
416: VCynn v. Wynn, id. 95 ; Warner v. White, id. 435 ; Goodright ». Wright, 1 P. W. 397;
Fuller V. Fuller, Cro. El. 422. The abstract prefixed to Warner ii. White is singularly inac-

curate.
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purchase ; and who would therefore, even under the old law, be en-

titled under the devise, notwithstanding his ancestor's death in the

lifetime of the testator. The estate tail would go by a sort of quasi

descent (c) through all the heirs of the body of the ancestor, first

exhausting the inheritable issue of the first taker (and which issue

would claim by descent), and then devolving upon the collateral

lines ; the bead of each stock or line of issue claiming as heir of the

body of the ancestor by purchase, but taking in the same manner
as such heir would have done under an estate tail vested in the

ancestor.

Another difference to be observed is, that where the heir takes by

descent, the property, if in possession, devolves upon him, subject to

the dower of the widow of his ancestor, if he were mar- as to dower

ried at his death (d), or subject to curtesy, if the ances- and curtesy,

tor were a married woman, who left a husband by whom she had had
issue born alive, capable of inheriting, and which attaches whether the

estate be legal or equitable (e). On the other hand, where the

heir takes by purchase, of course none of these rights, * which [*1203]

are incident to estates of inheritance, attach, the ancestor

being merely tenant for life.

And, lastly, if the heir of the body take by descent, his claim may
be defeated by the alienation of his ancestor by means of a convey-

ance enrolled, now substituted for a common recovery,
Alienation b

the right to make which is, we have seen, an insepar- an enrolled

able incident to an estate tail (/). On the other hand, <=<"'-^«yance.

the heir claiming by purchase is unaffected by the acts of his ances-

tor, except so far as those acts might before the statute 8 & 9 Vict.

c. 106, s. 8, have happened to destroy the contingent remainder of

such heir, if not supported (as it always should have been) by a pre-

ceding vested estate of freehold. The conveyance, it

should be observed, of a person becoming tenant in tail disentailing

by force of the rule in Shelley's case under a limitation
upo"n™tates

to the heirs of his body not imrnediately expectant on his intervening

estate for life, had no effect upon the mesne estates, un- freehold and

less they happened to be legal remainders contingent and the limitation

unsupported. Thus in the case of a limitation to A. for

life, remainder to his first and other sons in tail male, remainder to

the heirs of the body of A., with remainders over ; A., being tenant in

tail by the operation of the rule, may make a disentailing assurance

;

but though such assurance will bar the remainders ulterior to the lim-

itation to the heirs of his body, it will not affect the intervening es-

(c) Mandeville's case, Co. Lit. 26 b. ante, p. 907. See Pea. C. R. 80. .

(rf) It now makes no difference whether the estate be legal or equitable only, stat. 3 & 4

Will. 4, c. 105.
, , „

(e) Curtesy attaches to property saved from lapse by the 1 Vict. c. 26, s. 33, see Eager v.

Furnival, 17"Ch. D. 115. The same rule would apparently apply under s. 33.

(/) Ante, p. 860.

VOL. II. 23
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tate of the first and other sons, unless there were no son born at the

time, and no estate interposed to preserve the remainders of the sons,

in -which case such remainders, being contingent, would, before the

statute above referred to, have clearly been destroyed. That statute

puts it out of the power of the owner of the preceding estate of free-

hold to destroy the contingent remainders depending thereon.

It may be useful to illustrate the practical consequences of a, limi-

tation of another description. Suppose a devise to A. and B. jointly

Further pointa for their lives, remainder to the heirs of their bodies ; if

suggested. they were not husband and wife (or, it would seem, per-

sons who may lawfully marry), they would be joint-ten&VLts for life,

with several inheritances in tail (gr). An enrolled conveyance by either

would acquire the fee simple in an undivided moiety, and they would
thenceforward be tenants in common ; by parity of reason, a similar

conveyance by both would comprise the entirety.

If the limitations were to them successively for life, A.

[*1204] would be * tenant for life of the entirety, with the inheri-

tance in tail in one moiety, subject, as to the latter, to B.'s

estate for life, and B. would be tenant for life in remainder of one

moiety, and tenant in tail in remainder of the other moiety. A. being

tenant in tail in possession, might make a disentailing assurance,

which would give him the fee simple in a moiety of the inheritance,

but would not, as before shown, affect B.'s estate for life in remainder

in that moiety. B., on the other hand, having no immediate estate of

freehold, could not during the life of A., and without his concurrence,

acquire, by means of an enrolled conveyance, a larger estate than a

base fee determinable on the failure of issue inheritable under the en-

tail. A. and B. might conjointly convey the absolute fee simple in

the entirety.

Under a devise to A. and B. jointly for their lives, with remainder

to the heirs of their bodies, A. and B., being persons who might law-

fully marry, would be joint-tenants in tail ; if actually husband and
wife, they would be tenants in tail by entireties (A). In the former

case, each might acquire the fee simple in his or her own moiety, by
making a disentailing assurance thereof ; but, in the latter case, the

concurrence of both would be essential, on the ground of the unity of

person of husband and wife (i), and the deed of course must be ac-

knowledged by the wife. In each of the suggested cases, if the estate

remained unchanged at the decease of either of the two tenants in

tail, it would devolve to the survivor, according to the well-known rule

applicable as well to joint-tenancies as tenancies by entireties.

a) See Lit. s. 283; Ex parte Tanner, 20 Beav. 374.
'A) Co. Lit. 187 b.

[i) See Graea d. Crew v. King, 2 W. Bl. laiL



•CHAPTEE XXXVII. [*1205]

WHAT WILL CONTROL THE WOEDS " HEIKS OF THE BODY."

PAOB

I. Superadded Words of Limitation 1205

II. Words of Modification inconsistent

with an Estate Tail 1209

III. Words of Limitation and Modifica-

tion combined 1216
IV. Effect of Clear Words of Explana-

tion 1228

I.— Superadded Words of Limitation.— It has been already shown
that a devise to A. and to the heirs of his body (a), or to A. for life

and after his death to the heirs of his body (6),- vests in Effect of

A. an estate tail. On a devise couched in these simple context in

terms, indeed, no question can arise; for wherever the "heirs of

contrary hypothesis has been contended for, the argu- ^^^ body."

ment for changing the construction of the words has been founded
on some expressions in the context ; as where words of limitation are

superadded to the devise to the heirs of the body ; the effect of which
has been often agitated, and will here properly form the first point

for inquiry.

Where the superadded words amount to a mere repeti-

tion of the prefeding words of limitation, they are of limitation

course inoperative to vary the construction. Expressio superadded is

eorum quae tacite insunt nihil operatur."^

Thus in Burnet v. Goby (c), where a testator devised lands to A. for

life, and after his decease to the heirs male of the body of A. and the

heirs m,ale of such issue male, it was held that A. had an estate tail,

and the settled distinction was said to be that where, after a limita-

tion to the ancestor, the word " heir " is in the singular number,

and a limitation made to the issue of such heir, the word "heir"

(a) Ante, p. 1169.

(6) Ante, p. 1177.

(c) 1 Bam. B. R. 367. See also Shelley's case, 1 Rep. 93; Minshnll v. MinshuU, 1 Atk.
411; Legatt «. Sewell, 2 Vern. 551, 4 Eq. Ca. 394, pi. 7, 1 P. W. 87, cit. 2 Ves. 657, where
the trust was executory, and would, it is clear, according to the doctrine now established, be
executed by a strict settlement. See ante, p. 1189.

1 A testator devised one half of certain

real estate to his "son John and the heirs

lawfully begotten of his body, and their heirs

and assigns;" and it was held that the first

words gave an estate tail to Jnhn, and that

the words " their heirs and assigns " did not

enlarge the devise to a fee simple, either to

hira or the heirs of his body. Buxton v.

Uxbridge, 10 Met. 87; Wight v. Thaj'er, 1

Gray, 284, 287. See Corbin t>. Heal)', 20

Pick. 514.
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[*1206] is considered as a word of purchase {d), * and a descriptio

personsB ; but wherever the word " heirs " is in the plural

number, and a limitation made to the issue of such heirs, the word
" heirs " is considered as a word of descent and not of purchase.

It is also well established that a limitation to the heirs

not varied by general of the heirs of the body, is equally inefEectual to
superadded tvLTTi the latter into words of purchase.
limitation to •« t«i t -j- • i -r* -n
heirs general Thus m Goodnght d. Lislc V. Fullyn (e), where a tes-

the'bo?y*
tator devised lands to N". for life, and after his decease

then he devised the same unto the heirs male ofthe body

of N. lawfully to be begotten and his heirs forever ;
^ but if N. should

happen to die without such heir male, then over ; the Court was of

opinion that the devise vested an estate tail in N. A similar decision

was made by the Privy Council on a similar devise (/).

So, in Wright v. Pearson (jf), where the devise was to E. and his

assigns for his life, remainder to trustees to support contingent remain-

ders, remainder to the use of the heirs male of the body of E. lawfully

to be begotten and their heirs (provided that in case E. should die

without leaving any issue male of his body living at his death, then

the testator subjected the premises to certain charges (A)), and in de-

fault of such issue male of E., he devised the premises to certain

grandchildren, or such of them as should be living at the time of the

failure of issue of E. ; Lord Keeper Henley held it to be an estate

tail in E.

Again, in Denn d. Geering v. Shenton (i), where the testator devised

lands to S. to hold to him and the heirs of his body lawfully to be be-

gotten and their heirs forever, chargeable with an annuity to M. for

life ; but in case S. should die without leaving issue of his body, then

the testator devised the lands to W. and his heirs, chargeable as afore-

said, and also subject to the payment of 100^. to A. within one year after

W. or his heirs should become possessed of the prem,ises. It was con-

tended, on the authority of Doe v. Laming (j), that the words "heirs

of the body " anight be words of purchase, with these superadded words
of -limitation, and that this construction was much strength-

[*1207] ened by *the circumstance of the legacy of 100^., which
must have referred to a dying without issue at the death,

and not to an indefinite failure of issue, which might happen a hun-

(d) S<>e ante, p. 1171.

(e) 2 Ld. Kavm. U37, 2 Stra. 729.

( / ) Morris d. Andrews v. Le Gay, noticed 2 Bun\ 1102, and 2 Atk. 249, and more fully
and somewhat differently stated nom. Morris v. Ward, by Lord Ken3'on, 8 T. R. 618.

(9) 1 Ed. 119, Amb. 358, Fea. C. R. 126, where the case is very fully commented on. See
also Aljpass ». Watkins, 8 T. R, 516.

(h) The Lord Keeper read these words as in a parenthesis.

(i) Cowp. 410. See also Alpass v. Watkins, 8 T. R. 516.

Ij) 2 Burr. 1100, as to which see post. In Dean v, Shenton, as also in Wright v. Pearson,
the gift over was much relied on.

1 See Lillibridge v. Ross, 31 6a. 730; Borden, 100 Mass. 273; Canedv p. Raskins, 13
Blair i'. Van Blarcum, 71 111. 290 ; Valentine v. Met. 389 ; Tanner v. Livingston, 12 Wend. 83.
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dred. years hence. But Lord Mansfield, and the rest of the Court of

K. B., held it to be a clear estate tail in S.

Even if the devise over had been made in express terms to depend

on the prior devisee leaving no issue at the time of his death, this

would not, according to Wright v. Pearson (k), have prevented the

prior devisee taking an estate tail.

So, in Measure v. Gee (Z), where the devise was to J. for his life,

remainder to trustees to preserve contingent remainders, and after

the decease of J. the testator devised the premises to the heirs of the

body of J. lawfully to be begotten, his, her, and their heirs and assigns

forever ; but in case there should be a failure of issue of J. lawfully to

be begotten, then over. It was contended that the early cases on
this subject had been shaken by modern decisions; but the Court

of K. B. considered them to be irrelevant (m), and held that the

devise vested an estate tail in J.

This case, as well as Wright v. Pearson, shows that position'of^

'

the interposition of trustees to preserve contingent re- «s'*te to pre-

S6rv6 contiii'

mainders is inoperative to invest superadded words of gent remain-

limitation with any controlling eflB.cacy. ''^'^^

The next case in order is Kinch v. Ward (n) where a testator de-

vised freehold and leasehold lands to trustees, in trust to permit his

son T. to receive the rents for his life, and after his decease, the tes-

tator devised the same to the heirs of the body of his said son lawfully

begotten, their heirs, executors, administrators, and assigns forever

;

but in case he should die without issue, then over. It was assumed,

in the discussion of another question, that the devise of the freehold

lands vested in T. an estate tail.

And it is clear that the circumstance of the heirs of the body being

directed to assume the testator's name does not constitute a ground

for varying the construction, although the effect is, by enabling the

ancestor to acquire the fee simple, to place within his povyer

the means of rendering the injunction nugatory (o) ; * this [*1208]

being, in fact, merely one of the consequences which a tes-

tator does not usually intend or foresee when he employs words

that, in legal construction, make the first taker tenant in ^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^

tail, and which consequences, whether apprehended or the body being

not, do not authorize the testator's judicial expositor to gume testator's

divert his bounty into another channel, by giving to his "ame.

Oe) Ante, p. 1206.

\l) 5 B. & Aid. 910. See also King v. Burchell, 1 Ed. 424; Denn v. Puckey, 5 T. R. 299;

Frank ti. Stovin, 3 East, 548, where the word was " issue," as to which see Ch. XXXIX.
(m) The only case cited in Measure v. Gee, which afforded a shadow of opposition to the

principle of the cases in the text was Doe ». Goff 11 East, 668, which had other circumstances,

and has been, as we shall presently see, itself overruled bv the highest authority.

(n) 2 S. & St. 411.

(o) Such a condition, too, if imposed on a person taking an estate tail by purchase, would
(unless made a condition precedent) be liable to be defeated by an enrolled conveyance,
which, like a common recovery, destroj's all estates limited in defeasance of, as well as those

which are made to take effect after the determination of, the estate tail.
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language a strained construction, •which would make it apply to a

different class of objects {p).

Thus, in Nash v. Coates (g'), where a testator devised lands to trus-

tees and the surviYor of them and the heirs of such survivor, in trust

for F. W., then an infant, till he should arrive at the age of twenty-

one years, upon his legally taking and using the testator's surname
;

and then, upon his attaining such age and taking that name, haben-

dum to him for life ; and from, and after his decease, to hold to the

trustees and the survivor of them and the heirs of such survivor, to

preserve contingent remainders, in trust for the heirs male of the body

of F. W., taking the testator's name, and the heirs and assigns of such

male issue forever ; but in default of such male issue, then over. It

was held that the trustees did not take the legal estate in the lands

devised (?•), but that P. W. had a legal estate tail in them on his com-

ing of age and adopting the testator's Surname.

Down to the very latest period, then, we have a confirmation, if

confirmation were wanted, of the inadequacy of words of limitation

Result of the in fee, annexed to heirs of the body, to control their opera-
cases, tion. The only remark suggested by the later decisions

is an expression of surprise that adjudication should be deemed neces-

sary on a point so clearly settled by anterior decisions ; and our sur-

prise is greatly increased when, in such a state of the authorities, we
find two distinguished Judges attempting to found a distinction be-

tween the two cases, on the mere existence in one, and the absence in

the other, of superadded words of limitation (s).

But it seems that if the superadded words of limitation operate to

change the course of descent, they will convert the words on
[*1209] * which they are engrafted into words of purchase ; as in

the case of a devise to a man for life, remainder to his heirs

and the heirs female of their bodies (t). And the same principle of

Distinction
course would apply where a limitation to the heirs

where the male of the body is annexed to a limitation to the heirs

Hon ch°ange''* female, and vice versa; but the books contain no such
the course of case, and the doctrine rests entirely on the position ar-

guendo of Anderson in Shelley's case, which, however,
has been since much cited and recognized.

An eminent writer has laid it down (m) " that as often as the

superadded words are included in, and do not in their extent

exceed the preceding words, but the words 'heirs,' &c., in the sev-

(p) Per Lord Kingsdown, Atkinson v- Holtby, 10 H. L. Ca. 332, ace.

(q) 3 B. & Ad. 839. See also Toller v. Attwood, 15 Q. B. 929, post, p. 1216.
(r) See ante, pp. 1164, 1180.

(s) See judgment of Bayley, J., in Doe d. Bosnall v. Harvey, 4 B. &Cr. 623, and of Siii;-

den, C, in Montgomery v. Montgomery, 3 Jo. & Lat. 52; and see observations on the latter
case, post.

(t) Per Anderson, in Shelley's case, 1 Eep. 95 b.

(u) 1 Preston on Estates, 353.
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eral parts of the gift are in terms, or at least in construe- ^''=''^''° °'

tion, of equal extent, the latter words are surplusage, examined.

and the preceding words, as connected with the limitation to the an-

cestor, will be taken to be words of limitation."

The position, that the preceding words are words of limitation

where the superadded words do not exceed them, seems to be the re-

verse of the established rule (x) ; the very case put by Anderson as

an instance of their being words of purchase is one in which the

superadded words narrowed the preceding words ; and, on the other

hand, we have seen that in all the cases in which the superadded

words have been held to be inoperative they have been either equal

to, or more extensive than, the words of limitation upon which they

were engrafted {y).

II.— Words of Modification inconsistent with an Estate Tail.—We
next proceed to inquire as to the effect of coupling a limitation to

"heirs of the body " with words of modification importing „„ ^ ,

., . ,, . . , ,1 ,.,.,. ,-^ .° Effect of super-
that they are to take concurrently or distributively, or in added words of

some other manner inconsistent with the course of dev- podiflpa'ion

.
inconsistent

olution under an estate tail, as by the addition of the with an estate

words " share and share alike " or " as tenants in com- '

mon" or " whether sons or daughters," or " without regard to seniority

of age or priority of birth." * In such cases the great struggle has

been to determine whether the superadded words are to be treated as

explanatory of the testator's intention to use the term " heirs

of the body " in some other sense, * and as descriptive of [*1210]

another class of objects, or are to be rejected as repugnant

to the estate which those words properly and technically create. It

will be seen by an examination of the following cases, that, after

much conflicting decision and opinion, the latter doctrine has pre-

vailed, even where words of limitation are superadded to words of

modification, and it seems to stand on the soundest principles of con-

struction. Those principles were violated, it is conceived, in per-

{x) And see Fea. C. K- ]83. But see Hamilton v. West, 10 Ir. Eq. Eep. 75, stated Ch.
XXXIX. It would almost seem that Mr. Jarman must have misunderstood Mr. Preston,

and that the latter meant by " exceed " exceed in particnlarity ; otherwise, the subsequent
use of the words " equal extent'" are not very intelligible. By an excess of particularity,

or, in other words, by adding to the description, the class is narrowed. Both writers would
thus appear to be in substantial agreement on this question.

(y) See ante, pp. 1206, 1207.

1 It is well settled that a devise to one for words " heirs of the body" into words of

life, with remainder to one's issue as tenants in purchase. Robins ». Quinliven, supra. See
common, with a limitation to the heirs general Physick's Appeal, 60 Penn. St. 128; Nice's

of the issue, gives to the issue a fee by pur- Appeal, id. 143. Further, Sharman v. Jack-
chase. Robins ».Quinliven, 79 Penn. St. 333; son, 30 Ga. 224; Tongue v. Nutwell, 13 Md.
Greenwood v. Rothwell, 5 Man. & G. 628. 415; Quick v. Quick, 6 C. E. Green, 13;

And even when the limitation is to heirs of Cushnej' v. Henry, 4 Paige, 345; Williams v.

heirs of the body, to take distributively, with Sneed, 3 Cold. 533; Vaden v. Hance, 1 Head,
superadded words of limitation, such a direc- 300.

tion is held to convert even the technical
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mitting words of a clear and ascertained signification to be cut down
by expressions from which an intention equally definite could not be

collected. The inconsistent clause shows only that the testator in-

Expressions tended the heirs of the body to take in a manner in
superadded to which, as such, they could not take : not that persons
the Jimitatioa ' .' •' ,,,. r.^
"to heirs of Other than heirs were meant to be the ob]ects. To make
the body." expressions of this nature the ground of such an inter-

pretation is to sacrifice the main scope of the devise to its details.

The Courts have, therefore, wisely rejected the construction which

reads " heirs of the body " with such a context as meaning children,

and thereby restricts the testator's bounty to a narrower range of

objects ; for, it will be observed, that although children are included

in "heirs of the body," yet the converse of the proposition does

not hold, for an estate tail is capable of transmission through a long

line of objects whom a gift to the children would never reach (as

grandchildren and more remote descendants) ; to say nothing of the

difference in the order of its devolution.

This rule of construction is supported by a series of decisions, com-

mencing from an early period, and sufficiently numerous and author-

itative to outweigh any opposing decision and dicta which can be

adduced.

Thus, in Doe d. Candler v. Smith (z), where a testator devised his

freehold lands to his daughter A., and the heirs of her body lawfully

"Forever as to be begotten, forever, as tenants in common and not as
tenants in joint-tenants ; and in case his said daughter should hap-
common, and "',,.,£,,

-i-i, ^ i, • • •

not as joint- pen to die before twenty-one, or without having issue on
tenants."

j^gj. |)o,jy lawfully begotten, then over ; Lord Kenyon and
the other Judges of K. B. held that the daughter took an estate tail.

So, in Pierson v. Vickers (a), where a testator devised his

[*1211] * estates at B. unto his daughter A., and to the heirs of her

,
body lawfully to be begotten, whether sons or daughters,

sons or as tenants in comm,on and not as joint-tenants ; and in

toiant'^^n
*^ default of such issue, over ; Lord EUenborough and the

common," &c. other Judgcs of K. B. held, on the authority of the last

case, and Doe v. Cooper (6), that the daughter took an estate tail.

Again, in Bennett v. Earl of Tankerville (c), where the devise was

to the use of A. and his assigns for his life without impeachment of

waste, and after his decease to the heirs of his body, to take as tenants

(z) 7 T. R. 532. It should be stated that the reader will not find in this and some of the

other cases of the same class any distinct recognition of the principle stated in the text j but

as that principle is sanctioned by the later cases, and affords a more intelligible and definite

guide than the doctrine of general and particular intention on which some of these decisions

proceed, the writer has felt himself authorized to rest them on the former ground. An able

and extended examination of most of the cases stated in this chapter may be found in Mr.
Hayes's "Inquiry."

(ffl) 5 East, 548. See Grimson ». Downing, 4 Drew. 125, where the estate to A. was ex-

pressly for life.

(6) 1 East, 229, stated Ch. XXXIX.
(c) 19 Ves. 170.
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in common and not as joint-tenants ; and in case of his decease with-

out issue of his body, then over : Sir W. Grant, M. K., held that the

devisee took an estate tail.

So, in Doe d. Cole t-. Goldsmith {d), where a testator devised his

lands to his son F. to hold to him and his assigns for his natural life,

and immediately after his decease the testator devised

the same unto the heirs of his body lawfully to be be- shares, &c.,

gotten, in such parts, shares and proportions, manner and *' ^•. should

form,, as F. should by will or deed devise or appoint, and
in default of such heirs of his body lawfully to be begotten, then im-

mediately after his decease the testator devised the premises over to

another son, J., in fee. It was held in C. P. that F. took an estate

tail. Gibbs, C. J., observed that it was the testator's evident intent

that the estate should not go over to J. until aJl the " heirs of the

body " of P. were extinct.

In this and several of the preceding cases, much stress was laid on

the words " in default of issue," or " in default of heirs of the body,"

occurring in the devise over, or rather in the clause in-

troducing such devise, as demonstrating a " general in-
^^^^^ "'°^"

tent " that the estate was not to go over until a general failure of

issue of the first taker ; but it is diflB.cult to understand how this

intention could be rendered more distinctly and unequivocally ap-

parent by such referential language than by an express devise to

these very objects, viz. "heirs of the body."

We now proceed to the important ease of Jesson v. Wright (e), ^

which was as follows. A testator devised to W. certain j„ g^,], shares

real estate for the term of his natural life, he keeping the as yf. should

buildings in tenantable repair ; and after W.'s decease 6M?one cSrf,

devised the same to the heirs of the body of W. lawfully Re-

issuing, in such shares and proportions as W. by deed or will

should appoint, and for * want of such appointment, then to [*1212]

the heirs of the body of W. lawfully issuing, share and share

alike, as tenants in common, and if but one child, the whole to such

only child ; and for want of such issue, then over. It was held in K.

B. that W. took an estate for life only, with remainder -^^^ ^ j^gg^^

to his children for life as tenants in common. The mK. B.;

House of Lords after a very full argument reversed the reversed in

decision. Lord Eldon observed: "It is definitively '^* ^

settled, as a rule of law, that where there is a particular and a gen-

eral or paramount intent, the latter shall prevail, and Courts are

bound to give effect to the paramount intent (/). The decision of

(d) 7 Taunt. 209, 2 Marsh. 617.

(e) 2 Bligh, 1 ; from which the statement of the will is here taken.

(/) By " general intent " Lord Eldon must be understood to mean an intent to include

heirs of the body in the gift. It is submitted that those parts of the judgment in which he

1 See Sisson v. Seabury, 1 Sum. 235, 251.
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Jesson V. the Court below has proceeded upon the notion that no
Wright.

^
g^p]j paramount intent was to he found in the will." He

observations, then read the devise, observing, that if he stopped at the

end of the first devise to W., it was clear that he was to

take for life only ; if at the end of the first following words, " law-

fully issuing," he would, notwithstanding the express estate for Ufe,

be tenant in tail :
" and in order to cut down this estate," continued

his Lordship, "it is absolutely necessary that a particular intent

should be found to control and alter it, as clear as the general intent

here expressed. The words ' heirs of the body ' will indeed yield to

a particular intent that the estate shall be only for life, and that may
be from the effect of superadded words, or any expressions showing
the particular intent of the testator, but that must be clearly intel-

ligible and unequivocal. The will then proceeds, ' in such shares and
proportions as he the said W. shall by deed, &c. appoint.' Heirs of

the body mean one person at any given time, but they comprehend
all the posterity of the donee in succession. W. therefore could not

strictly and technically appoint to heirs of the body. This is the

power, and then come the words of limitation over in default of exe-

cution of the power, — ' and for want of such gift, &e., then to the

heirs of the body, &c., share and share alike, as tenants in common.'
It has been powerfully argued (and no case was ever better argued

at this bar), that the appointment could not be to all the heirs of

the body in succession forever, and, therefore, that it must mean a

person, or class of perMons, to take by purchase ; that the

[*1213] descendants in all time to come could not be * tenants in

common ; that ' heirs of the body,' in this part of the will,

must mean the same class of persons as the 'heirs of the body'
among whom he had before given the power to appoint ; and, inas-

Jesson V
much as you here find a child described as an heir of the

Wright. body, you are therefore to conclude that heirs of the

body mean nothing but children. Against such a construction many
difficulties have been raised on the other side ; as, for instance, how
the children should take in certain events, as where some of the chil-

dren should be born and die before others come into being. How is

this limitation in default of appointment in such case to be construed

and applied ? The defendants in error contend, upon the construc-

tion of the words in the power, and the limitation in default of ap-

pointment, that the words ' heirs of the body ' mean some particular

class of persons within the general description of heirs of the body

;

and it was further strongly insisted that it must be children, because

in the concluding clause of the limitation in default of appointment

the .whole estate is given to one child, if there should be only one.

refers to the nncontrnlled force of (he words " heirs of the body " contain a more satisfactory

explanation of the principle than these passages. Lord Eedesdale, it will be seen, strenuously

insists upon this being the true ground of the decision.
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Their construction is, ttat the testator gives the estate to W. for

life, and to the children as tenants in common for life. How they
could so take, in many of the cases put on the other side, it is diffi-

cult to settle. Children are included undoubtedly in heirs of the
body; and if there had been but one child, he would have been
heir of the body, and his issue would have been heirs of the
body; but because children are included in the words 'heirs of
the body,' it does not follow that heirs of the body must mean only
children, where you can find upon the will a more general intent

comprehending more objects
(ff).

Then the words 'for want of such
issue ' which follow, it is said, mean for want of children ; because the
word ' such ' is referential, and the word ' child ' occurs in the limita-

tion immediately preceding. On the other hand it is argued, that

heirs of the body, being the general description of those who are to

take, and the words ' share and share alike as tenants in common,'
being words upon which it is difficult to put any reasonable construc-

tion, children would be merely objects included in the description,

and so would an only child. The limitation, ' if but one child, then

to such only child,' being, as they say, the description of an indivi-

dual who would be comprehended in the terms ' heirs of the body.'

' for want of such issue,' they conclude, must mean for want of heirs

of the body. If the words ' children ' and ' child ' are so to

be * considered as merely within the meaning of the words [*1214]
' heirs of the body,' which words comprehend them and other

objects of the testator's bounty (and I do not see what jessonv.

right I have to restrict the meaning of the word Wright.

' issue ' (h) ), there is an end of the question."

Lord Kedesdale said :
" There is such a variety of combination in.

words, that it has the effect of puzzling those who are to decide upon
the construction of wills. It is therefore necessary to Lord Eedes-

establish rules, and important to uphold them, that those '^*'''-

who have to advise may be able to give opinions on titles with safety.

From the variety and nicety of distinction in the cases, it is difficult

for a professional adviser to say what is the estate of a person claim-

ing under a will. It cannot at this day be argued that, because the

testator uses in one part of his will words having a clear meaning in

law. and in another part other words inconsistent with the former,

that the first words are to be cancelled or overthrown. In Colson v.

Golson (t), it is clear that the testator did not mean to give an estate

tail to the parent. If he meant anything by the interposition of trus-

tees to support contingent remainders, it was clearly his intent to

(a) See a similar clause similarly treated in Dunlt v. Fenner, 2 E. & My. 566.

(A) But tliese words, it is submitted, derive all their force from the terms of the preceding

devise, having in themselves no independent operation whatever; for it is settled that the words
" in default of such issue," preceded by a gift to children, refer to those objects. See Rex v.

Marquess of Stafford, 7 East, 521; Doe d. Tooley v. Gunniss, i Taunt. 313; and other cases

stated post.

(i) 2 Stra. 1125.
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give the parent an estate for life only. It is dangerous, where words

have a fixed legal effect, to suffer them to be controlled without some
clear expression or necessary implication. In this case it is argued

that the testator did not mean to use the words ' heirs of the body

'

in their ordinary legal sense, because there are other inconsistent

words ; but it only follows that he was ignorant of the effect of the

one or of the other. All the cases but Doe v. Goff {k) decide that the

latter words, unless they contain a clear expression or a necessary

Lord Redes-
implication of some intent contrary to the legal import

dale's state- of the former, are to be rejected. That the general in-

principle of ^^'^^ should overrule the particular, is not the most accu-

the decision. rate expression of the principle of decision. The rule is,

that technical words shall have their legal effect unless from subsequent

inconsistent words it is very clear that the testator meant otherwise.

In many cases, — in all, I believe, except Doe v. Goff {I), — it has

been held that the words ' tenants in common ' do not over-

[*1215] rule the legal sense of words of settled * meaning. In other

cases, a similar power of appointment has been held not .to

overrule the meaning and effect of similar words. It has been ar-

gued, that heirs of the body cannot take as tenants in common ; but

it does not follow that the testator did not intend that heirs of the body

should take, because they cannot take in the mode prescribed. This

only follows, that having given to heirs of the body, he could not

modify that gift in the two different ways which he desired, and the

words of modification are to be rejected. Those who decide upon such

cases ought not to rely on petty distinctions, which only mislead par-

ties, but look to the words used in the will. The words ' for want of

such issue ' are far from being sufficient to overrule the words ' heirs

of the body ' (m). They have almost constantly been construed to

mean an indefinite failure of issue, and of themselves have frequently

been held to give an estate tail. In this case the word ' issue ' cannot

be construed children, except by referring to the words ' heirs of the

body,' and in referring to those words they show another intent.

The defendants in error interpret ' heirs of the body ' to mean chil-

dren only, and then they say the limitation over is in default of chil-

dren ; but I see no ground to restrict the words ' heirs of the body

'

to mean children in this will."

So in Doe d. Bosnall v. Harvey (w), where a testator devised his

real estate, subject to his debts and legacies, to T. for the term of his

(S) Infra.

(/) But see cases infra.

(m) It could not for a moment be contended that these words ovtrrule.d heirs of the bodv.
The argument was, that if those words, as used in the preceding devise, meant children (but
which his Lordship shows incontrovertibly they did not), then the words "for want of such
issue " meant for want of such children. See p. 1214, n. (A).

(») 4 B. & Cr. 610.
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natural life, and after the determination of that estate, EfEect of

to A. and B. and their heirs during the life of T. to pre-
J'j^pJes'e^e

serve contingent remainders ; and after the decease of contingent

T. the testator devised the same to and among all and ''«™»'"^«"-

every the heirs of the body of T., as well female as male, lawfully to

be begotten, such heirs, as well female as male, to take "Aawellfe-
as tenants in common, and not as joint tenants ; and for male as male

default of such issue, over. The lands were gavelkind, ants*in com-"'

It was held that T. took an estate tail ; Abbott, C. J., ™™-" ^•

observing, — " that though the heirs could not take by descent as
tenants in common, but would be coparceners, yet it was not to be in-

ferred because they could not take in the particular mode prescribed
by the testator, that therefore they vrere not to take at all."

Again, in Doe d. Atkinson v. Featherstone (o), where a
testator * devised to J., and E. his wife, for the term of [*1216]
their natural lives, and for the life of the longer liver of
them, and after the decease of the survivor, he devised to the heirs of
the body of E. by J. already begotten or to be begotten, «Equallvtobe
to be equally divided amongst them, share and share divided

alike. There was no gift over. It was held, on the gCeTnd''^'"'
authority of Jesson v. Wright, that E. took an estate .^are alike."

tail, and not (as had been contended) an estate for life, with remain-

der to the children of E. and J.

And in Grimson v. Downing (jp), where the testator devised " the

said estate" to A. for life with remainder "to the heirs ^ ^j^g^f

of his body lawfully begotten forever equally, share and "estate" to

share alike, sons and daughters, but if A. should die
bod3'°"SiOTe

without heirs or heir " then over. Sir. E.. Kindersley, and share

V.-C, held that A. took an estate tail.
*''"'*•"

III. — Words of Limitation and Modification combined.— Nor will

words of limitation to the heirs general, in addition to words of in-

consistent modification, avail to convert " heirs of the body " into

words of purchase.

Thus, in Toller v. Attwood {q), there was a devise to the use of E.,

'

a married woman, for her separate use for life, with remainder to

trustees to preserve contingent remainders, with remain- « Heirs male

der to the use of the heirs male of the body of E. to be who shall live

begotten, who shall live to attain the age of twenty-one ty-one and his

years, and to his heirs and, assigns forever ; but in de- beirs."

fault of such heirs male, or there being siich, he or they should die

before he or either of them should attain the age of twenty-one years

without lawful issue, then over. It was held by the Court of Q. B.

(o) 1 B. & Ad. 944.

Ip) 4 Drew. 125. See also Anderson v. Anderson, 30 Beav. 209.

(j) 15 Q. B. 929. The trustees were held to take the fee, ante, p. 1142.
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that the words, " who shall live, &c.," could not restrict the force of

the previous limitation, and that E. took an estate tail, citing the rule

as distinctly and emphatically laid down in Jesson v. Doe, that tech-

nical words should have their legal effect unless from subsequent

inconsistent words it was very clear that the testator meant other-

wise ; and in this case the form of the gift over rather favoring the

conclusion of an estate tail in E., than of a limitation by purchase

to her sons. The Court did not advert to the form of limitation being
" to his heirs and assigns," as showing that one person only was in-

tended to take at one time as heir of the body, and as

[*1217] strengthening the conclusion that * " heirs of the body

"

must be held to be words of limitation in order to let in all

the issue (r).

The clause in Toller v. Attwood which required " heirs " to be of

full age (s), was no less inconsistent with a devolution by inheritance

than one that would make them tenants in common. But actual de-

cision is not wanting on a clause of the latter kind in combination

with superadded words of limitation. Thus, in Mills v. Seward (t),

where a testator devised his real estate to A. for life without impeach-

ment of waste, with remainder to the heirs of the body of A. haben-

" Heirs of the ^^^ *° such heirs and his, her, or their heirs and assigns

body and forever as tenants in common; and if A. should die un-

tenants in der twenty-one, but should leave heirs of his body sur-

commoa." viving, then to such heirs of A. and his, her, and their

heirs and assigns forever in like manner ; but in case A. should die

without leaving any such heirs of the body him surviving, then over.

It was held by Sir W. P. Wood, V.-C, that neither the words import-

ing a tenancy in common nor the superadded words of limitation were
sufficient to deprive the words " heirs of the body " of their proper

meaning. It was argued that in the gift over on the death of A. un-

der twenty-one " heirs of his body " must mean children (since in that

event he could not leave issue more remote), and that the same con-

struction must be given to the words in the previous clause. But the

V.-C. said that the fact that children would be included among the

heirs of the body did not make the phrase signify children exclusively.

He therefore held that the rule in Shelley's case applied, and that A.
was tenant in taiL

The preceding cases present many shades of difference, but they all

concur in establishing the principle, that words of inconsistent mod-

(») See Ch. XXXIX.
(s) See similar modification in Jack v. Fetherstone, stated this Ch. ad. fin.

(/) 1 J. & H. 73.3. In Montgomery v. Montgomery, 3 Jo. & Lat. 55, Lord St. Leonards,
said, Doe «. Jesson only decided that " heirs of the body " should operate as words of limita-

tion where otherwise the issue would not take estates of inheritance. But as to this Wood,
V.-C, observed that, in the case before Lord St. Leonards the word " issue " was used, and
that (except Eight v. Creber, 5 B. & C. 866, which he referred to a different ground) there
was not a single decision to be found where the words " heirs of the body " had been read as
words of purchase, on the single ground that they were followed by "and their heirs and
assigns." See also per Kindersley, V.-C, 4 Drew. 133.
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ification engrafted on a limitation to heiis of the body
are to be rejected. It follows, then, that every decision ^*^^* '°°''

not strictly reconcilable with this principle may be regarded as

overruled by them. How far the line of cases about to be
* stated falls under the remark, the reader will form his own [*1218]

opinion, keeping in view the general scope of the reasoning

of Lord Eldon and Lord Eedesdale in Jesson v. Wright, cases in which

and their pointed reprobation of " petty distinctions." expressions

In Doe d. Browne v. Holmes (m) the devise was to L. control " heirs

for life, with impeachment of waste, remainder unto the °^ "'^ body."

heirs, male or female, lawfully to be begotten of the body To "heirs

of L, forever, they paying certain sums thereout. The female

"

Court inclined to the opinion that this was not an estate Greyer,

tail in L., but a contingent remainder in fee to the issue ; but it was
unnecessary to decide the question, as a recovery had been suffered,

which had either barred the entail, or destroyed the contingent re-

mainder. This case seems to be destitute of even the slender grounds

upon which the construction of an estate tail is commonly resisted in

cases of this nature, nor did the Court, it will be perceived, assume to

decide the point.

Another case which must be classed with this series is Doe d. Long
V. Laming (a;),^ where a testator devised gavelkind lands to his niece

A. and the heirs of her body lawfully begotten or to be ^

begotten, as well females as males, and to their heirs and females as

assigns forever, to he divided equally, share and share males, and to

alike, as tenants in common. A. died in the testator's

lifetime. Lord Mansfield said the devise could not take effect at all,

but must be absolutely void unless the heirs took as purchasers ; that

the term " heirs " in the plural, in the case of gavelkind lands, answered

to the term " heir " in the singular in the common case of lands not being

gavelkind : that the testator mentioned females not only expressly and

particularly, but even prior to males ; and that it was clear that he

did not mean that the lands should go in a course of descent in gavel-

kind. Influenced by these and other such considerations, the Court

held the true construction of the devise to be, that the children of A.

took estates in fee.

.

Few cases have been more cited than this. There being both words

of limitation and words of distribution annexed to " heirs of the body,"

it has been commonly relied upon as an authority for giv- Remark on

ing to both those circumstances occurring conjunctively Doe d. Laming,

the operation of changing heirs of the body into children. It is ob-

servable that the Court had to encounter, not only the difBlculty of

doing this violence to the words, but also that of reading the

(u) 3 Wils. 237, 241, 2 W. Bl. 777. (») 2 Burr. 1100.

1 See Sisson v. Seabury, 1 Sum. 235, 2il.
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limitation to the heirs as a remainder ; for the devise was to

[*1219] A. * and the heirs of her body in one entire unbroken clause,

and not to A. for life, remainder to the heirs ; and, there-

fore, even if the devise had been expressly to children, they must have

taken jointly with their parent, or not at all; indeed so strongly is

the impossibility of reading the devise to the children as a remainder

felt in such cases, that where they cannot take jointly with their

parent, on account of their non-existence when the devise takes effect,

the word " children " is, we shall see in the next chapter, actually con-

strued as a word of limitation, in order to give the parent an estate

tail which may devolve upon the children, this being, it is considered,

the only means of preventing the total failure of the testator's inten-

tion in their favor. Such cases form a singular contrast to the con-

struction adopted in Doe v. Laming.

As to the circumstance of the land being gavelkind, this extra-

ordinary ground of distinction is overturned by Doe d. Bosnall v.

Doe V. Laming Harvey (j/), which, it is observable, has all the ingredi-

virtuaily ents that have been relied upon by the Judges who de-

Doe V.
^ cided or who have since cited Doe v. Laming, viz. the

Harvey.
j^g^^^ being gavelkind ; there being words to carry the

fee to the children, if the devise had been construed as designating

them («) ; and lastly, there being a direction that females should

take as well as males, and the whole as tenants in common. We
might then reasonably have hoped never to hear the case of Doe v.

Laming again cited as an authority in a court of law. The circum-

stance that the devise would have lapsed if the devisee had taken

an estate tail, seems to have an undue influence on Lord Mansfield's

mind, and the case may be regarded as one of those in which this dis-

tinguished Judge suffered the established rules of construction to be

violated in order to avoid hardship in the particular instance.

However, in Montgomery v. Montgomery (a), Sir E. Sugden, C,
said that though Doe v. Laming had been sometimes questioned he

thought it properly fell within the fourth exception mentioned by
Blackstone, J., in his judgment in Perrin v. Blake (b);

[*1220] *namely, where the testator has superadded fresh limita-

tions, and grafted other words of inheritance upon the

heirs to whom he has given the estate. Blackstone, J., does indeed

himself (c) class Doe v. Laming within his fourth exception,

but he also classes it under his third exception, namely, where

iy) 4 B. & Or. 610, stated ante, p. 1215; see accord, per Lord Brougham, 3 CI. & Fin. 77.

\z) Tn Doe v. Harvey, the word "estate," used in the description of the subject-matter of the

preceding devise, would clearly have extended to the devise in question. This makes Mr.
Justice Bayley's observation, in regard to Doe v. Laming before adverted to (ante, p. 1208),

the more extraordinary; for the alleged distinction with respect to the words of limitation

occurring in that case was not only altogether untenable according to the doctrine of the

authorities, but was not presented by the actual circumstances of the case.

(n) 3 J. & Lat. 52.

(b) Harg. Law Tracts, 506,

(c) See ibid.
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words of explanation are added to the words "heirs Remarks of

to the body ;
" and, at the time he wrote, this certainly

on'^i^e^"^'^^"
(if any) was the only exception under which to class it, Laming,

though that exception, so far as it depends on such words as were
used in Doe v. Laming, namely, " female as well as male, and to take

as tenants in common," has, as we have seen, been expressly over-

ruled by Jesson v. Wright ; moreover, we have Lord Northington's

authority, that in his time there was no case in the books where
" heirs," used in the plural number with words of limitation added,

had been held words of purchase (cZ). It is impossible, therefore,

to come to any other conclusion than that the cases did not, in Mr.

Justice Blackstone's time as they have not since, recognized his fourth

exception as applying to cases where the word " heirs " in the plural

number is used; that exception must be taken to apply solely to

cases in which the word " heir" in the singular is used as in Archer's

case (e), or where the line of descent is altered as in the case put by

Anderson, C. J., in Shelley's case ; and this conclusion is abundantly

coniirmed (if confirmation is wanted) by Toller v. Attwood (/) and
Mills V. Seward {g), both decided since Montgomery v. Montgomery.
The case next in chronological order to Doe v. Laming is Doe d.

Hallen v. Ironmonger (A), which arose on a devise to A. and his heirs,

upon trust to receive the rents, and apply the same for the support of

S. and the issue of her body lawfully begotten or to be begotten,

during the life of S. ; and after the decease of S., upon trust for the

use of the heirs of the body of S. lawfully begotten or to be begotten,

their heirs and assigns forever, without any respect to be had or made
in regard to seniority of age or priority of birth, and in " Without any

default of such issue over. S. had three children, one semarity'of

son and two daughters. The son died in her lifetime age, &c.

"

leaving several children, and his eldest son, on the death of S.,

claimed the property as the heir of her body at her death ; but it

was held that he was not entitled.

By the few observations which fell from the Court in the

* course Of the argument, it appears that the Judges relied [*1221]

upon the words " without respect, &c., to seniority of age

and priority of birth," as plainly showing that the heirs should

take " as purchasers," meaning, it should seem, as children, for even

as heirs of the body they were clearly purchasers, inasmuch as the

limitation to the heirs and the limitation to the ancestor were of a

different quality {%). Perhaps it will be said that this circumstance

distinguishes the case from those under consideration ; but it would
be difficult to support such a distinction. The words " heirs of the

body " are as clear and well ascertained in the one

case as in the other, and therefore require a demonstra- upon Doe's,

tion of intention equally clear and decisive to control Ironmonger.

(d) 1 Ed. 432. (e) Ante, p. 1171.

(/) 15 Q. R 929, ante, p. 1216. (q) 1 J. & H. 733, ante, p. 1217.

(A) 3 East, 533. (i) Ante, p. 1180.

VOL. II. 24
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them. The class of objects embraced by the two gifts is the same.

Indeed the question whether the rule in Shelley's case will or will

not operate upon the two limitations, seems to be quite irrespective of

the construction (k) ; though it cannot be denied that a regard to the

effect of the application of that rule, in making the ancestor tenant

iu tail and thereby enabling him to exclude all the ulterior objects by
means of a disentailing assurance, has not unfrequently biassed the

minds of Judges in determining the construction.

The next case is Doe d. Strong v. Goff (I), where the devise was
to the testator's daughter M. and to the heirs of her body (m) law-

fully begotten or to be begotten, as tenants in common,

in common, O'nd not as joint tenants ; but if such issue should depart
with 4f™^ this life before he, she, or they should respectively attain

issue died their age or ages of twenty-one years, then over to the tes-
under twenty,

tator's SOU. It was held in K. B. that the daughter took

an estate for life only, with remainder to her children as

tenants in common. Lord EUenborough considered that the heirs

of the body being to take as tenants in common clearly demonstrated

that children were meant by that description, as heirs of

borougii's ' the body would take by succession, which he considered
judgment in ^3,8 rendered still more plain by the following words,

" that if such ' issue should depart this life before tw.enty-

one ; " and he held that this was too plain to be defeated by a mere
conjecture that the devisor might have a paramount intention incon-

sistent therewith; and, even admitting such intention, he

[*1222] thought it might afford a reason for implying * cross re-

mainders between the children (n) (which he observed it

was not necessary to decide), but not for making so important a dif-

ference as converting into an estate in the mother what would other-

wise be separate and distinct interests in the children. He ridiculed

the idea that the eldest son and his issue should take, to the exclusion

of the rest, lest the share of a child dying under twenty-one should

go over to the testator's son (o) before all the issue of the daughter
were extinct. He observed that the Court had looked through all the

cases, and did not think they should break in upon any of them by
this decision.

Of this it is enough to say, that it has been distinctly overruled by
the highest authority {p).

(Ic) See aco. per Kindersley, V.-C, 4 Drew. 132, and per Cur. 15 Q. B. 955.

(0 11 East, 668.
(m) Tliis case is open to the same observations as Doe v Laming, in regard to the circum-

stance of the limitation to the heirs not being by way of remainder.
(re) By cross remainders he must have meant cross executory limitations; for it is clear

that the children, if they took at all, had afee by implication from the gift over in the event
of their dying under twenty-one (ante, p. 1132), on which fee of course no remainder could
be limited) but it seams to be the better opinion, that in such cases no cross executory
limitation in fee would be implied. See post, Ch. XLIII.

(0) But upon the terms of the devise, as settled by decision, it is clear that no share could
go over to the son unless all the issue of the daughter died under twenty-one.

(p) But see 3 J. & Lat. 64, where Sir E. Sugden seems to say Doe ». Goff is not overruled.
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Thus, in Jesson v. Wright (q), Lord Eedesdale said, " Doe v. Goff

seems to be at variance with preceding cases. In several cases it has

been clearly established that a devise to A. for life, with Authority of

a subsequent limitation to the heirs of his body, created
J'"^.

"• 9°^

an estate tail, and that subsequent words such as those jesson v.

contained in this will " (alluding, no doubt, to the words ^"S^'-

"share and share alike, as tenants in common," occurring in that

case), "had no operation to prevent the devise from taking an estate

tail. In Doe v. Goff there were no subsequent words, except the pro-

vision in case such issue should die under twenty-one, introducing

the gift over. This seems to be so far from amounting to a declara-

tion that he did not mean heirs of the body in the technical sense

of the words, that I think they peculiarly show that he did so mean.
They would otherwise be wholly insensible. If they did not take an
estate tail, it was perfectly immaterial whether they died before or

after twenty-one. They seem to indicate the testator's conception,

that at twenty-one the children (i. e. the issue) should have the power
of alienation. It is impossible to decide this case without holding/ that

Doe V. Goff is not law."

Lord Eldon expressed the same opinion (r), tempered, however,
with his characteristic caution. " Doe'u. Goff," he said,

*"is difficult to reconcile with this case, I do not say impos- [*1223]
sible ; but that case is as difficult to be reconciled with other

cases."

The deliberate denial by these eminent judges of the case of Doe
V. Goff, may be considered as equivalent to an affirmative decision,

that under such a devise an estate tail is created ; in

other words, that a devise to A. and the heirs of his
s^f^t'ons-

body as tenants in common, with a limitation over in case the issue or

the heirs of the body should die under twenty-one, gives A. an estate

tail. Indeed such a devise over is not absolutely inconsistent with an

estate tail, as the testator may intend (though the intention is rather

improbable) that the remainder shall be contingent on the event of

the issue of the tenant in tail (not the tenant in tail himself) dying

under age. But Lord Eedesdale went a great length in asserting

that these words assisted the construction which gave the ancestor an

estate tail, for the absurdity which he seemed to think attached to

the supposition that they were applied to children is quite removed

by giving them, as the established rule does, the fee simple. Admit-

ting, however, that the inference, so far as it goes, is the other way,

it does not approach to that necessary irresistible kind of evidence,

which alone should be allowed to vary the construction of words of

an established signification.

Another case, which perhaps it may be difficult to rescue from a

(j) 2 Bligh, 58, stated ante, p. 1211. (r) 2 Bligh, 55.
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similar condemnation, is Crump d. Woolley v. Norwood (s), where a

"As tenants testator devised to his three nephews W., J., and E.,

'""thd""-""'"
equally between them during their respective lives as

over if the tenants in common ; and after their respective decease

undeAwenty- ^^ devised the share of him or them so dying unto the

one. heirs laivfully issuing of his and their body and bodies

respectively, and, if more than one, equally to be divided and to take

as tenants in common ; and, if but one, to such only one, and to his,

her, or their heirs and assigns forever, and if any of the testator's

said nephews should die without such issue, or, leaving any such,

they should all die without attaining twenty-one, then he devised the

part of him and them so dying unto the survivor and survivors, and
the heirs of the body of such surviving and other nephew equally,

as tenants in common, and to hold the same as he had
[*1224] * thereinbefore directed as to the original share, and with

the like contingency of survivorship on failure of issue ; and
in default of such issue of his said nephews, then over to the testator's

,, _ . . , own right heirs. It seems to have been rather taken for
"Heirs of the

, t • ,i • ,r ,i . -i

body" assumed granted m this case (tor the contrary was scarcely eon-

cHWrra tended for), that the nephews took an estate for life

only, with remainder in fee to their children. Gribbs,

C. J., observed that he would state the interest which W. and his

children took in the premises. " The devise," he said, " is to W. for

life, and if he has children {for heirs here mean children),'^ then to

them in fee ; if he has no children, then the estate goes to the testa-

tor's nephews J. and E. It is admitted on all hands that this is the

true construction." And the Court held that the contingent remain-

der in W.'s share was destroyed by the descent of the reversion in

fee on him at the decease of his father, to whom it devolved immedi-
ately from the testator {t).

This case was not cited in Jesson v. Wright, which accounts for its

Remark on ^°* ^^^^^S fallen under the censure there applied to Doe
Crump 0. V. Goff, which it closely resembles, and on the authority
orwoo .

^£ which, probably, the translation of heirs into children

was considered as almost too clear for argument.

Gretton v. Haward (m) is another of the decisions which occurred
during the time that Doe v. GofE was regarded as an authority. The

(s) 7 Taunt. 362, 2 Marsh. 161. In Lees v. Mosley, 1 T. & C. 595, the Court lent no
countenance to the attempt of counsel to uphold Crump v. Norwood and Doe v. Goff. Lees
V. Mosley itself was decided mainly on the difference between the terms " heirs of the bodv "

and " issue " in regard to the force of explanatory words. It therefore belongs not to "the
present Chapter, but to Ch. XXXIX.

(*) See Hartpoole v. Kent, T. Jones, 76, 1 Vent. 306; Hooker v. Hooker, Lee's Cas. t.

Hardw. 13.

(m) 6 Taunt. 94, 2 Marsh. 9.

1 See Powell B. Glenn, 21 Ala. 4B8 ; Bowers Ohio St. 1; Bunnell v. Evans, 26 Ohio St.

1). Porter, i Pick. 198; Richardson v. Wheat- 409; Brailsford v. Heywood, 2 Desaus. 18.

land, 7 Met. 169, 173 ; Carter v. Reddish, 32
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devise was in these words : — "I give, devise, and be-

queath unto my loving wife A. all my real and personal jn^defaull rf

estate, she paying debts, &c. ;" and after her decease issae by the

. . . testat&t'
to the heirs of her body, share and share alike if more following a

than one, " and in default of issue to be lawfully begot- d^^'^? '" Jj'^

ten by me, to be at her own disposal." Doe v. Goff was
cited in argument, and the now exploded doctrine of that case, that

the testator, having given the estate to the heirs of the body share

and share alike, could not have intended an estate tail under which
the eldest son would take the whole, was much relied on. The Court
certified (on a case from Chancery), that the wife took an estate for

life, with remainder to the children as tenants in common in fee;

and this certificate was confirmed by Sir W. Grant, M. R. (x).

No remark fell from the Court during the argument, so that the

precise grounds of the decision are not known; but it has been
sometimes considered as distinguished from the other cases
* by the circumstance, that the limitation over was in de- [*1225]
fault of issue begotten by the testator, which must, it is said,

have referred exclusively to children. This, however, is q,

a non sequitur ; for, allowing to these words their utmost upon Gretton

operation, they are only explanatory of the species of "' H^'"^'^'^-

heirs of the body intended by the testator in the preceding devise,

namely, heirs by himself (y); and the effect would then be to make
the wife tenant in special tail, if she had issue by the testator, or

while the possibility of her having issue continued ; and in case she

had no issue by him, she would, from the time that such possibility

ceased, be tenant in tail after possibility of issue extinct {s).

Such is the long line of cases which appear to have been over-

turned by Jesson v. Wright ; a decision, which will be appreciated

when the state in which the subject has been left by the q ^ ,

prior adjudications is contemplated. The frequent de- marks upon

mand upon the Courts to pronounce on the construction
etses'over-

of the words "heirs of the body," when associated with ruled by Jesson

words of modification which did not exactly quadrate "' "^ '

with an estate tail, evinces the uncertainty that prevailed in the pro-

fession in regard to the actual effect of such a devise. The slightest

variation of phrase was thought to render a case proper for judicial

investigation, in order to try the experiment whether these words, or

the inconsistent modifying expressions, would be held to preponderate.

The mischief, however, did not altogether originate in the class of cases

just stated, but may be traced to an earlier source. It seems to have

been a consequence of the line of argument adopted by Lord Ken-

yon in Doe d. Candler v. Smith {a), and other cases, where, though a

(x) 1 Mer. 448.

(j/) See accovdinglv cases cited supra, p. 952, n. (c).

(a) See Piatt v. Powles, 2 Mau. & Sel. 65.

(a) 7 T. R. 531, ante, p. 1210. See also Robinson v. Robinson, 1 Burr. 38, post.
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devise of the nature of those under consideration was held, and prop-

erly held, to confer an estate tail, this construction was founded, not

on the uncontrolled effect of the words of limitation, but upon the

general intention manifested by the words disposing of the property

to the next taker, if the devisee in question died without issue;

which, it was said, demonstrated that the estate was not to go over

until a general failure of issue of such prior devisee. Having there-

fore first reasoned upon the devise to the heirs of the body or issue

as a gift to children or to issue of a particular class, the Court sacri-

ficed the intention in favor of these objects, which was de-

[*1226] nominated t\iQ particular intent, in order * to give effect to the

"general intent," which was discerned in the subsequent words.

Lord EUenborough, the successor of Lord Kenyon, acceded to the rea-

soning, or, at all events, to the authorities, which read the devise to

the heirs of the body and issue as a gift to children ; but, probably

seeing no reason why the devise so construed should be affected by
the use of the same or nearly similar words in the clause introducing

the devise over (which clearly referred to the objects of the preced-

ing devise, whatever those objects were), held that the children were
entitled, notwithstanding the subsequent words referring to the

failure of issue. This appears to be the short history of the rise

and progress of the doctrine which the case of Jesson v. Wright
overturned.

But the uncertainty induced by a series of erroneous decisions is

not easily removed ; and we shall see that the effect of inconsistent

words of modification, engrafted on a devise to the heirs of the body,

has been since repeatedly agitated.

Thus, in Wilcox v. Bellaers (h), where the testator devised his lands
to his son H. during his natural life, and after his decease to such of

Limitation t
^^^ ^^^^ son's children, and in such shares and proportions

heifs of the as his Said son should, by his last will and testament duly

polferT/ap- executed, limit, direct, and appoint, and to their heirs,

pointment to and for Want of such direction and appointment, and as
»en, c.

^^ g^pj^ ^^^^ ^j ^j^g estate of which no such appointment
should be made, to the heirs of the body of the said H., their heirs

and assigns forever; and in case his said son should happen to die
without issue, then from and immediately after his decease the testator

devised the said estate unto his daughter E. for life, remainder to
such of her children and in such shares as she should by deed or
writing appoint, and to their heirs ; and in default to the heirs of the
body of the said E., their heirs and assigns forever ; and in case his
son should live, and have children as aforesaid, then he bequeathed
unto his daughter E. a legacy of 600Z. H., before issue born, suf-

fered a common recovery. To a title derived under this recovery, it

(4) Hayes's Inquiry, p. 3.
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was objected that H. was not tenant in tail, but that his children

took by purchase. The vendor instituted a suit in equity to enforce

the performance of the contract, and the Master reported in favor of

the title. The purchaser excepted to the report, and the exception

was argued at the Rolls (c), before Graham, B., and Master
(afterwards C. B.) * Alexander, and Master Stratford (sit- [*1227]
ting for the then M. E..), who, after taking time to examine
the authorities, differed in opinion ; the two former thinking it very
doubtful at least whether H. took more than an estate for life, and
Master Stratford being of a contrary opinion, so that no judgment
was given. The exception was afterwards (d) argued before Sir T.

Plumer, M. E., who, upon looking into the cases, thought there was
so much doubt whether H. took an estate tail, that the purchaser

ought not to be compelled to take the title, and accordingly dismissed

the bill ; and the Lord Chancellor (Lyndhurst), on appeal, afSrmed
the order (e).

The only circumstances affording the slightest pretext

for distinguishing this ease from Jesson v. Wright are,— ^The'circum-
first, the power to appoint to the children, secondly, the stances in

legacy to the devisee in remainder, in case H. " should ^'
Beilaers'^"^

live and have children as aforesaid," and thirdly, the differs from
Jbssoii V

words of limitation saperadded to the gift to the heirs Wright.'

of the body.

As to the first point, we learn from Smith i;. Death (/), that there

is no necessary implication, that the term " heirs of the body " in the

limitation is used to describe the same objects as " children " in the

power. As to the second, it will perhaps be said that the testator

evidently intended the devisee in remainder to have the legacy if the

objects of the prior devise came into existence, and which, therefore,

is explanatory of those objects being children. But this is merely

conjectural ; the testator might inteiid the legacy to be a charge only

as against the objects of the power, as distinguished from the objects

of the limitation, because the donee might have appointed to those

objects in fee to the total exclusion of even a chance of succession by
the devisee in remainder. However this may be, the circumstance is

far too equivocal to be made a ground for departing from the con-

struction of words of an established meaning. As to the third point,

it has been repeatedly decided that a limitation to the heirs general,

superadded to a gift to "heirs of the body," will not convert the latter

into words of purchase with the restricted sense of " children."

Nor is Wilcox v. Bellaers the only instance in which reluctance has

been manifested to follow up the principle of Jesson v. Wright ; for

in other cases the term " heirs of the body " has since been cut

down to children, in subservience to expressions in the * con- [*1228]

(c) June, 1823. (d) 17 Dec, 1823.

(e) T. & K. 495. (/) 5 Mad. 371; stated ante, Vol. I., p. 519.
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text whicli that case had appeared forever to have stripped of all

controlling operation.

Thus, in Eight d. Shortridge v. Creber (g), -where a testator devised

a messuage to trustees and their heirs, in trust to permit his daughter

J. and her assigns, to receive the rents for her life free
"Share and from her husband, and after her death then the testator
snare alike, '

their heirs devised the same to the heirs of the body of J., share and

foixver.'^"'
share alike, their heirs and assigns forever, it was held

that the words " share and share alike " denoted that the

testator meant by " heirs of the body " to designate children.

It is proper to observe that Jesson v. Wright, although decided

several years before Eight v. Creber, was not cited in the latter case.

Remarks on ^^^ *^® Subsequent determination of the Court of Queen's
Right 17. Bench in Doe v. Featherstone (h), already stated, shows
^^ ^^'

that a similar decision would not now be made. It is

surprising, however, that in Doe v. Eeatherstone the case of Eight v.

Creber was referred to by Pa,tteson, J., as not inconsistent with what
the Court was then about to decide ; for the only distinction is, that

in one case there were, and in the other there were not, superadded

words of limitation, which were, we have seen, wholly immaterial,

and on which indeed no stress was laid by the Judges who decided

Eight V. Creber.

It may be observed, in conclusion of this section, that a

madl'where""
different construction will not necessarily be put upon

tiiere is a limitations by way of trust expressed in words such as

coiTvey."
" those now under consideration, merely because the trust

is a trust to convey and not a direct trust (i).

IV.— Effect of Clear Words of Explanation. — But it is not to be

inferred from the preceding cases that the words " heirs of the body "

are incapable of explanation by the effect of superadded

words of ex" expressions clearly demonstrating that the testator used
pianation an- those words in some other than their ordinary accep-

of the body!" tation, and as descriptive of another class of objects.

The rule established by those cases only requires a clear

indication of intention to this effect. Where the words in question

are accompanied by such an explanatory context, the devise

[*1229] is to be read as if the terms * which they are explained to

mean were actually inserted in the will.

Accordingly, in Lowe or Lawe v. Davies (Ic), where a testator de-

Co) 5 B. & Cr. 866.

01) 1 B. & Ad. 944; ante, p. 1215. Right t>. Creber was thought by Wood, V.-C, to be
reconcilable with Doe v. Jesson and Doe v. Featherstone, on the ground that the estate for

lite wns equitable and the remainder legal, so that the rule in Shelley's case, did not apply,
IJ. & H. 737. But as to this, vide sup. pp. 1220, 1221.

(i) Marrvat v. Townlv, 1 Ves. 102.

(k) 2 hi. Ray. 1561, 2 Stra. 849, 1 Barn. B. R. 238.
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vised to B. and his heirs lawfully to be begotten, " that is to say, to

his first, second, third, and every other son and sons

successively, lawfully to be begotten of the body of said ^^ *"

B., and the heirs of the body of such first, second, &e.. Hem, ''that is

it was held that B. took but an estate for life ; for the

subsequent clause was explanatory of what " heirs " meant.

So, in Lisle v. G-ray (T), where real estate was limited by deed to

the use of E. for life, remainder to the use of the first son of the

body of E. and the heirs male of the body of such

first son, and for default of such issue, to the use of the

second son of the body of E. and the heirs male of the "^^\^\
body of such second son (similar limitations were car. explained to

ried on to the fourth son), "and so to all and every mean sow.

other the heirs male of the body of E. respectively and successively,

and to the heirs male of their body, according to seniority of age."

There was a power to raise portions out of the land if E. died with-

out issue male. It was held that E. took only an estate for life ; the

words " and so," &c., showing that the words " heirs male " in the

latter clause meant sons, by relation to the preceding limitation.

Again, in Goodtitle d. Sweet v. Herring (m), where the devise was

to A. for life, remainder to trustees to preserve contingent remain-

ders, remainder to the heirs male of the body of A. to be
Qo^ijtitie v

begotten severally, successively, and in remainder one Herring,

after another, as they and every of them should be in same con-

seniority of age and priority of birth, the elder of such struction.

sons and the heirs male of his body lawfully issuing, being always to

be preferred to the younger of such sons and the heirs male of his and

their body and bodies ; and for default of such issue, to the daughters,

as tenants in common, and the heirs of their bodies. The Court held

that the testatrix had, by the words " the elder of such sons," &c., ex-

plained herself by " heirs of the body " to mean sons, so that A. took

only an estate for life.

So, in North v. Martin (w), where by a marriage settle-

ment * lands were conveyed to the use of A., the intended [*1230]

husband, for life, with remainder to trustees to preserve con-

tingent remainders, with remainder to B., the intended wife, for life,

and after the decease of the survivor, to the use of the ^^ ^,North V,

heirs of the body of A. on the body of B. to be begotten Martin,

and their heirs, and if more children than one, equally ^ Yima of

to be divided among them, to take as tenants in com- body "held to

1 • > n 1. n !• j.T_ -r, mean children.
mon, and m default of such issue, then over. It was

(0 2 Lev. 223, T. Jo. lU, T. Ray. 278, 315, affirmed in Ex. Ch., Pollex. 591, 1 P. W. 90,

2 Burr. 1109, not, as erroneously stated in Jo. & Ray., reversed; see also Hayes's Inq. 81.

(m) 1 East, 264, affirmed in "D. P., see 3 B. & P. 628; see also Mandevi'lle ». Lackey, 3

Riri.t?. P. C. 352, post. As to the expression heirs male now living, see Burchett v. Durdant,
2 Vent. 311, Garth. 154, ante, Vol. I., p. 289, n. (6). For some other instances of the same
kind, see ante, p. 916.

(n) 6 Sim. 266.
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contended that, according to the authorities, particularly Wright v.

Jesson, A. was tenant in tail by force of the limitation to the heirs of

his body ; but Sir L. Shadwell, V.-C, held that the words " and if

more children than one " were interpretative of those words, observ-

ing that no case had been cited, nor did he recollect any in which the

words "heirs of the body" had been held to create an estate tail,

where those words of interpretation had been used; and he added

(and the remark is deserving of attention), that this did away with

the effect of the argument founded on the limitation over for de-

fault of such issue, which must be construed for default of such

children.

Again, in Doe d. Woodall v. Woodall (o), there was a devise to the

testator's four grandchildren for their lives as tenants in common,
with remainder as to the share of which each was tenant

alt.
' ' for life to his or her first and only sons successively in

Heirs of body ^^^^j '^i*^ remainder to his or her daughters as tenants
"in manner in. common in tail, with cross remainders in tail between

explained by ^^^ daughters and then the testator proceeded, " in case
preceding either of my said grandchildren shall happen to die leav-

ing no issue behind him, her, or them, then my will and
meaning is that all and singular the premises herein lastly devised

shall go and remain to the survivor of them and the heirs of his or

her body lawfully to be begotten in manner aforesaid." It was con-

tended that, under the last clause, a surviving grandchild took an
estate tail in the share of a grandchild who left no issue ; but the

Court of C. B. held that the limitation to the " heirs of his or her

body " was explained by the words " in manner aforesaid " to mean
a limitation to the first and other sons successively in tail, with
remainder to the daughters as tenants in common in tail, as in the

preceding limitations, and that the surviving grandchild therefore

took only an estate for life.

In Gummoe v. Howes (p) the devise was upon trust for

[*1231] A. and * B. equally for life, and in case of the death of

either of them without issue, the part or share of her so

dying to go to the survivor of them, but if either of them should de-

Gummoe v ^^^^ *^^^ ^^^^ leaving issue, then the part or share of her
Howes. so dying to go to her children in equal proportions if

Heirs of the more than one, and if but one, then to such only child ;
body ex- aa^ after the death of both A. and B., the testator di-

mean chil- rected his trustees to convey, assign, and transfer the
*''®"- property to the heirs of the body of A. and lawfully be-

gotten, share and share alike, or to the survivor or survivors of them
if more than one, and if but one, then to such only ehild when and as

(o) 3 C. B. 349; and see Green v. Green, 3 De G. & S. 480.

(p) 23 Beav. 184.
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often as he, she, or they should attain his, her, or their respective

age or ages of twenty-one years of age ; and the will contained a de-

vise over on the death of A. and B. without issue. Sir J. Eomilly,

M. E., held that the words " heirs of the body " were interpreted to

mean " children," and that A. and B. took estates for life only.

And in Jordan v. Adams (y), where a testator devised lands to

W. T. for life, and after his decease " to the heirs male of his body
for their several lives in succession according to their Jordan «.

respective seniorities, or in such parts, shares, and pro- Adams,

portions, manner, and form, and amongst them as the said JJ^".^
™*'^ °^

W. T. their father should appoint. And in default of to mean sons,

such issue male of W. T.," over. It was held by the ^f u^^^^°-

Court of C. B. that the testator had here shown that by father."

heirs male of the body he meant sons, for in case of an appointment

the appointor must stand in the relation of " father " to the appoin-

tees. In delivering the judgment of the Court, Erie, C. J., allowed

greater weight than was warranted by Jesson v. Wright to the words

of modification contained in the devise : but Williams, J., declared

his concurrence with the rest solely on the ground of the use of the

words " their father." On appeal to the Exch. Ch. that Court was
equally divided : and the two Judges who agreed with the decision

below did so only on the ground taken by Williams, J. ; Cockburn,

C. J., one of them, declaring that the authorities forbade them to

ascribe to the words of modification the effect claimed for them.

In all the preceding cases it will be seen that the testator had an-

nexed to the term "heirs of the body," words of explana-

tion, * which were held to prove that he had used the expres- [*1232]

sion as synonymous with sons. These cases, therefore, may
be supported, without impugning the general principle, as stated by
Lord Alvanley in Poole v. Poole (r), that the Courts will jj^^^j. ^^
not deviate from the rule which gives an estate tail to preceding

the first taker if the will contains a limitation to the '^*^^*'

heirs of his body, except where the intent of the testator appears so

plainly to the contrary that nobody can misunderstand it; for the will

in these cases seemed to supply the clear incontrovertible evidence of

intention required by such a statement of the doctrine.

On the other hand, in Jones v. Morgan (s); it was decided, and that

in perfect consistency with the principle of the cases just stated, that a

devise to W. for life, without impeachment of waste, and after his de-

cease to the use of the heirs male of the body of W. lawfully begotten

(o) 6 C. B. (N. S.) 748. 9 id. 483. It Is remarkable that no reference was made to Shaw
V. Weigh, 2 Str. 798 stated Ch. XXXIX., s. iii., where, notwithstanding the word "mother"
occurring in similar relation to "issMe," the latter word was held a word of limitation.

(r) 3 B. & P. 627. There is a striking similarity between the general scope of Lord Alvan-

ley's reasoning here and that of Lords Eldon and Kedesdale in Jesson v. Wright, ante, pp.
12'11, seq.

(s) 1 B. C, C. 206.
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Keirs male of severally, respectively, and in remainder, the one after the

"^^everi^i
other as they and every of them shall be in seniority of

! spectiveiy, age and priority of birth, gave W. an estate tail. Lord

u"a1nderrthe
Thuiiow Said, " Where the estate is so given that it is to

one after the go to every person who can claim as heir to the first
"' ^'''

taker, the word ' heirs ' must be a word of limitation.

All heirs taking as heirs must take by descent."

So, in Poole v. Poole (t), where a testator devised all his real estate

to the use of trustees, in trust for his first son during his life, and
also upon trust to preserve contingent remainders, and after his de-

cease in trust for the several heirs male of such son lawfully issuing,

" Such sons " ^° ^'^^^ *^® elder of such sons and the heirs male of his

construed body should always take before the younger and the

maZ^tpointhe ^^i'^ male of his body, remainder to the second, third,

effect of the fourth, and other son and sons of the testator for their
^ ' respective lives, and also upon trust to preserve, remain-

der in trust for the several heirs male of their bodies lawfully issu-

ing, so as the elder of such sons and the heirs male of his body
should take before the younger of such sons and the heirs male of his

body, remainder to his first and every other daughter for their lives,

and upon trust to preserve, remainder to the several heirs male of

their respective bodies, so that the elder of such daughters and the

heirs male of her body should always be preferred to the

[*1233] younger of such daughters and the heirs male * of her and
their body and bodies. The testator then charged the estates

with certain portions, and devised them, in failure of such issue by him
as aforesaid, but not otherwise, upon trust for his nephew A. for life,

and upon trust to preserve, remainder in trust for the first and other

son and sons of A., as they should be in seniority of age and priority

of birth, and the several heirs of their respective bodies lawfully

issuing, so that the eldest of such sons and the heirs of his body
should be preferred to the younger of the same sons and the heirs of
his and their body and bodies. The question was, whether the eldest

son of the testator took an estate for life or in tail ; in other words,
whether the testator had not explained himself by the words "heirs
male of the body " in that devise to mean sons, by declaring that the
elder of "such sons" should be preferred to the younger. Lord
Alvanley and the rest of the Court of Common Pleas, expressly
avoiding an intimation of what their opinion would have been if that
clause had stood alone in the will, held that, in connection with the
devise to the other sons, the daughters, and the nephew, the son
took an estate tail.

In this case the context certainly much assisted the construction

adopted by the Court, for as the other sons of the testator, as well as

(0 3 B. & P. 620.
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his daughters, took successivR estates tail, it was scarcely Remarks upon

supposable that he could intend the first son to have only ^°°^^ *• ^°°'^-

an estate for life. To have made such a difference between the sons

would have violated the general plan of the will. The clause which
gave rise to the question, although applied properly enough in a sub-

sequent part of the will to the devise to the other sons of the testator,

was redundant in the position which it here occupied, where its in-

sertion was evidently an error.

Again, in Jack v. Fetherstone (u), where the words of devise were

:

" I give, &o. to W. and to his heirs male, according to their seniority

in age, on their respectively attaining the age of twenty- jo W. and to

one years, all my estates real and personal in lands, tisheiis male,

houses, and tenements not hereinbefore disposed of, the surviving and

elder son surviving of the said W. and the heirs 'male *\^''b^i"*'®

of his body lawfully begotten always to be preferred to the always to be

second or younger son ; and in case of the failure of issue P''^*^''''^'J> °^'^-

male in the said W. surviving him, or their dying unmarried and
without lawful issue male attaining the age of twenty-one

years, then to T. (brother of the said W.) *and his heirs [*1234]
male lawfully begotten on attaining the age of twenty-one

years, the elder to be preferred to the younger ; and in case of the

death or failure of the issue male of the said T. lawfully begotten,

and their not attaining the age of twenty-one years, then to my right

heirs forever." The House of Lords held that W. took an estate tail

male. Tindal, C. J., declared the unanimous opinion of the Judges to

be, that the present case was governed by the rule laid down by Lord
Alvanley in Poole v. Poole, " that the first taker shall be held to have
an estate tail where the devise to him is followed by a limitation to

him and the heirs of his body, except where the intent of the testator

has appeared so plainly to the contrary that no one could misunder-

stand it." Here the subsequent words were not wholly incompatible

with an estate tail. If W. took an estate tail, the elder son surviving

and the heirs male of his body would be preferred to the second or

the younger son, and any difficulty created by the words referring to

the majority of the devisees occurred equally whether the estate tail

was in W. or in his sons.

By contrasting Lowe v. Davies and Lisle v. Gray with Jones v.

Morgan, and Goodtitle v. Herring with Poole v. Poole, and Jack v.

Fetherstone, the limits of the doctrine of the respective cases will be

perceived.

In further confirmation of the doctrine that the words "heirs

of the body " are not controlled by expressions of an equivocal

import, may be cited the case of Douglas v. Congreve (x), where

(m) 9 Bligh, 237, 3 CI. & Fin. 67 (Fetherston v. Fetherston), Sug. Law of Prop. 254.

(x) 5 Scott, 223, 4 Bing. N. C. 1, 1 Beav. 59.
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Declaration a testator devised real estate to A. for life, and after Ms
heira*^onhe'°

decease to the heirs of his body, and so on to several other

body was persons by "way of remainder in like manner, and then

in strict settle-
declared that all the aforesaid limitations were intended

ment. by him to be in strict settlement, with remainder to his

own right heirs forever ; and the Court of Common Pleas certified

that these ambiguous words did not prevent the devisees from taking

estates tail under the prior words of devise; which certificate was
afterwards confirmed by Lord Langdale, M. E., who observed, " In

the present case there is no executory trust. It is a case of direct

devise of the legal estate, and in terms which, according to the rule

of law, give an estate tail to the plaintiff ; and it does not appear to

me that the words ' in strict settlement ' can have the legal effect of

altering that estate. An executory trust would have admitted greater

latitude of interpretation, and the effect of the words might have

been different."



*CHAPTEE XXXVIII. [*1235]

" CHILDKEN," " CHILD," " SON," " DATJGHTEE," WHEEE WOEDS OF

IIMITATION.

FASE

I. Rule in Wild's Case 1235

II. " Child," " Son," Daughter," &c., where used as nomina collectiva 1247

I. — Rule in Wild's Case.— The rule of construction commonly re-

ferred to as the doctrine of Wild's case (a), is this, that where lands*

are devised to a person and his children, and he has no „ ^u-ij n

child at the time of the devise, the parent takes an estate where a word

tail;i for it is said, "the intent of the devisor is mani- »f """''at'O"-

fest and certain that the children (or issues) should take, and as im-

mediate devisees they cannot take, because they are not Rule in Wild's

in rerum naturS, and by way of remainder they cannot "^^s^-

take, for that was not his (the devisor's) intent, for the gift is immc
diate ; therefore such words shall be taken as words of

limitation." In support of this position, a case is referred child atlhT

to, as reported by Sergeant Bendloes (6), in which the '™? °^ ">«

devise was to husband and wife, " and to the men chil-

dren of their bodies begotten," and it did not appear that they had
any issue male at the time of the devise, and therefore it was adjudged

that they had an estate tail to them and the heirs male of their bod'

ies. The principle has been followed in several subsequent cases.

Thus, in Davie v. Stevens (c), where a testator devised to his

(a) 6 Rep. 17; s. c. Anon., Gouldsb. 139, pi. 47; s. c. nom. Richardson ». Yardley, Moore,

397, pi. 519. The words of the rule are "children or issue." But as to "issue" see Ch.

XXXIX. The rule (which is not stated in Gouldsb. or Moore) is distinct from the point

decided in Wild's case, which arose on a devise to A. and his wife, and after their decease

to their children. And see Doe d. Tooley B. Gunniss, 4 Taunt. 313; Doe d. Liversage v.

Vanghan, 5 B. & Aid. 464; Beauchant v. Usticke, W. N. 1880, p. 14.

(i) 1 Bulstr. 219, Bendl. 30.

(c) Dougl. 321. Wharton v. Gresham, 2 W. BI. 1083, is generally classed with these cases;

but as the devise was to J. W. and his sons in tail male, it is clear that he took an estate tail

without construing " sons " as a word of limitation; and the only consequence of the non-

existence of a son was his exclusion from taking immediately under the devise.

1 Vanzant D.Morris, 25 Ala. 285; Beacroft sett ». Hawk, 118 Penn. St. 94; Ellet «.

V. Strawn, 67 III. 28; Baker v. Scott. 62 111. Paxon. 2 Watts & S. 418, 434. But see Carr

86: Nightineale v. Burrell, 15 Pick. 104, 114; v. Estill. 16 B. Mon. 309; Lampley v. Blower,

Akers ». Akers, 8 0. E. Green. 26; Chrvstie 3 Atk. 396. Wild's case has never been fol-

V. Phyfe, 19 N. Y. 344 : Guthrie's Appeal. 37 lowed in Tennessee. Turner v. Ivie, 6 Heisk.

Penn. St. 9; Moon ». Stone, 19 Graft. 130; 222.

Parkman v. Bowdoin, 1 Sum. 359. See Bas-
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son S., when lie should accomplisli the full age of twenty-one

[*1236] * years, the fee simple and inheritance of Lower Shelstone, to

him, and his child or children for ever, but if he should happen

To A. and 'his to die before twenty-one, then over to testator's wife for

child or cidl- eveT. S. was unmarried at the death of the testator, and

it was held that he took an estate tail, there being no chil-

dren to take an immediate estate by purchase. The meaning, Lord

Mansfield said, was the same as if the expression had been " to S. and

his heirs, that is to say, his children or his issue." The words " for

ever " made no difference, for the heirs (of the body) of S. might last

for ever (d).

So, in Scale v. Barter (e), where the devise was in these words,

" It is my will that all my lands and estates shall after my decease

come to my son J. and his children lawfully to be begot-

cUldreniaw- t^n, with full power for him to settle the same or any
fully to be part or parts thereof by will or otherwise on them or any
^^°

' of them as he shall think proper, and for default of such

issue, then " over in like manner to a daughter. J. had no child at

the date of the will, but had a daughter living at the testator's

death (/). The Court of Common Pleas, on the authority of Wild's

case, Wharton v. Gresham, and several other cases (which the writer

has deferred to other grounds, as they did not involve the inquiry

whether the devisee had children or not at the time), held that J,

took an estate tail. Lord Alvanley, C. J., expressly intimat-

[*1237] ing that * the Court gave no opinion as to what would have

been the construction if there had been children born at the

time of the devise.

Again, in Broadhurst v. Morris {g), where the testator devised all

((f) In Hodges v. Middleton, Dougl. 431, Lord Mansfield and the Court of K. B. inclined

to think that where a testator devised to A. for life, and after her death to her daldren, upon
condition that she or they constantly paid 30/. a year for a clergvman to officiate in her
chapel, and on failure thereof to testator's own next heirs, and in case of failure of children
of A., then to her brother G., &c., A. had an estate tail; or that if she took an estate for life,

the children took an estate tail; and as recoveries had been suffered by both, the alternative

of these propositions was not material. As the limitation to the children in this case was by
way of remainder, there seems to have been no ground, whether a child existed at the date
of "the will or not, for holding the parent to be tenant in tail. It is as difficult to perceive

any satisfactory reason for giving the children estates tail. The direction to pay the 30i. a
year would have enlarged their devise to a fee simple. See sup. p. 1132.

(e) 2 B. & P. 485; but see Doe d. Davy v. Burnsall, 6 T. K. 30; s. c. nom. Bumsall v.

Davy, 1 B. & P. 215; Doe d. Gilman r. Elvey, 4 East, 3l3, post, where it seems to have been
taken for granted that under a devise to A. and his issue where the issue were tenants in

common in fee, the issue took by way of remainder; and it is observable that in Heron v.

Stokes, 2 D. & War. 107, Sir E.'Sugden, suggested that the more natural construction of a
gift to one and his children, there oHnt/ no children in esse at the timCf and that which he
should have adopted in the absence of authorifj' the other way, would be to hold it to be a
gift to the parent for lite, with remainder to the children. These remarks do not show that

he considered that the authorities would have left him free to adopt such a construction if the

point had called for decision. He would doubtless have felt himself bound to follow, in

regard to real estate, the often-recognized rule in Wild's case, either with or without the modi-
fication suggested. With respect to personalty, slight circumstances have been held sufficient

to warrant his construction. Vide post, p. 1244. '

(/) See 2 B. & P. 487.

Ig) 2 B. & Ad. 1. See also Clifford v. Koe, 6 App. Ca. 447.
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his share of his two estates in W. to his daughter E. fo;^ 2^, fiflj^i^i

her decease to F., her husband, during his life ; and ai; „ •
' Uevise in re-

the decease of his said son-in-law F. he directed that the mainderto B.

whole legacy to him should go to his (testator's) grand- chMrenTaw-
son B. and to his children lawfully begotten for ever ; but fully begotten

in default of such issue at his (B.'s) decease to G. and his

heirs. B. was unmarried at the death of the testator. It was con-

tended that the words " at his decease " distinguished the present

case from the x^revious authorities ; and it was also suggested that by
the effect of the words " forever " the children might take the fee ; but

the Court of King's Bench certified (the case being from Chancery)

that the devise conferred an estate tail on B.

Thus, the cases have established, it should seem, that a devise to

;a man and his children, he having none at the time of the devise^

gives him an estate tail.

The time of the devise appears to denote rather the period of the

making of the will, than the time of its taking effect (h), sasgested

and yet it is impossible not to see that the material modiflcation

period in regard to the evident design of the rule is the of the rule.

death of the testator, when the will takes effect.

The object of the rule manifestly is, that the testator's intention

in favor of children shall not in any event be- frustrated ; but if it be

applied only in case of there being no child living at the time of the

making of the will, the accident intended to be so carefully guarded

against may occur. For suppose there should happen to be a child

or children at that time, who should subsequently die in the testa-

tor's lifetime, so that no child was living at his death ; in this case,

though there was no child to take jointly with the parent, yet the

rule would not be applied in favor of after-born children. On the

other hand, in the converse case, namely, that of there being a child

at the death, but not at the date of the will, an estate tail' would be

created, though there was a child competent to take by purchase, so

that the ground upon which that construction has been resorted to

did not exist. Indeed, under the law before the stat. 1 Vict.

* c. 26 (i), a still more absurd consequence might have fol- [*1238]

lowed from an adherence to the literal terms of this rule

of construction in the latter case ; for suppose there had been no

child at the making of the will, but a child had subsequently come
into existence, who survived the testator, and the parent did not, the

devise would have failed together, notwithstanding the existence of a

child at the death of the testator, if it had been held that the parent

would have been tenant in tail {j).

(h) See ace. Seale v. Barter, stated above; and per Malins, V.-C, Grieve v. Grieve, 36
L. J. Ch. 932.

(i) But see s. 32 of that Act, ante, Vol. I., p. 322.

(J ) Buffar V, Bradford, 2 Atlt. 220, in which these circumstances actually occurred.

VOL. H. 25
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If the literal terms of the rule in Wild's case can be departed from
in the manner suggested, in order to give effect to its spirit, it would

seem to follow that the parent would never be held to

of the rule to take an estate tail if there were a child, who, according
future devises.

^^ ^j^g established rules of construction, could have taken

jointly with the parent. Consequently, if the devise were future, so

that all children coming in esse before the period of vesting in pos-

session would be entitled (k), the rule which makes the parent tenant

in tail would (if at all) only come into operation in the absence of

any such objects. In Broadhurst v. Morris (l), the rule seems to. have

been applied to a devise of this description, but this peculiarity in

the case does not appear to have attracted attention, and it must be

confessed that, in reference to cases of every class, the modification

of the doctrine suggested in the preceding remarks has to encounter

the objection, that it makes the construction of the devise depend

upon silbsequent events, and therefore its adoption is not too hastily

to be assumed.

Lord Hardwicke, in Buffar v. Bradford (m),^ refused to apply the

rule in that case, because the context showed that it would disappoint

jjyjg
the intention. The gift was to the testator's sister during

excluded her widowhood ; then the property was to be valued and
y contract.

Qiyi^ed into eight parts, four of which the testator gave

to A. and the children born of her body ; but if any part should be

thought too highly valued, " such part shall, when the time of posses-

sion comes, go to A. and her children, because they will have then four

of the eight parts." A. having died in the testator's lifetime, leaving

a child who was born after the date of the will, when A. had no child,

it was contended, on the authority of Wild's case, that the

[*1239] devise had lapsed. But Lord Hardwicke *held the child

to be entitled. He said, "It is the time of possession in the

present case which takes it out of the reasoning in Wild's case ; for

here A. and her children are to have four eighths, and are to take

at the same time as joint-tenants. . . . The child, being born in the

lifetime of the- testator, would have taken with his mother as joint-

tenants, if she had lived ; as she is dead he shall take the whole by
way of remainder." This, as pointed out by Lord Cranworth (n), is

" a conclusion founded, not on the notion that there could be a vary-

ing interpretation of the will according to circumstances which might
happen after it was made, but on its evident meaning when it was

(h) Ante, p. 1011.

U) Ante, p. 1237 ; and see Scott v. Scott, 15 Sim. 47.

\m) 2 Atk. 220.

(n) 10 H. L. Ca. 179. See also per Wood, V.-C, 2 K. & J. 674. Lord Cranworth treated

the gift as entitling all children born before the death or marriage of testator's sister, and
this would seem to be according to the rule as now established.

1 See Parkman v. Bowdoin, 1 Sum. 366 ; Annable v. Patch, 3 Pick. 360.
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made." So, in Sparling- «. Parker (o), where the gift was of person-

alty to be laid out in land " to A. and to his first and other sons after

him in the usual mode of succession," it was held by Sir J. Romilly,

M. R., that A. (who was a bachelor) took, an estate for his life only.

In Ee Buckmaster's Estate {p) real estate was devised to A. and
B., "share and share alike, and, in their respective proportions, to

their children, or according to their wills." Sir E. Kay, J., con-

sidered that the rule in Wild's case did not apply, and held that A.

and B. took the fee as tenants in common, with an executory devise

oyer at the death of each of them, to his children, if any, or to his

devisees.

It has been hitherto treated as an undeniable position, that in the

devises under consideration, children, if there be any, will take jointly

with their parent by purchase ; and such certainly is the Rule in Wild's

resolution in Wild's case, as reported in Coke (q), who '^^^•

lays it down, "If a man devise land to A. and to his 2. Where there

children or issue, and they then have issue of their ^hetimeof"
°'

bodies, there his express intent may take effect accord- the devise.

ing to the rule of the common law, and no manifest and certain in-

tent appears in the will to the contrary : and therefore, in such case,

they shall have but a joint estate for life." '

And in conformity to this doctrine seems to be the case of
* Gates d. Hatterley v. Jackson (r), where a testator devised [*1240]
to his wife J. for her life, and after her decease to his

daughter B. and hey children on her body begotten or to be begotten

by W. her husband and their heirs forever. B. had one child at the

date of the will, and afterwards others ; and it was held that she

took jointly with them an estate in fee, and consequently that on
their deaths (which had happened) she became entitled to the en-

tirety in fee. This, it will be observed, was the case of a devise

in fee-i

(o) 29 Beav. 450. And in Grieve t). Grieve, L. K., 4 Eg. 180, testatrix gave a house to

her two nieces (then spinsters) "and to their children, and if they have not any," over ; "the
furniture to go with the house." The gift of the furniture was held by Malins, V.-C, to

show that the nieces were not intended to take estates tail in the house.

(p) 47 L. T. 514.

(j) 6 Rep. 17. The plural " they " and " their " appears to be used by mistake.

(V) 2 Stra. 1172. See also Buffar r. Bradford, 2 Atk. 220; Caffary i). Caffary, 8 Jur. 329.

1 But in a case where a testator devised as will. Wheatland v. Dodge, 10 Met. 502.

follows, "I give to my son E. the improve- Wilde, J., in this case said: "It is true that

ment of all my real estate, which is not other- the defendant at the time of the devise, had
wise disposed of, to him, his children or children, but he had no grandchildren, and
grandchildren; and if my said son E. should by the express words of the will, they were
decease without children or grandchildren, to take under it, which they could not do,

the said real estate is to descend to heirs of unless the defendant took an estate tail."

my son J,, deceased," and when the will was ' Parkman v. Bowdoin, 1 Sum. 366 ; Allen

made, E. had children, but no grandchild, it v. Hoyt, 5 Met. 324.

was held, that R. took an estate tail under the . .
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But in Jeffery v. Honywood (s), where a testator gave certain

estates, subject to charges, to A., and to all and every the child and

To A and her
children whether male or female of her body lawfully

children, and issuing, and unto Ms, her, and their heirs or assigns for-
their heirs.

^^^^ ^^ tenants in common. A. died in the lifetime of

the testator, leaving ten children. (It is not expressly stated whether

any of the children were living at the date of the will, but it seems

probable that this was the case.) The question was, whether A. took

an estate in fee in an eleventh share, the consequence of which would

be that it lapsed by her death in the testator's lifetime. The aiBrma-

tive was contended for on the authority of Gates v. Jackson ; but Sir

J. Leach, V.-C, held that A. had a life e.state only.^ He said: "There

Children held ^^® *^° gifts, one to the mother,, without words of limi-

to take by way tation Superadded, and another to her children, their
remain er.

})^ei].g ^mj assigns ; and these two gifts can only be ren^

dered sensible by construing, as the words import, a life estate to the

mother, and a remainder in fee to the children. In Gates v. Jackson
the mother was, by the plain force of the expression, comprehended
in the limitation in fee." '

The difference of expression, however, in the two. cases is ex-

tremely slight. In Jeffery v. Honywood, the gift is "to A. and to

Ob V ti n
^^^ ^^*^ every the child and children.'' In Gates v. Jack-

upou Jeffery v. SOU, " to A. and her children." The only difference con-
Bfonywood. g|g^g ^^ ^j^g ^^j,^ « ^^^^„ ^^^^ according to one report of

the latter case, even this slight difference is extinguished, the expres-

sion there being " to B. and to the children of her body " (t).

[ *1241] * Even supposing the words of the limitation not to apply
to the mother (in which case, however, it might have been

contended that she took the fee by force of the word " estates "), it is

difficult to see upon what ground the devise to the children could be
held to be a remainder expectant on the mother's estate, and not to

be immediate or in possession as to all the objects. His Honor's ob-

jection to the latter construction is, that " after-born children would
be included in this devise, and it is a singular intention to impute to

a father, that he means his daughter's personal interest in an estate

should continually diminish upon the birth of a new child." But,

according to all the authorities (m), including a decision of the V.-C.

(s) 4 Mad. 398. See also Newman v. Nightingale, 1 Cox, 341, stated ante. Vol I., p. 482.
(() 7 Mod. 549. It has been justly remarked, however, that the substitution of the word*

" his, her, and their " for the simple "their " of Gates v. Jackson, showed the testator's idea
that it was probable (qu, possible) that onlj' one, and that either male or female, might he-
come entitled to his bounty; whereas, if he had intended the mother to take as tenant in
common in fee, in no case would the estate have gone to one male. Prior on Issue, &c.
pi. 54.

(u) Heathe v. Heathe, 2 Atk. 121; Singleton «. Singleton, 1 B. C. C. 542, n., and other
cases cited ante, p. 1010.

1 Chew's Appeal, 37 Penn. St. 23. bard v. Selser, 44 Miss. 705; Springer e.
2 See Rich v. Rogers, 14 Gray, 174; Hub- Arundel, 64 Penn. St. 218.
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himself («), an immediate gift to children vests exclusively in the objects

living at the death of the testator.

Jeffery v. HoBywood seems to be inconsistent with, and must, there-

fore, be considered as overruled by Broadhurst v. Morris {y) already

stated. It is true that the former case was cited with seeming appro-

bation in Bowen v. Scowcroft («) by Alderson, B., who founded the

latter decision mainly on its authority ; but the cases are, it is sub-

mitted, distinguishable.

The second branch of the rule will not any more than the first be

applied where it would defeat the intention as shown by the context.

To give effect to the intention so manifested the Courts "Children"

will construe " children " a word of limitation, notwith- ^leid to be a
. .

' word of limita-

standing the existence of children. Thus, in Wood v. tion, notwith-

Baron (a), where a testator devised to his daughter his IxSfenfeof^

whole estate and effects, real and personal, who should children.

hold and enjoy the same as a place of inheritance to her and her chil-

dren, or her issue, forever ; and if his daughter should die n • , 4

leaving no child or children, or if her children should die as a " place of

without issue, then over. It was held that the daughter jfer'and'heV
took an estate tail, though she had issue at the time of children, or

the making of the will, and of the death of the testator.
^"^ '^°"^'

'

So in Webb v. Byng (b), where the testatrix, Anne Cranmer, devised

as follows : " I give in trust to my executors for my niece

Mary Anne Byng and her children all my Q. estates, * pro- [*1242]

vided she takes the name of Cranmer and arms, and her

children, with my mansion house, plate, books, linen, n • , 4

&c., Archishop Cranmer's portrait by Holbein," and other and her chii-

articles "as heirlooms with my estate : " there were chil-
fio^" i°o^e°"

dren of Mary Anne Byng in esse at the date of the will with articles

and at the death of testatrix ; but it was held by Sir ^ he'riooQ^s-

W. P. Wood, V.-C, that Mary Anne Byng took an estate tail. She

and her children could not take concurrently ; since that would in-

volve this manifest absurdity, viz., that they must all live together

in the same house and enjoy the various articles given as heirlooms

with the estate. And the object of the testatrix being to perpetuate

the name of Cranmer, she could not have intended that Mary Anne
Byng should take for life, with remainder to her eight children as -

joint-tenants in fee ; because then, independently of the fact that

Jeffery v. Honywood had been overruled by Broadhurst v. Morris,

the estate would by that construction be divisible into eight separate

estates, and as the parties to take the property were also to take the

(x) Scott V. Harwood, 5 Mad. 332.

(y) 2B. & Ad. 1. See ace. per Wood, T.-C, 2 K. & J. 673, andCormack-s. Copous, 17

Beav.403.
(z) 2 Y. & C. 640. stated post, Ch. XLVIII. ad fin.

(a) 1 East, 259.

(6) 2 K. & J. 669; affirmed 8 D. M. & G. 633, and 10 H. L. Ca. 171 (Byng v. Byng).
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name and arms, the result would be to found as many small families

all bearing the name and arms of Cranmer, whereas the testatrix

spoke of her estate as one and indivisible and to be enjoyed in its

entirety.

So a devise of the testator's "property to A. and to his children in

succession " has been held to give A. an estate tail although he had

"To A and
children at the date of the will (c). And a devise "to

his children in my daughter A. to her and her children forever," she
succession." j^^-^g ^^-^j^ ^j^jj^j ^^ ^j^^ ^^^^ ^j ^-^^ ^-jj^ ^^ j^^^^j ^^

make A. tenant in tail on the ground that the words " to her " would
" To A. to ' ^® surplusage if the words " and her children " were
her and her words of purchase and not of limitation. " To her,"

ren. ^^ ^^ lend. as the tenendum defining what estate A.

was to take by the previous devise (d).

In Scale v. Barter (e) Lord Alvanley observed that, according to

,

the report of Wild's case in Moore (/), two of the Judges thought

it was an estate tail in him, though there were children at the time

of the devise ; but probably it did not occur to his Lordship

[*1243] that the devise in that case was to A. and his wife, * and
after their death to their children, which it is now admitted

on all hands gives an estate for life to the parents, with remainder to

their children ; so that the notion as to its being an estate tail was
clearly untenable {g). Had the observation been applied to a devise

to A.- and his children simply, it might have had more weight.-'

The word "children" seems to have been construed as a word of

limitation (in a very obscure will) in Doe d. Gigg ;;. Bradley (h),

where a testator bequeathed a leasehold property to A.

applicable to ^^^ B. for life, share and share alike, with survivorship
bequests ot^ for life to A., and after their decease to the children of

A., " to be equally divided between them, share and share

alike, and to the survivor of them and their children ; " it was held

that these words were words of limitation, applicable to the gift to

(c) Earl of Tyrone v. Marquis of Waterford, 1 D. F. & J. 613. See Re Childe, W. N.,
1883, p. 48 (" eldest and other sons in succession").

(d) Roper v. Roper, 36 L. J. C. P. 270, and in Ex. Ch., L. R., 3 C. P. 32. It was doubted
by Kelly, C. B., in this case, whether a child e.n ventre could be considered in esse within the
rule (as to which vide sup. p. 1043) ; and, if it could, whether one child would satisfy the
word "children " in the plural ; but see Oatea d. Hatterley ». Jackson, 2 Str. 1172.

(e) 2 B. & P. 485, ante, p. 1236.

(/) 397, pi. 519, nom. Richardson v. Tardley.

(g) See also his Lordship's observations upon Hodges v. Middleton, stated ante, in Seale «.
Barter, 2 B. & P. 494, which are susceptible of the sanse answer. But a devise to A. for life,
remainder to " his children and so on forever, and for want of such children," over is an
estate tail in A., Trash v. Wood, 4 My. & Cr. 328.

(A) 16 East, 399. See also Snowball v. Proctor, 2 T. & C. C. C. 478 (to children and their
children after them).

1 Devise to a son for his natural life " and gives the son an estate for life only. New-
in trust for and for the use of his children " man's Appeal, 35 Penn. St. 339.
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the children (though there were children of such children living at

the death of the testator (i)),^ and accordingly it was to be construed

as a gift to the children absolutely (A), with survivorship between

them for life.

This case has too much of peculiarity to authorize any general con-

clusion. Lord Hardwicke, in Buffar v. Bradford (I), seems to have

been adverse to the application of the rule in Wild's case to personal

estate, where, he said, the effect of construing " children " to be a

word of limitation must be, that the first taker would have all ; and
in Audsley v. Horn, Lord Campbell decided that the rule was not

generally applicable to personal estate (m).

In such cases, however, the point seems to be immaterial ; for as

the rule only applies where there is no child to take jointly with the

parent, and as the absolute interest in personalty passes without words

of limitation, the result is, that the parent, as the only existing ob-

ject at the time of distribution, would be solely entitled quacunque

via («).

* There is one class of cases, however, where the point [*1244]

would be material ; that- is, where there is a gift of an an-

nuity to a person and his children. For though a simple gift of per-

sonalty or of the dividends or annual proceeds of a _ to bequests

specified fund, passes the absolute interest to the legatee of personal

without words of limitation (o)
;
yet, where an annuity is

*™'^'''®^-

so given, the annuitant takes only for life (p).

Indeed, with respect to personal estate, an attempt has often been

made on slight grounds, and sometimes with success, to cut down the

parent (according to Sir J. Leach's construction in Jef- ^j^ ^ ^ ^
fery v. Honywood) to a life interest, the children taking will give life

the ulterior interest by way of a remainder. Thus, in
pare'nf'Jith

Crawford v. Trotter (q) (a decision of the same Judge), remainder to

a bequest of 1,000?. reduced annuities to A. and her heirs ^ " '
'^^°'

(say children), was held to give a life interest to A., and the capital

(t) It does not appear whether any were living at the date of the will
;
possiblj' there were,

as one of the children of A. was then married.

(h) See rule discussed Ch. XLIV.
(0 Ante, p. 1238.

(m) 1 D. F. & J. 226, affirming 26 Beav. 195. See also Stone v. Maule, 2 Sim. 490; Heron
V. Stokes, 2 Dr. & War. 89, 1 Con. & Law. 270, Sugd. Law of Prop. 236 seq.

(n) See Cape v. Cape, 2 Y. &C. 543. And the result would be the same in reference even
to real estate under wills made or republished since 1837, as the fee would pass by such wills

without words of limitation.

(o) Heron v. Stokes, 2 Dr. & War. 89, 12 CI. & Fin. 161; Kerr v. Middlesex Hospital, 2

D. M. & G. 576: Bent v. Cullen, L. R., 7 Ch. 235.

(p) Savery v. Dyer, Amb. 139; Yates v. Maddan, 3 Mac. & G. 532; and the rule is not

altered by the stat. 1 Vict. c. 26, Nichols v. Hawkes, 10 Hare, 342. See Ee Foster's Estate,

23 L. R., Ir. 269. As a personal annuity cannot be entailed, the limitation to children, if it

attracted the rule in Wild's case, would create a conditional fee, Stafford v, Buckley, 2 Yes.

170.

(?) 4 Mod. 361.

1 See Stokes ». Tilley, 1 Stockt. 130.
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to her children, the word "heirs," which was used as synonymous
with " children," importing that they were to take after her death.

So, in Morse v. Morse (r), where a testator gave to his daughter

A. and her children 5,000Z. for their sole use and benefit, 3,000Z.

to be paid in one year after his decease, and 2,000Z. after the de-

cease of his wife, and appointed A. B. trustee of those sums for his

daughter and her children ; Sir L. Shadwell, V.-C, held the 6,000Z.

to be in trust for the daughter for life, and after her decease for all

her children, whether born in the testator's lifetime or after his

decease.

Again, in Vaughan v. Marquis of Headfort (s), a testator bequeathed

a legacy to A. and his children, to he secured for their use, and Sir L.

Shadwell, V.-C, held that, as the latter words were inapplicable to

A., since he might have taken his share and secured it for himself,

they could only mean that the fund was to be secured for A. for life,

and for his children after his decease.

So, where the testator shows that the children when they take

are to take the whole fund; as, where the bequest was in trust for

A. (then an infant) and such younger sons as she might

[*1245] * have in equal shares, and if but one, then the whole to

such one (t); or to A. (then a spinster) and her children, but

if they (which could only mean the children) should die without issue,

the whole to go over (m) : so, where the children are to take in un-

equal shares, which is incompatible with a joint tenancy with the

parent (x) ; or where the testator appears to contemplate that their

title will arise, or that the class will be ascertained, at the death of

the parent, as in the case of a bequest to A. and B. and their children,

" without comprehending the husband of A. and B. unless they should

die without issue" {y), or to A. "for the benefit of herself and such

children as she then had or thereafter might have by her then hus-

band " (s),—in all these cases the parents were held to take a life in-

terest with remainder to their children. And where the testator gave

a pecuniary legacy in trust for A. for life with remainder to her chil-

dren "exclusive of the two eldest;" and then gave the residue to A.

and her children, " including the two eldest," the gift of residue was
construed by reference to the pecuniary bequest (a). The exclusion

M 2 Sim. 485.

(s) 10 Sim. 639. See also Conibe v. Hughes, L. R., 14 Eq. 415; Ogle v. Corthom, 9 Jur.

325.

(i) Garden v. Pulteney, 2 Ed. 323, Amb. 499.

(a) Audsley v. Horn, 26 Beav. 195, 1 D. F. & J. 226.

\x) Per James, V.-C., Armstrong v. Armstrong, L. R., 7 Eq. 522, approved bv Lord
Haitherley, in Newill i). Newill, L. R., 7 Ch. 257.

(«) Dawson e. Bourne, 16 Beav. 29. See also Lampley v. Blower, 3 Atk. 396, post, Ch.
XXXIX., s. 1, n. ; and cf. Fisher ». Webster, L. R., 14 Eq. 283.

(z) Jeffery v. De Vitre, 24 Beav. 296.

(a) Re Owen's Trusts, L. R., 12 Eq. 316. See also Cator v. Cater, 14 Beav. 493; and
Parsons v. Coke, 4 Drew.' 296, where gift of accruing shares was governed by gift of original

shares.
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of the two eldest children from the latter being the only apparent
reason for separating the two bequests.

It was even said by Sir J. Romilly (6) that " generally under a
gift to a wife and her children, if there was nothing to denote the

proportions in which they were to take, the most natural disposition

was to give the property to the wife for her life, and afterwards to

her children," and he cited Crockett v. Crockett (c),

as having laid down that rule. In that case, however, children take

Lord Cottenham expressly distinguishes a simple gift XeXnTcm-
to the mother and her children from one where there is traiy inten-

an indication, however slight, of an intention that the ''™ appears,

children should not take jointly with the mother (d), and
throughout his judgment it appears * to be assumed that in [*1246]
the absence of all indication of such an intention concurrent

interests will be created. And such is clearly the law. Thus, in

Pyne v.^ Franklin (e), where a testator gave 200Z. to each of his nieces

and their children, to be paid within nine months after the death of

his wife, amongst his nieces and their children, as his wife should by
will appoint. The wife died without having made auy appointment.
The executors, within nine months after her death, paid the legacies

to the nieces, who afterwards died without having had any child. It

was held that the payment was properly made.

So, in Newill v. Newill (/), where a testator bequeathed all his

property, real and personal, to his wife for the use and benefit of

herself and all his children, whether by her or by his NewiU v.

former wife, and appointed his wife and other persons Newiil.

his executors ; it was held by Lord Hatherley that the wife and
children took as joint tenants ; that this was the ordinary construc-

tion in the absence of a different intention being indicated in the

will, and that although very small circumstances had been laid hold

of, the mere circumstance that had been urged in argument, of the

wife being made trustee, was not enough to warrant the Court in

presuming that the fund was intended to be settled on herself for

life, with remainder to the children.

(J) Salmon v. Tidmarsh, 5 Jur. N. S. 1380, where, however, on the context the wife and
children were held to take concurrently. See- also Ward v. Grey, 26 Beav. 485 ; and Lord St.

Leonards' remarks cited ante, p. 125ff, n. (e). Instructions, or au executory trust, for a
settlement on A. and her children will be executed by making A. tenant for life with re-

mainder to the children, Re Bellasis' Trusts, L. K., 12 Eq. 218; Cator v. Cator, 14 Beav.
463.

(c) 2 Phill. 553, stated Vol. I., p. 372.

(d) See 2 Phill. 555, 556.

(c) 6 Sim. 458.

(/) L. K , 7 Ch. 253, reversing Malins, V.-C, L. E., 12 Eq. 432, and discussing the principal

antborities. See also De Witte v. De Witte, 11 Sim. 41; Sutton v. Torre, 6 Jur. 234; Lenden v.

Blackmore, 10 Sim. 626; Paine v. Wagner, 12 id. 184; P.ead v. Willis, 1 Coll. 86; Cunning-
ham V. Murray, 1 De G. & S. 366; Gordon v. Whieldon, 11 Beav. 170; Beales v. Crisford, 13
Sim. 592; Mason v. Clarke, 17 Beav. 126; Curtis v. Graham, 12 W. R. 998; Bibby v.

Thompson, 32 Beav. 646; Fisher v. Webster, L. R., 14 Eq. 283. See as to policies of assur-

ance effected under the Married Women's Property Act, 1870, Re Adams' Policy Trusts, 23
Ch. D. 529; Ke Seyton, Seyton v. Satterrhwaite, 34 Ch, D. 511.
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Trust for A declaration annexed to a bequest to a woman and

ra?e™fwhen°*'
^^^ children, that she shall be entitled for her separate

it excludes use, is not Sufficient of itself to exclude the general
t e^ue.

^^^g ^^^^ unless it can be collected that the declaration

suns not dis- is intended to affect the whole fund (/i)

.

from"devisM
'^^^ same principle which regulates devises to chil-

to children. dren applies to devise to sons, the only difference being

that the estate tail, which the latter term, where used as nomen col-

• lectivum, creates, will be an estate tail male (i). A devise

[*1247] to A. for life, and after * his decease to his sons, of course

gives to A. an estate for life, with remainder to his sons as

joint tenants in fee.

II.— " Child," " Son," " Daughter," &o., where used as nomina ool-

lectiva. — We now proceed to consider a point which has often occu-

„ „ pied the attention of the Courts, and still more frequently

" chad," that of the conveyancing practitioner,— namely, whether

&;^*'where'"
*^® word " son " Or " child " in the singular is a word of

used as nomina limitation ; which, of course, is commonly its effect where
coUectiva. used in a collective sense, i. e., as synonymous with issue

male or issue general.

One of the earliest cases of this kind is Bifield's case (f), where.

To A and if
iipon a devise to " A., and if he dies not having a son,

he die'rao* then " Over to the heirs of the testator, it was held that
aving a son.

^-j^^ word " SOU '' was used as nomen collectivum, and
that the devise created an entail.

„
J

... So, in Milliner v. Eobinson {k), where a testator de-

he die having vised to his brother J., and if he should die having no
no sou.

gg^^ ^j^g^^ Ijj^g ^g^j^^ should remain over ; it was held that

J. had an estate tail.

Again, in Eobinson v. Eobinson (l), where the testator devised his

real estate to L. for the term of his natural life and no longer, pro-

To A. for life
vided he altered his name and took that of E.. and lived

and after his at the testator's house at B. , and after his decease - to

such son as he such son as he should have lawfully to be begotten taking
shall have." the name of E., and for default of such issue, then over

(0) De Witte v. De Witte, 11 Sim. 41 ; Bustard v. Saunders, 7 Beav. 92, 7 Jur. 986 ; Fisher
V. Webster, L. E., 14 Eq. 283.

(A) Froggatt v. Wardell, 3 De G. & S. 685 (a somewhat special case). See a)so French v'.

French, 11 Sim. 257 ; Bain v. Lescher, id. 397 ; which however in this respect are similar to
De Witte v. De Witte and Bustard v. Saunders, sup.

i) 1 Bulst. 219, Bendl. 30.

*j ) Cited by Hale, C. J., in King v. Melling, 1 Vent. 231. See also Andrew ». Andrew,
ih. D. 410; with which compare Bennett v. Bennett, 2 Dr. & Sm. 274, stated below. " Die

without having a son " is a phrase the construction of which seems now to be governed by 1
Vict. c. 26, s. 29, as to which see Ch. XLI.

(k) 1 Moore, 682, pi. 939, said by Jessel, M. R. (W. N. 1880, p. 14), to be the same as
Bifield's case. See also Re Bird and Barnard's Contract, W. N., 1888, p. 139 ("leaving no
son.")

(1) 1 Burr. 38, 2 Ves. 225, 1 Kenyon, 298, 3 B. P. C. Toml. 180 (Robinson v. Hick,«).

ICi
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to W. in fee ; and the testator willed that L. might present whom he

pleased to any vacancy in any of the testator's presentations during

his (L.'s) life, and that bonds of resignation should be given in favor

of L.'s children who were designed for holy orders ; and, after the

same should be disposed of as aforesaid, gave the perpetuity of the

presentations to the said L. in the same manner and to the same
uses as he had given his estates. On a bill to establish the will, Sir

J. Jeykll, M. E., held that L. was entitled for life, remainder to his

eldest, and but one, son for life, remainder in fee to W.

;

and Lord Talbot, on appeal, affirmed the * decree. But after- [*1248]
wards, a bill having been filed by the second son of L. (the

first having died an infant), the Court of King's Bench, on a case sent

by Lord Hardwicke, certified "that L. must by necessary implication,

to effectuate the manifest general intention of the testator, be con-

strued to take an estate in tail male." The Lords Commissioners,

who succeeded Lord Hardwicke in the custody of the great seal, con-

firmed this certificate ; and their decree was affirmed in the House of

Lords after great consideration and with the concurrence of all the

Judges.

The authority of this case has long been beyond the reach of con-

troversy, not only from its having been decided by the highest tri-

bunal, but in consequence of its frequent recognition. Eemavkon
Lord Kenyon founded a great number of decisions (m) Robinson v.

upon it, and though he did not invariably advert to the

true principle (sometimes laying an undue stress on the words " in

default of suoh issue ") which a long line of cases has established to

be merely referential (ji), yet in Doe v. Mulgrave (o), he distinctly

treated the case as standing on the ground to which it has been here

referred.

Again, in Mellish v. Mellish {p), where the devise was in these

words :

, " Hamels to go to my daughter C. M. as follows : in case she

marries and has a son, to go to that son ; in case she r^^
^^ ^^^ jj

has more than one daughter at her death, or her hus- she marries

band's death, and no son, to go to the eldest daughter
; then to^hat*"'

but in case she has but one daughter, or no child at that son.

time, I desire it may go to my brother W. M." In a subsequent part

of his will the testator added, "Mrs. P. to receive 200Z. a year from

C. M., during the life of Mrs. P." The question was what estate

(m) See Hay v. Coventrv, 3 T. K. 86. 1 R. R. 652; Doe v. Applin, 4 id. 82, 2 R.. R. 337;

Denn d. Webb ». Puckey, 5 id. 303, 2 R. R. 601; Doe d. Candler v. Smith, 7 id. 533; Doe d.

Bean v. Halley, 8 id. 5; Doe d. Cock B. Cooper, 1 East, 235.

(n) See post, Ch. XL. s. iii. In this observation, which the writer has found it necessary

often to make, he leaves out of view the well-known operation of the words '' in default of

such issue " to create cross-remainders among several tenants in tail, which turns on a dif-

ferent principle.

(o) 5 T. R. 323, 2 R. R. 607.

\p) 2 B. & Cr. 520. Examine the case of Seaward v. Willock, 6 East, 198, in reference to

this doctrine.
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C. M. took in Hamels. It was contended for her, on tlie authority of

Wight ^. Leigh (q), Wharton v. Gresham (r), Chorlton v. Craven (s),

Sonday's case (t), and Wyld v. Lewis (u), that she took an estate tail.

On the other side it was insisted that C. M. took the fee

[*1249J
* by the effect of the annuity made payable by her (x), and

which fee was defeasible on either of three events : first, if

she married and had a son, it was to go to that son ; secondly, if she

had more than one daughter and no son, it was then to go to the eldest

daughter^ and, thirdly, if she had no child at all (or, it seems, if she

had only one daughter), it was to go to W. M. The Court, however,

held that C. M. took an estate tail male. Bayley, J., said: " It may
" Son " held ^® collected from the authorities that if the word ' son

'

to be a word be used, not as designatio personse, but with a view to
of limitation.

^^^ whole class, OT as comprising the whole of the male

descendants severally and successively, then it is the manifest inten-

tion of the testator to give an estate tail ; and it is equally clear that

words are not to operate as an executory devise which are capable of

operating in any other way. In this case the words are, ' Hamels to

go to my daughter C. M. as follows, viz., in case she marry and has a

son, then it is to go to that son.' Now, if the word ' son ' be used

as nomen collectivum, it would give to C. M. an estate to continue as

long as there should be any male descendants of her, and that would
be an estate in tail male. I cannot find in the subsequent part of

this will anything inconsistent with the construction that ought to be

put upon it, if he had stopped here." Holroyd, J., said the word
" son " should be read " any son." The Court afterwards certified

" that C. M. took an estate in tail male, with a reversion in fee (y),

subject to other estates created by this will."

It is evident, from the concluding words of the certificate, that the

Court considered the eldest daughter would take an estate in the

_ , event described. The intention expressed in favor of
Remark on 17,1-1 i, , ,

Mellishti. the eldest daughter, of course, would not operate to
MelliBh. confer on the parent an estate tail which would descend

to daughters.

Again, in Doe d. Garrod v. Garrod (s), where a testator by his will

devised thus :
" As to my worldly estate, I dispose thereof as follows :

"S " hold
' S^^® *° ™y nephew T. G. all my lands, to have and to

to be a word hold during Ms life, and to his son, if he has one, if not,
of limitation. ^^ ^j^g gjjgg^ ^^^ ^f ^^ nephew J. G. and to his son

after him, if he has one, if not, to the regular male heir of the G.

family." By codicil, stating that his nephew T. G. then had a son

born, the testator gave all his lands to that son after his father's

(o) 15 Ves. 564, post. (r) 2 W. Bl. 1083; ante, 1235, n. (c).

(») Cit. 2 B. & Cr. 524, post, p. 1253. («) 9 Rep. 127.

(m) 1 Atk. 432, post. (a) And Other grounds which were clearly inadequate.

(J/)
She was heir-at-law. (z) 2 B. & Ad. 87.
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decease ; and to his " eldest son, if he has one ; but if lie

* has no son, then to the next eldest regular male heir of the [*1250]

Gr. family." It was held that by the will and codicil the son

of T. G. took an estate tail. Lord Tenterdeu, C. J., considered that

the testator did not intend the estate to go over to the G. family

while any issue male of his great-nephew should remain, and
that the giving an estate tail to the devisee was warranted by
Sonday's case.

So, in Doe d. Jones v. Davies (a), where a testator, after premising

that, should his daughter die unmarried, he would not have his estate

sold or frittered away after her decease, but that it should be en-

tailed, devised all his real estate to trustees, to permit his daughter,

not only to receive the rents and profits thereof for her own use, or

to sell or mortgage any part, if occasion required, but also to settle

on any husband she might take the same or any part thereof for life,

should he survive her, but not without his being liable to impeach-

ment for waste or non-residence, or neglecting repairs. He then

added, that should "my daughter have a child, I devise w d<i hid"
it to the use of such child from and after my daughter's held to be used

decease, with a reasonable maintenance for the eduoa- coi^JJiyum

tion, &c. of such child in the mean time. Should none and to confer

of these eases happen," the testator devised the estate
*"'*'*^

to a nephew, subject to a condition to reside, &c., and to his first and
every other son, and in default he gave the estate to another person

on a like condition, and his first and every other son. The will then

proceeded as follows :
" My will and meaning for having the house

and farm occupied is for the sake of improving the neighborhood as

far as my poor abilities extend, which would be otherwise propor-

tionably impoverished, for protecting the parish and supporting its

poor. This I am persuaded is my daughter's wish as well as my
own, whom I by no means will to restrain as a tenant for life ; but

in case that either of the remaindermen should ill-treat her, or should

be likely to turn out an immoral man, or a bad member of society, she

may, by the advise or consent of the trustees, set aside such an one*

by her own will and testament, that my intention of doing good in

the neighborhood might not be defeated. I recommend it to my
daughter, for want of issue to herself, not to leave in legacies

above five or six hundred pounds, and that out of my charge on

Nevern " (a distinct property of 'the testator), " which I have also

articled for, and entail the rest for the further support of

* this house." At the time of the making of the will, and [*1261]

at the death of the testator, the daughter had no child. It

was held, that the word "child," as here used, was nomen coUeo-

tivum ; it being evident from the whole tenor of the will that the

(a) 4B, &Ad. 43.
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testator intended that the estate should not go over to the devisees

in remainder until the failure of issue of his daughter. The Court

considered that the case came within the principle of those in which
the word " son " had been held to be nomen coUectivum, particularly

Bifield's case.

To this class of cases it is conceived also beloftgs the case of Kag-

gett V. Beaty (b), where a testator devised a messuage to the use of

G. (the second son of his nephew J.) to enter upon and possess the

same after the decease of his father, and he directed the said J. and

G. to pay the sum of 1001. within one year after his decease to A. and

B. upon certain trusts ; but in case they did not pay the said sum, he

ordered A. and B. to let the premises and receive the rents until the

1001. should be paid, they keeping possession of the deeds and not

allowing the said J. and Gr. either to sell or mortgage any part of the

premises until the legacies were all paid and G-. was twenty-one years

of age ; or, if in case the said G. should die and leave no child law-

fully begotten of his own body, it was his will that the

siioulTieave Said A. and B. their heirs and assigns should sell the
no child," premises and distribute the money arising therefrom

— Held, to
' amongst his (the testator's) brothers and sisters and C.

create an ^-^^ j)_ qj. their heirs, in such shares as the trustees
estate tail.

.

should think proper. The question sent for the opinion

of the Court of C. P. was, what estate Gr. had upon the death of his

father. It was contended that G. took an estate tail as the result of

the apparent intention that the estate should not go over unless there

was an ultimate indefinite failure of issue of G. ; and the cases relied

upon for this construction were those in which words importing a

failure of issue had been so construed. On the other side it was ar-

gued that the intention to be collected from the whole will was, that

G. should take an estate in fee, with an executory devise over in case

of his not leaving issue at his death ; and the argument for holding

the devisee to take a fee was founded mainly on the testator's direction

to the devisees to pay the lOOZ. ; and no attempt seems to have been

made to distinguish the word " child," as used in this devise,

[*1252] from the * word " issue," which occurred in the cited cases.

The Court, however, certified that G. took an estate tail.

This is the most signal instance in which an estate tail has been

created by a devise over in case of the prior devisee leaving no child,

_ . though the tenor of the authorities discussed in the pres-

Eaggettv. ent chapter and some others, especially Doe v. Web-
Beaty.

-j^gj,
^^^^ ^j^ which Lord Ellenborough made very little

difficulty of construing the word " children " in such a position as

synonymous with issue), had certainly paved the way to such a result.

An example of this species of construction has since occurred (though

(J) 2 M. & Pay. 512, 5 Bing. 243.

(c) 1 B. & Aid. 713. See also HuRhes ». Saver, 1 P. W. 634, ante, p. 1055, Wyld v.

Lewis, 1 Atk. 432, post; Toller «. Carter, 4 EU. & Bl. 173; Coles v. Witt, 2 Jur. N. S. 1226.
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with an assisting context), in Doe d. Simpson v. Simpson (d), where
a testator gave certain lands to his son A., his heirs and assigns for-

ever , but if it should happen that A. should die without leaving any
child or children, he devised the estate to B., C, D., E.,

and F., their heirs and assigns forever, as tenants in com- rmg to leaving

mon, with a limitation over to the survivors in case of ''^oMdren
n . , , . . , . ,

neld to mean
any ot them dying under age and without issue. And leaying no

the testator in a certain event devised other property,
"*"*

subject to the same mode of distribution among the five devisees over
as the before-mentioned property given to A. " in case he died without
issue." It was considered by the Court that the testator had, by the
latter clause, expressly declared the meaning of the prior devise to be,

if the first taker should die without issue (e). They thought, however,
that even without this clause there would have been strong grounds
for coming to the same conclusion. And in Bacon v. Cos-

by (/), where a testator left " his entire * fortune equally [*1253]
divided between his two daughters, and directed that the

portion of his youngest daughter should devolve, in case of her dying
without children, to his eldest daughter and her children ; " a similar

construction prevailed, though there was no explanatory context, and
the consequence was that the gift over was void as to the personal

estate. The younger daughter never had a child (g), but the elder had
two children living at the date of the will, and, in giving judgment,

Sir J. K. Bruce, V.-C, said that, according to the whole course of the

decisions and the plainest rules of construction, the younger daughter

would have been held to take an estate tail in the realty, and an abso-

lute interest in the personalty, but for the words " and her children "

occurring at the end of the will and applied to the elder daughter,

coupled with the fact that the elder daughter had children at the date

of the will. This, however, he thought was much too slight and con-

jectural a ground for departing from a settled rule of construction.

(d) 5 Scott, 770, 4 Bing. N. C. 333, 3 M. & Gr. 929.

(e) A strong instance of refusal to construe the word " issue " as synonymous with chil-

dren occurs m the case of Malcolm v. Taylor, 2 E. & My. 416, as theteatator had, in refer-

ence to another subject-matter, clearly used the word "' issue " in that sense.

A. bequeathed the residue of her" funded property and her plate to B. and C. for their

lives, and after the decease of the survivor to such of the children of 0. as she should by
deed or will appoint,* and in default of appointment, the residue of the monej' in the funds
to be equally divided among the said children; ana, in case C. should die without issue as

aforesaid, the testatrix bequeathed her funded property and plate to certain persons. It was
held that the words " without issue as aforesaid," in reference to the funded property, meant
without such issue as were objects of the prior gift, i. e., children, but that as to the plate, of

which there was no gift to the children of C, the words were to be construed as importing a
general failure of issue, and consequently that C. was absolutely entitled.

( /) 4 De G. & S 261. See Egan e. Morris, 2 LI. & Goo. 297, where there was a devise to

A. for life, with a gift over if he should die unmarried or without children.

(a) So that if the devise had been to her and her children, she would have taken an estate

tail on the authority of Wild's case, see 3 M. & Gr. 954. But this reasoning is not applicable

in case of personal estate alone, semb. Stone v. Maule, 2 Sim. 490 ; Audsley v, Horn, ante,

p. 1243.

* This power, it is observable, was mt considered to raise an implied trust for thn children

as to the plate. -
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An instance of the -word "child" being construed as qualifying

the word " heirs " in the preceding devise, is afforded by Doe d.

Jearrad v. Banister (h), where a testator devised a certain property

" If 3he has to A. and her heirs, if she has any child; if not, after
any child." ^jjg decease of herself and her husband, then to B. and
her heirs. It was contended that it was a devise in fee, upon the

condition of A. having a child ; but the Court of Exchequer held that

she was tenant in tail.

But it is not to be inferred from the preceding cases that a devisCj

definitely pointing out the eldest, or any other individual son, will

(unaided by the context) have the effect of conferring an
" eldest son " estate tail on the, parent. If any doubt was thrown on

^if V """I™ tliis position by Chorlton v. Craven (i), it is removed by
Parker v. Tootal {Js). Both cases arose on the same will,

in which the devise was to Thomas C. during his natural life, with

remainder to the first son of the body of the said Thomas lawfully ,

begotten severally and successively in tail male of the name of C,
and for want of such lawful issue of that name either by his (tes-.

tator's) son Thomas C. or his son James C, then the testator

[*1254J devised the * estate to his daughters and their children,

share and share alike. The Court of King's Bench, on a

case from Chancery, certified Thomas to be tenant in tail male, which

was confirmed by Lord Eldon ; and in 1823 the Court of Exchequer
came to the same decision upon the same devise.

In the absence of all information as to the precise grounds of the

decision it might seem that the devise to the son had some influence

Remark on
°'^ ^^^ conclusion that Thomas C. had an estate tail

Chorlton j;. male. The words "severally and successively," how-
Craven,

ever, give rise to a strong suspicion that a devise to the

second and other sons successively in tail was inadvertently omitted

:

and the true construction of the will being again mooted in 1865, it

was held in the House of Lords Q,), that such a devise was necessarily

implied by those words ; and that the words " first and other sons "

were not words of limitation enlarging the estate of Thomas, but

that they gave all the sons of Thomas successively estates in tail

male by purchase in remainder after Thomas's life estate. The deci-

sion in the Court of King's Bench, according to which Thomas was
' tenant in tail male, and in which (understanding thereby tenant in

tail mail in remainder after the estates tail of his sons) the House

(Ti) 7 M. & Wels. 292. See Goodtitle d. Crosa v. 'Woodhull, Willes, 592.

(t) 3 D. & Eyl. 808. cited 2 B. & Cr. 524.

\h) n H. L. Ca. 143.

\l) Parker v. Tootal, 11 H. L. Ca. 143. The actual decision turned on a totally different

point; but the opinions of Lords Westbury, Cranworth, and Chelmsford (as stated above)
were deliberately given for the express purpose of discouraging, future litigation. Thomas
never had a son", and no decided opinion was given whether he was tenant in tail in re-

mainder after the estates expressly limited to his sons with vested remainders over (to which,
however, the House inclined), or tenant for life only with contingent remainders over.

Either way he had acquired the fie simple by recovery, and this was all that was decided

in the Court of Exch., Rushton v. Craven, 12 Fri. 599.
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was inclined to agree, was considered to depend on the subsequent

words " in default of such issue of that name either by Thomas or

James," the word "such" being referred to "male" in the previous

gift (to).

A question of this kind was much discussed in Doe d. Burrin v.

Charlton (n), where a testator devised a messuage to his kinsman
S. C. for his life, and after his decease to the eldest son pevise to

of S. C, but for want of such issue, then to his (S. C.'s) "eldest son"

daughters or daughter, share and share alike, forever; confer°aii°

but in case his said kinsman had no issue, then to hold estate tail

to S. C. his heirs and assigns forever. It was contended,

on the authority of the last case, that the word " son " was to be con-

strued as nomen collect!vum ; and consequently that, S. C. took

an estate tail male, precedent * to the general estate tail [*1255]

which was assumed to arise by implication from the words
referring to a failure of issue in the devise over (o). But the Court

decisively negatived this construction, being of opinion that neither

the devise to the eldest son alone, nor the words " for want of such

issue " following such devise, created an estate tail. In none of the

cases had there been that strict reference to a single individual which
occurred in the case before the Court, except in Chorlton v. Craven (ji),

where considerable weight was probably attached to the expressions

" severally and successively."

And in Bennett v. Bennett {q), where a testator devised all his

property to his sister in fee simple, except one tenement, which she

was to have for her life only, " and afterwards to my sister's eldest

son on his taking the name of M. ; but should he refuse to take that

name, or my sister die without a son," then to P. on his taking the

name of M., and so on to his heirs, each of them taking the name of

M. ; it was contended that " eldest son " taken with the gift over " if

my sister die without a son " gave the sister an estate tail : but it was

held by Sir R. T. Kindersley, V.-C, that primarily "eldest son"

meant an individual ; and that although it might bear the sense of

issue male if the context required it, there was here no such context

;

on the contrary, if " eldest son " were so construed the gift over if

"he" refused to take the name must also be read "if all issue inale "

however remote refused,— which could not be the intention. As to

the gift over " without a son " the V.-C. said it was exactly correlative

to " eldest son : " it was the same thing whether the testator said " if

she die without a son " or " if she die without an eldest son ;
" since

if she die without a son she must die without an eldest son (r).

(m) As to this last point, see s. c, mentioned again, Ch. XL. s. iii., sub-s. 1.

In) 1 Scott, N. R. 290, 1 M. & Gr. 429. And see Foord ». Foord, 3 B. P. C. Toml. 124.

(o) Ante, Chap. XVII. s. vi.

(j)) Since explained in Parker v. Tootal, sup.

(q) 2 Dr. & Sm. 266. It was held that the sister's first-born son took at his birth a vested

fee simple subject to a condition subsequent which was void for remoteness,

(r) Cf. Andrew i: Andrew, 1 Ch. D. 410, where a gift over " in default of a son " (toUow-

TOL. II. 26
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But in Forsbrook «.. Forsbrook (s), where a testator declared that

his real and personal property should be inherited by his nephews T.

F. and C. F. during their lives, and after their death by their eldest

sons for their lives, and so on, the eldest son of the two families

of the name of F. to inherit the aforesaid property for-

[*1256] ever, * and that each two of the succeeding inheritors should

inherit the property free from incumbrances ; it was held by
Lord Cairns and Sir J. Eolt, L. JJ., that the words " and so on, &c.

T, . ^ forever" indicated a series of inheritances, and were
L)6V1S6 to

"eldest son" words of limitation giving estates tail, not to the eldest

an estatf tail,
^ons of T. F. and C. F. (for they were expressly made

on the con- tenants for life), but to T. F. and C. F. by way of remain-
*'^''

der after those life estates. That estates of inheritance

were intended (it was added) was further shown by the direction

respecting incumbrances, which would have been unnecessary if the

estates were only for life.

In Lewis v. Puxley (t), a testator devised his real estate in the

county of P. to his eldest son John, for life, and to his eldest legiti-

" To A. for
"mate son after his death ; and in default of such issue,

life, and to he gave it in like manner to his son Richard ; and in case

after his Richard had no legitimate issue male, then in like man-
death," held ^er to the offspring about to be born of his (testator's)

in A. by force wife, and in default of such issue, to his own right heirs,
of subsequent ^-^^ jjg declared that he made no provision for his son
devise in tail ^., ,.„^,,.,, ^
" in like Richard if John lived, because he knew he was otherwise
manner. wqW provided for. It was contended, on the authority

of Doe V. Charlton, that the devise to John and his eldest son after

him, gave John no more than an estate for life, and on the authority

of Goodtitle v. WoodhuU (u), that this could not be effected by the

subsequent expressions in the devise to Richard : but the Court of

Exchequer, while allowing the first branch of the argument, rejected

the second, and held that the expression "eldest legitimate son" was
explained by the subsequent part of the will to be nomen coUectivum,

and gave John an estate tail.

But the case may be reversed, and the words " eldest son," or the

like, which might otherwise have conferred an estate tail on the

parent, may, by a similar argument, be confined to their literal

meaning. By such referential expressions the testator is supposed to

show the sense in which he understands the preceding devise (a;).

ing a gift to the eldest son) was held to mean a general failure of issue. But Bennett v.

Bennett is distinguished by the additional event of refusal to take the name of M.
(s) L. R., 3 Ch. 93. See also Jenkins v. Huges, 8 H. L. Ca. 571.
(() 16M.& Wei. 733.

(«) Willes, 592.

(x) East V. Twyford, 9 Hare, 713, 4 H. L. Ca. 517, overruUng the decision of the Court of
Exchequer on the same will, 9 Hare, 730, n.
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I. — Devise to a Person and his Issue. — " Issue " is nomen coUec-

tivum, and a word of very extensive import. The term embraces de-

scendants of every degree whensoever existent, and, xiggueva
unless restricted by the context, cannot be satisiied by word of limita-

being applied to descendants at a given period. The only '^^°"' ^"*'"-

mode by which a devise to the issue can be made to run through the

whole line of objects comprehended in the term is by construing it

as a word of , limitation synonymous with "heirs of the body," by
which means the ancestor takes an estate tail ; an estate capable of

comprising in its devolution, though not simultaneously, all the

objects embraced by the word " issue " in its largest sense.^

Opinions certainly have differed as to the signification of the word
" issue." It has been denominated by some Judges (a) and writers a

(a) See per Parke, B., in Slater v. Dangerfield, 15 M. & Wels. 272 ; Roddy v. Fitzgerald,

6 H. L. Ca. 823.

The word "issue" in 3. ytiWprimafacte
means "heirs of the body," and in the ab-

sence of explanatory words showing that it

was used in a restricted sense, it is to be con-

strued as a word of limitation. Bat if there

be on the face of the will sufficient to show
that the word was intended to have a less ex-

tensive meaning, and to be applied only to

children or to descendants of a particular

class or at a particular time, it is to be con-

strued as a word of purchase, and not of

limitation. Robins ». Quinliven, 79 Perm.
St. 333; Kleppner o. Laverty, 70 Penn. St.

70; Taylor v. Taylor, 63 Penn. St. 481;

Powell ». Board of Dom. Missions, 49 Penn.
St. 46; Angle v. Brosius, 43 Penn. St. 187;
Guthrie's Appeal, 37 Penn. St. 9; Kay v,

Scates, id. 31; Shreve v. Shreve, 43 Md. 382;
KingD. Savage, 121 Mass. 303; O'Byrne ».

Feeley, 61 Ga. 77. The words "lawful is-

sue " have as extensive a signification as
" heirs of the body," and embrace lineal de-
scendants of every generation. And when
used in a devise, b}' which the immediate de-
visee takes an unrestricted freehold, it is a
word of limitation, and has the same effect as
" heirs of the body." Kingsland v. Rapelye,
3 Edw. 1. ,.
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word of limitation : and a devise to A. and his issue has even been

stated by an eminent Judge as "the aptest way of describing

[*1258] an estate tail according to the statute " (h) ; by * others,

" issue " has been called a -word of purchase, or an ambigu-

ous word (c). However, it is not from such dicta that the true legal

acceptation of the word is to be collected, but from the adjudications

fixing its operation. Unhappily, some discordancy prevails even

here, and an examination of the cases will serve to evince that, in

the enunciation of any general proposition on the subject, the utmost

caution is requisite. According to the latest decisions, however,
" issue " is prima facie a word of limitation, equivalent to " heirs of

the body," but more flexible than tliese and more easily restricted in

its meaning by the context {d).

With regard to a devise simply to a person and his issue, no doubt

can at this day be raised as to its conferring an estate tail ; and it

may be observed that such a devise is not (like a devise

andhis*iss'ue to ^ person and his children (e)) dependent on, or, it

simply gives seems, in the least degree influenced by the fact of there
estate tail t

being or not being issue of the devisee living at the date

of the will, or at any other period (/). Upon the same principle as

that on which, in the cases just referred to, the devisee is held to be

tenant in tail where the property can reach the children in no other

way, he is here construed to take an estate tail at all events, namely,

because there is no other mode by which the testator's bounty can be

made to flow to and embrace the whole range of intended objects.

So, to a class So a devise to several persons and their issue (cf), or
and their issue. ^^ g^ (i\zg,s and their issue (A), confers an estate tail.

(b) Per Lord Thurlow, in Hocldey v. Mawbev, 1 Ves. Jr. 149, 1 E. R. 93.

(c) See judgment in Ginger d. White v. White, Willes, 348; Roe d. Dodson v. Grew, 2
Wils. 324; Doe d. Cooper ». CoUis, 4 T. R. 299, 2 R. R. 388; Earl of Orford v. Churchill, 3
V. & B. 67; Lvon ». Mitchell, 1 Mad. 473; Tate v. Clarke, 1 Beav. 105; Doe d. Gallini v.

Gallini, 3 Ad. & Ell. 340.

'

(d) Per Wood, V.-C, Kay, 24, 1 K. & J. 362. See also Bradley v. Cartwright, L. R., 2

(6) Ante, p 1235.

(/) Hale, C. J., in King v. Melling, 2 Vent. 231, says, " though the word ' children ' may
he made nomen collectivum, the word Mssue' is nomen collectivum of itself." See s. c, "2

Lev. 58, 3 Keb. 95. This dictum seems to refer only to issue when taking expressly by wav
of remainder; for, after stating the effect of a devise to B. and the issue of his "body (fi.

having no issue at the time) to be an estate tail, the C. J. adds, "I agree it would be other-
wise if there were issue at that time." However (as Lord Hardwicke said, 3 Atk. 396),
Wild's case was decided before it was fully settled that "issue" was as proper a word of
limitation as "heirs of the body;" and in "Martin v. Swaunell, 2 Beav. 249, the question
whether there was issue or not at the time of the devise appears to have been thought im-
material, since it was not adverted to.

(g) Parkin v. Knight, 15 Sim, 83: the gift was to several or their issue, and "or" was
read " and."

(A) Beaver v. Nowell, 25 Beav. 551 ; Campbell v. Bouskell, 27 Beav. 325. It seems ex-
tremely probable that a devise to A. and his next or eldest issue male WQuld now be held to

give an estate tail male, though the contrary was decided in the early case of Lovelace v.

Lovelace, Cro. El. 40, which cannot be recnnciled with later cases, especially Doe v. Garrod,
2 B. & Ad. 67, ante, p. 1249. That a devise to A. and his next or eldest heir confers an
estate tail, vide sup. p. 1171. But since Lees v. Mosley, 1 Y. & C. 589, stated post establish-

ing the greater inflexibility of Iin;itations to heirs of the body than limitations to issue, this

must not be considered conclusive.
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* It has even been held that a devise to A. and his issue [*1259]
living at his death creates an estate tail in A, {i) . In such
a case it is clear the issue cannot take as joint tenants with him, since

the objects are not ascertainable until the death of the

parent. It is only through him that they can become llu^mn^at
entitled, and the case falls, therefore, within the prinei- *« -^ea**. held

pie of the rule in Wild's case, namely, that the parent

must take an estate tail in order to let in the other objects. Had the

devise been to A. for life with remainder to the issue living at his

death, the case might have been different (k). All the objects might
then have taken by purchase {I)

.

— Effect of Words creating a Tenancy in Common, and other

modifying Expressions.— So far the cases present little that can bei

the subject of controversy ; but difficulty frequently

arises from the introduction into the devise of expres- words of

sions inconsistent with the course of devolution or enjov- ^o'^'Apaf"'"
-^ inconsistent

ment under an estate tail, as, that the issue shall take in with an estate

equal shares, or as tenants in common, or that the estate
'

shall go ovev in case they die under twenty-one, which has been re-

garded as inapplicable to issue indefinitely. If the Courts had uni-

formly rejected these inconsistent provisions as repugnant, immense
litigation and discordancy of decision would have been prevented.

This has been shown to be now the established rule in regard to

limitations to heirs of the body (m) ; and there might seem, upon
principle, to be strong ground to contend for the applica-

tion of the same * doctrine to the cases under considera- [*1260]

tion. The word " issue " is not less extensive in its import

than heirs of the body : it embraces the whole line of lineal descend-

ants ; it is used in the statute De Donis (??.), in some instances at least,

synonymously with heirs of the body, and the cases are very numerous

(i) University of Oxford v. Clifton, 1 Ed. 473. And see Jenkins ». Hughes, 8 H. L. Ca.
571, 585.

(A) See Lethieullier v. Tracy, 3 Atk. 774, 784, 796, Arab. 204, 220, 1 Ken. 56.

(I) Considering the inclination manifested in some of the cases to construe a devise to a
person and his children as amounting to a devise to A. for life, with remainder to his children

(ante, pp. 1240, 1244), perhaps the reader will not be disposed to place implicit confidence in

the adjudication that a devise to A. and his issue living at his decease gives to A. an estate

tail. There would seem to be less difficulty in sunh a case in reading the gift to the issue as

a remainder than in that of a devise to A. and his children. Such a remainder, though
contingent, would not now be destructible during the life of A. At all events, there can
scarcely be a doubt that the words in question applied lo personal estate, would be construed

in the manner suggested, namely, as giving a life interest to A., with a contingent disposition

of the ulterior interest to the issue living at his death ; and this seems to have been Lord
Hardwicke's construction in Lampley o. Blower, 3 Atk. 396, where he held that the gift over

on death without leaving issue explained the word " issue " in the gift '' to Francis and Ann
each one-half, and to their issue," to mean such issue as was left at the time of the death.

He denied that the issue took jointly with the parent, while at the same time he decided that

there was no lapse, which there would have been if " issue " had been taken as a word of

limitation.

1 (m) Ante, p. 1209.

(n) 13 Edw. 1, c. 1.
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in which, it has been held to create an estate tail. It will be seen,

however, that, in some instances, the word " issue " has been diverted

from its general legal acceptation by the occurrence of words of dis-

tribution, or other expressions which point at a mode of devolution

or enjoyment inconsistent with an estate taU, and which has been de-

cided to be insufficient to convert the term " heirs of the body " into

children, or to prevent its conferring an estate tail.

Some confusion arises in the cases from the neglect to distinguish

between a devise to A. and his issue in one unbroken limitation, and

a devise to A. for life and after his death to his issue. It is true they

both converge to the same point, when "issue" is construed a word
of limitation ; but if, on the other hand, the issue are held to be pur-

chasers, they must, it is conceived, take differently in the two cases
;

in the ioTmei jointly with the parent, in the latter by way of remain-

der after him ; though certainly, in some of the cases this distinction

has been overlooked, and the Courts have shown a readiness, even

where the devise is to a person and his issue, not only to read " issue "

as a word of purchase, on account of words of modification inconsist-

ent with an estate tail being found in the devise, but to hold the

issue to take by way of remainder expectant on the estate for life of

the ancestor.

Thus, in Doe d. Davy v. Burnsall (o), where a testator devised free-

hold and leasehold estates to M. and the issue of her body lawfully to

_ . , , . be begotten as tenants in common (if more than one), but

issue, as «en- in default of such issue, or, living such, if they should
(muincom- ^^ ^-^ under the age of twenty-one years, and without

default of such leaving lawful issue of any of their bodies, then over to

'S:yZuuZ A. ; M., before the birth of a child, suffered a recovery.

under twenty- jt was held by the Court of K. B. that M. took for life,

'
°^^^'

with remainder in fee to her children, if she had any

;

but if she had none, or they died under twenty-one and without leav-

ing lawful issue, then over ; and that this remainder, therefore, being

contingent, was barred by the recovery of M. The same devise after-

wards came before the Court of Common Pleas (p), on a

[*1261] case from Chancery ; and that * Court certified that M. took

only an estate for life (q), with contingent remainders over.

Eyre, C. J., said, " If it were not for the words 'if they shall all die

under the age of twenty-one years,' I should be of opinion that this

must be construed to be an estate for life in M., remainder in tail to

her issue as purchasers, with cross remainders to every one of that

family, and then over ; but I am at a loss to know what to do with

these words. If I were perfectly satisfied with the rejection of the

(o) 6 T. R. 30, 3 R. R. 113.

(p) Burn-all v. Davy, 1 B, & P. 215.

(q) The cevtificate does not state who were entitled under the contingent remainders, the

case not embracing that point.
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word ' amongst ' in Doe v. Applin (r), I would reject them, and con-

sider this as a devise over in case the issue of M. should die without

leaving lawful issue of their bodies" (s).

So in Doe d. Gilman v. Elvey
(f),

where a testator devised his

real estate to his wife for life, and after her decease to his son, H.
and to the issue of his body lawfully begotten or to be begotten, his,

her, or their heirs, equally to be divided if more than one, and if H.
should have no issue of his body lawfully begotten liv- ^o H. and his

ing at his decease, then to A. in fee. H. survived the issue, his, her,

testator's widow, and before he had any issue, suifered a °equcMy to be

'

recovery. The Court considered the case as falling ^vided.

exactly within Doe v. Burnsall, the devise being in effect to the issue

as tenants in common. It was held, however, that whether H. took

for life or in tail, the title under the recovery was good ; the remain-

ders in the former case being contingent, and consequentlj destroyed

by it.

Of these two cases it may be observed that they decided nothing

more than that A.'s estate was either a contingent remainder after an

estate for life, or a vested remainder after an estate tail. Remarks on

either of which was defeated by the recovery. The °°fan(?Doe'
opinion of the Court upon the alternative of these prop- " Elvey.

ositions can hardly be considered as an adjudication on the point

here discussed.

As there was no issue of the devisee at the time of the devise

taking effect, the testator's bounty could only be made to reach the

issue (assuming that word to be intended for a word of pur-

chase), * under the joint devise to them and their parent, by [*1262]

giving him an estate tail, unless the gift to the issue were

construed as a remainder, which the Court undoubtedly seemed in-

clined to do ; but it is difficult to reconcile such a construction with

the principle of the cases establishing that even a devise to A. and his

children must, under such circumstances, be construed an estate tail

in order to let in the children (u). If the children could be treated

as taking by way of remainder, there is no necessity for having re-

course to such a rule. If in such cases the Court is authorized to

turn the devise to the issue into a remainder, the cases treated of in

the present section cease to exist as a distinct class, and become
blended with those which form the subject of the next section. The
authorities, however, do not warrant any such conclusion, as the two

(r) 4 T. R. 82, 2 R. R. 337, post.

\s) It is evident that the word " issue " in this passage of the judgment is used in two senses,

differing in comprehensiveness; for if used as nomen generalissimum in regard to the issue of

M., it is clear that such issue could never fail without involving the failure of the issue of

such issue. To render the sentence intelligible, we must suppose the learned Judge to mean,
in the first instance, either is«ue of a given class or issue existent within a given period, u e.,

either children or all issue born in the lifetime of the tenant for life, probably the latter.

(0 4 East, 313.

(«) Wild's case, 6 Co. 17; Davie ». Stevens, Doug. 321; Scale v. Barter, 2 B. & P. 486,

ante, p. 1236.
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preceding cases are, for the reason already stated, scarcely to be re-

garded as adjudications on the point, and are unsupported by any
subsequent cases. Indeed, in the only case that has since occurred, in

which the devise to the issue was concurrent with that to the ances-

tor, and not by way of remainder, the devisee was held to take an

estate tail, although words of limitation in fee were superadded. The
case here referred to is Franklin v. Lay (y), where a testator devised

To A and to to his grandson J., and to the issue of his body lawfully

?' th^^eivT'f
*° ^® begotten, and to the heirs of such issue forever,

such issue. chargeable with a mortgage ; but, if his said grandson J.

should die without leaving any issue of his body lawfully begotten,

then over ; Sir J. Leach, V.-C, held it to be an estate tail in J. ; ob-

serving that the words " dying without leaving issue " might of course

be restrained by other expressions in the will to issue living at the

death ; as the general words " in default of issue " might also be,

hut not by words of lirnitation superadded to the issue.

Although there seems to be considerable difficulty in reading a

devise to A. and his issue, as a devise to A. for life with remainder

to his issue, even when accompanied with expressions pointing at a

mode of enjoyment inconsistent with an estate tail
;
yet it is not

denied that a slight indication of intention in the context would be

sufficient to induce such a construction, and the devise would then

be brought within the scope of the authorities discussed under the

next division.

[*1263] * III. — Devise to A. for life with Remainder to his

Issue.—We come now to the consideration of those cases

in which a devise to A. for life, and after his death to his issue,

becomes, by the operation of the rule in Shelley's case («), an estate

tail.

One of the earliest cases of this kind is King v. Melling (a), where
a testator devised lands to A. for life, and after his decease he gave the

same to the issue of his body lawfully begotten on a second
^
maiwer'to'

^^-^^
'
^^^ ^°^ Want of such issuc to B. and his heirs for-

the issue of ever, provided that A. might make a jointure of the prem-

an e'state taU.*
i^^® *° ®^°^ second wife, which she might enjoy for her
life. Twisden and Rainsford, JJ., held it to be an estate

for life in A., in opposition to Hale, C. J., who delivered an elaborate

and argumentative opinion in favor of an estate tail, -which construc-

tion was afterwards adopted by all the Judges in the Exchequer
Chamber, reversing the judgment of the King's Bench.

So, in Shaw v. Weigh (5), where the testator devised lands to his

(«) 6 Mad. 258, 2 Bli. 59, n.

(z) Ante, p. H77.
(a) 1 Vent. 225, 232, 2 Lev. 68, 61. See also Taylor v. Sayer, Cro. El. 742; Jordan v.

Lowe, 6 Beav. 350.

(6) 2 Stra. 798, 1 Barn. B. E., 54, 1 Eq. Ca. Ab. 184, pi. 28, 3 B. P. C. Toml. 120. Vide
ante, p. 1231, n,
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wife for life, and after her decease in trust for his sisters A. and D.,

equally betwixt them during their natural lives, without

committing any manner of waste, and if either of his sis- for their lives'-

ters happened to die leaving issue or issues of her or their j* either die

IcAvin&f 1SSU6
bodies lawfully begotten, then in trust for such issue or then to such

'

issues of the mother's share, or else in trust for the sur- issue; held an

vivor or survivors of them, and their respective issue or

issues ; and if it should happen that both his said sisters died without

issue as aforesaid, and their issue or issues to die without issue law-

fully to be begotten (c), then over. The chief question was whether
this was an estate for life, or an estate tail in the sisters. It was
adjudged in the House of Lords (affirming a judgment of the Court of

Great Sessions for Flintshire, which had been reversed in the King's

Bench) that the devise created an estate tail (d).

In Ginger v. White (e) Willes, C. J., questioned this decision ; but

subsequent cases have placed its authority beyond all doubt (/).

In Haddelsey v. Adams (g), the devise was to the testa-

tor's * four granddaughters as tenants in common for life, [*1264]

with benefit of survivorship, the remainder to trustees and

their heirs upon trust to support the contingent remainders therein-

after limited, remainder to the issue male of the granddaughters suc-

cessively lawfully to be begotten, and in default of such issue to the

testator's right heirs forever. Sir J. Eomilly, M. E., held that the

granddaughters took estates tail.

IV.— Effect of superadded Words of Limitation.— 1. Limitations

to Heirs of same Species as the Issue.— It is clear, too, that " issue " is

not converted into a word of purchase by the addition of words of

limitation, descriptive of heirs of the same species as the issue de-

scribed (A) . Thus, in Eoe d. Dodson v. Grew (i), where a testator

devised unto his nephew G. for his natural life, and after his de-

cease to the use of the male issue of his body lawfully
To the keirs

to be begotten and the heirs Tnale of the body of such male of the

issue male, and for want of such male issue, then body of such

over; the Court of Common Pleas held that G. took an

estate tail. Wilmot, C. J., said that the intention certainly was

to give G. an estate for life only ; but the intention also was

that as long as he had any issue male the estate should not go

over (k) ; and if we balance the two intentions, the weightier is that

(c) As these words would raise an implied gift in the issue of the issue, the case may be
classed with those in which word« of limitation in tail are superadded to the devise of the

issue. See also Franks v. Price, 3 Beav. 182, post.

((/) This seems to have been one of those cases where lay Lords voted on a question to law
and decided it against the opinions of a majority of the Judges, only three of whom held it

an estife tail, and nine an estate for life.

(e) Willes, 359, post.

(f) See cases passim in the sequel of this chapter.

(a) 22 Beav. 266.

(h) See same rule as to heirs of the bodv, ante, p. 1205.

(i) 2 Wils. 322; better reported Wilm. 272. See also Shaw v. Weigh, in the text.

(4) Or rather that the issue should take it.
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all the sons of G. should take in succession. Clive, J., said too great

a regard had been paid to the superadded words " heirs male of the

body of such heirs male." Bathurst, J., laid it down as a rule, that

where the ancestor takes an estate of freehold, if the word " issue "

in a will comes after, it is a word of limitation. Gould, J., observed
that the word is used in the statute De Donis promiscuously with the
word " heirs ;

" that the term " issue " comprehends the whole genera-

tion as well as the word " heirs " (of the body), and, in his judgment,
the word " issue " was more properly a word of limitation than a
word of purchase.

This case (which has always been regarded as a leading authority)

seems to have overruled Backhouse v. Wells (I), where the devise

being to J. for his life only, without impeachment of waste,

[*1265] * and after his decease then to the issue male of his body law-

fully to be begotten, if God should bless them with any, and
to the heirs male of the body of such issue lawfully be-

vmulftu gotten; and for default of such issue, over; it was ad-

iorf!/ of the judged that J. took an estate for life, and that the

limitation to the issue was a description of the person

who was to take the estate tail.

It would be idle to attempt to distinguish Backhouse v. Wells from
Eoe V. Grew, on the ground of the words " only," and " without im-

Observations peachment of waste," and " if God shall bless him with
upon Roe i;. any." The two first expressions merely show that the

Backhouse v. testator intended to confer an estate for life, and nothing
Wefls. more, which sufficiently appeared by the express limita-

tion for life, and the last words are obviously implied in every gift

of this nature.

The authority of Eoe v. Grew has been confirmed by Hodgson v.

Merest, where the devise was to A. for the term of his natural life,

and, after his decease, then to the issue of his body, and to the heirs

of the body of such issue, with remainders over : and it was held that

A. took an estate tail (m).

IV. —- 2. Limitation to Heirs general of the Issue.

'

— It is also

established, that the addition of a limitation to the heirs general of

Superadded ^^^ issue wiU not prevent the word " issue " from oper-
limitation to ating to give an estate tail as a word of limitation (n)}
the heirs gene- _, . r. . . , , j- '

ra/ of the issue, inis position, indeed, may appear to be encountered by

(0 1 Eq. Ca. Ab. 184, pi. 27, Fort. 133. It has been suggested by Sir E. Sugden, 3 Jo. &
Lat. 57, that the Court may have considered the word " issue " as used in the singular num-
ber, on the ground that according to 10 Mod. 181, the remainder was " to the heirs males of
that issue.*' As to '* issue " in the singular, see below, p. 1265.

(ro) 9 Price, 556. So stated in marginal note nnlj-. See also Irwin v. Cuff, Hayes, 30;
with which compare Hockley v. Mawbey, 1 Ves. Jr. 143, 1 R. R. 93.

(n) See same rule as to heirs of the body, ante, p. 1205.

1 See however Shreve v. Shrevp, 43 Mrt. v. Henderson, 9 Gill, 432; Way v. Gest, 14
382 ; Simpers v. Simpers, 15 Md. 160 ; Ghelton Serg. & R. 40.
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the well-known case of Loddington v. Kime (o), where a. for life,

under a devise to A. for life without impeachment of remainder to

,. 11 Til • 1,1 issue male and
waste, and m case he should have any issue male, then Us heirs, and

to such issue male and his heirs forever, and if he die '^ *' '^'®' °^^''"

without issue male, then to B. and his heirs, it was held

that A. took an estate for life only, with a contingent fee to his

issue male.

It will require some very fine-spun distinctions to reconcile this case

with subsequent decisions. In King -y. Burchell {p) the testator

devised his houses at Maidstone to J. for his life, and
* after the determination of that estate unto the issue male [*1266]

of the body of J. lawfully to be begotten and to their heirs,

and, for want of such issue, over ; and if J. or his issue xo A. for lite

should alien the premises they were charged with 2,000L ; remainder to

Lord Keeper Henley held that J. was tenant in tail, and and. their heirs,

that the proviso was repugnant and void: he distin- l^p^^i*^^

guished Loddington v. Kime because there the remain-

der was expressly contingent ; and because the word
^"^"^g'^^ig""

*'

" his " was used instead of the word " their " in the limi- tinguished by

tation to the heirs of the issue, whereby it appeared that ^^ ^^'
' "

one particular person was pointed at, and that all the issue were not

intended to take. This force of the word " his " is noticed by Lord
Raymond in Goodwright v. Pullyn (q), where, however, he referred

the word to the ancestor. If Loddington v. Kime is referable

to these special grounds, it is not opposed to the position above

laid down. As to the other distinction taken by the Lord Keeper, it

may be asked, is not 'every remainder to a class con-
i{gn,„kou

tingent in this sense, namely, as respects the event of Loddington ».

there being objects to claim under it. Upon this prin- ""^"

ciple, Sir W. Grant, in Elton v. Eason (r), held that the words "if

any," annexed to a limitation to the heirs of the body, did not vary the

construction. It is futile, therefore, to attempt to preserve Lodding-

ton V. Kime by any such distinction.

Another decision which may seem to militate against the rule before

laid down is Doe d. Cooper v. Collis (s), where a testator devised to

his daughter E., and to S. the wife of W., to be equally
j^ g ^^^ ,jjg^

divided between them, not as joint-tenants but as tenants remainder to

in common, viz. the one moiety to E. and her heirs for- their heirs,

ever, and the other moiety to S. for the term of her nat- held estate for

ural life, and after her decease to the issue of her body

(o) ] Salk. 224, Ld. Eavm. 203, 3 B P. C. Toml. 64 nom. Barnardiston v. Carter.

(p) \ Ed. 424, Arab. 379. The devise here referred to is the second one in the will, namely,
of the Maidstone estate. The case, so far as it relates to the first devise, properly belongs "to

the next division of this section. No distinction was taken between the two, though, as we
shall hereafter see. thev would now be considered to have different effects.

(q) 2 Stra. 731, stated ante, p. ]2'16. And see per Sir E. Sugden, 3 Jo. & Lat. 57, cited

above, n. (/).

(r) 19 Ves. 73. See also Marshall v. Grime, 28 Be iv. 375.

(s) 4 T. R. 294, 2 R. R. 388.
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lawfully begotten and their heirs forever. There was no devise over.

The question was whether S. took an estate tail or an estate for her

life, with remainder in fee to her children (t), and the Court decided

in favor of the latter construction, Lord Kenyon observing that

" issue " was either a word of purchase or of limitation, as would

answer best the intent of the devisor; and he remarked that the

property was to be equally divided, which it would not be if

[*1267] * S. were held to take an estate tail ; for, in that case, the

reversion in fee of that moiety would be again subdivided

between the heirs of the two daughters.

It is di£B.cult to accede to the reasoning which ascribed to the words

of division this influence on the construction, since they were merely

Bemark on applied to the corpus of the land, not to the inheritance.
Doe V. C0II13. ^ ^ events, it is enough for our present purpose to

show that the case was decided upon special grounds, and not in op-

position to the doctrine that a limitation to the heirs of the issue

superadded to the devise to the " issue " is inoperative to vary the

construction. As such, indeed, it would have been clearly overruled

by subsequent cases.

Thus, in Denn d. Webb v. Puckey (m) the testator devised to his

grandson N. for life without impeachment of waste, and after his

To A. for life,
decease to the issue male of his body lawfully begotten

remainder to and to the heirs and assigns of such issue maleforever; and

to the heirs in default of such issue male, then over. N. suffered a
and assigns of recovery, and the question raised was whether, under the
fillC Q ISS il6j 1 ' 1 * a ^

held an estate devise, he was tenant m tail or tenant for life only,
tail in A. ipjjg Qourt held that the general intention of the testator

was that the male descendants of his grandson N. should take the
estate, and that none of those to whom the subsequent limitations

were given should take until all such male descendants were extinct,

and
.
to effectuate this it was necessary to give him an estate tail ; for

if his issue took by purchase. Lord Kenyon thought it would be difS.-

cult to extend it to more than one {x), and that even if the words
comprehended all the male issue as tenants in common in tail, yet that
would not have answered the devisor's intention, because there were

(() This case is not an authority that " issue " in such a limitation is to be read " children,"
for it does not appear that there were any other issue who could have taken; it is most prob-
able there were not, as the eldest child was only sixteen when S. levied a fine sur conu-
znnce, &c.

(m) 5 T. R. 299, 2 R R. 601.

(x) He is made to say, " It has been contended that N. took only an estate for life; if so,
what estate was given by the words ' to the issue male of his bodj' lawfully begotten, and the
heirs and assigns of such issue male ?

' Was it to extend to more than one son? It would be
difficult to extend it to more than one, and I conceive that the eldest must have taken the
absolute interest in the estate. But that would have defeated the devisor's intention, because
if it had descended (Qu. devolved?) to that one son, and he had died without making any
disposition of it, it would have gone over to the other sons of the devisor," i. e., bv descent,
for if it were a devise m fee to the son, of course no remainder could be limited on that
estate.
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no words to create cross remainders between them (y). But it was
held, even if the issue would have taken by purchase, yet that, being

a contingent remainder, it was destroyed by the recovery

which was suffered before the birth of * issue, so that the [*1268]
defendant, who claimed under the recovery, was entitled

qu§,cunque vi§, datS, (»).

So, in Frank v. Stovin (a), where a testator devised to B. for life

without impeachment of waste, with power to make a jointure to any
future wife, and after his decease then to the use of the „, -r. ^ ,.,' -^ To B. for lire,

issue Tnale of the body of B. lawfully begotten and to be remainder to

begotten and their heirs; and in default of such issue,
^^dl^trheirs

then over. B. had issue, and afterwards suffered a re- held an estate

covery. Lord EUenborough was of opinion that the case '"*'

'

'
•

was governed by Eoe v. Grew, and accordingly that B. took an
estate tail.

And if the addition of formal words of inheritance will not prevent

the word " issue " from operating as a word of limitation, still less (5)

will informal words do so though sufEcient to carry the inheritance,

such as "all my interest" (c) or "forever" (d).

It should be observed that in Frank v. Stovin (e), Le Blanc, J.,

made a distinction between that case and Denn v. Puckey (/) and the

ease of Doe v. CoUis (jj), by reason of the limitation over
" in default of such issue," which occurred in the former tation over"'"

of those cases. This distinction has been the subiect of " in default of
SUCi) ISSU.6

much discussion. On the one hand reference is made to

the cases discussed in the next chapter establishing that this expres-

sion, following a devise to any class of issue, refers to those objects,

and it is argued that if in the case of a devise to sons or children,

and in default of such issue over, the clause introducing the devise

over is inoperative to vary the construction of the prior devise, how
can it have more power where following an express devise to issue

explained by the context to mean sons or children ? The two cases it

is said are identical in principle : and to say that the words " in de-

fault of such issue " refer to the objects of the prior devise, whoever

they may be, and that those objects mean issue indefinitely by the

effect of the words in question, seems very much like reason-

ing in a circle (h). The answer is, that * when it is a question [*1269]

(2/) They would clearly have been implied, but there seem to have been insuperable ob-

stacles to the suggested construction.

(z) Since 8 & 9 Vict. c. 106, s. 8, no act of the tenant for life before issue born can no*
destrov subsequent contingent remainders. See Ch. XXVI.

(a) 3 East, 548. See also Sturge v. Sturge, 12 Beav. 230.

(b) See Fuller v. Chamier, L. R., 2 Eq. 682, ante, p. 1173, n.

(c) Mannin v. Moore, Ale. & Nap. 96.

(d) Griffiths v. Evan, 6 Beav. 241.

(e) 3 East, 651.

(/) Ante, p. 1267.

(9) Id.

(«) The argument is Mr.Jarmaa's, who concluded that, if in Doe v. OoUis " issue " was
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whether the general term "issue" is or is not explained by the

context to mean children, the whole context must be taken into

account, and that it is no more permissible to exclude the words " in

default of such issue " from consideration than any other part of the

context. Nearly every Judge who has had to construe a devise to

issue, and has found such a clause in the will, has expressly relied on

it as one ground for giving the ancestor an estate tail ; and in Wood-
house V. Herrick (i) Sir W. P. Wood distinctly asserted its impor-

tance as a material part of the context. Of course its absence is not

conclusive in favor of construing " issue " as a word of purchase, and

falls far short of reconciling Doe v. CoUis with other authorities,

which have established that a devise to A. for life, remainder to his

issue and the heirs of such issue with or without a limitation over,

confers an estate tail on A. (k). Lord St. Leonards is sometimes

cited as if he had laid down a contrary rule : but what he says is "a
devise to A. for life, with remainder to his issue, with superadded

words of limitation in a manner inconsistent with a descent from A.

will give the word ' issue ' the operation of a word of purchase " il). In
Morgan v. Thomas (m), land was devised to L. " for life and after his

decease to his lawful issue and their heirs forever if any," and " if he
should die without having any children born in wedlock " then to E.

and his heirs. The Court of Appeal, aJBS.rming the decision of Cave,

J. in), held that L. took an estate for life only, not an estate tail.

IV. — 3. Limitations changing the Course of Descent. — But, as

already shown (o), if the superadded words of limitation narrow the

course of descent, they convert even " heirs of the body " into words
of purchase, since " it is absolutely impossible by any implied qualifi-

cation to reconcile the superadded words to those preceding

[*1270] * them, so as to satisfy both by construing the first as words
of limitation" (/>). This principle appears to be equally

properly construed to mean ohildren, the words "in default of sacA issue" in Denn v. Puckev
and Frank v. Stovin ought, according to the class of cases just mentioned, to have been read
in default of such children: but that as they were not so construed it followed that Doe i>.

CoUis, as far as it rested on this distinction, was overruled. The whole argument was ob-
viously directed against Lord Kenyon's method of dealing with these cases, viz. first infer-
ring from the superadded words of limitation or distribution, without taking into account the
gift oyer in default of issue, that "issue " was used for "children " (which he called the par-
ticular intent), and then sacrificing that in order to give effect to the "general intent," which
he inferred from the gift over in default of issue : see further Ch. XL., s. iii., subs. 4.

(0 1 K. & J. 352.

(*) See aco. per Lord Cranworth, Parker v. Clarke, 6 D. M. & 6. 109; Haves,
Inq. 302. Cf. Phillips v. James, 2 Dr. & Sm. 404, 3 D. J. & S. 72 (executory articles" for
settlement).

(I) Montgomery v. Montgomery, 3 Jo. & Lat. 57. In Bowen t'. Lewis, 9 App. Ca. 902.
Lord Selborne pointed out that the presence or absence of words of distribution are material
in assisting the construction.

(m) 9 Q. B. D. 643.

8 Q. B. D. 575.

(o) Ante, p. 1208.

(iP) Fea, Cr. 183.
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applicable where the prior word is " issue." In Hamil- Superadded

ton V. West (q), where there was a devise to A. for life, words of limi-
tiltion. WOlGD

with remainder to her first and other sons in tail male, change the

with remainder " to the issue female of the said A. and course of

J /. 7 7 7 • descent,
the ' heirs of their bodies, with remainder over : it was
held by Smith, M. E., Ir., that A. did not take an estate in tail female

expectant on the estates tail of her first and other sons, j^ j^ j^^.

but that the daughters of A. took estates in tail general life, -with re-

by purchase, the limitation to the heirs general of the "s^uefemau"'^'^

bodies of the issue being inconsistent with an estate in and the heirs

tail female in the ancestor.

Here, it will be observed, the superadded words of limitation (heirs

of the body) were more extensive than those upon which they were
engrafted (issue female), and might have been satisfied in a qualified

sense without attributing to them the effect of changing the course

of descent
;
just as in the case of a devise to A. for life, remainder to

his issue or to the heirs of his body and their heirs general, in which
case " issue " is a word of limitation notwithstanding the superadded

words, the reason given being that " the superadded words are not

contrary to or incompatible with the preceding, but in their general

sense include them ; and there is no improbability in the supposition

that they were used in the same qualified sense as the preceding

;

and then both may be satisfied by taking the first as words of limi-

tation (r)." However, this construction does not appear to have

been applied in any decided case where the superadded words indi-

cate a special course of descent, less general than one in fee simple

;

and it is not improbable that the doctrine of Hamilton v. West will

be supported as well where the preceding words are " male " or

" female heirs of the body " as where the more flexible term " issue "

is used.

V.— liffect of Words of Distribution and Modification.— It might

seem upon principle to follow that words of distribution Words of

annexed to the devise to the issue, or any other expres- modification

. . , . , inconsistent

sions prescribing a mode of enjoyment inconsistent with with an estate

the course of descent under an estate tail, would be no '*''•

less inoperative than superadded words of limitation to turn

" issue " into a word * of designation ; and such is the doctrine [*1271]

which apparently prevails with regard to cases where words

of distribution alone are superadded in devises to issue contained in

wills made before 1838, and where, accordingly, the issue would not

take the inheritance in the absence of expressions indicating a con-

trary intention (s)

.

With regard to this class of cases, though the decisions are not

(g) 10 Ir, Eq. Rep. 75. (r) Feame, C: E., 184, ante, p. 1209.

(«) See as to this, ante, pp. 1131, et seq.
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altogether in unison, yet, having regard to the fact that the later cases

clearly overrule some of those of earlier date, we may venture to lay

down the following propositions as now recognized (t) :
—

First. Where words of distribution, but without words to carry

an estate in fee, are annexed to the devise to the issue, and there is a

gift over in default of issue of the ancestor generally (u), or in default

of " such " issue (x), or in default of issue living at the death of the

ancestor (y), the ancestor takes an estate tail. As to the validity of

this position, the cases seem to admit of no reasonable doubt, and it

appears to be immaterial that between the gift to the ancestor and

that to the issue, there is a limitation to trustees to preserve contin-

gent remainders (»).

Secondly. Where the gift is as in the first proposition, but there

is no gift over in default of issue, still, since the issue taking by pur-

chase could only take for their lives, the ancestor is held to take an

estate tail, which, if not barred, will descend to his issue, this being

the only mode of carrying the inheritance to the issue (a).

These propositions, as will be seen hereafter, are materially affected

by the Statute 1 Vict. c. 26.

But even under the old law before 1838, the doctrine above referred

to was held to be inapplicable to cases where a devise to issue was

accompanied by words of distribution, together with words of limita-

tion which would carry an estate in fee, or expressions

[*1272] * sufficient to justify the Courts in holding that the fee was
intended to pass by the devise (6).

With regard to the effept of express words of limitation superadded

to words of distribution in a gift to issue, the rule is thus stated by
Parke, J., in Slater v. Dangerfield (c), " Where there is a devise to

one with remainder to his issue as tenants in common with a limita-

tion to the heirs general of the issue, the issue take as purchasers

in fee."

The leading case on this point is Lees v. Mosley (<^, where a testa-

tor devised certain lands unto his two sons, Henry James and Os-

wald, in moieties as tenants in common, in such manner
OS ey.

^^^ subject to such charges as thereinafter mentioned,

(t) For a fuller consideration of the authorities on which the two propositions here stated
are founded, see the 4th Edition of this Work, Vol. II., pp. 424, et seq.

(u) Doe d. Blandford v. Applin, 4 T. R. 82, 2 R. R. 337; Doe d. Cook v. Cooper, 1 East,

229; Ward?). Bevil, lY. & J. 512; Croly ». Croly, Batty, 1 ; Heather v. Winder, 5 L. J. N. S.
Ch. 41; Kavana^h ». Morland, Kay, 16; Roddy v. Fitzgerald, 6 H. L. Ca. 823 (where the
cases on this subject are cited and discussed).

(x) Woodhouse v. Herrick, 1 K. & J. 352.

(y) Doe «. Rucastle. 8 C. B. 876.

(2) Woodhouse v. Herrick, sup.

I'l) Per Sugden, C, Crozier v. Crozier, 3 D. & War. 373, per Wood, V.-C, Kavanagh v.

Morland, Kay, 16 : Jackson v. Calvert, IJ. & H. 235.

(6) E,
f/

, by such words as " estate " " part " " share " &c., occurring in the description of
the subject of gift, or words imposing a pecuniary charge upon the issue. See ante, pp. 1131,

et seq., and po«t, p. 1276.

c) 15 M. & W. 273, post, p. 1275.

(/) 1 Y. & C 580.u
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that is to say, as to one moiety thereof, to his son Henry James for

life, with remainder to his lawful issue and their respective heirs, in

such shares and proportions and subject to such charges as he (H. J. )

should by deed or will appoint ; but in case his son Henry
James should not marry and have issue who should at- -jfith power of

tain the age of twenty-one years, then he devised the said distribution in

moiety to his son Oswald and his heirs forever. And issue, and limi-

as to the other moiety of the property, the testator de-
ca''°of bein 'no

vised the same to his son Oswald and his heirs abso- issue who

lutely forever. At the date of the will, and at the death t^enty-™e!"
'

of the testator, Henry James was a bachelor. He suf- held e"state for

fered a recovery of his moiety, and the question (raised

in an action between vendor and purchaser) was as to the validity

of the title derived under such recovery. The case was elaborately

argued, the plaintiff contending that, according to the true construc-

tion of the will, there was a gift to the parent for life, with remainder

to the children in fee ; and the defendants insisting that Henry
James took an estate tail. The Court decided that he was tenant for

life only. Alderson, B. (who delivered the judgment of the Court)

drew a distinction between a devise to " heirs of the body," which he

considered were technical words admitting but of one Judgment of

meaning, and a devise to " issue," which he characterized
^'jfj"es°";

^''

as a word in ordinary use not of a technical nature, and Mosley.

capable of more meanings than one ; observing that it was used in

the statute De Donis both as synonymous with children and as de-

scriptive of descendants of every degree, and though the latter might

be its primS, facie meaning, yet the authorities showed that

it would * yield to the intention of the testator to be col- [*1273]

leeted from the will, and that it requires a less demonstrative

context to show such intention than the technical expression " heirs of

the body " would do. He then proceeded as follows : " The Court in

the present case have to look to the terms in this will in order to as-

certain whether, by construing the word ' issue ' here as a word of

purchase or of limitation, they best effecutate the intention of the de-

visor. The testator begins by devising an express estate for life to

his son Henry James. He then devises in remainder to his lawful

issue. If it stopped there, it would be an estate tail. Tor the word
' issue ' might include all descendants ; and here all being unborn, no

assignable reason could exist for distinguishing between any of them.

And then the rule in Shelley's case would apply, and would convert

the estate for life previously given into an estate tail. But the testa-

tor then adds, ' and their respective heirs in such shares and propor-

tions and subject to such charges as he the said Henry James should

by will or deed appoint.' Now, according to Hockley v. Mawbey (e),

(e) 1 Ves. 143, 3 B. C. C. 82 (where the will is stated at length). In that case the devise

was to A. for life, and after her decease to B. and his issue, to be divided among them as he

VOL. n. 27
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the effect of this clause would be to give the objects of the power an

interest in an equal distributive share, in ease the power were not

executed. The clause, therefore, is equivalent to a declaration by the

testator, that the issue and their respective heirs should take equal

shares, but that Henry James should have a power of distributing

amongst them the estate in unequal shares if he thought fit. Now,

if ' issue ' be taken as a word of limitation, the word ' heirs ' would

be first restrained to ' heirs of the body,' and then altogether rejected

as unnecessary. The word 'respective' could have no particular

meaning annexed to it ; and the apparent intention of the testator to

give to Henry James for life, and afterwards to distribute his prop-

erty in shares among the issue, would be frustrated. On the other

hand, if ' issue ' be taken as a word of purchase, designating either

the immediate issue or those living at the death of Henry James, the

apparent intention will be effectuated, and all these words

[*1274] will have their peculiar and * ordinary acceptation. If, then,

the will stopped here, it would seem clear that the Court

ought to read ' issue ' as a word of purchase. Then comes the devise

over. ' But in case my son Henry James shall not marry and have

issue who shall attain the age of twenty-one, then I give and devise

to my son Oswald in fee.' Now, the effect of such a clause, if super-

added to a remainder to children, would be to show an intention to

give a fee to the children on their attaining twenty-one. And if by
the former part of the will the same estate has been given, it does

not appear to be sound reasoning to draw the conclusion that such

a clause can convert the estate previously given into an estate tail.

In fact, the case of Doe v. Burnsall (/) is a distinct authority on this

part of the case. Upon the whole, therefore, we have no doubt in

this case that the testator's intention was not to give his son an estate

tail, and we think that we best effectuate that intention by construing

the words ' lawful issue ' in this will, accompanied by their context,

as words of purchase ; and, in so doing, we do not impugn the author-

ity of any decided case to be found in the books ; for there is not one

in which these words, with such a context as in this will, have been
held to be words of limitation."

Lees V. Mosley may be considered as deciding that under a devise

to A. for life, with remainder to his issue and their respective heirs,

Remark on in such shares as he shall appoint, with a limitation over
Lees II. Mosley. ^^ g^gg Qf j^^g dying -without issue who should attain

should think fit, and in case he should die without issue, over. Lord Thurlow held that B.
took an estate for life only. Assuming that the words were sufficient to carry the fee to the
issue as purchasers, the decision agrees with later cases. The gift to the issue was not ex-
pressly l)y way of remainder, but could not, it is conceived, be read otherwise. The case is

generally treated as one in which the issue taking by purchase might have taken the fee by
implication in default of appointment, see Kavanagh «. Morland, Kay, 25; Prior on Issue,

p. 117 ; but except as to the property describod as the testator's *' reversion *' this point does
not seem free from doubt. See Sugd. Fow. 400, 591, 8th ed. ; and ante, Ch, XYIL, s. vi

(/) 6 T. R. 30, 3 R. R. 113, ante, p. 1260.
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majority, the issue take estates in fee as tenants in common, and A.
is not tenant in tail. It may be also collected from the judgment,
that the Court (or at least the Judge who delivered it) would have
arrived at the same conclusion if the devise to the issue had been
simply to them as tenants in common in fee, without any devise over

;

in other words, that if a testator devises lands to A. for life, with
remainder to his issue and their heirs in equal shares, or as tenants in

common, the effect is to give to A. an estate for life, with remainder

to the issue in fee. If, however, the devise was so framed as that

the issue, if they took as purchasers, would have an estate for life

only (a circumstance which is less likely to occur under a will made
or republished since 1837 than auy other), it is conceded that the

leaning to the construction which makes " issue " a word of purchase
would be less strong, and the fate of the devise was, thus far, left

uncertain.

* So, in G-reenwood v. Eothwell (g) the devise was to Jonas [*1276]
Greenwood for life, and after his decease unto all and every the

issue of the body of the said Jonas, share and share alike^ ,^0 A for

as tenants in common, and the heirs of such issue. On a life, with re-

case sent for the opinion of the Court of Common Pleas "s^ueafte'nants

the Judges certified that Jonas Greenwood took only an '" common in

estate for life ; and Lord Langdale, relying on the direc- issue take

tion that the issue should take share and share alike, ^y purchase,

and on the words of limitation superadded, and adverting also to the

absence of a gift in default of issue, affirmed their decision {h).

Again, in Slater v. Dangerfield {€), where the devise was to G. D.

for life, and from and immediately after his decease unto and to the

use of all and every the lawful issue of the said G. D., their heirs and

(ff) 5 M. & Gr. 628, 6 Scott, N. E. 670.

(A) 6 Beav. 492.

(i) 15 M. & Wels. 263. See also Golder v. Cropp, 5 Jur. N. S. 562; Croziert). Crorier, 3
D & War, 373. 2 Con. & L. 309; Montgomery v. Montgomery, 3 Jo. & Lat. 47; Morgan v.

Thomas, 8 Q. B. D. 575. These cases must be considered to have overruled Mogg v. Mogg,
1 Mcr. 654, if at least that case proceeded on the ground that " issue " was to be read as a
word of limitation notwithstanding the addition of words of distribution as well as of words
of limitation. The testator devised the residue of his messuages, &c., equally among the
child or children begotten and to be begotten of S. during his, her, and their life and lives, and
after the decease of such child and children he gave the same unto the lawful issue of such
child and children of S., to hold unto such issue, his, her, and their heirs as tenants in common
without survivorship, and in default of issue over ; the Court of K. B. on a case from Chan-
cery certified that the children of S. took estates taiL But it is impossible to ascertain the

precise ground on which the case was decided. The limitation to the issue, as purchasers, of

children born and to be born would have transgressed the rule against perpetuities ; and pos-
sibly this circumstance ma^ have induced the Court to apply the doctrine of cy-pres, but to

which there seems to be this objection, that it would extend the doctrine (which all agree has
already been carried quite far enough ) to cases in which an estate in fee simple is given to the
issue, in opposition to the rule considered to have been established by the authorities (Vol. I.,

p. 270) ; besides which if the Court saw a very decided reason for holding " issue " to be a word
of purchase, why was not the devise restricted to the children (and the issue of children)

who were born in the lifetime of the testator, as was done (though perhaps unwarrantably) in

certain other devises in the same will, under which the ancestor took an ecjuitable interest

only and the issue a legal remainder (ante. p. 943), which two limitations being of different

quality could not unite by force of the rule in Shelley's case ? In the following cases, the de-

visees were held, having regard to the context of the wills, to take estates tail, viz., Doe d. Can-
non 1). Eucastle, 8 C. B. 876; Kavanagh «. Morland, Kay, 16; Woodhouse ». Herrick, 1 K.
& J. 352; Roddy v. Fitzgerald, 6 H, L. Ca. 823.
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assigns forever, as tenants in common and not as joint-tenants, when
and as he, she, or they should attain his, her, or their age or ages of

twenty-one years. There was no devise over in default of issue, but

the will contained a general residuary devise which would have com-

prised the interest (if any) undisposed of under the first gift. The
Court of Exchequer held that G. D. took an estate for life only, and

relied upon Greenwood v. Eothwell, as being exactly in point,

[*1276] and on Lees v. Mosley as * going even further, inasmuch as

in that case there was what was not found in the case before

the Court, namely, a devise over; for the residuary devise was not

equivalent.

And it has been held that the rule under consideration applies

where in a devise to issue words of distribution are followed by

To children words of limitation appropriate for carrying an estate

and the sur- tail. In Parker v. Clarke (k), where lands were directed

survivor for to be convoycd upon trust for the children 9f the testa-
life, and then toj'g niece during their lives, and for the survivors or
to their lawful . . ,

°
. , . , . , ,. ,.. .

issue, and the survivor of them during their, his,or her lives or life, and

body of such
^'ft^r the decease of the last survivor of the said chil-

issue, with dren, then in trust for all and every the lawful issue

fiers^betw-een
male and female of such of the children of his niece then

the issue. or thereafter to be bom as should be living at the testa-
Held that the , , , . , . j j.-

' ^ a.

children took toi s decease, in equal shares and proportions as tenants
for life. in common and not as joint-tenants, and the heirs of the

body and respective bodies of all and every the issue of the said

children ; and on the death and failure of heirs of the body of any one
or more of the issue of the said children, as well the original share or

shares of him, her, or them so dying, and of whom there should be
such a failure of heirs of the body as aforesaid, as also such share or

shares as should accrue to him, her, or them, or his, her, or their issue,

should be in trust for the survivors and survivor and others or other

of them, if more than one in equal shares as tenants in common and
not as joint-tenants, and for the heirs of the body or respective bodies

of such surviving issue, and for default of issue to inherit under the

preceding limitations, then upon certain other trusts. It was held by
Lord Cranworth, C, affirming the decision of Sir J. Stuart, V.-C, that
the children of the nieces took estates for life only.

So far the rule in question seems to have been firmly established.

And it has in numerous instances been extended, so as to apply to

Doctrine ex- cases where the context of the will contained expres-

S'er''th?oid
®^°°® ^^°^ which the Courts were, under the old law, at

lawof limi- liberty to infer that the fee was intended to pass to the

could be
** issue (J). Thus if a testator devised his "estate " or a

implied. " part " Or " share " of his lands to one for life, and upon
(4) 3 Sm. & G. 161, 6 D. M. & G. 104.

(l) See this subject shortly treated of ante, pp. 11.31, et seq., and more fully discussed in
the 4th Edition of this Work, Vol. II., Ch. XXXIII., pp. 267 et seq.
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his death to his issue or issue male, share and share alike, with a gift

over in default of such issue, the gift was construed as a devise to the

ancestor for life with remainder to the issue in fee as

purchaser (m). So also *where the devise was to one for life [*1277j
with remainder to his issue, to be divided among them as he
should appoint, it was held that the issue took an estate in fee by
implication (n). And a similar implication was held to arise where
there was a devise to A. for life with remainder to his issue as

tenants in common, with a gift over in the event of the issue dying
under twenty-one years of age (o).

It would seem then that, as to devises to one for life with re-

mainder to his issue, when to the words of distribution are super-

added expressions sufficient to carry the inheritance, the

rule may be stated as follows : Where the words of osition to be

distribution together with words which would carry an Reduced from

.
" LIL6 C£LS6S>

estate m fee are annexed to the gift to the issue, the

ancestor takes an estate for life only, and the result is the same
whether the fee is given by the technical words "heirs and as-

signs" (p), or by such words as "estate," "part," "share," &c., oc-

curring in the description of the subject of gift, or by words imposing

a pecuniary charge upon the issue, and whether the gift to the issue

be direct or by implication from a power to appoint to them (q), and
whether there is a gift over on general failure of the issue of the

ancestor (r) or not (s) ; and the same rule applies where the issue

would take an estate tail {t).

Since the rule here laid down applies not only to those cases where

the issue would take the fee under an express limitation to their

"heirs and assigns," but also apparently includes all The result of

other cases where the words are sufficient to give them *^^ .S*"^?
*^

^ . applied to

the fee, and since under the statute 1 Vict. c. 2Q a devise wills made

to issue indefinitely will give the fee to the issue and not ^'""^^ ^®^'^'

an estate for life merely as under the old law, it follows that we must,

in a will made since 1837, construe devises to one for life with re-

mainder to his issue with words of distribution whether there is

(m) Montgomery v. Montgomery, 3 J. & L. 47. See Hockley v. Mawbey, 1 Ves. Jr. 143,

1 R. R. 93. In Harrison v. Harrison, 7 M. & Gr. 938, 8 Scott, N. E., 8li2, the devise was in

similar terms except that there was no gift over. It was held that the ancestors took estates tail.

The decision if not referable to the gi-ound noticed is clearly opposed to the case of Mont-

gomery V. Montgomery and to the current of authority.

(n) Crozier ». Crozier, 3 D. & War. 373, 2 Con. & L. 309; Bradley e. Cartwright, L. K.,

2 C P 511
(o) Doe «. Burnsall, 6 T. R. 30, 3 E. E. 113. See Merest v. James, 4 J. B. Moo. 327, 1 Br.

(p) Lees V. Mosley, 1 Y. & C. 589, ante, p. 1272; Greenwood v. Eothwell, 5 M. & Gr. 628,

6 Scott, N. R. 670, 6 Beav. 492, ante, p. 1275; Slater v. Dangerfield, 15 M. & Wels. 263, ante,

p. 1275; Golderr. Cropp, 5 Jur. N. S. 562.
„ t o t . /,

(o) Crozier v. Crozier, 3 D. & War. 373; Montgomery v. Montgomery, 3 Jo. & Lat. 47;

Bradley v. Cartwright, L. R., 2 C. P. 511, where the statement in the text was approved.

(r) Montgomery v. Montgomery, 3 Jo. & Lat. 47.

(«) Lees V. Mosley, Greenwood v. Eothwell, Slater ». Dangerfield, all cited ante, u. (p).

(t) Parker r. Clarke, 6 D. M. & G. 104, ante, p. 1276.
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[*12783 a gift over or not (u), *in the same maBner as if words

of limitation were superadded, and such devises will then

coincide with those falling within the rule above stated. The law on

this point as to wills made since 1837 will thus be reduced to a very

General rule as Simple general rule,— namely, that every devise to a per-

to such wills, son for life, and after his decease to his issue, in words

which direct or imply distribution between the issue, gives the issue

an estate in fee in remainder by purchase.

It is observable that in Lees v. Mosley (and the same remark applies

to many other cases), it does not distinctly appear whether, in pro-

Whether "
is-

nouncing " issue " to be a word of purchase, the Court

sue," where intended to construe it as synonymous with children,

pm-chlse!is °r as admitting descendants of every degree (x). The
confined to latter, it is presumed, would be its construction in the

absence of a restraining context (y). What amounts to

such a context will be the subject of consideration in the next section,

which this remark will serve to introduce.

VI.— Effect of clear Words of Bzplanation. Issue synonymous
with Sons or Children.— If the testator annex to the gift to the issue

" Issue " ex- words of explanation indicating that he uses the term
plained to « issue " in a special and limited sense, it is of course
mean sons. j_ - j_ t j_ i_i_ j,

restricted to that sense.

As in Mandeville v. Lackey (s), where a testator devised his real

estate in certain counties to M. during his life only, subject

[*1279] * to a certain condition, and after the determination of that

estate to M.'s lawful issue male, and the lawful issue male
of such heirs, the eldest always of such sons of M. to be preferred

before the youngest, according to their seniority in age and priority

(») See ante, p. 1271.
(x) Dalzell v. Welch, 2 Sim. 319, seems to bear upon this point, and favors the more en-

larged construction of the term *'issue."

A moiety of certain real estate was devised to D. for life, remainder to and among his issue
as he should by will appoint, remainder to his issue living at his death, in fee. D. made an ap-
pointment in favor of his children only, though he left also grandchildren and great-grand-
children. Sir L. Shadwell, V.-C, held the appointment to be invalid, on the ground of its

excluding the donee's grandchildren and great-grandchildren, who were objects of the power,
as being included under the denomination of issue. The chief argument for the contrary
construction was founded on a previous part of the will, in which the testator had bequeathed
personalty to A. for life, and, in case she should leave issue living, then to be paid and ap-
plied among such child or children in such proportions, &c. as A. should appoint; and, in
default of appointment, among sack issue in equal shares, and, if but one child, the whole
to be paid to such one; and, in case there should be no issue of A. living at her decease, or
if they should all die before attaining twenty-one, then over. The V.-C. thought that the
word " children " nieant issue in this mstance, for that the testator could not intend that, if
A. left a grandchild and no child, the property should go over. At aU events, as a similar
phraseology was not adopted in the latter part of the will, the word ^^ issue " must be consid-
ered as used in the sense it generally bears. Compare this with Rvan v. Cowley, and Carter
V. Bentall, post, pp. 1279, 1280. And see Hall v. Nalder, 17 Jur^ 224.

(a) As to the mode in which the several degrees of issue take in such cases, see ante,

pp. 946, 947.
'

(2) 3 Eidg. P. C. 352, Hayes's Inq. 145, n. See same principle as to heirs of the body.
Goodtitle d. Sweet v. Herring, 1 East, 264, and other cases stated ante, pp. 1229, et seq.
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in birth, and for want of such lawful issue in M., over : the Court of
King's Bench, Ir., held that M. took only an estate for life, which was
affirmed in the House of Lords, Ir., with the unanimous concurrence
of the Judges, on the ground that the word "issue " was explained to
mean " sons." The L. C. said the subsequent words of explanation
seemed to him to point out the sons of M. by name, as the persons
whom the testator meant by issue male.

So, in Eyan v. Cowley (a), where a testator devised and bequeathed
to trustees freehold and leasehold and other personal property, upon
trust for his daughter for life ; and after her decease the „ j^ ^^ „
rents and profits and interest of money he gave, devised, plained to

and bequeathed to and amongst the issue of his said
™«an cAii(Zre».

daughter lawfully to be begotten, in such shares and proportions as
she should by her last will and testament appoint, provided such child
or children should arrive at the age of twenty-one years ; and for want
of such issue of his daughter, or in case of the death of such issue,

and of the death of his wife, the testator devised all his property to

other persons. It was contended on behalf of the daughter that the
word " issue " was to be construed as a word of limitation, and con-

sequently that she took an estate tail in the freehold, and an absolute

interest in the chattel property. But the L. C. (Sugden) held that

the daughter took a life interest only. "The term 'issue' (he
observed) may be employed either as a word of purchase or of

limitation ; but when the testator adds, ' provided such child or

children shall attain twenty-one, and for want of such issue, then

'

over, he translates his own language, and clearly shows that he uses

the word ' issue ' as synonymous with child or children."

So, in Bradley v. Cartwright (6), where land was devised to S. B.

for life, remainder to trustees to preserve contingent remainders, re-

mainder to the use of all and every the issue, child, or children of the

body of S. B., in such shares, manner, and form as S. B. should

by deed or will appoint, and in default of such * issue over
; [*1280]

it was held that " issue " was explained to mean children.

But in Eoddy v. Fitzgerald (c) the words " if only one child to such

only child " were held insufficient to limit the generality of the term
" issue ;

" for although " issue " included children, it did , „

not follow that it included none besides. The testator explained to

"certainly meant (said Lord Cranworth) that if there mean children,

was only one child that child should take. But that the child would
do consistently with the intention that the estate should go to the

issue through all time of the first taker " {d).

(a) 1 Li. & 6. 7. See also Machell v. Weeding, 8 Sim. i, ante, VoL I., p. 521; Pruen v.

Osborne, 11 Sim. 132; Bradsliaw«. Melling, 19 Beav. 417.

(6) L. E., 2 C. P. 511. See tiiis case observed on by Cotton, L. J., Richardson «. Harri-

son, 16 Q. B. D. 85, 108. See also Farrant v. Nichols, 9 Beav. 327 (personalty) ; and see a
similar construction applied to articles for a settlement, Campbell v. Sandys, 1 Sch. & Lef . 281.

(c) 6 H. L. Ca. 823.

{d) Applying what Lord Eldon said in Jesson v. Wright, with reference to "heirs of the
body," ante, p. 1213.
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But in the previous case of Carter v. Bentall (e), wiiere a testator

gave the- dividends of certain stock to his wife for life, and gave the

„
J.

„ income of the residue of his personal estate and the rents

plained to of his real estate to his daughter for her life ; and after
mea-n children. ^^^ ^^^^^-^ ^f j^-g ^-j^ ^^^ daughter he gave the residue

of his real and personal estate to trustees, upon trust to sell and to

transfer one moiety of the produce to the issue of his daughter in

equal shares, to be paid to them at their respective ages of twenty-

one ; and if only one child then to such one child, for his, her, or their

benefit. And the testator ordered the trustees to lay out the divi-

dends in the maintenance of such " issue ; " and in default of such

issue, over (/) ; Lord Langdale, M. E., held that the word "issue"
was here explained to mean children.

After Roddy v. Fitzgerald, this cannot be considered an authority

upon the construction of such terms in a gift of real estate, unless it

. . can be distinguished by reason of the trust for sale,

between real which certainly seems inconsistent with the existence
and personal j^ tj^e daughter of an estate tail in one moiety. But

personalty differs from realty in this, that it is not de-

scendible but distributable : the use of the word " issue " in a gift of

personalty as an equivalent for " heirs of the body " is, therefore, a

misapplication of it which suggests the probability that it was not

intended to be so used ; and thus the case is freed from the chief

considerations which have prevented the word when used in a gift

of realty from receiving a restricted meaning from the context.

Carter v. Bentall was followed by Sir C. Hall, V.-C, in a

[*1281] * case {g) where personalty was given to A. for life, and after

his death to his issue surviving him, equally if more than

one, and " if but one (i. e., one issue) then for such only child," with a

gift over " in default of issue becoming entitled to " the legacy. And
of course where personalty was bequeathed to several for their lives,

and after the death of each leaving issue her share to be paid to such

issue, if more than one child equally to be divided between them, it

was held that " issue " was explained to mean children (h).

Even a devise of real estate worded as in the last case would, ac-

cording to North V. Martin (i), be construed in like manner. The
case at least would be quite different from Roddy v. Fitzgerald, since

(e) 2 Beav. 551.

( /) The chief discussion was, whether, in respect of the other moiety, a gift over on fail-

ure of issue of the testator's mother and daughter (to whose children no gift was made), the
word " issue " was to be read " children," and it was held not.

(o) Re Hopkins's Trust, 9 Ch. D. 131. See also Swift v. Swift, 8 Sim. 168 (articles for a
settlement). In Stonor v. Curwen, 5 Sim. 264, a testator directed personalty to be settled m
trust for his niece A. for life, but to devolve to her issue at her death, and, failing issue, to his

nephew C. It was held that the trust embraced the children living at the death of A., and
the issue then living of any deceased child or children. It will be observed that this was an
executory trust; and see Lister v. Tidd, 29 Beav. 618.

(h) Bryden v, Willett, L. R., 7 Eq. 472. That in a bequest of personalty to A. for life, re-

mainder to bis issue, " issue " is not a word of limitation. See Ch. XLlV.
(0 6 Sim. 266, stated ante, p. 1229.
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a plurality of children taking as tenants in common would not be
consistent with an estate descending from A.
And of course it is a circumstance favorable to the con-

struction in question, that the testator has in other parts Effect where
r I.- 11 1 ji T „ , ., , ..

^ "issue" and
of his Will used the words "children" and "issue "in- "children"

differently (;fc).
have else-

WDGrG D66Q
Indeed it has been considered to be a conclusive ground "^ed indif-

for construing the word " issue " to mean children, that
*"™''^-

the testator has elsewhere employed it in this limited sense {t).

*But of course the word "issue" will not be cut down to [*1282]
children by the mere circumstance of the words " children "

and " issue " being previously used synonymously, if in those prior
instances there was fair ground to conclude that both terms were
used in the sense of issue (m).

A leading and often-cited example of the word " children " being
used in the sense of issue, is Gale v. Bennett (w), where a testator
gave real and personal estate to his daughter H. for life,

..children"
and remainder to her children at twenty-one ; and, in de- held to mean
fault of such issue, then to his other daughters that "™^"

should be living at the time of the death and failure of issue of H.,
and the child or children of such of his other daughters as should be
dead, as tenants in common in fee ; but such children to take only
their parent's share : but in case there should be none of his other
daughters, nor any issue of his other daughters then living, the tes-

tator bequeathed over the property. H. died childless ; and it was
held that the grandchild of another daughter who died in the life-

time of the testator was entitled, the word " child " and " children "

being here used as synonymous with issue (o).

(i) Ciifshara v. Newland, 2 Bing. N. C. 58, 2 Scott, 105, 2 Beav. 145, 4 M. & Wels. 101.

(0 Eidgeway v. Munkittrick, 1 Dr. & War. 84. In this case Sir E. Sudden said, "It is

a well-settled rule of construction, and one to which from its soundness I shall always strictly

adhere, never to put a different construction on the same word, where it occurs twice or of-

tener in the same instrument, unless there appear a clear intention to the contrary." To
this proposition no objection can be advanced; but it seems not entirely to dispose of the dif-

ficulties attending these cases, for the question still is, what amounts to such " a clear inten-

tion to the contrary" as will take any given case out of the rule. Different minds may (as

the reports abundantly testify) estimate variously the force of context requisite to outweigh
the presumption of similarity of intention from the recurrence of the same expression.
Where a term is in some instances accompanied by an explanatory context, and in other in-

stances not, a Judge may see in the occasional omission of the explanatory phrase sufficient

ground to infer a difference of intention in the respective instances, of which Calzell v. Welch,
2 Sim. 319, ante, p. 1278. n., affords an example. See also Ee Warren's Trust, 26 Ch. D.
208 (settlement). In such cases, the general plan of the will must be regarded. See Clifford

V. Koe, 5 App. Ca. 447. And if we find that the testator's dispositive scheme would be vio-

lated by not giving to any term a uniform construction throughout the will, the argument for

its adoption is very strong. Where the dispositions of the will are of a nature not to afford

any such light, the task of its expounder becomes very embarrassing.
(m) Dalzell i). Welch, 2 Sim. 319, ante, p. 1278, n.; and see further on this point, ante,

p. 952.

(«) Amb. 681, and stated from Beg. Lib. 3 De G. & J. 276. See also Wyth «, Blackman,
1 Ves. 196, ante, p. 952, Amb. 555, nom. Wythe v. Thurlston.

(o) Much stress in the arguments at the 6ar was laid on the fact of there being no child ;

but the inadmissibility of such a principle of construction has been elsewhere shown, ante,

p. 1002.
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The present division will be concluded by the .statement of two

cases of the converse kind, namely, in which the word " issue " has

been used in the restricted sense of children. In one of these, Ellis

Bequest to ''• Sclby {p), a testator bequeathed his funded property
children made upon trust for A. for life, and after his decease, should

prior gift to he have issue lawfully begotten, whether male or female,
"issue."

t(j pay tjj^e interest for the maintenance and education of

such issue, if more than one, share and share alike, and if only one

for the maintenance of such one, during his, her, or their nonage ; and,

on their attaining the age of twenty-one years, to transfer the same

to them if more than one, and if only one then to such one ; and,

after the decease of B. (to whom the testator had given the dividends

on his bank stock for life), he gave the dividends thereof to A. for

the term of his life, and, after his decease, upon trust for the lawful

children, or child if only one, of A. in such manner as he (the testator)

had thereinbefore willed and directed respecting his funded property ;

and, if A. should happen to die without issue male orfemale

[*1283] of his body lawfully * begotten, then over : Sir L. Shadwell,

V.-C, was of opinion that the words " die without issue male

or female " in the bequest over referred to children, the testator hav-

ing clearly explained himself to mean children in the prior gift to

the issue male and female.

The other case referred to is Peel v. Catlow (g-), where a testator

bequeathed one-sixth part of his residuary estate amongst the chil-

"Issue "held dren of his late sister Jane T., to be paid at twenty-one,

to mean and, in case any such child or children should die under

reference to age leaving issue living at his, her, or their decease, their
anotiier gift. shares to be paid to the issue of such child or children

respectively, with a bequest over of the shares of any child or chil-

dren dying in minority without leaving issue, to the survivors and
the issue of any who should have died leaving issue as aforesaid

(such issue to take no greater share than their respective parents

would have been entitled to, if living). And, as to one other sixth

part, upon trust to pay the interest to the testator's sister, Mary C.

;

and, after her decease, to pay and apply the said share unto and
amongst her issue, and to be payable at the like times, and with the

like benefit of survivorship and accruer, and in like manner as is there-

inbefore expressed concerning the sixth part given to the children of his

the testator's late sister Jane T. ; and in case the testator's sister

Mary should die without leaving issue at her decease, or leaving any,

they should die under twenty-one and should leave no issue living at

his, her, or their decease, then over : Sir L. Shadwell, V.-C, was of

opinion that the bequest to the " issue " of the testator's sister Mary
must of necessity be taken to mean children, by force of the terms of

reference to the prior bequest to the children of Jane.

(p) 7 Sim. 352. (}) 9 Sim. 372.
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It may be observed, in support of the construction adopted by the

Court, that the testator had used the word " issue " in the sense of

children in reference to both the share of the children Remark on

of Jane and the share of Mary, namely, in the clauses ^^®' ^- C^^'l"^-

which provided for the event of their respectively dying under age

without issue living at their decease, where it is obvious the word
" issue " necessarily meant children, as a minor could not leave issue

of a remoter degree.

VII. — Devise over in case of Failure of Issue at the Death.— It

remains to be observed, that where a devise to a person and
his * issue (or to him and the heirs of his body (r) ) is fol- [*1284]

lowed by a limitation over in case of his dying without leav-

ing issue living at his death, the only effect of these special
Limitation

words is to make the remainder contingent on the pre- over if the

scribed event. They are not considered as explanatory noTs^s^ue at^''

of the species of issue included in the prior devise (s), *^'s deatli.

and, therefore, do not prevent the prior devisee taking an estate tail

under it (t). The result simply is, that if the tenant in tail has no
issue at his death, the devise over takes elfect : if otherwise, the

devise over is defeated, notwithstanding a subsequent failure of

issue (m).

In Doe d. Gilman v. Elvey (x), the circumstances of there being a

limitation over on failure of issue at the death of the prior devisee

does not appear to have given rise to an argument against an estate

tail. The only doubt, it is conceived, could possibly be, whether it

would have the effect of rendering the remainder expectant on the

estate tail contingent on the event of the devisee in tail leaving no

issue at his death (y). The affirmative, however, seems to be the

(r) Wright v, Pearson, 1 Ed. 119, ante, p. 1206, but where it was not necessary to decide its

effect upon the remainder. Cf. Abram v. Ward, 6 Hare, 165. In Richards ». tavies, 13 C.

B. N. S. 69, 861, where a devise was to A. for life, remainder to such of her children as she

should by will appoint, and in default to her children and the heirs of their bodies in equal

shares, " and in case of the death of A. without leaving any child living at her death, and in

the event of such child or children survivini? her and dying without leaving issue," to testa-

tor's right heirs ; it was held that the express gift in tail to the children was not made con-

tingent'on their surviving A. by the terms of the power (see "Vol. I., p. 619) and of the gift

over.

(s) Spe Hutchinson «. Stephens, 1 Kee. 240. post.

\t) Doe 1). Rucastle, 8 C. B. 876; Marshall v. Grime, 28 Beav. 375. Indeed, in one

instance, we have seen {ante, p. 1259) even an express devise to A. and the issue living at his

death was held to confer an estate tail; but this is a construction which probably would not

be universally acquiesced in.

(m) Eden i. Wilson, 4 H. L. Ca. 257, 281, ante, Vol. I., p. 468.

{x) 4 East, 313, ante, p. 1261.

\y) See an instance of such construction applied to personalty in Lyon ». Mitchell, 1 Mad.

467, where personal estate was bequeathed to A. B., C, and D. as tenants in common, and to

the issue of their respective bodies : but in case of the death of any or either of them without

issue living at the time of his or their respective deaths, then over to the survivors, and to the

issue of their respective bodies. It was held that the bequest passed absolute interests to A.,

R., C, and D , subject to an executory bequest in case of their respectively dying without

leaving issue at their decease.
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better opinion, as the Courts would hardly feel themselves author-

ized, without a context, to reject the clause " living at his decease."

But words of an equivocal import would certainly not have the effect

of subjecting the remainder to such a contingency (s).

(s) See Broadhurst v. Morris, 2 6. & Ad. 1, ante, p. 1237.
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I. — Preliminary Remarks.— The expression whieli forms the sub-

ject of cousideration in this chapter stands pre-eminent for the

number and variety of the questions of construction to general rules

which it has given rise. . The offices assigned to it are of construction

very numerous, and vary, of course, with the context. thewOTT"^

Following a devise to heirs general, a clause of this na- "issue."

ture, we have seen, 1, frequently explains the word "heirs " to mean
heirs special, i. e., heirs of the body, and cuts down the estate com-

prised in the prior devise to an estate tail (a),i if there is ground

for not restraining the term " issue " to issue living at the death (b).

Preceded by a devise indeiinitely, or expressly for life, to the per-

son whose issue is referred to, the words in question (occurring

in a will which was subject to the old law) had the effect of en-

larging such prior devise to an estate tail (b), unless they were

restrained as before suggested, or unless there was an intermediate

devise to some class or denomination of issue to which they could be

referred.

The statute 1 Vict. c. 26, s. 29, provides, " that in any devise or be-

quest of real or personal estate the words ' dio without issue,' or ' die

without leaving issue,' ' have no issue,' or any other words

which may import either a want or failure of issue * of any [*1286]

person in his lifetime or at the time of his death, or an in-

definite failure of his issue, shall be construed to mean a want or fail-

(a) Ante, Vol. I., p. 521. (i) But now see 1 Vict. t. 26, s. 29, infra.

1 See 4 Kent, 276.
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ure of issue in the lifetime or at the time of the death of

1 Yi"'' '"' ^^' such person, and not an indefinite failure of his issue,

Words import- unless a Contrary intention shall appear by the will, iy
ing a failure of

^g^jj^^ of such person having a prior estate tail, or of a pre-

issue living at ceding gift, being, without a7iy implication arisingfrom such

except where words, a limitation of an estate tail to such person or issue,

merely refer- or otherwise ; provided, that this act shall not extend to

cases where such words as aforesaid import if no issue

described in a preceding gift shall be bom, or if there shall be no issue who

shall live to attain the age, or otherwise answer the description required

for obtaining a vested estate by a preceding gift to such issue (c).

It is evident, therefore, that the question, whether words importing

a failure of issue refer to the objects of the preceding devise (which

forms the main topic of the present chapter) may still arise under

wills that are within the statute {d). It will therefore be proper to ex-

amine in detail some of the earlier authorities, and to consider how
far the doctrines thereby laid down are applicable to wills which are

within the existing law. The distinctions which these authorities

present require particular attention, and they will be found upon the

whole to be more easily reducible to a few general propositions than

is commonly supposed.

II.— Construction in regard to Personalty. — In regard to personal

In regard
estate, it seems to be clear that words denoting a failure

to personal of issue, following a bequest to children, refer to the ob-
*"^'^-

jects of that gift.

As in Doe d. Lyde v. Lyde (e), where a term of years was be-

queathed to G. for life, and after his decease to M. for life, and after

Preceded by *^® decease of the survivor to the children of G., share and
a bequest to share alike, and if G. died without issue of his body, then

'™'
over; it was held that there being no child of G. the

ulterior gift took effect.

[*1287J *So, in Salkeld v. Vernon (/), where a testator be-

queathed 1,000^. to his daughter E.'s child or children, to

the number of four ; and if she should have a greater number than
four living at his decease, then he bequeathed 4,000Z. to be divided

— by a be- among the said children who should be so living at his
<i"?9tto

. decease, to be paid at twenty-one; but if his daughter

at testator's should happen to die " without issue," then he bequeathed
death. the Said legacy over. It was contended that the ulterior

(c) See Re O'Bieme, 1 Jo. & Lat. 352; Harris v. Davis, 1 Coll. 416; Green v. Green, 3 De
G. & S. 480 1 Dawson v. Small, L. R., 9 Ch. 681 ; all noticed Ch. XLI., s. i.

(d) See post p. 1312.

(e) IT. K. 593. See also Att.-Gen. v. Bayley, 2 B. C. C. 553; Vanderguchl v. Blake, 2
Ves. Jr. 534; Farthing v. Allen, 2 Mad. 310 (bnt as to which see post); Robinson v. Hunt,
i Beav. 4S0; Cormaok v. Copous, IT Beav. 397; Re Wyndham's Trusts, L. R.. 1 Eq. 290 ;

Re Sanders' Trusts, id. 675; per Parker, V.-C, Brvan v. Mansion, 5 De G. & S. 737. But
Dee alflo per Lord Cottenham, post, p. 1289, and per Turner, L. J., post, p. 1292, and 4 D. M.
& G. 88. (/) 1 Ed. 64.
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bequest was void, being after a general failure of issue ; but Lord
Northington held that it was a legacy to the children, if there were

any, living at his decease, and, if not, to the substituted legatees.

And a similar doctrine prevailed in Malcolm v. Taylor {g), though
the trust for children was confined to those who attained a prescribed

age ; but the construction was considered to be aided by
^^

an expression in the context. The testator gave certain issue as afore-

lands and all the residue of his money in the funds to his said," held
to l'6l6r to

mother and his sister M., for their lives and the life of objects of

the survivor, and, after the decease of the survivor, to P"<"" c?"tin-

such of the children of M. as she by d,eed or will should

appoint ; and, in default of appointment, to be equally divided among
the said children, their heirs and assigns ; the funded property to be

an interest vested in and paid to them or the survivors or survivor,

being sons at twenty-one, or being daughters at twenty-one or mar-

riage. And in case M. should die without issue of her body lawfully

begotten, then the testator devised the estate to the children of

A. in fee ; and in case M. should die without issue as aforesaid, the

testator gave the residue of his money in the funds to J., and after

his decease to his (testator's) eldest son. M. died unmarried ; where-

upon a doubt arose as to the validity of the bequest over to J., which
of course failed if the words referred to an extinction of issue at any
time. It was held by Sir J. Leach, M. K., and afterwards by Lord
Brougham, that the words " without issue as aforesaid " meant with-

out such issue of M. as were objects of the preceding gift of the

funded property, i. e., the children ; his Honor observing, that it was

a reasonable intendment that a subsequent limitation is meant to take

effect upon failure of the prior gift, and is a substitution in that

event. This was the plain intention of the testator with respect to

the real estate ; and it was to be supposed, when real and personal

estate were given together, that the testator had the same

intention with * respect to the funded property and the real [*1288]

estate. In Lord Brougham's judgment there is much criti-

cism on the words "as aforesaid" (A), which he considered to refer,

not to the objects of the immediately preceding devise, but to the

more remote antecedent, the legatees of the stock, which seems to

have been rather a nice question.

Where the prior gift is expressly to " issue," though restricted by

the context to issue of a particular class, or existing at a prescribed

period, it seems more obvious to apply to the objects of such prior

gift the words importing a failure of issue (the term being identical

in both clauses), than where the prior gift is in favor of children.

Thus, in Leeming v. Sherratt (i), where a testator bequeathed to

(a) 2 R. & My. 416.

(A) As to these words, see also Walker v. Petchell, 1 C. B. 65, stated post, p. 1297.

(i) 2 Hare, 14, following Tanet v. Gaunt, 1 P. W. 432 and Hockley v. Mawbey, 1 Ves. Jr.

143, both stated Ch. XLI., s. ii., subs. 2, post, p. 1337.
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each of his children 1,000Z., to be paid at twenty-one, but as to the

girls one-half to be placed o)it at interest, to be secured

be referential fI'om the Control of any husband, the interest in the mean
to prior gift time to be paid to them, and the principal to be disposed

of in such manner as they might direct to their issue

;

hut in case they should die without issue, the testator gave the prin-

cipal among the survivors of his children ; Sir J. Wigram, V.-C, was
of opinion that the original bequest applied to issue living at the

death of the children, and that the gift over, on the failure of "issue,"

referred to the same objects.

In two earlier cases, however, a different construction seems to

have prevailed. Thus, in Andree v. Ward {k), where a sum of 5,000^.

Words held in stock was bequeathed to A. for life, and in case he
an executory should marry any woman with 1,000^. fortune, then the

refer to prior testator's will was that the 5,000^. should be settled on
objects. iiis -wife and the issue of such marriage ; but in case A.

died leaving no issue of his body lawfully begotten, then over : Sir T.

Plumer, M. R., was of opinion that " issue " in the ulterior gift could

not be confined to issue of such marriage as before mentioned, and
that therefore A. having left issue not of such a marriage, the gift

over failed.

The strong tendency of the more recent cases towards the refer-

ential construction suggest a doubt whether the doctrine of this case

would now be followed.

[*1289] *So, in Campbell v. Harding (I), where a testator be-

queathed to his adopted daughter, Caroline H., 20,000Z. Con-

sols, and his house and landed property at Culworth ; but in ease of
her death without lawful issue, then the testator willed the money so

Eeferential
^®-^* *° ^^^ *° ^® equally divided betwixt his nephews

construction and nieces who might be living at the time (m), and the
rejec e .

land, &c., at Culworth to his nephew J. H. ; and the tes-

tator requested his friends C. and S. to be guardians for Caroline H.,

and if she married it must be with their consent, and " the property to

be solely settled upon herself and her children, and in no way charged

or alienated." It was contended that the words " death without law-

ful issue " in this case meant death withdut having had any such is-

sue as would have taken under the settlement subsequently directed

by the testator, and not death without issue indefinitely ; but it was
held by Sir L. Shadwell, V.-C, and afterwards by Lord Brougham,

and ultimately in the House of Lords (where the case was very

elaborately argued), that the words could not be restricted, and conse-

quently that Caroline H. (who had died unmarried) became absolutely

(k) 1 Eu8S. 260. In Allanson v. Clithcrow, 1 Ves. 24 (an executory trust of realty), the

gift over on death without issue was also held non-referential in like circumstances.

(I) 2 R. & My. 390, 8 Bli. N. S. 469, 2 CI. & Fin. 421 (Candy v. Campbell).

\m) See t. c,' cited Ch. XLI, s. ii.
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entitled to the stock. Lord Brougham considered that the introduc-

tion of the direction to settle the stock on the marriage of the legatee

did not vary or affect the construction which was to obtain in the

alternative event of her not marrying at all (n).

The frame and language of the will in this case were peculiar, and
it must not be considered as intrenching on the general principle of

construction exemplified in the preceding cases. That Remark on

principle was recognized and forcibly stated by Lord Cot- Campbell v.

tenham in EUicombe v. Gompertz (o), where he held that l^^^ cotten-

the words " from and immediately after the decease of all ham's state-

,1 T T J. . T T T ») ment of the
the sons and grandsons of my said son J. J." were con- general

fined to such sons and grandsons as were embraced by the doctrine,

preceding gifts, a construction which supported the validity of

the ulterior gift (^). * He thus stated the general doctrine : [*1290]

"Provision is made for certain members of a class answer-

ing a particular description, and then a gift over is made on failure

of the class. If it be clear that the whole of the class were not to

take, the gift over, though made to depend on the failure of the whole

class, will be construed to take place upon the failure of that descrip-

tion of the class who were to take ; and, on the other hand, if. it

appear that all the class were intended to take, although some only

are enumerated, and the gift over be upon the failure of the whole

class, the Court will adopt such a construction as will extend the

benefit in the best way the law will admit to the whole class.''

So, in Triokey v. Triekey (^), where a testator bequeathed the

residue of his personal estate to his daughter A. for life, and after

her decease to her children at twenty-one : and in case „ ,
WoTus bsld

any of such children should die under twenty-one, and to refer to

have one or more children who should survive A. and live objects of

to attain the said age, the last-mentioned children should

be entitled to their parents' share
;
provided that, in case any child

of A. should die under twenty-one, his, her, or their share or shares

should go to the survivors of the said children, and the issue of any

deceased child or children who should marry and die under the said

age; provided further, that if there should'he no child of A., or there

being any, such, no one child living to attain the age of twenty-one

(n) This case was cited as a leading authority by K. Bruce, T.-C, in; Pye v. Linwood, 6

Jur. 618) and by Bacon, V.-C, in Fisher v. Webster, L. E.. 14 Eq. 28^. But in the former

case it was unnecessary m the events which had happened to decide whether the words

importing a failure of issue applied to the objects of the preceding bequest to " children " or

extended to issue indefinitely ; the case therefore has reallj' no connection with the present

subiect of discussion. The material question was, whether the words referred to issue living

at the death (vide next chapter), which construction the Court (it is considered most properly)

negatived. In Fisher »., 'Webster, the prior bequest being to A. and her children jointly, the

simply referential construction of the gift over if A. should die without issue was of course

inapplicable.

(of 3M. &Cr. 127.

\p) The will was found too long and special for insertion.

(?) 3 My. & K. 560.

VOL.. II. 28
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years, nor leave any issue who should attain thereto, then over : Sir

J. Leach, M. E.., held that the gift over must be intended to take

effect on failure of the former gifts ; and as such former gifts were

confined to those grandchildren who should survive (and who should

therefore necessarily have been born in the lifetime of) the daughter,

the ulterior bequest was valid {r).

In Westwood v. Southey (s)", a very material distinction was drawn
by Sir E. Kindersley regarding those cases where, by express direction,

or by the true construction, of the will, the death of the

[*1291] first taker without issue means without issue living * at his

death (t). He said :
" It is true that where there is a legacy

to one for life, and after his death to his children, with a gift over if

he die without issue, and there is nothing to restrain those words, the

words 'without issue' are limited to the issue before

distinction mentioned. But the ground on which the Court has used
where tiie violence with the words and interpolated the word ' such

'

CTift over 13 on
deatii without is this, that if there were no restriction on the generality

the'death"^
*' °^ *^® words ' dying without issue,' the limitation over

would be void. But when the dying without issue is

either in terms, or by the proper construction, limited to dying with-

out issue living at the death, there is no reason for interpreting the

words as meaning 'such issue as before mentioned.' I am not aware
of any case in which a legacy being given to one for his life, with

remainder to his children, and a gift over if he dies without issue, in

the sense of issue living at his death, the limitation has been re-

stricted to issue before mentioned. Such a construction might, in

fact, wholly defeat the testator's intention; for the tenant for life

might have an only child who might attain twenty-one, marry and
have children, and die before the tenant for life, and then the child

and the issue of that child would be excluded." In the case before

him the V.-C. acted upon the distinction, although the effect was to

divest a previously vested gift to the children.

In Pride v. Fooks (u), where the bequest was in trust for such child

or children as the testator's niece and two nephews should leave at the

time of their respective deceases, one-third to the child or children of each
(but not giving life interests to the parents), and in case the niece or

either of the nephews should happen to die without leaving any chil-

dren or child lawfully begotten, her or his third part to be paid to

(r) Although in Ellicombe «. Gompertz, and Trickey «. Trickey, above stated, the expres-
sion which connected the prior and ulterior gifts did not correspond with that which is the
subject of the present chapter

;
yet, as the general principle was mticli discussed, and as these

cases exemplify the application of the doctrine to bequests of personalty, they appeared to call
for insertion in this place. Ellicombe e. Gompertz was cited as a lead'ing authority by Sir J.
Wigram, in Leeming v. Sherratt, 2 Hare, 14, ante, p. 1288; see also Hillersdon v. Lowe, 2
Hare, 355; Cardigan v. Curzon-Howe, L. E., 9 Eq. 358 (settlement of family plate).

(«) 2 Sim. N. S. 202. See also Walker v. Mower, 16 Beav. 865.

(t) The V.-C. repeated this statement of the rule in Madden v. Ikin, 2 Dr. & Sim. 213. So
Parker, V,-C., Bryan v. Mansion, 5 De G. & S. 737.

(ti) 4 Jur. N. S. 678, 3 De G. & J. 252.
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the children or child of the other or others leaving children or a child,

in equal proportions if more than one, and in case all of them the

nephews and niece should happen to die without leaving (x) any issue

lawfully begotten, in trust for the children of X. then living and the

issue of his children then dead, equally per stirpes. Neither of the

nephews left any child at his death, nor did the niece, but the niece

left grandchildren. It was held by Sir J. Romilly, M. R., that

"issue" in the gift over was not to be restricted to "children,"

and that there was ^n intestacy. He approved and
* relied much on the V.-C.'s distinction. On appeal, the [*1292]

decision was affirmed by K. Bruce and Turner, L. JJ., upon
the construction of the particular will, " children " being strongly con-

trasted with " issue," and there being, not a series of limitations to

take effect in succession, but only two sets of concurrent contingent

limitations. Sir Gr. Turner said he would not give any opinion upon
Westwood V. Southey.

Referring to the general doctrine, the L. J. said :
" Amongst the

cases on the point, which are almost innumerable, may be placed on

the one side Malcolm v. Taylor and Ellicombe v. Grompertz,

and on the other Andree y. Ward and Campbell v. Hard- ^^^l g^™al'

ing. If the primary limitation be in favor of children, doctrine M'

and be so expressed that they take immediate vested in- > •

terests, and there be a limitation over in default of issue, it is not

difficult to see reasons for construing default of issue to mean de-

fault of children; for if there be no child, there can be no other

issue, and if there be a child the child will take the whole, and there

will be nothing to limit over ; but where the primary limitation is so

expressed that there may be issue who may not take under it, as in

the case of gifts to children to vest at twenty-one, it is not so easy to

see the reasons on which this construction has prevailed. It is true

that by adopting the construction the limitations are made to follow

in regular order and succession, but it is equally true that the gen-

eral terms in which the limitation over is expressed, prove that

there has been some omission or some mistake on the part of the tes-

tator, and the difficulty seems to be to determine what the omission

or mistake has been, whether it has been in the gift over not having

been limited, or in the primary gift not having been extended." He
had endeavored to extract some definite rule from the authorities,

but the result of them was that each case depended on the construc-

tion of the particular will, and that no general rule could be laid

down.

But of course, although the primary gift is so expressed that there

may be issue who may not take under it, the context may show that

the omission or mistake is not in that gift, but in the gift over. This

(x) This as to personalty meant leaving at their deaths, see Ch. XLL, d. ii.
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was considered to be the case in E.e Merceron's Trusts (y), wliere a

testator gave a legacy to eacli of his two daughters for life, and after

her death unto and equally among all and every such child

[*1293J and children she might happen to leave * at her decease ; and
in case she should die without issue, then to such persons and

in such manner as she should by will appoint. The will then con-

tained a gift of residue to the testator's son. The daughter died,

leaving grandchildren but no child living at her death. It was held

by Sir E. Malins, V.-C, that " die without issue " meant such issue,

as was before mentioned, namely, children living at the daughter's

decease ; and, there being none, that the power to appoint had arisen.

The V.-C. thought it perfectly clear that, as the children of the daugh-

ters who were the primary objects of the disposition could not take,

the next object of the testator's bounty was the daughter herself, who,

if she had no children or only children who could not take, was to

have the absolute dominion over the fund.

Where the words are not "in default of issue" simply, but "in

default of such issue," it is clear that whatever be the class of issue

In default of included in the preceding gift, whether children, sons, or
such issue. daughters, and whatever the extent of interest given to

those objects, the bequest over in default of such issue is construed to

mean in default of such children, sons, or daughters (s). And if the

prior gift is confined to children who survive their parent, a gift over

in default of such issue, or (which is the same) of issue becoming en-

titled, means in default of children who survive their parent (a).

III.— Construction in regard to real Estate. — 1. Where the Expres-

sion is " such Issue."— With regard to real estate also (bearing in

1. "Default of mind that, where the referential construction is adopted,
such issue." tjje rules laid down in the earlier decisions still apply),

it is clear that the words " in default of such issue," following an ex-

press devise to any particular branch of issue, as children, son's, or

daughters, will be construed to refer to the issue before described

;

that is, as meaning in default of "such" children, sons, &c. (b). And
in cases of this class (as distinguished from those which form the

subject of the next section), this rule prevails, whether the objects

of such preceding devise take estates of inheritance, or only estates

for life (c).

(i/) i Ch. D. 182 (will dated 1838, but the Wills Act was not referred to). It is clear that
where words importing failure of issue refer to the objects of the preceding gift, the construcr
tion is not affected bv the change in the law.

(z) Maddox V. Staines, 2 P. W. 421, 3 B. P. C, Toml. 108 ; Stanley v. Leigh, 2 P. W. 685;
and see 3 M. & Cr. 153.

(n) Ke Hopkins' Trusts, 9 Ch. D. 131.

(i) Lethieullier v. Tracer, Amb. 204, 220; Denn d. Briddonr. Page, 11 East, 603, n., 3 T.
E. 87, n; Hay i). Lord Coventry, 3 T. E. 83, 1 E. E. 662; Doe d. Comberbach v. Perryn, id;

484; Goodtitle d. Sweet v. Herring, 1 East, 264; and other cases, ante, p. 1229.

(c) A limitation over in default of issue, following an estate in fee to children or any other
particular branch of issue, operates as an alternative contingent remainder which is defeated
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* The reported cases supply numerous examples of such [* 1294]
kind.

In Doe d. Comberbach v. Perryn {d), Eex v. Marquess of Stafford (e)

and Foster v. Hayes (/) the words " in default of such
preceded b

issue " following a devise to children in fee were held to a devise to

refer to such children.
chMven in fee

;

In Doe d. Tooley ». Gunniss {g) and Doe d. LiversageiJ. Vaughan (A)

the same construction was given to a devise to children (without words
of limitation), with a devise over "on failure of such _ to children

issue;" and also in Ashley v. Ashley (i), where a simi- for life;

lar devise was followed by the words, for " want of such issue."

In Denn d. Briddon v. Page {k), the limitations of the will were to

the first and other sons in tail male in strict settlement, and in default

of such issue to all and every the daughters (without —to daughters

words of limitation), and in default of such issue, over ;
*<»' ''f«;

Lord Mansfield held that the daughters took estates for life only
;

but he said, " If, after the limitation to the daughters, the words had
been, ' and if they die without issue,' we would have implied an estate

tail (l) ; but here the words are ' such issue,' which can only mean the

issue before mentioned." Hay v. Earl of Coventry (m) was precisely

similar.

So, in Doe d. Phipps v. Lord Mulgrave (n), where the devise being

to the first and every other son in tail male, "failure of such issue "

over, the latter words were treated as merely referring to _ to sons in

the preceding devise. *"" ""^'^ i

Again, in Foster v. Eomney (o), where the devise was to A. for

life, and after his decease to his sons successively (without
* words of limitation), and in default of such issue, over ; it [* 1295]
was held that A. and his sons took for life only, the words _ to gong
" such issue " meaning such sons. for "fe.

the moment that, by birth of a child or other issue taking under the previous limitation in fee,

such limitation in fee becomes vested. On the other hand, a limitation over in default of
issue, following an estate for life or in tail given to the issue, is construed as a vested re-

mainder expectant on the estate for life or in tail, and is not defeated by the birth of issue, but
takes effect upon the determination of the estates for life or in tail limited to them. It is clear,

therefore, that, according as the issue take, (1) in fee, (2) in tail, or (3) for life, the words in

default of issue mean, — (1) if there never are any issue; (2) if there never are any issue, or
being such, upon their deaths and the failure of their issue inheritable under the estate tail;

(3) if there never are anv issue, or being such, upon their deaths.

(d) 3 T. E. 484, 1 R. fe. 757.

(e) 7 East, 521.

(/) 2 Ell. & Bl. 27, 4 Ell. & Bl. 717.

(o) 4 Taunt. 313.

(h) 1 D. & Rv. 62, 5 B. & Aid. 464.

(i) 6 Sim. 358.

(k) 3 T. R. 87, n., 11 East, 603, n.

(/) See Wight v. Leigh, 15 Ves. 564; Parr e. Swindels, 4 Russ. 283; both stated post.

(to) 3 T. R. 83, 1 R. R. 652.

(«) 5 T. R. 320, 2 R. R. 607.

(o) 11 East, 694. See also Goodright d. Llovd o. Jones, 4 M. & Sel. 88; Purcell e. Purcell,

2 D. & War. 219, n. ; Bridger v. Ramsey, 10 Hare, 320; Bevan u White, 7 Ir. Eq. Rep. 473;
Ee Arnold's Estate, 33 Bear. 163; Re Pollard's Estate, 3 D. J.& S. 541.
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These decisions must be considered as overruling Lomax v. Holm-
den {p), and Evans d. Brook v. Astley {q) unless the latter cases can

Remarks on ^® referred to their special circumstances. Lord Ken-
Robinson ». yon (r) certainly so treated the latter. Robinson v. Eob-

». Grew, Frank inson (s), would be in the same predicament, were it not
». Stovin. tjia^ tj,e word " son," in the devise in that case, appears

to have been regarded as a word of limitation {t), and consequently the

first taker was properly held to be tenant in tail, without imposing on
the subsequent words, " in default of such issue," the office of confer-

ring that estate, to which, indeed, upon every sound principle of con-

struction, they appear to be inadequate. The cases just stated,

establishing that expression to be purely referential, are decisive

authorities against the stress which in some parts of the discussion of

Eobinson v. Robinson was laid on these words.

" Such heirs " ^^ where there was a devise to one for life, remainder
preceded by to her SOUS and daughters in fee, but should she die with-

fnd daughters out having suoh heirs over, the words " such heirs " were
in fee. hoidi. to refer to the sons and daughters (u).

Of course where the word " issue," occurring in an express devise

to issue, is therein explained to mean children, the words " in default,

or for want of such issue," immediately following, are construed in de-

fault of such children {v).

But in one instance the word " such issue," preceded by a devise to

first and other sons and their heirs, were held to refer to the heirs of

" Such issue " the sons. Thus, in Lewis d. Ormond v. Waters (w),
preceded by a where the devise was to the testator's eldest son for life,

and other sons remainder to a trustee to preserve contingent remainders,
and their heirs, remainder to the first and other sons of the testator's eldest son

and their heirs, and /or want of such issue, to his second son B. for life,

with similar remainders ; it was held that the word " issue " in the

limitation over referred to the heirs of the sons, and consequently

that they took successive estates tail, which would effectuate the appar-

ent intention of the testator to continue the estates in his family.

This is a strong case, inasmuch as there was an antecedent

[*1296] * class of issue to which the clause might have been applied

;

but as the words " first and other " evidently imported that

R a k on
*^^ SOUS were to take successively (x), there was no mode

Lewis V. of giving effect to the intention except to cut down the
Waters.

^^^ simple of the sons to an estate tail.

(p) 1 Ves. 296.

(o) 3 Burr. 1570.

(r) 3 T. E. 87, 1 R. E. 654.

(s) 1 Burr. 38, 3 B. P. C. Toml. 180.

(0 See Lord Kenvon's judgment in Doe v. Mulgrave, 5 T. E. 323, 2 R. R. 608.

(m) Policy V. Polfey, 29 Beav. 134.

(«) Ryan v. Cowlev, 1 LI. & G. 7.

(w) 6 East, 337.

(x) See Kershaw v. Kershaw, 13 Ell. & Bl. 845; Cradook ». Cradock, 4 Jur. N. S. 656,

ante, p. 1117. As to the force of " successively," see Ginger v. White, infra.
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Again, in Biddulph v. Lees (y), a devise to A. for life, and to his

sons in tail male successively, and for default of such issue to B. and

C. and their sons in like manner ; and for default of such

issue to the daughters of A. and their heirs forever as contooiied'by

tenants in common, and for default of suck issue to the subsequent

daughters of B. and C. in like manner (which it was ad- an estate '
°

mitted by the Court would per se have given an estate in ^''jl '°
'^^

fee simple to the daughters of A.) was held to create an
estate tail in the daughters on the ground that the testator had ex-

pressly interpreted his meaning by a shifting clause which provided
that if any daughter became a nun, the use declared in her favor

should cease, and that " the person next in reversion to take accord-

ing to the aforesaid limitation should, immediately thereupon, enter

upon and enjoy the premises as he would have been entitled to hold
and enjoy the same in case the person so entering into religion had
been then dead without issue of her body."

In Ginger d. White v. White (s), Willes, C. J., read a devise to chil-

dren and their heirs successively as conferring an estate tail only (a),

though he distinctly held, as we shall presently see, that Eemarks

the subsequent words, importing a failure of issue, re- "" doctrine

ferred to the children themselves (b). He seems even to Ginger ».

have thought that a gift over in default of male children ^i"'^-

to female children, and in default of female children to a person who
was their cousin, explained heirs to mean heirs of the body, " because

the male children could not die without heirs if any of their sisters

were living, and the female children could not die without heirs if the

cousin were living " (c) : but he evidently confounded a remainder with

an alternative limitation ; in other words, he failed to distinguish be-

tween a devise over if the children should die without heirs, and a

devise over if there should be 710 children. With the latter the doc-

trine to which he refers has no connection.

* Even where the prior devise embraces a single child only, [*1297]

the words " for want of such issue " are construed for

want of such child, and have not the effect of conferring ^^ devisees

an estate tail on the parent of that child (d). in favor of a

The words " as aforesaid," may have the same force

as the word " such." Thus, in Walker v. Petchell (e) the testator

devised land in trust for his wife for life, remainder in trust for all

and every such one or more of the child or children whether male

(y) Ell. Bl. & Ell. 289.

(z) Willes, 352, stated post, p. 1298.
(ri) See also Hennessey v. Bray, 33 Beav. 96, ante, p. 1170.

(b) See post, p. 1298.
(c) See as to this doctrine, ante, p. 1175. '

(d) Ooe 17. Charlton, 1 Scott, N. R. 290, 1 M. & Gr. 429, ante, p. 1254 ; Boydell v. Go-
lightly, 14 Sim. 327 ; Ashburner v. Wilson, 17 Sim. 204.

(e)'lC. B. 652.
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Words "a3 Or female of the said wife lawfully begotten, for such

equMen'tto estates, &e., as the wife should appoint, and in default

"such." of appointment, in trust for the children as tenants in

common in fee, " but in case his wife should happen to die without

leaving lawful issue as aforesaid," then over ; it was held that the

words " issue as aforesaid " meant children, and, therefore, that the

gift over was not too remote.

In this state of the authorities, then, the proposition seems unde-

niable that the phrase " in default of such issue," " for want of such

General posi-
issue," or "on failure of such issue," following a devise

tion deducibie to any class of issue, or even to any individual child or
rom e cases,

^^jj^gj. descendant, is simply and exclusively referential,

and does not enlarge, or in any manner affect any of the prior estates.

It is true that in Doe d. Harris v. Taylor (/) it was held on the au-

thority of Evans v. Astley (gi), which is overruled, and of Clements v.

Doe V Ta lor
I'^ske (A), which it is submitted is not in point, that the

opposed to
' words " for default of such first issue " did not mean for

ot er cases.
default of such "firsi son " as took under the previous

limitation, but " for default of issue of such first son," and therefore

that the first son took an estate tail. But Sir J. Eomilly, M. E., de-

clined to follow this decision (i), and it is submitted that it cannot be
supported.

In Chorlton v. Craven, already stated (j), it was impossible to read

the gift over " for want of such lawful issue of the name of C. either

Eeferentiai by Thomas or James " as simply referring to the sons

excM^d b?
'^^° ^^^^ objects of the preceding devise, for the sons

context. of James were not objects of that devise. The intention,

it was said, plainly was that the estate should not go over to the

daughters until all the issue male of Thomas had been pro-

[*1298] vided for ; to * effectuate which it was considered an estate

tail might be implied in Thomas in remainder after the

estate tail male previously limited to his sons (k). Sufflcient opera-

tion it was thought was given to the word "such" by referring

it to the word " male " in the previous devise,— the intention that

Thomas's entail should descend in the male line, being also mani-

fested by the express desire to preserve the name of C. This con-

struction by parity of reasoning enabled them to give the same estate

tail in remainder to James (l), and the ultimate remainder to the

daughters followed as a vested remainder, and completed the scheme
of the will.

(/) 10 Q. B. 718.

(g) Ante, p. 1295.

(h) Ante, Vol. I., p. 456, n.

(i) Re Arnold's Estate, 33 Beav. 163.

( )') Ante, p. 1253, and (same devise) Parker v. Tootal, 11 L. J. Ca. 143.

(h) This construction was thought to have the greater weight as it accounted for the ante-
cedent decisions of K. B. and of Lord Eldon ; but, as already stated, no final opinion was
expressed upon it, ante, p. 1254, n. (i).

(I) As to this see Vol. 1., p. 521,
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IIL— 2. Construction where the Expression is " Issue " simply. —
It is well settled also, that -words importing a failure of issue (with-

out the word " such "), following a devise to children in 2. In default of

fee simple or fee tail, refer to the objects of that prior
{^"tho^Tthe^'^

devise, and not to issue at large.^ -word " such ").

Thus, in Ginger d. White v. White (ni), where a testator devised

a house to his son J. (subject to an undivided interest given to a
daughter during widowhood), and after the determination of that

estate to the 'male children of J. successively, one after another, as

they should be in priority of age, and to their heirs ; and in default

of such male children, to the female children of J. and their heirs ;

and in ease J. should die without issue, then over to the testator's

grandson W. and his heirs. One question was, whether the last

words in italics did not give an estate tail by implication ; and it was
held that they did not. Willes, C. J., said that the word " issue "

meant such issue as the testator had mentioned before, and he could

mean no other, for he had devised the estate before to all J.'s sons

and daughters. It seems that the learned Judge considered that

the children took estate tail, on a ground which has been already

alluded to (n).

So, in Goodright d. Docking v. Dunham (o), where a testator de-

vised to his son J. for life, and after his death to all and every his

children equally and their heirs ; and in case his son died

* without issue, then unto his (the testator's) two daughters [*1299]

and their heirs ; Lord Mansfield without hesitation held

that the limitation over was the same as if it had been
^fer'\o'chil'"

" in case the son had died without children." dren objects of

Again in Malcolm v. Taylor {p), where a testatrix de- P™"^ '^®"^^-

vised (among other things) the moiety of an estate in Jamaica to her

mother, and her sister Maria Taylor, for their lives, and the life of

the survivor, and after the decease of the survivor, to such of the

children of Maria Taylor as she by deed or will should appoint ; and

in default of appointment, then the said moiety to be divided equally

between the said children, their heirs and assigns forever ; and if but

one then to such one child, his or her heirs and assigns forever ; and

in case the said Maria Taylor should die without issue of her body

lawfully begotten, then the testatrix devised the moiety in question

(m) Willes, 348 ; Cnrmack v. Copous, 17 Beav. 397 ; Peyton v. Lambert, 8 Ir. Com. Law
Kep. 485 ; Towns v. Wentworth, 11 Moo. P. C. C. 526 ; see Bowen v. Lewis, 9 App. Ca. 890.

(n) Ante, p. 1296.

(0) Doug. 264.

(/)) 2 R & My. 416. See also Doe ». Selby, 2 B. & Cr. 926, ante, Vol. I., p. 834 ; Tarbuck

V Tarbuck, post, p. 1301 ; Hale v. Pew, 25 Beav. 335 ; Maden i). Taylor, 45 L. J. Ch. 569,

572.

1 Daley v. Koons, 90 Penn. St. 246 ; Sheets's Estate, 52 Penn. St. 257, 268.
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over to other persons : it was considered clear that these words re-

ferred to the children who were the objects of the prior devise (g-).

So, in Baker v. Tucker (r), where the devise was to the testator's

natural son John for life, with remainder to the first and other sons

of John successively in tail mode, and in default of such issue,

[*1300] to the daughters of John and their heirs as tenants in * com-

mon, and in default of issue of the said John, to the testator's

"Default of right heirs; it was urged that, wherever any chasm of

issue " referred evButs occurs between the actual limitations to the chil-

prevkus'e^-"^ dren, and that upon which the gift over is made to de-

tates tail. pend, an estate tail in the parent whose issue is referred

to in the gift over ought to be implied to fill up the chasm, and that

an estate tail general ought therefore to be here implied in John to

fill up the chasm occasioned by the absence of a provision for the

female issue of his sons ; such estate to be in remainder after the

estates expressly given to his daughters, which for that purpose must

be cut down to estates tail (s). But it was held in the House of

Lords that the case was covered by Blackborn v. Edgley (t), where,

the limitations being precisely similar (except that the limitation to

the daughters was expressly in tail, and would therefore have re-

quired no cutting down in order to admit a remainder by implica-

tion), the referential construction prevailed : John therefore took an

estate for his life only.

Again, in Gaymour v. Pigge (m) where the testator devised copy-

holds to his wife for life, remainder to his daughter for life, remain-

(q) In the unreported case of Clonmert v. Whitaker, (8tli August, 1807, MS., with a note
of which the Author has been favored), a testator devised unto his three sons, Thomas, George,
and John, share and share alilte, all his freehold, leasehold, and personal estate and effects. And
he also further bequeathed, that, in case of the demise of either of his said sons, the said es-

tate should be equally divided between his surviving sons ; and if his sons had issue, his (the
son's) child or children should be entitled to the father's share. And in case they all died
without issue, then his freehold estate or estates situated in South Street, Peckham, should
devolve to the heirs of his late brother Thomas, to be equally divided. The three sons suf-

fered a common recovery, and the question, on a bill for specific performance filed by a per-
son who claimed under the recovery and had contracted for the sale of the estate, was,
whether the fee simple was acquired Sy their recovery. The Judges of C. P. (on a case from
Chancery) certified that Thomas, George, and John who suffered the recovery, took such an
estate as would have enabled them to make a good title, whereupon Lord Eldon decreed the
specific performance of the contract.

It seems unnecessary to assume that the three sons were held to be tenants in tail contrary
to the rule of construction deducible from the three last cases. The devise was sufficient to

carry the fee to the three sons by force of the word " estate ;
" and all the subsequent limita-

tions may be read as to be substituted only in case the sons died in the testator's lifetime,

leaving their estates absolute if they survived him. But supposing this not to be so, the sons
acquired a good title by the recovery quacunque via : for if they were tenants in tail the en-
tail was barred by it; if tenants for life with remainder (adopting the referential construction)

to their children by purchase, stjU, as there do not appear to have been any children born
when the recovery was suffered, the remainder was destroved and a fee acquired bv the sons.

(r) 3 H. L. Ca. 106. See also Watkins v. Frederick, li H. L. Ca. 358. 370.

(s) Citing Doe v. Halley, 8 T. R. 5, stated post.

(t) 1 P. W. 600. This case was alleged arg. to be misreported, and extrac'ts from R. L.
were cited to show that the gift over there was one from which in no case could an estate tail

have been implied. But Lord Brougham observed that if the case had always been supposed
to be of one purport, and as such had ruled subsequent cases, it would not do to go back to
some critical difference ; because the law might have been settled.

(u) 7 Beav. 476.
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der to the first cHld of her bodywhether male or female "Die without

and to his or her heirs and assigns forever
; but if such 1^^."®^", ''^'

child should depart this life under the age of twenty- taking pi-evi-

one years without leaving issue of his or her body law- ?^s estates

fully begotten, then the testator devised to the second
and third child in similar words, and so on to the other children

;

but in case his daughter should die without having issue of her body

lawfully begotten, or, having issue, such issue should die under the
age of twenty-one years without leaving issue lawfully begotten as

aforesaid, then he devised the estate over. Lord Langdale consid-

ered that the words " issue of the body," when used with reference to

the daughter, must be understood to mean the children to whom, sub-

ject to the daughter's life estate, the property was previously given.

It will be observed that in the last case the devise over was on the
devisee for life dying without leaving issue, not, as in all that pre-

cede it, simply without issue ; but the devisee for life never
* having had a child, the effect of the word " leaving " was [*1301]
not discussed. It should seem, however, that the introduc-

tion of that word would not vary the construction, inas-
-vpiiether any

much as the phrases " without issue " and " without leav- different effect

ing issue " have (we shall hereafter find) been held to be *
dVe wftiiout

undistinguishable, in regard to their importing an indefi- imiAng is,s,m."

nite failure of issue in reference to real estate. This remark, however,
is made with great diffidence, as it may seem to clash with an opin-

ion expressed by Lord Cottenham (when M. E.), in Tarbuck v. Tar-

buck (x), where a testator devised his lands at Barnhill Tarbucic ».

to his son James for his life, and after his decease to all Tarbucls;.

the children of James lawfully to be begotten and to their heirs and
assigns forever as tenants in common, and if but one child then to

such only child, his or her heirs and assigns forever. And the testa-

tor charged the lands with the payment of an annuity. He then gave
all his other lands to his son Jonathan, and his children in .

similar terms, also charged with an annuity. And in case ciiiidren in fee

the testator's son James should happen to die without leav- followed b}'
^^

.
devise over on

ing lawful issue, then the testator gave the lands devised death without

to him to his (testator's) son Jonathan, his heirs and as- ^^^''S issue,

signs ; and in case the testator's son Jonathan should happen to die without

leaving lawful issue, then the testator gave the lands devised to him to his

(testator's) son James, his heirs and assigns forever. But if both the

testator's said sons should happen to die without leaving lawful issue,

then he gave the whole of the said hereditaments to his nephews and
nieces in fee. The testator's sons, James and Jonathan, both died in

the testator's lifetime, James leaving a son, who also died in the tes-

tator's lifetime. Jonathan died a bachelor. The M. E. held that in

these events the devise over failed, on the ground that the son of

(x) 4 L. J. Ch. N. S. 129.
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James would, if lie had survived tlie testator, have taken an estate in

fee, and therefore the lapse of such devise, instead of letting in the

ulterior devisee, occasioned intestacy (y). " The first question," said

" Issue " held ^^^ Honor, " to be considered is, -what estates would James
to refer to and Jonathan have taken had they survived the testator ?

jeots oT'pre-' On the part of the nephews and nieces it was contended
ceding devise, that they had estates tail, upon the ground that the gift

over, being to take effect in case either died without leaving lawful

issue, is postponed until an indefinite failure of issue, and there-

fore creates an estate tail. This rule has been adopted for the pur-

pose of giving effect to the general intent of the testator,

[*1302] * manifested in his devises over depending on a failure of is-

sue generally, in order to give a chance at least of succession

to persons who, though they cannot claim under a particular gift, are

included in the general description of issue. That rule does not ap-

ply where this object is not to be attained, and amongst the excep-

tions is the very case which occurs here ; namely, a gift to A. for

life, with remainder to the children of A. in fee, that is, the children

of A. in fee generally, and a gift over on the death of A. without

issue, which means such issue, that is, children. This was the case

of Goodright v. Dunham («), which is precisely in point on this sub-

ject. In such cases the general term ' issue ' is construed to mean
that particular description of issue before specified, namely, chil-

dren. It was indeed in this case, as it has been in former cases, con-

tended, that such construction is a restricting of the meaning of the

term issue, because thereby children's children would be excluded

in the event of their parent's death before the testator's death (a)
;

but this argument has not prevailed against the rational construction

of making the gift over depend on the failure of the object before

distinctly specified. Such were the cases of Blackborn v. Edgley (b),

Lord Gotten-
^'^'^ Morse V. Marquess of Ormaode (c). I am therefore

ham's con- of Opinion, that if James and Jonathan had survived the

?<
JJJe wi'thout testator they would have taken estates for life, with re-

leaving issue." mainder to their children in fee, with gifts over in the event

of there being no children at the respective times of the death of the tenants

for life. If they iad so survived the testator, it is clear the gift to

the nephews and nieces could not have taken effect, for that gift is

only to take effect in the event of James and Jonathan not having

lawful issue, that is, children according to the above construction ; and

(j) As to this doctrine, vide post, Ch. L.

<z) Ante, p. 1298.

(a) But according to Goodright v, Dunham, and Malcolm v. Taylor, a child on its birth,

or at the death of the testator, takes a vested fee, which of course, in the event of that child
subsequently dvmg m the lifetime of the tenant for life, leaving issue, would descend to such
issue, if nototherwise disposed of.

(*) 1 P. W. 600, cited ante, p. 1300.

>-, 5 Mad. 99, cited post, sub-s. 3. The M. E. also, it seems, adverted to the fact of the
children of James and Jonathan taking as tenants in common ; and on this point cited Doe
V. Elvey, 4 East, 313 ; Gretton v. Haward, 6 Taunt. 9i.
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James, at the time of his death, had a son James who survived both

his father and uncle Jonathan."

As in this case the child whose existence was held to Remark on
have defeated the devise over, survived the parent, the Taibuck v.

devisee for life, it was not necessary to consider whether ^ "
'

the words in question meant without having had a child, or

without leaving a child * living at his decease ; and therefore [*1303]

the opinion of the M. R. on this point must be regarded as

extra/-] udicial: and though even that opinion is entitled to great

weight, yet it seems to present a more legitimate subject for critical ex-

amination. The construction, it is conceived, is not only unsupported

by analogy, but is most inconvenient, as it diverts the interest of a

child in the event of his dying before his parent, though he might

leave twenty descendants of various degrees. It is conceived how-
ever that this opinion was virtually overruled in Doe d. „ pj^ without
Todd V. Duesbury (d), where the testatrix devised land leaving issue"

to Thomas D. for life, with remainder to his child and
failure rfpre-

children, if only one child then to such child, his or their vioas estates

1 . - 1 j_ -J? -L T -1 T j_i n in fee to issue.
heirs or assigns, but if more such children, then equally

to be divided amongst them share and share alike, and to the heirsj

executors, administrators, and assigns of such children respectively as

tenants in common ; but in case the said Thomas should happen to

die without leaving Imoful issue, then over. Thomas died without leav-

ing any issue living at his death, but having had children (one of them
born at the date of the will) who survived the testatrix, and it was

contended on behalf of the devisees over that Thomas took only an

estate for life with remainder either to his children as tenants in comr

mon in tail with remainder over, or with remainder to the children in

fee with an executory devise over in the event of his not leaving issue

at his death, which event happened. The Court of Exchequer negiir

tived both constructions, holding that, if the gift over was to be con-

strued as an executory devise limited on the estate to the children, it

was too remote as being limited on a general failure of issue. Eolfe,

B., delivered the judgment of the Court and said, " Whenever the

words ' die without leaving issue ' have been construed to mean ' die

without leaving issue living at the death,' the Courts have always re-

lied or professed to rely on some other expressions or circumstances

apparent on the face of the will, and have never assumed to act

against that which we consider to be a long-established settled rule

of construction, namely, that in wills of real estates these words re-

fer to a general failure of issue at any time, however remote."

As the Court negatived the only two constructions upon which the

plaintiff could recover, it was not necessary for them observations

to say what was the true construction ; but the case on Doe v.

appears to fall within the decision in Goodright v. Dun- "^^
'^^'

(d) 8 M. & WeU. 514.
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ham, and the words " die without leaving lawful issue " to

[*1304] be referable to such issue of Thomas as * before mentioned.

The gifts to the children of Thomas and to the devisees over

were thus alternative contingent remainders, and the gift to the chil-

dren having vested, that to the devisees over failed. It has indeed

been said (e) that this construction was necessarily excluded, because

there was one child already born at the date of the will, which sur-

vived the testatrix : so that no such contingency was possible as

Thomas dying without having had any children. But this treats the

child as persona designata, whereas the gift was to children as a class,

of which the child existing at the date of the will might or might not

turn out to be a member ; and if that child had died before the testa-

trix and no other had been born, it is submitted that the gift over

would have taken effect, for there would have been no object of the

preceding devise within Goodright v. Dunham.
It must be observed that Tarbuck v. Tarbuck was not cited ; and

that it was not argued that the word " issue " in the gift over ought,

Remark on '^J reference to the preceding devise, to be construed

Does. children. This, however, was Lord Cottenham's con-
iies iry-

struction in Tarbuck v. Tarbuck ; and the argument

would be that " die without leaving children " was a phrase not gov-

erned by the settled rule to which the Court adverted, but was to be

taken in its natural sense of " leaving children him surviving." But
Ginger v. White and Goodright ;;. Dunham (/) were cited, and it is

unlikely that this argument was overlooked by the Court. The in-

convenience of such a construction has already been pointed out:

moreover, it seems to be opposed to that series of cases which have

decided that a gift over without leaving children following a vested

gift to the children, is generally to be read without having had chil-

dren {g). Indeed if the words in question are not held to be simply

referable to the objects of the preceding devise (as in Goodright v.

Dunham and that class of cases), it would seem to be even, better to

construe them as denoting a failure of issue of every degree living at the

decease, than the failure of surviving children. An example of the

former of these two species of construction is afforded by Hutchinson

V. Stephens (Ji), where the devise was to trustees in fee upon trust

for H. for his life, and after his decease upon trust for the child

and children of H. lawfully to be begotten, at his, her, or their

respective ages of twenty-one years, if more than one as

[*1306] tenants * in common ; and if there should be but one child

living at his decease then in trust for such only child at

twenty-one : hut in case H. should die without leaving any issue of his body

(e) By Jarvis, C J., Foster v. Hayes, 4 Ell. & BI.'739.

(/) Ante, p. 1298.

(g) White v. Hill, L. R., 4 Eq. 265 ; Treharne v. Layton, L. E., 10 Q. B. 459 (will dated

1S63), and other cases cited Ch. XLIX. ad fin.

ih) 1 Kee. 240.
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living at the time of his decease, then over. H. had two children, both

of whom died in his lifetime, one of them leaving children who sur-

vived H. Lord Laiigdale, M. R., held that, in the event which had
happened, the children took estates in fee simple as tenants in com-

mon. In this case the words, " if there shall be but one child living

at his decease," appeared to supply a plausible argument „ ,

for reading the word " issue," subsequently occurring in Hutchinson ».

juxtaposition with the same words, in the sense of chil- ^'^P*"^"^-

dren, and its rejection serves to show the strong disinclination of the

Courts to adopt a construction which exposes the vested interest of

a child to be divested on decease within a given period, although

leaving issue who survive that period : and hence the case tends

to confirm the remarks made on Lord Cottenham's construction in

Tarbuck v. Tarbuck.

So, in Ex parte Hooper (i), where the devise was to A. for life, and

after her decease to her children " (in case she shall leave more than

one child), their heirs and assigns as tenants in common, .. pj^ ^it^out

but incase she shall have only one child then to such leaving issue"

one child in fee;" but in case A. should "die without refer to issue

leaving any issue," then to such children as the testator before men-

should leave or have living at the time of the death of A.

Sir K Kindersley, V.-C, decided, first, that under the original devise

the property vested in the children on their birth ; secondly, that

the testator plainly meant failure of issue at the death of A. ; and

thirdly, that, as there was a grandchild then living, the limitation

over failed {j).

But if the original devise is to such children as survive their parent,

the construction which reads the words " die without leaving issue " as

denoting a failure at that time of issue of every degree, might defeat

the gift over without benefiting any previous devisee. The simply

referential construction, though it would not, any more than that just

mentioned, provide for surviving issue of remoter degree

than children, would save the * gift over. Thus, in East- [* 1306]

•wood V. Avison (k), where the primary gift (implied from a

power of testamentary appointment) was to children living at the

death of their father, the donee, with a gift over on his death " with-

out issue," it was held that this meant without children objects of the

previous gift, viz. children living at the death of their father. But

for the power {I) it seems that the father might have been held en-

(i) 1 Drew. 264, 21 L. 3. Ch. 402.

()) The first was the principal point. The V.-C. held " leave" m the parenthesis to mean
" hare," assisted thereto by finding "have" used in a corresponding portion of a similar

devise to a brother of A. and his children. He is sometimes cited (L. R
, 4 Eq. 269, 270, 7

Eq. 476, 10 Q. B. 462) as having construed "leaving" in the gift over as "having;"
but. notwithstanding the marginal note .in 1 Drew, his opinion on that clause was distmctly

contrary (1 Drew. 268), and therein agrees with his opinion, 2 Sim. N. S. 202, 20.'5, stated

ante, p. 1291. See also Re Ball, Slattery ». Ball, 36 Ch. 0. 508, 511.

(k) L. R., 4 Ex. 141. But see Doe v. Hopkinson, post, p. 1309.

(I) As to the restriction thus imposed on the words " die without issue," vide Ch. XLI.,

B. li., sub-s. 2.
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titled to an estate tail by implication from the words " die without

issue," such estate tail to take effect in the alternative of there being

no children at his death. An implication of this kind (as will pres-

ently be seen) is frequently made to supply a gap caused by the

exclusiveness of the primary gift.

It seems that where the testator not merely devises over the prop-

erty in the event of the parent dying without issue, but goes on to

Effect where provide for the contingency of the issue also dying with-

words refer to out issue, the effect is to cut down the fee simple of the

of'cMdrenr''^ children to an estate tail (m) ; although, it will be observed,

objects of by this construction two different meanings are given to
prior evise. ^^ word " issTie " in the same sentence (n). In Ives v.

"In <i«*f" Legge (o) this construction was given to the phrase " in

default thereof," following a devise to the parent for

life, with remainder to the children in fee : it was held to refer to

both the children and the heirs of the children ; and, as the devisee

over stood in the relation of uncle to the children (so that there could

not be a failure of their heirs while he lived), the word " heirs " was
read heirs of the hody (p).

An examination of the preceding cases will su£&ce to show how
numerous, and, in some instances, how refined, are the

[*1307] * distinctions upon which the construction of words im-
porting a failure of issue depends. They cannot, it is con-

ceived, but suggest the wish, that these words had been more strictly

confined to the office of merely connecting the two limitations be-

Generaire- tween which they are interposed: and that whenever
marks on pre- the preceding devise embraced ani/ class of issue, they
ce mg cases,

j^^^ ^^^^^ considered as referential to those objects,

which is the established rule in regard to the expression such issue.

The application of this rule to the cases under consideration would
have required only the implication of the word " such." Though, in

the state of the authorities, it may seem dangerous to. advance any
general conclusions upon the subject, the writer ventures to submit

(m) Doe d. Barnard v. Reason, cit. 3 Wils. 244 ; but as the words were " in default of such
issue," the case hardly seems to fall within the present section. The devise was to E. for
life, and after her decease to such issue of the bodv of E. as should be then lining, and to the
heirs of such issue ; and if there should be only such issue one child,' then the whole to that
one child and its heirs; and if two or more children, then to such two or more and their
heirs, as tenants in common : and in case E. should die without issue then living, or in case
all such issue should die without issue, so that the descendants of her bodv should be dead
without issue, then to B. and F. in fee. It was held that E. took an estate "for life only, with
remainder to her issue (qu. children) in tail, with a vested remainder to B. and F. See also
Southby 1). Stonehouse, 2 Ves. 611 ; Smith v. Horlock, 7 Taunt. 129.

(n) But the force of this objection is somewh'it weakened by the fact that the word " issue "

in this position must be used, in the first instance, in a restricted sense, since the failure of
such first-mentioned issue is treated as an event distinct from the failure of the issue subse-
(juently mentioned, which of course would be involved therein if the word "issue" denoted
issue indefinitely.

(0) 3 T. R. 488, n.

Ip) Ante, p. 1173.
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the following propositions, as deducible from the cases ; in framing

which, to avoid the risk of misleading the reader, he has cautiously

adhered to the circumstances of the several cases, without extend-

ing his propositions to others apparently within the scope of the

principle.

1st. That the words, in default of issue or expressions of a similar

import, following a devise to children in fee siinple, mean in default

of children, and following a devise to children in tail, mean Conclusions

in default of children or of issue inheritable under the suggested.

entail (q). This is free from all doubt.

2d. That these words following a devise to all the sons success-

ively in tail male, and daughters concurrently or successively in tail

general, or in tail special, are also to be construed as signifying such

issue, even in the case of an executory trust (?•)

3d. That words devising over the property on failure of issue

male, following a devise to the whole line of sons successively in tail

male, are also referential to those objects (s).

3. When words importing Failure of Issue raise ''s** , -nri

Estate by Implication. — It may be observed, that what- importing

ever tends to narrow the range of obiects comprised in fai'^re «£ "ssue
°

.
-^ -^

,
raise an estate

the express devise to issue of a certain class or denomma- by implica-

tion, tends in the same degree to weaken the ground for ''°°-

construing subsequent words importing a failure of * issue [*1308]

to refer exclusively to those objects. Thus, the circum-

stance of the prior gift to children being restricted to such as should

attain a particular age was considered to exert this kind of influence

upon the construction in Doe d. Rew v. Lucraft (t), ^^ t a.
, , . • , . •

,

, i » T
Doe 1). Lucraft.

where a testator devised certain hereditaments to A. ana

B. and their heirs, in trust nevertheless as to one undivided moiety

for N., his heirs, and assigns forever ; and as to the other moiety in

trust for such son of the testator by his then wife as should first

attain the age of twenty-one years, as and when such son should attain

such age, and for his heirs and assigns forever ; but in case the testa-

tor should depart this life without leaving a son, or, leaving such,

none should live to attain the age of twenty-one years, then, as to

the last-mentioned moiety, in trust for the testator's daughter J., if she

should live to attain the said age of twenty-one years, and for her heirs

and assigns forever ; but, in case J. should depart this life under that

age, then unto A. and B. and their heirs, in trust for such other his

(testator's) daughter by his then wife as shouldfirst lifue to attain the age

(?) Goodright v. Dunham, Doug. 764, ante, p. 1298 ; Doe v. Duesbury, 8 M. & Wels. 514,

ante, p. 1303 ; Ginger d. White v. White, Willes, 348 ; Baker v. Tucker, 3 H. L. Ca. 106, 14

Jur. 771, ante, p. 1299.
(r) Blackborn v. Edgley, 1 P. W. 600, ante, p. 1300 ; Morse v. Marquis of Ormonde, 5

Mad. 99, 1 Russ. 382, ante, p. 1302 ; Pevton v. Lambert, 8 Ir. Com. Law Rep. 485.

(s) Bamfield v. Popham, 1 P. W. 54, 760, 1 Eq. Ca. Ab. 183, 2 Vern. 427, 449.

(t) 1 M. & Sc. 573, 8 Bing. 386. See also Alexander v. Alexander, 16 C. B. 69.

VOL. II. 29
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of twenty-one years, axA &r her heirs and assigns forever ; hut should he

(testator) depart this life without leaving issue, then he gave the en-

tirety of the said hereditaments unto A. and B. and their heirs, in

trust for I^". in fee. The testator died leaving issue his daughter J.,

Words held -
^^° ^^^^ ^* *^® ^^® °^ ^°^^ years. The point of oon-

not to be struction related to the words in italics, as affecting the

issuetefore ^evise over. Tindal, C. J., said, " The natural meaning
mentioned, of the words is, either a general failure of issue, in which

whofhould case the devise over would be too remote, and, conse-
attain a certain quently, would be void ; or they may be taken to con-

template the case of the testator dying leaving no child

or children, in which case the event upon which the devise over was
to depend never happened ; for the testator left a daughter living at

the time of his death. But it is contended that these words will also

admit of a third interpretation ; thus, ' should I depart this life with-

out leaving such issue as before mentioned

;

' that is, not only without

leaving a son or a daughter, but accompanied by the restriction before

jrecited in the will, viz. a son or a daughter who shall live to attain

the age of twenty-one years. Cases have been cited to show that the

word 'issue' may be construed to mean such issue as the testator

had before referred to ; but no case can be found wherein the prin-

ciple has been carried further. It has never been held that

,[*1309] * the term may also include any restrictions which may have
accompanied it in any former part of the will. Admitting

that we may read the clause thus — ' without leaving a son or daugh-
ter '— what authority have we to insert a restriction — ' who shall

live to attain the age of twenty-one years ? ' We clearly are not at

liberty to insert any such restriction. It seems to me that if we
were to import the latter words into this part of the will we should
be doing violence to other parts of it, or in fact making a new will

altogether. The earlier part of the will contains a different disposi-

tion from that in dispute. It is material to observe that when the

testator is disposing of the moiety in question to his son, and after-

wards to his daughter, he does insert the words of restriction, and
that he has omitted them in the devise over to the defendant. When,
therefore, we see that in one part of his will the testator has used ex-

pressions restraining the meaning of the word " issue," and that in an-

other part he has not used them, it seems to me that we should not be
warranted in concluding that such omission was not intentional."

Words held So in Doe d. Bills V. Hopkinson (m), where a testatrix
not referable devised land to A. and B. for their lives in equal shares.
to "children

t ^ i t i i -i .

(prior devisees) and after their death she gave the moiety of A, to such
tviio should
survive" tL.

ancestor. cA the time of his death, as tenants in common in fee ; and
survive" the

child Or children as he should happen to leave lawful issue

(u) 5 Q. B. 223.
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gave the share of W. " to such child or children as he should happen

to leave living lawful issue at the time of his death, as tenants in com-

mon in fee ; but if either A. or B. should die without lawful issue

the testatrix gave his moiety to the other and to C. for their lives

with remainder to their lawful issue in equal moieties in fee ; and if

both A. and B. should die and neither of them should leave any law-

ful issue, then she gave the whole to C. for life, remainder to such

children, &c. ; and if A., B., and C. should all die without lawful issue,

or if any of them should leave lawful issue and such issue should die

under twenty-one and without issue, then over. The question was
whether the remainder to the children of A. was contingent until his

death, or vested on the birth of one, with a liability to open and let

in any after-born child. It was contended that the former was the

true construction, and that the words " without lawful issue " in the

gift over meant without such issue as before mentioned, namely,

children living at the death of A. But the Court said that,

according to this, A. might have issue * (children) who should [ *1310]

die in his lifetime leaving issue, and yet the estate might go

over to B. and such issue would be barred : so of the issue of B. and

C. To avoid these inconsistencies the Court, apparently not seeing any

other way of escape (a;), held that the remainder was vested. Eeject-

ing wholly the referential construction of the words, it would seem

that the Court acquiesced in the contention that the only alternative

was to read them as importing an indefinite failure, which, unless an

estate tail was implied in A., would of course have been void for re-

moteness. But nothing was decided except that the remainder to the

children was vested, a decision which is scarcely reconcilable with the

authorities relating to the vesting of estates (y).

In Doe V. Lucraft the Court did not refuse to construe " issue " (in

the gift over) as children, but only to construe it as " children of th?

restricted class before mentioned '' (g). In Doe «. Hop-
i<Die without

Jiinson the Court did both. But in Sanders v. Ashford (a), issue to attain

where a testator devised lands to A. for life, remainder to
J.^ferri'd'to'"

his first son who should attain twenty-one in fee, and in jirior gift to

case A. should have no son to attain that age, then to the ^hrshouid

daughters of A. as tenants in common in fee ; but " in the attain twenty-

event of A. dying without having any issue male who
should attain the age aforesaid, or any issue female, then over ;

" it was

held by Sir J. Eomilly, M. B,., that the gift over on failure of issue

meant on failure of such issue male and female as mentioned in the

prior devise ; for the repetition of the restrictive words showed that

this was the issue he had present to his mind.

,(x) But see end of this s.

(«) See Vol. I., pp.775, 776.

.(2) See per Parker, V. C, Bryan .«. Mansion, 6 De G. & S. 737.

(a) 28 Beav. 609.
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Again in Franks v. Price {h), where there being in a will (among

aumerous limitations) a devise in certain contingent events of the re-

spective moieties to A. and B. for life, with remainder to

leavinJissue their respective first and other sons in tail male, which
male" not were followed by a devise over in case A. and B. should

sons being both die without leaving issue male, or such issue male
prior contin- should die without leaving issue male ; it was held after
gent devisees. ° '

.

much argument that, as the preceding devises did not

carry the property to the issue male of A. and B. in every possible

event, the words introducing the devise over had the effect of creating

an implied estate tail in remainder expectant on the estates conferred

by those devises (c).

[*13H] *By keeping steadily in view the principle above sug-

gested, namely, that the argument in favor of applying to the

objects of a prior express devise words denoting a failure of issue.

Principle on gains Or loses force in proportion as such prior devise is

wiiich pre- more or less comprehensive in its range of obiects, we
reconcilable shall be able to reconcile the preceding cases (in which

where'^thr ^ clause of this nature, following a devise to the whole
referential line of children or sons, has been held to refer to the

wa"s^not°"''° objects of such prior devise), with those in which similar

adopted. words, preceded by a devise to one or more son or sons

only, have been decided not to be simply referential, but to import,

under the old law, a general failure of issue, and, therefore, in the

case of real estate, to confer an estate tail on the parent ; such im-

plied estate tail being either an estate in possession, or in remainder

expectant on the determination of the estates comprised in the prior

express devise (<:?).

Estate tail
-^^^ following would Seem to be the result of the

raised by decisions on this subject under the law prior to
implication. jggg ^^^^ ._

1st. That where the children took a life estate only, the words " in

default of issue " introducing the gift over created an estate tail by
implication in the parent subject to the children's life estates (/).

2d. That where there was a prior devise to a definite number of

<b) 6 Scott, 710. 5 Bing. N, C. 37, 3 Beav. 182.
(c) It is observable that, A. having died without issne male, B. was held to be tenant in tail

of the entirety
;
so that it should seem that Lord Langdale considered that the words in the

text distinguished by italics had the effect of giving to A. and B either successive estates tail
male by implication in the entirety (as in Tenny v. Agar and Romillv i\ .Tames, ante. Vol. I.
p, ,'j21), or, as seems more probable, estates in tail male in the respective moieties, with cross-
remainders in tail male. He did not advert to this point (which is one of considerable nicetr)
conceiving, probably, that B. was entitled in either case.

"

(d) See for a fuller statement and discussion of the cases hearing on this question (which
are here merely referred to), the 4th Edition of thi=i Work, Vol, II., pp. 471, et seq.

(e) The reader is recommended, before he unreservedly accedes to the above propositions to
consult the cases themselves, in order that he may see how far the construction mav have been
aided by the circumstances of the particular case.

(/) Doe V. Gallini, 3 Ad. & Ell. 340. Parr e. Swindel8,,4 Euss, 283 ; and per Lord Kinffs-
down,TownsD. Wentworth, UMoo. P. C. C. 546.

^
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sons only in tail male, with a limitation over in case of default of

issue or issue male of the parent, an estate tail was also implied

in the parent, in order to give a chance of succession to the other

sons (ff).

3d. That in the case of executory trusts, words importing a dying

without issue, following a devise to the first and other sons of a

particular marriage in tail male, authorized the insertion of

*a limitation to the parent in tail general, in remainder [*1312]

expectant on those estates (A).

4th. That such words (whether they referred to issue or issue

male), succeeding a devise to the eldest son for life or in tail, were
not referable to such son exclusively, but created in the parent an
implied estate tail (i) in remainder expectant on the estate for life or

in tail of the son (j) ; and which rule also, it seems, applied where
children only who survived a specified period took estates tail (k).

5th. That the circumstance of the preceding devise to children, &c.,

being subject to a contingency (I), is rather unfavorable to the

construction which reads words importing a failure of issue to a

failure of the objects of such perceding devise.

The only practical importance of the above propositions, as regards

wills which operate under the present law, is to indicate classes of

cases in which the referential construction has been

rejected. Where in the case of a will made or repub- question of

lished since 1837, a question is raised as to whether 2?^^*^'-„p

words importing failure of issue are referable to the

objects of the preceding devise, if this question be decided in the

affirmative the construction will not be in the least affected by the

change in the law ; but if it be adjudged that the words under dis-

cussion do not refer to the objects of the prior devise, the result now
will be widely different ; for, instead of being construed (as formerly)

to import an indefinite failure of issue, they must (unless the context

forbids) be held to point exclusively to issue living at the death, and,

consequently, can never under any circumstances, by their own in-

trinsic force (m), have the effect of creating an estate tail by impli-

cation (n).

(g) Landev «. Baldwin, 1 P. W. 759, 1 Eq. Ca. Ab. 185, pi. 29, 1 Ves. 26 ; Att.-Gen. v. Sut-

ton', 1 P. W. 754, 3 B. P. C. Toml. 75,

(/') Allanson v. Olitherow, 1 Vea. 24. „ „ „ „„
(i) Stanley r. Lennard, 1 Ed. 87 ; Key v. Ke}-, 4D. M. & G. 73.

(?) Doe d." Bean v. Hallev, 8 T. R. 5.

(M Doe». Gallini, 6B. &Art.621,3Ad. &E11. 340.
„ a .. ,,n ,= i,- xr

(0 Doe r. Liicraft, 8 Bing. 386, 1 M. & Sc. 573 ; Franks v. Price, 6 Scott, 710, 5 Bine;. N.

C. 37, 3Beav; 182 ; Alexander ». Alexander, 16 C. B. 59 ; Doe v. Gallini, supra ;
and per

Lord Cranworth, 8 H. L. Ca. 598.

(m) SeeCh.XLI ad fin.
, , ,,, , j .

(n) In connection with the implication of estate tail under the old law, the doctrine ot gen-

eral and particular intention mav be here adverted to, i.e.. that supposed rule of construc-

tion bv which the particular intention expressed in a will was sacrificed to the general and

paramount intention that the estate should not goovertothe next devisee until the issue of

the preceding devisee should have become extinct, and which was considered to authorize the
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In such a case, the effect of holding the words in question

[*1313] not * to refer to the issue who are the objects of a preceding

devise, will be to render the estate of the children, conferred

by such devise, determinable on the event of the parent dying with-

Effect under out leaving issue living at his death, as in Hutchinson v.

I he Wills Act Stephens (o), which is a result that ill accords with
of rejecting

, , - . ^ . n ,

referential probable intention. Such a case, however, can only occur
construction. where the devise to the children, or any other class of

issue, gives estates in fee, as it would under wills which are subject

to the present law, even without words of limitation; for if the

devise in question confers estates for life only, the determination of

such estates is involved in the failure of the issue whose extinction

is the contingency on which the ulterior devise depends. We see,

therefore, in the effect of the present law increased motive for ad-

hering to the principle of Goodright v. Dunham and Malcolm v.

Taylor (jp), which it will be remembered authorize the proposition,

that, where a devise to children in fee is followed by a devise over to

take effect on the failure of the issue of the parent of such children,

the words importing a failure of issue refer to the children or other

issue who are the objects of the prior devise, which principle would,

it is conceived, apply to devises embracing any other class of chil-

dren, as sons or daughters (g').

Por instance, if lands are devised to A. for life, with remainder to

his sons, and if A. should die without issue, then to B., each

giving to such prior devisee an estate tail. This doctrine occupies a conspicuous place in the
will cases of one period, and gave rise to a long series of legal decisions indicating much con-
flict of judicial opinion. It does not seem quite clear what was the" particular intention"
which was thus to be sacrificed. In Kobinson v. Robinson, 1 Burr. 38, 2 Ves. 225, ante, p.

1247 (where the expression in this sense first appears), UQpavticvlar intent was referred to. In
Roe D.Green, 2 Wi Is. 322, ante, p. 1264, Wilmot, C.- J., appears to have meant by it simply
the estate for life. See also per Lord Kenyon, in Doe v. Applin, 4 T. R. 87, 2 R. R. 387;
Denn v. Puckej', 5 T. R. 303, 2 R. R. 601. In thissense, however, it is merely descriptive of
the operation of the rule in Shelley's case (as to which see ante, Ch. XXX\''I.). In some
cases indeed, the phrase " particular intent " appears to have been construed to include an
express gift to a particular degree of issue. See Doe d. Candler ». Smith, 7 T. R. 532, 4 R. R.
521 ; Doe v. Cooper, 1 East, 229. But there is conclusive authority against such an extension
of the supposed doctrine. See Langlev c. Baldwin, IP. W. 759"; Att.-Gen. ». Sutton, 1 P.
W. 754; Stanley 1). Lennard, I Ed. 87;"Doe d.Bean ». Halley, 8 T. R. 5; Parr ». Swindels, 4
Russ. 233; Doe «. Galliai, 5 B. & Ad. 621. So far, therefore, it is clear that the doctrine had
existed only in name. And in Doe v. Gallini, Lord Denman thus explains the meaning of
thesupposed rule so far as it is now of any force :

—"Technical words or words of known im-
port must have their legal effect even though the testator uses inconsistent words, unless
those inconsistent words are of such a nature as to make it perfectly clear that the testator did
not mean to use the technical words in their proper sense." For "a fuller discussion of the
doctrine of general and particular intention, see the 4th edition of this work, Vol. H., p. 484
et seq.

(o) 1 Kee. 240, ante, p. 1304.

(p) See ante, pp. 1298, 1299.

(ff) In Treharne v. Layton, L. R., 10 Q. B. 459, a testatrix by will, dated 186.3, gave her
real and personal estate to M. for life and after her death to her children; M. to make a
weekly allowance to R. during his life : if M. " dies leaving no issue " the whole of the prop-
erty to go to the next of kin, they making the same allowance to R. during his life. M. had
only one child, who died before her. It was held in Ex. Ch., affirming Q. B., that " leaving "

must be construed " having had." The Court proceeded whollv on the authority of Maitland
V. Chalie, 6 Mad. 243 and similar cases (as to which see Ch. ^LIX.), and no reference was
made to the statute, or (expressly) to the doctrine discussed in this chapter.
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* son of A. under the original devise would, immediately on [*1314]

his birth, take a vested remainder in fee simple in his own

aliquot share ; and if the subsequent words were held merely to refer

to the objects of the prior devise, the ulterior limitation of course

would not disturb or affect such vested remainder ; but if the words

in question were adjudged not to bear this construction, but to point

to issue of every degree living at the death of A., they would subject

the vested estate of the sons of A. to an executory devise, to take

effect in the event of A. dying without leaving issue surviving him, a

result which it is conceived the Courts, when applying the new rules

of construction, will not hesitate to reject, in deference to the

authority of the cases just referred to. The enactment which makes
a devise pass the fee simple without words of limitation will, it is

obvious, greatly extend the application of the doctrine of Goodright

V. Dunham and Malcolm v. Taylor {r), and in this respect seems to

operate very beneficially, in concurrence with that which reads words

importing a failure of issue as denoting issue living at the death,

when not simply referential to the issue described in the prior devise.

4. Devises of Reversions. — Devises of reversions sometimes give

rise to a question which bears a strong analogy to that discussed

in the present chapter. This occurs where a testator, 4. Devises of

having a reversion in fee, subject to estates tail belong- reversions.

ing to the sons or other partial issue of a person (s), devises the re»

version as property in the event of that person dying without issue,

which necessarily raises the question whether or not these words

refer to the determination of the subsisting estates, or, whether

in otter words, whether they are words of description
^"tera^nation

or donation : in the former case the devise operates as an of subsisting

immediate disposition of the reversion {t), and therefore ^^'^'''^•

was, as it still is, unquestionably valid. The sound rule to be deduced

from the authorities would seem to be that, wherever it may be col-

lected from the general context of the will, that it is the testator's

intention to dispose of his reversionary interest expectant on

the subsisting estates tail, such intended * disposition will [*1315]

not be defeated by the neglect of the testator to adapt his lan-

guage with precision to the events on which the reversion will fall

into possession. The consequence of rejecting this construction com-

monly was, under the old law, to invalidate the intended devise of

the reversion for remoteness, as depending on a general failure of

(r) See note (p). ,,'..,.
(») The writer has avoided suggesting the case of the limitations being to the testator's own

sons, because such cases may perhaps be considered as falling within another principle, dis-

cussed in the next chapter. See Sanford v. Irby, 3 B. & Aid. 654, and other cases there

discussed

(«) See ante, Vol. I., p. 757. Of course as well under the present, as under the old law the

gift over is liable to be defeated by a disentailer.
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issue ; but in this respect the law is altered by the statute 1 Vict. c.

26 (u). So that, even if the referential construction is rejected, the

gift over will now be valid, and take effect, provided that there is no

issue of the person named living at his death ; otherwise, the gift

over will altogether fail to take effect, not on the ground of remote-

ness, but because the contingency on which the gift depends, as inter-

preted by the statute, has not occurred. Having regard to this latter

alternative, a consideration of the cases may still occasionally be of

some value, as illustrating the considerations which have led the

Courts to adopt or reject the referential construction.

A point of this nature occurred in Lady Lanesborough v. Fox (x),

where A., having settled the lands in question on the marriage of his

son B., to the use of himself (A.) for life, remainder to his son B. for

ninety-nine years if he so long lived, remainder to trustees to pre-

serve contingent remainders, with remainder to the use of the first

and other sons of B. on his intended wife to be begotten successively in

tail male, remainder to the heirs male of the body of B., with rever-

sion to the right heirs of himself (A.), by his will devised the lands

contained in the settlement on failure of issue of the body o/" B., and

for want of heirs male of his (A.'s) body, to his daughter F. in tail : and
the House of Lords adjudged, in concurrence with the unanimous
opinion of the Judges, that the will did not give an estate tail by im-

plication to B., and that therefore the devise over to F. was executory,

and void, as being on too remote a contingency.

If this case had rested solely on the circumstances that the subsist-

ing estate tail in B. embraced the heirs male only, and the devise in

Observations *^® "^^^^ referred to his (B.'s) issue generally (which cer-

upon Lanesbor- tainly was argued as the chief point in the case), the de-
oug V. ox.

(jigJQjj^ it is conceived, could hardly have been sustained,

consistently with the rules of construction deducible from the cases

discussed in the present chapter, in many of which we have seen

that words referring in terms to issue or issue male have been held

to apply to children or sons, being the objects of the antece-

[*1316] dent * limitations (y). A fortiori therefore in the present

instance would they have been construed to be referential,

where the approximation to a correct reference to the subsisting es-

tates was such as to require only the word " male " to be

of contingency supplied ; and Tuck V. Frencham (s) affords an instance
refer to siftsist- (if authority Were requisite) of this word being supplied

to make words referring to issue generally correspond

with the antecedent limitations in favor of issue male created by the

same will.

These remarks assume that the principle which governs the appli-

cation of phrases of this nature to limitations created by the same

(m) See ante, p. 3285. (x) Cas. t. T.ilb. 262.

(y) Ante, p. 1307. (z) 1 And. 8, Moore, 13, pi. 50; ante, Vol. I., p. 449.
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will, and to estates antecedently created, is identical. It seems diflS.-

cult to find a solid distinction between the cases, especially where, as

in Lanesborough v. Fox, the testator refers to the settlement in de-

scribing the subject of disposition; the difference between the two
cases, indeed, if any, would seem to be, that the courts would incline

more strongly to the referential construction in the latter case, where
the effect is to support a devise otherwise void (a), than in the for-

mer, where, as an estate tail can generally be implied, the devise is

valid quS,cunque via. The preferable ground, however, upon which
Lanesborough v. Fox appears to stand, is afforded by the other words
" and for want of heirs male of my own body ; " for, as the testator

had no estate tail, and none could be implied, it is clear that, unless

the words could be held to refer to issue living at the decease of the tes-

tator, according to the rule discussed in the next chapter (b) (in which

it will be seen there was considerable difficulty, inasmuch as the tes-

tator had a son living), the devise was void (c).

The principle was again agitated in Jones v. Morgan (d) ; where A.

having, on his marriage with B., settled certain estates iipon himself

and the sons of the marriage in tail male, with reversion whether sons

in fee to himself, and having two sons of the marriage, "* an existing

. ... -
° or future

devised the estates, in case his said sons, or any other son marriage were

or sons of his thereafter to be bom, should die without issue referred to.

male of their bodies, to his brother T. The question was, whether the

testator, by the mention of " sons to be born," was to be un-

derstood as * meaning after-born sons by his wife B. (who [*1317]

was living), or as having in his contemplation the sons of a

future marriage. If confined to sons of A.'s present marriage, it was

a good devise of the reversion, as the contingency expressed by him

(on which the devise was to take effect) embraced precisely the es-

tates under the settlement, on the determination of which his own
reversion would fall into possession, it being the same as if he had

said, " Whereas my estate is settled upon my first and every other

son in tail male by my marriage settlement ; therefore, in case they

all die without issue male of their body, I give it to my brother,"

which would clearly have been good as a devise of the reversion ; and

a circumstance much relied upon for this construction was, that the

testator appointed B. a guardian of his children and executrix of his

will, which negatived the supposition of his contemplating a future

marriage (e). On the other hand, it was contended, that the expres-

(a) We are here speaking of the old law.

(b) Post, p. 1326.

(c) It is remarkable that Mr. Fearne, in his strictures on this case, Cent. Rem. 447, while

he treats the want of the word " male " as a fatal omission in referring to the estate tail of the

testator's son, seems to con.sider it not impossible that the words " for want of the testator's

own heirs male " should be held to be referential to the son, though this hypothesis takes so

much greater liberty with the testator's language.

(d) But!. Tea. App. 578, 3 B. P. C. Toml. 322.

(e) See this principle applied to a different species of case, Wilkinson v. Adam, 1 V. & B.

^2, ante, p. 1087.
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sions used by the testator included the sons of an after-takei. wife,

and, as such sons could not take an estate by implication, the limita-

tion over to the testator's brother was an executory devise void for

Words held to
remoteness. Lord Camden sent a case to the Court of

refer to subsist- King's Bench, the Judges of which certified their opin-
ing esta e i

. ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ event of a second marriage was not in the

testator's contemplation, but that, if it were, the sons of that mar-

riage took an estate tail. Lord Bathurst, who, in the mean time, had
succeeded to the seal, concurred in the former branch of this certifi-

cate, and decreed accordingly, but he dissented from the opinion,

that an estate tail was raised by implication, conceiving Lanesborough

V. Fox to be a direct authority against it. The decree was af&rmed

in the House of Lords, on the ground that a future marriage was not

in the contemplation of the testator, and that the devise to his brother

was therefore good (/).

But in Bankes v. Holme (g), where lands having been limited, upon
Words held the marriage of A. with B., to the use of A. for life, with

to subs^isUnff
remainder to trustees to preserve, with remainder to

estates. trustees for certain terms of years, with remainder to B.

for life, remainder to trustees to preserve, remainder to the first and
other sons of the marriage in tail male, with remainder to

[*1318] the daughters as tenants * in common in tail, with cross re-

mainders, with reversion to A., the settlor, in fee ; A, made
his will, by which he recited that, by the settlement in question, he

was seised of or entitled to the reversion in fee simple expectant on
the decease of his wife B., in case there should be no child or chil-

dren of his said wife by him begotten, or there being such all of

them should happen to depart this life without issue. The testator

then, in case he should die without leaving any children or child, or

there being such " all of them should happen to depart this life with-

out issue lawfully begotten," devised the premises upon certain trusts.

Sir J. Leach, V.-C, held that this devise, being after a general failure

of issue of the children, was too remote and void ; and this decree

was affirmed in the House of Lords.

Lord Eldon observed in Morse v. Lord Ormonde (A.) that this was
a " very strong decision" (an expression which, in the mouth of this

Bankes v
venerable Judge, always means a wrong decision)

; and
Holme it seems, indeed, to be very difficult to reconcile it with
questioned.

^j^g principles of the line of cases just stated. It was
manifest from the recital of the settlement that the testator had in

view the reversionary estate expectant on the limitations of the set-

(/) In Traflord v. Boehm 3 Atk. 442, a devise, " after failure of issue" of the testator's

wife by him, was construed as an immediate gift of the reversion, the words in Question being
referential to the subsisting limitations of their marriage settlementj but the will contained an
express reference to the settlement (the particular limitations of which do not appear) for

another purpose.

(«) 1 Eus9. 394, n. See also Bristow v. Boothby, 2 S. & St. 465.

(A) 1 Russ. 406, Sngd. Law of Prop. 3D1.
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tlement, whatever that, reyersion. was ; and the terms used were

merely an erroneous and mistaken reference to the events on which
such reversion would fall into possession. The case seems irrecon-

cilable with Jones v. Morgan, which it closely resembles. It is not

likely that the decision will be followed.

And this conclusion is fortified by Egerton v. Jones {i), where, in

pursuance of marriage articles, an estate at C. had been conveyed to

the use of A. for life, with remainder to B. his wife for life, with re-

mainder (subject to a term of five hundred years for raising portions

for younger children) to the use of the first and other sons of A. and

B. successively in tail male, with remainder to the use of trustees for

six hundred years, upon certain trusts in the event of there being no

male issue of A. and B. who should live to attain the age of twenty-

one years, with remainder to the use of A., his heirs and assigns. A.

by his will devised as follows : " And as to the reversion Devise on

and inheritance of the freehold estate by me already pur-
^^id tote'a™^

chased at C. aforesaid, and such other estate or estates immediate de-

as I shall hereafter purchase in pursuance of my mar- version^"

riage articles, in case offailure of issite ofmy body by my said

* wife, I give," &c. Sir L. Shadwell, V.-C, expressed a strong [*1319]

opinion that this devise operated as a valid immediate gift

of the reversion ; but it was not necessary for him to go further than

to declare that the title depending on the opposite construction was
too doubtful to be forced on a purchaser.

If the V.-C. had been called upon to adjudicate on this point of

construction, it is conceived his decision must have been in accord-

ance V7ith his expressed opinion. Jones v. Morgan would _

have more than warranted, and even Bankes v. Holme Egerton «.

would not have opposed, such a conclusion ; for the •'''°^=-

Court had not here (as in those cases) to supply words in order to

restrict the issue spoken of in the will to the issue of a particular

marriage (who were the tenants in tail under the settlement), the

testator having in the will distinctly referred to the issue of that

marriage.

In this chapter the alteration in the law introduced by s. 29

of the Wills Act has been regarded in its effect only upon the prior

estates. With respect to the ulterior estate, i. e., the estate which is

to take effect on the failure of issue, its operation is more decidedly

beneficial, for it prevents such ulterior devise from being rendered

void for remoteness, where the words " denoting the failure of issue "

would have the effect neither of referring to the objects of the prior

devises, nor of creating an estate tail by implication.

(i) 3 Sim. 409 ; and see Eno v. Eno, 6 Hare, 171, further confirming the view taken in the
text.
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WOEDS " DIE WITHOUT ISSUE," ETC., WHETHEK THET EEEEE TO

FAILURE INDEFINITELY, OB FAILURE AT THE DEATH.

FAQE

I. General Rule— 1 Vict. o. 26, s. 29 1320

II. The Rule under the Old Law Con-

sidered:

—

PAQB

1. As to the Rule generally . . . 1324

2. As regards Realty 1327

3. As regards Personalty , , . . 1334

I.— General Rule— 1 Vict. c. 26, s. 29. — Anotlier question for-

merly of frequent occurrence, and which may even now occasionally

Die without occur in the construction of words importing a failure
issue, &c.,

Q-f iggue, is, whether they refer to issue indefinitely (i. e.,

to a failure of to a failure of issue at any time), or to a failure of issue

deatV
""* ^* *^® death.^ Upon this depends their operation to con-

1 The authorities in this country are at

variance upon the construction of words of

this kind. In the following cases it has been
declared that prima facie they must be talcen

to refer to an indefinite failure of issue : Allen

V. Ashley School Fund, 102 Mass. 262, 264;
Hall V. Priest, 6 Gray, 18 ; Albee v. Carpenter,

12 Gush. 382 (personalty) ; Burrough ». Foster,

6 R I. 534; Aruold u. Brown, 7 R. I. 188;

Ladd V. Harvev, 21 N. H. 514, 526 ; Hall v.

Chafi'ee, 14 N.'H. 215; Davies ». Steele, 38

N. J. Eq. 168 (in the absence of statute);

Hackney ». Tracy, 127 Penn. St. 53; Law-
rence I). Lawrence, 105 Penn. St. 335; Rei-

noehl V. Shirk, 119 Penn. St. 108; Gast «.

Baer, 62 Penn. St. 36; Ingersoll's Appeal, 86
Penn. St. 240; Smith's Appeal, 23 Penn. St.

9; Vaughan v. Dickes, 20 Penn. St. 509 ; Eich-
elberger v. Barnitz, 9 Watts, 447; Gable v.

Ellender, 53 Md. 311; Tongue a. Nutwell, 13
Md. 415; Edelen v'. Middleton, 9 Gill, 161
(personalty); Bells v. Gillespie, 5 Rand. 273;
Addison v, Addison, 9 Rich. Eq. 58; Ran-
dolph 1). Wendel, 4 Siiepd, 646; Kirk v. Fur-

ferson, 6 Cold. 479; Mangum ». Piester, 16

. C. 316; Graham v. Moore, 13 S. C. 115;
Rice V. Satterwhite, 1 Dev. & B. Eq. 69
("without an heir"); Huxford v. Milhgan,
50 Md. 542.

This in the case of realty will of course

give the first taker an estate tail and the

second devisee the remainder (Allen v. Ash-
ley School Fund, supra), and in the case of

personalty the fund absolutely. Hall ».

Priest, supra ; Albee v. Carpenter, supra ;

Theological Sem. v. Kellogg, 16 N. Y. 83,

87 ; Hennion v. Jacobus, 27 N. J. Eq.
28. A contrary construction, making the

words refer to the death of the testator, and
thus saving the gift over as an executory
devise, has been held (in some of the cases
aided by slight indications of intention) in
Hall V. Chaffee, 14 N. H. 215; Bullock v.

Seymour, 33 Conn. 289; Hudson 1). Wads-
worth, 8 Conn. 348, 359; Harris v. Smith,
16 Ga. 545 (approved in Griswold v. Greer,
18 Ga. 545, 550, a case of personalty); Ed-
wards V. Bibb, 43 Ala. 666 ; s. c. 54 Ala.
475; Parish ». Ferris, 6 Ohio St. 563; Niles
II. Gray, 12 Ohio St 320; Armstrong ti. Arm-
strong, 14 B. Mon. 333; Daniel ». Thompson,
id. 663. See Harris ». Berrv, 7 Bush, 113.
Under statutes, Tyson v. Blake, 22 IST. T. 558

;

Goodell V. Hibbard, 32 Mich. 47, 55, and other
cases at the end of this note. The English
rule as to realty has been abrogated by stai-
ute or rejected" by the courts in some of the
states. Davies v. Steele, 38 N. J. Eq. 168

It is apprehended that at the present day
the construction which refers the words in
question prima facie to the death of the first

taker will, not only in the case of personalty
(as to which see infra), but also of realty, be
favored generally in this country and adopted
upon slight indications of intention, in so far
as the courts find themselves unfettered by
binding authority. A particular reference to
some of the American cases will show the
course of the authorities as to words in com-
mon connection with those in question. In
an early case it was held that a gift over upon
the death of the prior taker without children
to the brothers of the prior taker meant chil-
dren living at the death of that partv. Mor-
fan V. Morgan, 5 Day, 517. And this decision
as been Ibllowed in other eases. Couch v.
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fer an estate tail ; for it is only when the words denote an extinction

of the specified issue irrespective of time or any collateral circum-

stance that they create such an estate.

require them to be read " dying without issue

living at the time of tiie prior taker's death."
Cutter V. Doughty, 23 Wend. 513; Allen v.

Ashley School Fund, 102 Mass. 262, 264;
Brightmau v. Brightman, 100 Mass. 238; Ab-
bott V. Essex Co. 18 How. 202; s. c. 2 Curt.

126; Williams t). Graves, 17 Ala. 62; Powell v.

Glenn, 21 Ala. 458; Williams v. Pearson, 38
Ala. 299; Edwards u. Bibb, 43 Ala. 666; s. c.

54 Ala. 475; Duryea v. Duryea, 85 III. 41;
Groves v. Cox, 40 N. J. 40; Southerland v.

Cox, 3 Dev. 394; McCorkle v. Black, 7 Rich.
Eq. 407; Russ i>. Russ, 9 Fla. 105; Deboe v.

Lowen. 8 B. Mon. 616; Hart v. Thompson,
3 B. Mon. 486; Bedford's Appeal, 40 Fenn.
St. 18, 23 (personalty). So where the gift

over is upon failure of issue of the first taker
or upon his failing to attain a certain age, the
old construction is escaped and the executory
devise saved; the word "or" being evidently
meant for " and." Adams v. Chaplin, 1 Hill,

Ch. 265, 267; Doebler's Appeal, 64 Penn. St.

9; Parker v. Parker, 5 Met. 134; Den v. Tay-
lor, 2 South. 413 ; Paterson v. Ellis, 11 Wend.
259; Norris v. Beyea, 13 N. Y. 273; Berg v.

Anderson, 72 Perm. St. 87; Neal v. Cosden,
34 Md. 421; Carpenter v. Boulden, 48 Md.
122; Massie v. Jordan, 1 Lea (Tenn.), 646.

But it is laid down in Pennsylvania that a
devise over upon the devisee's dying unmar-
ried and without issue indicates nothing defi-

nite in the period when the failure of issue

is to take place, and that therefore nothing
but a contingent remainder dependent upon
an estate tail is created. Mattack v. Roberts,
54 Penn. St. 148; Vaughan v. Dickes, 20
Penn. St. 509; overruling an exception men-
tioned in Eichelberger v. Barnitz, 9 Watts,
447, 450. But see post, p. 1328; Downing v.

Wherrin, 19 N. H. 9; Jones v. Sothoron, 10
Gill & J. 187.

In those states in which the English con-
struction prevails, or at least in some of them,
it is also held that the construction is not es-

caped by the use of the words "without leav-

ing issue" or " without leaving heirs of the

body," when not applied to personalty. Allen
V. Ashley School Fund, 102 Mass. 262, 264;
Paterson v. Ellis, 11 Wend. 259 ; Vaughan
V. Dickes, 20 Penn. St. 148; Eichelberger v.

Barnitz, 9 Watts, 450 ; Moody v. Walker, 3

Pike, 147, 198; Newton v. Grifiith, 1 Harr.
& G. Ill; Torrance v. Torrance, 4 Md. 11;
Tongue v. Nutwell, 13 Md. 415, 425: Biscoe
V. Biscoe, 6 Gill & J. 232, 236 ; Edelen v.

Middleton, 9 Gill, 161 ; Ingersoll's Appeal,
86 Penn. St. 240. Contra, Kennedy v. Ken-
nedy, 5 Dutch. 185; Harris i). Smith, 16 Ga.
545, approved in Griswold v, Greer, 18 Ga.
545, 550. Very little, however, in addition

to the word "leaving" will change the con-

struction. Taylor v. Taylor, 63 Penn. St.

481; Edwards v. Bibb, 54 "Ala. 575. See also

Faber v. Police, 10 S. Car. 376. Thus, by the

words " without leaving issue behind," the
construction is changed and a good executory

Gorham, 1 Conn. 36; Hudson v. Wadsworth,
8 Conn. 348; Bullock v. Sevmour, 33 Conn.
289; Barney v. Arnold, 15 ft. 1. 78 ("without
leaving children "). So, too, it is declared to

be settled law that when a fee simple or an
absolute interest is given in remainder after

au estate for life to the children of the first

taker, followed by a gift over upon default of

his (the first taker's) issue, the word " issue "

is held to refer to the children mentioned.
The gift over is therefore a good executory
devise. Daley v. Koons, 90 Penn. St. 246;
Sheets's Estate, 52 Penn. St. 257, 268; Powell
V. Board of Missions, 49 Penn. St. 46, 56;

ante, p. 1298. In another case the court de-

cided that a provision that if any of the chil-

dren of the first taker should die without
issue alive, his share should go to the surviv-

ors, was a good executory devise. Den i).

Schenck, 3 Halst. 29.

And it has elsewhere been decided gener-

ally that a gift over to the survivor of one of

several devisees, the deceased dying without
lawful issue, is also a good executory devise.

This, it is held, does not create an estate tail

in the first takers. Anderson t>. Jackson, 16

Johns. 382; Jackson v. Chew, 12 Wheat. 153;

Wilkes V. Lvon, 2 Cowen, 333 ; Cutter v.

Doughty, 23' Wend. 513; s. c. 7 Hill, 305;

Lovett V. Buloid, 3 Barb. Ch. 137; Waldron
». Gianini, 6 Hill, 601, 603 ; Norris v. Beyea,

13 N. Y. 273, 280; Miller v. Emans, 19 N. Y.
384 ; Gilman ii. Reddington, 24 N. Y. 9 ;

Quackenboss v. Kingsland, 102 N. Y. 128;

Van Home v. Campbell, 100 N. Y. 287; s. c.

101 N. Y. 608. See Allen v. Ashley School

Fund, 102 Mass. 262, 264. But the"contrary

has also been held. Bells t>. Gillespie, 5 Rand.

273; Heffner v. Knepper, 6 Watts, 18; Wall
V. Maguire, 24' Penn. St. 248 ; Caskey v.

Brewer, 17 Serg. & R. 441; Rapp v. Rapp,

6 Barr, 45. See Johnson v. Currin, 10 Barr,

498, where the executory devise was saved

by additional words.
If an estate tail were deemed to have been

created in the first taker, the survivor under

the gift over (after death of the other with-

out is=ue) could of course take only upon the

failure of the other's posterity ; a result which
instead of creating an executory devise would

create a remainder. Anderson v. Jackson,

supra; Cutter v. Doughty, supra; Parker v.

Parker, 5 Met. 134; Nightingale v. Burrill,

15 Pick. 104; Weld u. Williams, 13 Met. 486;

Hall V. Priest, 6 Gray, 18. The entire deci-

sion against the creation of an estate tail in

such a case has turned upon the presence of

the word "survivor" (Anderson «. Jackson,

sunra); a word which Mr. Chancellor Kent
thinks ought not alone to affect the meaning
of the words " dying without issue." 4 Kent,

279, note (e).

But it is settled in New York and in many
other states that that word is to be under-

stood as qualifying the technical meaning of

the words "dying without issue," so as to
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Few points of testamentary construction have come more fre-

quently under discussion than this ; which has arisen, in a great de-

gree, from the discrepancy between the popular acceptation and the

legal sense of the phrase in question, and the consequent willingness

to admit grounds for departing from the technical doctrine. In ordi-

nary language, when a testator gives an estate to a person and his

heirs, with a limitation over in case of his dying without issue, he
means that the devisee shall retain the estate if he leaves issue sur-

viving him, and not otherwise; and where the phrase is, in case the

first taker die before he has any issue, or if he have no issue, the in-

tention probably is that the estate shall belong abso-

under*the"oid lutely to the devisee on his having issue born. But
law. before the Wills Act the established legal interpretation

devise created. Eichelberger ». Barnitz, 9

Watts, 447, 450. It is declared that the rule

should be applied in cases of realty where
the first devise is to two persons, and the de-

vise over in case of the death of either leaving

no issue is not to the survivor but to a stranger.

Allen V. Ashley School Fund, supra; Irvin u.

Dunwoody, 17 Serg. & K. 61.

The rule in England as to gifts of personalty,

which makes the word " leaving " refer prima
facie to the death of the prior talcer, has been
uniformly followed in this country. Downing
V. Wherrin, 19 N- H. 89; Ladd v. Harvev,
21 N. H. 514, 527; Hall i). Priest, 6 Grav, 18,

22 ; Albee v. Carpenter, 12 Cush. 382, 388

;

Snyder's Appeal, 95 Penn. St. 175; Eachus's

Appeal, 91 Penn. St. 105; Bedford's Appeal,

40 Penn. St. 18, 22; King v. Diehl, 6 Serg. &
E. 32; Eichelberger d. Barnltz, 17 Serg. & R.

295; Biscoe ». Biscoe, -6 Gill & J. 232, 2.36,

Tongue V. Newell, 13 Md. 415, 425 ; Edelen

V. Middleton, 9 Gill, 161; Mazyck B. Vander-
horst, Bail. Eq. 48; Bethea v. "Smith, 40 Ala.

415; 4 Kent, Com. 281-283. See Theological

Sem. V. Kellogg, 16 N. Y. 83, 87; Newnau
*. Miller, 7 Jones, 516.

And it should not be forgotten that the

English rule as to realty was adopted at a

"time before the prejudices in favor of (what is

now purely artificial) the ancient system of

estates in land, which allowed only of interests

in possession, reversion, or remainder, had died

out. Executory devises, which had not been
possible under the feudal tenures before the

time of Heniy the Eighth, were even after

the Statute of Wills looked upon with dis-

favor ; and though the courts did not assume
to hold them void per se, they laid down the

rule that remainders were to be preferred to

them. This rule prevails general Iv in the

United States (Hall «. Priest, 6 Grav, 18, 20;

Wall V. Magaire, 24 Penn. St. 248., ante.

Vol. I., p. 824, n.), thou^ it never had the

special raison d'6tre here which it had where

it originated. It has been somewhat affected

bv statute in England. Ante, Vol. I., p. 832.

Indeed, it is greatly to be regretted that the

construction of the "word " issue " itself, with-

out qualification, should not have escaped the

influences under which the English judges

first declared the construction to be followed.
Nothing could be more improbable than that
a testator in providing for a gift over to B. on
the death of A. "without issue," without
more particular words, should have contem-
plated all the line of A.'s possible posterity
as standing before B.'s accession to the boun-
ty ; not, in4eed, that it might not be perfectly
natural in many cases for the testator to pre-
fer A. and his posterity to B., but that, if he
really did so intend, he would have been apt
to say so in language which would not
require straining to give it the desired mean-
ing.. It is apprehended that the meaning of
the word "issue " in the mouth of the unin-
structed testator is strained when it is made
equivalent to posterity. If the testator were
to be questioned, it would doubtless generally
be found that, so far as he had any defi-

nite idea at all, he had used the word in the
sense of "children," living of course at the
death of the first taker. See Den v. Taylor,
2 South. 413, 418. And comp. 2 Redf. Wills,
46 (4th ed ). But see 4 Kent, Com. 274, 275.

In case of a devise over to children of the
testator, children living at his death are prima
facie meant. Stone !). Nicholson, 27 Gratt. 1.
The strong bias, it may be remarked, of Mr.
Chancellor Kent in favor of the old (English)
construction has not been very widely shared.
It will be seen further on that the ancient
rule, that " dying without issue "is to be in-
terpreted, with some exceptions, as referring
to an indefinite failure of issue was abolished
in England by statute in 1837. So, too, in
New York in still stronger terms. 4 Kent,
Com 280 ; Norris v. Beyea, 13 N. Y. 273, 280.
So in other states. See Stone v. McEckron,
57 Conn. 194 (citing Phelps v. Robbins, 40
Conn. 250; White v. White, 52 Conn. 518;
Coe». James, 54 Conn. 511, Phelps d. Phelp.s,

55 Conn. 359); Goddell v. Hibbard, 32 Mich-
47, 55; Mason n. Johnson, 47 Md. 347. And
iow read}- the courts are to give heed to anv,
the slightest, indication of an intention to
refer the words "dying without issue," to
the time of the death of the testator, even
where they still retain prima facie the old
effect, the cases already cited abundantly
ihow.
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of these several expressions was different : for it was settled (thougli

the rule now applies only to wills made before the year 1838), that words
referring to the death of a person without issue, whether the

terms be, " if he die without issue," "if he have no * issue," " if [*1321]

he die without having issue" (a), ''if he die before he has any

issue" (b), or "for want" or "in default of issue," unexplained by the

context, and whether applied to real or to personal estate (notwith-

standing the distinction taken between these two species of property

in some of the early cases (c) ), are construed to import a general

indefinite failure of issue, i. e., a failure or extinction of issue at any

period (d).

The rule of construction is abrogated in regard to ^ yi^t ^ ge

wills made or republished since the year 1837 by the s, 29.

Words im-
act 1 Vict. c. 26, s. 29, of which, we have seen (e), pro-

vides that words which may import a want or failure of iaiiure of

issue r6i6ir to
issue of a person in his lifetime or at his death, or an failure at

indefinite failure of issue, which includes such words as death;

" die without having a son " (/) shall be construed to import a want
or failure of issue in the lifetime or at the death {g) ; but on this

enactment are engrafted an exception and proviso, which exclude the

operation of the statute in cases where the words in question are

simply referential to the objects of a subsisting estate tail, or a prior

gift. The result, then, of this enactment appears to be, that the

words denoting a failure of issue refer to a failure at the death in

every case, unless one of two points can be established : _ except in

first, that the words are referential to the objects of a '^° "^^^^s-

prior estate or preceding gift ; or, secondly, that they are so clearly

and explicitly used to denote a failure of issue at any time as to

exclude the statutory rule of construction, which, it will be observed,

only obtains where there is an ambiguity, i. e. where the words may
import either a failure of issue in the lifetime or at the death, or an

indefinite failure of issue. If, therefore, a testator by a will made- or

republished since 1837 devise real estate to A., or to A. and his heirs,

and if A. shall die and his issue shall fail at any time, then to B., A.

will take an estate tail, as he formerly would have done without these

special amplifying words, which exclude, beyond all question, the

application of the enacted doctrine.

(o) Cole V. Goble, 13 C. B. 445.

(i) Newton ». Barnardine, Moofe, 127, pi. 275. As to this expression applied to children,

see ante, p. 1252.

(c) Pleydell i). Pleydell, 1 P. W. 748 ; Nichols i). Hooper, id. 198.

(d) Fitz. 68; 2 Atk. 308, 376 ; 1 Vern. 478 ; 1 Ea. Abr. 207, pi. 9 ; Amb. 398, 478 ; 2 Ed.

205, 3 B. P. C. Toml. 314 ; 1 B. C. C. 170, 188 ; 2 B. C. C. 33 ; 1 Ve.i. Jr. 286 ; 3 Ves. 99
;

5 Ves. 440 : 9 Ves. 197, 580 ; 17 Ves, 479 ; 1 Mer. 20 ; 1 B. & Ad. 318 ; 7 Bing. 226 ; 2 K.

6 My. 378 ; id. 390 ; 16 Sim. 290 2 Jo. & Lat. 176 ; 13 C. B. 445; L. R., 14 Eq. 283.

(e) Ante, p. 1285.

( /) Being " words of precisely the same import," see 1 Ch. D. 410.

iff) See Re O'Bierne, 1 Jo. &'Lat. 352, m which an attempt seems to havelieen made to

argue that the very words '• Should he die without issue " indicated '• the contrary intention."

See also per Hall, V.-C, Meredith v. TrefEry, 12 Ch. D. 172, and qu.
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[*1322] * Kor does the act apply to the -words " die without heirs

of the body," for there isvno ambiguity in them. Thus in

Harris v. Davis (A), where freeholds and leaseholds were given to be

Act does not
divided between several persons or (read " and ") their

apply to lawful heirs, and in case of there being no heir (read

ou't^heL^o'*" "heir of the body"(i)), then the share or shares to be
body." devised in equal parts among the surviving legatees.

Harris v. One of the devisees having died, a bachelor, in the testa-
^*''"-

tor's lifetime, it was held by Sir J. K. Bruce, V.-C, that

as to the freeholds the gift over o^ the deceased's share took effect

:

but that his share of the leaseholds lapsed. The V.-C. said he had
doubted whether it might not be possible by means of the word " sur-

viving " or from the joint operation of s. 29 of the Wills Act and the

doctrine of Forth v. Chapman to hold that there was no lapse. But
upon consideration he thought that such a construction of the will

could not be maintained. It seemed to him that the words " there

being no heir " must be held to point to an indefinite failure of issue,

and that this was one of the cases in which " surviving " must be

read "other" (/c). The distinction between "die without issue," or

similarly ambiguous expressions, and die without " heirs of the body,"

was more plainly recognized by Sir W. James, L. J., in Dawson v.

Small (I).

It has been doubted whether the exception depending on " such

person having a prior estate tail," &c., applies to a gift of personalty,

iiru .^ or is to be Confined to a devise of real estate, in which
whether ,-,, , .,

words " having alone properly speaking there can be an estate tail.

taR/^&C^
" The legislature," said Lord Campbell (m), " may have

apply to per- loosely applied these words to personalty, or may have
Bona y.

j^^^^ reasons for intending a distinction between realty,

in which there may be an estate tail, to be cut off by a disentailing

deed, and personalty not attended by such incidents." Harris v.

Davis, however, did not turn on that : and in Green v. Green (n),

where freehold and leasehold property was given to A. and the heirs

of his body, and " in case of failute of issue," over ; it was held by
Sir J. K. Bruce, V.-C, that although strictly speaking there could not

be a bequest of personalty in tail, yet looking to the words of s. 29,

A. was entitled to the leaseholds absolutely,

[*1323] * Again, the act does not apply where the words import-

ing a failure of issue would, under the old law, have been

construed not to refer to an indefinite failure of issue. Thus, in

(A) 1 Coll. 416.

(i) As to this, see ante, p. 1176.

(i) But see post, p. 1336, note (a).

(0 L. R., 9 Ch. 651.

(m) Greenwav v. Greenwav, 2 D. F. & J. 137.

(n) Green u.'Green, 3 De'G. & S. 480. See also O'Neill v. Montgomery, 12 Ir. Ch. R.
163.
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Morris Vi Morris (o), where by will made in 1839 the devise was to

A., and if he should die without issue or before he
^ct does not

should attain the age of twenty-one years, then over, it applj' where

was contended that " or " was not to be read " and," and iggJe '^wouM
that consequently, though A. had attained twenty-one, not previously

yet the gift over would take effect if he died without taken inde-

leaving issue at his death; but Sir J. Eomilly, M. E., fimteb'-

held that " or " must be read " and " as it would have been before the

act, and that A. having attained twenty-one took an indefeasible

estate in fee. He said that s. 29 had no application where the words
" die without issue,'' were coupled with other words which had been
the subject of authority and decision, such as " dying under twenty-

one," nor did it in such cases alter such a gift, so as to make it de-

terminable upon a dying without issue living at death or under
twenty-one (p).

So in Jarman v. Vye (q), Sir W. P. Wood, V.-C, held that, inas-

much as it was decided before the act by Crowder v. Stone that a limi-

tation over on the death of A. without issue before some collateral

event (as before the death of B.) meant death and a failure of issue

both happening in the life of B., such a limitation, not being suscep-

tible of the alternative constructions mentioned in the act, was not

affected by it.

Cases in which ground is afforded by the context for excluding the

operation of the statute will probably be of rare occurrence ; for, as

the legal and the popular signification will now coincide, it cannot be

supposed that the context of the will will often furnish grounds for

negativing the restrictive interpretation; and, for the same reason,

there will be less anxiety on the part of the judicial expounders of

wills than formerly to discover grounds for departing from the gen-

eral rule— an anxiety which contributed not a little to incumber

that rule with its numerous distinctions and exceptions. Where,

however, the context does require that the words should be read as

importing a general failure of issue, this construction must be at-

tended with the same consequence as under wills not within the

statute, whether that consequence be the raising of an estate tail by
implication in the person whose issue is referred to, as in

the * case already suggested (r), or the invalidating of the [*1324]

gift over, which is dependent on the failure of issue. Hence,

it is not strictly true (as some have supposed) that the recent act

absolutely excludes the implication of an estate tail from words denot-

ing a failure of issue ; it merely requires that the construction on which
such implication is grounded be sustained by other expressions found

(o) 17 Beav. 198.

(p) See cases on this subject, ante, Vol. I,, p. 471.

(?) L. B., 2 Eq. 784; ante, p. 1329.

(r) /. e., of issue failing at any time, see ante, p. 1323.

VOL. II. 30
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in the will ; and, as we may confidently assume, for the reason already

suggested, that such cases will be very infrequent, the act must event-

ually reduce to insignificance the doctrine respecting the implication

of estates tail from the words in question, as well as the numerous

points of construction incidentally treated of in the present chapter.

II.—. The Rule under the Old Law considered :— 1. As to the Rule

generally. — As, however, cases may, perhaps, occasionally arise in

practice involving a consideration of the old law, it will be proper to

notice briefly in this place some of the decisions bearing upon the

rule formerly in force as regards real estate, that words referring to

the death of a person without issue must be construed as importing

primS, facie an indefinite failure of issue (s).

This rule admits of two exceptions : the first is, where the phrase

is leaving no issue ; with respect to which the settled distinction is

Exceptions to
that, applied to real estate, it means an indefinite failure

the old rule. of issue, but in reference to personal estate (and real

First, where estate directed to be converted (t) is for this purpose re-

leaving no garded as personalty {u)), it imports a failure of issue at
issue.

^}^g ^gath. Under a devise therefore to A., or to A. and
his heirs, and if he shall die and leave no issue, or without leaving issue,

then over, A. would take an estate tail ; but under a bequest of a

term of years or other personal estate in the same language, A. would
take, not the absolute interest (as he would if the indefinite construc-

tion prevailed), but the entire interest of the testator defeasible on
his (A.'s) leaving no issue at his death. Forth v. Chapman (v) is the

leading authority for this distinction, but it has been con-

[*1325] firmed by * a long train of subsequent decisions (x) which

(s) For a fuller discussion of this doctrine, see the 4th Edition of this work. Vol. II.,

pp. 498, et seq.

(*) As to the doctrine of conversion, see Ch. XIX.
(m) Farthing v. Allen, 2 Mad. 310 ; but there was ground to contend that "issue " was .

here synonymous with children who were the objects of the preceding bequest. The judg-
ment, however, is not reported, and the decree is silent as to the limitation over. The mar-
ginal note of the case omits the material word " leaving." And see Hawkins v. Hamerton,
16 Sim. 410.

(») 1 P. W. 663.

(x) As to personalty, Atkinson v. Hutchinson, 3 P. W. 258 ; Sabbarton v. Sabbarton, Cas.
t. Talb. 55, 245 ; Sheffield v. Orrery, 3 Atk. 282 (where the additional words " behind him "

— as to which see post— were used) ; Lampley v. Blower, id. 396 ; Sheppard v. Lessingham,
Amb. 122 ; Gordon v. Adolphus, 3 B. P. C. Toml. 306 ; Taylor «. Clarke, 2 Ed. 202 ; Good-
title V. Pegden, 2 T. R. 720, 1 R. R. 606. Daintrv «. Daintry, 6 T. B. 30T, 2 E. R. 179

;

Radford v. Radford, 1 Kee. 486 ; Mansel v. Grove, 2 T. & C. C. C. 484 ; Heather v. Winder,
5 L. J. N. S. Ch. 41; Daniel v. Warren, 2 Y. & C. C. C. 290; Hawkins v. Hamerton, 16
Sim. 421.

As to realtv, Walter v. Drew, Com. Kep. 372 ; Denn v. Shenton, Cowp. 410 ; Tennv v.

Agar, 12 East, 253 ; Dansey v. Griffiths, 4 M. & Sel. 61 ; WoUen t>. Andrewes, 2 Bing. 126
;

Doe d. Cadogan v. Ewart, 7 Ad. & Ell. 636, 3 Nev. & P. 197 (the judgment in which con-
tains an elaborate statement of the authorities) ; Doe d. Todd v. Duesbury, 8 M. & Wels.
530 ; Bamford v. Lord, 14 C. B. 708 ; Biss v. Smith, 2 H. & N. 105 ; Feakes v. Standley,

24 Beav. 485.

As to deeds. A limitation to A. his heirs and assigns is cut down to an estate tail by a
limitatioa over " if A. dies without issue," Morgan v. Morgan, L. R., 10 Eq. 99, and cases
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show that it applies even where the real and personal estate

are comprised in the same gift, so that in such a case the words
" without leaving issue " import an indefinite failure of issue as re-

gards the realty, but a failure of issue at the death as regards the

personalty. Lord Kenyon, indeed, in Porter v. Bradley (y) ques-

tioned the soundness of the doctrine ; but his dictum is inconsistent

with a miiltitude of authorities, and has received the pointed repro-

bation of both Lord Eldon (s) and Sir W. Grant (a); the former
emphatically declaring that it went " to shake settled rules to their

very foundation" {b).

* The circumstance that the prior gift is expressly for the [*1326]
life of the first taker, so ttat the effect of construing the

word " leaving " to refer to issue at the death is that, in the event of

there being such issue, the subject of disposition belongs to neither

the prior nor the subsequent legatee, affords no ground for departing

from this doctrine (c) . Nor, on the other hand, is the restricted con-

struction of the words in question extended to real estate, merely
because the subject of devise is a copyhold estate, held of a manor
the custom of which forbids the creation of entails, so that the effect

of the ^contrary {i. e., the indefinite) construction is that the first

devisee takes a conditional fee, on which no remainder can be en-

there cited. Idle v. Cook» 1 P. W. 70, is not contra ; though more than testamentary pre-
cision was there required in pointing out wAose issue was meant, the words " in default of

such issue " being held to fail in this respect. But in Olivant v. Wright, 9 Ch. D. 646, where
the trust was to apply the rents of freeholds and leaseholds for the maintenance of A. and B.

until the younger attained twenty-one, and on that event to pay the rents to A. and B. their

heirs, executors, administrators, and assigns, provided, that if either died without leaving

issue his share should go over; it was held by Bacon, V.-C, that this was confined to death
during infancy, which not happening, the fee" was absolute.

(y) 3 T. R."146, 1 R. R. 675.

(0) 9 Ves. 203.

(n) ]9 Ves. 77.

(b) The introduction of the word "leaving" being so important in reference to personalty,

the question often arises in such cases whether the word may be supplied ; as where the tes-

tator in one part of his will uses the phrase "without leaving issue," and in another the
words " without issue." In such case, the latter expression has been made by construction

to correspond with the former in several instances where the general plan of the will seemed
to authorize it : Sheppard v. Lessingham, Amb. 122 ; Radford v. Radford, 1 Kee. 486 ; ante,

Vol. I., pp. 452, 498 ; see also Greenway v. Greenway, 2 D. F. & J. 128. Each oif these

phrases, however, seems to have been allowed to retain its own peculiar force in Pye v. Lin-
wood, 6 Jur. 618, where a testator gave the residue of his property to hiii two children, John
and Elizabeth, in manner following : one moiety to John, his heirs, executors, administrators,

and assigns, and in case of his decease without leaving lawful issue, then to Elizabeth and
her heirs', executors, administrators, and assigns; and the other moiety, together with the

reversion of the former moiety, the executors were directed to invest in trust for Elizabeth

for life for her separate use, and at her decease to go and be equally divided among all her
children lawfully begotten, and in case of her decease without lawful issue, then to John ;

Elizabeth had only one child who died in her lifetime. It was contended that the words
" without lawful issue," in reference to the personalty, applied to issue living at the death,

and that consequently the bequest over had taken effect ; but Sir K. Bruce, V.-C., held that

the deceased child acquired an absolute interest.

Here it will be observed that there was sufficient difference in the mode of disposing of the
several moieties to afford a strong suspicion that the testator might really not have had the

same intention in each instance, and therefore the Court seems to have been fully justified in

adhering to the literal terms of the will. To divest the interest of a child who happened not

to survive its parent was a result which the expounder uf a will would not be disposed to

strain the testator's language for the purpose of accomplishing. It does not appear whether
the particular point for which the case is here cited was presented to the V.-C.

(c) Andrew v. Ward, 1 Russ. 260.
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grafted, and the testator's intention, therefore, in favor of the ulterior

devisee is defeated (d).

The other exception to be noticed to the general rule is, where a

testator, having no issue, devises property in default or on failure of

Second excep-
issue of himself; in which case it is considered that the

tion to general evident object of the testator is simply to make the
'

devise contingent on the event of his leaving no issue

surviving him (e), and that he does not refer to an extinction of issue

at any time (/). This exceptional construction a fortiori prevails

where the devise over is for the purpose of paying debts and

legacies (gf).

But to return to the general rule. Though it is clear that, with

the exceptions before noticed, the expressions to which it relates, ap-

Tvv, -,1
plied to either real or personal estate, import an inde-

restrain the finite failure of issue, it is equally clear that in regard
words gene- ^o either they will yield to a clear manifestation of in-

tention in the context to use them in the restricted sense

of issue living at the death ; but, as to personalty, it seems

[*1327] they yield more readily to expressions * and circumstances

in the will tending so to confine them, than when applied to

real estate (h). Thus expressions which will cut down the established

signification of the words, as applied to personalty, will not neces-

sarily have that effect in reference to real estate : and, by parity of

reason, where the restricted construction is adopted in relation to the

latter, it applies a fortiori to the former. This diversity of con-

struction in regard to real and personal estate appears to have origi-

nated in an anxiety to avoid an interpretation which would render

any part of the will inoperative ; for, as a gift of -personalty to arise

on a general failure of issue is void for remoteness (i), it follows that

the construing of the words under consideration in their unrestricted

sense is fatal to the bequest over depending on them; whereas in

their application to real estate, they have, when so construed, the

effect of creating in the prior devisee an estate tail, and the limita-

tion which it is their office to introduce is then a remainder expectant

on that estate.

II.— 2. The Rule under the Old Law as regards Realty. — We
now proceed to inquire into the grounds upon which words import-

<,d) Doe d. Simpson ». Simpson, 5 Scott, 770, 4 Bing. N. C. 333, 3 Scott, N. R. 774, 3
Man. & Gr. 929.

(e) See as to this, ante, Vol. I., p. 110.

If) French v. Cadell, 3 B. P. C. Toml. 257 ; Wellington v. Wellington, 4 Burr. 2165, 1
W. Bl. 645

i
Lytton v. Lytton, 4 B. C. C. 441 ; Sanford v. Irby, 3 B. & Aid. 654. See also

Doe V. Lucraft, 1 M. & Sc. 573, 8 Bing. 386, ante, p. 1308.

((/) See Re Rye's settlement, 10 Hare, 106. In all the cases cited in the preceding note
there was a devise over for payment of debts, &c., but the decisions do not appear to have
been influenced by this consideration.

(A) See Fearne, C. R. 471.

\i) See rule against perpetuities discussed. Vol. I., p. 213.
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ing a failure of issue are restrained to such failure at the When re-

,,. 1. lii stncteo in re-
death, in regard, to real estate. gaid to realtt/.

It is clear that they receive this construction where

the event of dying is confined to a definite age. Where theJO J J a3'ing refers iQ

Thus, a devise to a person and his heirs, with a limi- a gimn age.

tation over if he shall die under the age of twenty-one

and without issue, is construed, not as creating an estate tail, with a

contingent remainder dependent on the event of the first taker dying

under the specified age (as would be the effect, if the words were

considered to import an indefinite failure of issue {j )), but as a devise

in fee simple, subject to an executory limitation over in the event of

the prior devisee's death under the given age and leaving no issue

surviving him {k)

.

That the principle of the preceding cases applies wherever the

dying without issue is restricted to (whether it be above or

* under) a particular age, may be inferred from Glover v. [*1328]

Monckton (J.),
where real estate was devised to trustees,

upon certain trusts until the testator's son should attain twenty-one,

and, when he should arrive at that age, in trust for him, his heirs,

&c. ; but in case his son should not live to attain such age of twenty-

one years, and the testator's daughter should be living at the time

of the decease of his son, or in case his son should live to attain such

age, hut should afterwards die without lawful issue, then in trust for the

daughter for life, with remainders over. The son attained twenty-

one ; and the Court of Common Pleas, on a ease from Chancery, cer-

tified that he took an estate in fee with an executory devise over in the

event of his dying without having issue living at his death.

The same principle probably would be considered as extending to

every case in which a dying without issue is combined with an event

personal to the individual, as the event of his dying with-
gyggg^tg^

out issue and unmarried or without leaving a husband extent of the

or wife,— which is the meaning of "unmarried" in this P"°<='P'8-

situation (m).^

With some aid from the context it was applied in Doe d. Johnson

V. Johnson (n), where the testator devised lands to his wife for life,

( )) Such was the doctrine of the early authorities. See Soulle e. Gervard, Cro. El. 525.

Such also would still be the construction if the prior limitation were expressly to A. and the

heirs of his body, Grey v. Pearson, 6 H. L. Ca. 61. And see IMarshall v. Grime, 28 Beav.

(jfc) Hinde ». Lvon, 3 Leon. 64 ; Price «. Hunt, PoUex. 645 |
Eastman ». Baker, 1 Taunt.

174 ; Hanbury v'. Cockerill, 8 Vin. Ab. Dev. n. (n), pi. 4 ; Anon. Dyer, 124 a, 354 a ; and

see 17 Beav. 201. And in Hall «. Deering, Hardr. 148, the point was much discussed, but

DO opinion was given by the Court.

(/) 3 Bing. 13.

(m) See Vol. I., p. 487.

(re) 8 Ex. 81 ; but see O'Donohoe v. King, 8 Ir. Eq. Rep. 185.

1 Downing «. wVerrin, 19 N. H. 9 ; Jones tack v. Roberts, 54 Penn. St. 148 ; ante,

J). Sothoron, 10 Gill & J. 187. Contra, Mat- p. 1320, note of American editor.
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with remainder to his nephew Samuel and his heirs, but in case his

nephew should die before he attained the age of twenty-one, or after

he should have attained such age of twenty-one should die unmarried,

or having been married should die without lawful issue, then over,

it was held that the nephew took an estate in fee, with an executory

devise over on the happening of any of the three specified events,

and that the last event was his death without leaving issue surviving

him (o).

But it seems that the words referring to a failure of issue are not

restricted to such failure at the death by the mere insertion of the

contingency of the issue dying under age. Thus, if real

onlsswe'dylng estate be devised to A. and his heirs, with a devise over
under age, not

ijj gase A. should die without issue, or such issue should
T6StriCtlV6>

die under the age of twenty-one years, A. would be

tenant in tail ; for it is said, that does not necessarily show that the

testator is speaking of a failure of issue at the death of A. (p).

[*1329] * Where the dying without issue is restricted to some de-

finite period collateral to the devisee (as in the case of a devise

to A. and his heirs, with a devise over in case he should die without

issue in, the lifetime of B.), it would seem that the phrase

laterai'eveut must be read as denoting the event of A. dying, and of
being asso- there being an extinction of his issue, but both events
ciated

happening in the lifetime of B. (q).

The next species of case to be noticed is, where expressions are

Effect of added to the words importing a failure of issue, showing
additional that the testator used those words in a restricted sense.

Where the testator expressly devises over the estate
Express refer-

j^^ ^he event of the preceding devisee dying without
61106 to tI16 •/ o
death of the leaving issue living at the time of his death, the language
prior devisee. q£ ^jjg ^-^ Seems to exclude all controversy; and yet

we have an adjudication on this simple point in Doe d. Barnfield v.

Wetton {r).

The restricted construction, however, has been sometimes adopted
where the intention was much less equivocally expressed.

(o) See also Mabaffey v. Eooney, 5 Ir. Jur. 245 ; Greated v. Created, 26 Beav. 621. And
compare Feakes v. Standley, 2i Beav. 485, observing that the event was there not " personal
to the individual."

(p) The contingency is compounded of two events, one of such events being comprised in
the other, and therefore superfluous. See Grimshaw v. Pickup, 9 Sim. 596.

(q) GrowHler v. Stone, 3 Russ. 217. See also Jarman u. Vye, L. R., 2 Ex. 784 (will made
in 1845). In Pells v. Brown, Cro. Jac. 590, however, the Court seemed inclined to read the
words aa applying to the contingency of A. dying in the lifetime of B. without leaving issue
living at the death of A. An alternative construction which appears to be the most consist-
ent w^ith the general rule which regards these words as primS, facie importing a general fail-

ure of issue, is to read them as pointing to the event of A. dying in the lifetime of B., and of
there being a failure of issue at any time. This latter construction was, however, directly
negatived in Pells v. Brown.

(r) 2 B. & P. 324 ; and see Verulam «. Bathurst, 13 Sim. 388. But if there is a previous
express limitation in tail, although the restricted construction may be right, yet the nature of
the previous devisee's estate is not altered ; ante, pp. 445, 505 n.
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Thus, in Porter v. Bradley (s), where the testator devised lands to

P., his heirs and assigns forever; but in case P. should (.Leaving no
die leaving no issue behind him, then over, it was held issue behind

that the words imported a dying without issue living at """

the death.

Another class of cases in which the restricted construction of the

words under consideration has been adopted consists of impUcatory
those in which the arguments for that construction have grounds of

been derived from the nature of the subject-matter and from nature of

terms of the ulterior devise. devise over.

Thus, in NichoUs v. Hooper (t) the circumstance of the

lands * being chargeable with moneys to be paid within a de- [*1330]

finite period after the decease ,of the first taker, was held to

cut down the words in question to a dying without issue at the death.

The devise was to M. for life, remainder to her son T. Legacy to be

and his heirs, provided that if T. should die without issue p?id within a

of his body, then the testator gave 100^. apiece to A. and fftothe""

B., to be paid within six months after the decease of the sur- death.

vivor of the said mother and son by the person who should inherit the prem-

ises ; and, in default of payment, the testator gave the land to the

legatees for payment. It was held that the words here referred to a

dying without issue at the death, and that the issue having survived

the son, though they failed within the six months, the legacies did

not arise.

One of the grounds on which the restrictive construction has been
held justified by the terms of the ulterior devise is that, on the fail-

ure of issue in question, the devise is to the then survivors of certain

persons living at the testator's death. Thus, in Greenwood v. Ver-

don (u), where the testator gave legacies to certain persons by name,

and then devised all the residue of his personal property and all his

real estate to his wife and son for their lives, and after the decease

of the wife, to the son, his heirs and assigns forever, and from and
after the decease of the wife and of the son without issue, to be

equally divided among the then surviving legatees, share and share

alike ; Sir W. P. Wood, V.-C, held that the failure of issue of the

son was restricted by the ulterior gift, and that the son took an estate

in fee, with an executory gift over if he died without issue living at

the death of the last-surviving legatee ; and there being issue living

at that period the estate in fee became absolute (x)

Another ground upon which the restricted construction has been

(s) 3 T. E. 143, 1 R. R. 675. The words " and assigns " point to a fee, per Wood, V.-C,
1 K. & J. 81.

(t) 1 P. W. 198, 2 Vem. 686 ; and see Re Rye's settlement, 10 Hare, 106, ante, p. 1326.

See also Porter v. Bradley, 3 T. R. 143 ; Blinston v. Warburton, 2 K. & J. 400; Gee v.

Corporation of Manchester, 17 Q. B. 737.

(») 1 K. & J. 74.

Ix) Ante, p. 1329.
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Ulterior gifts adopted is, that the ulterior devises confer estates for
being/or life ,.j. ^

only! l^fe only.

Thus, in Eoe d. Sheers v. Jeffery (?/), where a testator devised to

his daughter A. for life, and after her death to his grandson B. and

to his heirs forever ; but in case B. should depart this life, and leave no

issue, then his will was that the said premises should be and return

unto E. M. and S., or the survivors or survivor of them, equally to be divided

between them. Lord Kenyon, after citing Pells v. Brown («) as a lead-

ing authority, said, " On looking thi-ough the whole of this

[*1331] will, we have no doubt that * the testator meant that the

dying without issue was confined to a failure of issue at the

death of the first taker ; for the persons to whom it is given over

were then in existence, and life estates are only given to them."

But it is clear that the doctrine of Eoe v. Jeffery applies only

where all the ulterior estates are merely for life ; for in Barlow v.

Salter (a) Sir W. Grant refused to extend it even to a bequest of per-

sonal estate where one of several ulterior legatees took a life interest

and the others absolutely.

In two more modern cases the circumstance of the property being

in the devise over charged with sums of money, to be disposed of by
the will of the first devisee (though not made payable

devFsTd'over within a definite period after his death, as in Nichols
chwged with ^. Hooper (h)), seems to have formed the principal ground

'

for holding the words under consideration to import a

dying without issue at the death.

Thus, in Doe d. Smith v. Webber (c), a testator devised and be-

queathed real and personal estate to his niece H., her heirs, execu-

tors, administrators, and assigns, forever, and provided that in case

she should happen to die and leave no child nor children, then he de-

vised unto his niece B. his freehold lands called W. to her and her
— to be paid heirs foiever, paying 1,000/. unto the executor or executors

tors'^ITc^^of'
''•^^'* *''*'^ '***'^* ^•' °^ *" ^""^^ person as she by her last will

the prior' and testament should direct. It was held that H. took an
devisee. estate in fee, subject to an executory devise on her leav-

ing no issue ai her death.

So, in Doe d. King v. Frost {d), where a testator devised to his son
W. and his heirs certain real estate, and after giving to his wife an

Words "on ^'^'^^'^^Y thereout, to be paid by W., provided that, if W.
the decease should have no children, child, or issue, the estate was
"f ^•" on the decease of W. to become the property of the heir-

(y) 7 T. R. 589.

(z) Cro. Jao. 590.

(a) 17 Ves. 479. See also Beauclerfc v. Dormer, 2 Atk. 308 ; Doe d. Jones «. Owen, 1 B.
& Ad. 318 ; Re Rye's Settlement, 10 Hare, 111 j Peyton «. Lambert, 8 Ir. Com. L. Rep. 485.

(6) Ante, p. 1324.
^

(c) 1 B. & Aid. 713 ; and see Chamberlayne v. Chamherlavne, 6 Ell. & Bl. 625, 633.
(d) 3 B. & Aid. 546. And see Stratford ». Powell, 1 Ba. & Be. 1, noticed post, p. 1335.
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at-law, subject to such legacies as he ( W.) might leave hy will Effect of

to any of the younger branches of the family ; it was held legacies to be

that W. took au estate ia fee, with an executorv devise bequeathed
bv prior

over, in the event of his dying leaving no issue at his devisee,

death, to such person as should be then and in that event heir-at-law

;

Abbott, C. J., observing that it was the plain intention of the

testator that, at the period of the * decease of his son W., it [*1332]
should be ascertained whether the estates devised to him by
the will should then vest in him in fee absolutely, or pass over to some
other person, subject to any such legacies as the son might by his will

devise to any of the younger branches of the family.

In this case, Holroyd, J., adverted to the words " on the decease of

the said W. ;

" and it would seem that this decision and the subse-

quent decisions in Ex parte Davies (e), and Parker v. Words on or

Birks (/), were considered in Coltsmann v. Coltsmann (g)
a«tiie decease,

to have established the rule of restrictive construction for cases in

which the devise is to A. in fee, and if he dies without issue, then ai

or on his death, over. And the rule was applied in the case last men-
tioned, although the words used were "die without heirs of the

body." But the words " after his death " are not quite _ after the

so strong (A), pointing less precisely to the moment of decease,

death.

But of course the context may show that the recognized construc-

tion of on or at was not intended, and, if so, the words must be con-

strued according to the intention as meaning an indefinite failure of

issue (i).

It may be observed that in all the preceding cases in which the re-

strictive construction was adopted, the prior limitation on which the

words under consideration were engrafted would, stand- Distinction

ing alone, have given the fee to the devisee. In such suggested

cases the convenience is all on the side of the restricted devise ?s 'for

construction, which renders such fee defeasible on his not l'*« ""'y-

leaving issue at his death, and places the estate out of the power of

the first taker, who might, if he were tenant in tail (as he would be if

the words were construed to mean an indefinite failure of issue), de-

feat the ulterior estate. To prevent this consequence, the Courts have

generally, in such cases, lent a willing ear to the arguments in favor

of the restricted (and which we have seen to be the popular) interpre-

tation of these words (k).

(c) 2 Sim. N. S., 114.

(/) 1 K. & .T. 1.56.

(V) L. R., 3 H. L. 121, stated post, p. 13.33. Cf. Dunk v. Frazer, 2 R. & Mv. 557.
(A) Per Wood V.-C, 1 K. & J. 165. See Walter v. Drew, Com. Rep. 3T3 ;"jones v. Ryan,

9 Ir. Eq. Rep. 249 ; where the words " after the death " were held not to be restrictive.

(i) Peyton v. Lambert, 8 Ir. Com. L. Rep. 485. See also Broadhurst v. Morris, 2 B. & Ad.
1 ; but see the remarks on that decision of Kinderslev, V.-C, 2 Sim. N. S. 122, and of Wood,
V.-C, 1 K. & J. 166.

(A) See accordingly per Wood, V.-C, " In no case in which an estate in fee simple has
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[*1333] * On the other hand, where the first devise would confer

an estate for life only, the restricted construction imputes

a very improbable intention to the testator ; for as it raises no estate

tail in the first devisee, nor (it should seem) an implied estate by
purchase in the issue, the land goes absolutely from the devisee at

his death, whether he leave issue or not ; and that event is material

only as bearing on the right of the ulterior devisee ; for, although

the property ceases to belong to the prior devisee whether he leave

issue surviving him or not, yet it is to pass over to the remainderman
only in case the prior devisee do not leave issue, which it is hard to

suppose could have been really meant. And if the distinction sug-

gested by these observations has not been a recognized principle of

construction in any one of the cases, yet its influence may be traced

in some of them (Z).

But if two estates be devised to A., one in fee simple and the other

for life, and if he die without issue, then, in one and the same sen-

Gifts in fee tence, both estates to be given over at the death of A.,
and for life to y^ would be difficult not to give these words in both
A. followed

.

°
1 • m.

by one gift cascs the same meaning, however different their effect

"^at'^death'of
^^ *^® respective cases might be. Thus in Coltsmann v.

A." held Coltsmann (to), where by will a testator devised to his
res nctive.

^^^ j^ q -^^^ "property, lands, and premises " at F., with

yiitboutheirs t^^ live and dead stock and the furniture ; also his

of his body, "lands and premises" at D. ; and by codicil directed

death," held that if J. C. should die without heirs of his body, in
restrictive.

^;]^^^ Q^gg ^nd in default of such heirs the lands of F.,

with the furniture ; and the lands at D. should at his son's death de-

scend and be transferred to A. and his heirs, charged with any pro-

vision made by J. C. for his wife with the testator's consent. Also

if J. C. should die without heirs of his body, in that case and in de-

fault of such heirs the testator bequeathed 6,000Z. to his daughter. It

was held in the House of Lords that, as to the lands at F., which
by the will were given to J. C. in fee, the limitation over was an ex-

ecutory devise to take effect in the event (which had happened) of

J. C. dying without an heir of his body living at his death.

Another case in which the words in question bear the restricted

construction is where the limitation over is preceded by a

[*1334] power * implying a gift in default of appointment to the

issue of the donee living at his death. This exception was

been limited by the first words has that estate been reduced to an estate tail in order to con-
strue the words of the gift over on the death of the devisee without issue to be a remainder.
It is begging the question to say that the pit over is to be taken to be a remainder ; because
it is necessary first to make out that the gift in fee is cut down to an estate tail." Parker v.

Birks, 1 K. & J. 166. Jones v. Ryan was not cited.

(I) See Wvld v. Jervis, 1 Atk. 432; West's Cas. t. Hardw. 311. See also Simmons v
Simmons, 8 Sim. 22 ; Butt v. Thomas, 11 Ex. 235, 1 H. & N. 109.

(m) L. E., 3 H. L. 121.
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first established in bequests of personal estates, and the Prior gift to

authorities which establish it will be noticed in the next
j^pi;^^ frra?

division of this section. power.

II.— 3. Rule under the Old Law as regards Personalty.

— Our next inquiry is, what expressions or circum- restricUn

stances in the context will cut down the words under regard to pe»--

consideration, to issue living at the death, in regard to

personal estate.

1st. As to the expressions which have been held to Expressions
1 J.T. •

j}r: i beld to be
have this effect. restrictive.

A gift over on death under the age of twenty-one and Death without

without issue, is held to refer to death under that age 's?"^ coupled

and leaving no issue surviving (n). This agrees with contingency.

the rule respecting real estate (o).

The effect of the words " at," " on " and " after " death, applied to

gifts over of personal estate, has been the subject of frequent

discussion.

In Pinbury v. Elkin (p) a testator having made his wife executrix,

and given her all his goods and chattels, provided that if she should

die without issue by him [q) then after her decease (r) 801. „ ^j. j, ^j^

should remain to his brother J. Lord Parker, C, held decease " held

that the words imported a dying without issue at the
™^'''"=''^8-

death, for that a contrary construction would be repugnant to the

words "after (i. e., immediately after) her decease," which would be

carrying the payment beyond the day, and would, he said, be as ab-

surd as to appoint the day of payment to be to-morrow, if it shall

rain this day twelvemonth.

Sir W. Grant has (s) intimated a doubt whether the word " after "

was properly construed immediately after in the last case. But Pin-

bury V. Elkin seems to have been followed in several in- ,,, .. . ,

1 .(v- X 1 • Immediately
stances (t). Of course, there can be no difficulty (as this after the de-

dictum impliedly admits) where such is the expression. "***' °* *•"

Where the words are, " at " or " on the decease " of the first taker

the applicability of the doctrine of Pinbury v. Elkin seems
* to be still more conclusive on account of the greater defi- [*1335]

niteness of the expression (u).

(«) Martin u. Long, 2 Vem. 151 ; Pawlett v. Doggett, id. 86 ; Bradshaw ». Skilbeck, 2
Bing. N. S. 182, the words in this case were ambiguous, but held equivalent to the expression
in the text ; and see Balguy v. Hamilton, Mose. 186.

(o) Ante, p. 1327.

(p) 1 P. W. 563, 2 Vem. 758, 766, Pre. Ch. 483.

(5) See ante, p. 1224.

(r) As to this expression applied to devises, see ante, p. 1332.

(«) Donn V. Penny, 19 Ves. 548, 1 Mer. 20. See also Barlow v. Salter, 17 Ves. 483.

(«) Wilkinson v. South, 7 T. K. 555 ; Trotter v. Oswald, -1 Cox, 317. See Gawlerti. Cadby,
Jac. 346.

<u) Stratford v. Powell, 1 Ba. & Be. 1 ; Eackstraw v. Vile, 1 S. & St. 604.
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Of course the word " then," as commonly interposed between two
limitations, has no effect in restricting words importing a failure of

issue to issue living at the death. Used in this way,
Word "then" ...
as interposed " then " IS a particle of inference, connecting the conse-
between two quence with the premises, and meaning " in that event,"

or " if that happens." It is, therefore, a word of reason-

ing rather than of time (x).

Another ground upon which it has been said that the words in ques-

tion have received a restricted construction is, that the bequest over

Bequest over
involves a joersowa/ trust and confidence. To this principle

involving a Mr. Feame (y) refers the case of Keily v. Fowler (s),
persona trnst.

.^^jj^gj-g g, testator bequeathed his worldly substance unto

his daughter, in case she married with consent : in case she married

without consent, she was to have only twenty cows and a horse ; and,

after appointing executors, he provided that in case his daughter

should die without issue, his substance should return back to his

executor, to be distributed as he should therefore direct ; and, lastly,

in case his said daughter should marry without consent, or die without

issue, his substance should return back to his executors to be by them di.—

tributed in manner following, viz., to J. D. 1001. and several other pecu-

niary legacies, and to his daughter twenty cows and a horse. It was
held, that the bequest over was to take effect on the death of the

daughter without issue living at the death.

A limitation to the survivor of several living persons in

[*1336] * default of issue of either forms another exception to the

rule which construes these words to import an indefinite fail-

ure of issue ;
" for it will be intended that the survivor was meant

Where the
individually and personally to enjoy the legacy, and not

gift over is to merely to take a vested interest which might or might
not be accompanied by actual possession " (a).

survivors.

(x) Per Lord Brougham, in Campbell v. Harding, 2 R. & My. 411. See also Stanley v.
Lennard, 1 Ed. 87, ante ; Beauclerk v. Dormer, 2 Atk. 308 ; Gill v. Barrett, 29 Beav. 372.
The above-quoted passage in Lord Brougham's judgment was cited with commendation bv
Sir K. Bruce, in Pye v. Linwood, 6 Jur. 619, where an attempt was again made, and with no
better success, to found an argument for the restrictive construction on the word " then."

(y) Fea. 482.

(z) 3 B. P. C. Toml. 299, Wilm. 298. This case and the ground for it above suggested
was disapproved of by Lord Thurlow in Bigge v. Bensley, 1 B. C. G. 187, who observed,
" that it would be better to say that in Keily v. Fowler there was no rule of construction than
Mr. Fearne's." The fact probably was, that this very learned writer, finding the case so de-
cided, put it upon the best ground he could discover. The ground, however, to which he has
referred it does not exist ; for the trust was not necessarily personal to the executors named,
but might have been executed by the representatives of the survivor : and as it is clear that
a transmissible trust raises no stronger argument against the ordinary construction than a
transmissible interest ; k consequentia, a personal trust (i. e., exclusively personal) does raise
as strong an argument as a personal interest. The argument founded on the nature of the
property given over to the daughter, namely,^ cows and horses, to which Mr. Fearne also al-
ludes, appears to be not more conclusive.

(a) Massey v. Hudson, 2 Mer. 133. See Hughes v. Saver, 1 P. W. 534; Kanelagh v. RRne-
lagh, 2 My. & K. 441 ; Turner v. Frampton, 2 Sim. N. S. 192 ; Campbell v. Harding, 2 R.
& My. 411 ; Fisher v. Barry, 2 Hog. 153. Where " survivors" means, as it sometimes does,
"otliers" (post, Oh. XLTII.), the gift over is clearly on an indefinite failure of issue, and
void; and it was said by the Judges who decided Westwood «. Southey and Turner v. Framp-
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But the presumption in favor of a limited construction of the words
" in default of issue " arising from the use of the word " survivor " is

repelled where words of limitation are superadded to that
word. The addition excludes the presumption that it was repeM''where
a mere personal benefit that was intended for the sur- tj'e gift to

^_

vivor; for, though there should be no such failure of coSr'"
issue as would enable him personally to take, yet his Jfoi'dsof

representatives would be entitled to claim in his right

whensoever the failure of issue should happen (6).

So, if the ulterior bequest which is to take effect on the failure of
issue be to persons who shall be living at the time, -the same reasoning
seems to apply

; but, in order to let in the force of this argument, the
ulterior bequest must be so framed as to be confined to persons living

at the death of the testator, and must not embrace an indefinite range
of unborn persons. When, however, it is once ascertained, by the de-

scription of the ulterior legatees as living at the period of failure, that
failure at the death of the party is meant, an alternative gift, to take
effect if none of those legatees are then living, to others not so de-

scribed, must also be valid (c).

And, of course, if the event which is made the condi- Distinction

tion precedent of the ulterior gift is not the fact of the where ulterior

legatee surviving the extinction of issue, but merely that pL-sonTiving

of his surviving the person whose failure of issue is *' i^^** °^

referred to, no ground is thereby laid for the restricted £lue°isTe-°^^

construction, as the ulterior gift might be intended to ^'^'''^'^^ '<>•

confer a vested interest on the death of such person, to take

effect in possession in favor of the representatives * of the [*1337}
legatee on the failure of issue at any remote period (d).

3dly. Another class of cases remaining to be noticed is where the
words importing a failure of issue are preceded by a power
implying, in default of appointment, a gift to the issue (impu°d) gift

of the donee living at his decease. In this situation the *» issue at

words in question are evidently referential, and, as such,

may seem to belong to the preceding chapter, where indeed the cases

have been briefly noticed (e) ; but they suggest a few observations

which will more properly find a place here.

The authorities for this exception to the indefinite construction, are

Target v. Gaunt (/) and Hockley v. Mawbey {g). In Target v. Gaunt

ton, that in ambiguous cases (which they considered them to be) the law leaned in favor of
that interpretation of "survivors" which would support the bequest over. Cf. Harris v.

Davis, 1 Coll. 416, ante, p. 1322.

(b) Massey v. Hudson, 2 Mer. 134 ; see also O'Donohoe ». King. 8 Ir. Eq. Rep. 185.
(c) Jones V. Cullimore, 3 Jur. N. S. 404. See also Gee ». Liddell, L. R., 2 Eq. 341.

(d) Garrett v. Cockerell, 17 Y. & C. C. C. 494.

(e) Ante, p. 1288.

(/) 1 P. W. 432, 10 Mod. 402, Gilb. Eq. Ca. 149.

(g) 1 Ves. Jr. 143, 3 B. C. C. 82,1 R. R. 93; see also Leeming v. Sherratt, 2 Hare, 14,
Stated p. 1288; Keating v. Keating, LI. & G. t. Plunk. 291; Eastwood v. Avoson, L. R., 4 Ex.
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a term of years was bequeathed to H. for life, and no longer ; and af-

ter his decease to such of the issue of H. as he should hy will appoint, and
To such of i'"' case H. should die without issue, then over. The question

H^a'fhe
°* ^^^' "^^^^^^^ ^^^ bequest over was good ; and Parker, L.

should y>y C, decided in the afiirmative, observing that it must be
will appoint. intended such issue as H. should, or at least might ap-
point the term to, which must be intended issue then living ; and that

this construction should be the more favored, in regard it supported
the will, whereas the other (i. e. that the testator meant whenever
there was a failure of issue) destroyed it.

In Hockley v. Mawbey a testator devised freehold and leasehold

estates to A. for life, and after her decease to his son R. arid his issue

lawfully begotten or to he begotten, to be divided among them as he (^S.)

should thinhfit, and in case he should die without issue, over. One ques-

tion was, whether E. took an estate tail in the realty, and an absolute

interest in the personalty, or a life interest only in both. Lord Thur-

low was of opinion that he had only an estate for life. It was evi-

dent, he said, that the testator did not intend the property to go to

the issue as heirs in tail ; for he meant that they should take distribu-

tively, and according to the proportions to be fixed by the son, and
that it had often been decided, that where the gift was in that way,

the parties must take as purchasers. After some further

[*1338] remarks, he intimated an opinion that the children took * an

interest independently of the power, which only authorized

the son to fix the proportions, and not to choose whether they were
to take at all : and that the objects, whosoever they were, must be in

existence during the life of the son.

It may be remarked, however, that if in Target v. Gaunt and Hock-
ley V. Mawbey there had been an express limitation to the issue in de-

fault of appointment, it seems that such limitation could not, by
implication, have been confined to issue living at the deatk because

the power embraced such objects only (h).

141 ; Whitelaw v. Whitelaw, L. R., Ir. 5 Ch. 120. But see Simmons v. Simmons, 8 Sim. 22;
and see Martin v. Swannell, 2 Beav. 249; Crozier v. Crozier, 2 Con. & L. 294, 3 D. & War.
373.

(A) See Smith v. Death, 5 Mad. 371, ante, Vol. I., p. 519 ; Seale v. Barter, 2 B. & P. 285;
and per Wigram, V.-C, Davidson v. Proctor, 19 L. J. Ch. 396, 14 Jut. 32 ; Roddy v. Fitzger-
ald, 6 H. L. Ca. 824. See also Jesson ti. Wright, 2 Bli. 1, ante, p. 1211.



*CHAPTEE XLII. [*1339]

WHAT WOEDS RAISE CEOSS-EEMAINDBKS BT IMPLICATION AMONG
DEVISEES IN TAIL.

I. General Rule that Devise to Sev-

eral as Tenants in Common
with Limitation over " in de-

fault of such Issue," &c., raises

Cross-Kemainders by Implica-

tion

II. Words " Remainder," "Rever-
sion," raise Cross-Remainders,

when. As to Executory Trusts.

1339

1349

III. Alleged Exceptions ;— where the

Devise is to more than two

;

where there is an express Cross

Limitation; where the Devise

in Tail is limited to the Devi-

sees respectively 1352

IV. General Conclusions 1356

I.— G-eueral Rule that Devise to Several as Tenants in Common
with Limitation over in Default of Issue raises Cross-Remainders by
Implication.— Where lands are devised to several per- introductory

sons as tenants in common in tail, with remainder over, remarks,

the question arises, whether, upon the determination of the entail in

each share, such share devolves upon the other co-devisees in tail, or

immediately goes over to the remainder-man of the entirety. Such

reciprocal limitations to the tenants in common in tail, inter se,

are, in professional language, denominated cross-remainders. It is

settled that in wills, as distinguished from deeds (a), they need not

be limited expressly (though in correctly drawn wills they are never

omitted), but may be implied from the context.' To show what ex-

(«) Edwards v. Alliston, 4 Russ. 78. Doe v. Birkhead, 4 Exch. 110. The latter ease,

though not impugning the principle stated in the text, overrules the former on another ground.

And see Doe ®. Wainewright, 5 T. R. 427, 2 R. R. 427; Doe v. Dorvell, id. 518, 2 R. R. 475.

As to marriage articles, see post, p. 1345, n.

1 The following has been given as an
example of cross-remainders in A. and B.

arising by express terms: Devise of White-
acre to A. and of Blackacre to B. in fee, and
if either die without issue, the survivor to

take, and if both die without issue, then over

to C. in fee. The gift over to C, it may be
observed, though void for remoteness as an
executory devise, is good as a remainder, but

it is postponed to the cross-remainders. Cross-

remainders to A. and B. would be implied in

the following case: Devise to A. and B. of

lots to each and remainder over to C. on the

death of both. 4 Kent, 201; Chadock v.

Cowley, Croke Jac. 695; Baldriok v. Whitv,
2 Bail. 442; Williams «. Kibler, 10 S. Car.

414; Picot V. Armistead, 2 Ired. Eq. 226;

Seabrook v. Mikell, 1 Cheves. Eq. 80; Wall
V. Maguire. 24 Pehn. St. 248; Bamford v.

Chadwick, 23 L. J. C. P. 172; s. c. 26 Eng.
L. & Eq. 302; Allen v. Ashley School Fund,
102 Mass. 262; Parker v. Parker, 5 Met.
134.

It will be remembered that it is generally
held that a gift over to "survivors " after a
prior estate makes a good executory devise,

and not a remainder. Ante, p. 1326, note 1.

Though when the gift over is to a third per-
son, the words " dying without issue " are
generallv held to create a remainder. Allen
V. Ashle'y School Fund, 102 Mass. 262, 264.
This will suffice to show that much of the
learning upon this subject is divested of prac-
tical importance except in those states, if there
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pressions have been held, in judicial construction, sufBcient to raise

such implication, is the object of the present chapter.

The principle has been long admitted that wherever real estate is

devised to several persons in tail as tenants in common, and it appears

to be the testator's intention that not any part is to go over

[*1340] until the failure of the issue of all the tenants ia * common,
they take cross-remainders in tail among themselves. The

General
great struggle has been to determine when the words " in

principle of default of such issuB," or other expression, used to con-
t e cases.

^^^^^ ^-^^ devise in tail with the succeeding limitation,

may be construed to demonstrate such an intention. In order to place

this subject fully before the reader, it will be convenient

sions raT^'^^^ briefly to trace the steps by which the rule has been
crossje- gradually placed on, or rather restored to, its present

enlarged and liberal footing; and then to state the

general conclusions which the cases warrant.

One of the earliest leading authorities is an anonymous case in

Dyer (b), where a man, having five sons, and his wife enceinte, devised

two thirds of his lands to his four younger sons and the

if all, the
' child en ventre sa mfere, if it was a son, and to the heirs

devisees died male of their bodies begotten, and if they all five should
without issue ; , ,. . , . j /. 7 i 7. /.

happen to die without issue male oj their bodies, or any oj

their bodies, lawfully begotten, then the testator willed that the said two
parts should revert to his right heirs. It was held that four of the

devisees having died without issue male, the survivor was entitled to

the whole ; it being evidently the true intent of the devisor, that, so

long as there was any issue male of his body (qu. of the bodies of any of

the five devisees ?), no part should revert to the heirs.

So, in Holmes v. Meynell (c), where a testator devised certain lands

to his two daughters and their heirs, equally to be divided between

— in case tlie
them ; and in case they happen to die without issue, then

devisees died over ; the daughters were held to be tenants in tail in
wi lou issue, common, with cross-remainders in tail.

(i) 303 b, 13 Eliz., sometimes erroneously referred to as Clache's case, as to which see be-
low, p. 1353.

(c) Eaym. 452, 2 Show. 136.

still be auoh, in which the word " survivor "
273), which disregard the word • survivor"

ia not deemed sufficient to affect the construe- when standing alone. See 4 Kent Com. 275
tion of words of entailment. See the note 279. But it seems that cross-limitations by
just cited. As the whole question, however, way of executory devise cannot he wholly
is one of actual intention, it may appear that implied (that is, without language requiring
the testator did contemplate an indefinite the implication) among de.visees in fee. even if

failure of issue, notwithstanding the use of among legatees. See ch. 43; Feniev i; John-
the word "survivor," the result of which son, 21 Md. 106,117. The result in such a
would be to bring into application the doc- case is that upon the death of one of the de-
trine of cross-remainders, no executory devise visees in the lifetime of his co-devisee, the
being created. The definition of Mr. Chan- share of the deceased will devolve upon his
cellor Kent, given in substance supra, was representatives until the event shall happen
doubtless framed upon some of the earliei upon which the whole gift shall go over. See
authorities, (like Bells v, Gillespie, 5 Rand, post, p, 1359.
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These early cases accurately represent the state of the law at this

day. It will now be proper to state some more modern authorities

for the general position that the words " in default of issue," or " in

default of such issue," following a devise to several persons in tail (d),

raise cross-remainders between them.
In Wright v. Holford (e), where the testatrix devised to her sons,

and in default of such issue to all and every the daughter
and daughters of herself and P., and to the heirs of their in°tai%an

"'

body and bodies, such daughters if more than one to take f"r default of
, , . , , . . , , , , - w« issue.

as tenants in common and not as joint-tenants ; and for
default of such issue, to the use of her (testatrix's) right

heir; Lord Mansfield *and the other judges of the King's [*1341]
Bench on a case from Chancery certified that, as there were
no words intimating any intention to limit over the respective shares

of the two daughters dying without issue
( /), and as nothing was

given to the heir-at-law whilst any of the daughters or their issue

continued, they must among themselves take cross-remainders.

Here the devise was to daughters as a class, a species of case of

which Lord Eldon has observed ($r), that as, if there are no objects

at the death of the testator (and, if the devise be future, as to devises

whether there are or not (A) ), the shares of subsequently *" classes;

existing objects are liable to be diminished by the birth of additional

children, the consequence of not implying cross-remainders would be,

that the shares of such after-born children, which had been so taken

from the existing children, would, upon their death without issue

(perhaps the day after birth), go instanter to the remainder-man,

which could never be the intention (t).

In the next case, Phipard v. Mansfield (k), we find the implication

of cross-remainders applied in the case of a devise to three persons

nominatim. The testator devised to his brothers W.
and J. and his sister E. and the heirs of their bodies j^ tail, ami

lawfully begotten and to be begotten, as tenants in com- "'" default of

T . . 7 ,. /. I
such issue I

"

mon and not as joint-tenants ; andfor want of such issue,

to his own right heirs forever. On a question whether there were

cross-remainders, Lord Mansfield, after stating the rule of presump-

tion to be in favor of cross-remainders between two, and against

them between more than two (I), and reasoning at length upon the

(d) Aa to the notion which appears at one period to have obtained that cross-remainders

would not be implied between more than two persons, see post, p. 1352.

(c) Cowp. 31, 2 Ed. 239 nom. Wright v. Lord Cadogan ; Amb. 468 nom. Wright v. En-
glefield.

(/) See post, p. 1356.

(g) See judgment in Green v. Stephens, 17 Ves. 75.

(h) See ante, p. 1011.

(i) This is the substance, though not the precise terms, of his Lordship's observations.

(k) Cowp. 797.

(/) It is certainly very extraordinary that his Lordship, should have continued to propound
this doctrine, when in Comber v. Hill and Davenport ». Oldis (post, p. 1356, n.), the implica-

tion had been rejected between two devisees, on the mere force of the word "respective;"

VOL. II. 31
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cases, and the terms of the will, decided in the affirmative. Want of

issue (he said) meant issue of all of them. The rest of the Court

concurred.

In Atherton v. Pye (m) a testator devised (in remainder) to all

and every the daughter and daughters of his daughter, and the heirs

male of the body of such daughter or daughters, equally between
them if more than one as tenants in common and not as joint-

[*1342] tenants ; andfor and in default of such issue, the testator * gave

and devised all his said premises unto his own right heirs

— to a class forever. The daughter had four daughters. Lord
(daughters) in Kenyon, though he adverted to the distinction between

default of two and more, said that there was no doubt, from the
mch issue;" ^ords of the limitation over, that the devisor intended

to raise cross-remainders between the granddaughters. Buller, J.,

observed that the devise over was of all the devisor's estates and they

could not all go together but.by making cross-remainders.

In the next case, Watson v. Foxon (n), the effect of the word
"respective" came under consideration. The testator devised all

that his farm, &c., situate at W. and H., to all and every the younger

children of M. begotten or to be begotten, if more than one equally

— to a class to be divided between them and to the heirs of their
(children) respective bodies, to hold as tenants in common ; and if

of their respec- M. should have Only one child then to such only child
<(De bodies;" ^jj^ j;q ^jjg jjeips of his or her body issuing ; and for de-

ofsuch fault ofsuch issue, the testator gave the said premises to C.
issue.

"lyj-^ jjg^ij £q^j, ciiii^ren. On the question whether cross-

remainders could be implied. Lord Keiiyon recurred to Lord Mans-
field's statement of the rule of presumption, observing, however, that

such presumption might be overruled by plain intention. He strongly

disapproved of Lord Hardwicke's reasoning in Davenport v. Oldis (o)

on the word " respective," which he characterised as unworthy of his

great learning and ability. He observed that in Atherton v. Pye ( p)
the devise over, " in default of such issue," was of all the testator's

said lands, and stress was laid by some of the Judges on the word
" all " for raising cross-remainders, he would not say by implication,

but by what the Judges collected to be the intention of the testator.

But the word " all " was not decisive of that case, and in truth made
no difference in the sense ; for a devise over of " the said premises,"

or " the premises" or " all the said premises," meant exactly the same
thing. Admitting, therefore, the general rule, that the presumption

and when, with those cases before him, he was himself in this very case determining that
nearly the same words did raise cross-remainders among three devisees.

(m) 4 T. R. 710, 2 E. R. 509.

(n) 2 East, 36. See also Staunton v. Peck, 2 Cox, 8, where Lord Kenyon, then M. R., had
made a similar decision in regard to the word "respective," but without the same explicit
denial of the doctrine respecting it.

(o) Post, p. 1356, n.

\p) Ante, p. 1341.
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was not in favor of cross-remainders by implication between more
than two, still that was upon the supposition that nothing appeared to

the contrary from the apparent intention of the testator. He had no

doubt that the testator intended to give cross-remainders among the

issue of M., and that all the estate should go over at the

same * time. He thought that Lord Mansfield's quarrel with [*1343]

Davenport v. Oldis {q) was well founded, and he agreed Davenport v.

with Wright v. Holford and Phipard v. Mansfield (r), Oldis &c.,

from which he could not distinguish this case. '

,

With Watson v. Foxon we take leave of all direct judicial recogni-

tion of the distinction as to implying cross-remainders between two
and a larger number, which subsequent Judges, except in one remark-

able instance presently commented on (s), have rejected in expression,

as well as in fact.

In the next case, Eoe d. Wren v. Clayton {t), cross-remainders were
implied among several branches of issue, by the force of expressions

referring to a preceding devise to daughters in tail, among whom
cross-remainders were held to be implied.

The testator devised all his real estate to his niece F. for life, re-

mainder to her first and other sons in tail successively, and in default

of such issue, to all and every the daughters of his niece Cross-remain-

and the heirs of their bodies, to take as tenants in com- ders implied

T/.T/. 7. j_i j_ii* _ci- among several
mon ; and, for default oj such issue, tnen to tne issue 01 nis stocks of

sisters S., J., W., and B. in tail, in such manner as he had '^''"®'

limited the same to his said niece F.'s issue, and for default of such issue to

testator's right heirs. One question was, whether, supposing the sev-

eral stocks of issue of S., J., W., and B. to take the estate in equal

fourths per stirpes (and not the whole per capita, as was also con-

tended), there were cross-remainders between such stocks. This ren-

dered it necessary to consider whether cross-remainders would have

been created between the daughters of the niece ; though it was con-

tended that, even admitting the implication in regard to them, it did

not follow that the words, " in like manner," &c., should be construed

to do more than raise cross-remainders between the issue of each sis-

ter inter se. Lord Ellenborough and the other Judges thought the

implication of cross-remainders among the daughters of the niece was

perfectly clear, inasmuch as it was the plain intent of the testator

that no part of his estate should go over to the issue of Ms sisters till

default of issue of his niece ; and they were further of opinion, that

cross-remainders were to be implied among the several classes of the

issue of the sisters, the testator's devise being tantamount to his say-

ing, "I mean that all my estate shall be enjoyed by the issue of my

(g) But when did his Lordship qnarrel with it ? See post, p. 1356, n.M Ante, pp. 1340, 1341.

(s) Livesey v. Harding, post, p. 1347.

(J) 6 East, 628; affirmed in D. P. 1 Dow. 384, Sug. Prop, 283.
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four sisters, so long as there are any such, and, in default of

[*1344] such issue, all to go together * to my own right heirs." Lord
Ellenborough laid some stress upon the word " all " used in

the devise.

The next case. Doe d. Gorges v. Webb (m), again elicited from the

bar both the old arguments, founded on the number of the devisees and
_ . , ,, the word " respective," and from the bench a more dis-
DeTise to three . -, , !• i • r t i-
in tail respec- tmct denial 01 their force and authority. A testatrix

defaiiu'&c'^
deviscd a moiety of certain lands to particular limita-

cross-remain- tions, with remainder to her three daughters, F., M., and
ers imp led. ^^ ^^^ ^^^^ heirs of their bodies respectively, as tenants in

common ; and in default of such issue she gave the same to her own
right heirs ; and it was held that cross-remainders were raised between

the daughters by implication. Sir J. Mansfield, C. J., adverting to

the distinction between two and more, observed that it was wonderful

how it ever became established ; and in regard to the word " respec-

tive," he remarked that it could make no difference ; a devise to two

as tenants in common and the heirs of their bodies, must necessarily

mean to the heirs of their respective bodies (a:). Lawrence, J., said that

the cases which hadfounded themselves on the distinction of that expres-

sion must now be considered as overruled.

The implication-doctrine was again discussed in Green v. Ste-

phens (y), where the testator (after certain limitations) devised to the

use of all and every the daughter and daughters of his nephew A.

lawfully to be begotten and to her and their heirs forever, as tenants

in common ; andfor want of such issue to the use of his (the testator's)

jg g Q three nieces, B., C, and D., and their several and respec-

and D., and tive (the exact words which occurred in Davenport v.

andre^ective Oldis («)) heirs forever, as tenants in common; and for
*'°![^- ^°TV\ want of such issue, to his own right heirs ; and he be-

ofmch issue, queathed his personal estate to be invested in the pur-
°^"- chase of land which he directed to be conveyed and settled

to the same uses. The question was whether a sum of money which
had not been laid out belonged wholly to the heir in tail of the sur-

viving niece (the other two nieces having died without issue), or one-

third only to him, and the other two-thirds to the devisee of the
remainder-man ; and this depended upon the question, whether the
Court, in executing the trust, would have inserted cross-remainders

between the nieces. Lord Eldon, after referring to the authorities,

and reprobating the distinctions which had been taken in some
cases in regard to the expressions, " all the premises," " the

[*1345] * same," &c., decided in the affirmative. He said that, con-

(u) 1 Taunt. 234.

(x) Assuming that they could not have common heirs of their bodies, as to which, vide ante.
p. 1116.

(y) 12 Ves. 419, 17 Ves. 64.

(a) Post, p. 1356.
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ceiving it to be the intention of the will before him to raise cross-

remainders among the daughters of the nephew (respecting whom
he made some observations which have been before referred to (a)),

he could not think that the testator had not the same intention in re-

gard to his nieces ; there was nothing to distinguish them except the

word "respective," which, upon the authority of Doe d. Gorges v.

Webb (b), did not make a distinction upon which judicial construction

should turn.

As the implication of the cross-remainders in this case was so clear

upon the direct devises, it was not necessary to found the decision on
the circumstance of the trust being executory, though it Remarks upon
is well known that the Courts, in executing such trusts. Green ».

are in the habit of dealing with them for this and other '^^ ^"^'

purposes with a freedom peculiar to, and derived from, the nature of

such trusts (c). Lord Eldon, however, chose to decide the case upon
the construction of the anterior devises, in reference to which it

seems to be open to some observation. Much of his reasoning, it

will be perceived, proceeds upon the assumption that cross-remainders

would have arisen by implication between the daughters of the tes-

tator's nephew ; but it is submitted, with deference to such authority,

that if the devise be accurately stated in the report (of which there

can be little doubt, as Lord Eldon twice refers to the devise in the

very terms of it), the daughters would have taken estates as tenants

IN FEB SIMPLE, on which of course no remainders, either express or

implied, could have been engrafted. The limitation was to the

daughters as a class and their heirs, and, in default of such issue,

over to the nieces nominatim and their heirs, and, in default of such

issue, over. Now, the authorities have clearly established, that the

words " such issue," in the limitation over after the limitation to the

daughters, are referable to the daughters (d), and not to their heirs, so

as to give to the word " heirs " the sense of " heirs of the body ;
" but

as to the nieces, who were to take as individuals named, and who were

not a class of " issue," the words " in default of such issue," neces-

sarily referred to their heirs, and, consequently, reduced their estates

to estates tail. The words " such issue " may be variously

construed with reference to devises * differently constituted. [*1346]

The case underwent considerable discussion, but the diffi-

culty of raising estates tail in the daughters (which was a necessary

preliminary to the admission of cross-remainders) does not appeal- to

have attracted the attention of either the bar or the bench.

The point is principally important (since no daughter of A. appears

(a) Ante, p. 1341.

(6) Ante, p. 1344.

(c) See Marryatt v. Townley, 1 Ves. 102, and other oases cit. 17 Ves. 67. As to the impli-

cation of cross-remainders in marriage articles, see Duke of Richmond's case, 2 Coll. Jur.

347.

(d) See Hay v. Earl of Coventrv, 3 T. R., 1 R. R. 652, and other cases cited ante, pp.
1393, 1394.
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ever to have come in esse) as it would have induced the necessity of

construing the devise to the nieces, in regard to the implication of

cross-remainders, per se, detached from the devise to the daughters

;

and, even in this point of view, it would not be material, if there

was sufficient upon that devise alone (as it is conceived there was) to

raise the implication; for the circumstance that the words "in de-

fault of such issue " had already been operative to cut down the

estate of the prior devisees to an estate tail, which is the only novel

feature in the case, seems to form no valid reason for denying to

them the additional effect of raising cross-remainders between those

devisees (e). We now return to the general subject.

The next case of this class is Doe d. Southouse v. Jenkins (/)
where a testator, after the faUure of some estates previously given,

Cross-remain-
Revised certain farms to his four grandsons (naming

ders implied them), subject to certain annuities; adding, "they to

""orwant'of have share and share all alike of all the aforesaid
issue males," premises, and then I give to the heirs male of all my said

grandsons, and then to go to my grandsons' heirs male
that part that belonged to their father, and then to them, and then to

the last liver, to their heirs male of my said grandsons, and for want

of issue males of my grandsons, I give," &c. One question was, whether
cross-remainders among the four grandsons could be implied. It was
contended that the implication was here controlled by the testator's

declaration, that he gave to the heirs male " that part which belonged to

their father," by which it must be inferred that he meant to exclude

the part that belonged to an uncle. The Court, however, considered

that the case fell within the general rule. Best, C. J., observed that,

although the words "to them, and then to the last liver" were unin-

telligible, it was evident that the testator meant that the estate

should not go over to the ulterior devisee until the failure of issue

of all the grandchildren, and therefore cross-remainders were to be
implied.

[*1347] * So, in Livesey v. Harding (g), where a testator, upon the
failure of issue of his eldest or only son, limited his estate in

the words following :
" To the use of all and every the daughter and

daughters of me the said E. L., and the heirs of their bodies, to take
as tenants in common if more than one equally ; and if but one to the
use of such only daughter of me the said E. L. and the heirs of her

body forever ; and for default of such issue to the use of

"S fo"de. my own right heirs forever." One question was, whether
fault of such the daughters took cross-remainders in tail ? Sir J. Leach,

M. K., decided in the affirmative, on the ground that no

(e) See also Forrest v. Whiteway, post, p. 1347; also Atkinson ». Holtby, 10 H. L. Ca.
313, where such words first enlarged life estates to estates tail, and then supplied cross-remain-
ders between the tenants in tail.

(/) 3 M. & Pay. 59, 5 Bing. 469.

(g) 1 E. & My. 636.
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part of the estate was to go over unless there were a failure of issue

of all the testator's daughters. " Where," he said, " there is a gift

to two persons only and the heirs of their bodies, cross-remainders

will be implied, although there is no expressed intention that no part

of the estate shall go over until the failure of issue of both, unless

the limitation to them be successively, severally, or respectivelj-, and
then the remainders over will be several and respective."

It could scarcely be meant that cross-remainders will arise between

two devisees without subsequent words (A), — a proposition which would
have the effect of reviving the exploded distinction in re- t> ^ ^k unon
gard to the number of the objects, and to found on it a Liveseyu.

construction untenable, it is submitted, both on prinoi-
Warding,

pie and authority ; for the argument in favor of the implication of

cross-remainders among any number of devisees, rests wholly on the

words introducing the devise over ; and, if there is no such devise,

the ground for the implication is wanting. No case can be adduced

in which the doctrine here propounded (and extra-judicially, for the

case suggested by Sir J. Leach was purely hypothetical) has been

even contended for. Possibly the observations of the learned Judge

were misunderstood.

In Forrest v. Whiteway (i), the devise was to two sis- Estates in fee

ters and their heirs and assigns forever; but, in case
''"t?"^,"^"

both should die without issue, then over. The Court of with cross-

Exchequer held that the sisters took joint estates for 'emamders.

life, with several inheritances in tail, with cross-remainders between

them in tail.

And in Powell v. Howella (k), where one moiety of land was de-

vised to A., B., and C. as tenants in common in tail, and " in default

of such issue of any of them," to X. ; and the other

* moiety was devised to D. and E. as tenants in common in [*1348]

tail, and in default of such issue of both of them, to the

said X. ; cross-remainders of the first moiety were im-
cross-remain-

plied, notwithstanding the ambiguity of the words " any ders implied

J, ,

,

,, from gift over
of them."

_
"in default

Here closes the long line of cases establishing the op- of issue of any

eration of the words "in default of such issue," and ° '
''™'

other similar expressions, to raise cross-remainders among devisees

in tail. It may seem to be extraordinary that so large an assemblage

of decisions should have grown up in relation to a point

which appeared to have been determined more than two servations

centuries ago {I) ; but the reluctance evinced by some of upon the

the Judges of an early day to admit the implication be-

(A) See Cooper v. Jones. 3 B. & Aid. 425.

(t) 3 Ex. 367; and see Stanhouse «. Gaskell, 17 Jut. 157,

(k) L. R., 3 Q. B. 654.

(/) See Anon, Dyer, 303 b, and Holmes v. Meynell, ante, p. 1340.
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tween more devisees than two, the pertinacious retention, in terms at

least, of the distinction in regard to that number, by several of their

successors until a much later period, and more particularly the excep-

tion to the implication-doctrine founded on the words " several " and
" respective," introduced by Comber v. Hill, Williams v. Brown, and

Davenport v. Oldis (which was too absurd to be submitted to even

with such reiterated adjudication in its favor), are the sources from
which the controversies have sprung that have rendered one of the

simplest doctrines of testamentary construction in our books one of

the most voluminous.

Lord Kenyon's attack upon Comber v. Hill and that line of cases

in Watson v. Foxon was certainly bold, recognized as they had repeat-

edly been by his immediate predecessor (m) ; but as his decision has

been since, after much consideration, confirmed in Doe v. Webb (n)

and Green v. Stephens (o), we may confidently hope that the argu-

ment founded on the words " several " or " respective," or the ex-

ploded distinction in regard to the number of the devisees (which is

equally untenable upon principle and authority), will never more be

seriously advanced in a court of justice.

Cross-remainders have also been implied where the gift over was

Cross-remain- on failure of issuc at a particular period. Thus, in Maden
ders implied „_ Taylor (p), where a testator devised freehold property

on failure of in trust for Ms nieces A., B., C, and D., as tenants in com-
issue at death,

j^qjj^ f^p ^^fg^ ^^^ after the death of any of them, in trust

as to her part for her children and the. heirs of their bodies ; and in

case any of the nieces should die without leaving issue living

[*1349] at her death, then * for the survivors or survivor of the nieces

and the heirs of her and their body and bodies ; and in case

all the nieces but one should die without leaving lawful issue, then
for such only or surviving niece and the heirs of her body ; and in

case of a total failure of issue of the nieces (which was held still to

mean at the death), then for testator's right heirs. Sir G. Jessel, M.
E., said that the true rule was laid down in Doe v. Webb (q), that
you must ascertain whether the testator intended the whole estate to

go over together. If you once found that to be intended, you were
not to let a fraction of it descend to the heir-at-law in the mean time.
You were to assume that what, was to go over together, being the en-

tire estate, was to remain subject to the prior limitations until the
period when it was to go over arrived. He thought that principle ap-

plied to a case like that before him, where it was plain in one event

the whole estate was to go over together, although it was possible

that another event might happen in which that intention might be
disappointed. He therefore held that cross-remainders must be im-

(m) See ante, p. 1342. (n) Ante, p. 1344.

(0) Id. (;)) 45L. J., Ch. 569.

(;) Ante, p. 1344.
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plied between the children of each niece ; otherwise, while the par-

ticular event was still in suspense, a fraction might, by the death of

one child without issue, descend to the heir-at-law.

II. — Words " Remainder," " Reversion," raise Cross-Remainders,

when. As to Executory Trusts, &c.— Cross-remainders have been

implied from the word " remainder"
Thus, in Doe d. Burden v. Burville (r), where a testator (after lim-

itations to his sous successively in tail) devised to the use of all and
every his daughter and daughters as tenants in common, Devise to

and to the heirs of her and their body and bodies, with ^^"^^it"^e-
remainder to the heirs of his (testator's) brother A. for- mamder over;

ever ; Lord Mansfield was of opinion that cross-remainders were to

be implied between the daughters. He observed that, in limiting the

remainder to the singular number, the testator conceived cross-remain-

that it could not take effect until the death of the last d^rs implied,

daughter without issue ; and that, under the preceding limitations, all

the female line of each son must fail before the male line of the other

could take, and all must fail before the daughters could take. It

would be absurd to suppose that he had a different intention as to his

own daughter.

In another case, however, the same eminent Judge held

cross-remainders * not to be raised by a limitation of " the [*1350]

reversion," after devises somewhat differently constituted.

Thus, in Pery v. White (s), where the testator devised (in re-

mainder) to his four sisters and a niece for their lives as tenants in

common, remainder to their sons successively in tail wiietherthe

male, remainder to their daughters in tail, the reversion ^o'd '' reyer-
'

sion. will

to his own right heirs ; Lord Mansfield held that there raise cross-

were no cross-remainders. He relied much upon the de- remainders,

vise being in effect to the sisters and niece and their sons respectively.

" During their lives," he observed, " there is a division : each is to

have a fifth for life, to enjoy in severalty. Then follows, ' the re-

mainder to their sons successively in tail.' What is the meaning of

the expression, ' their sons ' ? It is impossible to construe it other-

.wise than 'respectively ; ' that is, remainder of the share of the sister

dying to her sons successively ; remainder to her daughters as copar-

ceners, and then the reversion to the right heirs, that is, the reversion

of the share of the several tenants for life and their issue respectively.

It is absurd to say that the children of the other sisters should take

the share of a deceased sister as purchasers in the lifetime of their

mother."

He seems, therefore, to have thought that if cross-remainders were

raised, it must have been among the children only. His reasoning, it

(r) 2 East, 47, n., 13 Geo. 3. («) Cowp. 777, 18 Geo. 3.
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Remarks upon will be observed, proceeds upon the hypotliesis now ez-
Pery ». White, pjoded (t), tbat by a devise to persons respectively the im-

plication is excluded, and not upon any distinction between the words

"reversion" and "remainder," the expression in the last case, which

must have been in his recollection, having been decided by him only

three years before. It would certainly not be impossible to construct

a plausible defence of such a distinction ; but it is probable that the

Courts, instead of reconciling the two cases in this manner, would be

inclined to go the length of saying that any words carrying on the

limitations would raise cross-remainders between anterior devisees in

tail. So far as Pery v. White rests upon the force of the word " re-

spective," even if it had been actually in the will, it is now clearly

overruled (ic).

Allusion has been made to the more ready implication of cross-

remainders in executory trusts (a;) than in direct devises. It may
Executory be further remarked, in regard to such trusts, that in
trusts. Home V. Barton Q/), where a testator devised his real

[*1351] estate to * trustees and their heirs, upon trust for the use

and benefit of all and every his children who should live to

attain the age of twenty-one years or be married, which should first

happen, in equal shares or proportions undivided, for their respective

lives, with remainder to their issue severally and respectively in tail

general, with cross-vemainders, and the testator directed his trustees

to execute a settlement accordingly ; Sir W. Grant, M. E., held that

cross-remainders were to be inserted, not only as between the chil-

dren respectively, but also as between the families.

In a former work (s) the writer suggested the probability that the
principles of construction upon which cross-remainders have been

Cross-remain-
i'^pli^d among devisees in tail would be held to apply

ders implied to estates for life ; and, consequently, that if a testator

formf.'^^^'^^^^
manifested an intention that property previously devised

to several persons for life, as tenants in common, should
not go over to the ulterior devisee until the decease of all the devisees

for life, it would be concluded, by the same process of reasoning as

had conducted to a similar conclusion in regard to devisees in tail,

that the testator meant the surviving devisees or devisee for the time
being to take the shares of deceased objects. Such a devise after-

wards occurred in Ashley v. Ashley (a), where a testator devised real

estate to the use of his daughter A. for her life, and after the deter-

(0 Ante, pp. 1342, et seq.; and see post, p. 1356.

(«) Id.

(a!) Ante, p. 1345.

(y) Coop. 257, 19 Ves. 398. Bat see same double implication in case of a direct devise.
Roe V. Clayton, 6 East, 628, ante, p. 1343.

(z) 2 Powell en Dev, 623, n.

(a) 6 Sim. 358, as to which see Vol. I., p. 252, a. See also Penrce v. Edmeades, 3 Y. & C.
246 ; Walmsley v. Foxhall, 1 D. J. & S. 451, 605, as to the share of the child that died with,
out issue.
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mination of that estate, to the use of trustees to preserve, and after

her decease, to the use of all and every the child or children lawfully

begotten and to be begotten on the body of A., to take as tenants in

common and not as joint-tenants; and for want of such issue of A.,

then to the use of another daughter and her children in like manner.

The Master reported that the children of A. took life estates only,

without cross-remainders between them ; but Sir L. Shadwell, V.-C,

expressed a strong opinion against the finding of the Master. He
observed that but one subject was given throughout ; the expression
" for want of such issue " meant want of issue whenever that event

might happen, either by there being no children originally, or by the

children ceasing to exist. Accordingly he declared that the children

of A. took estates for life as tenants in common, with cross-remainders

between them for life.

*III. — Alleged Exceptions to the Rule considered.— At [*1352]

one period a notion seems to have obtained that cross-remain-

ders could not be implied between more than two persons. Distinction

on account of the uncertainty and inconvenience (b).
between two

„ , T .
^ '^

, and a larger
, The alleged ground for the distinction between the number of

favored number of two and a larger body of devisees "J^^^^^s.

seems to be altogether futile (c), for it is obvious that the uncer-

tainty and confusion would not be greater in the case of implied

than in that of express remainders ; and its origin can hardly be

otherwise accounted for than by attributing it to the general indis-

position of our courts in early times to adopt modes of construction

which were considered (though in this instance, erroneously) to have

a tendency to create questions of a complex or subtle character. The
doctrine, indeed, which rejected the implication between more than

two devisees did not long (if in effect it ever did) exist, but, for a

considerable period after it was virtually exploded, it was permitted

to preserve a semblance of authority : for the Judges, not venturing

altogether to discard the distinction in regard to the number of de-

visees, said that the presumption was in favor of cross-remainders

between two, but between more than two they were rather to be

presumed against, though such presumption against them might be

repelled by a plain indication of intention (d).

Such was the language held upon this subject down to a late period.

But an attentive consideration of the cases will show, that at this day

lb) See Gilbert v. Witty, Cro. Jac. 655. See also Cole v. Levington, 1 Ventr. 224.

(c) Indeed, the implication of cross -remainders is convenient, as preventing the subdivision

of shares. In one case, the rejection of the implication doctrine would have entitled the les-

sor of the plaintiff to recover twenty-five undivided three-hundred-and-sixtieth parts ! i. e.,

VS,, Dne d. Gorges v. Webb. 1 Taunt. 234.

(d) See Lord Hardwicke's judgment in Marryat i>. Townly, 1 Ves. 104. Lord Mansfield's

judgments in Doe d. Burden v. Burville, 2 Bast, 48, n.; 'Pery v. White, Cowp. 780; and
Phipard «. Mansfield, id. 800 ; and Sir L. Kenyon's, in Staunton v. Peck, 2 Cox. 8 ; Ather-

ton V. Pye, 4 T. E. 713, 2 K. K. 409; Doe v. Cooper, 1 East, 236; and Watson v. Foxon, 3

East, 40.
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at least there is no real difference with respect to the number of per-

sons between whom cross-remainders can be implied. They will not

be raised between two unless an intention to this effect can be col-

lected ; and, if such intention appear, they will be raised among a
larger number.

I^ot the least of the absurdities flowing from the distinction in

question was the impossibility of applying it to a devise to a class

of unascertained objects, who might consist of any number of per-

sons in esse at the testator's death, or at some subsequent

[*1353] * period ; a diflculty which was noticed by Lord Eldon in

Green v. Stephens (e).

It was held in Clache's case (/), that cross-remainders could not be

implied where there were express cross-limitations among the devisees

Whether in tail in certain events. A testator devised a messuage
express aosi- iq j^is daughter A. and her heirs forever, and his prin-

exciudes cipal messuage he gave to T. his youngest daughter and
imphcation. j^gj \qy[s^ and if she died before the age of sixteen, A. then

living, he willed that A. should enjoy the principal messuage to her
and her heirs forever ; and, if A. should die having no issue, T. living,

then he willed that T. should enjoy the share of A. to her and her

heirs forever ; and if both his daughters should die having no issue, then
the testator devised all his said messuages over to the two daughters

of H. C. T. died having attained sixteen, without issue, which raised

the question whether cross-remainders could be implied between the

daughters ; and the Court held that they could not ; for the testator

never intended that the principal house should go to A., unless T.

had died within the age of sixteen years ; and no implication of cross-

remainders could arise when an express and special gift and limitation was
made by the devisor himself. Dyer thought there was no entail, but a
fee simple conditional: but the other three Judges were of a con-

trary opinion.

The doctrine of Clache's case was much canvassed in Vanderplank
V. King (g), in which Sir J. Wigram, V.-C. decided, after much con-

sideration, that the introduction of an express limitation of cross-

remainders among another class of devisees in the same will did not
repel the implication ; observing, that an express gift of cross-re-

mainders in one event did not preclude the Court from giving cross-

remainders by implication in another, where either case was clearly

within the scope of all the reasoning upon which Courts have pro-

ceeded in implying cross-remainders.

Vanderplank v. King is clearly distinguishable from Clache's

case (A). The latter case was followed in Eabbeth v. Squire (i),

(«) 17 Ves. 74.

(
/•) Dy. 330 b.

(g) 3 Hare, 1. See also Atkinson v. Holtby, 10 H. L. Ca. 313.

(A) See per Sir E. Kay, J., in Re Hudson, "Hudson v. Hudson, L. R., 20 Ch. D. at p. 412.
(») 19 Beav. 77, 4 De G. & J. 406. As to implying cross-remainders among tenants for

life, see ante, p. 1361.
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where a testator devised real and personal estate in trust to pay the

rents of one-fifth part to each of his five sons and daughters for life*

and after the death of each to his or her children whom he or

she should leave at his or her death, in equal shares (for * life, [*1354]

as it was held), but if he or she should leave none, then in trust

for the other sons and daughters for their lives and the issue of such

as should be dead, as before directed, and when all his children

should be dead the testator gave the whole property in trust for

all the children of his five children equally in fee. A daughter of

the testator died leaving a son, who died before the last survivor of

the testator's five children. The share of the deceased daughter not

being expressly disposed of in the interval after the death of her son,

it was contended that cross-remainders to the other children of the

testator and their children must be implied ; but it was held other-

wise by Sir J. Eomilly, and on appeal by Lord Chelmsford, the tes-

tator having himself expressed the event in which such remainders

should take effect in favor of those objects, viz. on the death of a

child without leaving a child living at his or her death.

Again, in Atkinson v. Barton {k) the M. R. said the rule in Clache's

case was that cross-remainders cannot be implied between objects

where there are express cross-remainders between the same objects

in different events ; and he applied the rule to the case before him, re-

fusing to imply cross-remainders between several stocks or branches

of issue on the ground that there were express cross-remainders be-

tween the individuals of each stock or branch. But this was going

beyond Clache's case, and involved a denial of Vanderplank v. King,

which in Eabbeth v. Squire the M. R. had clearly distinguished ; and

his decision was reversed by the L.JJ. K. Bruce and Turner.

Sir G. Turner, indeed, went further: he denied that Clache's

case {I) had laid down the supposed rule, and he thus stated

* the result of the cases :
" Cross-remainders are or are not [*1355]

to be implied according to the intention, and the circum-

stance of such remainder having been created between the same par-

(k) 31 Beav. 277, 3 D. F. & J. 339. The decision of the L. JJ. was varied in D. P. Atkin-

son V, Holtby, 10 H. L. Ca. 313, but the particular question here discussed in the text was
not affected by snch variation.

(0 He said," that the decision in that case proceeded upon an express limitation over (not

stated above), in case T. should die having no childrenj and not upon a cross-remainder

having been before created in a different event, and that it decided " that a cross-remainder

could not be implied against an express limitation." Now, the limitation here alluded to is

contained in the following clause, which follows the statement in the text :
" Provided always

that if A. do marry I. H., then testator wills all her part to T. and to her heirs forever; pro-

vided also that if 'f. die having no children, then he willeth all the premises to the said two
daughters of H. C," i. e., if the first proviso took effect, whereby T. would get " all the

premises" (both houses), then both houses were to go over if she died having no children.

But A. " refused I. B. and iookto htisband G.," so that (it is submitted) the L. J.'s " express

limitation " did not come into operation. Hence, doubtless, its omission from the text, and
(it may be added) from the statement of Clache's case by Vaughan, C. J., Vaugh. 259.

To prevent a misconception which some of Sir G. Turner's remarks are calculated to pro-

duce, it should be added that Mr. Jarman was himself the author of the whole of Vol. II. of
" Powell on Devises," and that the present treatise was published by him twelve years be-

fore Babbeth v. Squire was heard.
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Turner L J.
^'^'^^ ^^ * circumstance to be weighed in determining the

on Ciaohe's intention, but is not decisive upon it" (m). Atkinson
'^^^^'

V. Barton, however, did not raise this point.

There is, perhaps, no great practical difference between the rules

thus stated and the rule deduced from Clache's case ; for no rule of

I r ti n
construction is decisive, the intention as shown by the

not excluded context being in every case the ultimate test. Thus in

express'timita- Coates V. Hart (n), where a testator gave the income
tion on the of one-fourth of his residuary estate to each of four in-

dividuals for life, and if either of them should die under

twenty-one and without issue, his share of income to go to the survivors for

life ; and from and after the death of either of the four leaving issue,

the principal, to the income whereof their deceased parent had been

entitled, was given to such issue ; and the testator also gave to such

issue the share of the principal to the income whereof their deceased

parent wovld have been entitled if he had survived any other of the four

who should afterwards die without issue (not repeating "and under
twenty-one ") ; and if all the four should die without either of them
leaving issue, the whole residue was given to other persons. One of

the four attained twenty-one and died without ever having a child.

It was held that her share of the income belonged to the others by
implication for their lives. The clause immediately preceding the

ultimate gift over, followed as it was by the gift over only in the

event of all four dying without leaving issue, appeared to Sir G.
Turner, L. J., to furnish a necessary inference that the survivors

were to take during their lives the income of the share to the in-

come of which any of the four dying without leaving issue had been
entitled. Sir J. K. Bruce, L. J., thought the age which the deceased
legatee attained was immaterial, and that whether she died before or

after twenty-one the ulterior enjoyment of the income was intended
to be the same.

Whichever way the rule is stated, the result in this case must on
the context have been the same.

It has been long settled, that, in regard to executory trusts (o),

an express direction to insert cross-remainders among an-

[*1366] other * class of objects or even an express cross-limitation

^ ^, , among the same objects, does not exclude the implication.
In the case of mi • -r. ^ ^ - nr. ^ ^ .

executory Thus in Bumaby v. Griffin, (p), where a testatrix de-

Wation''iiot'
^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ estate to trustees, upon trust to pay one

exclusive of moiety of the rents to her sister E. for life, and after her
implication. decease, the testatrix directed the trustees to convey and

(m) See also per Wood, V.-C, Re Clark's Trusts, 32 L. J. Ch. 525; and per Kay, J., Re
Hudson, Hudson v. Hudson, 20 Ch. D. at pp. 414, 415.

(n) 3 D. J. & S. 504.

(o) As to such trusts, see ante, p. 1189.

Ip) 3 Ves. 266, 268, 274. /. e., an express limitation to E. in default of C.'s issue did not
exclude an implied reciprocal limitation to C. in default of E.'s issne.
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settle the said moiety unto and upon the daughters of E. as tenants in

common in tail general, "with cross-remainders for the benefit of such

daughters," remainder to the younger sons of E. successively in tail

male, remainder to the eldest son in tail general ; and as to the other

moiety, upon trust for the testatrix's niece C. for life, " with the

same limitations to her daughters and sons as to the children of E. ;

"

and if C. should depart this life without leaving any issue of her body
living at her decease, the testatrix directed that her sister E. should re-

ceive all the rents for life ; and in ease E. and C should die without issue

of their respective bodies, or aU such issue should die without issue, she then

gave her real estate to four cousins. Lord Hardwicke decreed that,

in the settlement to be executed under this trust, cross-remainders

were to be inserted not only between the children of E. and C. inter

se, iut between the two families.

Another ground upon which, at one period, it was held that the

words "in default of such issue," following a devise to -Word " respec-

several persons in tail, did not create cross-remainders, *"'« " l;«'''i «*

was, that such devise was limited to the objects " respec- negative the"

tively ; " and it was even so determined where the de- implication,

visees consisted of the favored number of two (q).

But the stress laid upon expressions of this nature Doctrine in

has been disapproved of by the most distinguished mod- regard to the

ern Judges, and the cases which were founded on the doc- tive " over-

trine are now clearly overruled (r).
'^"'^'^•

IV.— Conclusions from the Cases. — The conclusions from the

authorities on the subject are,—
* 1. That under a devise to several persons in tail, being [*1357]

tenants in common, with a limitation over for want or in de-

fault of such issue, cross-remainders are to be implied among the devi-

sees in tail.

2. That this rule applies whether the devise be to two persons or a

larger number, though it be made to them " respectively," and though

in the devise over the testator have not used the words "the said

premises," or " all the premises," or " the same," or any other expres-

sion denoting that the ulterior devise was to comprise the entire prop-

erty, and not undivided shares (s).

3. That the rule applies though the ulterior devise is on failure of

issue at a particular period.

(q) Bv Lord Hardwicke, C, in Comber v. Hill, 2 Stra. 969, Lee's Cas. t. Hardw. 22; Wil-
liams jj.'Brown, 2 Stra. 996; and Davenport v. Oddis, 1 Atk. 579 ; also by Lord Mansfield on
several occasions and particularly in Wright v. Holford, Cowp. 34, ante, p. 1340 ; and Pery v.

White, Cowp. 777, ante, p. 1350. See also Doe d. Burden v. Barville, 2 East, 48, n,, ante,

p. 1349 ; Phipard v. Mansfield, Cowp. 797, ante, p. 1341.

(r) Atherton v. Pve. 4 T. R. 710, 2 R. R. 409, ante, p. ]?41 ; Watson v. Foxon, 2 East, 36;
Doe d. Gorges i'. Webb, 1 Taunt. 238; Green ». Stephens, 17 Ves. 64, ante, p. 1344. See
also Staunton v. Peck, 2 Cox, 8.

(«) See the author's first and second conclusion adopted, Taaiie r. Conmee, 10 H. L. Ca. 81,

85 ; Hannaford v. Hannaford, L. R., 7 Q. B. 116.
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4. That the rule applies, in regard to executory trusts at least,

though there be an express direction to insert cross-remainders among
another class of objects, or a limitation over among some of the same

objects ; and even in direct devises an express limitation of cross-

remainders among another class of objects has been held not to repel

the implication.

5. That the word " remainder " following a devise to several in tail,

will raise cross-remainders among them (t).

6. That it is no objection to the implication of cross-remainders

that there is an inequality among the devisees whose issue is referred

to ; some of them being tenants in tail, and others tenants for life,

with remainder to their issue in tail (m).

7. That a devise to the children of A. for life and for want and in

default of such issue then over, creates cross-remainders by implication

for life among such devisees («).

(*) As to "reversion," see ante, p. 1350.
(m) Vanderplank v. King, 3 Hare, 1. In this case tlie inequality was produced by tlie ap-

plication of the cy-prfea doctrine in regard to the member of a class who was born after the
death of the testator, and is tlierefore an important case in reference to that doctrine, as to

which vide ante. Vol. I., p. 300. See also Lewis on the Law of Perpetuitj', 426.

(a:) The reader will probably have inferred, from the absence throughout the present
chapter of any allusion to the failure of issue clause in the Stat. 1 Vict. c. 26, that the writer
conceives that the enactment does not afEect the implication of cross-remainders from expres-
sions of this nature. Such undoubtedly is his opinion ; in support of which it will be suffi-

cient to observe, that s. 29 expressly excepts out of the statutorj' rule of construction cases in

which a contrary intention appears by the will, by reason of a preceding gift being, without
any implication arising from such words, a limitation of an estate tail to such person or issue,

or otherwise. Here an express estate tail is, by the prior devise, given to the person whose
issue is referred to by the words " in default of such issue," &e., from which the cross-
remainders are implied ; and hence it is clear that this point of construction remains wholly
untouched by the enacted doctrine. The whole line of limitation may, however, by the new
construction, be so altered as to prevent any question as to cross-remainders arising ; as, for
instance, in Fon-est «. Whiteway, 3 Ex. 367, stated ante, p. 1347, if the will in that case had
been made after 1837.



CHAPTEE XLIII. [*1358]

•WHETHEK CBOSS BXECUTOKT LIMITATIONS CAN BE IMPLIED AMONG
DEVISEES IN FEE OK LEGATEES.

The question whether cross executory limitations can be implied
among devisees in fe& arises when real estate is devised to several

persons in fee, with a limitation over in case they all die

under a given age, or under any other prescribed circum- tory UrSa-'
stances ; in which case it is by no means to be taken as a t'O"}^ "°.' '<>

necessary consequence of the doctrine respecting the im-

plication of cross-remainders among devisees in tail, discussed in the

last chapterj that reciprocal executory limitations will be implied

among such devisees in fee. The principal difference between the

two cases seems to be this : In the case of a devise to several per-

sons in tail, assuming the intention to be clear that the estate is not

to go over to the remainderman until all the devisees shall have died

without issue, the effect of not implying cross-remainders among the

tenants in tail would be to produce a chasm in the limitations, inas-

much as some of the estates tail might be spent^ while the ulterior

devise could not take effect until the failure of all (a). On the other

hand, in the case of limitations in fee of the realty, and of absolute

interests in personalty (both which are clearly governed by the

same principle), as the primary gift includes the testator's whole

estate or interest, and that interest remains in the objects in every

event upon which it is not divested, a partial intestacy can never

arise for want of a limitation over.

To introduce cross-limitations among the devisees in such a case

would be to divest, a clear absolute gift upon reasoning merely con-

jectural ; for the argument, that the testator could not intend the re-

tention of the property by the respective devisees to depend upon the

prescribed event not happening to the whole however plaus-

ible, scarcely amounts to more than conjecture.. * He may [*1359]

have such an. intention j and if not, the answer is, voluit sed

non dixit.

If, therefore, a gift is made to several persons in fee-simple aa

tenants in common, with a limitation over in case they all die under
age, the share of one of the devisees dying during minority will

(a) Indeed, it should seem that the doctrine against perpetuities would have presented an
obstacle to its taking effect at all.

VOL. II. 32
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devolve upon his representatives unless and until the whole die

under age.

Among the early cases, indeed, examples may be found of a differ-

ent rule being applied to bequests of personalty, between which and

devises in fee there seems, as before suggested, to be an intimate

analogy.

Thus, in Scott v. Bargeman (6) one bequeathed personalty to his

wife, upon condition that she would pay 900Z. into the hands of S., in

trust to lay out the same and pay the interest to the wife for life, if

she should so long continue a widow, and after her death or marriage,

in trust that S. should divide the 900Z. among his (the testator's)

three daughters at their respective ages of twenty-one or

tory^ tru^r"" marriage, provided that if all his three daughters should die

implied among before their legacies should become payable, then the wife
ega 63.

should have the whole 900?. paid to her. Two of the

daughters died under age and unmarried, and the question was,

whether the other was entitled to her sisters' shares. Lord Maccles-

field decided in the affirmative, inasmuch as the mother was plainly

excluded unless all the daughters died under twenty-one or marriage,

and their shares did not vest absolutely in any of the three daughters

under age, in regard that they might all die before twenty-one or

marriage, in which case the whole was devised to the mother.

This decision must be supported, if at all, on the ground that the

Court was authorized to insert cross-limitations among the daughters

Obaervationg ^7 necessary inference from the terms of the gift over,

upon Scott V. — a conclusion which it will be found very difficult to
argeman.

reconcile with subsequent decisions (c).

In Mackell v. Winter (d), the next case on this subject, personal

property was bequeathed to three persons, with an express bequest

over to the other or others in case of the death of one particularly

named, or of either of two couples of the three individuals

[*1360] named, under age (but not of the other couple), and * a be-

quest over of the entirety on the death of all three. Two
eminent Judges differed in opinion whether a cross executory trust

providing for the death of such other couple could be implied. The

Beqnest to A.
°^^^ ^^^ *-^^^ • — "^ testatrix directed her household

B., and C, goods, &c., to be sold, and the money arising from the

Tver if onT'' ^^^^> together with the residue of her personal estate,

only,orcer- she bequeathed to her grandsons G. and J., and to her

all^iiei,'hnt granddaughter C, to be equally divided between them

f
°'

^"d'*^'"??
share and share alike

;
the shares of her grandsons, with

of the other the interest or accumulation thereof, after a deduction
'«"'• for their maintenance and preferment, to be paid to them

(b) 2 P. W. 68.

(c) Schenck v. Legh, 5 Vea. 462, 9 id. 300; Bayard*. Smith, Mid. 470; and more par-
ticularly Skey V. Barnes, 3 Mer. 334, 342, post, where the decision is referred to another
ground.

(d) 3 Ves. 236, 636.
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respectively on their attaining tlie age of twenty-one years, and the

share of her granddaughter, with the interest and accumulation, at

twenty-one or marriage. Then, after a direction for maintenance and
preferment out of the interest, the testatrix declared, that in case her

granddaughter C. should happen to die under the age of twenty-one

years and unmarried, the share of the residue of her personal estate

so given to her, with the accumulated interest thereon, should go and
be equally divided between her two grandsons ; and in case of the

death of either of them, the whole should be paid to the survivor

;

and that in case either of her grandsons should die under the age of

twenty-one, the share of her grandson so dying should go to the sur-

vivor of her two grandsons ; and in case her two grandsons should die

under the age of twenty-one, and her granddaughter under twenty-one and

unmarried, the whole of their respective shares of the residue of her

personal estate, with the accumulation thereon as aforesaid, should

go and be paid to her nephew B. (It will be observed that the event,

which happened, of the death of both the grandsons under twenty-

one, and of them only, was not provided for.) Sir E. P.
j^pi;„ati n of

Arden, M. E.., considered that there was no doubt that cross execu-

the grandchildren took a vested interest ; and as it was
rejected'^bT*

not taken out of them in the event that had happened, he con- ^ir R. P.

ceived himself not authorized to supply the defect in favor of '

the granddaughter ; though he had no doubt as to the in- l>'s ^^"^^,

tention. But Lord Loughborough reversed this decree ; LordLough^

thinking, on the one hand, that the shares did not vest l'o™"g''-

in the grandsons until twenty-one, and, on the other, that there was
a necessary implication in favor of the granddaughter, it being clear

that what defeated (quaere would precede ?) the gift over to the nephew,

who could only take the entirety of the fund, and that on the death

of all the grandchildren, must be a disposition of the whole

in favor of the grandchildren, the * preferable objects of [*1361]

the testator's bounty, and to avoid a partial intestacy.

The views taken of this case by the M. R. and the L. C, it will be

seen, were wholly different : the former considering the gift as vested

in the grandchildren, to be divested only in the event
Remarks upon

expressly provided for ; and the latter as a contingent be- Mackeil ».

quest to them, with an express cross executory contin- W"i'«"^-

gent bequest in a certain event, and an implied cross bequest in

another event. There is certainly great difficulty in both branches

of Lord Loughborough's hypothesis. According to the doctrine of

all the authorities, the bequest clearly conferred a vested interest (e)

;

and, if vested, it was impossible, consistently with sound principles

of construction, to divest it, except on the happening of the pre-

(e) See cases passim, Ch. XXV. Lord Loughborough certainly appears to have been
greatly inclined to hold gifts to be contingent upon very slight grounds, as will appear by
several of his decisions in that chapter.
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scribed event; and the obstacle to this was the more insuperable,,

from the circumstance,, that the express cross-limitations, sO' far as

they went, did not establish a complete reciprocity between the lega-

tees ; for the share of the granddaughter, at her death under age, was
to go to both the grandsons, but the share of one of the grandsons so

dying was to belong exclusively to the other grandson. But, indepen-

dently of this very material circumstance, there seems to have been

no valid ground for divesting the shares in the event which had hap-

pened ; nor, it is important to observe, does Lord Loughborough ad-

vance any such doctrine, for he evidently considered the holding, the

granddaughter to be entitled to be consequential on his holding the

bequest of the whole to be contingent, his object being to " avoid a

partial intestacy ; " and it by no means follows that, if he had con-

sidered the interest as vested, he would have felt himself authorized

to imply another gift in derogation of it. His reasoning does not ap-

pear to have satisfied the M. E., who in a subsequent case (/) ex-

pressed his conviction that his own determination was right.

In that conviction probably the reader will be disposed to join, on
perusing the case of Skey v. Barnes {g), which is a leading authority

on this subject and was as follows : A testator bequeathed

[*1362] his personal estate to trustees for his daughter for life, *and

Gift to children
^^^^^ ^^^ decease to and among all and every the child

of A., payable or children of his daughter and the lawful issue of a de-

aiidl™case ali ccased child, in such proportions as his daughter should
should die, &c. appoint, and in default of appointment,, then the same to

go to and be equally divided between them, share and share alike,

and if there should be but one child, then to such only child ; the

portion or portions of such of them as should be a son or sons, to be

paid at his or their respective ages of twenty-one, and the portion or

portions of such of them as should be a daughter or daughters to be
paid at her or their respective ages of twenty-one or days of mar-

riage ; hut, in case there should be no such issue of the body of his daughter,

or ALL such issue should die without issue before his or their respective

portions should become payable as aforesaid, then 1,000Z. for his sister M.
and her family, and 1,600Z. for his niece A. and her family ; and in

case there should be no issue of either, for his nephew T., whom he
also made his residviary legatee. The will contained a proviso, au-

Cross bequest thorizing the trustees to apply the interest of the chil-

not implied. dren's portions for their maintenance until they became
payable. One of the children having survived her mother, and died
under twenty-one and unmarried, her share was claimed by the sur-

vivors and the representatives of those who had attained their ma-

(/) Booth V. Booth, 4 Ves. 402, 4 R. R. 435.

(g) 3 Mer. 334. See also Turnei- v. Frederick, 5 Sim. 466; Templeman v. Warrington, 13
id. 265; Cohen v. Waley, 15 id. 318; Mair r. QmWer, 2 Y. & C. C. C. 465; Edwards v. Tuck,
23 BeaV. 268 ; BeAvet v. Novell, 25 Beav. 551.
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jority and died, principally on the authority of Scott v. Bargeman (h).

Sir W. Grant, though he thought that case to be right in its result,

held that the bequests vested immediately, and that the contingency had

not happened on which they were to be divested ; consequently the share of

the deceased child belonged to her representative.

So, in Baxter v. Losh {«), where residue was bequeathed to be equally

divided between A. and B., their executors, administrators, and as-

signs absolutely forever; but in case it should happen
that the said A. and B. shoald neither of them be living and, if neither

at a particular period, then over ; A. died in the lifetime ??"'"'<' ''e

» , . 1 -I-. • 1 1
living at a

of the testatrix, and B. survived the period specified, given period,

and it was contended on behalf of B., that there was an *'^^'''

implied gift to him of the share of A. ; but Sir J. Eomilly, M. E.,

held that there was no such implied gift, and that the event not hav-

ing happened on which the gift over was to take effect, the moiety of

A. had lapsed.

Sir W. Grant distinguished Scott v. Bargeman and Mackell v. Win-
ter on the ground that the primary bequests in those eases

*were contingent, and that nothing therefore was divested [*1363]

by admitting the implication (A). This distinction is

supported by subsequent decision in cases" where the
^heJe*prior

contingent nature of the primary gifts was unquestion- gift is cou-

able. Thus in Ee Clark's Trusts {l), where a testator "'^*"

'

gave the residue of his personalty and the money to arise by sale of

his real estate in trust in equal shares for A., B., C, and D. for life,

and after their respective deaths for their children respectively as

they should appoint, and in default of appointment for their respec-

tive children, with cross-limitations among the children of each parent

inter se in the event of any dying under twenty-one; "but in case the

said A., B., C, and D. should all happen to die without leaving any

child, or leaving such, if such children should all happen to die under

twenty-one," then over. A. died unmarried : each of the others had

children or a child who attained twenty-one ; and the question was

whether a cross-limitation of the share of A., the remainder in which

had vested in no one, was to be implied in favor of the other families.

Sir W. P. Wood, V.-C, held that it was (m) ; but that none of the

other shares, which had all vested, would be divested, except in the

event expressly provided for of all four of the named persons dying

without leaving a child.

(h) Ante, p. 1359.

(i) 14 Beav. 612. See Ee Hudson, Hudson v. Hudson, post p. 1364. In Currie v. Gould, 4

Beav. 117, the precise ground of the decision does not appear, but the gift seems clearly to

have been a joint-tenancy to the children.

(k) 3 Mer. 342, 344.

(/) 32 L. J. Ch. 625. The distinction was denied by Lord Manners in Beauman v. Stock,

2 Ba. & B. 406, who there held that cross-limitations were to be implied, although the primary

gift was vested ; but this was before Skey v. Barnes, and has not been followed.

(m) The limitations implied were for life and in remainder (subject to a power of appoint-

ment) following exactly the limitations of the original shares. See also Ee Eidge's Trusts.
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Again in Ee Ridge's Trusts (w) where a testator bequeathed residue

in trust for his daughters, A., B., and C., and any other daughters he

might afterwards have, equally for life ; and if all, any, or either of

them should die leaving issue, then to pay an equal part equally

amongst the issue of each daughter that should die leaving issue ; and

if only one daughter should die leaving issue, then to pay the whole

equally amongst the issue of such one daughter ; but if all such

daughters should die without leaving issue, then over. The testator

left A., B., and C, his only daughters. A. died leaving issue ; then

B. died unmarried. It was held that a cross-limitation of the re-

mainder in her share was to be implied in favor of the other two

families.

Skey V. Barnes and the subsequent cases may, it is con-

[*1364] ceived, * be considered to have fixed the rule of law on this

important doctrine of testamentary construction.

In the recent case of Ee Hudson, Hudson v. Hudson (o), the prin-

ciple on which cross executory limitations are implied was fully con-

sidered. In that case a testator gave his real and personal estate to

trustees upon certain trusts for the benefit of his wife, and, subject

thereto, upon trusts during the lives of his four children and the sur-

vivors to divide the income into five equal parts, and to pay one-fifth

to each, if living, or, if dead, to their respective children or issue, the

latter taking equally between them in choses the fifth share which
their parent if living would have taken ; and if any of the children

died without leaving children or issue, or such issue should fail dur-

ing the period aforesaid, the share of such children or issue should
belong to the others of the testator's children and their issue in the
same way as their original shares, and this clause was to apply to ac-

cruing as well as original shares ; and upon the death of the last sur-

viving child upon trust to divide the whole property among the
testator's grandchildren per stirpes. The five children were living
at the testator's death in 1862 ; one of them died in 1863, leaving
seven children, one of whom died in 1871, leaving one child, only a
daughter, who died unmarried during the period. Sir E. Kay, J., after
reviewing the cases, said :

—
' " I deduce from these authorities the following rules :

" 1. Cross executory limitations in the case of personal estate like
cross-remainders of real estate, are only implied to fill up a hiatus
in the limitations, which seems from the context to have been
unintentional.

" 2. They cannot be implied — as of course cross-remainders could
not— to divest an interest given by the will.

" 3. The existence of other cross-limitations between different per-
sons does not prevent the implication.

(n) L. R , 7 Ch. 665. (o) L. R., 20 Ch. D. 406.
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" 4. But where such express cross-limitations are in favor of the

very persons to whom the implied cross-limitations would convey the

property, that circumstance is of weight in determining the intention.

" Instances in which such a gap occurs are :
—

" (a.) Where there is a gift to several named persons for their re-

spective lives as tenants in common, and a gift over after the death

of the survivor (p) :

* " (b.) Where in a similar gift there are limitations over [*1365]

of the shares of the tenant for life to their respective children

or issue for limited interests, as for life or in tail, and then a gift over

on failure of issue of them all

:

" (c.) And generally where, there being such a gift over, the pre-

ceding limitations do not provide for every event except that contem-

plated by the gift over, but leave some gap which would occasion an

intestacy as to part of the estate.

" In this case there is a cross-limitation upon failure of any stirpes

to the other stirpes, but there is no cross-limitation between the in-

dividuals of the same stirpes, when the Court is asked to imply one.

Therefore the difS^culty which arose in Clarke's case and Eabbeth v.

Squire does not exist here." And his lordship, after observing that

where there is an ambiguity it is proper to look at the consequences

of either construction, and pointing out that it was hardly possiblb

to believe that it was intended that any part of the income should go

to the legal personal representatives of deceased grandchildren, held

that the great-granddaughter took only a life interest, and that the

intention was, in the event which had happened of her death leaving

no issue, that her share should go equally among her uncles and

aunts, and the issue of deceased uncles and aunts per stirpes, and

that the necessary cross-limitations to effect this must be implied.

(p) See Draycott v. Wood, 8 L. T., N. S., 304.



[*1366] * CHAPTER XLIV.

BULB THAT WOEDS WHICH CREATE AN ESTATE TAIL IN REAL ESTATE
CONFER THE ABSOLUTE INTEREST IN PERSONALTY.

I. Where the Words would create

an Estate Tail in Eealty Ex-
pressly or by Implication . . 1366

n. Where Words of Distribution

are superadded ..... 1368
III. Where the Bequest is to A. and

his Issue simply 1371

IV. Where the Bequest is to A. for

Life and after bis Death to his

Issue

V. Where the bequest is to Issue

by way of Substitution . . .

VI. Bequests over after such Gifts .

VII. Effect of Limitations in Strict

Settlement upon Personal

Property, &c 1382

1372

1377

1380

Words wliich
create an
estate tail in
realty confer
the absolute
interest in
personalty

.

I.— 'Where the Words would create an Estate Tail in Realty Ex-

pressly or by Implication.— It has been established by a long series

of cases (a), that where personal estate (including of

course terms of years of whatever duration (b) ) is be-

queathed in language which, if applied to real estate,

would create an estate tail, it vests absolutely in the

person who would be the immediate donee in tail, and
T3onsecLuently devolves at his 'death to his personal rep-

resentative (whether he leaves issue or not), and not to his heir in

tail ; that being the only mode in which personalty can be dealt with
in order to make the interest in it analogous to an estate tail (c).^

This rule is not confined, as has been sometimes affirmed (d), to

cases in which the words, if used in reference to realty, would

(n) Boll. Rep. 356; Banb. 301; 2 Ch. Rep. 14; 1 Lev. 290; 2 Vem. 324; 1 P. W. 290;
Pre. Ch. 421; 8 Vin. Ab. 461, pi. 25, 26; 3 B. P. C. Toml. 99. 204, 277; 7 id. 453; 1 Mad.
488; 1 Ves. 133, 164; 2 B. C. C. 127; 11 Ves. 267; 2 V. & B. 63; 1 Mer. 20, 271: 19 Ves. 73,
170, 674; 3 Mer. 176; 4 Mad. 360 ; 8 Sim. 22; 3 Drew. 668; 6 H. L. Ca. 1013.

(b) But not including a personal annuity created by will de novo and given to A. and the
heirs of his body : this gives A. a conditional fee, and unless he performs the condition (s. e.

has issue) the annuity ceases on his death. Turner «. Turner, Amo. 776, 1 B. C. C. 316.
(c) Per Wood., V.-C, L. E., 2 Eq. 280.

(d) Atkinson v. Hutchinson, 3 P. W. 259; Doe v. Lyde, 1 T. E. 596.

1 See Albee v. Carpenter, 12 Cush. 382;
Hall B. Priest, 6 Gray, 18; Jacl^son v. Bull,

10 Johns. 19; Paterson v. Ellis, 11 Wend.
269; Moodv v. Wallier, 3 Ark. 147; Pastell

V. Pastell, 6ailey, Eq. 390; Bethea v. Smith,
40 Ala. 416; Jones v. Sothoron, 10 Gill & J.

187; Fairchild v. Crane, 13 N. J. 105; Moffat

V. Strong, 10 Johns. 12; Mathews v. Daniel,

2 Hayw. 346; Ferrand v. Howard, 3 Ired.

Eq. 381; Henry v. Folder, 2 McCord, 323;

Smith's Appeal, 23 Penn. St. 9; Clark v.

Clark, 2 Head, 336 ; White v. White, 21 Vt.
260; Adshead v. Willetts, 9 W. R. 406; Ex
parte Wvrich, 5 De G. M. & G. 188; Wilfcins
V. Taylor, 5 Call, 150; Williamson v. Led-
better, 2 Munf. 621; Deane v. Hansford, 9
Leigh, 263 ; Dunn v. Bray, I Call, 338; Did-
lake ». Hooper, Gilmer, 194; Cox v. Marks,
6 lied. 361 ; McGraw v. Davenport, 6 Porter,
319; Chesin v. Williams, 29 Mo. 283.
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'Create an express estate tail ; for it applies also to those in
* which an estate would arise hy implication, except in the [*1367j]

particular case in which words expressive of a failure of

issue receive a different construction in reference to real and personal

estate (e). Thus, where by a will which was regulated
Ruie applies to

by the old law personalty was bequeathed to A., or to A. estates tail hy

and his heirs, and if he should die without issue to B.
''»^«'"^^'""

(which would clearly have made A. tenant in tail of real estate), he

took the absolute interest (/).
The rule also applies to those cases in which, by the operation of

the rule in Shelley's case {g), the terms of the bequest would, in ref-

erence to real estate, create an estate tail. Thus in
• ~~' to CELS6S

Garth V. Baldwin (h), where a testator devised real and failing within

personal estate to A., in trust to pay the rents and profits g^^J^'l
'"

to S. for life, and after her death to pay the same to E./or

life, and afterwards to pay the same to the heirs of his body, and for

want of such issue, over ; Lord Hardwieke held that E. was tenant iu

tail of the real estate and entitled absolutely to the personalty.

And of course it is immaterial in such a case whether the bequest

itself contain the words of limitation, or refer to a devise of realty

creating an estate tail. As in Brouncker v. Bagot (i),

-where a testator devised his real estate to B. for life bequest be

without impeachment of waste, remainder to trustees to referfential to

. . , -1 1 7 . /. '''8 devise.

preserve contingent remainders, remainder to the heirs of

the body of B. ; and by a codicil he bequeathed his personal estate

unto the same persons, and in the same manner, as he had by his

-will devised his real estate. It was contended that although as to

real estate this rule of law was too strong for the intention of the

testator, yet that a different construction might be put upon the words

as applied to personalty, to prevent the application of the rule where

it went to defeat the obvious intention, as in this case; but Sir

W. Grant, M. E., held that the testator having declared his

* intention respecting his personal estate only by referring [*1368]

to the terms of the devise of the real estate, and as the law

had ascertained those terms to give an estate tail in the realty, they

would give the absolute interest in personalty.

(«) See ante, p. 1321.

(/•) Lore V. Windham, 2 Ch. Rep. 14, 1 Lev. 290; ChandTess v. Price, 3 Ves. 102; Camp-
bell V. Harding, 2 R. & Mv. 390; Dunk v. Fenner, 2 R. &,My. 557; Simmons r. Simmons, 8

Sim. 22; Caulfleld v. Ma^uire, 2 J. & Lat. 176; Cole v. Goble, 13 C. B. 445; Webster v. Parr,

S6 Beav. 286.

(q) As to which, see ante, p. 1205.

(h) 2 Ves. 646; see also Webb v. Webb, 1 P. W. 1?2, 2 Tern. 668; Butterfield v. Butter-

field, 1 Ves. 133, 153; Tothill v. Earl of Chatham, 7 B. P. C. Toml. 453, 1 Mad. 488 nom.
Tothill V. Pitt; Earl of Verulam v.. Bathurst, 13 Sim. 374; Ousby v. Harvej-, 17 L. J. Ch.

160; Williams v. Lewis, 6 H. L. Ca. 1013. ITie fact of the income only, and not the property

itself, being given to A. for life, is no argument against his taking the absolute interest, But-

terfield 1). Butterfield, 1 Ves. 133, 154; Gtlover v. Strothoff, 2 B. C. C. 33 ; Re Andrews' Will,

28 Beav. 608; and other cases overruling Smith r. Cleaver, 2 Vern. 38; and (on this point)

Fonnereau v. Fonnereau, 3 Atk. 315.

(i) 1 Mer. 271, 19 Ves. 574; see also Douglas v. Congreve, 1 Beav. 59.
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II.— VThere "Words of Distribution are superadded.— The nezt

question is, whether words of distribution or other expressions mark-

_. , . ,. ing a course of enjoyment inconsistent with the devolu-

tribution, &c., tion of an estate tail, annexed to the limitation to the

lirStaUon to''^
^**''* "/ *^" body, are in these cases inoperative to vary

the heirs of the Construction, as we have seen they are now held to
the body, &c.

ijg ij^ devises of real estate (k). The affirmative would
seem to follow from the principle of the preceding cases, though such

Jacobs V. a conclusion involves a direct contradiction of Jacobs v.

Amyatt. Amyatt (I), where personalty was bequeathed to A. for

life, and after her decease unto the heirs of her body lawfully begot-

ten, equally to be divided between them share and share alike ; and in de-

fault of such issue, over; and it was held by Lord Loughborough,

confirming a decree of Sir E. P. Arden, M. E., that A. took a life

interest only. " The construction that the whole interest vested in

A. must," said Lord Loughborough, " expunge the words ' for life
;

'

it must expunge the words which direct a division among the chil-

dren ; and it must expunge those words not for the purpose of giving

it to one to take in the character of heir of the body, or in a course of

descent, but to take it from all ; not to let it go according to the gen-

eral intent, which is the common ground, but to cross the intent.

Upon that ground Doe v. Applin (m) does not apply." " Still less

does King v. Burchell (w) apply."

Lord Loughborough therefore decided the case upon a distinction

between the nature of real estate and the nature of personalty. The
one is descendible, the other is distributable (o) : and to use " heirs of

the body " regarding personalty is a misapplication of them, which
has always {p) led the Court more readily to infer from the context

an intention to use them in a secondary and confined sense, than when
they are used in a devise of realty. Thus in Hodgeson v. Bussey [q),

where by post-nuptial settlement a term was limited in trust

[*1369] for A. the * settlor's wife during her life, and after her death

for the settlor for his life, and after his death for the heirs

of the body of A. by the settlor and their executors, administrators,

and assigns, and for want of such issue, over ; it was held by Lord
H-ardwicke that " heirs of the body " were not words of limitation,

but of purchase, and that A. had a life interest only. The grounds

of this decision are thus clearly given by Lord Hardwicke himself on
a subsequent occasion : " The governing reason was that the limita-

tion was to the heirs of the body, their executors, administrators,

and assigns ; which words made it a plain case, because there was no

(k) See ante, p. 120.

(0 4 B. C. C. 542. See the judgment, 13 Ves. 479, n.
(m) 4 T. E. 82, 2 R. E. 337, ante, p. 1271.
in) Amb. 379. 1 ed. 424, ante, p. 1265.

?o) Per Stuart, V.-C , 1 Sm. & 6. 444.

Ip) See per Lord Hardwicke, 2 Atk. 90.

(q) 2 Atk. 89.
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eye of an estate tail (t. e., no intention that it should go to issue ad
infinitum) ; for it could not go from one heir of the body
and his executors, &c., to another heir of the body and tribution, &c.,

his executors, &c., and therefore must vest in the first f."".^^,^''
'° *^®

' ' . limitation to

person taking and his executors, &c. ; the same as if it the heirs of

had been said, I give it after both their deceases in trust *'^^ ^°^^'' ^'

for the eldest son begotten, and if no son then to a daughter, their

executors," &c. (r).

So in Wilson v. Vansittart (s), where the bequest was to W. and
his heirs male equally to be divided among them share and share

alike ; it was held by Smythe, B., and Bathurst, J. (L. Comms.), that

W. took an estate for his life with remainder to his sons.

In this case it will be observed the gift to heirs male was not ex-

pressly by way of remainder. But this would seem to present no
great obstacle to the construction which was adopted (t).

In Kinch v. Ward (m), where freehold and leasehold estates were
devised to A. for life, and after his death to the heirs of his body,

their heirs, executors, administrators, and assigns, but if A. should die

without issue, over ; it was assumed that A. was tenant in tail of the

freeholds, but it was contended on the authority of Hodgeson v. Bussey
that he was tenant for life only of the leaseholds. Sir J. Leach how-

ever decided that he took the leaseholds absolutely, distinguishing

Hodgeson v. Bussey because there the gift over was in default of

such issue, whereas here it was a general failure, and therefore too

remote.
* Whatever may be thought of this distinction, the fact [* 1370]

remains that Sir J. Leach dealt with the leaseholds as being

subject to different considerations from the freeholds, and did not

think it sufficient to dispose of the question regarding the former that,

notwithstanding the superadded words, an estate tail was created in

the latter.

Again in Ee Jeaffreson's Trusts (x), already stated. Sir W. P. Wood,
V.-C, said he did not question the decisions that words clearly in-

tended to create an estate tail in realty would be taken to give an

absolute interest in personalty, that being the only mode in which

personalty can be dealt with to make the interest in it analogous to

an estate tail. " But (he said) I think upon such a gift of personal

estate as this, the question is— not whether the construction of the

clause taken simply word by word would give an estate tail— but

(r) 2 Ves. 236, 360. Lord Chelmsford refers the decision partly to its being a settlement

and thus intended as a provision for the issue of the marriage, 6 H. L. Ca. 1022 ; but Lord
Hardwicke does not rely on that point.

(») Amb. 562.

(0 See Chamberlavne ». Chamberlayne, 6 Ell. & Bl. 625, ante, p. 1173. Mr. Jarman,
however, considered ft " an extraordinary decision, there being not only no gift to sous, but

no gift even to heirs by wav of remainder."

(a) 2 S. & St. 409.

(x) L. R., 2 Eq. 276, ante, p. 926. See also Symers v. Jobson, 16 Sim. 267.
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wliether, regard being had to the whole will, considering that the

property is personal and not real estate, there is an intention

manifested that 'heirs of the body' should be used in its proper

sense. The proposition cannot be taken absolutely in its full in-

tegrity that every form of expression which will create an estate tail

in realty will give an absolute interest in personalty, which would
contradict the rule established in Forth v. Chapman (y). And with-

out pausing to consider whether the set of words used here would
bring this case within the rule in Shelley's case, regard being had to

the decision of the House of Lords in Jesson v. Wright («), I think

the use of words like these when accompanied with a discretionary

power of education for those heirs of the body, and with an express

discretion for division at twenty-one, justifies me in saying that the

testator did not point to heirs successive, who are to continue pro-

prietors of the fund in question to an extent which the law would
not allow, and which the law would cut short by giving the fund to

the first taker ; but rather to a set of persons heirs of the body of A.
who are a co-existing body and not persons taking in succession.

Now although ' heirs of the body ' is not so flexible a term as ' issue,'

that it does not invariaibly create an estate tail is evident fron Hodge-
son V. Bussey and Sands v. Dixwell " (a). He therefore held that A.

did not take an absolute interest.

[*1371] * III.— Where the bequest is to a person and his issue

simply.— A point of still greater difficulty arises in deter-

mining to what extent the rule applies to cases in which the word
" issue," occurring in devises of real estate, is a word of limitation.

This, at least, is clear, that a simple bequest to A. and his issue,

which, if the subject of disposition were real estate, would indis-

putably make A. tenant in tail (b), confers on him the absolute owner-
ship in personalty.

Lord Hardwicke in Lampley v. Blower (c) admitted this propo-
sition, though he held that a bequest over to the survivor, in ease

Whether either of the legatees died without leaving issue (which

plafned "to''"
^^ ^^^^l Construction means in regard to personalty (d)

jnean issue at issue living at the death), explained " issue " in the body
*fte death. ^f ^^le devise to be used in the same sense.

This seems to be rather a strained construction, and is inconsistent
with Lyon v. Mitchell (e), which is a direct authority as to the effect

(y) 1 P. W. 863.

(z) Ante, p 1211.

(a) But Sands », Dixwell was the case of an executorj' trust, and is the same as Hoberts ii

Dixwell (8 Dec. 1738), 1 Atk. 607, stated ante, p. 1192.
ib) See ante, p. 1258.

(c) 3 Atk. 397. See ante, p. 1259, n. (I).

(d) See ante, p. 132i.

(e) 1 Mad. 467.
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of a bequest simply to A. and Ms issue. A testator be- to four per-

queatbed personalty to his four sons, sbare and sbare
i™e''JJ'^t^e^

alike, as tenants in common, and tO' the issue oftheir several respective

and respective bodies lawfully begotten ; but in case of the
ajf^jtiJou"''

death of any or either of them without issue lawfully issue at death,

begotten living at the time of his or their respective deaths,
°^^'^'

then the part or share of him or them so dying should go to the sur-

vivors or survivor equally, and to the issue of their several and
respective bodies lawfully begotten. Sir T. Plumer, V.-C, after

reviewing the authorities, held, upon the general rule, that as the'

words of the bequest would have made the sons tenants in tail of real

estate, they took absolute interests in the personalty, with benefit of

survivorship in case any or either of them died without issue living

at their death respectively.

Again, in Parkin v. Knight (/), where the limitation was of real

and personal property to the testator's nephews or (read " and ") their

lawful issue, his nephew A. to have Blaekacre exclusive ^
of his other share ; Sir L. Shadwell, V.-C, held that they several and

took an estate tail in the realty, and an absolute interest *^"' '*^'"'^l

./ 7 issue.m the personalty. This was somewhat aided by the

direction as to Blaekacre. And at this day the Court would be less

ready to read "or" as "and" {g),
* This construction has been even extended to a case where [*1372]

money was directed to be settled on A. and his issue (h). To be settled
' on A. and his

issue.

IV.— Bequest to A. for life, and after his death to his issue. —
Our next inquiry is, whether a bequest to A. for life, and after his

death to his issue, operates, by force of the same rule of construction,;

to vest the absolute interest in A.

Now as such a devise would clearly create an estate tail in A., and

as it has been shown that the rule which makes the legatee absolute

owner of personalty where he would be tenant in tail of real estate,

applies to gifts falling within the rule in Shelley's case («) where
" heirs of the body " are the words of limitation, as well as to those in

which an implied gift is raised in the issue ; and as, lastly, as we have

just seen, the rule applies where the gift to the ancestor and issue is

in one clause (k) ; the same rule, if strictly followed out, would lead

to the conclusion that, in the case suggested, A. would be absolutely

entitled.

This conclusion, however, is encountered by Knight v. Ellis (l)^

(/) 15 Sim. 83. See also Donn v. Penny, 19 Yes. 547 ; Beaver v. Nowell, 25 Beav. 551;

foung V. Davies, 2 Dr. & Sm. 167 (offspring).

(g) Post, p. 1377, n. (i).

(h) Samuel v. Samuel, 9 Jur. 222, 14 L. J. Ch. 222, as to which see ante, p. 1192, n. (I).

(i) That the rule in Shelley'^ case applies, whatever be the word of limitation used, see

ante, p. 1184.

Oc) As to such cases of devisei, see ante, p. 1258.

(0 2 B. C. C. 670.
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where the testator gave certain moneys to trustees, upon trust to per-

— A. held ™-it liis nephew T. to receive the interest during his nat-
entitled for y^^g^i nj'g^ ^nd after his decease he gave the said moneys

Knight V. to the issue male of his nephew, and in default of such
^"'^- issue he gave the same over. The question was whether

T. was entitled for life, or absolutely. Lord Thurlow decided that

he had a life interest only. In reference to the cases establishing the

rule, that words which would create an estate tail in real estate con-

fer an absolute interest in personalty, he said, " It must have occurred

to the Judges who decided those cases, that under the idea of making
the rules of decision as to leasehold estates analogous to those which

are applied to estates of inheritance, the intention of the testator

must be much oftener disappointed than carried into effect, and then

there is no wonder that the Court should try to get out of the tech-

nical rule by any means that it can. Now what do the cases come
to ? A man by his will devises to A. for life, there being plainly an
interest only for life given ; if that were all, the disposition would
end there as to A., and any other gift would be effectual after his

death. The testator then gives the same fund (qu. land)

[*1373] over to B. after failure of issue of A. * What is the Court

to do ? It is clear that a life interest only is given to A.

It is clear that no benefit is given to B. while there is any issue of A.

The consequence is, that as no interest springs to B., and no express

estate is given after the death of A., the intermediate interest would
be undisposed of, unless A. was considered as taking for the benefit

of his issue as well as of himself ; and as the words in this case are

capable of such amplification, the Court naturally implies an inten-

tion in the testator that A. should so take, that the property might
be transmissible through him to his issue, and he was therefore con-

sidered as taking an estate tail, which would descend on his issue.

Now, an estate in chattels is not transmissible to the issue in the

same manner as real estate, nor capable of any kind of descent, and
therefore an estate in chattels so given, from the necessity of the

thing, gives the whole interest to the first taker ; but if the testator,

without leaving it to the necessary implication, gives the fund ex-

pressly to the issue, they are not driven to the former rule ; but the

issue may take as purchasers, and then there is an end of the enlarge-

ment of any kind of the estate of the tenant for life ; for another es-

tate is given after his death to other persons, who are to take by
purchase. It no longer rests on conjecture."

Again, in Heather v. Winder (m), the first gift was of leasehold to

Bequest to
*^^ testator's son W. for life, and after his death to his

two for their issue ; but in case he should leave no lawful issue, then

their dM-thfto *o ^^^ testator's daughters A. and H., conjointly, during
their issue. their lives, and at their deaths to their lawful issue.

(»>) 6 L. J. Ch. N. S. 41.
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The testator's three children survived him, and W. and H. died with-

out leaving issue ; A. had several children. Sir J. Leach, V.-C, held

that A. became entitled on the death of W., but whether on the

ground that W. took a life estate only, or by executory bequest on
the principle of Lyon v. Mitchell (n), does not appear. Sir C. Pepys,

M. E., however, professing to follow Sir J. Leach, decided that under

the gift over A. took only for life. As she was living, it was not

necessary to decide as to the rights of her issue.

The cases of Knight v. Ellis, and Heather v. Winder seem to be

directly opposed to Att.-Gen. v. Bright (o), where a testator after be-

queathing to two persons the interest of a sum of 5001. stock,

gave the fund, after the decease of the survivor, to A., to * re- [*1374]

ceive the interest during her life, and then to her issue j but

in case of her death without issue, the 500Z. stock to be Att.-Gen. v.

divided between her father's children by his second wife ; Bright

and in default of any children by Tiis second wife living Kmgh't v°

at the testator's decease, he gave the same to such sec- ^ll'^'

ond wife. It was contended, on the authority of Knight v. Ellis and

some earlier cases, that A. had a life interest only. But Lord Lang-

dale, M. E., held that the effect of giving the interest of the 5001.

stock to the legatee for her life, and then the principal to her issue,

was to give her an absolute interest in that sum.

But the authority of Knight v. Ellis was recognized in Ex parte

Wynch (jp), where the testator bequeathed an annuity to A. " for her

life and the issue from her body lawfully begotten, on

failure of which to revert to my heirs." Lord Cran- Ei"iffollowed

worth, C. (who said the will was clearly to be read as if ™-^^^*'''®

the gift to the issue had been expressly limited after the

death of A.), and Sir Gr. Turner, L. J., affirming the decision of Stu-

art, V.-C, held that A. had only a life interest, and that the issue took

by purchase. They agreed with the decision in Knight v. Ellis, and

moreover considered that it was binding upon them, and that the de-

cision in Att.-Gen. v. Bright was not sustainable. The Att.-Gen. v.

L. C, after adverting to some of the principal cases which Bright over-

had been cited to prove that A. was absolutely entitled,

said: "In all those cases either the technical words 'heirs of the

hody' have occurred, or there has been nothing to show that the

words ' issue,' ' children,' or the like have not been intended merely to

define or explain the extent of the interest given to the first taker

;

and I see nothing in these decisions compelling me to hold that where

technical words are not used, and where the interest of the first taker

is expressly confined to a life estate, I am bound to act in the con-

struction of the bequest of personalty on principles derived from laws

(n) Ante, p. 1371.

(o) 2 Kee. 57.
, , . .

(p) 1 Sm. & G. 427, 5 D. M. & G. 188. K. Bruce, L. J., concurred in the decision on

distinct grounds.
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of tenure, and not resting, on intention. It was on tMa ground that

Lord Thurlow acted in Knigbfc v. Ellis.?'

The rule is thus settled in conformity with Knight v. Ellis (g). It

applies k fortiori to a bequest of personalty to A. for life, and after his

death tO' his issue in equal shares and proportions; and it lets

[*1375] ill, like a corresponding gift to children {r), all the objects * who
are living at the testator's death,, and all who come in esse

during the life interest (s).

During the argument in Knight v. Ellis, Lord Thurlow said that it

made all the difference in gifts of this nature, whether by the will all

Distinction
*^® issue were to take or one only. " The question is,"

between gift he said,, " whether they are words of limitation ? If it

timTand gift '^^nt to one son, it must be by way of limitation -, if to
to all the issue all, it must be by purchase. If it is to gO' by way of
os« er.

limitation, then it vested in the ancestor ; if by purchase,

all the sons must take "
(*). By means of this distinction, perhaps,,

the decision in Jordan v. Lowe (u) may be sustained. Leaseholds

were there bequeathed in trust for A., for life, and, after his decease,

for his issue male lawfully begotten, severally and respectively ac-

cording to their respective seniorities, and for default of such issue

male as aforesaid, then over ; Lord Langdale, M. E.., held that the

words were such as would have created an estate tail, and A. was
therefore absolutely entitled. " Upon what grounds Lord Langdale

proceeded," said Lord Cranworth (a;), "we were left in entire igno-

rance. But it may be that he thought there, that the words must be
treated as words of limitation, as it was to go to them in succession

forever according to their seniorities. That might have been the

ground upon which he proceeded in that case : that also would not be
inconsistent with Knight v. Ellis."

It has been seen that Lord Thurlow (y) distinguished the case of a

bequest to A. for life,, followed (without any express gift to issue) by

To A. for life,
^ limitation over in default of issue of A. This, he

and in default said, of necessity gave the absolute interest to A. It
issue over.

^^^ ^^ assumed in Eanelagh v. Eanelagh (2), and there

is nothing in Ex parte Wynch to suggest that the distinction is not a
sound one as regards wills that are subject to the old law. But in
Procter v. Upton (a), where personalty was given to be invested for

(}) See also Goldney v. Crabb, 19 Beav. 338 ; Waldron v. Bonlter, 22 Bear. 284.
(r) Ante, p. 1010.

"

(») Jackson «. Calvert, 1 .T. & H. 235. See similar constrootion where the words "heirs
of the body " are used, Jacobs v. Amyatt, ante,, p. 1368.

{t) 2 B. C. C. 575.

(m) 6 Beav. 360. See also Harvey v. Towell, 7 Hare, 231, 12 Jnr. 241 — Bequest to A. for
life, remainder to his eldest son for life, remainder to his eldest issue male only for the time
being ad infinitum forever.

(a!) 5 D. M. & G. 212.

ly) Ante, p. 1372. See also his dictum, Att.-Gen. i>. Bayley, 2 B. C. C. 557.
(2) 2 My. & K. 441. ante, p. 1336, n. (n)

(o) 5 D. M. & 6. 199, n. See also He Banks' Trust, 2 K. & J. 387.
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the benefit of A. for life, and if he died without issue, over ; and by
codicil A, was forbidden to meddle with the principal ; Lord Hard-
wicke held that A. was but tenant for life ; adding, however,
* that if the case had stood singly on the will, A. would have [*1376]
been entitled to the whole.

Again the mere circumstance that real and personal estate are both
dealt with by the same set of words will not compel the Court to

decide that the personalty is intended to go as the realty, gg . . i

and consequently vests absolutely in the first taker (b). and personal

But the circumstance of the two sorts of property being
J'eS'ng i'n-

jointly dealt with may fairly be taken into account on eluded in

the question whether there is " an eye to an entail " (c) :
^""^ ^'*''

and if the personal is clearly a mere -adjunct to the real, e. g., a lease-

hold garden to a freehold house, an intention that both should devolve
as the realty may reasonably be inferred (d).

Upon the whole the result is, that the unqualified terms in which
the rule has been often laid down, pointing as they do to the conclu-

sion, that a bequest of personalty confers the absolute General

interest wherever the language of the will is such as conclusion,

would create an estate tail of land, are not justified by the decisions.

In many of them, as we have seen, the Court vhas refused to carry

the rule to the extreme point to which the cases have gone in adjudg-

ing "issue" to be a word of limitation as to real estate {e) ; the effect

of such construction, by entitling the first taker absolutely, being iii

general to defeat the intention of the testator. Hence also (as else-

where hinted (/)), the inclination to adopt the construction which
reads the word " child," " son," or any other such informal expres-

sion, as a word of limitation, is much less strong in reference

to personal than real estate (^). * Hence, too, it has been [*1377]

finally decided that the rule in Wild's case does not apply to

bequests of personalty (h)..

(6) Jackson v. Calvert, IJ. & H. 235. See also Ke Banks' Trust, 2 K. & J. 387.

(c) See Tate ». Clarke, 1 Beav. 100 (personalty given to A. by reference to devise of realty

to A. an4 his issue) ; Dunk ». Fenner, 2 R. & My. 557. The last case has been cited as laying
down a rule that, where realty and personalty are blended, the personalty goes as the realty;

which, said Giffard, V.-C, "is bad law," Herrick «. Franklin, L. R., 6 Eq. 593. Qu., how-
ever, whether in Dunk 17. Fenner, it wits intended to lay down any such rule. Tlie case seems
rather to turn on the special terms showing an intention that realty and personalty should go
together, and also that there should be an entail. In Herrick v. Franklin real and, personal estate

was given to A. for life, and after his death to his heirs {general). This was held to give A.
a life interest only. •Such a gift has never been held to vest the absolute interest in personalty

jn A. by analogy to the rule in , Shelley's case, and it lacks the essential ingredient of an
intention to benefit issue ad infinitum to bring it within the rule discussed in the present

chapter. Smith v. Butbher, 10 Ch. D. 113, is a distinct decision that the rule in Shelley's

case is inapplicable to such a gift. Powell v. Boggis, 35 Beav. 535, and Comfort t>. Brown, 10
Ch. D. 146, must rest on the special terms of the wills. See as to the former, ante, p. 926.

{d) Per Wood, V.-C., Jackson ii. Calvert, 1 J. & 0. 238. See also Douglas v. Congreve, 1
Beav. 59.

(e) Ante, pp. 1271, et seq.

(/) Ante, p. 1243.

(g) See Gawler «. Cadby, Jac. 346; Stone*. Maule, 2 Sim. 490; Malcolm v. Taylor, 2 K.
& My. 416. But see Scott v. Scott, 15 Sim- 47.

(h) Ante, p. 1243.

VOL. II. 33
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la not a few cases, too, bequests to a person and Ms children have

been read as conferring on the original legatee a life interest only,

with an ulterior gift of the absolute interest in favor of the chil-

dren (i),— a species of construction which further illustrates the dis-

inclination of the Courts to hold ambiguous terms of this description

to operate as words of limitation in reference to personal estate.

v.— Gift to issue by way of substitution.— The word "issue,"

under a joint gift to the ancestor and issue, has also been sometimes

construed as introducing a substituted gift in favor of these objects,

in the event of the failure of the original gift to the ancestor, by his

death either in the lifetime of the testator or of a previous tenant for

life ; the ancestor, if the gift to him takes effect, becoming solely and

absolutely entitled.

Thus, in Pearson v. Stephen (k), where the testator bequeathed to

trustees so much stock as should be sufficient to pay thereout the

To fire per- yearly sum of 1,000?. to his wife for her widowhood,
sons and their and after her decease or marriage in trust for his five

issue per* SOUS (naming them) and their respective issue, if any, to
stirpes. ^,3 divided among them in equal shares ; such issue to

take per stirpes and not per capita. He also gave 4,000Z. to be in-

vested in stock in trust to pay the dividends to his daughter S. during

her coverture, and upon the death of G. her husband to transfer the

capital to her for her sole use ; but in case G. should survive testa-

tor's daughter, then in trust for his said five sons and their respective

issue (if any), to be divided among them in equal shares and propor-

tions ; such issue to take per stirpes and not per capita. The testator

also gave the residue of his personal estate to his said five sons " and
their respective issue [if any) ;

" such issue to take per stirpes and not

per capita, to be divided among them in equal shares and propor-

tions ; the shares of such of them as should have attained the age of

twenty-one years to be paid to them respectively forthwith after the

testator's decease ; the shares of such of them as should be under that

age to be paid to them when and as they should respectively

[*1378] attain such age. The question was, *what interests the

five sons (all of whom survived the testator) took under
these bequests ? Sir J. Leach, M. E., held that the sons took life

interests only (subject, as to the 4,000Z.,to the contingency mentioned
in the will), with the ulterior interest for their children. But this

decree was reversed in the House of Lords, where it was decided that
under the first bequest the sons became absolutely entitled ; and that,

with respect to the 4,000Z., in the event of S. dying in the lifetime of

(t) Vide cases stated ante, p. 1244.

(J) 2 D. & CI. 328, 5 Bli. N. S. 203. Of course there is less difficulty in the adoption of
this construction where the gift is to a person or his issue, vide ante, Vol. I., pp. 480, 481;
also Price v. Loclcley, 6 Bear. 180.
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G., the sons of the testator living at such event would be absolutely

entitled to the stock in equal shares ; but if any of the sons should

die in the lifetime of S., leaving issue, such issue, if living at the

death of S. {V), would be entitled to the share or shares of the fund

which their parents would have been entitled to if living, such issue

to take the shares in question equally among them ; and it was also

adjudged that the sons, at the death of the testator, took an absolute

interest in the residue. And an opinion was expressed by Lord
Brougham, that, if any of the sons had died in the lifetime of the

testator, his children living at the testator's death would have taken

by substitution the share of the parent.

Here, it will be observed, the words " and their respective issue "

were considered to raise a gift by substitution, to take effect, as to all

the bequests, in the event of any of the legatees dying _ ,

in the testator's lifetime leaving issue, and, as to the Pearson v.

4,000i. stock, in the further event of their dying during Stephen,

the suspense of the contingency leaving issue. The clause directing

that the issue should take per stirpes seems to be decisive against the

word being construed as a word of limitation.

Pearson v. Stephen was referred to in Gibbs v. Tait (m), where a

testator bequeathed the residue of his personal estate to his wife

during her widowhood, and after her decease or mar- ^ ,u j -u

riage, he gave what should be remaining one moiety ters of T. and

to J. the son of T., his executors and administrators, ^thbeSt
and the other moiety equally among all the daughters of survivor-

of T. and their issue, with benefit of survivorship and °
'''

accruer : Sir L. Shadwell, V.-C, held that the daughters living at the

distribution of the fund were absolutely entitled, and not (as had
been contended) concurrently with their issue, which, he Eemark on

observed, was an inconvenient construction. He ob- Gibbs v. Tait.

served that the case was weaker than Pearson v. Stephen. This

remark shows that the V.-C. considered the case before him to

belong to the same class as the cited authority : perhaps

the * clauses of accruer (which are not stated) may have [*13793

aided this interpretation.

The decision in Pearson v. Stephen was followed in Dick v.

Lacy (m), where real and personal estate was bequeathed to A. for

life, and after her decease to the daughters of B. and their Bequest to

descendants per stirpes, to hold to them, their heirs and several and

assigns, forever ; and it was held by Lord Langdale that ants per

the limitation to descendants per stirpes was a gift to stirpes. ''

them by way of substitution for their ancestress in case she died in

the lifetime of the tenant for life.

(Q As to this, see ante, p. 1045, n. (r).

(m) 8 Sim. 132.

(n) 8 Bear. 214. See also Hedges v. Harpur, 9 Beav. 479 (issue to take only their parent's

share).
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Sometimes a testator, having in one instance made an express and

particular substitution of issue, thereby affords a ground for applying

a similar construction to a bequest in the same will to a person and

his issue simply i
the inference being, on a view of the entire will,

that the intention is the same in the respective cases.

Thus, in Butter v. Ommaney (o), a testator bequeathed 2,000Z. to the

children of his late sister B. and their lawful issue, in case any of

them should die leaving lawful issue. He also gave

entitled unto and among all and every the child and children

with'ancestor
°^ ^^^ ^^*® brother Jacob and their issue (except his

nephew A.) the sum of 2,000Z. to be equally divided

among them, share and share alike, to be paid within twelve mouths

next after his (the testator's) decease. At the date of the will, there

were three children of the testator's brother, who had children, and
other children were dead leaving issue. It was contended that the

words " and their issue " were words of purchase, and let in the

issue of the deceased children ; but Sir J. Leach, M. E,, held that the

three children of Jacob living at the date of the will were absolutely

entitled to the legacy.

And here it may be observed that, where (as in the two preceding

cases) the original legatees are living at the death of the testator or

the period of distribution (whichever may happen to be the period of

ascertaining the objects), it becomes unnecessary to determine whether
" issue " is a word of limitation or of substitution ; the original lega-

tees being entitled to the whole, according to either construction.

Hence the only really adjudged point in the two last cases was the

rejection of the claim of the issue to participate concurrently with
the original legatees.

[*1380] * An instance of the admission of such concurrent claims

occurs in Clay v. Pennington (p), where a testator, in a cer-

tain event, bequeathed a residuary fund to the children of his brother

B. and their lawful issue in equal shares, or unto such of them as

Issue held
^^^^^ prove their right within two years after notice in

entitled con- the London Gazette : Sir L. Shadwell decided that all

with anLtor. *^® descendents of B. who were living at the period in

question were entitled to participate; which of course
involved a denial of the proposition that issue was here used as a
word of limitation.

VI.— Bequests over after snoh Gifts.—A necessary consequence of
the rule, that words which create an estate tail in realty confer the

(o) i Kus3. 70. See also Ke Stanhope's Trusts, 27 Beav. 201.

(p) 7 Sim. 370. See also Law v. Thorp, 27 L. J. Ch. 649, 4 Jur. N. S. 446 : and Prior on
Issue, 37, 38.
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absolute interest in personalty, is, that all beq^uests ulte- Requests over

rior to such a gift are void (y) ; but this principle does after gifts

not apply to cases in which personal estate is limited in whenToid!'

such terms to several persons not in esse successively

;

in which case the successive limitations, though having the form of

remainders, operate simply as substitutional or alternative bequests,

each gift in the series being dependent upon the event of the preceding

gift or gifts not taking effect.

Thus, where a term of years is limited to A. for life with remain-

der to his first and other sons successively in tail male, with remain-

der to the first and other sons of B. in tail. If A. die without having

had a sdn, it is clear that the bequest to the first son of B. (for no son

after the first could ever take) is good ; but if A. have a son, that son

becomes entitled absolutely, to the exclusion of the ulterior legatees

;

so that the limitation is in effect a bequest for life, and after his death

to his first son absolutely, and if he have no son, to the first son of

B. ; and being necessarily to take effect within the period of a life in

being is free from objection on the ground of remoteness.

To illustrate in detail a point apparently so clear upon principle

might seem to be gratuitous labor, were it not that at one period the

authorities (including a decision of the Supreme Court of Judicature)

sanctioned a contrary doctrine.

In Brett v. Sawbridge (r), a testator, who was a mortgagee in pos-

session of a term of years, devised it (supposing himself to

* be seised of an estate of inheritance) to J., son of H., for [*1381]

life, remainder to his first and other sons in tail male, re-

mainder to two other sons of H., and their sons successively in tail

in like manner, remainder to all other the sons of J. successively in

tail, with remainder to the right heirs of B. and W. Though it ap-

peared that none of the tenants in tail had come in esse, Sir J. Jekyll,

M. R., held that the limitation over was void ; and his decree was
afB.rmed in the House of Lords. The reasons urged in its support

were, first, that as the testator intended to dispose of the inheritance,

the term did not pass ; and secondly, that the limitation over being

after an indefinite failure of issue, was void for remoteness. It is

not stated upon which ground the House proceeded, but, most prob-

ably, as the reporter assumes, upon the latter, as the objection that

the testator intended to dispose of the inheritance could not be sus-

tained for an instant as a reason against the devise operating upon
the term.

In regard to the alleged remoteness of the limitation to the heirs

of B. and W., however, the case is completely overruled by Pelham

(?) Hoare ». Byng, 10 CI. & Fin 508; Re Percy, Percy ». Percy, 24 Ch. D. 616.

(r) 3 B. P. C. Toml. 141, 1736. This case seems to have escaped the research of Mr. Feame.
See also Backhouse v. Bellingbam, FoUex. 33. Burgis v. Burgis, 1 Mod. 115.
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Brett o. Saw- V. Gregory (s), where the Duke of N. devised all his
''"^se freehold and leasehold estates to T. for life, remainder

Peihami!. to his first and other sons in tail male, remainder to H.
Gregory.

j^^. ^j£g^ remainder to his first and other sons in tail

male, with remainders over : T. was living, but had no son ; H. had

a son, who during the life of T. died, and it was held in the House of

Lords that the administrator of such son was absolutely entitled to

the leasehold estates, subject only to be defeated by the birth of a

son of T., the prior tenant for life.

It is scarcely necessary to observe, that a bequest of a term for

years or other personal property in the language of an estate tail,

may be made defeasible on a collateral event in the same

be ma^e'def^a^ manner as any other bequest carrying the whole interest.

sible on a col- Thus, a legacy to A. and the heirs of his body, and if he
latei al event

' o j ./ ?

die without issue living B., to C, is clearly a good exec-

utory gift to C. (t).

And here it occurs to remark that the enactment (m) restricting

words denoting a failure of issue to a failure at the death (which

we have seen prevents them having the effect of creating an estate

tail by implication) will, when applied to personalty, operate

[*1382] to * restrain such words from passing the absolute interest,

and also to bring within the compass of the rule against per-

petuities the ulterior bequest depending on such contingency. If,

Effect of act therefore, a testator by a will made or republished since

1 Vict. c. 26, 1837 bequea,ths personal estate to A., and in case he shall

rule of con- die without issue then to B., A. will not take the abso-
structiou. l^te interest (as formerly), from the ulterior gift being

void; but A. will take a vested interest in the personalty so be-

queathed, defeasible in favor of B. on his (A.'s) leaving no issue at

his death.

Where the bequest is to A. expressly for life, and in case of his

dying without issue to B., the construction seems also free from
doubt. A. will, according to the newly enacted doctrine, take a life

interest in any event, and B. will take the ulterior interest, only in

the event of A.'s leaving no issue ; in the converse event of A. leaving

issue, the ulterior interest will be undisposed of. But if after the

express gift for life the limitation over be in case of A. dying with-

out " heirs of his body," the enactment will not apply (v), and A. will,

it should seem, be absolutely entitled as before (as).

(s) 3 B. P. C. Toml. 204. See also Higgins v. Dewier, 1 P. W. 98 ; Stanley v. Leigh, 2 P.
W. 686; Sabbarton v. Sabbarton, Cas. t. Talb. 55, 245; Gower v. Grosvenor, 3 Barn. 54; s. c,

cit. in Daw v. Pitt, stated 1 Mad. 503; Phipps v. Lord Mulgrave, 3 Yes. 613; Boydell v.

Golightly, 14 Sim. 327; Lewis v. Hopkins, 3 Drew. 668, 6 H. L. Ca. 1013 (Williams v.

Lewis). 1

(t) Lamb v. Archer, 1 Salk. 225.

(«) Ante, p. 1285.

(d) Ante, p. 1322.

(a;) Ante, p. 1375, as in Boden v. Watson (or Lord Galway), Amb. 398, 478, 2 Ed. 297.
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VU. — Effect of Limitations in strict Settlement upon Personal

Property, &c.— When it is intended that leasehold estates, or per-

sonal chattels in the nature of heirlooms, shall go with
j^^^ to annexing

lands devised in strict settlement, they should not be personal to real

simply subjected to the same limitations ; the effect of in strict

that being to vest the personal property absolutely in the settlement,

first tenant in tail, though he should happen to die within an hour

after his birth (y)
;
' and, as the freehold lands in that event pass over

to the next remainderman, a separation between them and the chat-

tels takes place ; but the personal property should be limited over, in

case any such tenants in tail (being the sons of persons in esse) should

die under twenty-one and without inheritable issue, to the person

upon whom the freehold lands will devolve in that event ; or, which
is the more usual mode, the personalty should be subjected to the

same limitations as the freeholds, with a declaration that it shall not

vest absolutely in any tenant in tail by purchase until twen-

ty-one, or death under that age, leaving issue * inheritable [*1383]

under the entail. Whether the Courts are authorized to put

this construction upon a direction that the chattels shall go with the

lands so long as may be, or so long as the rules of law will permit,

has been vexata quaestio. Lord Hardwicke in Gower
V. Grosvenor (s), expressed an opinion in the affirmative,

but in Foley v. Burnell (a) and Vaughan v. Burslem (5), Lord Thur-

low held that the property vested absolutely in the tenant in tail on

his birth; i. e., that the direction did not make the trust executory;

and this, though often regretted, is now the settled doctrine (c). It

was much canvassed in the House of Lords in Duke of Kewcastle v.

Countess of Lincoln (d), which arose on marriage articles containing

a covenant to assign leaseholds upon the same trusts as freeholds so

far as the law would allow, and the trusts being executory, it was de-

cided that the Court had power to modify the limitations so far as to

suspend the absolute vesting until twenty-one. Lord Eldon did not

(y) But where a junior branch, quoad the estate, has issue before the senior, the chattels do

not vest indefeasibly in such issue, Hogg v. Jones, 32 Beav. 45. Thej' will not so vest until

the senior branches are extinct, Re Cresswell, Parkin ». Cresswell, 24 Ch. D. 102.

(2) 3 Barnard. 54. See also Trafford v. Trafford, 3 Atk.'347.

(a) 1 B. C. C. 274.

(«) 3 B. C. C. 101.

(c) Fordyce v. Ford, 2 Ves. Jr. 536; Carr «. Lord Errol, 14 id. 478; Stratford v. Powell, 1

Ba. & Be. "l; Rowland v. Morgan, 6 Hare, 463, 2 Phil. 764: Doncaster v. Doncaster, 3 K. &
J. 26. See the cases reviewed bv Wood, V.-C, Lord Scarsdale u. Curzon, 1 J. & H. 40; per

Lords Westbury and Cairns, L. b., 5 H. L. 101, 107. See also Re Cresswell, Parkin v. Cress-

well, 24 Ch. D. 102; Re Johnston, Cockerell v. Earl of Essex, 26 Ch. D. 538 (•' to be enjoyed

and go with the title "). In Re Whorwood, Ogle v. Lord Sherborne, 34 Ch. D. 446, a testator

bequeathed a silver cup to Lord S. and his heirs "for an heirloom ;" the person who was
Lord S. at the date of the will died in the testator's lifetime and the title devolved on another

person: it was held by the Court of Appeal (affirming the decision of North, J.) that the

bequest lapsed.

(d) 3 Ves. 387, 12 Ves. 218, 4 R. R. 31.

J See Hall v. Priest, 6 Gray, 18, 22.
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concur in this decision, considering' tliat the question was concluded

by Vaughan v. Burslem. But in Shelley v. Shelley (e), where a testa-

trix, without reference to any real estate, bequeathed jewels to her

nephew to be held as heirlooms by him and by his eldest son on his de-

cease, and so on from eldest son to eldest son, as far as the rules of

law would permit, and requested her nephew by his will or otherwise

to give effect to her wishes, Sir W. P. Wood, V.-C, held this to be a
good executory trust, and directed a settlement to be made of the

jewels to the nephew for life, remainder to his eldest son E. (who
was born in the testatrix's lifetime), for life, remainder to E.'s eldest

son if living at E.'s death (/), to vest at twenty-one, with a gift over

on death under twenty-one or in E.'s lifetime.

[*1384] * To return to the case of a direct trust or bequest. Not-

withstanding the provisions recommended above, a separa-

Ordinafy form tion of the chattels from the lands will nevertheless
of trust for occur Cwhichever form is used) if the tenant in tail
annexing iitT t , • .,.,
chattels to should die under twenty-one leaving inheritable issue

;

settled realty,
f^j. jjj ^j^g^^ ^g^gg j^g ^Quld take the chattels absolutely,

while the lands would descend to the issue. To prevent this separa-

tion, the declaration should be that the chattels shall not vest abso^

lutely in any tenant in tail by purchase who may die under twenty-
one, but shall at his death devolve as nearly as possible in the same
manner as the lands {g). Under this (which is now the ordinary)

declaration the issue will take the whole of the chattels by purchase
instead of such share or interest oiily as he may be entitled to as of

kin to the ancestor.

That the words " by purchase " are necessary in this form of dec-

When not laration, in order to avoid a breach of the rule against
void for perpetuity, has already been noticed (A). The effect of

them is well illustrated by Gosling v. Gosling (i), where
freeholds were devised in strict settlement, and chattels were then

Gosling J).
given on the same trusts and for the same estates as the

Gosling. freeholds, or as near thereto as the law would permit,

with a proviso that the chattels should not vest absolutely in any
tenant in tail unless he attained twenty-one (without more). These

(e) L. R., 6 Eq. 540. The point does not appear to have been previously decided. See
opinion of Sir L. Shadwell, Boydell v. Golightly, 14 Sim. 346 ; and see observations bearing
on the question, 14 Ves. 487 ( 2 Phil. 771 ; 1 Ba. & Be. 25 ; 1 J. & W. 574, ante, p. 1197 ; 1 J.
& H. 51 ; Doncaster ». Doncaster, 3 K. & J. 26.

(/) " Living at E.'s death " seems to be due to the words of the will "on his decease, and
BO on."

(g) Davidson's Common Forms, 5th Ed., p. 379; Byth. & Jarm. Conv. (4th Ed., bj'
Rofcbins), Vol. VII., p. 906. The older forms (several of which are collected in Harrington
«. Harrington, L. R., 5 H. L. 93, n.) appear not to have contained an express gift over, but
to have left the chattels set free by the divesting clause to be dealt with by the prior general
trust. But whether this would be as eflReacious as the express gift over is questionable; see
the difference of opinion, Harrington v. Harrington, L. R., 3 Ch. 573, 5 H. L. 102. And see
1 Powell, Dev. 732, n. by Jarnian.

(h) Vol. I., p. 237.

(i) 32 Beav. 58, 1 D. J. & S. 1, and (Christie «. Gosling), L. R.. 1 H. L. 279. ' See also
Martelli v. HoUoway, L. R., S H. L. 633; Wells v. Wells, W. N., 1890, p. 29.
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trusts -were impugned as constituting in effect a gift to such tenant

in tail only as should attain twenty-one, and as therefore being too

remote,— as upon that construction they clearly were (Z) ; and Sir J.

Eomilly, M. E., adopting that construction, held the gift void. But
Lord Westbury differed on the point of construction and reversed

the decision. Applying the limitations of the freeholds to the per-

sonal estate (as far as the difference of tenure would admit), the effect

was (he said) to give the absolute interest to the first tenant in tail by
purchase : no other tenant in tail could by possibility become entitled

under the limitations, since the first took absolutely. Then came the

proviso, in which the words " tenant in tail " must mean tenant in

tail by purchase, for it referred to one in whom the per-

sonalty * would, but for the proviso, have vested absolutely [*1385]

instead of defeasibly. The L. C. therefore held the gift

vested in the infant tenant in tail, liable to be divested on his death

under twenty-one. And this was affirmed in the House of Lords. It

turned on the question whether the proviso postponed the' original

vesting or qualified a previously vested gift. Lord St. Leonards

held with Lord Eomilly that the former was the true construction

:

but Lords Chelmsford and Cranworth agreed with the L. C. in pre-

ferring the latter ; and (as observed in a subsequent case (m) by Lord
Cairns) when once this construction was arrived at,, all difficulty was
at an end, and the bequest was in no way obnoxious to the rule against

perpetuity.

But Lord Westbury observed " If the will had provided for the

event of a tenant in tail by purchase dying under twenty-one, leaving

a son, by declaring an express trust for such son of the personal es-

tate, the case would have existed of a tenant in tail of the real estates

by descent taking the personal estate by purchase ; and if in that case

the proviso [i. e., the proviso postponing the vesting] were held to

apply to and include such tenant in tail, the whole disposition of the

principal of the personal estate would be void for remoteness." Here,

he thought, no such trust was either express or implied («). But this

IS, in effect, what the ordinary declaration does express. Hence the

necessity for the words " by purchase." The trust in Gosling v. Gos-

ling was saved from remoteness only because it led to the very separa-

tion which the ordinary declaration is designed to prevent ; it being

considered by Lord Westbury (o) that if the infant tenant in tail

should die under twenty-one leaving issue, the chattels would devolve

under the prior trust to the next purchaser in the series of limitations,

not to the issue.

The words " so long as the rules of law will permit " though in-

I}) See Vol. I., p. 236.

(ire) Harrington v. Harrington, L. R., 5 H. L. 103.

(») 1 D. 'J. & S. 16.

(o) Id. This point was not noticed in D. P.
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How far
effectual to make the trust executory, or to correct a gift

remoteness which in. terms infringes the rule against perpetuity (p),
obviated by may, it seems, fairly be referred to where the terms are
words so

long as the ambiguous, in aid of a construction which will not be ob-
law permits." ^Qxious to that rule (q). And even without these words

if the trust is on other grounds executory, it may be moulded

[*1386] to avoid remoteness. Thus, in Miles v. * Harford (r), where

freeholds were devised to A. for life, remainder to his first

and other sons in tail male, with a shifting clause which provided that

if A. or his issue male should become entitled to a certain other estate,

the devised estate should go over ; and leaseholds were given upon

such trusts, &c., as, regard being had to the difference of tenure, would

most nearly correspond with the uses, &c., of the freeholds. It was

held by Sir G. Jessel, M. E., that this was an executory trust ; for the

testator "knew that something would not work, and has said you are

to make them correspond haying regard to the effect of the tenure on

the limitations." If you repeated the shifting cause literally for the

leaseholds, it would fail to a great extent for remoteness. It must,

therefore, be modified so as to shift the leaseholds in every case (cov-

ered by the clause) in which it could lawfully be made to shift (s).

Other forms seek to postpone a separation of the chattels from the

land by restricting the interest in the chattels to those who come into

Other forms actual possession of the land (t) ; still taking care not to
of trust. postpone the ultimate vesting of them beyond the limits

allowed by the rule against perpetuity (m).

(p) See Tollemache v. Earl of Coventry, 2 CI. & Fin. 611, 8 Bli. 547, ante, Vol. I. p. 239.

(o) See Harrington v. Harrington, L. R., 3 Ch. 574, 5 H. L. 102, 107.

(»•) 12 Ch. D. 691.

(s) As it happened. A. himself had become entitled to the other estate, and the M. R. also

held that, as this event was separately expressed from that of his issue becoming so entitled,

the shitting clause was good in event, as to the leaseholds, without modification. See Vol. I.,

n 255

(<) See Potts ». Potts, 2 Jo. & Lat. 353, 1 H. L. Ca. 671 (" become seised "); Scarsdale ».

Curzon, 1 J. & H. 40 (" seised of or entitled to the actunl freehold "); Cox v. Sutton, 25 L.
J. Ch. 845, 2 Jur. N. S. 733 (repairing fund to be applied at request of person in possession).
But on the context *' entitled in possession " has been held to mean one whose personal qualifi-

cations (e.g., age) entitle him to the possession subject to preceding estates, Hollowav v. Web-
ber, Martelli v. Holloway, L. R., 6 Eq. 523, 5 H. L. 532, per Stuart, V.-C, and Lords Hath-
erlev and Westbury; see also Foley v. Burnell, 1 B. C. C. 274, 4 B. P. C. Toml. 319;
Re Johnson's Trusts, L. R., 2 Eq. 716. And where the entail has been barred bj'' a prior ten-
ant for life and remainderman in tail, the words "who shall be in the actual possession " have
been held to mean the person who would have come into posession it the original limitations
were subsisting, Hogg v. Jones, 32 Beav. 45.

(u) See on this point, Ee Viscount Exmouth, Viscount Exmouth v. Praed, 23 Ch. D. 158,
where the clause intended to postpone the vesting was held void for uncertainty.
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I. — Liability of Real Estate to Simple Contract Debts. — By
the common law of England the real estate of a deceased person was
not liable to answer his simple contract debts, no action,. J.-1.T •i.ii.-u-- 1. r ^ Sketch of the
being maintainable against the heir m respect of de- law as to real

scended assets, except by creditors whose debts were ^^**'^ ''^™s

constituted by an instrument under seal, i. e., a specialty

obligation ; and not even then, unless an intention to charge the heir

of the debtor were distinctly indicated (a) : and the claim of a spe-

cialty creditor did not extend to copyholds (b) ; nor did it extend to

devised freeholds, until the act 3 & 4 W. & M., c. 14, gave a right of

action against the devisee of the debtor, concurrently with the heir,

to a certain class of specialty creditors, namely, those whose demands
were recoverable by an action of debt (c). But even these were held

to have no remedy under the act where there was no heir, the remedy
provided being against the heir and devisee jointly (d).^

(a) A devise to A. o» condition that he pays the testator's debts charges the laud. Re
Kirk, Kirk v. Kirk, 21 Oh. D. 431.

(6) Parker v. Dee, 2 Ch. Cas. 201.

(c) Wilson V. Knublev, 7 East, 128; Coope v. Cresswell, L. R.,2 Ch. 112; extended to
action of covenant by 1 Will. 4, c. 47.

(d) Wilson V. Knublej', 7 East, 128; Hunting ». Sheldrake, 9 M. & Wei. 256. The act 1
Will. 4, 0. 47, supplied a remedy against the devisee alone. And the effect of s. 59 of the
Conveyancing and Real Property Act, 1881 ( 44 & 45 Vict. c. 41 ) , would seem to be that the
right of a specialty creditor to sue the heir or devisee is continued, and extended to cases
where the heir is not named. See Wolstenholme and Brinton, Conv. & S. L. Acts, 116.

' Upon the liability of a decedent's estate unembarrassed by the course of English au-
fur his debis, the courts of this country are thority or legislation. Hie rule prevails prob-
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[*1388] * The first relaxation of this rigid doctrine (so adverse to

the policy of a great commercial country) was the act of 47

ably throughout the United States, either by
statute or by American common law, that the

whole of a man's property, first his personalty
and then his realty, is liable for the payment
of his debts, as well after his death as during
his lifetime. But the question mainly under
consideration in the present chapter is (not

of the rights of creditora of a testator, but)

of the rights of general legatees as against

devisees upon a deficiency of personal assets
;

out of which the legacies are, of course, pri-

marily payable. And when it is said that leg-

acies are primarily payable out of the testa-

tor's personaltj', the inference is not to be drawn
that, upon exhausting the testator's personalty,

without satisfying the bequests of his will, his

real estate becomes liable to muke good the de-

ficiency- In the absence of other regulation

by statute, it is an established rule at common
law in this country, as well as in England,
that real oatate devised is never to be charged
with the payment of legacies or debts unless the

intention of the testator so to charge it is either

expressly declared, or clearly to be inferred

from the language of the will. Wright v.

Uenn, 10 Wheat. 204. ; In re Powers, 124 N.
Y.. 361; Clift V. Moses, 116 N. Y. 144 ; In re

Rochester, 110 N. Y. 159 , Reynolds v. Rey-
nolds, 16 N. Y. 257; Heslop v Gatton, 71 111.

528; Stephens v. Gregg, 10 Gill & J. 14.3
;

Lucli^ettv, White, id. 480, Tavlorr. Harwell,
65 Ala. 1; Tessier v. Wyse, S'Bland, 28 ; Fos-
ters. Crenshaw, 3 Munf. 514; Lewis «. Thorn-
ton, 6 Munf. 87 ; MeCampbell v. McCampbell,
5 Litt. 97 ; Bugbee v. Sargent, 23 Me. 270

;

Copp D. Hersey, 21 N. H. 317 ; Wright's Ap-
peal, 12 Penn. St. 256; Okeson's Appeal, 59
Penn. St. 99 ; Knotts v. Bailey, 54 Miss. 235.

Legacies not actually charged upon the land
must therefore abate in case of deficiency of
personal assets. Heslop v. Gatton, supra.
The question in the present chapter being

what will charge the testator's real estate, the
only difficulty that can arise is as to whether an
intention in the testator to charge his devised
land can be read out of the will. Nothing is

clearer than that express language is unneces-
sary for the purpose ; but at common 1 iw no
charge can exist, unless created by the will

;

and hence if the question is to be answered up-
on language alone, apart from inference based
upon modes of disposition, that language, to

raise a charge, should be fr-te from doubt. Sea-
ver V. Lewis, 14 Mass. 83; Cady v- Cady, 67
Miss. 425; Stevens v I'lower, 46 N. J.Eq.
340; La Foy f. La Foy, 43 N. J. Eq. 206 ;

Arnold v. Dean, 61 Texas, 249. And in a con-
test between a blood relation and a stranger
(not being a creditor) every intendment, it is

declared, is in favor of the former. Scott v.

Stebbins, 91 N. Y. 605.

A devise on condition that the devisee shall

pay a legacy is an example of Janguage suffi-

cient to charge the land. Brown v. Knapp, 79
N. Y. 143; Loder v. Hatfield, 71 N. Y. 92;
Birdsall v. Hewlett, 1 Paige, 32; Hiirris w.

Fly, 7 Paige, 421 ; Sistrunk v. Ware, 69 Ala.

273 ; Merritt v. Bucknam, 78 Maine, 504: s. c.

77 Maine, 253. See other examples in Pierce
V. Livingston, 80 Penn. St. 99 ; Balcer's Appeal
59 Penn. St. 313; Knotts v. Bailey, 54 Miss.
235.

By parity of reasoning, in order to justify
the courts in decreeing a charge upon land de-
vised, based upon the mode of disposition un-
aided by language, the inference ofan intention

to charge the land shonld be unmistakable.
Thus, no inference of the kind arises from the
fact that the gift is a general pecuniary legacy,
though it is found in a residuary clause. Bel-
cher V. Belcher, 16 R. I. 72 (citing Robinson ».

Mc Tver, 63 N. G. 645). But on the other hand
an inference of intent to charge arises, accord-
ing to most of the cases, when realty and per-
sonalty are-blended into one mass, and legacies

are then bequeathed ; or when a testator gives
a legacy or an annuity, and then, without; cre-
ating a trust to pay it,, makes a general resid-

uary disposition of the whole estate, blending
the realty and the personalty into one fund.
Love V. Darling, 16 How. 1; Alfred v. Marks,
49 Conn. 473 ; Additon v. Smith, 83 Maine,
551 ; Thayer ». Finnegan, 134 Mass. 62; Smith
V. Fellows, 131 Mass. 20 ; Adams v. Brack-
ett, 5 Met. 280 ; Cady v. Cady, 67 Miss. 425

;

Heatherington v. Lewenberg, 61 M\ss. 372
(citing Knotts v. Bailey, 54 Miss. 235) ; Stevens
V. Flower, 46 N. J. Eq. 340 ; American Dra-
matic Assoc. V. Lett, 42 N.J. Eq. 43; Tichenor
V. Tichenor, 41 N. J. Eq. 39 (annuity); Lang-
stroth 1). Golding, id. 49; Cook v. Lanning, 40
N. J. Eq. 369 ; Corwine v. Corwine, 24 N. J.
Eq. 579 ; s. c. 23 N. J. Eq. 363 ; Robinson v.

Mclver,63 N. C. 649; Moore v. Beckwith, 14
Oliio St. 135 ; Swope's Appeal, 27 Penn. St.

58; Mellon's Appeal, 46 Penn. St. 165; Davis's
Appeal", 83 Penn. St. 348 ; Blake's Kstafe, 134
Penn. St. 240; Cook v. Petty, 108 Penn. St.
138 ; Mathewson, Petitioner, 12 R. I. 145 ;

Hutchinson v Gilbert, 86 Tenn. 464; Thomas
«: Rector, 23 W. Va. 26.

In New York the rule is not so strong in
favor of the charge ; other facts should be
added. Briggs ». Carroll, 117 N. Y. 288;
Brill V. Wright, 112 N. Y. 129 : Wiltsie v.

Shaw, 100 N. Y. 191 ; McCom v. McCorn, id.

511; Hoyt v. Hoyt, 85 N. Y. 142. The mere
fact that land as well as personalty is em-
braced in a residuary gift, as in the case of a
gift of "all the residue of m3' real and personal
estate," is nowhere enough to blend it with the
personalty into one fund, or to charge it with
the payment of legacies. Lupton v Liipton, 2
Johns. Ch. 614; Bevan v. Cooper,72 N. Y. 317

;

Van Winkle v. Van Houten, 2 Green, Ch. 172;
Paxson V. Potts, id. 313. In the last two cases
it is laid down that the authorities in which a
residuary gift including land have held the
land to be charged with the payment of lega-
cies proceed upon the ground that, unless there
has already been a gift of realty, there cannot
be a " residue " of realty; nnd'hence a legacy
could not be a charge upon the land embraced
in such residuary gift. It was conceded, how-
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Geo. 3, c. 74, which let in the claims of the simple contract creditors

of a deceased person upon the real assets, i. e., the freehold estates,

ever, that where the testator had in the prior

dispositions of his will massed his real and
personal estate into one fund, a gift of the res-

idue unchanged would be a sufficient blending
to charge the land embraced in the residuary
gift. As to what constitutes a blending in
the residuary clause, see also Sevan v. Cooper,
72 N. Y. 317 ; Reynolds 1). Keynolds, 16 N.
Y. 257, 261; Van Vliet's Appeal, 102 Penn.
St. 574; post, p. 1437.

In Massachusett£, no blending would be
necessary m any ca«e (see Wilcox v, Wilcox,
13 Allen, 252), since it is provided by statute

that the land of the testator may be applied to

the payment of legacies upon a deficiency of

personal assets. Gen. St. .Ch, 102,§ 19; Ellis

V. Page, 7 Cush. 161. But though the statute

says nothing about the testator's intention. It

IS hardly to be supposed that it was intended
to apph* against a clearly manifested inten-

tion not to charge the land. Clearly land
specifically devised would not be charged, as
seems to be admitted in Wilcox v. Wilcox,
supra. And see Hubbell v. Hubbell. 9 Pick.
561. The fact, however, that the testator has
provided that his debts and legacies shall be
paid out of his personal estate will not prevent
the lands from being liable in Massachusetts.
The residuar}' gift; is not made specific by such

a direction ; and upon a deficiency of personal

assets the realty must bear the burden remain-

incf. Wilcox v. Wilcox, supra ; Blaney v,

Blaney, 1 Cush. 107. And qum'e whether the

effect of the statute is actually to create a
charge upon the land, so as to bind it in the

hands of purchasers? Probably not as to

purchasers after administration. The statute

merely declares that " the executor or admin-
istrator with the will annexed " may sell the

real estate to pay the legacies.

It is also laid down (to return to the com-
mon-law authorities) that the fact that residu-

ary donees are to have the residue only after

the decease of an annuitant legatee is evidence

of an intention to subject the entire estate giv-

en to such donees, the realty after the person-

alty is exhausted, to the payment of the annu-

itv. Lapham «. Clapp, lO' K. I. 54-3 (citing

Hassell v. Hassell, 2 Dickens, 527; Bench v.

Biles, 4 Madd. 187 ; Cole v. Turner, 4 Ross.

376; Mirehouse v. Scaife, 2 Mvlne & C. 695;

Gould V. Winthrop, 5 R. I. 319). When a

conversion of the realty and personalty is

directed, out of which as a whole the legacies

are to be paid, the two funds making the re-

sult are to bear the burden ratably, without

reference to the rule that the personalty is pri-

marily liable. Reynolds v. Reynolds, supra.

Again a legacy is deemed to be charged upon
land devised when the testator directs that

his debts and legacies shall first be paid, and
then devises land,. or where he devises the re-

mainderof his estate, real and personal, " after

payment of debts and legacies," or where he

merely devises land " after payment of his

debts and legacies." Id.; In re Rochester,

110 N. Y. 159; Lupton v. Lupton,2 Johns.

Ch. 614, See also Baker's Appeal, 59 Pern. St
313. But see Starke d. Wilson, 65 Ala. 570

.

Indeed, it is laid down that when a testator

appoints a devisee his executor, and expressly
directs him to pay debts and legacies, the land
is charged. Id, ; Thayer v. Finnegan, 134
Mass. 62 ; Brown v. Knapp, 79 N. Y. 136;
Olmstead v. Brush, 27 Conn. 530; Allen v. Pat-
ton, 83 Va. 255 ; Doe d. Pratt v. Pratt, 6 Ad.
&E. 180; Hanvell v. Whitaker, 3 Russ, 343.

The proposition is disputed in Faxson v. Potts,
2 Green, Ch. 313, 322, and in Van Winkle v.

Van Houten, id. 172, 191. But it was deemed
true as to the case of a legacy to a child of the
testator;, as against the claim of a stranger in
blood, donee under a residuary gift embracing
land. See Scott D, Stebbins, 91 N. Y. 605,,

Bevan v. Cooper, 72 N, Y. 317, 325; Luckett
V. White, 10 Gill & J. 480, where the ques-
tion was between children of the testator, not
between one of his children and a stranger.

It is also held that where, in the same sen-
tence or clause in which Jand is given, the pay-
ment of money (e. g. an annuity) is imposed
upon the devisee, the same on acceptance is a
charge upon the land, unless some other pro-
vision is made for payment. Merrill v. Bick-
ford, 65 Maine, 118; TUaj'er v. Finnegan, 134
Mass. 62 (citing Sands v. Champlin, 1 Storv,

376, Bank v. Donaldson, 6 Barr, 179 ; Harris
V. Fly, 7 Paige, 421) ; Sistrunk v. Ware, 69
Ala. 273; Porter v. Jackson, 95 Ind. 210;
Dudgeon v. Dudgeon, 87 Mo. 218 (citing Clyde
V, Stirapson, 4 Ohio St. 45); Halsted », West-
ervelt, 41 if, J. Eq. 100, See also Luckett v.

White, 10 Gill & J. 480, which, however, prob-
ably rests upon the ground that the legatee
was the testator's son. It is clearly otherwise
where the devise and legacy are given in dif-

ferent clauses, unconnected with each other.

See e. g., Okeson's Appeal, 59 Penn. St. 90.

Nor will the fact that the testator declares his
intention to make the legatee equal to the de-
visee suffice in such a case tocharge the land.

Id. Indeed, the Pennsylvania authorities,

with clear apprehension of the significance of

the rule that the testator's will must create

the charge if the land is to be specifically bur-
dened, declare that no safe inference of such
an intention can arise from the mere fact that

the testator (though, it seems, in one and the
same clause) has required the devisee to pay a
legacy. Penny's Appeal, 109 Penn. St, 323;
Van Vliet's Appeal, 102 Penn, St. 574 ; Wal-
ter's Appeal, 95 Penn. St. 306; Cable's Ap-
peal, 91 Penn. St. 327 ; Wright's Appeal, 12

Penn, St. 256; Dewitt u, Eldred, 4 Watts, 414.

See Brandt's Appeal, 8 Watts, 198 ; Montgom-
ery i'. McElroy, 3 Watts, & S. 370.

Again, real .estate is charged by inference

where a legacy is given after a disposition of

all the testator's personal estate, for there is

nothing else out of which the legacy can he
paid, Bevan v. Cooper, 72 N. Y. 317, 323

;

Goddard i>. Pomeroy, 36 Barb. 546 ; David-
son V. Coon, 125 Ind. 479 ; Duncan v. Wal-
lace, U4 Ind. 169 (citing Hoyt v. Hojt, 85
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if the debtor was at the time of his decease (e) subject to the bank-

Stat. 47 Geo. rupt laws. This act was the fruit of the persevering

'i
"'

1 W'u °4 exertions of Sir Samuel Eomilly, whose labors in this

c. 47, s. 9. ' righteous cause are well known, and was all that those

(e) Hitchon ti. Bennett, 4 Mad. 180.

N. T. 142 ; McCorn v. McCorn, 100 N. T.
511). See Pierce ». Livingston, 80 Peun. St.

99, 101 ; Van Winkle v. Tan Houten, 2 Green,
Ch. 172 ; Paxson v. Potts, id. 313, 321. But
sucii a case sliould be made by tlie will itself.

Bevan v. Cooper, supra. The fact that it

finally turns out that nothing is left at the

time of the testator's death but realty will not
suffice to charge that, where the will shows a
purpose not to charge it. Brookhart v.

Small, 7 Watts & S. 229. See Tole v. Hardy,
6 Cowen, 333, 341. See, however, Perkins
V. Caldwell, 79 N. Car. 441 ; Lapham v.

Clapp, 10 R. I. 543 ; Van Winkle i). Van
Houten, supra. Mere insufficiency of the
personalty will not, it is clear, charge lega-

cies on the land. Taylor v, Tolen, 38 N. J.

£q. 91 (citing Massaker t>. Massaker, 2 Beasl.

264 ; Johnson i). Poulson, 32 N. J. Eq. 390);
In re Rochester, 110 N. Y. 159.

It has been held that, in the absence of

clearly manifested intention, it may be proper
to look into the condition of the testator's

family and the nature of his estate at his de-
cease, in order to obtain light as to the testa-

tor's purpose. In re Powers, 124 N. Y. 361
(citing Briggsw. Carroll, 117 N. 1'. 288 ; Hovt
V. Hoyt, 85 N. Y. 142) ; McCorn v. McCorn,
100 N. Y. 511; Perkins v. Caldwell, 79 N. C.

441 ; Lassiter v. Wood, 63 N. C. 360. See
Paxson V. Potts, 2 Green, Ch. 313 ; Van
Winkle v. Van Houten, id. 172 ; Lupton v.

Lupton, 2 Johns. Ch. 414. But see Tole v.

Hardy, 6 Cowen, 333, 341, and Heslop v.

Gatton, 71 III. 528, in which it is stated, that
the condition of the testator's property cannot
be looked into, except as a latent ambiguity
or the language of the will justifies.

The general result of the entire doctrine of

charge in favor of legacies and debts may
now be stated in the form of the simple test,

Can the terms of the will, irrespective of the
matter of deficiency, be carried out without
burdening the real estate ? If they can be,

then the land devised is not charged ; if not,

the contrary is true. And though the ques-
tion under consideration, thus far, has been
the more common one concerning the exis-

tence of a charge upon land devised, it is ap-
prehended that the test just stated is equally
applicable to the question of a charge upon
undevised land. The expectancv of the heir
cannot be defeated without the clearly mani-
fested intention of the testator. It has else-

where been seen that the heir cannot be
deprived of his ancestor's lands except by
clear gift ; not even an express declaration
that he shall not have them bein^ sufficient.

Ante, Vol. I., p. 589. And there la probably
no difference in this country between debt
and legacies as to what constitutes a charge
upon land whether devised or not devised.

The devisee's acceptance, it should further

be observed, of a devise charged with the
payment of a legacy makes him personally
liable in equitv to nay the same. Redfield v.

Reddeld, 126 N. Y; 466 ; Clift v. Moses, 116
N. Y. 144 ; Brown v. Knapo, 79 N. T. 136

;

Loder v. Hatfield, 71 N. Y. 92 ; Kelsev v.

Wester, 2 Conist. 500, 508 ; Mason v. Smith,
49 Ala. 71 ; Hamilton v. Porter, 63 Penn. St.

332 ; Sands v. Champlin, 1 Story, 326; Bug-
bee V. Sargent, 23 Maine. 269 ; s. c. 27 Mame,
338; Williams v. Nichols, 47 Ark. 254; Dunn
V. Dunn, 66 Cal. 157 ; Porter v. Jackson, 95
Ind. 210 ; Wilson v. Moore, 88 Ind. 244 ;

Lofton V Moore, 83 Ind. 112 ; Etter v. Green-
await, 98 Penn. St. 422. Secus of acceptance
of a devise charged with payment of debts
generally. Hayes v. Sykes, 120 Ind. 380

;

Clift V. Moses, supra. And see Funk v.

Eggleston, 92 111. 515, 534. The devisee may
become personally 'liable of course without
any charge on the land. Penny's Appeal,
109 Penn. St. 323 (citing Wright's Appeal, 2
Jones, 256 ; Hamilton v. Porter, 13 P. F.
Smith, 332).

The charge upon the land devised will bind
all who claim under the devisee until pa}'-

ment is made. Leavitt v. Wooster, 14 N. H.
550 ; Kemp B. McPherson, 7 Har. & J. 320 ;

Morgan v. Titus, 2 Green, Ch. 201 ; Hallett
V. Hallett, 2 Paige, 15; Harris v. Fly, 7 Paige,
421. Still, land sold in pursuance of the
authority conferred by the will "in order to

obtain money to pay the above legacies, or
for any other purposes that he [the devisee
and executor] may think advantageous to
himself," is held not to be subject in the
hands of the purchaser to a charge for the
legacies. Turner v. Turner, 57 Miss. 775.
But it is laid down that where legacies
charged on land, and payable to the legatee
at majority, are paid to tlie legatee's guardian
before that time, the land is liable in the
hands of a purchaser unless the money is ac-
tually received by the ward at majority.
Cato V. Gentry, 28 Ga. 327, Story, Equity, §

As to charges for support, see Commons v.

Commons, 115 Ind. 163; Zeek v. Reed, 69
Ind. 319; Stillwell v. Leary, 84 Ky. 379;
Proctor V. Proctor, 141 Mass. 165 ; Slatterv
II. Wason, 151 Mass. 266 ; Chase v Ladd,
153 Mass. 126 ; Cram v. Cram, 63 N. H. 31

;

Patterson ». Read, 42 N. J. Eq. 621; Halsted
1). Westervelt. 41 N. J. Eq. 100 ; Bonham v.

Bonham, 33 N. J. Eq. 476 ; Stimson «. Vro-
man, 99 N. Y. 74 ; Misenheimer v. Sifford,

94 N. C. 592 ; Grav v. West, 93 N. C. 442
;

Taylor v. Elder, 39 Ohio St. 535 ; Gold's
Estate, 133 Penn. St. 495; Marklev's Estate,
132 Penn. St. 352 ; Haworth's Appeal, 105
Penn. St. 362 ; Paisley's Appeal, 70 Penn.
St. 153 ; Turner v. Durham, 12 Lea, 316 :

Dickson v. Field, 77 Wis. 439.
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exertions were ' able to wring from the legislature of that day.

But what was denied to the zealous advocacy of this able and
upright lawyer, was conceded, without, it is believed, a dissen-

tient voice, by the parliament of William IV.,— a striking illus-

tration of the change which public opinion had undergone on this

subject. The act 3 & 4 Will. 4, c. 104, provided that after 3^4 -will. 4,

the 29th of August, 1833, when any person should die "=• i"''-

seised of or entitled to any estate or interest in lands, tenements, or

hereditaments, corporeal or incorporeal, or other real estate, whether
freehold, customary-hold, or copyhold, which he should not by his

last will have charged with or devised subject to the payment of his

debts, the same should be assets, to be administered in courts of equity,

for the payment of the just debts of such person, as well Real estates to

debts due on simple contract as on specialty ; and that '"' *'*«'' ^°y

the heir-at-law, customary heir, and devisees of such debts by simple

debtor should be liable to all the same suits in equity at <=o°'™<='-

the suit of any of the creditors, whether by simple contract or by
specialty, as the heir-at-law or devisees were theretofore liable to in

respect of freehold estates at the suit of creditors by specialty in

which the heirs were bound (/). A proviso was added . .

that in the administration of assets by courts of equity re"ei"e"a to

under the act, creditors by specialty in which the heirs specialty
' J r J creditors,

were bound, were to be paid m full before creditors by
simple contract, or by specialty in which the heirs were T*,'."°^.

not bound {g) ; but these distinctions are now wholly

abolished ; and all creditors, whether by specialty or simple contract,

of persons dying after 1869 are payable pari passu out

* of his assets, whether these be legal or equitable (A). [*1389]

The rights of secured creditors were expressly saved (i)
;

but in the administration by the court of the estate of an insolvent

debtor dying on or after 1st November, 1875, these rights are now
subject to the rule in bankruptcy (A)

.

During the period when real estate was not liable, unless charged by

its deceased owner, to pay his simple contract debts, of course it was

(7^) The latter clause did not narrow the previous (charging) clause so as to exclude the

case of a debtor dving without an heir, Evans v. Brown, 5 Beav. 114; Hughes v. Wells, 9

Hare 749 Rents accrued after the testator's death, and received by the trustees and execu-

tors of his will are assets, Re Hyatt, Bowles v. Hyatt, 38 Ch. D. 609.

(0) Richardson ». Jenkins, 1 Drew. 477.
, , t,

(1) 32 & 33 Vict. c. 46. Arrears of rent are a specialty debt within this enactment, Re

Hastings, 6 Ch. D. 610. As to the distinction between legal and equitable assets, see Ch.

(i) As to their rights generally, see Mason v. Bogg, 2 My. & Cr. 443. Right of distress

for rent does not make rent in arreai a secured debt. Re Coal Consumers Association, 4

(h) 38 & 39 Vict. o.Y7, s. 10; see Sherwin v. Selkirk, 12 Ch. D. 68; Re Hopkins, "Williams

V. Hopkins, 18 Ch. D. 370. But the section does not apply so as to make an unregistered

bill of sale, which would be void as against a trustee in bankruptcy, void as against the un-

secured creditors of an insolvent estate, Re D'Epineul, Tadman v. D'EpineuI, 20 Ch. D. 217.

In that case, Fry, J., said that the section is not intended to enlarge the assets to be adminu-

teredj but only to vary the rights of persons entitled to the assets.
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a question of importance (and sometimes too of no small

effect'between difficulty) to determine whether such charge were in point
enactment and Qf fact created by the will of the debtoi. But the com-

c aige.
^jj^g^ effect of the acts of Will. 4 and Vict, being to put

all creditors whether by specialty or simple contract on an equal

footing (I) the importance of the question is much diminished ; since

this was always the rule of equity under a general charge ; and although

there are other classes of creditors (m) whose priorities are untouched,

they rarely come in question. The executor's right of retainer is not

taken away by these acts (n) ; nor is it extended so as to enable the

executor to retain bis debt as against a creditor of higher degree than

himself (o) ; nor do the acts give to an executor a right of retainer as

regards real estate (p). One distinction however remains, viz. that

under the statutes the creditors have not (as in the case of an actual

charge) any lien on the estate (q). If, therefore, it is parted

[*139{r| with by the heir or devisee before the * creditor has pursued

his remedy, the estate cannot be followed (r),; though the

creditor's lien under an actual charge is of no great value to him,

since it does not prevail against a bona fide purchaser for a pecuniary

consideration ; the well-known rule being that such purchasers are not

bound to see their money applied in payment of debts under a general

charge (s). Hence it is obvious that the inquiry whether real estate

is or is not charged with debts by certain expressions in a will is not

wholly precluded even in regard to the wills of testators dying since

1869.

II. Whether Debts are charged by a General Direction iu a Will

that Debts shall be paid. — Whether a general direction by a testa-

General direo- *°^ *^^* ^^^ debts shall be paid charges the real estate

tion that debts with the payment, is a point which has been much agi-
shall be paid. ^.^^.^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ p^^..^^ ^^y

(I) So that now judgment against the executor by a simple-contract creditor gives him
priority over specialty creditors, Williams v. Williams, L. R., 15 Eq. 270, provided it be
obtained before decree for administration, Parker v. Ringham, 33 Beav. 535. See Smith v.

Morgan, 5 C. P. D. 33T. Re Maggi, Wipehouse v. WinehoHse, 20 Ch. D. 545.

(m) See Wms. Exors. p. 995, seq. 8th ed. A surety paying a crown debt is entitled to

the Crown's priority in an administration, Re Churchill, Manisty v. Churchill, 39 Ch. D.
174.

(n) Crowder v. Stewart, 16 Ch. D. 368.

(o) Wilson 71. Coxwell, 23 Ch. D. 764; Re Jones, Calver i;. Laxton, 31 Ch. D. 440. See
Re Compton, Norton v. Compton, 30 Ch. D. 15. As to retainer by the heir-at-law or devisee
against a creditor by specialty, see Re lUidge, Davidson v. lilidge, 27 Ch. D. 478.

(p) Walters v. Walters, 18 Ch. D. 182.

(q) 4 My. & Cr. 268. See also Spackman H. Timbrell, 8 Sim. 253; Richardson v. Horton,
7 Beav. ll2; Pimm v. Insall, 1 Mac. & G. 449.

(r) A marriage settlement operates as an alienation. Re Hedgely, Small v. Hedgelv, 34
Ch. D. 379.

(s) Sug- v. and P. 14th ed. 655. And where debts and legacies are charged, the exemp-
tion extends to both, and even, it seems, to annuities, Page v. Adam, 4 Beav. 269, cit. 1 D.
M. & G. 650.

(() Under a charge of "debts "in a will are included all liabilities to which the personal

estate is liable; as, damages for a breach of covenant occurring after the testator's death;

see Earl of Bath v. Enrl of Bradford, 2 Ves. 587; Loma« v. Wright, 2 My. & K. 769; Willson

V. Leonard, 3 Beav. 373 ; Morse ». Tucker, 5 Hare, 79 ; Eardley v. Owen," 10 Beav. 572 ; Berm-
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In an anonymous case in Freeman (u), it was held that the land
was not charged in such cases ;

" for, if that should be so, the debts

of every testator Would be charged upon his land, for Cases in -which

there are but few wills but have some such expressions, '^"^^ ^^^ ""'

whereby the testator desires his debts to be paid." * '^
^^^^

*A similar doctrine was propounded in Eyles v. Gary {x)
;
[* 1391]

but it seems to be irreconcilable with that of numerous other '

early authorities, in which a direction for the payment of

debts generally, or (though this is certainly stronger) for ^hPch hi™/
the payment of them out of the testator's estate, has been l>^«" ^'^'d to

held to onerate the real estate devised by the will.
' "^^'

Thus, in Newman v. Johnson (y), where the testator

said, " My debts and legacies being first deducted,^ I devise beingfirst

all my estate, both real and personal, to J. S.
; " Lord ^"ducted, i

Nottingham held that it amounted to a devise to sell for estate," &c!''

payment of debts:

So, in Bowdler v. Smith (z), where a testator devised as follows :
—

" As to my temporal estate wherewith God hath Messed me, I give and dis-

inghara v. Burlte, 2 J. & Lat. 69S: So, a sura covenanted to be left by tcill (which is a
specialty debt). Eyre v. Monro, 26 L. J. Ch. 757 ; and the liability of an incumbent's estate

for dilapidations, see Bisset v. Burgess, 23 Beav. 278. The act 3 & 4 Will. 4, c. 104, is equally
extensive, Ex parte Hamer, 2 D. M. & G. 366. A charge of debts in an English will -was

held to include a debt secured by heritable bond on a Scotch estate, Maxwell v. Maxwell, L. R.,

4 H. L. 506. As to mortgage debts, see Ch. XLVI., s. v. Debts barred by the Statute of
Limitations are not included, Burke v. Jofies, 2 V. & B. 275. See post, p. 1427. A claim
though not statute-run may forfeit the bene'fit of a charge by laches. Harcourt v. White, 28
Beav. 303. But a direction to deduct from a c'hild's share " debts " owing by her to the other
children was held to include statute-run debts, the object being to make equal- distribution,

Poole V. Poole, L. R., 7 Ch. 17. If a devise for pkyment of debts does not provide for such
payment in a practicable manner, it is within the statute of fraudulent devises, Hughes v.

Doulbin, 2 Cox, 170. A cnarge of the debts of another person then deceased, includes all

his debts not barred at his death, O'Connor v. Haslam, 5 H. L. Ca. 170. But qu. whether a
charge of the debts of one who survives the testator would include debts contracted after the
testator's death unless (as in Joel v. Mills, 7 Jur. N. S. 389, 30 L. J. Ch 354) the trustees

have a discretion. Whether the charge entitles creditors of the third person to interest

feponds on the terms of the will. Askew v. Thompson, 4 K. & J. 620; Poole i). Poole, sup.

A charge of debts on one part of the perscnalty is confined to debts proper, Hawkins v.

Hawkins, 13 Ch. D. 470.

(uf f>eem. Ch. Ca. 192.

(x) 1 Vern. 457, 1 Eq. Ca. Ah. 198, pi. 3.

(y) 1 Vern. 45, 1 Eq. Ca. Ab. 197, pi. 1. And see Harris w. Ingledew, 3 P. W. 91; Davis
1). Gardiner, 2 P. W. 187.

(z) Pre. Ch. 214. See also Coombes v. Gibson, 1 B. C. C. 273.

1 In re Bingham, 127 N. Y. 296; In re * In re Eochest'el!, 110 N. Y. 159; tnpton
Powers, 124 N. Y. 361; In re Rochester, 110 v. Lupton, 2 Johns. Ch. 614; Hart v. Wil-

N. Y. 169; Starke v. Wilson, 65 Ala. 576; liams, 77 N. C. 426; Markillie v. Ragland, 77

Miller v. Couch, 5 Houst. 540. But see 111.98; Gilder*. Gilder, 1 Del. Ch. 331. The
Allen V. Pafton, 83 Va. 265. Giving a power distinction is between a general direction to

to sell land to pay legacies indicates an in- pay debts, and a direction to pay them first.

tention that the legacies are to be paid out of In re Rochester, supra. H, g., devise of land

the land. Clift v. Moses, 116 N. Y. 144. In after payment of debts and legacies creates

Staigg V. Atkinson, 144 Mass. 564 (see a charge. Id. Seous of such language as

A'kin<on v. Staigg, 13 R. I. 725) a general "After all my just debts are paid I give and
direction to pay debts was held not to indi- bequeatli the," &c. Such language is only
cate, umler the facts, an intention to charge formal. Id. See also Wiltsie v. Shaw, 100
the interests passing by the will in ecsonera- N. T. 191. See further, Read v Gather, 18
tion of the widow's third under the statutes W. Va. 263.

of another state where the land lay.

vot. II. 34
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"First, I will pose thereof as foUoweth : First, Twill that all mi/ debts be

deUs^be™^ jMS% paid which I shall at my decease owe ; also I devise

paid," all my estate in G. to A." This was all the real estate

deyhV" &c. *^^ testator had ; and it was held that the will charged

it with the debts.

And in Trott v. Vernon (a), where a testator devised in these

words :
" Imprimis, I will and devise that all my debts, legacies, and

Similar funeral expenses shall be paid and satisfied in the first

expression. place : Item, I give and devise ; " and then proceeded to

dispose of his real and personal estate : Lord Cowper held that, the

testator having willed his debts, &c., to be satisfied in the first place,

these words must be intended to give a preference to those pur-

poses to any other whatever; and he held the real estate to be

charged.

" As to my Again, in Harris v. Ingledew (6), where the testator

worldly estate, said, " As to my worldly estate, my debts being first satis-

firsffJLjlZ" fi^> ^ •^^'^^^^ *^® ^^^^ ^^ follows," and then proceeded
&c. to devise certain freehold and leasehold lands ; Sir J.

Lands charged Jekyll, M. E., held that nothing was devised until the

dh-tctifn,""™' debts were paid. He thought it would have been sulfi-

thougii par- cient though the word " first " had been omitted.

wereTo be
'

So, in Hatton V. Nichol (c), where the testator com-
pa'"! out menced his will thus: "As to the worldly estate with

" money " tliat wMch it hath pleased God in his abundant goodness to
was received,

ijiess me, I give, devise, and dispose thereof as followeth

:

Imprimis, I will that the charges of my funeral and all debts

[*1392] which shall be owing by me at the time of * my death be

justly paid and satisfied, especially that due to my poor car-

riers, which I will shall be discharged out of the first money of mine

that shall be received ;
" and then he proceeded to devise his real es-

tate to certain uses. Lord Talbot held that the debts were well

charged upon the real estate. ^

Again, in Stangor v. Tryon {d), where the words were, "In the

"In the first first place, I will that my just debts and funeral expenses
place, I will Je fully paid and satisfied ; " and the testator then de-

jastdeb™," vised copyhold lands: Sir T. Sewell, M. E., held the
&c., be paid. copyholds liable to the debts. Kay v. Townsend (e),

decided about the same period, is to the same effect.

In Legh v. Earl of Warrington (/), a testator thus commenced his

will : " As to my worldly estate which it hath pleased God to bestow

(o) Pre. Ch. 430, 2 Vern. 708, 1 Eq. Ca. Ab. 198, pi. 6. See also Beachcroft v. Beachcroft,

2 Vern. 690.

(J) 3 P. W. 91. See also King v. King, id. 358,

to) Cas. t. Talb. 110.

(d) See Mr. Raithby's note to Trott v. Vernon, 2 Vern. 709.

(e) Ibid.

(/) 1 B. P. C. Toml. 511.
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upon me, I give and dispose thereof in manner following
; Debts to be

that is to say, Imprimis, I will that all my debts which I P*'<' "out of

shall owe at the time of my decease be discharged and '"^ " " ''

paid out of my estate "
(g) ; and he then proceeded to dispose of his

real and personal estate, expressly charging the former with an annu-
ity. It was contended that these were merely the usual introductory
words, and did not indicate an intention to charge the real estate

;

but the House of Lords, affirming a decree of Lord King, held the
real estate to be charged.'

This case has always been regarded as a leading authority. It
was recognized by Lord Hardwicke in Earl of Godolphin v. Pen-
neck (h), and by Lord Loughborough in Williams v. Chitty (i).

So, in Kentish v. Kentish (k), where, the testator said, simple direc-
" First, I will that my Just debts shall in the first place 'ion that

be paid and satisfied. Item— I give and bequeath ;
" the first place

and went on to devise his real estate; BuUer, J., held it P*'*^-"

to be charged.

In Kightley v. Kightley (I), too, Sir E. P. Arden, M. R., assumed
that debts were charged on the real estate by the words Lord Aivan-
" First, I will and direct that all my legal debts, legacies, ley's opinion

and funeral expenses shall be fully paid and satisfied," of a general

which were followed by a direction to the testator's direction,

executors about his funeral, and a devise of his lands. But the lega-

cies (m) he held were not charged by these words.
* So, in Shallcross v. Finden (n), where a testator began [*1393]

his will thus :
" After payment of myjust debts,funeral expenses,

and the expenses of the probate hereof (o), as likewise of my testamen-

tary articles, I give and bequeath unto " H. 50Z., " and as "After pay-

to such expectancies in fee," &c. ; and the testator then m^tofmyTTT !•• • , 1 -I r^-T.-r. mst debts,"
proceeded to devise his interest in certain lands ; Sir K. P. &c., " i be-

Arden, M. E., held that the real estate in question was I"***." &<=•

charged with the debts. The words "after payment of my debts,"

he said, meant that the testator would not give anything until his

debts were paid.

With singular inconsistency, however, the same Judge in Hartley

(o) These words are added from Belt's Sappl. to Ves. 361.

(A) 2 Ves. 271. As this case is rather loosely stated, and seemed yeiy little to illustrate

the general doctrine, it has been omitted.

(i) 3 Ves. 552.

(k) 3 B. C. C. 257.

(0 2 Ves. Jr. 328.

(m) As to the distinction between them, see post, s. rii., ad fin.

(n) 3 Ves. 738, 3 R. R. 76.

(o) For a similar expression, pee Batson i'. Lindegreen, 2 B. C. C. 94; Kidney v. Couss-
maker, 12 Ves. 136, post; Tompkins v. Tompltins, Pre. Ch. 397.

1 Bailey v. Bailey, 115 111. 551; Worth v. ner ti. Gardner, 3 Mason, 178; Brookland f.

Worth, 95 N. C. 239 (citing Bray v. Lamb, 2 Small, 7 Watts & S. 229.

Dev. Eq. 372; Biddle v. Carrawav, 6 Jones, " Out of the rents " of certain houses. See
£q. 95); Hines v. Hines, 95 N.C.'4S2; Card- Nudd v. Powers, 136 Mass. 273.
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V. Hurle {p) assumed, in the discussion of another question, that a
general direction by a testator that his debts, funeral and testamen-

tary expenses, should be paid, was a direction to his executors, the per-

sons who take the personal estate, to pay them.
In Williams v. Chitty {q), a testator ordered and directed all his just

debts andfuneral expenses to he first paid ; and then proceeded to devise

,, ,. ^. his real estate. Lord Loughborough's first impression
Mere direction

, , , , , .? -,,-, , .

that debts, was that the real estate was not charged ; but he ulti-

paid
^''""''^ ^^ mately came to a different conclusion upon the authori-

ties, which he considered had established the rule, " that

wherever there is mention of debts in a will, and that will devises

real estate, that shall throw the debts upon the real estate."

Next in chronological order is Clifford v. Lewis (r), where a tes-

tator commenced his will by saying, " I will and direct that my jvst

debts, funeral and testamentary expenses, be paid and satis-

my^us'
^

fi^d." He then, after some recitals, bequeathed an an-
debts," &c., nuity to his wife, charging his real estate in certain

* ^^' '

counties therewith ; and went on to dispose of the rest

of the real and personal estate. Sir J. Leach, V.-C, said, " The ques-

tion is whether the expression with which he has commenced his will

imports a general and primary purpose that the payment of his debts,

funeral and testamentary expenses, should precede the subsequent

dispositions which he has made of his property. In Finch

[*1394] V. Hattersley {s); * the will began thus :
' First, I direct that

my debts, &c., be paid.' In Legh v. Warrington, ' Imprimis,

I direct my debts to be paid.' Both these wills must be read thus

:

' In the first place, I direct my debts to be paid.' This testator has, in

fact, first directed his debts to be paid ; and I cannot attribute to him
a different intention because in the form of the expression he has not

remarked that it was in the first place."

Sir J. Leach here seems to have treated the question before him as

lying within a very narrow compass, namely, whether a direction in-

, serted at the commencement of the will was equivalent

Clifford u. to an express direction to pay " in the first place ;

"

Lewis. though it is not a little singular that, on a subsequent

occasion (t), he referred to Clifford v. Lewis, as distinguished from
the one before him by the circumstance that the testator's debts were
directed in the first place to be paid. In some of the early cases,

reliance was undoubtedly placed on expressions of this nature ; but

(p) 5 Ves. 545.

(g) 3 Ves. 545, 3 E. K. 71.

(r) 6 Mad. 33; Bradford v. Folev, SB. C. C. 351, n.

(s) Cit. 7 Ves. 210, stated 2 Russ. 345, n. The testator directed that his debts and funeral
expenses should be paid by his executrix, and then devised his real estate to his wife for life,

whom, he appointed executrix. The circumstance of the devisee being appointed executrix
was, in Powell ». Robins, 7 Ves. 211, considered by Sir W. Grant as the ground of the deci-

sion. See the case mentioned again, post, p. 1404.

(() See Douce v. Lady Torrington, 2 My. & K. 600.
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most of them proceeded upon the broad ground that a general direc-

tion that debts should be paid with or without such concomitant ex-

pressions, and whatever was its position in the will (u), charged the

real estate. The words " in the first place," indeed, as here used, it

is submitted, are merely introductory words of form, denoting the

commencement of the testamentary act (a;), or, if they have any
meaning, only denote the order of payment, not the fund out of which

payment is to be made.

Some stress certainly was laid on a phrase of this nature in the

subsequent case of Ronalds v. Feltham (y) ; where a testator com-

menced his will in these words : " First, I direct all my as to debts

just debts and funeral expenses to be fully paid and ^®'"S directed

satisfied
; " and then proceeded to dispose of all his " lirst," or in

copyhold, freehold, and leasehold estates and all his other *-^^ ^''^^ P'*°®-

property among his wife and children. Sir T. Plumer, M. R., held

that the real estate was charged, observing, in reference to the argu-

ment upon the word " first " in this will being nothing more than the

ordniary technical form of introductory words, that here\ it was

not followed by other words denoting succession, such as secondly,

thirdly, &c.

But a more sensible view of this point was taken by Sir L. Shad-

well in Graves v. Graves (z), where he said, " I do not think

* that the charge is made to rest on the mere circumstance [*1396]

that the testator has used the words ' imprimis ' or ' in the

first place ;
' for, if a testator directs his debts to be paid, it is not, in

effect, a direction that his debts shall be paid in the first instance ? "

In Irvin v. Ironmonger (a), we have another instance of real estate

being held to be charged by a general direction at the commencement

of the will without the words " in the first place," and that too by

Sir J. Leach, whose reliance on such words has been already the

subject of comment ; though he certainly does not appear to have

uniformly maintained the efiicacy of a general direction, as appears

by Douce v. Lady Torrington (b), where the testator. Real estate

after directing all his just debts, funeral and other inci- held not to be

dental expenses, to be paid with all convenient speed general intro-

after his decease, and confirming his marriage settle- ductmy words.

ment, devised all his real estate to trustees (whom he also appointed

executors) and their heirs, upon trust to pay his wife an annuity, and

upon the further trusts therein mentioned. By a codicil the testator

directed that his trustees should, out of the rents arising from one of

(m) That the position of such clauses is immaterial, see Kidout v. Dowding, 1 Atk. 419

;

Clark 17. Sewell, 3 Atk. 96.

(x) See Beeston v. Booth, i Mad. 161.

(y) T. & R. 418.

(z) 8 Sim. 55.

(a) 2 R. & My. 631. See also King v. Denison, 1 V. & B. 260, 274; Walter v. Hardwick,

1 My. & K. 396, 402.

(6) 2 My. & K. 600.
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his estates, pay Ms wife's annuity, and also an annuity to his son, and

apply the surplus in discharge of the simple contract debts owing by

him (the testator). One question was, whether the other estates

were charged with the testator's debts by the effect of the general

direction at the commencement of his will. Sir J. Leach, M. K., de-

cided in the negative : he intimated the strong inclination of his

opinion to be, that the introductory words had no such effect, but that

it was unnecessary to decide the question upon that ground, as it was

plain from the codicil that the testator did not intend a general

charge upon his real estate, for by that codicil he directed the sur-

plus only of a particular estate, after payment of the annuities, to be

applied in payment of the simple contract debts.

Of this case, Sir L. Shadwell in Graves v. Graves (c) observed, that

Sir L. Shad- it seemed to have been an amicable decision and to
well's con- h.&,Ye been made without sufficient consideration. Indeed,

Douce V. Lady SO far as it denied effect to general introductory words,
Tornngton.

^jjg gg^gg ^ijectly clashes with the preceding authorities,

to which may now be added several more recent cases, which pre-

clude all hesitation in affirming the rule to be, that, subject

[*1396] to the question presently * noticed, a general direction to

pay debts, in whatever part of the will contained (d), oper-

ates to throw them on the testator's real estate.

Thus, in Ball v. Harris (e) a will which commenced with the fol-

Eecent cases lowing words : " First, I direct all my just debts, funeral
in which real and testamentary expenses, and the charges of the pro-

be charged bate of this my will to be paid ; " and then contained
by general pecuniary legacies and devises of real estate, — was held

direction or by both Sir L. Shadwell and Lord Cottenham to charge
desire. ^^g testator's real estate.

So, in Harding v. Grady (/), a similar construction was given by
Sir E. Sugden to the following concluding passage in a will :

" I de-

sire that all my just debts be paid as soon as conveniently after my

(c) 8 Sim. .56.

{d) Ante, p. 1394, n. («).

(e) 8 Sim. 485, 4 My. & Cr. 264. In this case, and in Shaw ». Borrer, 1 Kee, 559, the
doctrine that a general direction to pay debts charged them on the real estate was treated as
loo clear for discussion, the only contest being whether such a charge conferred an implied
authoritjr to sell on the person taking the legal estate subject to certain trusts, which was
decided in the afBrmative. See also Gosling v. Carter, 1 Coll. 644; Mather v. Norton, 17
Jur. 309, 21 L. J. Ch. 15 ; Doe d. Jones >i. Hughes, 6 Ex. 223. In this last case it was decided
at law that a siniple charge of debts did not give the executor not taking the legal estate a
power of sale. Robinson v. Lowatcr, 17 Beav. 592, 5 D. M. & G. 272 (where, however, the
legal estate was obtained by the purchaser aliunde) ; and Wrigley v. Sykes, 21 Beav. 337, are
contra; and see Colyer v. Finch, 5 H. L. Ca. 905; Corser ti. Car'twright, L. R., 7 H. L. 737;
Sug. V. & P. 662, n., 14th ed. ; Hayes and Jarman Cone. Wills, 564, 8th ed., and 2 Jur. N. S.,

Part 2, 68. But see now 22 & 23 Vict. c. 35, ss. 14 to 18; this question has lost much of its

importance owing to the statutory power, implied from a charge of debts, given to trustees
and executors by this statute'. See also Sankey «. Clark, W.W., 1889, p. 79; the act does
not enable an administrator to sell. Re Clay and Tetley, ]6 Ch. D. 3. As to sales by execu-
tors independent! v of the act, see Byth. & Jarm. Conv. (4th ed. by Robbins), sub. tit.

' Pur-
chase Deeds," Vol. V., p. 35.

(/) ID. & War. 430..
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decease." ^ In this case there was a peculiarity that the will em-

braced real estate only, but the Chancellor's remarks render it prob-

able that his adjudication would have been the same if the will had
included personalty.

So, in Parker v. Marchant {g), Sir K. Bruce, V.-C, treated it as

clear that real estate was charged by the following words : " I direct,

in the first place, all my debts to-be paid ;
" the will then proceeding

to dispose of personal, and ultimately of real estate.

But in Ee Head's Trustees and Macdonald (A) it was Secus, where

held by the Court of Appeal affirming the decision of ™«™ authority.

Sir J. Chitty, J., that where a testator " authorized " his trustees " to

adjust and pay all claims on his estate," this mere authority,

there being *no direction to pay debts, did not charge the [*1397]

testator's debts on the real estate.

Such, then, is the long line of cases in which it has been held that

a general direction by a testator that his debts shall be paid charges

them upon his real estate. Though certainly in some of

the wills there were expressions which might fairly be observations

considered to sustain the construction independently of ''P™ ^^^

any such doctrine, it seems to be generally admitted that

the Courts have allowed their anxiety to prevent moral injustice by
the exclusion of creditors, "and that men should not sin in their

graves," to carry them beyond the limits prescribed by established

general principles of construction ; though Lord Alvanley's observa-

tion in Shallcross v. Finden 0, that the restricting the direction to

pay to personalty renders it nugatory, that being before liable, is not

without weight.

The only doubt which the preceding authorities admit of is, whether

a general direction that debts shall be paid will throw them on real

estate when contained in a will the dispositions of which

are otherwise confined to personalty ;
for it is observable any devise or

that in all the cases which have yet occurred the will ap- mention of

pears to have embraced real esbate. The total absence

of any devise or mention of realty would certainly be a new feature
;

though, considering the strong tendency of the recent cases in favor

of such charges, it seems unlikely that any distinction of this nature

will be established. So long ago as Shallcross v. Einden
(J) we have

(g) 1 Y. & C. C. C. 290; Shaw v. Borrer, 1 Kee. 559. See also Price v. North, 1 Phil. 85;

per' Lord Cairns, Corser v. Cartwright, L. R., 7 H. L. 734..

(h) 45 Ch. D. 310.

(i) 3 Ves. 739, 3 R. R. 75.

1 See Lewis v. Ford, 67 Ala. 143. Such son, 6 Gill, 35; Piper v. Hamilton, 26 Md.
words would not charge the land, in this 220); Brands v. Hartung, 38 N. J. Eq. 42;

countrv. Id. (citing Carrington v. Manning, Clift v. Moses, 116 N. Y. 144 (citing In re

13 Ala'. 611 ; Steele v. Steele, 64 Ala. 438) ;
Rochester, 110 N. Y. 159). But see Sanborn

Starke v. Wilson, 65 Ala. 576 ; White v. v. Clough, 64 N. H. 315.

Kauffman, 66 Md. 89 (citing Cornish v. Will-
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a dictum of Sir E. P. Arden wMch seems to bear upon the point under

consideration :
" I am very clearly of opinion," said this able Judge,

" that whenever a testator says that his debts shall be paid, that will

ride over every disposition, either against his heir-at-law or devisee."

III. — Exception where a specific Fund is appropriated. — The
„ .. ^ rule, however, seems to be subiect to two material ex-
Exceptions to '.

. , ,

the general ceptions. First, where the testator, after generally
''"'^'

directing his debts to be paid, has provided a specific

fund for the purpose.

Where testa- Thus in Thomas v. Britnell (A), where the testator

tor has appro- first Ordered all his debts to be honorably paid immedi-

specmc fund ately after his decease ; and in a subsequent part of his
top^y'l'^ will devised certain hereditaments, excepting H. and R.,

' '

to trustees, upon trust out of the money arising by the

[*1398] sale to pay and discharge his debts, * funeral expenses, and
all legacies given by that will or any other writing under

his hand. He afterwards directed that H. and R. should be in the

first place for payment of the legacies mentioned in his will. Sir J.

Strange, M. E., held that H. and R. were not subject to the payment
of debts. Though on the first part, he said, the Court might take the

whole real estate to be charged with debts, yet as there was no express

lien on the real by these general words, and afterwards the testator

appropriated certain part of his real for debts (and legacies), and other

parts for legacies, it was too much to lay hold of the general words to

say that the whole should be charged with payment of debts. It could

be done only by implication on the general words, which might be ex-

plained afterwards, and that implication destroyed.

So, in Palmer v. Graves (I), where the testator commenced his will

with the following words :
" In the first place I direct my just debts,

funeral expenses, and the charges of proving this my will to be duly
paid ;

" and then proceeded to dispose specifically of certain freehold

and leasehold property. The testator gave to his son A., his heirs,

executors, administrators, and assigns, all the residue of his real

and personal estate, with the rents and profits of his freehold and
leasehold hereditaments up to the quarter day next ensuing after his

decease, which rents and projlts he charged with the payment of his debts,

funeral expenses, and the charges of proving his will ; and the testator

appointed A. executor. Lord Langdale, M. R., held that the real

estate was not charged by the introductory words, as the general
charge by implication was controlled by the specific charge in the
subsequent part of the will.

And in Corser v. Cartwright (m), where a testator first devised all

(k) 2 Ves. 313.

{I) 1 Kee. 545. See also Douce v. Ladv Torringtnn, 2 Mv. & K, 600, ante, p. 1395 : Leeh
V. Earl of Warrington, 1 B. P. C. Toral, 511, cit. 2 Ves. 272, and Belt's Suppl. 361

(m) L. R., 8 Oh. 971. Affirmed in D. P. on independent grounds, L. R., 7 H. L. 73L
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his debts, funeral, and testamentary expenses to be paid as soon as

conveniently might be ; then made numerous bequests and specific

devises ; and as to certain freehold estates therein mentioned, includ-

ing the B. estate, and all the residue of his real and personal estate,

subject to and chargeable with his Just debts, funeral and testamen-

tary expenses and legacies, he devised the same to J., and
appointed J. and S. his executors ; it was * held by James [*1399]

and Mellish, L. JJ., that the implied charge was inconsistent

with and must give way to the specific charge, according to the maxim
expressum facit cessare tacitum, and consequently that J., the devisee

of the specifically charged estates and one of the executors, was the

proper person to raise money to pay the debts, and not the two ex-

ecutors under the implied charge.

However, it is clear that a charge created by general introductory

words is not controlled by a subsequent passage furnishing conjecture

only of a contrary intention, and not actually inconsistent with such

charge. As where (ra) a testator, after willing all his just debts,

funeral expenses, and the charges of proving his will to be paid,

devised real estate, and gave some legacies, and then

proceeded to bequeath all the residue of his personal express charge

estate, after and subject to the payment of all his just "" residuary
'•' •' ^ ^ "',,% personal estate,

debts, funeral and testamentary expenses, and the leg-

acies thereinbefore bequeathed. Lord Lyndhurst, C, held that the

latter words were not inconsistent with an intention to charge the

real estate as an auxiliary fund ; observing, that courts of equity had
always been desirous of sustaining such charges for the benefit of

creditors ; and the presumption in favor of them was not to be re-

pelled by anything short of a clear and manifest evidence of a con-

trary intention.

And Sir L. Shadwell, V.-C, came to a similar conclusion on a spe-

cial and very inaccurately framed will, in Graves v. Graves (o).

Again, in Taylor v. Taylor {p), Sir L. Shadwell decided that a

direction that all the testator's just debts and funeral _ nor by

expenses should be fully paid and satisfied, was not cut '^^^^^
°*

down by a subsequent charge of specific sums on particu- either on par-

lar estates. And in Forster v. Thompson {q) it was held '"'"'^'^ '*°'^'

that no such result followed from a subsequent charge _ or on all the

of a specific debt on a specified estate which appeared in "*^ estates.

fact to be the testator's only real estate.

Note that Lord Cairns there (p. 740) says the estates not specifically charged were devised ap-

parently in strict settlement. See per Frj-, J., W. of England & "S. Wales District Bank v.

Murch."23Ch D. 138, 152.

(™) Price V. North. 1 Phil. 85, reversing 4 Y. & C. 509. "The direction as to the personal

estate, which is bv law liable to those burdens, is mere redundancy, affording no inference o£

any definite purpose; " Per Plumer, V.-C, Noel ti. Weston, 2 V. & B. 272.

(o) 8 Sim. 43.

{p) 6 Sim. 246. See also Clifford v. Lewis, 6 Mad. 33, ante, p. 1394.

(7) 4 D. & War. 303; see also Cross v. Kennington, 9 Beav. 150; Dormay v. Borradaile,

10 Beav. 263.
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And in Jones v. Williams (r), where a testator began by directing

his debts, funeral and testamentary expenses, to be paid, and pro-

vided that in aid thereof the purchase-money of an estate

[*1400] which he had lately sold and a debt due to him from * A.
should be applied for that purpose ; and he devised his

press particular property called T. to his wife' and her heirs, in trust to

prevKnis°gen-^'
^^^^ ^^^ ^Pplj ^^^ procccds in further aid and discharge

erai ciiaige of his debts, and then specifically devised other lands

whole tenor'
^ ^^^ personalty to his wife and daughter, and directed

of will. certain articles to be kept as heirlooms ; Sir J. K. Bruce

said that, without intimating either assent or dissent as to the cases

of Douce V. Lady Torrington and Palmer v. Graves, he was of opinion

upon that will that there was at the commencement of it, plainly ex-

pressed, an intention to charge all the property with all the debts,

and that the following parts of the will did not contain any suflB.eient

indication of a contrary intention ; and therefore that, whatever
might be the order of precedence in which the testator considered

the property chargeable, all the property was charged. The point,

however, was not open to his decision.

And here it should be observed, that the doctrine of the preceding

_. ^ ^. exception extends only to charges on real estate created
First exception ^

.
•' °

.

inapplicable to by general and ambiguous expressions ; for, of course, a
express charge, dear and explicit charge on real estate is not liable to be
controlled by an express appropriation of particular lands to the pur-

pose (s), or a qualified charge of the real estate in the same will (t).

IV. — Exception where Direction is to Executors.— The second

Second excep- exception to the general rule under discussion occurs
tion, where the -wliere the debts are directed to be paid by executors, inpayment is to,. ,, ^ •^ '

be made by the wnich case, unless land be devised to them, it will be
executors. presumed that payment is to be made exclusively out of

funds which, by law, devolve to the executors in their representative

character.'

Thus, in Brydges v. Landen (u), where the testator commenced his

wUl as follows :
" Imprimis that all my debts and funeral charges

and expenses be, in the first place, paid by my executrix hereinafter
named : then as to my real and personal estate, I dispose of as fol-

lows;" and, after making such disposition, he charged and made
liable all his real and personal estate with two sums of 150^. to each
of his daughters. All the cases were considered by Lord Thurlow,
who was clearly of opinion that the real estate was not charged.

(r) 1 Coll. 156, 8 Jnr. 373.

(«) Ellison t). Airey, 2 Ves. 568: Coxe v. Bassett, 3 Ves. 155; Noel v. Weston, 2 V. & B.
269; Wrigley v. Sykes, 21 Beav. 337.

(t) Crallan ti. Oulton, 3 Beav. 1.

(tt) 3 Russ. 346, n., cited 3 Ves. 550, where it is said that the circumstance that the debts
were to be paid by the executrix was considered very important.

1 Allen V. Patton, 83 Va. 255.
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*It is remarkable that this decision did not in some degree [*1401]
abate the confidence with which. Sir E. P. Arden and Lord
Loughborough, the former in Kightley v. Kightley («) and Shallcross

V. Finden (y), and the latter in Williams v. Chitty («), insisted that a
general direction that debts should be paid charged the real estate,

inasmuch as it seems to have been decided by Lord Thurlow, without
allusion to the circumstance that th6 direction to pay was to the ex-

ecutors. The case was afterwards followed, however (but with the
same apparent disregard of this peculiarity), by Sir E. P. Arden
himself.

_
Thus, in Keeling v. Brown (a) the words were, " Imprimis, I will

and direct that all my just debts and funeral expenses be paid and
discharged as soon as conveniently may be after my decease by my
executrix and executors hereinafter named. Item, I give, devise, and
bequeath unto J. all that my messuage," &c. ; and, after other de-

vises, and giving his wife an estate for life in part of Direction to

the real estate, the testator appointed his wife and two exemtm-sto

other persons (who took no interest in the real estate) not'to^charge**

executrix and executors. Sir E. P. Arden, M. E., said «»! estate.

he could not, with all the disposition he always felt to give such a
construction to wills as should make testators honest, construe this

into a charge upon the real estate ; it would be a violence to all lan-

guage, and making a will for the testator.

Again in Powell v. Eobins (b), where a testator first devised thsX all

his just debts and funeral expenses might be satisfied and paid by his

executors therein named as soon after his decease as might be, and then
gaVe certain leasehold premises to his wife, and afterwards devised a

freehold estate to his son D., and appointed W. and G. executors.

Sir W. Grant, M. E., upon the authority of Brydges v. Landen (c),

Williams v. Chitty (d), and Keeling v. Brown (e), held that this es-

tate was not charged, inasmuch as no real estate passed to the executors

who were directed to pay.

Again, in Willan v. Lancaster (/), where a testator directed

* that his debts should be paid by his executors, and " then " [*1402]

devised his lands, it was contended that the word " then

"

{x) Ante, p. 1392.

(y) Ante, p. 1393.

(z) Ibid,

(fi) 5 Ves. 359.

(b) 7 Ves. 209.

(c) Ante, p. 1400.

(d) Ante, p. ] 393. But this was a determination the other way, the direction being general,

and not expressly to the executors. Lord Loughborough's argument at the hearing, indeed,
pointed to the conclusion that it was not a charge ; but he afterwards decided the contrarv,

upon the authorities.

(c) Supra.

(/) At the Eolla, 14th Nov. 1826, MS., 3 Buss. 108. See also Braithwaite v. Britain, 1

Kee. 206 (but where it is observable that the direction to the executors to pay the debts, on
which Lord Langdale relied in his judgment, does not occur in the will, as repo led); and
Wisden u. Wisden, 2 Sm. & Gif. 396.
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was equivalent to after payment of the debts (§'); "but Sir J. S. Copley,

M. K.., held that it was merely used in the sense of further, and that

the debts were not charges on the real estate.

In Ee Cameron, Mxon y. Cameron (A,), a testator empowered his

executors to realize such part of his " estate " as they should think

Direction to
^Ight, to pay Certain legacies ; but the will did not contain

pay legacies any devise of real estate except a gift of a particular

""'state" held liouse, it was held that the legacies were not charged on
not to charge the real estate, the direction to the executors being satis-

^'
fied by holding the word " estate " to apply only to prop-

erty which they took as executors, i. e., the personalty.

V. — Distiuction where Szecutors are Devisees of Real listate.

—

Where, however, the executor is devisee of real estate, a direction

even to him to pay debts or legacies will cast them upon the realty so

devised. Thus, in the early case of Awbrey v. Middleton (i) where a

testator gave several legacies and annuities, to be paid by his executor,

and then devised all the rest and residue of his goods and chattels and
estate (f) to his nephew (who was his heir-at-law), and appointed him ex-

ecutor of Ms win, ; the will also contained an express devise of some
lands to another person ; Lord Cowper held the real estate devised to

the executor was chargeable with the legacies and annuities in aid of

the personal estate.

So, in Alcock v. Sparhawk (Ic), the testator devised certain lands to

A. (his heir-at-law) and his heirs ; he then gave a legacy to B. to be
paid by his executor within five years after his decease ; and appointed
A. sole executor of his will, desiring him to see the will performed

;

it was held that the legacy was charged upon the land devised
to A.

[*1403] * So, in Barker v. Duke of Devonshire (l), where a testar

tor devised all his real and personal estate unto and to the

Direction to
^^^ °^ Several persons, their heirs, &c., in trust by sale

trustees for Or mortgage thereof to pay whatsoever he should thereafter

exec'ntors) to ^y '^^^ °^ codicil appoint. He then appointed these per-

pay what tes- SOUS his executors, and proceeded to direct that his just

appoint, held
debts, funeral expenses, S^c, should be paid by his executors,

d bta d"*^
"> and devised the residue of his estate (after giving several

to^bepaid^ Specific legacies) to his son. Sir W. Grant held that
hit executors, this authorized a sale for the payment of debts, though

(g) As to this expression, see ante, p. 1393, and Vol. I., p. 777. The argument founded
on the word " then," in this case, very much resembles that which lays stress on the words
"imprimis," " in the first place," as to which see ante, p. 1394.

(ft) 26 Ch. D. 19.

(i) 2 Eq. Ca. Ab. 497, pi. 16, Vin. Ab. Charge (D), pi. 15 ; see 7 H. L. Oa. 701.
(j) As to the operation of this word to carry the real estate, and as to the controlling effect

on words prima facie including realty of appointing the devisee executor, see ante, Ch.
JLAil.

(k) 2 Vern. 228, 1 Eq. Ca. Ab. 198, pi. 4. See also Goodright d. Phipps v. Allen, 2 W.
Bl. 1041 ; Doe d. Pratt v. Pratt, 6 Ad. & Ell. 180 ; Elliott v. Hancock, 2 Vern. 143 ; and of
course the construction is not varied by renunciation of probate by the person named executor,
Lypet V. Carter, 1 Ves. 499 ; and per Lord Thurlow, 1 Ves. Jr. 446.

(I) 3 Mer. 310.
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it was contended that the direction being to the executors showed the

intention of the testator to confine it to personal estate.

Again, in Henvell v. Whitaker (m), where a testator directed that

all his just debts and funeral expenses should be paid by his execu-

tors thereinafter named, and then gave all his real and personal estate

to his nephew A., his heirs, executors, administrators, and assigns,

and appointed him executor ; Sir J. Leach, M. R., decided that the

direction to the nephew to pay the debts operated to charge all the

property, both real and personal, which he derived under the will.

And even where the land is devised to the executors upon trust for

other persons, the effect is the same. Having the estate,, and being

charged with the payment of the debts, they are to con-

sider the creditors as having the first claim upon the ^herVexecu-
trust. Thus, in Dormay v. Borradaile (n), where a testa- tor is devisee

tor commenced by giving all his property to his wife

:

he next appointed her and two others executors, and "to them his ex-

ecutors " gave certain real estates in trust for his wife and children,

and concluded thus, " my executors are charged with the payment of

my just debts,'' Lord Langdale, M. E., held that the real estates were

charged with the debts.

It is difllcult to reconcile with this line of authorities the case of

Parker v. Fearnley (o), where, a testatrix having directed legacies to

be paid by her executor, to whom she devised all her real estates in

fee, and also the residue of her personalty, after payment of

her debts and funeral expenses. Sir J. Leach, V.-C., * held [*1404]

that the pecuniary legacies were not charged on the real

estate devised to the executor.

As this case was prior to, it must be considered as overruled by,

Henvell v. Whitaker and the subsequent cases cited above, with

which it is clearly inconsistent. Neither Awbrey v. Remark on

Middleton nor Alcock v. Sparhawk was cited to, or not- Parker v.

iced by, the V.-C. ^^^"I^^-
And the circumstances that the estate given to the devisee is

an estate tail, and the direction to pay the debts is connected by

juxtaposition with the bequest of the personalty and the
^^^^^ ^^^^

appointment of executor, and separated by several inter- debts are to be

vening sentences from the devise of the lands, are, it
Pf't^;^^'^^"^"'

seems, immaterial.

Thus, in Clowdsley v. Pelham (p), where a testator devised land to

A. and the heirs of his body, remainder over ; and in another part of

his will gave to A. all the personal estate, and appointed him execu-

(m) 3 Ru3s. 343. See also Dover v. Gregory, 10 Sim. 393 ; Harris v. Watkins, Kay, 438

;

Cross V. Kennington, 9 Beav. 150 (aided probably by gift of "residue," see post; p. 1410).

(») 10 Beav. 263. See also Bartland v. Murrell, 27 Beav. 204. ; Ee Tanqiieray, Willaume

and Landan, L. R., 20 Ch. D. 465 ; Re De Burgh Lawson, L. R., 41 Oh. D. 568.

(o) 2 S. & St. 692.

(J7) 1 Vern. 411, 1 Eq. Ca. Ab. 198, pi. 2.
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tor willing him to pay the testator's debts ; it was held that the real estate

was charged.

It is not equally clear, however, that a direction to an executor to

pay debts would have the. effect of charging lands devised to him for

~. , life only. Undoubtedly in Pinch v. Hattersley {q) the

tenant for real estate was held to be charged under circumstances
'''^'

of this nature ; but it does not appear that the fact of

the executrix being a devisee for life of the real estate had any in-

fluence upon the Court ; and as the case was decided when a general

direction to an executor to pay debts might possibly have been con-

sidered sufficient to charge them upon real estate not devised to the

executor (the doctrine upon the subject being more lax and the dis-

tinctions less defined than at present), the case cannot be relied on

as an authority on the point above suggested. Doe d. Ashby v.

Baines (r), in which it was decided upon a similar will that the real

estate was not charged with debts, is not more satisfactory as an
authority on the point ; the Court of Exchequer appearing to deny
the efficacy in any case of a direction to the executor to pay debts for

the purpose of charging the real estate devised to him. None of the

cases in Chancery noticed above were cited. However, in Harris v.

Watkins (s). Sir W. P. Wood, V.-C, though he said it might be

argued that it was not a probable intention of the testator to effect a

charge on a life estate by such a direction
;
yet as the exec-

[*1405] utor had an absolute * interest in the residuary real estate,

as well as a life interest in a specific portion, decided that

both were charged with debts, the residuary estate being first liable.

And in Cook v. Dawson {t), under a direction to the executrix to pay
the debts, followed by a devise to her for life, with remainder over,

Sir J. Eomilly, M. R., while holding that the fee was not charged,

expressed a clear opinion that the life estate was.

It is quite clear, however, that a limited estate devised to one of

Effect where several executors in the testator's lands will not be

onl'of several
charged with debts, under a direction to the executors

executors. to pay them (u). Indeed, such is clearly the rule even
where an estate in fee is devised to one of several executors.

Thus, in Warren v. Davies (a;), where a testator directed that his

debts and legacies, funeral expenses and testamentary charges, should
be paid by his executors thereinafter named ; and, after directing cer-

tain real estates to be sold by his executors on the decease of his

wife, he devised certain messuages and lands to his son Thomas

(0) 3 Russ. 345, n.

V) 2 0."' " " -
, M. & R. 23.

Kav, 438, 447.

7 Jur. N. S. 130 ; also reported 29 Beav. 123, where the opinion above referred to does
not appear. Affirmed as to the fee, 3 D. F. & J. 127.

' ' see Keeling v. Brown, 6 Ves. 359.

2 My. & K. 49.

V) 7.
ijt ap
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Davies in fee, and gave him the residue of his real and personal es-

tate. The testator appointed Thomas Davies and another executors.

Sir J. Leach, M. E., held that the estate devised to Thomas Davies

was not to be considered as charged with the debts and legacies di-

rected to be paid by the executors, merely because the devisee hap-

pened to be one of the executors. And the same rule seems to have

been again acted upon by the same Judge, though without any
distinct recognition of this ground of decision, in Wasse v. Hes-

lington (y).

In the case last named some real estate was given to each of the

executors, but more to one than to the other. This inequality has

been thought to afford an argument against their being

intended to bear the debts in equal proportions («), as they distinctdevSes

would do under a charge. Indeed, the rule has never *" several

been applied to separate gifts to several executors. And ^^^°" '"^^'

though the gift to the executors is one and undivided, the implied

charge may be rebutted by the context ; as, if part only of the real

estate is given to them, and other parts to other persons ; in

such * a case the distribution of the estate may be such as [*1406]
to make it very improbable that the testator intended that

the former part should be charged, and the latter not (a) ; especially

if the part given to the executors is not for them beneficially, but in

trust for other persons. Thus, in Ee Bailey (&), where a _^iiere part

testator directed his debts, funeral and testamentary ex- only of the

penses, to be paid by his executors thereinafter named, to^the
'^ ^"'^"^

and appointed A. and B.- trustees and executors of his executors,

will ; he then gave a specific part of his real and leasehold property

for the benefit of each of his six children, the sons' portions being

devised to them directly, and the portion of each daughter being de-

vised to the trustees upon trusts for the daughter and her children.

(The portion of one daughter consisted of leaseholds only, but this

attracted no attention.) And the residue of his estate real and per-

sonal he gave to the trustees, in trust to sell and hold the proceeds

for his widow during her life, and afterwards for his said six children

in equal shares. Fry, J., said, " The conclusion that the real estate

settled upon the daughters and their children is charged with the

payment of the testator's debts, while that which is devised to the

testator's sons beneficially is not so charged, would not be in accord-

ance with the equality which one would expect to find when a man is

making a provision for all the members of his family. Looking at

the residuary clause, it appears to have been the intention of this tes-

(S) 3 Mv. & K. 495.

(z) Per Wood, V.-C, Kay, 448, misquoted as "unequal proportions," 12 Ch. D. 273. If

the legal estate is devised to executors jointly, the fact that they talce unequal beneficial in-

terests does not prevent the charge, Re Tanqueray-Willaume and Landan, 20 Ch, D. 465.
(a) Symons v. James, 2 T. & C. C. C. 301. See the case.

(i) 12 Cb. D. 268.
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tator to divide his property equally among his children." He added,

that in all the cases where the real property given to the executors

was held to be charged, they were devisees of the whole real estate,

so that the entirety of the liability was thrown on the entirety of the

estate. He therefore held that' neither the estates specifieally devised

to the sons, nor those which were specifically devised on trust for the

Where direc-
daughters, were charged with the debts ; but that the

tion to execu- residuary real estate was charged by force of the word

debtsVfd- "residue" (c), coupled with the direction to pay the
lowed by a de- debts.

them, "subject But if a, testator begins with a direction that his debts
as aforesaid." ^^^ legacies shall be paid by his executors, and then,

without any intermediate gift, says, " and subject as aforesaid I give

all the residue of my real estate to A." (who is a stranger or one of

several executors), the real estate will be charged with debts

[*1407] and * legacies ; since there is no other way of givLug a sense

to the words "subject as aforesaid" {d).

VI, — Whether a Devise of Real and also Personal Estate after

Payment of Debts, &c., charges the Realty. — Where a testator gives

„. , his real and also his personal estate, after payment of

charge extends debts, &c., it is sometimes a question whether these words

prec^edlrfi
extend to charge both the preceding subjects of gift, or

subjects of apply only to the immediate antecedent, namely, the per-
dispositioa. -t j. j. i'^ sonal estate.'

Thus, in Withers v. Kennedy (e), where a testator, after bequeath-

ing to his wife certain effects, gave, devised, and bequeathed all his

freehold, copyhold, and leasehold estates whatsoever and wheresoever,

and all the residue of his personal estate and effects, after payment of
Ms just debts andfuneral expenses and the charges of proving his will and

of carrying the trusts thereof into execution, to trustees, their heirs, ex-

ecutors, and administrators, upon trust for his wife for life, with other

limitations over ; it was contended that the personal estate being the

natural fund for the payment of debts, it was a more obvious and
natural construction to refer these words to the immediate rather than
the more remote antecedent ; that more remote antecedent being a
species of property not legally liable to debts ; but Sir J. Leach,

M. E., though he admitted that the expression in the will afforded

(c) Post, p. 1410.

{d) Dowllng V. Hudson, 17 Beav. 248.
(f.) 2 My. & K. 607. See Clarke v. Brereton, 1 .Tones, 165 (an Irish Exchequer case), where

the charge was confined to personalty by force uf the context.

1 Where a testator frives direction to pay estate ; and thev are oharjjed upon the resi-
his debts, and then gives the residue of his due. Laffertv v. People's Bank. 76 Mich. 35
real and personal estate, tlie debts are to be (Biting Cole v. Turner, 4 Rnss. 376 ; Greville
paid out of the real as well as of the personal v. Browne, 7 H. L. Cas. 589).
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some color to this argument, considered that, in plain construction,

the words in question were to be referred to the freehold, copyhold,

and leasehold property, as well as to the personal estate. He consid-

ered it to be an objection to the opposite construction, that it imputed

to the testator the, intention of exempting his leaseholds from the pay-

ment of his debts, &c., which species of property was by law subject

to them.

So, in Moores v. Whittle (/), which perhaps admitted of less

doubt, in which a testator gave to his daughter C. as long as she con-

tinued unmarried, all his copyhold estates at P., and also all his lire

and dead stock, household furniture, moneys, and securities for

money, and farming gear of every description, after payment

of his *just debts, funeral expenses, and the costs of proving his [*1408]

will ; and if C. should marry, then the whole of the estates

above described, together with the live and dead stock, household fur-

niture, farming implements, and goods, to be sold, and the proceeds

divided as therein mentioned : Sir J. Parker, V.-C., considering that

the rule of the Court was to enlarge rather than to narrow a charge

of debts, and that the testator had in the subsequent parts of his will

dealt with the whole property as one mass, held the copyholds to be

charged with the debts.

In Kidney v. Coussmaker (g), the question was much contested,

whether, where a testator devises lands in trust to be sold, declaring

that the produce shall go in the same manner as the personal estate,

and then bequeaths the personalty " after payment of his debts," the

produce of the real estate was by these words (which were clearly in-

operative in regard to the personalty) charged with the debts. It was

not necessary to decide the point ; which, however, has since been de-

cided in the affirmative (h).

Here it may be observed, that, in construing provisions for payment

of debts, the Courts are averse to an interpretation which would re-

strict the provision to debts subsisting at a given period

during the life of the testator ; and, therefore, although deff" I

words expressly pointing to the present time generally
J"™

''™-

refer to the time of making the will («), yet it has been

held that a charge of all the debts "I have contracted since 1736" ex-

tended to future debts (i). On the same principle where a testator

(/) 22 L. J. Ch. 207. How much of what precedes shall be held affected by referential

expressions is a frequently recurring question. See e. g., Baker v. Baker, 6 Hare,"269 ; Fisher

V. Brierley, 30 Beav. 265 ; Makings v. Makings, 1 D. F. & J. 355 (question whether charge

affected life estate as well as remainder). See also Re Cameron, Nixon v. Cameron, 26 Ch.

D. 19, 26 ; Leader v. Duffey, 13 App. Ca. 294.

{(/) 1 Ves. Jr. 436, 7 B. P. C. Toml. 573. See also 2 Ves. Jr. 267.

(h) Soames v. Robinson, 1 My. & K. 500 ; Shakels v. Richardson, 2 Coll. 31 ; Re Wool-
lard's Trust, 18 Jur. 1012 ; Bright v. Larcher, 3 De G. & J. 148 ; Field v. Peckett, 29 Beav.

(i) Ante, Vol. I., pp. 289, 297, 298.

(4) Bridgman ». Dove, 2 Atk. 201. A fortiori future debts are included where the charge

is simply of " all my debts," Maxwell v. Maxwell, L. R., 4 H. L. 506.

VOL. II. 35
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charged his real estate with his debts " of which he should leave an
account," and left an account omitting some, all were held to be

charged {I).

VII.— Whether Legacies are chargeable by the same ^7ords as

Debts, &o.— It has sometimes been made a question, whether the

same words which will charge real estate with debts will

words will Suffice to onerate it with legacies ; or whether, in order
charge lega- ^q throw legacies upon the land, a clearer manifestation

of intention is not requisite.* Sir E. P. Arden and Lord
[*1409] Loughborough were long * at issue upon the point ; the

former maintaining and the latter denying the distinc-

tion (m), which, however, did not originate with Sir K. P. Arden;
for it is to be traced in the early case of Davis v. Gardiner (n), where
the testator commenced his will thus: "As to my worldly estate, I

dispose of the same as follows, after my debts and legacies paid ;
"

"As to my ^^^ t^i^n gave several legacies, adding, "After all my
worldly es- legacies paid, I give the residue of my personal estate to

debt's and my son," and then devised his lands ; and Lord Maccles-
hgaciespaid." field held that the legacies were not a charge upon the

realty ; observing that " as plain words are necessary to disinherit an
heir, so words equally plain are requisite to charge the estate of an
heir, which is a disinherison pro tanto." In a note to this case, the

reporter adds, that, if there had been a want of assets for the pay-

ment of debts, it seems that the land would have been charged
therewith.

The distinction in question appears to have been a natural conse-

quence of the extreme length which the Courts had gone in holding
debts to be charged by loose and equivocal expressions,

tion between the unfairness of which, when applied to legacies, be-
debtsand came apparent, "there being no reason (as Sir E. P.
^sa<=i •

Arden has observed) why a specific devise should not
take effect as much as a pecuniary one " (o).

In Trott V. Vernon (p), however, and several of the other cases

before stated, in which debts and legacies were coupled in one clause,

there is no mention of any such distinction ; and instances may cer-

tainly be adduced from the later cases in which legacies have been

(I) Dormay v. Borradaile, 10 Beav. 263.

(»») Kightley ». Kightley, 2 Ves. Jr. 328 ; Williams v. Chitty, 3 Ves. 551 : Keeline v.
Brown, 5 Ves. 361.

^

(») 2 P. W. 187.

io) 3 Ves. 739.

(p) Ante, p. 1391. See also Tompkins v. Tompkins, Pr. Ch. 397 : Alcock r. Spaihawk,
2 Vern. 228.

"

» Gift of land to pay an annuity, under penalty of loss of the aift, charecs the land.
Canal Bank v. Hudson, 111 U. 3. 66.
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held to be charged upon land by expressions of a character scarcely

more decisive than those which have this operation in regard to

debts.

Thus in Preston v. Preston (jj), where a testatbr devised real estate

in fee to his son, who, it is stated, was his executor. Also he gave
him. his stock of cows, rest, residue, and remainder of his „ , „
effects ; and that he should pay to the testator's grand- cient to charge

son 300Z. ; it was held by Sir J. Stuart, V.-C. (r), that lega^'^^-

the real estate was chatged with the grandson's legacy. Parker v.

Fearnley (s) he said was overruled by Henveil v. Whitaker {€).

* So in Gallemore v. Gill (m) where a testatrix bequeathed [*1410]

her wearing apparel and furniture to her niece, and gave all

her real and the residue of her personal estate to trustees, in trust to

pay her debts and funeral expenses and a legacy of 101. „ , „

to her servant out of her jpersonal estate, and to pay out cient to charge

of her real estate so much of her debts and funeral ex- '^e^'^'^^

penses as her personal estate should be insuf&cient to satisfy, and sub-

ject thereto as to the entire residue of her estate and effects in trust

for her three grandchildren. By codicil the testatrix directed the

trustees acting under her will (who it appears were also her execu-

tors) to pay to her servant 40Z. in addition to the IQl., and in addition

to the bequest above mentioned to pay a life annuity to her niece ; it

was held by Sir J. Stuart, V.-C, and on appeal by K. Bruce and
Turner, L. JJ., that the legacies given by the codicil were charged

on the real estate. Turner, L. J., said :
" The will vested in the

trustees the residue of the personal estate and the whole of the real

estate, and the presumption is that it was out of the funds thus

vested in the trustees that the payments directed by the codicil were

to be made." No doubt " additional " legacies were generally paya-

ble out of the same funds as original legacies :
" but the codicil may

not only add to the legacy but extend the fund out of which it is to

be paid ; and in this will and codicil I think there is no doubt that

this is the case. The codicil contains a direction that the trustees

shall pay the legacy, and the testatrix by her will has blended real

and personal funds in the hands of the trustees for the payment."

It is clear that the rule in Kidney v. Coussmaker (sc) applies to

legacies as well as to debts (y) ; although the personalty is not in

terms charged with the payment of them («).

(q) 2 Jur. N. S. 1040.

(r) Citing Alcock ». Sparhawk, 2 Vera. 228, 1 Eq. Ca. Ab. 198, pi. 4, ante, p. 1402.

(s) Ante, p. 1403.

It) Ibid.

(a) 2 Sm. & G. 158, 8 D. M. & G. 567. See also Peacock ». Peacock, 34 L. J. Ch. 315
;

Re Cameron, Nixon v. Cameron, 26 Ch. D. 19.

(«) Ante, p. 1408.

(y) Bright t>. Larcher, 3 D. F. & J. 148.

(z) Field V. Peckett, 29 Beav. 568 ; see also Ke Woollard's Trust, 18 Jur. 1012.
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It is also clear that where legacies are given and then

des,"8nclThen
" ^^^ ^^^ residue of the real and personal estate," the

tke rest of the legacies are charged on the realty. Thus, in Hassel v.
rpfil fl.nrl tipt"-"

sons! estate, Hassel (a), where the testator devised and bequeathed
charges the certain legacies, and then gave, devised, and bequeathed

all his real and personal estate not thereinbefore disposed

of; Lord Bathurst held that the legacies were charged upon the real

estate.

[*1411] *And Lord Hardwicke in Brudenell v. Boughton (5)

seems to have thought that where a testator gave certain

legacies, and then the rest of his estate, real and personal, to A.,

whom he appointed executor, the legacies were charged upon the

land; but the case was not decided on this point.

So, in Bench v. Biles (c), where the testator gave all his real and
personal estate to his wife for life, and after her decease gave various

legacies, and all the rest, residue, and remainder of his

andper.«)aal *'^'5^^ and personal estate he gave, devised, and bequeathed
estate to- to Ms nephews, P. and W., share and share alike, their

heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns forever. Aw-
brey v. Middleton {d) was cited as an authority that the legacies

were charged : and Sir J. Leach, V.-C, decided accordingly, consider-

ing the intention in favor of the legatees to be clearer than in the

cited case. " The testator," he said, " here gives all his real and per-

sonal estate to his wife for life, blending them together as one fund

for her use, and, after her death, he gives several pecuniary legacies,

and then the rest, residue, and remainder of his real and personal

estate to his nephews. He plainly continues after his death to treat

them as one fund, ' the rest, residue, and remainder ' of which, after

payment of his legacies, is to go to his nephews."

It should be remarked, however, that in Awbrey v. Middleton, the

executor, heing the. devisee of the real estate, was expressly directed to

Remarks upon paj ^^^ legacies and annuities, which has always been
Bench «j. Biles, jigld sufficient to charge the real estate.

The case of Hassel v. Hassel (e), though not cited, more closely

resembles Bench v. Biles ; but even that was rather stronger in favor

Hassel v. 0^ t^® charge, from the circumstance of there being no
Hassel. precedent gift affecting the real estate (unless the lega-
cies were so considered), to which the words « not hereinbefore dis-

posed of " could be referred, though this expression might have been
taken to apply exclusively to tKe personalty, referendo singula sin-

gulis. In Bench v. Biles, on the other hand, the words « rest and
residue" might have had reference to the precedent devise of the
real estate to the wife for life (/).

(a) 2 Dick. 527. See also Smith v. Butler, 1 Jo. & Lat. 692.
ib) 2 Atk. 268. (c) 4 Mad. 187.
id) Ante, p. 1402. (e) Ante, p. 1410.
(/) See also Francis v. Clemow, Kay, 435, post, p. 1412.
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That a bequest of legacies, followed by a gift of all the residue
of the testator's real and personal estates, operates to
charge *the entire property with the legacies, was again [*1412]
decided by Sir J. Leach in Cole v. Turner [g) ; to which may
be added Mirehouse v. Scaife (h), where a testator, after bequeathing
certain pecuniary legacies, declared his will to be, that all his debts
and aU the above legacies should be paid within six

months after his decease; and all the residue of his ? resMue '

estate, both real and personal, lands, messuages, and after be-

• tenements, the testator gave to A., by her to be freely iTgades"^

possessed at his decease. It was held by Lord Gotten- "barges lands;

ham that by these words the real estate was charged as well with the
legacies as the debts. He observed that the blending of the real and
personal estate, and the gift of the residue of both following a direc-

tion to pay debts and legacies, relieved the case from the question
discussed by Lord Eosslyu and Lord Alvanley in Williams v. Chitty
and Keeling v. Brown, as to whether words admitted to be sufficient

to charge lands with debts, ought to be held sufficient to charge them
with legacies.

It is worthy of remark, that neither in this case, nor in Cole v.

Turner, was there any specific devise of real estate to which the term
"residue" might be referred (t) : but in Francis v. Cle-

_not„it[,.
mow Qc), where a testator, and after directing payment of standing prior

his debts, bequeathed certain legacies, and then gave cer- ^P^'='*''= devise.

tain interests in part of his real estate, and gave " all the rest, residue,

and remainder of his estate and effects both real and personal " to A.,

whom he appointed executor. Sir W. P. Wood, V.-C, on the au-

thority of Bench v. Biles, held that, notwithstanding the previous

devises, the legacies were charged on the real estate by force of the

residuary gift.

Finally, in Greville v. Browne {I), where a testator after bequeath-

ing an annuity and some pecuniary legacies, gave " all the rest, residue,

and remainder of any property he might die possessed of Greville «.

or entitled to, of what nature soever," to his son, it was Browne,

held in the House of Lords that the legacies were charged on the real

estate. There was no previous devise of real estate ; but it was
laid down in the most general terms, that where there is a
* bequest of legacies followed by a gift of the residue of the [*1413]

(ff) 4 Rnss. 376.

(I) 2 My. & Cr. 695.

(i) In Mirehouse v. Scaife there was a devise of a field called Gillfoot ; but it did not appear
whether it was freehold or leasehold.

(k) Kay, 435. See also Wheeler v. Howell, 3 K. & J. 198 (where the V.-C. appears to

treat the ifact of the devisee being executor as material : sed gu.).

(I) 7 H. L. Ca. 689, dub. Lord Wensleydale. See also Jones «. Price, 11 Sim. 557 ; Re
Bellis's Trusts, 5 Ch. D. 504 (where the charge excluded trust estates from the general de-

vise) ; Gainsford v. Dunn, L. E., 17 Eq. 405 ( where on this principle pecuniary legacies were
held to be appointments out of a fund the residue of which and of the personal estate were
afterwards given).
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testator's property, real aud personal, the legacies are charged on the

realty ; and, as had previously been held by Sir W. P. Wood (m), that

the principle of these decisions was the same in the case of legacies as

in that of debts. " It is considered," said Lord Campbell, " that the

whole is one mass ; that part of that mass is represented by legacies

;

and that what is afterwards given is given minus what has been before

given, and therefore given subject to the prior gift." And Lord Cran-

worth, treating the distinction between real and personal property as

purely artificial, said, " In reading a devise of real estate to one person,

and of personal legacies to another, and of the residue of the real and
personal property to a third person, we may see that there might be

a mode of interpreting it reddendo singula singulis, as meaning to

give the rest of the personal property to one person, and the rest

of the realty to another. But that is not the natural Tneaning of
the words."

And it would seem that the specific mention in the residuary gift

of some of the particulars included in the residue, although such

Giftof lega- mention precedes the words "and all the residue," &c.,

cies, and then -vrin not vary the construction ; the specifically-men-

and all the tioned particulars being still but part of the residue, and
residue," &o. ^jjg mention of them not being inconsistent with the
view that the whole estate, real and personal, is treated as one mass.

Thus, in Bray v. Stevens {n), where a testator bequeathed certain

legacies, and then devised and bequeathed " all his freehold estates in

the parishes of B., L., and E. and elsewhere in the county of C, and
all the residue of his real and personal estate, money, mine shares,

chattels and effects of whatsoever kind and wheresoever situate " to

trustees on certain trusts applying to the whole, it was held by Sir J.

Bacon, V.-C, that the legacies were charged on the freehold estates in

the parishes of B., L., and E. He dissented from the decision in

Castle V. Gillett (o) ; in which Sir E. Malins, V.-C, had in a similar

case come to a contrary conclusion on the ground that when one thing
was specifically mentioned, and the residue was afterwards

[*1414] referred to, it was evident that the testator did *not in-

tend to treat what was specifically mentioned as part of the
residue ; adding, nevertheless :

" The residuary real estate is put on
the same footing, and it follows that it is also not charged."

But a gift (after legacies) of " all my real estate and all the residue

of my personal estate " plainly treats the different species of estates as

{m) Wheeler v. Howell, 3 K. & J. 198 ; and see Cross v. Kennington, 9 Beav. 150, 15 L.
J. Oh. 167.

(n) 12 Oh. D. 162. The testator also directed that in a certain event one of the legacies
should not be paid, but should "fall into his residuary estate." This, the V.-C. observed,
was a strong intimation out of what the legacies were to come, but he did not rest his decision
upon it. See also Thorman v. Hilhouse, 5 Jur. N. S. 663 : Re Green, Baldock v. Green, 40
Ch. D 610.

to) L. R., 16 Eq. 530.
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two masses, and does not bring the ease within Greville Limits of the

V. Browne (p). rule.

Of course the rule is not excluded by a direction to the executors

(to whom there is no devise of real estate) to pay debts and legacies :

such a direction is mere surplusage (q). But the rule is not applica-

ble to a case where the testator first dealing exclusively with his

personal estate allots certain portions of it to several objects, and
then disposes of the residue of his real and personal estate. Thus, in

Gyett V. Williams (r), where a testator bequeathed his personal

estate in trust to lay out a sum, " part thereof," as therein mentioned,
and to invest the residue and stand possessed thereof as to one sum,
" part of it," in one way, and of other sums, " other parts of it," in

other ways ; he then gave some small pecuniary legacies simpliciter,

and concluded with a gift of all the residue of his estate and effects

whatsoever and wheresoever. It was held by Sir W. P. Wood, V.-C,

that the several sums described as parts of the personal estate were
not charged on the realty. This, he thought, would have been clear,

but for the pecuniary legacies. It would have been equally clear

that these legacies, if they had stood alone, would be charged on the

realty. It was said that it was incredible, that the testator should

have intended to provide for the smaller legacies better than for the

larger. But the answer was that one set of legacies was given in a

form to which the principle of Greville v. Browne directly applied,

while the others were not so : and the V.-C. decided that he could not

alter the construction on any mere conjecture as to what the testator

was likely to do.

And the mere joining in one devise or bequest of the real and
personal estate is not of itself enough to charge legacies on real

estate. In all the cases some other circumstance has been
* involved leading to that conclusion (s). And where a tes- [*1415]

tator gave his whole real and personal estate to trustees and
executors for the maintenance and education of his infant son and
daughters, and directed that as they attained majority, .

his property, real and personal, should be divided as charged on

follows, viz., a pecuniary legacy to his son, and his prop-
fng r^afty ind"

erty at T. amongst his daughters, it was held that the personalty in

legacy was not charged on the property at T. (<).
^^"^ ^'*'"

VIII.— Whether a General Charge extends to Lands specifically

devised. — Where a testator has manifested an intention to charge

<p) Wells V. Row, 48 L. J. Ch. 476.

(?) Ee Brooke, 3 Ch. D. 630. A mere direction that debts shall be paid is sufficient, with-

out any direction as to legacies, to rebut the presumption that a legacy to a creditor of an
amount equal to or exceeding the debt is a satisfaction of the debt, Ee Huish, Bradshaw v.

Huish. 43 Ch. D. 260.

(r) 2 J. & H. 429.

See Nvssen v. Gretton, 2 Y. & C. 222.

BentleV v. Oldfield, 19 Beav. 225.
(s) See

(«) Ben
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his real estate with the payment of either debts or legacies, the ques-

tion sometimes arises, whether such charge extends to the specific as

well as the residuary lands, or is confined to the latter.

And first as to legacies. In Spong v. Spong (u), where a testator,

after specifically devising certain lands to A. and other persons, and

Rule in case of charging his real and personal estate with his legacies,
legacies

;

ajj^ then bequeathing some pecuniary legacies, gave the

residue of his real and personal estate to A. ; it was held in the

House of Lords that the legacies were not charged upon the lands

specifically devised; for that, in construing charges of this nature,

specific and residuary devises, though for many purposes governed by
a common principle, were to be distinguished'; especially as in the

case under consideration the testator had shown such a distinction to

be in his view by devising particular lands to the person whom he
made residuary devisee. "By specifically devising or specifically

bequeathing any part of his property," said Lord Manners, " the tes-

tator intends, as between the objects of his bounty, to separate that

part of his property from the rest, and that it should not be subject

to the provisions and operation of his will."
''

So in Conron v. Conron (a;), where the testator by will dated in

1836, after making certain specific devises and bequests, gave some
pecuniary legacies, aud charged " all his real and chattel estates and
property of every description," with payment thereof ; and subse-

quently devised " all the residue of all his real and freehold

[*1416] estates, goods, and effects of every kind " to A. in fee ; * it

was held in the House of Lords that the charge of legacies

did not extend to the specifically devised estates. " The true rule,"

said Lord Cranworth, " deducible from Spong v. Spong, is that a mere
charge of legacies on the real and personal estate (and ' on all the real

and personal estate ' must mean exactly the same thing) does not of
itself create a charge on any specific devise or bequest. I think that
the rule is a very reasonable one, and is likely to be in general con-
formable to the intentions of testators."

Both these cases occurred under the old law. The statute 1 Vict.

c. 26 has not diminished the distinction between specific and residuary
devises.

But in both cases legacies only were charged. The reason of the
rule as stated by Lord Manners is inapplicable to a charge of

{«) 1 Y. & J. 300, 3 Bli. N. S. 84, 1 D. & CI. 365. But see the observations of Lord Cot
tenham, C, on this depision, Mirehouse v. Scaife, 2 My, & Or. at bd. 704, 705

(x) 1 H. L. Ca. 168.

1 Hubbell V. Hubbell, 9 Pick. 561; In re Hill v. Toms, 87 N. C. 492. See Scott »
Neisti'ath, 66 Cal. 330; Kitchell ». Young, 46 Stebbins, 91 N. Y. 605; Davenport v. Sar-
N. J. Eq. 506 (citing Leigh v. Savidge, 1 gent, 63 N. H. 538.
McCart. 126, and the cases in the text above)

;
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debts {y) ; and where debts and legacies are charged to- in case of

gather, the legacies, being placed by the will on an equal '^^^'^•

footing with the debts, get the benefit of the charge on the specifically

devised estates (s).

Where a charge of legacies is effected under the rule in Greville v.

Browne (a), and there is also a specific devise of realty, the latter is

not charged with the legacies, but only the residuary realty (b). On
the same principle (it may be presumed), where a testator made sev-

eral devises and bequests ; and, " charged with his debts and legacies,"

he devised " all other " his hereditaments to his nephews and nieces
;

he then by codicil specifically devised a house to his daughter, " it

being his wish that she should reside therein if she should think fit
;

"

it was held that the house was exempted from the charge of debts

and legacies (c).

It may here be observed, that, under a charge of lega- Annuities

cies, annuities will generally be included (<^), unless the nsnaiiy in-

testator manifests an intention to distinguish them (e), charge of

as by sometimes using both words (/).
legacies.

* IX.— 'Whether a Direction to raise Money out of Rents [*1417]

and Profits authorizes a Sale.— It is clear that a devise

of the rents and profits of land is equivalent to a devise of

the land itself, and will carry the legal as well as beneficial inter-

est therein {g) ;
^ but the question which has chiefly given rise

(j) See e. a. Harris v. Watkina, Kaj', 438 ; Mannox v. Greener, L. K., 14 Eq. 456.

(z) Maskell v. Farrington, 3 D. J. & S. 338 ; and see Rowley v. Eyton, 2 Mer. 128.

(a) Ante, p. 1412.

(6) Per Bacon, V.-C, 12 OIi. D. 169. Francis a. Clemow, Kay, 435, is not contra ; tiie

plaintiff (legatee) claimed only against residue.

(c) Wheeler v. Claydon, 16" Beav. 169.

(.d) Duke of Bolton «. Williams, 2 Ves. Jr. 216, cit. ; Siblev v. Perry, 7 Ves. 622 ; Brom-
ley 1). Wright, 7 Hare, 334 ; Ward v. Grey, 26 Beav. 485 ; Mullins «. Smith, 1 Dr. & Sm.
204 ; Nicholson v, Patrickson, 3 Gif. 209. So " pecuniary legacy," per Wood, T.-C, Gas-
kin V. Rogers, L. R., 2 Eq. 284.

(e) Shipperdson v. Tower, 1 Y. & C. C. C. 441 ; Cunningham v. Foot, 3 App. Ca. 989
(claim to charge remainder in land whereof annuitant was herself tenant for life).

(/) See Nannock d. Horton, 7 Ves. 391; Woodhead v. Turner, 4 De G. & S. 429 ; Gaskin
«. Rogers, L. R., 2 Eq. 284. But see Heath v. Weston, 3 D. M. & G. 601 ; Ward ». Grey,
26 Beav. 485.

ig) Johnson v. Arnold, 1 Ves. 171 ; Baines v. Dixon, id. 42; Doe v. Lakeman, 2 B. & Ad.
42 ; and see ante, Ch. XXIV. ad fin.

1 Zimmer ti. Sennott, 134 111. 505; Thomp- Greenl. 199; Monarqne v. Monarque, SO

son V. Schenck, 17 Ind. 194; Earl t). Rowe, N. Y. 320. An unqualified gift of income
35 Maine, 414; Reed v. Reed, 9 Mass. 372; and improvement, or income alone, carries

Wells V. Wells. 88 N. Y. 323 ; Delanev r. Van the corpus. Chase v Chase, 132 Mass. 473
Aulen, 84 N. Y. 16; Fox t'. Phelps, 17 Wend, (citing Blann ». Bell, 5 De G. & S. 658;

393; Post V. Rivers. 40 N. J. Eq. 21; Cooper Hatch v. Bassett, 52 N. Y. 359): Post v.

V. Pngue, 92 Penn. St. 254; Greene u. Wilbur, Rivers, supra; Kline's Appeal. 117 Penn. St.

is R. I. 251 (citing Sammis v. Sammis, 14 139; Sproule's Appeal, 105 Penn. St. 438;

R. I. 123, 128). See Ayer v. Ayer, 128 Mass. Cooper v. Pogue, 92 Pfenn. St. 254. So the

575 : Dacomb v. Marstou, 80 Maine, 223. A words " use and improvement." Fay v.

devise of the income of land to the use of the Fay, 1 Cash. 93. A devise of the net profits

devisee during his life confers upon him a of land is a devise of the land itself, by legal

life-estate in the land. Butterfield v. Has- intendment. Earl v. Rowe, 35 Maine, 414.

kins, 33 Maine, 392; Andrews v. Boyd, 5 So a direction by the testator that A . B. shall
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Direction to ^q perplexity in reference to these words is, whether a
raise moneys ^. ^ .

''
. . ^ ,

out of the rents direction Or power to raise money out of the rents and
and profits.

profits authorizes a sale (A),' the doubt being, whether,

in such cases, the testator or settlor, by the words " rents and profits,"

means the annual income only, according to their ordinary and popu-

lar signification, or uses the phrase in a more comprehensive sense,

as designating the proceeds or " profits " of the inheritance, and, there-

fore, as impliedly conferring a power to dispose of such inheritance.

Prom the earliest times a sale has been admitted where the purpose

was to pay debts and legacies (i), or to raise a portion by a definite

Where it au- period, within which it could not be raised out of the
thorizes a sale

: annual rents (k) ; and this rule was extended by Lord

time is fixed Hardwicke to a case in which the portions, being payable
for payment. {^ such manner as a third person should appoint, might
have become payable within a definite time (I).

And notwithstanding the dicta of Lord Macclesfield to the con-

Where no time trary (m), the authorities, including a decision by Lord
IS fixed. Macclesfield himself, have always inclined, even where
no time was specified for payment, to treat a direction to raise a

, gross sum out of rents and profits as authorizing a sale or

[*1418] mortgage." * Thus, in Heycock v. Heycock (n), Lord Keeper
North declared he took it to be the law of the Court, that

where there was a devise of a sum certain to be raised out of the

profits of lands ; if the profits would not amount to raise the sum in

a convenient time the Court would decree a sale. And in Sheldon v.

Dormer (o) Lord Somers remarked that a time being there fixed for

(A) An express prohibition against a sale would generally include a mortgage or other
virtual alienation of the estate. See Bennett v. Wyndham, 23 Beav. 521. A sale is of course
excluded where the expression is " annual rents and profits," Marsh ». Marsh. 2 Jur. N. S.
348; Forbes v. Richardson, 11 Hare, 354; Scott v. Clements, 8 Jr. Ch. Rep. 1; Collier v.

Walters, L. R., 17 Eq. 252, 258 ("rents, issues, and yearly profits"); Re Green, Baldock v.

Green, 40 Ch. D. 610 ( ' rents, dividends, and annual produce ").

(0 Lingon «. Foley, 2 Ch. Cas. 205; Anon., 1 Vern. 104; Berry v. Askham, 2 Yern. 26;
Rawlings v. Brotherson, Ex. 1783, cit. 2 Ves. Jr. 480 (as to which qu., the expression there
being ''annual rents and profits"). See also Talbot v. Earl of Shrewsbury, Pre. Ch. 394;
Metcalfe v. Hutchinson, 1 Ch. D. 590.

(k) Sheldon v. Dormer, 2 Vern. 310; Warburton v. Warburton, id. 420; Jackson u. Far-
rand, id. 424; Gibson ». Lord Montford, 1 Ves, 491; Okeden v. Okeden, 1 Atk. 550. Some
parts of Lord Hardwioke's judgment in this case are irreconcilable. He is made in one
place to assume that the portion was to be raised at the period of vesting, and in another to
state the contrary. It seems difficult to support the latter hypothesis. And see Hall v. Car-
ter, 2 Atk. 354; Backhouse v. Middleton, 1 Ch. Ca. 173, 176.

(I) Green v. Belcher, 1 Atk. 505. See also Allan ». Backhouse, 2 V. & B. 65, stated post,
p. 1424.

. 1- 1

(m) Ivy V. Gilbert, Pre. Ch. 683, 2 P. W. 13; Mills «. Banks, 3 P. W. 1.

(») 1 Vern. 256.

(o) 2 Vern. 311.

receive for his support the net profits of the Phelps, 17 Wend. 393, 402 ; Earl e. Grim, \
land, is a devise of the land itself. Earl v. Johns. Ch. 494.
Rowe, supra. But the rule stated in the text i Delaney ». Van Aulen, 84 N. Y. 16

;

does not apply where the rents and profits Schermerhorne v. Schermerhorne, 6 Johns,
are given only for a limited period. Fox v. Ch 70.

2 See Delaney v. Van Aulen, 84 If. T. 16.
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payment made the case stronger than those in which without that

circumstance, the Court had frequently decreed a sale to raise a sum
of money charged by" the will on the rents and profits.

So, in Stanhope v. Thacker ( p), where by settlement a remainder

was limited to the daughters of the marriage till they should out of

the rents, issues, and profits have raised and received the siim of

3,000^. ; Lord Cowper, after deciding that this remainder was in the

nature of a security for the money, said that, if the ordinary or an-

nual rents and profits of the land would not raise the money in a con-

venient time to answer the intent of the settlement, which was to

provide portions for the daughters, the same might be decreed in a

Court of Equity to be raised by a sale or mortgage thereof, which
were the extraordinary profits of the same lands.

Again, in Trafford v. Ashton {q), the trust of a term limited by a

marriage settlement was declared to be out of the rents and profits to

raise 8,000Z. for the daughters of the marriage, to be paid them as

soon as conveniently could be (without appointing a definite time for

payment) ; and Lord Macclesfield decreed that they should be raised

by sale or mortgage.

And succeeding Judges, looking at the inconvenience of raising a

large sum of money by a gradual accumulation of the annual profits

as they arise, have acquiesced in and acted upon the doctrine of these

early cases. Thus, in Green v. Belcher (r) Lord Hardwicke stated

the rule to be, that, " where money is directed to be Lord Hard-

raised by rents and profits, unless there are other words wicke's dicta.

to restrain the meaning, and to confine them to the receipt of the

rents and profits as they accrue, the Court, in order to obtain the end

which the party intended by raising the money, has, by the liberal

construction of these words, taken them to amount to a

direction to sell ; and, as a devise of the * rents and profits [*1419]

will at law pass the lands (s), the raising by rents and profits

is the same as raising by sale." *

So, in Baines u Dixon {t) the same eminent Judge observes that

"the Court has gone by several gradations. When any particular

time is mentioned within which the estate would not afford the charge,

the Court directed a sale, and then went farther, till a sale was

directed on the words ' rents and profits ' alone, when there was

nothing to exclude or express a sale ; " though he admitted that

there was not one case in ten where it had been agreeable to the tes-

tator's intention. Lord Hardwicke held, however, that, in the case

before him, where legacies were to be paid with all convenience as

ip) Pre. Ch. 435. (?) 1 P. W. 415.

(r) 1 Atk. 505. («) See ante, p. 1417.

(0 1 Ves. 42.

1 Schermerhome ». Schermerhome, 6 Johns. Ch. 70.
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the profits of the estate should advance the money, the word "ad-
vance " limited it to annual profits (m).

The same opinion, too, seems to have been entertained by Lord
Thurlow, who in Countess of Shrewsbury v. Earl of Shrewsbury (x)

Lord Timr- Said : " If a term was created to raise by the rents and
low's and profits, I should Say it might be done by sale or mort-

gage." Lord Eldon, also, in Bootle v. Blundell (y) observed, that he

Lord Eldon'3 li^d understood it to be " a settled rule, that where a
opinion. term is created for the purpose of raising money out of

the rents and profits, if the trusts of the will require that a gross

sum should be raised, the expression 'rents and profits' will not con-

fine the power to the mere annual rents, but the trustees are to raise

Position of i* 0^* o^ t^6 estate itself by sale or mortgage." These
text writers. quotations controvert the position advanced by some re-

spectable writers, that annual rents is the primary meaning of rents

and profits ; they show the rule of construction to be rather

[*1420] the reverse (z), and that * these words are to be taken in their

widest sense, namely, as authorizing a sale, unless restrained

by the context ; but perhaps it more accords with the principle of the

General
authorities to say, that the signification of the phrase

doctrine of tlie is governed wholly by the nature of the purpose for
authorities. which the money is to be raised, and the general tenor
of the will.

If the testator or settlor manifests by the context of the instru-

ment that he contemplates the identical subject, out of whose "rents

Exception ^^^ profits" the money shall have been raised, being
wiiere estate afterwards enjoyed by the devisees, or remaining other-

existfng entire ^'^^ available for the purposes of the will, it is evident
after raising that he intends the current annual income only to be ap-

plied ; for by such means alone can the raising of the

(m) See also Olteden v. Olteden, 1 Atk. 550; Eidont v. Earl of Plymouth, 2 Atk. 104; and
Gibson V. Lord Montfort, 1 Ves. 490.

(x) 1 Ves. Jr. 234, 2 R. E. 101.

(y) 1 Mer. 23.3.

(z) Vide Cox's note to TrafEord v. Ashton, 1 P. W. 418; Raithby's note to Anon., 1 Vem.
104; and Belt's Suppl. to Ves. 221. iVIr. Belt's observation, that Lord Hardwieke, in
Conyngham ». Conyngham, 1 Ves. 522 (more fully stated Suppl. 221), seems to have thought
that his predecessors had gone too far in holding that money to be raised out of rents and
profits might be raised by a sale, is quite at variance with the general tenor of his Lordship's
judgments, which are as much in favor of a sale as those of any of his predecessors, and may
be considered to have established the present doctrine upon the subject. In the particular
case referred to, it is true, he held the charge to effect the annual income onlj' ) but the will
was so clear on this point, that, with all his partiality to the opposite construction, it was
impossible that he could come to any other conclusion. The testator devised his plantation
and lands to trustees and their heirs, in trust for payment of his funeral expenses, debts, and
legacies, and to keep the plantation in good repair, and to keep the negroes, with their in-
crease, and the stock (hereon, in as good a condition as they were at liis death, out of the
rents and profits ; and he directed that the produce of his estate should be from time to time
shipped as C, one of his two trustees, should direct, until his (testator's) funeral charges,
debts, and legacies should be paid; and he gave C. power out of the said produce, as the same
should be remitted, to pay his debts and legacies. And the better to secure such consign-
ments, he directed all who should inherit his plantation to send an account everv year of the
produce thereof. Lord Hardwieke thought himself not warranted to decree a Vale; it hap-
pened, he said, to be sometimes attended with inconvenience, as in Ivy v. Gilbert, 2 P. "VV. 13;
but he could not go further unless there was some other right of incumbrance.
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money be made consistent with the preservation of the entire subject

of disposition (a).

So, if the testator treats the raising of the money as a process

requiring time, and defers a devisee's perception of the rents or an
annuitant's receipt of his annuity out of them until such purpose
shall have been accomplished, the irresistible inference is, that the

testator intends the money to be raised by a gradual appropriation

of the rents and profits as they arise, and not in a mass by sale or

mortgage.

Thus, in Small v. Wing (&), where a testator devised to his eldest

son certain premises held for a short term, and directed him to pay
his executors 250Z. per annum during the term. The
testator devised to his executors the rents, issues, and profits con-

profits of his other lands, in trust that they should there- ^'^^^ *<>

with, and with the annuity, raise and pay all the tes- by the effect

tator's debts ; but if the trustees should neglect to receive °* particular
'

,.1 expressions.
the rents or apply them towards the payment of the tes-

tator's debts, then the power to cease ; and then he appointed A., B.,

and C. to be his trustees to receive the annuity and the profits of the

premises for the payment of his debts, until the same and certain

legacies should be raised and satisfied : and the testator devised all

his lands in M. (subject to an annuity) to testator's wife during her
life, to commence after the payment of the testator's debts.

He gave other lands to his * son John and his heirs, and [*1421]
declared it to be his will, that neither of his sons should

enter on or receive to his own use the rents of the premises to them
respectively devised until all his (the testator's) debts should be
paid, and that until they should be paid his trustees should let and set

the premises for the best rents for raising and paying the debts (c)
;

but that either of his sons might pay off his proportion and there-

upon enter. Lord Macclesfield held that the debts should be raised

out of the yearly rents without a sale ; and the decree was affirmed

in the House of Lords.

Such also is the effect when the testator proceeds to direct that the

residue of the rents and profits (after answering the charge) shall be

paid over to the devisee for life ; especially if he has in- Effect where

eluded annuities in the charge, these being, from their "residue "of

nature, evidently intended to come out of the annual in- profits is

come (d). The latter circumstance, however, was by Lord S'^™-

Hardwicke considered to be inconclusive in Okeden v. Okeden (e),

(a) See Wilson v. Halliley, 1 R. & My. 590.

(6) 5 B. P. C. Toml. 66.

(c) As to the direction to raise by lease, see infra, p. 142.3,

{d) Heneage v. Lord Andoyer, 3 Y. & J. 360, cited by Wood, V.-C, in Forbes v. Richard-
son, 11 Hare, 354. See also Taylor v, Emerson, 2 Con, & Law. 558, where however the
words were " out of the interest, proceeds, or annual rents." And that annuities are charges
on income, see Scholefield v. Redfem, 2 Dr. & Sm. 173,

(e) 1 Atk. 550.
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where the trustee of a term for years was to receive the rents and pro-

fits, and apply part thereof for raising 5,000Z. for A., if he should

live to attain twenty-five, and other part in paying certain charges

;

and though the other charges were clearly of a nature which must
have been intended to come out of the annual profits (being for the

maintenance of A. and his elder brother (the devisee of the land)

until twenty-five (/), and making repairs, and to pay an annuity),

yet his Lordship was strongly inclined that the estate should be

sold for raising the portion, if the rents during the minority of the

devisee did not amount to the sum. The point, however, was not

decided (g).

Where some of the purposes for which the money is to be raised

require a sale, and others do not, there might seem to be ground to

contend, that, as the testator has not drawn any line of distinction

between them in regard to the mode of raising the money, the whole
is raisable in one manner. In Wilson v. Halliley (h), how-

[*1422 ] ever, where debts and legacies were to be raised * out of

rents and profits, Sir J. Leach, M. E., treated it as clear,

that, though a sale might have been effected if necessary

some of the for the purpose of liquidating the debts, the conclusion
prescribed from the whole will (which was very long) was, that the
purposes re-

.

'
, , j^ ., . ,

quire a sale, legacies, though payable at dennite periods, were rais-
and some not.

^^Ae out of the annual rents only. He relied much on

the circumstance that the estates (the rents and profits of which were

made applicable to this purpose) were afterwards devised " subject to

the receipt of the rents and profits thereof by my said trustees and

executors for the purposes aforesaid."

Eeferring to this case. Sir G. Jessel, M. E., said (t), " Sir J. Leach
read the words ' rents and profits ' differently as applied to the debts

and as applied to a gross sum which the testator di-

reqS[red°to^' rected to be raised by way of bounty, meaning that as the
negative sale debts must be paid the testator never could intend that

the creditors were to wait." And this distinction in

regard to debts he thought would be stronger in the case of a modern
will, where the creditors can resort to the real estate as a matter of

right, and that it would be a very strange intention to impute to a
testator that he should by his will intend to delay the creditor, having
no legal right so to do. The context might show that he did so in-

tend; but, considering the absurdity of the intention, the context
must be plain.

In Metcalfe v. Hutchinson (k), the testator directed his debts to be

( f) But in Torre e. Brown, 5 H. L. Ca. 555, where a term was limited to provide 200?.

annually for the maintenance of the testator's children, it was held that the whole interest in
the term was charged.

(o) 1 Atk. 552, n. (3), by Sanders.

(h 1 R. & My. 590

(i) Metcalfe ti. Hutchinson, 1 Ch. D. 591.

(t) 1 Ch. D. 591.
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paid out of the rents and profits of his real and personal estate, and

after the debts were paid that the remainder of the rents g^j^ not^ith.

and profits should be paid for life, with remainder over standing gift

in fee; and it was held by Sir G. Jessel that the words ofrentTand

directing payment of the remainder were not suificient profits."

to exclude the general rule that a direction to pay out of rents and
profits meant prima facie out of the estate. Here " rents and profits

"

necessarily meant the corpus in the gift of the remainder.

To exclude the rule where, subject to a charge of debts or of gross

sums, the estate is devised for life, with remainder over, involves

another improbability, viz. that the testator intended to throw the

whole burden on the tenant for life. This point was glanced at in

Harper v. Munday (l). But aggrandizement of the estate is

not unfrequently the primary object of a testator to * which [*14233

the interests of the immediate devisee are postponed {m).

This is strongly indicated where accumulation of the rents is or-

dered as the mode of raising the debts (re).

Where the direction is to raise out of the rents and profits, or by
sale or mortgage, it is obvious that these words (being evidently

used in contradistinction) cannot mean the same thing
; r, » *

rents and profits, therefore, must import annual rents raise out of

and profits ;
* and if, in such a case, the charges to be ^ofiTs" orTv

raised by these respective modes are of two kinds, one sale or mort-

annual, and the other in gross, the words will be dis-
^*^®'

tributed, the annual charges being raisable out of the annual rents,

and the sums in gross by sale or mortgage (o).

Of course, where the direction is to raise a sum of money by leases

for lives or years at the old rent, the intention to confine the charge

to annual rents is beyond all doubt {p). So where por- Directions to

tions are to be raised by making a lease, which is raise bj- lease,

directed to cease as soon as the portions are raised ; since, if they

were raised by sale or mortgage, the term must continue for the

benefit of the purchaser or mortgagee (q). And in a settlement

which contained a charge in these terms, and another to be effected

(0 7 D. M. & G. 369, 373, 375. See also Lord Londesborough v. Somerville, 19 Beav. 295,

where the charge was of legacies, to be paid within three months.

(m) As, where the testatoi: has no-immediate descendants, and the first takers are collater-

als, Lord Lovat ». Duchess of Leeds, 2 Dr. & Sm. 62: the intention was express, "by rents

and profits, but not by sale or mortgage," and it was held that timber-money was not

(n) See Tewart v. Lawson, L. R„ 18 Eq. 490, 494, But if the debts are in fact paid out of

the corpus, the tenant for life is not bound to recoup the corpus, Re Green, Baldoct v. Green,

(o) Playters t). Abbott, 2 My. & K. 97; see also Ridout v. Earl of Plymouth, 2 Atk. 104,

where debts and legacies wore to be raised " by perception of the rents, or by leasing or

mortgaging." See also Re Marquis of Bute,Marquis of Bute v. Rider, 27 Ch. D. 196, 218.

(») Ivy V Gilbert, 2 P. W. B.3, Pre. Ch. 683. See also Ridout v. Earl of Plymouth, 2

Atk. 104i Mills V. Banks, 3 P, W. 3.

(2) Evelyn o. Evelyn, 2 P. W. 659, 670.

I Delaney v. Van Aulen, 84 N. T. 16.
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by "lease, mortgage, or otherwise," a third clause giving a power to

raise portions by lease (without more) was held to be confined by the

context to annual rents (r).

Provisions for the renewal of leases out of the rents and profits

often give rise to the point under consideration. In such cases, if

the terms of renewal are such that the fine may be called

fines'for'^"^ for suddenly, so as to render the raising of it out of the
renewal of annual rents impossible or inconvenient, a strong argu-

ment is afforded for holding the words to authorize a

sale or mortgage. Indeed, this construction prevailed in a modern

case, in spite of some expressions in the context rather strongly

pointing the other way.

[*1424] * Thus, in Allan v. Backhouse (s), where the testator, after

devising certain leasehold estates held upon bishop's leases

for lives, and all other his real estate, to certain uses, directed the

renewal of the leaseholds, and that the expenses should be raised out

Expenses of ofthe rents and profits of the leasehold premises, or of any
renewed lease part of the freehold estates ; and he declared that the

of rents and renewed leases should be held upon the same trusts as
profits. were declared of the freehold and copyhold estates, to

the end that they might he enjoyed therewith so long as might be ; Sir

T. Plumer, V.-C, held that, as the purpose for which the money was
to be raised out of the rents and profits might require it

suddenly (for the lessor could not be expected to wait

for the gradual payment out of the rents), and as there was nothing

in the will to give to these words the abridged sense of annual rents

and profits, except the purpose to preserve the estate entire (which
his Honor thought warranted the sacrificing of part for the preser-

vation of the remainder), the money might be raised by sale or mort-

gage {t). This decision was afiirmed by Lord Eldon (m).^1

(r) Evelvn », Evelyn, 2 P. W. 659, 670.

(s) 2 V. "& B. 65. See Garmstone v. Gaunt, 1 Coll. 577.

{() This Is a very compressed statement of the grounds of his Honor's judgment, in which
he reviewed the principal authorities.

Ai to the mode of contribution towards renewal-fines by tenant for life and remainderman,
see 6 Byth. & Jarm. Conv. (4th Ed. by Bobbins), 405. In Shaftesbury ». Duke of Marl-
borough, 2 My. & K. Ill, the fact of the testator having made a provision for raising the fine
was allowed an influence upon the question of contribution to which it has not eommonlv
been considered as entitled. See also HudLeston i>. Whelpdale, 9 Hare, 775; Greenwood w.
Evans, 4 Beav. 44; Mortimer ti. Watts, 14 Beav. 616.

(u) Jac. 631.

I See Delaney v. Van Aulen, 84 N. T. 16.
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having made any disposition, it often becomes material uabie to

to consider the order, and sometimes the proportions creditors.

and mode, in which the several subjects of property are applicable to

the liquidation of the debts ; for every description of property is (we

have seen) now constituted assets (a).

* And the same question may arise in regard to pecuniary [*1426]

legacies, where the testator has thrown them upon the land

or some specific fund which would be either not liable or not ex-

clusively liable to them ; for otherwise they are payable

out of but one fund, namely, the general personal

estate (b).

As to legacies.

(a) Vide ante, p. 1388.

(A) Greaves v, Powell, 2 Vern.
550, has long been overruled.

248. The distinction taken in Walker v. Meager, 2 P. W.
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Under a trust for the payment of debts they are paid, not in the

order of their legal priority (c), but according to the rule of a Court of

Creditors Equity, which, regarding " equality as equity," places the
admitted pari creditors of every class on an equal footing (d) ; and

mist's and*"^ this rule is now established to apply, in opposition to
charges. ^q q\^ doctrine, to mere charges by which the descent

is not broken (e), and to devises in trust for the payment of debts,

though made to the same persons as are constituted executors (/).

In all such cases, therefore, specialty and simple contract creditors

always came in pari passu ; and it was held that specialty credi-

tors, claiming the benefit of such a trust or charge, must admit

the simple contract creditors to an equal participation even of the

personal estate {g), as equity will not allow a creditor to share in the

equitable assets, or, in other words, in that portion of the property

which is distributable according to the maxims of a Court of Equity,

without relinquishing his legal priority in regard to that portion of

the property which constitutes legal assets. The practical importance

of these distinctions is, however, greatly reduced by the act 32 & 33

Vict. c. 46, which abolishes the legal priority of specialty over simple

contract creditors ; for it is between these two classes that questions

of priority have generally arisen.

It is clear that a trust to pay, or a charge of, debts, does not
make simple contract debts carry interest (/i), or revive a

[*1427] * debt which has been barred by the statutes of limitation (i)
;

though the contrary of both these propositions has been here-

(c) As to the legal order of paying debts, see Wms. Exors. p. 995, 8th ed.; Ram on
Assets, 1.

(d) But a testator may give priority under such a trust to simple contract creditors, Millar
V. Horton, Coop. 46.

(e) Burt ». Thomas, cit. 7 Ves. 323; Batson ». Lindegreen, 2 B. C. C. 94; Bailey v. Ekins,
7 Ves. 319; Shippard v. Lutwidge, 8 Ves. 26; Barker v. Mav, 9 B. & Cr. 489; overruling
Freemoult «, Dedire, 1 P. W. 430; Plunket v. Penson, 2 Atk. 290.

(/) Newton v. Bennett, 1 B. C. C. 135, and cases cited id. 138, 140, n. ; Chambers r. Har-
vest, Mose. 123. See also Prowse v. Abingdon, 1 Atk. 484; Lewin k. Okeley, 2 Atk. 50;
Clay ». Willis, 1 B. & Cr. 3B4; overruling Girling v. Lee, 1 Vern. 63, and several other early
cases.

(,y) Wride v. Olnrke, 1 Dick. 382; Deg v. Deg, 2 P. W. 412; Haslewood ». Pope, 3 P. W.
323; Morrice ». Bank of England, Caa. t. Talb. 220, 2 B. P. C. Toml. 465, 3 Sw. 573. See
also Sheppard v. Kent, 2 Vern. 435, 1 Eq. Ca. Ab. l42, pi. 6.

(A) Lloyd V. Williams, 2 Atk. 110; Barwell v. Parker, 2 Ves. 363: Earl of Bath v. Earl of
Bradford, id. 587; Shirley v. Earl Ferrers, 1 B. C. C. 41. Whether a charge of another's
debts carries interest on interest-bearing debts depends on the terms of the will. Askew v.

Thompson. 4 K. & J. 620.

(i) See Burke v. Jones, 2 V. & B. 275. Formerly, if the statute had not run at the testa^
tor's death, a charge of a debt on the testator's real estate prevented the debt being barred by
the statute, a charge being a trust to be executed by the devisee or heir, Hargreaves «.

Michell, 6 Mad^ 326; Moore v. Petchell, 22 Beav. 172; secus if the debt was charged on
leaseholds or other personalty, Scott e. Jones, 4 CI. & Fin. 382; Freake v. Cranefeldt. 3 My. &
Cr. 499. But now by the Real Property Limitation Act, 1874 (37 & 38 Vict. e. 57), s. 10, it

is enacted that, "after the commencement of this Act, no action,- suit, or other proceeding
shall be brought to recover any sum of money or legacy charged upon or payable out of any
land or rent, at law or in equity, and secured by an express trust, or to recover anv arrears
of rent or of interest in respect of any sum of money or legacy so charged or payable and so
secured, or any damages in respect of such arrears, except within the time within which the
same would be recoverable if there were not any such trust." See Fearnside v. Flint, 23
Ch. D. 579.
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tofore maintained (k). And in Tait v. Lord Northwick (I), Lord Lough"

borough held that a direction to pay such debts as the Direction to

testator should at the time of his death owe by mortgage pa.v interest

bond or other specialty, or by simple contract or other- debts carrj-ing

wise however, and all interest thereof, was confined, in invest,

respect of the interest, to debts which carried interest.

But it should be observed that property which the testator has not

subjected to debts is not distributable as equitable assets merely be-

cause it is an object of equitable jurisdiction. The true „ . , , .

principle is that whatever the executor will be charged terests not ne-

with as assets in an action at law against him by a cred-
t*^w''bi*'^s

itor, whether it be recoverable by the executor as against ^qui^ble

a third person in a court of law or only in a court of
*^^®'^-

equity, provided he so recover it merely virtute officii as Trust of

executor, is legal assets (n). And therefore the trust of jegai assets,

all chattels, real as well as personal (o), is legal assets,

though recoverable only in equity. Formerly an equity ^uity'of'rf-

of redemption of leaseholds was supposed to be equitable
f®*"?"??

"^

and not legal assets (p): but this apparently rested on

the precarious nature in former times of the mortgagor's interest in

the property (q), and would be otherwise determined now
that * the mortgagor is looked upon as the real owner of [*1428]

mortgaged property, subject only to the security in the

mortgagee (r).

As to freehold lands, we have already seen that these were assets

in the hands of the heir to answer those specialty debts in which the

heir was expressly bound; but no further (s). Freehold
gj^pig t,.ust

lands held upon a simple trust for the debtor, which but of freeholds

for the Statute of Frauds (t) would have been equitable
"ggete br'

assets, were by that statute made liable at law in the Statute of

hands of the heir, executor, or administrator (m), and by ^''^'"^''

subsequent statutes were also made liable at law In the hands of the

(h) Carr v. Countess of Burlington, 1 P. W. 228 ; Blakeway v. Earl, of StrafCord, 2 P. W.
3T3, 6 B. P. C. Toml. 630.

(0 4 Ves. 816.

(n) Cool!; V. Gregson, 3 Drew. 547; Shee v. French, id. 716; Att.-Gen. v. Brunning, 8 H.

L. Ca. 243, where held that purchase-money due to the testator for land contracted to

be sold but not conveyedby him are legal assets. The separate estate of a married woman
was necessarily distributable as equitable assets, since she was incapable of binding herself

by specialty, Anon., Mose. 328. In this case, it was held that a mortgagee had no prefer-

ence, since a feme corerte by law could not make a mortgage. A married woman can now
enter into any contract so as to bind her separate property. See the Married Woman's
Property Act, 1882 (45 & 46 Vict. c. 75) s, 1, (2), (3).

(o) See cases cited by Cox, 3 P. W. 344, n. (2).

(b) Case of Sir C Cox's Creditors, 3 P. W. 342; Hartwell v. Chitters, Amb. 308.

(ff) Not because it was the subject of equitable jurisdiction, for in the same case Sir J.

Jek3'll said that the trust of a bond or of a terra was legal assets, 3 P. W. 342.

(r) Cook V. Gregson, 3 Drew, 547.

(«) Ante, p. 1387.

(0 29 Car. 2, c. 3, ss. 10, 12.
, „M Plunket V. Penson, 2 Atk. 293; King v. Ballett, 2 Vern. 248.
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devisee (a;), for payment of the specialty debts of the cestui que trust

which bound his heirs. But the case was otherwise where there was

-butuot an
^° clfear and simple trust (y) : thus an equity of redemp-

«quity of re- tion of freeholds was equitable assets («). Here the
demption.

qreditor was compelled to come into equity for relief,

and was therefore obliged to submit to the rule of that Court with

regard to assets.

But by stat. 3 & 4 Will. 4, c. 104 (a), an equity of redemption of

freehold (5) or copyhold (c) land was made liable to specialty and

Contra since
simple contract debts in the same order as legal assets.

3 & 4 Will. 4, The statute does not, however, say that land shall b&
" legal assets ; and, consequently, it has been held that the

executor has no right of retainer against land (d).

In Sharpe v. Earl of Scarborough (e) judgment creditors were held

Judgment entitled to have their debts paid out of the produce of
creditors have the sale of mortgaged estates in priority to the claims

deem, and^*' of other creditors by bond and simple contract ; but this
therefore y^^g qjj f^}^Q ground that the judgment creditors had a

though assets right to redeem and not on account of the nature of the
equitable.

assets ; aud since a judgment upon which execution has

been issued now operates as a charge on every interest (/)
[*1429] ,in land, creditors having such judgments are * entitled

to payment out of such interest in priority to all other

creditors.

It may be further premised that the order in which the several

funds liable to debts are to be applied, regulates the administration of

Right of the the assets only among the testator's own representatives,
creditor to devisees, and legatees, and does not affect the right of the
take property t, ., ^ , , ,, ,. .

out of its creditors themselves to resort in the first instance to
proper order.

a,ll or any of the funds to which their claim extendsr

though, as we shall presently see, equity takes effectual steps to pre-

vent the established order of application from being eventually de-

ranged by the capricious exercise of this right.

The apportionment between the several species of property of the
liability to a charge imposed on them by the testator operates only

(a) 3 & 4 Will. & M. c. 14, and 11 Geo. 4 & 1 Will. 4, c. 47; Coope v. Cresswell, L. E., 2
Ch. 112.

'

(y) See Sugd. V. & P. 654, 657. 11th Ed.
(z) Pluiiket V. Penson, 2 Atk. 394; Plucknett v. Kirk, 1 Vern. 411; SoUev v. Gower. 2

Vern. 61; Clav v. Willis; 1 B. & Cr. 374.
i y^

rn. ,

(a) Ante, p. 1388.

(6) Foster v. Handley, 1 Sim. N. S. 200, better reported 15 Jur. 73; Lovegrove v. Cooper,
2 Sm. & Gif . 271. In the latter case it is not directly stated, but would appear from the third
paragraph, p. 271, that the real estate was mortgaged; the grounds of the decision could not
have been applied to the moneys arising from the sale of this real estate, see ante, p. 1426,
note (/).

(c) Burrell i). Smith, L. K., a itq. 443.

(d) Walters v. Walters, 18 Ch. D. 182,

(e) 4 Ves. 538.

(/) See 27 & 28 Vict. c. 112.
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as between tlie respective devisees of the properties Apportion-

charged, and does not affect the person entitled to the
"J^"'

°^

charge ; thus if real and personal property are blended not affect per-

and charged with a legacy, and by codicil the real prop-
^har^"""***

'"

erty is given freed from the charge, the personalty re-

mains subject to the whole charge (g).

It should also be stated that real or personal property
Effect of

over which the testator has a general power of appoint- exercising

ment only (and in which he takes no transmissible inter- appointment,

est in default of appointment), is assets for the payment
of creditors (A), provided the power be exercised (i), but not

otherwise (k) ; except in the case * of judgment creditors [*1430]

since the act 1 & 2 Vict. c. 110 (Z), who have issued execu-

tion upon their judgments (m) whereby lands over which the debtor

has a disposing power, which he might without the assent of any
other person exercise for his own benefit, are bound in favor of

such creditors, whether the power be exercised or not : and, it will be

remembered that, in wills made or republished since 1837, every

general or residuary devise or bequest operates as a testamentary

appointment, unless a contrary intention appear.

II.— Order of Application of Several Species of Prop-

erty. — The order of the application of the several funds which funds

liable to the payment of debts, then, is as follows :
'— ^°^^ applied.

(g) Tatlock e. Jenkins, Kay, 654, where Wood, V.-C, said, " Suppose there had been a
devastavit, could not the person niterested in the charge raise the whole charge out of the
realty?" As to the effect of a devastavit where debts are charged on the real estate, "if
the personal estate should be insufficient," see Richardson v. Morton, L. R., 13 Eq. ]23, and
cases cit. id. 125. If a creditor neglects to claim against the personalty (upon a statutory
advertisement), which is then distributed, lie cannot go on the realty uiider such a charge,
Trousdale v. Hayes, W. N., 1883, p. 13. Where a legacy is charged on realty, and the

estate proves insufficient, the legatee is not entitled to back rents received by the devisee of

the realty. Garfift v. Allen, 37 Ch. D. 48 ; cf. Re Hyatt, W. N ., 1888, p. 89.

(A) Including simple contract creditors, under stat. 3 & 4 Will. 4, c. 104. Fleming v.

Buchanan, 3 D. M. & G. 976.

(i) La=celles v. Lord Cornwallis. 2 Vern. 465, Pre. Ch. 232; Troughton v. Troughton, 3

Atk. 656; Lord Townsend v. Windham, 2 Ves. 8; Jenney i'. Andrews, 6 Mad. 264; Fleming
». Buchanan, 3 D. M. & G- 976; Williams v. Lomas, 16 Beav. 1. And before the Married
Women's Property Act, 1882. it wa» held that property which f. c. had general power to

appoint by deed or will (London Chartered Bank of Australia v. Lempriere, L. R., 4 P. C.

572; Maydj). Field, 3 Ch. D. 587. See also Grifiifhs-Boscawen v. Scott, 26 Ch. D. 358), or

by will onlv (Re Harvev's Estate, Godfrev v. Harden, 13 Ch. D. 216; Hodges v. Hodges, 20
Ch. D. 749; but see per Cotton, L. J., Pike v. Fitzgibbon, 17 Ch. D, 466, and per Kay, J.,

Re Roper, Roper v. Doncaster, 39 Ch.^D. 482, 488), was assets to answer her "general engage-
ments " to the same ex'ent as her separate property. By the Married Women's Property Act,

1882 (45 & 46 Vict. c. 75), s. 4, it is enacted that " the execution of a general power by will

by a married woman shall have the effect of making the property appointed liable for her

debts and other liabilities in the same manner as her separate estate is made liable under this

act." This section does not apply to contracts made before the commencement of the act, Re
Eoper, Roper ». Doncaster, supra.

(k) Holmes i'. Coghill, 7 Tes. 499, 12 VeS. 206.

(I) Sects. 11. 13.

(m) 27 & 28 Vict. c. 112.

1 1 Story, Eq. §§ 558-577. According to estate, as in England, is first to be exhausted
the general rule in this country, personal in the discharge of the debts, even to the
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1. The general personal estate (w) not expressly or by implication

exempted (o).

(») Sir Peter Soames' case, cit. 1 P. W. 694; Lord Gray v. Lady Gray, 1 Ch. Gas. 296;
White V. White, 2 Vera. 43; Johnson v. Milksop, id. 112; Evelvn v. Evelyn, 2 P W. 664.
See also Milnes v. Slater, 8 Ves. 304.

(o) See post, s. vi. of this Ch.

payment of debts with which the real estate

is charged by mortgage. McCampbell v.

McCampbell, 5 Litt. 95; Hanna's Appeal, 31

Penn. St. 53, Wyse v. Sniltli, 4 Gill & J.

295; McDowell v. Lawless, 6 T. B. Mon. 141,

Haleyburton v. Kershaw, 3 Desaus. 105, 115

,

Dunfap V. Dnnlap, 4 Uesaus. 305, 329, Stuart

V. Carson, 1 Desaus. 500, 513 ; Garnet v.

Macon, 6 Call, 608 ; «. c. 2 Brock. 185
;

Rogers v. Rogers, 1 Paige, 188 ; Livingston

V. fjivingston, 3 Johns. Ch. 148, 153; Hove
V. Urewer, 3 Gill & J. 153; Stevens v. Gregg,
10 Gill & J. 143 ; Tessier v. Wvse, 3 Bland,

.185, Lewis v. Thornton, 6 Munf. 87 , Hawley
V. James, 5 Paige, 318, Mackay v. Green,
3 Johns. Ch. 66; Livingston v. Newkirk, 3

Johns. Ch. 312, Stroud v. Burnett, 3 Dana,
394 ; Schermerhorn v. Barhydt, 9 Paige,

29, 49 , Chase v. Lockerman, 11 Gill & J.

185; Seaver v. Lewis, 14 Mass. 83, Adams y.

Brackett, 5 Met. 280, Plimpton v. Fuller, 11

Allen, 139, Hewes v Dehou, 3 Gray, 205;
Hanson v. Hanson, 70 Maine, 508; 4 Kent,

420, 421 But this rule applies only in the

absence of a different provision in the will.

The English common-law rule which ex-
empted real estate from liability for the sim-

ple contract debts of the ancestor or testator,

and even for specialty debts except as to heirs

expresily named, probably prevails nowhere
in tiie United States.

On failure of personal assets, real estate in

the hands of heirs and devisees is everywhere
liable for the debts of the ancestor or testator.

This has been made so by statute iii many
states (4 Kent, 420-422), but it is probably
equally true without the aid of statute. The
order of marshalling, so far as it has not been
otherwise regulated by statute, is, it is ap-
prehended, substantially the same in this

country as in England. 4 Kent, 421. See
Schermerhorn v. Barhydt, 9 Paige, 29 ; Chase
V. Lockerman, 11 Gill & J. 185; Livingston
V. Newkirk, 3 Johns. Ch. 319; Livingston v.

Livingston, id. 153; Adams v, Brackett, 5
Met. 280 ; McCampbell v. McCampbell, 5 Lit.

95; McDowell D. Lawless, 6 TB. Mon. 141;
Haleyburton v. Kershaw, 3 Desaus. 105. But
perhaps a different rule may prevail as to

contribution (see rule 6 of the text) between
specific devises and legacies in favor of lega-

cies in case of deficiency of other funds, when
the legacies are not charged upon the specific

gifts.' Hayes v. Seaver, 7 Greenl. 237. See
Hnbbell ». Hubbell, 9 Pick 561; Hume t>.

Wood, 8 Pick 478. It is clear that, in the

absence of statute or of authority m the will,

lands specifically devised cannot be sold for

the purpose of paying even specific legacies

not charged thereon. Hubbell v. Hubbell,

supra; Kitchell «. Young, 46 N. J. Eq. 506;

ante, p. 1415.

The English common-law rule that, in mar-
shalling for the payment of debts, specific
devises were considered as intended to be
preferred over specific legacies, was based
upon the ground that in England land was
not regarded as general assets for the pay-
ment of debts. The rule never ajiplied to
specialty debts, because land might be lia-

ble for them ; and hence as tu these, devises
and specific legacies contributed ratably. So,
too, in those states in which no distinction

exists between simple contract debts and
debts by specialty, no preference of specific

devises ovar specific legacies is made; both
abate alike. Brant v. Brant, 40 Mo. 266.
See Grim's Appeal, 89 Penn. St. 333; Loo-
mls's Appeal, 10 Barr, 387, Teas's Appeal,
23 Penn. St. 223; Armstrong's Appeal, 63
Penn. St. 312, Knecht's Appeal, 71 Penn. St.

333; Snyder's Appeal, 75 Penn. St. 191. As
between the different kinds of legacies, the
general rule is that residuary legacies are to

be taken, in the first instance, for the pay-
ment of debts; then general or pecuniary
legacies ; then specific legacies. Alsop v.

Bowers, 76 N. Car. 168.

Again, other considerations besides the na-
ture of the bounty may, in the absence of
direction in the will, help to determine the
mode of abatement; such as the claims of a
particular devisee or legatee upon the testa-

tor. Thus, when, either legacies or devises
must fail to some extent, the courts in most
of the states will consider the situation of the
several beneficiaries, and will accord a prefer-
ence to those who are not pure beneficiaries,
but who, in consideration of the bounty, are
to relinquish, or have relinquished, some im-
portant right. Security Co. ». Bryant, 52
Conn. 311, Moore v. Alden, 80 Maine, 301;
Duncan v. Franklin, 43 N. J. Eq. 143; Har-
per's Appeal, 111 Penn. St. 243. See Steele
V. Steele, 64 Ala. 438. Such legatees or dev-
isees are treated as purchasers, and if there
must be an abatement of the legacies, they
are not, even if their legacies be general, com-
pelled to submit to such abatement until the
general legacies of those who are pure bene-
ficiaries are exhausted. Id. An example is

found in the case of a legacy to the testator's
widow in lieu of dower; which In case of
deficiency is preferred over a gift to a child
of the testator. Security Co. v. Bryant,
supra (citing Lord v. Lord, 23 Conn. 327);
Additon V. Smith, 83 Maine, 551; Moore v.

Alden, 80 Maine, 301 ; Borden v. Jenks,
140 Mass. 562 ; Farnum v. Bascom '122

Mass. 282 ; Pollard v. Pollard, 1 Allen,
490; Towie v. Swasey, 106 JNIass. 100; In re
Gotzian, 34 Minn. 159 (citing Lord v. Lord,
23 Conn. 327, 338; Williamson v. Williamson,
6 Paige, 298, 305; Warren B. Morns, 4 Del.
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2. Lands expressly devised to pay debts, whetlier the inheritance,

or a term carved out^of it, be so limited (^).
3. Estates which descend to the heir {q), whether acquired before

or after the making of the will (r).

4. General pecuniary legacies pro rata (s).^

(p) Anon., 2 Vent. 319; Bateman v. Bateman, 1 Atk. 421; Lanov v. Duke of Athol, 2
Atk. 444 i Powis v. Corbet, 3 Atk. 556, 3 Ves. 116, n. ; Ellison v. Aivey, 2 Ves. 569 ;

Tweedale v. Coventry, 1 B. C. C. 240; Coxe v. Bassett, 3 Ves. 156; Phillips r. Parrv, 22
Beav. 279.

(?) Chapliu i;. Chaplin, 3 P. W. 368; Gallon v. Hancock, 2 Atk. 424 ef seq.; Sainton v.

Ward, 2 Atk. bv Sanders, 172, n. (2), Manning v. Spooner, 3 Ves. 117, 3 R. K. 67 • Barne-
wall V. Lord Cawdor, 3 Mad. 453.

()) See Milnes v. Slater, 8 Ves. 295.
(s) Clifton V. Burt, 1 P. W. 680. In the former editions the funds here numbered four

and five, respectively, were transposed. But Kaj-, J., in Re Bate, Bate v. Bate, 43 Ch. D.
600, has held that all personal estate not speciticall}' bequeathed, not excepting general
pecuniary legacies, must be applied in payment of debts, &c., before resorting to real estate
though charged with debts. The devisee of lands which the testator had contracted to pur-
chase, and which he directed his executors to pay for, was in Headley v. Readhead, Coop. 50,

Ch. 289). See Steele v Steele, 64 Ala. 438.

But see In re Brant, 40 Mo. 266 j Chambers v.

Davis, 15 B. Mon. 522. Nor is the rule dif-

ferent when all the legacies are specitic, at
least if the gift to the widow be specitio. In-
deed, even where, when the will was made,
the person was not entitled to dower (the will

being ante-uupti.d), if the will was made in

contemplation of marriage, the donee will be
treated as a purchaser, being entitled to

dower when the will becomes operative.
Farnum u. Bascom, supra; Towle v. Swasey,
supra. Nor will the fact that the widow has
property i>f her own affect her rights, as it

seems. Compare Conant v. Stratton, 107
Mass. 474. See also, as to gifts lo the widow/
Pierrepont v. Edwards, 2.5 N. Y. 128. So,
too, a legacy given to the testator's widow,
to be paid to her belbre the proceeds of his

property are invested, will not abate in favor

of legacies not payable till two years after

the death of the widow. Dev v. Dev, 19

N. J. Eq. 137.

And it may he stated in broader terms that

the circumstance of near relationship or of

dependence, though not alone sufKcient, may
be regarded as affording some reason for al-

lowing priority when the language of the will

fairly permits. Lewin v. Lewin, 2 Ves. Sen.

415; Richardson v. Hall, 127 Mass. 64, 66;

s. c. 124 Mass. 23.3; Towle v. Swasev, 106

Mass. 100 ; In re Chauncey, 119 N. "Y. 77

(legacies for support of wife and children

do not abate with general legacies), Bliven

V, Seymour, 88 N. Y. 469. How far, between
persons of the same relation to the testator,

will the fact, e. ff., that one is an only son of

the testator, bearing the testator's name, and
that his daughters are married, have the effect

to suggest a preference of the son, qusere ? See
King ». Gridley, 46 Conn 555, where such

fact was deemed of significance in determin-

ing the destination of the testator's homestead,
not clearly disposed of by the will. Quasre

also how far the assumption can be considered

(when nothing opposed to it appears), that

the first taker is the favorite of the testator ?

Grim's Appeal, 89 Penn St. 333; McFar-
land's Appeal, 37 Penn. St. 300 ; Wilson v.

McKeehan, 53 Penn. St. 79.

Such circumstance could not alone, it is

apprehended, suffice to give priority to one
of several similarh- related donees; for in a
contest between legatees as to priority upon
a deficiency, it is considered that the burdi n
lies on the part}- seeking priority to show that
it was intended by the testator that he should
have priority, and that the proof of this should
be clear and conclusive. Duncan v. Franklin,
43 N. J. Eq. 143 (citing Titus v. Titus, 11
C. E. Green, 111, 117; Shepherd v. Guernsey,
7 Paige, 367). In the absence of evidence to
the contrary, the testator must be deemed to
have considered his estate sufficient to paj' all

legacies. Additon ». Smith, 83 Maine, 551

;

Richardson u.Hall, 128 Mass. 64, 66. See
Pennsylvania Ins. Co.'s Appeal, 109 Penn.
St. 479. The latter case was deemed not to
come within the rule, by reason of the fact
that the will indicated an apprehension on
the part of the testator that there might be
a deficiency. It lollows from this, and also

from the maxim that equality is equitj-, that
when distribution is to be made among two
or more, without any indication of the pro-
portions in which they are to take, they will

take equallv. Lewis's Appeal, 89 Penn. St.

509. See Salisbury v. Denton, 3 Kay & J, 529.
' In order to overcome the presumption

that the testator intended that general lega-
cies should abate ratably, in case of deficiency,

there must be something more than ambigu-
ous indications; the intention must clearly

appear. Titus v. Titus, 26 N. J. Eq. Ill;
Shepherd v. Guernsey, 9 Paige, 367. Neither
relationship nor a provision against lapse,

nor a direction that all the legacies shall be
paid- "in the order in which they are stated

in the will, and out of the first moneys that
shall come into the executor's hands," where
the testator contemplated that there would be
a residue after payment of ail legacies in full,

will be sufficient to overturn the presumption.
Titus V. Titus, supra.
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5. Eeal or personal property devised or bequeathed, either to the

heir or a stranger, charged with debts, and disposed of, subject to such

charge (t),

[*1431] * 6. Specific legacies (u) ^ and real estate devised, whether
in terms specific or residuary (x), are liable to contribute pro

rata (y).

treated as a pecuniar)- legatee in respect of the purchase-money, and therefore, the estate not
being sufficient to pay the legacies and complete the contract, "the legatees and devisee were
held to contribute ratably. And see Heme v. Meyrick, 2 Salk. 416, 1 P. W. 201 ; Collins v.

Lewis, L. R., 8 Eq. 708; Dugdale v. Dugdale, L. E.. 14 Eq. 234; Tomkins v. Colthurst, 1
Ch. D. 626; Farquharson v. Floyer, 3 Ch. D. 109. Residuary' devisees are not liable to con-
tribute, the decision of Lord Chelmsford that they are so liable is a mere mistake.

(i) Wride v. Clarke, 2 B. C. C. 261, n.; Davies ». Topp, id. 259, n.; Donne v. Lewis, id.

257; Manning v. Spooner, 3 Ves. 117, 3 E. E. 67; Harmood v. Oglander, 8 Ves. 124;
Milaes v. Slater, id. 306 ; Watson v. Brickwood, 9 Ves. 447 ; Irwin v. Ironmonger, 2 li. &
My. 531.

\u) As to what legacies are pecuniary or genel-al, and what specific, see 1 P. W. 539; 2
P. W. .328; Amb. 566 (but see 2-B. C. C. Ill): 2 B. C. C. 18; 2 Ves. Jr. 639; 4 Ves. 150,

555, 568; 5 Ves. 199, 461; 11 Ves. 607: 15 Ves. 384 ; 1 Mer. 178; 5 Sim. 530; 1 De G. & J.

438; L. R., 20 Eq. 312; 6 Ch. D. 603; 7 Ch. D. 339; 8 App. Ca. 812; 40 Ch. D. 610; 61
L. T. 497.

(x) Hensman v. Fryer, L. E., 3 Ch. 420; Lancefield i). Iggulden, L. R.. 10 Ch. 136. Under
the old law every devise, however general in terms, was virtually specific, Forrester v. Lord
Leigh, Amb. 173; Scott v. Scott, 1 Ed. 459: Keeling v. Brown, oVes. 359; Milnes v. Slater,

8 id. 303, overruling Gower v. Mead, Pre. Ch. 3. And see particularly Mirebouse v. Scaife,

2 My. & Cr. 695, where Lord Cotteuham took a general view of the authorities for the prop-
osition that pecuniary legatees are not entitled to have the assets marshalled as against a resid-

uar}'' devisee of lands, the principle applicable to specific and residuary devises being identical.

The ground for this doctrine was, that, as the testator could dispose only of the lands actu-

ally belonging to him when he made hi^will, any devise therein, however general in terms,
amounted in reality to nothing but a gift of the lands he then had. Thus, if a testator hav-
ing lands called Bfackacre and Whiteacre, before the year 1838, devised Blackacre to A. and
the residue of his real estate to B., the devise to B., though residuary in expression, was in

(y) Long V. Short, 1 P. W. 403, 2 Vern. 756; I'ombs v. Roch, 2 Coll. 490; Gervis v. Gervis,
14 Sim. 665 (where Sir L. Shadwell overruled his own previous decision in Cornewall v.

Cornewall, 12 Sim. 298); Young «. Hassard, 1 Jo. & Lat. 472; Jackson v. Hamilton, 3 Jo. 5f
Lat.| 711 ; compare Bateman v. Hotchkin, 10 Beav. 426 ; and see Fielding v. Preston, 1 De G.
& J. 438. Specialty and simple contract creditors being now on an equal footing, the specific

legatee has, it Would seem, as good a right to compel the devisees to contribute towards pay-
ment of the latter as (according to the cases here cited) he had with regard to the former.

1 What legacies are specific, general, or getels. Mann, 63 N. H. 472; Ha^^ese. Hayes,
demonsitrative, see anmng recent authorities, 45 N. J. Ei^. 461 (gift of a particular debt is

Maybury v. Gradv, 67 Ala. 147; Hutchinson specific, citmg WyckofE v. Perrine, 37 N. J.
V. Fuller, 75 Ga.'88; Morton v. Murrell, 68 Eq. 118); Tichenor v. Tichenor, 41 N. J. Eq.
Ga. 141 (gift of money payable out of a ape- 39; Langstroth v. Golding, 41 N. J. Eq. 49;
cified fund is general, b_v statute); Roquet e. Glass v. Dunn, 17 Ohio St. 413; Sponsler's Ap-
Eldrid«;e, 118 Ind. 147; Addington v. Smith, peal, 107 Penn St. 95 (" fifteen shares of 2d
83 Maine, 551; England v. Prince George preferred C. V. R. E. .stock" is general);
Parish, 53 Md. 466; Harvard Unitarian Soc. Cone's Appeal, 103 Penn. St. 571 (gift of all

1). Tufts, 151 Mass. 76 I "To the trustees of one's personal estate is general, citmg Walk-
. the Unitarian Society of Harvard ten shares er's Estate, 3 Eawle, 229 ; secns, "all m

v

of stock of the Worcester and Nashua Rail- household furniture and personal property,''
road Co.," held specific); Hiadford ». Brin- citing McGIaughlin ». McGlaughlin, 24 Penn.
ley, 145Mass. 81, Tomliiison ». Bury, id. 346 St. 20); Bowen v, Dorrance, 12 E.I. 269;
(' all the mill stock and bank stocli remain- McFadden v. Hefley, 28; S. C. 317 ("all the
iiig in my name," &c., held specific); Stevens horses, mules, cows, hogs, wagon, farming
B."i;'isher, 144 Mass. 114; Boston Safe Deposit implements," &c., is specific); Witherspoon
Co. V. Plum, 142 Mass. 2.')7; Smith v. Fel- v. Watts, 18 S. C. 396; Martin ». Osborne, 8.5

lows, 131 Mass. 20; Metcalf v. Framingham Tenn. 420; Hood v. Haden, 82 Va. 588
PaVish, 128 Mass. 370; Johnson v. Goss, id. ("$5,000 of my Virginia registered Slate
433 (" the liank stock I hold in the First Na- bonds " is specific); Morriss v. Garland, 78
tional Bank of Clinton " is speciflo, citing Va. 216.

Towie V. Swasey, 106 Mass. 100); Le Ecu-
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7. Eeal and personal property over which the testator has

a * general power of appointment, and which he has ap- [*1432]

pointed by his will («).

In fixing these several gradations of liability, the great struggle for

a long period was to determine whether the descended assets were

applicable l)efore or after devised lands which the testa-
p^j^^ ^^ ^^

tor had simply charged with (not particularly selected descended

and appropriated for the payment of) his debts (i. e., be-
*'^'''^-

tween the third and fourth classes in the preceding series), and the

question was finally settled in favor of the prior liability of the heir

(though with disapprobation of the rule), by Lord Thurlow iu Donne
V. Lewis («), and by Lord Alvanley in Manning v. Spooner {h). And
in Harmood v. Oglander (c), Lord Eldon recognizes the distinction be-

tween a mere charge of debts and a devise directing the mode in which

the debts are to be paid, which he characterizes as "thin," but con-

siders as too firmly established by authority to be disturbed. A de-

vise to the heir, though inoperative according to the old law {d) to

break the descent, was held to demonstrate an intention to place, and

to have the effect of placing, the heir on an equal footing with the

devisees, properly so called, in this respect (e).

The order iu which the descended estates are liable, is not gener-

ally varied in favor of the heir by their being included with the de^

point of fact a mere devise ofWhiteacre, and was so regarded for all purposes. Therefore, if

in sucii a case the testator owed specialty debts, which were to be satisfied out of his real es-

tate, Whiteacre, the property of 13., was not first applicable (as would be the case if the re-

spective sulyects of disposition were personal estate), but A. an* B. stood upon an equal

footing, both estates being applied pro rata.

The ground of the doctrine does not apply to wills which are subject to the present law; as

a general or residuary devise is, by 1 Vict. c. 26, made to extend to all the real estate belong-

ing to a testator at tte time of his decease, thereby abolishing all distinction between real

and personal estate in this particular : and analogy might seem to require the adoption of a
uniform rule in regard to real and personal estate; and it was so decided by Kindersley,V.-C.,

who held that tlie order of liability was (1) real estate devised as residue", (2) pecuniary lega-

cies, (3) real estate specifically devised, Hensman v. Fryer, L. k., 2 Eq, 627, and cases there

cited. Similar decisions, so far as concerned the two sorts of realty, were made bv Eomillv,

M. K., Rotheram v. Kotheram, 26 Beav. 466; Bethell v. Green, 34 Beav. 202. But the old

rule had obtained so firm a footing that the struggle anticipated in the first editicm of this

work ensued. Stuart, V.-C, held that the old rule depended on the essentially specific char-

acter of a devise of real estate, and that the act had made no difference, Pearniain v. Twiss,

2 Gif. 130 ; Clark v. Clark, 34 L. J. Oh. 477, and other cases ; and this view was adopted by
Lord Chelmsford, L. C, who reversed the decision of Kindersley, V.-C, in Hensnien v. Fryer,

L. d. 3 Ch. 420. The point was again contested as between specific and residuary devisees

in l.a'ncefield v. Iggulden, L. R , 17 Eq. 656, 10 Ch. 136, where Bacon, V.-C, held that

specificallv devised realty was not liable until residuary realty had proved insufiicient ; but

this was reversed by Lord Cairns, L. C, and James, L. J., and it is now settled that the old

rule remains unchanged. It is remarkable, however, that to arrive at this conclusion Lord
Cairns inverted the account usually given of the rule, and said that the nori-devisability of

after-acqujred real estate was the result of treating a residuary devise as specific.

(z) Fleming v. Buchanan, 3 D. M. & 6. 976; Hawthorn «. Shedden, 3 Sm. & Gif. 306.

See also Troughton v. Troughton, 3 Atk. 660, 661 ; Bainton v. Ward, 2 Atk. 172, n., by
Sanders.

(n) 2 B. C. C. 257.

(A) 3 Ves. 114, 3 R. R. 67.

(c) 8 Ves. 126. „ , ,

(d) But now see stat. 3 & 4 Wills. 4, c. 106, s. 3! ante. Vol. 1,, p. 74.

(e) Biederman v. Seymour, 3 Beav. 368. And since 3 & 4 Will. 4, c. 106, see Strickland

». Strickland, 10 Sim. 374.
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Land descend- vised estates in the charge of debts (/), nor by the
ing subject to circumstance that they come to the heir by lapse, and
charge or

^
^ j r ^

trust to pay. not as simply undisposed of
(ff),

nor by both of these

circumstances together (A). And where the real estate

is expressly devised to pay debts, and subject thereto, part is devised

beneficially and part not, the order is not varied against the heir so as

to charge the descended part before the devised part, but both parts

are liable pari passu (i).

But if, subject to a previous trust to pay, or charge of, debts (for

...
J

here the form of charge is immaterial) the real and per-

undivided sonal estate is given to several as tenants in common,
°''*'^°"

and one share lapses; the lapsed share is liable pari

[*1433] passu with the shares * effectually devised. Thus in Fisher

V. Pisher (A), where a testator devised his freehold estates

amongst his seven children, and empowered his executors, notwith-

standing the preceding devises, to sell so much of the freehold estates

as should be necessary for payment of his debts, funeral and testa-

mentary expenses, and directed the money so raised to be applied in

payment of such debts, &c., accordingly, and that the surplus money
should go according to the preceding devise of the freehold estates.

The testator then gave his leaseholds amongst his seven children, and
bequeathed his personal estate (except leaseholds) to his daughter E.,

exonerated from his debts, &c., and charged his freeholds as the pri-

ma.Ty fund, and his leaseholds as the second fund, for payment of his

debts, &c. One share of the freeholds and leaseholds lapsed by the

death of a child ; and it was held by Lord Langdale that the testator

had appropriated first his freeholds, and secondly his leaseholds, as

the special fund for payment of his debts, that the interest which the

deceased child would have taken if he had lived was a share of so

much only as remained after deducting debts, and therefore that his

share of so much only lapsed. In other words, the lapsed share was
liable pari passu with the shares well devised.

So, in Wood v. Ordish (I), where a testator by will dated in 1832
devised all his real and personal estate subject to the payment of his

In what order debts to One for life, with remainder to three persons as

'"t
'
d^. '"'^d

tena-nts in common, and afterwards purchased other lands

ing to the heir which were of course unaffected by the will : one of the
contribute. shares in remainder lapsed, and it was held by Sir J.

Stuart, V.-C, that the simply descended lands must first be exhausted,

and that the lapsed share of the devised estate was then applicable

for payment of debts pari passu with the other shares ; observing

(/) Williams v. Chitty, 3 Ves. 545, 3 R. E. 71^ Barber v. Wood, 4 f!h. D. 885.
(a) Williams v. Chitty, su]

... -

(A) Williams v. Chittj-, sup.

il) 3 Sm. & Gif. 125.

(a) Williams v. Chitty, sup.; per Kindersley, V -C, Dady v. Hartridge, 1 Dr. & Sm. 241.
(A) Williams v. Chittj-, sup.

(i) Stead v. Hardaker, L. K., 15 Eq. 175.

(k) 2 Kee. 610.
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that if the descended estates were su£B.cieiit, the life estate and the

remainder in the entirety, including the lapsed share, would be freed

;

but that if the descended estates were not sufficient, then a part

of the devised estates must be taken before any enjoyment could

be had of the life estate, because the charge was upon the entirety

of the fee simple. For the same reason none of the rights in

remainder, whether by lapse or by the devise, could accrue till the
charge of debts was provided for ; the share of the- heir was thus,

as to the liability to the charge, on the same footing as the other

shares.

* These two cases were treated by Sir W. P. Wood without [*1434]
any distinction as laying down the principle that, as between
the heir-at-law, the next of kin, and the residuary devisees and lega-

tees, a lapsed share of real and personal estate ought to be applied in

the same order as if the legatee had survived ; and they were followed
by hi;n accordingly (m).

y

III. — Contribution to Charges and particularly when thrown on
a Mixed Fund. — Where several distinct properties, subject to a
common charge, are disposed of among several persons,

prin^jpig „f
recourse is had, by an obvious rule of justice; to the contribution,

principle of contribution. Thus, if the testator, after
'*''^° "PP''^"^-

subjecting his real estate to the payment of his debts or legacies, de-

vise Blackacre to A. and Whiteacre (n), or the residue of his real

estate (o), to B., and these estates in the administration of the assets

become applicable, the charge will be thrown upon the devisees in

proportion to the value of their respective portions of the property.

And, by parity of reason, where several estates, subject to a common
charge, devolve by descent upon different persons (which happens
where they descended to the last owner from opposite lines of an-

cestry, and his own paternal and maternal heirs are different persons,

or they are held by several tenures, involving different courses of

descent), the same principle of contribution obtains (p).

(m) Peacock v. Peacock, 34 L. J. Ch. 315. See also Eyves v. Ej-ves, L. E., 11 Eq. 539;
The rule had long before been established with regard to residue of personal estate, see Eyre
V. Marsden, 4 My. & C. 231; Trethewy v. Helyar, 4 Ch. D. 53. It does not appear what, if

any, weight was attributed to the personalty being given with the realty in laying down the
rule as to the realty. As to the liability to costs of an administration action of real estate,

which had devolved on the heir by reason of forfeiture under the provisions of a will, see
Hurst V. Hurst, 28 Ch. D. 159.

(n) See Heveningham v. Heveningham, 2 Vern. 355, 1 Eq. Ca. Ab. 117; Grnwcock v.

Smith, 2 Cox, 397; Carter i). Barnardiston, 1 P. W. 504; Johnson v. Child, 4 Hare, 87.

See also 3 P. W. 98.

(o) Gibbins v. Eyden, L. E., 7 Eq. 371.

\p) See Lord Eldon's judgment in Aldrich «. Cooper, 8 Ves. 390. See this case and
Leonino v. Leonino, 10 Ch. D. 460, as to the question whether a mortgage equally affects both
subjects comprised in it, or the one was to be first applied. See also Ee Athill, Athill v.

Athill, 16 Ch. D. 211. The doctrine of contribution applies only where two properties are
equally charged, and not so as to render property subject only to a general lien liable to con-
tribute in exoneration of property specifically charged. Ee'Dunlop, Dunlop i'. Dunlop, 21
Ch. D. 583.
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And the rule is tlie same where the property charged is partly real

. .. and partly personal. Thus, if a testator, after commencing
that part of his will with a general direction that his debts shall

charged If^ be paid, proceeds to dispose specifically of his real and
real and part personal estate among different persons ; as the charge
personal.

would, we have seen, affect the whole property so given,

[*1435] real as well as personal, the * devisees and legatees will

bear their respective shares of the burden pro ratS, (q).

It should seem, then, that although personalty not expressly charged

with debts is applicable before real estate not so charged, yet when
both species of property are expressly onerated and the personalty is

specifically bequeathed, no distinction of this nature is admitted, but

the whole stands on an equal footing.

In precise accordance with this principle, too, where a testator cre-

Effect where ^*®^ ^^^ °^ ^^^^ ^^^ personal estates a mixed fund to an-

reai and per- swer certain charges, he is considered as intending, not

constitute'a ^^^^ ^he personalty shall be the primary and the realty

mixed fund to the auxiliary fund for those charges, but that each shall
answerc arges.

pQ^^jj^j^^g ratably to the common burden. And it is im-

material that the combined fund comprises the whole of the testsr

tor's real and personal estate.

Thus, in Eoberts v. Walker (r), where a testatrix gave to trustees

certain freehold, copyhold, and leasehold estates and shares in certain

companies, and all other real and personal estate, upon

sonai estate trust to Sell and Convert the same, and as to the moneys

?^d^t*
™'^^^ arising therefrom, and the rents and profits in the mean

answer certain time, upon trust in the first place to pay all her debts,
charges. funeral and testamentary expenses, and in the next place

to pay certain legacies with interest and the duty thereon, and to

apply the residue in such manner as the testatrix by any codicil

should direct. The testatrix died without making any codicil. The
question being, whether the debts and legacies were to be paid out of

the personalty so far as it would go, in exoneration of the real estate

and for the benefit of the heir, or whether thfey were to be borne by
the real and personal estate proportionally ; Sir J. Leach, M. E., de-

cided in favor of the latter construction, observing, " When a testator

creates from real estate and personal estate a mixed and general
fund, and directs the whole of that fund to be applied for certain

stated purposes, he does, in effect, direct that the real and personal es-

tate which have been converted into that fund shall answer the stated
purposes and every of them pro rata, according to their respective

(q) Irvin V. Ironmonger, 2 R. & My. 531.

(r) 1 R. & Mv. 752 ; see also Dunk ». Fenner, 2 R. & Mr. 557; Fourdrin v. Gowdev, 3 Mv.
& K. 383: West i). Cole, 4 T. & C. 460: Cradock v. Owen, 2'Sm. & Gif. 241 ; YoungB.
Hassard, 1 Jo. & Lat. 466; Robinson v. London Hospital, 10 Hare, 19; Simmons ». Rose, 6

D. M. & G. 411; Bedford v. Bedford, 35 Beav. 584.
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values. If any of those purposes fail, then the part of the fund which,

according to the intention of the testator, would otherwise

have been applicable to those * purposes, is undisposed of . As [*1436]

far as this part of the fund has been composed of real estate,

the heir is to have the benefit of it as so much real estate undisposed

of ; and as far as this part of the fund has been composed of personal

estate, I am of opinion that it is personal estate undisposed of for the

benefit of the next of kin ; and in order to ascertain the proportions

which will thus belong to the heir and next of kin respectively, it

must be referred to the Master to compute the respective values of

the real and personal estate, which are thus blended by the testator

into one common fund."

So, in Stocker v. Harbin (s), where a testator gave all his real and
personal estate to A., B., and C, upon trust to sell all his real estate

and convert into money his personal estate ; and he di- charges

rected his trustees to stand possessed of the moneys to thrown on real

f. , . .11 11 1 • . ^^^ personal
arise by virtue of his will, m trust to pay all his 3ust estate as a

debts and funeral and testamentary expenses, and then ""=^^'1 *""*•

to appropriate and take out of his said trust moneys the sum of 1,000Z.,

and invest the same in manner therein mentioned for the benefit of

his son D., which sum, in a certain contingency, was to revert to and
become part of his residuary moneys and estate ; and the testator then

proceeded to give certain directions concerning his residuary moneys
and estate. The testator by an unattested codicil revoked the legacy

of 1,000Z. ; and Lord Langdale, M. R., held that, as the codicil was
inoperative in regard to the freehold estate, the legacy remained in

force as to such proportion of it as was payable out of the produce of

the freeholds, for the legacy, being given out of a mixed fund con-

stituted of both real and personal estate, would have been payable

out of both in proportion to their respective amounts (t).

Again, in Salt v. Chattaway (u), where a testator devised and be-

queathed his real and personal estate in trust to sell, and out of the

proceeds and out of the ready money he might die possessed of, to

pay to J. lOOZ., and to divide one-third of the residue of the moneys
to arise as aforesaid among J. and five other persons ; J. died in the

testator's lifetime. It was held that the next of kin and the heir

were entitled to their proportionate parts of the lapsed share

of the residue, and that the legacy of * lOOZ. fell into the [*1437]

residue and passed by the gift thereof {x). Lord Langdale

observed, that^ the two sorts of estate being blended, each contributing

(«) 3 Beav. 479: Shallcross v. Wright, 12 Beav. 505.

(t) But if the gift out of the real estate had been of a legal rent-charge, a court of law would
have given efEect to the whole charge out of the real estate, Locke v. James, 11 M & Wela.

912, where it is suggested that there might be a remedv in a court of equity, sed qu.

(«) 3 Beav. 576. See also Att.-(Jen, v. Southgate, 12 Sim. 77, 83, 12 L.'J. Ch. 147; Shall-

cross V. Wright, 12 Beav. 505.

(x) As to this, vide ante. Vol. I. p. 606.
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iu proportion to fulfil the purposes wMch could be accomplished, the

share of residue which had lapsed must be deemed to consist of pro-

portionate parts of the two sorts of estate.

Whether this blending has been effected is a frequent question.

As it concerns the partial exoneration of the personal estate from its

How a mixed regular burdens, it depends on principles presently to

fund is be discussed {y). It may, however, be observed here
create .

^^^^^ ^^^ mere fact that the real and personal estate are

given together, upon trust out of the issues, dividends, interests, and

profits thereof to pay debts, legacies, or annuities, has been often

held insufficient to exempt the personal estate from its primary lia-

bility (z). And it was said by Sir G. Turner, L. J., in Tench v.

Cheese (a), that " in order to effect that purpose there must be a

direction for the sale of the reial .estate, — so as to throw the two
funds absolutely and inevitably together to answer the common pur-

poses of the will."

But this dictum was criticised in Allan v. Gott (6), where a testator

directed his debts and funeral and testamentary expenses to be paid

All G tt
°^* "^ ^^® personal estate ; and after various legacies

(not in question) and a specific devise, he devised and
bequeathed all other his real estate and all his moneys and securities

and all other his personal estate to trustees on the trusts thereinafter

declared; and he empowered his trustees, in case and as often as they

should think fit to sell, call in, and convert into money all and every his

said real and personal estate ; and he directed that they should stand

possessed of the residue of his said real and personal estate and of

the moneys arising from the sale thereof or of any part thereof if and
when sold upon trust, after payment of his debts, funeral and testa-

mentary expenses, and the legacies thereinbefore bequeathed, to in-

vest the residue of the same trust moneys, and out of the interest,

dividends, and annual proceeds thereof to pay a life annuity to his

wife in satisfaction of her claims on a certain settled sum, which she

was to release to his trustees, and he directed them to apply

[*1438] that *sum in augmentation and "as part of the fund to

arise from the residue of his real and personal estate." He
then directed his trustees, by and out of the said trust estates, moneys,

and premises, to raise six large legacies, and gave the residue of his

said real and personal estate to A., his heirs, executors, administra^

tors, and assigns. A. died before the testator. It was held by Sir W.
James, L. J., that, as between the heir and next of kin, the annuity and
the six legacies were charged on the real and personal estate pro rata.

(y) Infra, s. vi.

(«) Boughton V. Boughton, 1 H, L. Ca. 406, reversing I Coll. 26; Blaiin v. Bell, 5 T)e G. &
S, 665

I
Tidd v. Lister, 3 D. M. & G. 867: Bentlev v. Oldfield, 19 Beav. 225; Tench v.

Cheese, 6 D, M. & G. 463; EUis v. Bartrum, 26 Beav. 110.
,

(a) 6 D. M. & G. 467.

Cil L. R., 7 Cli. 439.
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Referring to Sir G. Turner's dictum, he said, it had been argued from

it that Tench v. Cheese established as a rule of law that there must
be conversion out and out, but that that was not really necessary for

the decision of that case, and that the distinction between an absolute

direction and a discretionary power to sell was not there before the

Court ; that there must be other modes of ascertaining an intention

to exonerate the personal estate besides an absolute direction to sell,

otherwise the rule would exclude a case in which a testator said ex-

pressly that he meant his real estate to be the primary fund (c). Here
the L. J. thought there was strong evidence of intention to create a

mixed. fund. The testator " has, in fact, put the whole property into

the hands of the trustees as one mixed estate, with a full discretion

in them to sell and apply, if and as they think fit, the whole of the

realty before they touch a single portion of the personalty ; " and "by
way of evidencing " the mixed and special character of the fund he had

created, he had directed that the settled money should be added to

that which he had himself calle(^ the fund to arise from the residue

of his real and personal estate.

Where pecuniary legacies are given, and afterwards " the residue of

the real and personal estate," so that under the rule in Greville v.

Browne {d), the legacies are charged on the realty, the realty is liable

only in aid of the personalty ; unless the testator has directed the

payments to be made out of the mixed fund, in which case the realty

and personalty are liable pari passu (e).

In Falkner v. Grace (/), a testator gave his real and personal

estate in trust to pay one moiety of the rents, dividends,

&c., to * A., and out of the other moiety to pay an annuity [*1439]

to B., and it was held by Sir G. Turner, V.-G. (" distinguish-

ing the case from Boughton v. Boughton "), that the an- „

nuity was payable pro rat§, out of the real and personal directed out

estates. The ground of this judgment is not reported ; "hares^oTreal

but as there are no burdens regularly incident to' a share and personal

of personalty, there was here no primS, facie liability to ^' ^ ®'

be negatived. Once divided into shares, the estate is assumed to be

no longer assets, but the property of the devisees, subject to the bur-

dens imposed by the will on their respective shares.

The order in which a testator directs his estate to be administered

may be such as impliedly to show that one of two devisees or legatees

(c) But of course Turner, L. J., was speaking only of cases where the intention was not

express.

(d) 7 H. L. Ca. 689, ante, p. 1412. The rule that, in such a case, the legacies are charged

on the realty, apparently applies to a gift of legacies, followed by a gift of all the residue of

the testator's property and over which he has a power of appointment, Gainsford v, Dunn, L.

R^ 17 Eq. 405; but not where the gift is of all the realty and the residue of the personalty,

Wells V. Row, 48 L. J. Oh. 476.

(e) Elliott V. Dearslev, 16 Ch. D. 322. See also Re Ovey, Ovey v. Broadbent, 31 Ch. D. 113.

(/) 9 Hare, 281. '
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Implied exon- is to have priority over the other, though under the gift

legatee from
simply to them they would have contributed ratably to

order of ad- payment of debts. Thus, in Legh v. Legh {ff) a testator

direSe'd."" devised his B. estate to certain uses, and he devised his

M. estate to trustees upon trust to sell and raise portions

for his younger children, and from and, after the complete perform-

ance and satisfaction of all and enery the trusts, powers, and author-

ities thereby given and declared^ and subject thereto in the first instance,

and also subject to the payment of debts and other legacies, he di-

rected the trustees to stand possessed of the M. estate in trust for his

eldest son absolutely. The M. estate was only sufficient to pay the

portions and some of the debts, and it was contended that the por-

tions and the B. estate ought to contribute ratably towards remain-

ing debts; but Sir L. Shadwell, V.-C, held that the B. estate was
alone liable in the first instance. That this was the true construe,

tion is evident from the fact that the testator directed the portions

to be paid in priority to the debts, while he must be considered to

have known that the law ranked the debts in priority to the devisees

of the B. estate, which latter priority he had not disturbed ; the order

of priority contemplated by him therefore was, (1) portions, (2) debts,

(3) devisees of the B. estate ; and the property being insufficient for

all three classes, the deficiency fell on the devisees in exoneration

of the portions.

IV.— Charges, &c., on Estates, when to be paid out of other

Funds.— As to the general right of a devisee, in cases not affected

by the statute 17 & 18 Vict. c. 113, hereafter stated, to be

[*1440] *exonerated from an incumbrance to which the testator, either

before or after the making of his will, has subiected the
Legatee ofan. '^

, , ,

incumbered devised estate, tnere cannot, at this day, be any doubt

titi^edio^ci'aim
°^ controversy. And it is clear that the legatee of any

exoneration. chattel, specially bequeathed, has the same right.

Thus where a testator holding lands for which he received rent

Arrears of ^icl paid a head-rent," died leaving arrears of rent due to
rent not him, which he specifically bequeathed, and also arrears

paj"b"eV °^ head-rent due from him, it was held that tlie latter
donee of lease, must be paid out of the general personal estate in exon-

eration of the specific legatee (A).

So a sum due from the testator to his lessor, in respect of a renewal

ig) 15 Sim. 125. See also Eaikes v. Boulton, 29 Beav. 41; Earl of Portarlington «. Damer
4 D. J. & S. 161. Portions or annuities payable out of real estate onlv, must as a general
rule be exonerated from debts out of the estate charged, though, subject to the charge, the
estate be specifically devised, Re Saunders-Davies, Saunders-Davies «. Saunders-Davies, 34
Ch. D. 482.

{k) Barry v. Harding, 1 Jo. & Lat. 489 ; but not so rent falling due after testator's death,
see Hawkins v. Hawkinsl, 13 Ch. D. 470, and per Jessel, M. R., L. R., 20 £q. 316.
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granted during the testator's lifetime, is payable out of Nor renewal

the general personal estate, in exoneration of a specific fines fallen

legatee of the leasehold (i). And the specific legatee of tor's lifetime,

leaseholds, on which the testator had covenanted to build,

has been held (_;') entitled to have the covenant per- of'performLg

formed at the expense of the general personal estate, a covenant

although the time for performing the covenant has not

expired. But where a lessee was liable for dilapidations Secns, as to

at the time of his death, it was held that his specific '
*P' a''°°3-

legatee must himself, bear the cost of repairs (A).

Under a gift of leaseholds " free from all outgoings and payments
except the annual and other rent," it was held that the legatee was
entitled to have only all outgoings up to the time of his taking pos-

session cleared out of the general estate (I).

Again, if a testator bequeaths a watch or a painting, and it turns

out that at his decease the watch or painting is in pawn, the legatee

is entitled to have it redeemed. And by parity of rea- Chattel must

son if a testator specifically bequeaths a legacy to which
fo/g'^g^ag^

he is entitled under a will, and afterwards assigns such legatee.

legacy by way of mortgage, the legatee may claim to have the mort-

gage debt liquidated in exoneration of the subject of gift ; and it

would be immaterial that the mortgage deed contained a

power of sale, by * virtue of which the mortgagee might have [*1441]

absolutely disposed of the property and thereby have de-

feated the bequest (m) ; for in all these cases, the mortgage being

considered to have been created by the testator for his own conveni-

ence, and not for the purpose of subtracting so much from the be-

quest, the act is not, as between the parties claiming under the will,

an ademption pro tanto, and cannot, without at least equal impro-

priety, be termed a partial revocation, though the latter designation

has been commonly applied to it. If, therefore, the testator's right

of redemption remain unbarred at his decease, the devisee or legatee

is entitled to require that it shall be exercised for his benefit. And
if the executor fails to perform this duty the legatee is entitled to

compensation (n).

Upon the same principle, it has been held that the specific legatee

(i) Fitzwilliams v. Kelly, 10 Hare, 266. But not fines falling due on renewals effected upon
deaths happening after the testator's death, id.

(/) Marshall v. Holloway, 5 Sim. 196. This case was referred by Turner, V.-C, in Fitz^

Williams v. Kellj-, 10 Hare, 277, to the particular provisions of the will, and not to any
genpral rule of law.

(/:) HicklingB. Bowver, 3 Mac. & G. 643; and see Hawkins v. Hawkins, 13 Ch. D. 470.

Of. Harris v. Poyner, f Drew. 174, If 2.

(0 Re Taber, Arnold v. Kayess, W. N., 1882, p. 107, 46 L. T. 805 ; 30 W. R., 883. As to

what are included in the term" " ordinary outgoings " in a gift of rents, &c., after deducting

such, see Re Crawley, Acton v. Crawley', 28 Ch. D. 431.

(m) Knight v. Davis, 3 My. & K. 358. In this case the mortgage was created for the

benefit of me legatee himself.

(«) Bothamley v. Sherson, L. R., 20 Eq. 304.

VOL. 11. 37
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of shares in a railway company or any other such adventure, on
- .. which at the testator's death the whole amount sub-
specitic

legatee, when soribed has not been paid, is entitled to have the future

have subscrip. ^^^^ P^^'^ °^^ °* *^® general personal estate, or any other

tion on shares fund on which the testator may have thrown the burden
pai up,

^^ j^jg debts (o). But this is now considered to have car-

ried the doctrine too far (p) Assets would be tied up indefinitely

until all possible calls were paid up. It is difficult to suppose that a

testator ever intended that : it was therefore held by Sir

J. Komilly that the liability of the general estate de-

pended on the question whether the calls were made before or after

the testator's death (q). And this was followed by Sir E. T. Kin-

dersley, who said the right principle was that if any payment was
necessary at the testator's death to constitute him a complete share-

holder, it must be made out of his estate ; but if he was then a com-

plete shareholder, whether the concern had advanced to working or-

der or not, all calls made after his death must be borne by the specific

legatee (r). These are incident to the chattel bequeathed like rent to

leaseholds (s).

Sir W. P. Wood, indeed, drew a distinction in Ee Box (t), where
the whole of a testator's personalty, including shares, was

[*1442] * given to be enjoyed in specie by one for life, and the shares

were given over after her death ; in this case he held that

calls made during the life of the tenant for life were payable out of

the general assets, since the distribution of them was not thereby de-

layed beyond the time indicated by the testator. He also held that

the tenant for life, being entitled to the specific enjoyment of the

whole estate, was entitled to say that the shares should not be touched
for the purpose of paying calls, and that the payment must be made
out of some part not producing so good an income. But this decision

is not easily reconcilable with Fitzwilliams v. Kelly (u), whpre, un-

der similar circumstances, except that the property was leasehold,

and the payment a fine on renewal, it was held by Sir G. Turner,

V.-C, that the fine must be borne by the leaseholds alone, the tenant

for life (v) keeping down the interest. " I do not know," said the

V.-C, " how I can hold that the devisee of an estate liable to be de-

feated (t. 6., by the non-payment), has a right against the general

estate of his devisor to have that defeasible estate turned into an in-

(o) Blount «. Hipkins, 7 Sim. 51; Jacques v. Chambers, 4 Rail-vr. Cas. 499, 11 Jnr. 295,
reversing 2 OoU. 435; Wright ». Warren, 4 De G. & S. 367; Clive v. Clive, Kay, 600.

(p) By Sir E. Sugden, 1 Jo. & Lat. 490.

(q) Armstrong v. 13urnet, 20 Beav. 424 ; Addams v. Ferick, 26 Beay . 384.

(r) Dav V. Dav, 1 Dr. & Sm. 261.

{») PefJessel,"M. R., L. R., 20 En. 316.

(t) 1 H. & M. 552.

(m) 10 Hare, 266, 276, not cited in Re Box.
(v) See also, as to the proportionate liability of tenant for life and remainderman, Harris «.

Poyner, 1 Drew. 174, 182. But see inf. n. (z).
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defeasible one, or to be indemnified against the consequences of his

own neglect in suffering it to be defeated. The payment of this fine

is an element necessarily incident to the preservation of the lease,

and the person taking the benefit of the lease must take its burdens
also."

Where a testator gave to his partner notice of his intention to ex-

ercise an option given to him by the articles of partnership, to pur-

chase the partner's share in the business, but died before —to payment

completion of the purchase, having by his will bequeathed for share in

-, , . , . . ,
'

.
^ partnership

all his estate and interest m the partnership business in business which

trust for L., it was held by Sir R North, J., that L. was bo^dVp^^-
entitled to the share which the testator was bound to chase,

purchase, and to have the same paid for out of the testator's general

estate (x).

Where the person named as legatee repudiates the Legatee may-

legacy, he cannot of course be subjected to any of the burdra by

liabilities attaching to the testator's interest (y).
declining the
legacy.

V.— Szoneration of Mortgaged Property.— 1. General Rules.—
The points which in cases not falling within the statute 17 &
18 *Vict. c. 113, have been chiefly in controversy and are [*1443]

here to be considered, are—
1st, Whether the will indicates an intention that the devisee or

legatee shall take cum onere (s) ; and, if not, then, 2dly,

Out of what funds he is entitled to claim exoneration {a). estat|*when

The courts require very clear expressions in order to fasten t° be

the incumbrance on the devisee or legatee of the property

in question.

Thus it is settled that a devise of lands, subject to the mortgage or

incumbrance thereupon, does not so throw the charge on the estate, as

to exempt the funds which by law are preferably liable {b)
; Devise subject

the testator being considered to use the terms merely as '" 'Ae

descriptive of the incumbered condition of the property,

and not for the purpose of subjecting his devisee to the burden,— a

construction which, though well established, it is probable generally

defeats the intention.

{x) Ee Stevens, Stevens v. Keily, W. N., 1888, p. IIQ.

ly) MofEett v. Bates, .3 Sm. & Gif. 468.

{z) It may happen that a devjsee for life is to take cnm ojiere, while a Temainderman is

entitled to exoneration, see Sargent v. Roberts, 12 Jar. 429, 17 L. J. Ch. 117 ; and vice versa,

Whieldon v. Spode, 15 Beav. 537.

{a) As to the right to exoneration being, barred by lapse of time, see jNewhou$e «). Smith, 2

Sm. & Gif. 344.
(S) Serle v. St. Eloy, 2 P. W. 386 ; Duke of Ancaster v. Maver, 1 B. C. C. 454 ; Astlev v.

Earl of Tankerville, 3 B. C. C. 645, 1 Cox, 82 ; Barneweiri). Lord Cajrdor, 3 Mad. 453 ;

Phillips V. Parker, Taml. 136 ; Bickham v. Crutwell, 3 M. & Cr. 753; Tow^ishend v. Mostyn,
26 Beav. 72. See also Lord Eldon's judgments in Milnes v. Slater, 8 Ves. 306; Bootle v.

Blundell, 1 Mer. 227, and Noel v. Lord Henley, in D. P., 1 Dan. 336, 12 Pri. 213.
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So where a testator having two estates subject to one mortgage de-

vised one estate to A. subject to the payment of part of the debt, and
the other to B. subject to the payment of the residue, it

jelTto
'" " '^^^ held that this only fixed the proportions in which

specified part the estates inter se were to bear the charge, and did not
mo gage.

imply that the devisees were to take them cum onere (c).

And even where lands were devised upon trust for sale, and the

proceeds were to be applied in the first place to pay off a mortgage

„ . debt of 6,000Z. charged on another estate (cT), and in the
Devise upon ' ° v /'

trust to sell next place to pay off all other mortgages charged on the

mortgties ^^^"is devised, Sir J. Leach, M. K, held that, as it ap-

does not make peared On the whole will that the testator did not intend

landfpff- to exonerate his personal estate from the mortgage debts,

mariiy liable, the devisees of the residue of the proceeds of the fund

were entitled, under the general rule, to have the personalty applied

in exoneration of the lands devised (e).

[*1444] * Where an estate in mortgage was devised to A., " he pay-

ing the mortgage thereon," Lord Langdale held, that this

Effect of imposed a condition on the devisee and exonerated the

paying the
personal estate (/) ; btit the decision is directly op-

mortgage posed to two uncited cases (a), in which it was held
thereon '» ^ v;?/?

that similar words applied to debts and legacies did not

impose a condition.

Suppose, then, that the will contains no intimation of an intention

to the contrary, the devisee of a mortgaged estate is entitled to have
Funds liable the incumbrance discharged out of the following fu.nds :

mortgaged*^ 1st, The generalpersonal estate (h) ; 2d\j, Lands expressly

estate. devised for payment of debts {j); Sdilj, Lands descended to

the heir (Jc) ; and 4thly, Lands devised charged with debts (I) : and if

(c) Goodwin v. Lee, 1 K. & J. 377.

{d) The payment of this mortgage debt was by a codicil expressly thrown on the mortgaged
estate in exoneration of the personal estate, and it is presumed, though the report is not clear

on the subject, that the personalty was not, in direct contravention of the codicil, held liable

to the discharge of this debt.

(e) Wythe v. Hennilter, 2 My. & K. 635. But according to Webb v. Jones, post, tlie

decision should have been otherwise, for another reason.

(/) Lockharto. Hardy, 9 Beav. 379. See Hatch v. Skelton, 20 Beav. 453. See also Re
Kirk. Kirk v. Kirk, 21 Ch. D. 431, ante p. 1387, n. (a).

(a) Bridgman v. Dove, 3 Atk. 201 ; Mead v. Hyde, 2 Vern. 120, noticed post.

(h) Phillips V. Phillips, 2 B. C. C. 273, and cases cited.

(i) Serle v. St. Eloy, 2 P. W. 386 ; Lomax v. Lomax, 12 Beav. 285; and other cases cited

ante, p. 1430.

(i) Galton V. Hancock, 2 Atk. 424, 427, 430 ; Davies v. Topp, 2 B. C. C. 259, n. ; and
other cases cited ante, p. 1430.

(0 Bartholomew v. May, 1 Atk. 487, 1 West, 255; Middleton v. Middleton, 15 Beav. 450.

1 Plimpton V. Fuller, 11 Allen, 139 ; ante, hood, with remainder to his children, a note

p. 1430, note 1. Under a will directing the pav- given by the testator in payment for real

ment of all the testator's debts out of his estate, aiid secured by a mortgage thereon, is

estate, bequeathing the residue of his per- to be paid out of his personal estate, nnli'ss

sonal estate to his wife absolutely, and de- the creditor elects to resort to the real estate,

vising his real estate also to her during widow- Hewes v. Dehon, 3 Gray, 205.
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the charge happened to reach the last class of estates, and if the de-

vised mortgaged estate were included therein (as it of course would

be if the charge were general), the devisee in question would be liable

to contribute ratably with the other devisees (m).

But the devisee of a mortgaged estate is not entitled to have it ex-

onerated out of personalty specifically bequeathed,— a point which
was determined in O'Neal v. Mead (n), where a testator Not specific

having devised lands, which he had mortgaged to his legacies;

eldest son in fee, and bequeathed a leasehold estate to his wife, it

was held that the leasehold premises, being specifically bequeathed,

were not liable to pay off the mortgage.

And a fortiori a specific legatee of incumbered leaseholds cannot

call upon a specific legatee of unincumbered leaseholds to contribute

towards the liquidation of the mortgage debt affecting the former ex-

clusively ; and a direction that the mortgage money shall be paid out

of the general personal estate would not confer such right (o).

It is clear, also, that the devisee of a mortgaged estate

cannot * claim exoneration as against pecuniary legatees. [*1445]

Thus, in Lutkins v. Leigh (_p), where the testator, having

mortgaged certain lands, devised them to his wife for life, with re-

mainder over, and gave her a legacy of 1,500Z., and be- nor pecuniary

queathed the residue of his personal estate to other legacies;

persons. The personal estate not being sufScient to pay the 1,500Z.

and liquidate the mortgage. Lord Talbot held that the devisees must

take the devised estate cum onere.

And, of course, such a devisee is not entitled to call upon the de-

visees of other lands, not charged by the testator with debts, for con-

tribution, although such other estates were liable to the nor other

creditor (q). It is true that a devisee of incumbered land devised lands,

can only claim exoneration out of property which the creditor of the

testator can reach, but the converse of the proposition is not true.

The application of descended estates in exoneration of a devised

estate has generally been thought to be a hardship upon the heir ;
but

such an opinion can only be maintained on a ground j^^^

which would go to prove that the estate ought not to be descended

exonerated at all, namely, that the devisee was intended Ixo'nerating

to take cum onere, which is probably in general the case
; ^^^^^^

for if it be admitted that the testator meant the incum-

brance to be liquidated, it would seem to follow that the devisee

(m) Carter v. Barnardiston, 1 P. W. 505; Middleton v. Middleton, 15 Beav. 450; Harper

V. Munday, 7 D. M. & G. 369.

(n) 1 P. W. 693 ; Emuss v. Smith, 2 De G. & S. 737, 738.

(o) Halliwell v. Tanner, 1 R. & My. 633.
, ^ , -r

(p) Cas. t. Talb. 53. See also Liicv v Gardner, Bunb. 137; and Lord Loughborough s

judgment in Hamilton v. Worlev. 2 Ve's. Jr. 65 ;
Johnson v. Child, 4 Hare, 87.

. . „ _
(q) Lord Hardwicke's judgment in Galton v. Hancock, 2 Atk. 438 ; Emuss v. Smith, 2 De

G. & S. 722. In the former case the debt was secured by bond, a circumstance not now a

necessary ingredient in the case. Vide ante, p. 1388.
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should be placed in the same position as if the mortgage were a debt

not affecting the estate, and should only be liable to contribute to or

pay it precisely to the same extent as any other claim upon the geiv-

eral assets ; though the Courts, it will be observed, have not carried

the rule quite so far. The extent of the devisee's claim to exonera-

tion seems now to be well defined by the cited cases.

So when an estate descends subject to a mortgage, the heir is en-

titled to exoneration out of those funds which in the established order

Heir entitled of application (r) are anterior to the descended assets,

to exoneration, namely, the general personal estate, and realty expressly

devised for the payment of debts (s).

[*1446] * V.— 2. Exception to the General Rule as to Exoneration,

where the Mortgage was created not by the Testator, but by a
Prior Owner.— The principle of the preceding cases, however, extends

only to incumbrances created by the testator or ancestor himself ; for

the claim to exoneration is founded on the notion that the

dTOtvi^ne does personal estate of the testator who made the mortgage had
not extend to the benefit of its creation, and therefore shall be the fund

came to the to liquidate it ; and cases which do not fall within the rea-
testator cum gon are excluded from the operation of the rule. Thus
onere. '

it is clear that where the estate has come to the last

owner, either by devise or descent, incumbered with a mortgage, and
he has done no act in his lifetime evincing an intention to make the

debt his own, the personal estate (not having had the benefit of the

mortgage) will not be liable to pay it; but the devisee or heir of

the last owner will take the estate cum onere ; nor, it seems, will the

act of such last owner, rendering himself personally liable to the debt.

Unless he ^^^'^ though he be also residuary legatee of the first mort-
manifest an gagor's personal estate, in every instance transfer it to

adopt 'the
" himself as between his own representatives, unless such

debt. appears upon the whole transaction to have been his

deliberate intention (jt)}

(r) See ante, p. 1430.
(s) Hill V. Bishop of London, 1 Atlt. 621; Chester v. Powell, 7 Jur. 389; Tonge «. Furse, 20

Beav. 380. The first case is a peculiar one. The mortgaged lands were copyholds (which
were not then assets either at law or in equity), and the copyhold heir was held" entitled to be
exonerated out of lands specifically devised, though merely charged with debts. If he had
been heir of fee-simple lands, the lands descended would" have been liable before the lands
charged, see order of liability, ante, p. 1430.

(0 Scott V. Beecher, 5 Mad. 96 ; Karl of IIche«ter v. Earl of Carnarvon, 1 Beav. 209; Earl
of Clarendon v. Barham, 1 Y. & C. C. C. 688; Swainson v. Swainson, 6 D. M. & 6. 648. In
Bond V. England, 2 K. & J. 44, Wood, V.-C, said these decisions (other than Swainson v.
.Swainson, which was a later case), proceeded on the ground that the same party had both
funds under his control. This is not easily to be collected from the reports. However, the
V.-C. held them not applicible to the case then before him, where the testator had never
iidministered at all to the estate of the original mortgagor, and so could not be said to have
ever had his personal estate under his control. This decision, may, however, apparently be
regarded as overruled by Swainson v. Swainson.

» See Hewes i>. DehoO, 3 Gray, 205; 208;
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Thus it has been held that the giving a bond or coTenant on the

transfer of the mortgage has no such effect (m), even

though the conveyance on transfer be made free from amountiDgto

the old equity of redemption and subject to a new pro- adoption,

viso, and include an agreement to pay a higher rate of inter-

est (x), or a further sum * be advanced to pay an arrear of [* 1447]
interest on such mortgage (y), in which case the effect is

merely to convert interest into principal ; and in Duke of Ancaster v.

Mayer (s) it was so decided, though a small further principal sum was
advanced, and a further real security given for the whole.

Nor in such a case is the personal estate of the last owner ren-

dered primarily liable by a covenant or bond given for particular

purposes, as upon the apportionment of the debt among several

persons entitled to different parts of the property subject to the

charge (a). Nor where the equity of redemption has become divided

among several persons does a new proviso for redemption, providing

for reconveyance to each person of his own share, throw the debt

upon such persons personally, since it only expresses what the law
would imply (b).

But in Barham v. Earl of Thanet (c) part of the mortgage debt

and part of the lands only were transferred, the transferor (or last

owner) covenanted to pay the tranferred portion of the „, ,

debt with interest at a different rate, and there was a or security

new proviso for redemption on payment of that portion
tj^o'tarts"'"

with interest at the end of five years, the remainder of held a new

the debt continuing on the remainder of the old security ;
"'"''s*se-

and Sir J. Leach held that the last owner had taken the debt upon

himself, and that in substance the transaction was not an assignment

of part of the original mortgage debt, but a release of part of the se-

curity and a new mortgage. It is presumed that he considered that

nothing could be considered as mere assignment which did not leave

(m) Bagot V. Oughton, 1 P. W. 347; Evelyn v. Evelyn, 2 id. 664 ; Leman v. Newnham, 1

Vei. 61 ; Lacam v. Mertins, id. 312.. See also Eobmson v. Gee, id. 251 ; Duke of Ancaster

V. Maj-er, 1 B. C. C. 454; Earl of Tankerville v. Fawcett, 1 Cox, 237, 2 B. C. C. 57.

(x) Shafto V. Shafto. 1 Cox, 207, 2 Cox's P. W. 664, n. This case seems to overrule

Donisthorpe v. Porter, 2 Ed. 162, -where it was held that a bond and covenant and reservation

of a new equity of redemption made the personal estate of the heir primarily liable, but the

exact nature of the transaction is not stated ; it seems to have been a mortgage to a person

alreadv entitled to a charge raisable under the trusts of a term.

(y) 'Earl of Tankerville v. Fawcett, 1 Cox, 237, 2 B. C. C. 57; and see Shafto ». Shaftn,

supra, where it was held that an arrear of interest due on the death of the devisee in fee w as

a charge on the mortgaged property, in exoneration of his personal estate ;
contra as to a

devisee for life, or an infant devisee in tail, who must keep down the interest so far at least

as the rents and profits will go, Burgis v. Mawbey, T. & R. 167. A further sum, advanced

for the owner's own personal benefit, will of course remain his own personal debt, Lacam
V. Mertins, 1 Ves. 312.

(z) I B. C. C. 454; but see Woods v. Huntingford, 3 Ves. 128; and Lushington v. Sewell,

1 Sim. 435.

(a) Forrester v. Leigh, Amb. 171, 2 Cox's P. W. 664, n.; Billinghurst v. Walker, 2 B. C. C.

604, as to which see Sir W. Grant's judgment in Earl of Oxford v. Rodney, 14 Ves. 425.

(b) Hedges «. Hedges, 5 De G. & S. 330.

(c) 3 My. & K. 607.
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the whole lands subject to the whole debt. Here the equities were
certainly altered, for the mortgagor might, as he in fact did, redeem
one mortgage without the other.

Again, in Bruce v. Morice (d) a mortgaged estate was devised to

the testator's eldest son in tail, and other lands were de-

[*1448] vised * to trustees, upon trust to sell and pay debts, and

Case where P^^ *^® Surplus to his Said son; but if the son
held that heir should Satisfy the creditors, the trustees should desist

makede'btWs from the sale. The trustees never acted, and the son
own. entered on both estates, never paid the mortgage debt,

but joined in a transfer with a new proviso for redemption and a

covenant for payment, with interest at a different rate. It was held

by Sir J. K. Bruce, V.-C, that the son's personal estate was primarily

liable, on the ground that he must be presumed to have acted as he

did in pursuance of the will, which gave him the option of preventing

a sale by taking the debts on himself.

In Townshend v. Mostyn (e) there was at the testator's death a

debt of 20,000^. secured by mortgage on an estate which had come to

him from his father subject to a portion of the debt, the testator

having himself created the residue of the debt and covenanted for

payment of the whole. Sir J, Eomilly, M. E., held that the whole
20,000^. had become the debt of the testator, and that the devisee

must be exonerated.

Where a testator charges his estate with the payment of his debts,

Charge of an incumbrance on a real estate devised or descended to

to^testator'-r'^
him will not be considered as his debt, so as to bring it

own debts. within the operation of the charge.

Thus, in Lawson v. Lawson (/), where A., being the devisee of

real estate which was subject to certain incumbrances, died, leaving

the estate so subject, and having by his will charged his real and
personal estate with the payment of his debts, and devised the real

estate to B., and appointed his wife executrix. The wife having in

the administration of the assets paid off the charge on the real estate

devised by the first testator, it was held that she was entitled to sat-

isfaction from B., whose estate was thus exonerated ; for that A., in

charging his estate with his debts, could not intend to incumber it

with debts which were not his in contemplation of law.

Acts not And where a person, to whom lands are devised or

adopt?on°of'°
descend subject to the payment of debts or legacies, ex-

debt, ecutes a bond or promissory note or a mortgage of the
devisor's or ancestor's estate to raise money for payment of the

(d) 2 De G. & S. 389. The son was also residuary legatee; but as to that see Earl of
Clarendon v. Barham, 1 Y. & C. C. C. 688; he was also from the first surety for the debt,
but the ratio decidendi was that stated in the text.

26 Bear. 72.

) 3 B. C. Toml. 424. See also Lawson v. Hudson, 1 B. C. C. 58 ; Hamilton v. Worley,
(e) 26 Bear. 72
(/) 3 B. C. Ton

! Ves. Jr. 62, 4 B. C. C 199.
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debts (<?), or to a legatee to secure his legacy (A), he has

not by these acts primarily subjected * his personal estate. [*1449]

Such also was adjudged to be the result- where the heir

mortgaged an estate to pay simple contract debts owing by his an-

cestor to which the real estate was not liable {i).

The same doctrine, to a certain extent at least, applies to cases in

which the estate was purchased by the testator subject to the charge^

for it has been held that " where a man buys subiect to „ , ,

It 1116 where
a mortgage, and has no connection, or contract, or com- testator pur-

munication with the mortgagee, and does no other act to <='">^'=s cum
o o ' onere.

show an intention to transfer the debt from the estate to

himself, as between his heir and executor, but merely that which he
must do if he pays a less price for it in consequence of that mort-

gage, that is, indemnifies the vendor against it, he does not by that

act take the debt upon himself personally " (k) ; but at his death the

person upon whom the estate devolves, takes it cum onere {I).

And it is immaterial whether the covenant with the
covenant

vendor be to pay the debt or to indemnify him against with the

it {my "'"'''"'=

But if the mortgagee be a party to the transaction, the vendee cov-

enanting with him to pay the debt, and the estate be _ ^j^i, jj^^

subjected to a fresh proviso for redemption, it will be mortgagee:

considered, with respect to the purchaser's representa- to adoption of

tives, as a purchase of the whole estate, not of the debt,

equity of redemption merely (n).

(q) Perkjms i). Bavnton, 2 Cox's P. W. 664, n.; Bassett v. Percival, 1 Cox, 268; Noel v.

Lorri Henlev, 7 Pri. 241, Dan. 211, 322, 12 Pri. 213.

^S) Hami'lton ». Worlev, 2 Ves. Jr. 62, 4 B. C.C.199i Matheson i). Hardwicke, 2 Cox's

P. W. 665, n.

(!) Earl of Tankerville v. Fawcett, 1 Cox, 237, 2 B. C. C. 57.

(k) Per Sir R. P. Arden, M. R., in Woods v. Huntingford, 3 Ves. 128.

(/) Cornish c. Shaw, Ch.Cas.271; Pockley ». Pocklev, 1 Vern. 36; Duke of Ancaster v.

Maver, 1 B. C. C. 454.

(m) Tweddell ». Tweddell, 2 B. C. C. 101, 152; Butler v. Butler, 5 Ves. 534.

(n) Parsons v. Freeman, 2 Cox's P. W. 664, n., Amb. 115, n., by Blunt, where it appears

that there was a separate agreement by the purchaser with the mortgagee, so that the case is

not opposed to the authorities cited in the last note, as to which see per Sugden, C, in Barry

V. Harding, 1 Jo. & Lat. 485, 486. Earl of Oxford v. Lady Rodney, 14 Ves. 417 ; Waring v.

Ward, 5 Ves. 670, 7 Ves. 332.

1 But see Thompson v. Thompson, 4 Ohio express direction. Cumberland v. Codring-

St. 33.3. ton, 3 Johns. Ch. 229. See also McLearn v.

2 The same is true although the purchaser McLellan, 10 Peters, 625; 1 Story, Eq. Jur-

has paid off part of the incumbrance; and, § 576;2 Story, Eq. Jur. § 1248; Bilhnghurst

although the purchaser has even rendered v. Walker, 2 Bro. C. C. (Perkins's ed.) 604,

himself liable at law to the mortgagee or cred- note (i), 608, 609, notes; Fonbl. Eq. b. 3, c. 2,

itor for the payment of the mortgage debt, § 1, note (A); Keyzey's Case, 9 Serg. & R.

this circumstance will not be sufficient to 73; Tweddell u. Tweddell, 2 Bro. C. C. (Per-

change the natural course of assets. There kins's ed.) 101, 108, and notes; s. c. id. 154,

must, in addition to all this, be strong evi- note; Ancaster v Mayer, 1 Bro. C. C. 454,

deuce of intention to subject the personal 467, notes; 4 Kent, 420; Graves v. Hicks,

estate to the charge; as bv an express direc- 6 Sim. 398; Hamilton v. Worley, 4 Bro. C. 0.

tion in the will of the purchaser, or by dis- 199; s. c, 2 Ves. 62, note (a); Gibson ii.

position, or by language equivalent to an McCormiok, 10 Gill & J. 66.
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And tlie same principle of course applies where, upon the purchase

the mortgage is transferred to a new mortgagee,^ who advances a

further sum of money. •

Thus, in Woods v. Huntingford (o), where the deceased ancestor,

having purchased the equity of redemption in consideration of his

agreeing to take upon himself the mortgage debt, afterwards obtained

a further sum from the mortgagee, and executed to him a mortgage

for the whole ; Sir K. P. Arden held that he had made the

[*1450] mortgage debt his own, so as to entitle the heir * upon whom
the land had descended to have it exonerated out of the per-

sonal estate.

From the observations of the M. K. in this case, it is to be inferred

that he thought that almost any dealing by a purchaser of an equity

. .
of redemption with the mortgagee, by which he had ren-

between dered himself liable to him to pay the debt, would amount
purchaaer of to an adoption of the debt, as between his own represen-
GO UltV Ot

redemption tatives. He observed, that in most of the cases collected

devis''et'^°'
by Mr. Cox, in his note to Evelyn v. Evelyn (p), (on

which he pronounced a high encomium), the estate had
come to the owner hy descent or devise (y).*

But it is clear that an actual dealing with the mortgagee is not es-

sential to render the debt personal to the purchaser, for the same

Debt belongs effect will be produced if the transaction between the
to purchaser vendor and vendee is such as to show that the purchase
wnereitjorms ... „,, ,., ,,,-,
part of the was inclusive or the mortgagee's interest m the land, not
^''"^- of the equity of redemption only, the mortgage debtforrrv-

ing part of the price of the estate (r).

This doctrine was distinctly recognized by Lord Thurlow in Bil-

linghurst v. Walker (s) ; but it is difficult to reconcile with that rec-

ognition his decision in Tweddell v. Tweddell (i), that the debt had
not been adopted by the purchaser, where the purchase-money, as

stated in the recital of the conveyance, included the mortgage debt,

although in the testatum clause the consideration was stated to be the

(o) 3 Ves. 128. Compare this case with Duke of Ancaster v. Mayer, 1 B. C. C. 454,
noticed ante, p. 1447, which it is remarltable was not cited by the M. R.

(p) 2 P. W. 664, n.

Iq) The principal exception is Forrester v. Leigh, 1753, 2 Cox's P. W. 664 n., Amb. 171,
where the testator had purchased several estates subject to mortgages, with regard to one of
which he entered into a covenant for payment of the mortgage money, for the purpose of
indemnifying a trustee ; and as to another, which was part only of an estate subject to a
mortgage, upon splitting the incumbrance, both parties reciprocally covenanted to pay their
respective shares and indemnify each other. Lord Hardwicke thought that these covenants
would not have the effect of making the mortgages personal debts of the testator, being en-
tered into ior particular purposes only.

(r) Cope V. Cope, 2 Salk. 449 ; Earl of Belvidere «. Rochfort, 5 B. P. C. Toml. 299, but as
to which see post, p. 1462.
" 2 B. C. C. 608.

2 B. C. C. 101, 151. See SirW. Grant's observations upon this case, in Earl of Oxford
Lady Rodney, 14 Ves. 423.

1 See 4 Kent, 421; 1 Story, Eq. § 76.

10 WUJ

w
V. Lac
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amount of the mortgagor's proportion exclusive of that debt, and the

covenant thereinafter contained ; and the vendee then covenanted to

indemnify the vendor against the payment of the mortgage debt.

Still more difficult is it to reconcile with the rule in
q^^^ ^j g^^j ^^

question, Lord Thurlow's disapproval of Earl of Belvi- Beividere v.

dere v. Eochfort (u), which was as follows : A. mort- ""^ °'

'

gaged to B. for 450^. and interest. * A. afterwards agreed [*1451]

with C. for the sale of the premises for 900^., and subse-

quently, in consideration of 900Z., conveyed the premises to C. and his

heirs. In the covenant against incumbrances the mortgage made to

B. was accepted, and it was added, " which said principal money of

450Z. with interest thereof from the 10th day of February last, past

before the date hereof, is to be paid and discharged by the said C.

(the purchaser), his heirs and assigns, out of the consideration money
in this present deed expressed" (x). And indorsed on the conveyance

was a receipt, signed by A. (the vendor), acknowledging the receipt

of the 900Z. thus, " 450Z. sterling in money on the perfection of the

deed, and 450Z. allowed on account of the mortgage." C. did not pay
off the mortgage debt in his lifetime, and devised the

premises to D. in fee, whom he made his residuary leg- money^feid to

atee and executor. D. also died without paying off the
J°''™

R*'''
"*

mortgage debt, and by his will devised the estate in ques-

tion to E. in fee, and bequeathed the residue of his personal estate to

E., whom with another he made executors. Lord Lifford decreed that

the mortgage was to be considered as the debt of C. (the original pur-

chaser), and that his personal estate, which came to the hands of D.,

his executor, and since to the hands of F. (the residuary legatee and

one of the executors of D.), was liable to its liquidation (?/). Against

this decree F. appealed to the House of Lords, contending that the

mortgage was not the debt of C, and, if it were, that E., as the de-

visee of D., the devisee of C, was not entitled to have it exonerated

out of the assets of C, the original testator. On the other side it was
insisted that the transaction of C. with A. was upon the face of it a

contract, not for the purchase of the equity of redemption only, but

of the land itself. The plain intent of the deed was to put the pur-

chaser in the place of the vendor, who was to be no longer liable («),

and, that he might not be so, a sufficient part of the purchase-money

was left in the purchaser's hands for satisfaction of the mortgage, the

purchaser thereby taking upon himself the vendor's bond and cove-

nant for payment of the mortgage, as fully as if he had himself cove-

(«) 5 B. P. C. Toml. 299.

{x) It appears from the ansirer of the defendant in the original cause, that there was a
covenant to indemnify the vendor from the debt, but it is not stated in the case, and accord-

ing to the view in which that circumstance is now regarded, was certainly not material.

(y) Wallis, by Lyne, 45.

\z) 1. e,, as between the vendor and vendee, for it is clear they could not affect the right of

the mortgagee to resort to the vendor, his original debtor.
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nanted to pay it off, and either the vendor or mortgagee might upon
that contract have compelled him to pay it off. The decree was

affirmed.

[*1452] * Of this case Lord Thurlow has observed (a), "The
House of Lords were of a different opinion to what I enter-

tain upon this case: the personal estate never was liable, and the

Earl of Belvi- party never was liable to an action of covenant. In that

f^7 d'
^""^ "^^^ George (i. e., D. in the preceding statement) had a

proved of by fee simple in the estate; he was capable of giving it
Lord Thurlow. after the charges were extinguished ; however it was
held, contrary to my opinion, that the personal estate was liable."

It is true that the purchaser was not liable to an action of cove-

nant at the suit of the mortgagee (to whom his Lordship must have

referred), who was not a party to the deed. If this be

considered necessary, in order to transfer the debt to the

purchaser as between his own representatives, it is idle to say that

the mortgage money may form part of the price between the mort-

gagor and his vendee. But surely there can be no doubt that the

purchaser would be liable to an action for tnoney had and received, at

the suit of the mortgagee, where, as in Belvidere v. Eochfort, the

mortgage debt constitutes part of the purchase-money, and is retained

by him expressly on account of the mortgagee. To affirm that the

mortgage debt does not form part of the price in such a case, is vir-

tually to declare that it never can.

Lord Thurlow's disapproval of this case is rendered more extraor-

dinary by the circumstance of his having been the leading counsel

.
for the respondent in the appeal, and, it is probable, con-

on Earl of tributed greatly by the force of his arguments (which
Belvidere v. are unanswerable) to the result. But the writer cannot
KocQiort. TIT, , • 1 •

help distrustmg his own impressions upon the subject,

strong as they certainly are, when he finds that the opinion of Lord
Thurlow (himself a high authority) has been acquiesced in by Lord
Alvanley, who in Woods v. Huntingford (J) said, " Lord Thurlow in-

timates his doubt of Lord Belvidere v. Eochfort, upon which there-
fore I shall not rely, as there are many difficulties occurring against

Conveyance in ^^'^^ judgment, though by SO high an authority.^'

uf mOT^t™a'e"
^^ Barry v. Harding (c) the conveyance of the estate

money and to the testator was expressed to be made by the mort-

but mort-""' S^Sor and mortgagee, in consideration of the amount of
gagee does not the mortgage money paid to the latter, and of a further
execute.

^^^^ (stated to be the price of the equity of redemption)
paid to the former; but in fact the mortgage money was

[*1453] never paid, and the mortgagee never executed * the deed.

(o) See Tweddell v. Tweddell, 2 B. C. C. 107.
(b) 3 Ves. 131.

(c) 1 Jo. & Lat. 475.
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Under these circumstances Sir E. Sugden held that there was no
contract between the vendor and purchaser to make the mortgage

money the debt of the latter, the only contract was that it should

be immediately paid, and he held that this did not throw the debt

personally on the purchaser.

It were much to be wished, that instead of adopting a rule out of

which have grown so many distinctions, the Courts originally had
said, that, wherever a man purchases an equity of

General re-

redemption, since he is liable in equity, whether he mark on the

makes an express stipulation or not {d), to indemnify '^°<'''''°^-

the vendor from the payment of the mortgage debt, and his own per-

sonal estate has in effect had the benefit of the reduced price of the

estate, the debt has become for all purposes his own. But whatever

be the purchaser's intention on the subject, such intention should, in

order to avoid dispute, be distinctly expressed in the deed by which
the equity of redemption is conveyed to him.

The statute 17 & 18 Vict. c. 113 has rendered these distinctions

comparatively unimportant. For even assuming the purchaser to

have made the debt his own, it seems that the statute interposes,

and, unless a contrary intention is signified by some further act of the

deceased, makes the mortgaged land the primary fund for payment
of the charge upon it (e).

V.— 3. Exception to the General Rule as to Exoneration, where the

Mortgage Money never went to augment the Mortgagor's Personal Es-

tate. — Another exception to the general rule is where „ , ,

the mortgage money never was strictly a debt but merely and secured

money agreed to be settled, even though the security heid"primaniy

comprise a covenant for payment. In such cases the a charge on

mortgaged property is primarily charged. Thus where * ^ ^" •

a testator on the marriage of his daughter agreed to secure to trustees

6,O0OZ. for her marriage portion, to be paid at the end of twelve

months after his death, and for that purpose devised certain lands to

the trustees for a term of years by way of mortgage for securing the

principal sum and interest, for the payment of which he also bound

himself personally by covenant, and then devised the lands subject

to the charges and incumbrances existing thereon, Sir L. Shadwell,

V.-C, said the covenant was a mere matter of form and only

auxiliary, and that at the time the charge was created it was not

the personal debt of the party, but merely a provision by

settlement * which must be satisfied out of the property on [*1454]

which it was secured (/).

(d) See Lord Eldon's judgment in Waring «. Ward, 7 Ves. 337.

(e) Per Komilly, M R., in Hepworth v. Hill, 30 Beav. 483.

(/) Graves v. Hicks, 6 Sim. 398 ; and Coventry i). Coventry, 2 P. W. 222, 1 Stra. 696;

Edwards v. Freeman, 2 P. W. 437; Lanoy v. Duke of Athol, 2 Atk. 444; Lechemere v.

Charlton, 15 Ves. 193; Loosemore v. Enapman, Kay, 123.
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Again, where a tenant for life of settled property raises by mort-

Money raised g^'ge under a power a sum of money for his own use, and
under power covenants for payment of it, his personal estate is not

li'fe not his per- primarily liable, though it received the benefit (g) ; and
sonal debt

; ^^j^g game holds with respect to a debt incurred and se-

prevbudy cured On the property by the settlor himself, prior to

charged, and the settlement, which is afterwards made expressly sub-

settlement is J6ct to the charge {h), and if the settlor subsequently pays
made subject, off any of the charges he becomes himself an incum-
Contra, where brancer to that extent (i). On the other hand where the

pay the Settlement contains a covenant for payment of the charge
charge. by the settlor his personal estate is primarily liable (_;).

Where a tenant for life with a power to charge and (after interme-

diate limitations) the remainder in fee to himself creates a charge.

Whether fail-
^^^ afterwards by failure of the intermediate limitations

lire of limita- bccomes entitled in fee, it does not seem certain whether

timeof tentnt l^is personal estate would be primarily liable ; clearly if

for life affects he had died tenant for life it would not {k), and perhaps

Ft" ofiTnd'^nd even the devolution upon him during his life of the fee
vice versa. simple in possession would not be held to change the

order of liability (Z). In the converse case, namely, where a settlor

with reversion in fee to himself covenants to discharge the settled

estate from an incumbrance primarily charged thereon, and after-

wards by failure of the limitations in his lifetime becomes again en-

titled to the inheritance, it seems less open to question that his per-

sonal liability ceases, since the money would be at home in the hands
of the covenantor (m).

[*1455] * II. — 4. Locke King's Act and the Amending Acts.'^— By
statute 17 & 18 Vict. c. 113, it was enacted, that "When

Stat. 17 & 18 any person shall, after the 31st of December, 1854, die

making mort- seised of or entitled to any estate or interest in any land
gage debts qj. other hereditaments which shall at the time of his
primarily

n a.i_ i i ,,-, ,.

chargeable on death be charged with the payment of any sum or sums
land. Qf money by way of mortgage, and such person shall

(g) Jenkinson v. Harcourt, Kay, 688 j in this case the power was an absolute power over
the whole estate, which makes it stronger, as more nearly approaching a mortgage by an
,owner in fee.

(7i) Vandeleur v. Vandeleur, 9 Bli. N. S. 157, 3 CI. & Fin. 82; Ibbetson v. Ibbetson, 12
Sim. 206; and see Lewis v. Nangle, 1 Cox, 240; Alen v. Hogan, IJ. & Go. t. Sugd, 231.

(I) Id.; Redington v. Redmgto-i, 1 Ba. & Be. 131; per Lord Eldon, Ex parte Digbv, Jac.
23-5; Jameson v. Stein, 21 Beav. 5: in Vandeleur v. Vandeleur, the settlor paid off .some of
the charges, and declared such payment to be in ease of the estate, and the remamder only
continued on the e'^tate.

(/) Barham d. Earl of Clarendon, 10 Hare, 126; the covenant need not. it is conceived, be
an express covenant for payment of the charge, the ordinary covenants for title would have
the same effect.

(k) See per Lord Redesdale, Noel m. Lord Henlev, Dan. 331, 332; Ladv Lansdale v.

Briggs, 8 D. M. & G. 391.

(T) See Scott V. Beecher, 5 Mad. 96 ; Lord Ilohester v. Lord Carnarvon, 1 Beav. 2Q9. But
Bee per K. Bruofi, V.-C, 1 T. & C. C. C. 711.

(m) Per Turner, V.-O., Barham v. Earl of Clarendon, 10 Hare, 133.
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not by his will or deed or other document have signified any con-

trary or other intention, the heir or devisee to whom such land or

hereditaments shall descend or be devised shall not be entitled

to have the mortgage debt discharged or satisfied out of the per-

sonal estate or any other real estate of such person (ra), but the

land or hereditaments so charged shall, as between the different per-

sons claiming through or under the deceased person, be primarily

liable to the payment of all mortgage debts with which the same
shall be charged, every part thereof, according to its value, bearing a

proportionate part of the mortgage debts charged on the whole there-

of: Provided always, that nothing herein contained shall affect or

diminish any right of the mortgagee on such lands or hereditaments

to obtain full payment or satisfaction of his mortgage debt either out

of the personal estate of the person so dying as aforesaid or other-

wise : Provided also, that nothing herein contained shall affect the

rights of any person claiming under or by virtue of any will, deed, or

document already made or to be made before the 1st of January, 1856."

Copyholds are within this act (o), but the words " heir or devisee

to whom such lands or hereditaments shall descend or be devised,"

had the effect of excluding leaseholds (p), and a share includes

of money to arise by sale of land previously settled on copyholds,

trust to sell (q), although the preceding words " interest in land

or hereditaments " would have included them.

The act applies to an equitable mortgage by deposit of Equitable

title deeds (r) ; but it appeared doubtful whether the mortgage,

words "charged by way of mortgage" covered a charge

under which foreclosure was * not the remedy, e. ff.,
a con- [ *1466]

veyance on trust for sale. A vendor's lien for unpaid

purchase-money, though an incumbrance (s), or charge (t),
^.^.^gj ^^^ ^^j^^

was clearly not within those words (m). And land y j i i-

charged by will generally with debts and legacies, and

so devised, is not, in the hands of the devisee, land charge of

charged with a sum by way of mortgage, within the act, '^''^'*-

unless and until the amount is ascertained and the devisee has " ex-

pressly taken the estate subject to such ascertained charge " (v).

(n) I. e., other than that so descended or devised, per Jessel, M. E. 9 Ch. D. 17.

(o) Piper V. Piper, IJ. & H. 91.

Ip) Solomon v. Solomon, 33 L. J. Ch. 473; Gall v. Fenwick, 43 L. J. Ch. 178; Hill e.

Wormslev, 4 Ch. D. 665.

(q) Lewis v. Lewis, L. R., 13 Eq. 218.

(r) Pembroke v. Friend. 1 J. & H. 132; Coleby v. Coleby, L. R., 2 Eq. 803 (though in

terms as " collateral security " for money lent on promissory note) ; Davis v. Davis, W. N.
1876, p. 242. Foreclosure is the regular' remedy under an equitable mortgage, whether the

deposit is or is not accompanied bv an agreement to execute a legal mortgage, Pryce v. Bury,

L. R., 16 Eq. 153 n.j Lees v. Fisfier, 22 Ch. D. 283.

(«) Barnwell v. Iremonger, 1 Dr. As Sm. 255.

(() Landowners W. of England & S. Wales Lnnd Drainage, &c., Companv v. Ashford, 16

Ch. D. 411.

(u) Hood V. Hood, 26 L. J. Ch. 616.

(») Hepworth ti. Hill, 30 Beav. 476. And see Re Dunlop, Dunlop v. Dunlop, 21 Ch. D.

683, 590. The point here decided seems not to be touched by the subsequent acts.
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The contrary or other intention required to exclude the operation

of this act was held to be signified if a testator gave the residue of

What words
^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ personal estate (x), or his personal estate (y),

will exclude upon trust for, or charged with, the payment of his debts,
t e statute.

-w-ithout express reference to mortgage debts.

But the stat. 30 & 31 Vict. c. 69, after reciting that doubts might
exist upon the construction of the former act, and that it was desir-

Kxpianatorv ^^^^ *^** ^'^^^ doubts should for the future be removed,
Stat. 30 & 31 enacts (s. 1) that in the construction of the will of any

ict. c.
. person dying after 31st December, 1867, "a general di-

rection that the debts or that all the debts of the testator shall be

paid out of his personal estate shall not be deemed to be a declaration

of an intention contrary to or other than the rule established by the

said act, unless such contrary or other intention shall be further de-

clared by words expressly or by necessary implication referring to all

or some of the testator's debts or debt charged by way
of mortgage on any part of his real estate ; " and (s. 2)

that " in the construction of the said act and of this act the word
' mortgage ' shall be deemed to extend to any lien for unpaid purchase-

money upon any lands or hereditaments purchased by a testator."

What words
" "^^^ meaning of sect. 1 (said Sir G. Giffard, V.-C),

exclude the though not SO happily expressed as it might be, appears

to be this, that if a testator wishes to give a direction

which shall be deemed a declaration of an intention contrary

[*1457] to the rule laid down by * L. King's Act, it must be a direc-

tion applying to his mortgage debts in such terms as dis-

tinctly and unmistakably to refer to or describe them" («). And
although the act speaks only of the insufficiency of a direction to pay
debts out of personal estate, it has been decided that a direction to

pay out of real estate, or out of real and personal estate, is also in-

sufficient to exonerate the mortgaged property, unless mortgage debts

are expressly or impliedly referred to (a). It has also been held that

such a reference cannot be implied from a direction to pay the debts
" in aid of the personal and in exoneration of the real estate "

(&), or

simply "in exoneration of the real estate" (c). But where a testator

(a) Stone v. Parker, 1 Dr. & Sin. 212; Allen v. Allen, 30 Beav. 395; Newman ». Wilson,
31 Beav. 33, Re Nevill, Robinson t'. Nevill, W. N., 1890, p. 125.

(V) Smith V. Smith, 3 Gif. 263; Mellish v. Vallms, 2 J. & H. 194; Eno ». Tatham, 3 D. J.

& S. 451; Moore i>. Moore, 1 D. J. & S. 602 ; overruling Rawson v. Harrison, 31 Beav. 207.
But not by a mere direction that his debts should be paid as soon as might be, Pembroke ».

Friend, 1 J. & H. 132; Coote v. Lowndes, L. R., 10 Eq. 376; or should be paid out of his

estate, Woolstenoroft v. Woolstencioft, 2 D. F. & J. 347;Brownson v, Lawrance, L. R.,
6 Eq. 1.

(2) Nelson v. Page, L. R., 7 Eq. 25.

(a) Re Newmarch, 9 Ch. D. 12, Gall v. Fenwick, 43 L. J. Ch. 178; Re Rossiter, 13 Ch. D.
355. See also Sackville v. Smyth, L. R., 17 Eq. 163 (better reported on this point 43 L. J.

Ch. 494), where however the will drew a distinction between incumbrances on real estate

and other debts; and per Malins, T.-C, Lewis v. Lewis, L. R., 13 Eq. 227. And see now
40 & 41 Vict, c, 34, stated post.

(i) Re Newmarch, 9 Ch. D. 12, dub. Baggallav, L. J.

(c) Re Rossiter, 13 Ch. D. 355.
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bequeathed the residue of his personal estate subject to the payment
of his " trade debts," and died, having after the date of his will de-

posited with his bankers the title deeds of real estate to secure an

overdrawn trade account, it was held by Sir F. North, J., that there

was a sufficient declaration of contrary intention, so as to exonerate

the real estate from the banker's lien (d).

The word "testator" as used in sect. 2 was another of the "un-
happy " expressions occurring in these acts. Its effect was to exclude

a lien for purchase-money where the purchaser died intestate (e).

Moreover, this act omitted to provide for the case of leaseholds ex-

cluded from the first.

Where a testator having contracted to purchase certain land speci-

fically devised it, and died without having completed the purchase,

and an action was brought by the vendor for specific per-

formance but was compromised, upon the terms that the contracted to

vendor should have the deposit and his costs, and that be purchased

. , , • r where contract

the contract should be rescinded ; in an action for the is rescinded

administration of the testator's estate, the devisees con-
^^^th

^^'*'"'^

tended that they were entitled to a sum out of the per-

sonal estate equivalent to the unpaid purchase-money; but Sir E.

Kay, J., held that there was a vendor's lien, and accordingly that

this act applied, so that all to which the devisees were en-

titled (irrespective of the compromise, * which was of itself [*1458]

fatal to their claim), would have been the land charged with

the purchase-money, and therefore, on the facts, to nothing (/).

By yet another act, therefore, it is provided (ff) that the former

acts " shall, as to any testator or intestate dying after 31st December,

1877, be held to extend to a testator or intestate dying Amending act

seised or possessed of or entitled to any land or other 40 & 41 Vict,

hereditaments of whatever tenure (A) which shall at the

time of his death be charged with the payment of any sum or sums

of money by way of mortgage or any other equitable includes

charge, including any lien for unpaid purchase-money; leaseholds;

and the devisee or legatee or heir shall not be entitled to have such

sum or sums discharged or satisfied out of any other —anyequit-

estate of the testator or intestate unless (in the case of able charge,

a testator) he shall within the meaning of the said acts have signified

a contrary intention (i) ; and such contrary intention shall not be

(d) Re Fleck, Colston v. Roberts, 37 Ch. D. 677.

(e) Harding ». Harding, L. R., ]3 Eq. 493.

(
/) Re Cockroft, Broadbent v. Groves, 24 Ch. D. 94. As to the expression of " contrary

intention " being restricted to testators in the case of a vendor's lien, see id. at p. 100.

(f/) 40 & 41 Vict. c. 34.
, ^ , x, ,^ t

(li ) B_v virtue of this amending act, Locke King's Act extends to leaseholds. Re Kershaw,

Drake v. Kershaw, 37 Ch. D. 674.

(i) It is to be observed that under the principal act, the contrary intention may in the case

of a mortgage be signified by " will, deed, or other document." But this act seems to limit

the exception of the expression of a contrary intention to a testator, so that such expression

vol,. II 38
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deemed to- be signified by a charge of or direction for payment of

debts upon or out of residuary real and personal estate or residuary

real estate."

Where the contrary intention is shown by the substitution of an-

other fund, the question arises, is the act ousted altogether, so that

exoneration may be claimed generally out of the other assets in the

order appointed by the old law ; or is the act excluded only to the

extent of the substituted fund, so that if this proves insuiiicient

the right to exoneration is exhausted and the burden comes back at

once to the mortgaged land ? In Allen v. Allen (k) Sir J. Romilly,

without deciding the question, took pains to show that his opinion

was in favor of the former view. But in Eodhouse v. Mold (Z), Sir

E. Kindersley decided that the latter was the correct view ; and, hav-

ing regard to the course taken by recent decisions on the acts, this

view seems likely to prevail ; for if there was once a desire

[*1459] to give as little efiect to them as possible (m), * those deci-

sions show that the desire has now been removed, if not

reversed.

The acts do not prescribe any particular means for signifying an

intention to exclude the new rule. To ascertain whether such an
intention is shown, the whole will (or other document) must, as in

other cases, be taken into consideration; and herein the mode in

which the mortgaged estate is disposed of is material. Limitations

in strict settlement per se are inconclusive (n) ; a trust for sale

at a future time, with a detailed disposition of the proceeds after

deducting costs (but not alluding to the mortgage), possesses more
weight (o).

The first of the three acts directs that every part of the mortgaged
hereditament, according to its value, shall bear a proportionate part

How charm °^ *^® mortgage debts charged on the whole thereof;
Apportioned subject, however, with the other provision of the act,

dffleren" parts t° * contrary Or other intention appearing by the will
of the land or deed or other document of the person creating the
' ^""^^ ' charge (p). In Brownson v. Lawrance (q), it was held by
Lord Eomilly that the fact of the mortgagor having specifically de-

by deed or other document by an intestate, would apparently be inoperative in the case of a
vendor's lien. See per Kay, J., Re Cockroft, Broadbent v. Groves, 24 Ch. D. at p 100

(k) 30 Beav. 403.

(0 35 L. J. Ch. 67. If the terms used import simply and directlv an intention to exoner-
ate the mortgaged land, and do not merely leave that intention to be inferred from the sub-
stitution of another fund, there would seem to be less difficulty in holding the act to be wholly
excluded.

(m) See per Jessel, M. R., Gall ». Fenwick, 43 L. J. Ch. 179.

(») See per Wood, V.-C, Pembrooke v. Friend, 1 J. & H. 134; Coote v. Lowndes L R
10 Eq. 376.

' '

(o) Eno V. Tatham, 3 D. J. & S. 443.

(p) On the construction of directions for apportionment of (he charge between the different
estates charged, see Woodward v. Woodward, 5 Jur. N. S. 1281.

(2) L. R., 6 Eq. 1.
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vised part of the mortgaged estate, and left the other part to pass by
a residuary devise, was of itself an expression of his intention that

the part which passed by the residuary devise should be primarily

liable to the whole debt. But it is dif&cult to maintain this since

.Hensman v. Fryer (r) ; and in Saekville v. Smyth (s), where the

mortgagor devised all his real estate to A. subject to a life estate in

a specific portion, it was held by Sir G. Jessel, M. E., that the life

estate was subject to a proportionate share of the burden, viz., to

keep down the interest on the specifically devised portion. He did

not agree with Brownson v. Lawrance. In Stringer v. Harper (t),

where a testator mortgaged estate A. for 800^., and on the same
day created an equitable mortgage on estate B. by way of further

security to the extent of 2001, and afterwards by will dated iu 1855

devised B. specifically, but made no disposition of A. ; it was held by
Sir J. Romilly, M. E., that the case depended on the construc-

tion of the two written instruments of * even date, and not [*1460]

on the act ; that A. was primarily charged, and B. only in

aid, for part of the debt.

The acts do not expressly provide for the common case of a mort-

gage including both land and personal chattels. But it has been
held that the debt must in such a case be apportioned —where real

between the land and the chattels (u). The words in «n<i personal
"DrODSl'tv 3.r6

the first act which make the mortgaged land as betweeu mortgaged

the different persons claiming through or under the de- t°g«">6'"-

ceased person primarily liable to all mortgage debts charged thereon,

and which by themselves might seem to require exoneration of the

chattels by the land, must, it should seem, on a fair interpretation, be

controlled by the preceding clause, which defeats the old right of the

heir or devisee to exoneration, and which is the governing clause.

Considering that the clause last referred to was the substantial

part of the enactment. Sir E. Kindersley held that, not-

withstanding the words " as between the persons claim- favor of the

ing through or under the deceased," the act applied in
no°J^xt^f kf

favor of the Crown taking the personalty for want of

next of kin (a;).

The concluding proviso of the first act declares that nothing con-

tained in the act shall affect the rights of persons claiming under

(r) L. R., 3 Ch. 420, ante, p. 1431. n. {x\
(s) L. R., 17 Eq. 163, 43 L. J. Ch, 494; and see per Malins, V.-C, Gibbins v. Eyden,

L R., 7 Eq. 375; See also Re Smith, Hannington »i. True, 33 Ch. D. 195.

(<) 26 Beav. 33.

(«) Trestrnil ». Mason, 7 Ch. D. 655; Leonino s. Leonino, 10 Ch. D. 460. See also Lips-
comb » Lipscomb, L. R., 7 Eq 501; Evans v. Wvatt. 31 Beav. 217; Gall v. Fenwick, 43

L. J. Ch. 178; the last two being cases of freehofds and leaseholds before the latter were
brought within the Acts. In Lipscomb v. Lipscomb, and Leonino v. Leonino, there was also

a question whether on the construction of the mortgages themselves the several mortgaged
properties were made liable in any particular order. And see ante, p 1434, n. (p).

(x) Dacre v. Patrickson, 1 Dr. & Sm. 186.
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To what cases any wiU, deed, or document made before January 1st,

the second 1855. The new rule therefore cannot apply to any case
proviso in ^^ "^ ^

the first act where a testator dying after 1854 has by will dated be-
apphes.

fQj.g 1855 disposed of the mortgaged property specifically

or has made a general residuary devise of his real estate. And a

will made before 1855 is not the less within the proviso for having

been republished by codicil dated since 1854 (y). But the new rule*

does not apply as against the heir if the mortgagor dies intestate,

although the property was purchased and mortgaged by the latter

before 1855 ; for on the true construction of the act the heir claims

immediately by descent, and not under the deed of convey-

[*1461] ance (z). The new *rule has also been held to apply, as

against the heir, to the case of a testator dying after 1854

and having by will made before 1855 made a general residuary be-

quest of his personal estate, but died intestate as to his mortgaged

estate, although the rights of the residuary legatee were thus "af-

fected " by the act. " Affect," it was said, must mean prejudicially

affect; otherwise the proviso would defeat the plain object of the

legislature (a). But primS, facie " affect " is neutral (J), and it does

not seem that in this particular proviso the object of the legislature

is so very plain.

There is no corresponding proviso in either of the amending or ex-

planatory acts. Scotland is excepted from all. And the new rule

Statut d
*^°®® ^^^ *Pply *° chattels personal, which therefore, if

not apply to pledged or mortgaged by the testator, must still be re-

— nor'to
' deemed for a specific legatee at the expense of the gen-

personal eral personal estate (o). The law therefore is certainly
chattels.

i. • vc jnot simplified.

VI. — What is a sufBcient Indication of a Testator's Intention to

exempt the Personal Estate from its primary Liability to Debts,

What w'U
**'— ^' ^^dition of Fund : Mere Charge on Land, &g.

exempt per- — The next Subject of inquiry is as to what will exempt
sonai estate.

^^^ general personal estate from its primary liability to

debts and other charges, for which the testator has provided another

fund ; in other words, what demonstrates an intention that such pri-

mary liability shall be transferred to the fund in question ; a point

which, it will be seen, has been a prolific source of litigation.

That the making a provision for debts or legacies out of the real

estate does not discharge the personalty, is implied in the very terms

(y) Eolte ». Perry, 3 D. J. & S. 481.

(z) Piper «. Piper, 1 J. & H. 91; what was the precise meaning of " deed or document" in

this proviso was not thought an easy question. See also Nelson f. Page, L. E., 7 Eq. 25,

where the mortgaged estate was purchased in 1842, and had not lapsed, as would appear by
the head-note, since the will was made in 1835.

(o) Power 1). Power, 8 Ir. Ch. Rep. 340.

lb) See ante, Vol. I., p. 44, n. (/).
(c) Lewis ». Lewis, L. B., 13 Eq. 218.
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of this question. There must be an intention not only Addition of

another fi)
"

does not.
to onerate the realty, but to exonerate the personalty ;

^^°^^^^ ^"""^

not merely to supply another fund, but to substitute that

fund for the property antecedently liable.

Thus in numerous cases it has been held that neither Mere charge

.
a charge of debts on the testator's lands generally, or on not'exon"lrate

a specifie portion of them {d), nor a devise upon trust Personalty.

for sale, however formally * or anxiously framed (e), nor [*1462]
the creation of a term of years for the purpose of such
charge (/), will exonerate the personalty.'

Nor is It material that the charge is imposed on the devisee in the
terms of a condition, as where real estate is devised to A., he paying
the debts and legacies (g).

In order to exonerate the personal estate, the very early cases re-

quired express words (h) ; but this rule was subsequently relaxed,
not only by the admission of implication, but that impli- „.

,

,. 1. ij J. T, • J 1 J r
History of the

cation was held to be raised by circumstances of a very implication

slight and equivocal character, affording little more than "^"'='"''e-

conjecture (i). Judges of a later period, however, feeling the evils

to which this latitude of interpretation had given rise, and proceeding
upon sounder principles of construction, have, without rejecting im-
plication, required that it should be supported by such evidence, col-

lected from the will, as ought fairly to satisfy a judicial mind of the

testator's intention. A wish has been sometimes intimated, that the

old rule had been restored, but this was impracticable in the state of

the authorities, and perhaps would have been hardly consistent with
right principles of construction for it is difficult to perceive any solid

ground for excluding implication in this more than in any other spe-

cies of case. The evil seems to have consisted in the extreme laxity

with which the implication doctrine was at one period applied, which
tended in effect to subvert altogether the rule establishing the pri-

mary liability of the personal estate ; but this has been so far cor-

(d) White 1). White, 2 Vern. 43; French v. Chichester, id. 5B8; Bridgman v. Dove, 3 Atk.
201 ; Walker «. Hardwick, 1 Mv. & K. 396, Ouselev «. Anstruther, 10 Beav. 453; Quennell
V. Turner, 13 id. 240. See also'Kilford v. Blaney, 31 Ch. D, 56.

(e) Lord Inchiqain v. French, 1 Cox. 1, 1 Wils. 82, Amb. 3J; Samwell e. Wiike, 1 B. C. C.
144; Hancox v. Abbey, 11 Ves. 186; CoUis v. Rollins, 1 De G. & S. 131. The rule that a
charge of debts on real estate does not of itself exonerate the personal estate applies where a
charge for payment of debts after the grantor's death is created by deed, Trott v. Buchanan,
28 Ch. D. 446.

(/) Tower v. Lord Rous, 18 Ves. 132.

iff) Bridgman ». Dove, 3 Atk. 201; Mead ». Hide, 2 Vern. 120; Watson v. Brickwood, 9

Ves. 447; but see Lockliart v. Hardy, 9 Beav. 379, ante, p. 1444.

(h) Fereyes v. Robinson, Bunb. 301.

(i) Adams v. Meyrick, 1 Eq. Ca. Ab. 271, as to which, see 2 Atk. 626; 3 Ves. 110; Walker
V, Jackson, 2 Atk. 624, and the other cases referred to post.

1 See Hanna's Appeal, 31 Penn. St. 53; note (2); Ram on Assets, c. 3, § 6, pp. 41, 42;
Plimpton V. Fuller, 11 Allen, 139; Hewes v. Kidney v. Coussmaker, 1 Ves. (Sumner's ed.)

Dehon, 3 Gray, 205; Ancaster ». Maver, 1 436, note (a); ante, p. 1430, note 1.

Bro. C. C. (Perkins's ed.) 454, and Mr. Belt's
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rected by later adjudications, as greatly to diminish the uncertainty

which the numerous cases occurring on the subject indicate to have

prevailed half a century ago {Tc). From the nature of the question,

'

however, which is ever presenting itself under new combinations of

circumstances, it is even now often attended with no little perplexity.

It is well settled that the intent is to be collected from

[*1463] the * whole will {V), and must appear by " evident demon-
stration," " plain intention," or " necessary implication ;

"

though it must be confessed, that such propositions rather change the

Rule now terms than afford a solution of the question ; for upon
established. being told that the implication must be necessary, or

must amount to evident demonstration, we are inevitably led to in-

quire what in judicial construction has been held to constitute such
" necessary implication," or " evident demonstration ; " the answer

to which must be an appeal to the eases.'

It has also long been established, in opposition to some early deci-

sions (m), that in order to exonerate the personalty parol evidence is

Parol evidence not admissible (w), and that no inference of intention
inadmissible. ga,^ j^e drawn from the relative amount of the personal

estate and debts, or of the personal and real estate (o) ; for the fact

that the charges will exhaust the whole subject-matter of the resid-

uary bequest does not vary the construction.

This was decided in Tait v. Lord Northwick {p), which is a lead-

ing authority on the general doctrine. The testator appointed cer-

(k) This was written in 1827, 2 Powell Dev. by Jarm. p. 683.

(I) Though this has heen frequently stated as a rule peculiarly applicable to particular
classes of cases, yet the student should be reminded that it is not confined to any class of cases,

for it would not be possible to specify any point of testamentary construction which is ex-
cluded from its operation ; nor is it of novel or recent introduction, for the old authorities never
denied the effect of the context to express a particular intention, or control particular expres-
sions. One cannot help, therefore, feeling some surprise that Lord Eldon should treat the
applicability of this rule to the cases under consideration as a discovery of Sir W. Grant,
" We have^" said his Lordship in Gittins v. Steele, 1 Sw. 28, "now reached tlie sound rule,

that for the purpose of collecting the intention every part of the will must be considered.
That rule was first established by the great judge whom we have just lost, the late Master of
tlie Rolls."

(m) Gainsborough v. Gainsborough, 2 Vem. 252. In Granville ». Beaufort, id. 648, the
evidence was admitted only to rebut an equitable presumption, which was allowable, see ante,
Vol. I., p. 391.

(») Inchiquin v. French, 1 Cox, 1, 1 Wils. 82, Amb. 33 ; Stephenson v. Heathoote, 1 Ed. 39,

(o) Cro. El. 205; Cowp. 833; 1 Cox, 9; 2 B. C. C. 273, 297; 2 Ves, Jr. 593; 3 Ves. 299
1 Ed. 43; 1 Ba & Be. 315, 542; 1 Mer. 222, which overruled Pre. Oh. 101; Gas. t. Talb. 202
1 B. C. C. 457, n.

(j>) 4 Ves. 618.

1 See among the cases, Watson v. Brick- Rogers v. Rogers, 1 Paige, 188 ; Hoye v.

wood, 9 Ves. (Sumner's ed.) 447; Hartley v. Brewer, 3 Gill & J. 153; Lupton v. Lupton, 2
Hurle, 5 Ves. (Sumner's ed.) 540. note{n), Johns. Ch. 614; McKay v. Green, 3 Johns,
and cases cited; Howe v. Dartmouth, 7 Ves. Ch. 66; Livingstone v. Newkirk, 3 Johns.
(Sumner's ed.) 137, note (c); 4 Kent, 421; Ch. 312; Stroud v. Barnett, 3 Dana, .394;

Milnes v. Slater, 8 Ves. 295; Stevens v. Schermerhorn v. Barhvdt, 9 Paige, 29, 49;
Gregg, 10 Gill & J. 143; Tessier v, Wyse, Chase ». Lookerman, 11 Gill & J. 186; Kid-
3 Bland. 28; Garnett v. Macon, 2 Brock. 185; ney v. Coussmaker, 1 Ves. Jr. 436, note (n);

s. 0. 6 Call, 208; McCampbell, r. McCamp- Hancock v. Minot, 8 Pick. 29, 37, 38.

bell, 5 Litt. 97; 1 Story, Eq. Jur. § 571;
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tain estates to trustees, upon trust by sale or mortgage Relative

thereof or by sale of timber thereon to pay his debts, dXts'and'per-
and directed the trustees to convey the lands not so sonaity not

applied to certain uses. He gave 1001. to each of his sidered!"'

trustees, and all the residue of his personal estate what-
soever between his two sisters, and appointed two of the trustees exe-

cutors. Lord Loughborough held that the personal estate was first

to be applied, as far as it would go, to pay the debts.

But in Gray v. Minnethorp (q), the same Judge thought that

where the purchase-money of an estate, devised in trust to

be * sold to pay debts and certain pecuniary legacies, was [*1464]

inadequate to pay the debts alone, this circumstance fur-

nished an argument against exempting the personal estate. Such an
argument, however, seems to be obnoxious to the reasoning which
applies against making the amount of the personal estate a ground

for the exemption ; since the adequacy of the fund to pay debts must
depend upon the amount of those debts at the death of the testator,

and their amount at that period can afford no indication of his inten-

tion when he made his will.

VI.—2. Extension of Charge to Funeral and Testamentary Expenses.

— It is clear that the charging the land with (in addition to debts)

funeral or testamentary expenses or both, will not per se „J jr Mere exten-
exempt the personalty ; for although it seems improbable sioa of the

that the testator should mean to create an auxiliary fund "^^lil^^
to answer expenses which are payable out of the per- testamentary

sonal estate in priority to all other claims, and which it
sufficient.""'

could hardly be insufficient to liquidate, yet such an
argument amounts only to conjecture, and falls short of that neces-

sary implication which is now held to be requisite to transfer the
primary onus to the new fund.

Many opinions have been expressed on this point. Thus Lord
Hardwicke in Walker v. Jackson (r) remarked that the words " debts,

legacies, and funeral expenses " were only words of style,

an observation in which Sir W. Grant in .Brydges v. expenses, &c.,

Phillips (s) seems to have concurred. The circumstance
''f'^^j'""

of funeral expenses being included iu the charge was
also disregarded by Lord Northington in Stephenson v. Heathcote

(f),

and by Lord Kenyon in Williams v. Bishop of Llandaff (m) (though

the latter Judge decided in favor of the exemption, on grounds

perhaps not less equivocal), and by Lord Manners in Aldridge v.

Wallscourt (x). On the other hand. Sir R. P. Arden in Burton v.

Knowlton (y) thought a direction to pay funeral expenses a strong

(q) 3 Ves. 103. (r) 2 Atk. 624.

(t) 6 Ves. 570. («) 1 Ed. 38.

(«) 1 Cox, 254. (x) 1 Ba. & Be. 312; post, p. 1472.

(y) 3 Ves. 108.
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circumstance in. favor of the exemption where the trustees of the

fund, on whom the direction was imposed, were not the executors, to

whose duty it naturally belonged. This case, however, has been

commented upon both by Lord Loughborough (z) and Lord
[*1465] Eldon (a) in terms which throw great doubt upon its * author-

ity ; and, if it rest on this ground (and it is difficult to find

one more solid), the decision is clearly overruled by the cases already

referred to and those which remain to be stated.

Thus, in Gray v. Minnethorpe (b), where the testator devised cer-

tain lands to W. and J. and their heirs, in trust to sell, and out of the

moneys arising therefrom to pay all his just debts SiuA funeral expenses,

and the residue over, and appointed his brother Gr. sole executor

;

Lord Loughborough held that the executor did not take the personal

estate exempt from debts.

So, in Hartley v. Hurle (c), where the testator directed that all his

just debts and funeral and testamentary expenses be in the first place

fully paid and satisfied, and then, after making a certain bequest, de-

vised all his lands and hereditaments and moneys in the funds to A.

and B., upon trust out of the rents of his lands and the dividends of

his moneys to pay all his just debts, funeral and testamentary
EXPENSES, and certain legacies (d), and the residue over. After other

bequests, the testator devised and bequeathed all the residue of his

real and personal estate not by him otherwise given and disposed to

C. his daughter, and he appointed A., B., and C, executors. Sir E.

P. Arden, M. E., held that the residuary personal estate was not ex-

empt from the payment of debts.

The M. E. distinguished this case from Burton v. Knowlton (e), on

the ground of the general introductory words, which he said were a

_ , direction to the executors to pay the debts, &c., and there-
Remark on . - 11 , s ,

Hartley v. fore favored the non-exemption (/ ) ; but we have seen
Hurle. ^-^^^ ^ direction in such terms, followed by the appropria-

tion of a particular fund for the purpose, has reference to the pro-

vision so made (g). Such a distinction is clearly untenable.

So, in M'Leland v. Shaw (h), where a testatrix devised certain lands

Personalty to trustees to Sell, and out of the money arising from
held not such Sale " in the first place " desired her funeral ex-
exenipt, '

though charge PENSES and the debts which she shovM owe at her death, to be

funeraf^'**
_pajrf; Secondly, she directed the payment of several

expenses. sums to persons who were creditors of her late husband.

(«) See Tait v. Lord Northwict, 4 Ves. 823, 4 E. R. 358.

(a) Bootle v. Blundell, 1 Mer. 229. See also Kilford ». Blaney, 31 Ch. D. 56, 63.

(A) 3 Ves. 103.

(c) 5 Ves. 540.

((2) The legacies were held to be payable out of the real estate only, see post.

(e) 3 Ves. 107. See post.

(/) See an observation upon this, supra.

(o) Ante, p. 1397.

(A) 2 Sch. & L. 538.
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She then gave several legacies, including one to her executors for

their trouble, adding, "the said several sums to be paid by my said

executors and trustees out of the money arising from the sale

of my said lands, which I do * order to be sold with all con- [*1466]

venient speed after my decease, and such of the said purchase-

money as shall remain after paying the said legacies, and the execution

of this my will, I bequeath in the following manner." The testatrix

then disposed of such residue. There was no disposition of the per-

sonal estate, otherwise than by the appointment of executors, who,

having legacies for their trouble, could not take beneficially (i).

The next §f kin claimed to take it exempt from debts, legacies, and
funeral expenses ; but Lord Eedesdale held that there were not suf-

ficient words to raise an implication of intent to exempt the person-

alty from these charges. He thought, however, that the sums to be

paid to the creditors of the husband were to be satisfied out df the

real estate only (k).

It is not denied, indeed, that the subjecting of the real estate to

all the charges which belong to the personalty, as legacies, funeral

and testamentary expenses, favors the supposition that Trust to pay

the personalty is intended to be given as a specific legacy, legacies,

and consequently to be exempt (I) ; but no case which rests testamentary

on this simple circumstance is now to be relied on. Such expenses,

seems to be the situation of Gaskell v. Gough, cited by Sir E. P. Ar-

den in Burton v. Knowlton (m), which, however, is too loosely stated

to enable us to form a satisfactory opinion of the grounds of it. It

does not appear who was the executor, or in what terms the person-

alty was given.

In the much considered case of Bootle v. Blundell (n), the exten-

sion of the charge to funeral and testamentary expenses seems to

have been treated by Lord Eldon as having much weight, Effect of

though it was there aided by the circumstance, that some testamentary

particular charge incident to the administration of the thrown on'

estate, namely, that of supporting the will against any real estate.,

attempt to invalidate it, was, by a codicil, imposed exclusively on the

real estate. " On looking through the precedents," said his Lordship,

" it is impossible to deny that this is a circumstance on which great

stress has always been laid ; namely, where the real estate is made

liable to such expenses as exclusively regard the administration of

the personal estate, such as the costs of probate, and other costs sus-

tained in the execution of the will."

(i) But now see 1 Will. 4, c. 40.

(it) As to this, see cases cited post. , ,„ .,„„.„„ ., ^
(I) See Sir W. Grant's judgment in Tower v. Lord Rous, 18 Ves. 139. Also Greene v.

Greene 4 Mad. 148; Michell v. Michel), 5 Mad. 69 ; Driver v. Ferrand, 1 R. & My. 681.

(m) 3 Ves. 111. See also Kynaston v. Kynaston, 1 B. C. C. 457, n.,post, p. 1472, n.

(n) 1 Mer. 193.
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[*1467] * The result of tlie cases seems to be that a charge of

debts, funeral and testamentary expenses, cannot now be re-

lied on as in itself sufB.oient to exonerate the personal estate. It

must appear, not necessarily by express words but by plain and

necessary inference from the context of the will, that the testator in-

tended not merely to onerate the real estate, but to exonerate and
discharge the personal estate (o).

VI.— 3. Effect of expressly subjecting Personalty to Charges other

Where per- than Debts, &c. — It has been decided that the expressly

sonaityis subjecting the personal estate to certain charges, to

subjected to which it was before liable, does not, by force of the
o^Aer charges, principle expressio unius est exclusio alterius, raise a

necessary implication that it is not to bear other charges not so ex-

pressly directed to be payable out of it, but which are thrown upon
the land.

Thus, in Brjdges v. Phillips {p), where the testator devised certain

real estate upon trust for sale, and out of the money arising thereby

to pay his debts and certain legacies, and devised over the lands which
should remain unsold. The testator then gave certain other legacies,

and directed the last-mentioned legacies to be paid out of his personal
estate, and bequeathed the residue of his said personal estate, except

as aforesaid, to his wife, whom, with two other persons, he appointed

his executrix and executors. Sir W. Gr^-nt, M. E.., held that though
there was room for conjecture that the testator did mean to throw

his debts primarily upon the real estate, yet that this did not appear

with a sufficient degree of certainty to enable him judicially to collect

such an intention. He said that, by directing the legacies to be paid

out of the personal estate, the testator might merely have intended

to distinguish those legacies from the others which were to be paid

out of the real estate. His Honor also adverted to the circumstance

that the trustees and executors were not wholly the same persons.

p .

.

This principle, too, was strongly recognized by the

to the manner Same Judge in Watson V. Brickwood (cj), which also

charge^on the
establishes that an intimation, however anxiously made,

realty is to be as to the proportions and mode in which the charge is to
'"°^'

be borne among the devisees of the real estate, will not

have the effect of onerating it primarily ; such a clause being

[* 1468] considered only as providing for the effect, in ease * the

land does become chargeable, and not as charging it at all

events (r). The case was as follows : A testator devised all his free-

(o) Kilford v. Blaney, 31 Ch. D. 56.

(p) 6 Ves. 567 ; and see Davies v. Ashford, 15 Sim. 42.

<q) 9 Ves. 447; and see 1 Jo. & Lat. 363.

\r) But see Anderton v. Cooke, oil. 1 B. C. C. 456 ; Williams ». Bishop of Llandaft, 1 Cox,
254, where an estate was charged in case another estate devised upon tt-ust to pay debts should

be' insufficient ; and the personal estate was held to be exempt. Such a case seems to fall di-
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hold lands to the use of his nephews W. and E. and their Watson v.

sons successively in strict settlement, with remainder to Brickwood.

G. for life, and such son as he should by will appoint, with remainder
to N. and his first and other sons in tail male ; he then
gave to several nieces legacies in blank, and proceeded held'not to be

thus : " And I direct the same legacies to be paid at the f^'^V'^^
thougli

end of twelve months next after my decease by my ex-

ecutor hereinafter named. I give and bequeath all and singular my
goods, chattels, personal estate, and effects whatsoever and wheresoever,

not hereinbefore disposed of, unto my said nephew W., his executors,

administrators, and assigns, forever, he paying thereout all and sin-

gular legacies, and all my funeral expenses and simple contract
debts. And whereas 1 have at different times borrowed on mortgage
and bond divers sums of money of different persons, to enable me to

make purchases of part of the said estates hereinbefore limited ; and
being minded that the whole should be discharged in equal propor-

tions by the said W., E,., G., and such his son so to be appointed as

aforesaid, as they respectively shall become entitled to the possession

of my said estates. Now I hereby will, order, and direct, that all

such sum or sums of money as the said W., E., G., or his son so to be

appointed as hereinbefore mentioned, or the said N. shall pay off and
discharge during the time each of them shall be in possession of my
said estates under this my will, and also all such sum or sums of

money as any of them shall expend, or be put to in the Court of

Chancery, or elsewhere, in protecting or defending my said leasehold

estate, and a due proportion of any of the two last fines, to be paid

from time to time for the renewal of the leases thereof, shall be a

debt and charge against the whole of such estates in favor of the

person or persons, his and their executors, administrators, and as-

signs, so paying off and discharging such sum or sums, for so much
money as shall be actually so paid and expended ; and I direct the

next taker of all my said estates under this my will to repay such

sum and sums of money as his predecessor from time to

time * shall have so paid off and expended to such person or [*1469]

persons, and in such manner as his predecessor shall direct

by any deed or will, to be by him duly executed, and for want

thereof to the executor or administrator of such predecessor from

time to time, dedxicting from time to time the due share or proportion

thereof of such preceding taker, until the whole of such sum or sums

of money shall be paid off ; and I direct the same course to be used

by each of the takers in succession until the full payment thereof, be-

fore such next taker or takers can have any benefit under this my
will : it being my will and desire that no part of my estates be sold or

recfly within the principle stated in the text. It does not appear, however, whether the

decisions rested on the words in question. See another case of this kind, Dawes v. Scott, 5

Euss. 32, post, p. 1479.
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parted with, and that all possible care be taken and observed in re-

gard to such leasehold estates, as well with respect to the renewal of

leases from time to time as with respect to any dispute that may at

anytime hereafter, arise in consequence thereof." And the testator

appointed W. his executor. By a codicil, reciting the disposition of

his estates to T. (the trustee), he gave the same to J., revoked the

former devise, and gave to J. the powers and authorities given by the

will to T. ; and he further willed that J. and his heirs should and

jnight, in order to raise money /or the payment of all and singular his

debts and legacies, from time to time mortgage, with the approbation of

the taker for the time being of the said estates, according to his said

will, a competent part of his said freehold estates for so much money

as should be necessary for the purpose, and he directed his trustees

for the time being to keep down the interest. By another codicil, the

testator appointed another trustee, and gave other legacies. It was

contended that the personal estate was discharged from the debts, or

at least subject only to the simple contract debts ; but Sir W. Grant

was of a different opinion. He admitted that there was
ir

.

rant s
g^^^g indication of an intention to exonerate the person-

C^atson J). alty ; but thought that it was not so conclusive as to

come up to the requisition of the rule laid down by Lord

Thurlow, in Duke of Ancaster v. Mayer (s), that is, a plain intention ;

and that by directing the executor, to whom he gave all his personal

estate, to pay thereout all the legacies, funeral expenses, and simple

contract debts, primS, facie there was some appearance of an intention

that he did not mean the personal estate to be liable to debts by spe-

cialty, but that alone upon the authorities was not sufficient

;

[*1470] there must be a charge clearly and distinctly * upon the real

estate (i) to make it liable. When he declared his intention

as to the real estate, it did not appear he had any fixed and distinct

resolution by any act of his own to throw the specialty debts on the

real estate ; but he seemed to suppose either that the personal estate

would not be sufficient both for the simple contract and specialty

debts, or that the latter would of course fall upon the real estate, and
any act by him to throw them upon the real estate was not necessary;

for he had not in direct terms made any charge upon the real estate,

but he took it for granted that the real estate would be called upon
for bond debts, and mortgages, and his object was to secure an equal

distribution of the burden among the devisees, who were to take the

real estate in succession, and no other object whatsoever. His inten-

tion was not to favor the executor taking the personal estate against

those taking the real estate, but to take care that those who were to take

(») 1 B. C. C. 454. This case was decided by Lord Tliurlow principally upon anotlieT

point (see ante ), but the positions laid down by him on the doctrine in discussion hare been
much referred to.

(f) And that only. See the sequel of the judgment.
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the real estate as against each other should bear the burden in equal pro-

portions. It was contended, his Honor said, that the codicil operated
as a total exoneration both from debts and legacies : the codicil con-

tained as complete a provision for all debts and legacies as could be

;

but that was nothing more than there was in Tait v. Northwick (m).

This case was hardly so strong in that respect, for in that case there
were more circumstances from which it might have been argued that
the testator could not have had it in contemplation to burden his real

estate merely in aid of the personal. At most this was but the same
case, and could not be contended 'higher than as equivalent to that

;

and there Lord Rosslyn, adhering to Lord Thurlow's rule, said ex-

pressly that the most anxious provision for payment of debts out of
the real estate would not be sufB.cient to exonerate the personal estate.

His Honor was therefore of opinion that there was no exoneration of

the personal estate.

Of this case Lord Eldon has said (x), that he thought it was rightly

decided, taking the will and codicil together ;
" but if," he said, " the

codicil had not existed, there are circumstances which
appear to me to be such as might have given occasion Brfckmiod

to some observations which do not occur either in the ?-ppJ°Z?^
^y

judgment or in the argument ; still I repeat that I think

that case was rightly decided."

Watson V. Brickwood is an important authority on the gen-

eral * doctrine, since no case better exemplifies the species [*1471]

of evidence which is necessary to exonerate the personal

estate, as distinguished from mere conjecture. It would have been

well if this principle had been steadily adhered to.

VI. — 4. Effect of Gift of all the Personalty to the Executor.— An-
other question which has much divided the opinions of Judges is,

whether the circumstances of the bequest being of all Effect where

the personal estate (with or without an enumeration of the gift is of

particulars), not a gift of the residue, demonstrates an son^i estate

intention to exempt it from the charges to which the to person

general personal estate is primarily liable. The negative

appears to have been decided in several instances where the legatee

was appointed executor, a circumstance which has always been con-

sidered to favor the non-exemption, by raising the inference that the

legatee was to take the personalty subject to the charges devolving

upon him in the character of executor. French v. Chichester (y) has

generally been treated as a case of this kind. The testator there

directed that the trustees of a certain real estate which he had con-

(m) 4 Ves. 816; ante, p. 1463.

(x) In Bootle ». Blundell, 1 Mer. 230.

ly) 2 Vern. 568, 1 B. P. C. Toml. 192: see the facts of this case more fully stated, and ob-
served upon by Pearson, J., Trott v. Buchanan, 28 Ch. D. 446, 450 n. ; but "see Gas. I. Talb.

209. And see Harewood i».Child,and..Bromhale ii. Wilbraham, cit. Gas. t. Talb. 204.
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veyed by deed should out of the trust estate pay his debts, legacies,

B t of all
^'^'^ funerals, and devised to his wife, whom he made

the personal executrix, all his personal estate not otherwise disposed

Vtherwuldu- of, intending thereby a provision for her, she having
posed of to been prevailed upon to sell away part of her own inherit-

ance. Lord Keeper Wright, and afterwards Lord Cow-

per, held that the devise being in the same clause in which she was

named executrix, and not said exempt from the payment of debts,

she must therefore take it as executrix, and the same must be applied

in payment of debts.

But in this case the words " not otherwise disposed of " render it

scarcely distinguishable from that of a residuary bequest. A similar

remark applies to Watson v. Brickwood (s) and Bootle v. Blundell (a)

;

but as in both these cases there were anterior specific bequests, to

which the words " hereinbefore disposed of " might relate, no argu-

ment against the exemption could be drawn from them. It is only

where the will contains no other disposition than the charges which
are to come out of the personal estate, that such an argument applies

;

and it would seem, by parity of reason, that it is then only

[*1472] that even the circumstance of the gift * being residuary

raises any very strong inference against the exemption,

though in every case the fact of the bequest not being residuary

in its terms may afford an argument in favor of the exemption.

The case of Brummel v. Prothero (b), however, seems more directly

to support the doctrine in question ; and it is observable, that in this

Trust to pay °^^® *^® \a.nA. was devised in trust to pay all the tes-

all the debts tator's debts. The testator devised all his real estate to

M mo^ne^s^,
°

-A-. and his heirs, in trust, in the first place, to pay all his
&c. to exec- j^gt debts, and then to other limitations. Lastly, he gave

and bequeathed unto his brother E. all his moneys, goods,

chattels, rights, credits, personal estate and effects, whatsoever and
wheresoever, and appointed him executor. Sir E. P. Arden, M. E., at

first expressed an opinion that a direction to pay all the debts would,
according to the authorities, throw them upon the land only ; but he
afterwards came to a contrary conclusion, observing that the case was
stripped of every circumstance to exonerate the personal estate, ex-

cept that of a devise to a trustee for payment of debts, and a general
bequest of the personal estate to the executor : and that there was no
one case since French v. Chichester, the first upon the subject, in

which such words as these had been held alone sufficient to exempt
the personal estate (c).

(a) 9 Ves. 447.

{a) 1 Mer. 193.

(6) 3 Ves. 111.

(c) This is not quite correct. There are several cases in which a contranr decision Baa
occurred under circumstances hardly distinguishable. Thus, in Kynaston c. ^maston, 1 B.
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So, in Aldridge v. Lord Wallscourt (d), where A. devised all his

lands to trustees (subject to the payment of his just debts, funeral ex-

penses, and several portions afterwards charged for his daughters)
to certain limitations, and directed his trustees to raise
* certain portions for his daughters. He appointed T., his [*1473]
son, executor, and bequeathed him all his personal estate in

trust for such persons as he (the testator) should appoint. Demise sub'ect
By a codicil reciting that bequest, he directed his execu- to debts, &c.,

tor to hold the personal estate in trust for his daughter afth^'e person"-*

M. Lord Manners thought there was nothing to exempt a'ty to execu-

the personal estate from its primary liabilities to debts.
*"'""?<'""''"'•

In this case the legatee herself was not the executrix, but as the
subject of gift was to flow to her through the executor as

trustee, it might be considered as subject to charges at- AlSfto"".
taching to him in that character, and consequently as ^°^^ walls-

falling under the same principle.
''*'"

'

But the personal estate has been held not to be exonerated, even
where the legatee of all the personalty was not made executor. Thus,
in Collins v. Eobins (e) the testator devised his real

estate to trustees, upon trust to sell and out of the pro- realty 'and pay
duce to pay the testator's debts, and the costs, charges, ^^^^^ *"*!

and expenses of the trustees (who were also executors), personalty to

and certain legacies ; and he bequeathed all his ready P''''^°" °°'

, °.,,' ^,,, ,
•' executor.

money and securities for money, and all other his per-

sonal estate, to his godson who was not an executor. Sir J. K. Bruce,

V.-C. (observing that it was admitted that the funeral and testamen-

tary expenses did not come under the description of the trustees'

costs, charges, and expenses), decided that the personal estate was not

exonerated.

So, in Ouseley v. Anstruther (/) the testator devised his real prop-

perty to trustees, upon trust, in the first place, subject to the payment

C. C. 457, n., a testator charged his whole estate with the payment of all his debts, legacies,

and funeral expenses, and for that purpose devised particular lands to trustees, upon trust to

sell the same and pay his debts, legacies, and funeral expenses; and lie gave to his wife ali

his personal estate whatsoever, and substituted her sole executrix The debts exceeded the

personal estate (a circumstance which is now immaterial). Lord Bathurst determined the

personal estate to be exempt.
So, in Holliday v. Bowman, cit. 1 B. C. C. 145, A. devised a manor to trustees, in trust to

sell, and directed the moneys to be raised thereby to be paid in discharge of all his debts ; and
after payment thereof, in the first place to invest the residue, and pay the interest to his wife
for life, and the principal after her decease to B. ; and after several specific and pecuniary
legacies, gave to his wife nil his goods and chattels, and appointed her executrix. It was
held, upon the authority of Kynaston v. Kj-naston, that the personaltv was exempt from the
debts. Bamfield v. Wyndham, Pre. Ch. 101, is a case of the same kind, but is much weak-
ened as an authority by the stress that was laid upon the inadequacy of the personalty to pay
the debts. How far Lord Bathurst was influenced by this circnmstance in Kynaston v , Kynas-
ton does not appear; but it is evident that both this case and Holliday v. Bowman are over-
ruled by Brummel v. Prothero. It would have been more satisfactory if they had been no-
ticed in that case.

(d) 1 Ba. & Be. 312.

(e) 1 De G. & S. 131.

(/) 10 Beav. 453.
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of his funeral expenses, of any debts unpaid at Ms death,

debt?on'realty of his wife's jointure, and the annuities and legacies be-
and bequest queathed by him, in trust for his son for life, with remain-

sonalty to ders over ; and he bequeathed to his son, who was not
person not executor, all his personal property for his absolute use

after his (the testator's) wife's death, except a piece of

plate which was to be an heirloom. Lord Langdale, M. R., held that

the personalty was not exonerated from payment of the debts.

But though these cases may seem to authorize the conclusion that,

whether the legatee is appointed executor or not and notwithstanding

- , . the funeral expenses are thrown upon the land, the per-
Concluaion ^ tit • „ ,

from preceding sonalty IS not exempted by the mere circumstance of the
''^^^' bequest being of all the personal estate, with or without

an enumeration of particular species of property, yet in sev-

[*1474] eral instances the * distinction between such a bequest and

a gift of the residue has been treated as having weight.

Thus, in Tower v. Lord Ecus (g) Sir W. Grant, M. E., observed

that there was nothing except the common residuary clause, not " all

Distinction ^7 personal estate," not " all which I have not herein-

between a before disposed of," or any other of those forms which

beque^and ^^ several Cases have been held to denote an intention to

gift of all the aive the personal estate as a specific bequest. And Lord
Dersonaltv t/ j. j. %/ m

Eldou in Bootle v. Blundell (A) observed in reference to

Duke of Ancaster v. Mayer 0, that a great deal of argument might
have been raised as to the distinction between a gift of residue, as

residue, and a bequest of enumerated particulars followed by the

words " and personal estate whatsoever," not " and all the residue ofmy
personal estate

;

" though he admitted that the argument in this case

was excluded by a subsequent clause, in which the testator referred

to the bequest as a gift of " the residue." It should be observed, too,

that in Duke of Ancaster v. Mayer there were circumstances which
operated quite as strongly against the exemption as in Brummel v.

Prothero. The same persons were appointed trustees of the term to

raise money to pay the debts and funeral charges and executors

(which has been generally considered to favor the non-exemption (k))
;

and there was even a direction to them as " executors " to pay the

funeral charges, debts, and legacies ; and they were to reimburse them-

selves the expenses attending the execution of the will out of the

(a) 18 Ves. 139.

(l) 1 Mer. 228.

(0 1 B C. C. 454.

(i) See Lord Northington's judgment in Stephenson v. Healhcote, 1 Ed. 38; Lord Thur-
low's in Dulce of Ancaster v. Mayer, 1 B. C. C. 454 (see also 1 Mer. 223) ; T.nrd Alvanlev's in

Burton v. Knowlton, 3 Ves. 108. But see Lord Hardwicke's judgment in Walker ii. JacVson,

2 Atk. 624 ; and Lord Eldon's judgment in Bootle v. Blundell, 1 Mer. 227; where, though he
seems to have treated this circumstance as adverse to the exemption, yet he admitted that

there might be such a cautious discrimination of the two characters of trustee and executor as

not only to render their union in the same person unimportant, but afford an inference in fa-

vor of the exemption.
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personal estate or moneys to be raised by the term ; and yet, under
these circumstances, all tending, to oppose the exemption. Lord Eldon
thought the distinction between a gift of enumerated particulars

followed by a beq\iest of the residue, and of all the personal estate,

entitled to some weight. It is unfortunate that Brummel v. Prothero
was not among the numerous decisions cited by him in Bootle v.

Blundell.

In several subsequent cases, indeed, one main ground of exemption
was, the fact of the personalty being given, not as a residue,

but as all the personal estate, accompanied by an * enumera- [*1476]
tion of articles, notwithstanding that in one of them it may
be inferred that the trustees of the real estate were executors ; but it

is observable that in all these cases the real estate was onerated with
all the charges to which the personal estate is liable. Bequest of all

namely, the debts, funeral expenses, and costs of proving ^^'^ ready

the will. The first is Greene v. Greene (I), where the SiTpe'rsonal

testator, in the first place, gave and bequeathed unto his ^^t^'e.

wife all his ready money, securities for money, goods, chattels, and other

personal estate and effects whatsoever, which he should be possessed

of or entitled to at the time of his decease, except such part or parts

thereof which by that his will, or by any codicil or codicils thereto,

he should dispose of specifically to and for her own sole and absolute

use; he also devised his real estate to A., B., and C, _ . , ,

„ ,,. ,. ,, ,f.,i Devise of real

upon trust for sale, directing them, out oi the moneys estate upon

arising from such sale, to pay his debts, funeral expenses,
^™btVfuiierai

and the costs of proving his will ; ' and, after payment and testamen-

thereof, to invest the residue upon certain trusts for his anYgm of att'

wife for life, and then for his children; and he ap- personal
estate

pointed his wife and A., B., and C. executrix and execu-

tors. Sir J. Leach, V.-C, held the personal estate to be exempt,

observing that the direction that the trustees, " who formed only a

part of the executorship," should, out of the produce by sale of the

real estate, pay all debts and expenses, and after payment thereof

invest the surplus for the benefit of the wife for life, with remainder

to the children, when coupled with the circumstance that the devise

to the trustees was expressly made subject to the payment of debts

and funeral expenses, and with the gift to the wife for her own sole

and absolute use of all the testator's ready money, securities for

money, goods, chattels, and other personal estate and effects whatso-

ever, which the testator should be possessed of at the time of his

death, did appear to him to convey a clear intimation of intention,

(l) i Mad. 148.

1 See 1 Story, Eq. § 674; Dunlapi). Diinlap, bell, 5 Litt. 95; Wyse v. Smith, 4 Gill & J.

4 Desaus. 305, 329; McCampbell v. McCamp- 295; Rogers ». Rogers, 1 Paige, 188.

VOL. II. 39
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Personalty not that this real estate should be auxiliary only, to be
held to be applied in case the personal estate should prove defi-

cient, but that the real estate should directly and at all

events be applied as the primary fund for the payment of the debts,

funeral expenses, and the expenses of the probate, and that the wife

should take the personal estate exempt from those charges. He
distinguished the case from Duke of Ancaster v. Mayer (m), Stephen-

son V. Heathcote (n), Inchiquin v. O'Brien (o), Tait v. North-

[*1476] wick {p), and Watson v. Brickwood {q), on the ground * that

in those cases the bequest was of a residue ; and observed

that in the last it was given expressly after payment of debts, funeral

expenses, and legacies. He relied upon Burton v. Knowlton (r) and

Kynaston v. Kynaston (s). But in reference to Watson v. Brickwood,

it is to be observed that the clause expressly subjecting the personalty

to the payment of legacies, funeral expenses, and debts, referred to

simple contract debts only ; whereas the only argument in favor of

the exemption much insisted on was in relation to specialty debts,

the exclusion of which from the clause in question favored their

being thrown exclusively on the real estate.

The principal circumstances in which Greene v. Greene differs from
Brummel v. Prothero (t), are, that in the latter case the legatees of

Remarks upon
*^® personalty were also the executors, whereas in

Greene v. Greene V. Greene the legatee was only one of the execu-
reene.

^^^.^^ ^^^ ^-j^^ \gi,ndL was onerated with all the charges

which would otherwise have come out of the personal estate, namely,

the debts and funeral and testamentary expenses (u) ; but in Brum-
mel V. Prothero with the debts only.

So, in Michell v. Michell (x), where a testator bequeathed to his

daughters B. and M. all and singular his plate, linen, china, household
goods, and furniture and effects, which he should die possessed of

;

and devised his real estate to trustees, upon trust to pay his funeral
expenses, costs of proving his will, and in the next place to retain all

(m) I B. C. C. 454.

(n) 1 Ed. 38.

(o) Amb. 33.

{p) 4 Ves. 816.

(q) 9 Ves. 447.

(r) 3 Ves. 107; but this case has been noticed with disapprobation both by Lord Loush
borough in Tait v. Northwick, 4 Ves. 803, and by Lord Eldon in Bootle v. Blnndell 1 Mer
229. Besides, it was a bequest of the residue, which increases the surprise that it should be
cited by Sir J. Leach, who rested the exemption mainly on the circumstance of the beouest
being of the whole, as distinguished from the residue, o"f the personal estate.

, k^ ^"/, ^ ?• ?• ^' ^^"^-^
T*"®

authority of this case is considerably weakened by the stress
laid on the inadequacy of the personal estate to pay the debts. It is clearly irreconcilable
with the current of authorities, particularly French v. Chichester, ante, p. \iTl Brummel v
Prothero ante, p. 1472, and Aldridffe » Lord Wallscourt, ante, p. 1472, fieing nothins more
than a charge upon the land of all the debts, and a gift of all the personal estate to the indiyid-
ual who was appointed executrix. According to those cases, therefore, the personaltv was
not exempt. '^ / ,«

(t) Ante, p. 1472.

(«j) See an observation upon this, ante, p. 1476.
(x) 5 Mad. 69.
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sum and sums of money then due or thereafter to grow GUtotall

due from him to them respectively on mortgage bond or and diarge''^'

memorandum, and the interest thereof, and also to pay extending to

all such other debts as should be owing from him at the testamentory

time of his decease, and divide the residue among his expenses.

children ; Sir J. Leach, on the authority of the last case, held that

the real estate was made the primary fund for these charges.

The executors * appear to have been the trustees of the real [*1477]

estate, as they proved the will. It is evident, therefore, that

the V.-C. did not consider the union of the two characters of trustees

and executors sufficient to negative the exemption in such a case.

The same remark applies to Driver v. Ferrand (y), decided by the

same Judge, where a similar construction prevailed ; the charge on
the real estate extended to debts, legacies, funeral and testamentary

expenses, and the bequest of personalty was not residuary in its

terms, but the legatee was one of the executors. A difficulty in the

way of the construction was that the legacies were directed to be

paid by the executors, but Sir J. Leach considered this to be in-

conclusive, as they were also trustees ; and that the testator in such

direction had in view the real estate was, he thought, shown by a

clause which immediately followed, authorizing the trustees to

deduct their expenses out of the real estate.

So, in Blount v. Hipkins («), where a testator gave to his wife M.
all his household goods, plate, linen, china, pictures, farming stock,

ready money, debts, personal estate, and effects of every kind which
he should happen to die possessed of, except certain articles which
he bequeathed to another person. The testator devised certain real

estate to his wife M. He then gave all other his real estate to trus-

tees upon trust for sale, and out of the proceeds to pay his funeral

expenses, the costs of proving his will, and all his debts (including a

mortgage on the estate devised to M.), and certain legacies and the

residue of the proceeds to Gr. Sir L. Shadwell, V.-C,

considered it to be clear that the personal estate be- personalty,

queathed to the wife was intended to be exonerated from and charge of

his debts. debts, and

So in Jones v. Bruce (a), where a testator gave to his
tes"tlm'entanr

wife absolutely all his goods, chattels, and personal estate expenses, and

whatsoever and wheresoever, and charged his real estate 'persmcolsme

in D. and S. with the payment of his funeral and testa- therefrom.

;

mentary expenses and debts, and he exempted, so far as fegales with-

he was able, his personal estate from the payment ""'
^i"='^

^^"

thereof. He then gave certain legacies to children, and

(y) 1 R. & My. 681.

(z) 7 Sim. 43. See also Plenty «. West, 16 Beav. 173; where, however, undue weight
appears to have been allowed to the phrase " in the first place: " see Newbegin v. Bell, 23
Beav. 386.

(a) 11 Sim. 221; and see Coote v. Coote, 3 Jo. & Lat, 175.
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charged all his real estate with the payment thereof, and directed that

until the legacies were payable the trustees should raise out

[*1478] of the rents any annual sums by way of maintenance * not

exceeding 4Z. per cent. The testator then gave his real

estate, subject as to such portions thereof as were situate in D. and
S. to the charges thereinbefore mentioned, and subject

also diaru-ed ^^^o to such charges as they were then liable to, to his
on land -wife for life, with remainders over. Sir L. Shadwell,
pnman j

. y..c., held the real estate to be the primary fund for

payment of the legacies, adverting much to the terms in which the

personalty was bequeathed, and the gift of interest out of the rents of

the real estate.

And in Lance v. Aglionby (&), where the testator gave all his real

and the residue of his personal estate to trustees to be

ini'xe"fund^ converted, and to form a mixed fund for payment of his

for payment of debts, funeral and testamentary expenses, and legacies,

expenses, &c., and gave the rents of the real estate and the income of
and codicil

-(jije residue of the personal estate to his wife for life,
giving aK per- .

'^
,. ., ,

'

sonai estate: With remainder over. By a codicil the testator gave

exemoted''^''^
"all his personal estate whatsoever and wheresoever" to

his wife. Sir J. Eomilly, M. E., held that the wife took

the personalty free from the funeral and testamentary expenses, debts,

and legacies.

These cases, then, seem to authorize the proposition, that wherever

the personal estate is bequeathed in terms as a whole and not as a

residue, and the debts, funeral and testamentary charges

elusion from ^re thrown on the real estate, or on any particular fund,
preceding thjg constitutes the primary fund for their liquidation,

provided the intention to charge exclusively the particu-

lar property appears from the terms of the will (c). In Jones v.

Bruce, the principle was applied to legacies, where the funeral and
testamentary charges and debts were thrown on the realty expressly
as the primary fund. But where the personal estate is bequeathed
expressly subject to debts, funeral and testamentary expenses, the
principle of these cases is of course inapplicable (d).

That Sir J. Leach did not mean by his preceding adjudications

to deny the general rule appears from the subsequent case of

(b) 27 Beav. 65. See also Gilbertaon v. Gilbertson, 34 Beav. 354; Powell f. Rilev, L. R.,
12Eq. 175.

(c) Robertson v. Broadbent, 8 A pp. Ca. 812, 816. In that case the testator, after directing
his executors to pay his debts, &c., and giving certain pecuniary legacies, gave all his person-
al estate except money or securities for money to A. absolutely," and gave and devised all the
residue of his real and personal estate to his executors upon certain trusts ; it was held that
there was no sufGcient indication of intention to exonerate the personalty bequeathed to A.,
and that the same was not exempt from the payment of the legacies. See also Re Hamilton,
Woodward v. Simpson, W. N. 1892, p. 74.

(d) Paterson v. Scott, 1 D. M. & G. 531, 21 L. J. Ch. 346. The bequest was of the personal
«8tate " not thereinbefore otherwise disposed of j

" as to which, see ante, p. 1471.
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Rhodes v. Kudge (e), where a testator gave all his real and
* personal estate to A. and B. upon trust, in the first place, [*1479]

to sell and dispose of the living of C., and the money to

arise from the sale thereof to go in discharge of his debts and

legacies and the charges of the trusts thereby created,

and if such money were not sufficient to discharge the tion Som"^
said debts and legacies, upon trust to cause timber to be mere charging

felled on his real estates to the amount of 5001., to be

applied in discharge thereof; and if that should not be sufficient,

then upon trust by mortgage or sale to raise such deficiency out of

his real estates; and the testator then proceeded to give certain

legacies, and appointed A. and B. executors of his will. Sir J. Leach,

V.-C, thought that there was nothing in this will to change the usual

order of application, and therefore that the personalty was primarily

to be applied.

No case could well be stronger against the exemp- _ .

tion than this ; the same persons who were trustees of Rhodes v.

the real and personal estate were also executors, and there ^'^^s^-

was no other bequest of the personal estate than to these trustees.

VI. — 5. Various Expressions indicating an Intention to Exempt
Personalty from, Primary Liability to Debts, &o. — The personal

estate is of course held to be exempt from debts where Residue of

real estate is devised to be sold to pay debts, with a f^ldMt^
direction that the residue shall be added to the testator's personalty.

personal estate (/), which is obviously incompatible with the primary

application of the personalty. So, where the testatoi>
p^^g^^^^^jg

declares that he has charged his lands with the payment "come cfear"

of his debts in order that the personal estate may come '» "•« legatee.

clear to the legatee (g) : or where he has directed the Realty to go

proceeds of his real estate to be applied "in part pay-
"^'°^^^J„

ment" of certain legacies; which is equivalent to "in P^^"^" •

payment as far as the proceeds will extend " (h).

Again, where the testator charges his debts, funeral and testa-

mentary expenses, and legacies, on estate A. "as a pri-
^.^^^^.^^

mary fund," and in case that should be deficient, he secondly
*

charges estate B. with the deficiency, he thereby con-
I'j:^^^^

^p°^'

clusively shows that the latter estate is the secondary personalty.

(f) Webb 1). Jones, 2 B. C C. 60, 1 Cox, 245, 1 R. R. 29. And see 1 Jo. & Lat. 365, 366

;

Shallcross ». Wright, 12 Beav. 505. But see Wythe v. Henniker, 2 My. & K. 635, ante,

p. 1443.

(g) March v. Fowkes, Finch, 414.

(h) Bunting V. Marriott, 19 Beav. 163. The direction referred to " freehold, copyhold,

and leasehold estate, and any other interest in land; " and though there was in fact noth-

ing but leaseholds, yet that circumstance does not appear to make, and was not treated as mak-

ing, any difference.
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fund in exoneration of the personal estate (i). So, a direc-

[*1480] tion to pay out of the personal estate so * much of the debts

Personalty to
^^ *^® realty previously given for payment of them

pay in aid of would not extend to pay, would seem to make the realty
realty- primarily liable (k). And where a testator gave his real

estate in moieties to his two daughters M. and S. and their families,

and by codicil directed a particular debt which he had incurred on

behalf of M.'s husband to be " exclusively and in the first instance "

paid out of the M. moiety, the testator's " intention being that the

S. moiety should be exempt from payment of it," it was held by Sir

E. Malins, V.-C, that the personal estate was exonerated, adopting

(it would seem) the argument of counsel that the generality of the

exclusive charge was not cut down by the statement of a motive (I).

In the much-considered case of Bootle v. Blundell (m), the testator

first directed his funeral expenses to be paid. He then gave to his son

Bootle V. K., and his daughters S. and J., 3,000Z. each, with a sub-
Biundeil. stitution of their children in a certain event. The tes-

tator then directed that his said funeral expenses and legacies should

be paid out of such moneys as he should have by him, moneys due to

him from C, and out of rents and fines which should be due to him

;

and gave the surplus unto his son and daughters. The testator then

devised all his manors of Lostock, &c. to A., B., and C, for five hun-

dred years, in trust out of the rents to pay his debts, and also all

such annuities or legacies as were thereinafter mentioned, or which
he might thereafter specify in any codicil or instrument in writing.

He then bequeathed certain legacies, including one of 300^. to each
of his trustees for their trouble, and several annuities, among the rest

one to his housekeeper M. The testator then declared that his trus-

tees and executors should not be answerable for any losses, and that
if they were called to such account, or sustained any expenses in re-

spect thereof, the same, and also at all events all other their costs and
expenses, should stand charged upon his said hereditaments, and be
paid out of the rents and profits thereof ; and that so soon as the
trusts of the term should have been satisfied, and all the expenses
incident thereto discharged, the remainder of the term should thence-

forth cease ; and, subject thereto, he devised his said manors,
[*1481] &c., in undivided moieties to his two * daughters and their

issue, in strict settlement. The testator then appointed a
certain person to be steward and agent, to have the management of
the estates comprised in the said term of five hundred years, so long

(i) Dawes v. Scott, 5 Russ, 32. See also Bateman v. Earl of Eoden, 1 Jo. & Lat 366 •

Evans v. Evans, 17 Sim. 106; Bessant v. Noble, 26 L. J. Ch. 236.

(k) Semb., see Wills v. Bourne, L. R., 16 Eq. 487.

(I) Forrest v. Prescott, L. R., 10 Eq. 545. No point was made of its being the case of a
particular debt, as to which see post, p. 1485.

(ire) 1 Mer. 193, 19 Yes. 494.
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as tlie same should remain in the hands of his trustees, Bootle v.

with particular directions as to his salary and conduct, ^'"'^^ •

and afterwards proceeded as follows : " And it is my will that as soon

as the debts hereby charged on my said estate, and the legacies or

sums of money hereby given, are paid and satisfied, and as soon as

such satisfactory security shall have been given by my said trustees

for the due payment of the said annuities and all expenses as shall

satisfy the said annuitants, and when all expenses incurred in the ex-

ecution of the said trusts respecting the said term and of this will

shall be fully paid, then the person or persons who shall at that time

be next entitled to the same estates under and by virtue of the limi-

tations in this my will contained, shall be let into the possession

thereof "(re). The testator then provided for the appointment of

new trustees in certain events, who were to be allowed out of the

rents and profits of the estates comprised in the term of five hundred

years the sum of 3001. He also devised one-half of the manor of

Lydiate, and all the lands purchased by him in Ince, &c., not there-

inbefore disposed of, to the use of his son C. for life, with remainders

over ; and directed that all his pictures, drawing-books, prints, statues,

and marbles, should be enjoyed by his son during his life, and after

his decease he gave the same to the first son of his body who should

attain twenty-one ; his intention being that they should go along with

the capital messuage called Ince Hall. After devising to J. certain

lead mines, and to M., his housekeeper, several articles of furniture

and other things, which he directed should be removed by his execu-

tors at the expense of his personal estate, the testator bequeathed to

his said son the furniture of his house, his wines, horses, cattle, and

carriages, plate, and other his goods, chattels, and personal estate not

thereinbefore specifically disposed of, or which might thereafter be

disposed of by him ; and appointed the said A., B., and C. executors

of his will, providing that immediately after his decease his executors

should enter into his dwelling-house, and take into their cus-

tody all moneys and papers there found. By a codicil * the [*1482]

testator, after noticing the devise to his son of his estate at

Lydiate, and that attempts might be made to invalidate some of the

dispositions of his will or codicil, and the trustees and executors, or

other devisees, might incur expenses in supporting the Bootle v.

same, which expenses it was his will should be paid out Blundeli.

of the said lands, and not be a charge upon any other part of his

property, he thereby devised the said Hall, manor, &c., unto the said

A., B., and C, trustees and executors named in his said will, their

executors, administrators, and assigns for the term of one thousand

years, in trust by sale, lease, or mortgage, or out of the rents and

(») This clause is verv important, for the testator could hardly Intend that the devisees

should he Itept oat of possession until the whole personal estate was administered, which

would be the consequence of holding it to be not exempt from the debts.
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profits, to raise such moneys as should be sufficient to pay all ex-

penses which should be so incurred.

The question was, whether the estates comprised in the term of 500

years were liable, in the first place, to the payment of the testator's

Lord Eidon's debts in exoneration of the personal estate. Lord Eldon,
judgment. after much consideration, and reviewing most of the

authorities, held that it was : he adverted to the circumstance, that

though the same persons were trustees and executors, the two charac-

ters were anxiously kept distinct ; the testator never using the word
" executors " but with reference to the personal estate, nor the word
" trustees " but with reference to the real estate ; that the clause

charging the expenses on the estates devised, having blended together

the costs attending the real and personal estate, made it impossible to

say that the testator could have meant that the costs of the real estate

should be paid out of the real estate, but that the costs of the per-

sonal estate should not be paid in the same manner except in the case

of a deficiency of the personal estate; that the proviso for cesser

amounted to a direction that his funeral expenses should not be paid

out of his general personal estate ; that the costs of the real and per-

sonal estate should be paid in the same manner ; and that the persons

respectively entitled under his will should not be let into possession

of the devised estates until security given for payment of the annui-

ties, and until payment of the expenses of the administration not

only of the real estate but of the personal estate also ; that the new
trustee of the term to be appointed should receive the sum of 3001.

out of the rents and profits of the estates comprised in the term ; that

the purpos'e of keeping together, as objects of public curiosity the

pictures, &c., sufficiently accounted for their being set aside from the

rest of the personal estate given to his son, without resort-

[*1483] ing to the supposition that it was merely to exempt * them
from the debts and legacies to which the remainder was

meant to be liable ; that because the testator had charged his personal

estate with the cost of removing the specific articles given to Mrs.

M., it did not follow (as had been insisted) that it should also be

liable to the payment of his debts and legacies ; that the words " not

hereinbefore specifically disposed of " might be taken to mean speci-

fically to dispose to his son of what was not specifically disposed of

to others, and not as referring to the application of the personalty to

debts , &c. ; and, lastly (on which his Lordship laid much stress), that

the costs incurred by the litigation of the will were to be paid ex-

clusively out of the real estate ; though he doubted whether, if there

were no circumstances in the will that afforded a ground for saying

the personal estate should be exempted, this provision alone in the

codicil would have been a sufficient manifestation of the intention

to exempt it. He nevertheless thought that it deserved great con-

sideration.
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VI.— 6. Effect of Lapse.— Here it may be observed that the exemp-
tion of the personalty in favor of the legatee does not necessarily ex-
tend to the next of kin, in case of the failure of the Effect where
bequest thereof by lapse or otherwise. Thus it was bequest of

laid down by Sir E. P. Arden in Waring v. Ward (o), pemuX
that if an estate be given to A., subject to debts, and 'ap^es.

the personal estate to B. exempt from debts, that exemption is to be
considered as intended only for the benefit of B. and not as a general
exemption of the personal estate.

On the other hand, if the testator without bequeathing the personal
estate, directed that it should not be applied in payment
of mortgages, and gave the mortgaged estates to different ^i^o'lfaTty

persons, they paying out of them the mortgages, the de- originally un-

visees would take cum onere even as against the next '^^°*'

of kin {p).

The distinction is that in the one case there was an absolute be-

quest of the personal estate, while in the other there was none. The
principle is this: there being no particular bequest of the
* personal estate, and yet the testator intended to exonerate [*1484]
the personal estate, it was impossible to say that he in-

tended that exoneration for the benefit of any particular person or

object, and he must be taken to have intended that the exoneration
should enure for the benefit of the persons, whoever they might be,

upon whom the personal estate might devolve {q).
Where a testator devised land on the express condition that the

devisee should release a debt of 3,400Z. due to him from the testator,

and he bequeathed his residuary personal estate to trus- j ^
,

tees upon trust for conversion, and out of the proceeds devise on con-

pay his debts, except the debt of 3,400^., and to hold dlv^eere-
the surplus upon certain trusts ; the devisee died before leases debt due

the testator ; it was held by the Court of Appeal (af- ^^ "^ ^ '"^'

firming the decision of Sir E. Pry, J.,) that, notwithstanding the

lapse of the devise, the land was bound in exoneration of the per-

sonalty to discharge the debt of 3,400Z. (r).

VI.— 7. Charges and Trusts distinguished. — It has been already

stated that under a general charge of or a trust to pay legacies, the

(o) 5 Ves. 676. See Hale v. Cox, 3 B. C. C. 322; Noel v. Lord Henlev, 7 Price, 240, Dan.
211; Dacre v. Patrickson, 1 Dr. & Sim. 186; Kilford ». Blaney, 31 Ch. D. 66. See also

Coventry v. Coventry, 2 Dr. & Sm. 470, where specific parts of the personalty were ex-
pressly exempted, and bequeathed to one for life, and afterwards " to fall into the residue "

which was also bequeathed. But the report is obscure. The V.-C. is made to rely on Webb
II. De Beanvoisin, 31 Beav. 673, where the question of charging real estate did not arise.

Compare Fisher v. Fisher, 2 Keen, 610.

(p) Milnes v. Slater. 8 Ves. 305.

(g) Per Kinderslev, V.-C, in Dacre v. Patrickson, 1 Dr. & Sm. 186, 189.

(r) Ke Kirk, Kirk ». Kirk, 21 Ch. D. 431.
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Distinction Several funds liable to their liquidation are applied in

general"
* *^® Same Order as in the case of debts, and therefore the

charge of general personal estate, if not exempted, is first appli-

tetopTy* cable (s); but such cases are carefully to be distin-

certain sums, guished from those in which the trust is to pay certain

specified sums, as the only gift is in the direction to pay
them out of the land, that fund alone is liable (t).

Thus where a testator devises his estate to trustees, upon trust to

sell, and out of the proceeds to pay legacies generally, and afterwards

gives to A. a legacy of lOOZ., that legacy will be charged upon the

land in aid of the personalty only ; but if the devise be upon trust to

sell, and out of the produce to pay to A. lOOZ., the sum so given

will be considered as a portion of the real estate, and will in

[*1485] no event be payable out of the personalty, * and if the tes-

tator sell the estate in his lifetime, the legacy will be

adeemed (m).

And in Spurway v. Glynn (x), Sir W. Grant thought that a direc-

tion at the end of the will, that the personal estate should

to be paid out be applied in payment of legacies in exoneration of the
of specific real estate, did not apply to a sum given out of a partic-

ular estate of which there was no other gift than the

trust so to pay it.

Again, in Ion v. Ashton {y), the testator bequeathed certain legacies

and annuities, and charged some of them on his lands at H., and the

rest on his lands at 0., and devised the estates so sub-

spedied* ject, one to A., and the other to B. He then gave all his

legacies on personal estate to trustees on trust to convert and pay

gift of person- debts and funeral and testamentary expenses, and the

f% bt''^^'"
expenses of proving his will and the costs of converting

his personal estate, and to pay the residue to a charity.

Sir J. Romilly, M. E.., held that the efEect was to lay upon the real

estate certain charges which were specified, and then to give it sub-

ject thereto, and on the personal estate to lay other charges, and then

give it subject thereto, and therefore that the annuities and legacies

were charged exclusively on the real estate.

(s) Roberts «. Roberts, 13 Sim. 3-19 ; Ouseley ». Anstruther, 10 Beav. 453 ; Davies v. Ash-
ford, 15 Sim. 42 ; Boughton v. Boue;hton, 1 H. L. Ca. 406, reversing 1 Coll. 35 ; Whieldon v.

Spode, 15 Beav. 537; Patching v. Barnett, W. N. 1880, p. 135.

(t) Whaley v. Cox, 2 Eq. Ca. Ab. 649, pi. 29 ; Amesburv v. Brown, 1 Ves. 482 ; Phipps i-.

Annesley, 2 Atk. 57; Ward v. Dudley, 2 B. C. C. 316, 1 Cox, 438, 7 B. P. C. Toml. 566;
Reade v. Litchfield, 3 Ves. 475 ; Hartlev v. Hurle, 5 Ves. 545 ; Brydges v. Phillips, 6 Ves.
571; Spurwav v. Glynn, 9 Ves. 483; ftancox «. Abbej', 11 Ves. 179; Aldridge «. Walls-
court, 1 Ba. & Be. 312; Noel v. Lord Henley, 7 Pri. 241, 12 Pri. 213, Dan. 211. 322; Rick-
etts i'. Ladley, 3 Russ. 418 ; Jones v. Bruce, 11 Sim. 22 ; Ashby «. Ashby, 1 Coll. 549

;

Roberts v. Roberts, 13 Sim. 345; Evans v. Evans, 17 Id. 102; Dickin ii. Edwards, 4 Hare,
273; Bessant v. Noble, 26 L. J. Ch. 236. But see Holtord v. Wood, 4 Ves. 78; Colvile v.

Middleton, 3 Beav. 570.

(u) Newbold v. Boadknight, 1 R. & Mv. 677.

(x) 9 Ves. 483.

(a) 28 Bi-av. 397. See also Lomax v. Lnmax, 12 Beav. 290; Woodhead ». Turner, 4 De
6. & S. 429; Sinnett v. Herbert, L. R., 12 Eq. 201.
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It seems that, in these cases, if the sums in question Lgg^™ jyty
are bequeathed free from the legacy duty, the duty will out of what

be payable out of the same fund as the legacy (s).
^"""^ P^^***'^'

It does not, however, necessarily follow that the principle above
stated applies to trusts for the payment of particular debts to which
the personal estate was antecedently liable, and with re. r^^^^

^^

spect to which therefore the charging the land would particular

seem to be merely for the purpose of providing an aux-
'^'*'*'

iliary fund for those debts, not in order to discharge the personalty.

The contrary indeed seems to have been assumed by Sir W. Grant
in Hancox v. Abbey (a), for he held that a devise of real estate to

trustees, upon trust to sell, and to pay a mortgage due on some part

of the testator's property, subjected the land in the first instance, al-

though the personalty was given " after payment of debts,

legacies, and funeral expenses," but which his Honor * thought [*1486]
might be construed, after payment of debts not before pro-

vided for.

This doctrine and decision, however, are inconsistent with the prin-

ciple upon which the more recent case of ISToel v. Lord Henley (5)

was professedly decided. The testator devised lands uoel v. Lord

upon trust for sale, and directed the trustees to stand Henley,

possessed of the moneys arising therefrom upon trust to pay a mort-

gage debt of 2,000Z. affecting one of his estates ; and in the next place

to pay all costs, &c. ; and then to pay a sum of 20,000Z. due on mortgage
of certain parts of the testator's other estates thereinbefore devised

;

and upon further trust to pay 5,000?. to his wife (which lapsed), and
the sum of 3,000Z. to T., both which last-mentioned sums the testator

directed to be paid as soon as suiScient moneys should arise by such

sale or sales after the otter payments thereinbefore directed to be

made thereout, and that the same should carry interest from his death.

The testator then directed his trustees out of the moneys to arise from

the sale to pay so much of his other just debts, and of the pecuniary

legacies thereinafter by him bequeathed, as his own personal estate or

the personal estate of his uncle E. should not extend to pay; and

after such payments to invest the residue of the said moneys upon
trust for certain persons ; and then, after giving several legacies, he

declared that all his legacies should be paid without any deduction of

the legacy duty ; and he bequeathed all the residue of his personal

estate, after payment of such of his debts as were not therein other-

wise provided for, and of his legacies, &c., to his wife, with her heirs,

executors, administrators, and assigns, and appointed his said wife

and two other persons executrix and executors. One question was

(«) Nnel V. Lord Henley, 7 Pri. 241, Dan. 211. See also Stow v. Davenport, 5 B. & Ad.
359. But generally a gift of legacy duty is a mere pecuniary legacy, Farrer v. St. Catha-

rine's College, L. K., 16 Eq. 25.

(a) 11 Ves. 179. See as to legacies, Dickin v. Edwards, 4 Hare, 273.

(b) 7 Pri. 241, Dan. 211.
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whether the sums of 2,000Z., 20,000Z., and 3,000Z., -were payable out of

the land exclusively, or only in aid of the personal estate. Richards,

C. B., thought there was not sufficient evidence of an intention to ex-

onerate the personalty from these sums ; for though he admitted that

there was no doubt that the testator, in giving the residue of his per-

sonal estate after payment of such of his debts as were not therein

otherwise provided for, intended to exonerate some part of his per-

sonal estate from its liability to pay some of his debts, yet it did not

appear what debts, and there was no intimation that he meant the

sums particularized as distinguished from the rest of Lis

[*1487] debts. He thought it was the ordinary case * of a testator

giving his personal estate to A., and his real estate to B. sub-

ject to the payment of his debts, and that the circumstance of his

having enumerated particular debts made no difference,

between direc- He oould not make any distinction between a direction
tiontopay that real estate should be chargeable with a particular

debts and debt of 20,000?. and a devise of real estate subject to all

debts gener- ^he testator's debts ; for the 20,000Z. was only part of

these debts. But he thought that legacies stood upon a

very different footing ; debts (he said) were primS, facie to be paid

out of the personal estate, legacies might be paid out of the

personal or out of the real estate according to the intention of the

testator; therefore such legacies as were not thrown upon the per-

sonal estate were not to be paid out of it. The Court accordingly

held that the mortgage of 2,000i. (which it appeared was not the tes-

tator's own debt but was created by a prior owner from whom the

lands had descended to him (c)), with the 3,000Z. and the legacy duty

on both these sums, were to be paid out of the real estate exclusively

;

but that the testator's mortgage debt of 20,000?. and duty were to be

raised out of it only in aid of the personal estate.

As to the 20,000?. the decree was reversed in the House of Lords (d),

but merely on the ground that the mortgage was the debt of the es-

tate, not of the devisor, having been made for the purpose of liquid-

ating incumbrances created by the preceding owner (e).

If there had been nothing more than a general provision for debts,

as the C. B. appears from some of his observations to have thought,

,, , the case is not an adjudication upon the point in ques-

Noei V. tion ; but considering the testator's anxious discrimina-
Lord Henley.

^^^^^ between the enumerated debts and the others (/),
and his subsequent reference to the debts as consisting of two classes,

there was perhaps some difficulty in so treating it. Lord Eldon in

the House of Lords laid great stress on the distinction thus drawn

(c) As to this, see p. 1445.

(d) Dan. 322, 12 Pri. 213.

(e) See this treated of, ante, p. 1446.

(/) But in general the charging of a particular debt or legacy expressly gives it no prior-

ity over debts or legacies subsequently charged in general terms, Clark v. Sewell, 3 Att. 96.
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by the testator (g), and Lord St. Leonards drew from it the conclu-

sion that, even if the 20,000Z. had been a debt of the testator, the

decree in the Exchequer was erroneous (A). At all events the doc-

trine in the judgment is in direct opposition to that of Sir W.
Grant's determination in Hancox v. Abbey. Upon principle the

distinction taken by that learned judge, betvfeen a trust to pay par-

ticular debts and debts generally, seems to be hardly ten-

able. * There is no apparent reason why a testator who [*1488]
provides an additional fund should intend to discharge the

fund primarily liable, more in the one case than in the other; or

why debts, which before subsist as a charge upon the personal estate

independently of the will, should necessarily be considered as gov-

erned by the same rule as legacies, which owe their existence to the

trust to pay them.

It must be observed that Hancox v. Abbey did not depend wholly

on the trust being to pay a particular debt, but partly on the fact

that the debt in question was already charged on real charge of par-

estate, so that the trust for payment of it was either in- ticuiar debt

tended to make the trust fund primarily liable, or was cured'on ^re^al'

altogether purposeless. After adverting to the general «9'ate.

rule that a devise to sell for payment of all debts would not exon-

erate the personal estate. Sir W. Grant continued: "But a direction

to apply a particular portion of the real estate for the payment of

one particular debt affords a very different inference. Why should

the testator direct exclusively a particular debt to be paid out of his

real estate ? It is not generally from an apprehension that the per-

sonal estate may not be sufficient for all debts, for no precaution is

taken except for this particular debt ; and this debt was already a

charge upon the real estate. Therefore, for the security of the debt,

there was no reason to direct a sale. It is no additional security to

the mortgagee. For what purpose, then, could he so specially direct

a portion of the real estate to be sold, and the produce applied to

that particular debt, if he intended that debt to stand just in the

same predicament as any other debt, except only that it was to be

charged on the real estate as it already was ? Putting that aside,

nothing is done by all this particularity of expression, for then this

debt stands upon the same footing as all other debts " (i).

So in Evans v. Cockeram (A), where a testator, after devising an

estate which he had mortgaged, and giving a power to raise thereout

{g) 12 Pri. .319, 321, 322.

(i) The M. R. also adverted to the form of the gift to B., being of the "residue " of the

sale moneys. How, he asked, could B. claim more than was given to him? (But that argu-

ment would be equally good if the trnst were to pay all debts.) Or could the hen- be in-

tended to takf! the benefit as so much undisposed of V (as to which see Ch. XIX., b. vii.)

(k) 1 Coll. 428. But see Johnson v. Milksop, 2 Vern. 112. Since L. King's Acts (ante,

p. 1445) the express charge is, in a case like Evans v. Cockeram, as little needed for the one

purpose as for the other.
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2001. for each of his two daughters, proceeded thus : " And I hereby
charge and make liable my said estate for the repayment of

[*1489] the said sums of 200Z. to each of my said daughters * as

aforesaid, and also for the payment of any sum or sums of

money on the security of my said estate at my death ; " Sir J. K.
Bruce, V.-C, held that the mortgaged estate was primarily charged
with the payment of the debt ; observing that in favor of the creditor

the testator could not charge the estate, or make it more liable than
before.

In Welby v. Kockcliffe (Z), where the testator, after devising an es-

tate at W. to A. in fee, and reciting a marriage annuity bond given

Charge of a ^J ^™' charged the estate, and also A., his heirs, exec-

particular debt utors, and administrators, with the payment of the an-

obligatioron* ^uity, and then disposed of the personal estate, the
devisee. residuary personal estate was held to be exempt, though

there was no pre-existing charge on the real estate ; the annuity not

being merely charged on the estate, but the payment being imposed

on A. as a personal obligation.

But in Quennell o. Quennell (m), where a testator, having on his

marriage executed a bond and settlement to secure an annuity to his

Ciiarge of wife, by his will confirmed the settlement, and charged
particular the annuity on certain real estate and stock, and subject

Buch personal thereto gave the estate and stock to A., and then gave
obligation. ^j^g residue of his real and personal estate, subject as to

his personal estate to his debts, funeral and testamentary expenses,

and legacies, to his wife ; it was held by Lord Langdale that the tes-

tator had only created a charge without affecting the primary liability

of the personal estate.

But besides the two classes of legacies already mentioned there is

a third or intermediate class, where there is a separate and inde-

Demonstrative pendent gift of the legacy, and then a particular fund or
legacies. estate is pointed out as that which is to be primarily

liable (n).^ This class would seem to afford a closer analogy to

(/) 1 E. & My. 571. See also Re Kirk, Kirk «. Kirk, 21 Ch. D. 431, ante, p. 1484.
(m) 13 Beav. 240.

(n) Per Wood, V.-C, 1 H. & M. 668. Whether, if the particular fund fails by an act of
the testator in his lifetime, the legacy is payable out of the general assets, in other words,
whether the legacy is demonstrative or specific, is often a question of some nicety. As to
this, see Savile v. Blacket, 1 P. W. 778; Att-Gen. v. Parkin, Amb. 566; Cartwrigfit v. Cart-
wrisht, 2 B. C. C. 114 (see two last cases cited 3 Beav. 575); Roberts v. Pocock, 4 Ves. 150;
M'Leland v. Shaw, 2 Sch. & Lef. 538; Smith v. Fitzgerald, 3 V. & B. 2; Mann v Coplnnd
2 Mad. 223; Fowler v. Willoughby, 2 S. & St. 354; Wilcox «. Rhodes, 2 Russ. 452; Golville
V. Middleton, 3 Beav. 670 ; Sidebotham v. Watson, 11 Hare, 170 ; Fream ». Dowling 20
Beav. 631, L. R., 4 Eq. 145, n. ; Paget i). Huish, 1 H. & M. 663.

1 See Wilcox e. Wilcox, 13 Allen, 252, though the fund wholly fail. Walls ». Stew-
256, where it is laid down that if a legacy be art, 16 Penn. St. 275;"Chaworth v. Beech. 4
given with reference to a particular fund. Ves. 456; Pierrepont v. Edward.', 25 N. V.
only as pointing out a convenient mode of 128; Creed v. Creed, 11 Clark & F. 491;
payment, it is to be construed as demonstra- Dickin v. Edwards, 4 Hare, 273.
tire, and the legatee will not be disappointed
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charges of particular debts than legacies that are only specific. Thus
in Lamphier v. Despard (o), where a testator directed his debts and
legacies to be paid by his brother, and gave to him the woods
growing on *his estate F. to pay his debts and legacies; [*1490]
then he bequeathed two legacies, which were not to be paid
until five years after his death, as it was his wish that the woods
should not be cut down until then ; he then bequeathed the timber-
money after payment of the two legacies, and then gave another
legacy, and appointed his brother his executor and residuary legatee

:

it was held by Sir E. Sugden, C. Ir., that the two legacies were pay-
able primarily out of the produce of the timber, and that the resid-

uary personal estate was the secondary fund for payment of them.
He said, "This is not a general fund provided for payment of all the
legacies, but a fund only for two ; and whenever there is a direction

to apply a particular fund for the payment of some of the legacies,

that is the primary fund for this purpose, Hancox v. Abbey."
Sir E. Sugden appears indeed to have invariably referred Sir W.

Grant's decision to the distinction between a particular and a general
charge {p). On the other hand there appears to be no decision on
that bare point except Quennell v. Quennell, which would seem to in-

volve a denial of any such distinction in the case of debts.

The charging of an estate with a definite sum for payment of debts

points more directly to making that estate the primary fund. Per-

sonal estate fluctuates, and debts fluctuate, and in no charge of a

certain ratio to each other. By' what amount therefore i"""<="'ar sum
•* towards pay-

(if any) the personalty will fail to satisfy the debts is ment of debts.

until the testator's death quite uncertain ; and to devote a fixed

amount to answer this uncertain deficiency is an improbable thing to

intend. In Clutterbuck v. Clutterbuck (ci), where a testator devised

lands upon trust to raise a sum of 2,000Z. for payment of certain

specified debts, and all such other delats as he should owe at his de-

cease ; and on further trust out of his rents, &c., to pay divers life

annuities, and " subject to the several trusts aforesaid " in trust for

his wife for life, remainder to a nephew in fee ; it was held by Sir J.

Leach, M. E., that the sum of 2,000^. was the primary fund.

Where per-

VI.— 8. Effect ofcharging a Specific Fund with Debts,
gXeoted^to^

&c. — It should seem, that where a specific portion of certain

personal estate is^ appropriated to charges to which the <'''*''e^^'

general personalty is * liable, such fund is not, as in the case [*1491]

of land, subsidiary only, but is primarily applicable.

(o) 2 D. & War. 59.

(p) Bateman v. Earl of Eoden, 1 Jo. & Lat. 369 ; Coote v. Coote, 3 id. 178. In the former
case the personalty was held exonerated from a debt on the ground that it was consolidated
with another sum which was clearly charged on the real estate only.

(2) 1 My. & K. 15.
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Thus, in Browne v. Groombridge (f), where a testator gave to his

executors his Exchequer bills, money at the banker's, and due to him
on policies of insurance, money in the funds, and debts,

pereonalty upon trust thereout to pay his wife 2001., and then to pay
held to be Jiig debts, funeral and testamentary expenses, and, after

making the said payments, to pay certain legacies, and

then to stand possessed of the moneys upon certain trusts ; it was
contended, on the authority of Waring v. Ward, and Noel v. Lord
Henley, that the specific fund was charged with the debts and lega-

cies only in aid of the personal estate ; but Sir J. Leach, V.-C, held

that the fund was immediately liable, observing that Waring v. Ward
was the case of a devisee of real estate, who was entitled to the aid of

the personal estate.

So, in Choat v. Yeates (s), where a testatrix gave the residue of her

funded property, after payment of her just debts, legacies, funeral and
testamentary expenses, to A., and all the residue of her personal estate

upon certain trusts ; it was held that the funded property was pri-

marily liable^ though the effect was to leave nothing for the

legatee.

Again, in Bootle v. Blundell (i), we have seen that the direction to

pay the funeral expenses and certain legacies out of a specified fund

was treated by Lord Eldon as tantamount to a declaration that they

should not be paid out of the general personal estate.

The doctrine of these authorities seems upon the whole to be rea-

sonable ; for, although, where a testator subjects real estate to charges

to which the personal estate, and most frequently that only, was be-

fore liable, there is no reason why the added fund should be

[*1492] applied before the original one, yet in regard to * personal

property, the whole of which was antecedently applicable to

debts, as additional security to the creditor could not be the object of

the provision, the natural inference is, that the testator, in appropri-

ating for this purpose a particular portion of that estate, intended
that it should be primarily applied.

But the doctrine does not apply where the residue remains undis-

(r) 4 Mad. 495. In this case " testamentary expenses " was held not to include the costs
of an administration suit. But this has been otherwise determined, Harloe v. Harloe L E
20 Eq. 471, and cases there cited; and Alsop v. Bell, 24 Beav. 469, Penny v. Pennv,'ll Cli'.
D. 440. In the absence of a charge of such expenses, the costs, so far "as incurred bv ad-
ministration of the real estate, will fall on the real estate, see Re Middleton, Thompson v
Harris, 19 Ch. D. 552. The expression will also include heirs, costs of a probate action iii

disputing a will, Brown v. Burdett (No. 2), 58 L. T. 753, 31 W. R. 854; W. N., 1883, p. 110
and " executorship expenses " is synonymous, Sharp v. Lush, 10 Ch. D. 468. So also the
expressions " funeral and other expenses " and " legal expenses," see Webb v. De Beauvoisin
31 Beav. 573; Coventry «. Coventry, 2 Dr. & Sm. 470. But such costs are not included in
" debts and charges of proving the will," Stringer v. Harper, 26 Beav. 585.

(s) 1 J. & W. 102; and see Evans v. Evans, 17 Sim. 106; Phillips v Eastwood, 1 LI. & G.
294; Webb v, De Beanvoisin, 31 Beav, 573; Veruou *. Earl Manvers, id. 623- Trott » Bnl
chanan, 28 Cli. D. 446.

(0 1 Mer. 193, ante, p. 1480.
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posed of, in which case it will he primarily liahle (7^). Different rule

Nor does it apply to any part of the personal residue where residue

,.,, J- jj!in 1 1 not disposed
which becomes undisposed of by lapse, as where lease- of.

holds are included in a gift of the residuary personal es-

tate which is given, to a charity («).

Where one particular fund is appropriated for payment of debts

and the testator's other property is exempted, such other property

still remains liable in its proper order for any deficiency, charge on a

the exemption not having the effect of altering the lia- particular

bilities of the several species of exempted property inter exemption of

se. Thus, in Lord Brooke v. Earl of Warwick (y), the *•>« others, do

testator devised real estates in mortgage and bequeathed liability of

specific parts of his personal estate and also the residue otliers inter se.

of his personal estate " freed and discharged from debts, &c.," and
devised an estate to be sold and the money to be applied to pay his

debts, &c. The money arising from the sale proving insufficient for

the purpose, it was contended that the gift of the residue was in the

nature of a specific gift, and there being the same expressed intention

to exonerate the residue, as to exonerate the mortgaged estates, from
debts, the devises of the latter ought to take cum onere ; but Lord
Cottenham, C, affirming the decision of Sir J. K. Bruce, V.-C, held

that the residue was primarily liable. The V.-C. said he could con-

ceive a case in which a residuary bequest might stand on an equal

footing with particular or specific legacies ; but here he thought the

testator meant no more than that the property expressly given in

trust for payment of the debts should be the only fund or the first

fund for their payment. The L. C. approved of the V.-C.'s construc-

tion, and said both the mortgaged estate and the residue were intended

by the testator to be freed from the debts (referring particularly to

the passage cited above) ; but that he could not give the residue dis-

charged from debts unless he provided for them out of some other

fund.

But where all the personalty is bequeathed in terms ex-

pressly * exempting it from payment of the usual charges [*1493]

affecting it, this exemption throws those charges on all other

property not expressly exempted, so that, for instance,

in case of a deficiency in the produce of lands devised to p^rt only of

answer such charges, they would fall upon other lands 'he others is

specifically devised (s). And in Powell v. Riley (a),
^^^'"P

where the exemption of the personal estate was not express, but was
inferred from its being given as a specific legacy, and where the prop-

(m) Holford ti. 'Wood, 4 Ves. 78; Hewett v. Snare, 1 De G. & S. 333; Newbegin v. Bell,

23 Beav. 386. And see ante, p. 1483.

ix) Kilford V. Blaney, 31 Ch. D. 56.

(«) 2 De G. & S. 425, affirmed 1 H. & Tw. 142. See also Colville v. Middleton; 3 BeaV.
570.

(z) Morrow v. Bnsh, 1 Cox, 185; Young v. Young, 26 Beav. 622.

(0) L. K., 12 Eq. 175.

VOL. II. 40
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erty expressly given for payment of the debts, funeral and testamen-

tary expenses proved insufficient, the personal estate was held liable

to pay only a proportion of the deficit pari passu with specifically de-

vised lands. This is the case contemplated by Sir K. Bruce in Lord
Brooke v. Earl of Warwick, which, however, was not cited.

Marshalling of VII. —As to Marshalling Assets in favor of Creditors
assets. and Legatees,— It remains to consider in what cases as-

sets are marshalled in favor of legatees or creditors.

On this subject it may be stated as a general rule, that, wherever

a creditor, having more than one fund, resorts to that which, as be-

Generai rule as t^een the debtor's own representatives, it is not primarily

to marshalling liable, the person whose fund is so taken out of its proper

order is entitled to be placed in the same situation as if

the assets had been applied in a due course of administration— in

other words, to occupy the position of the creditor in respect of that

fund or those funds which ought to have been applied, to the extent

to which his own has been exhausted.*

Thus, if the specialty creditors of a testator who died before the

29th of August, 1833 (b), or the simple contract creditors of any other

testator, choose to enforce payment from the personal re-

legatees
° presentatives of their debtor, instead of suing (as they

against the may do) the heir in respect of any real estate which may
have descended to him, and thereby withdraw the person-

alty from the claim of specific or pecuniary legatees, the Courts will

marshal the assets in favor of such legatees, by placing them in the
room of the creditors, as it respects their claim on the descended
lands ; such descended assets, according to the order of application

before stated, being liable before personalty specifically bequeathed,
or even pecuniary legacies (c).

But pecuniary legatees are not entitled to have the assets

[*1494] * marshalled against the devisees of real estate either specific

or residuary (d), for to throw the debts upon the devisees in

Bat not
^^°^ ^ °^^^ would be to apply devised real estate before

against personal estate not specifically bequeathed, and thereby
devisees.

break in upon the established order of application before
stated (e). It is not correct in such cases to account for the non-in-
terference of the Court, by saying that the parties have equal equi-

(6) See Stat. 3 & 4 Will. 4, c. 104, ante, p. 1388.
(c) See ante, p. 1430.

(d) Mirehouse «. Scaife, 2 My. & Cr. 695; Forrester v. Leigh, Amb. 171: Scott v Scott
Amb. 383; 1 Ed. 4. 58; Hamly v. Fisher, Dick. lOo, Amb. 127, (Hanby v. Roberts)- Keel-
ing V. Brown, 5 Ves. 359. Mr Roper has treated this case as if the specialty debts had
been charged upon the land by the testator, 1 Treat, on Leg. 463; althongh Lord Alvanlev
distmctly determined that none of the debts were charged (see ante), and grounded his re-
fusal to marshal the assets on this circumstance.

(e) Ante, p. 1430.
I See 1 Story, Equity, § 633.
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ties (/), which would seem to imply that there exists such an equality

between them in the consideration of a Court of Equity, as to entitle

neither party to its interposition against the other ; whereas it is

clear that if the devised lands had been resorted to by any creditor,

having no specific lien thereon, instead of the personal estate, the

devisee would have been entitled to be reimbursed out of the pecuni-

ary legacies. The reason, therefore, and the only reason, why assets

are not marshalled in the case under consideration is, that the cred-

itor having resorted to the fund in the proper order, no ground exists

for disturbing it.

But if the lands devised are charged with debts, it is clear, upon
the same principle, that the assets will be marshalled in favor of pe-

cuniary and specific legatees ; lands so charged being ap-
^^^j j^^^^^

plicable before pecuniary or specific legacies (g). Thus, are charged

in roster v. Cook {h) (where a testator had charged his '''"' '^*^'^-

real estate with his debts, and given legacies not so charged), the

creditors having been paid out of the personal estate, which was not

suificient to pay both them and the legatees, the latter were allowed

to come upon the real estate so far as it had been applied in payment
of debts ; and this decision has been recognized in latter times (i).

So, if the mortgagee of a devised or descended estate re-

sort * in the first instance (as he clearly may) to the per- [*1495]

sonal estate of the deceased mortgagor,* to the prejudice

of specific or even of general pecuniary legatees (who. Assets mar-

it will be remembered, are not liable to exonerate a de- fhaiied against
CI6VIS66'* uCC>

vised or descended mortgaged estate (Je)), equity will of mortgaged

give those legatees a claim on the estate to the extent ^^"'Js-

to which their funds may have been applied in its exoneration
(J).

In Wythe v. Henniker (m), an attempt was made, by impugning

the authority of Forrester v. Leigh, to shake this doctrine in regard

to pecuniary legatees ; but Sir J. Leach, M. R., adhered to it, observ-

ing that since that case he had always considered it to be a settled

rule of Courts of Equity, that a pecuniary legatee is entitled to stand

upon the devised estate in the place of the mortgagee, to the extent

(/) See 1 Eop. on Leg. 469.

(o) Ante, p. 1430.

(A) 3 B. C. C. 347. See also Bradford v. Foler, Rolls, 14 Aug. 1791, 3 B. C. C. 351, n. ; Web-
ster V. Alsop, Rolls, 12 July, 1791, 3 B. C. C. 352, n.; Fenhoulett 1). Passavant, Dick. 253;
Lord Hardwicke's Judgment in Arnold v. Chapman, 1 Ves. 110 ; Norman ». Morrell, 4 Ves.
769, 4 R. R. 347; Aldrich v. Cooper, 8 Ves. 396; from which last case it also appears that the

rule as to the widow's paraphernalia is the same. Probert ti. Clifford, Amb. 6, as corrected
in note bv Blunt, is not contra; and see Snelson ». Corbet, 3 Atk. 368.

(i) Paterson ». Scott, 1 D. M. & G. 531. Here was a trust to sell and pay debts; but a.

mere charge is equivalent, Rickard t. Barrett, 3 E. & J. 289; Surtees v. Parkin, 19 Beav.
406.

(k) Vide ante, p. 1444.

\l) Lutkins «. Leigh, Cas. t. Talb. 53 ; Forrester v. Lord Leigh. Amb. 171 ; Johnson »,

Child, 4 Hare 87.

(m) 2 My. & E. 635.

1 Plimpton e. Fuller, 11 Allen, 139 ; Hewes v. Dehon, 3 Gray, 205.
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to which the mortgage has been satisfied out of the personal estate.

That doctrine proceeded upon the assumption, that the derise of the

mortgaged estate is a devise of the equity of redemption only, and

that the testator intended that the devisee should take the estate cum
onere. That doctrine, his Honor, however, observed, has not been
universally approved, because in all other cases the devisee of a

mortgaged estate does not take it cum onere, but has a right to have

the mortgage satisiied out of the personal estate, even where the de-

vise is made expressly subject to the mortgage.

It has been much debated whether, where a vendor, who has an
equitable lien for his purchase-money on the property, as

ve'ndo'rt'?ien '^el^ ^^ a claim on the personal estate of the deceased
for purchase- purchaser, resorts to the latter, to the prejudice of spe-
money.

^^^^ ^^ pecuniary legatees, the legatees are entitled to

have the assets marshalled against the heir or devisee of such

property.

In regard to the heir, it would seem clear upon principle, and by
analogy to the case of a descended mortgaged estate, that in such a

r, » V case the Courts would marshal the assets in favor of the
Question be-

,

tween legatees legatees ; descended assets being, according to the order
and heir.

before stated, applicable before specific or pecuniary

legacies to the payment of all charges affecting them both.

And this view of the case seems to agree with Lord Eldon's obser-

vation in Austen v. Halsey (n), where, however, the land was devised,

and his opinion upon another question rendered it unneces-

[*1496] sary to decide the point. A contrary determination, * in-

deed, was made in Coppin v. Coppin (o), where a person,

who was both heir and executor of his brother, was held to be entitled

to retain out of the personal assets the purchase-money of an estate

which his brother had purchased from him, against the legatees of

the brother. This case has been questioned by Lord Eldon (p), and
seems to have been overturned by Trimmer v. Bayne (q), where Sir

W. Grant decided that the heir who had paid the purcnase-money for

an estate contracted for by his ancestor was not entitled, as against

the legatees of such ancestor, to be reimbursed out of his personal es-

tate. It is not distinctly stated, however, whether the legatees out

of whose bequests the heir unsuccessfully plaimed to be reimbursed

were specific or pecuniary legatees.

The right of a pecuniary legatee to have the assets marshalled as

against the heir of a testator who purchased, but died without having

paid for, an estate, is placed beyond all doubt by Sproule v. Prior (r).

Where the purchased estate is devised, the question is somewhat

(n) 6 Ves. 484.

(o) Sel. Ch. Cas. 28, 2 P. W. 291.

(jt>) See his judgment in Mackreth * Symmons, 15 Ves, 339.
(o) 9 Ves, 209, 1 Euss. 339, n.

(r) 8 Sim. 189.
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different ; but as tlie established rule is, we have seen, that the de-

visee of a mortgaged estate is not entitled to exoneration Question be-

out of personal estate specifically bequeathed, and not ^-"^^^^ legatees

f - 1 • i i 1 1 i 1 J 1 i ai"! devisee of

expressly made subject to debts, there seemed ground to contiacted-for

contend that in the present case the estate must, by par- *^'*'*-

ity of reasoning, also bear its own burden against such legatees, and

accordingly, that if their funds have been taken by the vendor, they

are entitled to have the assets marshalled against the devisee.

And PoUexfen. v. Moore (s) was considered to lend some counte-

nance to this doctrine; but it appears to have been decided upon

different, though it should seem untenable, grounds. Sir W. Grant,

in Trimmer v. Bayne (t), intimated that the case had greatly per-

plexed him, and the eminent author of the " Treatise of Vendors and

Purchasers " has taken some pains to show the inapplicability of the

decision to the doctrine which it has been advanced to support, and

the unsoundness of that doctrine; and his high authority may have

had some weight in procuring its overthrow in Wythe v.

Henniker (w), where Sir J. Leach, M. E., * held that a per- [*1497]

son having devised an estate which he had purchased, and the

vendor having after his decease been paid a part of the purchase-

money, which remained unpaid at the testator's death, pecuniary

out of the deceased's personal estate, the pecuniary lega-
'^'^j^^'f^^^^

""'

tees had no right to stand in the place of the vendor in marshal, as

respect of his lien upon the purchased estate, to the ex- ofcontracted-*
tent of the sum so received. His Honor, however, ap- for estate, in

pears to have contented himself with showing that Pol- un^paid pur-

lexfen v. Moore (which had been cited on behalf of the chase-money,

legatees) was not applicable to the point, and we look in vain through-

out his judgment for an explanation of the principle of his decision,

or an answer to the plausible, if not convincing, arguments founded

upon analogical reasoning from the cases by which the claim of the

legatees was attempted to be sustained. In Lord Lilford v. Powys-

Keck (x) it was held by Sir J. Romilly that the distinction between

a mortgage and a vendor's lien was untenable, and that pecuniary

legatees were entitled to marshal against the devisee in the one case

as well as in the other. And since land in mortgage or Effect of L.

subject to a vendor's lien is now primarily liable to the ^^"S'^ acts,

satisfaction of those charges, residuary legatees and next of kin have

in both cases a similar right (y).

(«) 3 Atk. 272, stated from E. L. Sugd. V. & P. 874, 11th ed., and see 679, n., 14th ed.

Some of the doctrine advanced in this case is at variance with the decision. See 9 Ves. 211

;

15 Ves. 339.

(«) 9 Ves, 211.

(m) 2 My. & K 635. But before 3 & 4 Will. 4, c. 104, assets were marshalled against the
devisee, in favor of simple contract creditors, Selby v. Selby, 4 Euss. 336.

(x) h. E., 1 Eq. 347. See also Birds v. Askej', 24 Beav. 618.

(y) See L. King's acts, sup. pp. 1455, et seq.
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Sir W. Grant decided that, even -where the testator expressly-

directed his executors to pay the purchase-money of the devised

estate, and the personal estate -was inadequate to pay both the pur-

chase-money and the pecuniary legacies, the devisee -was liable to

contribute ratably -with the legatees (z).

It may be observed that Lord Eldon in Austen v. Halsey (a)

thought that a clause, giving the executors "po-wer" to pay the

purchase-money out of the personal estate, -was not necessarily to be

construed as an absolute direction.

The preceding cases, however, in -which equity interferes to prevent

an eventual derangement, by the act of third persons, of the order

Marshaiiin
^^ applying the assets, do not completely exemplify an

-where one ' important principle by -which the Courts, in marshalling

Tevera^funds assets, are governed, and -which forms the peculiar fea-

and another ture of the doctrine ; it is this,— that wherever a party-
one on y.

-j^^g a claim upon one fund only, and another upon more

than one, the party having several funds must resort, in the

[*1498] first instance, to that on -which * the other has no claim ; or,

in other words, the Court will so arrange the funds as to let

in as large a number of claims as possible (b), and if the person hav-

ing the several funds should, in violation of this rule, have resorted

to the fund common to himself and the person having no other fund,

the Court will place that person in his room, to the extent to which
the common fund has been so applied (c).

This principle is so applied in favor of both creditors and
legatees (d).

Effect of stats
^^ regard to the former, however, it is to be remem-

3 & i Will. 4,' bered that the statute of 3 & 4 Will. 4, c. 104 (e), renders

32 1& 33"vict. ^^^ ^®*1 estate, including copyholds, liable to the claims
c. 46, upon of creditors of every class, and that stat. 32 & 33 Vict,

c. 46, places Specialty and simple contract creditors on
an equal footing.

The doctrine will therefore seldom be called into operation in

reference to creditors. But it is observable, that the former statute,

by widening the range of the claims of creditors, has given greater
scope to the application of the doctrine among legatees. Thus, as it

was formerly the rule that, where a specialty creditor resorted to the

(2) Headley r. Readhead, Coop. 50, noticed ante, p. 1430, n. (s).

\a) 6 Ves. 478.

(b) " The interest of the debtor shall not be regarded," per Lord Eldon, Aldrich v. Cooper,
8 -yes. 391. But the principle will not be applied to the prejudice of third persons, Dolphin
» Aylward, L. R., 4 H. L. 486.

'

(c) See this doctrine referred to as formerly excluding in regard to charities, ante. Vol. I.,

p. 195.

(d) In Chapman v. Esgar, 1 Sm. & G. 575, a testator made his -will before 1838, charging
his real estate with debts, then purchased other real estate and died, and it was held that
specialty creditors claiming the benefit of the charge in the will must allow the descended
estates to be brought into hotchpot.

(e) Ante, p. 1388.
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personal estate, and thereby rendered it inadequate to the payment of

pecuniary legacies the legatees might claim to stand in his place in

respect of his demand upon the realty, which had descended or was
charged with debts ; so it is equally clear that, under the existing law,

the same consequence would follow in the case of a simple contract

creditor taking such a course (/).
Upon the same principle, it is settled that, where there are two

classes of legatees, the one having a charge upon real estate, the

other having no such charge, and the personalty is not j, , ,,.

suf&cient to satisfy both, the legatees whose legacies are among

so charged shall be paid out of the land, in order to '^s^t^^^-

leave the personal estate for those who have no other fund.
* Thus, in Hanby v. Roberts {g), where the testator by his [*1499]

will gave several legacies (not charging them upon the real

estate), and by codicil bequeathed a legacy of 3,000Z., with the pay-
ment of which he charged his real estate ; the personal estate having
been exhausted in the payment of the 3,000^. legacy. Lord Hardwicke
held that the other pecuniary legatees should stand in the place of

the satisfied legatee to this extent.

But in Prowse v. Abingdon (Ji), Lord Hardwicke refused to marshal
assets in favor of a legatee whose legacy had been originally charged
upon the land, but had failed in respect of the real estate, Exception

by his death before the time of payment {%) ; his Lord- where legacy,

ship observing, that the rule as to marshalling would upon the land,

hold only where it was proper to be done at the time the *'"'^'i-

legacy first took place, and not where it was owing to a fact which
happened subsequently to the death of the testator (Ji) ; and this has

been since followed in Pearce v. Loman (Z).

(f) Where there was delay in payment of the simple contract creditors, they were held
not entitled to stand in the place of the specialty creditors to the extent of the interest which
would have accrued due on the specialty debts, but only to the extent of the principal, Cra-
dock V. Piper, 15 Sim. 301.

(<!) Amb. 127, 2 Coll. 512, Dick. 104. See also Masters v. Masters, 1 P. W. 421; Bligh v.

Earl of Darnley, 2 P. W. 620; Norman v. Morrell, 4 Ves. 769, 4 R. R. 347 ; Bonner v. Bonner,
13 Ves. 383 ; Scales u. Collins, 9 Hare, 656.

(A) 1 Atk. 482.

(i> As to this doctrine, see ante, Vol. I., p. 792; but see also Pearce «. Loman, 3 Ves. 135,
where Lord Loughborough doubted whether in such a case the legacy was payable even out
of the personal estate. It is not easy, however, to perceive upon what sound principle the
circumstance of its having been charged upon the real estate as the auxiliary fund, and
having failed as to that, should vary the construction of it as a personal legacy.

(i) But is it not always the fact of some legatee or creditor resorting to a particular fund
afttr the, death of the testator that occasions the requisition to marshal?

(0 3 Ves. 135.
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in all events 1561

I. — On construing Survivor as synonymous with Other.— 1. Sur-

vivor if unexplained is construed strictly. — Whether the word " sur-

vivor" is to receive a construction accordant with its
"Survivor"

. . .,,.,,.
when con- strict and proper acceptation, or is, Dy a liberal mterpre-
strued other.

tation, to be changed into other, is a point which has been

often discussed and variously decided. On more than one occasion

expressions have fallen from eminent judges calculated to create an
impression that the term " survivor " might by its own inherent force,

and without one single ray of light from the surrounding context, be

read as synonymous with other (a). But we are now taught by a

series of decisions, which outweigh any opposing dicta or opinions,

that the word " survivor," like every other term, when unexplained

by other parts of the will, is to be interpreted according to its strict

and literal meaning.^

(a) See in particular. Barlow v. Salter, 17 Ves. 479, where Sir W. Grant seems to have
assumed this point. This construction has much to recommend it as carrj'ing into effect the
probable intention of testators, and as supplying a defect or maccuracy of expression very
commonly to be found in testamentary instruments.

» See Bayless v. Prescott, 79 Ky. 252. The
language of the will may be such as to cut off

all who are not in esse at the coming of the

event upon which distribution is to be made.

Inasmuch as a purpose to limit the testator's

bounty in this way is perfectly legal, there

can be no difficulty when the language used
is free from doubt. But as the language of
testators is often obscure in this as in other
particulars, the adoption of an artificial basis
of interpretation of the term "survivors"
and its equivalents has been found necessary.
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* Thus, in Ferguson v. Dunbar (&), where a testator gave [*1501]

to Ms executors so much of his persoual estate as would

(J) 3 B. C. C. 468,

.

Unfortunately the courts have not always
ajrreed upon the probable meaning of such
language. Thus, in the case of a gift to A.
for life, and afterwards to his surviving chil-

dren, it has been held by many of the courts
that in the absence of explanatorj' language,
the term " surviving "is to be deemed as re-

ferring to the death of the testator, the per-

sons surviving that event thus taking vested
estates. Moore v. Lyons, 25 Wend. 119;
Livingston v. Greene, 52 N. Y. 118 , Embury
V. Sheldon, 68 N. Y. 22T ; Stevenson v. Les-
lev, 70 N. Y. 512; Kelso v. Lorillard, 85 N. Y.
177; Tanderzer v. Slingerland, 109 N. Y. 47;
Rosa V. Drake, 37 Penn. St. 373; Hansford v.

Elliott, 9 Leigh, 79; Blanchard v. Blanohard,

1 Allen, 223 ; Pike v. Stephenson, 99 Mass. 188

;

Porter v. Porter, 50 Mich. 456 ; Rood v. Hovey,
id. 395; Eberts v. Eberts, 42 Mich. 404; Ste-

venson V. Fox, 125 Penn. St. 568 ; Stone v.

Lewis, 85 Va. 474; Jameson v. Jameson, 86

Va. 51 ; Randolph v. Wright, 81 Va. 611.

See also Shutt v. Rambo, 57 Penn. St. 149

;

Schoonmaker v. Stockton, 37 Penn. St. 461.

On the other hand, courts of several of the

states, following, as it seems, a more natural

construction, hold that the word is to be
treated as referring to those who survive at

the termination of the preceding estate.

Reiff's Appeal, 124 Penn. St. 145; Coggins's

Appeal, id. 10; Denny ». Kettell, 135 Mass.
138 (distinguishing Blanchard v. Blanchard,

supra); Branson v. Hill, 31 Md. 181; Vantil-

buvgh V. HolUnshead, 1 McCart. 35; Slack v.

Bird, 8 C. E. Green, 238; Swinton ». Legare,

2 McCord, Ch. 440; Cole v. Creyon, 1 Hill,

Ch. 213 ; the last two, however, being cases

of legacies, as to which see mfra.

The first of these positions rests upon the

ground that, though there is doubt as to the

nieanmg of the term "survivors," that doubt

may be solved by the rule, admitted by gen-

eral consent, that the law favors the vesting

of estates; Byrnes v. Stilwell, 103 N. Y.

453; and it is" probable that even in those

states m which the prima facie import of the

word is deemed to look to the termination of

the particular estate, such construction will

give way to slight indications of an intention

at variance with it. It is equally true that

m those states in which the presumed import

of the word is different, the presumptive

meaning will readily j'ield to language sug-

gesting another meaning. SecOlney ivHull,

21 Pick. 311; Hulbert v. Emerson, 16 Mass.

241 (doubted, apparently, in Blanchard v.

Blanchard, 1 Allen, 223, 228) ; Thomson v.

Ludington. 104 Mass. 193, Denny »;. Ket-

tell, 135 Mass. 138. For other cases of

construction of this term or equivalents, see

Clanton v. Estes, 77 Ga. 352; Darnell v. Bar-

ton, 75 Ga. 377. Brooks v. Carter, 118 Mass.

407; Howland o. Rowland, 11 Gray, 469;

Haskins v. Tate, 25 Penn. St. 249; Carroll v.

Hancock, 3 Jones, 471 ; Schoppert v. Gillam,

6 Rich. Eq. 83; Stevenson v. Evans, 10 Ohio
St. 307; Smith v. Block, 29 Ohio St. 488;
Satterfield v. Mayes, 11 Humph. 58; Rogers
V. Rogers, 2 Head, 661; McLean v. Freeman,
70 N. Y. 81; Provost v. Provost, id. 141;
Buelv. Southwick, id. 581; Smith v. Scholtz,

68 N. Y. 41 ; Brewster v. Striker, 2 Comst.
19; Striker v. Mott, 28 N. Y. 82; Scott V.

Guernsev, 48 N. Y. 106; Colton v. Fox, 67
N. Y. 348.

The conflict of authority in regard to the
rule of interpretation to be given to the word
" survivors " might be supposed from some
of the cases to be confined to gifts of realty.

In the case of a chattel, it has been said that
there can be no remainder which shall pres-

ently vest, subject to opening, in favor of

after-born children ; and that the estate must
be deemed contingent until the time for dis-

tribution arrives. Parsons, C. J., in Dingley
V. Dingley, 5 Mass. 535, 537; Shaw, C. J.,

in Emerson v. Cutter, 14 Pick. 108. Com-
pare Jenkins v. Frever, 4 Paige, 47 ; Cole v.

Creyon, 1 Hill, Ch."322; Swinton v. Legare,
2 McCord, Ch. 440 ; Simms v. Garrot, 1 Dev.
& B. Eq. 393; Walters v. Crutcher, 15 B.
Mon. 2 ; all to the effect that a legacy
(Simms ti. Garrot and Walters v, Crutcher
were gifts of slaves which the law termed a
devise) given to a class of individuals will

prima facie include all who answer the de-
scription at the time of distribution. But
the doctrine of Parsons, C. J., in Dingley v.

Dingley, above referred to, may have been
based upon the early common-law rule, now
discarded even as to money (Smith v. Van Ob-
trand, 64 N. Y. 278), that no remainder could
be created in a chattel after the gift of a life-

estate, such a gift carrying the absolute es-

tate. Welsch I). Belleville Bank, 94 111. 191;
2 Kent, Com. 352, 353; 4 Kent, Com. 269.

Inasmuch as it is now established that there

may be such a remainder, there seems to be
no reason why the remainder may not be lia-

ble to open and let in after-born persons as in

cases of realty, the result of which would be
to leave the conflict of authority as to ' sur-

vivors " standing as to personalty as well as

to realty. The distinction suggested has not
elsewhere been taken.

A question somewhat similar to that of the
survivorship in a class, it may by anticipa-

tion be here observed, often arises when, in-

stead of a class, the death of only a single

individual is concerned. There may, for ex-
ample, be a gift in fee to A., " and in case of

his decease" to B.; and the question then
arises as to the interpretation to be put upon
the quoted words. Does the testator, in the

absence of explanatorj"- language in the will,

mean that B. is to take in the event of the

death of A. at any time, or does he mean
that he is only to take in the event of A.'s

death in his (the testator's) lifetime? The
absurdity, however, of imputing to the tes-
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purchase an annuity of 5501., which he gave to his wife for life, and

jy^jird
^® directed the principal after her decease to be paid to

"survivors" his children, that is to say, one-half to his son Q., and

stricJyfnot one-half to his daughters E. and C, if living at the death
as others. of tiieir mother ; and if any of them should die in the

lifetime of their mother, leaving issue, he gave that share to the issue

of such child or children equally, at the age of twenty-one years or

day of marriage ; but if any of them should die before the age of

twenty-one years without issue, he gave that share to the survivors ;

and if all of them should die. without leaving children, the same was to

fall into the residue. The mother died : then C. died leaving children.

E. afterwards died under twenty-one, and without issue. The ques-

tion was, whether the children of C. were entitled to any part of the

share of E. Lord Thurlow said that this was one of those cases in

which he had the mortification to see that what was most probably

the testator's intention could not be executed, for want of his having

been properly advised, and having sufficiently explained himself;

that he thought the testator meant the children should take the share

which would have accrued to the parent if living ; but not having
said so, but limited such share to the survivors or survivor, he must
declare G. as the only surviving child, entitled to the whole of E.'s

share, and decreed accordingly.

So, in Milsom v. Awdry (c), where a testator bequeathed the residue

of his personal estate to trustees, upon trust to pay and apply the

Gift to sur- same to and among his nephews and nieces (the sons and
mm-sandmr- daughters of his late brothers and sister M., D., and H.)

to persons in equally between them for their lives, the children of such
existence. pf them his said brothers and sister to have only their

father's or mother's share
; and after the death of either of the tes-

tator's said nephews and nieces, in trust to call in the share of the
principal money out of which the said interest was to be paid, and
pay it equally unto and among the children of such of his said
nephews and nieces as should happen to die ; and if any of his (the
testator's) said nephews and nieces should die without leaving any

child or children, then the share or shares of him, her, or
[*1502] them so dying should go to and among the survivors and * sur-

vivor of them in manner aforesaid. One nephew died with-
out leaving issue ; then another died leaving issue ; a third then died

(c) 5 Ves. 465. See also Wollen v. Andrewes, 9 J. B. Moo. 248, 2 Bing. 126.

tator a suggestion of uncertainty, implied by Cambridge v. Rons, 8 Ves. 21 ; Home v. Pil-
the words "in case of" or the like, of what lans, 2 My. & K. 20 ; Schenck ». Ao-new 4
all men know to be certain, has led the courts Kay & J. 406; Kelly ». Kelly, 61 n! Y. 47.
to adopt the view that his intention was to Compare Barton v, Conigland, 22 N. Car.'

99*

substitute B. to the place of A. if the gift to Davis v. Parker, 69 N. Car. 271; Hilliard v.
A. should fail by A. 's death before the will Kearnev, Busb. En. 221. See post Ch"
should go into effect. Briggs v. Shaw, 9 XLVHL r

>
•

Allen, 516; Grossman ». Field, 119 Mass. 170;
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without issue, leaving a sole survivor. Sir E. P. Arden, M. E., after
much hesitation, decided that the share of the third belonged exclu-
sively to the survivor, and was not divisible (as had been contended
by the issue of the second) between him and such issue.

So, in Davidson v. Dallas (d), where a testator bequeathed to the
children of his brother E. D. 3,0001., to be equally divided among
them, and if either of them should die before the age of twenty-one
years their shares to go to the survivors. Lord Eldon, after referring
to rule for construing " survivors " as importing others, observed that
there was nothing in this will indicating a general intention upon
which the forced construction of the term "survivors" had been
adopted. The words must therefore have their natural meaning.
Here the contention was that " survivors " should be read " others,"

not as in the former (which are the more common) cases, „
J J- 1 T 1 -T -.

Remark on
in order to include children who had previously died ; Davidson v.

but in order to include children who were not born when ^*"^^-

the original gift took effect (e).

Again in Crowder v. Stone (/), where a testator bequeathed cer-

tain stoct in the funds to his executors, in trust for his wife and
brother for their respective lives, and after the decease ,< guryiyo^

"

of the survivor to be divided equally between his nephew construed

and four nieces ; and in case of the death of his said asTmpor"ing
nephew or of any or either of his said nieces without "'*«'"•

lawful issue before their respective parts or shares should become
due and payable to them, then the part or share of him, her, or them
so dying without issue as aforesaid should go and be equally divided
between them and amongst the survivor and survivors of them, share
and share alike. Lord Lyndhurst said, "It was con- -^^^
tended that the words * survivor and survivors of them ' Lj'ndhurst's

were to be construed ' other and others.' That is a con- 'cro^e? »!"

struction which the Court has, in some cases, put upon Stone,

those or similar words ; but it is what Lord Eldon in David-

son V. Dallas (g) calls a ' forced construction of * the term [*1503]

survivor,' and he contrasts it with what he calls its ' natural

meaning.' It is a construction which the Court may sometimes be

compelled to adopt, in order to accomplish the intention which ap-

pears on the whole of the will ; and in Wilmot v. Wilmpt (A) it was
scarcely possible to put any other meaning on the words. But, in

looking at the language and the provisions of this will, I do not find

any such necessity : and it seems to me that the words ' survivor and

(d) 14 Ves. 5T6. R. D. survived the testator.

(c) See also Mann v. Thompson, Kay, 644, 645. Whether a gift, not to several persons or
the survivors of them, but simply to " children who survive A.," includes any not born be-

fore A.'s death, was decided in the affirmative in Re Clark's Estate, 3 D. J. & S. Ill; but in

the negative in Gee v. Liddell, L. B., 2 Eq. 341; also Trickey v. Trickey, post, p. 1530.

(/) 3 Russ. 217.

(o) 14 Ves. 678,[a) 14 Ves. S78.
A) 8 Ves. 10, post, p. 1510.
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survivors ' are here to be taken in their natural meaning. The shares

which became subject to the operation of the bequest to the survivor

and survivors, will be divisible among such only of the five legatees

as were living at the time when, the events happened on which the

shares were to go over respectively."

Again, in Eanelagh v. Ranelagh {{), where a testator, after bequeath-

ing certain pecuniary legacies to his children for life, added, '• in case

Kecent of the demise of any of the above parties without legi-

anthorities for timate issue, their, his, or her proportions to be divided
construinsr

"survivors" among the survival's ;" Lord Brougham, C, treated it as
strictly.

clear (though it was not necessary to decide the point)

that the word " survivors " was used in its plain and obvious sense,

as meaning such of the individuals named as should be living when
any of them happened to die.

And lastly, the same construction prevailed in Cromek v. Lumb (k)

as to a clause providing that, in case any of the testator's grandchil-

dren (who were the objects of a prior gift) should die, being a son under

the age of twenty-three and without lawful issue, or being a daughter

under that age and unmarried, then the share or shares of him, her,

or them so dying should go to the survivor and survivors, and the law-

ful issue of such as might be dead.

And the mere circumstance that there occurs in the same will, in

Effect of reference to another subject or other subjects, an instance
"other " being

^-f ^Jjq words " survivor " and " other " being used conjunc-

associated with tively and as if synonymous {I), is not considered to im-
" ^"f"^<"-' ply an intention that " survivor,'' standing alone, shall

have the same force or signification as the terra with which, in other

instances, the testator has associated it.

[*1504] * Thus, in Winterton v. Crawfurd (m), where a testator

devised the residue of his real estate to trustees, upon trust

as to one-third to pay the rents to the separate use of his daughter
Harriet during her life, and after her decease, in trust

vivors^or sur- ^°^ ^^^ ^^^ children, in equal shares, and the respective
vivor " con- hcirs of their bodies ; and in case one or more of such

8
no y.

gjjjj^j.gjj should die without issue, then as to his, her, or

their share or shares, in trust for the survivors or survivor and others or

other of them , and after giving the other two-thirds by similar limita-

tions to his daughters Louisa and Fanny, with remainder to their

children, the testator proceeded to declare that, in case one or more
of his said daughters should die without issue of her or their body or

bodies, then the share or shares of her or them so dying should be in

<i) 2 My. & K. 441.

(k) 3 Y. & C. 565.

(l) So, the words " survivors and survivor and others and other " were held to be governed
by "others" in Slade v Parr, 7 Jur. 102. But "other surviving" is synonymous with
"surviving," Beckwith ». Beckwith, 46 L. J. Ch. 97, post, p. 1513.

(m) 1 R. & My. 407.
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trust for the survivors or survivor of them for the lives or life of such

survivors or survivor, to be held and enjoyed by the trustees for the

joint natural lives of such survivors of the testator's said daughters, in

trust for them as tenants in common, and the rents and profits of the

accruing share or shares to be for their separate use, and after the'

decease of the survivor of his said daughters, in trust for the child

and children of the survivors or survivor of his said daughters per

stirpes, and the heirs of the bodies of such child and children ; and in,

case any one or more of such children should die without issue, then

as to the shares of him, her, or them so dying, in trust for the sur-

vivors or survivor, others or other of them, and the heirs of the body of

such survivors or survivor, others or other of them ; and if all such

children but one should die without issue, in trust for such surviving

or only child and the heirs of his or her body ; and in default of such

issue, in trust for testator's nephews. Fanny died, leaving chil-

dren. Louisa afterwards died without children, and the share of

Louisa was claimed by and was now held to belong to Harriet, the

only surviving daughter, to the exclusion of the children of Fanny.

Sir J. Leach, M. R., said: "In order to effectuate the intention of

the testator, the Court sometimes gives to the word ' survivors ' the

sense of ' others.' Here the expressions of the testator are too pre-

cise to impute to him such an intention ; and the survivors are to

take as tenants in common for life for their separate use, which is

wholly inconsistent with the notion that the testator meant that the

children of a deceased daughter should, as to this third

share, stand in the place of their parent. It is true that, * in [*1505]

the gift over after the death of the surviving daughter to

the children of the survivors or survivor, the words ' survivors or sur-

vivor ' may receive a more enlarged meaning. The intention of the

testator appears to have been, that no part of his real estate should

go over to his nephews, except in the event of the failure of issue

of all his three daughters ; and this intention would be defeated if,

upon the death of Lady Winterton (n) without issue, which is stated

to be a probable event, the children of the deceased sister were ex-

cluded. The question cannot, however, be decided during Lady Win-

terton's life ; and all that can now be done is to declare that Lady

Winterton is entitled for life, to her separate use, to the one-third

share of the real estate, which by the will was given to her sister

Louisa."

Sir J. Leach's observation in regard to the inconsistency of the

devise /or life to the survivors with the supposition that the children

of the deceased devisees were to stand in their place is Remarks upon

inconclusive, because though the estate for life could not Winterton v.

take effect as to any deceased child, the devise in re- "^ ""^ '

(»} This lady was the survivor of the three daughters.
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mainder to the issue of sucli child might. Indeed, if he -was right in

the opinion expressed by him, that after the death of the last surviv-

ing daughter the property would go over to the children of the de-

ceased daughter, and not to the ulterior devisees, there seems to be

great difficulty in maintaining the soundness of his decision, as it

has the effect of reading -words occurring in different parts of the

same will in various senses. The case too would then be in direct

opposition to Doe v. Wainewright (o), where, even in a deed, the

limitation of cross-remainders in tail to surviving children was held

to take effect in favor of the issue of a deceased child, on the sole

ground of its appearing, by the terms of the ultimate limitation, that

the estate was not to go over, unless the issue of all the children

failed.

In Alton V. Brooks (p), however, it was considered that, where the

gift to the survivors was to take effect iti the event of the decease of

Effect where ^^7 °^ ^^^ prior objects of gift combined with some col-

gift oyer is lateral event, the rule of construction adopted in the

a''coiia'tera7" preceding cases did not apply, but that the word " sur-

event. vivor " might be construed other, on the ground, it

should seem, that, as in such cases the ulterior or substituted gift is

not to take effect absolutely and simply on the decease of

[*1506] the prior objects, it is the *less likely that the testator

should intend survivorship to be an essential ingredient in

the qualification of the ulterior or substituted legatees.

In that case, a testator bequeathed 1,500Z. stock to A. and B. during

their lives, in equal shares, and immediately on the death of either

Word "sur- ^^ directed his trustees to pay the share of such deceas-

vivor" con- ing legatee to her children who should be living at their
Btrue ot er.

mother's decease, and who should attain the age of

twenty-one years, the interest in the mean time to be applied for

maintenance ; hut in ease any of such children should die before they

should attain the age of twenty-one years, the testator gave the share

of such deceasing child to the survivor ; provided always, that in case

either of them the said A. or B. should leave any child living at their

respective deceases hut which should all die before they attained the age

of twenty-one years, then the trustees were to assign the share of such

legatee so dying unto the survivor of them the said A. and B., her

executors or administrators. A. died in the lifetime of B., leaving a

child who attained twenty-one ; B. afterwards died without issue.

Sir L. Shadwell, V.-C, held A. to be entitled to B.'s moiety, observing,
" the word ' survivor ' must of necessity be taken to mean ' other,' for

the testator contemplated the 6vent, not of one of the legatees dying

in the lifetime of the other, hut of one of them dying childless."

There appears to be much good sense in the distinction here sug-

(o) 5 T. E. 427, 2 R. E, 634, stated post, p. 1609.

(p) 7 Sim. 204.
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gested by his Honor, and had it originally obtained, a large amount
of litigation would probably have been prevented; but Remark on
the authorities seem now to present an insuperable ob- doctrine

stacle to its adoption, for, i'n almost every instance in lu™n'«°'^
'°

which the strict construction of the word "survivor" Biooks.

has prevailed, the gift to the survivors was to take effect in the event
of the death of the predeceasing objects without issue, or combined
with some other contingency. In Ferguson v. Dunbar, Milsom v.

Awdry, Davidson v. Dallas, and lastly in Crowder v. Stone (which is

a recent and leading case), the gift over was to take effect on any of

the objects dying, either without issue or under age, and yet it was
held to apply only to the persons actually living at the period in

question. Seeing, therefore, that Alton v. Brooks was professedly

grounded on a circumstance which is common to nearly all the author-

ities, and that some of those authorities were not cited to or present
to the mind of the learned and able Judge who decided it, the case

can hardly be relied on as a general authority. In fact a
different rule prevailed in the subsequent * case of Leeming [*1507]
V. Sherratt (q), which may be added to the authorities for

giving to the word " survivor " a strict construction. A testator be-

queathed 1,000^. to each of his six children, to be paid at Word
twenty-one, except as to girls, one half of whose shares

con" trild"

"

was to be invested and the interest to be paid to them , strictly.,

for life, and the principal to be disposed of in such manner as they
should direct among their issue ; and in case they should die without
issue, he gave the principal among the survivors of his children in

equal proportions. The testator then gave his freehold property and
the residue of his personalty to trustees, the proceeds to be divided

among his children when the youngest should attain twenty-one, one
ha.lf of the daughters' shares to be invested, the interest to be paid

to such daughters, and the principal to be disposed of in such manner
as they should direct among their children ; but if there were no

children, then such shares to be divided equally among the survivors

of the testator's children ; and in case of the death of any of his

children, leaving lawful issue, the testator gave to such issue the

share the parent so dying would have been entitled to have. One
question was, whether the words " survivors of my children " were

to be construed others. Sir J. Wigram held that the g-„ j. y^jg.

strict construction must prevail. He said, " In Davidson ram's jndg-

V. Dallas (r), Lord Eldon's language obviously imports Leeming v.

that the word ' survivors ' is to be construed in its natural Sherratt.

sense, unless the will itself shows that it was used by the testator in

a different sense ; and Crowder v. Stone (s) is to the same effect. In

(g) 2 Hare, 14. See also Willetts v. Willetts, 7 Hare, 38; Moate v. Moate, 16 Jur. 1010.
(r) 14 Ves. 576.

(s) 3 Rass. 217.
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Barlow v. Salter (t) the dictUm of the Court tends rather to treat the

word as having a technical meaning (that of ' others ') impressed upon
it in practice. According to Davidson v. Dallas, one reason for con-

struing ' survivors ' to mean ' others ' has been to take in all persons

who should be born before the period of distribution. In other cases

the object suggested has been to prevent a family losing the provision

intended for it by the death of a parent, leaving children. The reason

of the former of these cases could not occur here, in the case of the

residue, because the testator's own children are the legatees of that

residue. And, according to the construction that I feel myself at

liberty to put upon that clause in the will which, in certain cases,

substitutes the issue for the parents, I think the testator

[*1508] * has guarded against the second inconvenience ; and, so far

at least as the residue is concerned, I think that, in the re-

siduary clause, the word ' survivor ' must be construed in its natural

sense, and that this construction of the word in one part of the will

must, in this will, determine its construction in the other part also."

And, in Lee v. Stone (m), where a testator devised a distinct estate to

each of his three daughters for life, with remainder to her children as

tenants in common in fee ; and provided, that if either of his daugh-

ters should happen to die without having issue, the estate devised to

her should go to the survivors or survivor of the daughters, and their

or her heirs as tenants in common ; and if all the daughters but one

should die without issue, their shares should go to the survivor in

fee ; it was held, that the word " survivor " must be construed accord-

ing to its natural import.

In De Garagnol v. Liardet (v) a testator gave the residue of his

personal estate in unequal shares among his two sons and three

Gift over to
daughters, the shares of the daughters to be held in trust

survivors of a for them for life, and afterwards for their respective
different class.

(j];^ii^ren ; but if one or more of the daughters should die

without children the shares of the daughters were to be divided
" amongst the survivors of them his said sons and daughters." It

was held by Sir J. Eomilly, M. E., that " survivors " must be con-

strued strictly : it could not here be read " others," because the gift

over was to a different class, and " others," he said, was confined to

the others of the same class, i. e., of those whose shares were to go
over.

I.— 2. Effect of Gift over following a Gift to Survivors. — But
where a gift to the "survivors" of several legatees, limited to

(0 17 Ves. 479.

(u) 1 Ex. 674. See also Stead v. Piatt, 18 Beav. 60; Parsons v. Coke, 4 Drew. 296 :

Greenwood v. Percy, 26 Beav. 572; Re Corbett's Trusts, Joli. 591; Blundell v. Chapman, 33
Beav. 648; but as to the last case qa., for the strict interpretation made the substitutionary
words (" or their children ") inoperative. However, it was dictum only.

(») 32 Beav. 608. See also Re Usticke, 35 Beav. 338; Tavlor v, "Beverley, 1 Coll. 108
(gift to one child for life, and if she die without issue, to testator's surviving children).
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take effect on a certain event (as the death of any of

them under age or -without issue), is followed by a gift overondfath

over, not if there should be no survivor at the time of «^' in a

the event happens, but if that event should happen to
^'™° "*""

every one of the legatees (as if all die under age, or -with-

out issue), "survivors " is read "others." * From the con- [*1509]
tingent gift over of the -whole in a mass it is inferred that

the testator meant the legatees to take it amongst them in every other

contingency, which can only be secured by means of cross-limitations

between them.

Thus, in Doe d. Watts v. Wainewright (x), -where by deed lands

-were limited, after previous life estates, to the use of the child or

children of A. as tenants in common, and the heirs of ,

their several bodies ; and in case any such child or chil- construed

dren should die without issue, then the shares of such as ''°^^^^^".^y

so died should remain to the use of the surviving child or over.

children of A., and the heirs of their respective bodies ; Doe v.

and in case all the said children should die without issue, Wame-wright.

or if A. should have no issue, then over ; it was held that the fair

construction of the word " surviving " standing in this context was
that on the death of one child without issue that portion should go to

the surviving line of heirs, and not merely to one child surviving,—
to the surviving children in their own persons if living, or if dead

to their issues ; and that this was not proceeding on conjecture, for

effect could not be given to the word " all " in the last sentence with-

out determining that there must be cross-remainders not only as long

as the individual children but as long as the several lines of those

children existed.

So in Cole v. Sewell (y), where by deed lands were limited to the

settlor's three daughters A., B., and C. as tenants in common for their

lives, with several remainders to their first and other sons coie ».

in tail male
;
provided that " if any one or two " of the Sewell.

daughters should die without issue male the same should stand limited

to " the survivor or survivors," as tenants in common in case of two sur-

vivors, for the lives or life of such survivors or survivor, remainder to

the first and other sons of such survivors or survivor in tail male. And
in case the said A., B., and C. should die without issue male, then as to

the share of each to her daughters as tenants in common in tail. And
in case "one or two " of the said A., B., and C. should die without issue,

then, as to the share or shares of her or them so dying, to the daughters

of such survivors or survivor in tail, as tenants in common in case

(^) 5 T. R. 427, 2 R. R. 634. Note that cross-remainders -were not implied; that cannot be

done in a deed (ante, p 1339); the gift tosMrmmny children -was held to create them expressly,

though inaccurately.

(y) 4 D. & War. 1, 2 H. L. Ca. 186. See also Smith v. Osborne, 6 H. L. Ca. 375; Re
Tharp, 1 D. J. & S. 453 : Cooper v. Macdonald, L. R., 20 Eq. 258. It makes no difference

whether the expression used is "survivors," or "such as shall survive," Re Tharp.

VOL. II. 41
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of two survivors, and in case A., B., and C. should die without

[*1510] * issue, then over ; it was held by Sir E. Sugden, C. Ir., fol-

lowing Doe V. Wainewright, that survivors meant others.

" Taking the whole together," he said, " the settlor was looking to the

event upon which the estate was to go over, but he certainly did not

mean that the circumstance of one of his daughters being actually

alive at the time of the death of another without issue should be the

event upon which was to depend the taking effect of the limitation in

words to the survivor and her issue."

The same rule was applied to a gift of personalty in Wilmot v.

Wilmot (s), where a testator bequeathed one-third part of his property

Wilmot 1). to each of his three children, payable at a certain age,
Wilmot.

g^^^ jf either of them died before that age his share to be

divided between the two surviving children ; and in case of two dying

before attaining the said age respectively, then the whole to go to the

surviving child ; but if all his children should die before they should

attain their said respective ages, then over. One child attained the age

and died ; then another died under age ; and the personal representa-

tive of the first was held by Lord Eldon to be entitled to share with

the survivor the portion which went over on the death of the second.

The L. C. said :
" It must be argued that the word ' survivors ' means

the same as ' others,' or ' living at the age aforesaid.' In the clause

in which the gift over is made it was never meant that any portion

should be taken ; it was to be either the whole or none.''

The words of gift, in case of the death of either to the two surviving

children, and in case of the death of two to the surviving child, were
undoubtedly favorable to this construction ; and have since been held

sufficient of themselves to show that by "surviving" the testator

meant " other," his assumption obviously being that the others would
survive (a). But Lord Eldon rested Wilmot v. Wilmot on the ground
indicated above, viz., the manifest intention to keep the whole together.

Cole V. Sewell admits of a similar observation.

"Survivors" More nearly resembling Doe v. Wainewright, in the
cunstrued circumstance that a " line of heirs " or issue is designated

force of gift by the will, is the common case of a gift of real or per-
over. sonal estate to several persons for life, with several re-

mainders to their children, and if any of them die without
[*1511] children, then to the survivors for life, * and afterwards to

their children. Here it is very improbable that a testator

should intend to make the interest of the children depend on the
accident of whether their parent (whose interest ceases on his death)
dies first or second

;
and if to this is added a gift over in the event of

all dying without children, the conclusion is irresistible that what the

(z) 8 Ves. 10. See also Lncena v. Lucena, 7 Cb. D. 256, 269, stated post, p. 1514.
(n) Re Beck's Trusts, 37 L. J. Ch. 233, 16 W. E. 189. See an opposite inference drawn

from a pift over, on the death of any one or more of three persons, to the survivors or aui'vivor,

Northen v. Carnegie, 28 L. J. Ch. 930.
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testator meant was that as long as there were descendants of any to

take they should take the whole : and the only mode by which effect

can be given to this intention is by holding that cross-remainders are

created between the stocks, irrespective of the periods at which the

parents die, by reading " survivors " as " others " (b). The authorities

from Lord Thurlow's time downwards are almost uniformly in favor

of reading " survivors " as " others " in such a case (c).^

And the fact that the ultimate gift over is to the " survivor " of the

class (in the literal sense of longest liver) makes no difference. To
whomsoever it is given an intention is equally mani- „. .

fested to make a complete disposition of the property, sufficient gift

and that all should go over in one mass {d). And the
"''"'

gift over is equally efficacious though limited to take effect only in

a particular event; for in the given event the testator had a clear

intention of how the whole should go over, and if the parents die, the

first leaving children, and the next one or two without leaving chil-

dren, there would be an intestacy (e).

But if property is given to several as tenants in com-
mon for life, with several remainders to their children,

|^ope°rItive

and if any of the tenants for life die without children, <»> the

to the " survivors " absolutely, or in tail, " survivors "

will not be construed " others," even though there is also an ultimate

gift over in case of all so dying (/). Here, at least, the ar-

gument that the literal construction * imputes a capricious [*1512]

intention has no weight, for the children even of those who
literally survive take nothing (as purchasers) by accruer; and the

intention to keep the property together, which would otherwise be

implied from the gift over, is disproved by the testator having by ex-

press intermediate limitations broken it up. Intestacy in a possible

(6) See per James, V.-C, Badger ». Gregory, L. R., 8 Eq. 84, 85.

(c) Harman ». Dickinson, 1 B. C. C. 91, 5tli ed. (where the original report is corrected from
R. L.) ; Lowe ». Land, 1 Jur. 377 ; Re Keep's Will, 32 Beav. 122; Badger v. Gregorv, L. R.,

8 Eq. 78; Waite v. Littlewood, L. R., 8 Ch. 70 ; Re Palmer's Settlement, L. R., 19 Eg. 320 ;

Wake V. Varah, 2 Ch. D. 348. See also Davidson v. Kimpton, 18 Ch. D. 213. In Holland
V. Allsop, 29 Bea-^. 498, a gift over was by construction imported from another bequest.

Note, that in Ferguson v. Dunbar, 3 B. C. C". 468, n., ante, p. 1501, where survivors was con-

strued strictly, the events upon which the gift to issue, the gift to survivors, and the gift over,

depended, were all three different ; moreover the gift to survivors was absolute and not

defeasible, like the original shares, in favor of issue.

id) Wake v. Varah, 2 Ch. D. 357.

(e) Hurry e. Morgan, L. R., 3 Eq. 152. The trust was executory, with a direction to
" insert clauses neces.sary to protect the entail :

" but, although this was noticed as strengthen-

ing the case, the sufficiency of the gift over appeirs not to have been doubted bv Wood,
V.-C, Re Hayes's Trusts, a Jur. N. S. 1068 (V.-C. S.), appears to be contra. See an
analogous point in implying cross-remainder.^, Maden v. Taylor, 45 L. J. Ch. 673, ante, p. 1348.

(/) Maden ». Taylor, supra ; see also I>avidson v. Kimpton, 18 Ch. D. 213 ; Re Roper's

Estate, Morrell v. Gissing, 41 Ch. I). 409: see also King v. Frost, 15 App. Ca. 548; and
distinguish Cooper v. Macdonald, L. R., 16 Eq. 269, where real estate was devised in tail, and
the personaltj' upon which the question arose was directed to go along with it. See also

Askew V. Askew, W. N. 1888, p. 26, where the devise was in tail.

1 See Shepard ». Shepard, 60 Vt. 109.
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event is insufficient ground for reading the word otherwise than

literally.

And a mere residuary gift, which only prevents intes-

gfft not"^ tacy but shows no intention to dispose completely and
equivalent to in a mass of the particular property, will not supply the
gift over. 1 „ 1,. ^, -f. / •,

^ •'

place of an ultimate gift over
(ff).

But in Ee Arnold's Trusts (A), it was held by Sir E. Malins, V.-C,

that the ultimate gift over was not indispensable in these cases to

. the construing of " survivors " as others ; and in his

construing opinion Milsom V. Awdry (i), deciding the contrary was

as^'-othe/'"
erroneous. This, however, is at variance with the judg-

without aid ment of the Court of Appeal in Wake v. Varah (k)

.

of gift over.
Baggallay, L. J., laid it down that although the literal

interpretation of " survivor " might involve the imputation of a ca-

pricious intention and might lead to intestacy, this alone would not

justify the Court in interpreting the word otherwise : it was the ulti-

mate gift over which supplied the necessary evidence of such an

intention as could only be effectuated by construing the word as

"other." And Sir W. James, L. J., was careful to show that the par-

ticular gift over in that case (viz. to the longest liver) was sufficient.

" A whole category of cases (he said) has now settled that ' survi-

vor ' may be read ' other,' or ' surviving stirps ' (l), and has settled

with reasonable clearness under what circumstances it may be so

read."

That a gift to "survivors" for life and afterwards to their

children, or to the "survivors in the same manner" as the original

shares, without more, will not be construed a gift to

[*1513] * " others " appears to have been expressly decided in Beck-
with V. Beckwith (m), where there was a bequest of residue

to such of the testator's five daughters (named) as should be living at

Beckwith v. liis death, the share of each such daughter to be held in
Becitwith. trust for her during her life, and after her death ^or her
children at twenty-one ; and if there should be no child of such his

daughter who should attain that age, then the testator declared that

after the death of such daughter and such default of children, the
original share and any accruing share of such daughter (subject to a
general power for her to appoint a portion) should accrue to his other

daughters or other daughter surviving, in equal shares if more than

(o) Semb., see Maden v. Taj-lor, 45 L. J. Ch. .569, 575.

(A) L. E., 10 Eq. 252. The expression was "other surviving children." But no notice
was talsen of this peculiariU-, as to which see ante, p. 150-3, n. See also Crosse v. Maltby L.
R., 20 Eq. 378 : Hodge v. Foot, 34 Beav. 349; Ke Beck's Trusts, 37 L. J. Ch. 233, 16 W R.
189.

(i) 5 Ves. 465, ante, p. 1501. See also Re Corbett's Trusts, Joh. 591; Ee Usticke, 35
Beav, 338.

(k) 2 Ch. D. 348, 355, 357, 358. It would seem from the report that the attention of the
Court of Appeal was not called to any of the cases cited in note (A), supra.

(/) As to this phrase, see post, p. 1514.

\m) 46 L. J. Ch. 97.
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one, and that th.e accruing share or shares should be held upon the

trusts, &c. therein contained concerning her original share. All the

daughters survived the testator. Then A., one of them, died leaving

a child ; and afterwards another, C, died without having been mar-

ried. It was held by Sir C. Hall, V.-C, that "surviving" meant
" surviving the testator," and that the child of A. was entitled to

participate with the three other daughters in the share of C. But on

appeal tliis was reversed by the L. JJ. who held that " surviving "

meant surviving at the period of accruer (n). The question then

arose whether, assuming that to be so, "surviving" might not be

construed "other," and the Court rejected that construction on the

ground that there was no ultimate gift over. Sir W. James referred

to the misapprehension which once prevailed, that " whenever there

was a gift to daughters and their families, and a gift over to the sur-

vivors, the word 'survivors' ex vi termini must mean 'others.' We
had occasion (he said) to consider this very fully in Wake v. Varah,

which followed Waite v. Littlewood (o), and Badger v. Gregory (p),

and there Lord Justice Baggallay in going through the cases found

the clue which was to be considered as the ratio decidendi which was
supplied by Waite v. Littlewood and Badger v. Gregory," viz. the ulti-

mate gift over. He had himself (he added) endeavored to explain it

in Badger v. Gregory (p), in which case he had held that the ultimate

gift over showed an intention to create cross-limitations among the

children. " But in the absence of any such ground for raising the

implication, I am of opinion that we must leave the words
* to bear their ordinary natural and grammatical interpre- [*1514]

tation." Baggallay, L. J., expressed a similar opinion.

"The cases (he said) which have been mainly relied upon on the

part of the respondents differ very materially from what we have

before us. There is not in the present case a gift over in default of

issue of all the daughters or children, as there was in Waite v. Little-

wood, Badger v. Gregory, and Wake v. Varah."

It may therefore apparently be taken as settled, with regard to the

class of cases now under consideration, that in order to read the ex-

pression " survivors " as meaning " others," there must be a gift over,

or some other indication of, manifest intention to oust the ordinary

and natural interpretation (q).

(n) See a similar point in Nevill v. Boddam, 28 Beav. 554 j and generally as to the period

to which survivorship is to be referred, post, s. iii.

(o) L. R., 8 Ch. 70.

(jti) L. R., 8 Eq. 78.

(y) The decision to the contrary in Re Walker's Estate, Church ». Tyacke, 12 Ch. D. 205,

and the remarks of Hall, V.-C, in that case as to the effect of the decision in Beckwith v.

Beckwith, were adversely criticised in the last Edition of this work (Vol. II., p. 703): and the

learned V.-C, in Re Horner's Estate, Pomphret ». Graham, 19 Ch. D. at p. 191, admitted that

he had not in Re Walker's estate given so much force as he ought to have done to Beckwith
V. Beckwith, and that a gift over or other sufficient evidence of intention was necessary. As to

what are sufficient indications of intention to the children of a predeceased tenant for life to
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I.— 3. The so-called " Stirpital " Constructioji. — In Waite v. Little-

wood (r), Lord Selborne said he thought there was a strong proba-

bility that any one using the word " survivor " did not precisely mean
" other " by it, but had in his mind some idea of survivorship, though

it was imperfectly expressed ; and that simply to read the word as

" other " was an unwarrantable alteration of a testator's language and
meaning. He therefore preferred to read " survivors " or " surviving

children," as meaning those who survive actually in person, or figura-

tively in their descendants taking an interest under the primary gift,

which he appeared to consider a less violent change.

This construction (which was probably suggested by a figure of

speech used by the Court in Doe v. Wainewright (s), when describing

Lucenao. ^^ operation in that case of cross-remainders in tail),

Lucena. -^^as tested in Lucena v. Lucena (t), where a testator

gave the residue of his estate in trust for his three sons and
three daughters equally, the shares of sons to be paid at the age

of twenty-five if they should conduct themselves with propriety (as

they did), if not, to be settled like the shares of daughters, which
were to be held in trust for them during their lives, and

[*1615] * after their death, as to the shares of such as should die

leaving issue, in trust for such issue equally, to be paid at

the age of twenty-five. Then (1), as to any daughter who should die

without leaving a child who should attain twenty-five j and (2) as

regards any son absolutely entitled on attaining twenty-five, if he
should die before that age ; or (3) if the direction to settle any son's

share came into operation, if such son should die without issue (u),

then the testator directed his or her share " to be divided equally
among his (testator's) surviving children, in the same manner as his

or their original shares •, " and in the event of a failure of all the tes-

tator's children and their issue who were objects of the prior gifts,

then over. All the sons attained twenty-five
; then two of them died,

one of them leaving issue ; after which two of the daughters died,

each leaving issue ; and then the third daughter died without issue.

Sir G. Jessel, M. E., held that, if all the shares had been settled,

the words " surviving children " must, according to Lord Selborne's
doctrine, have been construed " surviving stock," and that the
fact of some only of the shares being settled did not make that con-
struction less applicable. The eiTect of this was to give the third
daughter's share wholly to the surviving son and the issue of the pre-

participate in the share of one who dies without children, see Re Benn, Benn ». Benn 29 Ch.
D. 839 ; Re Bowman, Whytehead v. Boulton, 41 Ch. D. 525

j but see Re Blantern Lowe t>'

Coolce, W. N , 1891, p. 54.
'

(J-) L. R^ 8 Ch. 73.

(s) 5 T. E. 427, 2 R. E. 634, ante, p. 1509.

\t) 7 Ch. D. 255.

(«) The events on which the gift to surviving children was to take effect, and the ultimate
gift over, were obscurely expressed ; they are here stated as they were construed bv the
Court of Appeal.
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deceased daughters, to the exclusion of both the predeceased sons.

But, on appeal, it was held by the L. JJ. James, Baggallay and Cot-

ton, that " surviving " must be construed " other," and that the repre-

sentatives of the two predeceased sons were entitled to share. The
judgment of the Court was delivered by Cotton, L. J., who said

:

" The shares of sons who conduct themselves with propriety are in-

defeasibly vested at the age of twenty-five, and in our opinion it

would be more reasonable to say that the idea in the testator's mind
as regards sons, using the word ' surviving,' had reference to those
who survived the period when their shares became indefeasibly
vested (v), than to attribute to the word a construction which would
give to the children of a son who did not conduct himself with pro-

priety an interest under the gift to surviving children, while it gives
no interest to a deceased son who had conducted himself with pro-

priety. The fact of shares being settled, and the fact of the
ultimate gift over being to arise in the event of a * failure [*1516J
of all children and issue who are objects of the testator's

bounty, are circumstances each of which may properly be relied upon
as showing that ' survivors ' is not to receive its strict construction.

Each of these circumstances exists in the present" case. If, with the
gift overstanding as it does, there had been no settlement of the
daughter's shares, we are of opinion that the word ' surviving ' would
not have received its strict construction, and must have been con-

strued 'other;' and our opinion is that the circumstance of the
shares of some of the children named in the will being settled is not
sufficient to give to the word ' surviving,' as a matter of construction,

the meaning of survivors in person or in issue taking an interest un-

der the will, though that would have been the effect of the gift to

survivors if the shares of all the children and not of some only had
been settled. We are of opinion that the decision of the M. E. was
correct so far as he held that ' surviving ' could not receive its strict

construction, but that he was wrong in attributing to this word the

meaning which he has given to it."

And where all the shares are settled, this so-called stirpital con-

struction will often fail to preserve the interests of children ; since

a member of a stirps which is extinguished before the
. J J. !< J. i- J. ii Consequences

period 01 accruer, will not participate in the accruing „f t^e

share, although he may have fulfilled the conditions re- "stii-pital"

quired for the vesting of his original share (as, by attain-

ing twenty-one), and although accruing shares may be directed to be

held on the same trusts as original shares. This indeed appears from

the decision of the M. K. in Lucena v. Lucena, which excluded the

deceased sons, treating them as non-surviving stirps or stocks. Where
the cross-limitations are remainders in tail, as in Doe v. Wainewright,
" surviving stirps " is synonymous with " other," because the interest

(v) As in Wilmot v. Wilmot, 8 Ves. 10, sup.
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given cannot outlast the stirps ; in that case the new doctrine is

equally harmless and inoperative. In other cases it appears to be

misleading.

I. — 4. As to construing " Survivor " as " Other " after an Estate

Tail. — Again, it was said by Sir W. P. Wood, V.-C, in Ee Corbett's

Trusts (x), that where the primary devise confers an estate tail, and

on the death of any without issue, his share is given to the survivors

or survivor, the words "survivors or survivor" are almost

[*1517] of necessity construed "others or other" on account of * the

great improbability of the testator contemplating the mem-
bers of the original class as likely to be in existence at the time of an

indefinite failure of issue of any of them. In Tufnell v. Borrell (y),

where the devise was to "grandchildren their heirs male and the

heirs male of the survivors and survivor forever," it appears that in a

previous stage of the case it had been decided that this gave the grand-

children joint estates for life with several estates of inheritance in tail

male (») with cross-remainders in tail male ; and the case now proceed-

ing on that footing. Sir G. Jessel said it was settled that in cases of

this class the term " survivors " must be read " others." It is also to

be observed that the case in which (as already noted) Sir W. Grant

assumed this to be the proper general meaning of the word was of the

same class (a).

In Smith v. Osborne (b), where a testator devised land to his two
daughters as tenants in common in tail, and if either should die with-

Smith ». out issue, then to the surviving daughter in tail, and in
Osborne. default of such issue over. Lord Cranworth relied on the
particular language and circumstances, and on the ultimate gift over.

He said, " This is not a gift to a class, and on the death of one or

more, to the survivors or survivor, but a gift to two designated de-

visees as tenants in common in tail, and if either should die without
issue, then to the surviving daughter and the heirs of her body. Un-
less the word 'surviving' is to be taken to mean 'other,' the intention
cannot be carried into effect, for he means his gift over to come into
operation if either (c) of his daughters should die without issue, that

(x) Joh. 597.

(») L. R., 20 Eq. 194.
(2) As to this see ante, p. 1116.

(c) Lord Selborne thought the same argument applied, " though with rather Ip,, fnr™ - t„a case where the primary gift is to a class for life with remainder toVhiWr»n<,„r*l'
'"

ponding word in the gift over is "any," Waite ». Littlewood L R 8 Ch ?k i h^ -^l^T
V. Sewell, sup., Sir E. Sueden advert^i to " the event unZ which thAS^lJt- j^"^ '" ^"'°

as a gronnd for putting the more liherM eonstructirn on'"" s'urvivo^s'or'^^rvTvo/" ?"i Thecollected the intent without resorting to the description of the donee.
"""'^r

•
»• e. he
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is, on the death of the daughter who dies first, or of the daughter who
dies last, and the latter object cannot be accomplished unless the word
' surviving ' shall be so read as to be rendered capable of being applied

to the predeceasing daughter. Add to which the gift over to the tes-

tator's right heirs is only ' in default of such issue,' that is all such is-

sue which includes the issue of both daughters."
* But, of course, such ultimate gift over is not the only [*1518]

means of showing an intention in cases of this class to use

the word " surviving " in the sense of " other." Thus, iu Williams v.

James (d), where a testator devised a separate freehold property to

each of five named children of his son 0. in tail general : and pro-

ceeded thus, '• in case if either of all the within-named children of 0.

shall happen to die leaving no lawful issue, or if they leave lawful is-

sue, if such issue die leaving no lawful issue, in any of such cases the

property of him, her, or them sO dying, shall be equally transferred

to the use and uses of the surviving child or children of 0. that are

herein named" in tail general ; it was held by the Court of Exchequer
that " surviving " meant " other " on two grounds. 1. On account of

the phrase " that are herein named," by which the testator undertook to

name the children who would be surviving at the future epoch ; which
was impossible. Some alteration was therefore necessary to make
the phrase sensible. Either the words " of those " might be prefixed

to it, or " other " might be substituted for " surviving." By the

former alteration, the testator's bounty to issue would still remain

dependent on the accident of their parent surviving the child whose
share was given over ; by the latter this risk would be removed : and

it was allowable to prefer a reasonable and probable sense to an un-

reasonable and improbable one. 2. On account of the general im-

probability observed by Sir W. P. Wood of survivorship being in such

a case literally intended.

In Eyre v. Marsden (e), " survivor " was construed " other " in or-

der to give effect to the intention, manifested by the will, that issue

of deceased legatees should take by substitution every in- xgurvivors"

terest, accruing (/) as well as original, which their par- read " others

"

ents would have been entitled to if living at the period tentionthat

of distribution. The testator gave his real and personal '=|''''*,'\®°

estate to trustees, upon trust out of the rents and annual in their

produce to pay certain life annuities to his three chil- Parents' place,

dren, and to accumulate the surplus for the benefit of his grandchil-

dren ; and after the death of his said children and the longest liver of

them, to sell and distribute the whole among his grandchildren living

at his decease, in equal shares, except the share of P., the son of a de-

ceased daughter, half of whose share in the testator's estate

and effects, * in consideration of the benefit taken by P. un- [*1519]

(d) 20 W. E. 1010. (e) 4 My. & C. 231, affirming 2 Kee. 564.

(/) See s. ii.
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der his uncle's will, th.e testator gave to his brother G. ; and if

any of his grandchildren should die before his, her, or their share

or shares became payable, leaving issue, such issue to be entitled to

the share or shares which his, her, or their deceased parent would have

been entitled to if then living ; but in case of the death of any of the

grandchildren without leaving issue, before he or she or they should

become entitled to receive his, her, or their share or respective shares

in manner aforesaid, then his or her share or shares were given among
the testator's surviving grandchildren, to he paid at the same time and
in the same manner as before mentioned touching the original share or

shares of his said grandchildren. It was held by Lord Cottenham
that the issue were to stand in the place of the parent as to both the

original and accruing shares. He thought the description of what
was given to the issue amply sufficient to carry accruing shares ; but

those shares were given to surviving grandchildren, and there would
be much difficulty in the construction if it were necessary to consider

the word " surviving " as meaning " living at the time of the accruer

taking place." "But [he said] it is not necessary to give it that

meaning. The word ' surviving ' has been construed ' other ' to give

effect to the apparent intention. Lord Eldon so lays down the rule

in Wilmot v. Wilmot. If ' surviving ' were to be construed ' living at

the time when the accruer takes place,' the grandchildren then living

would take absolute interests, unless the words ' in the same manner,'

&c., introduce into this gift the provision for the children, and the

gift over upon death without children ; and if it do so, why is it not
also to introduce into this gift the provision for children, in the event

of the parent's death before the happening of the accruer ? If this

construction be not adopted, upon the death of all the grandchildren

but one during the life of the surviving annuitant, the share of that

one, afterwards dying in the lifetime of the annuitant, would be un-

disposed of, although all the other grandchildren might have left

children. I think the intention is sufficiently expressed, and there is

ample authority for construing the words so as to give effect to such
intention."

Again, in Hawkin v. Hamerton {g), where a testator bequeathed a
leasehold estate to his son ; but in case he should die without issue,

to be considered as part of the residue, and to be divided

[*1520] * amongst the children of his (testator's) three daughters as

thereinafter mentioned. And he bequeathed the residue to

his said son, and three daughters, or such of them as should be living

„. . „ at his wife's death, for life, remainder to the children of

in gift of resi- his Said SOU and daughters in equal shares ; and if any of

branoSier"^^
his said son and daughters should die without leaving

clause re- issue, his Or her share to go amongst the survivor or sur-
fernng to it.

yivors of his said children and their issue in the like equal

(g) 16 Sim. 410, 13 Jur. 2.
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shares j Sir L. Shadwell, V.-C, thougM that when the testator used the

words " survivors or survivor," the order in which his children might
die, successively, was not present to his mind ; but, taking that clause

in connection with the gift over of the leasehold, which showed that

the testator intended the residue to be divided among the children of

his three daughters, the V.-C.'s opinion was that the testator meant
others or other.

But a strong argument against reading the word as "other," is

supplied by the fact that by so doing the will would become in-

effectual ; as in the case of Turner v. Frampton (A),

where a testator bequeathed his residuary estate be- no^"ea'd°""
tween his children A. and B., and if either died with- "others" if

out issue, to the survivor ; by allowing the word its thereby

proper sense, the failure of issue was coniined to failure becomes too

at the death of the prior legatee, whereas by reading it

as " other," such failure would have been indefinite ; Sir J. K. Bruce,

V.-C, therefore refused to adopt the latter construction.

The result then would seem to be that the word " survivor " when
unexplained by the context must be interpreted according to its literal

import; but the conviction that this construction most General con-

commonly defeats the actual intention of testators, and elusion from

that the word is one peculiarly liable to misuse, has in- practicai'sug-

duced a readiness in the Courts to yield to the slightest g«stion.

indication in the context of an intention to use the word in the sense

of "other." Some progress has been made in ascertaining when this

may be done. But the present state of the authorities seem hardly

to justify the hope that litigation has reached its limits on this often-

occurring slip, and should teach so framers of wills the necessity of

increased attention to its avoidance.

II.—As to Clauses of Accruer.— 1. Whether Accruing Shares are

subject to Clauses of Accruer. — It has long been an estab-

lished * rule, that clauses disposing of the shares of devi- [*1521]

sees and legatees dying before a given period, do not, with-

out a positive and distinct indication of intention, extend to shares

accruing under the clauses in question. " As where a whether

man gives a sum of money to be divided amongst four clauses of
°

, , . - . . ii j_ -J! accruer extend
persons as tenants m common, and declares that it one to accruing

(qu. any) of them die before twenty-one or marriage, it shares,

shall survive to the others. If one dies, and three are living, the

share of that one so dying will survive to the other three, but if a

second dies, nothing will survive to the remainder but the second's

original share, for the accruing share is as a new legacy, and there

is no further survivorship "(i).

(h) 2 Coll. 331.

(») Per Lord Hardwicke in Pain v. Benson, 3 Atlc. 80. See also Perkins ». Micklethwaite,
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Thus, in Ex parte West (k), where a testator bequeathed to A., B.,

and C, the three sons of S., 1,000^. each, the interest to be added to

the principal yearly, until they should respectively attain the age of

twenty-one years ; and in case any of them should die before that age,

then to the survivors. A. and B. died under twenty-one ; and the

question (which was raised upon petition) was, whether that part of

the share of B., which accrued to him on the death of A., went over

to C. on the death of B. Lord Thurlow thought that he was bound
by the authorities (which he hesitated to overrule upon petition) to

decide that it did not survive again ; but gave the parties leave to file

a bill, which was done, and the cause came to a hearing before Sir LI.

Kenyon, M. E., who decided against the survivorship of such accrued

share.

This doctrine, though it has been much disapproved of, is now
well established ; but the question sometimes arises as to the eifeet

of particular expressions to carry the accrued as well as the original

share.

The word " share " from an earlier period {l) has been held not to

have this operation, though the contrary was decided by
[*lo22] Lord * Hardwicke in Pain v. Benson (m) ; but the authority

of this case has been repeatedly denied {n), and the point

has long ceased to be the subject of controversy. One example of

the construction, therefore, will sufllce. In Eickett v. Guillemard (o)

a testator bequeathed 300Z. to four persons, to be divided

does not*carry ^^^^ equal shares, to be paid at twenty-one ; and in case
accruing of the death of either before twenty-one, such share to

survive to the others. Two of the legatees died during min-
ority in the testator's lifetime. Sir L. Shadwell, V.-C, held that on the

death of the first his fourth devolved to the other three ; on the death of

the second his original fourth devolved to the two survivors
; but the

third of the first-mentioned fourth, which he would have been entitled

-Vford to absolutely if he had survived the testator, lapsed.
"portion" And the word " portion," which is evidently synony-

accuing "^ mous with "share," has also been held not to comprise
^'''"®! an accrued share.

2 Ch. Eep. 171, 1 P. W. 274; Eudge V. Barker, Caa. t. Talb. 124; Barnes v. Ballard, before
Lord King, cit. 2 Atk. 78.

(i) 1 B. C. C. 575. See also Crowder v. Stone, 3 Russ. 217. It is remarkable that in
Perkins v. Micklethwaite, Barnes v. Ballard, and Ex parte West, although the clause of sur-
vivorship was in terms which created a joint-tenancy between the survivors in the share of
the deceased legatee (see Jones v. Hall, 16 Sim. 500, Leigh v. Mosley, 14 Beav. 606), this
fact was not mentioned in support of the argument for survivorship of 'accrued shares. The
same consideration would have rendered much of the argument against the decision in Wor-
lidee V. Churchill (stated post) unnecessary.

(7) Woodward v. Glassbrook, 2 Vern. 388; Crowder ». Stone, 3 Ru<is. 217; Jones v. Hall
16 Sim. 500; Goodwin v. Finlayson, 25 Beav. 65; Evans ». Evans, id. 81; Maddison ». Chap^
man, 4 K. & J. 716; Cambridge v. Rous, 25 Beav. 416.

,

(m) 3 Atk. 78.
• ' See 1 B. C. C. 575; 2 Ves. Jr. 534.

12 Sim. 88.tl
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Thus, in Bright v. Eowe {p), where a testatrix, by virtue of a

power, appointed the reversion of a sum of 2,0001. (in which herself

and her husband had life interests) to trustees, upon trust for her

daughter M., or any other children she might thereafter have by her

husband J., to be equally divided between them ; but it was her will,

that in case the 2,000^. should become payable before M. should attain

twenty-one or day of marriage, or before any other of her children

being a son should attain twenty-one, or being a daughter the same
age or marry, then the trustees were to invest the same and apply

the interest of each child's share for maintenance, and when any such

children being sons should attain twenty-one, or being daughters the

like age or day of marriage, upon trust to pay them their respective

shares of the principal with the unapplied interest. And in case her

said daughter M., or any other child she might have by her husband,

should happen to die before his, her, or their portion or portions of

the said sum of 2,000Z. should become payable, then the same should

respectively go and belong to the survivors or survivor of them. The
testatrix left three children, one of whom died in 1826, and another

iu 1829, before the period of payment. It was held by Sir J. Leach,

M. K., that the share which accrued to the latter on the decease of

the former did not pass with the original share to the surviving

child.

* But although the word " share " or " portion " will not [*1523]

proprio vigore carry the accruing share, yet if the testator

manifest an intention that the entire property, which is the subject

of disposition, shall pass over to the ultimate objects of unless aided bv

distribution in one mass, and that all the shares, original *« context,

and accruing, shall be distributed among one and the same class of ob-

jects, the accruing shares will be carried over together with the origi-

nal shares to those objects. Thus, in Worlidge v. Churchill (cf), where

a testator devised his real and personal estate to trustees, upon trust

to sell, and gave the moneys arising therefrom in trust for his four

children, R., E., W., and J., to be equally divided among them on

their attaining twenty-one ; but if any of them died under that age, then

such deceased child's shaeb to go to the survivors or survivor ; and he di-

rected the trustees to apply the interest of such trust Accrued shares

money during their minority for their maintenance and
JJnaeJ°lie*'*

education ; but if the interest should be more than denomination

sufficient for such purpose, he directed the trustees to forl/of™
" ''''

lay out the same for the children's mutual benefit ; but context.

(p) 3 My. & K. 316; Perkins v. Micklethwaite, 1 P. W. 274.

(q) 3 B. C. C. 465. See also Barker v. Lea, T. & R. 413, where Plumer, M. E., also

reasoned upon the intention apparent in the will, that the fund should go over among the

legatees in one mass, as excluding the doctrine in the text; but the point did not arise, as the

deceased person (whose alleged share was the subject of dispute) had not attained the vesting

age, and therefore had no share npon which the limitation over could operate. This, indeed,

was admitted by his Honor in his judgment, but the terms of the decree are contrary, The
case abounds in inaccuracies.
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if all the four children should happen to die before twenty-one, and

leave M. living, then he directed the trustees to pay M. the interest

of such trust money from time to time, as it should grow due ; and af-

ter the decease of all, he bequeathed the said trust money to the chil-

dren of his late uncle F. J. died in the testator's lifetime. E. and

W. survived the testator, but afterwards died under twenty-one. The
question was, whether E., the last survivor, was entitled to the accrued

shares of the two deceased survivors. BuUer, J., sitting for Lord
Thurlow, said, "If this were res nova, and there was a limitation to

survivors and survivor, no one could collect the intent to be other-

wise than that the survivor should take the whole : but if the case

had rested there, I should have thought it difficult to get over the

objections. But the strong part of the present case is the testator's

intention to keep it as an aggregate fund : he has made use in two
different parts of the will of the words ' trust money

'
; that expression

does not apply to the share of each child, but to the whole

[*1524] fund in the trustees' hands, and takes in *the whole fund

that is to be distributed under the will. The second place

where he uses the expression ' trust money,' is in the gift over to the

children of his uncle ; and though the expressions, ' the whole,' or ' all,'

are not used, the words 'trust money ' are tantamount to them."

So, in Eyre v. Marsden (r), one question was, whether that portion

of the shares of grandchildren dying without issue, which had pre-

„ , viously accrued to them by the predecease of other ob-

"share" held jecfcs, passed over with the original shares to the survi-

aooraeras^
vors, or belonged to their representatives. Lord Lang-

well as orig- dale, M. E., while he admitted the general rule, consid-
inai share.

^^.^^ ^j^^^^ j^^^.^ ^j^^ tcstator had manifested an intention

that the accrued and original shares should, at the decease of his sur-

viving child, be distributed together among one and the same class of
objects. He observed that the testator meant that an aggregate and
previously undivided fund should be then, for the first time, divided
among a class in whom the fund vested from the time of the testa-

tor's death, subject to a provision for divestment, which was meant
to be applied to every interest— to the interests which accrued in the
grandchildren, and to the interests which accrued in the children (s)

of grandchildren.

Accrued shares
-^-gain, in Sillick V. Booth (t), where a testator devised

held to pass and bequeathed all his real estate and his convertible

""tht' whole/'
personal estate to trustees, upon trust to convert the
same into money, and thereout to pay his debts, funeral

expenses, and a weekly sum to his wife, and to divide the residue of

(r) 2 Kee. 564, afBrmed, 4 My. & C. 231, stated ante, p. 1518.
it) As to this see ante, p. 1043.

h) 1 Y. & C. C. C. 121, 739. See also Leeming v. Sherratt, 2 Hare, 14, stated ante p.
1807, where the words " the part or aAore the parent so dying would have been entitled to
have " were held to comprise accruing shares.
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his said estate and effects equally between and among his children

J., M., and C, and his grandson E., share and share alike, the share of

M. to be paid her as soon after his decease as conveniently might be

;

the share of C. to be paid him at the age of twenty-two, and the share

of E. at the age of twenty-one ; and in case any of his children or

grandchildren should die before his or her said share should become
so vested (which was construed to mean payable) as aforesaid, then the

share or shares of him, her, or them so dying should go and be equally

divided among the survivors and survivor of them in equal shares and
proportions if more than one, and if but one, then the whole to andfor
the use and benefit of such survivor. J. and C. died in the

testator's lifetime, the * latter being under twenty-two. E. [*1525]

survived the testator, but died under twenty-one. Sir J. K.
Bruce, V.-C, held that the word " whole " meant the entire residue,

not the whole share merely, and consequently that the accrued as well

as the original shares devolved to M. as the sole survivor of the four

residuary legatees.

The effect of this construction of " share " is to create cross-remain-

ders or cross-limitations which operate toties quoties Effect o£ ulti-

upon the death of every devisee or legatee in the man- "**« K'*' "Y^""
Gxt6n(ls to in**

ner described, and carry over his whole interest, accrued termetiiate

as well as original (m). accruer.

There is a difference between a gift over of the shares of any prior

legatees to the survivors, and a gift to several " with benefit of survi-

vorship." The latter expression is very general, and n Benefit of

may without impropriety be held to pervade the whole survivorship

"

fund, so as to carry accrued as well as original shares (a;), accrued'shares.

It seems also that " share and interest " will carry ac-
" Interest

"

crued shares proprio vigore («/). And where, after a

gift to sons and daughters, there was a gift over, on the
.ijjjgof j,ei,

death of any one or more, of his or her share or shares, share or

it was held by Sir W. P. Wood, V.-C, that this implied '*""'"

a plurality of shares in one person, and therefore that it included ac-

crued shares. If the words had been " his or their share or shares,"

they might have been read reddendo singula singulis («).

In Vandergucht v. Blake (a), it was contended that an accrue^

share went over, although under the circumstances the original share

could not. There a testatrix bequeathed a long Exchequer annuity

to each of her three children, A., B., and C, for life, with remainders

(m) Doe d. Clift v. Birkhead, 4 Ex. 110, expressly overruling Edwards v. Alliston, i Russ.
78; Douglas v. Andrews, 14 Beav. 347. See also Dutton v. Crowdy, 33 Beav. 272; Re Hen-
riques' trusts, W. N., 187.'5, p. 187 (settlement).

(x) See Re Crawhall's Trusts, 8 D. M. & G. 480. See however Vorley v. Richardson,
W; 126.

^

iy) Per Romillr, M. R., Douglas v. Andrews, 14 Beav. 347; and see Re Henrique's Trusts,

W. N., 1875, p. ]'87; also Goodman ». Goodman, 1 De G. & S. 695, 12 Jur. 258.
(a) Wilmot ». Flewitt, 11 Jur. N. S. 820. See also Re Jarman's Trusts, L. R., 1 Eq. 71,

post, p. 1529.

(a) 2 Ves. Jr. 634.
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to their respective children ; but if either should die without issue,

then the annuity of him or her so dying to go to the survivors or sur-

vivor equally ; and if all should die without issue, the three annuities

were given over. A. died without leaving children, and then B. died

leaving children; and it was contended that, although, as B. left

children, his original share could not go over, yet that his portion of

the share which accrued to him on the death of A. went over

[*1526] to C, the last survivor :
* but Sir E. P. Arden, M. E., de-

cided that such portion belonged to B.'s administrator.

II.—2. Whether Qualifications affecting original Shares extend to

accruing Shares.— It may be observed, that upon a principle very

Accruing similar to that which governs the preceding cases, if

shares not original shares are given expressly for life, and accruing

subject as the shares indefinitely (which of course carries the absolute
original. interest), the latter are not considered as impliedly sub-

ject to the restriction in point of interest imposed on the original

shares (h) ; for although it is highly probable that the testator had
the same intention in regard to the accruing and the original shares,

yet this is not so clear as to amount to what the law deems a neces-

sary implication (c).

So, where a testator limits an estate to three or more objects, sub-

ject to many provisions, with a devise over of the whole in case of

the death of any one to the survivors, expressly subject to the provi-

sions contained in the original gift, and goes on to limit the property

in case of the death of any of such survivors to the remaining survi-

vors or survivor, but does not repeat the qualifying words, it has been
held that a similarity of intention is not to be implied in regard to

the last limitation.

Thus, in Georges v. Georges {d), where the testator gave the resi-

due of his estate, both real and personal, to trustees, in trust to keep

Ex ress ro-
*^^ ^^™^ together till 1 Jan. 1804, and till that period

vision in one to dispose of the profits for the benefit of his daughter

8OTvrvo?s°not
^^^ granddaughters as therein directed ; and then as to

extended by the final disposition of the rest and residue of the estate,

an ulter?OT
'° ^^ declared that all such parts thereof as consisted of

similar limita- real estates, slaves, &c., should be upon further trust,

same subject that his said trustees should immediately after the arri-
to part of the yal of the period aforementioned divide the same into
former objects. ^ _ ,

*
, , _ „

three equal parts or shares, to and for the separate use
and benefit of his daughter F., his granddaughter E., and his

(5) Vandergucht v. Blake, 2 Ves. Jr. 534; Ranelagh «. Eanelagh, 4 Beav. 419; Ware v.
Watson, 7 D. M. & G. 248. See also Milsom v. A-wiry, 5 Ves. 465. But in Doe d. Gigg v.

Bradley, 16 East, 399, Lord Ellenborough cut down the gift of a leasehold house to survivors
indefinitely to an intei-est for life, on no other ground, it would seem, than that words of
limitation were used in flie original gift, not in the gift to survivors, which has not in general
been considered as affording more than conjecture. The will certainly was very obscure.

(c) As to what is and is not such, see also ante, Vol. I., p. 491.

(0) Hayes's Inquiry, 62.
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granddaughter S., whom lie thereby willed and ordained to be his

residuary devisees and legatees in manner and form fol-

lowing * (that is to say), &c. The testator then proceeded [*l627]

to declare the trusts of the respective thirds in favor of his

daughter and granddaughters respectively, and their respective chil-

dren, with a proviso that if one of his three residuary devisees should

die before the period should arrive for making the division without

issue, or leaving issue and such issue should die before that period,

then the division should be made between the survivors of his said

residuary devisees aforenamed, agreeable to the same directions, and
subject to the same terms, limitations, and restrictions as were therein-

before expressed and declared, and that in the same manner as if all

three of his said residuary legatees and devisees were then alive ; and
if two of them should depart this life before the arrival of such period

without issue then living as aforesaid, then he declared it to be his

further will and desire that the whole should be in trust, and to and for
the use of the survivor or her issue living at the period aforesaid. F.

and S. died before 1 Jan. 1804, without issue then living ; but E. was
living at that period. The question was, whether the will was to be

read as if the qualifying words, " agreeable to the same directions,

and subject to the same terms, limitations," &c., which occurred after

the gift to the two surviving, had also been inserted after the gift to

the one surviving. It was contended that necessary implication does

not mean only what arises from force of language or plain logical

conclusion, but that in a moral sense, and not in a grammatical sense,

it is when there exists so strong a probability of intent that it would

be irrational to draw a contrary inference. But Lord Eldon, after

great consideration, held that the words of the will did not raise a

necessary inference that the gift of the whole to the one surviving

was intended to be subject to the same limitations as the share which

that survivor would have taken on a division between the three, or

the two, would, by the express words of the will, have been subject to,

and that such a construction would be mainly founded on conjecture.

The principle that restrictions or qualifications applied to original

shares are not, by necessary inference, to be extended to accruing

shares, is further illustrated by the case of Gibbons v. Langdon (e),

where a testator bequeathed 2,800Z. stock, in trust for his wife for

life, and at her decease to be equally divided between his three

sons and daughter, the interest of his daughter's * share to [*1528]

be paid to her for life, and at her decease the said share
QaaUfications

to be equally divided among the children living at the expressly

testator's decease at the ages therein mentioned. If his of^jnai "hares

daughter had no children living at her decease, her share not extended

to be equally divided among such of his sons who were to accruing

then living, or their issue ; but if any of his said sons shares.

(e) 6 Sim. 260.

VOL. II. 42
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and daughter should die before his said wife and without leaving any
issue, such share or shares to he equally divided among his other chil-

dren ; but if all his children should die without issue before the said

wife, then to his next of kin. One of his sons died in the lifetime of

the wife and without issue, and the question was, whether the share

of the daughter in her deceased brother's share was subject to the

trusts affecting her original share. Sir L. Shadwell, V.-C, decided

in the negative, observing that it would be nothing but conjecture if

he were to say that the testator meant his daughter to take her ac-

cruing share with the same limitations over to her children as her

original share was subject to.

Upon the same principle it is clear that, where the subject of gift

is disposed of among the original objects in unequal shares, there is

Unequal 10 necBssary inference, in the absence of any declared
division. intimation of intention to assimilate the accruing to the

original shares, that the survivors are to take accruing shares in the

same relative proportions (/). Neither will words creating a ten-

ancy in common in a gift of original shares be extended by implica-

tion to accrued shares {g). But in Eyre v. Marsden (h), it followed

from the construction put on the will by Lord Langdale, M. E., that

the interest of P. in the accrued shares must be in proportion to his

interest in the original shares.

Survivorship clauses are not often so split up as in Georges v.

Georges ; where as more commonly happens there is one

shares " in™he general Survivorship clause, the words " in manner afore-

same manner" said," or similar terms of reference occurring therein, will
as ongi

. iiaYe the effect of subjecting all the accrued shares to

" Shares

"

the same terms, restrictions, and limitations over as the
held to include original shares («). And where a declaration, that ac-

accrued shares cruing shares should be subject to the same trusts as
consohdated original shares, was followed (in a settlement) by a clause

provision. which gave to each cestui que trust who should die with-

out children power to appoint an aliquot part of her " share ;"

[*1529] it was * held by Sir J. Parker, V.-C, that the deed had so

consolidated the accruing and original shares in the first

place as to render it unnecessary to carry on separate accounts of

them ; and that the word " share," in the subsequent provision,

might thus be held to include the whole fund which, under the pre-

vious trusts, belonged to either of the beneficiaries and her chil-

dren (Ji). And in Ee Jarman's Trusts (J) where, after a life estate

in the whole to his wife, a testator bequeathed a sum of money to his

(/) Walker v. Main, IJ. & W. 1, stated post.

(0) Jones V. Hall, 16 Sim. 500; Leigh v. Moslev, 14 Beav. 605.
(ft) 2 Kee. 564, ante, p. 1518 ; not appealed on this point, 4 Mr. & C. 231,
(«) Milsom V. Awdry, 5 Ves. Jr. 466, stated ante, p. 1501; Giles » Melsom, L. K.. 6 C. P

614, 6 C. P. 532, 8 H. L. 24.

(«) Re Hutchinson's Settlement, 5 De G. & S. 681. See Moore v. Godfrey, 2 Vera. 620.
(1) L. K., 1 Eq. 71.
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three daughters in equal shares, and gave the residue amongst them
in certain proportions, adding " the share or shares of my said daugh-

ters under my will to be for their sole and separate use ;
" and if any

of them died without issue before the wife, her or their share or

shares, accruing as well as original, were given to the survivors or

survivor ; it was held by Sir W. P. Wood, V.-C, that the words of

the separate use clause were large enough to affect the accrued as

well as the original shares. Though not distinctly assigned by the

Court as the reason for this decision, there would seem in fact to

have been a sufficient consolidation of shares within Sir J. Parker's

principle. That the consolidating clause followed, instead of pre-

ceding, the clause in dispute was of course immaterial.

Again, if there be a gift to several (but not all) of a class (as chil-

dren) with a gift over in case of the death of any to " the
g„ryiyorsiiip

surviving children " all the children will be included in amongst a

the latter gift and not those only who partake of the Xss tifaalhe

*

original gift ; although those who do not so partake are original

otherwise provided for (m).

If the bequest is to several as tenants in common for life, and after

the death of each his share is given to his children, but if he has no
children then to the survivors for their respective lives ,(. ^ ^

and afterwards to their respective children ; here the period class

class of children to take an original share is fixed at the accruhfg*"

death of their parent ; but a share accruing to the chil- shares is to be

dren of the same parent on the subsequent death with-

out children of another tenant for life will, if treated strictly as a

new legacy, vest in a class to be fixed at the death of such other ten-

ant for life. If, however, it should appear that the accruing shares

are intended to go over with the original shares and to be consoli-

dated therewith, it seems reasonable to hold that the accre-

tions vest in the same * class as the original shares. A point [*1530]

of this kind occurred in Ee Ridge's Trusts (n). In that case

(which has already been stated) one tenant for life died leaving issue,

then another leaving none; and in the interval other issue of the

first were born. The Court having supplied cross-limitations between

the stocks, which of course carried over accruing as well as original

shares, held that the class of issue to take the accrued share must be

ascertained at the same time as the class to take the original share,

viz., the death of their own ancestor ; otherwise a cardinal rule of

construction would be contravened, viz., the rule that interests are to

be vested as soon as they can be consistently with what the testator

has said (o) ; and, moreover, the gift of the whole to the issue of one

(m) Carvers. Bufffess, 18 Beav. 541. ., „„, t
(re) L. R., 7 Ch. 665, stated ante, p. 1363. See also Heastnan V. Pearse, id. 285, where

the words " then living" were got over on much the same principle.

(«) But the accruing share cannot he vested, though it may be transmissible before the con-

tingency happens upon vhich the accruer takes place.
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tenant for life if only one left issue, would be contradicted, " Under
this gift," said Sir W. James, L. J., " if one dies leaving issue and

the others die afterwards without issue, the issue of the first take the

whole ; but if they are ascertained at the death of the survivor, it

must be held that the interests which the class of issue ascertained

at the first daughter's death take in her share are liable to be divested

so as to let in other issue, a construction which the Court would not

readily be induced to adopt." It is submitted, however, that the de-

cision rests more securely on the consolidation of the shares ; for

whatever construction is adopted with, regard to the vesting of addi-

tional shares, it by no means of necessity governs the construction

with regard to the divesting of that which is already vested.

Here it is proper to observe, that though a departure from the

ordinary rules of construction, for the purpose of bringing a devise

Effect where
°^ bequest within due limits, is not an acknowledged

qualification principle of Construction, indeed, is always professedly

vaiwity'of gift
discarded

;
yet it is impossible to deny that, where the

of accruing bequest of the accruing shares would be void for remote-
^

^^^^'
ness, unless the qualifications applied in terms to the

original shares are extended to such accruing shares, the Courts have
lent a more willing ear to such construction than the preceding cases

prepare us to expect. An example of this occurs in Trickey u.

Trickey (^), where a testator bequeathed the residue of his personal

estate to trustees in trust for his daughter, and after her

[*1531] decease for all and every the * child or children of his

daughter, share and share alike, when they should

share" sup-"^ respectively attain twenty-one, with maintenance in
ported by the mean time ; and in case any of the said children

thereon a should die under twenty-one, and leave one or more

ex^iSsf
'"" child or children who should survive the testator's daugh-

applied to ter and live to attain twenty-one, such child or children
original shares. ^^ ^6 entitled to his Or their parent's share; provided
also, that in case any child or children of his daughter should die

before attaining twenty-one, the share or shares of such child or

children should go to the survivor or survivors, and the issue of any
deceased child or children who should marry and die under twenty-
one, to be equally divided between them, if more than one ; the
issue of any deceased child or children to stand in the place of the
parent or parents, with a limitation over, provided there should he no
child of his daughter, or there being any such, no one of them shoidd
live to attain twenty-one, nor leave any issue who should live to attain

that age.

By a codicil the testator willed that, on failure of children and
grandchildren of his daughter, as in his will was expressed, his bank
stock, &o., should be transferred to certain relations. It was con-

(p) 3 My. & K. 560.
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tended that the testator's intention was that all such grandchildren

of his daughter as should attain twenty-one should take a vested

interest, and that the limitation over, which was to take effect only

upon failure of such grandchildren, was too remote ; but Sir J. Leach,

M. E., observed that it was reasonable to intend that the testator

meant that the same grandchildren, who, by the former clause, were
to take their parent's original share, should take that portion of the

share which accrued by the death of another child of the daughter

without leaving issue, and which their deceased parent, if living,

would have taken, namely, the grandchildren only who should survive

the daughter. If the prior gifts were only in favor of grandchildren

who should survive the daughter, the gift over must be intended to

take effect upon the failure of the former gifts.

III. — Words of Survivorship, to Tvhat Period referable. —
I. Where the Gift is immediate. — Another question which arises

under gifts to survivors is, whether they mean sur-

vivors indefinitely or survivors at some specifi.c point of period sur-

time. Where the objects are tenants in common, it was
^IJ°^2m^

for a long period considered that indefinite survivorship

being inconsistent with a tenancy in common, some period was to be

found to which the words of survivorship could be referred.

This reasoning, however, is * obviously inconclusive ; for [*1532]

although survivorship is not incident to a tenancy in com-

mon, yet there is no inconsistency between.a tenancy in common and
an express limitation to survivors (q). The testator's intention that

the property shall devolve to the survivors is better effected by an

express gift to them than by a joint-tenancy, the survivorship which

is incidental to the latter being liable to be defeated by a severance

of the tenancy.

In seeking for a period to which the words of survivorship could

be referred, the obvious rule where the gift took effect in possession,

immediately on the testator's decease, was to treat these when the gift

words as intended to provide against the death of the 's immediate.

objects in the lifetime of the testator, the devise affording no other

point of time to which they could be referred ; accordingly we find

this to be the established construction.'

Thus, in Lord Bindon v. Earl of Suffolk (r), where a testator be-

(q) Seejudgment in Doe d. Borwell v, Abey, 1 M. & Sel. 428; Taaffe v. Conmee, 10 H. L.

Ca. 78. Sometimes a gift to survivors, accompanying a joint tenancy, is considered as

merely expressive of the jus accrescendi which is incident to such a devise. See Doe v,

Sotheron, 2 B. & Ad. 628.

(r) 1 P. W, 96. But see Hawes ». Hawes, 1 Wils. 165, 3 Atk. 623, where the testator de-

vised an estate to his four younger children in fee as tenants in common, and not as joint

tenants, with benefit of survivorship ; and Lord Hardwicke held, that inasmuch as personal

estate was bequeathed to them, with a limitation to the survivor, if any of them died under
age and unmarried, the devise of the real estate was to receive the same construction.

1 See Eberts i'. Eberts, 42 Mich. 404.
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queathed 2O,000Z. (due to him from the Crown) to his five grand.,

children, share and share alike, equally to be divided

referJedto
'^ between them, and if any of them died, to the survivors

death of and survivor ofthem; .Lord Cowper said, that by the first

words it was very plain that the legatees were tenants in

common, and by the subsequent words it must be intended, if any
of them should die in the lifetime of the testator. This decree, how-

ever, was reversed in D. P., on the ground that the words in question

referred not to the death of the testator, but to the time of receiving

the money, which was a debt due from the Crown of rather a desper-

ate nature; but the principle of Lord Cowper's decision has since

been repeatedly recognized (s).

The more recent case of Smith v. Horlock (t) presents an instance

of a similar construction in reference to real estate. A testator gave

all his real and personal property to be equally divided between
his two children in common and to the longest liver, in fee

[*1533] simple (there were some intervening words, which *are
immaterial to the point in question) ; and it was held that

one child who alone survived the testator took the whole.

And the charging of a general fund with the payment of certain

life annuities, subject to which the fund is bequeathed to the " sur-

Notwithstand- '^i^^S " children of A., would probably be held not to

ing prior gifts Vary the construction, i. e., the fund would vest in pos-
of annuities.

gession in such children as survived the testator, subject

only to the particular charges (u).

III.— 2. Words of Survivorship where Gift is not immediate ; Rule
in Cripps v. Wolcott.— Where, however, the gift was not immediate,

Where gift (i- B., in possession), there being a prior life or other par-
not immediate, ticular interest carved out, so that there was another
period to which the words in question could be referred, the point
was one of greater difficulty. In these cases, indeed, as well as in
those of the other class, the Courts for a long period uniformly ap-
plied the words of survivorship to the death of the testator, on the
notion (as already observed) that there was no other mode of recon-
ciling them with the words of severance creating a tenancy in comr
mon. The weight ascribed to this argument, however, was still more
extraordinary in these than in the former cases ; for, even if indefinite
survivorship were inconsistent with a tenancy in common (but which
it clearly was, not), yet surely there could be no incongruity between
such an interest and a limitation to the survivors at a given period •

nevertheless, decision rapidly followed decision, in which, on reason-

(«) See Roebuck v. Dean, 2 Ves. Jr. 267; Russell v. Long, 4 Ves. 653: Bass v Rii«sbI1
Taml. 18; Clark v. Lubbock, ] T. & C. C. C. 492; Ashford B.THaines, 21 L. J. Ch 496
(0 7 Taunt. 129; but see Barker v. Giles, 2 P. W. 280, post: Blisset v. Cranwell 1 .SnlW

226; Doe d.Borwellu-Abey.lM.&SeL 428, post.
»"vveii, i oaiK.

(tt) See Lill v. Lill, 23 Beav. 446 ; and an analogous point, ante, p. 1013.
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ing of this kind, survivorship was held, in cases of this sort, to refer

to the period of the testator's decease.^

One of the first of these cases is Stringer v. Phillips (x), where

100^. was bequeathed to five persons at the decease of testator's sis-

ters L. and C. (y), equally to be divided between them, „ .

J .J. .
^^ \j j-^T. J * * Survivorship

and the survivors and survivor oj them j and it A.., one referred to tlie

of the five, died before marriage, her share to go over to "^^^"^ °* "'^

Lfistfl.tor

another ; and it was decreed that they took this lOOZ. as

tenants in common, and that the limitation to the survivors must be

construed to be inserted to give it to such as were the survivors at

the death of the testator, and to prevent a lapse.

* So, in Rose d. Vere v. Hill («), where the testator de- [*1534]

vised his lands to his wife for life, and after her decease to

his five children (naming them), and the survivors and survivor of
them, and the executors and administrators of such sur-

vivor, share and share alike, as tenants in common and referred to the

not as joint tenants ; Lord Mansfield and the other Judges ^^^^^ °\ ^^^

of K. B., held that these words were inserted to carry the

property to the survivors, in case of the death of any of the devisees

in the devisor's lifetime, and that they took as tenants in common.
Again, in Wilson v. Bayly (a), where a testator bequeathed certain

leasehold estates, in the event of his two sons dying unmarried, and
in case neither of them should have issue, to his three

_t(,ti,

daughters and the survivors and survivor of them and death of the

their assigns, as tenants in common and not as joint ten-
'*^'*''"^!

ants. It was contended, on the one hand, that the words of Survivor-

ship were intended to give estates to such of them as should be living

when the contingency happened, who were then to take as tenants in

common ; but the House of Lords adjudged that each of the daugh-

ters surviving the testator took a vested interest in one-third share,

which on her death before the contingency happened was transmis-

sible to her representatives. It is evident, therefore, that the House

cansidered the words of survivorship to refer to the death of the

testator.

So, in Eoebuck v. Dean (6), where a testatrix bequeathed certain

stock in the funds in trust for her niece for life, and after her decease

{x) 1 Eq. Ca. Ab. 293; but see 1 Cox's P. W. 97, n.

{y) It is probable these persons were legatees for life, but it does not appear in the note ex-

tracted by Mr. Cox. In Eq. Ca. Ab. the legacy- is inaccurately stated as given immediately
to the five legatees. Note, however, that they all survived testator's sisters.

(z) 3 Burr. 1881.

(n) 3 B. P. C. Toml. 195, reversing decree in the Irish Chancery ; see the will more fully

stated, ante, Vol. I., p. 484. .

(i) 2 Ves. Jr. 265. As to this case, see Sir W. Grant's judgment in Halifax v. Wilson,
IG Ves. 171; and Sir J. Leach's in Cripps v. Wolcott, 4 Mad. 15, post, p. 1544.

1 See Hoover ». Hoover, 116 Ind. 498 ; 146 Mass. 501 ; McDaniel ». Allen, 64 Miss.

Harris v. Carpenter, 109 Ind. 540; NicoU «. 417.

Scott, 99 III. 529 ; Cummings v. Cummings,
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— to the directed that it should be equally divided among her
death of the (testatrix's) brother and four sisters, " and in like man-

ner to the survivors or survivor of them ; " Lord Lough-
borough held that these words referred to survivors at the death of

the testatrix (being introduced to prevent a lapse), and not to the

death of the niece.

Down to this period the decisions are uniform in referring survi-

vorship to the death of the testator. In the interval, however, be-

tween the last and the next case, a doctrine was broached in Brograve

V. Winder (c), also decided by Lord Loughborough, which made a con-

siderable inroad upon this rule of construction ; but as it will

£*1536] be more convenient to reserve these cases for future * con-

sideration as a separate class, we now proceed with the deci-

sions on the general rule.

Of these cases the next is Perry v. Woods ( d), where a testator

gave 1,5001. S. S. Anns, upon trust to pay the dividends to A. for life,

and after her decease to B. for life, and after his decease

referre/to the to transfer the principal to C, D., and E., in equal
death of the shares and proportions, and to the survivor or survivors

of them who should be living at their decease. He gave

another sum of stock to a different person for life, with a similar ulte-

rior gift among these persons and the survivors. He then gave an-

other sum of 1,500^. S. S. Anns, to E. for life, and after her decease

to and among her children, to be paid them at twenty-one ; and in

case E. should die and leave no child or children, he directed his

executors to pay the principal unto C. and D., share and share alike,

or to the survivor of them. Sir E. P. Arden, M. E.., held that C. and
D. surviving the testator were entitled to the last 1,500^. as tenants in

_. common. He thought that he was precluded from adopt-

of there being ing any other construction by Stringer v. Phillips (e),

beqStTo there being no single circumstance of distinction, except
survivors at that in some particular cases, as to other legacies, the
t e division.

testator had referred survivorship to the time of division.

Sir W. Grant, however, seems to have considered that this circum-

stance favored the construction adopted ; for (/), in allusion to Perry
V. Woods, he said, " Where the testator meant the survivorship to

refer to the death of the tenant for life, he expressly declared that

intention in two instances, and the omission of that reference in

another instance is an indication of a different intention " (g).

Again, in Maberly v. Strode (h), the words, " with benefit of sur-

(c) 2 Ves. Jr. 634, post, p. 1539.
(d) 3 Ves. 204.

(e) Ante, p. 1533.

(/) See Newton r. Avscough, 19 Ves. 537.

(o) But see DanieU c.'Daniell, 6 Ves. 297, post, p. 1541.
01) 3 Ves. 450, 4 B. R. 61.
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vivorship," were held to contemplate the death of any of the objects

in the lifetime of the testator. A testator devised his „
-^jji, benefit

real estate to trustees, to sell and invest the produce with of survivor-

his personal estate, in trust for his son S. for life and to death^of"^

after his decease for his children. But in case his son testator.

should die unmarried and without issue, or they should die, being

sons before twenty-one, or being daughters before twenty-one or

marriage, then in trust to transfer such funds unto his (testator's)

nephews W. and J., and unto his niece C, in equal propor-

tions share and share alike, his, her, and * their issue or the [*1536]

issue of either of them to take their parent's share, with

benefit of survivorship to his nephews and niece. The question was,

whether these words referred to survivorship at the death of the tes-

tator or of the son. Sir E. P. Arden, M. E., held that they referred

to survivorship at the death of the testator, being introduced to

prevent a lapse (i).

It is remarkable, however, that the same learned Judge in Eussell

V. Long (k) inclined to hold words of survivorship to refer to the^

death of the tenant for life, not to that of the testator, observing

that the latter construction was unnatural, and was not to be adopted

if any other could be, — a doctrine which it is difficult to reconcile

with Perry v. Woods.
The next case in the series is Brown v. Bigg (1), where a testator

bequeathed the interest of his stock in the funds to his wife for life,

provided that if she married again she should be entitled

to one moiety only of the interest, the other to be applied referred'^to'''

to the use of the testator's nephews and nieces " after <^^^"i "* '^s-

, . ,
^.

, . -, , tator.

mentioned, m manner and proportions therein expressed ;"

and, as to the residue of his personal estate, and the produce of some
real, he gave the interest to his wife for life, under the like restrictions

as before in case of a second marriage, and after the decease of his said

wife without issue by him, the testator left the whole of his personal

estate to his several nephews and nieces after named, viz. A., B., and

C, and the four children of D., to be divided amongst them and the sur-

vivors of them, share and share alike. A. having died in the lifetime of

the widow, her personal representatives claimed her share as vested

at the decease of the testator ; and Sir W.. Grant so decreed, though

during the argument he observed that the general leaning of the

Court is against construing the words of survivorship to relate to the

death of the testator, if any other period can be fixed upon, the testa-

tor generally supposing the legatee will survive him. If he intended

his wife to have the whole for life, the probable conclusion was that

he meant the time of division.

(i) But see Gibbs v. Tait, 8 Sim. 132, where a different construction was given to a similar

expression.

(k) i Yea. 551.

(0 7 Ves. 2T9.
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„ In explanation of the seeminB inconsistency between
Sir W.Grant's ,. i j • 4.1, i. j i_- / x,-
remark on his remarks during the argument and his decree, his

Brown r. Honor observed, on a subsequent occasion (m), that he
" found the ^result of the authorities contrary to what had

fallen from the Court during the argument founded upon

[*1537] what Lord Alvanley had said in one of the * cases ; and that

in a great majority of them mrvivorship had been referred to the

period of the testator's death."

This seems to be the latest case in which the construction which
reads words of survivorship as referring to the period of the testa-

Survivorship tor's death, has been applied to bequests of personal
referred to estate. Examples, however, of its application to devises
death of tes-

t i. j.
•

^ u ^
tator— real of real estate occur in several subsequent cases: as m
estate

;

Garland V. Thomas (n), where the devise was to E. C.

for life, remainder to his first and other sons in tail, remainder to his

daughters in tail, remainder to the testator's niece S., and his two
nieces E. and A. and the survivor and survivors of them, and the heirs

of the body of such survivor or survivors, as tenants in common and
not as joint-tenants ; and for want of such issue over ; and Sir J.

Mansfield and the Court of C. P., on the authority of Bindon v.

Suffolk (0), Stringer v. Phillips {p), and Rose v. Hill {q), held that

the limitation to the survivors was intended to provide for the event

of the death of any of the devisees in the testator's lifetime, and that all

surviving the testator took as tenants in common. However, the only

point decided was that the testator did not intend an indefinite

survivorship ; for all the three nieces survived E. C., who died with-

out issue ; so that whether the death of the testator, or of E. C. so

dying, was the period to which survivorship was referable, was im-

material to the determination of the case.

So, in Edwards v. Symons (/•), where a testator devised certain

lands which he was entitled to on the death of his mother to trustees,

— to the ^P°'^ trust to receive and apply the rents for the main-
death of the tenance, education, and advancement of his six children
testator. (naming them), and immediately on E. (the youngest of
the children) attaining twenty-one years, then he devised the said
premises to his said six children and the survivors and survivor of
them, their heirs and assigns forever, to hold as tenants in common
and not as joint tenants. By a codicil the testator extended the de-
vise to another child. Five of the children survived the testator, of
whom one died before E. attained twenty-one ; and it was held that
one-fifth share descended to his heir-at-law, the Court being of opinion
that the words of survivorship referred to the death of the testator,

and not to the period of E.'s attainment to twenty-one.

(m) Shergold v. Boone, 13 Ves. 375. (n) 1 B. & P. N. R. 82.
(0) Ante, p. 1532. (p) Ante, p. 1533.
(g) Ante, p. 1634. (r) 6 Taunt. 213.
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* In both, the preceding cases it -will be observed, the de- [*1538]

vise was to individuals nominatim. But in Doe d. Long v.

Prigg (s), the applicability of the construction to a devise to a class

came under consideration. The testator devised real Applicability

estate to his mother for life, and after her death to his aVevU™to a"

wife for life, and from and after the decease of his olass.

mother and wife, he gave and bequeathed all the above-mentioned

premises unto the surviving children of J. and W., and to their heirs

forever ; the rents and profits to be divided between them in equal

proportions. The question was, to what period the words " surviving

children " referred ; Bayley, J. (who delivered the judgment of the

Court), said, " The testator's death is in this case so much the more
rational period, so much the more likely to have been intended, and

falling in, as it does, with the rule of law for vesting estates as soon

as they may, instead of leaving them contingent, that we are of opinion

that the estate here vested in remainder immediately upon the tes-

tator's death, in the then children of J. and W."
This case closes the long series of authorities in favor of the

construction in question, which might seem to have established, if

reiterated adiudication could settle any point, that a gift _ ,
•".

.
•' '^ ' ° Kemarlcs upou

to several objects as tenants m common, and the sur- the preceding

vivors and survivor of them, vested the subject of gift
''^^^^'

absolutely in the objects living at the death of the testator, the words
of survivorship being referable to that period. The sequel will serve

to shew that no rule of construction, however sanctioned by repeated

adoption, is secure of permanence, unless founded in principle ; for to

the inadequacy of the grounds upon which the rule was established

may, it is conceived, be ascribed, not only the frequent agitation of

the question evinced by the multitude of cases just stated, but the

sweeping and, as we shall see, sometimes groundless exceptions in-

grafted upon it, which at length rendered it doubtful whether such a

rule of construction any longer existed, or rather occasioned its total

.

subversion, in reference at least to personal estate. For the reader,

on a perusal of the cases which remain to be stated, will probably

find himself impelled to the conclusion, that where there is a gift of

personal estate to a person for life or any other limited interest,

and after the determination of such interest to certain persons

nominatim, or to a class of persons as tenants in common, and the

survivors of them, these words are construed as intended to

carry the subject of gift to the objects * who are living at the [*1539]

period of distribution} This result, however, was not at-

(s) 8 B. & Cr. 231.

1 Mather D.Mather, 103 III. 607; Sunimer8 505 i Teed v. Morton, 60 N. Y. 502. See

V. Smith, 127 III. 645; Coveney «. McLaugh- Nicoll v. Scott, 99 111. 529 ; Blatchford v.

lin, 148 Mass. 576; Delaney v. McCormack, Newberry, id. 11 ; Morriil v. Phillips, 142

88 N. Y. 174; Vincent i>. Newhouse, 83 N. Y. Mass. 240 ; Denny v. Kettell, 135 Mass. 138 i
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tained until after many gradations. In the first instance survivorsliip

was held to relate to the period of distribution and not

retferred'to''' to the death of the testator, on the ground that the sub-
period of dis- ject of gift (being the produce of lands devised to be

sold) was not in esse until this period.

Thus, in Brograve v. Winder (t), where a testator devised his real

estates to A. for life, with remainder to his first and other sons in

tail male, and, in default of sons of A., gave his estates to trustees to

sell, and willed that the money arising by such sale or sales should

be equally distributed among the three sons and daughter of W., or

the survivors or survivor of them, and that such fourth or other part

as the daughter should become entitled to should be settled in a cer-

tain manner; Lord Loughborough admitted that in general it was
perfectly true that these words would not prevent the vesting at the

death of the testator, but the circumstances of this will, he said, gave

.
ft a very different effect. " In this will (he observed),

gift''being the the penning of which is very particular, when once you
produce of a g^ the intention that they shall take it as money, which

is clearly the sense of this will, there is no gift till the

distribution ; the object of the distribution is pointed out to be among
the persons named, ' or the survivors or survivor ;

' that excludes the

possibility of taking in, as objects of the distribution, persons who
are dead."

So, in Newton v. Ayscough (m), where a testator gave to A. 400^.

consols, for her to receive the interest during her life, and after her

decease the 400^. to be sold and divided among his resid-

referred to uary legatees, or the survivor of them, share and share

d^V'b"t''
"* ftZiAe; and he appointed B., C, and D. residuary lega-

tees of his will, share and share alike. On a question

whether one of the legatees dying in the lifetime of A. was entitled,

>
^^'^ ^" Cr'^'3'^t ssid, " To what period survivorship is to

judgment in relate, depends not upon any technical words, but upon
Newton «. t;i^g apparent intention of the testator, collected either

from the particular disposition or the general context of

the will." " Here is a direction to trustees at the death of the ten-

ant for life to sell the fund, and divide the produce among his residu-

ary legatees, ' or the survivor of them, share and share alike.' That
naturally points to the period of sale as the period to ascertain who

are the persons to take, and brings this case much nearer

[*1540] Brograve v. Winder (x) * than Perry v. Woods (y). In Bro-
grave V. Winder, Lord Loughborough's opinion was that the

(() 2 Ves. Jr. 634. (u\ 19 Ves. 534.

\x) Supra. (y) Ante, p. 1535.

In re Crawford, 113 N. T. 366; Jenkins v. 440; Walters v. Crutcher, 15 B. Men. 2;
Frerer, 4 Paige, 47; Cole v. Crayon, 1 Hill, Cripps v. Wolcott, 4 Madd. 12.

Oh." 322; Swinton v. Legare, 2 McCord, Ch.
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survivor at the time of the sale, not at the death of the testator,

was intended. In Perry v. Woods the testator had by his will fur-

nished evidence of his own intention with regard to the meaning of

the word ' survivor.' " " The case of Russell v. Long («), decided by
Lord Alvanley soon afterwards, shows that he did not conceive there

was any rule requiring survivorship to be generally referable to the

death of the testator, but thought it might refer either to that period

or the death of the tenant for life, according to the apparent inten-

tion of the testator."

The inconsistency between the expressions of Lord Alvanley in

Russell V. Long, and his decisions in Perry v. Woods (a) and Maberly
V. Strode (b), has been already pointed out. The latter show that he

did consider survivorship in these cases to be generally referable to

the death of the testator, as the only mode of reconciling it with the

tenancy in common ; and even Sir W. Grant himself in Shergold v.

Boone (c) stated this to be the result of the authorities ; which opin-

ion accords with his decision in Brown v. Bigg.

It is a circumstance worthy of remark, that, down to this period,

in all the cases where survivorship had been referred to the time of

division, the expression was " or the survivor, although no attempt

was made to found a distinction on this particular phraseology.

Another instance in which Brograve v. Winder has been followed is

Hoghton V. Whitgreave (d), where a testator gave his real and the

residue of his personal estate to his wife for life, and „ . j^.

after her decease to trustees, upon trust to sell the real referred to the

estate; and directed that the money arising from the
fr%ufio°non"

sale, as also the rents from the death of his wife until special

the sale, as well as the residue of his personal estate, ^™™ ^'

should be paid and equally divided among his nephews and nieces

after mentioned, and the survivors or survivor of them, viz., A. M. &c.

;

and he thereby bequeathed the same to them, and to the survivors or

survivor of them, after the decease of his wife, and in manner afore-

said. The question was, whether the nephews and nieces surviving

the vsridow were entitled, to the exclusion of those who died in her

lifetime. Sir T. Plumer, V.-C, held that the former were

entitled, * considering the case as not distinguishable from [*1541]

Brograve v. Winder (e). " The subject-matter," said his

Honor, " is not to be converted into money till after the death of

the tenant for life; it is then that for the first time anything is

given to the trustees. It is given upon trust to be converted into

money, and then to be divided. Thus, not only was there no bequest

till the widow's death, but the subject-matter did not until then exist

in the shape and form in which it is given. It is given to those per-

(a) Ante, p. 1536. (a) Ante, p. 15.35.

(*) Ante, p. 1535. (c) 13 Ves. 375.

(d) 1 J. & W. 146. (e) Ante, p. 1539.
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sons and the survivors or survivor of them, and seems to fall under

the general rule, that legacies given to a class of persons vest in those

who are capable of taking at the time of distribution (/). Here he

mentions them nominatim, but he then takes off the effect of that

by adding the words, ' and to the survivors or survivor.' He cannot

mean such as survive him, for the governing clause, that containing

the gift, refers to the death of his wife as the period when it is to

operate." And he afterwards adverted to the subsequent gift, "in

manner aforesaid," as precluding the argument that it was to go to

those who survived him after the death of his wife.

Another ground upon which a gift to survivors has

being another been held to refer to survivors at the period of distribu-

bequest tJQn and not at the death of the testator, is that some

survivors a* other subject-matter given to the same objects is ex-
distributions.

p^esslij limited in that manner.

Thus, in Daniell v. Daniell {g), where the testator bequeathed cer-

tain stock in trust for his wife for life, and after her decease to

his children, but in case his wife should have no child of his at her

decease living, then as to 1,000?., part thereof, to pay the interest to his

sister J. D. during her life, and at her decease the 1,OOOZ. to be paid

equally between her said tivo sons J. and F., or the whole to the sur-

vivor of them. In the preceding part of the will another sum of

1,000Z. was given to trustees, in trust, after the decease of his wife

without issue by him, to pay his said sister the interest for life, and
after her decease the principal to be paid to the said J. and F., share

and share alike, in case they should he living at their mother's death ;

but in case either of them should die before her, then the whole to be

paid to the survivor. F. died in the lifetime of the testator's widow

;

at her death, the testator's sister J. D. being also dead, a bill was
filed by J. for the first-mentioned 1,000Z., as the survivor at the death

of the last surviving tenant for life, which was resisted by
[*1542] * the representatives of F., claiming as one of the survivors

at the death of the testator. Sir W. Grant said, " It is clear

the testator meant the survivor at the time of the division. - He did

not conceive that would take place till both his wife and Mrs. D. (t. e.,

J. D.) were dead ; he conceived the deaths would happen in the order

of the limitation. The mode in ivhioh he disposed of the other two

sums confirms, instead of opposing, this construction, showing that the

period of division was the period at which he intended it to vest.

JTe had the same meaning as to this fund : he who is alive when the

division takes place takes the whole of the capital."

The reasoning of this case agrees with that of Lord Hardwicke in

Hawes v. Hawes (A), and it would seem with Lord Alvanley's in

(/) This 19 a mistake
I
see ante, p. 1010. (g) 6 Ves. 297.

(a) Ante, p. 1632, n.
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Perry v. Woods (i) ; but stands singularly contrasted Remarka upon

with Sir W. Grant's own observations upon the latter
[Janieii.""

case in Newton v. Ayscough already noticed, where h
considered that survivorship, being expressly made referable to the

death of the tenant for life in another bequest, raised an argument in

favor of a different construction in the bequest in question, where such

expressions were omitted (k). The only circumstance of distinction

is, that in Perry v. Woods the other bequest was to different objects.

The doctrine of Daniell v. Daniell was referred to with approba-

tion and adopted in Wordsworth v. Wood (I), where a testator gave

certain real and personal property to his wife for life, and „
Survivorship

after her decease to his then surviving children, share referred to

and share alike, independently of the rental of his said f^^u"^ ^
^'^

estates, which he gave to his surviving female children, there being

Lord Langdale, M. E., held that a daughter who died in l^^Ziyto
the lifetime of the widow was excluded from the rents, survivors at

and one of the grounds of this construction he considered *
^^"°

to be, that such a daughter was not an object of the immediately pre-

ceding devise of the estates, the testator's apparent intention being

by the second gift merely to exclude the sons, and not to introduce a

new class of daughters. He said, " The rule is, that where an. in-

terest is given to a person for life, and after his death to his surviving

children, those only can take who are alive when the distribution takes

place." Upon appeal, Lord Cottenham also considered that, indepen-

dently of the general rule, there was sufiieient ground for

* holding the deceased daughters to be excluded, according to [*1543]

Brograve v. Winder, Newton v. Ayscough, Hoghton v. Whit-

greave, and Daniell v. Daniell ; more particularly expressing his con-

currence in the line of argument pursued by Sir W. Grant in the last-

mentioned case. The decision was affirmed in D. P. on the same

grounds.

The general rule referring survivorship to the death of the testator

was, it will be observed, departed from in the preceding cases only

upon particular grounds ; and these cases, by resting the
g^^^^^s upon

construction on the special circumstances, might seem Brograve v.

indirectly to afford a confirmation of that rule. Their
Newton «.

effect, however, in consequence of the indefinite and Ayscough,

questionable nature of the exceptions which they went to w^itgreave,

establish, evidently was to strike at the root of the rule an* Dauiell v.

itself, and to prepare the way for its abandonment in

cases where such circumstances did not exist.

It is curious to observe, in the history of this rule of construction,

the steps by which an established doctrine is overturned. Lord

(i) See ante, p. 1535. See also Sheppard v. Lessingham, Amb. 122, ante, Vol I., p. 452.

(k) See also Campbell v. Campbell, 4 B. C. C. 15.

(0 2 Beav. 25, 4 My. & Cr. 641, 1 H. L. Ca. 129.
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History of the
IJougbborough, we have seen, first departed from it,

present doc- founding that departure upon a circumstance which fur-

nished no real distinction, hut at the same time with an

anxious recognition of its authority {m). Sir W, Grant in Daniell v.

Daniell (w), probably disapproving of the reasoning which led to the

adoption of the rule, as well as of the distinction which had been en-

grafted on it, applied the principle of the exception to a case not war-

ranted by the terms of the former decision ; and although he did not

treat the established rule with the same professions of reverence and
submission as Lord Loughborough, yet, by placing his own case upon
special grounds, impliedly bowed to its authority. In Newton v.

Ayscough (o), Ijowever, he went a step further, and while he applied

Lord Loughborough's construction in Brograve v. Winder to an ex-

actly similar case, boldly denied the existence of any contrary rule of

interpretation. Its overthrow, we shall find, was completed in a sub-

sequent case, remaining to be stated, in which another learned Judge
not only disavowed the rule, the foundation of which had been thus

gradually sapped, but confidently laid down an opposite doctrine.

The case here referred to is Cripps v. Wolcott {p), where

[*1544] the * testatrix gave and appointed her real and personal

estate, in trust for her husband for life, and after his decease

directed that her personal estate should be equally divided between

her two sons A. and B., and C. her daughter, and the survivors or

survivor of them, share and share alike. A. died in the

referred to
'^ lifetime of the husband; B. and C, as the survivors at his

the time of death, claimed the whole. Sir J. Leach said, "It would
distribution. ,,.~,. ., .,.,.

be difficult to reconcile every case upon this subject. I

General rule consider it, however, to be now settled, that if a legacy
as stated by bg given to two Or more, equally to be divided between

them, or to the survivors or survivor of them, and there

be no special intent to be found in the will, the survivorship is to be

referred to the period of division. If there is no previous interest

given in the legacy, then the period of division is the death of the

testator, and the survivors at his death will take the whole legacy.

This was the case of Stringer v. Phillips {q). But if a previous life

estate he given, then the period of division is the death of the tenant

for life, and the sui-vivors at such death will take the whole of the

legacy. This is the principle of the cited cases of Eussell v. Long (f),

Daniell v. Daniell (s), and Jenour v. Jenour
(f).

In Bindon v. Lord
Suffolk (m), the House of Lords found a special intent in the will,

'm) See Brograve v. Winder, ante, p. 1539.
n) Ante, p. 1541,

(o) Ante, p. 1539.

(p) 4 Mad. 11. See also Browne v. Lord Kenyon, 3 Mad. 410.

(q) This is not correct ; see ante, p. 1533.

(?•) Ante, p. 1536.

(«) Ante, p. 1541.

(0 Post, p. 1549.

(u) Ante, p. 1632.
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that the period of division should be suspended until the debts were

recovered from the Crown, and they referred the survivorship to that

period. The two cases of Eoebuck v. Dean and Perry v. Woods,
before Lord Eosslyn (x), do not square with the other authorities.

Here there being no special intent to he found in the will, the terms of
survivorship are to he referred to the death of the husband who took a
previous estate for lifeJ'

'

Although this seems to have been at the time a very bold decision,

involving as it did direct opposition to no less than nine cases (one

decided by the House of Lords (3/) ), and although it is to uemarks ou
be regretted, that the actual state of the authorities was Cripps v.

not brought to the attention of the learned Judge, yet ° "^^ "

the rule of construction which he propounded seems to be so reason-

able and convenient for general application, that it is not surprising

that subsequent Judges have been favorably disposed to its adoption,

as will appear by the cases about to be stated.

* Thus, in Blewitt v. Roberts («), where a testator gave an [*1545]

annuity to his wife for life, and directed that after her death

the annuity should be equally divided between his children (naming

six) or the survivors or survivor. Sir L. Shadwell held

that such of the legatees as survived the widow were en- referrldTo

'

titled in equal shares {a).
tributio°n

*^"'

The construction adopted in this case seems to agree

with and to be supported in its full extent by the earlier case of Pope

V. Whitcombe {b), which is another important authority for the

general rule which refers survivorship to the period of distribution.

The testatrix gave the interest of the residue to her brother, during

his life, and after his death she gave the residue to her executors, in

trust for four persons by name and the survivors and survivor of

them, share and share alike, to be paid to them respectively when

they should attain twenty-one, with interest in the mean time. Of

these four persons, two died during the life of the brother : Lord

Eldon held that they did not take vested interests in any part of the

(x) Perry V. Woods was decided bv Lord Alvanley.

(V) Wilson «. Baylv, 3 B. P. C. Toml. 195. „ , „ - ™ „.,,

(2) 10 Sim. 491, 4 .fur. 601, 9 L. J. Ch. 209; affirmed by Lord Cottenham, Cr, & Ph. 274;

but as he held the children entitled for life only (as to which see Bent v. Cullen, L. R., 6 Oh.

235), was not the survivorship indefinite ? See post.
^

(a) See also Gibbs v. Taif, 8 Sim. 32, which however was based on the authority of Bro-

grave v. Winder, and that class of cases; Wordsworth v. Wood, ante, p. 1542.

(i) 3 Russ. 124.

1 Mather v. Mather, 103 III. 607; Nicoll ». «. McMillan, 1 Heisk. 655; Olney v. Hull, 21

Scott 99 111.529: Miller w. McBIain. 98 N. Y. Pick. 311; Hulburt ». Emerson, 16 Mass. 241;

517: O'Brien v. O'Leary, 64 N. H. 332 (citing Wren v. Hynes, 2 Met. (Ky.) 129. Contra,

Hill ?). Rockingham Bank. 45 N. H. 270; Hansford «. Elliott, 9 Leigh, 79; Drayton e.

Kimball i). Penhallow, 60 N. H. 448; Sinton Drayton, 1 Desaus. 324; Embury ti. Sheldon,

V. Bord, 19 Ohio St. 30); Dutton v. Pugh. 45 68 ST. T. 227; Moore v. Lyons, 25 Wend.

N. J." Eq. 426; Slack ». Bird, 23 N. J. Eq. 119; Ross v. Drake, 37 Penn. St. 373. See

238; Branson v. Hill, 31 Md. 181; McClung Whitney u. Whitnej', 45 N. H. 311.

VOL. II. 43
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residue, but that the whole belonged to the two survivors; such

being, in his opinion, the intention of the testatrix.

So in Neathway v. Eeed (c), where a testator bequeathed the

interest of his funded property to his sister for her life, and after her

decease such property to be equally divided between her surviving

children : in another part of Ms will he had, amongst other legacies,

made an immediate bequest to his sister's surviving children of 30^.

^ach. Lord Cranworth with K. Bruce and Turner, L. JJ., decided

that the word " surviving " in the former bequest referred to the

sister's death. The L. C. said, " According to the old principles of law

the rule was that the period of vesting should be at the moment of

the testator's death. Now, however, in putting a construction on the

word ' surviving ' reference is had to the intention of the testator

as discoverable from the whole will. In my opinion when an estate

is given to a person for life, and after his death to his

[*1546] * surviving children, those only of the children who survive

the tenant for life will take." And Sir G. Turner observes

that if the gift had been to the sister for life and after her decease to

" her children " without the word " surviving," the chil-

referredto
''^ dren living at the testator's death would have taken

;

period of di3- ^jj^t some effect must be given to the word " surviving,"

and that it must mean surviving the sister {d). The
Court also thought their decision could not be influenced by the fact

that in the immediate bequest the same word must have a different

meaning; for in that place there was no other meaning which it

could have (e).

Sir G. Turner's observation is applicable only where the gift is to

a class, or to individuals as joint-tenants. But it is not to be under-

stood as confining the rule to such cases. In Cripps v. Wolcott itself

and other cases already noticed the gifts were to individuals as

tenants in common ; and in Hearn v. Baker (/), where a testator

gave all his estate and effects to his wife for life, and after her death

bequeathed a sum of stock to his five cousins (naming them) or the

survivors of them as tenants in common ; it was held by Sir W. P.

Wood, V.-C, that "survivors" had reference to the death of the

widow, and that one cousin who alone survived her was entitled to

the whole fund. So in Vorley v. Richardson {g), where there was a

(c) 3 D. M. & G. 18. See also Williams v. Tartt, 2 Coll. 85; Eaton v. Barker, id. 124;
Buckle V. Fawcett, i Hare, 536; Hesketh v. Magennis, 27 Beav. 395; Young ii. Davips, 2 Dr.

& Sm. 167; Thompson ». Tliompson, 29 Beav. 654; Whitton i). Field, 9 Beav. 368; Ta5'lor v.

Beverley, 1 Coll. 108 ; Re Pritchard's Trusts, 3 Drew. 163. The three last cases were" aided

by context. See also Shaw e. Shaw, 25 L. R., Ir. 30.

(d) See also Re Crawhall's Trusts. 8 D M. & G. 480.

(e) See also Young v. Davies, 2 Dr. & Sm. 167, 170. and more fullv 32 L. J. Ch. 372 , also

Salisbury v. Petty, 3 Hare, 86, 93 ; and cf. Gooch u. Slater, 3 Jur. N. S. 881, where the phrase
"with benefit of survivorship " used with reference to four different pifts, some immediate
and others not, but all vested, was referred to testator's death in every mstance.

(/•) 2K. & J. 383.

(g) 8 D. M. & G. 126; also Naylor v. Sobson, 34 Beav. 571.
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general bequest in trust for the testator's "wife until his youngest
child should attain twenty-one, and on that event happening to be

divided amongst his said wife and all his children (naming them) as

tenants in common, with benefit of survivorship ; it was held that the

words of survivorship being connected with the period of division

must prima facie be taken to refer to that period.

So where the income of personal property is bequeathed to several

persons for life, and after the death of all to their surviving children,

those children alone take who are living at the death of the

last surviving tenant for life (A). And where * the gift is [*1547]

to A. for life, and at his death to B. for life, and at his death

to the surviving children of C, only those children are entitled who
are living at the actual period of distribution, whether A. or B. dies

last (t).

In this state of the authorities one scarcely need hesitate to affirm,

that the rule which reads a gift to survivors simply as applying to

objects living at the death of the testator, is confined to ^ g„]to{ti,g
those cases in which there is no other period to which cases as to

survivorship can be referred ; and that where such gift
P^i'sonalty.

is preceded by a life or other prior interest, it takes effect in favor of

those who survive the period of distribution, and of those only.i

If the tenant for life dies before the testator, the death jj jgn^^t f^^

of the latter, as the period of actual distribution, will life dies before

also be regarded as the period of survivorship (A). of^heTatteTL

The same principle is clearly applicable where there 'he period,

is no prior particular bequest, but the gift to the legatees among
whom the survivorship is to take place includes all of the prescribed

class who may come into existence before a stated period. Thus, if a

testator make a bequest to all the children of A. who shall be born in

their father's lifetime or within nine months after his death, as tenants

in common, with benefit of survivorship ; those only who survive

their father or the nine months named are entitled to a share {I).

Qi) Stevenson «. Gullan, 18 Beav. 590. See also per Wood, V.-C, Ee Hopkins' Trusts,

2 H. & M. 411. Gummoe v. Howes, 23 Beav. 184, 192, is not inconsistent witli tlie rule. Tlie

gift was to A. and B. for their lives as tenants in common; and in case of the death of either

without issue, to the survivor; but if either should die leaving issue, her share was given to

her children ; and after the death of both the whole was to be conveyed, transferred, or paid

to the heirs of their bodies (construed children) share and share alike, or to the survivors or

survivor of them; but if A. and B. should die without children, then over. It was held that

a child of A.,which survived its parent but died before B. was entitled to a share. In fact,

the gift over after the death of both which, standing alone, might have given B. a life interest

in the share of A. after her death, and have pointed out the death of B. as the period of sur-

vivorship for all the children, was explained by the previous gift over, on the death of each

parent, of her share to her children ; so that survivorship in the several families was referred

to a different period for each family.

(i) Knight v. Poole, 32 Beav. 548; Ee Fox's Will, 35 Beav. 163; Howard v. Collins, L. E.,

5 Eq. 349. But see Drakeford v. Drakeford, 33 Beav. 43.

(k) Spurrell v. Spurrell, 11 Hare, 154.

ll) Hodson 11. Micklethwaite, 2 Drew. 294. See also Blewitt ». Eoberts, Cr. & Ph. 274,

283 (as to the 1001. annuity); Davies ». Thorns, 3 De 6. & S. 347.

1 See Den v. Sayre, 2 Penn. 598.
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But the cases of Garland v. Thomas, Edwards v. Symons, and
Doe V. Prig-g (the last decided after Cripps v. Wolcott), made it

Distinction in
(ioubtful whether this rule applied to devises of real

regard to real estate. It is difficult to discover any ground for making
estate rejected,

jjjjgjjj |;jjg subject of a different rule, unless a reason can

be found in the greater tendency in devises of real estate towards a

vesting of the interests of the devisees. The distinction was re-

peatedly pronounced to be unsound (m) ; and at length, in

[*1548] Ee Gregson's * Trusts {n), it was held by K. Bruce and
Turner, L. JJ., to be untenable. There a testator devised

real estate to his wife for life, and on her death " to be shared share

and share alike amongst the following persons, or the survivors of

them, viz." (naming them) ; and it was decided that the question

being one of construction, and of the testator's intention, a forced in-

terpretation could not be put on the words in order that the remainder

might by early vesting escape the liability to destruction and other

inconveniences of tenure incident to contingent remainders ; and that

here, no less than in the case of personal estate, survivorship must
be referred to the death of the tenant for life.

The rule in Cripps v. Wolcott is not only settled, but is one which
the Court never seeks to evade by slight distinctions. But, of course.

Rule in Cripps it must yield to a context clearly indicating a contrary
1). Wolcott intention (o). Thus, in Shailer v. Groves ( jo), where a
viGlds 8. con— \ J. ^

'

trary intention, testator bequeathed 1,000Z. stock to his wife for her life.

To surviving
** ^^^ decease one-half of the produce to be received and

brothers or divided amongst his surviving brothers and sister or {q)

ti'on)*to^thdr
^^^'^'^ issue, share and share alike. Sir J. Wigram de-

issue, cided that the word " surviving " had' reference to the

testator's death. He said :
" It is clear that the testator must have

intended a period of distribution later in point of time than the gift

of the subject of distribution, and that he intended to substitute for

the primary objects of his gift the issue of such of them as should
die between the time of the gift and the time of the distribution."—
" The fund must be divided in equal parts among the brothers and
sisters surviving at the death of the testator. The issue of those

(m) Wordsworth v. Wood, 1 H. L. Ca. 129 ; Buckle V. Fawcett, 4 Hare, 536.
(n) 2 D. J. & S 428, reversing Wood, V.-O., who vielded to the authorities, 33 L. J Ch.

531. Sir E. Sugdeu also had treated Doe v. Prigg as a binding authority, see 1 D. & War.
499.

(o) See per Wood, V.-C, 2 H. & M. 414.

Ip) 6 Hare, 162.

(q) The report 6 Hare gives "and. their issue." But 11 Jur. 485 and 16 L. J. Ch. 367 give
"or," and the briefs of counsel in the cause (which have been examined) agree with them.
These latter reports however differ from 6 Hare in a still more remarkable manner: for thev
represent the decision to have been, that the word " surviving" referred to the period of dis-
tribution; and the decree is drawn up in accordance with this latter view. But Mr. Hare's
report of the judgment is probably correct , the word "their" being of equal force with the
word " them " in Tytherleigh v. Harhm, 6 Sim. 329, and Gray v Garman, 2 Hare, 268. See
also Sir J. K. Bruce's judgment in Kidd v. North, 3 D. M. & G. 951, 2d paragraph.
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who died in the lifetime of the tenant for life leaving issue will take

the shares of the parents for whom they are substituted " (r).

* So in Eogers v. Towsey (s), where a testator bequeathed [*1549]

to each of his two sisters the interest of 5,000Z. stock for

her life, and as each died the said stock to be equally divided between

the testator's nieces A., B., 0., D-, and E., or the survivors of them ;

he bequeathed one moiety of the residue to A., and the other moiety

equally between B. and C. " In case his niece C. should not survive

him, her children " to stand in her place, " and the same of any other

of his nieces who might marry and leave children." The same
Judge, assuming the general rule to be as stated in Cripps v. Wol-

cott, held that the last clause showed a special intent on the testator's

part to refer the word " survivors " to his own death.

m.— 3. Gifts to Survivors upon a Contingency/.— It is to be ob-

served, that where the gift to survivors is to take effect upon a con-

tingency, none of the reasoning (iniirm as that reasoning

is) upon which it was held to refer to survivors at the giVto'survi-

death of the testator applies ; for it cannot for an in- ^ors is contin-

stant be contended that a tenancy in common is incon-

sistent with such a qualified survivorship. The only question, there-

fore, in such a case is, whether the gift was meant to extend to

survivors indefinitely {i. e., whenever the contingency should hap-

pen), or is restricted to survivorship within a given period after the

testator's decease.

Thus, in Jenour v. Jenour (t), where a testator bequeathed 400Z.

long anns. to his sister for life, and declared that 200Z. should be his

brother's for life if he survived his sister, and after

his decease should be equally divided between his two co"nfinId'^toThe

nephews J. and M., and go to the survivor of them in death of the

case his brother should leave no lawful issue; if he

should, such issue should be in place of their father with regard to

the said annuities. The sister and brother having both died in the

lifetime of J. and M.., M. claimed to be absolutely entitled to a moi-

ety. The question seems to have been whether survivorship was
indefinite, or referable to the death of the surviving legatee for life.

Sir W. Grant, observing that he was always indisposed to indefinite

survivorship, adopted the latter construction ; that is, that the lega-

tees should take absolutely if living at the death of the tenant for

life ; if then dead leaving issue, then the issue to be entitled

in * the place of their parent. On appeal Lord Eldon was [*1550]

of the same opinion.

{r) See also Re Hopkins' Trust, 2 H. & M. 411; Evans v. Evans, 25 Beav. 81. As to the

assumption in the latter case that " death without issue " meant death in the lifetime of the

tenant for life, see Olivant v. Wright, 1 Ch. D. 346, post, Cli. XLIX. And' see and con-

sider Blackniore «. Snee, 1 De G. & J- 455.

(<) 9 .Jnr. 575: cf. Bouverie ». Bouverie, 2 Phil. 349.

\t) 10 Ves. 562. See also Bird v. Swales, 2 Jur. N. S. 273.
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In Eoe d. Sheers v. Jeffery (u) it seems to have been taken for

granted that an executory limitation for life, to certain persons or the

survivors, was not confined to survivors at the happening

devise to ^., of the contingency; but, as the devise had not at the
B

,
and C, or death of the obiect fallen into possession, it does not ap-

the survivors. •. .-i r- -, ,
-i j^ -j.

pear whether survivorship was considered as indefinite,

or as restricted to this period. The devise was to A. for life, remain-

der to B. in fee ; but in case B. should depart this life and leave no
issue, then that the premises should return unto E., M., and S., or the

survivors or survivor of them, equally to be divided between them. E.,

M., and S. survived the testator, but one of them died in the lifetime

of A., but after the contingency -had happened by the death of B.

without issue.

The two surviving tenants for life recovered the property, on a dif-

ferent point of construction (a;) ; and no objection seems to have been
made to their claim to the entirety, on the ground that the limitation

to survivors was restricted to survivors at the death of the testator,

or at the happening of the contingency. Indeed, considering that

the estates in the first instance devised to E., M., and S. were for life

only, it is probable, even if the question had been raised, that the sur-

vivorship would have been held indefinite, so that whenever either of

them died the survivors would take his share as a remainder ; i. e.,

" survivor " would have been read not as referring to any particular

event, but in its natural sense (y) of that individual who, out of sev-

eral individuals named, should turn out to be the longest liver.

So in Maden v. Taylor (s), a testator gave real and personal estate

to trustees upon trust for four nieces for their respective lives as ten-

ants in common, and if any of them should die without issue, he di-

rected that the share or shares of her or them so dying should go to

the survivor or survivors of them and their heirs. Two of the nieces

died leaving children, and a third died unmarried. The fourth was
unmarried and had attained more than sixty years of age. It

[*1551] was held by Sir G. Jessel, M. R., * that the niece who had
outlived her sisters was absolutely entitled to her own share.

This decision was approved and followed by Sir E. Fry in David-
son V. Kimpton (a) . In that ease a testator bequeathed the divi-

dends of a sum of stock unto and equally between his four daughters,
and after their several and respective deceases he bequeathed the
stock to their children respectively, that is to say, one fourth part or
share to the children of each daughter. And in case any one or more

(«) 7 T. R. 589.

(x) Ante, p. 1330.

ly) See per Lord Westbury, Taaffe it. Conmee, 10 H. L. Ca. 78.
(«) 45 L. J. Ch. 572; see Nevill v. Boddam, 28 Beav. 554; Haddelsey v. Adams, 22 Beav.

266, and analopcous cases, Smart v. Clark, 3 Russ. 365; Tilaon v. Jones, 1 K. & Mv. 553-
Bowen v. Soowcroft, 2 Y. & C. 640; all stated post, Ch. XLVIIL, ad fin.

(a) 18 Ch. D. 213; followed in Re Roper's Estate, Morrell v. Gissing, 41 Ch. D. 409. See
aleo King d. Frost, 15 App. Ca. 548, 553.
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of the daughters should die without leaving issue her or them surviv-

ing, he bequeathed the share or shares so bequeathed and intended

for the issue (had there been such) " unto the survivors or survivor "

of the four daughters, equally if more than one, and if but one then

to such one absolutely. Three of the daughters married and died

leaving children. The fourth had never married and was in the fifty-

fifth year of her age. His lordship held that the unmarried daughter,

being the longest liver of the class, though she had not survived the

class, would be entitled to her own share of the stock absolutely if

she should die without leaving issue, and that, as by reason of her

age it might be assumed that she never could have any children, her

share might at once be transferred to her.

In Doe d. LifEord v. Sparrow (6), an executory limitation to survi-

vors was held to refer to the death of the testator (the devise being

to A. and B. in fee as tenants in common, and in case of Executory

the death of either without children to the survivor) ;
devise to sur-

' vivor r6i6rr6(i

but this construction was aided by the context, particu- to death of

larly by a gift over of the entire property, in case both t^^'*'*"'-

the devisees were dead at the time of the decease of the testator with-

out children, from which the Court inferred, that in the clause in

question, he contemplated death at the same period.

But where the original remainder is in terms limited Contingent

upon the happening of an event (as attaining twenty-
flvors^when

one), the non-happening of which occasions the gift over, not restricted

survivorship is almost necessarily referable to that event,
distribution,

whenever it happens (c).

And generally if there is no special ground for restricting it, a

gift to survivors on a contingency would seem to extend to survi-

vors indefinitely, i. e., whenever the contingency happens. It will

appear in the next chapter (d) that if there be a gift to A.

* for life, remainder to B. , and if B. dies without chil- [*1552]

dren then to C, the gift over primS, facie takes effect whether

the contingency happens before or after the death of A. : and although,

where the remainder is to several, with a gift over to survivors, words

are frequently used which import a final division of the property and

a closing of the trust at the death of the tenant for life, so as to re-

strict the operation of the gift over to that period (/), yet if there

are no restrictive words, it would seem to follow from the rule re-

ferred to that " survivors " in this gift over means living when the

contingency happens, whenever that may be(^).

(b) 13 East, 359.

(c) Carver v. Burgess, 18 Beav. 541, 7 D. M. & G. 97.

\d) O'Mahoney v. Burdett, L. E., 7 H. L. 388.

(/) Olirant v. Wright, 1 Ch. D. 346.

\g) This would seem to be the rule where the original gift is immediate, see per Lord
Hatherley, Bowers v. Bowers, L. R., 5 Ch. 244, 247. In Clark v. Henry, L. R., 11 Eq. 222,

6 Ch. 588. the prior legatees were " to have the control " of their shares at twenty-five, sur-

vivorship was therefore referred to that age.
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Survivorship Even assuming that a gift to survivors upon an express

tfme when
Contingency is to be restricted to the period of the prior

contingency estate, SO that those who survive that period take inde-

tho'Tlh gift
feasibly, the question still remains whether they need so

restricted. survive, or whether it is sufficient that they are living

when the contingency happens. The cases will be found to favor the

latter position.

Thus, in Crowder v. Stone (/i), already stated. Lord Lyndhurst de-

cided that the shares which became subject to the operation of the

bequest to the survivor and survivors were divisible among such of

the legatees as were living at the time when the events happened
on which the shares were to go over respectively.

So, in Bright v. Eowe (i), also stated above, it must have been as-

sumed that the survivorship intended was a survivorship at the time

when the several contingencies happened ; since otherwise the M. E.

could not have decided (as he did) that the personal representative

of the child who died without issue in 1829, before the shares became
payable, was entitled under the gift to " survivors " to an interest in

the share of the child who died in 1826.

And in Ive v. King (A), where a testator devised and bequeathed
property to his wife for life, remainder to trustees in

|]*1553] * trust to sell, and gave one moiety of the proceeds to his

wife's sister and brothers (naming them), as tenants' in com-
mon ;

" and in case of the death of any or either of them (which was
held to mean death before the wife, as expressed in the gift of the
other moiety), then their respective shares to their children, if any,

and if not, then to the survivors of them, share' and share alike."

A., one of the brothers, died a bachelor before the testator in the

wife's lifetime ; and it was held by Sir J. Eomilly, M. E., that another
brother, who survived A. and the testator, though he afterwards died
in the wife's lifetime, was entitled under the gift to survivors to par-

ticipate in the share of A.

It seems also that where the remainder is, not to several or the
survivors (as in Gripps v. Wolcott), but to several, and if any of them
Survivorship die before the tenant for life, to the survivors, it will be

to the event. held to mean survivorship inter se and not at the death

White V. of the tenant for life. Thus in White v. Baker {I), a
Baker. gum -^as given in trust for A. for her life, and after her

(7i) 3 Russ. 217, ante, p. 1502. Marriott v. Abell, L. R., 7 Eq. 478, is contra, sed qu.
(!) 3 My. & K. 31fi, ante, p. 1522. See also Ranelagh ». Ranelagh, 3 My. & K. 441,

ante, p. 1503, Fletcher v. Ashbumer, 1 B. C. C. 497 (where the point appears to have been
assumed).

(i) 16 Beav. 46, 57 Note that the alternative gift to children, not being " in case anv
brother should leave children," did not assist the construction. Note also that "survivors'"
was held to denote a class, i. e., to include none who did not also survive the testator, 16 Jur
49l! but see "Willetts v. Willetts, 7 Hare, 38.

(1) 2 a F. & J. 55, reversing Rnmilly, M. R., 29 L. J. Ch. 577, 6 Jur. N. S. 209, whose
previous decision in Cambridge v. Rous, 25 Beav. 409 (" the share of each who shall die to
be divided among the survivors ") appears to be discredited by this reversal.
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death in trust to pay the sum to B. and C. in equal shares, and in

case of the death of either of them in the lifetime of A., then in trust

to pay the whole to the survivor of them the said B. and C, his exec-

utors, administrators, and assigns. It was held by Lord Campbell,

with K. Bruce and Turner, L. JJ., that on the death of B. in the life-

time of A. the whole vested absolutely in C, not liable to be divested

if he afterwards died in the lifetime of A. Sir G. Turner said,

"Where there is a bequest to A. for life, and after his death to B.

and C. or the survivor of them, some meaning must of course be at-

tached to the words ' the survivor.' They may refer to any one of

three events : to one of the persons named surviving the other ; to

one of them only surviving the testator ; or to one of them only sur-

viving the tenant for life ; and in the absence of any indication to

the contrary they are taken to refer to the last event, as being the

most probable one to have been referred to. But where, as in the

present case, the bequest is to A. for life and after his death to B.

and C, and in case either of them dies in the lifetime of A., the whole
to the survivor, it is plain that the words in their natural import

refer to the one surviving the other ; and the question is not

to which of the events above mentioned the * testator in- [*1554]

tended to refer, but whether there is any context to alter the

ordinary meaning of the words which he has used." He also thought

the case was made stronger by the words " his executors," &c. being

added to the gift in favor of the survivor {m) ; in which he agreed

with Lord Campbell. But he added that the case needed no such

support, and he " preferred deciding it upon the more general ground."

Both Judges pointedly approved of Scurfield v. Howes (n), and

treated it as directly in favor of their decision. There the bequest

was to A. for life, and after her decease to her two chil- gcurfield v.

dren share and share alike, but if either of them should Howes,

die before the decease of their mother, the whole to the survivor of

them (o). Both died in A.'s lifetime, and it was held that the legacy

belonged to the personal representatives of the survivor. It seems,

therefore, that White v. Baker cannot fairly be said to have turned

on the particular language of the will (p).

(m) As contrasted (it may be presumed) with their absence from the original gift to the twa
(k) 3 B. C. C. 90. See also per Shadwell, V.-C, Antrobus v. Hodgson, 16 Sim. 450.

But this was heard as a short cause, and the successful party being legal representative of

both B. & C. was entitled quacunque via.

(o) The words " of them " are supplied from R. L., 6 Jur. N. S. 592. But Lord Campbell
stated the case without them, and in other cases they appear not to have weighed in favor

of survivorship mter se.

(p) See, however, per Wood, V.-C, L. R., 1 Eq. 298. Upon the question discussed in the

text frequent reference is made to a Scotch case of Young v. Robertson, 4 Macq. 314, 337,

8 Jur N. S. 825, where the testator (or truster) gave the residue of his estate in trust for his

wife for life, and ' to pay the same after the death of the longest liver of me and my said

wife, to and among" six persons (named), " declaring that if any of them should die with-

out leavmg is.sue before his or her share vest in the party or parties so deceasing, the same
shall belong to and be divided equally among the survivors of" the six. A., one of the

SIX, died without issue; afterwards B., another of them, died leaving issue; then the wife
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The construction which reads survivors as those who are living

when the contingency happens -is confirmed if the gift to them is in

the alternative with another which clearly points to that time ; as,

where the shares of any of the original legatees in remainder are

given over in case of their death leaving issue to such issue, but if

they leave no issue, then to the survivors (y).

There is perhaps some difference between a gift to survivors of

the whole fund and a gift to survivors of the share of the

[*1555] * deceased legatee. In the former case the point of new
departure is the death of the tenant for life, in the latter

the death of the legatee. The former is therefore more favorable

Distinction than the latter to reading " survivor " as " living at
between gift ^he death of the tenant for life." But in Scurfield v.
over 01
" share " of Howcs and White v. Baker, although the gift was of the

feg^atee^^and
whole, and not of the share, " survivor " was held to

gilt over of mean him who outlived the other legatee. In fact no
woe nn

. ^^q\ distinction has ever been judicially noticed; and
the ratio decidendi in White v. Baker would seem to leave it

little room to operate. It is therefore doubtful how far Watson
V. England (r) can now be regarded as an authority. In that case

a testatrix having a power to appoint a sum of 1,500Z. appointed it

to her husband for life, and after his death to be equally divided

among the five daughters of her sister : if any of the said daugh-

ters should die in the husband's lifetime leaving issue, such issue

to take their mother's share ; but in case any of them should die

during the husband's lifetime without issue, then "the said sum of

1,500Z. shall be divided, share and share alike, amongst the surviving

said daughters." It was held by Sir L. Shadwell, V.-C.^ after

some fluctuation of opinion, that the husband's death was the time

to which survivorship was to be referred.

The sense of survivorship inter se is excluded where the vesting of

the remainder or other future gift is originally postponed to the

death of the tenant for life (s), or other future event (t).

the sense of So, where there was a gift for life, with remainder in fee
survivorsiiip to three persons by name, and " in the event of the death

of either in the lifetime of " the tenant for life, his share

was to " be transferred to the survivors, and if only one should be living,

then to him or her so surviving ;
" it was held that this was not a sur-

died. It was held in D. P. that B. took no part of A's share. But none of the English cases
in point were cited, nor was the question decided in them alluded to, the onlv contest being
whether " survivors " meant living at the death of the testator (as had been decided in Scot-
land) or at the death of the wife, and no third construction being suggested. Strictly the
decision bears only upon Scotch law; and although the Scotch and English rules on the sub-
ject were treated as identical, it is submitted that the case ought not to be considered as hav-
ing sub silentio overruled the English decisions.

(y) Wilmot v. Flewitt, 11 Jur. N. S. 820. Qu. whether Cambridge ». Rous, 25 Bear. 409,
ante, p. 1553, n, (I), is not inconsistent with this case also.

(r) 15 Sim. 1.

(a) See Essex v. Clement, 30 Beav, 525.

(0 Re Hunter's Trusts, L. R., 1 Eq. 295.
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vivorship among the remaindermen, but had reference to the death

of the tenant for life (u). . In this case the concluding words seem to

point clearly to one fixed period. And a similar consideration may
probably explain another case (x) where, after a life interest, the gift

was to three persons by name, in equal shares, " or in case of the de-

mise of each or either of them, to be divided between the survivors

or survivor or their representatives." It was held that sur-

vivors meant living at the * death of the tenant for life, and [*1556]

that as all three were dead, the original gift was not de-

feated. The words appear to mean " to the survivors or survivor, if

any, but if none, then to the representatives of the original legatees ;
"

which must necessarily have reference to one fixed point. So if there

be a gift over of the whole in case all the legatees (amongst whom
survivorship is to take place) should die before the tenant for life,

those only who survive him will take, since the final gift over ex-

plains what is meant by the indefinite terms of survivorship pre-

viously used (y).

It is inevitable that the meaning of a word which is so absolutely

dependent on the context for any meaning at all should sometimes

have to be spelt out from ambiguous expressions. Thus in Maddison

V. Chapman (2;), where a testator gave all his property in trust, upon
his younger daughter attaining twenty-one, to be valued and divided

into three equal parts without selling the land ; one part to be for his

wife and another for each of his two daughters ; and at the death of

his wife, her share to be divided between the daughters ; with a proviso

that if either daughter should die before a division of the property should

have been made as directed, leaving no surviving issue, then the part of

the deceased should be given to her surviving sister ; but if either of

them should die and leave surviving issue, then her part should be

equally divided amongst her surviving children ; and until the

younger daughter attained twenty-one the income was to be applied

for the benefit of the wife and daughters. Both daughters died un-

married before the widow, the younger under age ; and it was held

by Sir W. Wood, V.-C, that there was no survivor within the pro-

viso, and that the original gift to the daughters, which he held to be

vested, remained intact. Where there is a gift to A. for life, he ob-

served, and after the death of A. to B. and C, and the survivor of

them, the testator must, in the survivorship clause, be conceived as

contemplating personal enjoyment by the person indicated ; survivor-

ship is therefore referred to the period of possession. In the event

of both dying before the period of division, the testator could

have no reason for preferring the one who happened to be the longer

(») Littlejohns «. Household, 21 Bear. 29.

(x) Page V. May, 24 Beav. 323 ; But as the succesafnl claimant was legal personal repre-

sentative of all three, the point here considered did not require decision,

(a) Daniel v. Gossett, 19 Beav. 478. Compare Bouverie v. Bouverie, 2 Phil. 349.

(«) IJ. & H. 478.
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liver (a), for he did not know -wMch it would be : there was

[*1567] no * assignable motive for his giving the whole to that one, ex-

cept the improbable wish that the interest should be vested

at the earliest possible period. In White v. Baker the L. J. had con-

sidered that the express words, " if either of them die in the lifetime of

A.," made a sufficient distinction. That decision had created some
difficulty in his (the V.-C.'s) mind when coupled with the line of

cases down to Wagstaff v. Crosby (6), before K. Bruce, V.-O. (one of

the judges who decided White v. Baker), and Page v. May (c). In

the case before him, he added, there was no third person tenant for

life : the mother and daughters were the objects both of the original

gift and the gift over. Until the younger daughter attained twenty-

one the benefit was given in one way, afterwards in another to the

same persons. There was, therefore, no question of vesting the in-

terest at the earliest time, so as to make it independent of a collateral

event, such as the death of a third person (d). Throughout, and par-

ticularly in the expression " the part of the deceased shall be given to

her surviving sister," the testator was looking at what was to be done
when the younger child attained twenty-one ; if at that time either

daughter was dead, her share was to be handed over to her issue, if

any then surviving ; if none, then to the other sister, if then surviving.

It sometimes happens that a testator, after giving to several per-

sons and the survivors generally, goes on to make an express gift to

Special gift survivors to take effect in a particular event, thereby
to survivors explaining the sense in which he used the word in the
explanatorj' of •'^

.
" '

priur general former instance. As in Weedon v. Fell (e), where A.
°°®' bequeathed a sum of money m trust for his wife for life,

and after her decease to divide the whole among his four children,

share and share alike, and the survivors, but not before they should
have respectively attained twenty-one or days of marriage ; for his

intent was that, if any one of his four children should die before twenty-

one or days of marriage, then his, her, or their share so dying should
go and be equally divided among the survivors. It was held that a
child attaining twenty-one was entitled though she died in the life-

time of her mother.

[*1558] * III.— 4. Bule where the Period of Distribution depends
on Two Events, one Personal, the other not.—Where the time

of distribution depends upon the happening of two events, one of
which is personal, and the other is not personal, to the legatees (as

where the gift is to children attaining twenty-one, and the distribu-

(o) But here it was " if either die leaving no issue."

lb) 2 Coll. 746, ante, Vol. I., p. 787. The bequest was in the form first put by Sir G.
Turner, viz. to several " and the survivors or survivor of them."

(c) 24 Beav. 323, as to which vide sup.

(d) ButWhiteu. Baker turned whollv on the " natural import " of the words used.
(e) 2 Atk. 123. See also Rogers v. Towsey, ante, p. 1549.
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tion is postponed until the youngest object attains that age, or until

the death of a previous legatee for life), the Court strongly inclines

to construe a gift to the survivors as referring to the survivorship

former event exclusively, in order to arrive at what is refei-ved to

1 Til IT T „ -, maionty in
considered to be a more reasonable scheme of disposition preference to

than that of rendering the interests of the legatees liable ™""'^'' *''*°'-

to be defeated by the event of their dying before the time to which,

for some reason irrespective of the personal qualifications of the

legatees, the distribution was postponed.

Thus, where (/), a testator devised certain leasehold property to

his wife for life, then to his daughter for life, and at her death to

her husband for life, and at his decease to a trustee upon trust to re-

ceive the rents for the benefit of all the children of the daughter.

The testator then proceeded thus .— " And my further will is, that

my said trustee shall from time to time, as the rents become due,

pay unto such child or children a just proportion of such interest as

they shall arrive at their age of twenty-one years, and to place the

interest of the infants' shares in consols, for their own sole use and
benefit, and so on alternately till the youngest child shall arrive at

his or her age of twenty-one years, and then all the said children

or the survivors of them to be let into full possession of all the said

estates, share and share alike." The question was, at what time the

interest of the children vested. Sir J. Leach, M. R., observed that

the Court would not, unless forced by the plainest words, adopt a con-

struction by which the interest of a child of full age, and settled in

life, would be divested, if he happened to die before the youngest

child attained twenty-one : that here the word " survivor " admitted

of another and more rational meaning, namely, surviving so as to

attain twenty-one ; that, therefore, every child attaining twenty-one

acquired a vested interest in his proportion of the capital ; and that

the children who died before attaining twenty-one took, during their

lives, a vested interest in that proportion of the rents and

profits which * corresponded to their presumptive shares; [*1559]

but that such interest determined on their deaths.

And in Tribe v. Newland ( g), where a testator gave 3,000Z. to his

daughter for life, and after her decease in trust for her children, share

and share alike, to be paid to such of them as should be

sons at their ages of twenty-one years, and to such of referred'to
'"^

them as should be daughters at their ages of twenty-one majority in

- . • • . 1. • . J. J.T. preference to

years, or respective days of marriage, with interest m the deatii of

mean time for their maintenance, and with benefit of sur- '?"*"' ^°^

vivorship in the event of any of the said children dying

without issue : it was held by Sir J. Parker, V.-C, that the words of

(/ ) Crozier v. Fisher, 4 Russ. 398.

(a) 5 De 6. & S. 236; see also Knight v. Knight, 25 Beav. Ill; Berry v. Briant, 2 Dr.

& Sm. 1; Re Johnson's Trusts, 10 L. T., N S. 455; Corned; v. Wadman, L. R., 7 Eq. 80.
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survivorship referred to the time of payment mentioned just before.

He thought they formed a part of a sentence providing for what was

to be done in the mean time, until the shares became payable ; and

that the Court would not, without a much more clear indication of

intention than was to be found in that will, adopt a construction

which made the provision for children depend on the contingency of

their surviving their parent ; more especially where the testator had
pointed out a period when the shares were to be paid.

Indeed, in Crozier v. Fisher, it was held that the children who sur-

vived the tenant for life were not entitled unless they attained the

age of twenty-one ; a decision which, as it might exclude some of the

children, may be considered a pointed one.

The case is plainer where, after a previous life interest, the gift in

remainder is in the first instance to such children as shall attain a

given age; and there then follows a direction to pay at that age
" with benefit of survivorship ; " since the prior words being clear are

not to be controlled by an ambiguity in the subsequent expressions (h).

In Salisbury v. Lambe (i), where there was a gift over if no child

attained twenty-one, this construction prevailed although there was
no previous mention of that age. A testator gave a sum

of gTft over of money in trust for his five daughters, equally among
on death of all them, and their respective children, to be placed out at
unfipr AD'S

interest with the approbation of each daughter as to her

share ; and he directed that if any of the five should die,

[*1560] her share should be * in trust for her daughters and younger

sons and the survivors and survivor of them ; and if there

should be no such daughter or younger son, or all should die before

twenty-one or marriage, then over ; Lord Northiugton held that the

words " survivors and survivor " could only mean to give cross-

remainders to the children before the devise over took place, i. e.,

before they attained twenty-one, and that after that age their shares

were not divested by death in the mother's lifetime.

On the other hand, if the prior bequest is followed by a gift over

Contrary effect °^ ^^^ death of all the previous legatees (among whom
of gift over on the Survivorship is to take place) in the lifetime of the

before tenant tenant foT life, the death of the tenant for life is the
for life. period to which survivorship is to be referred (K).

Again, in Turing v. Turing (Z), where a testator gave a sum of

money to trustees for his wife for life, and after her death, in trust.

Gift to sur- ^s to one-fifth of that sum, for his daughter for life, and
vjvors of a upon her demise the interest to be appropriated for the

previous gift use of any her child or children until they reached the
to the class. age of twcnty-one, and then the principal sum to be paid

(h) Eeid v. Worsley, 14 Jur. 325. See also Hodson v. Micklethwaite, 2 Drew. 294.

(t) 1 Ed. 465, Anib. 383. See also Bouverie v. Bouverie, 2 Phil. 349. Altv v. Moss, 34

L. T., N. S. 312.

(i) Daniel v. Gosset, 19 Beav. 478; Fisher v. Moore, 1 Jur. N. S. 1011.

(0 16 Sim. 139.
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to the survivor or survivors of the children of Ms said daughter, sharei

and share alike : it was held by Sir L. Shadwell, V.-C, that the word
" survivors " related to the daughter's death, and not to the children's

majority. He distinguished Crozier v. Fisher, on the ground that

there was in that case a clearly vested interest given at twenty-one,

which the word " survivors " (rather ambiguously used) was not

sufficient to divest.

And in some other cases where the words of survivorship have not

been distinctly connected with majority, they have been referred to

the death of the tenant for life, or the time when the youngest child

attained majority, as the case required.

Thus, in HufEam v. Hubbard (m), where the gift was " to A. for

life, and at her decease to her surviving children when they should

have attained their twenty-one years, share and share

alike." Sir J. Eomilly, M. R., said that Crozier v. Fisher ^ftTo'^A. for

was a peculiar case, and different from the one before life, and at

him ; and he held that only the children surviving A. her surviving

took, according to the rule in Cripps v. Wolcott, that chiit^renat

survivorship has reference to the period of distribution.

* III.— 5. Words amounting to an express Gift to the Survi- [*1661]

vor. — Where a gift is made to several persons as tenants in

common for life, and the survivor, with a limitation over rj^,
ggyj^alas

after the death of the survivor, indicating therefore un- tenants in

equivocally that the survivor is to take at all events, H™™nd to

the testator is considered to refer to survivorship in- survivor, with

,„., , ,, . ,. ,,. -, ,1 g'ft over after
definitely, and not to survivorship at his own death. death ofsur-

Thus, in Doe d. Borwell v. Abey (n), where the testa- """"•

tor devised to his three sisters, for and during their joint nat-

ural lives, and the natural life of the survivor of them, to take as

tenants in common and not as joint-tenants ; and after the determina-

tion of their respective estates, then to trustees during the lives of his

said sisters, and the life of the survivor of them, to preserve contin-

gent estates ; and after the respective deceases of his said three sis-

ters, and the decease of the survivor of them, then over ; Lord

EUenborough observed that, to take as tenants in com-
survivorship

mon is, correctly speaking, repugnant to taking with held to be

benefit of survivorship; but if those words are under-
"'^«'''"'«-

stood to mean that they were to take it as tenants in common,

which they might do with benefit of survivorship, then the only re-

pugnance seemed to be in the words " and not as joint-tenants " (o).

(m) 16 Beav. 579. See also Pope v. Whitcombe, 3 Euss. 124, ante, p. 1545 ; Dorville ii.

WoW, 15 Sim. 510; Hind i>. Selby, 22 Beav. 373.

(») 1 M. & Sel. 428.

(o) But are not these words suscepli' '" of the same explanation 7 They were not to enjoy

as joint-tenants, with a right of accruer, but as tenants in common, with an express or implied

limitation to survivors.
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I

" I would," lie said, " preserve tlie words ' to take as tenants in com-

mon.' The words ' tenants in common ' are of a flexible meaning, and

may be understood, that although they should take by survivorship

as joint-tenants, yet the enjoyment was to be regulated amongst them

as tenants in common. The prevailing intention of the testator seems

to have been, that the estate should not go over until the death of the

survivor." And Bayley, J., observed with great truth, "A tenancy in

common, with benefit of survivorship, is a case which may exist with-

out being a joint-tenancy, because survivorship is not only character-

istic of a joint-tenancy."

It is evident, that, by " benefit of survivorship," the learned Judge
meant a gift to the survivor ; and his observation goes to this : that

Remarks on although survivorship is not an incident to a tenancy in
Doe V. Abey. common, yet an express gift to survivors is consistent

with it. It is observable, however, that there was no express gift to

the survivor, but the Court seems to have implied one {p). The prin-

ciple, however, is the same.

[*1562] * It remains to be observed, that, in devises of estates of

inheritance, for the avowed purpose of reconciling words of

division or severance with a gift to the survivor, the de-

severance con- visees have been held to be joint-tenants for life, and ten-
fined to the ants in common of the inheritance in remainder.

Thus, in Barker v. Giles {q), where the testator devised

his real estate to be sold to pay debts and legacies, and the surplus of

the money arising from the sale to be laid out in lands, to be settled

to the use of J. and E,., and the survivor of them, their heirs and as-

signs forever, equally to be divided between them, share and share

alihe : it was held that they were joint-tenants for life, with several

inheritances, so that by the death of J. in the lifetime of the testator,

E. took the whole for his life, and the devise of the moiety of the in-

heritance lapsed.

But in Blisset v. Cranwell (r), where the testator devised to his two
sons and their heirs, and the longest liver of them, equally to be di-

L'mitation to
vided between them and their heirs, after the death of his

survivor dis- wife ; it was held that though it was given to them and
regarded. ^-^^ survivor, yet that the last words (namely, the words
of division) explained what the testator meant by the word " survi-

vor," that the survivor should have an equal division with the heirs

of him who should die first.

In Stones v. Heurtley (s), Lord Hardwicke recognized the authority

of this case, and applied the same construction to a devise of the res-

(p) This case may therefore be added to those cited ante, Vol. I., p. 509.

(?) 2 P. W. 280, 9 Mod. 157, 14 Vin. 487, 2 Eq. Ca. Ab. 536, affirmed on appeal, 3 B. P. C.
Toml. 104. See also Folkes ii. Western, 9 Ves. 456; Haddelaey v. Adams, 22 Beav. 266.

Ir) 1 Salk. 226, 3 Lev. 373.

(») 1 Ves. 165.
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idue of the testator's estate " to be equally divided among his three

younger children, D., '¥., and M., and the survivor of them, and their

heirs forever."

The objection to the construction adopted in the two last cases is,

that it renders the gift to the survivor wholly inoperative. It is prob-

able that the Courts at this day would incline to con-
observations

strue such gift as intended to provide for the event of on the two

any of the objects dying in the lifetime of the testator, *^' *'*^^^'

as in Smith v. Horlock (t), ; at any rate in such a case as Stones v-

Heurtley, where there was no other period to which it could be re-

ferred. The other case, Blisset v. Cranwell, would raise the question

(to which so considerable a portion of the present chapter has been
devoted) whether it meant survivorship at the time or the period of

division. Barker v. Giles is distinguishable, inasmuch as

the words * of severance were not, as in other cases, necessa- [*1563]

rily applied to the estate for life. The authority of this case

was recognized in Doe d. Littlewood v. Green (m).

This chapter may, like the first section of it, be concluded with a

caution. " This word ' survivor,' " said Sir W. P. Wood, V.-C, " is

certainly one that ought to be avoided by any person who is not a

consummate master of the art of conveyancing, for I suppose no word
has occasioned more difficulty " (x).

(8) 7 Taunt. 129. («) 4 M. & Wels. 229.

(x) Re Gregson's Trusts, 33 L. J. Ch. 632.

44



[*1564] *CHAPTEE XLVIII.

WORDS EBFBEEING TO DEATH SIMPLY, WHETHEE THET EELATB TO
DEATH IN THE LIFETIME OF THE TESTATOE.

I. Eule where the Gift is immediate 1564

n. Sule where the Gift is future . . 1563

III. Effect where the Gift is for life

only 1571

I.— Rule where the Gift is immediate.— Where a bequest is made
to a person, mth a gift over in case of his death, a question arises

_

whether the testator uses the words " in case of," in the

th^death," sense of at or from, and thereby as restrictive of the
&c., to what prior bequest to a life interest, i. e., as introducing a gift

to take effect on the decease of the prior legatee under
all circumstances, or with a view to create a bequest in defeasance of

or in substitution for the prior one, in the event of the death of the

legatee in some contingency. The difficulty in such cases arises

from the testator having applied terms of contingency to an event

of all others the most certain and inevitable, and to satisfy which
terms it is necessary to connect with death some circumstance in

Where the
association with which it is contingent ; that circum-

bequest is stance naturally is the time of its happening ; and such
immediate.

time, where the bequest is immediate {i. e., in posses-

sion), necessarily is the death of the testator, there being no other
period to which the words can be referred.

Hence it has become an established rule, that where the bequest is

simply to A., and in case of his death, or if he die, to B., A. surviv-
ing the testator takes absolutely (a).*

(a) Lowfield v. Stoneham, 2 Stra. 1261; Northev ». Burbage, Pre. Ch. 471 j Hincklev t).

Simmons, 4 Ves. 160; King ». Taylor, 5 Ves. 806; Turner v. Moor, 6 Ves. 556; Cambridge v.
Rous, 8 Ves. 12; Webster v. Hale, id. 410; Ommaney v. Bevan, 18 Ves. 291; Wright v.
Stephens, 4 B. & Aid. 574. But see Billings v. Sandom, 1 B. C. C. 393; Nowlan v. Nelligan
id. 489; Lord Douglas i). Chalmer, 2 Ves. Jr. 503; also Chalmers v. Storil. 2 V. & B. 222'.

As to a similar question arising on the word or, as in a gift to A. " or his children," see post,
p. 1571; also 1 Russ. 165.

1 Britton ». Thornton, 112 U. S. 526 ; Fow- Beers, 57 Conn. 295; Briggs v. Shaw, 9 Allen,
ler V. Ingersoll, 127 N. Y. 472; In re New 516; Grossman e. Field, 119 Mass. 170; Hil-
York Ey. Co., 105 N. Y. 89 ; Vauderzee v. Hard «. Kearney, Bush. Eq. 221 : Burton v.
Slingerland, 103 N. Y. 47 (citing Moore v. Cnnigland, 82 N. Car. 99; Davis v. Parker
Lyons, 25 Wend. 119; Kelly v. Kelly, 61 69 N. Car. 271; Ewing t). Winters, 34 w!
N. Y. 47; Whitney «. Whitney, 45 N. H. Va. 23. The principle applies alike to realty
311) ; Burdge v. Walling, 45 N. J. Eq. 10

;

and to personalty. Burton v. Conigland and
Bishop V. McClelland, 44 N. J. Eq. 460; Dayis v. Parker. See ante, p. 1500, note
Baldwinu. Taylor, 37 N.J. Eq. 78; Jones ».

'
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* The case of Trotter v. Williams (5) appears to have car- [*1565]

ried this construction to a great length. J. S. bequeathed

to A. 500Z., to B. 500Z., and in like manner gave 500Z.

apiece to five others, and if any died, then her legacy, held t "mean'

and also the residue of her personal estate, to go to such «".*'»« lifetime

of them as should be then living, equally to be divided «
«« °

<»•

betwixt them all. The Court held that these words referred to a

dying before the testator, so that the death of any of the legatees

after would not carry it to the survivors.

The word " then " seemed to present some difficulty in the way of

the construction adopted in this case. It followed immediately after

the reference to the death of the legatees, and might with great

plausibility have been held to refer to that event whenever it should

happen ; for a testator could hardly intend to make existence at a

period anterior to his own death a necessary qualification of a lega-

tee. This case exhibits the extreme point to which the construction

in question has been carried.

Where a testator gave legacies to three persons in specified shares

and directed that, if any of the three should die, his share should go

to the others ; the testator and one of the legatees were drowned in a

collision of two steamships, and there was nothing to show which was
the survivor ; it was held by Fry, J., that according to the rule in

question " die " must mean die in the testator's lifetime, and that the

gift over of his share failed (c).

The rule has with less difficulty been held to apply where, after a

gift to several, there was a bequest over "in case of the death of

either in the lifetime of the others or other : " on the ,,

.

,
^•' -,-,.: , , ,., ,, ., "In case of

ground that the additional words did not make the the death of

event of death more contingent: it being a certainty,
tJi'^othg^/"P

unless in the case of shipwreck or other accident, that

one must die in the lifetime of the other (d).

There are, however, a few cases of immediate bequests in which

the words under consideration have been construed to refer to death

at any time, and not to the contingent event of death in
^^^^^ ^j ^^_

the lifetime of the testator ; but in each there seems to trary con-

have been some circumstance evincing an intention to
*'"*=''<'°-

use the words in that rather than in the ordinary sense. Thus, the

circumstance of the testator having bequeathed other prop-

erty to * the same person, to be '• at her own disposal," has [*1566]

been considered to indicate that the testator had a different

intention in the instance in question.

In Billings v. Sandom (e) the testator, being at Gibraltar, bequeathed

(b) Pre. Ch. 78, 2 Eq. Ca. Ab. 344, pi. 2. See also Taylor v. Stainton, 2 Jur. N. S. 634.

(c) Elliott ». Smith, 22 Ch. D. 236.

(d) Howard v. Howard, 21 Beav. 550. See Underwood v. Wing, 4 D. M. & G. 659, 8 H. I,.

Ca. 199 (Wing v. Angrave).
(e) 1 B. C. C. 393.
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to his sister A. (who was in England), 1,000^., and in case ofher demise

he gave to B. 800Z., and to C. 200Z. And he bequeathed

her'demfse"" u'^*° -^'j "w^liom he left executrix, whatever goods, chat-

construed at -(jels, and money should be due to him at the time of his

decease, " to be disposed of as she should think proper."

Lord Thurlow said the testator intended to give a share of his bounty

to his sister, and also to the others. The word " and " implied this

;

therefore she should take it for life, and then they should take it.

As to the residuary devise, he meant that she should take that unfet-

tered, at her own disposal, but the other fettered by the gift over. This

case has been referred to by Sir W. Grant (/) as decided upon the

contrast afforded by the residuary clause.

In Nowlan v. Nelligan (g), the bequest was in these words :
" I give

and devise unto my beloved wife H. IST. all my real and personal

estate : I make no provision expressly for my dear daughter, know-

ing that it is my dear wife's happiness, as well as mine, to see her

comfortably provided for ; but in case of death happen-

d'eath hip-* *"5' *° ''"''H
^^^^ ^*^^' ^^ *^^* ^^^ ^ hereby request my

pening," &c. friends S. and H. to take care of and manage to the best
"0°

death ?« advantage for my daughter H. all and whatsoever I may
lifetime, of the ^jg rjossessed of." Lord Thurlow said it was impossible,
testator, ^ .. . j_ij,j_j_i-

to tell with precision wnat was tne testator's meaning,

but he thought it too much to determine that "in case of death

happening " meant dying in the husband's {i. e., the testator's) life-

time; that therefore the meaning must be supposed to be in the

event of her death whenever it should happen.

Of this case Sir W. Grant (h), has said, " it was evident that some
benefit was intended for the daughter, but it was doubtful, as the

extent was not clearly expressed, whether it could be

remark on made effectual by imposing a trust upon the will {qucere

Nemmn!'
"^^^^ ^)- 8°™^ benefit, however, was evidently intended
for the daughter, and none could be assured to her ex-

cept by limiting her mother to an interest for life."

These cases show that, in the opinion of Lord Thurlow, very slight
circumstances suffice to make the words under consideration

[*1567j * refer to death at any period; but no case has perhaps
gone so far in adopting this construction as Lord Douglas v.

Chalmer (^),l where a testatrix bequeathed her residuary personal
estate for and to the use and behoof of her daughter Frances Lady D.,

f/) 8 y«s 22.
(ff) 1 B. C. C. 489.

(A) 8 Ves. 22. (t) 2 Ves. Jr. 501.

1 As to this case see Brigss ». Shaw, 9 v. Chalmer is never cited but to be distin-
Allen, 616; Home v. Pillans, 2 Mylne & K. guished ; a remark quoted with aDoroval in
20, 28 ; Schenk i>. Affnew, 4 Kay & .T. 406. Briggs v. Shaw, supra.
In the last-named case it is said that Douglas
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and in ease of her decease to the use and behoof of her ^ij^^ case of"
(Lady D.'s) children, share and share alike, to whom her construed at,

said trustees and executors were to account for and pay ^^ '

over and assign the said residue. By a codicil the testatrix gave a

ring to her daughter Lady D., and her wearing apparel to A., or if A.

should be dead before her, then over. Lord Loughborough treated the

notion, that the testatrix intended to provide for the event of Lady
D. dying in her lifetime as contrary to the natural import of the

words, and the distinction between the expression used, and at or

from her decease, as too subtle. He also relied upon the bequest of

the ring in the codicil, which he observed was inconsistent with the

supposition of her taking the whole interest in the residue ; but, if

she took it for life only, was very natural. And he observed that,

under the circumstances which had happened, there was no other

way by which the testatrix's bounty could reach the children but by
giving to Lady D. for life, and the capital to the children.

The reliance which was placed on these circumstances shows that

Lord Loughborough did not intend to controvert the general rule,

-which is still more apparent from his subsequent de- Remark on

cision in Hinckley v. Simmons {j), where a bequest of Lord Douglas

all the testatrix's " fortune " to A., and " in case of her "' " '"^''

death " to B., was held to confer an absolute interest on A. surviv-

ing the testatrix. And this has been followed by several other

decisions (Jc).

It might seem, perhaps, that Lord Douglas v. Chalmer goes to

establish an exception to the construction in question,
j^^^ ^j^j.^j

,.

where the first gift is to the parent and the second to in gifts to

the children; but this hypothesis is not only unsound '""'^''™-

in principle, but is contradicted by subsequent authority.

Thus, in Webster v. Hale (V), where the testator be- "But should

queathed certain stock for the use, exclusive right, and she happen to

property of his sister C, but should she happen to die
to' be re^stric-

'

then to her children : and the testator also bequeathed to ti^e.

his sister H. certain stock, and in case of her death to be divided

among her children. Sir W. Grant held that C. surviving the

testator was entitled to her legacy * absolutely
:
he remarked [*1568]

that the word "but" strengthened this construction, being

disjunctive, and implying that the children were to take in an event

different from that on which the parent was to take. The other be-

quest to H., he observed, was in the very terms of Lord Douglas v.

Chalmer, and, if that stood alone, he should be bound to the same

construction ; but he tliought it sufficiently clear that C. was to take

absolutely, and he could not from the very slight variation collect a

different intention as to the other sister. It seems, therefore, that

(;1 4Tes. 180. (Jc) See cases cited ante, p. 1564.

(0 8 Ves. 411.
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the M. R. did not think the gift of the ring in Lord Douglas v.

Chalmer made any real difference.

The absence of any distinction where the respective bequests are

" In case of ^ parent and children is still further evident from
her death" Slade V. Milner (m), where, under a bequest to A., " and

tes?a'tM'3°
*'™ case of her death " to be equally divided between her

lifetime. children, Sir J. Leach held that A., having survived the

testatrix, took an absolute interest.

And it is of course equally immaterial that the substituted gift

confers a life interest only on the first taker, and the ulterior interest

on a third person (w). (

Another case exemplifying the construction now under considera-

tion is Clarke v. Lubbock (o), where a testator bequeathed the residue

"In the event of his property to A. and B., the interest to be paid for
of the death their Support ; hut in the event of the death of either, the

similarly whole of the interest to be paid to the survivor ; and on
construed. ^ds Or her demise, should they leave no children, then

over : Sir J. K. Bruce held that, both A. and B. having survived the

testator and left children, each was entitled to one moiety, the words
in question being construed to refer to death in the testator's

lifetime.

Where, however, a testator left all his property to his son charged

Secus, where With an annuity to his widow ; but should the hand of
testator re- death fall on my widow and son, then over ; Lord Cran-
ferred to the ,-,,, t ^ ^, i • ^ , t

death of his worth held that the use of the word " widow " showed
widow.

^jjg^^ ^jj^g gj^f^ Q^gj, (jQ^i^ jjQt iiave been intended to take

effect on an event which was to happen in the testator's own
lifetime {p).

II.— Rule •where the Gift is future.— But although in the case of an
immediate gift it is generally true that a bequest over, in the

[*1569] * event of the death of the preceding legatee, refers to that
event occurring in the lifetime of the testator, yet this

construction is only made ex necessitate rei, from the absence of any
other period to which the words can be referred, as a

is/Src^lhr testator is not supposed to contemplate the event of him-
wordsareex- self surviving the objects of his bounty: and conse-
tended to the .

,

i ,

,

. .

,

„ '
, ,

event of lega- quently, Where there is another point of time to which

bTtween^deafh
^"''^ ^^"^2 may be referred (as obviously is the case

of testator where the bequest is to take effect in possession at a

of veTtin"^
period subsequent to the testator's decease), the words
in question are considered as extending to the event of

(m) 4 Mad. 144; and Schenk v. Agnew, 4 K. & J. 405.

In) Crigan ». Baines, 7 Sim. 40.

(o) 1 Y. & C. C. C. 492. See also Arthur ». Hughes, 4 Beav. 506: Duhamel v. Ardovin,
2 Ves. 163.

(p) Randfield v. Randfield, 2 De G. & J. 57. Compare Taylor *. Stainton, 2 Jur. N. S.
634, 635.
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the legatee dying m the interval between the testator's decease and
the period of vesting in possession.*

Thus, in Hervey v. McLauchlin {q), where a testatrix bequeathed
two several sums of stock to a trustee, in trust to pay the dividends

to T. for life, and after her death she gave the said two sums to G.,

E., and E., the three children of T., in equal shares, and
in case of the death of either of them, the share of such death"'re-

'
*

as might die to go to and belong to the children, or child ferred to period

if but one, of the persons so dying. G. survived the "J P"^"^"^-

testatrix, and died in the lifetime of the mother, the legatee for life

;

and it was contended that the words " in case of the death " of the

legatees referred to a dying in the lifetime of the testatrix, and there-

fore that the children were not entitled. But the Court considered
that the intention of the testatrix was to substitute the children of

those dying in the lifetime of the legatee for life in the place of their

parents, and that therefore the parents took vested interests on the

death of the testator, subject to be divested in the event specified.

On this principle, too, it should seem that in the case of a bequest
to A. at the age of twenty-one years, and in the event of his death
then over to another, the words would be construed to mean, in the

event of his dying under twenty-one at any time (r).

And the same construction has obtained where payment only, and
not vesting, was postponed to a stated period (s).

But such words are not confined to the event of death happening
in the interval between the testator's decease and the period
* of vesting in possession ; they apply also to the case of [*1570]

death happening before the testator's decease, which is, in-

deed, within the literal meaning of the words. Thus, in Le Jeune v.

Le Jeune {t), where a testator gave all his estates to his "in case of

wife for life, and at her death to be sold, if necessary, death" in-

and divided into five equal shares, one of which he di- in"\estato^s

rected to be paid to each of his four sons that should be lifetime,

living at her death ; and in case of either of their deaths his share to

be paid to his issue ; if no issue to be divided among the survivors.

One of the sons died before the testator, leaving a child, and Lord

Langdale, M. E., held that this child was entitled to the share which

its parent would have been entitled to if he had been living at the

wife's death.

(ff) 1 Pri. 264. See also Moon d. Fagge t). Heaseman, Willes, 138; Galland v. Leonard, 1

Sw. 161; Girdlestone ®. Doe, 2 Sim. 225, stated ante. Vol. I., p. 482; Bolitho v. Hillyar, 34

Beav. 180; Re Nott'a Trusts, W. N. 1875, p. 244.

(r) See Home v. Pillans, Mv. & K. 24, post, p. 1611.

(s) James v. Baker, 8 ,Tur. 750. And see Monteith v. Nicholson, 2 Kee. 719, post.

(i) 2 Kee. 701; Cambridge v. Rous, 25 Beav. 417, 418; and see analogous cases (Walker

t. Main, &c), cited Ch. XLIX. s. i.

» See Hilliard «. Kearney, Busb. Eq. 221; Burton D. Conigland, 82 N. C. 99; Davis v.

Parker, 69 N. C. 271.
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In Green v. Barrow (m), a testator gave 1,000Z. in trust for one for

life, and after his decease gave 400^., part of it, to A. and B. (who

Construction were two of Ms executors), " part and part alike, that is

cLlo^death" *° say, 2001. to A. and 200Z. to B., for the trouble they

influenced by may have in execution of this my will ; but in case of

signed for
either of their death, I give to the survivor, and in case

prior bequest, of both their deaths to the heirs, executors, and ad-

ministrators of such survivor, 200^. only." Sir W. P> Wood, V.-C,

thought that, if the will had ended with the gift to the survivor,

death in the lifetime of the testator would have been the better con-

struction, on account of the reason expressly given for the bequest

being the trouble of executing the will, which the executor would in-

cur immediately upon the testator's death ; but the difficulty was on
the subsequent words " in case of both their deaths," &c : the testator

must be taken to refer to the same time when he spoke of the death

of both as when he spoke of the death of either j and if the words

were referred to death in the lifetime of the testator, the effect would

be that the testator gave a legacy to the representative of the survi-

vor, though that survivor died in his lifetime; and the reason as-

signed for the gift altogether failed. He therefore held, though he

confessed he did not feel clear upon the point, that on the death of

one between the deaths of the testator and the tenant for life, the

survivor became entitled to 200^.

And here it may be observed, that those cases in which the

word "or" has been construed as introductory to a substitutional

bequest (in which sense it seems to be tantamount to the words " in

case of the death " present a distinction between immediate

{*1571] * and future gifts similar to that which has been just pointed

out. Thus, a legacy to A. or to his children, or to A. or his

heirs, is construed as letting in the children or next of kin ("heirs

"

"Or" used
being in reference to such a gift of personal estate con-

sj'nonj'mously strucd as synooymous with next of kin) in the event
with m case 0/. ^^ j^ ^^-^^g ^^ ^^^ lifetime of the testator; while, on
the other hand, a bequest to A. for life, and after his decease to B. or

his children, is held to create a substitutional gift in favor of the

children of B., in the event of B. dying in the lifetime of A. (x).

A.nd where two legacies are given by the same will to A. or his issue,

one immediate, the other after a life estate, the words of substitution

refer in the former case to the death of the testator, and in the latter

to the death of the tenant for life (y). The same words thus operate

differently according as they are applied to the one legacy or the

other.

(i») 10 Hare, 459.

(x) Vide cases cited Vol. I., p. 482; also Burrell v. Baskerfield, 11 Beav S25, which was
brought, within the rule by reading "and" as "or." Re DaWes's Trusts, 4 Ch. D. 210,

seems contra, sed qu.M Salisbury v. Peftfy, 3 Hare, 86; and «ee Ee Mores' Tru^, 10 -Harfe, 178; and a different

species of case, Malcolm v. Taylor, 2 R. & My. 416, ante, p. 1262, n.
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III.— Effect where Gift is for Life only.— It should be noticed,

that the coustruction of the words, " in case of the death," which

makes them provide against the event of the legatee Distinction

dying in the testator's lifetime, applies only when the '^.^^^ P"""^

prior gift is absolute and unrestricted, and not where pressly for

such legatee takes a life interest only ;
^ for, if a testator "*®-

bequeaths the interest of a sum of money to A. expressly for life,

" and in case of his death " to B., the irresistible inference is, that

these words are intended to refer to the event on which the prior life

interest will determine, and that the bequest to B. is meant to be, not

a substituted but an ulterior gift, to take efEect on the death of A.

whenever that event may happen.

Thus, in Smart v. Clark («), where a testator gave to his son E.,

who was then at sea, the interest of 500Z. stock during his life, if he

came to claim the same within five years after the testator's decease

;

but if he should die, or not come to claim the same within the time

limited, then he gave the said stock to the children of his daughter

A., with the interest that might be due thereon. E. claimed within,

the five years, and received the dividends until his death,

when the children of A. filed a bill to * obtain a transfer
;
[*1572]

and Sir J. S. Copley, M. E., on the authority of Billings v.

Sandom (a), held that they were entitled.

It is singular that the M. E. did not advert to the circumstance of

the prior bequest being expressly for life, which distinguished the

case before him from all that had been cited, including
Remarks

Billings V. Sandom ; which case stands upon its Special on Smart

circumstances, and is only to be reconciled with subse- " " "

quent authorities on the ground that the context warranted the

construing the words " and in case of her demise " to mean at her

demise.

Where the prior gift, though not expressly for life,

comprises the annual income only of the fund which is gift comprises

the subject of the bequest, the same construction seems t^« income

to prevail as where the prior gift is expressly for life.

Thus, in Tilson v. Jones, (h), where a testatrix directed the interest

of certain stock and a canal share to be equally divided between her

son and daughter, exclusive of any husband ; and in case of the death

of either, then the whole of the interest to the survivor ; and if her

son should not be in England at the time of her decease, then the

execution of the trusts so far as they related to him should be post-

(2) 3 Euss. 365. See also Haddelsey v. Adams, 22 Beav. 266.

(a) But as to which, vide ante, p. 1566.

(6) 1 R. & My. 553. As to the effect of the words following an indefinite devise of land

In a will subject to the old law, see Fortescue v. Abbott, Pollex. 479, T. Jones, 79; Bowen v.

Scowcroft, 2 Y. & C. 640.

1 Fowler v. IngersoU, 127 N. T. 472.
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poued until his return ; but in case of his death, then the trustees

should pay the whole of such interest to her daughter ; and in case

of her death, the testatrix gave the whole of such principal and inter-

est between her niece and nephew ; and in case of her death before

her son and daughter, then she gave the principal and interest at the

deaths of the son and daughter to C. M. The daughter survived the

son, and claimed to be absolutely entitled ; but Sir J. Leach, M. E.., said

that the testatrix must be understood as if she had expressed herself

thus : " I give the principal and interest to my niece and nephew, if

they shall survive my son and daughter ; and if they shall not sur-

vive them, then to C. M." She could not refer here to the death of

her son and daughter in her lifetime ; the daughter therefore took for

life only. Besides this, the testatrix in her gift to her son and daugh-

ter spoke of the interest only, but in the gift over she spoke of the

— following principal and interest.

estate tall. j^ seems that, where a testator devises an estate tail

to a person, and " if he die," then over to another, the words

[*1573] ", without * issue " are supplied to render it consistent with

that estate (c).

Where a testatrix bequeathed her property to A. and B., and in

case of the demise of either of them bequeathed the same " to the

survivor for her sole use and benefit during her or their natural life-

time ; " it was held that the residue was not disposed of and that the

gift to the survivor was for her life, only (d).

(c) Anon., 1 And. 33, ante, Vol. I., p. 451.

(d) Watson v. Watson, 7 P. D. 10, where Hannen, J„ cited with approval the rule ex-
pressed in the first paragraph of this Chapter, ante, p. 1561.
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WOEDS EEFEEEING TO DEATH COUPLED WITH A CONTINGENCT
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1584
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(1) Where there is no prerious

Interest 1596

(2) Where there is a previous

Interest , 1603
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children (Maitland v.

Chalie) 1638

between the
cases dis-

cussed in the
last and in

the present
chapter.

The distinction between the cases which form the subject of the

present inquiry and those discussed in the last chapter is obvious.

There it was necessary either to do violence to the testa- Distinction

tor's language by reading the words providing against

the event of death as applying to the occurrence of death

at any time (in which sense death is not a contingent

event), or else to give effect to the words of contingency

by construing them as intended to provide against death within a
given period.

In the cases now to be considered, however, the expositor of the

will is placed in no such dilemma ; for the testator having himself

associated the event of death with a collateral circumstance, full

scope may be given to his expressions of contingency without seek-

ing for any restriction in regard to time ; and accordingly there seems

to be no reason (unless it be found in the context of the will) why
the gift over should not take effect in the event of the prior legatee's

dying under the circumstances described at ani/ period.* Cases of

this kind, however, will be found to prevent many distinc-

tions which require * particular attention. The cases are di- [*1576]

visible into two classes : 1. Wliere the question is, whether

1 Buchanan v. Buchanan, 99. N. C. 308.

Not followed in New Jersey. JBurdge v.

Denise ti. Denise, 37 N. J. Eq. 163 ; Yawger v.

rmi. loiuiwBu iii iicw uci»c». jjuiugo v. Tawger, id. 216; Barrell v. Barrel!, 38 N. J.

Walling, 45 N. J. Eq. 10 (citing Baldwin v. Eq. 60; Lefoy v. Campbell, 43 N. J. Eq. 34).

Taylor, 37 N. J. Eq. 78 and 38 N. J. Eq. 657;
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Classification ^^^ Substituted gift takes effect in the event of the prior

of the cases. legatee dying under the circumstances described in the

testator's lifetime. 2. Where the question is, whether the substi-

tuted gift takes effect in the event of the prior legatee surviving the

testator, and afterwards dying under the circumstances described

;

and, if so, whether at anp time subsequently.

I. — Death of Object of Prior Gift in Testator's Lifetime.—
1. General Rule. — It may be stated as a general rule, that where the

gift is to a designated individual, with a gift over in the

takes effect event of his dying without having attained a certain
on testator's age, or under any other prescribed circumstances (a),

and the event happens accordingly in the testator's

lifetime, the ulterior gift takes effect immediately on the testator's

decease, as a simple absolute gift.^

In the early case of Barrel v. Molesworth (h), where a legacy of

SO^, was given to D. T. at twenty-one or marriage, and at the close of

> his will (which contained several pecuniary bequests)

tees^held to*" t^i^ testator added, that if any legatee died before his legacy

be entitled. yj^g payable, the same should go to the brothers or sisters

of such legatee. D. T. died in the lifetime of the"testator (it is pre-

sumed under twenty-one (c), though the fact is not stated), and it

was adjudged that it was no lapsed legacy, but went to the sister

of the legatee.

So, in Willing v. Baine (rf), where a testator bequeathed 2001. apiece

to his children, by name, payable at their respective ages of twenty-

one, and if any of them died before their age of twenty-one, then the

legacy given to the person so dying to go to the surviving children.

One of the children died in the testator's lifetime (a minor, it is

presumed, though the fact is not stated), and it was held that the

children living at the death of the testator were entitled to his

legacy.

The construction is not varied, though the gift over be of the

{a) As to a bequest to A., with a gift over in case he dies intestate, see ante, p. 856.
(h) 2 Vern. 378. See also Ledsome v. Hiclcman, id. 611; Bretton v. Lethulier, id. 653;

but see Miller v Warren, id. 207, n., Kaithby's Ed.
ic) But see n (e), infra.

(d) Kel. 12, 2 Eq. Ca. Ab. 645, pi. 22. The report, 3 P. W. 113, omits to state that the
children were named. See further Benn ». Dixon, 16 Sim. 21; Willetts ». Willetts, 7 Hare,,
38; Ive «. King, 16 Beav. 46 ; Ee Donvile's Trust, 22 L. J. Ch. 947; Hues v. Jackson, 23
L. J. Ch. 51.

1 See Grimball ». Patton, 70 Ala. 626; over upon the prior estate, where that is not
Stone V. McEckron, 57 Conn. 194; liunt v. given in definite terms of description. In
Lunt, 108 111. 307; Clough v. Clouffh, 64 N. Coe «. James, 64 Conn. 511, it was urged that
H. 509; NellisD. Nellis, 99 N. Y. 606, King the effect of a gift over in case of the death
». Frick, 135 Penn. St. '575 (citing Miicklny's of the first taker without issue was to cut
Appeal, 92 Penn. St. 614); McCormick ii. Elli- down the prior gift'from an absolute to a life

gott, 127 Penn. 280,; Bell v. Towell, 18 S. 0. estate; but the contrary was held. See also

94; Harwell v. Benson, 8 Lea, 344. Where
,
White «. White, 62 Conn. 618; Phelps v.

the event named does not happen, a question Bobbins, 40 Conn. 250; Lunt v. Lunt, 108 lU.
may arise of the effect of the conditional gift 807; Illinois Land Co, v. Bonner, 75 111. 315.
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"legacy" or "share" of the deceased object,— terms which
* might seem in strictness to apply only to persons who, by [*1576]

surviving the testator, had become actual objects of gift, in

contradistinction to those who, dying before him, could —though

in point of fact have no "share" or "legacy" under fhe'"Ihare^"°of

the will. 'he deceased.

Thus, in Walker v. Main (e), where a testator devised real estate to his

wife for life, remainder to a trustee in trust for sale, and to pay the

produce among his children and grandchildren in manner following

:

he then gave 201. each to several of his grandchildren nominatim, to

be paid at twenty-one or marriage ; and to his four children. A., B.,

C, and D., all the residue to be divided amongst them equally at the

age of twenty-one or marriage ; but if any of his children or grandchil-

dren should happen to die before the time of such legacy becoming due and
payable, then he bequeathed the part or share of the child or ehildren

or grandchildren so dying unto and amongst those that should be
then living, share and share alike. B. and C. died in the testator's

lifetime, and it was held that their shares devolved to the survivors.

Again, in Humphreys w. Howes (/), where a testator bequeathed

the residue of his personal estate to trustees upon trust for A., B.,

and C, for their lives, and to the survivor for life, and after their

decease upon trust to transfer and pay the same to E. (son of B.) and
P. (son of C. ) , share and share alike ; and in case E. or F. should happen

to die before his share of the trust-money should become payable without leav-

ing issue of his body, then his share to go to the survivor; and in case

both should die before their shares should become payable without

leaving issue, then over. E. died in the testator's lifetime without

issue. It was contended that the event intended to be provided

against was the death of the legatees after the testator's decease,

until which event they could not with propriety be said to have any
" shares " in the property ; but Sir J. Leach, M. E., held that Willing

V. Baine was applicable, and accordingly that the ulterior bequest

took effect notwithstanding the death of the legatee in the testator's

lifetime.

So in Mackinnon v. Peach {g), where a testator directed certain

(e) IJ. & W. 1. It appears that B. had attained twenty-one, E. L. 1818, B. 2051 " The
time of becoming payable " was therefore held not to arrive until both events had happened,
viz., majority (or marriage) and the death of the testator. See also Ke Gaitskell's Trust, L.

E., 15 Eq. 386, and post, s. ii.

(/) 1 R. & Mv. 639.

(g) 2 Kee. 555. See also Ashling v. Knowles, 3 Drew. 593 ; Ee Green's Estate, 1 Dr. & Sm.
68. But compare these cases with Rider v. Wager, 2 P. W. 331, where a testator bequeathed
part of a sum due to him from A. to the second son of A., and the rest of the money to the

other younger children of A., the same to remain in A.'s hands until the children should be
capable of receiving it, and the legacy or share of any of them dying before such time to ^o
to the survivors and survivor of them; A.'s second son died in the testator's lifetime, but

the other younger children survived the testator, and claimed the second son's share; but it

was consiiered that the gift to survivors must be intended if the legatee should have sur-

vived the testator ; but that where the legatee died in the lifetime of the testator, as nothing
could ever vest in the legatee, so neitlier could it survive from him. Lord Langdale also
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[*1577] * chattels to be divided between his two daughters, share

and share alike, and that upon the demise of either of them

without lawful issue, then the share of her so dying should go to her

sister ; it was held that one of the legatees having died unmarried

in the testator's lifetime, her surviving sister was entitled to the

whole.

And this construction prevailed (in spite of some apparently op-

posing expressions) in Eheeder v. Ower (Ji), where a testator be-

queathed the interest of the residue of his property to his five sisters

for life, and in case any of them should die leaving issue, then the

trustees were to pay and transfer the share to which his sister so de-

ceasing was entitled at or before the time of her decease to receive the

interests and dividends thereon, unto and amongst all and every such

child or children of such deceased sister equally between them, share

and share alike at their respective ages of twenty-one years. One of

the sisters died in the testator's lifetime, leaving children, and it was
objected to the claim of such children that the trust was confined to

the children of those sisters who had become entitled to receive the

interest ; but Lord Thurlow decided in favor of their claim, observing

that, in a will so loosely drawn, it was more probable that that was the

testator's intent than the contrary.

And in Varley v. Winn (t), where a testator gave to each of his five

daughters, 6,000^., to be invested within seven years after his decease

in trust for them or their children ; but if any of his said daughters

should die leaving no issue, then the share or portion so invested should

be divided among those who had issue. One daughter died without

issue in the testator's lifetime, and it was held that the legacy be-

queathed to her passed under the gift over.

Distinction
Where, however, the gift is to a class, the objects of

where gift ia which are not, according to the general rules of construe-
to a class

;

^^^^^ ascertainable until the decease of the testator (as in

[*1578] the case of a * gift to children generally), the application of
the words providing against the event of death to children

dying in the testator's lifetime becomes rather more questionable,

they not being, in event, actual objects of the gift, and therefore not
within the clause in question if that clause is to be construed strictly

as a clause of substitution. There are not wanting cases, however, in
which even under such circumstances the words have been held to ap-
ply to death in the testator's lifetime, though the gift over, being of
the share of the deceased object, seemed to afford a plausible argu-
ment, as already noticed, in favor of the contrary construction.

Thus, in Jones v. Frewin {k), where a testator made a general bequest

gave effect to a similar argument m Bastin «. Watts, 3 Beav. 97, and Smith v. Oliver, 11
Beav. 494; as to which however, see per Kinderslev, V.-C, 1 Dr. & Sm. 73

(h) 3 B. C. C. 240. See also Backham v. Delamare, 2 D. J. & S. 74.
(i) 2 K. & J, 700.

(i) 12 W. B. 869, 3 N. K. 415.
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to his wife for life, and at her death to be paid and divided unto and

between his nephews and nieces, children of his brother

S. (then living) and his late sister E., and also unto and ulterior gift

between the brothers and sister of his wife, in equal ^''" ^^^^ '°

shares
;
provided that if any of his nephews or nieces, or

the brothers or sister of his wife, should die in the lifetime of his

wife, leaving a child or children, such child or children should be en-

titled to a father's or mother's share. One of the wife's brothers died

in the testator's lifetime (and before the wife), leaving a daughter

;

and it was held by Sir W. P. Wood, V.-C, that she was entitled to a

share ; for that, although the class of nephews and nieces was capa-

ble of increase, such increase was not intended to take away from the

individuals in esse the benefit of the proviso in favor of their children

in case they should die.

" I think," said Sir W. James, V.-C, speaking of an immediate gift

to "cousins" (I), "a fallacy arises from applying to the construction

of these instruments that rule which says that the class is to be

ascertained at the death of the testator ; because primS facie a testa-

tor must be supposed to have had in view living persons subject to

the contingency of such persons living up to the time of his death.

The gift is ' unto my first cousins.' That means the first cousins who
shall answer both requirements. If I were to complete the will by
introducing into it strictly legal language, the meaning of the clause

would be this, ' I give ... to my first cousins who are now living

and who shall continue to live up to the time of my death.'

"

And in Habergham v. Eidehalgh (m), where a testator de-

vised * real estate in trust for his brother-in-law H. and all [*1679]

and every the testator's brothers and sisters, in equal shares,

for their lives, with benefit of survivorship where any of them died

without leaving children ; but where any of them died leaving chil-

dren, then upon trust to let such children have their parent's share

until the longest liver of testator's said brother-in-law, brothers, and

sisters, should die ; and so soon as all should be dead, in trust to con-

vey the property unto and equally among the children of the brother-

in-law, brothers, and sisters, in equal shares per stirpes ; but if any of

them died without leaving a child, then to convey the shares of such

as should so die to the survivors in equal shares. H. and a brother

and sister died between the date of the will and the testator's death,

and the question was, whether their children were entitled to shares

of the rents during the continuance of the life estate. It was held by

Sir W. James, V.-C, that they were. He thought he must come to

the conclusion that the children of H. were objects of the testator's

(I) Re Hotchkiss' Trasts, L. R. 8 Eq. 649. There were here no first cousins born between

the date of the will and of the testator's death

(m) L. R., 9 Eq. 395. See also Smith v. Smith, 8 Sim. 353, post, p. 1587 : Re Hayward,

Creerj- v. Lingwood, L. R., 19 Ch. D. 470.
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bounty, and it seemed to him also that the othex children of the tes-

tator's brothers and sisters were also intended to be objects of his

bounty.

It is proper to state that Sir J. Komilly uniformly expressed an
opinion that where the original gift was to a class the gift over

Q . . , did not operate if the deceased object died before the

Romiiiy, testator, because such object could not himself have
M. R., contra.

ta]jgii ^^)_ jjg never had occasion, however, to decide

accordingly, and it is conceived that the weight of authority and
opinion is against him.

If the gift to the class is immediate, and no time is specified for the

vesting or for the distribution of it, a gift over in case of death before

Construction the legacy is payable is necessarily confined to the case
where posses-

^-f g^ child dying in the testator's lifetime. Thus, in
sion IS imme- ./ o ?

diate. Cort V. Winder (o), where a testator bequeathed the resi-

due of his estate in trust for all and every of his first cousins german,

share and share alike ; and in case any of his said cousins should diet

before their respective shares should become due or payable, leaving

issue him or them surviving, the testator directed that such issue

should have the same share or shares as his or their parent or

parents would have been entitled to if living (p). One
[*1680] * of the cousins died before the testator, leaving issue, and

it was held by Sir J. K. Bruce, V.-C, that the words " due or

payable " were referable to the time of the testator's death, and that

the share intended for the deceased cousin belonged to his issue,

" although it had been said to be difficult or apparently difScult to

reconcile with that construction the sort of interpretation adopted in

Viner v. Francis (q), and other cases of that kind, which attribute

this class-description to persons who represent the class at the time
of the death."

To this property of a class-description, however, the decision in

Stuart V. Jones (r) must, it would seem, be mainly ascribed. In that

Settlement of case a testator bequeathed his residuary estate in trust

^^"L\°
"^^'"^ for all and every his children and child then born and

" should be- thereafter to be born, who being sons should attain
come entitled;" twenty-one, &c., as tenants in common ; « provided
always that the share in the trust moneys to which each of his

daughters on attaining twenty-one or marrying under that age should
become entitled under the trusts aforesaid, should be held " in trust

(n) 16 Beav. 53, 26 Beav. 32.

(o) 1 Coll. 320.

(p) No reliance appears to have been placed on the words "would have been entitled to
if living;" anj' such reliance being excluded by the word " said " (cousins) ; as to this see
Loring V. Thomas, 1 Dr. & Sm. 479, post, p. 1594.

(q) Ante, p. 1010.

M 3 De G. & J. 532. See Wordsworth v. Wood, 4 My. & Cr. 641. Cf. Varley V. Winn,
2 K. & J. 700, and Rheeder v. Ower, 3 B. C. C. 240. both stated ante, p. 1577. See also
Re Roberts, Tarleton v. Bruton, 30 Ch. D. 234; Re Clark, Clark d. Randall, 31 Ch. D. 72.
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for the daughters for life and afterwards for their children. It was

held by Sir W. P. Wood, V.-C, and on appeal by Lord Chelmsford,

that the children of a daughter who died before the testator were not

entitled to a share. Stopping at the proviso, the L. C. observed that

it was admitted that there could have been no share but those of

children living at the testator's death; and "the proviso," he added,

"merely settled the shares of daughters who would take under the

preceding gift. For what did the testator dispose of in this proviso ?

Why the shares to which his daughters should become entitled under
the trusts aforesaid."

This construction was not of the kind called benignant. It was
strongly disapproved of by Sir K Malins, V.-C, in Ee Speakman (s),

where a testator gave the proceeds to arise from the sale of his real

and personal estate in trust for all his children who being sons should

attain twenty-one or being daughters should attain that age or be

married ; as to the " share " of each of his daughters he directed it

to be held in trust for her separate use during her life, and after her

death for her children at twenty-one ; if any of his daughters should

die without having a child who should acquire a vested in-

terest * in their respective shares, then the share of each [*1581]

daughter (including accruing shares), was to go to the testa-

tor's other children, the share of each daughter to be held on the

same trusts as her original share ; if any of the sons should die in

the testator's lifetime leaving children, such children were to take

the share which the parent would have taken if he had survived and
attained twenty-one (t). One of the daughters died in the testator's

lifetime leaving children, and it was held that they were entitled to

the share which their mother, if she had survived him, would have

taken for life. " It is true," said the V.-C, " that it was called her

share ; and it was her share for the purposes of division, and of as-

certaining into how many shares the property was to be divided."

He thought Stewart v. Jones contrary to sound principle.

If the original gift be, not to the class generally, but to such of

them only as survive the testator, a contingent gift engrafted thereon in

case of the death of any of them can only mean death hap- —where gift

pening after the death of the testator. Thus in Shergold is fw-e«X to

1 1 ij.j.ii_'in children living

V. Boone (u), where a bequest was made to the children at testator's

of S. who should be living at the time of the testator's '*'*"'•

decease ; and in case any of them should die without leaving issue, his

share to go to the survivors or survivor of them ; but in case they

should leave issue, such issue to be entitled to the share of their

(s) 4 Ch. D. 620.

it) Tiiis clause seems to distinguish Re Speakman, from Stewart v. Jones, which, it will be

obsprvefl, was not a case of a gift over or of a modification of the bequest in case of death.

If the children of the deceased daughter, in Stewart v. Jones, had been held to be entitled,

they would have been put on a better footing than the children of a deceased son.

(u) 13 Ves. 370. See also Crook v. Whitley, 7 D. M. & G. 490 (distinct legacies " to each

of the present nieces of A.").

VOL. II. 45
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deceased parent. Sir W. Grant, M. R., held that the case provided

for was the death of any of the children who were the objects of the

former bequest, and no children who died before the testator were

objects. "The bequest," he said, " is not to all the children gener-

ally, but to such only who shall be living at the testator's decease." *

I. — 2. Gift over to Executors, S^c, of deceased Legatee. — It seems

Gift over in tli^t where the objects of gift in the clause in question
case of death ajg tjje Bxecutors Or administrators, or personal repre-
to 6X6Cutors
oradminis- scntatives, of the deceased legatee, such clause is con-

PCTsonai°rep-
sidered as merely showing that the legacy is to be vested

resentatives. immediately on the testator's decease, notwithstanding

the subsequent death of the legatee before the period of dis-

[*1582] tribution or payment, and not as indicating * an intention

to substitute as objects of gift the representatives of those

who die in the testator's lifetime.

Thus, in Bone v. Cook (v), where a testator bequeathed the residue

of his estate, at the death of his wife, equally between four persons

and then provided, that in case of the death of any of the legatees

before their legacies should become payable, then that the legacy of

each so dying should go to his, her, or their children ; and in case of
such decease of any of the said legatees without having a child or chil-

dren, the legacy of him or her so dying should go to his or her execu-

tors or administrators, as part of his, her, or their personal estate. It

was held that the share of one of the legatees who died in the testa-

tor's lifetime unmarried lapsed, though it was admitted that, if she

had left a child, such child would have been entitled under the pre-

vious clause.

And the same rule holds where there is no express contingency

coupled with the event of death. Thus, in Corbyn v. French (a;),

Gift to per-
where a testator bequeathed the residue of his estate to

sonai repre- his wife for life, and at her decease gave (among other

no't'substitu- legacies) one to each of the children of E., or their rep-

tional. resentatives or representative ; Sir R. P. Arden, M. R., was
of opinion that by the death of one of the children in the testator's

lifetime the legacy lapsed, on the ground that a testator must be

supposed to contemplate that his legatees will survive him.

Again, in Tidwell v. Ariel (y), where a testator, after bequeathing

several legacies, directed that they should be paid " in one whole

(v) M'Clel. 168, 13 Pri. 832. See Re Devenish, Devenish v. Hoppus, W. N. 1889, p. 204.
(x) 4 Ves. 418.

(«) 3 Mad. 403. And see Tate v. Clarke, 1 Beav. 100 ; Thompson ». Whitelock, 4 De 6.
& J. 490.

I See Outcalt ». Outcalt, 42 N. .T. Eq. BOO. parents would have taken if living at the tes-

In this case the following rule is laid down : tator's death (whether the parents died before
Wherever there is a gift to a class, with a gift or after the date of the will), unless a difEer-

by sub«titution to the issue or children of those ent intention appears,

who shall die, the children take what their
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year after his decease, or to their several and respective heirs." Sir J.

Leach, V.-C, held that one of the legacies failed by the death of the

legatee in the testator's lifetime, the intention being that the legacies

should be paid to the representatives if they died within the year.

It is proper to remind the reader, in connection with the three last

cases, that in several instances the words "representatives" and
"heirs," when applied to personalty, have been held to be synony-
mous with next of kin (z) ; but perhaps this does not much weaken the

special ground to which these cases have been referred.
* But where the gift to the primary legatee or his repre- [*1583]

sentatives is immediate, without a prior life estate and with-

out postponement of payment, a gift in the alternative to the " heirs "

can only refer to the event of death in the testator's life-
unless the

time, and is held to import not simply payment to the prior gift be

representatives of the legatee, but substitution of his
™"'«'i'*t«-

statutory next of kin (a).

I. — 3. Gift over to Next of Kin of a Married Woman. — It has
been elsewhere noticed, that if property be given by will to one for

life with remainder over, and the tenant for life dies in Gift over of

the lifetime of the testator, the remainder takes effect on '"'^rest of

,.,, . ,-.,. T^ -,
married

his death as an immediate gift. But it was made a ques- woman, in

tion, where the tenant for life was a married woman,
to her*next*'

and the remainder was limited to her next of kin, in the of kin.

event of her dying in the lifetime of her husband, whether the latter

gift was not to be viewed in the same light as a bequest to heirs or

executors and administrators ; namely, as being intended merely to

apply to the event of the legatee dying in the lifetime of her husband,

after having survived the testator, and not to prevent lapse in the

event of the legatee dying under similar circumstances in the testa-

tor's lifetime.

Thus, where (6) a testator bequeathed to trustees 10,000Z, to be

invested in stock, in trust for A., a married woman, during the joint

lives of herself and her husband, and in case she survived him, to

her absolutely ; but, if she did not survive him, to such person as she

should by will appoint, and in default of appointment, to her next of

kin, exclusive of her husband : A. died in the lifetime of her husband

and of the testator ; and it was held by Sir J. Leach, V.-C, and on

appeal by Lord Lyndhurst, that the legacy lapsed.

But in Hardwick v. Thurston (c), where a testatrix bequeathed a

sum of money in trust for such person as her daughter A. (who was

(«) Ante, pp. 923, 957. And see Re Porter's Trust, 4 K. & J. 188 (where " heirs " was
construed next of kin, and Tidwell v. Ariel was discussed); King v. Cleareland, 26 Beav. 26,

166, 4 De G. & J. 477.

a) Gittings ». McDermott, 2 Mj^.^fe K. 69. See ante, p. 962.

(4) Baker ». Han'
""

(c) 4 Russ. 380.
'b) Baker v. Hanbury, 3 Kuss. 340.
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at that time unmarried) should appoint, and in default of appoint-

ment for A. for her separate use for her life ; and after her death for

her next of kin, according to the statute, exclusive of her husband

;

A. having married and died in her mother's lifetime, Sir J. Leach,

V.-C, held that her next of kin were entitled.

[*1584] * And in Edwards v. Saloway (d), where a testator gave

the residue of his estate in trust for his wife for life, for her

separate use, and after her death in trust for such persons as she

should by deed or will appoint, and in default of appointment for her

next of kin : the testator's wife died before him, and it was contended

on the authority of Baker v. Hanbury that the next of kin took noth-

ing under the will ; but Sir J. K. Bruce, V.-C, and on appeal Lord
Cottenham, held otherwise. The V.-C. distinguished Baker v. Han-
bury on the ground that there Lord Lyndhurst inferred an intention

that the bequest to A. should be absolute, and that the words used

were only to protect the absolute interest ; but Lord Cottenham con-

sidered it to be inconsistent with Hardwick v. Thurston, which he

had no hesitation in preferring : so that Baker v. Hanbury must be

considered as overruled.

I. — 4. Whether Issue of a Legatee dead at the date of the Will

take by Substitution. — Where there is a devise or bequest to a class

Whether chil- of objects who are to be ascertained at the testator's

dTd "
t d^'t^'^'f

'i®^*^' ^^ ^* some period subsequent to it, with a substi-

wiii can hare tution of the children of objects who should happen to

of^oiau8e'*of
^® deceased at the period of distribution, and it happens

substitution. that some individual of the class was dead when the will

was made, it is not too readily to be concluded from the preceding

authorities that the clause in question lets in the children of such
predeceased person ; for in several such cases it has been construed

strictly as a clause of substitution, and therefore as not comprehend-
ing the children of any who could not in any possible event have
been objects of the original gift.

Thus, in Christopherson v. Naylor (e), where a testator bequeathed
to " each and every of the child and children of my brother and sis-

Christopherson ters, A., B., C. and D., which shall be living at the time
V. Nayior. of my decease, except my nephew F." (for whom he had
already provided)

;
" but if any child or children of my said brother

and sisters, or any of them (besides the said F. my nephew), shall
happen to die in my lifetime " and leave issue at his or their decease,
" then and in such case the legacy or legacies hereby intended for

such child or children so dying shall be upon trust for, and
[*1586] I give and bequeath the same to, his, her, or * their issue,

such issue taking only the legacy or legacies which his, her,

or their parents or parent would have been entitled to if living at my
(d) 2 De G. & S. 248, 2 Phil. 625 ; and see Nichols «. Haviland, 1 K. & J. 804.
(e) 1 Mer. 320.
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decease." It was contended that the expression " shall Children of

die in my lifetime," though literally applicable only to "^^^^ If'^-^y^

future death, might be held to embrace the children who excluded,

were dead at the time of making the will, by analogy to those cases

in which a gift to children " to be begotten " had been held to 'include

children previously born (/) ; but Sir W. Grant, M. R., observed that

the question did not depend upon these words, which, though accord-

ing to strict construction importing futurity, might have been under-

stood as speaking of the event at whatever time it might happen [g).

" The nephews and nieces," he said, " are here the primary legatees
;

nothing whatever is given to their issue, except in the way of substi-

tution. In order to claim, therefore, under the will, these substituted

legatees must point out the original legatees in whose place they

demand to stand. But, of the nephews and nieces of the testator,

none could have taken besides those who were living at the date of

the will. The issue of those who were dead at that time can conse-

quently show no object of substitution; and to give them original

legacies would be, in effect, to make a new will for the testator." ^

So, in Butter v. Ommaney (h), where a testator bequeathed the

residue of his estate after the death of his wife and brother Joseph,

to be equally divided between the children of his said

brother and his late sister Betty and late brother Jacob, objects dead

who should be then living, in equal shares ; and as to such ^' ^^^^ "* *'''l

of them as should be then dead, leaving a child or chil-

dren, such child or children were to be and stand in the place or

places of his, her, or their parent or parents ; Sir L. Shadwell, V.-C,

held that the children of such children of the testator's brother

Jacob who died in the testator's lifetime (and who were also dead at

the date of the will) were not entitled to any share of the residue.

So, in Peel v. Catlow (i), where a testator bequeathed one-sixth of his

residuary estate to the children of his late sister Jane equally,

and in case any such child or children should die * under [*1686]

twenty-one leaving issue, their shares to be paid to such

issue ; and if any such child or children should die under twenty-one

and leave no issue, then the share of him or her so dying to go to the

survivors and ihe issue of such of the deceased children as should

have died so leaving issue as aforesaid (such issue to take no greater

share than his, her, or their parent or respective parents would have

been entitled to if living) ; and as to one other sixth, in trust for the

testator's sister Mary C. for life, and after her decease, in trust for

(q) Seeal'siTHannam v. Sims, 2 De G. & J. IBl; Loring v. Thomas, 1 Dr. & Sm. 497; Re

Chapman's Will 32 Beav. 382 ; Re Woolrich, 11 Ch. D. 667; Re Barker's Estate, W. N.

1882. p. 121 ; Re Webster's Estate, 23 Ch. D. 737; Re Chinery, Chinery v. Hill, 39 Ch D.

614; Ee Musther, Groves v. Musther, 43 Ch. D. 569. Compare Gibson v. Gibson, 6 App. Ca.

471.

(A) 4 Bass. 73. (i) 9 Sim. 372.

1 See In re Crawford, 113 N. T. 366.
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her issue, to be payable at the like times and witb the like benefit of

survivorship and in like manner as was thereinbefore expressed con-

cerning the sixth part thereinbefore given to the children of the tes-

tator's sister Jane ; and in case the testator's sister Mary should

depart this life without leaving issue of her body, or leaving any
they should die under twenty-one and should leave no issue, then

over. A child of Mary C. was dead at the date of the will (k), leav-

ing a child \ and Sir L. Shadwell, V.-C, held that this grandchild of

Mary C. was not entitled j for that, under the trusts declared of the

share of the testator's sister Jane (to which reference was here

made), no grandchild could take except by way of substitution for its

parent, and as the grandchild's mother never could have become en-

titled to take, her claim could not be sustained.

So, in Gray v. Garman (Z), where the testator gave the residue of his

real and personal estate to his wife E. for life, and at her decease to

be equally divided between the brothers and sisters of his wife E.

;

and in case any or either of them should be dead at the time of the

decease of E., leaving issue, then such issue to stand in the place of

their respective parent or parents. The question was, whether the

issue of a brother of E., who was dead at the date of the will, were
entitled. Sir J. Wigram, V.-C, after a full examination of the eases,

held that they were not ; considering that the word " them " in the

second clause referred to the brothers and sisters described

[*1587] in the first, which * clearly did not extend to a brother or

sister previously dead (m).

It will be observed, that, in the four preceding cases, the person
whose children it was attempted to bring within the compass of the

clause in question was dead at the date of the will, and
SuffcrGstGd

distinction could not possibly have been an object of the primary
where decease bequest : and it does not follow that the same eonstruc-
.18 alter will. ,

^
i i i -i

• -,

tion would have obtained, if such person had been then
living, and had subsequently died in the testator's lifetime. There is,

however, not wanting a case even of this kind. Thus, in Thornhill
V. Thornhill (w), where a testator directed that a certain estate, which
by his marriage settlement he had settled on his wife for life, and an-
other estate, which he had devised to her for her life, should be sold at

(h) It does not appear whether the deceased child had attained majoritv.
(0 2 Hare, 268. See also Smith v. Pepper, 27 Beav. 86; Re Ann Wood's Will, 31 Bear.

323; Re Hotchkiss' Trusts, L. R., 8 Eq. 643, Habergham v. Ridehalgh, L. R., 9 Eq. 395
(share of Silvanus); Hunter v. Cheshire, L. R., 8 Ch. 751; West v. Orr, 8 Ch. D. 60: Re Kid-
dell, W. N. 1880, p. 94, Re Webster's Estate, Widgen v. Mello, 23 Ch. D. T37; Re Chinerv
Chineryi). Hill, 39 Ch. D. 614; Re Musther, Groves b. Musther, 43 Ch. D. 569, 572. Tiiese
cases show thatChristopherson v. Navlor is a binding authority, notwithstanding the disap-
proval of Malins, V.-C, L. R., 8 Eq 57, 14 Eq. 250, and of.Stiiart, V.-C, 10 Jur. N. S. 231,
1174, and notwithstanding the apparently contrary decision of Jessel, M. R., in Re Smith's
Trusts, 5 Ch. D. 497.

(m) It was also held that the children of such of the brothers and sisters of E. as survived
the testator, and afterwards died in the lifetime of E., were entitled; as to which indee i there
could be no doubt.

(n) 4 Mad. 377. Whether the nephews and nieces were in existence at the date of the will
is not stated.
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her decease, and the money arising therefrom equally divided among
his nephews and nieces, the children of such of them as should be then
dead standing in the place of their father and mother deceased. The
question was, whether the children of such of the nephews and nieces
as died in the testator's lifetime were entitled. Sir J. Leach, V.-C,
decided in the negative ; being of opinion, that the latter clause ap-
plied to the children of such of the nephews and nieces only as died
after the testator, and before the wife.

The case of Thornhill v. Thornhill, however, has been much dis-

approved of, as applying a very harsh and rigid rule of construction
to testamentary provisions for children; and its au- „, ^.„
iL. -J. • n T • • ^ . , « . , Thornhill v.
tnority was unequivocally denied in Smith v. Smith (o), Thornhill

where a testator gave his residuary estate to trustees, in <'^8""'<=<i-

trust for his wife for life, and after her death to divide it

amongst all his * children who might be then living: the [*1588]
shares of such of them as should then have attained twenty-
one, to be paid to them within three months after his wife's death, and
the shares of others on their attaining twenty-one, or to the survivors

of them in case of the death of any of them in his wife's lifetime and
without leaving issue. Provided that if any of his children who
should die in his wife's lifetime should have left issue, such issue

should have such share or shares as his, her, or their parent or parents
would have been entitled to if living. The testator's wife survived
him. One of his children who was living at the date of his will died
in his lifetime, leaving issue who survived the testator and his widow

;

and it was held that such issue were entitled to a share of the residue.

Sir L. Shadwell, V.-C, said, " I think that the decision in Thornhill

V. Thornhill is wrong." ^

Where, however, the children of the deceased person found their

claim not on a mere class of substitution, but on a sub- .

stantive, independent, original gift, comprehending them where chii-

concurrently with another class of objects, the doctrine *'"^" '^ ?^.'

of the preceding eases does not apply, and the gift will under original

extend to the children of persons who were dead when ^

the will was made.

(o) 8 Sim. 353. Thornhill v. Thornhill is said to have been overruled by Pepj's, M. R., in

the previous case of Collins v. Johnson, 8 Sim. 356 n. ; but as the bequest in that case was to

the nephews and nieces nominatim, and not as a class, its authority on the point is much less

conclusive than Smith ». Smith, stated in the text. The writer, however, distrusts his own
impressions on this point; as, since the preceding remark was written, he finds the case re-

ferred to by SirL. Shadwell, 9 Sim. 550, as one which presented much greater difficulty than
tile case then before the court (Jarvis ». Pond, post, p. 1590); though on what ground his

Honor arrived at this conclusion does not appear. In Olney v. Bates, 3 Drew. 319, the point

did not arise: for though the child, whose issue claimed (and failed in their claim), survived
the mailing of the will, yet as she also survived the widow (who predeceased the testator), the
event on which the substitutionary gift was expressly limited did not happen. The case was
also Influenced by a codicil, whereby the testator had himself put an interpretation on the sub-
stitutionary clause. Note, however, that Smith v. Smith was classed bv Romilly, M. K., as an
original gift to the issue, 26 Beav. Sl ; and see Loring v. Thomas, 1 Dr. & Sm. 497, post, p. 1594.

1 See Outcalt v. Outcalt, 42 N. J. Eq. 500; ante, p. 1581, note.
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Thus, in Tytherleigli v. Harbin (^), where a testator devised a cer-

tain estate to trustees in trust for K. T. for life, and after his decease

in trust to convey the same " unto or amongst all and

deceased ob- every and such one or more of the child or children of
jects allowed tj^g Said E. T. who shall be living at the time of his de-
to participate. ,

cease, and the issue of such of theTn, as shall be then dead

leaving issue, such issue to take equally between them the share only

which their parent would have been entitled to if then living." The
question was, whether the issue of a child of E. T., who was dead at

the date of the will, were included in the devise. It was contended,

on the authority of Christopherson v. Naylor, Thornhill v. Thornhill,

and Waugh v. Waugh (§), that they were not entitled ; but Sir L.

Shadwell, V.-C, decided that the gift included these objects. " In

this case," he said, " there is an original substantive gift to the child

or children of E. T. living at the time of his decease, and the issue of

such of them as should be then dead leaving issue ; and I

[*1589] think that the word ' them ' means nothing more * than
' child or children.' This case, therefore, differs from the

first three cases cited for the plaintiffs. The testator then says

:

' Such issue to take, between or amongst them, the share only which

their parent or parents would have been entitled to, if then living.'

These words were necessary, in order to show what share the issue of

a deceased child were to take amongst them ; for, if there had been

two surviving children, and ten children of a deceased child, and
those words had not been used, there might have been a question

whether each of the ten grandchildren was not entitled to an equal

share with the two surviving children."

So, in Clay v. Pennington (r), where a testator in a certain event

bequeathed a residuary fund unto the children of his brother B. and
their lawful issue, in equal shares and proportions, or unto such of

them as should prove their right, to the satisfaction of the trustees,

within two years after notice thereof, to be inserted in the London
Gazette. Some of the children of B. were dead at the date of the

will ; and it was held that the issue of such children were entitled to

participate with the other children and their issue, it being considered
that the gift included all the descendants of the brother, without
distinction, who were living at the period in question.

Again, in Eust v. Baker (s), where a testator gave one fifth part of

his residuary personal estate to A., B., and C, and all and every other

Children of ^^^ children of D., and the issue of such of his children as
deceased ob- should have departed this life. Long before the date of the
jec e in.

^^^^^ p ^^^ £^^ ^ child, who went abroad, and had not
(p) 6 Sim. 329.

(o) 2 My. & K. 41. This case, however, though professedly decided on the same princiDle
as Christopherson v. Naylor, must be considered as overruled by the cases now under consid-
eration. See 1 Dr. & Sm. 621.

(r) 7 Sim. 370.

(8) 8 Sim. 443.
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been heard of for twenty years. It was held that he must be pre-

sumed to have been dead at- the date of the will ; but nevertheless

that his children were entitled under the bequest.

So, in Bebb v. Beckwith (t), where the trust was for all and every
the children of J. B., deceased, to be divided equally amongst them
and the issue of such of them as should be deceased share and share alike,

such issue to be entitled to the share of his, her, or their deceased parents

equally amongst them ; Lord Langdale, M. B,., held that the bequest
included a grandchild of J. B., whose parent was dead when the will

was made ; considering that the effect of the latter words
was merely to limit the * amount of the share to which the [ *1590 ]

issue was entitled, not to show that they were to take only

by way of substitution.

And even where there is no original and independent gift to the

issue, but their claim is founded on a clause apparently of mere sub-
stitution, the Court anxiously lays hold of slight expres-

sions as a ground for avoiding a construction, which in of'courtto'ex-

all probability defeats the actual intention, by excluding <='"^e children

the issue of a deceased child from participation in a

general family provision.

Thus, in Giles v. Giles (m), where a testator bequeathed the general

residue to trustees, in trust for all his children living at the decease

of his wife (to whom a life interest had been given) as tenants in

common ; and if any such children or child should be deceased before his

wife, and should leave issue, then the children of such his son or daugh-

ter should be entitled to the portion of such his son or daughter who
might be deceased before the decease of his wife, upon their attaining

the age of twenty-one years ; with a proviso, that, until the portions

thereby provided for any of the said children of his said sons or

daughters who might have died before their mother should become
vested, it should be lawful for his trustees to apply the interest of

the portion to which any such child might be entitled in children of

expectancy for the maintenance of such child. The tes- deceased ob-
16CtS l6t ID

tator at the date of his will had four sons and one daugh-

ter, and he had had another daughter, who was then dead, leaving

children who survived the testator.

The question was, whether these children were objects of the be-

quest ; and Sir L. Shadwell, V.-C, decided that they were, considering

that the special language of the will authorized this conclusion, with-

out infringing the authority of the general cases before stated, which

had been pressed upon him. He relied particularly on the expression

" sons and daughters," which he considered to indicate that the testa-

tor had the issue of the deceased daughter in his view, he having but

one daughter living at the date of the will ; the learned Judge

(0 2 Beav. 308. See also Gaskell v. Holmes, 3 Hare, 438 ; Coulthurst v. Carter, 15 Beav.
421: Etches®. Etches, 3 Drew. 447.

(u) 8 Sim. 360.
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deeming it more probable that the plural word was used in remem-
brance of the child that had been born and died, than in anticipation

of a future child to be born, and be a daughter.

So, in Jarvis v. Pond (a;), where the testatrix bequeathed the

residue of her property to her daughter M. during her life,

[ *1591] and * after her decease to be divided among such of. the tes-

tatrix's sons and daughters as should be living at the time

of the decease of M. ; and in case of the decease of any of the testatrix's

said sons and daughters) the surviving children of any of her sons and

daughters to have their father's or mother's part, to be equally divided

among them. At the date of the will a daughter (B.) and two sons

of the testatrix were dead, B. and one of the sons leaving issue ; and

there was only one daughter besides M. living. The testatrix gave

legacies to the surviving husband and widow of two of her deceased

children, but not to the children of those who left issue. Sir L.

Shadwell held that they were entitled to participate in the residue.

The words " in case of the decease " meant only this : — "In case any

child or children shall be then alive who are the issue of any of my
children who are then dead ; " though he admitted that there was

some violence in assigning a share to the father or mother, when they

never would have taken any.

So, in Gowling v. Thompson (y), where a testator, having two sisters

but no brother living at the date of the will, gave his residuary real

and personal estate to all and every " his brothers and

brotherfand sisters Or their issue " in equal shares " and to their re-

sisters or their spective heirs, executors," &c. : it was held by Wood and
Issue " tes- .

tator' having Selwyn, L. JJ., that the issue of three brothers and of a
no brother sister, who had died before the date of the will, were en-
living.

titled to share ; for that if a testator spoke of his brothers

and sisters at a time when he must be taken to have known («) that

all his brothers and one of his sisters were dead, the only rational in-

ference was that he named the brothers and sisters for the purpose of

showing how the property was to be divided.'

The anxiety of the Court that all who are possessed of equal family
"To all and claims should be included, was strongly manifested in Ee

dre^of my
''" Sibley's Trusts {a), where a testator gave the residue of

uncle R. or his personal estate in trust for all and every the children

K.^beln'g"''" °* ^is uncle E. or their issue in equal shares ; and devised
long dead all his real estate in trust for A. for life, and after her

tw™fiidrett death to sell the same and hold the proceeds upon trust
surviving. for all and every the children of the said E. or their

9 Sim. 549.

n L. R., 11 Eq. 866, n. See also Re Jordan's Trusts, 2 N. R. 57; Barnabv ». Tassell, L.
R.;'il Eq. 363.

(«) The testator's knowledge of these circumstances can seldom be assumed beyond those
aiiecting his own immediate family, 7 D. M. & 6. 496, 8 Oh. D. 63, 5 Ch. D. 601,

(a) 5 Ch. D. 494.

1 See Huntress v. Place, 137 Mass. 409.
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issue in equal shares per capita. At the date of the will the

facts, as known to the testator, were these : * K. had long been [*1592]

dead : he had had six children, two only of whom were living
;

four were dead, each leaving issue. It was held by Sir G. Jessel, M.
E., that these issue were entitled to participate in the proceeds of the

real estate. He relied on the words "all and every the children,"

twice used, as indicating more than two (the two known to be living),

and on the improbability of an intention to prefer the issue of the two
to the issue of the four, the relationship of all six to the testator being

the same and furnishing the common and only apparent motive for

the gift.

Again a gift is not unfrequently made to such of a class as shall be
living at a stated time " or their issue." This is in form substitution

;

but, taken literally, substitution in the place of the same
persons as will themselves take ; which is contradictory living^at^a

and would be inoperative. It is therefore construed as stated time, or

introducing the issue of such of the class as at the time

stated shall be dead ; and this, of course, by way of addition and not

of substitution ; thus assimilating the case to Tytherleigh v. Harbin,

and admitting issue of persons dead at the date of the will {h).

But if the gift be to such of a class as are living at one time or the

issue of such as shall die before another time, the latter words may by
possibility have some operation by way of substitution,

and will, it seems, be construed in that their natural sense, where gift is

Thus, in West v. Orr (c), where a testator gave the residue
f?

?"<=•' «s are

of his estate to his wife for life, and after her death to be time or tiie

divided equally amongst such of the children of his late ^*"® of such
^ J o

_
as are hving

sisters A. and B. as should survive his wife and attain at another.

twenty-one : " but in case any of such children shall be ^^^^ ^ q^_
dead at my decease leaving issue, then such issue shall

take the share of their deceased parent." A daughter of A. had died

before the date of the will, leaving issue who claimed a share, arguing

that " such " could not mean children of the sisters who should survive,

but merely meant children of the sisters, and that the gift was to the

children who should survive the sisters, and the issue of

children who * should be dead at the testator's decease. [*1593]

But it was held by Sir J. Bacon, V.-C, and on appeal by the

L. JJ., that the claim could not be maintained. The V.-C. said, " One

(J) RePhilps'Will, L. E., 7Eq. 151; Burt s.Hellyar, L. R.,14Eq. 160; Wingfield r.Wing-
field, 9 Ch. D. 658: Penston v. Pension, W. N., 1880, p. 113. And see cases where the death
was after the will, King v. Cleareland, 26 Beav. 26, 4 De G. & J. 477 ; Shand ». Kidd, ]9

Beav. 310; Attwood v. Alford, L. E., 2 Eg. 479. See also, Kenj- v. Boulton, 25 Ch. D. 212. In
Congreve v. Palmer, 16 Beav. 435, the gift was, after the death of A., " to her sisters or their

children living at her decease ; " and children of a sister dead at the date of the will were ex-
cluded: it was probably considered that the sole antecedent to "their" was "children"
unaffected, or not yet affected, by the subsequent -vroris " living at her decease."

(c) 8 Ch. D. 60. See also Miller v. Chapman, 24 L. J. Ch. 409.
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must first ascertain the class referred to, and that class I find to be—
children of the testator's two sisters who should survive his widow
aDd attain twenty-one. The testator says, ' in case any of such chil-

dren ' — still referring back to the children whom he had before de-

fined— shall be dead at his decease leaving issue, such issue shall

take. As I cannot find in this will any share or interest which would
have been taken by the parent of this infant plaintiff, I cannot find

that the plaintiff is entitled to any share at all under the will."

According to this construction of the words " such children," it is

obvious that issue could never take by way of substitution unless the

testator's wife (to whom he gave a life interest) died in his lifetime

;

and then only in the event of a child dying in the interval between
her death and his. Perhaps it was to widen the extremely narrow

scope thus given for the operation of the clause that Sir W. James,

L. J., propounded another view. He said, " If the words had been
' among such of the children of my late sisters as shall survive me,

but if any of such children shall be dead at my decease leaving lawful

issue,' then possibly it might have been considered that we could have

said that this was not a substitutional class (qu. clause). But here the

words seem to me to prevent that. . . . And seeing that ordinarily

speaking the gift to a class is a gift to a class of persons living, it

appears to me, putting the two sentences together, that the plain

grammatical construction of the will is this,— ' equally amongst such
of the children now living of my late sisters A. and B. as shall sur-

vive ray said wife, but in case any of such children,' — that is any of

the said children now living (d)— ' shall be dead at my decease leav-

ing lawful issue, then I direct that such issue shall take the share of

their deceased parent.' He is dealing with the class who are living

at the date of his will, but who might possibly die between the date
of his will and of his own death, and then the whole gift taken gram-
matically is consistent." This construction would still (as the L. J.

observed) exclude issue of children dying between the testa-

[*1694] tor's death and * the death of his wife, if (as happened) she
survived him. Either construction defeated the plaintiff's

claim ; and considering that by interpolating the words " now living,"

and using them as the sole antecedent to the word " such," to the ex-

clusion of the very words of the will " as shall survive my wife,"

the grammatical meaning of the will was essentially changed, the
V.-C.'s construction will perhaps be preferred.

The leading authority on another frequent form of gift is Loring
V. Thomas (e), where a testatrix devised real estate in trust (after suc-

(iT) If this interpolation is right here, ought it not also to be made in the hypothetical case
put by the L. J., " Such of the children of my late sisters as shall survive me" / Compare
the same learned judge's view of the grammatical effect of " such " in Heasman i>. Pearse L.
B.. 7 Ch. 285.

'

(e) 4 Dr. & Sm. 497. See also Ee Chapman's Will. 32 Beav. .382; Adnms v. Adams, L. R.,
14 Eq. 246; Re Woolrich, H Ch. D. 663 j Gibbons v. Gibbons, 6 App. Ca. 471.
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cessive life estates) to sell, and to pay and divide one-
j^^^^ ^^ ^^-^^

fourth of the proceeds equally between all and every the what their

children of her late aunt D., and the other shares be- CTbeZ"'*^
tween the children of her late aunts E. and M. and her entitled to

uncle F.
;
provided that if " any child or children of the '*

'"""^"

said " D., E., M., and F., " shall die in my lifetime " leaving children

who should survive her and attain twenty-one, then "the child or

children of each such child so dying in my lifetime shall represent

and stand in the place of his, her, or their deceased parent or respective

parents, and shall be entitled to the same share or shares which his,

her, or their deceased parent or parents woiild have been entitled to

if living at my decease." Some of the children of the aunts and
uncle had died before the date of the will leaving children who sur-

vived the testatrix and attained twenty-one. It was held by Sir E..

Kindersley, V.-C, that these children of predeceased children were
entitled to shares. He observed that the words were not " if any of

the said children," or " any suoh child," but generally " any child or

children," and ("shall die" being, on the authority of Christopherson

V. Naylor, construed " shall have died ") the predeceased children of

an aunt answered the hypothetical description of children who would

have been entitled if living at the testatrix's decease as literally

as children who died between the date of the will and the testatrix's

death.

But it seems that (as hinted by Sir E. Kindersley) this construc-

tion is not admissible if the words are " if any of the said children

shall die." The additional word was in Ee Thompson's Trusts (/)
held to confine the word "children," to which it was
* annexed, strictly to such children as were before designated [*1595]

as legatees, and, therefore, to exclude the issue of such as were

dead at the date of the will ; although the gift to issue
Dig,in„tion

was not even in form substitutionary, but " to my chil- where the gift

dren then (i. e. at the expiration of a previous interest)
Jf, the fssae"

living, and the child or children of such of my said chil- of the said

dren as shall then be dead, the grandchildren to take

such shares as their parents would have been entitled to in case they

had been then living." Sir W. Wood, V.-C, thought that " said

"

could not be explained like "their" or "them" in Tytherleigh v.

Harbin and Gaskell v. Holmes, and he could not strike it out.

And in Ee Eiddell (g), where a testator after his wife's death be-

queathed " to the brothers of my said wife or the children of the same

if they be dead when this portion of my will comes into force, they

(f) 2 W. E. 218, 5 D. M. & 6. 280 (see 2 De G. & J. 157) ; and see per Wood, V.-C, Ee

Jordan's Trusts, 2 N. R. 58. The distinction was rejected by Malins, V.-C., Ee Potter's Trust,

L. E., 8 Eq. 52, and Ee Lucas's "Will, 17 Ch. D. 788, but qu.

(a) W. N., 1880, p. 94. But see the restrictive effect of the word " such " in a similar posi-

tion got rid of, to suit " the general scheme" of a specially-worded will, Heasman v. Pearse,

L. E., 7 Ch. 275, 285.
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only taking the share which would have been their parent's portion

had they been living at the decease of my wife ; " it was held by the

L. JJ., that the case was within Christopherson v. Naylor, and that

the children of a brother who was dead at the date of the wiU were

not entitled to participate.

g , , , In a case where the gift was to " my brothers and sis-

before tes- ters Or their heirs," it was held by Sir G. Hall, V.-C, that
tator'a birth.

^.j^g .(j^eirs " of a brother who was dead before the testa-

trix was born was not included (A).

And it has been suggested that the gift to issue in this form (i. e.

to a class living at a particular time or their issue) may be intended

to take effect only in case all the parents are dead at the time referred

to (i) : a view which the Court would probably be slow to adopt.

The rule which excludes from a substitutionary gift children of ob-

jects dead at the date of the will, does not apply where the original

Children of gift is not to a class, but to designated individuals. The
persona desig- distinction is clear : the latter case comes within the

date of will principle of Barrel v. Molesworth ; for there can be no

daiise of""*^^"^
difference between the case of a gift to a person known by

substitution. the testator to be alive, and in the event of his death to

his children, ,and a gift to a person whom the testator may suppose or

believe to be living, but who is in fact dead, with a gift over

[*1596] to his children in case of his * death (k). But where the

gift is to a class, the testator is always supposed to include

only living objects, unless a different intention appears by the will (Z).

Distinction
Where, however, the bequest to the primary legatees,

when primary though not a class-gift, is expressly limited to those liv-

fi^are Uving ^°S at the date of the will, a merely substitutionary
at the date clause cannot operate in favor of the children of any
of the will. then dead (m).

These cases, it is conceived, fully warrant the position that, in the

^

absence of an explanatory context, a gift over, to take

elusion from effect in the event of the prior devisee or legatee dying

lltlf"'^ under certain circumstances, applies to the event hap-
pening in the lifetime of the testator; the prevention

of lapse being, it is considered, one of the purposes of such sub-
stituted gift.

II.— Death of Object of prior Gift after the Testator's Death.
1. Hule where there is no previous Interest.—We now proceed to

(h) Wingfield e.Wingfield, 9 Ch. D. 658, 66R.

(!) Per Romilly, M. R., Attwood v. Alford, L. R., 2 Eq. 479.

(A) Ive V. King, 16 Beav. 46 ; Hannam v. Sims, 2 De G. & J. 151; Re Sheppard's Trust. 1
K. & J. 269.

'

(0 Parker ». Tootal, 11 H. L. Ca. 164, 166.

(m) See Crook v. Whitley, 26 L. J. Ch. 350 ; the report In 7 D. M. & G. 490, omits this
point, except in the marginal note.
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examine the second class of cases before referred to, Whether gift

namely, those in which the question has been— whether effect'^n^hap.

the substituted gift takes effect in the event of the prior pening of

legatee dying subsequently to the testator's decease, under quent to death

the circumstances prescribed ; and if so, then, whether at of testator,

any time subsequently (n).

The general rule is that where the context is silent, the words re-

ferring to the death of the prior legatee, in connection with some col-

lateral event, apply to the contingency happening as well after as

before the death of the testator.^

Thus, in Allen v. Farthing (o), where a testator, after directing

that a sum of 200^., recently paid to his daughter, should be deducted

from the amount of any moneys, or any share of his per- ^ii^n ^.

sonal estate, thereinafter bequeathed to her, or to which Farthing,

she should be entitled under and by virtue of that his will, proceeded
to devise all his real estate to trustees upon trust for sale, and
to apply the moneys to arise therefrom upon the trusts * there- [*1597]
inafter declared concerning his personal estate. The testa-

tor then bequeathed his personalty to the same persons, upon trust to

get in and recover the same, and to pay and divide the same moneys,
estate, and effects unto and between his son John Allen and his daugh-
ter Ann Smith, in equal moieties, share and share alike, the share of

'

the daughter to be for her separate use ; and, in case of the death of
either of them, the said John Allen and Ann Smith leaving any child or

children him or her surviving, upon trust that the said trustees should

stand possessed of the said moiety of the said estate so given to him
or her the said J. AUea and A. Smith as aforesaid, in trust for such

child or children, as and when they should attain twenty-one, and in

the mean time to apply the income for maintenance ; and in case of

the death of either of them the said John Allen and Ann Smith leaving no

issue lawfully begotten, then upon trust, as to the moiety of him or her

so dying, for the survivor of them. The son and daughter having

survived the testator claimed absolute interests in the residue, con-

tending that the several gifts in favor of the children and the sur-

vivor respectively were intended to provide only for the event of the

legatee's dying in the testator's lifetime ; and that the terms in which

(») In connection with this question mast be borne in mind the provisions of s. 10 of the Con-
veyancing Act, 1882 (45 & 46 Vict. c. 39), which enacts that " where there is a person entitled

to land for an estate in fee, or for a term of years absolute or determinable on life, or for a
term of life, with an executory limitation over on default or failure of all or any of his issue,

whether within or at any specified period of time or not, that executory limitation shall be or
become void and incapable of taking effect, if and so soon as there is living any issue who has
attained the age of twenty-one years of the class on default or failure whereof the limitation

over was to take effect.'* This section is not retrospective.

(n) M. S. 12th Nov. 1816. This case and the decree thereon are stated 2 Mad. 310, but
without the arguments and judgment.

1 In Vanderzee v, Slingerland, 103 N. T. refer to death without issue in the lifetime of

47, it is said that this proposition applies only the testator, so that if the primary devisee
to personalty, and that as to realty the words survive the testator he takes a fee.
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the testator had directed the 200Z. to be deducted out of his daughter's

share aided this construction. Sir J. Leach, V.-C, however, held that

the testator's children took life-interests only. He ob-

death, leaving Served that where a testator refers to death simply, the
children, held words are necessarily held to mean death in his (the tes-

period "after tator's) lifetime, the language expressing a contingency,

d^^'rh""^'
^^^ death generally being not a contingent event (though

even then slight circumstances would vary the construc-

tion) ; but in the present instance it was not necessary to resort to

such a construction, the event described being not death simply, but

death leaving children, so that there was a clear contingency expressed,

and nothing to prevent the words from having full scope. Althougk

the trustees were directed to " pay " and " divide " the property be-

tween the son and daughter, yet these words were to be taken in con-

nection with the subsequent limitations, which cut down and qualified

them (p) : and his Honor thought that the argument founded on the

manner in which the advance of 200Z. was directed to be deducted out

of the daughter's share was too weak and inconclusive to control the

words.

[*1598] * So, in Child v. Giblett (q), where a testator bequeathed

the residue of his estate to trustees, upon trust, after payment
of his debts, to divide the same between his two daughters, A. and B.,

Gift over on share and share alike, to whom he bequeathed the same

;

A. marrying and in case of the death of either, the testator gave the

children, ex- whole to the survivor, and in the event of their marrying,
tended to ^^d havinq children, then to the child or children of them,

death (it or the survivor of them, if they should attain the age
testator. ^f twenty-one years, but if not, then among the children

of C., share and share alike ; and if only one child, then the whole
thereof to that one child. A. and B. both survived the testator ; and
the question was, whether they were entitled to the property ab-

solutely, or for life only. Sir J. Leach, M. E., held that they took
life interests only. " The rule is," he said, " that where there is a
bequest to two persons, and in case of the death of one of them, to
the survivor, the words ' in case of the death ' are to be restricted to the
life of the testator : but the question is, whether the first expression
used by this testator, to which this rule would apply, is not qualified

by the subsequent words of the will. The testator cannot possibly
have intended that the children of C. should take, in the event of a
marriage of his daughters, and their death without children in his
lifetime, and that they should not take in the event of a marriage of
his daughters, and their dying without children after his decease.
That would not be a rational distinction. I am of opinion, therefore,

(p) See also Bowers ». Bowers, L. R. 5 Ch. 244, 251. But cf. Ware*. Watson, 7 D. M. & G.
248.

(q) 3 My. & K. 71.
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that the general rule is here qualified by the subsequent words used

by the testator, and that in the event of A. dying without children, or

if she should have children and none of them live to attain the age of

twenty-one, the children of C. will be entitled to the residuary prop-

erty of the testator."

And in Smith v. Stewart (r), where a testator devised and be-

queathed the residue of his real and personal estate in different shares

amongst several persons, and directed that the whole of the said

legatees should have the benefit of survivorship between them in the

event of any one or more of them dying without leaving issue : the

question was, whether the legatees acquired an indefeasible interest

by surviving the testator ; and Sir J. K. Bruce, V.-C, decided that

they did not.

* Sometimes, however, it happens that a devise in fee-sim- [*1599]

pie is followed by alternative limitations over which collec-

tively provide for the event of the death of the devisee under all

possible circumstances. In such a case, the words of eon- Gifts over,

tingency are read as applying exclusively to the happen- g™/"™? '

iug of the event in the testator's lifetime, in order to sibie event,

avoid repugnancy, inasmuch as the alternative limita- testatorV"

tions, if not so qualified and restricted in construction, lifetime.

would reduce the prior devise in fee to an estate for life. Thus, in

Clayton v. Lowe (s), where a testator gave his residtiary real and per-

sonal estate to be equally divided between his three grandchildren,

A., B., and C, share and share alike, forever ; and if either of them

should happen to die without child or children lawfully begotten, then he

directed that such part or share of the one so dying should be equally

divided amongst the surviving brothers or sister ; hut if any of his

grandchildren should die and leave child or children lawfully begotten, that

such child or children should have their parent's share equally di-

vided amongst them, share and share alike. All the grandchildren

survived the testator, and on a case from Chancery it was held in

the Court of King's Bench that in the events which had happened

they took estates in fee-simple as tenants in common.

The reasons for this conclusion do not appear, but we may presume

them to be in consistency with the argument (already noticed) which

vr&s strongly urged by the very able counsel for the _ ,

plaintiffs, namely, that the several alternative limita- Clayton v.

tions would, unless confined to the happening of the ^°^®"

event in the testator's lifetime, operate to cut down the fee previously

devised to an estate for life
(f) ; and on this ground the case was fol-

(r) 4 De G. & S. 252. See also Gawler w.'Cadby, Jao. 348 ; Gosling v. Townshend, 17 Beav.
245, affirmed on distinct grounds, 2 W. R. 23; Johnston v. Antrobus, 21 Beav. 556 (as to tlie

pecuniarv legacy) ; Randfield v. Randfield, 8 H. L. Ca. 225, 236 (real estate) ; Bowers v. Bow-
ers, L. S., 5 Ch". 244.

(») 5 B. & Aid. 636.

(0 However, the devise in Clayton v. Lowe, of the shares of grandchildren who should die

VOL. II. 46
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Clayton v.
lowed, witli express approbation of the doctrine con-

Lowe con- tained in it, in Gee v. Mayor of Manchester (m), where a
firmed.

testator gave his freehold, leasehold, and personal prop-

erty among his children in manner following : to his son A. one-

seventh share of his property, to his heirs, executors, and administrators.

And he gave one-seventh share to each of his other six children in

similar terms ; and provided, that in case any of his sons or daugh-

ters died without issue, that their share returned to his sons

[*1600] and daughters equally ; and * in case any of his sons and
daughters died and leaving issue, that they should take their

deceased parent's share. On a case from Chancery it was held in

Q. B. that each child who survived the testator took an indefea-

sible estate in fee in the real estate and an absolute interest in the

leaseholds.

So, in Woodburne v. Woodburne (x), where a testator gave all his

real and personal estate upon trust for his brothers and sisters

(naming them), their heirs, executors, administrators, and assigns

;

and declared that if any of his said brothers and sisters should die

without leaving issue, his or her share should go to the survivors,

and that if any of his brothers and sisters should have left issue,

such issue should be entitled to their parent's shares : it was held by
Sir J. Stuart, V.-C, that the brothers and sisters, having survived

the testator, were absolutely entitled to the estate.

Where, however, the gift, which precedes the alternative gifts over,

Distinction
^® ^^^ (^^ ^^ *^® preceding cases) absolute and unquali-

where prior fied, but is SO framed as to admit of its being, without

feffaSe^ as
inconsistency or violence, restricted to a life interest, the

a mere life ground for the construction adopted in these cases fail-
lu eres

.

^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^ question is held to confer a life interest

only, there being no reason why the fullest scope should not be given

to the several alternative gifts over.

As where (y) a testatrix bequeathed to A. the sum of iOOl., to be
vested in the public funds, the interest whereof she should receive

when she attained twenty-one. Jn the event of her decease at, before,

or after the said period, the sum so bequeathed to be divided between
B. and C. Lord Langdale, M. E., said that the words " at, before, or
after " involved all time present, past, and future, and that the only
construction to be put on these words, therefore, was, " in the event
of her decease, whenever that event might happen."

It was scarcely possible, indeed, to put any other construction on

without children, would not apply to, and would therefore leave the fee In, the last survivor,
who might die without children

; and this makes a solid difference between such a devise and
a mere estate for life ; L. E., 6 Ch. 250.

(u) 17 Q. B. 737; K. Bruce, V.-C, expressed a different opinion upon the same case, 19
L. J. Ch. 151, 14 Jur. 825.

(x) 23 L. J. Ch. 336.

(y) Miles V. Clark, 1 Eee, 92 ; see Tilson v. Jones, 1 B. & Sly. 553, ante, p. 1572.
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this will. The reference was expressly to the age of twenty-one

years ; and therefore no room was left to imply a reference to any
other or additional period, as the death of the testator. The case

differs, therefore, from the two preceding, in which the manner and
not the period of death was the circumstance to which express refer-

ence was made.
* A clearer illustration of the distinction is afforded by [*1601]

Cooper V. Cooper (z), in which a testator bequeathed the res-

idue of his personal estate equally between his four children (naming
them), and in case of the death of either of them leaving issue, then

the issue of such child to take the parent's share ; but in the event of

their dying without leaving issue, then the share of the one so dying

to become part of the residue of his personal estate. There being

no words in the primary bequest expressly giving an absolute interest

(as there were in Clayton v. Lowe and Gee v. Mayor of Manchester),

there was no danger of imputing two inconsistent intentions to the

testator in refusing to hold the bequest absolute upon the testator's

death ; and it was therefore held by Sir W. P. Wood, V.-C, that the

children took life interests only (a).

The general rule which permits the gift over to take effect upon
the happening of the contingency at any time after the testator's

death is of course excluded by any context which shows The event

that the testator did not intend it so to operate. Thus restricted to

in Ee Anstice (6), where a testatrix gave the residue of death by the

her personal estate to trustees in trust to pay and divide context,

the same in equal shares between her two cousins A. and B. ; and
" in case either of them should be married at the time of her said

legacy becoming 'payable, then the same shall be paid or disposed of

for her separate use, and her receipt alone for the same shall be a suf-

ficient discharge ;
" and in case either of them should die without

leaving issue, then her share to go to her sister ; and in case both

should die without leaving issue, then over; it was held by Sir J.

Eomilly, M. R., that this meant death in the testatrix's lifetime, for

the legatees (if married) were to be competent to give_ a full dis-

charge for their legacies when they became payable, which was in-

consistent with a gift over upon an event to happen at any time

during their lives.

So where the gift was to several as tenants in common, and in case

any of them should die without leaving issue, the shares of them so

dying were to go to the others and to the issue of such
^i^^ ^^^^^^ ^^_

of them as should die leaving issue in equal shares, such stricted by

issue to take the shares which their respective parents

(2) 1 K. & J 658.
, , ,„ „ „„

(a) See also Bowers ». Bowers, L. E., 5 Ch. 244 ; Goslii^ ». Townshend, 2 W . K. 23.

Bogers «. Waterhouse, 4 Drew. 329, and Rogers v. Rogers, 7 W. R. 641, cannot be relied on

contra,

(i) 23 Bear. 135.
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would have taken if living ; it was clear that the interest of the ori-

ginal legatees was not to be defeasible during their whole

[*1602] lives (c). And the * circumstance that one of several alter-

native gifts over is expressly confined to death without issue

under twenty-one is a strong argument that the other, though in terms

indefinite, was intended to be so confined too (d).

Again in Clark v. Henry (e), where a testator gave all he possessed

to be equally divided between his sisters A. and S. for their sole use

and benefit independent of any one they might marry ; and directed

his personal property consisting of clothes, plate, wines, stores, musi-

cal instruments, cabin furniture, &c., to be sold and the proceeds in-

vested in his sisters' names as they should direct, his sister A. (who

had attained the age of twenty-five) to have the immediate control of

her share of his personal property, and his sister S. on attaining the

age. of twenty-five, until which time her uncle W. would hold it in

trust for her ; and in case of the death of either sister before the

testator or before marrying and having children, the whole of the

property he might die possessed of to go to the survivor. It was
held that A. on attaining twenty-five, although she had not married,

was absolutely entitled to a moiety. There might be some diflBculty,

it was observed, in applying the words of the gift over to both sis-

ters ; but they must be construed with reference to the former words

:

whatever else the testator may have meant, he certainly meant that

when either sister attained twenty-five she should have her share.

And in Ware v. Watson (/) where a testator gave his residuary

estate " to be divided into six equal shares, being as many as I have

children now living, one of the said shares to be for the benefit of

each of my said children in manner hereinafter mentioned, the share

of each of my sons W., H., and J., to be paid, assigned, and trans-

ferred to him as soon as convenient after my decease, and the shares

of daughters E., A., and S. to be vested interests for their benefits in

manner hereinafter mentioned : " provided that if any of his said

sons should die without issue living at his decease his share (accru-

ing as well as original) should go to the survivors equally

:

[*1603] the trustees were then directed to stand * possessed of

the shares of the daughters in trust for them for life and
afterwards for their children, and in default of children, for the

survivors or survivor of the sons and daughters : it was held by
K. Bruce and Turner, L. JJ., that the shares of the sons vested in

(c) Johnston ». Antrobus, 21 Beav. 556 (the share of residue). There was also a gift over
on death leaving issue; but the decision was based on the clause in the text. Seealso Ke
Hayward, 19 Ch. D. 470, where the clause was similar but without the words " if livine."
See also Cross v. Coltart, W. N., 1884, p. 123.

id) Brotherton v. Bury, 18 Beav. 66.

(6) L. R., 11 Eq. 222. 6 Ch. 588.

(/) 7 D. M. & G. 248. See also Lloyd v. Davies, 15 C. B. 76 (devise to three in common,
with gift over on marriage of one to the other two, they paving her 500/. within one year
from testator's death); Vulliamy v. Huskisson, 3 Y. & C. 80 (direction to settle legacy in case
of marriage).
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them indefeasibly on the testator's death, the gift over of those

shares operating only in case of death in his lifetime ; the marked
distinction made between the shares of the sons and those of the

daughters being considered to show that, whatever effect the words
" pay and divide " might have had if they had stood alone, the testa-

tor meant something different from a direction that the shares should

be vested when he used the words " pay and transfer."

II. — 2. Rule where there is a prior life or other interest.— In all

the preceding cases it will be observed that the gift to the person on
whose death, under the circumstances described, the substituted gift

was to arise, was immediate, i. e., to take effect in possession ; so that

the Court was placed in the alternative of construing the words either

as applying exclusively to death in the lifetime of the testator, or as

extending to death at any time, the will supplying no other period to

which the words could be referred ; but where the two concurrent or

alternative gifts are preceded by a life or other partial interest, or the

enjoyment under them is otherwise postponed, the way is open to a

third construction, namely, that of applying the words in question to

the event of death occurring before the period of possession or distri-

bution, so that the original legatee, surviving that period, would be-

come absolutely entitled.

It is settled, however, that in this case, as well as where the origi-

nal gift is immediate, the substituted gift will primS, facie take effect

whenever the death under the circumstances described

occurs. Thus, in Mahoney v. Burdett {g), where a tes- death without

tatrix bequeathed 1,000Z. to her sister A. for life, and '«»7'°S '=="«
^

1 -I-. • n • ^9^ generally
after her death to A.'s daughter B. :

" if my said niece confined to

should die unmarried or without children the 1,000L I
Prior "terest.

here will to revert to " C. A. died ; then the testatrix ; and afterwards

B. died without children ; and it was held in D. P. that the legacy

went over to C, on the ground that this was the natural and proper

meaning of the words, and that there was no context which rendered

a different meaning necessary or proper. The inconvenience

of suspending * the absolute vesting of the gift during the [*1604]

whole lifetime of the legatee could not control the natural

meaning of the terms of the bequest.

So, in Ingram v. Soutten (A), where a testator gave a mixed residue

in trust for his wife for life, and after her death or second marriage

in trust in moieties for his two daughters for their lives, and after-

wards for their children respectively ; if either daughter should have

no child her moiety to go to the other daughter and her children

;

and if neither daughter should have a child to attain twenty-one, then

(o) L. R., 7 H. L. 386.

(h) L. R., 7 H. L. 408, reversing Re Heathcote's Trusts, L. R., 9 Ch. 45, and restoring

decision of Malins, V.-C, id. 47, n. See also Benn v. Dixon, 16 Sim. 21.
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the whole to be in trust for his two sons as tenants in common and
their respective executors, &c. ; but if either sons should die without

leaving issue living at the time of his decease, then the whole to de-

volve and be in trust for the other, his executors, &c. But if both

sons should die without leaving issue living at their respective deaths,

then in trust for M., a granddaughter of the testator, her executors,

&c. ; but if she should die without leaving issue living at the time of

her death, then in trust for such one or more of the daughters of P.

and Gr. as should be living when the trusts thereinbefore declared

should determine, their executors, &c. ; and if there should be no
such daughter of either of them at that time living, then in trust

for C, his executors, &c. Eirst, the wife died ; then the sons ; and
afterwards the daughters ; neither of the sons nor daughters had any
issue. M. survived them, and afterwards died without ever having

issue. At that time there was living only one daughter of P. and no
daughter of G. It was held by James, L. J. (Mellish, L. J., concur-

ring), that M., having survived the tenants for life, took an indefeas-

ible interest. The general rule, he said, was, as laid down in Ed-
wards V. Edwards (i), that, where there was an absolute gift to vest

in possession at a future time, and a gift over if the legatee should
die without issue living at his death, this prima facie meant if he
should so die before he was entitled to call for delivery, as it would
be very inconvenient that after delivery the subject should be liable

to go over
;
and there was nothing in the present ease to take it out

of the general rule. But this was reversed in the House of Lords and
the alleged rule was denied, as unwarrantably altering the

[*1605] natural meaning of the words, which clearly expressed * a
dying without issue living at the death, at whatever time

that death might take place.

The rule being as thus laid down in the House of Lords, it is to be
considered what species of context will exclude it and confine the

Contingency
operation of the gift over to death occurring before the

restrioted by period of possession. An example of such a context is
context. afforded by Da Costa v. Keir {k), where a testator gave
the residue of his estate to trustees, upon trust to pay the interest to
his wife for life, and after her decease, he gave the principal to A. for
her own use and benefit, to be at her own disposal ; but if the said A.
should die leaving any child or children living at her decease, then
he gave the residue to her children ; but if she should die without
any child living at her decease, then he gave the same to B. and C.
equally ; but if either of them should die before they should become
entitled to receive the said residue, then he gave the whole to the
survivor ; and if both should die in the lifetime of his wife, then he
gave the said residue to his wife. A. survived the testator and his

(t) 16 Beav. 364, 365. (h) 3 Euss. 360.
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widow, and therefore claimed to be entitled absolutely. The legatees

over resisted this claim on the ground that the residue was given to

them in the event of A. dying without leaving a child, whenever that

event should happen. Sir J. Leach, M. E., considered this construc-

tion objectionable, as it simply revoked the prior gift to A. {l), since,

by parity of reasoning, the children, if any, living at her decease,

would also have been entitled, without regard to the period of death
;

whereas the testator intended the subsequent gift to operate only by
way of qualification or exception in particular events ; and he thought

that the ultimate gift to the wife in the event of B. and C. dying in

her lifetime, plainly indicated that the life of the widow was to be

the period to which the event of A. dying with or without children

was to be referred (m), and consequently that A., having survived the

widow, was absolutely entitled.

So, in Barker v. Cocks (n), where a testator bequeathed a fund after

the decease of his wife (who had a life interest therein) to A., B., and

C, equally to be divided between them, share and share alike

;

but in case of the death of C. without * leaving lawful issue, [*1606]

he gave her third part to A. and B. equally ; it was held by
Lord Langdale, M. E., that, having survived the wife, C. had acquired

an absolute interest. The testator's first object, he observed, was that

each of the three should have an equal advantage with the others

;

but as to C.'s share there was a gift over to the others in case of C.

dying without leaving lawful issue. If you made this event refer to

the period anterior to the death of the tenant for life, you carried into

effect the primary intention of the testator to divide the fund amongst

the three, share and share alike.

A question of this nature arose in Galland v. Leonard (o), where a

testator gave the residue of his personal estate to trustees, upon trust

to place the same out at interest during the life of his
.

wife, and pay her a certain annuity, and upon her death restrictedTiT

to pay and divide the said trust moneys unto and equally
g?g'jj^'^°[ig^

between his two daughters, H. and A. And in case of the

death of them his said daughters, or either of them, leaving a child or

children living, upon trust for the children in manner therein men-

tioned; and the testator declared that the children of each of his

daughters should be entitled to the same share his, her, or their mother

would be entitled to if then living ; and in case of the death of his

said two daughters without leaving issue living, then over. Sir T.

Plumer, M. E., held that the testator intended only to substitute the

{t) T. c, ultra the life interest. See also Davenport v. Bishopp, 2 T. & C. C. C. 463

(m) See also Re Hayes, 9 Jur. N. S. 1068. So if one of several alternative gifts over bs

expressly confined to a"definite period, it is an argument for confining the others also, Wood
i>. Wood', 35 Beav, 587. And see Whiting v. Force, 2 Beav. 571; King v. CuUen, 2 De G. &
S. 252.

(b) 6 Beav. 82.

(o) 1 Sw. 161.
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children for the mother, in the event of the decease of the latter

during the widow's life, and that the daughters who survived her (the

Remark on
widow) became absolutely entitled. In this case the

Gaiiand ». frame and terms of the bequest showed that the testator
Leonard. contemplated the death of the widow as the period of dis-

tribution, and any doubt which his previous expressions may have

left on this point is dispelled by the clause entitling the children to

the shares which their parents, if living, would have taken.

" It is manifest," said Lord Selborne {p), " that when

re'stricted'tT a testator (as in Galland v. Leonard) has directed pay-
period of dis- ment or distribution to be made at a certain time so that
tnbution by . ^ , , , . ,. , ,i , • in
express direc- a trust intended by him to continue up to that time shall

fa?b te^"'
then come to an end, and has proceeded to substitute

other devisees or legatees, through the medium of the

same trustees and the same trust, in case of the death with-

[ *1607] out leaving issue of any of the persons to whom * such pay-

ment or distribution was first directed to be made ; there

is strong prima facie reason for holding that the contingency must
be intended to happen if at all before the period of distribution. And
a rule so limited (subject of course to exceptions) would seem to be

in harmony with sound principle and with the general current of

authority."

. Edwards v. Edwards {q) was itself a case of that kind. The testa-

tor there devised freeholds and leaseholds in trust for his wife during

Edwards v. lier life or widowhood. He then devised part of the prop-
Edwards, gj.jjy jjQ i^ig eldest son " for him and his heirs to possess

immediately after his mother's death or marriage." He then made
similar devises to a daughter and to another son ; and continued

:

" If my said wife shall remain my widow my trustees shall assign and
transfer to each of my children their shares immediately after her

death, and as soon as they arrive at twenty-one. . . . Further, if one
of my three children shall die and leaving no children, his or her share

shall be divided between the other two and for their heirs forever
;

and if two of my children shall die and leaving no children, their

shares, shall go to the surviving one and his or her heirs forever." It

was held by Sir J. Eomilly, M. R., that the contingency of death
leaving no children was to be confined to the life of the tenant for

life. His decision was, indeed, based on the supposed general rule

cited and relied on by Sir W. James in Ingram v. Soutten, but denied

on appeal of that case. But in O'Mahoney v. Burdett, Lord Selborne

said :
" Edwards v. Edwards was a case in which a distribution by

assignment or transfer was expressly directed to be made after the

death of the tenant for life, thereby primS, facie terminating a trust,

(p) In O'Mahonev ». Burdett, L. R., 7 H. L. 406. An express direction is here meant,
not merely such a dfsposition of the property as involves distribution, id. 407.

(j) 15 Beav. 357.
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which down to that time was to continue." Lord Hatherley spoke to

the like effect ; and Lord Cairns said :
" The direction for assignment

and transfer coupled with immediate and absolute possession may well

have justified the decision " (r).

Another case of the same kind, prior to O'Mahouey v. Burdett, was
Dean v. Handley (s), where a testator devised his real estate to trus-

tees upon the trusts afterwards declared, and gave to the trustees his

business in trust to carry it on ; and gave them the residue of his per-

sonal estate in trust for sale ; and to stand possessed of the

proceeds and of the real estate in * trust out of the income [*1608]
and the profits of the business to pay a life annuity to his wife

for the support of herself and his son, and after her contingency
death to pay and make over, and he thereby devised and restricted to

bequeathed all the said real and personal estate, includ- tribution by"

ing all accumulations and the business, unto his said son, express diiec-

his heirs, executors, administrators, and assigns: "And tribute,

my will further is that in case my said son shall happen Dean v.

to depart this life without leaving lawful issue him sur- Handley.

viving, then I direct my trustees and the survivors of them," &c., to

sell all the real and personal estate, and to hold the proceeds upon the

trusts therein mentioned. It was held by Sir W. P. Wood, V.-C,
that the son, having survived the widow, was absolutely entitled to

the whole estate. His decision, as reported, proceeded on the sup-

posed general rule in Edwards v. Edwards ; but in O'Mahouey v. Bur-

dett (t), he said : " It was a trade which was directed to be carried

on by the executors until the son attained a certain age, when the

trade (and not the trade only but other property as well) was to be

handed over to him. ... I held in that case, and I should be disposed

to hold the same again in a similar case, that the time was evidently

pointed out when the final and complete distribution was to be made,

and that the executory devise must be held to be referred to that

time, because it was impossible to call the property back again, and

hold that the executory devise was then to take effect after there had

been that full and complete distribution of the funds."

A question of the same kind afterwards arose in Olivant v. Wright (u),

where a testatrix, having separate real and personal estate, gave it to

(r) L. R., 7 H. L. 394, 400, 405.

(s) 2 H. & M. 635.

(*) L. R., 7 H. L. 403. The following cases were decided before O'Mahonejr v. Burdett on

the supposed general rule in Edwards v. Edwards. Most if not all of them might perhaps be

supported on special grounds ; and it may be observed that none of them were bare cases of

successive trusts like the two cases in D. P. See Re Allen's Estate. 3 Drew. 380; Johnson ».

Cope, 17 Beav. 561 ; Becktnn v. Barton, 27 Beav. 99 ; Slaney v. Slaney, 33 Beav. 631 ; Re
Hill's Trusts, L. R., 12 Eq. 312. On special grounds the contingency was held in Milner v.

Milner, 34 Beav. 276 (settlement), and Witham v. Witham, 3 D. F. & J. 758 (direction to

settle shares of daughters if they should marry) not to be confined to the life of the tenant for

life ; and in Smith v. Colman, 25 Beav. 216 (similar direction to settle), to be confined to the

death of the testator.

(m) L. R., 20 Eq. 220, 1 Ch. D. 346.
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oiivant ». ter husband for life ;
" and after his decease to be di-

Wright. Tided amongst my five children, share and share alike
;

and if any of my children should die without issue, then that child

or children's share shall be divided, share and share alike, among the

children then living ; but if any of my children should die

[*1609] leaving issue, then that child (if only one) shall * take its

parent's share, and if more than one, to be divided equally

amongst them, share and share alike." It was held by Sir J. Ba-

con, V.-C, that the case was within the rule laid down in D. P. ; that

the share of a child who survived the tenant for life leaving issue

passed to the issue ; and that the share of another child who after-

wards died without issue passed to the three children then surviving.

On appeal, this was reversed on the ground that the testatrix clearly

intended an actual and final division to be made at the death of the

tenant for life. Sir W. James observed that all was consistent with

that intention, and that any other construction would lead to so many
absurdities and contradictions that he could not bring himself to en-

tertain a doubt. He said the natural meaning of " then " would be

the time of division which had before been spoken of as to be made
at the death of the tenant for life. Sir G. Mellish said that, accord-

ing to the respondent, there might be several periods of division, and
what was to happen if all the five children, one after the other, died

without issue, did not exactly appear. Sir G. Bramwell observed

that, according to the respondent, the surviving children took the

shares of the child dying without issue to the exclusion of the issue

of the child who died with issue, which certainly was unreasonable

;

and further, that a grandchild dying during the life of the tenant for

life, would take that which a child dying during the life of the tenant

for life would not take, which also seemed unreasonable.

The difficulties here suggested do not appear to be very formida-

ble (x). That they were considered to be so in Oiivant v. Wright,

Contingency ''^^J probably be taken as evidence that an express direc-
restricted to tion to distribute needs little assistance from the context

sistenoy in to Bxcludc the general rule which reads death without
gift over. issue as meaning death at any time. If, indeed, ab-

surdity or contradiction is really produced in the ulterior trusts by
so reading the will, but is avoided by confining the contingency to

the limited period, there is strong ground for adopting the latter

construction, even although the will contains no express direction to

distribute, and no trust (jj).

The effect of an express direction to convey at a particular

((e) See ante p. 1599, n. («), and Lord Hatherley's judgment, Bowers «. Bowers, L. R., 5
Ch. 250 ; also ante, pp. 1044, 1045.

(y) See Besant ii. Cox, 6 Ch. D. 604. But the report does not make it clear how in this

particular case the words ("that shall leave such lawful issue") which caused the difficulty

upon one construction, were made intelligible by adopting the other.
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* time is further shown by Wheable v. Wither (s), where a [*1610]

testator gave real and personal estate to trustees, in trust

for his wife for life, and after her death to convey and assure, pay, and
divide the same unto and amongst all his children in .

equal shares on their respectively attaining twenty-one ; restricted by

and in case of the death of any of them without issue express direc-

under that age, or before acquiring a vested interest (a),

then to convey, &c., his part to the survivors; but in case any of the

testator's children should die at any time either before or after him
having issue, then to convey, &o., his part to such issue. All the chil-

dren having attained twenty-one, it was held by Sir L. Shadwell,

V.-C, that they had become indefeasibly entitled. He thought the

words " under twenty-one " must of necessity be implied in the gift

over to issue, since the trustees, having under the first trust executed

an absolute conveyance to the children at twenty-one, would have

nothing left in them to enable them to execute the last trust as it

stood in the will.

In the last case, it appears that the wife was dead, but not when
she died ; nor was it suggested that the time of her death furnished

a limit to the contingency. That it is not the time of

eventual distribution, but the time pointed out by the re'strktldTJ

express direction to distribute, that fixes that limit, is minority of
x^ leffatGGs r3.tii6r

more distiactly shown by Ee Johnson's Trusts {b), where than to Ufe-

a testator devised real estate to his wife for life, re-
f™];f

g*^ '^''^°'

mainder to trustees in trust to sell, to invest the pro-

ceeds, and to apply the income in bringing up his nephews and

nieces, the children of his sister S., during their respective minori-

ties; and upon further trust to pay his nephews and nieces their

respective shares when and as they should respectively attain twenty-

one ; if any of them should die without leaving issue, their shares to

be paid to the survivors when their original shares were payable as

aforesaid ; if any of them should be of age at the time of sale, their

shares to be paid immediately after the sale. All the nephews and

nieces but two died before the wife, some under age, others after

attaining twenty-one, and some leaving issue others not. It was held

by Sir W. P. Wood, V.-C, that a nephew or niece became indefeasibly

entitled on attaining twenty-one. He observed that the Court

* always leaned towards the construction which vested a pro- [*1611]

vision for children at the time when it was most likely to be

required. He thought the testator had plainly expressed his inten-

tion that the original shares should vest at twenty-one, and that the

(2) 16 Sim. 505. See also Whiting v. Force, 2 Beav. 571 ; Glyn v. Glyn, 26 L. J. Ch. 409

(distribution directed at twenty-five, with fjift over of the share of the eldest if he came into

settled estates); Re Luddv, Peard v. Morton, 25 Ch. D. 394; Lewin v. Kelly, 13 App. Ca. (P.

C.) 783.

(a) These last words were held to be merely tautologoua.

(i) 10 L. T., N. S. 455.
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period of survivorship as to the accruing shares was to be the period

of the vesting of original shares.

The restricted construction prevailed, partly on the authority of

Galland v, Leonard, in the more doubtful case of Home v. Pillans (c),

Contingency where a testator bequeathed to his nieces, C. and M., the

perkJfof
'° sum of 2,O0OZ. each, when and if they should attain their

vesting. ages of twenty-one years ; and which said legacies he

gave to them for their sole and separate use, free from the debts or

control of their or either of their husbands : and in case of the death

of his said nieces or either of them leaving children or a child, the

testator bequeathed the share or shares of each of his said nieces so

dying unto their or her respective children or child. Sir J. Leach,

M. E,., held that the nieces did not take absolute interests at majority

;

but that the bequest to them continued to be liable to the executory

gift, on their dying leaving children. Lord Brougham, C, reversed

the decree, on the ground that the construction adopted by the Court

below was irreconcilable with the authorities, especially those cases

in which words referring to death generally had been held to be re-

stricted to death occurring in the lifetime of the prior legatee for

life (d), and he adduced Galland v. Leonard as an authority precisely

in point. He also dwelt on the inconvenience of holding the absolute

vesting to be suspended during the life of the legatee, which was a

construction the Court would never adopt but from necessity ; and he

considered that, in the present instance, such a construction would
have the effect of defeating the testator's intention, which evidently

was, that at the age of twenty-one the legacies should become abso-

lutely vested.

It is observable that Lord Brougham, in his remarks on Hervey v.

McLauchlin (e), and that class of cases, but very faintly adverts to

the fact, that in them the gift over was in case of death

on Lord simpliciter, and in the will before him it was in case of
?™"Sham'3 death in connection with a collateral event (i. e., leaving

in Some 0. children), which forms a most material distinction, and
Pillans. excludes from the latter case much of the reasoning

adopted by him from the cited authorities. The point which
[*1612] he had to decide was certainly * one of great difficulty. But

the decision has frequently been recognized as correct.

Thus in Eandfleld v. Eandfield (/), where a testator devised real es-

Home V. t^te to his SOU when he attained twenty-one, with a gift
Piiians over if he should die leaving no issue, but where underapproved ,, .

, ^. ^
° , ,

'

by Lord the Circumstances the words " when he attained twenty-
Kingsdown. q^q » ^gjg taken pro non scriptis, Lord Kingsdown said

(c) 2 Mv. & K. 15.

(d) Vide ante, p. 1568.

U) 1 Pri. 264.

(/) 8 li. L. Ca. 225, 240, 231. See and consider the explanation of this case eiven bv
Lord Cairns, L. E., 7 H. L. 397.

S "J-
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that he thought the rule laid, dowu in Home v. Pillans was a perfectly

souud one, and that it ought not to be disturbed, though it could not

apply there. " If," he added with reference to the case before him,
" there had been two contingencies to which the words might have
been applicable they would I think have been properly applicable to

the first, the dying under twenty-one ; but that contingency did not
exist when the will was executed, and they can be applicable there-

fore only to the other." As was said in the argument of that case, it

is highly improbable that the testator could mean to give the estate

absolutely to his son upon his attaining twenty-one, and then take it

away again after the son had attained that age.

Again, in Monteith v. Nicholson (g), where a testator gave his per-

sonal estate to his brothers and sisters living at his decease, their

executors, administrators, and assigns, as tenants in com- Contingency

mon, and declared that */ any of them should die in his
p^riod'o^

'"

lifetime or afterwards without leaving lawful issue, the vesting.

share or shares of him, her, or them so dying should go to and be
equally divided amongst the survivor or survivors of them; and if
any of them should die in his lifetime or afterwards leaving issue, the

share or shares of him, her, or them so dying should go to and be

equally divided amongst such issue, such child or children taking

their parent's share. "And, moreover, I declare it to be my will,

that none of the legatees under this my will shall be entitled to any
bequest until they severally attain the age of twenty-one years." It

was held by Lord Langdale, M. R., that each of the brothers and sis-

ters took an absolute vested interest on attaining the age of twenty-

one years.

On the same principle, if the gift after a life estate is contingent

on the legatee surviving the tenant for life, a gift over if he dies

without leaving issue will, it seems, be restricted to death in the life-

time of the tenant for life (h).

* This construction, however, may be excluded if, besides [*1613]

the gift over in question, there is another gift over of the

same legacy expressly in case of death before the time of vesting (i).

Nor has it been generally extended to cases of immediate gift, vested

in point of interest, but where possession is directed to be given or

payment made at a specified time (A;).

II.— 3. Death before a Legacy is "payable."— And here it will be

convenient to notice the frequently occurring point of construction

(n) 2 Kee. 719. See also Re Dowling's Trusts, L. R., 14 Eq. 463.

(A) Andrews v. Lord, 6 Jur. N. S. 866 ; Re Sarjeant, 11 W. R. 203. And see judgment in

Garev v. Whittingham, 5 Beav. 270.
({) Martireau v. Rogers, 8 D. M. & G. 328.

(i) Smith V. Spencer, 6 D. M. & G. 631, explained 2 H & M. 639; Cotton v. Cotton, 23
L. J. Ch. 489; Else v. Else, L. R., 13 £q. 196.
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Word " pay- arising on the word " payable," in such a case as the
able " occur- following : A money fund is given to a person for life,

oveT," whether and, after his decease, to his children at majority or mar-
it refers to riage, with a gift over in the event of any of the objects

the perfod of dying before their shares become payable.'^ In such cases
distribution. . ^^ becomes a question whether the word " payable " is to

be considered as referring to the age or marriage (or any other such

circumstances affecting the personal situation of the legatee), on the

arrival or happening of which the shares are made " payable," or to

the actual period of distribution ; in other words, whether the shares

vest absolutely at the majority or marriage of the legatees, in the

lifetime of the legatee for life ; or whether the vesting is postponed

to the period of such majority or marriage, and the death of the legatee

for life. As the latter construction exposes the legatees to the risk

of losing the testator's provision in the event of their dying in the

lifetime of the legatee for life, although they may have reached adult

or even advanced age, and may have left descendants, however num-
erous, the Courts have strongly inclined to hold the word " payable "

to refer to the majority or marriage of the legatees, especially if the

testator stood towards the legatees in the parental relation (Z).

And where (as often happens) the question has arisen under mar-

riage settlements (m), the leaning to this construction is

[*1614] * strongly aided by the occasion and design of the instru-

ment, whose primary object obviously is, to secure a provi-

sion for the issue of the marriage. In wills, the point, like all others,

depends solely upon the intention to be collected from the context

;

[I) As to confining the doctrine to cases where the testator is the parent of or stands in loco

parentis to the lej^atees, see the observations of Cotton, L. J., in Re Hamlet, Stephen v. Cun-
ningham, 39 Ch. D. at p. 433.

(m) Emperor ti. Rolfe, 1 Ves. 208; Woodcock v. Duke of Dorest, 3 B. C. C. 569; Hope ».

Lord Clifden, 6 Ves. 499 ; Schenck u. Legh (which is a leading case). 9 Ves. 300 ; Powis ».

Burdett, id. 428; Howgrave o. Cartier, 3 V. & B. 79; Perfect v. Lord Ciirzon, 5 Mad. 442;
Evans v. Scott, 1 H. L. Ca. 43, 11 Jur. 291; Re Williams, 11 Beav. 317; Mount v. Mount, 13
id. 333; Bailie v. Jackson, 1 Sm. & Gif. 175; Swallow v. Binns, 1 K. & J. 417; Walker v.

Simpson, id. 713 (will); Moor v. Abbott, 26 L. J. Ch. 787, 3 Jur. N. S. 551; Remnant v.

Hood, 27 Beav. 74, 2 D. F. &J.396; Curriew. Larkins, 4 D. J.&S. 245: Wakefield «. Muffet,
10 App. Ca. 422. But .see Whatford v. Moore, 7 Sim. 574, 3 My. & C. 289; Lloyd v. Cocker,
19 Beav. 140 ; Jeyes v. Savage, L. R., 10 Ch. 555.

1 Where the time specified is annexed to Johnson, 90 N. C. 592 ; Pleasanton's Appeal,
the payment only, as when a legacy is given 99 Penn. St. 362 ; Pond v. Allen, 15 E. 1. 171;
payable when the legatee reaches a certain Burnham v. Biirnham, 79 Wis. 557. Where
age, the legacy vest;^ immediately on the there is no gift except by a direction to pay or
testator's death. But where the time is an- divide at a time stated, the vesting will not
nexed to the gift itself, as where the legacy is take place until that time arrives, unless a
given at twenty-one, " if " the legatee reach different intention appears. Shipman ». Rol-
that age, the legacy is contingent till that lins, 98 N. Y. 311 (citing Warner v. Dnrant,
time. Acken V. Osbom, 45 N. J. Eq. 377; 76 N. Y. 133); Smith D. Edwards, 88 N. Y. 92;
Neilson ». Bishop, id. 473 ; Smith «. Edwards, Acken e. Osborn, 45 N. J. Eq. 377 (citing

88 N. Y. 92; Reed's Appeal, 118 Penn. St. Post v. Herbert, 12 C. E. Green, 540); Reed'a
215. See also Dryer v. Crawford, 90 Ala. Appeal, 118 Penn. St. 215 (citing McClure'a
131 ; Fisher V. Johnson, 38 N. J. Eq. 46; Appeal, 72 Penn. St. 414; Little's Appeal,
Shipman v. Rollins, 98 N. Y. 311; In re 117 Penn. St. 14). As to the qualification
Mahan, 98 N. Y. 372; Robert v. Corning, 89 -" unless a different intention appears," see
N. Y. 225; Warner v. Durant, 76 N. Y. 133; Smith t). Edwards, supra.

Fields 17. Whitfield, 101 N. C. 305; Price ».
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and the cases will be found to present instances of the vesting being

held to take place at majority, or at majority or marriage (as the case

may be), in the lifetime of the legatee for life, or to be further

suspended until the period of actual distribution, according as the

language of the will was deemed to admit or to exclude the more
eligible and convenient construction.

Thus, in Salisbury v. Lambe (re), where a testator by his will ap-

pointed 2,000Z., in trust for the separate use of his daughter S., and
afterwards in trust for her daughters and younger sons ^„g^ .< _ay.
as she should appoint ; in default of appointment, in able " referred

trust for her daughters and younger sons equally, to be nortoperio'd

paid at twenty-one or marriage ; in case any of them oi distribution,

should die or become heir male of S. before his, her, or their share

become payable, such share to go to the survivor ; if all should die

before their shares became payable, then to S. ; S. survived all her
children; but Lord Northington held that they took transmissible

interests on attaining twenty-one or marriage.

So, in Hallifax v. Wilson (o), where a testator gave to trustees all

his estate and effects, upon trust to lay out the proceeds thereof,

after payments of debts, upon security, and pay the interest to his

mother, E. M., for life ; and, after her decease, upon trust to pay and
transfer the said trust moneys unto and among his nephew and
nieces ; their respective shares, with the accumulated interest, to be
paid or transferred to them at their respective ages of twenty-one
years ; and in case any of his said nephew and nieces should happen
to die before his, her, or their share or shares in the said trust moneys
and premises should become payable, then the testator directed that

the share or shares of him or them so dying should go or be paid to

the survivors or survivor ; and in case of the death of all his said

nephew and nieces before the said trust moneys should be-

come *payable, the testator gave the same to his trustees, [*1615]
share and share alike. The question was, as to the destination

of the share of the nephew who attained twenty-one and died in the

lifetime of the testator's mother. Sir W. Grant, M. E., held that the

share in question vested absolutely at majority. " The testator," he
observed, " has used the word ' payable,' a word of ambiguous import

;

in one sense, and with reference to the capacity of the person to take,

he had just before declared that the age of twenty-one was the period

at which their shares were to be payable ; in another sense, with
reference to the interest of the tenant for life, they would not be

payable until her death ; but then it is with the direction to pay at

the age of twenty-one that the bequest over is immediately connected

;

(n) 1 Ed. 465. See ajao Jackson v. Dover, 2 H. & M. 209, and Re Knowles, Nottage v.

Buxton, L. R., 21 Ch. D. 806, in both of which cHses it is expressly laid down that the rule is

rot confined to settlements, but extends to wills. See also Partridge v. Baylis, 17 Ch. D.
835.

(0) 16 Ves. 168.
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and it is to that period of payment, as it seems to me, that the sub-

sequent words are most naturally to be referred. The declaration,

that the shares should be paid at the age of twefity-one, naturally

led the testator to consider, what was to become of the shares of

those who should not live to attain that age ; and there he adds the

direction, that the shares should go over. I think it is no strain to

understand him as adverting merely to the age of twenty-one, which
he had just before appointed as the period of payment."

So, in Walker v. Main (p), where a testator devised real estate to

his wife for life, and after her decease to a trustee upon trust for sale,

and directed the produce to be distributed among his children and
grandchildren in the following manner : He first gave to several of

his grandchildren 201. each, to be paid on their attaining the age of

twenty-one years or marrying ; and, after bequeathing other legacies,

gave to his four children the residue of the money arising from the

sale, to be equally divided between them by his trustee as soon as

each of them should attain to their respective age or ages of twenty-

one years ; but upon marriage, whether of age or not, each of their

receipts should be a suificient discharge. But if any or either of his

said children or grandchildren should happen to die before the time

of such legacy becoming due and payable, then the testator gave the

share of such child or children or grandchildren, so dying, unto and
among those that should be then living. Two of the grandchildren

attained twenty-one, and married, and died in the lifetime

[*1616] of the widow
i
and Sir *T. Plumer, M. E., on the authority

of the cited cases, and especially of Sir W. Grant's decision

in Schenck v. Legh (q), held that the shares vested absolutely at twen-

ty-one or marriage, in the lifetime of the prior cestui que trust.

On the other hand, in Bright v. Eowe (r), where a testatrix by
virtue of a power appointed the reversion of a sum of 2,000^., in

„ , „ which she and her husband had life interests, to trustees.
Word T)3.v~

able " referred upon trust for her daughter M., or any other children
to period of gj^g might thereafter have by her husband J., to be
aistribution.

-tt t . t t ^ i ,

equally divided between them : but it was her will that,

in case the 2,000^. should become payable before M. should attain

twenty-one or day of marriage, or before any other of her children,

being a son, should attain twenty-one, or being a daughter, the same
age, or marry, then the trustees to invest the same, and apply the
interest of each child's share for maintenance ; and when any such
children, being sons, should attain twenty-one, or being daughters
the like age or day of marriage, upon trust to pay them their respec-

tive shares of the principal with the unapplied interest ; and in case
her said daughter M., or any other child she might have by her
husband, should happen to die before his, her, or their portion or

{p) IJ. & W. 1. (J) 9 Vea. 300. (r) 3 My. & K. 316.
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portions of tlie said sum of 2,000^. should become payable, then the

same should respectively go and belong to the survivors or survivor

of them. The testatrix left three children, two of whom died in the

lifetime of her husband (who, it will be remembered, had a life in-

terest under the settlement) after having attained twenty-one. Sir

J. Leach, M. E., while he admitted the presumption in favor of the ves-

ting of children's shares where the will was ambiguously expressed,

yet considered that there was no ambiguity here ; and that, by dying
before the portions became payable, the testatrix meant dying in the

lifetime of her husband, and consequently that the shares of the de-

ceased children had devolved to the survivors.

It was probably considered in this case that the testator had so

contrasted the time when the legacy should become payable with the

time of attaining twenty-one as to exclude the notion

that they were identical. That it was not considered to ab"" refe^nred

impair the authority of the previous cases appears by t° v^™i of

Jones V. Jones (s), where a testator bequeathed 10,000^.

to trustees, upon trust for A. for life, and from and after

his decease, then to pay it to the * children of A., when and [*1617]

as they should severally attain the age of twenty-one

years ; and in case any of the said children should die before his,

her, or their shares should become payable leaving issue, then the

share or shares of him, her, or them so dying to go and be paid unto

his, her, or their respective issue equally ; and in case any of the

said children should die before his, her, or their share or shares

should become payable leaving no issue, then the share or shares of

him or them so dying to go to and amongst the survivors or survivor

;

but in case A. should have no child, or his children, if any, should

all die under age and without issue, then over. A son of A. attained

twenty-one, but died in A.'s lifetime ; Sir L. Shadwell, V.-C, held

that his personal representative was entitled to an aliquot share.

His Honor adverted to the ultimate gift over if all should die under

age, and was of opinion that the word "payable" meant attain

twenty-one.

Again, in Woodburne v. Woodburne (t), where a testatrix gave a

legacy to trustees in trust to pay the interest for the maintenance of

A., and when he should attain the age of twenty-one to

pay him the principal ; if he should die before his aWe*^" implied

legacy became due and payable leaving issue, such issue a""* referred

, 1 .-.i T , .1 1 • ii_ ii to maioritj'.
to be entitled to the legacy in the same manner as the

parent would have been entitled if living. As to the residue, she

directed her trustees to pay one moiety of the interest to B. for life,

and that after B.'s death one moiety of the principal should be paid

(*> 13 Sim. 561. See also Batterworth v. Harvey, 9 Beav. 130.

(0 3 De G. & S. 643.

VOL. 11. 47
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to A., at tlie time when his other legacy became due and payable, for

his own absolute use and benefit : and in case of his death without

leaving issue, then over. A. attained twenty-one and died without

issue in the lifetime of B. (who, it appears, was still living). Sir K.

Bruce, V.-C, remarked that the will gave the issue a contingent

interest in the particular legacy, but not in the share of residue ;
and

that this contingent interest was only given if A. died under twenty-

one. Looking at the whole will, he thought that the legatee, having

attained his majority did not lose his share of the residue, although

he died without leaving any issue.

Sir L. Shadwell took no notice of the point which was pressed

upon him in Jones v. Jones, and which was perhaps glanced at

by Sir K. Bruce in Woodburne v. Woodburne, that as the will

made express provision for the issue of children there was no

reason for adopting a construction the chief or only ob-

[*1618] ject of * which was indirectly to provide for such issue.

He probably considered that the terms of the ultimate

gift over made that construction inevitable. The same construc-

Distinction
*^°°' ^owever, notwithstanding a similar argument,

where the was adopted by the same judge in the previous case of

legateeVre^ Mocatta v. Lindo (it), where the trusts of a marriage

expressly pro- settlement, after the deaths of husband and wife, were
VI e or.

^^^ ^^^ ^^^ every the children of the marriage, share and

share alike, to be paid and payable to them at twenty-one or on mar-

riage, and to the children or issue of such children of the marriage

as should die leaving children before their respective shares should

become payable as before mentioned ; but if any such children should

die before their shares should become payable without leaving any
issue, then over. So, in Mendham v. Williams (x), where after the

death of the tenant for life the trust was to divide the fund equally

between the testator's children, their shares to be vested in them as

and when they should attain twenty-one or (as to daughters) be

married ; and to apply the income during minority for main-

tenance (2/) ; with a gift over to the issue of any of the children who
should die leaving issue before their respective shares should become
due and payable ; Sir W. P. Wood, V.-C, thought it was too thin a

distinction to rely upon for him to say that there was here a gift

over to the issue ; and he held that the share of a child who attained

twenty-one was not divested by her death in the lifetime of the

tenant for life leaving issue.

But,in EeWillmott's Trusts («), where by marriage settlement stock

(m) 9 Sim. 66. See Partridge v. Baylis, 17 Ch. D. 835. See also Wakefield v. Moffet, 10
App. Ca. 422 (a settlement case).

(x) L. R., 2 Eq. 398. Jones v. Jones was relied on, but without noticing the ultimate gift
over in that case. See also West v. Miller, L. R., 6 Eq, 69, where however the point was not
alluded to; Ee Thompson's Trust, 6 De G. & S. 667.

(«) As to the eiiect of this clause on the vesting in such a case, see Vol. I., p. 809.
(z) L. R., 7 Eq. 532.
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was settled in trust for husband and wife successively for life and
after the death of the survivor in trust to assign, trans- Re Willmott's

far, and dispose of the fund unto and amongst the chil- 'T™^*^

dren of the marriage " and the issue of such of them in case any of them
shall be then dead " as husband and wife should appoint, and in de-

fault of appointment unto and amongst the children of the marriage
in equal shares ; and in ease any of them should happen to be dead
leaving issue,unto the issue of such one or more as should be then dead
(per stirpes) equally to be divided amongst the children or

their issue, to each being a son at his *age of twenty-one, and [*1619]
to each being a daughter at her age of twenty-one or day of

marriage ; and in the mean time until their shares should become
payable as aforesaid, to pay the income for maintenance;

distinction
and in case any or either of the children should die where the

without issue before his, her, or their share or shares Jegatefa're
should become due and payable, in trust to pay such expressly pro-

share or shares to the survivors of the children and the ^"^^'^ *'"'

issue of any one or more who should be dead leaving issue, in equal
shares, and when and as the original shares should become due and
payable ; and in case, at the death of the survivor of the husband and
wife, there should be no child of the marriage, nor any issue of such
child living, or if there should be any such then living, yet if all of

them should die before his, her, or their share or shares were payable,

then over. A son attained twenty-one and died without issue in the

lifetime of the surviving tenant for life. It was held by Sir W. M.
James, V.-C, that as provision was made for the issue of any child

dying before the tenant for life, the rule of construction founded on
Emperor v. Eolfe did not apply, and that the share of the deceased

son went over to the surviving children of the marriage, observations

He said that in Mocatta v. Lindo, it was held that " pay- ^ '^'"on
able " there meant vested (a). " I am bound to say (he Mocatta ».

added) I do not think I should have held upon that
Mendham'^*.

instrument that 'payable' meant 'vested.' In this case Williams,

(he continued) there is no question about vesting at all. The question

is one of divesting. The gift to the issue of a child dying does not

depend upon the death of the child under twenty-one, as in Mocatta v.

Lindo and Mendham v. Williams ; but the gift to the issue of a child

dying is to take effect upon the death of that child at any time

during the life of the tenant for life."

It will have been observed that in the cases referred to by the

V.-C, the gift over to issue was to take effect on the death of a child

before his share " became payable," and that it was only by construc-

(o) Qn. The interests of the children were clearly vested at birth. The question was (as

in Re Willmott's Trusts,) oneof divesting, and was not treated by the Court as oneof vesting.

But much of the phraseology of these cases was borrowed from those on portions charged on
realty.
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tion that the gift depended on the death of a child under twenty-one.

The distinction, however (whether it exactly answers those cases or

not), appears to have this basis,— that where the gift to issue is

unequivocally intended to depend upon the death of a child under

twenty-one, " payable "
( occurring in a gift over upon the

[*1620] death of a child without issue) may properly *be held also

to refer to the age of the child, since that is the period

clearly indicated by the alternative clause, and if the word were

Distinction held to refer to the death of the tenant for life (either

where the specifically, Or as being the period of actual distribu-

legatee are tion), it would foUow that a child attaining twenty-one,
expressly and afterwards dying without issue in the lifetime of

the tenant for life,, would himself lose the share, while

the issue would not get it.

The effect of an express provision for the issue of the legatee was
again discussed in Haydon v. Eose (b), where a testator gave real and

personal estate to his son A. for life, and after his death to be sold

and the proceeds to be paid and divided among the testator's eleven

grandchildren as and when they should respectively attain twenty-

one, with the gift of the income of each share for maintenance ; the

share (accruing and original) of any grandchild who should die be-

fore such share should become payable without leaving a child was
then given to the survivors ; and the share of any grandchild who
should die before such share should become payable leaving children

was given to the children : notwithstanding Ee Willmott's Trusts, it

was held by Lord Romilly, M. E., that the share of a grandchild who
attained twenty-one was not diVested by his death in the lifetime of

the tenant for life.

On the other hand, in Day v. Eadcliffe (c), where money was settled

in trust for A. and her husband successively for life, and after their

several deaths in trust to pay, divide, transfer, or assign the fund to

the children of A. and the issue of such children, to be paid to such

as should be sons at twenty-one and to such as should be daughters at

twenty-one or Tnarriage, the issue of any child dying before his or her

share should become payable to be entitled to the share which the

parent would have been entitled to if living ; but in case A. should

die without leaving any issue as aforesaid, then to pay, transfer, or

assign the fund as A. should by deed or will appoint. A son of

A. attained twenty-one, and afterwards died in the lifetime of A.

leaving issue. It was held by Sir G. Jessel, M. E., that independently

of authority there could be no doubt that " before his share becomes
payable " meant before the period of distribution, and that the repre-

sentative of the deceased son was therefore not entitled to a share.

(h) L. R., 10 Eq. 324 The gift of income for maintenance appears to have made this an
immediately vested interest,

(c) 3 Ch. D. 654. Of. Re Thompson's Trust, 5 De G. & S. 667.
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"Oae remark (he said) which strongly tends to show this to be
the meaning is that, if you read ' payable ' as ' vested,' the
* provision in favor of issue can never take effect as regards [*1621]
daughters, for a daughter cannot have children until she is

married, and if she marries her share becomes vested " (d)

.

Again in Chell v. Chell (e), where a testator gave his real and per-

sonal estate to trustees in trust for his wife for life, and after her
death for all and every of his children share and share alike until

the youngest attained twenty^-one, and on that event Distinction

happening, in trust for all and every of his children y*^**™
'''f^

1 11 Ti -, f 1 issue of the
share and share alike, and for their respective heirs legatee are

and assigns
;
provided that if any of his children should

prJ'vfded'for.

die before their shares became transferable and payable
without leaving issue, their shares should be transferred and paid

equally among the survivors at such time as their original shares

were made payable ; but if any of his children should die before

their shares became payable leaving issue, then the trustees were to

transfer and pay the shares of such deceased children to their issue

when they attained twenty-one. One of the children, who was living

when the youngest attained twenty-one, died in the lifetime of the

wife leaving issue ; and it was held by Sir C. Hall, V.-C, on the au-

thority of Ee Willmott's Trusts, that the share of the deceased child

was divested by the substitutionary gift. He said that the gift in

Haydon v. Eose was to children at twenty-one (/), and that was quite

sufficient to distinguish it.

It is not stated whether the distinction here intended is between a

vested and a contingent gift, or between a time named for payment
which is, and one which is not, personal to the legatee. Probably the

latter, since the word " payable " seems to be as properly referable

to the time of actual distribution {g) where the gift is' contingent as

where it is vested ; since in either case the legatee must outlive the

age or time named to acquire an indefeasible interest.

In this state of the authorities, it seems not to be too much to say

that the word " payable " occurring in the executory be- Result of the

quests under consideration, is held to apply to the age or <=*^«^-

marriage of the legatee, and not to the period of the death of the

legatee for life, unless the latter is shown by the context to

be intended by the testator : but that, according to the * great [*1622]

preponderance of present judicial opinion, an intention in fa-

vor of the latter will be inferred where, in the event of the legatee

(d) See, however, Mendham v. Williams, L. R., 2 Eq. 396.

(e) 23 W. R. 253, W. N. 1875, p. 6.

(/) But see ante, p. 1620, n. (b).

(g) As distinguished from the specific period of the death of the tenant for life. If this

period were taken, then, in the event of the legatee outliving the tenant for life but dying
under age, both the contingent gift to himself and the gift over to his issue would fail.
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dying at any time during the life of tlie tenant for life leaving issue,

the legacy or share is given to the legatee's issue (h) ; and similarly

that an intention in favor of the actual period of distribution wUl be

inferred where the legacy or share is given to the issue in the event

of the legatee dying before the legacy or share becomes payable (i).

This is said to be the natural meaning of the words, and to satisfy

them and acquire an absolute interest the legatee must both attain

twenty-one and survive the tenant for life.

It is presumed that if upon the true construction of the will

„ .
" payable " applies to the age or marriage of the legatee,

not varied by the construction will not be varied by the accident of the

dyinK'before
legatee for life dying before the majority or marriage of

majority of the legatee in remainder ; but that the interest of the
egatee.

latter will remain liable to defeasance during minority

or until marriage (k).

But if no time is specified for payment, the word " payable " in

_., . the gift over will be held to refer to the death of the

fixed for pay- tenant for life, and the legatee in remainder must sur-

able''' T^ei' ^^^® ^^^ ^^ order to take (I). The only alternative would
to period of be to consider that it was intended to prevent a lapse,—
distribution.

^ construction which, as we have seen, the Courts do not

readily adopt.

Again, if the original bequest be to such children only as survive

the tenant for life, to be paid at twenty-one, with a gift over if all

So under gift the legatees die before their shares become payable, the

survive tenant
^°^^ "payable" will, as it would seem(m), bear its or-

for life, noi> dinary meaning, and the gift over will take effect if none

tlme^fixed' for °^ *^^ legatees survive the tenant for life, although they
payment. have attained the age of twenty-one; otherwise, both

the original gift and the gift over would fail ; since by no construc-

tion could the word " payable " be held to enlarge the class entitled

under the original bequest.

If an immediate legacy is given without specifying a time

[*1623] *for payment, and is given over in case the legatee dies

before it becomes payable, the word "payable" can only
have reference to the death of the testator (n). And even where

Ih) Re Willmott's Trusts, L. R., 7 Eq. 532.

(0 Day V. Radcliffe, 3 Ch. D. 654; Chell v. Chell, 23 W. R. 252. If it be real estate which
is thus given over to the issue, there is this additional reason against applying "payable " to
the age of the legatee, viz. that a rule of construction which was designed to let in the issue
ought not thus to be used to exclude all but one of them, viz the heir-at-law, see per Hall
V.-C, 25 W. R. 789.

'^
'

(k) See Williams v. Clark, 4 De G. & S. 475.

(0 Creswick v. Gaskell, 16 Beav. 577. See also Crowder v. Stone, 3 Russ. 217, ante-
p. 152, where the point seems to have been assumed,

(m) See per Shadwell, V.-C., Bielefleld v. Record, 2 Sim. 354. See also Jeffery v. Jeffery,
17 Sim. 26 (deed); Hind v. Selby, 22 Beav. 373. And see Farrer v. Barker. 9 Hare, 737.

(») Cort V. Winder, 1 Coll. 320. See also Whitman v. Aitken, L. E., 2 Eq. 414.
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a legacy (whether immediate or after a prior life estate) Where no

is directed to be paid at a particular age, as twenty-one, estate, and no

and is given over in case the legatee dies before it be- *™^ *^f
"* '"'

comes " payable," the gift over takes effect if the legatee ^, ^

dies before the testator, although he may have attained fixed but

the age. The legacy has not become payable in fact, and
^^^feases'™'

the only effect of holding " payable " in this case to mean testator.

" attain twenty-one " would be to cause a lapse (o). The legatee

must survive both events, the time appointed for payment {p) as

well as the death of the testator.

Although the very word " payable " is the most apt to connect it-

self with a previous direction to " pay," a similar construction has

obtained in cases where the gift over was on death be- "Entitled in

fore becoming " entitled in possession "
{q), or " entitled possession,"

to the payment " (r), or " to the receipt " (s), or before

the legacy is " received "— read " receivable "
(f).

II.— 4. Death before a Legacy is " vested."— The proper legal

meaning of the word " vested " is vested in point of interest (m).

But its natural and etymological meaning is said to be Gift over on
vested in possession (x) ; and there are many cases of death before

gifts Over on the death of the legatee before his legacy immedi'Se

has become " vested,'" where upon the context the word '«s*<=y-

has been held to bear the latter sense. Thus where an immediate
legacy, vested at the testator's death, with a direction for payment at

twenty-one, was followed by a gift over in case the legatee should die

before it became vested as aforesaid, this was held to mean die before

twenty-one (y).

So where a vested remainder to children was followed, — in one

case by a gift over " if any die before or after me and before their

shares become vested interests " (s), and in another by dis-

tinct * gifts over, " if any die before me " leaving issue, [*1624]

and, if any die "before their shares become vested" leaving

no issue (a),— in both these cases " vested " was held to

mean vest in possession by the death of the tenant for possession of

life. A similar decision was made where the remainder y'l"^'' '^

T . .,. ,•,,, 1
deferred.

was to and among several, and " if any die without leav-

(o) Walker v. Main. 1 J. & W. 1, as explained ante, p. 1576, n. (e); Ee Gaitskell's trust,

L. E., 15 Eq. 386 (direction to vest at twenty-one, with gift over on death before attaining a

vested interest).

(p) .Jenkins v. Jenkins, Belt, Supp. Ves. 264.

(q) Re Yates's Trust, 21 L. J. Ch. 281, 16 Jur. 78.

(r) Ee Williams, 12 Beav. 317 (settlement).

(s) Hayward v. James, 28 Beav. 523.
. , , „

(t) West V. Miller, L. E., 6 Eq. 69. As to reading " received " as "receivable," see post,

p. 1627.
(m) Richardson v. Power, 19 C. B., N. S. 780.

(x) Young V. Eobertson, 4 Macq. 314, 8 Jur., N. S. 825.

(«) Sillick V. Booth, 1 Y. & C. C. C. 121

(z) King V. Cullen, 2 De G. & P
"="

(a) Ee Morris, 26 L. J. Ch. 688
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ing issue before his share vests in him then to be equally divided

among the survivors" " survivors " per se being considered to be re-

ferable to the death of the tenant for life (6) : and again where a
remainder to children was followed by a gift over, if all died before

attaining a vested interest, to the then next of kin of the testator and
the then next of kin of his wife the tenant for life (c).

The simple case, unaffected by context, of a gift, vested in interest

at the testator's death, but postponed in point of possession, does not

appear to have presented itself for interpretation. And it seems

doubtful whether, in a divesting clause, a departure from the proper

technical sense would be justified merely because that sense imputes

to the testator an intention to provide only for death in his own life-

time, and to do so, not by the obvious and simple words " die be-

fore me," but by " a circumlocution which is at least of ambiguous
import" (d).

In Parkin v. Hodgkinson (e), a testator, after giving a house and
an annuity to his sister for life, gave the residue of his real and per-

sonal estate to his nephews A., B., and C, the children of his de-

ceased brother, their heirs, executors, &c., as tenants in common,
" with cross-remainders between them as to my real estate and with

benefit of survivorship as to my personal estate in case any of them
should die before their shares in the trust property should become
vested in them respectively, which I desire may not be shared till

the decease of my said sister and my youngest nephew arrive at

twenty-four." The only question was whether the gift to the

nephews (one of whom was still an infant) was originally vested,

or, as contended by the next of kin, wholly contingent until the

time appointed for sharing. Sir L. Shadwell, V.-C, said, "There
is first of all an absolute gift to the nephews, their heirs, execu-

tors, &c., as tenants in common. Then comes the clause

[*1625] ' with cross-remainders . . . vested in * them.' It seems
to me that that clause is wholly void. If any meaning is to

be attributed to it, it is, ' if any of them shall die in my lifetime.'

Then follows the clause ' which I desire may not be shared,' &c. That
is a direction solely as to the sharing, and not as to the vesting of the

property. Declare that on the testator's decease his residuary real

and personal estate vested absolutely in his nephews."

The next of kin could of course take nothing under a divesting

clause in favor of survivors. The nephews, who alone were inter-

ested in the construction of the clause, did not raise the question,

and the suggestion of the V.-C. that "vested" referred to the death

of the testator was extrajudicial, though probably warranted by the

particular mode in which it stood contrasted with " sharing."

(6) Young e. Eobertson, 4 Macq. 314, 8 Jur. N. S. 825. But see ante, p. 1554, note (p).
(c) Greenlialgh v. Bates, L. R., 2 P. & D. 47.

(d) See Lord Cranworth's remarks on this circumlocution, Young v. Bobeiston, sup.
(e) 15 Sim. 293.
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In Richardson v. Power (/), where two estates were differently de-

vised ; one to H. and her issue successively, with remainder to A. in

fee ; the other to trustees until A. should attain twenty- Construction

five, and then to him in fee ; and it was declared that if on^eathbefore

A. should die without issue, living at his death and be- "vesting" of

fore the said several estates should become vested in him diffeventlr

by virtue of the limitations aforesaid, they should go Revised,

over to such of the testator's daughters as should then be living. A.
survived the testator and died before H. without leaving issue living

at his death. It was held that " vested " must be construed in " its

usually received and recognized technical sense," and that the gift

over of the former of the two estates failed. Here were two es-

tates, it was observed, one of them so devised that it might be

doubted (g-) whether it vested in A. before he attained twenty-five,

and although, to make a gift over of the other estate alone, it would
have been simpler to say, " before my death," it would not have been
so, if the testator had intended the gift over to take effect as to some
of the estates comprised in it on A. dying before himself, but as to

others (A) on his dying before twenty-five.

The word " entitled," like " vested," points primS, facie to the right,

and not to the possession. But it appears to have no tech- Death before

nical meaning, and in most cases will depend on the con- " entitled."

text for its effect. In a case (t) where a testator appointed

that certain * property, representing a settled fund in which [*1626

j

his wife had a life estate, should immediately after her death

go to his younger sons in certain shares, and if any of Held to refer

them should die before being entitled thereto, their shares *" "'^ interest,

should go to the survivors in equal shares, it was held by Sir E. Sug-

den that the only event provided for was death in the testator's life-

time. This decision was reluctantly followed by Sir K. Bruce, V.-C. (^),

in a case where the gift was to one for life, and after her death to sev-

eral, as their own proper goods from thenceforth and forever, share

and share alike, and if any of them should die before they became en-

titled to their shares, such shares to go to their issue. " But for the

cases cited," said the V.-C, " I should probably have decided other-

wise." It is to be observed that Sir E. Sugden's decisiqn was based

on Doe v. Prigg (Z), and the doctrine there maintained, that in a gift

(/) 19 C. B., N. S. 783, in Ex. Ch.; see also Re Arnold, 33 Beav. ]62, 172.

(g) Semb., doubted by the testator: the Court seemed not to doubt that it was vested, ac-

cording to the rule in Boraston's ease, 3 Rep. 19, ante, Vol. I., p. 762.

(A) /. e., if those others should turn out not to be vested till twenty-five, semb.

(!) Commissioners of Charitable Donations v. Cotter, 2 D. & Wal. 615, 1 D. & War. 498.

(k) Henderson v. Kennicot, 2 De G. & S. 492. Besides Sir E. Sugden's decision, Fry v.

Lord Sherborne, 3 Sim. 243, was cited. But that was the case of a settlement, where it was
held that, on attaining twenty-one, daughters became absolutely entitled to portions, which
were expressly made payable at that age, or within six months after the death of their father,

tenant for life of the lands charged (whichever event should last happen), notwithstanding a

direction that if the daughters should die before their portions were^ojoftie they should not

be raised.

(0 8 B. & Cr. 231, ante, pp. 1538, 1547.
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to survivors after a previous life estate " survivors " primS, facie meant

those who were living at the death of the testator. But now the rule

is, that such a gift provides for death happening in the lifetime of the

tenant for life, which pari ratione should in a case like that before Sir

E. Sugden, lead to a corresponding construction of the word " entitled."

On the other hand, in Turner v. Gosset (m), where the bequest was

to several, and to their children after them, and if they should leave

Held to refer
^° children (which happened) then an equal share to be

to the po3- paid to each of four named persons, and " in case of the
session.

death of either of them before they should severally be-

come entitled to the said share," it was given to the children or other

issue of such of them as should be then dead leaving issue per

stirpes. Sir J. Eomilly, M. E., held that this meant " become entitled

in possession."

And if the legacy vests at birth in persons who must necessarily be

born after the testator's death, the sense of entitled in interest is al-

most necessarily excluded, since they cannot die before becoming so

entitled (n).

[*1627] * II.— 5. Death before " receiving " a Legacy.— Executory

gifts over in the event of legatees dying before " receiving "

their legacies have given rise to much litigation. Actual receipt may

Gift over on ^® delayed by so many different causes that the Court
death before is unwilling to impute to the testator an intention to
receiving,

j^ake that a condition of the legacy, and thus indefi-

nitely postpone the absolute vesting of it. If, therefore, the will

— construed
points out a definite time when the right to receive the

receivable legacy accrues, either expressly, as by directing payment

po'ints'outT"
^* ^ particular age or time (o), or by implication from

time for the dispositions of the will, as upon the determination
payment.

^j ^ ^^^^^^ ^Hq estate {p), the gift over will be referred
to that time. And if there is a direction to pay at a specified time,

as well as a prior life estate, the case falls within the decisions
already noticed respecting gifts over on death before the legacy is

" payable."

Thus in Eammell v. Gillow {q), where a testator bequeathed his
property to trustees in trust to sell, to invest the proceeds, and to
pay an animity of 2001. to his wife during widowhood ; and as to the
residue during her life, and after her decease as to the whole, in trust

(m) 34 Beav. 593. See also Re Novce, Brown v. Eiffg, 31 Ch. D. 75.
(ra) See Jopp v. Wood, 2 D. J. & S". 323 (settlement), where note that there was onlv one

gift over of the whole fund in the event (which did not happen) of all the legatees dying before
ecoming entitled.

(o) Whiting v. Force, 2 Beav. 573.

{p) Re Dodgson's Trust, 1 Drew. 440. See also Wilks v. Bannister, L. R., 30 Ch. D. 512-
Re Miles, Miles v. Miles, 61 L. T. 359. In Girdlestone ti. Creed, 10 Hare, 487, a gift of
" what I have received from the estate of A." was held to pass property so derived though
not received.

"

(j) 15 L. J. Ch. 35, 9 Jur. 704.
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to pay and divide the same equally amongst his children born or to

be born as well sons as daughters as and when they should respec-

tively attain twenty-one ; but in regard to such of his children as had
already attained that age he directed their shares to be paid to them
at the expiration of twelve months after his wife's decease, or so soon
after as the trustees should have assets in their hands ; but, in the

event of the decease of any of his said children, sons or daughters,

before they should have received or become possessed of their divi-

sional share aforesaid leaving issue, their share was to go to their

children. Three of the sons (the plaintiffs) had attained twenty-one
at the date of the will. The widow was still living. Sir James
Wigram, V.-C, said, " If the widow had taken a life interest in the
whole, and if the clause, which relates to the children who had already

attained twenty-one had directed that all the children should not re-

ceive what was given to them until the expiration of twelve months
after the death of the widow, there would, I think, have been a very
plausible ground for contending that, the payment being

postponed merely for the convenience *of the life estate [*1628]
of the parent, the case ought to be dealt with as in the cases

referred to by the plaintiffs (r). If, on the other hand, no part had
been given to the widow, it appears to me to be impossible, without
direct violence to the language of the will, and without any reason
for violating it, that the Court should put a different construction on
it from that which it naturally bears." Here part was given to the

widow for life, and part not ; and the V.-C. thought that in a case in

which ut was impossible to say what the testator had in his contem-

plation, the reasoning that would apply to the part that was given to

the widow for life could not be transferred to the rest. As to the

shares of the plaintiffs, therefore, he held that they could not be

dealt with as in the cases referred to, but would go over if the lega-

tees died before " receiving " their shares. " What that means," he

added, " I need not decide. ... If the widow were to die, and at

the end of a year one of them had not received anything, and that

child was to die, I do not mean to say that that share would go over

merely because it had not been actually received." As to chil-

dren who had attained twenty-one since the date of the will (to

whom, it will be observed, as well as to the plaintiffs, the gift over

applied), he held that they took vested interests not liable to be

divested.

If no such period is indicated by the particular will it becomes a

question whether there is not some time at which, according to the

general law regulating the subject, the gift may properly When referred

be said to be receivable and to which the testator may year afterTes-

fairly be supposed to refer. Thus in Ee Arrowsmith's tator's death.

(r) Viz., Schenck v. Legh, &c. ante, p. 1613, n. (m). See accordinglv West v. Miller, L. R ,

6 Eq. 59.
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Trusts (s), wliere a testator gave his money out on security that

should be due to him at his decease, iu trust to be paid and di-

vided unto and between his nephews and nieces who should be then

living, with a gift over, in case any of them should die " before re-

ceiving their respective shares,'' to the surviving nephews and nieces

;

it was held by Sir E. Kindersley, V.-C, that " die before receiving "

meant die within one year after the testator's death, that being the

period which is generally allowed to executors for the getting in

and distribution of their testator's estates, and at the end of which

the shares might be said to be receivable(!;). The words

[*1629] * could not be construed " die before the testator," because

the original gift was expressly to persons living at the testar

tor's death, and that construction would render the gift over inopera-

tive. This gave an indefeasible interest to all but one niece, who
alone died within the year. On appeal, K. Bruce and Turner, L. JJ.,

agreed with the rest of the decision, but as to the share of the deceased

niece, a decision having become unnecessary, Sir K. Bruce would
not give any opinion, and Sir G. Turner said he was

court may disposed to think an inquiry ought to have been directed
inquire whether any part of the fund was received or could prop-

receipt within erly, having regard to the state of the assets, have been
the year was paid Over wiihm the year. The executors, according to
possible. '' "^ X o

general rules (he said), might have paid it, but the V.-C.'s

decision, that the gift over would take effect on death within the year,

would prevent their making any payment within that period. . . .

" There are two periods to which the words may refer, the -period

when the fund was actually got in, or the period when it could have
been paid over to the legatees. To refer them to the former period

would be a most inconvenient construction." He therefore preferred

the inquiry.

Again, in Ee CoUison (m), where a testator gave real and personal

estate to trustees in trust to sell and out of the proceeds to pay debts

and an annuity, and to set apart a fund for the latter, and subject

thereto to divide the residue into six parts unto and among his six

nephews and nieces (named), the shares of nephews to be paid as

soon as practicable, the shares of nieces to be invested and the income
paid for their separate use ; in case any of his nephews should die

before him or before the division of his estate their shares to go to

their children if any, if no children then to the remaining legatees

;

there was a similar gift over of the shares of nieces. A niece died

unmarried within one year after the testator's death ; Sir E. Pry, J.,

adopted Sir E. Kindersley's reasoning in Ee Arrowsmith's Trusts,

(«) 29 L. J. Ch. 774, 30 id. 148, 6 jur. N. S. 1232, 7 id. 9, 2 D. F. & J. 474. See also Re
Chaston, Chaston ». Seago, L. R., 19 Ch. D. 218; Re Wilkins, Spencer ». Duckworth, id. 634.

(«) So in Brooke v. Lewis, 6 Mad. 358, a gift to such as should be living at the time of dis-

ti'dmiicm was held to mean at the end of one year from the testator's death.

(«) 12 Ch. D. 834.
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and held that the reasonable and convenient interpreta- inquiry

tion of "division" was the year allowed by law for rejecte'd.

division. It was argued that the deceased niece was at all events

entitled to her share of what might have been paid before her death.

But the Judge said that though there was some authority for direct-

ing an inquiry when a division might have been made,, " the decision

in Huteheon v. Mannington (x) proceeded on the extreme
difficulty of deciding whether a thing * might or might not [ *1630]

have been done. I should (he added) be directing an in-

quiry of the description which Lord Thurlow rejected in that case,

and such as the House of Lords in Minors v. Battison (y) held ought
not to be directed. Moreover, ... it must rest with those who say

that a division ought to have been made earlier [than the end of the

year] to adduce evidence that it could. So far as the evidence goes

in the present case it shows the contrary. . . . On that ground, in-

dependently of any other, I should reject the presumption that the

estate could have been divided at an earlier period."

Of the two cases here referred to. Minors v. Battison will be stated

presently, and will (it is submitted) be found not directly to raise the

point here in question. But Huteheon v. Mannington («) is both an
illustration of the extreme reluctance of the Court to read a gift over

on death before "receiving" as referring to actual receipt, and an

important authority on the propriety of directing an inquiry whether

the legacy could or could not have been received before the death of

the legatee.

In that case a testator, after reciting that his fortune, consisting

of 8,627^., was all vested in Indian securities, gave several legacies,

and annexed to each a gift over if the legatee should die

before he " may have received " it. Then, after calcu- Mannington.

lating the amount of the residue, he gave it to his
^^fH^^^^^^^

father, "but in case of his death before he may have been received,

received the rest and residue of my estate before men-
[^practicable,

tioned," then over. The father survived the testator

some three years, and died without having received any part of the

residue. For the plaintiffs, claiming under the gift over, it was

argued that the testator, having express regard to the situation of his

property, intended it to go over if the legatee did not live to receive

it ; that if real estate were given in trust to sell with all possible

diligence, the Court would inquire into that ; so here there ought to

be an inquiry within what time he might have received it ; the plain-

tiffs insisting that the estate could not have been got in before his

death. Lord Thurlow said: "Suppose any of these legatees had

(x) 1 Ves. Jr. 366.

(«) 1 App. Ca. 428.
, , . ^ ,._

(z) 1 Ves. Jr. 366, 6 id. 536, and see the judgment more shortly and in some respects differ

ently stated, 4 B. C. C. 491 n.
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died within a year after the testator, there might have been some
ground for saying that the testator alluded to the known practice

of the Court to compute interest on legacies from a year after the

death of the testator. I rather believe he had some such

[*1631] purpose *as you attribute to him in his contemplation.

There is a faint indication of a purpose that there shall be

some time or other when these interests shall go over, and that they

shall not vest in the mean time. But has he conceived that intention

and expressed it with such definite certainty that I can act upon it ?

I am to compute what time would be sufBcient to enable these parties

to receive their legacies. It is all too uncertain. . . . Suppose he

had given a real estate in the manner you specify ; it is clear that it

will neither depend on the caprice of the trustee to sell, for that

would be contrary to all common sense, nor upon his dilatoriness

;

in some way it may be sold immediately ; but I should not inquire

when a real estate might have been sold with all possible diligence, for

it might be the very next day or that very evening, and therefore, the

Court always in such a case considers it as sold the moment the tes-

tator is dead ; for where there is a trust, that is always considered

here as done which is ordered to be done, and the Court cannot

measure the time. Suppose this property had been in the West
Indies instead of the East, it would have taken less time to be re-

mitted; still less if in Jersey or Cumberland; and if only 100

miles off it would have cost a journey of two days at least. In this

case it is an immeasurable purpose. I can do nothing with it ; and
it must be considered as vested from the death of the testator."

Of Lord Thurlow's construction of the words " may have received,"

Lord Eldon (who was the plaintiff's counsel in the case) repeatedly ex-

I ord Eldon'
pressed his disapproval. On one occasion he said, " The

observations natural Construction was, if the legatee should die before

™j^^'„f„^°°„_ the property should be actually remitted to him. But
1st as to tSe ' Lord Thurlow thought himself at liberty to put a con-
cons rue ion,

struction upon the will that might by possibility be put

upon it, supposing an intention that there should be an inquiry as to

each and every part when it might be said that it could have been re-

ceived" (a). And on another occasion he said he thought the con-

struction was " too bold
;

"' and that Lord Thurlow " thought there

was an indication of a purpose such as was contended for by the

plaintiff, but that it was impossible to inquire when each and every

part of the estate could have been received, collected, and got in " (b).

As to the decision that it was impossible to inquire when the leg-

acy might have been received. Lord Eldon said (c), " What-
[•1632] ever * may be the difficulty of construing the expressions in

Hutcheon v. Mannington, whenever a testator directs his

(a) 11 Ves. 497.

6 Ves. 636.

Gaskell v. Harman, 11 Tes. 507; and see the inquiry directed in that case.
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trustees to mortgage, sell, or convert his estate into money, this prin-

ciple is clear, that no fraudulent or unnecessary dilatory dealing by
trustees shall affect third persons. The duty of the Court would re-

quire them to discuss as a matter of fact that loose expression, ' what
they might have received.' "

And in Law v. Thompson {d), where the gift over annexed to a
simple legacy was in case of the legatee's death " before the said sum
be paid into his hands," and the executors having renounced, great

delay occurred in remitting the assets from India, so that the legatee

died before payment ; Sir J. Leach, M. K.., held that though this

meant actual payment, the rights of the legatee could not be defeated

by the accidental circumstances of the case, and therefore he directed

an inquiry whether, if the will had been proved by the executors, and
reasonable diligence had been used by them, any and what part of

the testator's property given to the legatee could have been remitted

to him in his lifetime.

An inquiry extending over the lifetime of the legatee appears to

differ from an inquiry limited to one year (such as was advocated by
Sir G. Turner) only in the amount of labor involved.

Hitherto it has been assumed that if the testator clearly intends

the legacy to be divested unless actually received by the legatee, such

intention will prevail. Such was clearly the opinion of ig a gift over,

Lord Eldon, Sir W. Grant, and Sir J. Leach. Lord El- on death with-
out actually

don, m an often-cited judgment («), says, " T admit the receiving,

soundness of the proposition, that if a testator thinks '^''•"1'

proper, whether prudently or not, to say distinctly. Early opin-

showing a manifest intention that his legatees, pecuniary '°°^' P™'

or residuary, shall not have the legacies or the residue unless they live

to receive them in hard money, there is no rule against such intention

if clearly expressed. But that would open to so much inconvenience

and fraud that the Court is not in the habit of making conjectures in

favor of such an intention. In Hutcheon v. Mannington, I admit I

thought the meaning of those words was, what they shall have re-

ceived ; and I thought so even after the decision. The use I have

since made of that case is as an authority that if the words will admit

of not imputing to the testator such an intention, it shall not be im-

puted to him." And Sir W. Grant said (/), that Lord

Thurlow proceeded * on the ground " that he was called [*1633]

upon to determine, not whether any particular event had

or not happened before the death, but whether an event might by

possibility have happened." That is to say, Lord Thurlow held the

words to mean something that he thought was void, rather than hold

them to mean something so inconvenient (because valid) as "die

before he shall have received."

(d) 4 Buss. 92. (e) In Gaskell v. Harman, H Ves. 497. (/) 8 Ves. 866.
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But Hutclieon v. Mannington has been cited in recent times as de-

ciding tJtiat a gift over, if the legatee dies without actually receiving

Martin v.
^^^ legacy, is Toid. Thus, in Martin v. Martin (g), where

Martin, a testator gave his property .to be equally divided
""^ '* among his nephews and nieces, and if any of them should

die before him or before they should have actually received what was
to go to them under the will, their share to go over ; it was held by
Sir W. P. Wood, V.-C, that the gift over was void. He said, " It is

a common impression on testators' minds that the event may occur

of death before actual receipt of property given. The law has inter-

fered on account of the extreme difficulty of meeting such a wish. In

Hutcheon v. Mannington Lord Thurlow uses the expression, 'It is

an immeasurable purpose.'

"

But, as already noticed, Lord Eldon dissented from the construction

adopted in Hutcheon v. Mannington, precisely because the words
there used were held not to mean "before actually receiving" (h).

The gift over And no doubt of the validity of a divesting clause de-

"V^hHman v
pending on actual receipt was suggested in Whitman v.

Aitken. Aitken (»), where to a simple legacy was annexed a gift

over if the legatee should die before the legacy was actually paid or

payable to him. The legatee died a few months after the testator,

and effect was given to the gift over by Sir J. Stuart, V.-C, who con-

strued the clause as providing for two events, — death in his own
lifetime, which would be before the legacy was payable, and death

after his own decease without having been actually paid.

However, in Minors v. Battison (k), Lord Thurlow's decision was

again referred to as denying the validity of a gift over on death with-

Minors!). out aotuaUy receiving. Minors «. Battison did not directly

Battison. raise this point ; but it is a case which requires consider-

ation : a testator gave his real and personal property to

[*1634] * trustees in trust for his wife for life, after whose death

there was a provision (whether a trust or only a discretionary

power was the principal question in the case) for sale of the property

and for division of the proceeds among the testator's children ; and
if any child should survive the wife and die before he or she should

have received his or her share, such share was given over. The eldest

son survived the wife more than a year, but died before any sale was
made, and the question was whether his share was divested by the

gift over. Sir C. Hall, V.-C, held that it was not, being of opinion

that it was a trust and not a power ; and he declared that /or the pur-

(g) L. E., 2 Eq. 404 ; see also Be Kirkbride's Trusts, id. 400.

(k) And see the observations of Fry, J., on this case in Re Chaston, Ohaston v. Seago, 13

Ch. D. at p. 227.

(£) L. R., 2 Eq. 414.

(k) 1 App. Ca. 428. The statement in the text, except of the gift over, is much abridged.

The opinions of the V.-O. and of the L. JJ. are to be collected at pp. 432, 436, 438, 446, 447,

,453. "
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poses of distribution the estate ought to be considered as sold and con-

verted at the expiration of twelve months from the death of the

testator's widow. This was reversed by the L. JJ., who held that

there was no trust, but only a power to sell at the absolute discretion

of the trustees. They, as well as the V.-C, construed " received " as

de jure receivable ; but held that the shares did not become de jure

receivable until the trustees chose to sell : the exercise of their dis-

cretion as to any part fixed the time as to that part. But the original

decision was restored in D. P.

Now, as it was not contended that actual receipt was meant, the

validity of a divesting clause which does was not in question (I).

But Lord Selborne made some observations on that ques- Lord Seibome's

tion. Eeferring to the clause in that case, he said, Mfnors""™'

^

" These words in their natural sense (from which there Battison.

is nothing in the context to authorize any departure) relate to the

death of a child during the interval between the death of the widow
and the time when that child's share might be actually received, or

at least de jure receivable. It was decided in Hutoheon v. Manning-
ton, and Martin v. Martin, that such a divesting clause, if it refers to

the time of actual receipt, is too uncertain and indefinite to be capable

of being carried into effect. Lord Thurlow said, in the for-

mer of these cases, that it would be * contrary to common [*1635]

sense to make the divesting of a vested interest depend upon
the caprice or upon the dilatoriness of the trustee to sell (m) ; that in

some way the property might be sold immediately, . . . that where

there is a trust, that is always considered in equity as done which is

ordered to be done, and that the Court cannot measure the time.''

But besides this Lord Selborne held that there the divesting clause

failed, on the ground that what was given over was " such share,"

spoken of as a whole, and the testator had not with sufii- Effect where

cient clearness for a divesting clause declared what was ^lH-^H ^nd"

to go over in the event which had happened of part hav- part not.

ing been received or become receivable (which latter it was conceded

satisfied the clause) and of part not having been received or (accord-

ing to the L. JJ.) become receivable. In his opinion the estate became

(I) For the same reason the propriety of a general inquiry whether a legacy might or might
not have been received' did not come in question. An inquiry whether the share of the de-

ceased son might have been received within the year was immaterial, since he outlived the

year. No inquiry of either kind was asked for by either side. But in Re CoUison, sup.

p. 1629, Sir E. Fry cited Lord Selborne's statement ofwhat Lord Thurlow said, and added, "if

tliat be so, it follows that I must reject the actual time of division of a part or of the whole of

the estate, and, if I must reject the time of the actnal division as too uncertain, the time when
any part of tlie estate might have been divided is a fortiori too uncertain." Thus only through

Lord Selborne's observations and only by inference from them has Minors v. Battison any
bearing on the question of an inquiry.

()7t) There is here an important variation from Lord Thurlow's real words, making it ap-

pear that he thought a divesting clause to take effect on death before actual receipt could prop-

erly be rejected on the ground that it would make the rights of legatees depend on the caprice

of the trustee. Even with regard to a trust for sale, what he did say, though generally true,

is not universally so: for the testator may have intended that those rights should depend on
the actual sale, per Grant, M. R., 8 Ve8.'556.

VOL. II. 48
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de jure distributable at the time of the widow's death, and " on this

one point he differed from the decision of the V.-C." To meet this

Ord r in
view the Order was varied, and it was declared that in

Minors v. the events which happened the deceased son took an ab-
Battison.

solute vested interest in a share of the estate, " the whole
being considered as converted into money and distributable immedi-
ately upon the death of the widow."

This variation, though not material to the decision of the case,

would seem to be very material in principle ; for it annihilates the

interval clearly contemplated in the divesting clause between the

death of the widow and the time of " receipt," and thus appears to

adopt (perhaps under the circumstances without much consideration)

the opinion that the clause, whether it meant received or receivable,

was entirely void, though for which of the reasons given by Lord
Selborne does not appear.

The general question of the validity of such a clause was fully dis-

cussed in Johnson v. Croot (n), where residue was be-

the legacy, or queathed equally between A. and B. ; " but if A. shall
of the unre- ^je before he shall actually have received the whole of

upheld.
' his share and without leaving issue, then, and whether
the same shall have become payable or not, his share or suck

[*1636] part or parts tbereof as he shall not have * actually received

as aforesaid shall be paid to the said B." A. survived the

testatrix some seven years, and died without receiving any part of

the residue and without leaving issue. Sir G. Jessel, M. R., held that

the intention to use the words "actually received" in their literal

sense was placed beyond doubt by the addition of the words " whether
payable or not ;

" that the latter words provided for non-receipt from
any cause whatever, including fraud, accident, or mistake ; that there
was no uncertainty or difficulty in ascertaining whether the event had
happened ; and that the gift over had taken effect. He examined the
cases, and arrived at the conclusion that Martin v. Martin was the
first in which such a gift over was held void ; that it was so decided
simply per incuriam ; and that although some of Lord Selborne's
expressions in Minors v. Battison were difficult to deal with, the
point did not directly arise in that case.

On the other hand, in Bubb v. Padwick (o), where residue was given
in trust for all the testator's children who should attain twenty-one

Similar gift Or (being daughters) marry, as tenants in common, but
over held void, children so attaining vested interests were not to be en-
titled to receive their shares until his youngest child should have at-

tained twenty-one, but the trustees were empowered to pay the share
of each child as soon after he or she had attained such vested interest

(n) 12 Ch. D. 839. See Re Potts, Hooley v. Fountain, W. N., 1884, p. 106.
(o) 13 Ch. D. 517. See also Be Chaston, Chaston v. Seago, 18 Ch. D. 818 j Wilks v. Ban-

nister, 80 Ch. D. 612.
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as the trustees thought proper ; and in case any child should di« be-

fore the youngest for the time being had attained twenty-one without

having actually received the whole of his or her share, then so much

of the share, original and accruing, of the child so dying as should

not have been received by him or her was given over to the other

children who should be living when the youngest attained twenty-

one. Sir E. Malins, V.-C, decided that each child on attaining

twenty-one or (if a daughter) marrying accLuired an indefeasible in-

terest. He said :
" This principle has been acted upon for ninety

years,— certainly from the time of the decision in Hutcheon v. Man-
nington,— that where there is a gift of property with a gift over if

the legatee dies without receiving it, the gift over is too vague and
indefinite ; it is simply regarded as void, and the original gift

remains."

In Eoberts v. Youle (^), a testator gave his real and per-

sonal * property to trustees for sale, with authority to post- [*1637]

pone the sale, and in trust to divide the proceeds among
his three sons and his daughter (naming them), but "the share"

directed the trustees to retain his daughter's share on
Jj^ f^^'^^^i^efore

certain trusts for her and her issue; "and in the event the execution

of any of his said children dying lefore his (testator's)
"^ ""^ ^™^^"

decease or the execution of all or any of the trusts of the will leaving

issue, he directed the trustees to pay to the issue of such deceased

child or children the share or respective shares, his, her, or their

respective parents would have taken and been entitled to if living,

share and share alike." It was held by Sir C. Hall, V.-C, that the

gift over was so ill-constructed, and (particularly with regard to the

daughter's share) so embarrassing, that he could not give effect to it.

He considered it unnecessary to say whether he agreed with John-

son V. Crook ; he distinguished that case on the ground that what

was there given over was not the whole share, but such part or parts

thereof as should not have been received.

The last case is too special to have much effect on the general ques-

tion. In Bubb V. Padwick, too, the will was peculiar, the intention

being express that the shares should be vested in interest, i. e., trans-

missible [q), though payment was postponed, yet that they should

be divested, i. e., not be transmissible, unless actually paid ; which

is contradictory. The Court, however, relied on no such special

ground.

With regard to the distinction which depends on the words specially

referring to an unreceived part, — to hold that, unless there are such

words, the gift over will not carry such part, where other part has

been received, and still more, that unless there are such words, the

ip) 49 L. J. Ch. 744, W. N. 1880. p. 136.

(?) This, DO doubt, is not generally the sole effect of Testily; it also gives the intermediate
income : but here the income was expressly disposed of.
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gift over is void ab initio, would seem to push to an extreme point the

doctrine that a clear vested gift is not to be cut down by subsequent

ambiguous expressions (r).

There is, however, another -distinction between Crook v. Johnson

and the other cases, viz., that the testator had shown that he intended

the legatee to take the risk of the non-receipt being caused by the mis-

conduct of the trustee. Where this is not shown, the further ques-

tion, whether the Court can inquire into the possibility of an earlier

receipt— an inquiry which is needed to protect the legatee from mis-

conduct in the trustee— must, it should seem (having regard

[*1638] to Lord Eldon's opinion that such * misconduct shall not affect

third persons), enter largely into the consideration of the

main question, whether the clause is itself valid. In this way Hutch-

eon V. Mannington would have a material bearing on that question,

and the Court would have to decide whether in ordinary cases it would

follow that authority, or the opinion of Lord Eldon, Sir J. Leach, and

Sir G. Turner.

II. — 6. Death without leaving Children. — It has been noticed in

a former chapter (s) that where a legacy is given to one for life, and

after his death to his children, with a gift over if the

dies without
' tenant for life dies without leaving children, the gift over

'iridr^n
^^ sometimes construed as meaning in default of objects

object of of the prior gift, or, as it is commonly expressed, " leav-

gift,Mad°* ing " is construed " having." Besides the favor always
without shown to provisions for children, it requires very strong
amng.

words to defeat a prior vested gift {t). Thus, in Mait-

land V. Chalie (m), where a testator bequeathed a sum of money in

trust for his daughter S. for life, and after her death, as to a moiety

thereof, for her children equally to be divided between them at their

respective ages of twenty-one, and if but one, then to that one at

twenty-one, with maintenance during minority ; and if any of such

children should die before attaining twenty-one, his share to go to the

survivors ; but in case S. should die without leaving any child or chil-

dren, or leaving such and they should die before attaining twenty-one,

then to testator's next of kin living at the death of the longer liver

of them, his said daughter and her children so dying under age. S.

had issue two daughters who attained twenty-one, but died in their

mother's lifetime. Sir J. Leach, V.-C, said, " A clear vested gift is

in the first place given to the children of a daughter attaining twenty-

(r) As to the distributive construction of a clause of forfeiture, see per Jesse!, M. R., Re
Roberts, Repington v. Eoberts-Gawen, L. R , 19 Oh. D. at p. 528.

(a) Ante, p. 1057.

(«) 8 Jur. 14.

(«) 6 Mad. 243. See also Casamajor v. Strode, 8 Jur. J4; Re Thompson's Trust, 5 De G.
& S. 667! Kennedy ». Sedgwick, 3 K. & J. 540, Re Brown's Trust, L. R., 16 Eq. 239; Lord
Sondes' Will, 2 Sm. & Gif. 416.
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one. If in the clause which gives the property over on failure of her

children, the word ' having ' be read for ' leaving,' the whole will will

express a consistent intention to that effect. I feel myself bound by
the authorities to adopt this construction.'' Then, citing Woodcock
V. Duke of Dorset, and Powis v. Burdett (w), he declared that the two
daughters, having attained twenty-one, took vested interests.

In the last sentence, " vested " is apparently used in the sense of

" indefeasible." At all events, the appointment of a speci-

fied * time for vesting, though it may strengthen the case (as), [*1639]

is not necessary. A simple gift in remainder to children

(which by operation of law vests in them at birth) is enough to attract

the rule. Thus, in Treharne v. Layton (y), where a testatrix gave all

her real and personal estate to her granddaughter M. for life, and
after the death of M., to her children in equal parts ; and she ordered

M. to make a weekly allowance to E,. during his life. " In case my
granddaughter dies leaving no issue, the whole of the property goes to

the next of kin," they making the same allowance to E. during his

life. It was held that " leaving " must be construed " having had,"

and that the real estate had vested indefeasibly in the only child of

M., though he died before her.

In the last case " issue " in the gift over must have been read
" children " by reference to the prior gift. It would otherwise have

been difficult to construe the words " die leaving no issue " in any

sense but " leaving no issue at her death," according to 1 Vict.

c. 26, s. 29 (s).

But the principle of the cases where " leaving " is construed " hav-

ing had," does not apply where it is clear that the vested gift is to be

divested in some event. In such a case the language Gift to A.

will not be strained merely to prevent the gift from wi'f' S'ft oyer

being divested in another event. In Be Ball, Siattery out leaving

V. Ball (a), a testator gave his residuary personal estate 'f."''.. „

in trust for K. for life, then to his children, and in de- construed

fault of children, for E. and the heirs male of his body, strictly,

and in case E. should die without leaving issue male, then for J.

E. died in the lifetime of K., having had issue one son only, who died

without issue in his father's lifetime. K. died without having had

(w) Ante, p. 1613, n. (m),

(x) See Gibbons v. Larigdon, 6 Sim. 260.

(y) L. R., 10 Q. B. 459, in Ex. Ch. affirming Q. B.; ante, p. 1313, n. See also White ii.

Hill, L. R., 4 Eq. 265; per Jessel, M. R., Re Jafkson's Will, 13 Ch. D. 192; Marshall v. Hill,

2 M. & Sel. 608. As to Ex parte Hooper, 1 Drew. 264, vide ante, p. 1305, n. Cases in

whii-h there is no ambigiiitv in the term used, as, "without leaving issue at the time of her
death" (Young v. Turner,' 1 B. & S. 550), or "should all his children die before himself"
(Chadwick v. (rreenal, 3 Gif. 221), are scarcely within the rule. So also, where the expression

is " die without leaving anv child her surviving," Re Hamlet, Stephen v. Cunningham, L. R.,

38 Ch. D. 183, 39 Ch. D. 426.

(z) Ante, p. 1320.

(a) 36 Ch. D. 508, 40 Ch. D. 11. The decision of Sir J. Bacon, V.-C, to the contrarj' in

Wight 0. Eight, 12 Ch. D. 751, is overruled.
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any child. It was lield by the Court of Appeal (affirming the de-

cision of Sir F. North, J.), that the gift over to J. took effect, for that

the testator had clearly intended the vested gift to E. to be divested

in some event, whichever construction of the word " leaving " might

be adopted.

[*1640] * Though the Courts, in thedr reluctance to take away from

the children an interest previously vested, have often con-

strued the word "leaving" as equivalent to "having had" in the case of

, a gift of a capital fund, that principle of construction is

annuity on not applicable to the case oi an annuity, which ex vi ter-

death without mini involves, the notion of personal enioyment. A
leaving issue .

^
-.i j ,t • ,,

construed gift Over 01 an annuity on death without " leaving " a
strictly. child must therefore be strictly construed (b).

So " without leaving " in the gift over will not be construed " with-

out having had " if the prior gift is expressly made to depend upon
„. . „ the corresponding contingency of "leaving children."

not construed Thus, in Bythesea v. Bythesea (e), where a testatrix be-

if priorgiftto'
^ueathed the residue of her personal estate in trust for

children is her grandson for life, and after his decease, " in case he
con ingen

. should leave any child or children, then in trust for all

and every the child and children of her said grandson lawfully begot-

ten, equally between them if more than one, share and share alike, as

tenants in common ; and if there should be one such child, then in

trust for such only child,, to be paid and payable to such child or

children at his or their age or respective ages of twenty-one years ;

"

and the testatrix declared, " that the part or share of each such child

or children should be considered as a vested interest or vested inter-

ests in him, her, or them respectively ; " and there was a gift over

after the decease of the grandson, " in ease he should not leave any
such child or children." The grandson had one child only, who at-

tained twenty-one, and died in his lifetime. It was held that the gift

over took effect. Lord Cranworth said :
" It was contended that the

iirst contingency had in fact happened ; for that in this case 'leaving'

must be construed as ' having children ;
' for that the testatrix could

not be held to intend that the gift to the children should depend on
the accident of some or one of them surviving their father. The an-

swer to this is that the words of the will are clear and unambiguous.
It may be impossible to explain why the testatrix should have made
such a disposition ; but nevertheless she was at liberty to do so."

The direction as to vesting was also relied on ; but he thought this

might apply only to the contingency happening of the grandson leav-

ing a child surviving. Sir G., Turner, L. J., said that the authorities

justified him in saying that the cases on settlements had
[*1641] been carried as far as they should be, and that * the present

(J), Be Hemingway,, James v. Dawson, 45 Ch. D. 453.

(c) 23 L. J. Ch. 1004, affirming Wood,, V.-C., 17 Jur. 645.
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case, even if it had been one of settlement, was distinguishable,

for two reasons. First, that in all the previous cases there were
provisions inconsistent with the notion that the gift was to depend on
survivorship, while here the provisions were throughout contingelit

;

secondly, that in all of them the question had arisen between the

eldest son and the other children, or between the surviving children

and the representatives of deceased children ; and in none of the eases

that he was aware of had there been a limitation over in favor of

third persons. As to the cases in which the question had been,

whether a clear vested interest was to be cut down by words import-

ing contingency, he said they had no application to a case where the

whole disposition was introduced by words importing contingency.

It is plain from Lord Cranworth's observations that, if there had
been several children, and only some or one of them had
survived the grandson, he would have been of opinion child survives

that all the children were entitled, the gift being to all P^^jfJl'/i^

the children generally, upon a contingency, (viz. "leav-
'

ing any child ") which would have happened. And this appears to

be the rule (cT),

But if after these introductory words the gift itself is to such chil-

dren, it is confined to those who themselves survive their parent (e)

.

So, if the shares are expressly directed to vest at the _ unless

death of the parent, the only possible question in such a excluded by-

case being whether " vested " is to bear its literal mean- "™ ^^ "

ing ( /). And if the issue of a child who predeceases the parent are

expressly provided for, the case is said not to be within the reason of

those in which there is no such provision, and in which the Court has

therefore adopted a particular construction for the purpose of protect-

ing the predeceasing child from loss of his share {g). To give to all

the children, if only one survives the parent, but unless one survives

to give to none, is not a. probable intention, and full weight will be

allowed to any indications of an intention to give only to such as

themselves survive (A), especially if there is an accumulation of such

indications (i).

(d) Boulton V. Beard, 3 D. M. & G. 608 (no gift over) ; M'Lachlan «. Taitt, 28 Beav.

407, 2 D. F. & J. 449 ; Winn v. Fenwick, H Beav. 438 ; contra, is questioned by Lord St.

Leonards, Pow. 596, 8th ed.

(e) Sheffield v. Kennett, 27 Beav. 207, 4 De G. & J. 593; Ee Watson's Trusts, L. E., 10

Eq. 36. See also Be Heath's Settlement, 23 Beav. 193; Jeyes «. Savage, L. E., 10 Ch. 556.

Brvden v. Willett, L. R., 7 Eq. 472, has not been followed.

(/) Selby o. Whittaker, 6 Ch. D. 239.

(9) Per James, L. J., 6 Ch. D. 249.

0i) Wilson 1). Mount, 19 Beav. 292. See also Stevens n. Pyle, 30 Beav. 284; Hedges «
Harpur, 3 De G. & J. 139.

(i) Selby v. Whittaker, sup.



[*1642] * CHAPTER L.

EFFECT OF FAILURE OP A PKIOE GIFT ON AN TTLTEEIOE EXECUTOE'S

OE SUBSTITUTED GIFT OF THE SAME SUBJECT ; ALSO THE CON-

VEESE CASE.

Whbeb real or personal estate is given to a person for life, with, an

ulterior gift to B., as the gift to B. is absolutely vested,

executory gift and takes effect in possession whenever the prior gift

of failure of ceases or fails (in whatever manner), the question dis-

cussed in the present chapter cannot arise thereon.

Sometimes, however, an executory gift is made to take effect in de-

feasance of a prior gift, i. e., to arise on an event which determines

the interest of the prior devisee or legatee, and it happens that the

prior gift fails ab initio, either by reason of its object (if non-existing

at the date of the will) never coming into existence, or by reason of

such object (if a person in esse) dying in the testator's lifetime. It

then becomes a question whether the executory gift takes effect, the

testator not having in terms provided for the event which has hap-

pened, although there cannot be a shadow of doubt that, if asked
whether, in case of the prior gift failing altogether for want of an ob-

ject, he meant the ulterior gift to take effect, his answer would have
been in the aifirmative. The conclusion that such was the actual in-

tention has been deemed to amount to what the law denominates a
necessary implication. Thus, in the well-known case of Jones v.

Westcomb (a), where a testator bequeathed a term of years to his

wife for life, and after her death to the child she was then (i. e., at

the making of the will) enceinte with ; and if such child should die

before the age of twenty-one, then one-third part to his wife, and the
other two-third parts to other persons. The wife was not enceinte

;

nevertheless Lord Harcourt held that the bequests over took
[*1643] effect; and the Court of K. B. (6), *on two several occasions

(in opposition to a contrary determination of the C. P. (c)),

came to a similar conclusion on the same will.

(a) Pre. Ch. 316, 1 Eq. Ca. Ab. 245, pi. 10.

(6) Andrews v. Fulham, 2 Stra. 1092; Gulliver v. WicketM Wils. 105; Doe r. Challis 18
Q. B. 224, affd. in D. P. 7 H. L. Ca. 555 (Evera v. Challis); Watson v. Young, L. R. 28 'ch
D. 436. But the one event cannot be construed as included in the other, where the will else-
where expressly provides for it, Swayne ii. Smith, 1 S. & St. 56.

(c) See Roe v. Fulham, Willes, 303, 311.
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So, in Statham v. Bell (d), where a testator, reciting that his wife

was pregnant, devised that if she brought forth a son, then that he

should inherit his estate ; but if a daughter, then one

moiety to his wife, and the other to his two daughters p^or gift held

(he had one daughter then living) at twenty-one. If to let in

either died before that time, the survivor to have her " ^"°^ ^

sister's share ; if both died before that time, then both shares to his

wife and her heirs. The wife was not enceinte ; and the other daugh-

ter dying under twenty-one, the wife was held to be entitled to the

whole.

It would be immaterial in such case whether the wife had or had
not an after-born child subsequent in procreation as well as birth, as

such child would not be an object of the gift to the child with which
the wife was then enceinte (e).

So, in Meadows v. Parry (/), where a testator bequeathed the

residue of his estate to trustees, upon trust to apply the dividends

and interest for the maintenance of all such children as he should

happen to leave at his death, and born in due time after, equally,

until the age of twenty-one, and then to transfer the funds to them

;

and in case any of the children should die before twenty-one, such

deceased child's share to go to the survivors ; and if there should be

only one child who should attain that age, upon trust to pay the resi-

due to such child : and in ease all of the children should die before

attaining that age, then he bequeathed the residue to his wife. The
testator died without leaving, or ever having had, any issue ; but Sir

W. Grant, M. E., held that the bequest to the wife took effect.

And, upon the same principle, a bequest over in the Gift over, in

event of the prior legatee having but one child has been
buT<,'ng*p^|j^

held to extend by implication to the event of her not extended by'

having any child. Thus, in Murray v. Jones (g), where '^t^tftZ^e
a testatrix, after bequeathing the residue of her personal not being any.

property to her daughters and younger sons, provided that in case

she should have but one child living at the time of her de-

cease, or in case she should have two or *more sons and [*1644]

no daughter or daughters living at the time of her decease,

and all of them but one should depart this life under the age of

twenty-one years, or in case she should have two or more daughters

and no son or sons living at the time of her decease, and all of them

but one should depart this life under twenty-one, and without having

been married ; or in case she should have both sons and daughters,

and all but one, being a son, should die under twenty-one, or being a

(d) Cowp. 40.

(e) Foster v. Cook, 3 B C. C. 347.

(./) 1 V. & B. 124. See also Fonnereau v. Fonnerean, 3 Atk. 315; Earl of Newburgh v.

Eyre, 4 Russ. 464, where a question of this nature arose under a special will and was much
discussed; Osbom v. Bellman, 2 Gif. 593, where this construction was made on a marriage

settlement.

(g) 2 Y. & B. 313. See also Alton v. Brooks, 7 Sim. 204, ante, p. 1505.
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daughter uuder that age and unmarried, then she bequeathed the

property to another family. The testatrix died without having had
a child ; but Sir W. Grant, M. E., held that the ulterior gift neverthe-

less arose; his opinion being, that the case put by the testatrix,

namely, that of her having but one child, did not contain a condition

that she should have one child living at that time> His reasoning

well deserves a particular statement. " At first sight,"

Grant's reason- said the M. E.., " a proposition relative to having but one
ing in Murray gjiiid juay seem to include in it and to imply the having

one. That is true, if the proposition be affirmative ; but

by no means so, if the proposition be hypothetical or conditional.

The proposition that A. has but one child, is as much an assertion

that he has one as that he has no more than one ; but when the hav-

ing but one is made the condition on which some particular conse-

quence is to depend, the existence of one is not required for the

fulfilment of the condition, unless the consequence be relative to that

one supposed child. As, if I say that, in case I have but one chUd, it

shall have a certain portion, it is in the nature of the thing necessary

that the child should exist to be entitled to the portion ; but if I say

that, in case I shall have but one child of my own, I will make a

provision for the children of my brother, it is quite clear that my
having one child is no part of the condition on which the supposed

consequence is to depend. My having one child of my own would be

rather an obstacle than an inducement to the making a provision for

the children of another person. The case I guard against is the

having a plurality of children ; and it is only the existence of two or

more that can constitute a failure of the condition on which the in-

tended provision of my brother's children was to depend. The plain

sense of the proposition is, that unless I have more than one the

provision shall be made."

Again, in Mackinnon v. Sewell (A), where the testatrix

[*1645] bequeathed * her residue in trust for her daughter Caroline

for life, and after her death for her daughter's daughter, if

she should survive her mother and attain twenty-one ; but in case she

should not survive such mother and attain twenty-one,

extended by then in trust for such other child or children of the

ive''nt"not"'
'° testatrix's daughter as should be living at their mother's

falling within death, to be paid to them after her death as they attained
teraiBof wiiL

t^gnty-one ; and if all such other children of the tes-

tatrix's daughter should die before attaining twenty-one, then in trust

for M. The granddaughter attained twenty-one, but did not survive

her mother. Another child of the testatrix's daughter attained

twenty-one, but did not survive her mother : afterwards the daughter

died. Sir L. Shadwell, V.-C, on the authority of the preceding cases,

(A) 5 Sim. 78, afid. 2 My. & K. 202. See also Wilson v. Mount, 2 Beav. 397; Tennant o.

Heathfield, 25 Bear. 512.
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held that the bequest over to M. took effect ; his Honor considering

that the bequest over, in the event of the children that might survive

the mother not attaining the age of twenty-one, was but equivalent
to a bequest over in the event of there being no child who should sur-

vive the mother and attain twenty-one.

On the principle of the preceding cases, it could not be doubted that
an executory gift made to take effect on the prior devisee's neglect or
refusal to accept the devise (i) or perform some other Giftovercn
prescribed act, would take effect, notwithstanding the ob- prior devisee's

ject of the prior gift never happens to come into existence, "leitlin s^t,

such a contingency being implied and virtually contained Effect of prior

in the event described. For (to proceed to the second corain|hito

class of cases before referred to), it has been decided existence, on

that where a testator gives real or personal property to fe'iuse\"doa*

A., and in case of his neglect or failure to perform a pre- <=^'''»'" ^«^'-

scribed act within a definite period after his (the testator's) decease
then to B., and it happens that the prior devisee or legatee dies in the

testator's lifetime, the gift over to B. takes effect.

Thus, in Avelyn v. Ward {j), where a testator devised his real estate

to his brother A. and his heirs on this express condition, that he
should, within three months after the testator's decease,

execute and deliver to his trustee a general release of all deTisee°he?d to.

demands on his estate ; but if A. should neglect to give '^t in ulterior

such release, the devise to him to be null and void, and
in such case the testator devised to W., his heirs and assigns, forever.

A. died in the testator's lifetime. Lord Hardwicke held that

the gift over took * effect ; observing that he knew of no case [*1646]

of a remainder or conditional limitation over of a real estate,

whether by way of a particular estate, so as to leave a proper remain-

der, or to defeat an absolute fee before by a conditional limitation, hut

if the precedent limitation by what means soever is out of the case, the

subsequent limitation takes place.

And this doctrine is applicable to the case of a devise to a charity,

which is void by law, with a gift over in the event of the inhabitants

not appointing a committee or not being willing to carry

out the scheme ; whether the committee was appointed faUing under

or not being held to be immaterial. This was decided by ^^^ Mortmain

Sir W. P. Wood, V.-C, in Warren v. Eudall (Jc}, in oppo-

sition to Att.-Gen. v. Hodgson (J) and Philpott v. St. George's Hos-

pital (m). " I cannot," he said, " see any substantial distinction be-

tween the case of a devise over, after a devise to a nonentity, if

the nonentity should die under twenty-one, or again, of a devise

(«) See Seatterwood v. Edge, 1 Salt. 229.

) 1 Ves. 420. See also Doe d. Wells v. Scott, 3 M. & Sel. 300, ante, Vol. I., p. 610, and
p. 759, n. (.9); Re Betts, 30 L. J., Prob. 167.

(k) i K. '& J. 603, 9 H. L. Ca. 420 (Hall v. Warren).

ll\ 15 Sim. 4B,

(m) 21 Beav. 134.
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over, after a devise to a deceased person, if tlie deceased person

should fail to do a certain act, and the case before me of a devise

to a charity, which cannot take, followed by a devise over in the

event of that charity which cannot take omitting to perform a cer-

tain act." This decision was affirmed in the House of Lords. Lord
Cranworth indeed, though inclined to admit the applicability of the

doctrine, relied on the fact that no committee had been appointed, so

that the contingency on which the gift over was limited had literally

happened. But Lord Campbell and Lord Kingsdown agreed with the

more general reasoning of the V.-C. {n).

Lord Hardwicke's observation, however, is not to be taken in too

extensive a sense ; for it is clear, according to subsequent cases, that

Remarks on ^^ *^^ event upon which the prior gift is made defeasible

Aveiyn i). and the subsequent gift to take effect, is one which may
happen as well in the lifetime of the testator as after-

wards (in which respect such case obviously stands distinguished

from those just stated), and the events which happen are

[*1647] such as would, if * the first devisee had survived the testator,

have vested the property absolutely in him, the lapse of such

prior devise by the death of the devisee in the testator's lifetime,

though it removes the prior gift out of the way, does not let in the

substituted or executory devise which was to take effect on the hap-

pening of the alternative or opposite event.

Thus, in Calthorpe v. Gough (o), where a legacy of 10,000^. was
given to trustees, in trust for Lady Gough for life : and, in case she

Effect where
should die in the lifetime of her husband, as she should

prior gift fails appoint ; and, in default of appointment, to her children

;

y apse.
j^^ ^ Lady G. should survive her husband, then for her

absolutely. Lady Gough survived her husband, but died in the life-

time of the testator. The M. E. held the legacy to be lapsed, and
that the children were not entitled.

So, in Doo V. Brabant (^) a legacy was bequeathed in trust for A.

until she attained twenty-one, and then to transfer it to A., her exec-

utors and administrators ; and in case A. should die under the age of
twenty-one years leaving any child or children of her body lawfully

begotten, then in trust for such child or children; but in case A.
should die under twenty-one without leaving any child or children,

then over. A. attained twenty-one, and died in the lifetime of the

(») The V.-C. retained his opinion, see Re Smith's Trusts, L. R., 1 Eq. 83. In Re Stringer's
Estate (6 Oh. D. 1, ante, p. 856), the foregoing cases were cited as authorities for the position

that, where property is given absolutely, with a gift over it the devisee dies without dispos-
ing of it, the gift over, which is clearly void for repugnancy if the devisee survives the tes-

tator, is valid if he dies before him. Jessel, M. R., " declined to accede to such a doctrine,"

and rejected the claim of the devisee over. On appeal, James, L. J., expressed great doubt
whether the gift over was not valid in the event which had happened, viz. the lapse of the
prior gift. JBeing valid (if at all) only on this ground, it is clearly not within the authorities

here discussed.

(o) Cit. 3 B. C. C. C. 395.

(p) 3 B. C. C. 393, 4 T. R. 706, 2 R. R. 503; and see Lomas v. Wright, 2 My. & K. 775.
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testator, leaving children ; and Lord Thurlow was strongly inclined

to decide in their favor but for the case of Calthorpe v. Gough. But
on a case stated for the Court of King's Bench, that court certi-

fied that the legacy lapsed, and the Lords Commissioners decided

accordingly.

Again, in Williams v. Chitty {q), -where the testator devised in

trust for and to the use of his daughter Sarah, her heirs and assigns

;

but in case of her decease under twenty-one and unmarried, in trust and
to the use of his daughter Elizabeth, her heirs and assigns. Sarah
died ill the lifetime of the testator under age, but having been mar-
ried. One question was, whether, in the event which had happened,
the devise over to Elizabeth was good. Her counsel considered her

claim to be so obviously untenable, that he gave up the point ; and
Lord Loughborough seems to have entertained a similar opinion.

* In the three preceding cases, it will be observed, the de- [*1648]
vise or bequest which lapsed was in favor of a designated

individual ; but in the next case (r-) we have an example ^„
T • t . Eftsct wh6r6

of the application of the principle to a case of more prior gift fails

doubtful complexion, the gift being in favor of a class. ^^ '^P^®-

The devise, in substance, was to A. for life, remainder to his chil-

dren in fee ; and, if he should die without leaving issue, then over.

A. died in the testator's lifetime, leaving a son, who also died in the

testator's lifetime : and Sir C. C. Pepys, M. E., held that under these

circumstances the devise over failed ; observing that it was clear that,

if A.'s son had survived the testator, the devise over could not have
taken effect; and it was, he thought, established by authority that

the situation of the parties was not altered by the fact of the prior

devisee having died before the testator.

This is an important extension of the doctrine ; for, as a devise to

a fluctuating class, as children, operates in favor of such of them
only as are living at the testator's decease, there might

seem to be ground to contend, that, in effect, the case Tarbuck v.

was one in which the failure of the gift was owing to Tarbuck.

the fact of no object having come into existence rather than to lapse.

The principle of Tarbuck v. Tarbuck was, however, affirmed in Brook-

man V. Smith (s), where the devise was to A. for life, with remainder

to the children of A. in fee, and with a gift over " in case every child

born or to be born should die under twenty-one," A. had a child

(o) 3 Ves. 549, 3 R. R. 71. See also Miller ». Faiire, 1 Ves. 85 ; Humberstone v. Stanton,
1 V. & B. 385; Williams v. Jones, 1 Russ. 517; Underwood «. Wing, 4 D. M. & G. 661, 8
H. L. Ca. 183 (Wing v. Angrave); Cox v. Parker, 25 L. J. Ch.873, the report of which 22
Beav. 169 omits the important statement that William Michael Parker attained 21; also per
Wood, V.-C, Re Sanders' Trusts, L. R., 1 Eq. 681.

(»•) Tarbuck v. Tarbuck, 4 L. J. (N. S.) Ch. 129, stated more fully, ante, p. 1301.

(s) L. R., 6 Ex. 291, 7 Ex. 271. In Tarbuck ». Tarbuck, " leaving " was construed liter-

ally; L e., the failure of children was there, as well as in Brookman ». Smith, coupled in

precise terms to a period having no reference to the testator's death. Such a case seems not
necessarily to govern one where (as in Maitland «. Chalie, &c., ante, p. 1638) " die without
leaving children " means simply failure of the preceding gift. See remarks on Doe v. Dues-
bury, ante, pp. 1303, 1304.
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living at the date of the will who attained twenty-one, but died

before the testator ; and it was held that the gift over failed. Some
of the judges relied on the expression " bom or to be born " as neces-

sarily referring to the child then living ; but Blackburn, J., doubted

whether this was not giving it too much importance ; and it is plain

that, though there had been no such words, and whatever might have

been their opinion if Tarbuck v. Tarbuck had not decided the point,

the Court would have declined to overrule that case.

It is presumed, however, that, if the gift had been in terms to such

children as should be living at the testator's decease, the

[*1649] * result would have been different, as the failure of the de-

vise would then clearly have been the consequence, not of

lapse merely, but of the non-happening of the contingency on which

the gift was made contingent, and therefore the gift over would take

effect {t).

It is proper to apprise the reader, that the distinction which has

been suggested as reconciling the construction adopted in the last

Remark on
^^® cases with that which prevailed in Jones v. West-

preceding comb and Avelyn v. Ward, was not, until Brookman v.
cases.

Smith, adopted or recognized as the ground of decision

in those cases. On the contrary, Lord Thurlow in Doo v. Brabant

treated Calthorpe v. Gough as inconsistent with and as overruling the

line of cases in question. In support of the writer's suggested dis-

tinction, however, it is to be observed that Calthorpe v. Gough and
Doo V. Brabant have been since followed as well in Williams v. Chitty,

already stated, as in the subsequent case of Humberstone v. Stan-

ton (m), without any denial of the authority of Jones v. Westcomb
and Avelyn v. Ward, while, on the other hand, the principle of Jones
V. Westcomb, and more especially that of Avelyn v. Ward, has been
fully recognized in Doe d. Wells v. Scott (x), already referred to, and
other cases (y).

There is, it is submitted, a solid difference between sustaining a

devise which is to take effect in the event of a person not in esse

dying under a certain age, though such person never come into exist-

ence, and holding it to take effect in the event of his being born and
dying above that age in the lifetime of the testator. In the former

case, the contingency of no such person coming in esse may be con-

sidered as included and implied in the contingency expressed ; but,

in the latter, the event to which it would be applied is the exact

(0 See ShOTgold v. Boone, 13 Ves. 370, ante, p. 1581.

(«) 1 V. & B. 385.

(«) 3 M. & Sel. 300. ante, Vol. I., p. 610.

h) See 4 K. & J. 603, 9 H. L. Ca. 420. See also Ee Tredwell, JefEray v. Tredwell (1891),
S Ch. 640, where however the principle was held not to apply. In that case the testator gave
the income of a fund to his wile during her life or widownood, and directed liis trustees after

her death to raise and pay certain legacies; it was held by the Court of Appeal that the
legacies were not payable on the detennination of the widow's life interest by her second
marriage.
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opposite or alternative of that oa which the substituted gift is de-

pendent («). To let in the ulterior devise in such case -would be to

give the estate to one, in the very event in which the testa-

tor has declared that it shall * go to another, whose inca- [*1650]
pacity, by reason of death, to take, seems to form no solid

ground for changing its object. In the event which has happened,
the lapsed devise must be read as an absolute gift.

The same principles which determine the effect upon a posterior
or executory gift of the failure of a prior gift, apply also to the con-

verse case, namely, that of the failure of an ulterior or
E^egtu „„

executory gift, and the consequence of such failure on prior g"ft° of

the prior gift. According to
^
these principles, if lands

ecut"ory"gif^"
are devised to A. and his heirs, and in case he shall die

without issue living at his decease, then to B. and his heirs, and B.

dies in the testator's lifetime, and afterwards A. dies accordingly
without issue, having survived the testator; the event having hap-
pened upon which the ulterior devise would have taken effect, and
that devise having failed by lapse in the testator's lifetime, the title

of the heir is let in ; or (if the will be regulated by the new law) then
the title of the residuary devisee, the effect being precisely the same,

in the events wticli have happened, as if the ulterior devise had been

a simple absolute devise in fee (a). On the other hand, if the devise

were to A. and his beirs, and if he should die without leaving issue at

his decease, then to B. for life, with remainder to his children in fee,

and A., having survived the testator, dies without leaving issue, and
B. also dies without having had a child (whether such event happens

in the testator's lifetime or after his decease), the devise to A. be-

comes absolute and indefeasible, by the removal out of the way of the

executory devise engrafted thereon ; such devise having failed (not

by lapse, as in the former case, but) by the failure of the event on

which it was made dependent (6). If B. had had a child, and such

child had died in the testator's lifetime, the case would, it should

seem, according to the principle of the case of Tarbuck v. Tarbuck (c),

have become assimilated to the case first state.d.

The difference then, in short, is between a failure of the posterior

gift by lapse, letting in the title of the heir or residuary devisee (as

the case may be), and a failure in event, of which the prior devisee

has the benefit.

(z) If the event on which the substituted gift depends actually happens in the testator's

lifetime, the substituted gift takes effect, ante p. 1575. There is a dictum in Greated v.

Greated, 26 Beav. 628, 629, apparently contra; sed qn.

(a) See O'Mahoney v. Burdett, L. R., 7 H. L. 388, 407 (legacy).

(i) Jackson v. Noble, 2 Kee. 590. As to this case see Vol. I., p. 827.

(c) Ante, p. 1648.



[*1651] *CHAPTEK LI.

GENEBAL RULES OF CONSTEUCTION.

There are certain rules of construction common to both deeds and

wills ; but as, in tbe disposition of property by deed, an adherence to

General rules settled forms of expression is either rigidly exacted by
of construction, ^i^ Courts, or maintained by the practice of the pro-

fession, the rules to which the construction of deeds has given rise

are comparatively few and simple.^ But the peculiar indulgence ex-

tended to testators, who are regarded as inopes consilii, has exempted

the language of wills from all technical restraint, and withdrawn

them in some degree from professional influence. By throwing down

these barriers, a wide field is laid open to the caprices of language

;

though, at certain points, we have seen, its limits are ascertained by

rules suflciently definite, and we are guided through its least beaten

tracks by general principles.

It has been a subject of regret with eminent Judges (a), that wills

were not subjected to the same strict rules of construction as deeds,

since the relaxation of those rules introduced so much uncertainty

and litigation ; and was, indeed, at an early period, productive of so

much embarrassment, as to draw from Lord Coke (5) the observation,

that " wills, and the construction of them, do more perplex a man
than any other learning ; and, to make a certain construction of them,

this excedit jurisprudentum artem. But," he adds, " I have learned

this good rule, always to judge, in such cases, as near as may be and
according to the rules of law."

This quotation will serve to introduce the observation, that though
the intention of testators, when ascertained, is implicitly obeyed,
however informal the language in which it may have been conveyed,

yet the courts, in construing that language, resort to certain estab-

lished rules, by which particular words and expressions,

[*1652] standing unexplained, have obtained a definite * meaning

;

which meaning, it must be confessed, does not always quad-

rate with their popular acceptation. This results from the intend-

ment of law, which presumes every person to be acquainted with its

rules of interpretation (c), and consequently to use expressions in their

(a) See Lord Kenvon's judgment in Denn d. Moor v. Mellor, 5 T. E. 561 ; Doe v. Allen, 8
id. 502. See also Wilm. 398.

(i) 2 Bulst. 130.

(0) See Doe d. Lyde v. Lyde, 1 T. R. 696; Langham v. Sanford, 2 Mer. 22. But see Lord
Tliurlow's judgment in Jones v. Morgan, 1 B. C. C. 221; and Lord Alvanley's observations
in Seale v. Barter, 2 B. & P. 694.
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legal sense,

—

i. e., in the sense wliich has been affixed by adjudica-

tion to the same expressions occurring under analogous circum-

stances : a presumption which, though it may sometimes have disap-

pointed the intention of testators, is fraught with great general

convenience ; for, without some acknowledged standard of interpret-

ation, it would have been impossible to rely with confidence on the

operation of any will not technically expressed, until it had received

a judicial interpretation. And, indeed, dispositions conceived in the

most appropriate forms of expression, must have been rendered pre-

carious by a license of construction which set up the intention, to

be collected upon arbitrary notions, as paramount to the authority

of cases and principles. In such a state of things the most elaborate

treatise on the construction of wills, though it might, perhaps, like

other curious researches, prove interesting to some inquirers into the

wisdom and sagacity of our ancestors, could contribute little or

nothing towards placing the law of property, as it regards testamen-

tary dispositions, on a secure and solid foundation. It is, therefore,

necessary to remind the reader, that the language of courts, when
they speak of the intention as the governing principle, sometimes

calling it "the law" of the instrument (d), sometimes the "pole

star" (e), sometimes the "sovereign guide" (/), must always be un-

derstood with this important limitation,—that here, as in other in-

stances, the Judges submit to be bound by precedents and authorities

in point; and endeavor, as we have seen, to collect the intention

upon grounds of a judicial nature, as distinguished from arbitrary

occasional conjecture (g).

* The result, upon the whole, has been satisfactory ; for, by [*1653]

the application of established rules of construction, with due

attention to particular circumstances, a degree of certainty has been

attained, which must have been looked for in vain, if less regard had

been paid to the principles of anterior decisions. And, though the

cases on the construction of wills have become, by the accumulation

of more than three centuries, immensely numerous; yet when we
consider the vast augmentation which, during this period, and the

last century in particular, has taken place in the wealth and popula-

tion of the country ; the several new species of property, which the

ever varying exigencies of a commercial nation have from time to

time called into existence, and to which the rules of construction

((£) Per Lord Hale, in King ». Melling, 1 "Vent. 231.

(e) Per Wilmot, C. J., in One d. Long V. Laming, 2 Burr. 1112.

( /) Per Wilmot, C. J., in Roe d. Dodson v. Grew, 2 Wils. 322.

(g)
" The intention must be discovered from the words of the will itself. The Court must

proceed on known principles and established rules, not on loose conjectural interpretations, or

bv considering what a man may be imagined to' do in the testator's circumstances : " per

Henley, L. K., 1 Ed. 43. See 1 Ves. Jr. 564; 10 H. L. Ca. 85; L. R., 6 Ch. 239; ante, Vol.

I., p. 501. See also per Lord Blackburn, Rhodes v. Rhodes, L. R., 7 App. Ca. 206, and per

Cotton, L. J., Re Bedson's Trusts, L. R. 28 Ch. D. 526. But as to authority in mere verbal

interpretations see 6 H. L. Ca. 108; L. R., 10 Ch. 398 n.; 4 Ch. D. 68; unless the words are

preciselv the same, 1 H. & M. 549 ; and even then authority has been said not to be absolutely

binding, per Jessel, M. R., L. K., 23 Ch. D. 111.

VOL. H. 49
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were to be applied ; the complexity which a more refined and arti-

ficial state of society has introduced into dispositions of property

;

and lastly, the more extensive use of the art of writing, leading to

increased facility in the exercise of the testamentary power,— we are

prepared to expect an incessantly growing accession to questions of

this nature. But it wUl be found, I apprehend, that, so far from hav-

ing increased in a corresponding ratio, they have, and particularly at

a recent period, numerically diminished.

This must be attributed partly to the more frequent practice of re-

sorting to, and the increased facility of obtaining, professional assist-

ance in the preparations of wills ; and partly to the maturity which
the system of construction has gradually attained, and which enables

persons conversant with the subject, in most cases, to predict with a

considerable approach to certainty, what would be the decision of a
court of judicature in any given case ; and, consequently, to render

an appeal to its authority unnecessary (h).

Some uncertainty, it will be admitted, is inseparable from the na-

ture of the subject. Many of the rules of construction are such as

necessarily involve uncertainty in the application of them to particu-

lar cases ; and, in a few instances, the rules themselves are, we have
seen, yet subjects of controversy. To discuss and illustrate these rules

has been the design of the writer in the preceding pages.

[*1654] *It may be useful, however, in conclusion, to present to the

reader a summary of the several rules of construction which

Summarv of
^^'^^ already been the subject of detailed examination,

the rules of I. That a will of real estate, wheresoever made, and in

whatever language written, is construed according to the

law of England, in which the property is situate (j), but a will of per-

sonalty is governed by the lex domicilii {k).

II. That technical words are not necessary to give effect to any
species of disposition in a will (l).

III. That the construction of a will is the same at law and in

equity (m), the jurisdiction of each being governed by the nature of

the subject {n) ; though the consequences may differ, as in the in-

stance of a contingent remainder, which is destructible iu the one
case and not in the other (o).

IV. That a will speaks, for some purposes, from the period of ex-

ecution, and for others from the death of the testator; but never
operates until the latter period (p).

(h) The Stat. 1 Vict. c. 26, also, has obviated many questions regarding real estate. Never-
theless, there are in the present edition of this treatise nearly three times as many cases as in
the first, and (in round numbers) 1,800 more than in the third.

(») Pre. Oh. 577; ante, Vol. I., p. 1.

(*) Ante, Vol. I., p. 2.

(/) 3 T. E. 86; 11 East, 246; 16 id. 222.

\m) 3 P. W. 259; 2 Ves. 74; 4 Jur. N. S. 625; 27 L. J. Ch. 726.

(n) 1 Ves. Jr. 16; 2 id. 417 ; 4 Ves. 329.

(0) See now as to contingent remainders, ante. Vol. I., p. 832.

(p) Vide ante, Ch. X.
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V. That the heir is not to be disinherited without an express de-

vise or necessary implication (q) ; such implication importing, not

natural necessity, but so strong a probability, that an intention to

the contrary cannot be supposed (r).

VI. That merely negative words are not sufficient to exclude the

title of the heir or next of kin ($). There must be an actual gift to

some other definite object.

VII. That all the parts of a will are to be construed in relation to

each other, and so as, if possible, to form one consistent whole, but
where several parts are absolutely irreconcilable the latter must
prevail (t).^

VIII. That extrinsic evidence
'
is not admissible to alter, detract

from, or add to, the terms of a will (u), (though it may
*be used to rebut a resulting trust attaching to a legal title [*1655]
created by it (x), or to remove a latent ambiguity arising

from words equally descriptive of two or more subjects or objects

of gift (y)).

IX. !Nor to vary the meaning of words («) ; and, therefore, in order

to attach a strained and extraordinary sense to a particular word, an
instruiaent executed by the testator, in which the same word occurs

in that sense, is not admissible (a), but

X. The Court will look at the circumstances under which the de-

visor makes his will,— as the state of his property (6), of his fam-

ily (c), and the like (d). *

XI. That, in general, implication is admissible only in the absence

of, and not to control, an express disposition (e).

XII. That an express and positive devise cannot be controlled by
the reason assigned (/), or by subsequent ambiguous words (g), or

(q) Br. Devise, 52; Dyer, 330 b.; 2 Stra. 969; Ca. t. Hardw. 142; 1 Wils. 105; Willes,

309 ; 2 T. K. 209 ; 2 M. & Sel. 448. See also 3 B. P. C. Toml. 45 ; see Vol. I., p. 498.

()•) 1V.&B.466; 5T.E.558; 7 East, 97; 1 B. & P. N. R. 118; 18 Ves. 40. "There is

hardly any case where implication is of necessity; but it is called necessary because the

Court find's it so to answer the intention of the devisor." Per Lord Hardwicke, Coryton «.

Helyar, 2 Cox, 340, 348.

(») Ante, Vol. I., pp. 308, 589; 4 Beav. 318; 6 Hare, 145.

(() 9Mod.l54; 2W.B1.976; 1T.R.630; 6 Ves. 100, 129 ; 16 Vea. 314; 3M.&Sel.l68;
1 Sw. 28; 2 Atk. 372; 6 T. E. 314; 2 Taunt. 109; 18 Ves. 421; 6 Moore, 214; 6 Hare, 492;
ante, Ch. XV. But see Barnard, C. C. 261.

(m) See judgment in 16 Ves. 486; 5 Rep. 68; Cas. t. Talb. 240; 3 B. F. C. Toml. 607; 2

Ch. Cas. 231; 7 T. R. 138: ante, Ch. XIII.

(x) Cas. t. Talb. 78; ante, Vol. I., p. 391.

(V) Ante, Vol. I., p. 408.

(z) 4 Taunt. 176; 4 Dow. 65; 3 M. & Sel. 171. But see 2 P. W. 136.

(n) 11 East, 441; ante. Vol. I., p 384.

(b) 1 Mer. 646; 7 Taunt. 105; 1 B. & Aid. 550; 3 B. & Cr. 870; 1 B. C. C. 472.

(c) 3 B. P. C. Toml. 257; 4 Burr. 2165; 4 B. C. C. 441; 3 B. & Aid. 657; 3 Dow. 72; 3 B.
& Aid. 632; 2 Moore, 302.

(d) See 5 M. & Wei. 367, 368.

(e) Dver, 330 b. ; 8 Rep. 94 ; 2 Vem. 60 ; IP. W. 54 ; ante, Vol. I., p. 448.

(/) 16 Ves. 46; ante. Vol. I., p. 448.

(g) 2 CI. & Fin. 22, 8 Bligh, N. S. 88; 4 De G. & J. 30; ante, Vol. L, p. 449.

1 Additon v. Smith, 83 Maine, 551.
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by inference and argument from other parts of the will (A) ; and, ac-

cordingly, such a devise is not affected by a subsequent inaccurate

recital of, or reference to, its contents {i) ; though recourse may be

had to such reference to assist the construction, in case of ambiguity

or doubt (k).

XIII. That the inconvenience or absurdity of a devise is no ground

for varying the construction, where the terms of it are unambigu-

ous (I) ; nor is the fact, that the testator did not foresee all the con-

sequences of his disposition, a reason for varying it (m) ; but, where

the intention is obscured by conflicting expressions, it is to be sought

rather in a rational and consistent, than an irrational and inconsistent

purpose (n).

XIV. That the rules of construction cannot be strained to bring

a devise within the rules of law (o) ; but it seems that,

[*1656] * where the will admits of two constructions, that is to be

preferred which will render it valid ; and therefore the Court,

in one instance, adhered to the literal language of the testator, though

it was highly probable that he had written a word by mistake for one

which would have rendered the devise void (p).

XV. That favor or disfavor to the object ought not to influence the

construction (q).

XVI. That words, in general, are to be taken in their ordinary and
grammatical sense, unless a clear intention to use them in another can

be collected (r), and that other can be ascertained ; and they are, in

all cases, to receive a construction which will give to every expression

some effect, rather than one that will render any of the expressions

inoperative (s) ; and of two modes of construction, that is to be pre-

ferred which will prevent a total intestacy (t).

XVII. That, where a testator uses technical words, he is presumed
to employ them in their legal sense (u), unless the context clearly

indicates the contrary (x).

XVIII. That words, occurring more than once in a will shall be

(h) 1 Ves. Jr. 268, 8 Ves. 42, Cowp. 99.
(i) Moore, 13 pi. 50; 1 And. 8; ante, Vol. I., pp. 449, 497.
(k) Ante, Vol. I., pp. 449, 498.

(0 1 Mer. 417; 2 S. & Stu. 295; 3 D. J. & S. 553, 554.
(m) 3 M. & Sel. 37; 1 Mer. 358.

,

(n) 4 Mad. 67. See also 3 B. C. C. 401; 1 De G. & J. 32 ; 3 Drew. 724: 7 H. L. Ca.
89; 6 Ch. D. 248.

(o) 1 Cox, 324; 2 Mer. 389; IJ. & W. 31; 8 Hare, 48, 186. But see 2 K. & My. 306; 2
Kee. 756; 3 Beav. 352.

^

(p) 3 Burr. 1626 ; 3 B. P. C. Toml. 209. See also 2 Coll. 336; L. E., 5 H. L. 548.
(q) See 4 Ves. 574. But see 2 V. & B. 269; and ante. Vol. I., p. 532.M 18 Ves. 466; 4 C. B. N. S. 790.

(s) 3 Ves. 450 ; 7 id. 458 ; 7 East, 272 ; 2 B. & Aid. 441 ; ante, p. 994. But see 2 D. F. &
J, 454; L. E., 6H. L. 33.

(«) Cas. t. Talb. 161; 4 Ves. 406; 2 Mer. 386.
(u) Doug. 340; 6 T. R. 352; 4 Ves. 329; 5 Ves. 401; 6 Ch. D. 496; 19 C. B. N. S. 780:

ante, Ch. XXXVII.
(x) Doug. 341; 3 B. C. C. 68; 6 East, 51; 2 Ba. & Be. 204; 3 Dow, 71.
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presumed to be used always in the same sense (y), unless a contrary in-

tention appear by the context («), or unless the words be applied to

a different subject (a). And, on the same principle, where a testator

uses an additional word or phrase, he must be presumed to have an
additional meaning (b).

XIX. That words and limitations may be transposed (c), sup-

plied (d) or rejected (e), where warranted by the imniediate
* context, or the general scheme of the will ; but not merely [*1657]

on a conjectural hypothesis of the testator's intention, how-
ever reasonable, in opposition to the plain and obvious sense of the

language of the instrument (/).
XX. That words which it is obvious are miswritten (as dying with

issue, for dying without issue), may be corrected (g).

XXI. That the construction is not to be varied by events subse-

quent to the execution (h) ; but the Courts, in determining the mean-

ing of particular expressions, will look to possible circumstances, in

which they might have been called upon to a£B.x a signification to

them (i).

XXII. That several independent devises, not grammatically con-

nected, or united by the expression of a common purpose, must be

construed separately, and without relation to each other ;
although it

may be conjectured, from similarity of relationship, or other such cir-

cumstances, that the testator had the same intention in regard to

both (k). There must be an apparent design to connect them (I).

XXIII. That where a testator's intention cannot operate to its full

extent, it shall take effect as far as possible (m).

(y) 2 Ch. Cas. 169; Doug. 268; 3 Drew. 472.

(2) Ante, 949, n. (s). _
(a) 1 P. W. 663 ; 2 Ves. 616; 5 M. & Sel. 126; 1 V. & B. 260. But see 14 Ves. 488.

(6) 4 B. C. C. 15: 13 Ves. 39; 7 Taunt. 85. The writer heard Lord Eldon lay down the

rule in these words. But see Amb. 122 ; 6 Ves. 300 ; 10 Ves. 166 ; 13 East, 359 ; 13 Ves. 476

;

19 Ves. 545 ; 1 Mer. 20; 3 Mer. 316, — where the argument that the testator, notwith-

standing some variation of expression, had the same intention in several instances,

prevailed. „ _
(c) 2 Ch. Ca. 10 Hob. 75 ; 2 Ves. 32 ; Amb. 374; 8 East, 149 ; 15 East, 309 ; 1 B. & Aid.

137; ante, Vol. I., p. 465. But see 2 Ves. 248.

(d) Cro. Car. 185; 7 T. R. 437 ; 6 East, 486 ; 2 D. & Ry. 398. See also 2 Bl. 1014; and

ante. Vol. I., p. 451.

(e) 2 Ves. 277; 3 T. R. 87 n.; 3 id. 484; 4 Ves. 61| 5 Ves. 243; 6 Ves. 129; 12 East, 515;

9 Ves. 566; and ante. Vol. I., p. 444.

(f) 18 Ves. 368; 19 id. 652; 2 Mer. 25.

(0) 8 Mod. 59 ; 5 B. & Ad. 621 ; 3 Ad. & El. 340; 2 D. M. & G. 300.

(h) Cas. t. Talb. 21; 3 P. W. 259; 11 East, 558, n. ; 1 Cox, 324; 1 Ves. Jr. 475. But see

ante, Vol. I., p. 217.

(i) 11 Ves. 457; 6 Ves. 133.

(Jc) Cro. Car. 368; Doug. 759 ; 8 T. R. 64; 1 B. & P. N. R. 335; 9 East, 267; 11 id. 220;

14 Ves. 364; 4 M. & Sel. 58; 1 Pri. 353; 4 B. & Cr. 667. See also Godb. 146.

(1) Leon. 57; Cas. t. Hardw. 143; 10 East, 503. This and the former class of cases chiefly

relate to a question of frequent occurrence : whether words of limitation, preceded by several

devises, relate to more than one of those devises. The statement of the rule in the text was
cited with approval by Chitty, J., in Re Johnston, Cockerell v. Earl of Essex, L. R., 26 Ch. D.

(m) Finch, 139. See also 4 Ves. 325; 13 Ves. 486.
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XXIV. That a testator is rather to be presumed to calculate on the

dispositions in his will taking eifeet than the contrary ; and, accord-

ingly, a provision for the death of devisees will not be considered as

intended to provide exclusively for lapse, if it admits of any other

construction (n).

(n) 2 Atk. 375; 4 Ves. 418; 4 Ves. 554; 7 Ves. 286 ; 1 V. & B. 422 ; 1 Pri. 264. See also

1 Sw. 161; a Yes. Jr. SOI; M'Clel. 168.



APPENDICES.

APPENDIX A.

SUGGESTIONS TO PEESONS TAKING INSTEUCTIONS
EOR WILLS.

I. General Suggestions.

Few of the duties which devolve upon a solicitor more imperatively call for

the exercise of a sound, discriminating, and well-informed judgment, than that

of taking instructions for wills. It frequently happens that, from a want of

familiar acquaintance with the subject, or from the physical weakness in-

duced by disease (where the testamentary act has been, as it too often is,

unwisely deferred until the event which is to call it into operation seems to be

impending), testators are incapable of giving more than a general or imper-

fect outline of their intention, leaving the particular provisions to the discre-

tion of their professional adviser. Indeed, some testators sit down to this task

with so few ideas upon the subject, that they require to be informed of the

ordinary modes of disposition under similar circumstances of family and pro-

perty, with the advantages and disadvantages of each ; and their judgment in

the selection of one of these modes is necessarily influenced by, if not wholly

dependent on, professional recommendation. To a want of complete and
accurate information as to the consequences of their proposed schemes, must

be ascribed many of the absurd and inconvenient provisions introduced into

testamentary gifts, to say nothing of the obscurities and inconsistencies which

frequently throw an impenetrable cloud over the testator's real intentions. It

may be useful to mention some particulars on which information should be

obtained in taking instructions for a will, most of the inquiries being suggested

by the various classes of cases discussed at large in this work, and being framed

with a view to prevent such questions as those cases present. It will be

obvious that the nature of the inquiries in every case must be greatly regulated

by the situation in life and other circumstances of the testator.

They may be distributed into * those that relate —first, to the sub- [*1660]

ject, and secondly, to the objects of testamentary disposition, including

in the former some general points.

(I.) In relation to the subject ofgift.—1. Where real estates are to be speci-

fically devised, the title-deeds, or a recent abstract of the title, should if

possible be seen. The neglect of such investigation often occa- investigation

sions the omission of small parcels, or even more serious mis- of title.
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descriptions, misstatements of tenure, omission of special provisipns adapted

to the state of the title, &c.

And if the testator has made a marriage or other settlement, or is entitled

to any interest in settled property, the settlement or will should be inspected,

in order to ascertain the nature and extent of his interest and powers. Under
his marriage settlement he may have a power of jointuring and charging por-

tions, and would probably possess a general power of appointment in default

of issue. The result of such inspection may sometimes be to show that the

property which the testator supposes to be at his own disposal is tied up by
his settlement.

2. Where real estates are to be specifically devised, they should be de-

scribed clearly and intelligently, and by reference to some permanent charac-

Description of teristic, as their locality. A reference to occupancy, being
lands.

, an incident liable to change, is in general better omitted, unless

it form a necessary discriminating feature in the description.

And where lands specifically devised are described by their local situation

and occupancy, it should be carefully ascertained that the whole of the land

answering to the locality, answers also to the occupancy, or, in other words,

that both parts of the description are co-extensive, to avoid any question as to

the less comprehensive term being restrictive.

3. If any contract for the sale or purchase of real estate is pending, or

likely to be pending at the testator's death, the destination of the purchase

Contract for
money or of the estate should be provided for (a). In the case

sale or pur- of a contract for purchase, power should be given to the execu-
chase. ^j-g or trustees to deal with the contract, and provision should

be made for any question which may arise between the devisee and the resid-

uary legatee, in case the contract should not be strictly enforceable, and for

compensating the devisee if the contract fails.

4. Where the subject of devise is a mortgaged estate, inqnii-y should be
made whether the devisee is to take it freed from the mortgage; and, if so,

Mortgaged words should be used distinctly conferring on him the right to

lands. have it exonerated out of the testator's other property (J).

Emblements. 5. The emblements on a devised estate are sometimes of

great value; and though if the estate descends they would go to the executor

and not to the heir, yet when it is devised, they go to the devisee in the ab-

sence of a provision to the contrary, thus giving him a great advan-

[*1661] tage over a pecuniary legatee, or a general legatee for life, * who is

not entitled to interest during the first year. The testator's inten-

tion on this head should be ascertained.

6. Where stocks, funds, or securities are specifically bequeathed, care

should be taken to describe them accurately, and it should be pointed out to

Specific the testator that such gifts are liable to ademption by sale or

bequests. change of investment. On the other hand, gifts of this nature

are favored in the administration of the assets.

7. If the testator is in partnership, either in his general business or in any

Disposition of particular adventure, inquiry should be made how he wishes his

share in part- interest to be dealt with. The articles of partnership should be
nership. examined, in order to see if they contain any power to be exer-

cised by will.

(o) As to the powers of the personal representatives of a testator or intestate to convey
land which at his death is subiect to an enforceable contract for sale, see the Conveyancing
and Law of Property Act, 1881 (44 & 45 Vict. c. 41), s. 4. And as to the powers of" tenants
for life to complete contracts for sale entered into by their predecessors, see the Settled Land
Act, 1890 (53 & 64 Vict. c. 69), s. 6.

(b) See 17 & 18 Vict. c. 113, ante, p. 1455.
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8. Testators sometimes receive moneys belonging to their children, for which
the latter hold no security or acknowledgment. Inquiry should q,

in all cases be made as to the existence, or the probability of the holding money
future existence, of any unsettled accounts or claims between the belonging to

testator and his children. ^'^ children.

9. Where there is an immediate devise to a class of persons, who may not
be in existence at the death of the testator, as to the children of A., who may
then have no children, it should be ascertained what, iu this Intermediate
event, is to become of the intermediate profits. In the absence income.

of any provision of this nature, they will go to the residuary devisee or heir-at-

law. A similar question may arise as to intermediate income of a gift of per-

sonal estate which may not take effect immediately.

10. Under some circumstances, it may be proper to inquire whether any
specific fund, constituted of real or personal estate, is to be appropriated for

payment of debts, funeral and testamentary expenses, and leg- Fund for

acies ; and it should always be stated, whether a fund so appro- payment of

priated is to exempt the general personal estate from being first
°-^^^^' ""•

applied, as is generally intended, though the intention frequently fails for want
of an explicit expression of it.

11. It should be ascertained whether any of the legatees are indebted to the
testator; and if so, whether and in what manner the debts are to Legacies to

be brought into account. It should be clearly expressed whether debtors and

or not legacies to creditors of the testator are to go in satisfac-
•"'*''i'<'rS'

tion of their claims.

Are advancements by the testator to his children to be ac- Advance-

counted for? ments.
;

12. Gifts of residuary real or personal estate should be ex- Residuary

pressed in general terms. gif'a-

13. Where general or residuary real or personal estate is given to several

persons in succession, it should be considered and expressly de-

clared whether the conversion is to be immediate, or whether -*' '° conver-

the tenant for life is to enjoy the property in specie ; and whe- orTesidua^
ther the trustees are to have any and what discretionary power estates.

to delay or suspend the conversion.

Are household and domestic eifeots, and particularly consumable articles,

to be converted ? If not, who is to take them ?

Are leaseholds to follow the destination of the freeholds, or to be converted

with the personal estate?

14. If the conversion is generally, or as regards any particular prop-

erty or investment, to be suspended, the testator should declare, * if [*1662]
such is his intention, that the actual income arising from property or

investments of a precarious or perishable nature is to be enjoyed

as income during the suspension, also whether any and what dis- -vrasting

"

cretion is to be vested in the trustees as to such property and property till

as to reversionary and other property not immediately salable conversion,

with advantage.

15. The following further questions arise with regard to get- further
ting in, converting, and dealing with the testator's general per- questions as

sonal estate:— to conversion

What investments are to be authorized? Are the trustees to have power to

invest in land generally, or for a particular purpose, as the purchase of a resi-

dence? Whether, where a son or other near object of the testator's regard is
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in business, the trustees are to lend any trust money to him, and to what

amount and on what security ? Whether any securities which the testator may
possess at his death are to be retained? Whether any indulgence is to be

shown to any particular debtors ?

Power to vary 16. A power for the trustees to vary securities should be in-

investmei.ts. serted in the will, if it contains an express investment clause.

17. At what time are pecuniary legacies (if any) to be paid? Are such leg-

acies to cari-y interest, and if so, from what time, and at what rate? Where a

Payment of ^^^ interest is given in a specific fund or in the residuary per-

legacies, sonalty or any share of the residue, the tenant for life has income
interest, &c.

^^j. interest from the testator's death ; but in the case of a general

legacy of money or stock, the tenant for life will have no income in respect of

the first year, unless it is expressly given to him.

18. Are all pecuniary legacies to abate in case of deficiency of assets ? It is

Abatement generally proper to give a legacy to the testator's widow for imme-
of legacies. diate use ; such a legacy will abate pari passu with others, if the

assets are deficient, unless the will contains a declaration to the contrary.

19. How are annuities to be raised and secured, whether by the charge or

Annuities. appropriation of a particular fund or estate, or by the executors

purchasing a government annuity or otherwise?

20. Are pecuniary legacies and annuities to be paid free from legacy duty?

Legacy duty. Annuities (including rent-charges) and life-interests should gen-

erally be given free from legacy duty or succession duty.
Appointment 21. Where lands are devised in strict settlement, trustees should

purposes'^of
"' t)e appointed for the purposes of the Settled Land Acts, and also

Settled Land for the purposes mentioned in the 42nd section of the Convey-
Acts. and of ancing and Law of Property Act, 1881.

Act, 1881, 22. Where lands are devised in strict settlement, it should be
s- *2. considered whether any and which of the following special pow-

Extension of ers and provisions, in addition to the powers conferred by the
powers, &c., of ggttled Land Acts should be inserted in the will :

—
Acts!

^^
(i-) Power for the tenant for life to exercise all or some of his

statutory powers without any notice to the trustees (c).

(ii.) Power for the tenant for life to sell or lease the principal mansion-

house, park, &c., without consent of the trustees or leave of the

Court (rf).

[«1663] * (iii.) Power for the tenant for life to raise money for purposes

not authorized by the Acts (e).

(iv.) Power to effect improvements without any certificate, or order of

Court (/).

(v.) Extension of powers to exchange and purchase lands (g).

(vi.) Extension of powers of investment and application of capital

moneys (A).

(vii.) Proviso dispensing with capitalization of mining rents (i), or of

proceeds of sale of timber (k).

I?)

See S. L. Act, 1882, s. 45 : S. L. Act, 1884. s. 6 : S. L. Act, 1890, ». 7.

J) See S. L. Act, 1890, s. 10, repealing S. L. Act, 1882, s. 15.

,e) See S. L. Act, 1882, s. 18 : S. L. Act, 1890, s. 11.

)f) See S. L. Act, 1882, s. 26; S. L. Act, 1890, s. 15.

(a) See S. L. Act, 1882, ss. 4, 23.

d) See S. L. Act, 1882, s-. 21, 25; S. L. Act, 1890, s. 13.

(i) See S. L. Act. 18S2, s. 11.

(k) See S. L. Act, 1882, s, 35.
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(viii.) Power for a sole trustee to receive and give receipts for capital

moneys, and otherwise exercise the statutory powers conferred

on " trustees of a settlement " (I).

23. It will sometimes be necessary, even where an infant devisee is to take

the land as land, having regard to the circumstances affecting the devised es-

tate, to consider whether the powers of management vested in Powers of i

trustees by the 42nd section of the Conveyancing and Law of management.

Property Act, 1881, are sufficiently ample or special, or whether express

powers should be substituted for, or given to the trustees in addition to such
statutory powers.

It would seem that the section does not apply where land is devised in trust

for sale with a discretion to the trustees to postpone the sale. In such oases,

therefore, unless a trust of rents and profits till sale is declared in favor of

the infant (to), it will always be advisable to insert express powers of manage-
ment, which may be done by reference to the statute, or otherwise, as may be
desired. Also where the devise is immediately to an infant in fee simple, as

the section apparently applies only to the case of an infant taking an interest

under a settlement, i e., a disposition by which successive interests are created.

24. Where an estate held under one title is devised in parcels, provision

should be made for the custody of the title-deeds ; and, in the Splitting of

case of contiguous properties, for any rights of way or other ease- ^^'f
'^^ "^''^

ments that may be required for the fuU enjoyment of any par- title.

eel. And if property included in one mortgage is devised in Easements,

parcels to different persons cum onere, the manner in which the Estates in

charge is to be borne should be stated. devised cum
25. In disposing of copyholds, vest a power of appointment onere.

either in trustees or in the beneficial devisee. Where the power is given to

trustees, it should be made to accompany the office. Where p ,

it is given to a beneficial taker, it should be made exercis- appointment

able by will; so that in case of his death before admittance, over copy-

his testamentary appointee will not have to pay a double set of '"

fees and fines. The existence of a power of appointment over copyholds may
often be the means of considerable saving to the estate.

26. It may be advisable to insert provisions empowering a person ap-

pointed a trustee, being a solicitor, or other professional person, to

• transact business relating to the trust-estate, and to charge for his [* 1664J
services. Also in some cases to empower a trustee to purchase Privileges

the trust property. given to

27. A person who takes only a partial interest under the will
"""^'^^'•

should not, generally speaking, be appointed sole executor or Sole executor

trustee. ' or trustee.

(II.) In relation to the objects of Gift—When a testator proposes to make a
disposition of his property in favor of his wife and children (naturally the
first objects of his regard), several modes of disposition present

provision i i
themselves. One is to give the income to the wife for life, wife and
clothed or not with a trust for the maintenance of the children, childien.

and to give the inheritance or capital to the children equally, subject or not to

a power in the wife of fixing their shares, or limiting the property to some in

(?) See S. L. Act, 1882, s. 39.

(m) If a trust of rents and profits is inserted, the infant will be "beneficially entitled in,

possession " within the meaning of the Act (see s. 2, sub-s. (iii)J, and s. 42 will apply.
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exclusion of others, as she may think proper. Another mode is, to give the

wife and children immediate absolute interest in the property in certain pro-

portions, according to the nature of the distribution of personal property

under the statute in case of intestacy; but this mode of disposition is less fre-

quently adopted than the former. To empower the widow to regulate the

shares is often found convenient, not only as it preserves her influence over

her children, but because it enables her to adapt the disposition of the prop-

erty to their various exigencies at the period of her death, and it has, more-

over, a salutary effect in restraining the children from disposing of their

reversionary interests.

1. The obvious inquiries (in addition to those immediately suggested by
the preceding remarks) to be made of a testator, of whose bounty children are

In regard to to be objects, are— at what ages their shares are to vest;—
children, &c. whether, if any child die in the testator's lifetime, or subse-

quently, before the vesting age, leaving children, such children are to be sub-

stituted for the deceased parents. If the vesting of the shares be postponed
to the death of a prior tenant for life, or other possibly remote period, the

necessity for providing for such events is of course more urgent; and in that

case it should also be ascertained, whether, if the objects die leaving grand-
children, or more remote issue, but no children, such issue are to stand in the

place of their parent.

2. If any of the objects of the gift (whether of real, or personal property)

be females, or the gift be made capable of comprehending them, as in the case

Daughters' or of ^ general devise or bequest to children, it should be sug-

other females' gested, whether their shares are not to be limited for life, sub-
B ares.

jg^j. ^^ ^ restriction on alienation (with the view of effectually

excluding marital influence), with a power of disposition, in default of issue,

or absolutely, over the inheritance, or capital, as the case may be; and if it be

intended to prevent that power of disposition from being exercised, under

marital influence, without the possibility of retractation, it should be confined

to dispositions by ivill, which, being ambulatory during her life, can never be

exercised so as to fetter her power of alienation over the property. The will

should declare how the property is to go, in case such power is not exercised.

Where an inalienable provision for a married woman is charged upon land,

it should be confined to a specific estate, or be accompanied with apt pro-

visions for shifting the security.

[*1665] * 3. In limitations in tail, are the testator's own daughters to take

before the daughters of his sons or grandsons? If so, the order of

. . the limitations will be, to the first and other sons and their

in strict sons successively in tail male, remainder to the testator's

settlement. daughters either as tenants in common or successively for life,

and to their sons in tail male, remainder to the sons (or sons' sons) in tail

general, remainder to the daughters in tail general. If not, the limitation

to the sons (or sons' sons) in tail general will precede the limitation to

the daughters.

4. If a gift be made to a plurality of persons, it should be inquired whether

they are to take as joint tenants, or tenants in common ; or, in other words,

whether with or without survivorship; though it is better in
p. ggneral, where survivorship is intended, to make the devisees

tenants in common, with an express limitation to the survivors, than to create

a joint tenancy, which may be severed.
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5. In all cases of limitation to survivors, it should be most clearly and ex-

plicitly stated to what period survivorship is to be referred ; that is, whether the

property is to go to the persons who are survivors at the death ^^ ^-^^^

of the testator, or at the period of distribution. It should al- period

ways be anxiously ascertained, that the testator, in disposing of referable,

the shares of dying devisees or legatees among surviving or Suggestion as

other objects, does not overlook the possible event of their leav- to clauses of

ing children or other issue. There can be little doubt that in
survivorship,

many cases of absolute gifts to survivors, this contingency is lost sight of.

This observation, in regard to the unintentional exclusion of issue, applies to

all gifts in which it is made a necessary qualification of the objects that they

should be living at a prescribed period posterior to the testator's decease, and
in respect of whom, therefore, the same caution may be suggested.

6. It may be observed, that where interests not in possession are created,

which are intended to be contingent until a given event or period, this should

be explicitly stated ; as a contrary construction is generally the

result of an absence of expression. Explicitness, generally, on °'

the subject of vesting, cannot be too strongly urged on the attention of the

framers of wills.

7. Where the children do not take absolutely vested interests until their

majority or marriage, the question will arise whether the income or any por-

tion of it is to be applied for maintenance until the period of

vesting, and, if not all so applied, what is to become of the insertion of

excess. express powers

The Conveyancing Act, 1881, sections 42, 43, confers on
f^regTrd'to"'

trustees powers of applying income of property of infants dur- maintenance

ing minority or in the case of women until marriage; section 42 ^.""i accumula-

applies only to income derived from land to which the infant is

beneficially entitled in possession ; section 43 applies to all property held in

trust for an infant; both sections contain provisions for the accumulation

of unapplied income, and it will be observed that the destination of income
under the respective sections is not identical. These powers and provisions

may be modified, or altogether excluded, if desired. In ordinary cases, prob-

ably, the statutory powers and provisions may be relied on, but it must be
borne in mind that they do not apply in any of the following cases: —

* (i.) Where the vesting is, or may be postponed until after the [*1666]

attainment of the age of twenty-one years (n)

;

(ii.) Where the infant on attaining twenty-one would only be entitled to the

legacy without interest (o);

(iii.) Where the gift is to a class liable to be increased by the birth of per-

sons who will be entitled to participate, so that the share of each existing

member is unascertainable {p) ;

(iv.) The provision in s. 43 as to destination of surplus income does not

apply, where the gift though absolute is defeasible {q) ;

In all such cases express powers of maintenance should be inserted.

The statutory provisions for maintenance confine each object to the benefit

of the income from his own expectant or vested share. It may sometimes

(n) Re Judkin's Trusts, 25 Ch. D. 743.

(o) Re Dickson's Trusts, Hill ». Grant, 39 Ch. D. 331.

(p) Re Jeffrey, Burt ». Arnold, (1891) 1 Ch. 671.

(j) Re Wells, Wells v. Wells, 43 Ch. D. 281.
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Power to be better to make a common fund of the shares of all the minors

maintenance ^°^ *^® *™® being, to be applied in such proportions as the

funds. trustees think fit.

Maintenance If it is desired that capital shall be applicable for mainten-
out of capital, ance, an express declaration to this effect must be inserted in

the will.

Where children are to be maintained by the widow it should be made clear

J
whether any enforceable trust is to be imposed on her, and

widow for whether she is to have a discretion as to the proportion, and
maintenance whether their right to maintenance is to cease on their attain-
o c

1
dren.

^^^ twenty-one or marrying; and if it is then to cease, some pro-

vision for them should be made, to take effect in possession in that event (r).

8. There is no statutory power of advancement. Where the children do not

take absolutely vested interests until their majority or marriage, it is useful

to confer an express power on the trustees, with the consent

advancement °^ *^® widow, or other person taking the prior life interest, to

advance some proportion (the maximum of which is usually

fixed at half or one-third) of their presumptive shares, in order to place out

the sons as apprentices, &c., or for other such purposes. Even where the

children take vested (i. e., absolutely vested) interests at their birth, a power

of advancement may be requisite where the prior legatee for life is a married

woman restrained from alienation, and, therefore, incompetent to accelerate

the payment of the shares by relinquishing her life interest. In no other case

can the power be wanted under such circumstances.

9. If you have not certain knowledge on the point, endeavor to learn

whether there is any doubt as to the legitimacy of any of

lesTte"?''^
° ^^^ testator's children, or the legality or fact of his marriage

with his reputed wife; and suggest the consequences of an
insufficient description of such objects by their reputed character only.

10. If provision is made for illegitimate persons, inquire what is to become
of the property in case of their death under age or without having effectually

p.,. . disposed of it by will or otherwise. A mere annuity or life

illegitimate interest will often be the best provision ; but if an interest in
persons. the capital is to be given, the best course, in order to exclude

r*1Rfi71 the * title of the Crown in all events, is to confer on such objects

, a life estate, with a power of appointing the corpus by deed or

will, and to insert a gift over in default of appointment.

„ , 11. Are the trustees to have power to settle the legacies or
Power to settle , „, i • ^

. . . . / u- i. •

shares of shares of legatees, or devisees marrying in infancy, or (which is

infant better) are such legacies to be absolutely settled in such event?
legatees.

^g. It jg often both convenient to the trustees and useful to

Authoritv to the objects to authorize the payment or delivery of pecuniary or
pay small

specific legacies, of small amount or value, to the parents of

p^a^enhs' of in- infant legatees, with a direction that their receipts shall dis-

fant legatees. charge the trustees.

Power to 13. Is any legatee or devisee for life to have a power to ap-
appointlife point a life interest or annuity to a surviving wife or hus-

wife or

*°
band? In the case of a female legatee, it should be ascertained

husband. whether the power is to be made exercisable by deed or will, or

by will only.

(r) See Pride v. Fooks, 2 Beav. 430 -, Conolly v. Farrell, 8 Beav. 347; Re Camac'i Trust,

12 Jur. 470 ; Longmore v. Elcum, 2 Y. & C. 863.
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14. Where a testator proposes to recommend any person to the favorable

regard of another whom he has made the object of his bounty, it should be
ascertained whether he intends to impose a legal obligation on Words of

the devisee or legatee in favor of such person, or to express a recommenda-

wish without conferring a right. In the former case, a clear '

and definite trust should be created ; and in the latter, words negativing such

a construction of the testator's expressions should be used. Equivocal lan-

guage in these cases has given rise to much litigation.

15. Where a testator is married and has no children, and it be unreasonable

to contemplate his having issue by his present wife, provision should be made
for the contingency of such issue coming in esse, or if this is Making will

not done, the dispositions of his will should be made expressly conditional on

contingent on his leaving no issue surviving him; for, as the leaving no
birth of children alone is not a revocation, they may be excluded issue.

under a will made when their existence was not contemplated; and cases of

great hardship of this kind have sometimes arisen from the neglect of testa-

tors to make a new disposition of their property at the birth of children ; in-

deed, it has sometimes happened that a testator has left a child in ventre,

without being conscious of the fact ; for the same reason provisions for the

children of a married testator, who has children, should never be confined to

children in esse at the making of the will. A gift to the testator's children

generally will include all possible objects. Where, however, the gift is to the

children of another person, and it is intended (as it generally is) to include all

the children thereafter to be born, terms to this effect should be used, unless a

prior life-interest is given to the parent of such children; in which case, as

none can be born after the gift to them vests in possession, which is the

period according to the established rule of ascertaining the objects, none can

be excluded.

To the preceding suggestions, it may not be useless to add, As to the per-

that it is in general desirable that professional gentlemen tak- sons through

ing instructions for wills should receive their instructions im- Uons'are^r™""
mediately from the testator himself, rather than from third ceived.

persons, particularly where such persons are interested. In a case

in the Prerogative Court (s), * Sir J. NichoU " admonished profes- [*1668]

sional gentlemen generally, that where instructions for a will are

given by a party not being the proposed testator, a fortiori where by an inter-

ested party, it is their bounden duty to satisfy themselves thoroughly, either

in person, or by the instrumentality of some confidential agent, as to the pro-

posed testator's volition and capacity, or in other words, that the instrument

expresses the real testamentary intentions of a capable testator, prior to its

being executed de facto as a will at all."

As the last, and not the least important precaution, the testator's solicitor

should select as attesting witnesses persons of respectability „.
and intelligence, not being devisees or legatees, or the husbands

of devisees or legatees.

II. Suggestions as to Wills intended to operate Abroad.

English conveyancers are occasionally required to draw wills which are in-

tended to take effect under the laws of a foreign country (f). This may hap-

(s) Rogers ». Pittis, 1 Add. 46.

(0 For the purposes of these remarks, the expression "foreign country," includes Ireland,

Scotland, and the colonies and dependencies of the United Kingdom,
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As to execu- P^n either (i.) where the testator has immovable property situate

tion of wills in a foreign country, so that the will must, in order effectually

formaUtifs'?e-
*° "^i^Po^e of Such property, be executed with the formalities

quired by for- required by the law of the country in which the property is

eign laws. situated ; or, (ii.) where the testator being resident but not
domiciled in this country has movable property, the testamentary disposition
of which will be regulated by the law of the country of the testator's domi-
cile. Where therefore a testator possessed of immovable property abroad, or
having a foreign domicile, desires to make his will in this country, care must
be taken to comply with the formalities in regard to execution and attestation

required by the laws of the country in which the will is intended to operate.

A will purporting to dispose of land in a foreign country should if possible

be prepared under the advice of a lawyer who is familiar with the law of the

Wills disposing
country in which the property is situate. If, however, under

of land in a the pressure of emergency it is impossible to obtain such ad-
foreign YJce, it will be advisable to make two wills, one of a short and

^ simple character disposing of the foreign land, and to be exe-

cuted according to the formalities required of the lex rei sitce (u), and another,

which will be the principal will, disposing of all the testator's other property,

to be executed according to the formalities required by the English law, and

whereby all persons interested thereunder should be expressly put to their

election to confirm the dispositions of the foreign lands.

All testamentary dispositions of any property, which are intended to oper-

ate abroad, should be of the simplest and most general character

[*1669] * consistent with the testator's intentions; and they should be ex-

pressed in clear terms, avoiding as far as possible the u^e of technical

p . , expressions, which, however familiar and intelligible to English

wlfh^intended lawyers, may raise questions of doubt and difficulty when they

to operate come to be translated into another language and interpreted by
abroad.

^ foreign court. If the testator desires to make dispositions of

a complicated character, it may be suggested that he should be advised in the

first instance to make a provisional will in a comparatively simple form, em-

bodying therein the dispositions to which he attaches most importance; and

that the preparation of a more formal document should be deferred till the

testator returns to the foreign country, or till his English solicitor can com-

municate his instructions (which should be expressed in as clear and untech-

nical language as possible) to a competent lawyer practising in that country.

Attention to the matters above referred to is to be impressed upon testators

and their legal advisers, not only in order to insure that wills intended to

operate abroad may be recognized as valid by foreign Courts, but also in order

to prevent questions as to election being raised where the testator's property

is situated partly in this country and partly abroad,— questions which often

cau.ie much dispute and litigation.

It should also be borne in mind that the liberty of testamentary disposition

(a) It may sometimes be nece'=saty to include in such a will dispositions of personal prop-

erty connected with the land, as business plant, machinery, &c. ; in such a case, the will deal-

ing with such property should also be executed according to the formalities required by
English law so as to render it effectual as to the personalty. It is often advisable where a

testator has properties in different countries that he should make separate wills dealing with

such properties respectively, with a view of facilitating the administration of his estate. As
to the practice with regard" to probate of separate wills, see Re Aster, 1 P. D. 160; Ke Callo-

wav, 15 P. D. 147
i
Re Granat de la Rue, 15 P. D. 185.
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accorded by English law is in many states recognized only to a limited extent

;

e. g., in France, and in other countries whose legal system is „ . . .

based on the Code Napoleon, a testator leaving relatives as- foreign law on

cendant or descendant, is competent to dispose of only a part testamentary

of the property of which he is possessed at his death (t«). More- P"^®''

over the powers of limiting successive estates or interests and of vesting

property in trustees for the benefit of devisees and legatees, are not very

generally recognized in foreign countries.

Where a testator has resided and acquired property in several parts of the

world, and there is a doubt as to where he is domiciled, the prudent course

will be to execute the will in such form as to make it as far as

possible valid in any event : the will should therefore be exe- Suggestion as

to sxficutiou
cuted (i.) with all formalities required by our law so as to ren- ^here
der it valid wherever the provisions of our Wills Act have testator's

been adopted, (ii.) with three witnesses, so as to enable it to
^""jjtf^i

'^

operate on land where devises are regulated by the Statute of

Frauds, and (iii.) in holograph, i. e., written throughout, dated, and signed by

the testator himself, or else executed as a mystic testament (x), so as to operate

effectually in countries where the civil law prevails.

It may bo useful in this place to indicate the formalities as to the form,

execution, and attestation required to render wills valid in some of the prin-

cipal " foreign " countries, and also the circumstaiic^;^ (so far as the Editor

has been able to ascertain them) which are deemed to effect a revocation of

existing wills, so as to render immediately necessary the making of a new will

so as to prevent an intestacy.

(i.) United Kingdom. —The Wills Act extends to Ireland Ireland,

as weU as to England; consequently the legal requirements as to

the form, •execution, and attestation of wills and the law as to the [*1670]

revocation of wills are the same in both countries.

The Wills Act does not extend to Scotland (y). Scotland.

Previous to 1868 a testament was effectual only with regard to the movable

estate of the testator; the owner of heritage could settle the succession thereto

only by conveyance de prwisenti. But by the statute 31 & 32 ^jUg „f jamj

"Vict. c. 101, s. 20, owners of lands may settle the succession permitted by

thereto in the event of their death by testamentary writings to S""'*^^ '*^-

be duly executed in the manner required or permitted in the case of testa-

mentary writings by the law of Scotland. By the law of Scotland it is "per-

mitted " to any person to make his will according to the formalities of making

a will in the place of execution. Consequently, the owner of heritable estate

in Scotland may, by will made in England and executed and attested according

to the law of England, dispose of any heritable estate in Scotland of which he

is possessed; and such heritable estate will pass by a general devise of all his

property (or estate) wherever situate unless expressly excepted.

If the will is not executed in England, the requirements of Scotch law as to

execution must be strictly complied with. They are as follows:—
(w) See Code Civil, Liv. III., Tit. iii., Ch. 3; Codice Civile (Italy), Lib. III.. Tit. ii., Sez.

4, &c. It would seem, howevet^ thaf these restrictions do not generally apply to testamentary

dispcisitions made by persons who are not subjects of the particular State.

(x) See post, p. 1675, note (d).

(y) See further as to the law of Scotland in regard to executions and attestations of wills,

Watson, Diet, of Law of Scotland, sub-tit. " Wills "
; MacLaren on Wills, i. 231 et se(^.; 1

Dells, Comm. 324 et seq.

VOL. II. 50
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Formal A testament or will must be in writing and signed by the
"equisition testator; if the will consists of several sheets, the testator must

of wills!
^

^^S^ ^^ *^^ ^°°* °^ ^^"'^ sheet as well as at the end of the

will (z).

Sealing is not now required. Wills may be either holograph or "tested."

A will neither holograph nor tested is invalid.

A holograph will in the testator's handwriting does not require to be at-

tested, but is completed by the mere signature of the testator.

By the statute 37 & 38 Vict. c. 94, every holograph writing of a testamentary

character is to be presumed to have been executed and made of the date it bears.

All other wills must be " tested," and subscribed by two or more witnesses,

who must have seen the testator sign, or heard him acknowledge his signa-

ture. It is not necessary that the acknowledgment should be made to the

two witnesses in the presence of each other. The description, by residence,

of the witnesses must be added to their names, as set forth in the testing

clause of the will. If the will is on several sheets, it is sufficient if the sub-

scription of the witnesses is on the last sheet only.

By the statute 37 & 38 Vict. c. 94, s. 41, a testament by a person who is

unable to write is valid if, after being read over to him, it is executed on

his behalf by a notary or justice of the peace in the presence of two wit-

nesses (a).

[*1671] *If a testator has no issue at the time of making his will, the sub-

sequent birth of children raises a strong presumption in equity that

the disinheritance was contrary to intention so as to revoke the will, accord-

Kevocation i"g ^ ^^^ ""ule of the civil law which imported into such a will

of wills. the implied condition " si testator sine liberis discesserit." On
the birth of a child, therefore, a new will, or a codicil confirming, with or

without modification, the previous will should be made. A will may also be

revoked by destroying or cancelling it, or by a subsequent will expressly

revoking or containing dispositions inconsistent with the former will (i).

What Enelish ^^''^ Colonies and Dependencies.— With respect to the

laws have laws in force in British possessions abroad, there is a memo-
force in the randum in 2 P. Wms. 75, that it was determined in the Privy
colonies. ,^-1 •, <• ^

Council (c), —
" 1st. That if there be a new and uninhabited counti-y found out by

English subjects, as the law is the birthright of every subject, so, wherever

they go, they carry their laws with them, and therefore such new-found country

is to be governed by the laws of England; though, after such country is in-

habited by the English, acts of Parliament made in England without naming
the foreign plantation, will not bind them; for which reason it has been

determined that the Statute of Frauds does not bind Barbadoes (d).

(z) By s. 38 of the Conveyancing and Laml Transfer Act (Scotland), 1874, the various

formalities formally required for the validity of probitive instruments are dispensed with, but
the requirement of the common law as to the signature by the testator of each of the several

sheets of his will is not referred to in that section, and sucK requirement is, in order that the ivill

shoulil be exfarie valid (or probative), still in force.—By s. 39 of the same statute a deed (whidi
in Scotland includes a will) " subscribed by the grantee and bearing (i.e., purporting) to be
attested by two witnesses subscribing " may, notwithstanding anv informality of execution,

be set np,'by a proceeding in the Scotch Court, and witli the aitf of parol evidence. But of

course no conveyancer, in advising on the execution of a will, would rely upon this section.

(«) This enactment gives statutory comfirmation to the customary rule "previouslv existing
which was regarded as having the force of law; see Hogg v. Campbell, 2 Macp. 849.

(6) See further as to the law of Scotland, in regard to revocation of wills, MacLaren on
Wills, i., et seq.

(c) See to the same effect, Blankard v. Uoldy, Salk. 411, Holt, 341, Comb. 228: and Dut-
ton V. Howell, Show. P. C. 32.

(d) Sheddon v. Goodrich, 8 Ves. 487; Kex d. Vaughan, 4 Burr. 2500. This rule seems to
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" 2dly. When the King of England conquers a country it is a different

consideration ; for then the conqueror, hy saving the lives of the people conquered,

gains a right and property in such people, in consequence of which he may
impose upon them what laws he pleases.

" 3dly. Until such laws given by the conquering prince, the laws and
customs of the conquered country shall hold place; unless when these are

contrary to our religion (e), or enact anything that is malum in se, or are

silent, for in all such cases the laws of the conquering country shall prevail."

. In the case of a conquered country, as the Queen has absolute power to

impose what terms of capitulation she pleases, she may establish what con-

stitution and laws she pleases, without the consent of Parliament; but these

once made are binding, and cannot be altered by her successors without the

consent of Parliament (/).
Sometimes the laws of England are extended to conquered colonies; but in

that case, as well as in the case of newly-planted colonies, it is a rule that

such only of the laws of England apply to the colony as existed at the time it

first became subject to the English laws, and as are applicable in object and

operation to the circumstances of the colony {g). In Att -Gen. v.

Stewart (A), it was held that the Mortmain * Act, 9 Geo. 2, being [*1672]

aimed exclusively at a state of things which existed in England only,

did not extend to any colony which afterwards became subject to the English

laws. So it seems no penal statutes extend to the colonies (i). But the rule

against perpetuities exists independently of statute, and is founded on public

policy, and therefore is generally in force in the colonies; so also is the

exception to that rule which exists in favor of charities (k).

The provisions of the English Wills Act (l), and of the Amendment Act of

1852 (m), as to the execution, attestation, and revocation of wills, has been
adopted by most of the colonies and dependencies of the United p , o

Kingdom. These provisions are in force in Antigua (n) the in which' the
'

Australian settlements, viz., New South Wales (o). Queens- Wills Act is

land (;)), South Australia (9), Victoria (r), and Western Aus- ™ '''"^^'

tralia (s) ; the Bahama Islands (<) ; Barbadoes («) ; Bermuda {x) ; British

Columbia (y) , Canada, Upper (z) ; Grenada and the Grenadines (a) ; Hon-

have been ignored on some occasions. Thus, in Ex parte Anderson, 5 Ves. 240, an order
was made by Lord Alvanley, for a conveyance of lands m Calcutta by an infant trustee,

under the stat. 7 Anne, c. 19, although that act does not name the colonies; and cases were
then cited of similar orders by Sir Thomas Sewell and Lord Thurlow.

(e) So laid down also in Calvin's case. 7 Rep. 17 ; but erroneously, as appears by the prac-
tice in regard to the East Indies. See also Hall v. Campbell, Cowp. 209.

(/) See Calvin's case; Hall*. CampbeU.
(a) 1 Blackst. Com. 100.

(h) 2 Mer. 143 ; see Howell's State Trials, Tdl. xx. 289.

(!) See Dawes v. Painter, Freem. 75.

(k) Yeap Cheah Neo B. Ong Cheng Neo, L. R., 6 P. C. 381.

(0 1 Vict. c. 26.

(m) 15 & 16 Vict. c. 24.

(n) Col. Act of 1859, No. 144.

(0) Col. Acts, 3 Vict. No. 5, and 17 Vict. No. 5.

(pj Cons. Stats, of 1874, 31 Vict. No. 34.

(q) Col. Acts, 5 Vict. No. 16, and 25 & 26 Vict. No. 15.

(r) Cons. Stats, of 1866, 27 Vict. No. 222.

(«) Ordmances, 2 Vict., No. 1, and 18 Vict. No. 13.

(t) Col. Acts, 4 Vict. c. 23 and 17 Vict. c. 21.

(u) Col. Act of 1869, No. 464; but holograph wills of land under the Colonial Act of 2
Geo. 3, are apparently valid.

(x) Col. Act of 1840, No. 4.

(j) Col. Act, 30 Vict. c. 103.

(2) Rev. Stats, of 1877, c. 106.

(a) Laws of Grenada, No. 145.
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dnras (5) ; India (c) ; Jamaica (d) ; Natal (e) ; Newfoundland (/) ; New Zea-

land (g) ; Nova Scotia (h) ; Prince Edward's Island (i) ; St. Vincents (i) j

Tasmania (Z); and Trinidad (m).

By the Civil Codes of Lower Canada (n) and St. Lucia (o) wills may be
notarial, holograph, or in English form, i.e., executed and attested as required

by the Wills Act. But by the law of St. Lucia a will in English form must
be signed or initialed by the testator on each sheet.

.
The Statute of Frauds (jj) whereby three witnesses are

which the required for the validity of devises of real estate are apparently

Statute of still in force in the Leeward Islands (5), viz., Antigjua, Mont-

S'force!^
'"" ^^"^'' ^^'^' ®*- Christopher's (which includes Anguilla), and

the Virgin Islands; also in New Brunswick.

The statute 25 Geo. 2, c. 6, which avoids gifts to the attesting witnesses to

a will, extends to all colonies where the Statute of Frauds, or any similar

statute is in force. And this enactment is not repealed as to

witnesses.
them by the statute 1 Vict. c. 26. In such colonies the revoca-

tion of wills is regulated by the law in force in England prior

to 1838.

[*1673] *In the Straits Settlements wills of immovable property seem to be
regulated by the Indian Act of 1838, No. 35, whereby such wills are

The Straits required to be executed and attested according to the formalities

Settlements. required by the English Wills Act.

Wills made iu the English form, of British subjects, whatever their domi-

cile are rendered valid as regards personal estate by virtue of the Imperial Act

24 & 25 Vict. c. 114 (r), which is recognized as in force in these Settlements.

Colonies The Roman-Dutch Law is in force in British Guiana (includ-

governed by jng Demerara, Berbice, and Essequibo), the Cape of Good Hope,

Dutch "aw!" ^^^ Ceylon ; Ijut in all three colonies the validity of wiUs in the

English form is to some extent recognized.

Britigl, By the law now in force in British Guiana wills are rendered

Guiana. valid so as to take effect in the colony if executed and attested

in the manner'prescribed by the Wills Act (s).

At the Cape of Good Hope, before the 1st January, 1844, seven or more

witnesses were generally required for the attestation of wills; but now execu-

Cape of Good tio" S'^d attestation in manner prescribed by the Wills Act is

Hope. sufficient, provided that, where the instrument is written upon

more leaves than one, the party executing the same and also the witnesses must

sign their names upon every leaf (t).

(h) Cons. Laws, Pt. XVI., c. 44, ss. 38-51.

(c) Succession Act of 1865, s. 50.

(rf) Col. Acts, 3 Vict. c. 51, and 25 Vict. c. 26.

(e) Col. Act of 1868, No. 2.

(f) Cons. Stats, of 1872, c. 30, s. 1.

(ff) Col. Acts. 18 Vict. No. 1, 21 & 22 Vict. No. 2, and 24 Vict. No. 19.

(h) Rev. Stats, of 1864, c. 112.

(i) Col. Acts, 6 Vict. c. 26, and 23 Vict. c. 3.

{k) Wills Ordinance, 1878, No. 36, ss. 8-20.

(1) Col. Acts, 4 Vict., No. 9, and 16 Vict., No. 4.

(m) Ordinances of 1844, No. 1.

(n) Cod. Civ. Acts 842, 851. See as to wills in notarial form, Eventurel ». Eventurel,

L. R., 2 P. C. 462.

(n) Civil Code of 1879, u. 3.

(p) 29 Car. 2, c. 3.

(j) See Dewaf v. Maitland, L. R., 2 Eq. 834.

(/) See ante, p. 7.

(5) Ordinance 20 of 1839.

(() Ordinance of 1845, No. 15. See as to mutual wills made by husband and wife under
the Roman-Dutch law, Denyssen v. Mostart, L. R., 4 P. C. 236.
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As regards Ceylon, by the Ordinance No. 21 of 1844, it is enacted that

« every will made beyond the limits of this colony containing any devise or dis-

position of immovable property situate within this colony, which
q^^i^^_

shall have been duly made and executed according to, and i°

conformity with the forms and solemnities prescribed by the law of the country

where the same shall have been so made and executed, by any person who by the

law of such country or of this colony is competent to make a will shall be valid and

effectual to pass the property in any immovable property so devised or disposed

of by any such testator. And every will duly made and executed in manner

aforesaid in anyplace beyond the limits of this colony by any person who shall be

competent to make a will by the law of the place where he shall be domiciled at

the time of making and executing the same, shall be valid and effectual to alien-

ate and pass the property in any movable property by such will bequeathed or

disposed of " (m).
. ., j.

• ^l,-

As regards a person domiciled in Ceylon, but temporarily resident in tnis

country, his will, in order to operate on his movable property, must appar-

ently be executed and attested in accordance with the Uoman-Dutch law (x),

as modified by the Ordinances, viz., the will must be in writing signed at the

foot or end thereof by the testator or by some other person m his presence by

his direction ; and such signature must be made or acknowleged by the testa-

tor in the presence of a notary public and two or more witnesses, who must be

present at the same time and duly attest such execution; or if no notary

be present, then such signature must be made or acknowledged * by [*1674J

the testator in the presence of five or more witnesses present at the same

time, and such witnesses must subscribe to the will in the presence of the testa-

tor but no form of attestation is necessary. See Ord. No. 7 of 1840, sect. 3.

The laws of the Channel Islands, viz., Guernsey, Jersey, &c., The Channel

are founded on the old Norman customs as modified by Acts of Islands.

the States.

Uy Art. 8 of the " Act " of the States of Jersey of the 24th of June, 18.51,

confirmed by order in Council of the 7th of August, 1851, and containing the

law relating to wills, it is enacted that in order to render valid testamentary

gifts of immovable property it is necessary that the testator in the presence of

two witnesses should have subscribed his signature at the end of the will, or

acknowledged his signature so subscribed, and that the two witnesses present

at the same time should have subscribed their signature to the will, in the pres-

ence of the testator. If the will is not holograph it must be read over in the

presence of the testator and the two witnesses. To render valid a holograph

will, the attestation of the witnesses must be dated {y).

By Art. 10 a devise of immovable property made within the 40 days pre-

ceding the testator's death is void, unless the death is occasioned by accident.

By Art. 11, in the case of a will of immovable property made out of the

island, one of the witnessess must be a notary.

By the law and custom of Jersey, a person who leaves a wife but no chil-

dren, may bequeath one-half of his movable property ; but if he leaves a child

or children he can dispose by will of only one-third of such property. The

(«) See as to wills in Ceylon, Gavin «. Hadden, L. R., 3 P. C, 707 j Diaz v. De Lirara,

5 App. Ca. 123.

(x) Formerlv wills under this law were either open or close, but all wills now require the

same form of open execution.

(y) See as to this, Manger v. Le Gallais, L. K., 1 P. C. 470. As to competency of wit

nesaes, see l-'alla » Godfray, 14 App. Ca. 70.
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other half or two-thirds vests absolutely in the beneficiaries to the exclusion of

the executors {z). Testamentary dispositions purporting to bequeath more

than the permitted proportion are liable to be reduced.

Mauritius. The Code Civil is established in the Mauritius (a).

Malta. The law of Malta is founded on the civil law.

(iii.) Foreign States (6).

—

Austria.— By Austrian law (6) wills may be

made (1) by public act before a tribunal, or (2) by private act either in writing

or verbally, and, if in writing, either with or without witnesses. A written

will, if unattested, is invalid unless holograph and signed by the testator, A
will written by another person must be signed by the testator and acknowl-

edged by him as his will before three witnesses at least, of whom two must be

present at the same time, and all must append or indorse their signatures (6).

Wills are revoked by subsequent birth of children.

Belgium.—The law of Belgium as regards the execution, attestation, and

revocation of wills, i&c, is the same as that of France (c), vide infra.

Denmark.— By the Code of Christian V., as modified by the Or-

[*1675] dinauce of 21st March, 184.5, wills must be in writing *signed by the

testator in the presence of a notai'y, or of two witnesses.

France. — Code Civil, Art. 969^ A will may be holograph, or made by
public act, or in the mystic form.

Art. 970. A holograph will shall not be valid unless it is written through-

out, dated, and signed, by the hand of the testator ; it is not subjected to any
other formality.

Arts. 971 to 975 relate to wills by public or notarial act.

Arts. 976 to 980 relate to mystic testaments {d).

Art. 999. A Frenchman (e) resident in a foreign country may make his

testamentary dispositions by an instrument under his own' signature as pre-

scribed in Art. 970, or by an instrument authenticated according to the for-

malities in use in the place wliere such instrument shall be executed.

Art. 1000. Wills made in a foreign country cannot operate on property

situated in France until after they have been registered in the public office of

the testator's domicile, if he has preserved one, or otherwise in the public office

of his last known domicile in France; and in case the will should contain

dispositions of immovable property there situate, it must also be registered in

the public office of the place where such property is situate without being sub-

ject to double duty.

By the law of France, if a foreign subject, even though resident in France,

but not having acquired by license a domicile in that country, makes a will

according to the forms required by the laws of his own country to give validity

(z) See also La Cloche v. La Cloche, L. E., 3 P. C. 125.

(a) See H. M. Proc. and Adv Gen. v. Bruneau, L. E., 1 P. C. 169.

(h) See Austrian Civil Code, Pt. II. c. 9, ss. 577-579.

(c) See St. Joseph, Concordance entre les Codes, Vol. II., p. 52.

{d) Close or mystic testaments are recognized in most countries whose legal systems are
based on tlie civil law. By the Code civil of France these mstruments may be written by the
testator, or by another person by his direction, and must be signed by the testator, and de-
livered to a n'otarj', folded up and sealed, or enclosed in a sealed envefope, in the presence of
at least six witnesses ; the instrument or the envelope must be mdorsed with an attestation

clause (acte de souscription) which must be signed by the testator and by the witnesses, who
must be males of full age, and French subjects, in enjoyment of full civil rights. The for-

malities attending the delivery vary in different states ; generally, the presence of seven wit-
nesses is required.

M See Re Lacroix, 2 P. D. 97, where an affidavit of an advocate of the Court of Appeal
of Paris to the above effect was accepted by Sir J. Hannen, J., as evidence of the French
law on the subject. See also ante. Vol. I., p. 7, note (A).
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to wills executed by citizens of that country, such will is valid, and would be

carried into execution by the French Courts, whatever may be the domicile of

the testator at the time of making such will, or at his death (e).

Germany — No general code or system of law prevails throughout the Ger-

man Empire, but each of the different German States is regulated by laws

of its own. In Brunswick, Hanover, Saxony, Saxe-Weimar, and some other

parts of Germany, the so-called Common Law (Gemeiue Recht) prevails,

that is to say, the Roman Law with certain modifications which have been
from time to time introduced therein by particular statutes, or by doctrines,

which have received the sanction of judicial decisions in the several States.

According to this Common Law, as regards the formal validity of wills, the

principle " locus regit actum " prevails, so that a will is valid in point of form,

if it complies with the solemnities as to execution and attestation,

&c., required by the law of the country in * which the will is [*1676]

made (/). Thus a will made in England, whether by a subject of a

German State in which the Common Law prevails, or by any other person,

will be recognized by the Courts of that state as valid in point of form, so as

to dispose of property in that state, if it is executed and attested in manner
prescribed by English law. The validity, in point of substance, of testament,

ary dispositions of immovable property is deemed in Germany, as elsewhere,

to be regulated by the lex rei sitse.

The Code of the Grand Duchy of Baden is founded on the French Code civil,

with certain additions and modifications, which do not appear to apply to the

question, as to the formal validity of wills made out of the

country. The law of Baden as regards this matter, and also as *
^°'

regards the revocation of wills, and the restrictions imposed on the power of

testamentary disposition, would seem to be similar to the law of France {q. v.).

By the Civil Code of Bavaria, (g) a will must be attested by seven witnesses

present at the same time, and a notary must also be present and _

authenticate the signatures of the witnesses.

By the Code of Frederick II., which is still in force in Prussia, wills must

generally be made before a tribunal with elaborate solemnities, with regard to

which precise and strict directions are given. The only excep-

tion expressly made by law appears to be in favor of ambas-

sadors and persons attached to embassies, who are permitted to make
testamentary dispositions according to the formalities of the country in which

they reside (h).

The law of Wurtemburg recognizes (besides public wills, made before a

tribunal) private wills made and executed by notarial act in the

presence of five witnesses, or else attested by seven witnesses

before a magistrate; and mystic testaments (i).

Holland. — The Civil Code of Holland recognizes (1) holograph wills, which,

(e). See note (e) precedinff pa're.

(/) Many of tlie kadinf,' foveisn jurists (e. a., Paul Voet, John Voet, Vattel, Eodenburg:,

Huberus, &c. ), do not recognize the doctrine of our common law, that the lex domicilii and

the lex rei sitae govern the validity in point of form of wills purporting to dispose of movable

and immovable property respectively. As regards immovable property, they point out the

inconvenience resulting from this doctrine, namely that it would require a testator possessed

of land in several countries to execute his will acconling to as many different forms, which,

at the time of making the will, it might be difficult or impossible to ascertain. And they

hold that an instrument executed according to the solemnities required to give it formal effect

by the law of the country in which it is made ought to be judicially recognized as valid in

point of form in all countries. See Story, Conflict of Laws, ss. 435 et seq., 475.

((/) Liv. III., Ch. iii.. ss. 3, 4, 5.

(A) Law of 3 April, 1823.

(i) St. Joseph, Concordance, Vol. IV., p. 460.
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in order effectually to dispose of the testator's property, must be delivered to

a notary in the presence of two witnesses ; a holograph will, merely dated and

signed by the testator, operates only for the purpose of appointing executors,

giving directions as to the funeral, and making specific bequests of chattels,

such as furniture, personal ornaments, &c.
; (2) wills by notarial act in presence

of two witnesses ; and (3) mystic testaments.

A will made out of Holland, according to the formalities as to execution

and attestation required by the law of the country where the will is made, is

valid in point of form to pass all the testator's property in Holland,

[*1677] whether movable or immovable, provided such * will be not made by
a Dutchman. But a Dutchman is not allowed to make a will abroad

except by an authenticated act (" authentche Akte," Art. 992 of the Dutch
Civil Code) according to the form prescribed in the country in which the will

is made. In Holland, a will by notarial act is recognized as an " authentche

Akte." As the English law does not recognize any means of " authenticat-

ing " a will beyond attestation, it would be prudent that a Dutchman making
his will in this country should do so by notarial act, but in other respects that

he should execute the will and cause it to be attested according to the forms
prescribed by English law.

Italy. — The law of Italy recognizes two ordinary forms of wills, viz. holo-

graph wills and wills by notarial act. The formalities as to execution and
attestation of these instruments respectively are prescribed by the Codice

Civile, Arts. 775 to 788, and are very similar to those prescribed by the Code
civil of France.

But by the Preface to the Code, it is enacted that " the extrinsic form of

testamentary acts is determined by the laws of the place in which they are

made " (Art. 9); and that "the substance and effect of testamentary dispo-

sitions are deemed to be regulated by the national law of the disposors"

(Art. 10). The effect of these enactments would seem to be that (i.) a

British subject may, by a will made in this country and executed and attested

according to the formalities required by English law, effectually dispose of his

immovable property situate in Italy, in any manner and to any extent per-

mitted by our law, even, as it is conceived, to the extent of devising the land

in strict settlement; and (ii.) that an Italian subject temporarily resident in

this country may, by a will similarly executed and attested, effectually dispose

of his immovable property in Italy and all his movable property, so far as the

law of Italy will permit of his so doing.

By Art. 888 of the Civil Code it is enacted that a will shall be revoked if

made in ignorance of the existence of children or descendants, or by the sub-

sequent birth of children born in wedlock, or by the subsequent recognition of

children by legitimation or adoption, unless the testator has provided for such

contingencies.

Portugal.— Wills may be either (1) close or mystic, or (2) open. Open wills

may be written by a notary, or by the testator himself, or by another at his

request, but in all cases it would seem that five witnesses must be present and
attest the execution of the instrument ; if the will is made by a notary it need
not be read to the witnesses. In case of imminent death, nuncupative or

verbal wills are permitted, if made in the presence of at least six witnesses,

and as soon as possible reduced to writing {j).

(.;') The civil law of Portugal has not as yet been codified, but is embodied in numerous
statutes, commencing with the Ordinances of Philip II., and supplemented, where the statutes
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Hussia. — Wills may be (1) authentic, i. e., signed by the testator and

delivered according to prescribed formalities to the proper tribunal

;

or (2) private, i. «., either holograph, or written by another * person [*1678]

by the testator's direction, signed by the testator, and by the amanu-
ensis, and three witnesses (k).

Spain.— The Civil Code in its present state was promulgated by the law of

24th July, 1889 ; it is founded on the French Code civil, but presents certain

points of difference as regards the matters under consideration. The provis-

ions as to the form, execution, and attestation of wills are contained in Liv. III.

tit. iii. ch. 1, ss. 3 et seq. Ordinary wills may be holograph, public, or mystic.

Holograph wills must be written throughout, dated and signed by the testa-

tor (I) ; foreigners may make holograph wills in their own language. Public

wills must be received by a notary in the presence of three witnesses, to whom
the testator must declare his wishes ; the notary must then draw the will ac-

cordingly and read it over to the testator, who must declare that it is in con-

formity with his wishes ; it must then be signed by the testator and attested.

If written in a foreign language it must be translated into Spanish by two
interpreters, and both copies must be executed and attested. Mystic testa-

ments, if not written throughout by the testator himself, must be signed by
him at the foot of every sheet as well as at the end of the will. Spanish sub-

jects resident in a foreign country may make wills in accordance with the

laws of the country in which they reside, or may make public or mystic wills

before a Spanish diplomatic or consular agent instead of before a notary, and
the agent is in such a case responsible for the observance of the prescribed

formalities.

Sweden and Norway. —The Swedish Code (m) recognizes as valid (1) pa-

rol wills made in presence of two witnesses, (2) wills in writing signed by the

testator himself with his own hand, with mention of date and
g^g^g^

place of execution, and attested by two witnesses, and (3) hol-

ogi'aph and unattested wills, if written throughout and signed by the tes-

tator, but such wills are null unless it is proved that it was impossible for the

testator to procure witnesses. As regards attested wills, the witnesses must be

specially called in for the purpose of attesting the will, and they must act in

the presence of each other ; they must have been previously acquainted with

the testator, and must be competent witnesses (testes habiles), i. e., persons

known for trustworthiness and conscientiousness, and capable of rightly un-

derstanding what took place on the occasion— and, in the case of parol wills,

are silent, by usages which have the force of law and by recourse to the Roman law. The
above statement of the law as to the form and execution of wills is taken from Pinto's Tra-

tado reffolar e pratico de testamantos e successoes (6th ed. 1851).

(k) The Civil Law of Russia is embodied in the Svod or Digest of Civil Law, successive

editions of which are published from time to time containing the additional Ukases or Ordin-

ances which have been issued since the last Edition appeared. The above statement of the

law, as to the form and execution of wills, is taken from a French translation of the Svod
made by M. St. Joseph in 1859. See his Concordance, Vol. III., p. 349. There is no inter-

national agreement between Russia and England (such as exists between Russia and Ger-

many) valitiating wills made in this country in accordance with the formalities required by
our law. And it may be observed that no will made in this country, however executed,

would be effectual to dispose of property in Russia unless its disposition clauses are in accord-

ance with Russian law.

(0 Such wills, if made in Spain, must be on stamped paper; but this formality is dispensed

with as regards wills made in a foreign country, see s. 9.

(m) Tit. IL, Ch. xvi., xvii., and xviii. ; Laws of 10 April, 1810, of 20 May, 1835, and of

21 December, 1857 ; see St. Joseph, Concordance, Vol. III., p. 516. See also Privy Coun-
cillor Olivecrona's Treatise on Wills according to Swedish Law (1880), pp. 1-426.
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capable of "accurately bearing in mind the particulars of the testator's

[*1679] expressed last wishes. If the will is in writing, the testator *must ia

the presence of the witnesses declare the document to be his last will

and testament. The attestation clause must certify to the testator's signature

and declaration, and that he was, at the time of executing the will, of sound

and disposing mind, and that he acted of his own free will. A written will

executed in England according to the formalities required by English law, is

recognized as valid by the Swedish Courts on the principle of the rule " locus

regit actum." Such a will, if made by a British subject, would efEectually

dispose of movable property in Sweden according to the expressed wishes of

the testator. But as a British subject cannot, without the king's license, hold

immovable property in Sweden, so he cannot, as regards such property, intro-

duce into his will clauses or conditions conflicting with Swedish law, e. g., he

cannot create an entail ; nor can he afEect the rights of his surviving consort

in connection with the estate ; nor, if he leave issue, can he dispose of more
than one moiety of the estate, the other moiety belonging by law to the issue

as their " pars legitima,"

III Norway wills must be signed by the testator, and acknowledged in

the presence of a notary and of two witnesses (n). If the will is not

written by the hand of the testator, it must be read over to him
by the notary, who must certify that this rule has been observed.

In cases of emergency, parol wills may be made in the presence of a notary

or of two witnesses, who must take down the wish expressed forthwith. If a
will be made abroad in conformity with the law of Norway, it may be exe-

cuted before a Norwegian Minister or Consul, who will act in lieu of a
notary. But a will made in a foreign country, whether by a Norwegian, or

by an Englishman or other foreigner, if in every respect executed accord-

ing to the requirements in point of form prescribed by the law of such foreign

country, is recognized as valid by the Norwegian Coui'ts. A Norwegian tes-

tator who leaves issue can only dispose of one-fourth of his property to the
detriment of such issue; but this restriction does not apply to English or

other foreign testators.

Swilzerland. — Each of the twenty-two Cantons which make up the Swiss
Confederation is regulated by its own particular laws.

The Canton of Geneva has adopted in its entirety the French Civil Code
;

and the codes of the following states appear to have adopted its provisions
relating to the formal requirements for the validity of wills namely, Aargau,
Berne, Friburg, Lucerne, Soleure, Ticino, Valais, and Vand. Subsequent
birth of children revokes a previous will in Berne, Ticino, "Valais, and Vaud.

Schaffhausen, Schwytz, Thur, Uri, Unt>-rwalden, and Zug have pre-
served their ancient statutes. And in the remaining Cantons the law has not
been codified, but is embodied in statutes and judicially-recognized doctrines
for the most part based on the Civil Law (o).

United Stales of America. — The formalities required for the validity of
wills vary in the di-fEei'ent states (p).
The Statute of Frauds (29 Car. 2, c. 5) is in force in fourteen States, viz.

Connecticut, Florida, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan,
[*1680] Mississippi, New Hampshire, New Jersey, North Carolina, * Rhode

Island, South Carolina, Vermont, and Wisconsin. A will disposing
Law of 31 July, 1854.

St. Joseph, Concordance. Vol. III., p. 535.

Ip) See Washburn's Law of Keal Property (Ed. 1868), Vol. UL, pp. 429, e< seq.

(«)

(0)1
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of realty situate in any of these States, therefore, requires to be attested by
three witnesses.

By the laws in force in New Hampshire and Vermont a will must be sealed

as well as signed by the testator.

Two attesting witnesses are required by the laws of sixteen States, viz.

Alabama, Arkansas, California, Delaware, Illinois, Iowa, Kentucky, Minne-
sota, Missouri, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Texas, and
Virginia.

In Pennsylvania, though two witnesses are required, it is not essential that

they should attest and subscribe the will in the presence of the testator.

According to the statutes of most of the States devises and legacies to

attesting witnesses are void.

The law of Louisiana (which was originally a French colony) as to the form,

execution, and attestation of wills is peculiar. By the Civil Code of that

State, three classes of wills are recognized (see Art. 156), viz. (i.) Nuncupa-
tive or open testaments; (ii.) Mystic or sealed testaments; and (iii.) Hologra-
phic testaments. But Art. 1589 renders immaterial, for the purposes of tliese

remarks, any examination of the formalities required for nuncupative or

mystic testaments, for it enacts that " Testaments made in foreign countries

. . . shall take effect in the State if they be clothed with all the formalities

prescribed for the validity of wills in the place where they have been respec-

tively made."
South America. — In most of the States of S. America the formalities

requisite to the validity of testamentary dispositions are regulated by the

civil law formerly in force in Spain. Wills may be either (i.) close or mystic,

or (ii.) open or nuncupative, i.e., made either verbally or in writing, but, in

either case, made in the presence of a notary and three witnesses, or, if no
notary is present, in the presence of five witnesses; these witnesses must be
persons resident at the place where the will is made ; but it is in all cases

sufficient if seven witnesses, wherever resident, are present when the will is"

executed. If the will is in writing the witnesses should attest it; if it is

verbal, one of them should as soon as possible reduce to writing the testator's

wishes, and all should attest this document (q).

The law of Brazil as to execution of wills is similar to that of Brazil.

Portugal.

The law of Bolivia recognizes as valid (1) holograph wills, which ap-

parently do not require to be attested; (2) wills by notarial act

in presence of three witnesses
; (3) close or mystic wills; and

(4) nuncupative wills. Wills of the last-mentioned category may be made
either verbally or in writing ; in either case three witnesses are required ; if

the will is in writing, the will must be read over in presence of the witnesses,

and a memorandum to that effect must be appended to the will, and the will

must be signed by the testator and the witnesses (r).

(q) See Manual del Abogado americano, by Don J. Escriche, Liv, II., tit. 4.

(r) Cod. Civ. of Bolivia, Tit. II., c. 1.
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[»i68i] *APPENDIX B.

THE STATUTE OF WILLS.

1 Vict. cap. 26.

An, Act for the Amendment of the Laws with respect to Wills.

[3d July, 1837.]

EXPLANATION OP TEKM8.

Be it enacted by the Queen's most Excellent Majesty, by and with the

consent of the Lords spiritual and temporal, and Commons, in this present

Meaning of parliament assembled, and by the authority of the same. That
certain words the words and expressions hereinafter mentioned, which in
m this Act; their ordinary signification have a more confined or a different

meaning, shall in this Act, except where the nature of the provision or

the context of the Act shall exclude such construction, be interpreted

"w II i>
*^ follows: (that is to say,) the word " wUl " shall extend to

' a testament, and to a codicil, and to an appointment by will or

by writing in the nature of a will in exercise of a power ; and also to a disposi-

tion by will and testament or devise of the custody and tuition of any child,

by virtue of an Act passed in the twelfth year of the reign of

^^at^' ' King Charles the Second, intituled " An Act for taking away
the Court of Wards and Liveries, and Tenures in Capite and by

Knights Service, and Purveyance, and for settling a Revenue upon his Majesty

in lieu thereof," or by virtue of an Act passed in the parliament of Ireland in

the fourteenth and fifteenth years of the reign of King Charles the

2 /J
} Second, intituled " An Act for taking away the Court of Wards

and Liveries, and Tenures in Capite and by Knights Service,"

and to any other testamentary disposition; and the words " real estate" shall

extend to manors, advowsons, messuages, lands, tithes, rents,

estate
" ^°*^ hereditaments, whether freehold, customary freehold,tenant-

right, customary or copyhold, or of any other tenure, and
whether corporeal, incorporeal or personal, and to any undivided share thereof,

and to any estate, right, or interest (other than a chattel interest) therein;

and the words "personal estate" shall extend to leasehold

esut"™ estates and other chattels real, and also to moneys, shares of
government and other funds, securities for money (not being

real estates), debts, choses in action, rights, credits, goods, and all other prop-

Number. ®'^*y whatsoever which by law devolves upon the executor or
administrator, and to any share or interest therein; and every

Gender. -^yord importing the singular number only shall extend and
be applied to several persons or things as well as one person or

[*1682] thing: and every word importing the * masculine gender only shall

extend and be applied to a female as well as a male.
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REPEAL CLAUSE.

till

n. And be it further enacted, That an Act passed in the thirty-second

year of the reign of King Henry the Eighth intituled " The Act of Wills,

Wards, and Primer Seisins, whereby a man may devise two „
i f th

parts of his lands ;

" and also an Act passed in the thirty-fourth statutes of

and thirty-fifth years of the reign of the said King Henry the wills, 32 H. 8,

Eighth, intituled " The Bill concerning the Explanation of 35 h.^8'^c!*5*°
Wills;" and also an Act passed in the parliament of Ireland,

in the tenth year of the reign of King Charles the First, in- ^ ^*''-
j'

.^'^'*

tituled " An Act how Lands, Tenements, etc., may be disposed
>'•''

by Will or otherwise, and concerning Wards and Primer Seisins;" and also

so much of an act passed in the twenty-ninth year of the reign

of King Charles the Second, intituled " An Act for Prevention ^g 20, 21 & '

of Frauds and Perjuries," and of an Act passed in the parlia- 22 of the

ment of Ireland in the seventh year of the reign of King |j!:'"i| 29
William the Third, intituled " An Act for Prevention of Frauds Car. 2,'c. 3;

and Perjuries," as relates to devises or bequests of lands or
J
W" ^' ''' ^^'

tenements, or to the revocation or alteration of any devise in *

writing of any lands, tenements or hereditaments, or any clause thereof, or to

the devise of any estate, pur autre vie, or to any such estate being assets, or

to nuncupative wills, or to the repeal, altering, or changing of any will in

writing concerning any goods or chattels or personal estate, or any clause,

devise, or bequest therein ; and also so much of an Act passed in the fourth

and fifth years of the reign of Queen Anne, intituled " An
Act for the Amendment of the Law and the better Advance- f^J'" ^

°
fg

ment of Justice," and of an Act passed in the parliament

of Ireland in the sixth year of the reign of Queen Anne, 6 Anne, k. 10,

intituled " An Act for the Amendment of the Law and the

better Advancement of Justice," as relates to witnesses to nuncupative

wills; and also so much of an Act passed in the fourteenth

year of the reign of King George the Second, intituled " An ^ o" ^."oQ*

Act to amend the Law concerning Common Recoveries, and to
•>

• •

explain and amend an Act made in the twenty-ninth year of the reign of

King Charles the Second, intituled ' An Act for Prevention of Frauds and
Perjuries,' " as relates to estates pur autre vie; and also an 25 G. 2 c. 6

Act passed in the twenty-fifth year of the reign of King George (except as to

the Second, intituled " An Act for avoiding and putting an end ™''""^')-

to certain Doubts and Questions relating to the attestation of Wills and
Codicils concerning Real Estates in that part of Great Britain called Eng-
land, and in his Majesty's Colonies and Plantations in America, except so far

as relates to his Majesty's colonies and plantations in America; " and also an
Act passed in the parliament of Ireland in the same twenty-

fifth year of the reign of King George the Second, intituled ?j 9' ^' '• ^^'

" An Act for the avoiding and putting an end to certain doubts

and questions relating to the Attestation of Wills and Codicils concerning Real

Estates ;
" and also an Act passed in the fifty-fifth year of the

reign of King George the Third, intituled " An Ac^ to remove H^'
'' "•

certain Difficulties in the Disposition of Copyhold Estates by
Will," shall be and the same are herpby repealed, except so far as the same
Acts or any of them respectively relate to any wills or estates pur autre vie to

which this Act does not extend.
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[*1683] * GENERAL ENABLING CLAUSE.

III. And be it further enacted, That it shall be lawful for every person to

devise, bequeath, or dispose of, by his will executed in manner hereinafter

A,, ^ required, all real estate (a) and aU personal estate (b) which

may be dis- he shall be entitled to, either at law or in equity, at the time
posed of by of his death, and which if not so devised, bequeathed, or dis-
^' ' posed of, would devolve upon the heir-at-law, or customary heir

of him, or if he became entitled by descent, of his ancestor, or upon his ex-

ecutor or administrator; and that the power hereby given shall extend to all

comDrisinff
'^^^ estate of the nature of customary freehold or tenant right,

customary or customary or copyhold, notwithstanding that the testator
freeholds and j^g^y not have surrendered the same to the use of his will (c), or

without sur- notwithstanding that being entitled as heir, devisee, or other-

render and wise to be admitted thereto, he shall not have been admitted

tencr and'al'so
^'^^''^'^ W' °^ notwithstanding that the same, in consequence

such of them of the want of a custom to devise or surrender to the use of a
as cannot now ^jn or otherwise, could not at law have been disposed of by

' will if this Act had not been made (e), or notwithstanding that

the same in consequence of there being a custom that a will or a surrender to

the use of a will should continue in force for a limited time only, or any other

special custom, could not have been disposed of by will according to the power
contained in this act, if this act had not been made ; and also to

autre^vie" estates pur autre vie, whether there shall or shall not be any
special occupant thereof, and whether the same shall be free-

hold, customary freehold, tenant right, customary or copyhold, or of any other,

tenure, and whether the same shall be a corporeal or an incorporeal heredita-

ment (/) ; and also to all contingent, executory, or other future

interests"
interests in any real or personal estate, whether the testator may
or may not be ascertained as the person or one of the persons

in whom the same respectively may become vested, and whether he may be

entitled thereto under the instrument by which the same respectively were

created, or under any disposition thereof by deed or will (g) ; and also to all

riehte of
rights of entry for conditions broken, and other rights of en-

entry; and try (h) ; and also to such of the same estates, interests, and rights
property ac- respectively, and other real and personal estate, as the testator

execution of '^^'y ^^ entitled to at the time of his death, notwithstanding
the will. that he may become entitled to the same subsequently to the

execution of bis will (t).

FEES ON COPTHOLDS.

IV. (k) Provided always, and be it further enacted. That where any real

estate of the nature of customary freehold, or tenant right, or customary or

copyhold, might, by the custom of the manor of which the same is holden,

have been surrendered to the use of a will, and the testator shall

[•1684] not have surrendered the same to the use of his will, * no person

entitled or claiming to be entitled thereto by virtue of such will

1?

a) pp. 48, 57, 291, 612.

c) pp. 67, 620.

el id

T) p. 51. (h) gee 4 & 5 Vict, c 36, ss. 88, 89, 90.
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shall be entitled to be admitted, except upon payment of all ^^ ^^ jj^^ j^gj

such stamp duties, fees, and sums of money, as would have and fines

been lawfully due and payable in respect of the surrendering payable bv

of such real estate to the use of the will, or in respect of pre- customary

senting, registering, or enrolling such surrender, if the same and copyhold

real estate had been surrendered to the use of the will of '* * ^^'

such testator; provided also, that where the testator was entitled to have
been admitted to such real estate, and might, if he had been admitted

thereto, have surrendered the same to the use of his will, and shall not

have been admitted thereto, no person entitled or claiming to be entitled

to such real estate in consequence of such will shall be entitled to be admitted

to the same real estate by virtue thereof, except on payment of all such

stamp duties, fees, fine, and sums of money as would have been lawfully due

and payable in respect of the admittance of such testator to such real estate,

and also of all such stamp duties, fees, and sums of money as would have

been lawfully due and payable in respect of surrendering such real estate to

the use of the will, or of presenting, registering, or enrolling such surrender,

had the testator been duly admitted to such real estate, and afterwards sur-

rendered the same to the use of his will ; all which stamp duties, fees, fine, or

sums of money due as aforesaid, shall be paid in addition to the stamp duties,

fees, fine, or sums of money due or payable on the admittance of such person

so entitled or claiming to be entitled to the same real estate as aforesaid.

Wills, or
extracts of
wills of
customary
freeholds and
copyholds to

be entered
on the court
rolls;

COPYHOLD.

V. And be it further enacted, That when any real estate of the nature of

customary freehold, or tenant right, or customary or copyhold, shall be dis-

posed of by will, the lord of the manor or reputed manor of

•which such real estate is holden, or his steward, or the deputy

of such steward, shall cause the will by which such disposition

shall be made, or so much thereof as shall contain the disposi-

tion of such real estate, to be entered on the court rolls of such

manor or reputed manor; and when any trusts are declared by
the will of such real estate, it shall not be necessary to enter the

declaration of such trusts, but it shall be sufficient to state in

the entry on the court rolls that such real estate is subject to the trusts

declared by such will ; and when any such real estate could not ^ th 1 d
have been disposed of by will if this Act had not been made, the to be entitled

same fine, heriot, dues, duties, and services shall be paid and *" 'be same

rendered by the devisee as would have been due from the cus- j^J]^ estates

tomary heir, in case of the descent of the same real estate ; and were not

the lord shall, as against the devisee of such estate, have the Previously
,' =

. , ,. ,ni_.i devisable as he
same remedy for recovering and enforcing such fine, heriot, would have

dues, duties, and services, as he is now entitled to for recover- been from the

ing and enforcing the same from or against the customary heir
^f descent.

in case of descent.

ESTATES PUR AUTRE VIE.

VI. (I) And be it further enacted. That if no disposition by will shall

be made of any estate pur autre vie of a freehold nature, the

same shall be chargeable in the hands of the heir, if it shall [*1685]

(l) p. 60.
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Estates pur
autre vie.

come to him by reason of special occupancy, as assets by descent, as in the

case of freehold land in fee simple; and in case there shall

be no special occupant of any estate pur autre vie, whether

freehold or customary freehold, tenant right, customary or

copyhold, or of any other tenure, and whether a corporeal or incorporeal

hereditament, it shall go to the executor or administrator of the party that

had the estate thereof by virtue of the grant; and if the same shall come to

the executor or administrator either by reason of a special occupancy or by
virtue of this Act, it shall be assets in his hands, and shall go and be applied

and distributed in the same manner as the personal estate of the testator or

intestate.

No will of a
person under
age valid

;

AGE OF TESTATOR.

VII. (m) And be it further enacted. That no will made by
any person under the age of twenty-one years shall be valid.

MARRIED WOMEN.

nor of a feme
covert, except
such as might
have been pre-
viously made.

VIII. Provided also, and be it further enacted, That no will

made by any married woman shall be valid, except such a will

as might have been made (n) by a married woman before the

passing of this Act (o).

EXECUTION OF WILLS.

IX. (p) And be it further enacted, that no will shall be valid

unless it shall be in writing and executed in manner hereinafter

mentioned
;
(that is to say), it shall be signed (9) at the foot or

end (r) thereof by the testator, or by some other person in his

presence and by his direction (s) ; and such signature shall be

made or acknowledged {t) by the testator in the presence of two

or more witnesses, present at the same time («), and such wit-

nesses shall attest and shall subscribe (x) the will in the presence (y) of the tes-

tator, but no form of attestation (2) shall be necessary.

Appointments
by will to be
executed like

other wills,

and to be

Will to be in

writing, and
signed or

acknowledged
in the pres-

ence of two
witnesses at

one time, who
attest.

EXECUTION OF TESTAMENTARY APPOINTMENTS.

X. (a). And be it further enacted, That no appointment made

by will, in exercise of any power, shall be valid, unless the same

be executed in manner hereinbefore required ; and every will

executed in manner hereinbefore required shall, so far as re-

spects the execution and attestation thereof, be a valid execution

of a power of appointment by will, notwithstanding it shall have

[*1686] been expressly required • that a will made in exercise of such power

should be executed with some additional or other form of execution

or solemnity.

valid, al-

though other

required
solemnities
are not
observed.

(m) p. 34.

(0) p. 306.

(a) pp. 77, 79, 93.

(«) pp. 77, 88, 93.

(«) p. 85.

iy> pp- lb !5»
(a) pp. 32, 612.

n) pp. 34, 40, 640.

p) p. 77.

>•) pp. 77, 81.

(0 pp. 83, et seq.

(«) p. 85.

(z) p. 91.
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WILLS OF SOLDIERS AND SEAMEN.

XI. Provided always, and be it further enacted, That any sol-

dier being in actual military service, or any mariner or seaman
being at sea, may dispose of his personal estate as he might
have done before the making of this Act.

Soldiers' and
mannei's' wills

e2^cepted.

PETTY OFFICERS, SEAMEN, AND MARINES.

XII, And be it further enacted, That this Act shall not preju-

dice or affect any of the provisions contained in an Act passed

in the eleventh year of the reign of his Majesty King George the

Fourth and the first year of the reign of his late Majesty King
William the Fourth, intituled, " An Act to amend and consoli-

date the Laws relating to the Pay of the Royal Navy, respecting officers, and"

the wills of Petty Officers and Seamen in the Royal Navy, and
marinesr"**

Non-commissioned Officers of Marines, and Marines so far as re-

lates to their Wages,Pay, Prize Money, Bounty Money and Allowances, or other

Moneys payable in respect of Services in her Majesty's Navy."

Act not to

affect certain

provisions of

11 G. 4 & 1
W. 4. c. 20,

with respect to

wills of petty

PUBLICATION.

Xni. And be it further enacted. That every will executed

in manner hereinbefore required shall be valid without any other

publication thereof.

Publication
not to be
requisite.

ATTESTING WITNESSES' COMPETENCY.

XIV. (6) And be it further enacted. That if any person who Will not to be

shall attest the execution of a will shall at the time of the exe- Y" -"'V*'''
. - count 01 in-

cution thereof or at any time afterwards be incompetent to be competency

admitted a witness to prove the execution thereof, such will of attesting

Witness
shall not on that account be invalid.

GIFTS TO ATTESTING WITNESSES.

XV. (c) And be it further enacted, That if any person shall Gifts to an

attest the execution of any will, to whom or to whose wife or
»','^stmg

husband any beneficial devise, legacy, estate, interest, gift or be void,

appointment of or affecting any real or personal estate (other than and except

charges and directions for the payment of any debt or debts) shall be thereby

given or made, such devise, legacy, estate, interest, gift or appointment shall, so

far only as concerns such person attesting the execution of such will, or the

wife or husband of such per-son, or any person claiming under such person, or

wife or husband, be utterly null and void, and such person so attest-

ing shall be admitted as a * witness to prove the execution of such [*1687]

will, or to prove the validity or invalidity thereof, notwithstanding such

devise, legacy, estate, interest, gift, or appointment mentioned in such will.

CREDITOR ATTESTING WITNESS.

XVI. (d) And be it further enacted. That in case by any will any real or

personal estate shall be charged with any debt or debts, and any creditor, or

(6) pp. 71, 93.

(d) p. 72.

(c) p. 71.

51
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Cred'toratt str
^^^ ^^^® *"" 'I'lsband of any creditor, whose debt is so charged,

ing to be admit- shall attest the execution of such will, such creditor, notwith-
ted a witness, standing such charge, shall be admitted a witness to prove the

execution of such will, or to prove the validity or invalidity thereof.

EXECUTOR ATTESTING WITNESS.

Executor to be XVII. (e) And be it further enacted, That no person shall,

admitted a on account of his being an executor of a will, be incompetent
witness.

^u Ijq admitted a witness to prove the execution of such will,

or a witness to prove the validity or invalidity thereof.

REVOCATION BY MARRIAGE.

XVIII. (/) And be it further enacted. That every will made by a man or

woman shall be revoked by his or her marriage (except a Vfill made in exer-

Will to be re- '^^^ °^ ^ power of appointment when the real or personal estate

Voted by mar- thereby appointed would not in default of such appointment
"age.

pg^g j^ jjjg jjj, jjgj. ijgjy^ customary heir, executor or adminis-

trator, or the person entitled as his or her next of kin, under the Statute of

Distributions).

REVOCATION BT PRESUMPTION.

No will to be
XIX. (g) And be it further enacted. That no will shall be re-

revoked by voked by any presumption of an intention on the ground of an
presumption. alteration in circumstances.

REVOCATION BT SUBSEQUENT WILL OR CODICII., OR BT DESTRUCTION
OF INSTRUMENT.

XX. And be it further enacted. That no will or codicil, or any part thereof,

shall be revoked otherwise than as aforesaid, or by another will or codicil exe-

No will to be cuted in manner hereinbefore required (A), or by some writing

revoked but by declaring an intention to revoke the same, and executed in

codiciroTwri" *^® manner in which a will is hereinbefore required to be exe-

ing, or by de- cuted (i), or by the burning, tearing, or otherwise destroying
struction.

^Yie same (k), by the testator, or by some person in his pres-

ence, and by his direction, with the intention (T) of revoking the same.

[*1688] * OBLITERATIONS AND INTERLINEATIONS.

XXI. (m) And be it further enacted, That no obliteration,

interlineation, or other alteration made in any will after the execution

No alteration
thereof shall be valid or have any effect, except so far as

except in cer- the words or effect of the wiU before such alteration shall not

'"'"A^'tf'ii"
^^ apparent, unless such alteration shaJl be executed in like

have any manner as hereinbefore is required for the execution of the

effect, unless -will ; but the will, with Such alteration as part thereof, shall be
^ecuted as a deemed to be duly executed if the signature of the testator and

the subscription of the witnesses be made in the margin or on

(e) p. 72. (/) pp. 112, 1100.

(o) p. 112. (A) p. 133.

(i)U. Vi)p. 113.

(0 p. 118. (m) pp. 113, 11&
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some other part of the will opposite or near to sHeh alteration, or at the

foot or end of or opposite to a memorandum referring to such alteration, and
vrritten at the end or some other part of the wiU.

KEVIVAl, OF REVOKED WILD.

XXH. (n) And be it further enacted. That no will or codicil, or any part

thereof, which shall be in any manner revoked, shall be revived otherwise

than by the re-exeCution thereof, or by a codicil executed in

manner hereinbefore required, and showing an intention to re-

vive the same; and when any will or codicil which shall be
partly revoked, and afterwards wholly revoked, shall be revived,

such revival shall not extend to so much thereof as shall have
been revoked before the revocation of the whole thereof, unless

an intention to the contrary shall be shown.

No will re-

voked to be
revived other-

wise than by
re- execution,
or a codicil to

revive it.

BEVOCATIOSF— SUBSEQUENT CONVETANCE.

XXIII. (o) And be it further enacted, That no conveyance or other act

made or done subsequently to the execution of a will of or relat- A devise not to

ing to any real or personal estate therein comprised, except an

act by which such wiU shall be revoked as aforesaid, shall pre-

vent the operation of the will with respect to such estate or in-

terest in such real or personal estate as the testator shall have

power to dispose of by will at the time of his death.

be rendered
inoperative by
any subsequent
conveyance or

act.

WILL SPEAKS, FROM WHAT PERIOD.

XXIV. (p) And be it further enacted, That every will shall

be construed, with reference to the real estate and personal
estate comprised in it, to speak and take effect as if it had been
executed immediately before the death of the testator, unless
a contrary intention shall appear by the will.

A will shall be
construed to

speak from the
death of the
testator.

* LAPSED AND VOID DEVISES. [*1689]

XXV. (q) And be it further enacted. That unless a contrary intention shall

appear by the will, such real estate or interest therein as shall be comprised
or intended to be comprised in any devise in such will con- a residuary
tained, which shall fail or be void by reason of the death of devise shall in-

the devisee in the lifetime of the testator, or by reason of such "im \L^ed*fn
devise being contrary to law or otherwise incapable of taking lapsed and void

effect, shall be included in the residuary devise (if any) con- devises,

tained in such will.

GENERAL DEVISE— COPYHOLDS AND LEASEHOLDS.

XXVI. (r) And be it further enacted. That a devise of the land of the testa-

tor, or of the land of the testator in any place, or in the occupation of any

(») pp. 126, 155, 156.
<o) pp. 126, 127.

(p) pp. 158, 160, 296, 306, 396, 612, 624, 640; O'Toole ti. Brown, 4 EU. & Bl. 572.
(q) pp. 321, 608, 612, 613.

W :
pp. 625, 627.
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A general de- person mentioned in his will, or otherwise described in a general
™e»*. lands manner, and any other general devise which would describe a

copyhoM and customary, copyhold, or leasehold estate, if the testator had no
leasehold as freehold estate which could be described by it, shall be construed

landsf
^'^^^'"'''^ *° ^"''1"'^^ ^^^ customary, copyhold, and leasehold estates of the

testator, or his customary, copyhold, and leasehold estates, or any
of them, to which such description shall extend, as the case may be, as well as
freehold estates, unless a contrary intention shall appear by the will.

GENERAL DEVISE— APPOINTMENT.

XXVII. (s) And be it further enacted. That a general devise of the real
estate of the testator, or of the real estate of the testator in any place or in the
A general gift occupation of any person mentioned in his will, or otherwise
snail include j -uj- , ,,. , -..-.
estates over aescribed in a general manner, shall be construed to include any
which the tes- real estate, or any real estate to which such description shall ex-

tend (as the case may be), which he may have power to appoint
in any manner he may think proper, and shall operate as an exe-
cution of such power, unless a contrary intention shall appear by

the will; and in like manner a bequest of the personal estate of the testator,
or any bequest of personal property described in a general manner, shall
be construed to include any personal estate, or any personal estate to which
such description shall extend (as the case may be), which he may have power
to appoint in any manner he may think proper, and shall operate as an execu-
tion of such power, unless a contrary intention shall appear by the will.

tator has a
general power
of apppiut-
meut.

FEE SIMPLE WITHOUT WORDS OF LIMITATION.

XXVIII. (t) And be it further enacted. That where any real estate shall be

, . . devised to any person without any words of limitation, such de-

out any words vise shall be construed to pass the fee simple, or other the whole
of limitation to estate or interest which the testator had power to dispose of by
pass the fee.

^jjj ^^ gaoix real estate, unless a contrary intention shall appear

by the will.

[*1690] * WORDS IMPORTING FAILURE OF ISSUE.

XXIX. («) And be it further enacted, That in any devise or bequest of real

or personal estate the words " die without issue," or " die without leaving

issue," or " have no issue," or any other words, which may im-

port either a want or failure of issue of any person in his life-

time or at the time of his death, or an indefinite failure of his

issue, shall be construed to mean a want or failure of issue in

the lifetime or at the time of the death of such person, and not

an indefinite failure of his issue, unless a contrary intention shall appear by
the will, by reason of such person having a prior estate tail, or of a preceding

gift, being, without any implication arising from such words, a limitation of

an estate tail to such person or issue, or otherwise: Provided,
ITovi 0.

^jjg^^ ^jjjg ^^^ shall not extend to cases where such words as

aforesaid import, if no issue described in a preceding gift shall be born, or, if

Words import-
ing failure of

issue to mean
issue living at

the death.

(s) pp. 301, 634.

(u) pp. 521, 1-285, 1320, 1357 n.
(0 621, 948, 1135, 1277.
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there shall be no issue who shall live to attain the age or otherwise answer the

description required for obtaining a vested estate by a preceding gift to such

ESTATE OP TRUSTEES.

XXX. (i) And be it further enacted, That where any real

estate (other than or not being a presentation to a church) shall

be devised to any trustee or executor, such devise shall be con-

strued to pass the fee simple or other the whole estate or interest

which the testator had power to dispose of by will in such real

estate, unless a definite term of years absolute or determinable,

or an estate of freehold, shall thereby be given to him expressly

or by implication.

ESTATE OP TRUSTEES.

XXXI. (y) And be it further enacted. That where any real

devised to a trustee without any express limitation of the

estate to be taken by such trustee, and the beneficial interest in

such real estate, or in the surplus rents and profits thereof, shall

not be given to any person for life, or such beneficial interest

shall be given to any person for life, but the purposes of the

trust may continue beyond the life of such person, such devise

shall be construed to vest in such trustee the fee simple, or other

the whole legal estate which the testator had power to dispose

of by will in such real estate, and not an estate determinable

when the purposes of the trust shall be satisfied.

No devise to

trustees or exa-
cutors, except
for a term or a
presentation to

a church, shall

pass a chattel

interest.

estate shall be

Trustees under
an unlimited
devise, where
the trust may
endure beyond
the life of a
person bene-
ficially en-

titled for life,

to take the
fee.

LAPSE OF ESTATE TAII,.

XXXII. (z) And be it further enacted. That where any person to whom
anv real estate shall be devised for an estate tail or an estate ^ .

lj6TiS69 or
in quasi entail shall die in the lifetime of the testator, leaving estates tail

issue who would be inheritable under such entail, and any such shall not

issue shall be living at the time of the death of the testator, '*P*®' ^''®°"

such devise shall not lapse, but shall take effect as if the death of

such person * had happened immediately after the death of the testar [*1691]

tor unless a contrary intention shall appear by the will.

LAPSE— CHILDREN OR ISSUE DYING IN TESTATOR'S LIFETIME.

XXXIII. (a) And be it further enacted. That where any person being a
child or other issue of the testator to whom any real or personal estate shall

be devised or bequeathed for any estate or interest not deter-

minable at or before the death of such person shall die in the

lifetime of the testator leaving issue, and any such issue

of such person shall be living at the time of the death of the

testator, such devise or bequest shall not lapse, but shall take

effect as if the death of such person had happened immediately

after the death of the testator, unless a contrary intention shall

appear by the will.

Gifts to chil-

dren or other
issue who
leave issue
living at the
testator's

death shall

not lapse.

(x) p. 1165.

(«) pp. 322, 1202.
to) Ibid.

(a) p. 333.
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XXXIV.

Act not to

extend to wills

made before

1838, nor to

estates pur
autre vie of

persons who
die before
1838.

WHEN ACT OPERATES.

And be it further enacted, That this Act shall not extend to any
will made before the first day of January, one thousand eight

hundred and thirty-eight, and that every will re-executed (6)

or re-published, or revived by any codicil, shall, for the pur-

poses of this Act, be deemed to have been made at the time at

which the same shall be so re-executed, republished, or revived

;

and that this Act shall not extend to any estate pur autre vie of

any person who shall die before the first day of January, one

thousand eight hundred and thirty-eight.

Act not to

extend to

Scotland.

SCOTLAND.

XXXV. And be it further enacted. That this Act shall not

extend to Scotland.

(i) p. 160.
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•APPENDIX C. [*1692]

THE MORTMAIN AND CHARITABLE USES ACT, 1891.

Since the first sub-division of the ninth chapter of this treatise passed

through the press, an Act of Parliament (a) has come into operation the short

title of which is " The Mortmain and Charitable Uses Act, Alteration in
1891," and which materially alters, and, indeed, puts on an the law as to

entirely new footing, the law on the important question as to s'fs to

what property may be given by will to charity.

It will be convenient in this place to state in full the recent Act, and then
to consider its provisions in detail. This Act is as follows :

—

54 & 55 VICT. c. 73.

An Act to amend the Mortmain and Charitable Uses Act, 1888, and the Law
relating to Mortmain and Charitable Uses.

5th August, 1891.

Be it enacted by the Queen's most Excellent Majesty, by and with the
advice and consent of the Lords Spiritual and Temporal, and Commons, in
this present Parliament assembled, and by the authority of the same, as
follows :

§ 1. This Act may be cited as the Mortmain and Charitable Short title.

Uses Act, 1891.

§ 2. This Act shall not extend to Scotland or Ireland (6). Extent of

§ 3. " Land " in the Mortmain and Charitable Uses Act, 1888, -*^<='-

and in this Act, shall include tenements and hereditaments, Definition of

corporeal or incorporeal, of any tenure, but not money secured "1*°^.''

on land or other personal estate arising from or connected with land ; and the
definition of land contained in the Mortmain and Charitable 51 & 52 Vict.

Uses Act, 1888, is hereby repealed (c). c. 42.

§ 4. In this Act the word "assurance" shall have the Meaning of

same meaning as in the Mortmain and Charitable Uses Act, "assurance."

1888 (d).

(a) 54 & 55 Vict. c. 73.

(6) As to testamentary gifts of land and money to be laid out in land in Scotland and
Ireland for charitable purposes, see ante, p. 201.

(c) /. e. "for the purposes of this Act." The definition and repeal contained in this sec-
tion are, in common with the remainder of the Act, confined by s. 9 in their operation to
wills of testators dying after the passing of the Act. As regards" conveyances inter vivos no
less than as regards wills of persons dying before th« passing of this Act, the definition of
land contained in the Act of 1888 remains in full force, and such assurances are still sub-
ject to the restrictions imposed by the last named Act, as to which see ante, p. 179.

(d) See this definition stated ante, p. 179, note (a).
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Land assured § 5. Land may be assured by -will to or for the benefit of

a^haritable ^^^ charitable use, but, except as hereinafter provided such

purpose to laud shall, notwithstanding anything in the will contained
be sold. to the contrary, be sold within one year from the death of the

[*1693] testator, or such extended * period as may be determined by the

High Court, or any judge thereof sitting at chambers, or by the

Charity Commissioners.

§ 6. So soon as the time limited for the sale of any lands under any such as-

surance shall have expired without completion of the sale of the land, the land

- , , unsold shall vest forthwith in the oflBicial trustee of charity lands,

expiration of and the Charity Commissioners shall take all necessary steps

time limited for the sale or completion of the sale of such land to be effected

soU by order ^'''^ ^^' reasonable speed by the administering trustees for the

of Charity time being thereof, and for this purpose the said Commissioners
Commis- jQ^y majje any order under their seal directing; such trustees to
sioiicrs* %) u a

proceed with the sale or completion of the sale of the said land

or removing such trustees and appointing others, and may provide by aay
such order for the payment of the proceeds of sale to the official trustees of

charitable funds in trust for the charity, and for the payment of the costs and
expenses incurred by the said administering trustees in or connected with such

sale, and every such order shall be enforceable by the same means and be sub-

16 & 17 Viet. J6Ct to the same provisions as are applicable under the Charitable
c. 137. Trusts Act, 1853, and the Acts amending the same, respectively,

to any orders of the said Commissioners made thereunder.

Personal § 7. Any personal estate by will directed to be laid out in the

*^'n'd t d purchase of land to or for the benefit of any charitable uses

to be laid shall, except as hereinafter provided, be held to or for the ben-
out in land efit of the charitable uses as though there had been no such

laid out?
^° direction to lay it out in the purchase of land.

§ 8. It shall be lawful for the High Court, or any judge thereof sitting at

chambers, or for the Charity Commissioners, if satisfied that

re'Jrin^Iand land assured by will to or for the benefit of any charitable use,

in certain or proposed to be purchased out of personal estate by will
''*°®^'

directed to be laid out in the purchase of land, is required for

actual occupation for the purposes of the charity and not as an investment, by

order to sanction the retention or acquisition, as the case may be, of such land.

Application § 9- This Act shall only apply to the will of a testator dying
of Act. after the passing of this Act.

§ 10. Nothing in this Act contained shall limit or affect the exemptions

contained in Part Three of the Mortmain and Charitable Uses Act, 1888, or

apply to any land or personal estate to be laid out in the pur-

chase of land acquired under any assurance to which such ex-

emptions or any of them apply, or shall exclude or impair any jurisdiction or

authority which might otherwise be exercised by a court or judge of competent

jurisdiction or by the Charity Commissioners.

It has been seen that under the Mortmain Act of Geo. 2 (e) and also under

the Mortmain and Charitable Uses Act, 1888 (/), testamentary gifts for

General effect charitable purposes of land or any estate or interest therein, or
of the Act. of money to be laid out in the purchase of, or secured on land

n.
e) 9 Geo. 2, c. 36, ante, p. 178.
") 61 & 62 Vict. c. 42, ante, p. 179.
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or of any personalty savoring of land or of any property to be applied for pur-

poses necessarily involving the acquisition of laud were, with certain special

exceptions, void. The recent Act has entirely altered the state of

the law in this * respect. In the first place, it renders lawful chari- [*1694j

table gifts by will of land, provided only that laud so given must not,

except in certain special cases, be retained by the charity, but Charitable

must be sold within a limited period {g).
devises ofland.

This Act also, by substituting a new definition of " land " for Distinction

that given by the Act of 1888, does away with the former dis- between pure

,. , 1 11 i! it, and impure
tinction between pure and impure personalty tor the purposes personalty

of testamentary gifts to charitable uses, and renders such gifts abolished.

of any personal property valid equally, and, except as regards leaseholds,

without restriction. Moreover, the Act provides that in case of

personal property being given by will to or for the benefit of a
p^j.^hase knd.

charity, with a superadded direction for its application in the

purchase of land, the direction shall be disregarded, and the gift shall be good

released from the direction.

It is obvious that the result of these changes in the law is to do away with

the necessity of inserting in wills containing charitable gifts

any direction for the marshalling of the testator's property for Marshalling of

the purposes of such gifts. And where a ciiaritable legacy is

given free of duty, the duty may now be paid out of impure Legacy duty,

personalty.

It will be observed that by the definition given in the 3d section, " land,"

for the purposes of the Act, includes " tenements and hereditaments of any
tenure (Ji)." It would seem clear that leasehold lands must be
deemed to be included in this definition, so as to subject a testa- ^^ '" \ias6-

mentary gift of such to charitable uses to the restrictions as to

sale imposed by this Act (i).

The exclusion from this definition of " land " of " money secured on land
or other personal estate arising from or connected with land " renders impure
personalty (other than leaseholds) capable of being freely and g „ ,* *

effectually given by will to charity. Thus charitable bequests money secured

of money secured on mortgage of land whether in fee or for "" '*'"3i &«
years, or by deposit of title deeds, and of arrears of interest on any such mort-
gage, and of money charged by way of mortgage, or sums invested on any such
mortgage, also charitable bequests of money secured by judgments charging
land or by vendor's lien — all of which gifts were formerly void— are now
rendered valid as regards wills of testators dying after the passing of the Act.
So also, a charitable gift may now be made by will of or out of the proceeds

of land devised on trust for sale. And the fact that a sum of money be-

queathed to charity is to be raised by sale of lands which have not been sold

at the testator's death will not avoid the gift.

As regards the benefit of the security, when money secured by mortgage is

given by will to charity, the position would now seem to be as follows :— The
legal estate in the mortgaged land, that is to say, the land itself Moneys
at law, subject to the equitable right of redemption subsisting secured by

in the mortgagor, will immediately on the death of the testator "'"''S^g^-

(jr) S. 5.
_

(A) In strictness it would seem that " tenements " mean property whereof a man is seised
ut de libero tenemento, Co. Lit. 19 b. The word has however come to have a more general
signification, including land or any interest therein, see Burton's Compendium, 1.

(t) By the Interpretation Act, 1889 (52 & 53 Vict. c. 63), s. 3, "unless the contrary inten-
tion appears," the expression " land " in all Acts of Parliament passed since 1850 includes
messuages, tenements, and hereditaments.
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vest ia his " personal representatives," notwithstanding any expres-

[*1695] sions in the will purporting to devise such legal estate * directly to

the charity or to trustees for its benefit (k). But by the statute 33 & 34

Vict. c. 34, s. 1, corporations and trustees holding money in trust for any public

or charitable purpose are empowered to invest the same in real securities without

being deemed thereby to have acquired or become possessed of land in mort-

main. It would therefore seem that the executors may make a transfer of the

mortgage security to the chatitable legatee, and that the latter may accept

such transfer and continue to hold the security in accordance with the provi-

sions of the last mentioned Act (/).

The recent enactment removes all doubt as to the validity of testamentary

gifts to charitable uses of bonds and debentures secured by public bodies on

Bonds securea rates or tolls, notwithstanding that such instruments amount to
on tolls, &c. a .specific assignment of the rates or tolls (m).

A rentcharge issuing out of real estate is an incorporeal hereditament (n),

_ , and must, it would seem, be regarded as included in the defini-

tion of land contained in the recent Act, so as to render a de-

vise thereof valid, but subject to the obligation of the charity-devisee to sell it.

Such growing crops as come under the category of emblements, pass to the

devisee if the estate is devised, or otherwise pass to the execu-

Growing crops, tors ; in either case, they have hitherto been regarded as savor-

ing of realty (o), but now they may obviously be given by will

to charitable purposes. Other growing crops, till severed, are realty, being

part of the land to which they are attached (p).

A share in the New River Water and certain other similar shares are real prop-

erty (q). A charitable gift by will of such a share or of a partial interest

New River therein, would accordingly seem to be subject to the restrictions

shares. imposed by the Act on devises of land (r).

The same rule would apparently apply to a gift of a share in a company or

partnership holding land which is vested in trustees for the individual share-

„, . holders in proportion to their shares, so as to entitle the bene-

land-owning ficiaries to call on the trustees for part of the land itself. The
companies and question whether a testamentary gift to charity of a share in a
partners ips.

partnership holding land is valid without restriction, or valid

only subject to the statutory restriction as to sale would seem to depend on

whether, by the terms of the assurance under which the partnership holds, the

land is held as part of the joint stock and capital of the business, so

[*1696] that the beneficial interest is * constructively converted into personal

estate connected with land, or is held as realty.

Although, by virtue of sect. 4 of the Act of 1891, the term " assurance " in

that Act includes not only devises, bequests, and other assurances by will, but

(h) See s. 30 of the Conveyancing and Law of Property Act, 1881 (44 & 45 Vict. c. 41).

(/) The transfer will pot require any of the formalities required for conveyances of land in

mortmain imposed by the 9 Geo. 2, c. 36, and continued by the Act of 1888. The remedy of

a charity-mortgagee is by sale, not foreclosure, see sect. 2 of the stat. 33 & 34 Vict. c. 34.

(m) See as to such gifts, ante, pp. 185, 186.

(n) See Burton's Compendium, 330; Williams' Real Property.
(o) See ante, p. 186.

(p) See Gilb. Ev. 214; Com. Dig. Biena. (H). The point is not of much practical import-
ance, as testamentary gifts to charitable uses of growing crops are not of frequent occurrence,

and (except in the case of underwood or timber on a timber estate, see Dashwood «. Maguire
(1891), 3 Ch. 306), they would, as a matter of course, if so given, be sold within the vear.

(a) See Buckeridge ». Ingram, 2 Ves. Jr. 652, 663.

(r) These shares are of great value, one having recently been sold for more than 100,000/.

A single shave is generally owned by several persons as tenants in common.
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also various kinds of instraments operating inter vivos, the pro- g^ ^j jj,g

visions of the Act exclusively apply to testamentary dispositions Act confined

for charitable purposes. Inasmuch therefore as the restrictions |° assurances

imposed by sect. 4 of the Mortmain and Charitable Uses Act, ^ *" '

1888, are still in power as regards charitable gifts inter vivos of land of any
tenure, it may be well that where such a gift is made, the donor should also

by his will devise the lands comprised in the deed to the charity so as to pre-

vent the avoidance of the gift in case he should die before the expiration of

twelve months from making the gift.

The effect of sects. 5 & 6 of the recent Act is to render valid testamentary

gifts of land, as defined by the Act, to charitable purposes, but Devised lands

to compel the devisee, being either a charitable corporation or a to be sold

trustee for charitable uses, to sell the land within one year after
'^'"^^ * y^^"'

the testator's death, or within such extended period as may be determined by
the Court, or a Judge, or the Charity Commissioners («).

On the expiration of the time limited without "completion" of the sale (t),

the lands unsold are forthwith to vest in the official trustee of otherwise to

charity lands, and the charity are to take all necessary steps for vest in official

the sale or completion of the sale of such land with all reason- 'rustee.

able speed (u), by the administering trustees thereof, and may make orders for

the purpose of effectuating such sale.

A reversionary interest in land may apparently be validly devised under the

Act to charitable uses, but the Act contains no provision excepting a reversion

from the general direction that lands devised to charity are to Reversionary
be sold within a year from the testator's death or within such interests in

further time as shall be determined. It may sometimes happen '^^^*

that the trustee cannot within the year make a title to a reversion free from
the testator's debts, or it may appear that the property cannot be disposed of

to advantage until it falls into possession. In such cases it may per-

haps be expected that the proper * authorities will consider that there [* 1697]
are sufficient grounds for extending the time for sale.

The effect of sect. 5 on testamentary gifts of land to incorporated charities

does not seem to be quite clear. Hitherto all such gifts have been absolutely

void, formerly under the sect. 9 Geo. 2, c. 36, and later under Devises of land
sect. 4 of the Mortmain and Charitable Uses Act, 1888, but gifts to charitable

inter vivos of lands to incorporated charities, though valid if
corporations,

the formalities required by statute had been complied with, were liable to for-

(*) The period of twelve months from the testator's death will often be found inconveniently-
short for valuation of the land, preparation of conditions of sale, and other matters pre-
liminary to a sale. And it may sometimes happen that the executors of the testator may
not be ra a position to give their assent to a devise or bequest of the lands till at or near the
expiration of a year from the death, which period is by a well-established rule allowed to
them for sanctioning the state of the testator's affairs and getting in and administering his
estate. It is therefore to be anticipated that applications for extension of time for sale of
lands devised to charity will be of frequent occurrence with a view to avoiding the further
expense and inconvenience which would result from the vesting of the lands m the official
trustee.

(«) The use of the word " completion " in this section clearly negatives any construction
of sect. 6, whereby a binding contract for sale entered into within the year, but not com-
pleted by convej-ance, might be deemed to satisfy the statutory direction for sale.

(m) There would not seem to be any power to postpone the "sale except on an application
made before the expiration of a year from the testator's death. It is not within the scope
of the present Treatise to discuss'the provisions of the Act relating to procedure. These
provisions raise numerous points of difficulty which will require, and, doubtless, before long,

receive judicial elucidation.
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feiture to the Crown unless the corporation had obtained a license to take and

hold land in mortmain (x). Sect. 5 does not expressly exempt such testamen-

tary gifts from liability to forfeiture, nor does it in any way refer to such lia-

bility. If, therefore, this section be strictly construed, its effect would seem

to be merely to put testamentary gifts to incorporated charities on the same

footing as similar gifts effectuated by valid assurances inter vivos, and so, when
read in connection with sect. 1 of the Act of 1888, to subject them to forfeiture

on entry by the Crown, unless the proper licenses have been obtained for the

assurance and acquisition of land in mortmain.

It is conceived, however, that a more liberal construction would probably be

adopted, so as to avoid giving only such a restricted operation of the recent Act,

on the ground that the direction, contained in sect. 5 for the immediate sale of

lands devised to charitable uses prevents lands so devised from being properly

said to be acquired "in mortmain," and thus takes them out of the mischief

of sect. 1 of the Act of 1888, on the principle " cessante ratione cessat, lex."

The 7th section of the Act of 1891 renders valid gifts of money to or for the

benefit of a charity with a superadded direction or trust to invest the money

Bequests of in the purchase of land, and to hold the land for the purposes
money to be

^^ ^.j^g charity, but the gift is to be read as if no such direction

land?*^

'

or trust had been expressed in the will. Thus, if a sum of money

be bequeathed upon trust to purchase land generally, and to apply the rents and

profits thereof for charitable purposes, or be bequeathed for or towards the pur-

chase of a site for a particular school or church, or other building connected

with charitable purposes, then, chiefly in the former case, and also, as it would

seem, in the latter ( subject to the provisions of sect. 8 ) the expressed trust or

purpose will be disregarded, and the gift will be taken by the charity or its

trustees, with power to invest the money in some other manner for the benefit

of the charity. But sect, 7 leaves untouched gifts of money for purposes neces-

sarily involving the acquisition of land by the charity-donee, and the omission

seems to raise questions of some doubt and difficulty. Such gifts have hither-

to been held to be void, and there is nothing in the recent Act which expressly

or, as it would seem, by necessary implication, renders them vahd. Thus, if

a testator gives £500 for the purchase of a site, and a further gift of £500 for

the erection of a school thereon, the first gift will be good, the direction to pur-

chase land being disregarded; but the second gift is for a specific purpose

which necessarily assumes that the direction shall be carried into effect, and it

does not seem clear that, the purpose being incapable of being carried

[*1698] out, this gift * would not fail. So also if the gift be of £1000 for

the purchase of a site and the building of a school thereon, it would

seem arguable that the whole gift would be now, as formerly, void, unless it

could be ascertained how much of the gift was attributable to such purpose.

And the case against the validity of the gift would be still stronger if the will

contained no direction to purchase land at all, but contained a gift of money

for the purpose of establishing a charity, which would require the acquisition

of land for its establishment.

No doubt these difficulties will in many cases be removed by the operation

of sect. 8 of the Act, which empowers the Court, or a judge at chambers, or the

Commissioners, to sanction the acquisition or retention of land for the actual

Ix) As to the exemption of certain charitable corporations from this liability, see

ante, p. 200 et seq.
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occupation of charitable institutions (y). It has been seen that gifts of money

to be laid out in building on or other purposes connected with land already in

mortmain are good, and it is conceived that the same rule would apply to gifts

of money to be applied in connection with land which a charity is allowed to

acquire or retain under this section.

The 9th section limits the scope and operation of the Act to wills of testators

dying after the passing of the Act, viz., the 5th August, 1891, and so prevents

the Act from having a retrospective effect. Accordingly, the Act not

validity of testamentary gifts to charitable uses of land or retrospective,

hereditaments, corporeal and incorporeal, and of charges on land, and of per-

sonalty " savoring of realty," must be determined according as the testator

died before or after the passing of the Act. If therefore a testator were to be-

queath to a charity " only such part of his estate as may by law be bequeathed

to charitable purposes " (z), and were to give the residue of his property to a

named person, the question as to whether the charity is to take only the pure

personalty or to take the whole of the testator's property ousting the residuary

donee altogether, would apparently depend on whether the testator died before,

or on, or after the 5th of August, 1891 (a).

(y) If a charitable gift should be directed to be laid out for purposes other than purposes
connected with land required, in the opinion of the CouFt, for actual occupation for the
purposes of the charity, it would seem that the gift would be administered cy-prfes or fail

according as to whether or not the will indicates an intention in favor of charity generally.

See ante, pp. 204, et seq.

(z) As in Wills v. Bourne, L. K., 16 Eq. 487, ante, p. 198.

(n) See ante, p. 306. This has been so decided, by North, J., in the very recent case of

Ke Bridger, Brorapton Hospital ti. Lewis, W. N. 1892, p. 149.
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ABANDONMENT of domicile, 13.

ABATEMENT,
annuities, estimation of, for purposes of, 722, n.

appointment, lapsed, may prevent, 722, n.

ABROAD,
assets, administration of, 2, n.

probate of wills made, 5.

ABSOLUTE INTEREST,
" assigns," use of word, implies, 482.

cut down by subsequent gift of life interest, 436, 437, 830, 831.

not by ambiguous expressions, 443, 445.

motive or purpose of gift expressed, 367.

power of disposal superadded, 1135, u.

_
pro tanto, only, if at all, 826, 869.

estate tail, words giving, create, when, 1366-1386.
created by,

bequest to A. and his issue simply, 1871.

notwithstanding gift over, 1871.

to be settled on A. and his issue, 1872.

unless A. and issue take concurrently, 1380.
unless gift is substitutive, 1377.

issue take other bequests by substitution, 1379.

to A. for life and, in default of issue, over (under old law)., 1375.
gift over on indefinite failure of issue, 1367.

Shelley's Case, words importing estate tail under rule in, 1367.

not created by,

bequest to A. for life, remainder to heirs of his body as tenants in
common, 1368, 1369.

to A. for life, remainder to heirs of his body, their executors,
administrators, and assigns, 1363.

to A. for life, remainder to his heirs, 1376 n.

to A. for life, remainder to his issue, 1372-1377.
unless intention shown that only one shall take at

a time, 1375.

to f. c. for life, and if she dies before b., to her next of
kin, 1583.

blending of personalty in same gift as realty given in tail, 1376.
words "die without issue," 1381, 1382.

gift over after limitations importing, void, when, 1380-1381.

implication of gifts of, 512 et seq. See Implication.
income, accumulation of, when donee of, may stop, 281, n,

indefinite gift of, passes, 741, n.

life, gift for, with power of disposal at death, whether passes, 1133, n.,

1135, n.
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ABSOLUTE INT'ERTS.ST, ~ continued.

perpetuities, rule against, rejection of modifying clauses infringing, 264
et seq.

vesting of interest, clauses postponing, Toid,

259.

restraint on alienation of, void, 864.

unless limited in point of time, 860, 864.

ACCELERATION,
accumulation, illegal, does not effect, of interests in remainder, 281, 282.

avoidance of particular estate, 536.

contingent executory gift over, if contingency fails, 539.
contingent remainder, effect of destruction of intermediate, 537.

gift over accelerated by death of original donee during minority, 545.

lapse of particular estate, 536.

personalty, quasi-remainders in, 538.

powers of appointment, estates created under, 543.

remoteness, prior estate void for, 253, 254.

repairing fund, where estate tail is barred, 538, n.

reversion on term during minority, whether accelerated by minor's death,

543.

where term is satisfied, 541.

is valid, but trusts are omitted, 542.

is void ab initio, 543.

not where term is valid but trusts of money to be raised are void, 540.

revocation of particular estate, 537.

ACCEPTANCE of legacy makes annexed condition binding, 904.

ACCRUED SHARES,
accruer clause does not pass, without special words, 1520, 1521.

class, general gift to survivors of, who included in, 1521.

class taking, when ascertained, 1529.

consolidation of original and accrued shares passes, 1528.

effect of words " his or her share or shares," 1525.
" share and interest," id.

" share " followed by gift over of whole fund, 1523, 1524.
" share " or " portion " unexplained, 151, 152.
" with benefit of survivorship," 1525.

general clause does not pass, if original share does not accrue, id.

qualifications of original, not extended to, 1526 et seq.

secus, if given " in manner aforesaid, ' 1528.

several clauses of accruer, this expression in one not ex-
tended to others, 1526, 1527.

remoteness, effect where implication is necessary to prevent, 1530, 1531.

ACCUMULATION OF INCOME,
Contrary to Tbellusson Act:—

accumulation, restrictions on, stated, 272, 273.

direction for, till conversion, as between tenant for life and remainder-
man, effect of, 572.

implied trusts, &c., for, void, 283, 284.

income released from, destination of, 281-283.
rents, heir's interest in, nature of, 283.
surplus, not required for annuity trust to lay out in repairs,

&c., 284.

not required for maintenance, accumulation of, 275.
interests in remainder, not accelerated, 281, 282,

legatee's right to stop, 281, n.

partial accumulations included, 272, 275, n.

periods allowed for, 273 et seq.
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ACCUMULATION OF INCOUE— continued.

computation of, excludes day of testator's death, 273.

cumulative, for all the statutory periods not allowed, 273.
excess beyond, only, is void, 275.

minority of unborn persons, whether may be taken, 278, 274.

policies of assurance, whether within, 284-287.

trusts for, excessive, good pro tanto, 275.

implied, are within the Act, 283, 284.

residuary gift to unborn persons at majority, 283.

perpetuities, rule against, applies to, 275, 276.

e. g., during minorities of tenants in tail under
strict settlement, 237.

unless for payment of debts of testator, 264, 276.

fund vests absolutely within legal limits 276,

281, n.

Exceptions to Thellusson Act :
—

accumulation for payment of debts, 273, 276, 277.

bona fide provision for such payment necessary, 276.

corpus, donees of, not recouped, if debts paid thereout, 277.

future debts, whether included, 276.

perpetuity rule applies to, how far, 264, 276.

accumulation for portions of children, 273, 277-281.

augmentation of general estate is not within the exception, 278.

of pecuniary legacy, whether within the exception,

278, 279.

interest of parent, what, sufficient, 279, 280.

legacy to accumulate for A. for life, afterwards for his children,

280.

legitimate children only favored, 277, n.

provision charged by previous instrument, 277.

several families, provisions for, if any, parent takes no interest, all

fail, 281.

validity of, depends on purpose whereto in event it is applicable,

280.

lands in Scotland and Ireland, 273.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT of signature by testator, 84. See Execution.

ACREAGE,
Irish, evidence not admissible that testator intended, 393, n.

mistake in estimate as to, of land devised, 748.

ACT OF PARLIAMENT,
conversion by sale under, 129, 130. See 557.

meaning attached to words by, evidence not admissible to vary, 392, n.

ACTION,
chose in, cannot be bequeathed away from executor, 50.

conditions prohibiting, against trustees of Will, 902, 903.

rights of, formerly not devisable, 50.

ADDING WORDS. See Supplying Words.

ADDITIONAL LEGACIES by codicil,

conditions, &c., attached to original gift, attach to, 149 et seq.

payable out of same funds, 149, 1410.

unless varied by context, 1410.

ADDITIONS,
to gifts, owing to mistake as to fact, 147, 148.

to Will after execution rejected, 95. See 117, 118.

unless validated by reference in codicil, 109.

See Alterations.

VOL. II. 52
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ADEMPTION,
conversion by order in lunacy effects, 130, n.

debt, release of specific, subsequently paid oS, 296.

equity of redemption acquired by mortgagee-testator, 51, n.
revival of adeemed legacy, none, by parol, 296, n.

nor by republication, 158.

" ADJOINING THERETO," what included by words, 740.

ADMINISTRATION,
Court of, lex rei sitae determines, 2, n.

feme coverte may appoint executor to carry on, 41.

of assets. See Assets— Charge— Exoneration— Marshalling.
charitable gifts, 204-212. See Charity— Cy-pres.
personalty, governed by domicile, 2 et seq.

ADMINISTRATORS, power of sale, under Lord St. Leonards' Act not implied
in, 1397, n. See Executors.

ADMISSION of parol trust,

enforced against heir, 390.

next of kiuj 390.

trustees, 102, n., 390.

ADMITTANCE TO COPYHOLDS,
devise now valid notwithstanding none, 57.

estate does not vest without, 57, n.

trtistee's personal representatives now entitled to, 661, n.

ADVANCEMENT,
amount of> stated in will, legatees bound by, 394, n., 495, n.

children, ascertainment of class of, how affected by, 1016, 1020.

debts payable under power of, for " benefit" of c. q. t., 490, n.

word "and " read " or " (benefit and advancement), 490.

" ADVISE," effect of, in creating trust, 357, but see 361 etseq.

ADVOWSON,
"heredttamentSj" gift of, general, will pass, 733.

" situate at A.," will not pass, 755.
" rents and profits," devise of, includes, 741.

resulting trust of presentation, undisposed of, 530, 741.

AFFECTION, EXPRESSIONS OF,
executors, gifts to, how affected by^ 967.

resulting trust excluded by, 532.

AFFINITY,
"children" does include relations by, 1006.

"AFORESAID," effect of word, 473, 701, h., ii.

"AFTER,"
death, effect of, on "die without issue," 1332, 1334.

death of testator, how construed, 844.

prior interest. Vesting not postponed by devise, 763.

AFTER-ACQUIRED LANDS,
devise of lands at C. passes, 293.

republication, under old law, extended general devise to, 157, n.

reversion in fee, passes by gift of leaseholds, 131, 292.

AGE,
advanced testamentary incapacity from, 35._

child-bearing, presumption as to woman being past, 1007, 11.

illegitimate children not let in under, 1088, n.

perpetuities, rule against not excluded by, semb., 241.

computation of, day of birth included in, 35.

condition against marriage before attaining specified, 886.

full requisite for testamentary capacity, 34.
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AGE,— continued.

specified, distribution postponed till, 1015.
gifts on attaining, whether vested or contingent, 762 et seq.

jSee Vesting.

AGENT,
direction to employ person as, obligatory, whether, 376-378.
" money," gift of, passes money in hands of, 724, n.

AGREEMENT,
feme coverte, when competent to make will under, 40.

revocation of wiU by, for sale, 129.

testamentary operation of, 19.

to make mutual wills, whether binding, 27.

ALIEN,
devises by, at common law, 44.

under Naturalization Act, 1870, 44, 45.

to, 44, 67.

naturalization and denization, 69.

Naturalization Act, 1870, not retrospective, 67.

right of Crown before the Act, 68.

ALIENATION,
absolute interest, legatee of, cannot be restrained from, 864.

unless restraint limited in point of time, 860, 864.

annuity determinable on, 878.

conditions restraining, whether include bankruptcy, &c., 864 et seq., and
see Conditions.

life interest determinable on, 866, 877.

realty, fee simple in, cannot be rendered inalienable, 855.
tenant in tail of, cannot be restrained from, 860.

restraint on, beyond limits of perpetuity, 262, n.

by married woman, 879-885.
Shelley's case, rule in, with reference to, 1265, 1266.
void for remoteness, when, 265.

revocation of devise by, 129 et seq.

See Revocation.

"ALL,"
gift of, held inoperative for uncertainty, 327, sed qu.
word, read " any," 469, n.

" ALSO," force of, in assimilating gifts thereby connected, 463, 1120.
See Item.

ALTERATION OF ESTATE,
revocation of will by, under old law, 128.

under present law, 128 et seq.

ALTERATION OF LAW, subsequent to will, effect of, on testamentary dis-
positions, 306.

ALTERATION IN A WILL,
effect of, in one copy of duplicate wills, 123.

once only of expressions occurring several times, id.

must be signed and witnessed, 95.

presumed to be after date of codicil unless noticed therein, 109.
to be after execution of will, 117.

unexecuted, when validated by subsequent codicil, 109.

ALTERNATIVE CONTINGENCIES,
remoteness of one of, will not avoid gift, if the other happens, 255.

whether limitations need be separately expressed, 257.
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ALTERNATIVE GIFTS,
bequests void as remainders may be good as, 1380, 1381.
lapse in reference to, 309.

to charitable or other purposes, 173 et seq.

to several objects, void for uncertainty, when, 342.

AMANUENSIS, signature of will by, for the testator, 77, 80.

AMBASSADOR,
domicile of origin retained by, 15.

foreign law ascertained by reference to, 6, n.

AMBIGUITY,
alternative gifts, when void for, 342.

charitable gifts administered cy-prfes in cases of, 205 et seq.

class, gifts to one member of, 340.

clear gift not cut down by doubtful words, 443, 445, 830, 831. See
Repugis'ancy.

dates of contradictory wills, uncertainty as to, 137, 138.

description, absolute correctness of, not necessary, 399.

evidence, when admissible to explain. See Evidence.
explained by clear words in another part of the will, 789, 790.

by clear words in codicil, 498.

general devise not restrained, 617.

original will, producible, to remove, 29. See Addenda.
patent and latent, rule as to, considered, 400.

prior devise, words inconsistent with, rejected, 445.

repugnancy. See Repugnancy.

AMBULATORY nature of wills, 18 et seq.

AMOUNT OF (^HFT,
discrepancy in will as to, effect of, 329.

omission to state, avoids gift for uncertainty, when, 32', 329.

ANCESTOR, gift to "family" may include, 941.

will of, heir not presumed to have notice of contents of, 853.

"AND," word, read "or," 483 et seq. See Changing Words.
ANIMALS, gifts for support or benefit of, 168.

ANIMUS ATTESTANDI, evidence admissible as to, 88.

ANIMUS MANENDI, domicile of choice not constituted without, 13.

ANIMUS REVOCANDI, evidence admissible as to, 118.

ANIMUS TESTANDI,
evidence admissible as to, 25,»82, n., 388.

necessary to testamentary disposition, 24, 25.

ANNUITY,
abatement of, 722 n.

alienation of, restraints on, 878.

devise of lands charged by prior will with, effect of, 132.

dower and free bench, barred by, 431.

estate tail in, cannot be limited, 1244, n.

gift of, simply is for life only, 1244.

to several for their joint lives and then over, 509.

for their lives and the life of survivor, 509, 1124.
gift to purchase, legatee entitled to sum given, 367, 368.

heirs, limited to, devolve on personal representatives of trustees, 661.
inalienable, gift of sum to purchase, 878.

lapse of estate charged does not affect, 314.

of gift of sum to purchase, 878.

"legacy " generally includes, 1416.

legacy duty, what expressions exempt from, 151, n.

legatee's right to value of, directed to be purchased, 367, 368.
" subject to " devisees of land given, take beneficially, 634.
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ANNUITY,— continued.

surplus income, accumulation of, whether legatee of fund can stop, 281, n.

direction to lay out in repairs, whether within Thellusson
Act, 284.

survivorship between annuitants, implication of, 509.
term to secure, advantage of limiting, 133 n.

trust estates excluded by charge of, 649.

widowhood, gift of, during, good, 886,

ANTICIPATION, RESTRAINT UPON,
by married woman, valid, 879.

ceases with termination of coverture, 879 et seq.

by unmarried woman, void, 879.

becomes operative on future marriages, 874.

election, how affected by, 419, n.

estate tail barrable notwithstanding, 883, n.

income, arrears of, not protected, 883, n.

income-bearing fund and cash equally subject to, 883, n.

life estate subject to, appointed under special power, 265, n.

remoteness, when invalidates, 265.

separate use not implied by, 883, n.

words, what, effectual to impose, 882, n.

See Alienation— Separate Use.
"APPERTAINING," what will pass, as things, 738,

APPOINTEES under special power deemed to take immediately from donor,
259.

APPOINTMENT,
acceleration of remainders created under, none, 543.

assets for debts, property appointed under general power is, 1429.

construction, rules as to, of wills generally apply to, 1011, n.

deceased object cannot take under, though his share in default has vested,

1130.

election, doctrine of, special powers of, not within, 423.

invalid appointment may raise, 26, 421. And see Election.
exclusion of objects, though power not exclusive, 1130.

execution of testamentary, what is sufficient, 32.

general devise or bequest operates as, when, 629 et seq.

implied gift to A. and B. in default of, under power to appoint to A. or B.,

483.

income, intermediate, of fund is carried by, 614, n.

lapse by death of appointee, 809.

excessive appointment, 310, n.

of interests of persons taking in default of, 310.

Wills Act, effect of, as regards general powers, 823, 324.

special powers, 325.

probate of, whether evidence of valid execution of power, 80, 31.

remoteness, in reference to, 259-261. See Perpetuities, Rule against,
republication, whether, renders will good execution of a new power, 158,

revocation of, by invalid appointment in codicil, none, 146.

unappointed part of fund, who entitled to, 1130.
" writing," power exercisable by, not within Wills Act, 32, n.

APPORTIONMENT,
charitable and other purposes, gifts for, 175, 176.

charitable gift between realty and personalty, value when taken, 197, n.

See Contribution.
APPROBATE AND REPROBATE, law of, in Scotland, 420.

APPURTENANCES,
gift of, what passes by, 737.
" lands appertaining to," and distinguished, 738.

ARMS, conditions requiring assumption of, 898, 899.
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ARREARS of income not within conditions restraining alienation, 870, n.

" ARTICLES," meaning of word, 707, n.

" AS BEFORE," 701, n.

" AS TO," disjunctive force of, where sereral clauses commence with words,
790, n.

^

ASSENT of husband surviving to wife's testamentary disposition, 40.

ASSETS,
administration of, abroad, 2, n.

in Scotland, 10 n.
appointment under general power makes, for debts, 1429.
equitable, applicable to payment of all creditors pari passu, 1399, 1426.

unless creditor has a specific lien, 1389, 1429, 1430.
what are,

personal estate appointed under general power, 1429.
real estate devised for, or charged with pavment of debts.

1426.

separate estate of married woman, 1427, n., 1429, n.
legal, what are,

equitable interest in chattels, 1427.
in freehold lands, 1427.

equity of redemption in copyholds, 1428.
in freeholds, 1428.
in leaseholds, 1427.

whatever executor recovers virtute officii, 1427.
order of application of,

1. general personal estate, 1430.
2. lands devised in trust for payment of debts, 1430.
3. descended estates, 1430, 1432.

including land subject to trust (2), or to charge (4), for debts,
but not beneficially devised, 1432.

lapsed devises, 1432.

but lapsed share is liable only pari passu with
well-devised share, 1433.

4. pecuniary legacies, 1430.

5. property given charged with debts, 1430.

6. specific legacies, and real estate devised in terms specific or resi-

duary, 1431.

7. property appointed under general power, 1431, 1432.

rules regulating, do not affect creditors, 1429.

several estates liable to same charge contribute pro rata, 1434.
real estate is, for all creditors, pari passu, 1388.

though debtor die without heir, 1388, n.

sold for value, creditor cannot follow, 1389.

See Charge — Debts — Exonkration— Marshalling.

ASSIGNMENT held testamentary, 22.

ASSIGNS,
absolute interest implied by use of word, 482.

devise to A., his heirs or assigns, 482.

and his assigns, gave life estate under old law, 1133.
and his assigns /oreuer, gave fee, 1133.

gift by purchase to executors, administrators and assigns, how construed,
961.

to heirs and assigns of A., held power of appointment in A., 924, n.

trust estates, devise of, where trusts to be executed by trustee and his, 665
et seq.

iSee Executors.
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ASSURANCE,
of lands for charitable purposes, statutory enactments as to, 178, 179.

in mortmain, 63 et seq.

policies of, vrliether within Thelluseon Act, 284-287.

"AT DEATH," eflect of, on "die without issue," 1332, 1385.

" AT, IN OR NEAR," how construed, 752, 754.
" AT OR WITHIN," how construed, 754.

ATTAINDER,
abolished, for treason or felony, 42, n., 46.

convict formei-ly liable to, may devise or bequeath, 46.

" ATTEST," meaning of the word, 92.

ATTESTATION. See Execution of Will.
ATTESTING WITNESS,

creditor may be a witness, 72.

executor may be a witness, 72.

gift to, void, 69 et seq.

supernumerary, evidence admissible to disprove animus testandi, 72.

ATTORNEY, power of, held testamentary, 25.

AUDITOR, appointment of, by testator, is imperative, 877.

AUSTRIA, formalities requisite for validity of wills intended to operate in,

1674.

AUTHORITIES, use of, in construing wills, 1651, 1652.

AUTRE VIE, ESTATES PUR,
devise of freeholds, 59 et seq.

by quasi tenant in taU, 6Q.
devolution of, 59.

liability to duty of, not affected by domicile, 3 n.

passed under old law, by general devise of " lands," 624.

words of limitation necessary, if heir was special
occupant. Doe d. Jeff v. Robinson, 8 B. & Cr.

296.

Shelley's case, rule in, applies to, 1179.

BANISHMENT, of husband, effect of, on testamentary power of wife, 42.

BANKER,
cheque on, held testamentary, 23.

" debts," bequest of, passes money with, 725, n.

money with particular, gift of, strictly construed, 753.
" money," gift of, passes balance or deposit account with, 725, n.

"ready money," gift of, passes money in hands of, 725, n.

" securities for money," gift of, does not pass deposit note, 725, n.

BANK NOTES, gift of " money," passes, 724, n.

BANKRUPTCY,
absolute interest cannot be excluded from operation of, 864, 865.

life interest mav be made to cease on, 866 et seq.
" alienation," where includes, 870, 873.

annulment of, before payment, 875.

chattels, life interest in, how affected by, 838,

during prior life estate, 875.

gift over on, takes effect on de?ith of prior donee, 761.
subsisting at testator's death, 874.

maintenance, trust in case of, 868, 869.

BANK STOCK, " securities for money," gift of, will not pass, 725, n.

BAPTIST MINISTER, bequest for benefit of, valid, 164.
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BARE TRUSTEE,
definition of term, 659.

vendor under contract for sale, whether is a, 656, 657, 659.
BASTARDS. See " Illegitimate Children."
BELGIUM, formalities requisite for validity of wills intended to operate in,

1674.
" BELONGING THEREUNTO," gift of things, what passes by, 738, 739.

BENEFIT,
advancement for, held to authorize payment of debts, 490, n.

resulting trust excluded where motive of gift is, of devisee, 530 et seq.

See Resulting Trust.

"BENEVOLENT " purposes are not charitable, 169.

" BEQUEATH," realty not excluded from gift by use of word, 692, n.

" BEQUEATHABLE," whatever passes to personal representatives is, 48.

See Devisable.

BILL OF EXCHANGE,
held'testamentary, 22.
" money," gift of, whether passes, 724, n.

"securities for money," gift of, whether passes, 725 n.

BLANKS,
invalidate gift, for uncertainty, when, 340, 341.

will, whether, 19, 78.

number of children misstated, with space as if for names, 1047.

parol evidence, how far advisable to supply, 412, 413.

presumption as to time when, filled up, 118.

BLENDED FUND. .See Exoneration.

BLIND, DEAF, AND DUMB,
person so born cannot make a will, 35.

BLIND TESTATOR,
capacity of, to make will, 35.

" presence of," what constitutes, 90.

will need not be read over to, 35.

BONA VACANTIA, Crown entitled to what as, 68 n., 590, 1460.

BOND,
assignment of, held testamentary, 22.

charitable gift of, 184, 185.

draft, held testamentary, 23.

foreign, though not enforceable, is property, 48 n.

BONUS, tenant for life entitled to, Cuming v. Boswell, 2 Jur. N. S., 1005.

BOOK-DEBTS,
meaning of. Re Stevens,W. N. 1888, pp. 110, 116.

what words will pass. Re Deller's Estate, W. N. 1888, p. 62. •

BOOKS do not pass by gift of furniture, 712, n.

BORN,
gift to children, whether includes afterborn, 1035, n., 1040.

in due time, meaning of, 1035, n.

now, construction of, 395, 1041, 1082.

BOROUGH ENGLISH,
devise to " heir " of lands in, effect of, 920, n.

heirs in, take common-law lands, how, 920.

BROTHERS AND SISTERS,
ascertainment of class, time for, 1015.

half brothers and sisters included in gift to, 1008.

BUILDING charitable institutions, gifts for, 191, 192.

BURNING,.revooation of wills by, 113 et seq. See Revocation.
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UUSINESS,
direction to carry on, not disposing of profits, efEect of, 368.

of farm, dower barred by, 430.

goodwill and plant of, what included in gift of, 713, n.

rents and profits of, what included in gift of, Addenda.

CALLS on shares due at testator's death, exoneration in respect of, 1441.

CANCELLATION. See Revocation.
CAPACITY, testamentary, virhat is, 33 et seq.

CAPITA, PER,
persons so take under gift to—

A., and the children of B., 1051.

children of several, 1050 et seq. See Children.
issue, 947.

next of kin, 953.

relations, semb., 974.

CAPITAL of residue, income not required for payment of debts and legacies

falls into, 1413, u. See Conversion,

CASES. See Authorities.
" CASH," bequest of, what included in, 724, n.

CATHOLIC (ROMAN) RELIGION, what bequests connected with, are
valid, 165, 166.

CELIBACY,
gifts during, good, 886, 892.

except as to consumable articles, 857.

CESTUI QUE TRUST,
devise by, of copyholds, 48, 50.

of freeholds, 48, 56.

in fee to trustee gives fee by implication to, 1133.

See Equitable Interest.

CEYLON, formalities required for validity of will intended to operate in,

1673.

CHANGING WORDS,
context must clearly indicate right word to justify, 469.

word "all " read " any," 469, n.

word " and" read " or,"

—

in advancement clause ("benefit and advancement"), 490..

in gift to class and such as should be living at a particular time, 484.

in gift to grandchildren and their issue, 484.

in gift over on death unmarried and without issue, 484, 485.

in power to A. and his heirs and assigns, 484.

to suit general context, 483.

vesting favored, not divesting, 483, 490.

word " and " not read " or,"

—

in limitation over after estate tail, 476.

to divest a legacy, 490.

word "are " read " shall be," 470, n.

words " four hundred " read " five hundred pounds," 470, n.

word " fourth "read " fifth " to prevent subverting plan of will, 470.
word "future " read " former," 470, n.

word " including" read " excluding," 470, n.

word "or" read " and,"

—

in devise to A. or his heirs, 481.

to A. or his heirs or assigns, 482.

in gift on either of two events, with gift over if one or other fails, 478.

to persons surviving specified event, or the children of such
as are then dead, 472, 473.
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CHANGING WOmiS,— continued.

to several objects alternatively, 480.

unless substitutionally construed, 481.

to take effect at testator's death or later in event, 482, 1570,

1571.

in gift over on death under twenty-one or without issue, 471.

on death under twenty-one unmarried or without issue, 472.

on death under twenty-one or without leaving a husband,
473.

in power to appoint to A. or B. , gift implied to A. and B. in default, 483,

to suit general context, 479.

word " or" not read " and,"

—

in limitation over after estate tail, 474, 475,

word " several " read " respective," 470.

words " without issue " read " without leaving issue," 469.

See SuEVivou— Unmarried.

CHANNEL ISLANDS, formalities required for validity of wills intended to

operate in, 1674.

CHAPEL, bequest to, found, void, 190.

CHARGE,
generally,

charitable gift charged partly on land, void pro tanto, 181,
nowrenderedvalidbyMortmain Act, 1891 . . . 1692,1694.

condition distinguished from, 771.

extinguishment of, by union of characters of mortgagor and mort-
gagee, 646.

perpetuities, rule against, whether applies to, subsequent to estate

tail, 217, n.

residue of particular fund, gift of, subject to unascertained, 721.
revocation of, none, by devises of lands charged, 140.

of debts on realty :
—

(1) what debts are included,—
all creditors, specialty and simple contract, entitled to payment

pari passu under, 1389.

all liabilities binding the personal estate are included, 1390, n.

costs of administration suit not included, 1491, n.

damages accrued after the death, 1390, n.

debts contracted after date of will, 1408.

secured by mortgage, 1455, et seq.

statute run, not included, 1390, n., 1427.

further running stayed, whether, 1427, n.

direction to deduct debt due from legatee, 1390, n.

to pay debts of another, effect of, id.

to pay debts subsisting at a particular time, 1408.

dilapidations, 13fl0, n.

incumbrance on land descended cum onere not included, 1448.

interest on debts charged not generally payable, 1426.

direction to pay confined to interest-bearing debts,

1427.

funeral expenses, extension of, charged to, 1464 et seq.

laches, benefit of charge lost by, 1390, n.

satisfaction of debt by legacy to creditor rebutted by, 1414, n.

sum covenanted to be bequeathed, 1390, n.

testamentary expenses, extension of, charged to, 1464 et seq.

what are, 1491.

(2) what property is affected, and how,—
all testator's realty generally charged, 1398.

appropriation of specific property, effect of, 1397 et seq.
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CHARGE— continued.

Of debts on realty — continued.

(2) what property is affected, and how— continued.

authorizes devisee in trust to sell, 1396 n., 1398.

executor to sell since 22 & 23 Vict. c. 35, 1396, n>

estate charged cannot be followed after sale, 1389, 1390.

trust estates excluded by, 649.

(3) what words will create,—
devise after payment or deduction of debts, 1391, 1393.

devise of lands and bequest of residuary personalty after payment
of debts, 1407.

direction, general, to pay debts, 1393-1397.

notwithstanding absence of devise or mention of realty,

semb., 1397.

charge of all debts on particular estates,

1399, but see 1397.

on residuary person-
alty, 1399.

of specific debts on all real es-

tates, id.

on particular

estates, id.

position of directory clause immaterial, 1394, n., 1396.

direction to pay debts in the first place, 1391, 1392, 1394.

direction to pay debts out of testator's estate, 1391, 1392.

direction that executor shall pay, with devise to him, 1402-1407.
although he renounce probate, 1402, n.

although he be devisee on express trust, 1403.
for life only, semb., 1404.

in tail, id.

direction to executors to pay and devise to one of them " subject

as aforesaid," 1406.

direction that produce of realty shall go as personalty and be-
quest of personalty after payment of debts, 1408.

impracticable mode of payment directed avoids charge, 1390, n.

wTial words will not create —
authority, mere, to trustees to pay debts, 1396.

charge on same lands, specific, to be executed by another person,
1398.

direction, general, to pay, where specific estate charged, 1397,
but see 1399.

direction to executors to pay, none being devisees, 1400-1402.
some only being devisees, 1405. but

see 1406.

though unequal beneficial interests

are given to them, 1405, n.

where devise in trust includes only
part of lauds devised, 1405.

of legacies on realty :

annuities generally included, 1416.

what property is affected and how—
confined to re.siduary realty, 1415.

unless debts also are charged, 1416.

lapse, with reference to, 314-321, See Lapse.
trust estates excluded from, 649.
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CHARGE,— continued.

of legacies on realty— continued,

what words will create—
generally words creating charge of debts, 1408-1410.
gift of legacies followed by gift of residuary realty and person-

alty, 1410.

notwithstanding previous gift of realty for limited estate,

1412.

gift of residuary realty and personalty preceding bequest of

legacies, 1412, 1438.

effect of charge iu this form, 1413.

what words will not create—
gift (after legacies) of all realty and residuary personalty, 1414.

gift of sums "part of " personal estate and of residue oi estate

and effects, id.

joining realty and personalty in one gift, id.

CHARITY,
apportionment, ascertainment of, by court, 176, n.

trustees, discretion given to make, 175.

refusing to make, effect of, 175, 176.

bequests for, and other definite purposes, 175 et seq.

and other indefinite purposes, 173 et seq.

where cost of other purpose is ascertainable, 175, 176.

charge on land and pore personalty fails pro tauto, 181.

charitable uses, what are, 166-169.

what are not, 169-172.

gifts for advancement of education and science, 168.

aid of private charity, not, 170.

animals, benefit of, 168.

benevolent purposes, not, 169.

church, repairs, &c., of, 167, 168.

hospital, 168.

life-boat, 167.

masses for souls, not, 169.

parish, benefit of, 167.

,
pious purposes, not, 170.

preaching sermons, 167.

public benefit of a place, 168.

garden or museum, 167.

religious edification, 169.

tomb erection or repair of, whether, 169.

to families specified, not, 170.

to friendly society, whether, 170.

to poor relations, 172.

unless charity principal motive, 172.

perpetual trust, 172.

individuals, legacy payable at once to, may be, 172.

condition to convey land to purposes of, void, 187.

cy prfes, doctrine of, 204-212.

absolute resemblance not implied by, 207.

administration of charitable gifts by Crown or court, when, 211.

not where gift is to corporation, 211-212.

contra, where not to be applied as part of
general funds, 211-212.

is to foreign charity, 212.

is void or not charitable, 212.
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CHARITY— continued.

applied where—
object indefinite, 205.

" poor relations," immediate gift to, 172.

non-existent or impossible, 205.

refuses to accept, 205.

residuary bequest, eflect of, 206.

not applied, where—
condition attached to gift is not fulfilled, 210, 211,
contrary intention appears by the will, 206.

lapse of gift to particular institution, 206.

particular institution alone intended, 206.

superstitious uses executed, 164, n.

defined in Stat. 43 Eliz. c. 4, 166.

dissenters, charitable gifts to, 164.

ezceptions from statutory restraints, 200-204.

gifts of land, &o., in colonies, 201, 202.

in Ireland or Scotland, 201.

to English Universities, &c., 200, 201.

to particular charities under various statutes, 202-
204.

power to take and hold does not include power to take by devise, 204.

gift to, exhausting income, subsequent increase does not result to

heir, 535.

favored by policy of early times, 177.

gifts to, what, valid,

arrears of rent, 186.

bond charged on county police rate, 182.

debentures of public companies, 185.

railway companies, 184, 185.

town improvement commissioners, 185.

income of fund to establish school, &c., 189.

land, or monpy to buy land, generally, now, subject to provisions of

Mortmain, &c.. Act, 1891, 1692, 1696, 1697.

land, or money to buy land, for collegiate or academical purposes of
certain universities, colleges, and public schools, 200, 201.

land, or money to buy land, in colonies, 202.

in London, qu., 202,
in Ireland or Scotland, 201.

money to build on land already in mortmain, 192, 193.

reference to land in will necessary, 192.

where purchase of land is forbidden, 191.

to endow a chm'ch, 190,

to establish institution not requiring land, 190.

to support school, 190.

with option to buy land or invest otherwise, 187, 188.
where option results from rules of the charity, 187.

pure personalty, 204.

shares of joint-stock companies, 182 et seq.

unless land held directly in trust for shareholders, 184.
tenants' fixtures, 186.

gifts to, what were formerly void (but see now 1692 et seq.).

of growing crops, 186.

of judgment debts charging land, 180.

land or money to be laid- out in land, 178, 179.

leaseholds, 180.
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CHARITY— continued.

Gifts to, •what -were formerly void — continued.

money arising from sale of land, 178.

charged on land but not yet raised, 180.

partially on land, void pro tanto, 181.

contra after lapse of time, 193.

on condition that legatee provides land, 191.

secured on mortgage of land, 180.

on poor rates, 181.

on turnpike tolls, 181.

of money secured on vendor's lien on laud, 180.

to be invested on mortgage as trustees think fit, 188.

laid out in land, 187.

to erect a school or other building, 191.

unless building to wait till land is provided
aliunde, id.

or purchase of land forbidden, id.

to establish a hospital, 190.

a school, 189.

a slaughter-house, 190.

to found a chapel, 190.

of money to pay ofE mortgage or charge on lands of, 193.

to purchase land in England, 178, 179, 187.

with recommendation to buy land, 187.

ultimate object of buying land, 188.

of right to lay mooring chains, 181.

share in private partnership holding land, 184.

void devise, legacy founded on, 193.

gift over, if charitable gift be bad, is good, 212.

immediate legacy may be charitable, 172.

Jews, charitable gifts for benefit of, 166.

lapse, in reference to gifts to, 66, 208 et seq.

legal estate vitiated by void trust for, 186.

unless trust is secret, 186.

marshalling assets for, none, 195.

charge of land as auxiliary fund, effect of, 199.

testator may marshal his own assets, 197.

by directing payment of charity legacy out of pure person-
alty, 197.

which marshals as between lega-

tees only, unless debts thrown
on other property, 198.

pure personalty to be reserved for charity, 198,

199.

by gift of residue and direction that it shall comprise pure

personalty only, 198, 199.

oflScial character of legatee does not necessarily make gift charitable,

171.

perpetuities, rule against, does not apply to gifts to, 262, n.

nor to non-charitable gifts or conditions engrafted thereon, 211,

262.

pious purposes, gift for, not charitable, 170.

poor not necessarily sole objects of, 169.

poor-rate, gifts in aid of, 167.

"poor relations," gift to, whether charitable, 172, 979.

Pope, supremacy of, bequest for teaching, 166.

private charity, gifts for, bad, 170.

Roman Catholics, gifts to, for charitable and religious purposes, good,

164, 165.
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CHARITY — continued.

Gifts to, what -were formerly void— continued.

secret trusts for, avoids devise, 194.

communication of, to one of several devisees, 194,
195.

discovery compellable, 194.

evidence aliunde admissible to prove, 194.

legal estate not avoided by, 186.

unattested papers declaring, effect of, 194.

verbal promise to perform avoids devise, 194.

superstitious uses, gifts to, void, 163.

secret trusts for, 164.

trust for, avoids legal estate, 186.

unless trust is secret, 186.

trusts of void legacy, Court will not execute, 193.

validation presumed after lapse of time, 194.

trust-estates excluded by charitable gift, 649.

uncertainty of object does not necessarily avoid charitable gift, 173
at seq.

CHATTEL INTERESTS IN LAND,
bequest of, principles regulating, 58, 59.

devisees in trust take, when, 1160 et seq.

resulting to heir devolves as personalty, 530.

CHATTELS,
absolute interest in, given by words creating estate tail in realty, 1366.
devolution of, governed by lex domicilii, 2.

" moneys," gift of, passes, semb. 729.

personalty, general, passes by gift of, 706 et seq. See General Per-
sonal Estate.

successive interests in, how preserved, 838.

trusts of, executed, to go with realty, 1382.

proviso against absolute vesting in tenant in tail, till twenty-
one, valid, 1384.

words " so far as law will permit," trust not made executory by,
1383.

,

not saved from remote-
ness by, 239, 1385.

trusts of, executory, to go, &c. , authorize postponement of absolute vest-

ing, 1383.

to go along with a title, 240, 1383, n.

to go as heirlooms, without reference to land, 1383.
who entitled to, in default of next of kin, 533, n.

CHEQUE,
held testamentary under old law, 23.

CHILD,
estate tail created in A. by devise to A. and if he die " not having a son,"

over, ii. 401.

estate tail created in A. by devise to A. for life, remainder to son, " if he
have one," and if not, over, ii. 401
etseq.

to A., and if he should leave no child,

with context, ii, 405.

to A. and his heirs, and if he die with-
out leaving a child, over (afterwards
referred to as " without leaving is-

sue"), ii. 406.
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CHILD— continued.

estate tail created in A. by devise to A. and her heirs if she has any child,

if not, over, ii. 407.

to A. and his eldest son after him, by
force of subsequent clear devise in

tail " in like manner," ii. 409.
in remainder, by devise to A. for life (remainder to. his

eldest son for life) and so on, the eldest son always
to inherit, id.

not created in A. by devise to A. for life, remainder to son
(without more), ii. 407, 408.

words of limitation, when, 1247 et seq.

"CHILDREN,"
as to personal estate,

Wild's case, rule in, does not apply, 1243, 1377.

if children, they take jointly with parent, 1246.

but slight context makes parent tenant for life, remainder to his
children, 1244-1246.

if no children, parent takes absolutely, id.

except annuities, which, without words of limitation, endure for

life only, id.

same rule applicable to devises to "sons" or "daughters," 1246.
as to real estate,

If A. has children at the date of the will—
joint estates created by devise to A. and his children (without
more), 1239.

estate tail created in A. by such devise, if context shows intention
to maintain family estate, 1241, 1242.

by devise to A. and his children in succession,

1242.

by devise to A. for life, remainder to his children,

and so on forever, and for want of such chil-

dren, over, 1243, n.

by devise to A. to her and her children, 1242.

If A. has no child at the date of the will—
estate tail created in A. by devise to A. and his children, 1235,

1237.

unless context shows that children are to take in
remainder, 1238, 1239.

word of limitation, when, 1235 et seq.

CHILDREN, gifts to,

construction, general principles of,

affinity, relatives by, not included, 1006.

construed, generally, to mean immediate offspring, 1000.

to mean issue, 952, 1000, n., 1004, 1005.

date at which will speaks in regard to. 289, 290, 302.

different marriages, children by, whether included, 1005.

"family," gift to, held to mean, 939 et seq.

grandchildren or remoter issue not included, 1000-1004.
although no child at date of will, 1002, 1003.

unless no child was possible at date of will, 1002.
context may even then exclude remote issue, 1004.

unless on context, "children " means issue, 1004, 1005.
implied fi:om gift to posthumous children, whether, 507.

not from gift over on death without leaving, 524.

unless contrary intention appears, 525.

lapse in reference to, 322 et seq.
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CHILDREN', gifts to—continued.
construction, general principles of, — continued.

legitimate children prima facie alone entitled, 1076. See Illegitimate
Childuen.

" now living," gift to children includes only those in esse at date of
will, 1009, 1041.

objects of gifts take as class, 1009.

unless contrary intention appears by naming them, &o., 1009.

by stating number, id.

on context, 1010, n.

death vrithout reference to,

" die without " read without leaving, 1055, 1056.
" die without having" read without having had, 1056.

"die without leaving," after vested gift, read without having had,
1057.

estate tail in parent when created by, 1057.

refers to period of death, 1057.

if two persons (husband and wife) " leave no children," how read,

1057.

distinction where persons are not husband and wife,

1058.

distribution per capita or per stirpes,

per capita, to A. and B. (or a class) and their children, 1051.

A. and the children of B., 1051.

children of A. and B., 1050, 1051.

if A. has none, B.'s children take all, 1054, 1055.

several as joint tenants for life, remainder to their children

1054.

as tenants in common, remainder to children of

them or either of them, 1053.

as tenants in common, remainder "to their chil-

dren, i. e., the children of," &c., 1053.

as tenants in common, remainder to the children

of some of them, 1053.

per stirpes, capital, where income given per stirpes, 1051.

equally between A. and children of B., on context, 1052.

original shares where accrued shares given per stirpes,

1052.

per stirpes, to children in substitution for parents, 1052.

to several as tenants in common, remainder " to their

children," 1052, 1053.

to A. and B.'s children, gift, how construed, 1055.

mistake in number.
all take, though number understated, 1046.

after-born child not entitled if number correct at date of will,

1050.

blank space, as if for names, held immaterial, 1047.

gift to seven, naming six out of eight, all take, 1050.

knowledge by testator of real number immaterial, 1048.

relative number of sons and daughters mis-stated, 1048.

stated number only take if context shows such intention, 1049.
where children* are of different marriages, 1049, 1050.

period for ascertaining class,

(1.) Where Gift is immediate,

all living at testator's death, entitled, 1010.

contingent gift over immaterial, 1010.

distribution postponed for term of years or other collateral

period, 10i2, 1013.

to given age or marriage, 1015, 1017.

VOL. II. 53
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CHILDREN, gifts to—continued.
period for ascertaining class— continued.

Where Gift is immediate—continued.

none living at testator's death, all afterwards born entitled, 1023,
102i.

distribution postponed till 21 years of age, effect of, 1024.
intermediate income before birth of a child, distinction of,

1024, 1025.

children for time being in esse take, 1026.
children only coptingently entitled, whether take,

1026.

pecuniary legacies fail, 1018.
" to be born " or « to be begotten " include all born after testator's

death, 1034, 1035.

pecuniary legacies not within this rule, 1035.
vested interests divested pro tanto, 1012.

(2.) Where Gift is in futuro,

distribution postponed— at period which happens last, 1015.
gift contingent till, none admitted till share of eldest has

vested, 1015, 1016.

advancement out of, or gift over of children's shares,

effect of,, 1016.

rule applies where gift is to all the children, 1015.

where gift over if parent dies without
children or issue, 1019, 1020.

not to gift when youngest child attains

age, 1021.

not where trustees have power to advance
out of vested shares, 1020.

is founded on convenience, 1018, 1028.

pecuniary legacies confined to those living at testator's

death, 1018, 1019.

unless particular fund above charged, 1019.

remote, of vested gifts, directions for, rejected, 1018.

executory gifts— all born before testator's death and all born be-
fore event entitled, 1012, 1013.

appointments under powers, 1011, n.

gift subject to charge is immediate, 1013.

gift of whole, subject to life interest in part, is

immediate, 1013, 1014.

secus, if general fund and fund to meet
charge are treated as distinct, semb.,
1014.

remainders— all living at testator's death and all bom during prior

interest, entitled, 1011.

none living at testator's death nor when prior interest

expires, legal remainder of lands, fails, 1027.

secus, equitable interest in land if child after-

wards comes in esse, id.

secus, executory gift of personalty, except on
context, 1027 et seq.

" to be born " or " to be begotten," &o., effect of

words, 1036 et seq.

" begotten and to be begotten," effect of. 1034.
" born " at a given time, need not survive- the time,

1041.

"born " or "begotten" includes after-born children,

1038, 1040.
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CHILDREN, gifts to— continued.

period for ascertaining class,— continued.

Where gijl is infuturo,— continued.

remainders— " born " or " begotten," includes children en ventre,

whether, 1041 et seq. See Child en ventre.
children " by present or any future husband " includes

those born before, 1038, 1039.

existing not generally excluded, id.

"hereafter to be born" includes those born before,

1038.

"living" at a given time excludes any who die

before, 302, 1041. See 1036, n.

maintenance, larger class may be entitled to, than to

fund, 1039, n.

"now living" excludes after-born children, 290, 302,

1041.

CHILD-BEARING,
presumption as to woman being past, 1007, n.

illegitimate children not let in under, 1083, n.

perpetuities, rule against, not excluded by, 241.

CHOSE IN ACTION,
cannot be bequeathed away from executor, 50.

locality does not attach to, 725, n.

CHURCH,
bequest for endowment of, 190.

for repairs, &c., of, 167, 168.

where amount is not stated, 329.

devise of land for, 67.

CIVIL LAW, how far observed as to bequests of personalty, 852, 885, 889,

902, 903.

CIVIL SERVICE, domicile of origin retained, notwithstanding residence

abroad in, 15.

CLASS,
ascertained at what period, 1015, 1577.
" children," objects of gift to, when take as a, 1009.

condition prohibiting alienation except to members of a specified, 858,
859.

contingent remainder to, operation of, 226, 227, 831, 832, 1032.

cypres may be applied to some members, not to others, 269.

definition of, 232.

distribution per stirpes or per capita. See Children.
gift to, contingency qualifying, introduction of, 226 et seq.

gift to, except one not named, includes all, 341.

to one of a, void for uncertainty, 840.

unless saved by context, 346.

joint tenancy generally created by, 1118, 1119.
words of severance, effect of, 1125.

lapse in reference to, 310-314.

s. 33 of Wills Act does not affect, 323.

persona designa-ta may be included in, 232, 233.

remoteness in reference to, 226-243. See Perpetuities, Rule
AGAiNax.

gift to unascertained, trust estates excluded by, 649.

gifts over on death of any, after gifts to, what is period regarded,

1578.

increase, class may be incapable of, 812, 318, 1009; 1578.
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CLASS — continued.

period for ascertaining object, 1015, 1577, 157S.

what words constitute, 1008, 1009.
gifts to children, 1009.

to executoi's, qu., 311.

to relations (next of kin) of one who predeceases testator, 313,

9«2.

See Appointment— Children— Joint Tenancy— Perpetuity— Remainder.
"CLEAR SUM," gift of,

liability to legacy duty whether excluded by, 151, n.

CODE NAPOLEON,
domicile, acquisition of foreign, 7, n.

of French, 4.

prevails in Holland, 1, n., but see 1676, 1677.
testamentary dispositions, restrictions on, 4, 6, n., 1669.

CODICIL,
generally,

alterations in will, unless noticed in, not set up by, 109.

ambiguous expressions in will not cut down clear gift in will, 675.

annexation of, to earlier will revokes later will, whether, 158.

attestation of, by legatee, under will, 72.

destruction of will, whether affects validity of, 125, 126.

discrepancy between, and will, 144, 145 et seq.

disturbance of will to give effect to, 139 et seq.

charge not revoked by revocation of devise of lands charged,
140.

explanation of expressions in will by, 498.

general expressions, confined to their meaning in will, 140.

gift in, "instead of" gift in will, 141, 149, n.

specific gift in will not revoked by general gift in, 141.

trustee, change of, no revocation of trusts, 142.

gifts by, additional or substitutional, whether, 149 et seq.

lapse not prevented by, confirming will, 308, n.

legacy by, whether on same terms as legacy by will, 149 et seq.

recital in, ambiguity in will may be explained by, 498.

dispositions in will not disturbed by, 496.

recognition of illegitimate children by, inoperative to entitle them,
1084.

reconciling effect of, on inconsistent dispositions, 138.

republication by, 153 et seq., 157 et seq. See Republication —
Revocation.

republication of will does not revoke intermediate, unless referred to,

153.

residuary gift in will revoked by similar gift in, 136, 137.

revival of revoked will by reference in, 155.

revocatory effect of inconsistent, 139 et seq. See Revocation.
attested,

one attestation to will and, whether good, 87.

reference in, to unattested will, sets it up, 107.

to "will and codicils " sets up only, 106.

unless there is none, 107.

written on same paper as unattested will, effect of, 103, 104.

See Incorporation.
unattested,

disposition by, will cannot reserve power of, 21, 102.

reference to " codicils " does not include, 106.

unless no attested codicil, 107.
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CO-HEIRESS, election by, 416.

COLLEGES,
devises to, for collegiate or academical purposes, 200, 201.
excepted from Mortmain Acts, 67.

statutory restraints on charitable gifts, 200.

COLONIES, charitable devises of laud in, 201, 202.
formalities required for wiUs intended to operate in, 1671-1674.

COMMON, TENANCY IN,
favored rather than joint tenancy, 1123.
lapse by death before testator of one tenant in common, 1128.

power of appointment over whole remains notwithstanding,
when, 1129.

by revocation or invalidity as to one share, 1128.

of share of fund appointed to an object and a stranger, 1128, n.

words, what will create, —
any, importing division, 1121, 1122.

notwithstanding express direction of joint tenancy, 1123.

gift implied from power of distribution or selection, 1129.

gift to A. and B. with express survivorship on death of A., 1123.

to several as tenants in common with express survivor-

ship, 1128.

to several, each charged with a sum, 1122.

in executory trust, by words generally importing joint tenancy, 1121.

words creating, overruled by context, when, 1125-1128.
words, what will not create, —

gift to A. and B. and the survivor of them and their heirs equally
(as to A. and B.), 1123.

to children of several " respectively," 1124.

COMMON, TENANTS IN,
codicil redevising estate to same devisees as will but omitting words of

severance, 145.

election by each of several, 415, n.

partition by, condition directing, 860.

revocation of gift to one of several, effect of, 134.

shares of, devisable, 49.

COMPENSATION, election referable to, not to forfeiture, 417, 418. See
Election.

COMPLETION OF WILL,
presumption against unfinished papers, 97, 98.

prevented by sudden death, insanity, &c., 97.

COMPUTATION OF TIME for performing condition, 844.

CONDITIONS,
GENERALLY,

acceptance of legacy makes annexed, binding, 904.

codicil, gifts by, whether subject to same, as those given by the will,

149 et seq.

created by what words, 841.

distinguished from charge, 771.

consideration, 842, n.

election, 444 et seq.

limitation, 759, 853, n., 892.

trust, 842, n.

equitable relief on breach of, 842, n.

intention expressed does not necessarily constitute, 841, n.

in terrorem, doctrine of, application of, 887 et seq., 903.

conditions in partial restraint of marriage, 887, 888.

not to dispute will, 903.
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CONDITIONS— continued.

GENERALLY — Continued.

in terrorem, gift over, effect of, 887.

residuary gift not equivalent to, 890.

real estate not affected by, 885, 889.

lapse of devise conditional on payment of legacy, 314.

on release of testator's debt, 842, n.

legacy, additional or substituted, whether subject to same conditions

as original gift, 149.

charged on land given on marriage with consent, 842.

forfeiture of, if not claimed within a given time, 854, n.

lien on estate conveyed pursuant to condition, none, 842, n.

notice of, must be given to devisee, if heir, 853.

secus, if stranger, 854.

precedent and subsequent, distinguished, 842, 847.

precedent, created by what words, 842-845.

time prescribed for performance, how computed, 844.

subsequent, created by what words, 845-848.

performance of, time allowed for, 848, 849.

what amounts to, 848, n.

strictly construed, 853.

tenant for life compellable by injunction to perform,

849.

tenant in tail may bar, 860.

uncertainty as to, effect of, 853, n.

waiver of, by testator, by parol, cannot be, 893.

INCAPABLE OF PERFORMANCE,
ab initio, as to personal estate,

whether precedent or subsequent, gift is absolute, 852, 853.

exception where precedent, involves malum in se, 853.

is prevented by act of God, 853.

is sole motive of gift, 853.

ab initio, as to real estate,

if precedent, gift fails, 852.

if subsequent, gift is absolute, 852.

ab initio, generally,

legacy charged on real and personal estate follows rule as to each
pro tanto, 852.

becoming impossible,

if precedent, gift fails, 849.

if subsequent, gift is absolute, 850.

gift over on non-performance immaterial, 851.

REPUGNANT TO ESTATE,
annexed to absolute legacy,

general, void, 864.

e. g., directing disposal in lifetime, 864.

excluding liability to creditors, 864, 865.

gift of sum to purchase annuity with gift over on
alienation, 878.

postponing enjoyment after absolute vesting, 855.

prohibiting alienation, 864.

trust for maintenance with gift over of unapplied sur-

plus, 864.

partial, valid, 864.

e. g., prohibiting alienation before possession, 864.

but payment off of mortgage is no forfeiture, 875.

annexed to estate in fee,

general, are void, 854 et seq.
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CONDITIONS— continued.

KBPUGNANT TO ESTATE— Continued.

e. g., declaring that estate shall not be subject to curtesy,
dower or other legal incidents, 855.

directing cultivation in certain manner, 855.

disposal of estate in lifetime, 856.

testamentary, 858.

lease at fixed rent, 854.

partition by tenants in common, 860.

pre-emption, right of, at fixed price, 129, n.

sale at undervalue to A., 857.

excluding claims of creditors, 864.

dower or curtesy, 855.

g^ft over if devisee dies intestate or without selling, 856.

where devisee dies before testator, 856.

if devisee dies without issue, 855.

prohibiting alienation, mortgage, &c., 855.

during life of another, 860, n.

except in exchange, 856.

except to particular person, 859.

use and occupation, 855.

partial, when valid, 855 et seq.

directing lease at fixed rent to existing tenant, 855.

limitation of restriction to stated period, 860.
prohibiting alienation before possession, 860.

except to a specified class, 858, 859.

in mortmain, 858.

to a particular person, 858.
requiring alienation within a specified time, 860.

annexed to estate tail,

general, void, 860 et seq.

e. g., declaring tenant in tail trustee to preserve remainders,
861, 862.

limitation over as if tenant in tail were dead, 862.
limiting long term to trustees to raise money for

barred remaindermen, 861.

prohibiting bar of entail, 861.
partial, valid,

e. g., prohibiting lease under 32 Hen. 8, Ci 28, 861.
tortious conveyance, 861.

annexed to life interest vritb. clause of cesser,
valid, e. g., prohibiting alienation, 877,

bankruptcy, 866, 869.
gift over immaterial, 877.

annexed to life interest without clause of cesser,
void, e. jr., prohibiting alienation, 866.

bankruptcy, 865, 866.

BEQUIRIXG ASSUMPTION OP NAME,
assumption without license, sufficient, whether, 898, 899.
attached to estate in fee simple, void, 899.

to estate tail, defeasible by barring entail, 900.

REQUIRING RESIDENCE,
meaning of, 900.

non-residence compulsory, effect of, 901.
personal residence, what is, 901.

Settled Land Act, 1882, effect of, 901, 902.

time for residence, must be defined, 900, 901.
" return to England," what sojourn sufficient, 900, n.
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CONDITIONS—coniinuerf.

RESTRAINING ALIENATION,
as to alienation generally,

bankruptcy, when included, 870, 873 et seq.

breaches of, what acts amount to, 870 et seq., 877, n.
income, arrears of, not generally within, 870, n.

marriage of woman before M. VV. P. Act, whether within, 877, n.

seizure under judicial process whether causes forfeiture, 872.
voluntary, include bankruptcy, &c., on debtor's petition, 873.

as to anticipation by vromen,
by married woman, is valid, 879.

ceases with termination of coverture) 879 et seq.
separate use, doctrine of, considered, 880, n.

trust for, whether extends to future covertures,

885, n.

by unmarried woman is void, 879.

becomes operative on future marriage, 884.
created by what words, 882, n., 883, n.

forfeiture not incurred by ineffectual attempt to anticipate, 885.
future covertures whether within, 884.

as to bankruptcy, &c.,
annuity determinable on, 870, 878.

annulment of bankruptcy before payment, 875.
bankruptcy during prior life estate, 875.

subsisting at testator's death, 874.

exclusion of operation of, void, 864.
" insolvency," meaning of, 877.

life interest till, may be given, 886, 869.

maintenance trust in case of bankruptcy, 867, et seq.

RESTRAINING BECOMING A NUN,
effectual though no gift over, 903.

RESTRAINING DISPUTE OF 'WILL,

as to personalty in terrorem only, unless there is a gift over, 902.

as to realty, effectual without gift over, 902.

frivolous actions against trustees, fl03.

RESTRAINING MARRIAGE,
absolute, are generally void, 885,

as to personalty, though with gift over, 885.

as to proceeds of sale of land, 885.

as to realty, and charges thereon, 885, 892.

as to realty and personalty, legacy charged on, 891.

exception, where imposed on widow or widower, 886.

but gift over necessary as to personalty,

limitation till marriage good, as to personalty, in that form, 888,

except as to consumable articles, 857.

as to realty in that form or in form of condition, 892.

partial, when valid,

requiring marriage with consent, 887 et seq.

precedent, generally in terrorem only, 888.

except where (1) alternative provision is made for

legatee, 888.

(2) legacy is given on an alternative

event, 888.

(3) legatee's majority puts an end to

the condition, 889.

where realty or legacy charged thereon is

given, 842.
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CONDITIONS— continued.

RESTRAINING MARRIAGE— Continued.

marriage of legatee necessary before claiming legacy, 890.

subsequent, in terrorem, unless with gift over, 887.

requiring or prohibiting marriage to particular person, &c., 844,

886.

particular rites, or place of marriage, 886.

requiring consent to marriage, 885 et seq.

death of party whose consent is required, 851, 852, 887, n.

equitable relief against neglect to consent, 898.

against refusal to consent, 896.

expression of consent, construed liberally, 894, 895.

general consent to marry at discretion, 895.

gift ou marriage with consent held precedent, 842, n.

gift over necessary to render effectual, 843, 887.

of guardians, 897.
" parents " means parents if any, 851, 852, 897.

' testator, how far effectual, 893, n.

trustees, whether all must concur, 896.

whether survivor of several can consent, 897.

presumption as to consent after lapse of time, 894.

retraction of consent once given, 896.

second marriage with consent, whether fulfils condition, 891.

subsequent approbation, whether sufficient, 897, 898.

widowhood of, at testator's death of legatee married after date
of will, 893.

written consent strictly necessary if prescribed, 894.

wrong name, consent to marriage in, 895.

CONDITIONAL FEE SIMPLE created in non-entailable copyholds by words
creative of estate tail in freeholds, 1186.

CONDITIONAL FREE PARDON, effect of, on testamentary power of con-

vict's wife, 42.

CONDITIONAL REVOCATION,
destruction connected with new disposition, 119.

evidence admissible in cases of, 1 1 6.

" CONFIDING " creates a trust, 356 et seq.

CONFIRMATION OF WILL,
by codicil, lapse not prevented by, 308, n.

re-execution necessary for, on removal of disability, 34.

since M. W. P. Act, 306, n.

CONFLICT OF LAWS, 9-11.

CONFLICTING WILLS, date of execution of, evidence as to, admissible, 137.

CONSENT,
conversion with, of tenant for life, 555.

marriage with, conditions requiring, 885 et seq., and see Conditions.
CONSEQUENCES,

construction of will not affected by regard to, if terms clear, 241, 778.

secus, where ambiguity occurs, 264, n.

where intestacy would result, 809.

perpetuity, how far court will regard, with reference to, 264, 1530.

CONSIDERATION distinguished from condition, 842, n.

CONSTRUCTION OF WILL,
language in which will is written does not affect, 1.

money directed to be laid out in land treated as realty for purposes of.

See Conversion.
original will of personalty may be looked at to assist, 29, and see Addenda.
realty dii-ected to be sold treated as money for purposes of. See Conversion.
uncertainty, wills indulgently construed to prevent invalidation by, 326

et seq.
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CONSTRUCTIVE CONVERSION. See Conversion.

CONSTRUCTIVE TRUST, legal estate in lauds subject to, passes by general
devise, semb., 656.

CONSUL, domicile of origin retained notwithstanding service abroad as, 15.

CONSUMABLE ARTICLES,
bequest of " furniture " or " household goods," whether passes, 712, n.

gift by will of, for life, effect of, 857.

till marriage, lapse of, by marriage of legatee in testator's

lifetime, 307.

successive interests in, cannot be given, 839.

CONTINGENCY,
apparent, words of, referred to determination of prior estate, 762 et seq.,

800.

prior estate need not be for benefit of ulterior donee, 807.
severance, immediate, of gift notwithstanding, 806.

vesting of devise, notwithstanding, 762.
" when," "from and after," &c., how construed, 763.

clear expressions of, strictly construed, notwithstanding consequences, 778.

death coupled with, implication of gift over on, 512 et seq. See Implica-
tion.

death spoken of as a, how construed, 1564. See Death— Vesting.
gift to class, subject to, 226 et seq.

particular estate only on series of limitations affected by, 787 et seq.

will to take effect only on, 25 et seq. See Contingent Will.
See Death — Vesting.

CONTINGENT GIFT,
general devise under old law passed, on failure of event, 610.

income carried by, when, 614.

lapse of, if event fails, though legatee survives, 309.

CONTINGENT INTEREST,
disposable by will, 49.

election, doctrine of, applies to, 417.

felony, not capital, did not occasion forfeiture, 46, n.

general devise, under old law, passed lapsed, &o., 610.

CONTINGENT REMAINDER,
executory devise and, distinguished, 831 et seq.

general devise under old law passed, on destruction of particular estate,

611.

perpetuities, rule against, in reference to, 218-227. See Perpetuities,
Rule against.

trustees to preserve, what estate taken by, 1162, 1163.

See Remainder.
CONTINGENT WILL,

admission to probate of, 25.

where event is in suspense, 26, 27.

appointment by will not necessarily conditional on existence of power, 26.

assent of another person made condition, id.

distinction where event is the testamentary motive, id.

election may be raised by, id.

failure of contingency rende;rs, inoperative, id.

re-execution necessary to set up, id.

CONTRACT,
incomplete, for purchaser on sale of land—

benefit of, devisable, 51.

devise of lands contracted to be sold does not pass, 645.

conversion by, 52, 547. See Conversion.
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CO'STRkCT— continued.

costs of completion, where heir or devisee incompetent, 650, n.

legal assets, purchase money due under, is, 1427, n.

legal estate, devolution of, in land sold, 52, n., 129, n., 663.

trust estates, devise of, by vendor, effect of, 656, 657.

liability of testator governs rights of devisees, 52, 53.

where title bad, 53, 54.

vendor alone bound, 54.

option to purchase exercised after testator's death, 54, 55.

purchase money, lands in hands of devisee or heir charged with, 52.

revocation by, 129.

specific devise of property comprised in, effect of, 55.

trustee for purchaser, vendor is, 656-658.

vendor's lien defined, 656.

charitable gift of money secured by, formerly void, 180. But

now see 1694.
" securities," gift of, whether passes, 656, n.

parol, by devisee to hold in trust enforced, 32, n., 194.

CONTRADICTION IN WILL. See Repugnancy.

CONTRIBUTION,
creditors not affected by right to, 1429.

to payment of debts as between legatees and devisees, 1434 et seq.

where mixed fund created for payment, 1434.

See Assets — Exoneration — Marshalling.

CONVERSION,
EFFECTED, BY WHAT MEANS —

Act of Parliament, compulsory sale under, effect of, 129, 130, 556,

557.

actual sale or purchase must be directed, expressly, 549.

or impliedly, 552.

alternative devise, as realty of land directed to be sold, 557, 558.

blending I'ealty and personalty, effect of, 592-596, 601 et seq.

cases where money has been held to be converted, 549-551.

cases where money has been held not to be converted, 551, 552.

circumstances at testator's death as affecting conversion, 597.

consent required to purchase or sale, effect of, 555.

contract for sale or purchase, 51, 128.

voidable, does not effect conversion, 547, n.

Court, order of, for sale, 129.

direction for purchase of land in place where none obtainable, 559, n.

mere, that land shall be deemed as money, or vice versa, not

sufficient, 549, 592.

discretion as to parts of estate to be sold, 555, 559, n.

as to time of sale, 555.

interim investment, direction for, does not prevent conversion, 554.

Lands Clauses Act, 129, n., 130, n.

lunacy, rule in, as to conversion, 130, n.

option to invest in purchase of land or otherwise, effect of, 549, 554.

to sell at discretion may determine interim devolution, 559, 568.

Partition Act, 130, n.

power of sale, mere, does not effect, 552, 559.

trust for sale at stated time effects, though sale delayed, 554.

implied when, from declaration that realty shall be con-

sidered as personalty, 549, 554.

from direction to invest realty in stock,

5.52.

not from direction to divide, 552.
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CONVERSIOlSr— continued.

ELECTION TO TAKE PROPERTY UNCONVERTED,
delegation of power to elect by beneficiary, 567.

intention must be clearly expressed or implied. 563.

parol election, whether good, 563.

w^hat amounts to election,

bequest, as personalty, of moiieys to be laid out in land, 564.

changing securities, 563.

deeds, taking possession of, 564.

demising lands, 563.

devise, as realty, of land directed to be sold, 567.
levying a fine, 563.

long possession of land, 564.

specific devise of laud to uses in strict settlement, 564.

vrho may elect,

all persons interested must concur, 566.

persons absolutely entitled may elect, 562.

persons contingently entitled may elect before event happens,
566.

persons under disability, infants, lunatics, &c., cannot elect, 562.
reversioners, 567.

tenant in common of land cannot elect, 566.

of money may elect, 566.

trustee for conversion of money into land becoming entitled to

land, 565, n.

NATURE AND EFFECT OF CONVERSION,

generally,

land directed to be converted into money treated as personalty,

547.

alien may take proceeds of, 69.

charity formerly could not take, 187.

now can take, 1693, 1696.
creditors, simple contract, not let in, 590.
direction to convert must be imperative, 549.
general bequest passes, 548, 609.

heir, right of, to undisposed of proceeds, 585 et seq.
husband and wife may convey land directed to be sold for

wife's benefit, 567, 568.

legacy duty, whether attached to, 560, 561.
option to purchase, effect of, 549, 550.
personal representatives of donee entitled to, 548.
postponement of conversion, devolution not affected bv, 569,

570.
^

probate duty payable in respect of, whether, 562, n.
rents till conversion, application of, 569 et seq.
specific devise of, passes the money, 567.
succession duty now attaches to, 562, n.

money directed to be laid out in land treated as realty, 547.
curtesy attaches to, 548.
escheat does not attach to, 552.
general bequest of personalty will not pass, 548, 590, 591.
general devise of lands passes, 548.
heir of donee entitled to, on intestacy, 548.
next of kin of testator, undisposed of interest in the money

results to, 587.

specific gift of, passes the land, 567.
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CONVERSION— continued.

NATURB AND EFFECT OF CONVERSION Continued.

generally— continued.

operates for purposes of will only, 589.

reconversion, direction for, neutralizes conversion, 548.

vesting may be postponed till actual sale, 568.

meanwhile enjoyment of property is as if converted, 569,

570.

as betv7een tenant for life and remainderman of residue,

1. Where there is express trust for conversion—
conversion deemed as made within year after testator's death,

571.

tenant for life entitled to what income during first year, 570,

571.

when accumulation till conversion
is directed, 572.

when conversion is made within the

year, 573.

when conversion can be but is not
made within the year, 573.

when conversion cannot be made
within the year, 575.

when property is reversionary, 574.

not entitled to income of fund required for debts,

&c., 571, n.

must keep down interest on debts, when, 571, n.

trustees investing improperly, how chargeable, 572, n.

2. Where there is no express trust for conversion—
conversion, actual, with consent of tenant for life, effect of,

585.

compulsory, effect of, 579, n.

conversion required by general rule, 576.

when property is out of jurisdiction, 577, n.

is reversionary, 576, n.

is wasting or precarious, 576, 577.

enjoyment in specie deemed to be prescribed—
by direction to convert at specific period, 579.

to let, 579.

to renew leases, 579, n.

to repair, 579.

to sell at a specific period, 579.

not to sell during a specific period, 580.

except with consent, 580.

by direction to sell or not, 580.

by gift over of the very property, 581.

by power to sell generally, 580.

by special bequest of stocks, &c., 578, 584.

enjoyment in specie deemed not to be prescribed—
by direction to convert for specific purpose, 581.

to convert specific parts, 581.

not to sell under a certain sum, 580.

until sale advantageous, 580.

by enumeration of specific items, semb., 588.

whether prescribed by gift of " rents," " dividends," &e.,

582, 583.

where some of several items are clearly not to be con-

verted, 581.

power to vary securities, effect of, 581.
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CONVERSION— continued.

NATURE AND EFFECT OF CONVERSION

—

Continued.

as to undisposed of interests under trust for conversion,
heir entitled to lapsed interests in proceeds, 586, 587.

to proceeds of realty not disposed of, 585. See Ad-
denda,

or not disposed of in event, 587.

or illegally disposed of, 587.

to proportion of undisposed of mixed fund, 587-589.

not excluded but by actual gift to another, 585, 589.

takes share as personalty, 596, 597. See Addenda.
whole (if whole undisposed of) as realty, 597.

though sate has been by mistake,, 597.

heir failing, trustee entitled against the Crown, 590.

next of kin, or residuary legatee entitled to lapsed interest in land,

586, 587.

to money not required for

purchase of land, 586.

next of kin, or residuary legatee entitled to proportion of mixed
fund, 587, 589.

to share of converted
personalty, 589.

takes as real estate, 597.

residue, undisposed of, of moneys to arise from land not carried

by residuary bequest, 590, 591.

unless blended with personalty, 592-596.

unless directed to be considered as personalty, 592.

destination of undisposed of particular sums to arise from land,

heir entitled to excepted sum, 598, 603.

to gift to incapable objects, semb., 598.

to void legacies, 604, 605.

residuary donee of fund entitled to contingent gift which fails,

598.

to lapsed gift, 599, 600.

to void gift of blended pro-

ceeds of realty and person-
alty, 601-607.

residuary devise, effect of, as regards destination, 607.

CONVEY, executory trust not necessarily created by trust or direction to,

1200, 1228.

CONVEYANCE,
costs of, where heir or devisee of testator is incompetent, 650, n.

revocation of will by, for partial purpose, 128, n., 132.

right to set aside, is a devisable interest, 50.

by subsequent, 129.

by void, under old law, 133.

COPARCENERS,
devise by executor to, effect of, under old law, 74, n.

shares of, are devisable, 49.

COPYHOLDS,
before 1 Vict. c. 26,

acquired after date of will did not. pass, 56.

unless surrendered to use of will, 56, n.

devise of "manor " passed, 57.

custom regulated, devisability of, 55.

customary freeholds devisable as, 56.

freebench barred by devise of, 58, 433.
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COPYHOLDS— continued.

before 1 Vict. o. 26, — continued.

not within stat. Hen. 8., as to wills, 55.

Statute of Frauds as to execution of wills, 77.

surrender to use of will necessary except as to equitable interests, 55.

supplied by 55 Geo. 3, c. 192.. .56, 620.

surrender and will barred freebench, 56.

severed joint tenancy, 55.

unadmitted devisee or surrenderee could not devise,, 57.

heir could devise, 57.

under present law,

assets for payment of debts, pari passu with freeholds, 622, 1388.

conditional fee simple created in non-entailable, when, 1186.

contingent remainders in, failure of, 225.

devise of, after-acquired lands pass by, 58.

attesting witness cannot take, 71.

customary freeholds pass by, 742.

execution of will containing, 77.

freebench barred by, 58.

freeholds not included in, on parol evidence, 384.

good without custom, 57.

without surrender, id.

general devise, effect of, upon, 620-633, See Generai. Devise.
perpetuities, rule against, in reference to, 225, See Perpetuities,
Rule against.

power of appointing, utility of inserting in wills, 1663.

Shelley's case, rule in, applies to, 1179.

trust and mortgage estates in, devolution of, 654, 660, 661.

See Surrender.

CORPORATIONS,
charitable, empowered by statute to "hold" lands cannot take by devise,

204.

legacies paid to, by Court, without scheme, 211, 212.

devises to, under 1 Vict. c. 26...63, 64.

under Mortmain, &c., Act, 1888. ..64 et seq.

misdescription of, when avoids gift, 348.

See Charity.

CORRECTION OF WORDS clearly erroneous, 469. See Changing
Words.

COSTS of completion, where vendor's heir or devisee is incompetent, 650 n.

COTTAGE, meaning of, 736.

COUNTRY, description by reference to wrong, 745, 753, 754.

COUSINS,
construed as meaning only first cousins, 1006.

unless there are and can be none, 1007.

descendants of, not entitled, 1006.

first cousin once removed not entitled under gift to "second cousins,"
1006.

whether under gift, to " first and second cousins," 1008.

half-blood included, 1008.

COVENANT,
not to revoke will, whether in restraint of marriage, 18, n.

to purchase land, discharged by covenantor becoming entitled to the land,

565, n. I

to settle, property preserved from lapse is not within, 324.

voluntary, to leave money to charity, 178, n.
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COVERTURE,
lessee of, determines restraint on anticipation, 879 et seq.

does not set up will, 34, 306.

disability of, 89 et seq. See Feme Covkkte— Husband and Wife.

CREDIBILITY OF WITNESSES,
under 29 Car. 2, 77.

under 1 Vict. o. 26, as afEeoted by their personal qualifications, 94.

CREDITORS,
attestation by, of debtor's will good, 71.

bequest for payment of, does not lapse, 308, n.

to A. to enable him to pay debts creates no trust for, 374.
conditions excluding liability to, 864, 865. And see Conditions.
conversion of land into money does not let in, 590.

election, doctrine of, does not affect, 423.

See Assets— Charge— Condition— Debts.

CROPS,
charitable gifts of, 186.
" farming stock," gift of, will pass, 713, n.

CROSS EXECUTORY LIMITATIONS, implication of, 1358-1365.

CROSS-REMAINDERS,
implication of, not generally affected by Wills Act, 1357, n.

implied among devisees for life, 1351.

devisees in common in tail, when, 1339, 1347.

devisees in fee, out down to estate tail by gift over, 1347.
several stirpes, devisees in tail, 1343.

by gift over in case all die without issue, 1339.

number of primary devisees immaterial, 1352.

where primary gift is to a class, 1340 et seq.

to several "respectively," 1356.

by gift over in default of issue at death, 1 348.

of issue of any of them, 1347.

of such issue, id.

of remainders, 1349.

of reversion, qu., 1350.

express, exclude, in same event, 1353.

not in different event, id.

unless on context, 1355.

not where ti'ust executory, 1345, 1350, 1355.

CROWN,
charitable funds, administration of, by, 211.

entitled in right of alien, formerly, when, 44, 68.

traitors and felons formerly, 45.

to what as against executor, 391.

as bona vacantia, 68, n.

forfeiture to, under Mortmain, &c.. Acts, 65 et seq.

See Charity— Escheat — Forfeiture.

CULTIVATION,
condition directing mode of, annexed to estate in fee, void, 855.

CURTESY,
conditions that estate shall not be liable to. 855.

defeasible fee simple is liable to, when, 836, 837.

election in reference to, 416.

money to be laid out in land is liable to, 548.

CUSTODY,
last known, governs presumption as to revocation of lost will, 124, 125.
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CUSTOM,
copyholds devisable notwithstanding contrary, 57.

of trade, &c., evidence to explain, 392.

republication will not import later, into will, 159.

CUSTOMARY FREEHOLDS,
devisable in same manner as copyholds, 56.

devise of " copyholds " will pass, 742.

Statute of Frauds as to execution of wills did not apply to, 77.

CUSTOMARY LANDS devised to "heir" go to common-law heir, 922.

See Borough English— Gavelkind.
CUSTOMS ANNUITY FUND,

restrictions on testamentary dispositions of interests in, 61, 62.

CY PR6S,
charitable gifts, application of doctrine to, 204-212.

absolute resemblance not implied by doctrine, 207.

administration by Crown or Court when, 211.

not where gift is to corporation, 211, 212.

contra where gift not to be applied as part of general funds,

211, 212.

condition attached to gift, non-fulfilment of, excludes, 210, 211.

contrary intention appearing by the will excludes, 206.

gift to foreign charity, not applied, 212.

gifts, void, not applied, 212.

lapse of gift to particular institution, effect of, 206 et seq.

object of gift, indefinite, non-existent, or impossible, 205.

refuses to accept, 205.

residuary bequest, effect of, 206.

poor relations, immediate gifts to, 172.

superstitious uses executed, 164, n.

perpetuities, rule against, in reference to doctrine of,

applicable to appointments by will, 268, n.

to change mode of provision intended by will, 267-269.
to class, some members of, not to others, 269.

to give estate tail to unborn tenant for life, 267.

though children intended, to take concurrently, 268.
to series of successive limitations, 270.

not applicable to attempt to create life estates forever, 270.

to introduce persons not intended to be providedfor, 269.

to personalty or mixed fund, 267, n., 270.
except heirlooms, 270, n.

where estates in fee are given to children, 271.

DATE,
OF WILL, GENERALLY,

actual execution different from, construction of will where, 288, n.

evidence admissible to prove, 137.

contradictory wills of uncertain date, 137, 138.

incorporated document must be in existence at, 100.

republication will not carry down, 159.

substitutional gift, where legatee dies before, 1578, 1586.

WILL SPEAKS FROM WHAT, UNDRE OLD LAW, 288-290.
general devises and bequests, 290.

personalty at date of death passed, id.

realty at date of will passed, id.

gfifts to classes, applied to persons answering description at death of

testator, id.

VOL. II. 54
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DATE—continued.

WILL SPEAKS FROM WHAT, UNDER OLD LAW

—

Continued.

leaseholds, renewal of, effect of, on bequest, 289.

specific subject of gift, reference to, id.

words of present time, effect of, 288, 289.

WILL SPEAKS PROM WHAT, UNDER PRESENT LAW,
as to objects of gift,

date of testator's death is referred to by—
gift to children, as under old law, 302. See 289, 290.

to wife, if none at date of will, 303.

date of will is referred to by—
gift to " my son A.," 302, 303.

to " my son " simply, 302, il.

to the child of which testator's wife is pregnant, 302,
303.

to servants unless contrary intention is expressed, 305.

to the wife of testator, or of another, there being one
then, 303.

whether gifts in remainder are distinguishable,

304.

as to subjects of gift,

alterations in law subsequent to date of will, 306.

date of testator's death is referred to, when—
as to estate, real and personal, comprised in the will, 290.

meaning of words " comprised in," 300.

as to general powers of appointment, execution of, 801.

by gift, general, of real estate, 291.

of lands, &c., in a particular parish or place, 291, 294.

of lands "of " or "called" C, 223, 294.

unless after-acquired lands are otherwise disposed
of, 291.

of leaseholds so as to include after-acquired fee, 292.

of share in partnership so as to pass after-aquired in-

terest, 294.

of shares in unlimited company subsequently converted,
297.

of stock of undefined amount, 292.

words merely importing present time, effect of, 299.

date of will is refen-ed to, when

—

aa to general powers of revocation, 301.

special powers of appointment, 302, n.

by gift, general, of what ' I am now possessed of," 298.
specific, as of then existing object, 295-297.

bequest of stock of definite amount, 296.
nature of gift as indicating such inten-

tion, 295.

release of specific debt, 296.

words referring emphatically to present time, effect of, 297.

as to testamentary capacity,

coverture, termination of, effect of, as to will of f. c, 34, 306.

DAY,
accumulation, period of, is exclusive of, of testator's death, 273.

age computed inclusive of, of birth, 35.

portions of, not recognized, 35,

DEAD STOCK, meaning of, 713, n.

DEAF AND DUMB TESTATOR,
capable of making will, 35.

may acknowledge will by gestures, 84.
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DEATH,
6ENERAI.LY,

approach of, execution of will on, suggestions as to, 93.

weakness of mind from, may avoid will, 36.

election prevented by, devolution of property where, 417, n.

lapse caused by, of donee, 307. See Lapse.
of joint devisee, none, 310.

marriage, consent to, rendered impossible by, 851, 852, 887, n.

gift over on, of widow, takes effect at her death, 759, et seq.

GIFT OVER IN CASE OP, SIMPLY,

1. After bequest to A. immediatel/,
means generally death of A. in testator's lifetime, 1564-1568.

extended by context reducing A. to life interest, 1565, 1566.

e.g., contract with gift to B. "at his own disposal."

1566.

describing A. as " my widow" 1568.

indication that legatee over is to take something
at all events, 1566.

not extended by gift over being to A.'s children, 1567.

by gift over conferring life-interest with re-

mainders, 1568.

rule applies to gift to several, with gift over if any die be-

fore the others, id.

2. After bequest to A. where distribution deferred,

means death before period of distribution, 1568 et seq.

where deferred by life interest, 1569.

by postponement of payment, id.

of vesting, id.

whether prior legatee die before or after testator, 1569,
1570.

motive assigned for gift may restrict gift to death before testator,

1570.

one gift over of immediate and deferred bequests, read distribu-

tively, 1571.
" or " (read " in case of "), how construed, 1570, 1571.

3. After estate tail,

means death and failure of issue, 1572.

4. After gift of life interest,

means death at any time, 1571.

where income only is first given, id.

where land ( under old law ) was devised indefinitely,

1572, n.

where life interest only is given over, no implication as to

residue, 1573.

GIFT OVER IN CASK OF, WITH CONTINGENCY,
gift over (after bequest to several) " if any die before the others,"

is not a contingency, but a certainty, 1568.

after immediate or future legacy,
1. includes death in testator's lifetime,

although gift over is of deceased legatee's share, 1575.
or, of " share to which he was entitled," 1577.
or, " which was invested for him," id.

although prior gift is to a class, 1577, 1578 ; but see 1580.

legacy payable immediately, and gift over in case of

death " before the share is payable," 1579.

although prior gift is to f . c. , and gift over is, on death before

b., to her next of kin, 1583.
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DEATR—continued.

GIFT OVER IN CASE OP, WITH CONTINGENCY, —Continued.

after immediate or futnre legacy,— continued.

does not include death in testator's lifetime, if prior gift is to

such of a class as snrvive him, 1581.

if gift over is to personal representatives of prior legatee,

1581, 1582.

unless prior gift is immediate, 1583.

does not include death before date of will where gift is to a class,

with gift over if any die before period of distribution, 1584 et

seq. See Substitution.
2. includes death at any time after death of testator,

whether prior gift is immediate, 1596 et seq.

or deferred, 1603 et seq.

exceptions— confined to death before period of distribution,

(a) after immediate gift, in cases of—
absolute gift with alternative gifts over comprising

every event, 1599.

not when prior gift is for life or indefinite, 1600.

actual payment directed immediately after testa-

tor's death, 1601, 1602.

alternative gifts over, one of which is expressly re-

stricted, 1602.

direction that prior legatee shall have absolute
control at a given age, 1602.

gift over of what prior legatee would have been
entitled to if living, 1601.

(b) after life estate, in cases of—
direction for distribution at death of tenant for life,

1606-1609.
for distribution at legatees' majority, 1610.

equal benefit intended for three, with gift over only
on death of one, 1605, 1606.

gift over contradictory, if not restricted, 1609, 1609.

gift over of what prior legatee would have been en-

titled to if living, 1606.

gift over, ultimate, on death of all before tenant
for life, 1605.

original gift contingent on same event as gift over,

1611-1613.

restriction on executory limitations under Conv. Act, 1882,

s. 10, 1596, n.

gift over on death,

before legacy is "payable," 1613.

before legacy is vested, 1623 et seq.

before legatee is entitled in possession (or to receipt), 1623.

before legatee receives his legacy, 1627.

before legatee in remainder is entitled, 1625, 1626.

See Payable— Received— Vested— Entitled.
on death, without children, or without havingchildren, 1055 et seq.

without leaving children, 1056, 1057. See Children—
Die without leaving Children.

without issue, see Die without Issue.

DEBENTURES,
policy of debtor's life passes by gift of, 725, n.

railway, charitable gift of, 184 et seq. And see 1692 et seq.
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DEBT,
lapse in reference to bequest of, to debtor, 308, n.

release of, date from which will speaks as to, 296.

is gift of personal estate within s. 24 of Wills Act, 296, n.

DEBTS,
accumulations for payment of, perpetuity rule as affecting, 264.

Thellusson Act does not apply to, 273, 275.

adoption of. See Exoneration.
advancement for " benefit " applicable to payment of, 490, n.

assets for payment of, real estates are, 1388.

bequest of, bank balance passes by, 725, n.

charge of, by what words affected, 1390 et seq.

all liabilities of personal estate included, 1390, n.

interest not carried by, 1426.

property afiected by, 1397 et seq.

sale of property, whether authorized by, 1396, n.

trust estates excluded from general devise by, 649.

charge of, and legacies, purchaser exonerated by, 1390, and n.

conversion of money into land, effeft of, as to liability to, 546.

devise after payment of, gives vested interest subject to charge, 777.

direction to pay, general power executed by, 636.

misstating amount due, eSectof, 493, n.

to pay interest on, effect of, 1426.

legacy after payment of, is vested, 796.

trust for payment of, dower banned by, 438.

See Assets — Charge— Exonekation.

DECLARATION,
against lapse, inoperative, 308.

revocation of will by marriage, inoperative, 112.
revocability of will, inoperative, 18, n.

dower, barrable by, 433.

evidence of testator's, to explain ambiguities, 402, 408.

of revocatory intention as to torn and lost wills, 124, n.

writing declaratory x)f, 114, 133, 146.

DECREE,
for sale, converts property from its date, 129, n.

revokes will, 129, 130.

DEDUCTIONS, free from, effect of gift, 151, n., 152, n.

DEED, testamentary operation of, 19, 20, 21, 24.

DEFAULT of objects of prior particular devise, how construed, 1614.

DEFAULT OF HEIRS,
devise in, to collateral heir, how construed, 764.

to person in line of descent, creates estate tail, 1175.

DEFAULT OF ISSUE, GIFT OVER IN,
implication of estate to issue (taking no prior estate), none, 524 et seq.

as to personal estate,

following gift to limited class of issue (as children) refers to that class,

1286.

unless, after gift to limited class, gift over is in default of issue
at parent's death, 1288, 1289, 1290.

or unless primary gift is contingent on attaining age, semb., 1292.
but the context controls the construction, 1287.

statement of the doctrine by Lord Cottenham, 1289.
by Turner, L. J., 1292.
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DEFAULT OF ISSUE, GIFT OVER m— continued.

as to real estate,

estate tail in prior tenant for life raised, 1211, 1212, 1268. 1271.

whether words are "without " or " without leaving " issue, 1300,

1303, 1324.

following devise to children in fee or tail refers to children, 1298.

to first and other sons in tail male refers to sons, 1299.

exception where gift over is in default of issue

living at parent's death, 1305.

to first, second, &c., sons, held not referential, 1312.

to one son only for life or in tail, not referential, 1312.

to issue who attain certain age, not referential, 1308.

unless contingency repeated in gift over, 1310.

of class, following devise in fee to class, effect of, 1306.

referential constiuction admissible since Wills Act, 1312.

rejection of, effect of, id.

reversionary devise in case of, whether refers to failure of prior sub-

sisting estates, 1314 et seq.

See Default or such Issue— Die without Issue— Die
without leaving issue— die without such issue
Failure of Issue.

DEFAULT OF SUCH ISSUE, gift over in,

or, default of issue as aforesaid, 1297, and see 1310.

as to personal estate,

following gift to any class of issue refers to that class, 1293.

as to real estate,

following devise to any class of issue /or life or in tail refers to failure

of estates limited to that class, 1293, 1294.

to any class of issue in fee means if the class never
comes into existence, 1294, n.

to A. for life, remainder to his first and other sons

and their heirs, referred to failure of heirs of their

bodies, 1295.

to daughters and their heirs, referred (on context) to

heirs of their bodies. 1296.

to single child, refers to failure of estate to that

child, 1297.

introducing gift over raises cross-remainders, 1339, 1340.

referential construction excluded by context, 1297.

DEFEASANCE, child en ventre considered as living to prevent, 1042. See

Divesting.

DELUSION,
effect of, on testamentary capacity, 38.

religious, see 164, n.

DEMISE,
election to take land unconverted implied from, 563.

specific enjoyment of land implied from direction to, 579.

subsequent, of lands charged by will with annuity, 132.

DEMONSTRATIVE LEGACIES, 197, 198, 631.

DENIZATION, effect of, 69.

DENMARK, formalities requisite for validity of wills intended to operate in,

1674.

DEPENDENT RELATIVE REVOCATION, doctrine of, 119.

DEPOSIT NOTE, gift of "securities for money " will not pass, 725, n.

" DESCEND," 944, and see 8 H. L. Ca. 571.
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DESCENDANTS,
collateral, whether included, 944.
" eldest male lineal descendant," how construed, 913.
" family," construed to mean, 942.

gift to, construed to include issue of every degree, 943.

gifts to, equally, whether distributable per capita or per stirpes, 945, 946.

" personal representatives " held to mean, 958.
" relations by lineal descent," meaning of, 944.

take per capita, 945.

unless otherwise on context, id.

DESCENT,
qualified only by entail, 1170, n.

" relations by lineal," gift to, how construed, 944.

to heir male, traced wholly through males, 912.

secus, gift to heir ma,le by purchase, 912, 913.

DESCRIPTION,
of objects of gift,

age, attainment of certain, vesting postponed, where made part of, 812
et seq.

ambiguity, latent and patisnt, doctrine of, discussed, 400.

blanks not supplied, 340, 412.

character, gifts to persons filling a certain, 347.

charitable gifts not within rules as to, 206, 346. See Charity—
Cy-pres.

Chi-istian name alone stated, 340.

Christian names, mistakes as to, 347.

corporations, misnomer of, 348.

equivocation in, 402.

evidence, how far admissible to explain, 393. See Evidence.
future act of testator, whether may determine who is to take under a

particular, 344, 400.

initials or symbols, 392.

motive of gift supplied by, or by context, or by circumstances, 392,

404.

name accurate, description inaccurate, 349 et seq.

inaccui'ate, description accurate, 350 et seq.

nephews and nieces, who included by term, 350. See Nephews.
nicknames, 393, 410.

person completely described, alone takes, 354.

not excluded on evidence, 412.
not answering to any part of, 412.

partly answering to, may take, when, 395.

persons, two, both answering, 402.

both partly answering, 405.

one answering to name, the other to description, 346,
351, 407.

" second son," gift to, where donee named is first son, 351, 352.
And see Children— Evidence — Illegitimate Children—

Uncertainty.

of subjects of gift,

advowson not passed by devise of hereditaments " situate at "A., 755.

bank, gift of moneys by reference to particular, not enlarged, 753.
contradiction, words not reject, if required to prevent, 747.

county, reference to particular, whether enlarged, 387, 745, 753, 754.

estate, devise of, by name, followed by terms applicable to part only,

745, 746.

evidence admissible to show parcel or no parcel, 294, 397 et seq.
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DESCRIPTION— continued.

of subjects of gift— continued.

falsa demonstratio nou nocet, meaning of rule, 742.

farm, devise of, by name, followed by terms applicable to part only,

745.
" house," devise of, followed by terms applicable to part only, 745.

inconsistent, as to locality, reconciled, 442.

lands at, in or near a place, devise of, 752, 754.

leaseholds misdescribed as freeholds held to pass, 348, 742, 743.

mortgage, reference to, held to restrict gift to mortgaged part, 750.

occupancy, effect of reference to, 347, 442, 743 et seq.

parish, erroneous reference to lands as in a particular, 387, 399, 754.

property, all testator's, answering description at death passes, 291 et

seq.

of another answering, effect where there is, 755.

part of, completely described alone passes, 748 et seq.

quantity, erroneous estimate of, 748.

tenure, reference to, where no part answers description rejected, 742,

743.

where part answers description, not rejected,

750.

title under which property is derived, reference to, 746, 749.

DESTROYED WILL,
contents of, evidence admissible as to, if not revoked, 115.

DESTRUCTION OF WILL. See Revocation.

DEVISABLE INTERESTS,
all sole estates, 48, 49.

which would descend to heir of testator, 48.

to heir of testator's ancestor, 48, n.

chattel interests, 58, 59.

contingent and future interests, 49.

contracts for sale, &c., benefit of, 51-55. See Contkact.
copyholds, 55-59.

acquired after date of will, 58.

secus under old law, 56.

but passed under devise of manor, 57.

custom to contrary notwithstanding, 57.

equitable interests in, 56, 57.

freebench barred by devise of, 58.

interest of unadmitted devisee, 57.

secus under old law, 57.

of unadmitted heir, 57.

surrender not now necessary, 57.

customary freeholds, 56.

estate in common, 49.

in coparcenary, 49.

in joint tenancy, not, 48.

pur autre vie, 59-61.

executory interests, 49.

freeholds acquired after date of will, 51.

secus under old law, 50, 51.

freeholds pur autre vie, 59, 60.

secus, if limited to heirs of body, 60, 61.

possession without title, 50.

rights of action and entry, 50.

transmissible interests, 48 et seq.
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DEVISE,
apt words necessary to, 50, n.

of trust and mortgage estates, 49, n.

who are competent to. See Disability.
" DEVISE,"

effect of, in including real estate in informal words, 692, n. See Addenda.
DEVISEES,

conditions imposed on, notice must be given of, if heir, 853.

vrho may be,
aliens, under Naturalization Act, 1870, 67-69.

Act not retrospective, 67.

before the Act Crown might seize legal or equitable estate, 68.

but not proceeds of sale of land, 68, n.

corporations, generally by license, 65-67.

femes covertes, 76.

heir of testator, 74.

infant, 74.

lunatic, 75.

who may not be,

attesting witness, 69.

though supernumerary, 72.

but witness to codicil may take by will and vice versa, 72.

husband or wife of witness, 71, 73.

DEVOLVE, stirpital force of the word, 1053.

"DIE IN THE LIFETIME OF A. AND B," construed " in the joint lives,"

490, n.

DIE WITHOUT CHILDREN, or a child, or a son. See Child-Children.

DIE WITHOUT LEAVING CHILDREN,
construed strictly, if prior gift is contingent on A. leaving a child, 1640.

but if one child survives all take, 1641.

unless confined by context to surviving children, id.

if vested gift is to be divested in some event, 1639.

construed " without having had children," when, 1638.

DIE WITHOUT HEIRS OF THE BODY. See Die without Issue.

DIE WITHOUT ISSUE,
cross-remainders between devisees in tail raised by, 1339 et seq.

See Cross-Rbmaindbrs.
FOLLOWING GIFT TO CHILDREN, SONS, &C.

means on failure of that gift, 1285 et seq. See Default op Issue.
IF NO GIFT TO CHILDREN, SONS, &C.

rules under old law,

refers generally to indefinite failure of issue, 1320, 1321, 1324.
exceptions— where phrase is leaving no issue, 1324.

where testator, having no issue, devises on failure of
issue of himself, 1326.

restricted to mean die without issue living at death, when, 1327
et seq.

as to personalty— " after his decease," 1334.

contingency, death s. p. coupled with, id.

implicatiqn from powers of piior gift to

issue at death, 1337.

survivors, where gift over is to, 1335, 1336.
" then " interposed between two limita-

tions, 1335.

trust, persona], gift over involvin<r. id.

as to realty— age, where dying refers to given, 1327, 1328.
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DIE WITHOUT ISSVE— continued.

IF NO GIFT TO CHILDREN, SONS, &c. — Continued-

rules under old la'w — continued.

as to realty— "after," "at," "on" the decease, effect of

words, 1331, 1332.

collateral event associated, efiect of, 1329.

death of prior devisee, express reference to, id.

devise over charged with legacies, 1331.

implication from power of prior gift to issue at

death, 1333.

legacy to be paid within given period after death,

1330.

life-estates only given by ulterior devises, id.

rule under present law,
restricted, in all cases to failure of issue at death, 1321.

exceptions— (1) where words refer to prior gift to issue, id.

or to prior estate tail, 1322,

or to prior quasi estate tail in personalty, id.

(2) where context shows indefinite failure is

meant, 1321, 1323.

DISABILITIES OF DEVISEES, resulting trust may be rebutted on gi-ound

of, 534.

DISABILITIES OF TESTATORS, advanced age producing imbecility, 35.

alienage, 44, 45.

blindness, deafness, and dumbness combined, 35.

coverture, 39 et seq.

re-execution still necessary to pass property acquired after husband's
death, 43.

special statutory disabilities of f . c. not removed by M. W. P. Act, 43, 44.

drunkenness, 35.

felony, 45-47.

idiocy, 35.

infancy, 34.

lunacy, 36 et seq. ,

treason, 45-47.

weakness of intellect, 35, 36.

will made during, how set up, 34.

DISCLAIMER, resulting trust to heir on, 527.

DISCRETION, absolute, as to amount to be applied, legatee only takes what
trustees allow, 368

as to application of gift, objects not stated, avoids gift, 355.

as to investments, effect of trustees declining to exercise, 576, n.

conversion, constructive, whether excluded by, 549, 554, 555.

Court will not interfere with exercise of, by trustee, 870, n.

creditors in bankruptcy defeated by, in trustee to exclude o. q. t., 869.

devisee of trustee, whether may exercise, 664 et seq.

fee simple passed (before 1838) by devisee to A., to be at his, 1133.

DISPOSAL, trust rebutted by gift to be at legatee's, 372, 373.

DISPOSITION, absolute interest passes by gift for life, with power of, at

death, 1133, 1135, n.

inconsistency of, revocation of will by, 136.

validity of, definite subject and object of gift necessary to, 327.

DISPOSITIVE INTENTION necesary to will, 24, 25.

DISPUTE OF WILL, conditions prohibiting, 902, 903. And see Conditions.

DISSEISIN. See Seised.

DISSENTERS, charitable gifts to, good, 164.

DISSENTING CHAPEL, bequest for benefit of good, 164.

DISTRESS, annuitant-devisee deprived of, by devise of lands charged, 132.
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DISTRIBUTION,
words of, effect of, added to bequest in remainder to heirs of body, 1368

et seq.

by purchase to heirs, 926.

to pei'sonal representa-

tives, 958, 959.

to devise in remainder to heirs of body, 1209,

1216
to A., for life, remainder to his issue,

1270, 1272.

See Absolute Interest— Estate Tail.

DISTRIBUTIONS, STATUTE OF,
reference to, eifect of, 954, 972, 993.

regulates proportions as well as persons, whether, 954, 955.

DIVESTING,
absolute, gift defeasible by power becomes, by failure of power, 831.

vested gift becomes, by failure of event on which gift over de-

pends, 793, 794.

all events prescribed must happen to effect, 784, 825, 826.

ambiguous expressions will not effect, 442, 443.

children en ventre considered as living to prevent, 1042.

failure of gift by incapacity of object, 828.

by lapse, 828, 1650.

implication of gift over divesting vested gift, 774.

pro tanto by gift over for life, 825.

remoteness of gift over w ill prevent, 827.

settlement of legacy, direction for, effect of, 829.

substitutional gifts to children, 786, 828.

to survivors, 784 et seq., 825 et seq.

transmissible interest, contingent, protected from defeasance, 787.

See Gift over.

DIVORCE, effect of, on gift to husband and wife, 895, n.

DOMESTIC SERVANTS,
charitable gifts for benefit of, 168.

meaning of, 305, n.

DOMICILE,
abandonment of, 13.

ambassador, residence as, 15.

ancillary probate of will, valid according to foreign, 5.

animus movendi necessary to support, 13.

civil service, residence abroad in, 15.

construction of will of immovables not regulated by, 1.

of movables regulated by, 2-6.

where probate granted in error, 5, 6.

consul, residence as, 15.

devolution of immovables not regulated by, 1.

of movables regulated by, 3.

where probate is granted in error, 5.

divided residence, effect of, 13.

evidence, extrinsic, admissible to prove, 13, 14.

execution of will of movables must be according to law of, 5.

executors do not represent legatees so as to bind them on question of, 28, n.

foreign law of, how ascertained, 6.

will valid by, admitted to probate, 5.

guardian can change, of infant, whether, 17.

half-pay officer, residence abroad of, 15.

how ascertained, 12 et seq.
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DOMICILE— continued.

domicile of choice, acquisition of, 13.

length of residence material to support, 13.

of origin, abandonment of, 13, n.

acquisition of, 13.

how affected by residence as trader, &c., 15.

for health's sake, 16.

in hotels, &c., 14 n.

of necessity, 14, 15.

permanent, 16.

intention to retain, of no effect against contrary facts, 16.

question is of fact rather than of law, 14.

reverts when no other exists, 13.

not by mere declaration of intention to return, 16.

leaseholds, devolution of, not affected by, 2.

legacy duty, how affected by, 3 n.

legitimacy of children governed by, how far, 1076.

Lord Kingsdown's Act, 7-9.

affects British subjects only, 9.

choice of modes of execution of wills given by, 8.

previous will not revoked by change of domicile, ^.
military service confers, of country served, 14.

nationality is distinct from, 13, n.

of bastard, 13, 16.

of children, 16, 17.

of lunatics, 17, n.

of married women, 16.

peer, may acquire in a foreign country, 13, n.

power, will under, not regulated by, 11.

prisoner, residence as, does not change, 15.

probate not conclusive as to, 29, n.

of wiUjof person having foreign, 5.

probate duty, liability to, does not depend on, 4, n.

pur autre vie, estates, not affected by, 3, n.

refugee, residence as, does not change, 15.

revocation of will not affected by change of, 8.

succession duty, liability to, how affected by, 3, n.

trader, residence as, changes, 15.

treaty, wills of English subjects abroad under, 12.

validity of will of immovables depends on, 1.

wife's residence, how far material in determining, 14.

DONATIO MORTIS CAUSA, unattested will, not good as, 22, n.

DOWER,
attaches to defeasible fee, when, 836, 837.

estate tail after failure of issue, 836, n.

condition excluding liability to, void, 855.

election, doctrine of, in reference to, 429-434. See Election.
rentcharge equal to, gift of, not implied by devise' of lands not liable as

" subject to dower," 493.

DRAFT OF WILL, inadmissible to vary construction, 332, n.

DRUNKENNESS, imbecility through, may avoid will, 35.

DUMB. See Dkaf and Dumb.
DUPLICATE WILLS,

alteration in one, effect of, 123.

destruction of one, revokes both, 123, 124.

evidence to show that instrument was intended as duplicate, 389.

DUTY. See Legacy Duty— Probate Duty— Succession Duty.
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EASEMENTS, occupation, gift by reference to, whether passes, 738, n.

ECCLESIASTICAL COURTS,
jurisdiction of, as to legacies abolished, 791, n.

practice of former, as to testamentary appointments, 30.

rules of construction laid down by, still recognized as to bequests, 791.

as to conditions, 852,
885.

EDUCATION,
gifts for, charitable, 166. See Charity.

to parents for, of children, effect of, 371. See Maintenance.

" EFFECTS,"
personalty, general, carried by, 706.

realty not carried by, 678, 699. See Addenda.
except on context as " real effects," 677, 678, 1134.

"said effects," 699-702.

EJUSDEM GENERIS, doctrine of, 706 et seq.

ELDEST ISSUE, devise to A. and his, effect of, 1258, n.

ELDEST SON,
exception of, from gift to children, to what period referable, 1067.

from gift to second, &c., sons excludes only son, 1062.

words of limitation, whether, 1253.

ELECTION,
TO TAKE PEOPEKTY, UNCONVERTED, 582 ct seq. See Conversion.
TO TAKE UNDER OR AGAINST WILL,

acts, what, required to raise presumption of, 435.

anticipation, restraint on, affects right of, whether, 419, n.

appointment, invalid, may raise, 26, 421.

special powers of, not within doctrine, 423.

claim dehors the will necessary to raise, 422.

compensation, not forfeiture, is principle of, 417, 418.

property of testator available for,necessary to raise,423.

competency, personal, requisite to raise, 418.

condition, distinguished from, 421.

contingent interests are within doctrine of, 417.

creditors not within doctrine of, 423.

death before, effect of, 417, n.

derivative claims not within doctrine of, 416.

but obligation to compensate runs with estate, 416, 417.

disposition, actual, of another's property necessary to raise, 422, 423
dower and freebench, application of doctrine to, 429-434.

effect before Dower Act of—
annuity or rent charge, 431.

devise, general, 429.

to dowress and another equally, 431.

direction to carry on business, 430.

power of leasing, 430, 431.

of sale, 431.

trust to permit use and occupation, 430.

operation of Dower Act, 433, 434.

dower barred by declaration, 433.

by any disposition of lands liable, 433.

by devise of copyholds, 58, 483.

by trust for pavment of debts, 433.

for sale", 433, 434.
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'ELECTIO'S—continued.

TO TAKE UNDKE OR AGAINST WILI,— Continued.

dower not barred by gift out of personalty or lands not liable,

433.

personal estate, what bars widow of share in, 432, 433.

evidence,, parol, not admissible to raise, 386, n., 423, 424.

expressions of intention must be clear to raise, 425-427.

devise, general, not sufficient, 426.

of ground rents not sufficient, 426.

of lands by reference to locality, 426, 427.

specific, of particular estate, 427.

exclusion of, express, by testator, 434.

feme coverte, whether competent to elect, 419.

gift in lieu of specified thing does not exclude from another gift,

434.

but, if accepted, puts legatee to election as to his own
property, 435.

heir put to, by devise, when, under old law, 419.

Scotch, when put to, by English will, and vice versa, 420.

infant incompetent to elect, 419.

knowledge of rights essential to raise, 435.

of want of title, on part of testator, immaterial, 417.

mortgagor or mortgagee, devise of mortgaged property by, not suffi-

cient to raise as against the other, 429.

mistake raises fresh right of, 435.

next of kin, doctrine applies to, 417.

onerous gift, refusal of, whether precludes from acceptance of another

gift in same will, 422.

partial interest, devise of whole property by testator having only, 427-

429.

perpetuity not aided by, 422.

recital, without express gift, will not raise, by implication, 422.

remainder after estate tail, doctrine applies to, 417.

remote interests are within .doctrine of, 417.

reversion, devise by owner of, as of whole, sufficient to raise, 428.

reversionary interests are within doctrine of, 417.

separate rights of, when several disappointed, 415, n.

undivided share, devise by owner of, as of whole, sufficient to raise,

427, 428.

EMBLEMENTS, when devisee takes, 1660.

EMPLOYMENT of particular persons, directions as to, whether imperative,

376-378.

ENDOWMENT,
of churches and chapels, gift to, is charitable, 190.

schools, gift of income for, 189.

" ENFANS," French word, construed immediate offspring, 1000, n.

ENJOYMENT,
postponement of, does not affect vesting, 810.

specific, by tenant for life, 577 et seq. See Conversion.

vested interest entitles legatee to, at twenti^-one, 811, n.

ENTIRETIES, TENANCY BY, nature and effect of, 1115.

See Husband AND Wife— Estate Tail.

«' ENTITLED,"
gift over on death before, how construed, 1625, 1626.

gift to class except one, to specified property, how construed, 1059, n,

word alone, whether means " entitled in possession," 1060, n.
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ENTITLED FOR THE TIME BEING. See Sidney w. Wilmer, 25 Beav.

260.

ENTITLED IN IMMEDIATE EXPECTANCY. See Western v. Western,
21 Beav. 328.

ENTITLED IN POSSESSION,
gift over on death before becoming, 1623.

meaning of, in strict settlement, 1386, n.

ENTREATY. See Pbecatory Trust.

ENTRY, RIGHT OF, may be devised, .50.

ENUMERATION OF PARTICULARS,
gift made specific by, 583 et seq.

restriction of general gifts by, 714, 715.

EN VENTRE SA MERE, CHILD. See Children— Illegitimate Chil-

dren— Posthumous Children.

EPILEPSY, will of person subject to, 35, n.

EQUITABLE ASSETS,
distributable pari passu among all creditors, 1426.

judgment creditors, distinction as to, 1428.

real estate, when liable as, id.

separate estate of f. c. is, 1427, n.

EQUITABLE INTEREST,
devise of, in copyholds, under old law, 77, n., 620.

devise of, to use of A., in trust for B. gives no estate to A., 1159.

when entitles A. to conveyance of legal estate, 536.

in real estate, after-acquired, formerly did not pass by will, 50, 51.

perpetuities, rule against, in reference to, 225.

Shelley's case, rule in, applies to, 1180.

EQUITABLE RELIEF on breach of conditions of will, 842, n.

EQUITY OF REDEMPTION,
ademption by mortgagee-testator acquiring, 51, n., 658.

barred at testator's death, whether general devise passes mortgage lands,
658.

legal assets, is applicable as, 1428.

remoteness, avoidance of, for, saved by outstanding legal estate, 225, n.

EQUIVOCATION, when it arises, 402.

ERASURE,
of name of legatee or executor, 116.
of signature of testator or witnesses, 115.

See Obliteration— Revocation.
ESCHEAT,

conversion, constructive, in reference to, 552.
equitable interests in realty, formerly none of, 68, n.

Intestates' Estates Act now renders them liable, 552, n.
for alienage, felony, or treason abolished, 44, 46.
trust for sale, none of money to arise under, 69, 552, 590.

See Forfeiture.

ESTATE,
fee passes by devise of, 1134. See Fee Simple.
particular, devise of, by name, followed by restrictive words of description,

745, 746.

realty passes by word, unless contrary intention appears, 670 et seq. See
Real Estate.

ESTATE FOR LIFE,
absolute interest cut down to, by subsequent gift of, 436, 437.
conditions prohibiting alienation annexed to gift of, 868, 877.
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ESTATE FOR lAFE— continued.

devise of laiids, simply, created, under old law, 1131.
enlarged to estate tail, when. See Estate Tail— Heir.
gift for the life of tvvo persons, 509.

implication of, 498 et seq. See Implication.
inheritance, estate of, cut down to, by subsequent gift of, 436, 437.
in annuity what creates, 1136.

consumable stores, 839, 857.

unborn person may be object of gift, 243.

ESTATE IN FEE. See Fee Simple.

ESTATE PUR AUTRE VIE. See Autre Vie.

ESTATE TAIL,
acceleration of enjoyment of repairing fund by barring, 538, n.

alienation, power of, inseparable from, 860.

conditions repugnant to devise of, 860 et seq. And see Conditions.
devolution of, modes of, 1169.
election, whether applies to remainder after, 417.
estate for life enlarged to —

by gift over if A., devisee for life, die without issue, under old law,
520.

not by gift over if he die without issue living at death, 521, n.

not since 1 Vict. c. 26, s. 29... 521 et seq.

estate in fee cut down to—
by devise over if A. , devisee in fee, die without heirs of his body, 1 174.

by devise over, if A. die without heirs, to person in line of descent,
1175.

by devise to two in fee, and if both die without issue, over, 1347.

estate tail general what will cut down to estate tail special, 1176.
implication of, from gift over on death without issue, 520 et seq. See

Implication.
lapse of devise of, prevented by Wills Act, when, 322, 323.

perpetuities, rule against, in reference to gifts after, 220 et seq.

personal annuities cannot be limited by way of, 1244, n.

vesting of remainders, &c., expectant on, 757.

words, what, will create—
' created in A. by devise,

to A. and his children, where no child at time of devise, 1235,

(Wild's case).

i. e. , at the date of the will, 1237.

notwithstanding power to A. to select children, 1936.
' notwithstanding existence of children, on context, 1241 et seq

.

to A., " to her and her children forever," 1242.

to A. for life, remainder to such son as he shall have, 1247, n.

and should he have a child, to such child, 1248, 1249.

and his eldest son to inherit, and so on forever, 1255.

and to his eldest son after his death, by force of subse-

quent gift in tail " in like manner," 1256.

to A. and her heirs if she have a child, if not, over, 1253.

and his heirs male for ever, 1169.

and his heirs male attaining, 21, id.

and his heirs by particular wife, 1170.
and his heirs lawfully begotten, id.

and his heirs, and not to sell till third generation, id.

and the heir (sing.) of his body, 1171.

and such heir of his body as sliall survive him, ii. 295, 306.
and his heir male attaining 21. ..1171.
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ESTATE TAIL— continued.

woKDS, WHAT, WILL CREATE

—

Continued.

created in A. by devise — continued.
' and the next heir of his body, id.

and his seed, or his issue, or his offspring, or his family
according to seniority, 1173.

and his heirs, and if he die without heirs of his body or

without issue, over, 1173, 1174.

though gift over be to the right heirs of A., 1175.

and his heirs, and if he die without heirs to a person in line

of descent, 1175.

or to several persons, some of whom are in the line, id.

to A. for life, remainder to the heirs of his body, 1176.

and B. as tenants in common for life, remainder to the heirs

of the body of A., — as to one moiety, 1186.

and B. as joint tenants for life, remainder to the heirs of

the body of A.— sub modo, 1 187. See Shelley's Case.
for life, remainder to the heir of his body forever, 1171.

remainder to his next (or first) heir male, 1171.

remainder to the heirs of his body, and the heirs

of their bodies, 1205.

remainder to the heirs of his body, and their heirs,

1206.

remainder to the heirs of his body, their heirs and
assigns, 1207.

notwithstanding direction that heirs of the

body shall assume name, id.

or limitation to trustees to preserve

contingent remainders, id.

remainder to the heirs of his body as tenants in

common, 1209-1216.

remainder to the heirs of his body in such shares as

he shall appoint, and if but one child, &c., and for

want of such issue over, Jesson v. Wright, 1211.

remainder to the heirs of his body as tenants in

common and their heirs, 1316, 1317.

remainder to the heirs of his body in strict settle-

ment, 1234.

See Executory Trust— Strict Settlement.
to A. and his issue, 1258.

and his next or eldest issue, id., n.

and his issue living at his death, 1259.

and his issue, and the heirs of such issue, and if A. die with-
out issue, over, 1262.

to A. for life, remainder to his issue, and in default of such issue,

over, 1263.

and if he die leaving issue, to such issue, id.

remainder to his issue and the heirs of their bodies,

and in default of such issue, over, 1264.

remainder to his issue and their heirs and for want
of such issue, over, 1265, 1266.

secus, if the superadded limitation narrows the
course of descent, 1269.

the gift over is not essential, 1268.

remainder to his issue with modification superadded
not giving issue the fee, and in default of issue

over (before 1 Vict. c. 26), 1269 et seq.

the gift over is an aid, but not essential,

1271, 1277.

VOL. II. 55
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ESTATE TAIL— continued.

WORDS, WHAT, WILL CREATE— Continued.

created in A. by devise— continued.

since 1 ViCt. c. 26, A. would not be ten-

ant in tail, id.

remainder to his Issue, and if he die without issue,

at his death, over, 1283, 1284.
whether devise to male issue of A. gives estate tail to A.'s eldest

son, 909.

created by devise to a class and their issue, 1298.

by devise to first and other sons and their heirs (importing
succession), and in default of such issue, over, 1295, 1296.

And see Watkins v. Frederick, 11 H. L.'Ca. 358.

created in A. and B., by devise to them jointly,

ior their lives, remainder to the heirs of their bodies—
if A. and B. are husband and wife, they take by entireties,

1187, 1204.
if persons who ms|.y lawfully marry, they take as joint ten-

ants, 1186.

if persons who may not lawfully marry, they take joint life

estates, and several inheritances, 1116, 1117, 1203.

not Created in A. by devise,

to A. and his lawful heirs, 1170.

and the next (or first) heir of his body and the heirs of

his body, 1171.

and the heir male of his body and his heirs, 1172.

although superadded words of limitation do not
change course of descent, 1173.

to A. for life, remainder to the heir male of his body during
his life, id.

to A. and his heirs, or to A. simply, and if he die without heirs

of his body, or without issue, under 21, or in lifetime of

B., over, 1174, n.

and his heirs, and if he die without heirs, to a stranger in

blood, 1175.

and the heirs of the bodies of A. and another, 1186.

to A. and B. as tenants in common, for life, remainder to the heir

of the body of A, (except as to one moiety), 1187.

to A. for life, remainder to his heirs male and their heirs female
(changing course of descent), 1208, 1209.

remainder to his heirs :male and the heirs of their

bodies, semb., 1269.

remainder to " heirs of his body " explained to mean
" sons," "children," &G,,.1228 et^eq.

e. g., explained,

to heirs of the body, that is to say, sons, 1229.

to first and second sons of E. in tail, and so to all

and every other the heirs male of E., id.

to heirs male, the elder of such sons to take before
the younger, id.

to heirs of the body, and if more children than one,

&e., 1229, 1230.

to heirs of the body in manner aforesaid, 1230.

to heirs of the body in such parts as their /a(Aer
should appoint, 1231.

not explained,

to heirs of the body successively according to seni-
ority, 1232.
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ESTATE TAIL— continued.

WORDS, WHAT, WILL CREATE— Continued.
not created in A. by devise,— continued.

the elder of gupli sons, &c. (with con-
text), i(J.

.according to seniority, the elder son
always preferred, &c., 1233.

to A. for life, remainder to, his first son severally and successively,

1253.

remainder to his eldest son, and for want of such
issue, over, 1254.

renjainder to his issue (sing.) and his (the issue's)

heirs, and for wan,t of such issue over, 1264, n.,

1265.

remainder to his issue female, and the heirs of their

bodies (changing course of descent), ,1270.

iremainder to his issue in fee, as tenants in common,
or in any other modified manner, and howsoever
the fee is created,. 1272.

remainder to his issue simply, as tenants in common,
or in any other modified manner (since 1 Vict.

c. 26), 1277.

but not before, 1270 et seq.

to A. for life, remainder to his issue, if " issue " is explained to

mean " children," "sons," &c., 1278 et seq.

e. g., explained,

to issue, the elder of such sons, &c., 1278.

to issue, provided such children attain 21,

1279.

,to issue child or children, id.

to issue, and if more than one child, &c.,

1280.

"issue" ,in one gift explained by " chil-

dren " in another, 1282.

not explained,

to is^ue, and if only one child, &c., 1280.

to A. for life, remainder to any class of issue, or a single child,

for life or, in fee, and for default of sucA issue over,

1293.

remainder to any class of issue in fee or tail, and for de-
fault of issue of A., over, ,1298.

same, with gift over on death without leaving issue,

1300, 1303.

See Implication— Die withod:t Issue— Default op Issue— Die
LEAVING ISSUB.

ESTATE TAIL GENERAL, cut down to estate tail special by implication,

1176.

ESTATE TAIL AFTER POSSIBILITY, &c. woman tenant in tail special

may bar until nine months after husband's death, 1189.

ET CETERA, construction of , 710,,n.

" EVERY " construed " each," Brown v. Jarvis, 2 D. F. & J. 168.

EVIDENCE, EXTRINSIC,
HOW FAR ADMISSIBLE.

to add to, subtract from, or vary will, 879.

e. g., by showing intention different from words used, 400, 401.
omission of words by raistajce, 382.

republication of earlier will by, 380.
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EVIDENCE, EXTRITSSIC,— continued.

HOW FAR ADMISSIBLE— Continued.

e. g., by showing variation from instruction, 380, 386, but see 396, n.

to construe words contrary to their primary sense, 380, 384, 387,

e. g., description of donee, 410.

relative pronouns, 386.

words of locality, 385.

of tenure (copyholds), 384.
" thereunto belonging," 387.

unless primary construction is impossible or inconsistent,

386, et seq.

there is no appropriate object, 384, n., 394.

whether revoked will may be regarded, 384, n.

to contradict construction, based on state of facts, 395, n.

statutory definitions of words, 392, n.

to exclude rule as to revocation by marriage, 112.

to exonerate personal estate from debts, 1463.

to explain amljiguous expressions, 397-414.

description of objects who take under inaccurate, 399 et seq.

where applicable equally to several persons, 402-405.

contra, if context or circumstances afford grounds
for preference, 404.

where applicable partly to one, partly to another, 407.

partly to several, partly to none, 405.

wholly to one, partly to another, 410.

where applicable in every respect to claimant, 412.

description of subject, what included in, 397 et seq.

where applicable equally to several subjects, 402.

devise is of " my estate called "A., 294, 399.

extrinsic document, reference to, 397.

foreign, local, or technical terms, 392.

nicknames, 393.

principles on which evidence is admitted in such cases :—
ascertainment of object, suflScient if testator provides means

for, 399.

principles on declarations of testator, iu what cases admissible, 402,
408.

evidence must be material, how far, 409, 413.

need not be contemporaneous with will, 408.

patent and latent ambiguities, rule as to, 400.

to prove animus attestandi, 88.

revocandi, 118.

testandi, 25, 82, n., 388.

conflicting wills, chronological position of, 137.

contents of destroyed will not duly revoked, 115.
of lost will, 124, n., 136, n.

of revoked will not in existence, not admissible, 155.
conversion of land contracted to be sold or purchased, 52.

custom, 392.

domicile, 13, 14.

duplicate, that instrument was intended as a, 339.
execution of will, date of will not date of, 380, n.

during lucid interval, 37.

pursuant to required formalities, 89, 90.
of wrong instrument, 389.

fraud in obtaining will, 415.

incorporated document, existence of, at date of will, and iden-
tity of, 100.
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EVIDENCE, EXTRINSIC,— continued.

HOW FAK ADMISSIBLE— Continued.

to prove, loco parentis, that testator intended to stand in, 392.
mistake, insertion of words by, 388.
papers constituting will, 389.

parcel or no parcel, 294, 399 et seq.

parol trust or promise, 390.
revival of prior will, 127.

revocation of will by lunatic during lucid interval, 125.

by mistake, 126.

satisfaction of legacy, 391.

state of facts at date of will, 393-397.
e. g., state of testator's property, 394.

unless construction properly depends on state of facts at death,
395.

to raise election, 386, n., 423, 424.

to rebut executor's claim to residue as against the Crown, 391.

presumption as to—
alterations in will, time when made, 109, 117.

attestation by supernumerary, 72.

blanks, time when filled in, 118.

double portions, 391.

illegitimate children, exclusion of, 1088.
knowledge of contents of will, 37.

obliterations, time when made, 117.

resulting trust, 391.

revocation of lost or torn will, 124, n.

testamentary capacity, 37, n
character of duly executed paper, 179.

to reconcile inconsistencies in will, 386-388.

to supply blanks, partial, 413.

total, 412.

EXCEPTION,
construction of gift aided by, of persons, 990, 991.

of things, 685, 702, 709 et seq.

date from which will speaks as to, from testamentary gifts, 300.

inconsistent gifts reconciled by reading one as, out of other, 439.

indefinite devise enlarged to fee, by (under old law), 1135.

lapsed gift by way of, out of lands, heir takes, 316-318.

of child, eldest, construction of, 1068.

youngest, applies to absolute youngest, 1068, n.

particular thing, destination of, 717, 718.

EXCHANGE,
bill of, held testamentary, 23.

condition prohibiting alienation of fee, except by way of, 856.

EXECUTION OF WILL,
Generally,

actual, not at date of will, construction of will, where, 288, n.

time of, evidence admissible to prove, 137.

alterations in will must be signed and attested, 95.

appointments by will, 32.

defective, when supplied by reference, 103 et seq.

document must be incorporated, 107.

defective, reference to will or codicil does not set up unexecuted codi-

cils, 106.

unless no executed codicil exists, 107.

domicile, how far affects validity of, 1, 7, 76, n.

Lord Kingsdown's Act, 7-9.

due, must be proved where will lost, 92.
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EXECUTION OF WlLl,— continued.

Generally— continued.

incomplete testamentary papers, 96 et Seq.

incorporation of extrinsic documents, 98 et Seq. See Incorporation.
locality of immovable property determines efficacy of, 1, 2, 76, n.

omission of formalities as to, prescribed by testator, 96, 97.

presumption of due, 91, 92.

against doubtful' evidence, 91.

not against positive contrary evidence; 92.

publication not now required, 96.

revocatory writing requires same formalities as to, as will, 114, 133.

Statutory requirements,
as to attestation and subscription by witnesses,

animus attestandi necessary, 88.

attestation clause not essential, 91 et seq.

credibility of witnesses, 93-95.

number of witnesses, 93.

position of witnesses' signatures, ST.

"presence" of testator necessary to valid, 87-91.

testator must be conscious, 89.

must be Within View, 90.

need not actually see, if he might have
seen, 89, 90.

where testator is blind, 90.

revocation of will by tearing off signatures of witnesses, 115.

what is sufficient, 85 et seq.

by address of residence, not, 85.

description without name, 85, 87.

hand guided, 86.

initials, 85.

on re-execution of altered will, qu., 88.

mark, 85.

mere acknowledgment of previous signature, not, 86.

sealing, not, 86.

in wrong name, 85.

of duplicate will, 88.

on re-execution of will, 86.

separate paper attached to will, 80.

where one, of several instruments or sheets, 87, 88.

to wills and codicils, 87.

where *ill altered since execution, 88,- 95,, 96.

where will re-executed, 86.

as to signature by testator,

acknowledgment of, 83-85.

express words of, not necessary,, 84.

may be by another for testator, 84.

by gestures, 84.

must be before subscription by either witness, 85.

in presence of witnesses, 77, 94.

of former signature sufficient on re-execution, 84.

witnesses must be present at same time, 83, 8S.

must see the signature, 84.

need not know document is' a triQ, 84.

position of, 81-83.

revocation of will by tearing off, 115.

what is sufficient, 79-81.

by another for testator, 89, 93.

initials, 79, 80.

mark, 79, 93.
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EXECUTION OF yVILL— continued.

Statutory rbquiekments— continued.

aa t& signature by testator— continued.

one, of several sheets,. 80i,

sealing, whether, 80.

in wi'ong name, whether, 79.

of wrong will, not, 79.

on separate paper attached to will, 80.

as to -writing,

essential to vgJidity of will, 78.

EXECUTORS,
^pointment of, revocation of, guardianship or other office not revoked

by, 142.

legacy to executor presumed to be revoked
by, 967..

attestation of will by, good,, 71, 72.

legacy to, avoided by, 72..

charge of debts created by devise to, with direction to pay debts, 1402.

power to sell whether created by mere^ 1396, n, See
Charge.

chose in action cannot be bequeathed away from, 50.

construed as meaning next of kin, 930, sed. qu., see 964.

fio^if " assigns " is superadded, 961.

not under gift to " executors) whom A. may appoint," 963.

as words of limitation, 961.

how, where gift to, is by substitution, 962-964.
where no prior interest is given, 962, 963.,

where property is given to, of testator himself, 965.
devise to A. and his, passed fee, under old law, 1133.
gifts to, construed as for benefit of testator's, estate, 964, 965.

unless contrary intention expressed, 965, 966.
if beneficial, when annexed to the office.,, 966-972.

affection, effect of expressions of,, 967.
annuity, given for trouble, cesser of, 972.
assumption of office, what, is sufficient, 971.
incapacity to act, 971.

gifts to, if legacies to, by nanie, 970.

for trouble, amount not stated, void, 328.
immediately payable, 969:.

several, differing in amount, 970.
subject to prior life interest, 969.

with substitutional gift to next of km, 969.
power, whether exercisable by reoounoingi 970.
probate fraudulently obtained, 971.

relationship to testator, reference to, 968:
residuary, 970.

lapse in reference to, 311.

partiea to litigation represented by, where, 27, n.

undisposed of personalty does not now pass to, 73, 533, n.

except as against the Crown, 533, n.

unless they are also trustees', 80, 533, n.

EXECUTORY BEQUEST,
absolute gift not defeated by ambiguous expressions, 830, 831.

trusts^ declaration of, qualifying, effect of, 829.

chattels, successive interests in, 838.

prior legatee compellable to give inventory, id.

to give security, when, id.

ulterior legatee may recover, id.

vested in first taker, whether creditors can seize, qu., id.

in trustees, creditors cannot seize, id.

consumable articles, none of, generally, 839.
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EXECUTORY BEQUEST— continued.

exception as to stock in trade, id.

where no enjoyment in specie by first taker, id.

failure of prior gift, iiow affects ulterior gift, 1642 et aeq.

of ulterior gift, how affects prior gift, 1650.

future gift of personalty, every, is an, 837.

leaseholds, successive interests in, valid as, id.

EXECUTORY DEVISE,
definition of, 822.

distinction between, and contingent remainder, 831 et seq.

change of, into contingent remainder and vice versS., 832-835.
concurrent contingent remainders, effect where one of several is

subject to an, 834.

destruction of remainder, effect of, on executory limitation
arising thereout, 835.

events in testator's lifetime may effect, 832.

subsequent where, effect, 833-835.

statute 40 & 41 Vict. c. 33, effect of, 832, 838.

curtesy and dower attach to defeasible fee, 836, 837.

freehold, antecedent, continuation of, not generally material to, 831, 832.

devise executory for want of, 822.

devise executory notwithstanding, 823.

(1) derogating from preceding fee, 824.

e. g., cutting down fee to life estate, 825.

introducing life estate, id.

(2) leaving gap after antecedent estate, 823.

merger, none, by union of defeasible and executory fee, 836.

perpetuities, rule against in reference to, 217, 220, 223, 838.

See Perpetuities.

EXECUTORY INTERESTS,
acceleration of, 536 et seq. See Acceleration.
devisable, if transmissible, 49.

EXECUTORY LIMITATIONS,
construction of, with reference to estate tail, 223.

restriction, statutory on, 1596, n.

void, where remainder would be good, 217, 220.

EXECUTORY TRUST,
cross-remainders, implication of, express limitation not exclusive of, 1355,

1356.

implied more readily than in direct devise, 1345, 1350.

definition of, 1195, and see 1198-1201.

direction that chattels shall go with realty as far as law will allow, does

not create, 1383.

effect in creating of, direction for —
conveyance, 1201, 1228.

entail on male heirs of A., 1197.

strict, 1200.

limitation of life estate, without impeachment, 1195, 1196.

to separate use, 1192.

to trustees to preserve, 1190.

parent to have power to charge, 1197.

purchase and settlement on A. and his heirs in the male line, estate

never to go out of family, 1192.

distinction between marriage articles and wills, 1195,1197.

between informal words and technical terms,

1200.

where estate by purchase to issue would be too

remote, 1196.
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EXECUTORY TRV&T— continued.

where land to be purchased is devised directly,

1194.

whether settlement is directed on issue or heirs

of body, 1196, 1199.

purchase and settlement on A. and his issue, they taking interim

dividends, 1191.

sale of part, and to settle rest without power to bar entail, 1190.

settlement as counsel should advise, 1191, 1196, 1199.

on A. for life, remainder to first, &c., sons of particular

marriage in tail and in default of issue over, 1311.

on A. for life, remainder to heirs of his body, 1199.

trust during minority of A. to continue till entail made, 1195.

efEect of direction (implied) that land shall go with other (settled) land,

1194.

that land shall go with title, 1194, n.

effect of request to legatee of chattels to give efEect to testator's wishes,

1383.

settlement, direction for, authorizes what limitations, &o., 1190, 1201.

Shelley's Case, rule in, does not apply to, for heirs of body, 1189.

vesting, rules as to, with reference to, 768.

See Chattels— Convey— Ckoss-Executory Limitations.

EXEMPTION. See Exonekation— Substituted Legacy.

EXILE,
domicile of, 15.

wife of, may dispose by will, 42.

EXONERATION,
OF general personal estate from primary liability to debts
AND LEGACIES.

Generally—
amount, relative, of debts and personalty and of realty and personalty,

immaterial, 1463.

evidence, parol, to show intention, not admissible, id.

express words not necessary to effect, 1462.

failure of exoneration fund renders exempted funds liable, how far,

1492.

fund not expressly exempted first applicable, 1493.

as against real estate— charge of debts simply, effect of, 14 61 , 1462, 1478.

charge of debts on land, with express charge of legacies on person-

alty, 1467.

of debts, &c., on estate A. " as a primary fund," and charge of

estate B. with any deficiency, 1479.

of debts, &c., on land and general bequest of personalty, 1471
et seq.

bequest of all the personal estate and of the residue only
distinguished, 1471, 1478.

where legatee is also executor, 1471, 1472.

is not executor, 1473.

of debts, &c.,on land, with apportionment of charges, 1467-1471.

of funeral and testamentary expenses as well as debts, effect of,

1464-1467.
testamentary expenses, what are, 1491, n.

of legacies distinguished from trust to pay certain sums, 1484.

of particular debt, 1487, 1489.

of particular legacy, 1489, 1490.

of specific sum towards payment of debts, 1490.

devise imposing personal obligation to pay particular debt, 1489.

on trust to sell and pay debts out of proceeds, 1461.

and to add residue to personalty,

1479.
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EXONERATION— continued.

devise to A. "he paying," 1482.

direction that personalty shall come clear to legatee, 1479.
realty be applied in part payment of debts, id.

directions, cumulative, force of sundry (Bootle v. Blundell), 1480.

mixed fund, creation, of, 1435.

what expressions will create, 1435-1438.
next of kin how far favored on failure of exempted legacy?, 1483.

term for payment of debts, creation of, will not afiect, 1462.

trust to pay out of realty particular debts already charged, 1487, 1488.

as against speci&c parts of personalty.
appropriated fund is primarily liable, 1490, 1491.

unless residue is not disposed of, 1492.

charge on specific fundj liability inter se of exempted' funds not

affected by, id.

RIGHT TO, OP HErR, out of funds generally liable to debts before de-

scended estates, 1432 et aeq. See Assets.

RIGHT to, of specific DKVISEE OR LEGATEE,

as to leaseholds, in respect of—
arrears of head rent,, 144Q.

covenant to build, id.

dilapidations, id.

fines for renewal due at testator's death, id.

as to mortgage lands before Iiocke King's Act,
applies to chattels, 1440.

lands generally, 1439,^ 1440^ 1442 et seq.

specific money fund, 1440,1441.
apportionment, of mortgage debt does not negativei 1443.

devise of property subject to specified mortgage debt, effect of,

1443.

to A.,, " he. paying," effect of,. 1444.

upon trust to sell and pay mortgages, 1443.

exclusion of right where—
charge is, provision by way of settlement notwithstanding

covenant to pay, 1453.

secus, where, after mortgao;ing,, lands are settled, and
settlor covenants to pay, 1454.

lands came cum onere to testator by descent or davise,, 1446.

by purchase,, 1449.

unless debt is adopted by testator, 1446.

adoption of debt inferred from—
breaking up. mortgage into two, and covenant

to pay, 1447.,

covenant to pay with mortgagee on purchase,
1449.

debt forms part of price, 1450, 1451.

further advance and covenant to pay whole,
1449.

transfer of mortgage, with new covenant, id.

adoption of debt not inferred from

—

apportionment of mortgage debt, 1447.

bond on covenant or transfer, 1446.

charge of debts if testator's own debts, 1448.

covenant to pay or indemnify vendor on pur-
chase from mortgagor aloney 1449.

equity of redemption, new, creation of, 1446.

further advance to pay arrears of interest, 1447.

mortgage to secure debts, or legacies charged on
land, 1449.

rate of interest, raising, 1446.
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EXONERATION— continued.

RIGHT TO, OF SPECIFIC DEVISEE OR LEGATEE — continued.

as to mortgage landa before Locke King's Act

—

continued.

money raised by tenant for life under power to charge, liSi.

failure of intermediate limitations, effect of, id.

testator's personal estate received no benefit, 1446.

converse proposition does not necessarily hold good, 1454.

funds liable to meet—
1. General personal estate, 1444.

2. Lands devised in trust to pay debts, id.

3. Descended lands, 1444, 1445.

4. Lands generally charged with debts, id.

nds not liable to meet—
pecuniary legacies, id,

specific devises, 1445.

legacies, 1444.

heir entitled to, out of what funds, 1445.

as to mortgage lauds under Locke King's and amending Acts,
Acts cited (17 & 18 Vict. c. 113, as to deaths since 1854), 1455.

(30 & 31 Vict. c. 69 „ „ „ „ 1867), 1456.

(40 & 41 Vict. c. 34 „ „ „ „ 1877), 1458.

not excluded by adoption of debt, Serab., 1453.

by direction to pay debts out of mixed' or real

residue, 1458.

to pay in exoneration of general

real estate, 1457.

unless mortgage dfebts are dis-

tinctly referred to, id.

to pay moi'tgage debts if substi-

tuted fund fails, 1458.

by limitations in strict settlement of mortgaged
land, 1459.

apportionment of mortgage between parts of land charged, id.

where realty and personalty are mort'
gaged together, 1460.

charge, general, of debts, &c., is not within the Acts,. 1456.

chattels, personal, not within the Acts, 1461:.

copyholds are within the Acts, 1455.

Crown taking in default of next of kin is within the Acts, 1460.

deposit, mortgages by, are within the Acts, 1455.

devisee under will made before 1855 not within the Acts, 1460.

equitable charges are within the Acts, 1455, 1458.

heir, where mortgage made before 1855, . . 1460.

lea^sehold's (since 1877) are within the Acts, 1458.

lien on lands purchased by testator, 1456.

mortgage made before 1855 . . . 1460.

residuary legatee where will made before 1865 . . . 1461.

share of proceeds under trust for sale not within the Acte, 1456.

substituted fund, whether Acts apply, on sufficiency of, 1458.

will made before 1855, devisee under, not liable, 1460.

residuary legatee, rights of, against heir,

1461.

as to shares in company, in respect of calls due at testator's death,

1441.

not in respect of subsequent call's, id.

unless shares given in specie to one for life, and then over

1442, sed qu.

EXPLANATORY WORDS, ambiguous gift explained by subsequent, 811.

Clear gift not varied by ambiguous, 443-.

words controlled by, how far, 776.

implication of gift, none, from general introdiictory, 491 et seq.
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EXTINGUISHMENT OF CHARGE, by union of character of mortgagor
and mortgagee, when presumed, 646.

EXTRINSIC EVIDENCE. See Evidence.

FAILURE OF GIFT,
gift over affected by, how far, 1642.

failure of, original gift how far affected by, 1650.

See Gift over.
FAILURE OF ISSUE,

construed generally, how, since Wills Act, 1285, 1286, 1321.

under old law, 1285, 1320.
construed referentially, when, 1286 et seq.

as to personalty, 1286-1293.

as to realty, 1293.

default of " issue " simply, 1298-1307.
of "such issue," 1293-1298.

estate tail raised by implication, when, 1307-1314.
general and particular intention, doctrine of, 1314, n.

reversion, devise of, 1314-1319.

See Default of Issue— Die without Issue.

FALSA DEMONSTRATIO NON NOCET, meaning of the rule, 742 et seq.

FAMILIES, bequest for, specified according to their need, not charitable, 170.

FAMILY, children alone primarily entitled under gift to, 941

husband, wife, collaterals, remote issue excluded, id.

construed to include ancestors, id.

to mean children (primary meaning as to personalty), 939 et seq.

descendants, 942.

heir, 936, 937.

heir apparent, 938.

household including servants, &c., 941.

next of kin, 940.

relations, id.

devise to, " successively according to seniority," construed heirs of the

body, 938.

gift to A. and his, of personalty, A. and his children take concurrently, 943.

of realty, A. takes fee, 1133.

gifts to, husband excluded from, 941.

when void for uncertainty, 935, 936, 942.

joint tenancy created by gift to, simpliciter, 1118, n.

nature of property, how far influences construction, 936, 938, 939.

" nearest family " construed to mean heir, 938.

several families, devise .on trust to distribute rents among, good within

limits of perpetuity, 170.

gift to, distributable per capita, 940.

word, has no strict technical meaning, 941.

words of distribution, effect of, on construction, 939, 940.

" younger branches of family," meaning of, 943.

FARM, direction to widow to carry on, dower barred by, 430.

gift of, includes houses, lands, &c., of every tenure, 740.
_

particular, by name, with inappropriate descriptive words, 745.

FARMING STOCK, "furniture," gift of, will not pass, 712, n.

growing crops pass under gift of, 713, n.

successive interests in, 839, n.

FEE SIMPLE,
Generally.

acquisition of, by termor, bequest how affected by, 131.

conditions repugnant to, generally void, 854 et seq. And see Condi-

tions.

contradictory devises of, effect of, 136.
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FEE SIMPLE — continued.

Generally— continued.

cut down to estate tail, when, 1174, 1175, 1347. See Estate Tail.
not by ambiguous terms, 443, 1358.

" family," gift to A. and his, gives fee to A., 1133.
implied in A. by devise to testator's heir if A. dies without issue, 522.

What words create.
before the Wills Act,

words of limitation necessary, 1131.

but indefinite devise enlarged by—
charge, annual, to be paid by devisee, 1132.

of gross sum on devisee, 1131.

devise over, when, 1132.

devise to trustees, in fee for A. indefinitely, 1133.

informal expressions, 1133, 1134.

words of exception, 1135.

Bince the Wills Act,
indefinite devise confers, 1135.

contrary intention not shown by giving devisee special power
of appointment, id.

not generally by words of limitation in
another gift, id.

interests created de novo not within the rule, 1136.

rents and profits, &c., gift of, confei-s, id.

See Cestui que Trust— Equitable Inteuest— Estate Tail.

FEE SIMPLE, CONDITIONAL,
created in non-entailable land by words creative of estate tail in freeholds,

1186.

FEE SIMPLE, DEFEASIBLE,
dower and curtesy in, 836, 837.

merger of, none, by meeting in same person with estate limited in defea-

sance thereof, 836.

FELO DE SE,
competent to make will, always of realty, 46.

now of personalty, id.

FELON,
attestation of will by, 94.

competent to make will, whether, 46.

wife of, competent to make will, whether, 42.

FEME COVERTE,
cesser of coverture does not set up will of, 34.

competent to make will of earnings, 41, n.

of equitable interests under antenuptial contract,

40.

of personalty by assent of husband, id.

of property acquired during husband's desertion,
41.

of savings of maintenance money, id.

of pin money, qu., id.

of savings, &c., of separate estate, id.

of separate estate in equity, 40, 41.

of separate property under Married Women's
Property Act, 1882 . . . 42 et seq.

under a power of appointment, 40.

where husband is an exile or convict, 42.

to revoke will by writing, 41, n.

to take devises and bequests generally, 75.

under husband's will, id.
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FEME COyEUTE— continued.

domicile of, 16.

telection by, to take against or under will, 419.
to take property unconverted, 56.2, 563.

executrix may:appoint executor to carry on administi'Stion, 41.
husband entitled :to administration of effects of, 31.

separate property of, not disposed of, 31, n.
incompetent to elect so as to get rid of restraint on anticipation, 419, n.

to make will, how far, 39 et seq.

to pass legal estate except under a power, 40.

under statute, 42.

to raise election, by will, against husband, 419.
to re-convert property constructively converted, 562.

powerrof appointment executed by will of, 640.
probate of will of, 31
protection order, 41.

special disabilities of, not removed by M. W. P. Act, 43, '44.

trading, what is separate, 41, n.

will of, not effectual to .pass property acquired after cesser of coverture
unless re-executed, 48.

See Husband and Wife— Wife.
FEOFFMENT, without livery, formerly revoked will (Montague ». JeSeries),

133, n.

" FIRST COUSIN," primary meaning of "cousin," 1006.

FIRST HEIR MALE,
devise to A. for life, remainder to his, creates estate tail, 1171.

to, without gift to ancestor, construction of, 914.
FIRST (OR SECOND, &c.) SON,

applies primarily to first (or second, &c.) son in order of ,bir,th, 1071.
exclusion of rule by circumstances or context, id.

gift to second, &o. , and other sons (omitting first) includes first, 1073, 1074.
to seventh child of A. , or youngest in case he should not have a seventh

living, how construed, 1073.

person answering description at date of will takes as persona designata,
1071.

lapse of gift by his subsequent death, 1072.
if no such person, first at testator's death or afterwards born takes, id.

son born after will and dying before testator, not reckoned, 1072,
1073

FIXED PROPERTY, lex loci governs, 1.

FIXTURES,
tenant's, charitable gifts of,, good, 186.

gift of " furniture " will not pass, 712, n.

gift of " house " passes, id.

FORECLOSURE after will, effect of, on devise by mortgagee, 657, 658.

FOREIGN BOND, though not enforceable, is property, 48, n.

FOREIGN CHARITY,
bequest to, for purchase of.land therein, 201.

charitable scheme for, court will not frame, 212.

FOREIGN COUNTRY,
law of, how ascertained, 6. See Foreign Law.
masses to be said in, gifts for, 164.

meaning of, 726, n.

suggestions as to wills intended to operate in, 1668 et seq.

FOREIGN FUNDS, meaning of, 726, n.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE,
construction and formal validity of will not affected by being written in 1.
evidence admissible to translate or explain will written in, 392.
original will may be inspected, Addenda.
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FOREIGN LAW,
declaration that will shall be construed according to, 3, n.

how ascertained, 6.

technical teims of, how construed, 1, n.

use of, in will of domiciled Englishman, 3, n.

testamentary power restricted by, 1669.

FOREIGN PROBATE, efCect of, 5.

FOREIGNER, probate, general, of will of domiciled, 2, n.

" FOREVER," estate tail given, notwithstanding wcrds, 1169,1170.

FORFEITURE,
election referable to compensation, not to, 417, 418.

for treason and felony, abolished, 46.

of legacy, if not claimed withingiven time, 854, n.

See Escheat.

FORGERY OF WILL, evidence admissible to prove, 390.

FORM OF WILLS,
ambulatory nature of will, 18.

contingent wills, 25, 26. And see Contingent Will.
evidence of testamentary intention admissible, 23, 24.

informal instruments, effect of Wills Act in checking, 32.

effect of words of present gift in negativing testa-

mentary character, 24.

instructions for will not testamentary, 23.

joint wills, 27. See Joint Will.
may be in form of agreement, 19.

assignment of bond, 22.

bill of exchange, id.

cheque, 23.

deed, 19, 20, 21, ,24.

deed and will, 20,

letter, 23, but see 24.

marriage articles, 19, 23.

power of attorney, 25.

promissory note, "23.

receipt, id.

but not if intended to operate immediately, 24, 25.

or if registeredas a deed, 22.

although actual enjoyment postponed, 25.

in pencil, 17.

with blanks, 18.

mutual wills, 27.

postponement of enjoyment not: sufficient to,make instrument testamentary,
25.

separate wills of distinct properties, ,27.

testamentary appointment;where testator,has an interest but not a power,
26.

" FORTUNE," real estate may pass bygift of, 1252, 1253, see 697.

" FOR WANT OF," objects of priorparticular devise means remainder, 757.

FRANCE,
English will, whether operates in, 1675.

law of, as.to acquiring, foreign domicile, 4.

French domicile, 7, n.

testamentary power in, 4, 6, n., 1669.

FRAUD,
avoidance of will obtained by, 36, 37.

evidence admissible to support will obtained by, 415.

probate conclusive as to, 28.
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FRAUD— continued.

protection order obtained by, set aside, 41.

revocation o£ will, whether affected by conveyance, void for, 133, n.

FREEBENCH,
barred by devise since Wills Act, 58, 433.

election, doctrine of, in reference to, 429-434.

FREEHOLDS,
general devise of, passes leaseholds, 625 et seq.

pur autre vie, 59 et seq. See Autre Vie, Estates Pur.
specific devise of, where none, passes leaseholds, 628, 742, 743.

contra, where freeholds answering description, 750.

FRIENDLY SOCIETY, gift to, whether charitable, 170.

FRIENDS AND RELATIONS, gift to, goes to statutory next of kin, 972, n.

"FROM AND AFTER,"
given day, in computing time, 844.

previous interest, vesting not postponed, 763.

suspense of, prevented, 774.

" FUNDS," meaning of, 725, n.

" FURNITURE," what passes by gift of, 712, n.

FUTURE ESTATE, rents, &c., intermediate, do not generally pass by de-

vise of, 613-615.

FUTURE EVENT,
past event, whether included by words importing, 1037, 1038, 1594.

vesting postponed or possession deferred by words referring to, 756 et seq.

See Vesting.

GARDEN,
" appurtenances " to a house, gift of, passes, 737.

bequest for establishment of a public, 167.

mansion-house, direction to erect, held to authorize formation of, 736.

GAVELKIND,
devise of common-law lands to heirs in, effect of, 920.

of lands in, to " heir " simpliciter, effect of, 920, n., 922.

Shelley's case, rule in, applies to lands in, 1177, n.

GENERAL AND PARTICULAR INTENTION, doctrine of, 1314, n.

GENERAL BEQUEST,
all personal estate of testator passes by, 609.

constructive conversion, 548 et seq. See Conversion.
powers (under old law) not executed by, generally, 630.

exception where bequest referred to subject of power, 631.

was specific in form, 632.

where testatrix was f. c, 631.

general legacy of amount equal to subject of power, effect of, id.

powers (under present law) executed by, generally, 634 et seq.

contrary intention, what will indicate, 636, 637.

direction to pay debts may operate as appointment, 636.

executor, appointment of, whether sufficient to execute, id.

feme ooverte, will of, is within the rule, 640.

legacy may operate as appointment, 635, 636.

reference to power or subject-matter, what, sufficient, 638, and see

Addei*da.
residuary gift failing, next of kin take, 639, 640.

revocation, power of, whether executed by, 635.

settlement, effect where appointment derogates from testator's own,
637.

special powers not within the rule, 641.
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GENERAL BEQUEST— continued.

powers, etc. — continued.

specified amount, power to appoint suin not exceeding, 635,

testamentary power may be general, id.

unappointed parts pass by, 636.

See General Devise— Residuary Bequest.

GENERAL DEVISE,
Before 1 Vict. c. 26,

all general devises specific in their nature, 609.

copyholds, 620 et seq.

exceptions to the rule as regards—
contingent remainder failing, 611.

executory and contingent devises in fee, 610.

heirs, devise to testator's own, 611.

partial interests, devises of, 610.

leaseholds for lives, 624.

for years, 623, 624.

powers of appointment, 629-634.

reversion, destination of, during suspense of contingencies, 611.

Under the present law,

generally,
all realty of testator to which he is entitled at death passes by,

290, 291, 612.

appointment, void, falls into, 613.

dower and freebench barred by, 429, 433.

election not raised by, 426.

failure of, as to aliquot share, eifect of, 613.

income, immediate, not carried by future, 614.

unless realty and personalty are blended, 615.

money liable to be laid out in land passes by, 548.

mortgage money will not pass by, 643.

particular devise, in clear terms, not cut down by, 448.

residue, devise of, does not include lapsed, &c., devises, 612,

613.

specific devise, lapsed, what words will exclude from passing by,

612.

aa to copyholda,
equitable interests now pass by, 621.

limitations, inapt, will not exclude copyholds from, id.

surrender not now necessary to pass copyholds, 620, 621.

charge of debts, effect of, 622.

reference to copyholds as surrendered, effect of, 622, 623.

as to leaseholds,
generally included in, 625.

intention to exclude, must appear on will itself, 625.

"freeholds at A.," devise of, where only leaseholds there, effect

of, 624, 626.
" real estate at A. ," devise of, where no freeholds there, effect of,

627.
" real estates," general devise of, will not pass leaseholds, 627,

628, n.

as to povrers of appointment,
general power executed by, unless contrary intention appears,

634, 635.

contrary intention, what dispositions may show, 686, 637.

direction to pay debts, 636.

feme coverte, will of, is within the rule, 640.

VOL. IL 56
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GENERAL DEVISE— continued.

UNDER THE PRESENT LAW— Continued.

As to povrers of appointment— continued.

formalities as to exercise of power must be observed, 638,
but see 642.

particular residue, gift of, 639.

residuary gift, failure of, 639, 640.

revocation and new appointment, powers of, not executed,
634, 635.

settlement defe.ated by exercise of power, 637, 638.

testamentary powers may be general, 635.

special powers depend on old law, 641.

beneficial interest, reference in gift to testator's own, 634.

revocation of special power by codicil revoking bequests to

donee, 642.

As to reversions,
ambiguous expressions do not exclude reversions, 616, 617.

devise of lands " not before devised," carries reversion in lands
devised for life, 617.

of lands " not settled," carries reversionary fee in settled

lands, 616.

limitations, inapt, whether exclude reversion, 617-620.
remoteness no ground for excluding reversion, 616, 620.

As to trust and mortgage estates, see Mortgagee— Trustee.

GENERAL LEGACY,
interest on. See Vesting.
power executed by, when, 635, 636.

GENERAL PERSONAL ESTATE,
Construction or gifts op, generally,

ambiguous context will not restrict comprehensive words, 715.

arrangement of general and particular terms, order of, 708 et seq.

exception, force of, to give words comprehensive sense, 711.

general words not restrained by defective enumeration, 714, 715.
goods in a specific place, effect of gifts of, 709, n.

legacy to same person, effect of specific or pecuniary, 707, 708.
other effects, whether restricted to ejusdem generis, 712 et seq.

particular bequest to others following general bequest, 708.
residuary gift, effect of distinct, 716-724. See Residue.

What words carry.

General personalty held to pass by words,
" chattels," " effects," " goods," 706.
" goods and chattels except plate and legacies," 710.
" money," 724 et seq. See Money.
" movables " (pure personalty), 710.
" other effects," 712, 713.
" other effects, money excepted," 711.
" plate ^c, and effects that I shall die possessed of," 712.
" whatever else I may be possessed of," 713.
" wines and property," 714.

General personalty held not to pass, on context, by words,
" and all things not before bequeathed," 706.
" effects," restrained by subsequent specific bequest to same per-

son, 707.
.

r -1 F

" goods" restrained by subsequent bequest, 707, 708, 716.
" goods and wearing apparel, except watch," 709.
" whatever I have or shall have at my death," 708, 709.

restrictive effect of context on informal words, illustrated, 712, n.
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GENERAL POWERS, execution of, 634 et seq.

See General Bequest— General Devise.

GENERAL WORDS,
cut down to mean ejusdem generis when, 706 et seq.

realty passes by what, 670 et seq. See Real Estate.

GERMANY, formalities requisite to validity of wills intended to operate in,

1675.
"^

GESTATION, rule against perpetuities allows period of, when, 215.

GIFT OVER,
as if prior devisee or legatee were dead, effect of, 862.

failure of, leaves prior gift absolute, 836.

unless failure caused by lapse, id.

in case- of death before becoming entitled, 1625. See Entitled.
before legacy is "payable" or "vested," 1613, 1623.

See Payable— Vested.
before " receiving " legacy, 1627. See Received.
without " leaving " children, 1638. See Die without
leaving Children.

in case prior charitable gift is void, is valid, 212.
" in default of issue" after gift to children. See Default of Issue.
in defeasance of a vested estate, strictly construed, 443.

implication of, 773.

takes effect where gift over is on non-performance of condition by
primary devisee who predeceases testator, 1645.

where preceding estate never arises, 828.

where prior devise fails under Mortmain Acts, 1646.

where prior gift is to son erroneously supposed to be en
ventre, with gift over ou his dying under age, 1642.

though another child afterwards born, 1643.

not where prior estate becomes indefeasible quoad event provided for,

but lapses, 833.

See Divesting.

" GOODS,"
bequest of, what will pass by, 706 et seq. See General Personal Estate.
locality, gift of, by reference to, 709, n. , 724, n.

trade goods, gift of " furniture," will not pass, 712, n.

GOODWILL AND PLANT, what included in, 713, n.

GRANDCHILDREN,
" children " included in expression, whether and when, 1000-1004. See
Children.

gifts to all, amount not stated, void for uncertainty, 328.

great grandchildren not entitled under gift to, 1001, 1004.

time for ascertaining class of objects to take, 1008 et seq.

widow of grandson not entitled under gift to, 1006.

GROUND RENTS,
election not raised by devise of, 426.

reversion passes by gift of, 741.

See Rents.

GROUNDS, formation of, held authorized by direction to erect mansion-house,

736.

GUARDIAN,
appointment of, by infant, 34, 35.

consent to marriage by surviving, 897.

domicile of infant, whether may be changed by, 17.

of illegitimate children, 1088, n.

GUARDIANSHIP, revocation of, no revocation of other offices, 142.
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HALF BLOOD,
brothers and sisters, gifts to, include, 1008.,

nephews and nieces, gifts to, include, id.

next of kin, gifts to, include, 976.

relations, gifts to, include, 976, 1008.

HALF-PAY OFFICER, domicile of choice may be acquired by, 15.

HEIR,
accumulation, rents released from, devolve as pergonalty to, 283.
construction of, as personalty, 343.

of will, conjectural, not to oust, 326, 498.
conversion, constructive, in reference to, rights of, 547 etseq. See Con-
version.

copyholds, devise of, before admittance by, 57.

devise to, effect of, 74.

notice of conditions annexed to, must be given, 853.

election by, 419, 420. See Elkction.
entitled, when, under gift to " family," 936, 937.

" nearest family," 938.
" next of kin by way of heirship," 957.

estate of, pending contingent gift to minor, cesser of, where there is a gift

over, 545, 546.

knowledge of contents of ancestor's will by, not presumed, 853.

lapsed gifts charged on land, when pass to, 316-318.
parol promise by, to hold as trustee enforced, 390.

proceeds of sale of realty undisposed of go to, 585. See Conversion.
reference, erroneous, to A. as " heir," implication of devise from, 496.

resulting trust for. See Resulting Trust.
Scotch, not excluded from personalty under English intestacy, 10.

where put to election, 420.

takes under will, id.

took formerly by descent, notwithstanding devise to him, id.

words " I make A. my heir," held to pass fee, 327, n.

" HEIR OF THE FAMILY," held sufficiently definite, 915, n.

HEIRLOOMS,
executory trust of chattels to go as, without reference to land, 1383.

lapse of gift of, to peer, describing him by title, 303, n.

mode of limiting, obsprvations on, 1382 et seq.

perpetuities, rule against, in reference to gifts of, 240, 241, 270, n.

revocation of gift of, by revocation of gift of estate, 143.

HEIRS (OR HEIR),
Used as words or Purchase,

As to personalty,

construed, generally, to mean heir or co-heirs at law, 927-929.
when, on context, to mean children, 930.

executors, 926, n.

issue, 931, n.

next of kin, 923-925.
distributive words favor claims of next of kin, 925.
" heirs " explained by reason assigned by bequest, 926.
" heirs or next of kin," gifts to, 926, 957.

mixed fund, gift of, favors strict construction as to whole, 927,
928.

nest of kin taking, take in statutory proportions, 973, 974.
widow included, but not husband, 923, n.
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HEIRS (or HEIR) — continued.

USED AS WOKDS OF PURCHASE— Continued.

As to personalty— continued.

substitutional gift to, goes to next of kin, 923, 924.

but realty in same gift goes to heir-at-law, id.

AS to realty,

apparent and presumptive, distinction between, 916, n.

construed, generally, to mean heir or co-heirs-at-law, 905.

when, on context to mean children, 931.

devisee who is not the heir, 920.

heir apparent or presumptive,
915-920.

fee simple passes by devise to, 906.

gavelkind and borough English lauds, gifts of, to, 922.
heirs male or female, gifts to, 910-915.

"male issue," devise to, how construed, 909.

name, gifts to heirs of testator's, 910, 911.

nemo est hseres viventis, 915.

"next heir" held to denote person who was not heir general,
920, 921.

"next " or " first heir male," how construed, 914, 918.

"right heirs male," how construed, 910.
" right heirs, my son excepted," gift to, held void, 921, 922.
" right heirs of my name and posterity," how construed, 910.

special heir not incapacitated from taking by being general heir,

911, 922.

At what period the object of gift is to be ascertained,

generally at ancestor's death—
notwithstanding previous gift to heir out of same property,

932.

where ancestor is testator, 931.

is a stranger, 932.

secus, where gift is to person who shall be " my heir of name of
A." at a given time, 934.

where negatived by context, 933.

See Estate Tail— Implication.

HEIRS LAWFULLY BEGOTTEN, devise to A. and his, creates estate tail,
1170.

'

See Lawful Heirs.

HEIRS MALE,
devise to A. and his, creates estate tail, 1169.

to testator's, effect of, 910, a.

HEIRS (or HEIR) OP THE BODY,
Gift to, after gift to ancestor,

(plur.) controlled by words of explanation, 1228 et seq.
not controlled by estate to preserve, &c., interposed, 1207.

by expressed intention to create strict settlement,
1234.

by words of limitation, 1205.
unless course of descent is changed, 1208, 1209.

by words of limitation and of modification in-
consistent with estate tail, 1209 et seq.

(sing.) controlled by words of limitation, 1172.
" die without," not restricted by s. 29 of Wills Act, 1322.

Gift to, without gift to ancestor,
(plur.) estate tail created by, 906, 907.

descendible, as if limited to ancestor, id.

explained to mean "children," on context, 930.
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HEIKS (or HEIR) OF THE BODY— continued.
Gift to, -virithout gift to ancestor— continued.

(sing.) estate tail not created, semb., 907.

several persons, co-heirs included,
unless context shows one person intended,

male (or female) claiming by descent, qjaim wholly through males
(or females), 912.

claiming by purchase entitled, though not heir gen-
eral, 911.

need not claim wholly through
males or females, 912, 91.S.

See Estate Tail— Executort Trusts— Rule in Sheliey's
Case—Strict Settlement.

HEREDITAMENTS,
charitable gifts of, forbidden, 177 et seq., but see now 1692 et seq.

devise of, simply, before 1838, gave life estate, 1131.

realty, corporeal and incorporeal, included in term, 733.

" HEREIN," " HEREINAFTER," in will, do not include reference to codicil,

151.
" HEREINAFTER NAMED," does not imply that what is refeiTed to was
previously written, 99, See Incorporation.

HERITABLE BOND,
English will does not pass, 10, n.

payable primarily out of Scotch land, 10.

HOLLAND,
Code Napoleon prevails in, 1, n.

English will, whether operates in, 1676.

HOPE, precatory trust created by expressions of, whether, 358.
HORSES,

buildings and their contents, gift of, passes, 706, n.

gift for support, &c., of, whether charitable, 168.
" goods and chattels," gift of, whether passes, 709, n.

HOSPITAL, bequest for erecting or endowing, 168.

HOUSE,
devise of, how construed, 736, 745.

devise to A. and his, gives fee, 1133.

gift of things in, what passes by, 711, n.

gift to, how construed, 936. And see Family.
" land," gift of, whether includes, 733.

messuage synonymous with, 735.
" rents and profits " of business, gift of, held to pass, see Addenda.

HOUSEHOLD EFFECTS or FURNITURE or GOODS how construed,
712, n.

HUSBAND,
assent of, to wife's will, what is, 40, n., 41, n.

entitled to personalty of wife, independently of Statutes of Distribution,

977, 978.

entitled to take, whether under gift to " family," 941.

to " heirs," 923, n.

to relations or next of kin, 977.

gift to, of witness to will, void, 71.

marital rights, renunciation of, does not enable wife to make will, 40, n.

supposed, not actually such, gift to, 895, n.

transfer by, of property into joint names of self and wife, 48, n.

HUSBAND AND WIFE,
Generally.

condition providing for separation, void, 852, n.

conveyance by, of land constructively converted, 567.

gift to, simply, creates tenancy by entireties, 1115.
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HUSBAND AND WIFE— continued.

gift to, and third person, effect of, 1116.
gift to class including, see Addenda.

where two members intermarry, id.

property transferred into joint names of, 48, n.

what estates pass by limitations to—
husband for life, remainder to heirs of body of wife by husband, 1188,

1189.

husband and wife for life, remainder to heirs begotten on wife by
husband, 1188.

remainder to heirs of body of one, 1187.

remainder to heirs of their bodies, 11S7.

wife for life, remainder to heirs of body of husband and wife, 1186.

remainder to heirs of her body begotten by husband,

1188, 1204.

See Feme Covekte.

I. O. U, gift of " securities for money," whether passes, 725, n.

IDIOT,
incompetent to attest will, semb., 94.

to make will, 35.

IGNORANCE, of condition, no excuse, except in case of heir, 853.

ILLEGAL OBJECT,
avoids gift, 194.

condition involving, effect of, on gift, 852.

residue, gift of, after providing for, void, unless cost ascertainable, 336, 337.

ILLEGITIMATE CHILDREN,
accumulations for portions, unrestricted, not allowed in favor of, 277, n.

domicile of, is that of their mother, 13.

legitimacy, how far determined by, 1076, n.

gifts to, how far valid, 1076 et seq.

"children " primarily includes only legitimate children, 1076.

absence of other objects will not let in bastards, 1079, 1099.

contra. Eraser v. Pigott, 1100, sed qu.
conjecture will not extend gift, 1077.

division into shares of same number as children including bastards,

_
1077, 1078.

gift over on default of children is not within the rule, 1092.

gift to children of A., a woman past child-bearing, 1083, n.

to children of late A., one only being legitimate, 1084.

to named children of A., an unmarried woman, and every
child of A., 1080.

to " wife " and children of A., he having by her only illegiti-

mate children, 1080.

recognition of children by testator, by conduct, 1080, 1081.

by subsequent legitimation,

abroad, 1077, n. And see

Addenda.
by will or codicil, 1081.

en ventre, by a particular man, void, 1102.

unless paternity can be assumed, 1102, 1105.

can be established by reputation, 1105.

reputation acquired in testator's lifetime, semb., 1106.

future, born after testator's death void, 1107, et seq.

born after will, but before testator's death, valid, if reputation

acquired in his lifetime, 1110, 1111.

parol evidence as to paternity, fact of, inadmissible, 1076, 1078, 1102.

reputation of, admissible, 1076, 1106.
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ILLEGITIMATE CHILDREN— coniinuerf.

parol evidence as to state of family, &c., how far admissible, 1088.

summary of the law with respect to, 1114,

guardianship of, 1088, n.

next of kin primarily means legitimate kindred, 1090, n.

IMBECILITY, what degree of, invalidates will, 35, 36.

" IMMEDIATE EXPECTANCY," entitled in, meaning of, see Westcar v.

Westcar, 21 Beav. 328.

IMMEDIATE RENTS. See Intermediate Rents.

IMMOVABLE PROPERTY,
devolution of title to, in foreign country, 2, n.

estates pur autre vie, 8, n.

leaseholds for years are, 2.

lex loci governs, 1.

shares in, of partnership abroad, liable to duty, 3, n.

IMPLICATION,
Generally,

contrary to law not admitted, 491, n.

necessary, what is, 498, n., 1078, n.

Of cross executory limitations, see Cross Remainders-

IMPLICATION,
Op devise or bequest by recitals, references, or assumptions,

actual gift not generally created by, 491-493.

e. g., devise of lands not in fact liable to dower as "subject to

dower," 493.

, misrecital of amount of debt directed to be paid, 493, n.

of devolution of property, 492, but see 496.

of effect of gift in another will, 492.

of settlement, 491.

but misrecital of amount of gift, accompanied by additional gift,

may increase first gift, 494.

reference to disposition made in same will may operate as

gift, 493.

advances to children, misrecitals as to, 394, n., 495, n.

ambiguity explained by recital in codicil, 498.

assumption by testator that will contains a devise, 494.

direction to apply rents, devise implied from, 494.

disposition not disturbed by misrecital in codicil, 496.

by misrecital in same will, 497.

elliptical expression, e. g., devise "to first son of A., severally and
successively in tail," read " to first and other sons," 494.

heirship, erroneous reference to, devise implied from, 496.

intention, expressed, to dispose of all property, specific gift not ex-
tended by, 494.

to make up certain sum followed by insufficient

gift, 495.

revocation not implied by misrecital, 496, 497.

Of devise or bequest in default of appointment, from powers,
general presumption in favor of objects, from powers of distribution

and selection, 517.

precluded by express gift over in same event, 518.

not by express gift over in another event, 519.

implied by power to appoint to A. " or " B., 483.

not implied by power to select one only of a class, 519, 520.

objects of power must be identical with objects of implied gift, 519.

must survive donee if power is testameutai-y only, id.

qualifications of, not implied in express gift, in de-
fault, 518, 519.

relations ascertained at death of donee, 520.
take fee if power authorizes limitation in fee, 520.
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IMPLICATION—coniinuerf.

Of estate in fee, or absolute interest^
implied,

in A. by devise to him till 21, and, if he dies under 21, over,

513, 514.

unless there is express gift at 21 of his interest, 515.

by devise to heir of testator, if A. dies under 21, semb,
513.

in A. (defeasible) by devise to heir, if A. dies without issue, semb.
523.

in a class, by maintenance-trust during minorities, 514, n.

in all after-born children, by gift to child en ventre at testator's

death, semb., 507, 508.

in objects of power, by power to appoint, 483, 520.

not implied,

in A. by appointing B. executor to settle testator's affairs and
guardian of A. , 514.

in children of A., by gift over on death of A. without children,

524.

in issue of A, by gift to A. for life, and if he die without issue,

over, 522.

Of estates tail,
none from words importing failure of issue, 521.

effect of 1 Vict, c. 26 as regards—
devise of fee, and on failure of issue, over, 522.

devise for life, and on failure of issue, over, 522.

gift on death without issue of person to whom no prior inter-

est is given, 523.

Of life estate in realty,
implied,

in A., by devise to heir of testator after death of A., 498-500.
meaning of word " heir," 500.

residuary devise excludes implication, 507.

by devise to residuary devisee after death of A., 507
in survivors, by gift to several for life and after death of survi-

vor, over, semb., 508, 509.

by general intention appearing from context, 508,

508, n.

not implied,

in A , by devise to one of several co-heirs after death of A., 500,
501

to stranger after death of A., 499.

to Stranger and the heir after death of A., 500, 501.

by devise of land to A. for life, and after his death of that
and other land to the heir, 502-507.

other land passes to heir immediately, 502-507,

by power to appoint by will given to A., 520.

in several, by gift to survivor of them, semb., 508, 509.

in survivors, by gift to several for their lives and the life of sur-

vivor, 509.

Of life intebest in personaltt,
implied,

in A., by bequest to next of kin of testator after death of A., 511.

residuary bequest excludes implication, 511, n.

not implied,

in A., by bequest to stranger alone or along with next of kin, 51L
by power to appoint by will given to A., 520.
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IMPLICATION— continued.

Of trusts,
implied, for sale, by direction to invest, 494.

not implied by devise of legal estate, to cure omission to dispose of

beneficial interest, 516, 517

IMPROBABILITY, clear gift not controlled by, of disposition, 447.

IMPROVEMENTS, application of income in, not an accumulation within

Thellusson Act, 284.

IN CASE OF DEATH. See Death.

"INCLUDING," word, read " excluding," 470, n.

INCOME,
accumulation of, till conversion, efPect of direction for, 572.

arrears of, not within condition restraining alienation, 870, n.

appointed fund carries intermediate, 614, n.

contingent gift carries, when, 614.

gift of, charitable, to endow or establish schools, 189.

land passes by, 740, 741.

residuary bequest, contingent, passes intermediate, 614.

devise, contingent or future, does not pass intermediate, 614.

specific gift, contingent or future, does not pass intermediate, 613, 614.

See Accumulation— Conversion— Heir— Intermediate
Rents.

INCOME TAX, exemption of legacy from, what expressions import, 152, n.

INCOMPLETE WILLS,
contents of paper must be complete, 97.

distinction between, and provisional wills, 98.

omission of formalities prescribed by testator, 96, 97.

presumption against, 97, 98.

probate of, 96-98.

INCONSISTENCY.
between dispositions in one and same will, 442. See Repugnancy.

in will and codicil, 136 et seq. See Revocation.
in two wills of uncertain date, 137

evidence, how far admissible to reconcile, 386-388. See Evidence.

INCORPORATION OF DOCUMENTS,
definition of, 98
devises to be ascertained by future act, 102, 103.

distinct wills of property here and abroad, 102, n.

document must be in existence at date of will, 100.

must be referred to as existing, 99.

must be identified by the reference, 100.

presumption as to existence and identity of, 100.

probate of, is matter of right not of necessity, 101.

instructions for will, 100.

reference aided where document on same paper as will, 103, 108.

unattested codicil or paper, testator cannot empower himself to dispose by,
102.

distinction where paper is signed by trustee, 102, n.

unexecuted will or codicil when set up by subsequent codicil, 106 et seq.

INCREASE, in value,

of income of property given to charity, 535.

of particular residue, 720.

of partnership share, tenant for life not entitled to, 585.

INCUMBRANCE, specific enjoyment of leaseholds implied from direction to

discharge, 579.
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INDEFINITE DEVISE,
formerly passed life estate only, 1131.

now passes fee, 1135.
" contrary intention," what amounts to indication of, id.

See Fee Simple.

INDEFINITE TRUST, not void, if for charity, 173.

See Uncertainty.

INDIA, law regulating wills in, 14, n., 1672.

INDORSEMENT of bond, when testamentary, 22.

INFANCY, rule of perpetuities excludes reference to, 215.

INFANT,
competent to appoint guardian by deed, 34, 35.

to exercise power simply collateral, 40, n.

to take under will, 74, 75.

disabilities of, cannot be dispensed 'with, 40.

domicile of, after death of father, 16, 17.

gifts by will to, good, 74, 75.

incompetent to appoint guardian by will, 34, 35.

to bequeath personalty, 34.

to devise realty, 34.

exception formerly under special custom, 33, n.

to elect to take property unconverted, 562.

under or against will, 419.

maintenance of, express clauses for, in what cases necessary, 1665, 1666.

INFLUENCE. See Undue Influence.

INFORMAL DOCUMENTS,
admission of, to probate of, 98.

revocatory effect of, under old law, 133.

Wills Act, effect of, in checking, 32.

INHERIT, meaning of, 1255, 1256. See also, Adshead v. Willetts, 29 Beav. 358.

INHERITANCE,
devise of, without words of limitation, carried fee under old law, 1134.

estate of, cut down by subsequent gift of life estate, 436, 437.

INITIALS,
signature of testator by, 79.

of witnesses by, 85.

INJUNCTION, condition enforceable on tenant for life by, 849.

" IN LIKE MANNER." See 701, n.

"IN MANNER AFORESAID." See 701, n.

INQUISITION,
lucid interval may be proved, notwithstanding, 37.

lunacy proved by, prima facie, 37.

INSANITY, what amounts to, 38, 89.

INSOLVENCY, meaning of, 877.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR WILL,
incorporation in will of, 100.

probate, whether granted of, 23, 98.

suggestions to persons taking, 1659 et seq,

variation from, by draftsman, evidence of, not admissible, 380, 386, but
see 396, n.

INSTRUMENTS, what have been held testamentary, 18 et seq.

INSURANCE, Thellusson Act, whether applies to trusts for, 284 et seq.
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INTENTION,
condition defeating gift not imparted by mere expression of, 841, n.

' general and particular doctrine of, 1314, n.

parol evidence of, not admissible, 400, 401.

except where description ambiguous, 401, 402.

specific gift not extended by declaration of, to dispose of all testator's

property, 494.

INTEREST,
charge of debts on land does not give, 1426.

direction to pay, on debts, effect of, 1427.

gift of, vests otherwise contingent legacy, 800. See Vesting.
legatee refunding legacy need not pay, 194, n.

INTEREST IN LAND,
charitable gifts of, formerly void, 177 et seq.

now valid, 1692 et seq.

INTERLINEATION. See Alteration.

INTERMEDIATE RENTS AND INCOME,
of lands devised infuturo, descend to heir, 613.

whether devise be specific or residuary, 614.

unless joined in one gift with personalty, 615.

of personal residue pass by contingent residuary bequest, 614.

destination of, until vesting, of executory gift to children, 1024,
1025.

IN TERROREM,
conditions, what are, 887, 903.

doctrine of, not applicable to real estate, 885, 889.

See Conditions.

INTESTACY,
construction of will so as not to create, favored, 809, n.

Crown, rights of, to personalty on, 68, n., 891.

devolution of land of British subject domiciled abroad, 1.

of personalty of foreigner domiciled in England, 2.

gift over on, of devisee of fee, void, 856.

of legatee, 388.

half-blood, relations by, 976.

husband, claim of, surviving, 977, 978.

inconsistent dispositions reconciled to avoid, 138.

legitimacy, how determined as to personalty, 1077, n.

as to realty, 1076, n.

" next of kin " under the statutes, meaning of, 973.

partial, Intestates Act, 1890, does not apply to, Addenda.
reference to, in bequest to next of kin, effect of, 954, 977.

Scotch heir not excluded from taking personalty under English, 10.

trust and mortgage estates, devolution of, pending grant of administra-
tion, 662.

wife surviving, claims of, 977.

INTRODUCTORY WORDS IN WILL,
charge of debts on land created by, directing payment of debts, 1392,

1393.

efiect of, on question whether realty passes, 688.

whether fee passed under old law, 1135.

INVENTORY, legatee for life of chattels must give, 838.

INVESTMENT,
conversion not excluded by direction for interim, 554.

liability of trustees for improper, 573.
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IRELAND,
English will effectually operates in, 1670.

lands in, not within Mortmain, &c.. Acts, 201.
Thellusson Act does not extend to, 273.

IRVINGITE MINISTER, bequest to, good, 164.

ISSUE,
" children," gifts to, extended so as to include remoter, 952, 1000 et seq.

gifts to, as purchasers construed as including descendants of every degree,

946.

synonymous with " descendants," " off-

spring," 946, and n.

they take per capita, 947.

as joint tenants, 947, 948.

as tenants in common if distribution words are added, 948.

but estate tail in realty may be created on context, 94^.

confined on context to mean " children," 949-952.

if gift is referred to in codicil as a gift to children, 952.

if issue of issue are mentioned, 951.

if "parents " are mentioned, 949.

unless with gift over on failure of issue, 949, 950.

if words " children " and " issue " are used indiscriminately,

952.

not, by words "begotten by," unless on further context,

952.

realty and personalty, distinction between, in this respect,

1280.

implication of, none, by gift over on death without issue, 521.

in gift of realty, words of limitation, when, 1258. See Estate
Tail.

of purchase, when, 1277.

power to appoint to, remoteness in reference to, 260, 261.

See Children— Die without Issue— Estate Tail — Executory
TRUST.

ISSUE MALE, gift to, claim through males only necessary, whether, 911 et seq.

ITEM, disjunctive force of word, 790.

JEWS,
charitable gifts for, 166.

children of, legitimacy of, how determined, 1077, n.

condition as to marriage with, 886.

"JOINT LIVES," meaning of, 509.

JOINT TENANCY,
created by gift to A. and his children, whether, 1120.

to children in remainder vesting in each at birth, 1118.

but not by conveyance at common law, 1118.

by gift of remainder vesting at twenty-one,
1119, 1120.

to class simply, 1118.

to several, simply, of personalty, 1117.

of realty, 1115.

to several equally for life and after death of survivor, or of

all, over, 1125, 1126.

but not by gift over at their death, 1127, 1128.

to several joined by word " also" to another gift creating
tenancy in common, 1120.

by separate gifts of same lands to two persons in fee, 1120, 1121.
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JOINT TENANCY— continued.

created by substitutional gift, though primary gift was in common, 1120.

in accruing shares, though original shares held in common, 1120.

not by gift to first, second, and other sons in tail, 1117.
to husband and wife, 1115. See Entireties.
to two and the survivor and the heirs of such survivor, 1115, n.

to two (not being b. and f.) in tail, except as to life estate, 1116.

to two or more as tenants in common, with express survivor-

ship, 1128, 1561 et seq.

not in executing executory trusts, 1121.

lapse, none, by death in testator's lifetime of one joint tenant, 310, 1128.

by revocation or invalidity as to one share, 310, 1128.

secus under appointment where part appointed to stranger,

1128, n.

severance of, 48, n.

trust estates usually held in, 48, n.

JOINT TENANTS,
devise of copyholds does not bar survivorship, 56.

except with surrender, 57.

devise to alien and another as (before 1870), effect of, 67.

lapse by failure of gift to one, none, 310.

will of, valid, if testator survives, 48.

void against surviving co-tenant, 48.

See Survivorship.

JOINT WILLS, nature and operation of, 27.

JOINTURE, power to, what estate may be created thereunder, 1161.

JUDGMENT CREDITOR,
entitled to payment out of property over which debtor has general power

though not exercised, 1430.

to priority quoad equitable assets, 1428. And see 1389, n.

JUDGMENT DEBTS,
charitable gifts of, charging land forbidden, 180.
" securities for money," gift of, passes, 725, n.

KIN. See Next of Kin.

KINDNESS,
expressions of, trust not created by, 358.

repelled by, when, 532.

KINDRED,
degrees of, traced according to civil law, 954, n.

poorest of testator's, gift to twenty of, void for uncertainty, 340.

KINGSDOWN'S (LORD) ACT, as to execution of wills of British subjects
abroad, 7.

LAND,
assets for debts.

charged by condition to pay legacy, 314.

or to release debt, 842, n.

charitable gifts of, formerly forbidden, 180.

now permitted subject to restrictiofas, 1693, 1696.

conversion of, into money. See Conversion.
devise of, includes houses thereon, generally—
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LAND— continued.

devise of, under old law gave life estate only, 1131.

included life holds. 624.

not leaseholds, 623, 624.

under Wills Act gives fee, 1135.

includes leaseholds, 625.

LANDS CLAUSES ACT, land corapulsorily taken,— devisee, having right

of pre-emption at fixed price, entitled to overplus paid by company, 129, n.

LAND TAX, on land in mortmain, gift to redeem, 202.

LANGUAGE, construction and formal validity of will not affected by, 1.

LAPSE,
acceleration of remainders by, 536.

alternative gifts by will, 309.

annuity, gift of sum to purchase, may be subject of, 308, n.

appointee's death causes, 809.

appointment, interests of persons taking in default of, 310.

beneficial interest not affected by, of legal estate, 314.

charges on land, 314-321.

charge, not affected by lapse of estate charged, 314.

devise, whether affected by lapse of chai-ge, 315 et seq.

contingent charges, rule as to, 315.

absolute in event, 316.

defeasible by death though not expressly contingent, 315.

distinction of lapsed charges, 316-321.

devisee of lands charged takes, when legacy given as mere
charge, 318-321.

heir takes, when legacy given by way of exception, 316-318.

charitable devise, 66.

legacy by cessor of object, 208 et seq.

child or other issue of testator, gifts to, not to lapse, when, 322.

appointments under special powers not within this rule, 325.

class of children not within the rule, id.

issue of deceased child not substituted, id.

joint tenants not within the rule, id.

survival of donee, effect of expressly requiring, 323.

whether s§,me issue must be living at death of devisee and testator, 322.

classes, gifts to, 310-314.

death of one of a class does not cause, 310, 311.

though class ascertainable by event in testator's lifetime, 312.

gifts to executors, when so construed, 311.

to next of kin or relations, when so construed, 313.

confirmation by codicil does not prevent, 308, n.

contingent gift, if event fails, though donee survives, 309.

conversion, lapsed gift of part of proceeds of, devolution of, 598 et seq.

covenant to settle does not include property preserved from, 324.

creditors, gift of sum for payment of, 308, n
death of donee before date of will, 308.

debt forgiven by will, 308, n.

declaration against, inoperative, 308.

unless words of limitation are superadded to gift, 309.

declaration that legacy shall vest on execution of will, 309, n.

devises in tail, not to lapse if devisee leaves issue, 322.

unless survival of donee is expressly required, 323.

dectrine of, general principks stated, 307.

general devise, opei-ation of, 609 et seq. See General Devise.
gift saved from, devolution of, 324.

joint donee, death of, does not cause, 310.
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LAPSE— continued.

joint donee, failure of gift to, by attestation of will, 310, n.

by excessive appointment to, 310, n.

by revocation of gift as to, 310, n.

legal estate not affected by, of beneficial interest, 314.
limitation, words of, do not prevent, 307.
marriage in testator'g lifetime causes, of absolute gifts till marriage, 307.

marshalling of assets, when legacy fails in respect of lands charged, 1499.
peer, gift to, describing him by title, 303, ii.

personalty, doctrine stated generally as to, 307, 308.
gift of, to A. and the heirs of his body, remainder to B., lapses

by death of A., 821.

power, testamentary, death of donee causes when, 301, n., 309.

of distribution, how affected by lapse of shares given
in default,

real estate, doctrine stated generally as to, 307.

republication does not revive lapsed devises and bequests, 159, 160.

residuary bequest, effect of,

devise comprises lapsed or void devises, 321, 527, u.

resulting trust arises on, of devise of fee, 527.

not on, of particular estate, 536, 537.

substitutional gift to executors prevents, 309.

survival of donee must be proved, 309, n.

tenant in common, death of, in testator's lifetime, 311, n.

lapse of share of, liability to debts in respect of 1442,1443.

use, whether liable to, by death of seisin-trustee, 1138.

uses of another's will, gift to, effect of, 309.

LAPSED LEGACY,
charitable, cy-pi-fes doctrine not applicable to, 208.

residuary bequest, when passes, 716 et seq. See Residtte.

LAPSED SPECIFIC DEVISE, included in residuary devise since Wills

Act, 612, 613. See Genbrai, Devise.

"LAST WILL,"
description of instrument as, no revocation of prior will, 136.

meaning of words, 381.

LATENT AMBIGUITIES, in wills, parol evidence admissible to explain, 400.

LAW, alterations in, subsequent to will, effect of, 306.

LAWFUL HEIRS, devise to A. and his, creates fee, 1170.

" LAWFULLY BEGOTTEN," gift to A. and his heirs gives estate tail, 1170.

LEASE,
bequest of, by what law governed, 2, n., 5, n.

conditions directing, at fixed rent, annexed to estate in fee, void, 854, 855.

mining, rents under, what included in, 132, n.

perpetuities, rule against, in reference to powers to, 238.

renewal of, effect of, on bequest, 289, 292.

republication extends gift to renewed, 158, n.

LEASEHOLDS FOR LIVES,
general devise, operation of, 624. See Autre Vie.

LEASEHOLDS FOR YEARS,
bequest of, to go along with freeholds, 237, 1382 et seq. See Chattels.
charitable gifts of, formerly void, 180.

now valid, 1693, 1694.

conversion of, rules as to, 573, 576.

domicile does not afl'ect devolution, &c., of, 2.

" freeholds," specific devise of, where none, passes, 348, 628.

general devise, passes, 62-3-629. See General Devise.
not if devise is of " real estate," 627, 628, n.
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LEASEHOLDS FOR YEARS — continued.

lex loci governs will of,, 2, 5, n.
" money," gift of, held to pass, 724, n., 728.
perpetuities, rule against, as affecting trusts of, to go with freeholdsy 237.

specific bequest of, acquisition of fee, how affects, 131, 292.

specific enjoyment of, implied from direction to discharge incumbrances
on, 579.

specific legatee of, entitled to exoneration from—
arrears of ground rent, 1440.

costs of performing building covenant, qu., id.

renewal fines due at testator's death, id.

not costs of repairs, id.

Statute of Uses does not extend to, 1158.

trust and mortgage estates in, whether pass by gift of lands, 654.

vesting of legacies charged on, 791, n.

words " all things not before bequeathed," held not to pass, 706, sed qu.
" residue of my goods," held to pass, 706, n.

LEASEHOLDS, RENEWABLE,
renewal, fines for, exoneration of specific legatee from, 1440.

subsequent to will, effect of, on bequest, 289, 292.

tenant for life of, rights of, on compulsory sale, 579, n.

LEASING,
election to take property unconverted implied from, 563.

power of,, dowress put to election by, 430, 431.

legal estate vested in trustees by indefinite, 1149.

" LEAVING,"
supplied in gift over on death " without issue," 451, 452, 1325, n.

See Die without leaving Children— Die without leaving
Issue— Estate Tail.

« LEFT," gift of what shaU be, after absolute legacy void, 333, 334.

LEGACIES,
additional, construction of gift of, 150.

ademption of. See Ademption.
assets for payment of debts, 1430.
by codicil, whether, follow those given by will, 149 et seq.

charge of, extends to lands specifically devised, whether, 1415.
includes annuities generally, 1416.

trust estates excluded by, 649 ^

charged on realty, by what words, 1408 et seq. See Charge.
charitable. See Charity.
conditional, acceptance of, makes annexed condition binding, 901.

conditions of original, whether, attach to substituted, 149.

repugnant to, void, 864 et seq. See Conditions.
forfeiture of, if not claimed within given time, 854, n.

exemption of, from duty, what words import, 151, n.

exoneration, specific devisee or legatee may claim out of, whether, 1444, 1445,

interest on refunded, payable, whether, 194j n.

power, general, exercised by pecuniary, 635.

special, not exercised by pecuniary, 641.

specific. See Specific Legacy.
substitutional, construction of gifts of, 149, 150.

See Charge — Codicil — General Bequest.

« LEGACY,"
annuity generally included, 1416.

realty may be included, on context, 697.

VOL. II. 67
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LEGACY DUTY,
domicile, English, property being wholly or partly abroad, 3, n.

foreign, exempts from, 3, n.

exemption from, of legacy or annuity, by what expressions, 151, n.

on charitable legacy, formerly payable out of pure personalty, 198, n.

now out of general estate, 1694.
proceeds of sale of realty, 561.

rentcharge, &o., 561, n.

shares in partnership land abroad, 3, n.

payable out of same fund as legacy given free of, when, 1485.

LEGAL ASSETS, what are, 1427, 1428. See Assets.

LEGAL ESTATE,
charitable trust, void, vitiates, 186.

conversion, proceeds of, whether formerly liable to, 560, 561.

lapse of, does not affect beneficial interest, and vice versS, 314.

outstanding, may save equity of redemption from remoteness, 225, n.

vests in trustees as to copyholds, by what words, 1157, 1158.

as to freeholds by devise to A. to use of, or in trust for B.,

if and so far as required for performance
of trusts, 1138 et seq., 1155.

by devise to use of A. iu trust for B., 1138.

as to leaseholds, 1158.

See Mortgagee — Trustees.

"LEGAL PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVES," gifts to, how construed.

iSee Legal Representatives— Personal Representatives.

" LEGAL REPRESENTATIVES,"
construed generally, how, 957.

to mean descendants, 958.

next of kin, 957 et seq.

See Personal Representatives.

LEGATEE,
,

accumulations of income, when may be stopped by, 281, n.

attestation of will by, avoids his legacy, 69.

residuary, when takes realty, 698.

trust for maintenance of, inalienable, void, 864.

who may be, ch. v., pp. 63 et seq. See Devisees.

LEGITIMACY,
determination of, as to personalty, 1077, n.

as to realty, 1076, n. See Addenda.
See Illegitimate Children.

LETTER,
held testamentary, 23.

not evidence to show intention contrary to will, 380.

LICENSE,
in mortmain, 64.

to assume name and arms, whether necessary, 898, 899.

LIEN,
charitable gift of money secured by vendor's, formerly void, 180.

now valid, 1694.

on estate conveyed pursuant to condition, none, 842, n.
" securities," gift of will passes vendor's, semb., 656, n., 725, n.

LIFE-BOAT, bequest for establishment of, 167.

LIFE ESTATE. See Estate for Life.

LIKEWISE, disjunctive force of word, 790, 791.
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LIMITATION,
condition distinguished from, 759, 853, n., 892.

legal remainders and executory interests distinguished, 831 et seq.

words of, annexed to bequest, lapse prevented by, 308, 309.

to bequest over to survivors " on death without issue "

of one, effect of, 1336.

to limitation to heir of body makes heir purchaser, 1171.

to heirs of body inoperative, 1205.

unless descent changed, 1208.

to issue inoperative, 126i et seq.

unless descent changed, 1269, 1270.
words of distribution added incon-

sistent with issue taking by de-

scent, 1270 et seq.

See Estate Tail.
words of, fee simple now passes without, 1135.

except as to interests created de novo (rentcharges), 1136.

Shelley's Case, rule in, excluded by, whether, 1205 et seq.

LINE, male or female, meaning of, 956.

»' LINEAL,"
construction of gift to " eldest male lineal descendant," 913.

to " relations by lineal descent," 944.

LIVE AND DEAD STOCK, meaning of, 713, n.

" LIVING," to what period referable, 1041, arerf see 1036, n.

LIVING (ECCLESIASTICAL),
advowson, or next presentation, passes by gift of, according to context.
Webb V. Byng, 2 K. & J. 669.

LOCAL LAW,
charitable gifts, validity of, determined by, 212.
wills regulated generally by what, 1 et seq.

LOCALITY,
" at," " in," or " near " a place, devise of lands situate, how construed,

752, 754.

chattels, bequest of, with reference to, 709, n.

includes things temporarily removed, 713, n.

chose in action has no, 724, n.

election raised, whether, by devise of lands in particular, 426, 427.
evidence of custom of, to explain ambiguity, 392.

to construe words of, contrary to primary sense not admissible,
385.

immovable property, devises, &c., of, regulated by law of, 1, 2, 76, n.
inconsistent description by reference to, reconciled, 442.
misdescription as to, of property devised, 348, 745, 752 et seq.

reference to, must be definite as to limits, 354.

LOCKE KING'S ACT. See Exoneration.

LOCO PARENTIS,
evidence that testator stood in, 392.

gifts to " younger children " by persons in, how construed, 1059, 1060.

LONDON,
custom of, charitable gifts of land valid by, whether, 202.

hospitals of, gifts to, how construed, 354, n.

LOST WILL,
contents of, evidence of, how far admissible, 124, n., 136, n., 155.
presumption as to revocation of, 124, 125.

probate of, granted on proof of contents, 124, n.
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LOST WILL— continued.

probate of, granted on proof of due execution, 92.

part, failing evidence of remaiader, 97, n.

LUCID INTERVAL,
destruction of will during, presumption as to, 125.
provable notwithstanding inquisition, 37.

what constitutes, 37.

LUNACY,
completion of will prevented by, 97.

conversion by order in, effects ademption, 130, n.

destruction of will by testator during, no revocation, 119.
inquisition is primS facie evidence of, 37.

monomania and general insanity distinguished, 38.

proceeds of sale of land in, devolve as realty, 130, n.

LUNATIC,
Customs Fund Annuities, subscriber to, 62, n.

domicile of, 17, n.

gifts to, 75.

incompetent to attest will, semb., 94.

elect to take property unconverted, 562.
test of person being, 38.

will of, invalid, 36.

unless made during lucid interval, 36, 37.

MAINTENANCE,
amount of gift for, omission to state, effect of, 328, 371.

express clause for, in what cases necessary, 1665, 1666.

includes education, Re Breed's Will, 1 Ch. D 227.

marriage of daughter, whether determines, 371, n.

of children, when creates trust, 370 et seq.

parent, gift to, for, liable to no account, -372.

trust for, of bankrupt, &c., 868, 869.

of children, created by bequest to parent, when, 371, 372.
of legatee, inalienable, void, 864.

whether confined to minority, 371, n.

wife's accumulations of, are hequeathable by her, 41.

See Vesting.

MALE HEIRS. See Estate Tail— Heirs Male.
MALE LINE, next of kin in, meaning of, 956.

MANAGEMENT,
powers of, authorized by direction to settle, 1201.

conversion, whether excluded by, 580.

perpetuities, rules against, in reference to, 238.

MANAGER, request to employ person as, 376 et seq.

MANDEVILLE'S CASE, rule in, considered, 907 et seq.

MANOR,
devise of, what passes under, 56.

freeholds of, acquired by lord, 57, n.

See CoPXHOLDS.

MANSION,
executory trust to build, includes laying out land, 736.
keeping up, during minority, Bennett «. Wyndham, 23 Beav. 286.
restrictions on power of tenant for life to sell, 1662.

MARINER, will of, 78, 79.
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MARITAL RIGHT,
exclusion of, what words effect, 880, n.

of felon-convict suspended, 42.

renunciation of, wife's will not validated by, 40, n.

MARK,
signature of testator, may be by, 79.

of witness, may be by, 83.

MARRIAGE,
children, gift to, whether confined to those by, then present, 1005.

consent to, conditions requiring, 842, 887 et seq. See Conditions.
fraudulently obtained, 895.

survivor of several guardians may give, 897.

gifts over on, vested or contingent, 759-761.

gift to woman till, and then to her children, effect of, 1082.

invalidity of, affects gift to husband or wife, whether, 896, n.

lapse of gift to A. till, 307.

legacy invalidated by, of legatee to attesting witness, whether, 71, 73.

payable on, vests only on, 797.

unless intermediate interest is given, 800.

of widow, gift over on, takes effect at her death, 7.59.

restraint of, covenant not to revoke will, whether in, 18, n.

testamentary conditions in, 885 et seq., and see Conditions.
revocation of will by, 110 et seq. See Rkvocation.
trust for maintenance, whether ceases on, 371, n.

•See Husband and Wife — Widowhood.
MARRIAGE ARTICLES, held testamentary, 23.

MARRIED WOMAN,
cesser of coverture does not set up wiU of, 34.

domicile of, how ascertained, 16.

election by, to take against or under will, 419.

to take property unconverted, 562, 563.

probate of will of, practice as to, 31.

separate use of, created by what words, 880, n.

testamentary capacity of, 39 et seq.

trading by, what is separate, 41, n.

See Feme Covertb— Separate Use.

MARSHALLING ASSETS,
Generally,

allowed only where proper at testator's death, 1499.

heir named devisee may marshal as devisee, 74, n.

Infavor of charily—
formerly, none, 195 et seq.

except so far as directed by will, 197.

now, necessity for such directions done away with, 1694.

See Charitt.
Infavor of claimant having only one fund against claimant having several

funds—
doctrine stated, 1497.

as between creditors, 1498.
'

creditors and legatees, id.

legatees, id.

exception where legacy lapses quoad land charged,
1499.

Infavor of legatees whose fund has been taken by creditors—
doctrine stated, 1493.

against devisees of land charged with debts, 1494.

of land in mortgage, 1494, 1495.

of land subject to vendor's lien, semb., 1496.

heir generally, 1493.
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MARSHALLING ASSETS— confinued.

Generally— continued.

against devisees of land subject to vendor's lien, 1495.

not against devisees, speciiic or residuary, unless charged with
debts, 1493, 1494.

In favor of residuary legatees, Ifc, against heir or devisee ofmortgagedland—
rule stated and considered, 1497, see 1455 et seq.

See Exoneration.
MASSES,

gifts for, 163, 164, 165.

in foreign country, 164.

MAXIMUM SUM, gift of, effect of, 829.

MEDICAL ATTENDANT, will iu favor of, when open to suspicion, 36, 87.

MERGER,
none at law, if none in equity of beneficial interest, see Jud. Act, 1873,

s. 25.

by union of defeasible fee and gift over, none, 836.

See Extinguishment.
MESSUAGE,

garden, &c., included in gift of, 734.
" house," synonymous with, semb., 735.

MILITARY SERVICE,
domicile, how far regulated by, 14.

wills of persons engaged in, 78, 79.

MINISTERS,
bequest to poor, good, 164.

simpliciter, not necessarily charitable, 171.

MINORITY,
accumulation during, 273, 274.

period denoted by, what, 803, n.

trust for child during, implication of absolute gift from, 514, n.

for maintenance restricted to, whether, 371, n.

MISDESCRIPTION,
gift good, notwithstanding, of object, 348-354, 895, n.

of subject, 347, 348, 742 et seq.

of reversion or remainder, 766, 1314.

MISNOMER,
of corporations, when avoids gift, 348, 349

individual donees, effect of, 348-354. See Uncertainty.
MISTAKE,

as to execution of will, 79.

fact, generally governs construction of will, 394, n.

locality of lands, 848.

number of children, 1046 et seq. See Children.
power, disposition not vitiated by, as to, 26.

signature of mutual wills, 79.

state of facts binds legatees, 394, n.

clerical error corrected by reference to context, 347.

contingent gift strictly construed notwithstanding, as to disposing power,

781.

destruction of will by, no revocation, 119, 126.

election, fresh right of, raised by, 435.

in description of objects or subjects of gift, evidence to explain, how fat

admissible. See Evidence.
in recital or reference, gift not implied from, 491 et seq. See Implication.
probate granted under, effect of, 5.

revocation founded on, inoperative, 119, 126, 135, 147 et seq.

words inserted in will by, may be struck out, 388.

omitted from will by, cannot be supplied, 382.
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MIXED FUND. See Assets — Charge — Conversion— Exoneration,
&o.

MOIETY, gift of, under old law, passed fee, 1134.

MONASTIC ORDERS,
condition prohibiting legatee from entering, 903.

gifts to, not charitable, 169.

MONEY,
"cash," how construed, 725, n.

conversion of, into land. See Conversion.
" funds " or " public funds," meaning of, 725, n.

"goods and chattels," gift of, whether passes, 724, n.
" money " construed strictly prima facie, 725.

extended so as to include bank notes, &c., 724, n.

fine unpaid, or uncompleted grant, 724, n.

leaseholds, 724, n., 728, 729.

life policy, 724, n., 730.

mortgage debt, 724, n.

stock, 728, 730.

unless purpose of bequest is inconsistent, 726.

extended on context to include—
balance at bankers, 725, n.

general personal estate, 724 et seq.

(1) if charged with debts, &c., 726, 727.

(2) if gift of legacies and then of residue of " money,"
727.

unless there is residuary bequest, 727, 728.

(3) if intention to dispose of whole estate appears, 728.

unless restrained by further context, 729.

(4) if life interest in " money " given to A., followed
by gift of remainder of property to B., 730.

" money due to me," what passes by, 724, u.

" ready money," meaning of, 725, n.

"securities for money," meaning of, 725, n.

See Casu— Ready Money— Securities for Money.

"MONEY ON MORTGAGE,"
gift of, legal estate passed by, whether (before 1882), 652.

MONUMENT, bequest for, not charitable, 169.

MORTGAGE,
condition prohibiting, of fee, void, 855.

gift of, passes legal inheritance in mortgaged lands (before 1882), 651.

mortgage debt, &c., 646.

legal estate, devolution of. See Mortgagee and Trustee.
payment off of, no breach of partial condition against alienation, 875.

reference to, held to restrict gift to mortgaged part of lands named, 750.

revocation of devise, how far affected by, under old law, 128, n.

See Mortgagee.

MORTGAGE DEBT,
charitable gift of, formerly forbidden, 180.

now valid, 1694.

exoneration of devisee from, 1440, et seq. See Exoneration.
" money," gift of, held to pass, 724, n.

" mortgage," gift of, passes, 646.

MORTGAGEE,
ademption by acquisition of equity of redemption by, 51, n.

election not raised by devise of mortgaged estate by, 429.
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MORTGAGEES AND TRUSTEES, devises by.

As to beneficial Interest in the Mortgage—
extinguishment of charge by union of character of mortgagor and

mortgagee, 646.

fiduciary character of mortgagee, 643.

general devise of land will not include, 643.

bar of equity of redemption, effect of, 658.

gift of " mortgage " will pass, 646.

purchase-money not carried by devise of land contracted to be sold,

645.

specific devise of mortgaged lands by mortgagee in possession, 644,

645.

vendor's lien, whether passes by gift of " securities," 656, n.

As to Legal Estate ia Mortgage and Trust Lauds —
where testator died before Ith August, 1874, general devise passes •

unless contrary intention appears, 647-658.
"assigns," whether devise must name, to pass trusteeship, 663-

669.

contrary intention, what expressions, &c., indicate, 649, 650.

charge of debts, legacies, &c., 649, 652.

devise in trust for charity, 649.

sale, 649, 650.

separate use, 649.

unascertained class, 649.

subject to executory limitations over, 649.

to several as tenants in common, simply, 649.

with accruer clause, 649.

to uses in strict settlement, 649, 650.

trusts, inconsistent, &c., effect of, 650, 651.

equity of redemption, bar of, how far material, 658.

fee must be devised to pass mortgage estate when, 648, n.

foreclosed estate misdescribed as mortgage, 657, 658.

leaseholds, legal estate in, 654.

legal estate passes by gift of " money on mortgage," qu., 652.

of " mortgages," 651.

of realty and personalty blended, on
trust for pale, &c., 652.

of "securities for money," 651.

that donee niav "receive money on
mortgage," &c., 651, 652.

other lands, possession of, by testator, immaterial, 647, 650.

"own use," declaration that devise is for devisees, efPect of, 649.

power of appointment, reservation of, immaterial, 649.

vendor, under contract for sale, bare trustee, whether, 656, 657,

659.

costs of completion, where heir or devisee is incompetent
to convey, 650, n.

devise by, of trust estates, 656, 657.

fiduciary position of, 654-657.

lien of, for purchase-money, 656.

where testator died between 7th August, 1874, and 31st December, 1881
(see V. & P. Act, 1874), legal representatives may convey mort-
gage and trust estates, 659.

where testator died since 1st January, 1882 (see Conv. Act, 1881),
mortgage and trust estates vest iu personal representatives,
660-663.

annuities limited to a man and his heirs, 661.

contracts for sale, completion of, after vendor's death, 663.

copyholds, repeal of enactment as regards, effect of, 660. 661.
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MORTGAGEES AND TRVSTEES — continued.

As to Legal Estate in Mortgage and Trust Lands— continued.

executors, conveyance by, before probate, Wl, 662.

devise of mortgage, &o., estates, imgatoiy, 662, 663.

fee must have been vested in mortgagee or trustee, 662.

intestacy, legal estate where vested, pending grant of administra-

tion, 662.

MORTGAGOR, election not raised by devise of mortga,ged estate by, 429.

MORTMAIN,
condition prohibiting alienation in, annexed to devise of fee, good, 858.

gifts to corporations in, 63 et seq.

license in, 64.

See Chakity— London.
MOTIVE,

description supplying, prevails, 352.

trust raised by words expressing, whether, 367 et seq.

MOURNING RINGS, bequest for providing, legatees' right to money value
of, 367.

MOVABLE PROPERTY,
distinguished from " personal estate," 2, n.

gift of, includes all pure personalty, 7, 10.

lex domicilii governs construction of will as to, 3.

devolution on intestacy of, 2.

execution of, 7.

MULTIPLICATION OF CHARGES, devise by reference does not pro-

duce. See Baskett v. Lodge, 23 Beav. 138; Hindle v. Taylor, 5 D. M. & G.
577.

MUSEUMS,
devises for, 67.

gifts for establishing, whether charitable, 167, 170.

MUTUAL WILLS,
mistake as to signature of, effect of, 79.

validity of, 27.

NAME,
assumption of, conditions requiring, 898 et seq.

original name not lost by license for, 997.

gift to children, &c., by, is a designatio personarura, 1009, 1062.
to persons bearing a specified, how construed, 993-997.

addition of new name by license or Act does not exclude, 997.
assumption of specified name, effect of, 997.

construed strictly, when, 993, 994.

to mean " family," when, 99.8, 996.

married woman having lost original, not entitled, 997.
" next of kin," &c., of specified name, how construed, 994.
time at which donee must answer the description, 998, 999.

illegitimate children may take by, 1076.

marriage by assumed, valid, 895, n.

by false, consent to, fraudulently obtained, 895.

invalid, when, 895, n.

misnomer of corporations, 348, 349.

of individual donees, 349-354. See Uncertainty.
next of kin of particular, who entitled under gift to, 955.

omission of, of devisee or legatee, 1047.

revocation of legacy by cutting out, of legatee, 116.

surname of C, gift to next of kin of, 996.
" younger children," gift to, naming them, effect of, 1062.
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NAME AND ARMS,
assumption of, conditions requiring, 898 et seq.

gift over on bieach of, good, if annexed to estate tail, 217.

NATIONALITY, domicile and, distinguished, 13, n.

NATURALIZATION,
by Act, effect of, 69.

superseded by Act of 1870, 44, 67.

NEAR RELATIONS, gift to, means statutory next of kin, 976.

NEAREST FAMILY, construed to mean " heir," 938.

NEAREST RELATIONS, gift to, how construed, 976.

NECESSARY IMPLICATION, what is, 478, ii., 1078, n.

NEGATIVE words,

not sufficient to exclude heir or next of kin, 308, 588.

rule in Shelley's Case, 1188 et seq.

"NEPHEWS AND NIECES."
affinity, relatives by, not included, except on context, 1006. And see

Addenda.
unless object of gift strictly construed is impossible, 1007.

grandnephews, &c., not included except on context, 1006, 1007.
half-blood included, 1008.

NEXT AVOIDANCE OF BENEFICE means next at testator's disposal.

See Hatch v. Hatch, 20 Beav. 105.

NEXT HEIR,
means not " heir general," when, 920, 921.

several co-heirs may take as, when, 914.

NEXT HEIR MALE, devise to A. and his, creates estate tail, 1171.
how construed as between sons of several daughters, 914.

"NEXT LEGAL REPRESENTATIVES," construed statutory next of
kin, 960.

NEXT OF KIN,
affinity, relations by, not included in, 977.
" by way of heirship," as to land, means heir, 957.

conjectural construction not to oust, 326, 510.

declaration that they shall not take will not exclude, 308.

but some of them may be so excluded, 309, n.

election by, 417.
" executors " construed as meaning, 960, sed qu., see 964.
" family " construed to mean, 940.

gift to, construed to mean to nearest blood relations, 953.
creates joint tenancy in donees, 953.

ex parte paterna or maternS, 955.

exclusive of A., 955.

half blood entitled, 954, n., 976.

husband, wife, or relations by marriage not included, 977. See
Relations.

"heirs or next of kin," gift of personalty to, 926, 957.
" in the male line in preference to the female line," how construed, 956.
lapse, in reference to gifts to, 313.

"legal representatives " construed to mean, 957, 958.

name, gift to, of particular, 955.
" nearest of kin by way of heirship," how construed, 957.
" next male kin," how construed, 956.

next of kin except A., bequest to, 955.

ex parte materna, 955.

in male line, 956.
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NEXT OF Km— continued.

parents and children, being of equal degree, take as, 954.
"personal representatives " construed to mean, 957, 958.
Statutes of Distribution, effect of refei-ences to, 944, 955, 993.
time at which objects are to be ascertained, 981-993.

n. of k. of testator, are ascertained at his death, 981.
whether the gift is immediate, 981.

or in remainder, 981.

or executory, 989.

although prior taker is one of next of kin at testator's

death, 983, 986.

or is sole next of kin at testator's death, 984, 987,
989.

of a person who dies before testator, ascertained at testator's

death, 982.

but gift vests in them as a class, semb., id.

although distribution is postponed, 992.

reference to the statute prevents tlieir taking as a class, 982.

of a person who outlives testator, ascertained at such person's

death, 983.

although distribution be postponed, 983.

of A. living at a specified time, gift to, vests in next of kin
at A.'s death who survive the period, 983.

rule excluded by gift in specified event to those who will then be next
of kin, 992.

gift by implication from testamentary power, objects ascertained

at death of donee, 992.

rule not excluded by gift, in specified event, to those who will " then
be entitled" as statutory next of kin, 993.

nor by remainder to " next of kin except A.," he (excluding
tenant for life) being one of next of kin, 991.

" then " is prima facie a word of inference, not of time, where
the statute is referred to, 993.

undisposed of part of interest in money directed to be laid out in land
passes to, as realty, 597.

NEXT PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE, construed nearest of kin, 973, n.

NEXT PRESENTATION, what passes, 530, n.

NEXT SURVIVING SON, meaning of, 1074, n.

NICKNAME, evidence of meaning of, admissible, 393.

NIECES,
gifts to, whether extended to grand-nieces, 1008.

to relations by affinity, 1007, ana see Addenda.
NOTICE. See Conditions.

"NOW," construction of, 298.

" NOW BORN," constructfon of, 395, 1041.

"NOW LIVING," illegitimate children take, if no legitimate children are
living, 1082.

NUMBER, mis-statement as to, of objects of gift, 1046-1050.
See Children.

NUMERICAL ARRANGEMENT of clauses, effect of, 464.

NUNS,
conditions prohibiting legatees from becoming, 903.

gift to convent of, not charitable, 169.

NUNCUPATIVE WILLS, abolished, 78.
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OBJECTS OF GIFT, will speaks at its daie as to, 298, 302 et seq.

OBLITERATION,
ineffectual to revoke will, 114.

probate with facsimile of, effect of, 117.

presumed to be made after execution, id.

also after execution of codicil, unless noticed, 117, 118.

satisfaction may be indicated by, 117.

OCCUPANCY, reference to, when restrictive of description, 442, 743 et seq

OCCUPATION,
condition prohibiting, annexed to devise of fee, void, 855.

description by reference to, when passes easement, 738, n., 1136.

direction to permit, by tenants, whether obligatory, 376.

use and, devise of, effect of, 741.

OFFICE,
charitable nature of gift, not dependent on, of legatee, 171.

revocation of one, does not revoke others, 142.

" OFFSPRING," gifts to, how construed, 946, n.

OMISSION, cannot be supplied by parol evidence, 382.

See Supplying Words.
ON DEATH, added to, " die without issue," effect of, 1333.

ONE of a class, gift to, 340, 405, n.

ONEROUS GIFT, rejection of, whether precludes acceptance of another gift,

422.

ONLY SON,
excluded by exception of " eldest son," 1062.

takes under gift to "youligest child," id.

OPTION,
charitable gift with, to invest in land or otherwise, 187.

conversion, constructive, when excluded by, given to trustees, 549. And
see Conversion.

to purchase, effect of, as between devisee and executor, 54, 55.

at fixed price, annexed to choice of fee to another, void, 857.

legatee may exercise after compulsory, under Lands
Clauses Act, 129, u.

" OR,"
" and " read, 483 et seq.

read " and," 470 et seq.

as indicating substitution, 481, 1570, 1571, 1582.
period, to what, then referable, 1570, 1571.

See Changing Words.

ORIGINAL WILL, Court of Construction may inspect, 29, and see Addenda.
" OTHERS,"

, .

construed " additional to,'' not "exclusive of" objects before mentioned,

948;

of a specified kind, restrictive effect of. See Othkr Real Estate.
"survivors." when construed. See Survivors.

" OTHER EFFECTS " when confined to effects ejusdem. generii, 706 et seq.

" OTHER PROPERTY," gift of, executes power, whether, where part ap-

pointed, 631.

« OTHER REAL ESTATE," leaseholds, whether excluded from prior gift

of land, 625.

OTHER SONS, gift to second and, effect of, 1073.

OTTOMAN EMPIRE, English subjects in, may make wills by treaty, 12.

OUTGOINGS, gift clear of, effect of, as exempting from legacy duty, 151, n.

OUTLAWRY abolished, 46, n.
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" PAID,"
may mean " vested," 808, a.,

PARAGRAPHS,
division of will into, 464.
" residue," confined to particular fund by, 723, 724.

PARCELS, evidence as to, included in gift, 294, 399 et seq. '

PARENT AND CHILDREN,
gift to, concurrent or successive, 1235 et seq.

gift to parent in trust for self and children, 1246.

what words create trust in such cases, 360, 361, 372.

See Chiedren— Trust.
PARENTHESES, effect of, on construction, 29, 30.

PARISH,
gift for benefit of, 167.

of lands in a particular, 291, 294, 754.

PAROL,
conditions annexed to testamentary gifts, testator cannot waive by, 893.

election to reconvert by, whether effectual, 563.

PAROL EVIDENCE. See Evidence.

PAROL TRUST,
charitable, effect of, 194.

evidence admissible to prove, 390.

PART, gift of, any, donee may take all, 332.

gift of definite, of larger quantity, donee may select, 331.

indefinite, void, unless amount required is measurable) 328, 329.

such as donee may select, effect of, 332.

of instrument, held testamentary, 25.,

of will, probate granted of, 124, n.

upheld (undue influence), 37.
" PART," devise of, gave fee, under old law, 1134.

PARTIAL INTEREST, general devise under old law passed lapsed, &o., 610.

PARTICULAR ESTATES,
void in creation, remainder is accelerated, 536.

unless prior estate is void for remoteness, 253, 254.
See ACCKLERATION.

PARTICULAR RESIDUE, what is, 723.

PARTITION,
condition directing, by tenants in common, 860.
conversion on sale under Partition Act, 130, n.

revocation of devise by, none, 128 n.

PARTNERSHIP,
shares in, after-acquired interests when pass by gift of, 294.

owning land, charitable gifts of, 184.
tenant for life of, not entitled to increase of capital, 585.

PATENT AMBIGUITY. See Evidence.
" PAYABLE,"

to what period it refers, 1613 et seq.

1. Bequest to A. for life, at his death to his children at majority or
marriage, and if any die before their shares are payable, to" the
survivors —

refers to majority or marriage, 1614.
or to death of testator, whichever last happens, 1 622. 162-3.

2. Similar bequest, but rift over to the issue of the child dying, 1619-
1621.

3. Similar bequest, but no time fixed for payment, 1622, 1623,.

refers to period of actual distribution.

4. Similar bequest, with context providing for event of legacy being
payable before majority, 1616.
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" PAYABLE "— continued.

6. Bequest to A. for life, at his death to his children living at his

death, 1622.

refers to death of A.
6. Immediate bequest to children, payable at majority or marriage—

refers to majority or marriage, or death of testator, whichever
last happens, 1623.

7. Immediate bequest to children, and no time fixed for payment—
refers to death of testator, 1622, 1623.

"entitled in possession," "entitled to the receipt," and "received"
(meaning receivable), similarly construed, 1623.

I See Entitled — Ueceived.

PECUNIARY LEGACIES, includes annuities, 1416.

PEER,
domicile of, choice may be acquired by, 13, n.

lapse of gift of heirloom to, describing him by title, 303, n.

PENCIL,
will may be written in, 18.

written in, whether revoked by rubbing out signature, 115, n.

See Revocation.

FEB CAPITA AND PER STIRPES. See Capita — Stirpes.

PERFORMANCE,
of conditions, generally, 844, 848.

to marry with consent, 891 et seq.

See Conditions.

PERIOD,
for ascertaining exception of eldest son, 1067.

object of devise to " children," 1010 et seq. See Chil-
dren.

to "first," " second," &c., sons, 1071.

to " heir," 931.

to "next of kin," "relations," 981 et

seq. See Next of Kin;
to persons of particular " name," 998,

999.

to " survivors," 1531 et seq. See Sur-
vivors.

to "younger children," 1062.

value of distinct properties charged pro rata, 197, n.

for performing conditions. See Performance.

from which will operates, not before testator's death, 26.

from which will speaks. See Date.

perpetuities, rule against, allows, of gestation, when, 215.

remoteness judged by facts at testator's death, 216.

words " in case of death " relate to what, 1564.

when coupled with a contingency, 1574 et seq.

See Death.

PERISHABLE. See Wasting.

PERPETUITIES, RULE AGAINST,
absolute gift, clauses illegally modifying, rejected, 264 etseq.

absolute ownership, directions to trustees to postpone, void, 259^

acceleration of remainders where prior estate void under, 258, 254.

accumulations for payment of debts, whether within, 264, 275, 276.

alienation, restraint on, beyond legal limits, 262, n.

alternative limitations, 255-259.

double contingency, good or not in event, 255, 256.

separate expression of, not essential, 2.57.

anticipation by unborn f. c, restraint on, 265.
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PERPETUITIES, RULE AGAINST,— continued.

Cadell V. Palmer, rule in, 214 et seq.

charitable gifts, not within, 262, n.

gifts over in defeasance of, good, 262.

classes, gifts to, 226-243.
child-bearing, presumption that woman is past, not admitted to ex-

clude rule, semb., 241.

constitution of. depends on mode of gift, 232.

construction of will not strained to render gift valid, 241, 242.

contingent remainders, distinction as to, 227.

grandchildren, provision for testator's own, 239.

remote objects, inclusion of some, in class, avoids gift as to all, 228.

though named person included in class, 229.

unless each share is ascertainable within legal limit, 229 et seq.

classes, gifts to, subsequent events, disposition framed according to,

validity of, 239.

substitutional gift, too remote, alone fails, 235.

seous, if gift is concurrent, 235, 236.

unborn class, gift tOj to vest after majority, 226.

covenant, unlimited, to reconvey lanil, 219, n.

cy-pres, doctrine of, as affecting, 267-271.

applicable to appointments by will, 268, n.

to change mode of provision intended by will, 267-269.

to class, some members of, not to others, 269.

to give estate tail to unborn tenant for life, 267.

though children intended to take concurrently, 268.

to series of successive limitations, 270.

not applicable to attempt to create life estates forever, 270.

to introduce persons not intended to be provided for,

269.

to personalty or mixed fund, 267, n., 270.

except heirlooms, 270, n.

where estates in fee are given to children, 271.

debts, accumulations for payment of, not within rule, 264.

devise after payment of debts, whether void, 777.

election, doctrine of, not applied in aid of gift void under, 422.

contingent remainders, how affected by, 218 et seq.

application of the rule affirmed in Frost v. Frost, 219.

conflict of opinion on the subject, 218.

destructibility of remainder does not exclude rule, 223.

executory devise and, distinguished as regards remoteness of event on
which it vests, 220.

as regards vesting of gifts to classes, 227.

of copyholds, 225.

distinction between devises in remainder and in reversion, 224.

where remainder is equitable, 225.

of equitable estates, 225.

of equity of redemption saved by outstanding legal estate, 225, n.

reversion and, distinguished as regards avoidance of devises for remote-

ness, 224.

validity of, on remote contingency not affected by 8 & 9 Vict. c. 106,

225.

nor by 40 & 41 Vict. c. 33 . . . 226.

estates contrary to, not implied, 266, 267.

events, possible, not actual, regarded, 229. 236.

testator may frame disposition according to subsequent, 239.

executory devise and remainder distinguished, 220.

on indefinite failure of issue void, 217.

unless grafted on an estate tail, 217.
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PERPETUITIES, RULE AGAINST— cmiinued.
executory devise and remainder distinguished— continued.

precedent or subsequent to estate tail, 223.

family, devise on trust to distribute rents among, good within, 170.

gestation, period of, when allowed, 215.

heirlooms, limitation of, to, go with title, 240, 241, 270, n,

infancy, reference to, excluded, 215.

leaseholds settled with freeholds, frame of trusts of, 237.

management, trusts for, during minorities, how to be, restricted,. 238.
name and arms clause, 217.

origin and history of rule, 213 et seq., 249, n.

possession only too remote, eifect of, 263.

powers of appointment, 259-261.
appointment duly restricted under power embracing too wide a range

of objects, good, 260.

computation of time as to general powers, 261.

as to special powers, 259.

selection, suggestions as to settlement of shares appointed under power
of, 260, n.

unborn child cannot be donee of testamentary, 261.

powers of revocation and re-appointment to evade rule, void; 259.

powers of sale, validity of unlimited, 261.

religious purposes, not being charitable, gifts for, are within, 164, n.

remainders contingent, whether within, 218 et seq.

destructible, whether within, 223.

estates tail, barrable nature of, saves from remoteness, 220.

executory limitations precedent or subsequent to, 223.

terras of years precedent or subsequent to, 222.

equitable, whether within, 225.

terms of years, postponement of vesting beyond excessive, void, 216.

precedent or subsequent to estate tail, 222.

trusts, severable, may be good or bad as within or without the legal limil.i,

222.

splitting of, not implied, so as to exclude rule. 238, n.

ulterior limitations after remote gift, void, 253.

remainders not accelerated, 253, 254.

unborn persons and their issue, gifts to, 243.

absolute interest not vesting within prescribed period void, 251.
alienability of interest does not exclude the rule, 252.

double possibilities, sorcalled doctrine of, discussed, 244 et, seq.

gift to unborn pei-son for life, good, 243.

remainder as he shall appoint by deed or will, good, 261.

remainder to children of such person, held absolutely void, 247,

248.

remainder to competent objects of gift, good, 251..

remainders, cross, for life,^ 243, n.

vesting period for suspension of, what allowed, 214 et seq.

life or lives in living and 21 years, 214.

of strictly settled personalty to be deferred only till tenant in tail

by purchase attains 21 years, 237.

period computed generally from testator's death, 216.

but from date of instrument creating special power, 259.

creating general testamentary power, 261

.

postponement of, contingent interest avoided by, though person to

take ascertained, 258.

postponement of, for term exceeding 21 years, void, 216.

addition of a single day avoids gift, 216.

postponement of possession only, effect of, 263.
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PERSONJE DESIGNA T^, gifts to, see Description.
PERSONAL PROPERTY,

description of, by reference to locality, 709, n.

gift of, confined to personalty, whether, 703.

dower not barred by, 433.

land converted into money is, as regards conditions restraining marriage,
885.

as regards vesting, 791, n.

lapse, doctrine of, in reference to, 807 et seq. See Lapse.
Shelley's case, principle of rule in, applied to, 1179.

widow barred of share in, when, 432, 433.

will of, what is a good, 77.

See Absolute Interest — Conversion — General Personal Es-
tate.

PERSONAL INHERITANCE, not entailable, 1136.

PERSONAL (OR LEGAL) REPRESENTATIVES,
mean (primarily) executors or administrators, 957, 964, 966.

k fortiori if elsewhere used strictly, 960, n.

gift vests as part of personal estate of testator or intestate, 964, et seq.

though subject be real estate, 965.

e.g., in gift to p. r. by way of substitution for legatee in remainder,
962 et seq.

to p. r. of A. simpliciter, 964.

whether A. is dead at date of will or survives tes-

tator, id.

to p. r. of testator himself, 965.

unless gift is " to their proper use," id.

when used as words of limitation in gift—
to A. and his personal representatives, 961.

to A. for life, remainder to his p. r., id.

with power of appointment or contingent
gift interposed, id.

mean statutory next of kin in gift to them —
in substitution for immediate legatee to prevent lapse, 957, 958,

963.

with words " for their proper use," 965.
" in course of administration," 959.
" in equal shares," 958.

similar construction favored by —
limitation of other property to " executors," 959, 960.
word " next " prefixed, 960.

next of kin take in statutory manner and proportions, 973.

unless directed to take in equal shares, 975.

wife is included, but not husband, 977.

on context held to mean " descendants," " issue," &c., 958, 959, n,
" residuary legatee," 958, n.

PICTURES, gifts of " effects," " furniture," &c., whether pass, 712, n., 713, n.

PIN MONEY, wife cannot bequeath savings of, 41.

PIOUS PURPOSES, gift for, not charitable, 170.

PLACE, gift of lands in a particular, 291, 294.

PLANT AND GOODWILL, what included in, 713, n.

PLATE, gift of " furniture " passes, 712, n.

POLICY OF ASSURANCE,
" debentures," gift of, passes, 725, n.
" money," gift of, held to jiass, 724, n., 730.

on testator's own life, restrictions on right to dispose by will of, 61, 62,

and see Addenda.
securities, gift of, passes, 725, n.

Thellusson Act in reference to, 284-287.

VOL. n. 58
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POOR, gift may be charitable, though not for benefit of, 169.

POOE^RATE, charitable gifts in aid of, 167.

POOR RELATIONS,
gifts to, charitable, whether, 172, 979.

to specified number of poorest, void for uncertainty, 340.
.See Chakity.

POPE, gift for teacWug supremacy of, 166.

PORTIONS,
accrued share not included in gift of, 1522.
accumulations for, not within Thellusson Act, 273, 277-281.
satisfaction of, by legacies, 391.

"POSSESSED OF,"
gift of all that testator has, includes realty, whether, 693 et seq.

gift over before becoming, how construed, 1626.

POSSESSION,
condition prohibiting alienation until, 860.

election to take land unconverted, implied from retainer of, 564.
entitled in, meaning of, in strict settlement, 1686, n.

gift of personalty to person for time being entitled to real estate in, 1386, n.

gift over on death before becoming entitled in, 1623.

mortgagee in, devise of mortgaged lands by, 644, 645.

without title is devisable, 50.

POSTERIOR of two inconsistent clauses to be preferred. See Repttgkancy.

POSTHUMOUS CHILDREN, implication of gift to existing children from
gift to, 507.

POWERS,
appointments by will under, probate of, 30.

whether dependent on existence of, 26.

collateral, infant may exercise, 40, n.

contingent, exercisable only on happening of event, 49, n.

date from which will speaks as to exercise of, 301, 302.

delegation of, 567.

devisee of trustee, whether may exercise, 664 et seq. See Trustee.
general devise or bequest executes general, 634. See General Bequest

— General Devise.
powers created after date of will, 301.

secus as to special powers, 641.

as to wills under old law, 629.

implication from, when not exercised, 483, 520.

mistake as to extent of, 781.

of leasing, dower barred by giving, 430, 431.

of revocation, by unattested codicil, void, 102.

general reference does not execute, 634.

in deed does not render instrument testamentary, 22.

of sale, conversion not caused by mere, 559.

dower barred by giving, 431.

perpetuities, rule against, in reference to, 261.

of selection of testamentary donees, rule against perpetuities in reference

to, 259-261.

reference to, of disposition, general, executes, 633, see 634 et seq.

although power exceeded, id.

not if contrary intention appears by the will,

633, 634.

if power is of revocation, 634.

if power is special, 633, 634. See infra.

remainder limited under, acceleration of, by failure of particular estate,

none, 543.
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POWERS— continued.

special, appointment under, lapse of, by death of object before donor, 1129.

none by death of object before donee, id.

if objects take in default jointly or aa

class, 1130.

appointment under, followed by gift over in default, lapse of, 325.

contra, if power is general, id.

appointment under, remoteness of, how measured, 259.

rule as to general testamentary powers, 261.

special, reference to " what I can beneficially dispose of" held not to

refer to, 634.

special to survivor of several persons, when exercisable, 49, n.

to appoint by " will " must be executed as a will, 32, 642.

by " writing " must be executed as power directs, 32, n.

to " issue," remoteness, in reference to, 260, 261.

trust to settle property authorizes insertion of what, 1201.

will under, revocation of, 112, 113.

will under, of woman, whether revoked by death of husband, 110, 112.

by marriage, id.

will purporting to exercise supposed power may operate on estate, 26.

will, whether valid exercise of, domicile does not determine, 11.

probate, how far conclusive as to, 30.

effect of Jud. Act, 1873.. .31.

words, property or, given by, 924, n., 1135, n.

POWERS OF ATTORNEY, may be testamentary, 25.

PRECARIOUS SECURITIES, when to be converted, 576, 577. See Conver-
sion.

PRECATORY WORDS,
gift to A. " for his own use," not cut down by, 358 et seq.

trust created by, when, 358 et seq.

PRE-EMPTION, right of,

at fixed price, annexed to devise of fee to another, void, 857.
legatee may exercise, after compulsory sale, 129, n.

effect of, as between devisee and executor, 54, 55.

vendor's will, how affected by subsequent exercise of, id.

PREMISES,
at A., gift of, passes land there situate, 734.

meaning of, id.

PRESENCE,
of testator, how far presumed, 89, 90.

what amounts to, 88 et seq.

of witnesses, must be simultaneous, 85.

See Execution op Will.
PRESENT TENSE, verbs in, how construed, 297, 299.

PRESUMPTION,
as to acceptance by infant of devise or bequest, 75.

alterations in law, intention that will shall Operate according to sub-
sequent, 306.

alterations in will, when made, 109, 117, 118.

assent of husband to wife's will, 40.

attestation in testator's presence, 90.

blanks, when filled up, 118.

charitable gifts, validity of, after lapse of time, 194.

consent to marriage, 894.

execution of will, 87, 90, 91.

election, 435.

implication of gifts in default of appointment under power, 520. See
Implication-
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PRESUMPTION— continued.

as to incomplete testamentary papers, 97, 98.

insanity, presumption as to destruction of will during, 125.

knowledge of testator as to contents of will, 37.

as to state of families of relations, &c., 1002, n.,

1008, 1048, 1083, n.

original order of sheets of will, 80.

resulting trust, 391.

revocation of codicil by destruction of will, 125, 126.

of will by destruction of duplicate, 123, 124.

loss of will, 124, 125.

testamentary capacity, 37, n.

parol evidence admissible to rebut, 391. See Evidence.

PRICE, condition that devised estate shall be offered at fixed, 857.

PRIMARY SENSE, evidence not admissible to construe words contrary to,

380, 387.

PRINTED FORM, construction whether influenced by will being on, 444, n.

PRIOR GIFT, failure of. See Gift Over.

PRISONER,
domicile of origin not lost by residence abroad as, 15.

relief of, bequests for, 166.

PRIVATE CHARITY, trust for, void, 170.

PROBATE,
ancillary, of wills proved abroad, 5.

appointments under powers, 30.

blanks in will do not prevent admission to, 78.

conclusive, how far, as to personalty, 6, 27 et seq.

attestation, 87.

formal validity of will, 27.

title of executor, 6.

realty, 28, 29.

conveyance by executors before, 661.

not as to domicile, 29, n.

foreign, conclusive as to will of domiciled foreigner, 5.

general, of will of domiciled foreigner, 2, n.

mistake in grant of, effect of, 5.

of contingent will, 26, 27.

incomplete will, 96-98.

incorporated documents, 98 et seq.

joint will, 27.

lost will, on proof of execution and contents, 92, 124, n.

where part only of will is lost, 97, n.

part of an instrument, 25.

will of feme coverte, 31.

original will may be examined by Court of Construction, 29. See Addenda.
realty, will of, not admissible to, 29, n.

revocatory writing, unless testamentary, not admitted to, 133, n.

scurrilous imputations omitted from, 28, n., 122, n.

where British testator is domiciled abroad, 7 et seq.

foreign testator is domiciled here, 2, n.

PROBATE DUTY,
domicile does not affect liability to, 4, n.

on bequest saved from lapse by s. 33 of Wills Act, 324, n.

on proceeds of land converted by will, none, 562, n
converted constructively in testator's lifetime, id.

on purchase-money of land contracted to be sold, id.

property, to what, it attaches, generally, 4, n., 562, n.

PROCEDURE, lex fori regulates, 2, n.
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PRODUCE OF REAL ESTATE DIRECTED TO BE SOLD, gift of,

construed as gift of personalty, 791, n., 885.

PRODUCTION of original will to explain ambiguities, 30 n.j and see

Addenda.
PROFESSION,

or trade, condition against marriage with man of a particular, 886.

religious, condition against, valid, 903.

PROMISE,
to make testamentary disposition in favor of persons, 27, n.

to perform charitable trust, 194.

to testator, enforced on parol evidence, 390.

PROMISSORY NOTE,
held testamentary, 23.

"securities for money," gift of, passes, 725, n.

PRONOUNS, evidence to vary position of, not admissible, 386.

PROPERTY,
bequest of, at bankers, what included in, 753.

distinction between immovable and movable, 1. ,

foreign bond, though not enforceable, is, 48, n.

power and, distinguished, 924, n., 1135, n.

realty passes by word, unless contrary intention appears, 670 et seq. See
Rbal Estate.

passed in fee simple under old law, 1134. See Fee Simple.

PROPERTY TAX. .%« Income Tax.

PROTECTOR OF SETTLEMENT, Court will not appoint, in executing
strict settlement, 1201.

PROTESTANT DISSENTER,
gift to propagate tenets of, valid, 164.

Unitarian is included in term, 164, n.

PUBLICATION of will now necessary, 96.

"PUBLIC FUNDS," meaning of, 725, n.

PUBLIC PARKS, devises of laud for, 67.

PUBLIC POLICY,
bastards, gifts to, not in esse, prohibited, 1102, 1107 et seq.

conditions contrary to, 852, 853.

criminals, gifts for relief of, 166, n.

immoral or irreligious teaching, gifts for, 164, n., 169, n.

superstitious uses void, 163.

PUNCTUATION, construction of wills not affected by, 30.

PUR AUTRE VIE. See Autre Vie.

PURCHASE, option of, not carried out at testator's death, 54, 55.

PURCHASE MONEY,
of estate contracted to be sold by testator—

devise of estate generally does not pass, 129.

of " the estate which I have contracted to sell," held not to

pass, 645.

devisee, when entitled to, 55.

" securities," gift of, whether passes lien for, 656, n.

See Option— Revocation.

PURCHASER FOR VALUE,
not bound to see to payment of debts charged, 1390.

of legacies, &c., charged, 1390, n.

PURPOSE, gift for particular, when laying out obligatory, 367 et seq.
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QUAKERS, condition requiring marriage rites of, valid, 88

QUASI TENANT. IN TAIL, demise by, 60, 61.

QUEEN ANNE'S BOUNTY, devises to governors of, 66.

RAILWAY SHARES, include stock, 751, n.

" READY MONEY," meaning of, 725, n. See Monet.
REAL EFFECTS, realty passes by devise of, 677, 678, 1134.

REAL ESTATE,
Generally,

assets for payment of debts, statutes making, 1388.

conversion, constructive of. See Conversion.
lapse, doctrine of, in reference to, 307 et seq. See Lapse.
leaseholds do not pass by general devise of, 627, 628, u.

WHAT WORDS CARRY,
Effect of general words—

"estate," "property," &c., pass, unless contrary intention ap-

pears, 675, 683.

codicil, ambiguous expression in, will not cut down clear ex-

pression in will, 675.

comprehension favored by exception of particular land, 685, n.,

696.

by intimation of intention to dispose of all prop-

erty, 679, 688, 694, 695.

by other words sufficient to pass entire person-

alty, 675, 677, 694.

by prior devise of land, 671, 681.

contrary intention favored by absence of other mention of

realty, 672, 681.

by subsequent enumeration of particulars, 673,

674.

restriction not favored by modern decisions, 682.

Effect of particular words in passing—
construction of " appurtenances," 737.

"at," " in," " near," 752, 754.

"at or within," 754.
" copyholds " to pass customary freeholds, 742.

"cottage," 736.

"farm," 740.

"freeholds at A.", where none, to pass lease-

holds, 742, 743.

"ground rent," to pass reversion, 741.

"hereditaments," 733.
" house," 736.

"house I live in, and garden," 735.
" income " of land, 740.

"lands," 733.
" lauds adjoining to," 740.

appertaining to," 738.

belonging to," 738 et seq.

of which I am seised," strictly construed,
612.

which I purchased " to pass exchanged
lauds, 749 n.
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REAL ESTATE— continued.

WHAT WORDS CARRY— Continued.

£Sect of particular words in passing— continued.

construction of " messuage," 734.
" part and portion " to pass testator's interests in

the whole, 742.
" premises," 734.
" rents and profits," 740, 741. See Rents, and

see Addenda.
" tenements," 783.
" use " or " use and occupation " of land, 741, 742.

restrictive terms, not essential to description, rejected, 742 et seq.

ESect of vague and informal vrords—
1. Real estate held to pass —

" all I am worth," 693.
" all that I shall die possessed of, real and personal," 693.

" aU the rest," 682.
" everything else that I shall die possessed of," 694.
" executrix and residuary legatee of all other property I

may possess at my death " (after gift of a freehold

house), 695.

"residuary legatee of whatever I may die possessed of,"

except a freehold interest, 695.

" whatever I have not disposed of," 693.

2. Real estate held not to pass—
"all," 327.
" all I may die possessed of," 696.
" all my effects," 697.
" my fortune," 697.
" what little I have to call my own," 697.

Ziffect of added -words descriptive of personalty,
1. Real estate held to pass hy expressions—

" all money and other estate," 676.
" estate," notwithstanding context, 680.
" estate, goods, chattels," without prior devise of land, 681.
" estates " used elsewhere so as not to include land, 679.
" freehold and leasehold, money, &c., and other property,"

held to include copyholds, 680.
" goods and chattels, real and personal, as houses," &c., 678.
" goods, chattels, personal and testamentary estate," 679.
" goods, estates, bonds, debts," 677.
" property and effects," 681.
" property, goods, chattels," 681.
" residue of effects, real and personal," 677.
" residue of money, goods, chattels, and estate," 676.
" residue of money, stock, and property," 679.
" wearing apparel, &e., with all my other estate," 676.

2. Real estate held to pass hy force of context—
by " effects," 699, 700.

" personal estates," 703.
" residuary legatee," after specific devise, 698.
" said eSects," 699, 701, 702.
" said legacy," 697.
" worldly goods," 702.

not by ambiguous context, 704.
" said goods and chattels," omitting " lands " before used,

703.
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REAL 'ESTATE— continued.

WHAT WORDS CAKKY— Continued.

effect of added vrot&B descriptive of personalty— continued.

3. Real estate held not to pass by expressions—
" estate and chattels, real and personal," 671.
" estate and efEeots," direction concerning, without devise,

672.
" estate consisting of money, mortgages," &c., 673.
" estate, goods, and chattels," 671, sed qu. su.
" estate," unless other words to carry personal estate, 675, n.,

sed qu.
" goods, chattels, leases, estates, mortgages," 670.

I

" property," by enumeration, 674.

"property," held not to include copyholds, where copyholds
devised, 674.

" rest and residue " following direction to sell lease and fur-

niture, 673.
" stock in trade and other property," 671.

4. Where donee is executor —
"all I possess," except certain chattels, restricted, 684.

"all property I may die possessed of," not restricted, 685.

direction to executors to pay legacies "out of my estate,"

held restrictive, 684.

"executor of all my houses and lands," not restricted, G86.

"executor of ail my lands forever and leasehold," not
restricted, 684.

"executrix of my goods and lands," restricted, 684.

"overplus of my estate," restricted, 683.

5. Where limitations are inapplicable to Realty—
"bequeath," not necessarily restrictive, 692, n.

"devise" not necessarily comprehensive, 692, n.

"estate" restricted by direction to invest, 689.

by nature of the trusts, 686-691.
not by words "pay," "receive," 688.

" estate and effects " restricted by gift to "executors," 687.

"estate or effects " held to include land, but trusts confined
to personalty, 692.

REASON,
assigned for devise, ambiguity may be explained by, 782, 1570.

clear words not controlled by, 448.

for particular disposition renders will contingent, when, 26.

for revocation, does not limit general revocation, 144.

RECEIPT, held testamentary, 23.

"RECEIVED,"
gift over on death before legacy has been—
construed "receivable" if period of payment indicated by will, 1627.

as date expressly appointed, id.

death of tenant for life, id.

expiration of executoi-'s year, 1628.

or sooner if assets in hand, semb., 1629.

See Payable.
received actually, gift over if legacy is not, whether valid, 1632 et seq.

construction not favored, 1633.
equitable relief against non-receipt, 1631, 1632.
inquiry when legacy might have been received, 1629.

gift over of unreceived part upheld, 1635.
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RECEIVER, direction to employ specified person as, 376 et seq.

RECITAL,
ambiguity in will may be explained by, in codicil, 498.

election not impliedly raised by, 422.

exclusion of property from residue by, 612.

implication of gifts by, 491-498. See Implication.
mistaken, of fact, binds legatee, 394, n.

revocation, absolute, not controlled by, 144.

RECOGNITION of illegitimate children not sufficient to entitle them, 1080
et seq.

RECOMMENDATION, effect of words of, in creating a trust, 356 et seq

RE-EXECUTION of will made during disability, 34.

REFERENCE,
erroneous in codicil to disposition in will, effect of, 449.

gifts by, to uses of other estates, 343, 702, n. See Multiplication.
to extrinsic documents, 98 et seq. See Incorporation.
unoertaiu, to other uses, may avoid gift, 343.

what is a sufficient, to a power, 633 et seq.

REFERENTIAL EXPRESSIONS,
effect of, in importing provisions from gift referred to, 701, n.

extent of operation, 1407, n.

REGISTRATION OF INSTRUMENT, testamentary character excluded by,
as deed, 22.

REJECTION,
of clause, on issue devisavit vel non, 888.

of immaterial part of description, 742.

of words, 444-448. See Repugnancy.

RELATIONS, gift to—
applies primarily to statutory next-of-kin, 972, 973.

when realty is only subject of gift, id.

half-blood included, 976, 1008.

husband not included, 977.

although with words "as if I had died intestate," Id.

relatives by marriage not included, id.

unless with context as "by marriage," id.

"on both sides," id.

wife not included generally, 977.

although with words "as if I had died intestate," id.

wife included in gift to " persons entitled under the statute," id.

to "personal representatives," id.

"family," gift to, construed to mean, 940.

lapse with reference to, 313. See Lapse.
objects of, ascertained at what period, 981 et seq. See Next-of-Kin.

of power, at death of donee, 520, 992.

objects of, extended by description—
"relations, viz. the A.s," 973.

not extended by description—
"friends and relations," 972, n.

"poor relations," 978.

unless gift is charitable, 979, 980. See Charity.
"relations except A.," 973.

objects of, restricted by description —
"nearest relations" to nearest blood relations, 976.

unless on context, "as sisters, nephews," &c., id.

"poor relations," semb., 978.

not restricted by description—
"near relations," 976.

"relation" (sing.), 973.
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RELATIOISS— continued.

"relations by lineal descent," not saying from whom, 944.

"relations on my side," 972, 973.

take as a class, 982.

take per capita, 974-

especially with word "equally," 975.
if statute referred to, in statutory manner, 973.

particular class (e.g., brothers, nephews, &c.) generally subject to same
rules as children. See Children.

precatory trusts for, 358 et seq.

RELATIONSHIP,
executor, legacy to, presumption as to, rebutted by reference to, 968.

resulting trust rebutted by reference to, of devisee, 532.

RELEASE,
condition requiring, construction of, 842, n.

of specific debt, date from which will speaks as to, 296.

RELIGIOUS SECTS, charitable gifts for any, valid, 169.

" REMAIN," gift of what shall, when valid, 333.

REMAINDER,
contingent, devises seemingly construed as vested, 762-778.

distinction between, and executory devises, 831 et seq.

general devise under old law passed, on destruction of particu-

lar estate, 611.

remainders in default of object of prior estate, not, 756, 757.

trustees to presei-ve, what estate taken by, 1162, 1163.

whether within rule against perpetuities, 218 et seq.

See Perpetuities, Rule against.
conversion, in reference to rights of persons entitled for life and in. See

Conversion.
cross-remainders, implication of, 1339 et seq. See Cross-Remainders.
devise o£, under old law carried fee, 1134.

election, whether applies to, after estate tail, 417.

equitable, within rule against perpetuities, 225.

general devise, whether passes, 616 et seq.

inconsistent gifts reconciled by reading one as, on other, 439.

legal, in personalty, cannot be created, 837.

limitation capable of taking effect as, not held executory devise, 822.

persons entitled to, have separate election, 415.

vesting of devises in, 757 et seq. See Vesting.
what is a, 822.

See Acceleration— Executory Devise — Reversion.
REMOTENESS. See Perpetuity, Rule of.

RENEWABLE LEASEHOLDS,
fines for renewal, exoneration of specific legatee from, 1440.

tenant for life, rights of, on compulsory sale, 579, n.

RENEWED LEASEHOLDS, pass by previous will, whether for years or

lives, 289, 292.

RENTCHARGB,
annuity distinguished from, 1156, n.

conditional devise of, on release of claims, 843.

dower and freebenoh barred by, 431, 433.

gift of lands not liable to, as " subject to dower " will not give rent-

charge by implication, 493.

duty, legacy, attached to, before 1st July, 1888, 561, n.

succession now attaches to, 562, n.

legal, what words create, 1156, n.

life estate only given by gift of, de novo, without words of limitation, 1136.

resulting trust of, raisable for purpose which fails, 528.

See Dower.
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RENTS OR RENTS AND PROFITS,
accrued after testator's death are assets, when, 1388, n., 1429, n.

accumulations of, illegal, heir's interest in, 283.

application of, devise implied by direction as to, 494.

conversion, -whether excluded by devise of, 583, 584.

devise of, passes advowson, 741.

land, 740, 741.

in fee, 741, and see Addenda.
next presentation, 741.

specific enjoyment under, tenant for life when entitled to, 582,

583.

direction to raise money out of—
authorizes sale or mortgage for payment of debts and legacies, 1417.

of gross sum, 1417-1419.
of portions, 1417.

of renewal fines, 1423.

ambiguous contrary expressions notwithstanding, 1422.

not sale or mortgage—
for payment of all charges, because sale would be authorized

for some, semb., 1421, 1422.

where estate treated as remainder entire after raising debts,

1420.

where legacies made payable as soon as e.state3 can " ad-

vance " them, 1419.

where possession by devisee postponed till money is raised

and trustees have interim power to lease, 1420, 1421.

where " residue " of rents and profits after answering
charge, is given to one for life, 1421.

where term is to be created, for raising, at old rent, 1428.

direction to raise several charges out of, or by sale or mortgage read dis-

tributively,1423.

gift of, of business, what included in, see Addenda.
mining, what included in, 132, n.

REPAIRS,
application of income in, not within Thellusson Act, 284.

specific enjoyment implied from direction for, 579.

REPRESENTATIVES. See Personal Representatives.

REPUBLICATION,
actual and constructive, distinction between, 157.

adeemed legacy not revived by, 158.

after-acquired lands included in general devise under old law by, 157, n.

when expressly excluded from general devise, 161.

appointments under powers, how affected by, 158.

by codicil, constructive, 155, 157 et seq.

date of will not carried down by, 159.

defect of expression in will not cured by, 159.

intention to revive must be shown, 159.

intermediate codicils, whether set up by, 158.

lapsed devises and bequests not revived Ijy, 159, 160.

scope of will not enlarged by, 159, n.

lapse of residuary devise as to aliquot share, 160.

new estate intermediately acquired passes by, 158.

of will made under the old law by codicil made since 1837, . . . 160, n.

re-execution is, 157.

revoked will may be revived by, 158 et seq., 161.

satisfied legacy not revived by, 158.

specific devises, how affected by, 158.

Wills Act, effect of, 160, 161.
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REPUGNANCY,
general rules of construction,

conditions repugnant to estate devised, rejected, 854 et seq. See Con-
ditions.

distinct gifts of same land in fee, devisees take concurrently as joint
tenants, 440, 441.

of indivisible chattel, effect of, 441, 442.
inconsistent clauses in gifts, posterior of, preferred, 436-440.

absolute interest in personalty, cut down to life interest, 436,
437.

annulment of gift by subsequent gift in same will, 439.
inheritance, estate of, cut down to life estate, 436, 437.

prior gift not disturbed unnecessarily, 438.

qualification of gift by subsequent gift, 440.
whole will to be reconciled if possible, 439.

e.g., gift held exception from or remainder on another,

439.

lapse, apparent inconsistency reconciled by reference to, 442.

locality and occupation, inconsistent description bv reference to, recon-

ciled, 442.

part of subject only held to be included, to reconcile inconsistency,

443.

distinct gift not controlled hy gift in general terms, 448-450.
particular devise not controlled by general devise, 448.

reference, inaccurate words of reference, inoperative, 449.

rejection of words and clauses, 444-448.
ambiguous words will not cut down clear gift, 443, 445.

descriptive words not rejected if required to prevent, 747.

improbability not sufficient grounds for rejection, 447.
gift to A. and his heirs " for their lives," 445.

to A. and B. as tenants in common "in order now meuuxoned,"
445.

to children " if there should be no child," 444.

to use of A. "for 99 years," and after his death to uses in re-

mainder, 445.

gift, general, followed by residuary gift, 443, n.

gifts, residuary, inconsistent, 443, n.

motive or reason assigned will not control gift, 448. See Reason.

REPUTATION, of parentage of illegitimate child, 1076, 1105, 1106.

REQUEST,
effect of, in creating trust, 436 et seq. See Trusts.
sale directed upon, whether conversion, 555.

RESIDENCE,
conditions as to, 900 et seq. And see Conditions.

domicile, how ascertained in case of divided, 13.

RESIDUARY BEQUEST,
all personalty not effectually disposed of passes by, 716.

exclusion of part of personalty from, 717.

failure of partial, effect of, 719.

lapse prevented by, 609.

"money," enlarged construction of, where debts, &o., charged thereon

excluded by, 727.

RESIDUARY DEVISE. See General Devise.
lapse prevented by, 321.

resulting trust excluded by, 527, n.
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RESIDUARY LEGATEE, real estate held on context to pass to, 798.

RESIDUE,
conversion of. See Conversion.
exclusion of property from, by indicated contrary intention, 717, 718.

by recital, 612.

executor's claim to, as against Crown, evidence admissible to support, 391,

533, n.

general bequest of, effect of, 716 et seq. And see General Personal
Estate.

gift of, after providing for illegal object void, when, 836, 337.

failure of, as to aliquot part, effect of, 719.

revocation of, by similar gift in codicil, 136, 137.

•what passes by, of general personalty, 716 et seq.

all personalty not effectually disposed of, 716.

e. g., accumulations released by statute, 281, 282.

excepted items of which particular gift fails, 716, 717.

income, intermediate, though gift contingent, 613, 614.

lapsed legacies, 716.

lapsed portion of residue, directed in event to go as other por-

tions, 719, 720.

power of appointment executed by, 717.

not excepted items of which no particular gift, 718.
where specific reason for exception, 718, 719.

lapsed portion of residue, though directed in event to fall into

residue, 719.

what passes by, of particular fund, 720 et seq.

ascertained fund, " residue of," explained by context, 723.

subject to unascertained charges, 721.

increase, subsequent, in value of fund, 720.

lapsed portions of the fund, 720, 721.

unascertained fund, " residue" of, comprises every part eventu-
ally undisposed of, 721.

value of stock is, until sale, semb., 722.

gifts of, inconsistent, in same will, 443, n.

informal words held to pass, 724 et seq. See General Personal
Estate.

vesting of, favored, 809.

" RESPECTIVE " —RESPECTIVELY,
cross-remainders implied from, 1356.

stirpital force of, 1052.

tenancy in common, created by, 1122, 1124.

" REST," gift of, realty held to pass by, 682.

RESULTING TRUST,
arises in respect of—

devise for life to A. and after his death with other lands to B., 503
et seq.

devise in trust, where trust fails, 527.

where trust does not exhaust whole interest, 527.

disclaimer of gift by devisee, 527.

lapse of devise in fee, 527.

presentation, right of, undisposed of, 530.

rent-charge to be applied to purpose which fails, 528.

trust for conversion, surplus proceeds of, 530.

void, where money well raised, 316, 317, 540.

does not ariie where—
benefit of devisee is motive of gift, 530 et seq.

affection or relationship, expression of, 532>
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RESULTING TRUST— continued,

does not arise where— continued.

disability of devisee, 534.
heir expressly excluded, 533.
sale to certain persons, direction for, 531.
" trust," use of word, immaterial in such cases, 531, 533.

charitable gift increases subsequently in value, 535.
devise is "subject to," not " for" a particular purpose, 531.
particular estate lapses or is void, or revoked, 536, 537.
trusts of term are omitted, 542.

are satisfied, 541.

chattel interest resulting devolves to heir's personal representatives, 530.
conversion, legacy out of proceeds of, does not exclude, 529.
evidence to rebut, admissible, 391.

in default of heir, trustees of will preferred to trustees of outstanding legal
estate, 536.

residuary devise excludes, 527, n.

See Acceleration — Convekbion— Heir— Negative.

REVERSION,
acceleration of, on term of years, 540 et seq. See Acceleration.
after-acquired, passes by specific gift of leaseholds, 292.
devise of, under old lavp carried fee, 1134.
election, doctrine applies to, 417.

raised by devise of entire estate by owner of, 428.
separate right of person entitled in, 415.

general devise under old law passed, whether, 610, 611.

under present law, operation of, 615-620. See General
Devise.

legacy charged on, when raisable, 794.

remoteness in reference to devise of, 224.

tenant for life, rights of, where r. is part of personal residue, 574, n.

vesting of devises in, after determination of prior subsisting estate, 757.

after general failure of issue, id.

during suspense of alternative contingencies (under
old law), 611.

See Remainder— Vesting.

REVIVAL,
annexation of codicil to will, not, 127.

by codicil expressly reviving, 126, 127, 153 et seq.

recognizing revoked will, 155.

unless will destroyed animo revooandi, id.

by re-executing prior will, 126.

refixing of signature not, 127.

revocation of subsequent will not, 126.

gecus, under old law, id.

evidence, how far admissible to show intention to revive, 127.

part of will revoked by first codicil not affected by confirmation of will by
second codicil, 153, 154.

See Codicil— Revocation.

REVOCATION,
GENERALLY,

acceleration of remainders by, of particular estate, 537.

covenant against, whether in restraint of marriage, 18, n.

date from which will speaks with reference to exercise of powers of,

301.

declaration that will is irrevocable in operation, 18, n.

domicile, change of, does not affect, 8.
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REYOCA.TIO'S —continued.

GENERALLY— Continued.

implication of, from mis-recital, none, 496, 497.

power of, by unattested codicil, testator cannot reserve, 102.

general devise will not execute, 634, 635.

reserved in deed does not render it testamentary, 22.

BY ALTERATION OF ESTATE,

before 1 Vict. c. 26,

acquisition of new estate, 128.

alteration of contingent into vested remainder, 128, n.

conveyance for partial purpose, id.

by way of mortgage, id.

partition, id.

equitable interests, 128.

mortgagee subsequently purchasing equity of redemption, ^51, "n.

since 1 Vict. c. 26.

by contract to sell, 129.

decree for sale, id.

effect of conversion by order in lunacy, 130, n.

sale under Act of Parliament, 129, 130.

under Lands Clauses Act, &c., 129, 130, n.

under power, 130.

unless re-investment in land is required, id.

not by acquisition of fee by termoi', 131, 132.

conveyance, escept so far as it is an alienation, 129,

131.

unauthorized sale, though subsequently confirmed, 180.

partial alienation, nature and effect of, 132, 133.

BY BURNING, TEARING, OR OTHERWISE DESTROYING,

before 1 Vict. c. 26,

cancellation or obliteration sufficient, 113.

parol revocation not sufficient even as to personalty, id.

since 1 Vict. c. 26,

act of destruction must be in presence and by direction of
testator, 114, 115.

e. g., after death, by testator's direction, ineffectual, 115.

contents provable by parol, id.

suspension of, before completion, effect of, 122.

alteration by cancelling, &c., now inoperative, 114, 116.

unless effacement is complete, id.

signed and attested, 114, 118.

glasses used to decipher cancelled words, 116.

parol evidence not generally adraissilDle, id.

presumption as to time when made, 117, 118.

satisfaction may be shown by, 117.

animus revocandi, evidence admissible as to, 118, 119.

destruction by another without authority, 119.

by mistake or during insanity, 119, 126.

burden of proof, 119, n.

by wear and tear, 119.

revived will held not revoked by, of reviving
codicil, id.

with intention of making fair copy, id.

ineffectual without actual destruction, 120, 122.

lost or torn will, presumption as to, 124, 125.

attempt to destroy not necessarily revocatory, 121.
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REVOCATION— continued.

BY BURNING, TEARING, OR OTHERWISE DESTROYING— Continued.

since 1 Vict. c. 26 — continued.

burning, what, sufficient to revoke will, 121, 122.

codicil, whether revoked by destruction of will, 125, 126.

dependent relative revocation, 119, 120. See also Tupper v.

Tupper, 1 K. & J. 665; Q.uinnc. Butler, L. R. 6 Eq. 225
;

Re Gentry, L. R. 3 P. & D. 80.

act of destruction dependent on efficacy of new disposition, 119.

with purpose of substituting new will, 120.

of reviving revoked will, id.

destroyed will not duly revoked, contents of, provable, 115.

duplicate wills, effect of destroying one copy, 123, 124.

erasure of name of legatee or executor, 116.

of signature of testator or witnesses, 115.

lost will, contents of, provable, when, 136, n.

presumption as to destruction animo revocandi, 124, 125.

what evidence admissible to rebut or support, 124, n.

obliteration ineffectual to revoke will, 114.

but may prove satisfaction, 117.
" otherwise destroying," meaning of, 116.

partial destruction, effect of, 115, 120-122.

revival of former will not affected by, 126, 127.

evidence of intention to revive not admissible, 126.

by re-execution of revoked will, 127.

by subsequent codicil, id.

evidence of extent of, how far admissible, id.

•' tearing " includes cutting, 115.

tearing off of essential part of will sufficient, id.

of particular clause or name of legatee, effect of, 116.

of seal (though not necessary to execution), 115.

of signatures of testator or witnesses, id.

unauthorized destruction by another person, 119.

refusal to make fresh will no ratification of act, 119, n.

wear, destruction, effect of, evidence admissible as to, 119.

BY MARRIAGE
before 1 Vict. c. 26,

will of man not revoked by marriage alone. 111.

nor by birth of 'children alone, id.

revoked by marriage and birth of children, id.

exception where children provided for by the will

or a previous settlement, id.

of woman revoked by marriage alone, 110.

exception as to testamentary appointments, 110, 111.

since 1 Vict. c. 26.

every will revoked by marriage alone, 112.

evidence of intention not admissible, id.

exception as to testamentary appointments, 112, 113.

marriage must be legally valid, 112, n.

BY SUBSEQUENT WILL, CODICIL, OR WRITING,

before 1 Vict. c. 26,

revoking operation of informal papers, &o., 133.

since 1 Vict. c. 26,

express, clause of, must indicate present intention to revoke, 134.

informal expressions may indicate, 146, 147.

intention to revoke by future act inoperative, 135.

context may restrain or render inoperative, id.
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REVOCATION— continued.

BT SUBSEQUENT WILL, CODICIL, OR WRITING— Continued.

since 1 Vict. 26— continued.

declaratory writing must be executed as a will, 114, 133.

need not be testamentary, 133, n.

what amounts to declaration of in-

tention to revoke, 134, n.

distinction between revocation of gift, and of so much
of will as contains gift, 134.

founded on belief of assumed fact, takes effect, 147, 148.

on express false assumption fails, 147, 149.

general clause of, revokes prior appointment, 635, n.

recital in codicil will not control, 144.

implied by inconsistent will or codicil, 136-147.,

ambiguous expressions will not revoke clear gift, 145.

appointment, invalid, by codicil, no revocation of valid, by
will, 146.

as to one estate, does not effect referential devise of another,

142, 143.

except in case of heirlooms, 143.

where first devise modified only, 143,
144.

as to one office does not extend to others, 142.

implied change of trustee, no revocation of trusts, 142.

charge not revoked by revocation of devise of land charged,
140.

combined effect of will and several codicils, cases on, 139 n.

contradictory wills of uncertain date, 137, 138.

difference in revoking and revoked will essential, 136.

disturbance of will not further than necessary, 139-145.
change of trustee no revocation of trusts, 142.

charge not revoked by revocation of devise of lands
charged, 140.

devise of several estates to same uses revoked as to one,

142.

heirlooms, rule as to, 143.

general expressions in codicil, how construed, 140.

gift in codicil " instead of " gift in will, 141, 149, n.

modification of devise distinguished from revocation,
143.

office, revocation as to one, does not extend to others,

142.

specific gift in will not revoked by general gift in codicil,

141.

fi^t of residue, general, revoked by similar gift in codicil,

136, 137.

particular, not revoked by general gift in

codicil, 137.

inconsistent dispositions in same will, and in distinct instru-

ments, distinction as to effect of, 136.

"last will," description of instrument as, revocatory, wheth-
er, 136.

legacies bv codicil, additional or substitutional, whether,
149-153.

whether exempt from legacy duty, 151-153.

payable out of same fund, 150, 151.

subject to same conditions, 149, 150.

as legacies given by the will, 151.

VOL, II. 59
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REVOCATION— continued.

BY SUBSEQUENT WILL, CODICIL, OR WRITING— Continued.
since 1 Vict. c. 26— continued.

recital will not control absolute, 144.

reconciliation of inconsistent documents, 137-139.
where subsequent document is a " codicil," 138, 139.

.
or leaves property undisposed of, 138.

revival by codicil of earlier wills, &c., 153, 156.
alterations in revived will held to be validated, 156.
intermediate codicil, unless referred to, not revoked,

153, 154.

qu, if previously revoked, 154, 155.
mistake as to date of will referred to, 153.

ratification of will and specified codicil, effect of, 155.
will to be revived must be in existence, 155, 156.
will or codicil partially and afterwards wholly re-

voked, 156.

BY VOID CONVEYANCES UNDER OLD LAW,
attempt to convey revoked devise, when, 133.

" RIGHT HEIRS " MALE, devise to, 910.

ROMAN CATHOLICS,
charitable gifts to, 165.

conditions against marriage with, 886.

ROMAN-DUTCH LAW,
colonies in which it prevails, 1673.

mutual wills recognized by, 27.

RULE AGAINST PERPETUITIES. See Perpetuities.

RULE IN SHELLEY'S CASE. See Shelley's Case.

RULE IN WILD'S CASE. See Wild's Case.

RUSSIA, formal requirements of wills intended to operate in, 1677.

SAILORS,
domicile of, 14.

nuncupative wills of, 78, 79.

SALE,
charge of debts authorizes devisee in trust to make, 1396, n., 1398.

executor (by statute), 1396, n.

condition directing, at undervalue, to A., annexed to devise in fee, void, 857.

conversion as to surplus worked by decree for, 129.

by sale under Act, 129, n., 130, n.

by sale under power, 130.

not by merely giving power of, 552, 559.

gift over on death before, effect of, 856.

power of, conversion not effected by mere, 552, 559.

devisee of trustee may exercise, whether, 664 et seq. See Trustee.
powers of, perpetuities (rule against), in reference to, 261.

ower or trust for, dower barred by, 431, 433, 434.

implied from direction to invest, 494.
trust estates excluded by, 649.

resulting trust rebutted by direction for, to specified person, 531.

revocation of will by conveyance in trust for, to pay debts only, none,
stock, value of, is unascertained until, semb., 722.

See Conversion— Rents and Profits— Revoc.\tion.
" SAME," to what antecedent referable, Huskisson v. Lefevre, 25 Beav. 157.
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SANITY, not pvesumed, 37, u.

SATISFACTION,
obliterations in will may indicate, 117.

presumption of, may be rebutted, 391.

republication of will does not revive satisfied legacy, 158.

SCANDALOUS PASSAGES, when omitted from probate, 28, n., 122, n.

SCHEME, charitable legacy, court will pay, without, when, 211, 212.

SCHOOLS,
bequests for purposes of, 189, et seq.

Roman Catholics now on same footing as Protestants, 165.

to found, like H., for 100 boys, amount not stated, 329.

exception from Mortmain, &e.. Acts in favor of certain, 67.

SCOTLAND,
administration of assets of testator in, 10, n.

charitable gifts of land, or money to buy land, in, 201.

domicile, power of infant to choose, by law of, 17, n.

heir of land in, election when raised against, by English will, 420.

exoneration of, from debts out of English personalty, 11.

not excluded from personalty under English intestacy, 10.

heritable bond, whether passes by English will, 10, n.

Mortmain Acts in reference to, 201.

testamentary power iu, 10, n.

Thelkisson Act extends to, 273.

vesting favored by law of, 756, n.

wills by persons domiciled in, 10, n.

in English form operate in, whether, 1670.

SCURRILOUS IMPUTATIONS omitted from probate, 28, n.

SEAL,
affixing, not equivalent to signature, by testator, 80.

by witness, 86.

tearing off, nevertheless, may affect revocation, 115.

SECOND COUSINS, meaning of, 1006 et seq.

SECOND SON, gift to, how construed, 1071, 1072. See First Son.

SECRET TRUSTS,
enforceable against heir or devisee, 32, n., 194, 390.

for charity, discovery of, may be compelled, 194, 195.

for superstitious uses, 164.

SECURITIES FOR MONEY,
Bank stock is not, 725, n.

bills of exchange are, id.

bonds are, id.

deposit note is not, id.

election to take property unconverted implied from change of, 563.
" goods and chattels " will not pass, 724, n.

I. O. U. is not, 725, n.

judgment is, id.

legacy due from another's estate is not, id.

legal estate, whether passes by gift of, 651.

life policies are, 725, n.

promissory note is, id.

shares are not, id.

stock in funds is, id.

vendor's lien, whether passes by gift of, 656, n., 725, n.

SECURITY, specific legatee for life, &c., not required to give, 838, 839.

SEISED, meaning of, 612.
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SELECTION,
implication of absolute interest from power of, 483, 520.

gift of part of larger quantity, donee may select, 331.

of 80 much as donee may select, effect of, 332.

See Common, Tenancy in— Implication — Uncertainty.
SEPARATE USE,

created by what words, 880, n.

enables f . c. to dispose by will, 40.

effect of M. W. P. Act, 1882, . . . 42 et seq, 882, n.

extrinsic circumstances disregarded, 881, n.

future covertuies, whether within trust for, 885, n.

husband is tiustee, if no express trustee, 882, n.

implied from husband's acts, 40, n.

restraint on anticipation not implied by trust for, 883, n.

remoteness in reference to, 265, n.

trust estates excluded by trust for, 649.

See Alienation— Assent— Feme Coverte.
SEPARATE WILLS, of distinct properties, 27.

SERMON, bequest for preaching, 167.

SERVANTS,
charitable bequests for benefit of, 168.

condition against marriage with, 886, n.

"domestic servants," who are, 305, n.

gift to, means servants at date of will, 305.

to those in testator's service at his death, dismissal though wrongful
excludes, 305, n.

SETTLE,
direction to, how construed, as to personalty, 1372, 1382 et seq.

realty, 1190.

powers what may be inserted in settlement under, 1201.

See Executory Trust— Strict Settlement.
" SEVERAL," read " respective," 470.

SEVERAL SHEETS,
will on, one attestation sufficient, 87.

one signature sufficient, 80.

presumption as to original order of, id.

SEVERANCE, of joint tenancy, 48, n.

trust estates excluded by words of, 649.

vesting, effect of words of, in regard to, 806, 807.

" SHALL," not restricted to future events, 1585.

SHARE,
charitable gifts of, in joint-stock companies, 182.

in partnerships holding land, 1 84.

date from which will speaks with reference to gifts of, 297.

devise of, passed fee (under old law), when, 1134.

election raised by devise of whole by owner of, 427, 428.

not by owner of one, 566.

gift over of, accrued share not included in, 1521, 1522. See Accrued
Shares.

unless on context, 1528,

applies to which of several preceding subjects of gift, 697, n.

in joint stock company, charitable gift of, good, 182 et seq.

in partnership holding land, charitable gift of, formerly void, 184.

now valid, 1695.

in partnership land abroad, legacy duty attaches to, when, 3, n.

in unlimited companyafterwards converted into limited company, gift of,297.

owner of one, cannot elect against sale, 566.

uncertainty as to what, donee is to take, avoids gift, 328-331.
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SHARES,
calls upon. See Exoneuation.
" money " gift of, held to pass, 724, n.
" securities for money " gift of, will not pass, 725, a.

stock included in gift of, 751, n.

SHELLEY'S CASE, RULE IN,
autre vie, estates pur, are within, 1179.

contingent remainders are within, 1185.

intermediate, not destroyed by, 1203.

trust to preserve, interposed, will not exclude, 1184.

contrary intention, declarations of, will not exclude, 1183, 1184, 1185.

but " heirs " may have been used in restricted sense, 1179.

copyholds are within, id.

determinable life estate, 1181.

remainders, 1185, 1186.

distribution, superadded words of, will not exclude, 1209 et seq.

dower and curtesy, effect of rule as to, 1202.

equitable interests are within, 1180.

estates must be both legal or both equitable, id.

executoi's, gift to A. for life, remainder to his, 1179.

executory trusts, 1177, 1189 et seq.

gavelkind lands are within, 1177, n.

implied life estate is within, 1181.

I'emainders are within, 1185.

instrument, limitations must be created by the same, 1179.

intervening estates, how affected by rule, 1203,

legal estate clothed with a trust, 1180.

limitation, superadded words of, will not exclude, 1205 et seq.

life estate in ancestor, what is sufficient, 1181-1184,

rule not excluded by expressions of contrai-y intention, 1184, 1185.

life estates, joint, remainder to heir of both, 1186, 1187, 1203.

to heirs of one of them, 1187, 1188.

in common, id.

nature of rule stated, 1177.

is rule of law not of construction, id.

personalty, analogous rule as to, 1179.

powers, instruments creating and exercising, 1180.

of charging, &c., effect of giving, 1184, 1197.

purchase and conveyance of lands, directions for, 1189 et seq.

remainder, limitations by way of, are alone within, 1177.

remainder to heirs may be by any words, as issue, son, &c., 1184.

by implication, 1185.

contingent, id.

must be to heirs of body of devisee of freehold only, 1186.

rule not excluded by contrary expressions, 1185.

resulting trust, life estate arising by, 1181.

separate use of f. c, limitation of life estate to, 1180, 1181.

settlement of lands, dii-ections for, 1189 et seq.

several persons, effect when limitations lelate to, 1186-1189.

tail, estate in, after possibility of issue extinct, 1189.

directions to entail, 1195-1199.

disentailing assurances, operation of, 1203, 1204.

waste, devise of life estate without impeachment of, 1184.

See Absolute Interest — Estate Tail— Executory Trust—
Husband and Wife.

SIGNATURE,
cutting off, of testator or witnesses revokes will, 115.

See Execution of ^Vill.

»' SMALL BALANCE," gift of, what it passes, 720.
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SOLDIERS,
domicile of, 14.

nuncupative wills of, 78, 79.

SOLICITOR,
direction to employ particular, obligatory, whether, 378.
will iu favor of, how far opea to suspicion, 36, 37.

SON,
gift to, date from which will speaks, with reference to, 302, 303.

testator having severa' 405.

to eldest, 1071.

first, id.

second, 1072.

younger,1058 et seq. See Younger Children.
when used as a word of limitation, 1047 et seq.

SOUTH AMERICA, formal requirements of wills intended to operate in, 1679.

SPAIN, LAW OF,
as to testamentary dispositions, 5, n.

will in English form, operates in, whether, 1678.

SPECIFIC BEQUEST,
assets for payment of debts, 1431. See Assets.
date from which will speaks as to, 295-297. See Date.

construction of gift depends on state of property at that date, 393 et seq.

gift of shares, legatee entitled to be exonerated from calls, when, 1441.

of stock, if none, payable out of general personalty, 394.

income, intermediate, does not pass by contingent or future, 614.

lapsed or void, included in residuary bequest, 609.

legacy, what is, 1431, n., 1489, n.

legatee for life to sign inventory, &c., 838, 839.

republication, eSect of, on, 158.

rovocation of, none, by general gift in codicil, 141.

trust to pay, out of land, payable thereout primarily, 1484, 1485.

See Contribution — Exoneration — Marshalling.

SPECIFIC DEVISE,
assets for payment of debts, 1431. See Assets.
date fioni which will speaks as to, 295-297. See Date.

construction of gift depends on state of property at that date, 393 et seq.

election raised by, 427.

to take land unconverted, implied from, 564.

lapsed or void, when excluded from passing by residuary devise, 612.

of close W., there being two of that name, 332.

freeholds, where none, passes leaseholds, 628.

republication, effect of, on, 158.

SPECIFIC ENJOYMENT,
tenant for life of, entitled to, when, 577 et seq.

of share in partnership not entitled to increment of capi-

tal, 585.

See Conversion.

STATUTES CITED,
Ma^na Charta and other early statutes (Devises to Corporations), 63.

7 Edw. I, 0. 1 (de Religiosis), 65, n., 162, n., 202.

31 Edw. 3, c. 11 (Administrators), 978, n.

23 Hen. 8,c. 10 (Superstitious Uses), 63, 163, 202.

32 Hen. 8, o. 1 (Wills), 33, 55.

c. 28 (Leases by tenants in tail, husband, ecclesiastics), 861.

34 & 35 Hen. 8, c. 5 (Wills), 33, 5.5.

I Edw. 6, c. 14 (Superstitions Uses), 163.

43Eliz, 0. 4 fCharitable Uses), 162, n., 166, 212.
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STATUTES CITED— continued.

10 Car. 1, sess. 2, o. 2 (Wills, Ir.), 33.

12 Car. 2, c. 24 (Tenures Abolition, Testamentary Guardians), 34.

22 & 23 Car. 2, c. 10 (Distribution, explained by 22 Cai-. 2, c. 80), 953,
973,978.

29 Car. 2, o. 3, s. 5 (Execution of Wills), 76 et seq.

s. 6 (Revocation), 113, 125, n.

ss. 10 & 12 (Estates pur autre vie. Assets), 59.

s. 19 (Wills of Personal Estate), 78.

s. 23 (Wills of Mariners), 78.

2 W. & M. sess. 1, c. 8, s. 3 (Customs of London confirmed), 202, n.

3 W. & M. c. 11, s. 7 (Meaning of " Unmarried "), 487, n.

3 & 4 W. & M. c. 14 (Right of Action of Debt against Devisees), 1387, 1428.

7 & 8 Will. 3, c. 37 (Licenses in Mortmain), 64.

1 Ann. st. 1, c. 7 (Restraining alienation of Royal Demesnes), 45.

9 Geo. 2, c. 36 (Charitable Uses), 44, 64, 162, n., 177 et seq., 536, n.

13 Geo. 2, c. 29 (Foundling Hospital), 204.

25 Geo. 2, c. 6 (Witnesses to Wills), 71, 1672.

c. 11 (same as to Ireland), 71, n.

18 Geo. 3, c. 60 (Roman Catholics), 537, n.

19 Geo. 3, c. 23 (Bath Infirmary, Charity), 204.

39 & 40 Geo. 3, c. 88, s. 12 (Escheats), 45.

c. 98 (Accumulation of Income), 271 et seq.

42 Geo. 3, c. 116 (Land-tax Redemption, Charity), 202.

43 Geo. 3, c. 107 (Queen Anne's Bounty, Charity), 66, 202.

0. 108 (Church Building), 43, 66.

45 Geo. 3, c. 101 (Universities, Advowsons), 179, n.

47 Geo. 3, c. 74 (Freeholds made Assets, Traders), 1388.

sess. 2, c. 24 (Escheats), 45.

51 Geo. 3, c. 105 (Royal Naval Asylum, Charity), 204.

55 Geo. 3, c. 147 (Glebe), 203, n.

c. 184 (Legacy Duty), 561.

c. 192 (Devises of Copyholds), 57, 1157.

56 Geo. 3, c. 73 (Customs Fund Annuities), 61.

58 Geo. 3, c. 45, s. 33 (Glebe), 203, n.

59 Geo. 3, c. 94 (Escheats), 45.

3 Geo. 4, c. 75 (Confirmation of Marriages), 895, n.

5 Geo. 4, o. 39 (British Museum, Charity), 204.

6 Geo. 4, 0. 17 (Escheats), 45.

c. 20 (Westminster Hospital), 204.

9 Geo. 4, c. 31 (Petit Treason), 45.

0. 42 (Church Building), 67.

c. 85 (Charity), 162, n.

10 Geo. 4, c. 25, s. 37 (Greenwich Hospital, Charity), 204.
1 Will. 4, c. 40 (Executors, Next of Kin), 60, 73.

c. 46 (Illusory Appointments), 1130, n.

c. 47 (Action of Covenant against Devisees), 1146, n., 1388, n.,

1428.

2 & 3 Will. 4, c. 40 (Wills of Soldiers and Seamen), 78.

c. 115 (Roman Catholic Disabilities Removal), 164, 166, n.

3 & 4 Will. 4, c. 9 (Royal Naval Asylum, Charity), 204.

c. 27 (Limitation of Actions), 50, 658, n.

c. 74 (Fines and Recoveries, Disposition by f. c), 860.

c. 104 (Real Estate made Assets), 1388.

c. 105 (Dower), 433, 434, 1202, n.

c. 106 (Inheritance), 74, 611, 905, 923, n., 944, n., 1432, n.

4 Will. 4, c. 38 (St. George's Hospital), 204.

5 & 6 Will. 4, c. 54 (Marriage), 1094.
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STATUTES CITED— continued.

6 Will. 4, c. 7 (Middlesex Hospital), 204.

1 Vict. c. 26 (Wills), see print of this Act, 1681 et seq.
c. 28 (Limitation of Actions, Mortgages), 658, n.

I & 2 Vict. 0. 110 (Insolvents, Judgments), 873, n.

4 & 5 Vict. c. 35 (Copyholds), 58, n.

c. 38 (School Sites), 203, n.

5 & 6 Vict. c. 35 (Income Tax), 167, n.

6 & 7 Vict. c. 87, s. 22 (Devise for Chareh-building), 203, n.

7 & 8 Vict. 0. 45 (Nonconformists, Religious Worship), 164, n.
c. 66 (Aliens), 44, n., 69.

c. 97, s. 16 (Charitable Trusts, Ir.), 201.

c. 101 (Bastardy, Vagabonds), 1110, n.

8 & 9 Vict. c. 43 (Museums of Art and Science, Charity), 203, n.
c. 106 (Real Property), 225, 611, n.

9 & 10 Vict. c. 59 (Jewish Disabilities Removal), 166.

10 & 11 Vict. c. 78 (Licenses in Mortmain), 182.

II & 12 Vict. c. 36, s. 41 (Thellusson Act, Scotland), 273.

13 & 14 Vict. c. 60 (Trustees), 1146, n.

c. 65 (Public Libraries), 203, n.

c. 94 (Tithes), 204, n.

15 & 16 Vict. c. 24 (Wills, " foot or end "), 81 et seq.

c. 55 (Trustees), 1146, n.

16 & 17 Vict. c. 51 (Succession Duty), 562, n.

c. 70 (Lunacy Regulation), 130, n.

17 & 18 Vict. c. 113 (Mortgage Debts primarily chargeable on Land), 1439,
1442, 1455 et seq.

18 & 19 Vict. c. 43 (Infants' Settlement Act), 852.

20 & 21 Vict. c. 57 (Assignment of Wife's Personal Estate), 567, n.

22 & 23 Vict. c. 11 (Colonial Law), 6.

23 & 24 Vict. c. 5 (Probate Duty on certain Indian Securities), 4, n.

c. 35 (Law of Property Amendment), 1158, n., 1396, n.

c. 15, s. 4 (Probate Duty on Personalty, ajipointed under
general power), 4, n., 562, n.

24 Vict. c. 9 (Conveyances to Charitable Use), 162, n., 178, 179.
c. 11 (Foreign Law), 6.

24 & 25 Vict. c. 14 (Legacy, Savings Bank), 725, n.

c. 114 (Execution of Wills independent of Domicile), 5, n., 7.

c. 121 (Domicile by Convention), 13, n.

25 Vict. c. 17 (Conveyances to Charitable Uses), 162, n., 178, n.

27 Vict. c. 13 (Conveyances to Charitable Uses), 179.

27 & 28 Vict. c. 112 (Judgments, Charge on Land), 1430.

29 & soviet, c. .57 (Conveyances to Charitable Uses), 162, n.

30 & 31 Vict. c. 69 (Mortgage Debts primarily charged on land), 1456 et seq.

c. 144 (Insurance), 864, n.

31 & 32 Vict. c. 44 (Religious, Literary, &c.. Sites), 162, n., 203, n.

32 & 33 Vict. c. 46 (Specialty and Simple Contract Debts payable pari
passu), 1389.

33 Vict. c. 14 (Naturalization Act, 1870), 44» 67, 916, n.

33 & 34 Vict. 0. 23 (Forfeiture for Treason and Felony abolished), 46,
873, n.

34 Vict. 0. 13 (Public Parks, Schools, and Museums Act, 1871), 162, n.,

203. n.

36 Vict. c. 86, s. 13 (Elementary Education Act, 1873), 203, n.

36 & 37 Vict. c. 66 (Judicature Act, 1873), 73, n., 117, 1059, n.

37 & 38 Vict. c. 37 (Exclusive Appointments), 1130.

0. 57 (Limitation of Actions), 644, n., 658, n., 1427, n.

c. 78 (Vendor and Purchaser Act, 1874), 49, n., 659 et seq.
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STATUTES CIT'KD— continued.

38 & 39 Vict. c. 68 (Department of Science and Art), 204.

c. 77 (Administration of deceased Insolvent's Estate), 1389.

c. 87 (Land Transfer Act, 1875), 659.

40 & 41 Vict. c. 33 (Contingent Remainders), 226, 227, n., 611, n., 822, n.,

832 et seq., 915, n., 1032, n.

c. 34 (Mortgage Debts primarily charged on land), 52, 53,

1458.

42 & 43 Vict. c. 59 (Outlawry), 46, n.

44 & 45 Vict. c. 41 (Conveyancing and Law of Property Act, 1881) —
s. 4 ... 52, n.

s. 30 . . . 660 et seq.

s. 43 . . . 1027, n.

s. 59 . . . 1388, n.

45 & 46 Vict. 0. 38 (Settled Land Act, 1882), 901, 16S2, 1663.

c. 39 (Conveyancing Act, 1882), 824, n.

c. 73 (Ancient Monuments), 203, 204.

0. 75 (Married Women's Property), 41, n., 42 et seq.,

631, n., 878, n., 882, n., 1115, n., 1116, n., 1427, n., 1429, n.

47 & 48 Vict. c. 18 (Settled Land Act, 1884), 1662.

c. 71 (Intestates' Effects Act, 1884), 68, n., 552, n.

50 & 51 Vict. c. 73 (Copyholds), 660.

51 Vict. c. 8 (Inland Revenue), 4, n., 562, n.

51 & 52 Vict. c. 42 (Mortmain and Charitable Uses Act, 1888), 64, 66, n.,

67, 162 et seq., 178, 179 et seq., .536, n.

52 & 53 Vict. c. 32 (Trust Investment Act, 1889), 574, n
53 & 54 Vict. c. 69 (Settled Land Act, 1890), 1662.

54 & 55 Vict. c. 73 (Mortmain and Charitable Uses Act, 1891), 1692 et seq.

55 Vict. c. 11 (Mortmain and Charitable Uses Amendment Act, 1892), see

Addenda.
STEWARD, direction to employ particular, imperative, whether, 376, 377.

STIRPES (PER),
gifts to children, 1051 et seq. See Children.

to descendants of A. and B., who are the " stirpes " ?, 945.

personal representatives (construed next of kin), 958.

mode of distribution, 945.

substitutional gift, legatees under, take, or per capita, whether, 1052.

See Capita (pee) — Children.
STOCK,

gifts of, date from which will speaks with reference to, 292, 296.

of particular, which testator possessed at death, not extended, 396.

what passes by, 725, n.

excluded by context from gift of " other articles," 707, n.

is movable property, 3, n.

live and dead, meaning of, 713, n.
" money," gift of, held to pass, 728, 730.

unless purpose of gift restricts construction, 726.
" pecuniary legacy " does not include, 725, n.
" shares," gift of, held to pass, 751, n.

specific bequest of, it none, payable out of general personalty, when, 394.

value of, is unascertained until sale, serab., 722.

" STOCK," devise to A. and his, gave to A. the fee (under old law), 1133.

STRICT SETTLEMENT,
executory trust requiring, what limitations inserted, 1190 et seq.

powers of management inserted, 1201.

protector not usually appointed, id.

expression of intention to make, does not control direct devise to A. for

life, remainder to the heirs of his body, 1284.

mode of limiting chattels to go along with freeholds in, 1383. See Chattels.
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SUBSCRIPTION. See Execution of Will— Signature.
SUBSTITUTED LEGACY.

exemption from duty annexed to original gift extends to, whether, 151.

SUBSTITUTIONAL GIFT,
class of objects of, ascertained, at what time, 481, 482, 954.
concurrent gift to parent and issue or, — which ? 1377.
contingency attaching to original gift extends to objects of, whether, 1043.

as to original shares, 1045.

as to substitutional shares, id.

See Childbkn.
failure of original gift affects, how, 1646, 1647. See Failure.
issue of legatee dead at date of will take, whether, 1584-1596.

where issue, if any legatee die, is to take share parent would have
taken, 1594.

distinction where words are, " if any of the said " legatees die,'

1594, 1595.

issue where original gift is to a class, 1584.

to a class living at a stated time " or

"

* (=" and ") their issue, 1592.

distinction where gift is to legatees living

at one time, and issue of legatees living

at another time, 1592, 1593.

to legatees and issue of deceased legatees con-
currently, 1588, 1589.

to named persons, 1595.

where state of family renders intention probable that issue should
take, 1590, 1591.

lapse, gift to A. or his executors fails by, whether, 309.

original legatee, substituted legatees must point out, 1585.

per stirpes or per capita, substituted legatees take, whether, 1052.

severance, words of, attached to original gift not extended to, 1120.

SUCCESSION DUTY,
"deductions," gift clear of, does not exempt from, 151, u.

on immovables depends on lex loci, 4, n.

movables depends on domicile, 3, n.

proceeds of land converted by will, 562, n.

where legacies, &c., are charged on land, qu. what law prevails, 4, n.

SUCCESSIVELY,
devise to first and other sons and their heirs creates successive estates

tail, 1117, 1295, 1296.

gift to parent and children, how construed, 1242.

several, in what order they take, 344, 345, 1074, n.
«' SUCCESSORS," gift to A. and his, gives fee (under old law), 1133.

» SUCH,"
construction of, prospective or retrospective, 909, n. See also Strutt v.

Braithwaite, 5 De G. & S. 869 ; Hope v. Potter, 3 K. & J. 206 ; Harley
V. Mitford, 21 Beav. 280.

how much of what precedes is imported by word, 1592, 1593.

•'SUCH ISSUE,"
after limitation to class of issue and their heirs refers to class, 1293.

to first and other sons and their heirs refers to heirs, 1295,

1296.

SUPERSTITIOUS USES,
gifts for, void as against public policy, 163.

secret trusts for, disclosure of, compellable, 164.

what are, 163.

See Charity.
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SUPPLYING WORDS,
alternative event, words supplied to-provide for, 454.

evidence, extrinsic, of omission, not admissible, 382.

intention as collected from context effectuated by, 451 et seq.

event not contemplated, not provided for, 453.

object supplied by reference to prior devise, 455, but see 464.

"on marriage" read " at twenty-one or marriage," 453.

"under twenty-one " supplied, 453.
" without issue " read " without living issue " to produce uniformity,

452. See Die without Issue.
supplied after devise in tail, 451, 452.

"without leaving a child" supplied after word " dying," 452.

limitation to second and other sons " to be begotten " includes eldest son,

whether, 456, 457.

limitations rendered consistent with context by, 457-460.

e. g., gift to first (and every other) son successively, 494, 1253.

trust for every child who being a son, &c. (or who being a
daughter, &c.), 458, 459.

trust for wife for life (and after her death) in trust for children,

457, 458.

limitations used in one devise not extended to other devises, 460, 461.

arrangement of clauses numerically, efiect of, 464.

qualifying clauses attached to one devise whether extended to other
devises, 463-465.

as to object of gift, name of legatee not supplied, 464.

as to subject of gift, words enlarging, modifying, or diminishing, not
supplied, 463.

SURNAHIE, gift to person of particular, how construed, 996.

SURRENDER,
of copyholds to use of will,

by joint tenant, when a severance, 56, n.

custom not to, bad, semb., id.

formerly necessary to testamentary disposition, 55.

omission of, supplied by, 55 Geo, 3, c. 129 ... 56.

unnecessary since, 1 Vict. c. 26 . . . 57, 620.

of lease,

power in trustees to accept, preserves legal estate to them, 1153.

See Copyholds—General Devise.

SURVIVOR,
construed to mean "all the survivors," 341.

gift to, for life, estate implied to all during joint lives, whether, 508.

gift over on death of, after estate for joint lives, life estate implied to sur-

vivor, whether, 509.

joint will revocable by, 27.

power, given to, how exercisable, 49, n.

SURVIVORS,
generally,

accruing shares, clauses of accruer whether extend to, 1520-1.526.

qualifications affecting original shares whether extend to
1526-1581.

See Accrued Shares.
gift invalidated for uncertainty by vague use of word, 342.

implication of life interests in, 508, 509.

"survivors," word how construed,
construed " others " only on context, 1500 et seq., 1519.

confined to persons in existence, 1501, 1502.

although a.ssociated elsewhere with " others," 1503.

gift over combined with collateral event, 1505..
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SURVIVORS— continued.

" SDKVIVORS," WORD HOW CONSTRUED. — continued.

not so construed if gift thereby becomes too remote, 1520.

construed " others " by force of general gift over, 1508 et seq.

in devise to several in tail and for want of issue of any, to the

survivors, and for wavit of issue of all, over, 1509.

in gift to several at twenty-one, if any die under age, to surviv-

ors, and if all die under age, over, 1510.

in gift to several in common for life; if any die childless, to sur-

vivors for life, then to their children; if all die childless, over,

1510, 1511.

secus, if gift to survivors is absolute, 1511, 1512.

gift over essential to this construction, 1508, 1512, 1514.

except after devise in tail, qu., 1516-1518.
sufficient if to last survivor (i. e., longest liver), 1511.

residuary gift insufficient, 1512.

construed "others" to effectuate intention that children shall take
share which parent would have taken, 1518.

where literal sense is impossible, 1518.

where words in another gift refer thereto, 1519,

1520.

construed "other surviving," 1512, n.

TO WHAT PKKIOD GIFT TO, FOLLOWING A PREVIOUS ABSOLUTE GIFT, IS

TO BE REFERRED,

1. Where gift is not expressly contingent.

(a) where gift is immediate,

to testator's death, 1532.

charge of annuities notwithstanding, 1533.

(6) lohere gift is not immediate.

Formerly to testator's death —
as to classes (Doe v. Prigg), 1588.

except where period of distribution elsewhere re-

ferred to, 1541, 1542.
where subject of gift was produce of future

sale, 1539.

as to individuals, 1533-1537.

Now to period of distribution —
as to personalty (Cripps v. Wolcott), 1543.
as to realty, 1547, 1548.

exception where alternative gift to issue of any who die
before testator, 1549.

where general gift to, explained by special
gift, 1557.

where " issue " of, is substituted for deceased
parents, 1548.

2. Where gift is on express contingency,
" survivors " means those living when contingency happens —

where gift is immediate, 1552, n.

where gift is not immediate, 1552 et seq.

whenever contingency happens—
after death of tenant for life, 1552.

unless restricted by context to definite period,

1549, 1550.

before death of tenant for life, i. e. , survivor need
not be living at his death 1552 et seq.

gift to A. and B. and, if either die before
tenant for life, to the survivor, 1553, but

see 1557.
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SURVIVORS— continued.

TO WHAT PERIOD GIFT TO, FOLLOWING A PREVIOUS ABSOLUTE GIFT, IS

TO BE REFERRED— Continued.

2. Where gift is on express contingency— continued.

alternative gift, effect of in confirming this

construction, 1654.

gift to several, and if any die under age, to

the survivors, 1557.

secus, if context points to fixed period, 1555, 1556.

if original gift contingent on surviving t.

fori., 1555.

if ultimate gift over is on death of all before
t. fori., 1556.

" survivors " referred to event personal to legatee rather than to

event fixing distibution, 1558.

especially where primary gift contingent on personal
event, 1559.

where ultimate gift over is on death of all,

or non-happening of event, id.

secus, where no gift except to survivors, 1560.

where ultimate gift over is on death of all, be-
fore period of distribution, id.

3. Where prior gift is for life only,
period of survivorship is indefinite, semb., 1550.

especially where final gift over on death of last survivor, 1561.

See Accrued Share— Death — Survivorship.

SURVIVORSHIP,
construed with reference to period of, how, 1535, 1546, n.

implication of, between annuitants, 509.

of legatee, must be proved, 309, n.

tenancy in common not inconsistent with, 1561.

limitation to survivor disregarded, 1562.

words of severance confined to inheritance, id.

" with benefit of," accrued shares carried by gift, 1525.

referred to death of testator, 1535, 1546, n.

SWITZERLAND, formal requirements of wills intended to operate in, 1678,

SYMBOLS, evidence to explain, 392.

TAIL. See Estate Tail.

TAXES,
gift clear of, effect of, as exempting from income tax, 152, n.

from legacy duty, 151, n.

TEARING,
includes cutting, 115.

revocation by, 113 et seq.

See Revocation.

TECHNICAL WORDS,
construed strictly, 501. See Heirs of the Body.
evidence to explain, admissible, 392.

expression of will in, fact of, may influence construction, 880, n.

foreign, how construed, 1, n., 3 n.

revocation may be effected without using, 146, 147.

"TEMPORAL ESTATE," meaning of, 673.

TEMPORARY WILL treated as last will, 98.
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TENANCY IN COMMON,
created by what expressions, 1121 et seq.

specific interest must be defined, 330.

devise of sliares held by, 33, 49.

husband and wife regarded as one person, 1115, 1116.

lapse in reference to, 311, n.

survivorship not inconsistent with, 1561.

trust estates excluded by, 649.

See Common (Tenants in) — Estate Tail.

TENANT, direction to permit occupation by, whether obligatory, 376.

TENANT FOR LIFE,
conditions imposed on, enforceable by injunction, 850.

specific enjoyment, rights as to, of, 577 et seq. See Conversion.

TENANT IN TAIL,
after possibility of issue extinct, 1189.

conditions imposed on, defeasible by barring entail, 850.

quasi, devise by, of estate pur autre vie, 60.

TENEMENTS, meaning of, 733.

TENURE,
misdescription as to, effect of, 348, 742, 743, 750.

words of, not diverted from primary sense, 384.

TERM OF YEARS,
attendant where no trusts declared, 542.

where trusts fail or are satisfied, 541.

And see Leaseholds.

TESTAMENTARY,
capacity, Ch. III., pp. 33 et seq.

expenses, what are, 1491.

present gift, instrument with words of, generally not, 24, 25.

what instruments are, 18 et seq.

TESTATOR, who may be, Ch. III., pp. 33 et seq.

" THEN,"
construed as word of addition merely, 1402.

of inference = " in that case," 993.

of time, to what period referable, id.

after succession limitations for life, 809, n., 1009, n,

THEREUNTO ADJOINING, what included in, 740.

" THEREUNTO BELONGING," what included in, 387, 738.

" THINGS," personal estate passes by, 706.

TIME,
alienation within specified, condition requiring, 860.

at which a will operates, 18.

at which a will speaks generally, 288 et seq. See Date.
as regards the rale in Rose v. Bartlett, 624.

in Wild's Case, 1237.

the rule of perpetuity, 216.

charitable devises validated by lapse of, 194.

for performance of conditions, 844, 848, 849.
" then," to what period referable, 993.

See Accumulation— Age— Date— Period.

TITLE,
by possession is devisable, 50.

description by reference to, from which property is derived, 748, 749.

to immovable property abroad, disputes concerning, not entertained, 2, n.
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TITLE-DEEDS, election to take land unconverted inferred from taking pos-

session of, 564.

TOMB,
gift to build or repair, amount not stated, 329.

charitable, whether, 169.

TRADE,
evidence of custom of, to explain ambiguity, 392.

goods belonging to, gift of " furniture " will not pass, 712, n.

separate, by married woman, 41, n.

TRADER, domicile changed by residence abroad as, 15.

TRAITORS,
attainder of, abolished, 46.

wills by, formerly void, 45, 46.

now good, subject to statutory charges, semb., 47.

TRANSMISSIBLE,
, interest may be, though contingent, 819.

clause in defeasance of, strictly construed, 787.

TRANSPOSITION",
of names of devisees, 469.

of two estates to suit context, 467.

of subjects of devise, id.

of words generally to effectuate intention, 468.

to give sense to senseless clauses, 465.

TREATY, wills of English subjects abroad under, 12.

TRUST,
discretionary, not stating objects, avoids gift for uncertainty, 355.

distinguished from condition, 842, n.

implication of, from devise of legal estate, 516, 517.

maintenance of bankrupt, &c., 868, 869.

of legatee, inalienable, void, 864.

parol, evidence admissible to prove, 390.

precatory, created, by words of request, recommendation, &c., 356-358.

provided object and subject are definite, 356.

unless gift is for the " absolute use " or " own use " of

donee, 358-361.

doctrine of, not to be extended, 361.

doubtful expressions which do not create, 361.

through uncertainty of object, 864.

through uncertainty of subject, 362, 363, 365.
" uncertainty of object " and " subject " explained,

366.

trust failing, donee holds for his own benefit, 366.

purpose or motive of gift, if for donee alone, donee holds absolutely, 367,

368.

unless amount and application be in discretion of trustees, 368,

369.

if for others besides donee, three constructions—
1. Complete trust, as, legacy to A. for the benefit of himself and

his children, 369, 370.

2. Discretion, subject to control of Court, as, gift of income to

parent for maintenance of children, 370, 371.

3. No trust, as gift to A., to enable him, or that he may, support

his children, 373-376.

resulting, evidence admissible to rebut, 391.

where object of original trust is uncertain, 854.

revocation of, change of trustee does not affect, 142.
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TRUST — continued.

secret, for charity, 194, 195. See Charity.
for superstitious uses, 164.

severable, rule against perpetuities in reference to, 222, 238, n.
word " trust " not conclusive to prove trust, 533.

not necessary to create trust, 354, 531.

words, what, sufficient to create trust, 354 et seq.

direction to employ person as agent, &c., 376.

to invest, trust for sale implied from, 494.
to permit tenants to remain in occupation, 376.
to sell to a certain person, 532.

trust or charge? distinction between gift for and gift subject to a
particular purpose, 527, 531.

trust repelled, how far, by describing donee by relationship, 532.

by donee being infant or f. c, 534.

by expressions of kindness towards donee,
532.

See Executory Trust— Heir— Resulting Teust.

TRUST ESTATES,
devise of, of copyholds, 654, 660, 661.

devolution of, 48, n.

general devise, whether passes, 643.

See Mortgagee— Trustee.

TRUST PAROL,
enforced against devisee or heir, 32, n., 194, 390.

next of kin, 390.

evidence, extrinsic, admissible to prove, 194, 390.

TRUSTEES,
generally,

actions against, conditions prohibiting, 902, 903.

annuity, duration of gift of, to, 1156.

change of, no revocation of trusts, 142.

gift to, of charity, whether charitable, 170, 171.

legacy to, as mark of respect, not annexed to office, 142.

liability of, for devising trust estates, where " assigns " not men-
tioned, 668.

for not converting property, 573, n.

mortgagees are, for their mortgagors, 643.

vendors under contract of sale are, 656, 657.

devises by,

formerly usually inserted in wills, 663.

devisees capable of executing trust for sale given to trustees,
their heirs and assigns, 665.

incapable of executing discretionary trusts given to

trustees and their heirs, 664 et seq.

incapable of executing trust or power of sale given to

trustees and their heirs, semb. , 664.

incapacity of, not cured by heirs' concurrence, 666, 667.

leaseholds, rule as to, 667.

now unnecessary and inefiectual, 660, 663.

except as to copyholds, 660, 661, 663.

See Mortgagees and Trustees.
DEVISES to,

1. Legal estate vests in them by—
appointment of trustees, "as also their heirs and assigns," 1154.

of trustees "of inheritance," id.

of trustees "so far as necessary to perform the trusts," id.

of trustees " to see justice done," id.
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TRUSTEES— continued.

DEVISES to

—

continued.

Legal estate vests in them by— continued.

devise to them in fee charged with debts with direction to trustees to

pay them, 1146.

in fee with power to lease for indefinite term, 1149-
1152.

but for definite term, qu., 1150.

to receive surrenders of leases, 1153.

devise to them in trust for A., with direction to apply rents for main-
tenance, 1141.

to convey in one event,

1144, 1145.

to pay taxes and re-

pairs, 1141.

to permit A. to receive

net profits, 1143.

to permit f . c. to receive

rents for separate use,

1143.

to permit widow to re-

ceive rents " with ap-

probation of trustees,"

id.

to sell or convey, 1143 et

seq.

to support contingent
remainders and per-

mit A. to receive

rents, 1142, 1143.

devise to them in trust to raise money for debts—
where devise is in case personalty deficient, if in part

deficient, 1146.

where trust is only in case personalty deficient, 1147.

deficiency or otherwise of personalty immaterial, semb., id.

devise to use of them in trust for A., 1139.

direction to executors to pay sums out of estate, 1154.

2. Legal estate does not vest in them by—
devise to them in trust for A., subject to debts and legacies, 1145, 1146.

for A., with power to lease for 21 years, semb.,

1152, 1153.

in trust to pay to, or permit A. to receive rents, 1142.

to permit A. (not being f. c.) to receive rents,

id.

to raise money for debts, where devise itself

is only in case personalty deficient, if in

fact no deficiency, 1147.

to transfer to A., 1140.

devise to them to use of, or in trust for A., where they have no duty
to perform, 1139, see 1142.

except in case of appointment of use, 1157.

in case of copyholds or leaseholds, 1157-
1159.

to uses in strict settlement with power to convey in

exchange or partition, 1145.

3. Quantity of estate taken by trustees—
under old law,

contingent remainders, effect of creation of, 1162-1164.

equitable interest devised to them, in trust, effect ofj 1159.

VOL. II. 60
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TRUSTEES— continued.

DEVISES TO — continued.

3. Quantity of estate taken by trustees— continued,
under old law— continued,

estates measured by requirements of trust 1157.
failure of trust, efEect of, 1165.

fee passed to them, when, 1160.
limited interest only passed to them, when, 1161.

under Wills Act,

they take estate pur autre vie, 1165, or

they take or fee simple, 1165.

by trust to apply rents during minority and to con-
vey, 1168.

by trust for separate use of f . c. , with power to
lease for limited term, 1167," or

no estate, 1165, 1166.

undefined chattel interest, never, 1166.

TRUSTEES, BARE, who are, 659.

TRUSTEES TO PRESERVE CONTINGENT REMAINDERS,
heir takes by descent notwithstanding limitations to, 1184.
necessary since 8 & 9 Vict. c. 106, s. 8, when, 225, 226.

See Remainder.
TRUST ESTATES, devolution of, 48, n. See Mortgagees and Trustees.
TURKEY. See Ottoman Empire.

ULTERIOR ESTATES. See Acceleration.

ULTERIOR GIFT,
after remote limitation, void, 253.

unless upon alternative contingency, 255.

UNATTESTED CODICIL,
not part of the will generally, 106, 108.

validated by subsequent attested codicil, when, 104.

UNBORN CHILDREN,
en ventre at date of will, effect of gift to, 302.

considered as born or living, but only for their benefit, 1041, 1102.
implication of gift to existing children from gift to, 507.

life interest to, gift of, valid, 243.

UNBORN PERSONS,
gifts of life interests to, good, 243.

to children of, void, 247, 248.

when cy-prfes doctrine applies to, 267.

iSee Children— Class— Perpetuity— Posthumous Children.
UNCERTAINTY,

generally,
definite subject and object requisite to validity of gifts, 327.
general devise not restrained, 617.

heir or next of kin not to be ousted on conjecture, 326.
indulgent construction of wills, 326.

stricter rules in early cases not to be relied on, 327.
transposition of words to clear up, 328.

AS to object of gift—
" aforesaid," rejection of word, when no objects previously named,

alternative gifts, e. g., to A. or B., 342.

ascertainment of donee made dependent on future act of testator, 344.
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UNCERTAINTY— conftnued.

AS TO OBJECT OF GIFT— cnntinued.

blanks left for names, 340.

charitable gifts not within rules as to, 206, 346. See Chaeity—
CY-PRis.

class, gift to, except person not named, 341.

description failing to distinguish among several, 846, 351.

gift to A. and B., if both or either fail, to C. or D., 345, 346.

to "family" may be void for, 935, 936, 942.

to heir or next of kin of personalty, "or " construed viz., 843
to one of a class, void, 340.

unless saved by context, 346.

to poorest of testator's kindred, specified number of, 340.
successive gifts to several, not saying in what order, 344, 345.
" survivor " construed all the survivors, 841.
"survivors," vague use of word, 342.
uses of other estates, reference to, there being more than one, 343.
AS TO SUBJECT OF GIFT

gift of "all " held not to pass land, 827.

of amount variously stated, 329.

of any part, donee may take all, 332.

of certain sum "or thereabouts" raisable by accumulating in-

come, 328.

valid, though to embrace further uncertain sum,
340.

of " close W.," there being two, void, 332.

of definite part of larger quantity, donee may select, 331.

of indefinite part or sum, void, 328.

unless for a measurable purpose, e. g. —
to build or repair tomb, 829.

to executors for their trouble, 328.

to found school like H. for 100 boys, 329.

to maintain infant or adult, 328.

to repair church, 329.

of maximum sum, 329.

of residue of fund after providing for illegal object, void, 336.
unless cost is ascertainable, 337.

void gift, when falls into the residue, 338.

of share equal to property of man whom legatee shall marry, 329,

of shares to be determined by person not named, 331.

of such part or articles as donee may select, effect of, 332.

of what legatee shall not dispose of, void, 333.

unless legatee takes life interest only, 333, 334.

preceded by power of appointment, 834.

to A. " after legacies, &c., are paid," held to pass residue, 328.

to " all my grandchildren," not specifyingi what property, void,

327.

tenancy in common not created unless specific interest is stated, 330.

IN DESCKIPTION OF SUBJECT OR OBJECT —
all particulars need not be correct, 847.

corporations, misnomer of, 348, 349.

improbability of gift does not override correct name and description,

354.

individuals, misnomer of, 349-354.

correct name overrides description generally, 849.

unless contrary intention is irresistibly to be feared, 350,
351.

distinction where more than one claimant, 351.
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UNCERTAINTY— continued.

IN DESCRIPTION OF SUBJECT OR OBJECT— Continued.

cases where description prevailed, 352.
where name prevailed, 351, 352.

name and description evenly balanced, 353.
none given, except as part of description, 853.
position of, in will, may prevent uncertainty, 352.

locality, mistake as to, 348, 745 et seq.

reference to, must be definite as to limits, 354.
tenure of lands, mistake as to, 348, 742, 743, 750. And see Descrip-

tion,

op interests created—
discretion, absolute, as to application of gift, 355.

trust created but object uncertain, 354.

by purpose or motive of gift, 367 et seq. See Trust.
precatory, by what words, 356 et seq. See Trust.

See Heir— Resulting Trust— Trust.

UNDER-VALUE, condition, that devised estate shall be offered at, 857.

UNDISPOSED INTEREST,
destination of, 585 et seq.

operation of residuary bequest on, 590-592.
of j-esiduary devise on, 598 et seq.

See Conversion.

UNDIJE INFLUENCE,
particular gifts obtained by, void, 37.

will obtained by, void, 36, 37.

UNFINISHED PAPERS,
testamentary operation of, 97, 98.

Wills Act, effect of, as to, 32.

UNITARIAN,
chapel, bequest to, good, 164.
" Protestant dissenter" includes, 164, n.

UNITED STATES OP AMERICA, formal requirements of wills intended
to operate in, 1679.

UNIVERSITIES, exception from Mortmain, &c.. Acts in favor of, 67, 200,
210.

UNMARRIED,
meaning of, controlled by context, 487-489.

gift of personalty on death of f . c, " as if she had died unmarried," 489.

"if she dies without having been
married," id.

subsequent marriage of donee once entitled as, gift not divested by, 490.

" UNSETTLED LANDS,"
devise of, includes unsettled interest in settled land, 616.

USE. See Legal Estate— Trustees.

« USE AND OCCUPATION,"
condition prohibiting, annexed to devise of fee, void, 855.

devise of, what passes by, 741, 742.

dower barred by trust to permit, 480.

USES STATUTE OF, devise to A. to use of B. operates under, whether,

1137.
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VALIDITY, what necessary to, of will. See Execution.

VENDOR,
after contract, is trustee for purchaser, 656-658.

legal estate passed formerly by devise of trust estates, 656,

657.

passes now to personal representatives, 663.

lien of, gift of " securities " passes, whether, 656, n.

VENTRE SA MfiRE,
child en, deemed living if for its benefit, 1041, 1102.

See Children— Illegitimate Children— Posthumous Chil-
dren.

"VEST,"
construed, primS, facie, vest in interest, 1623.

effect of declaration that devise or bequest shall "vest" at a particular

time, 771, 772, 807.

means " shall become payable " or " indefeasible,'' when, 807.

gift over before legacy vests, means before testator's death, 1623.

although legacy be in remainder, semb., 1624, 1625.

unless referred by context to time of possession, 1623, 1624.

VESTING,
generally,

ambiguous expressions will not prevent, 442, 443.
" and " read " or " in favor of, 483, 490.

contingency, expressions of seeming, effect of, 762-778.
futurity, words of, whether postpone, 756 et seq.

perpetuities, rule against, in reference to, 214 et seq. See Perpe-
tuities.

remainders and reversions, 757.

widowhood, devise daring, with gift over on marriage, 759 et seq.

AS to bequests op personalty.
Legacies charged on land,

gift over in one event, favors, in other events, 793.

land, rules as to, generally extend to, 791.

leaseholds are not land for this purpose, 791, n.

proceeds of sale of, are not land for this purpose, 791.

ayment at future time, direction for, suspends, 792.

gift of intermediate interest notwithstanding, id.

unless contrary intention appears, 793.
no time fixed for, effect where, 794.

postponement of, for convenience of estate, 792, 793.

by charge on reversion, 794.

none, by direction to pay within
certain time, id.

reversions, charges on, id.

time, future, annexed to gift itself, suspends, id.

Legacies payable out of personalty,
at testator's death, where legacy given simpliciter, 791.
converted realty is within rules as to, 791, n.

leaseholds, legacies charged on, are within rules as to, id.

postponement of payment, distribution, &c., effect of, 794 et seq.

direction to pay, &c., (superadded to gift), at future time does
not suspend, 795.

immaterial whether direction precedes or follows

gift, 796.

unless contrary intention appears by context, 796,

797.

words superadded, of distribution, effect of, 796.
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^

YESTmG— continued.

AS TO BEQUESTS OP PERSONALTY— continued. .

Legacies payable out of personalty— continued.

direction to pay in eveut which may never happen, as marriage,
suspends, 797.

gift, or direction to pay, &c., (without gift), at future time is

contingent, 794, 797, 798.

exception where postponement is for convenience of fund, 792,
798.

notwithstanding gift over, 800.

new words of gift, id.

subsequent erroneous reference, id.

severance of legacy from general estate favors, 806, 807.
time annexed to gift itself or to payment, distinction as to, 794.
time of, express direction as to, ousts implication, 807.

" vested " means " indefeasible," when, 807, 808.
uncertain event, legacy in, is contingent, 797.

Gift of intermediate interest,

vesting favored by, 802.

vests legacy given in future, 800. ^

legacy payable in event which may never happen, 801.

rule applies where—
interest directed to be applied for maintenance, 803.

until specified age, 802, n.

immaterial whether gift of interest precedes or fol-

lows gift of principal, 803, n.

legatees are a class, when, 804, 805.

trust is to apply for maintenance all or so much as trustees

shall think fit, 802, 803.

secus, if surplus is to be accumulated and blended with
principal, 803.

rule does not apply where—
allowance out of interest is given, 803.

annual sum equal to interest is given, id.

contrary intention is declared, 805.

interest is given during part of interval, 803.

interest, gift of, as well as of principal, is postponed, 805.

but clearly vested legacy not divested, 806.

gift of intermediate interest to another person vests legacy, 807.

Residuary bequests,
age, specified attainment of, made part of description of donee,

whether, 812 et seq.

gift at, where maintenance given, with gift over on death
under that age, 815.

gift to objects "if" or "when" they shall attain, 813.

to such of class as shall attain, 813, 819.

gift over favors, 815, 817, 818.

on event different from that mentioned in primary
gift, 818.

expressions of intention, ambiguous, vesting of clear gift not
postponed by, 810.

clear, may postpone vesting of equivocal
gift, 811.

contingency imported into gift to class

by, to suspend vesting, if only one
object, 811, 812.

contingency imported into gift to the
one object by conditional gift to
class, 812.
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VESTING— continued.

AS TO BEQUESTS OF PERSONALTY— Continued.
Residuary bequests — continued.

expressions of intention, immediate vesting of gifts by similar, id.

realty and personalty included in same gift, rule as to, 816, n.
Transmissibility of contingent gifts,

contingent interest devolves on donee's representatives, vrhen,
819 et seq.

legacy to A. in event which happens after A.'s death,
820.

to class when youngest attains 21 years, id.

AS TO DEVISES OP REALTY,
age, specified, gift to A., "if " or " when " he attains simpliciter, 762,

766.

with gift over, 767, 768.

to A. until B. attains and "if" or "when" B.
attains or "from and after " his attaining to B.,

762, 763.

to A. when he attains, and performs condition
precedent, and, if he die before attaining, over,

771, 772.

to A. with express direction as to vesting, 770,
771, see 807.

to children " who attain," or " on attainiflg," 775.

to class " if " or " when " they attain, 768.

bankruptcy, gift to A. till, and if he becomes bankrupt, to B., 761.

contingency, apparent, words of, do not suspend, 762 et seq.

clearly expressed suspends, 778.

absurd consequences notwithstanding, 778 et seq.

mistake as to extent of disposing power notwith-
standing, 781.

unless express intention defeated, 782.

not confined to particular estate generally, 787.

unless following limitations are not consecutive, 789.
owing to intention expressed as to particular

estate, 788.

paragraphs or words " item," &c., discon-
nect the limitations, 790.

death, gifts to A. for life and after his, to B., vest instanter, 757.

in tail, and in case of his, without issue, to B., 758.

debts, gift to A., after payment of, 777.
declarations excluding, or postponing, 770, 771.

event essential to determination of prior estate, gift on, is vested, 764,
766.

not essential to determination of prior estate, gift on, is contin-

gent, 766, 780, 781.

executory trusts, 768.

future period of, declaration fixing, 771.

futurity, words of, do not suspend, 756.

immediate, at death of testator or birth of donee, when, 756.

liable to be divested, when, 767 et seq., 772.

subject only to preceding estates, when, 757 et seq.

name, gift over on refusal of donee to assume, 758, 759.

remainders and reversions, 757.

surviving, determination of particular estate, gifts depending on,

768 et seq., 778.

gift over, how far material to construction, 772.

unborn son of A., gift to, for life or in tail, and for want of such son

to B., 758.
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Y'ESTING— continued.

AS TO DEVISES Or REALTY— Continued.

widow, gift to, for life, and if she marries, to A., 759 et seq.

express provision for her on marriage, effect of, 761.

(or spinster) gift to, until she marries,, and if she marries,

to A., 759, 761.
" VIDELICET,"

effect of word, 715.

" VILL,"
devise of land in X., where X. is name common to, and to one of several

hamlets therein, 753, 754.

VOID,
gift of real estate, residuary gift includes, 612.

secus under old law, 609.

out of proceeds of conversion, destination of, 598 et seq.

effect of s. 25 of Wills Act, 607, 608.

part of will may be, and part not, 37.

See Acceleration — Lapse— Uncertainty.

VOLUNTARY SOCIETY,
gift to, whether charitable, 170.

WAIVER of conditions by testator, 893.

WASTE, devise for life exempt from, followed by conveyance not exempt,
131.

WASTING INTERESTS,
conversion of, rules as to, 573, 576, 577.

enjoyment in specie, tenant for life entitled to, whether, 579, 580.

See Conversion.
" WHEN,"

gift to children " who attain 21 " and " when they attain 21 " distinguished,

775, 819.

gift " when " event happens is contingent, 762, but see 800.

WIDOW,
domicile of, how far regulates that of infant children, 16, 17.

condition restraining second marriage of, lawful, 886.

dower and freebench barred by devise, 56, 58.

election in respect of dower,,429-434.

in respect of share of personalty, 432.

gift over on marriage of, takes efiect at her death, 759.

gift to '
' heirs " (construed statutory next of kin) entitles, to share, 923, n.

See Feme Covbrte— Dower— Freebench— Election — Hus-
band AND Wipe— Wife.

WIDOWER, condition restraining second marriage of, lawfiil, 886.

WIDOWHOOD,
gift of annuity during, good, 886.

gift over after devise during, how construed, 759, 760.

See Vesting.

WIFE,
domicile of husband determined by residence of, how far, 14.

gift to, refers to wife at date of will, 303.

if none, then to wife at testator's death, id.

if none, then to person first afterwards answering description, 304.

included in gift to "heirs " (construed statutory next of kin), 923, n.

to " personal representatives " (so construed), 977.
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WIFE— continued.

included in gift to persons entitled under Stat. Dist., 977.

not in gift to " family," 941.

to " relations," 977.

husband entitled to undisposed property of, 31, n.

transfer of property into joint names of self and, 48, n.

misdescription of legatee as, not fatal to gift, 895, n., 1080.

unless character fraudulently assumed^ 895, n.

witness to will, gift to wife of, void, 71, 73.

See Feme Coverte— Husband and Wife— Separate Use—
Widow.

WILD'S CASE, RULE IN,
nature and effect of, stated, 1235, 1289, 1258, n.

contrary intention will exclude, 1288.

personal estate, bequests of, not within, 1243.

See Children.

WILL,
condition not to dispute, valid, whether, 902, 903.

contingent. See Contingent Will.
forms of. See Form of Will.
governed by lex domicilii as to personalty, 2 et seq.

by lex loci as to realty, 1, 2.

inoperative till testator's death, 18, 24,

mutual, 27.

of personalty, requires probate, 27, 28. See Probate.
original may be referred to for purposes of construction, 29, 30. See
Addenda.

reference to will generally includes codicils, 153, 154.

unless excluded by context, 146.

to "will" or "codicil" applies to unexecuted papers, when,
107.

to "will dated," &c., does not include codicils, 104.

what may be disposed of by, Ch. IV. See Devisable.
what papers constitute, 18 et seq.

who may make, Ch. III., pp. 33 et seq. See Disability, and the titles there

referred to.

WISH, trust when created by words expressing, 854 et seq.

" WITHOUT ISSUE," words read " without leaving issue," 452, 469.

WITNESSES TO WILLS,
acceleration of remainders where life interest given to, 73.

acknowledgment by, not sufficient, 86.

creditors may be, 72.

executors may be, id.

gift to attesting, void, 69 et seq.

or to husband or wife of, 71, 73.

upon trust, good, 73, n.

supernumerary, 72.

to person attesting marksman's attestation, 73, n.

to solicitor-trustee empowered to make professional charges, 73.

to trustee on parol, trust for, void, 73.

incompetency of attesting, whether avoids will, 71.

may take as executor or trustee, 73.

beneficially under codicil and vice versS, 72.

under will republished with other witnesses, id.

testator must sign in presence of, 85.

See Credibility—Execution of Will— Presence—Signature.
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WORDS,
' adjoining thei-eto," what included by, 740.
'advise," trust created by, whether, 357, 361.
' aforesaid," rejected where no objects previously named, 341.
' alienation," 870, 873.
' after death," 844, 1331 et seq
' all," read " any;," 469, n.
' also," assimilating force of, 463, 1120.
' and " read " or," when, 483 et seq.
' appertaining," what passes by, 738.
' appurtenances," what passes by, 737, 738.
' articles," 707, n.
' as before," 701, n.

' as to," disjunctive force of, 790, n.
' at death," effect of, on " die without issue," 1332, 1335.
' at, in, or near," 752, 754.
' at or within," 754.
' avoidance " of living, Hatch v. Hatch, 20 Beav. 105. '

' belonging thereto," what passes by, 738, 739.
' benevolent purposes," not charitable, 169.
' bequeath," realty included by, 692, n.

'born," or "begotten," 395, 1041, 1082.
' bulk " of property, gift of, void, 383.
' by present or any future husband," gift to children, 1038, 1039.
'cash," 724, li.

' chattels," 706.
' child," word of limitation, when. See Child.
' children," word of limitation, when. See Childsek.
' clear sum," 151, n.
' confiding " creates trust, 356 et seq.
' containing " read " inclusive of," 139.
' cottage," 736.
' cousins," 1006, 1007.
' dead stock," 713, n.

'debenture," 725, n.

'debts," gift of, 725, n.
' deductions," gift clear of, 151, n.

default of," means " remainder," when, 1614.
' descend," 944.
' descendants," 942 et seq. See Descendants.
' devise," 692, u. See Addenda.
'devolve," Swan v. Holmes, 19 Beav. 476.
' die in lifetime of A. and B.," 490, n.
' die without children." See Child—Children.
' die without heirs of the body." See Die without Issue.
' die without issue." See Die without Issue.
' disposal," trust rebutted by, 372, 373.

'effects," 678. 699,706.
' enfans " (Fr.), 1000, n.

' entitled," 771, n., 1060, n., 1625, 1626.
' entitled for the time being," Sidney v. Wilmer, 25 Beav. 260.
' entitled in immediate expectancy," Western v. Western, 21 Beav. 328i,

' entitled in possession," 1386, n., 1623.
' estate," 670 et seq.
' et cetera," 710, n.

' every " read " each," Brown v. Jarvis, 2 D. F. & J. 168.

'family," 936 et seq., 1133.
' farm," 740.
' farming stock," 713, n.
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WORDS —continued.
' first " or " in the first place," 1392.
' for ever," not inconsistent with estate tail, 1169, 1170.
' fortune," 1252, 1253, see 697.

for want of " objects of prior gift, 757.

'from and after," a given day, 844.
' funds," 725, n.

'furniture," 721, n.
' future " read "former," 470, n.
' goods," 706 et seq.
' goodwill and plant," 713, n.
' ground rent," 741.
' he paying " debt, gift to A., 1444.
' heirs lawfully begotten," 1170.
' heirs male," 910, n., 1169.
' heirs of body'' meaning " sons," " children," &c., 1228 et seq.

'hereafter to be born," 1038.
' hereditaments," 783.
' herein," " hereinafter," codicil whether included, 151.
' house," 712 n., 736, 745. And see House.
' household furniture " or " household goods," 712, n.
' I make A. my heir," 327, n.

' immediate expectancy," see Westcar v. Westcar, 21 Beav. 328.
' in case of death." See Death.
' including " read " excluding," 470, n.
' inherit," 1255, 1256.
' inheritance," devise of, 1134.
' in like manner " or " in manner aforesaid," 701, n., 1256.
' insolvency," 877. v

' item," disjunctive force of, 790.

'joint lives," 509.

'land " includes house thereon, 733.
' lands not before devised," 617.

lands not settled," 616.

last will," 381, see 136.

lawful heirs," 1170.

lawfully begotten," id.

left," gift of what shall be, 333, 334.

legacy," may include realty on context, 697.

legal representatives," 957, 958.

likewise," 790.

line," male or female, 956.

lineal" descendants, &c., 913, 944.

live and dead stock," 713, n.

living," at a given time, 302, 1041, see 1036, n.

living" (EccL), Webb v. Byng, 2 K. & J. 669.

male issue," 909.

messuage," 784, 735.

minority," 780, n., 803, n.

money," 724, et seq.

money on mortgage," 652.

movables," 710.

mortgage," 646, 651.

near relations," 976.

nearest family," 938.

nearest relations," 976.

nephews " and " nieces," 1006-1008.
next avoidance " of benefice, Hatch v. Hatch, 20 Beav. 105.

next heir," 920, 921.
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TVORDS— continued.
" next heir male," 914, 918.
" next legal representatives," 960.

"next of kin." See Next of Kin.
" not hereinbefore disposed of," 717, n., 1471.
" now," 298.
" now born," 395, 1041.
" occupation " (use and), 741, 742.
" offspring," 946, n.
" on death," 1333.
" one of my sons," a void gift for uncertainty, 340.
" or" construed " and," 480, and see Changing Words.

construed " namely," 343.
" or thereabouts " added to gift of certain sum, 328.
" other effects," ejusdem generis, when, 706, n., see 712, 713.
" other real estate," 625.
" other sons," gift to second and, 1073.
" overplus of my estate," 683.

"paid," 808,, n.
" payable." See Payable.
" pecuniary legacies," includes annuities, 1416.
" personal representatives," 957 et seq.
" plant and goodwill," 713, n.
" poor relations," 172, 978.
" portion," to pass testator's interest in whole, 742.
" possessed of," 1626.
" premises," 734.
" primary fund " for payment of debts, 1479.
" property," passes realty, 670 et seq.

"public funds," 725, n.
" ready monev," id.

" real effects," 677, 678, 1134.
" received," 1627 et seq.
" remain," gift of what shall, 333.
" rents," or "rents and profits," 740, 741, see Addenda.
" representatives," 957 et seq.
" residence," 900.

"residue." See Ebsidub.
"respective," 422, 1124,- 1356.

"rest," the, 682.
" return tb England," what sojourn suflScient, 900, n.

" right heirs male," 910.

"right heirs of my name and posterity," id.

" same," to what period referable, Huskisson v. Lefevre, 25 Beav, 157.

"second cousins," 1006.
" securities for money/' 725, n.

" several," read "respective," 470.
" shall " not restricted to future events, 1585.

"shares" includes stock, 751, n.

" small balance," 720.
" stock " devise to A. and his, gives fee td A., 1133.
" subject to," charge, devise of land, 534.
" such," 909, n., 1592, 1593.

"such issue," 1293 et seq.

"survivors," 341, 342. See Survivors.
" temporal estate," 673.

" tenements," 733.

"then," 809, n., 993, 1402.

" thereunto adjoining," 740.
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WORDS— continued.
" thereunto belonging," 387, 738.
" things," 706.
" to be born," or "begotten," 1034, 1035.
" unmarried," 407-409.
" unsettled lands," 616.
" use and occupation," 741, 742.
"vest," 1623.

"videlicet," 715.
" whatever else I may be possessed of," 713, see 708, 709.
" when " referred to determination of prior estate, 762, 763. See

Vesting.
" without issue," read " without leaving issue," 469.
" worldly goods," 702.
" younger branches " of a family, 943.
" youngest child," 1062.

WORLDLY GOODS, meaning of, 702.

WRITING,
power to appoint by, must be executed as required by the power, 32, n.

printing included in expression in all Acts of Parliament, 78, n.

revocatory, married woman competent to make, 41, n.

must be executed as will, 133.

will must be in, 78, 79.

" YOUNGER BRANCHES " of a family, meaning of, 943.

YOUNGER CHILDREN,
GIFTS TO, HOW CONSTRUED,

in dispositions by parents—
means children not taking the settled estate, 1058.

eldest daughter may take under gift to, id.

eldest son, unprovided for, may take portion, id.

secus, if, on disentailer, he retains estate in substance,
1059.

though estate insufficient to meet portions, id.

secus, if will itself makes no reference to provision for

him, 1061.

younger child, provided for, excluded from portions, 1058.

unless he takes under a new title, 1059.

unless portions are raisable for children generally, id.

rule applies to devises of real estate, id.

yields to contrary intention indicated by the will, 1061, 1062.

in dispositions by strangers, strictly construed, unless contrary
intention appears, 1060.

PERIOD FOR ASCERTAINING CLASS,
generally—

except the eldest son, gift to, how construed, 1067-1070.
future executory gift transmissible, how, 1064 et seq.

immediate gift vests in those living at testator's death, 1062.

remainder vests in those living at testator's death and coming in

esse during the particular estate, id.

though defeasible by contingent gift over, 1070, but see 1071.

in parental provisions —
at the time when portion is payable, 1063.

gift over in one event does not exclude the rule, 1064.
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"YOUNGEST CHILD,"
absolute youngest meant in gift to children \rhen youngest attains age,

1021.

exception of, from gift to cliildren means youngest at period of distri-

bution, 1068, n.

only child is within: gift to, 1062.










